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INTRODUCTION
The Infrared Astronomical Satellite (IRAS) surveyed over 96% of the celestial sphere at
12, 25, 60, and 100 _tm, reliably detecting 245,889 point sources and 16,740 extended
sources smaller than 8'. A detailed description of the IRAS mission, the instrument, and the
data reduction procedures is given in the Explanatory Supplement to the ItbiS Catalogs and
Atlases, volume 1 of this series, hereafter referred to as the Supplement. Information on the
point sources is presented in volumes 2 to 6 of this series. As discussed in Chapter XII of
the Supplement , the data reported in this printed version refer to Version 2.0 of the Point
Source Catalog. The Small Scale Structure Catalog (volume 7) lists the properties of the
extended objects smaller than 8'.
Volumes 2-6 present in abbreviated form the results of the IRAS point source survey.
For each source, information is presented about its position (equinox 1950, epoch 1983), its
brightness in the four IRAS wavelength bands, and its possible association with objects in
other astronomical catalogs. Various cautionary flags warn the user of such deleterious
effects as confusion with neighboring sources and with extended 100 lam emission, hereafter
referred to as "cirrus".
Format of the Point Source Catalog
The organization of this printed version of the catalog and the meaning of each column
are described briefly below. A more detailed discussion appears in Section X.B of the Sup-
plement.
The sources in the catalog have been arranged in 10° wide declination bands within
which sources are presented in order of increasing fight ascension. Table I gives the declina-




2 30 ° < 5 < 90*
3 0°<5<30 *
4 -30"<_5 <00
5 -50"< 6 <-30 °
6 -90 ° < 8 < -50 °
Each page of the catalog lists the properties of 100 sources with positions in the range
given at the top of the page. Each page catalog is divided into five major areas: position,
number of sightings, flux density, uncertainties and cautionary flags, and associations.
nl
Position -
Column 1." Name. The IRAS name for a source is derived from its position (equinox
1950, epoch 1983) by giving the hours, minutes, and tenths of minutes of right ascension
and the degrees and minutes of declination. For sources so close together that this scherrrc
would have resulted in duplicate names, letters of the alphabet were appended to the names
to distinguish between them.
Columns 2 and 3. ct and _ (Supplement V.B., VII.C.) The precise IRAS position for :_
source is obtained by combining the position information contained in the IRAS name witlr
the seconds of time of right ascension and the seconds of arc of declination given in these
columns. The position was derived by a weighted average of the positions obtained in each
of the detected wavelength bands.
Column 4: Galactic Coordinates. The galactic coordinates, Itt and b 11, of the source
are listed to a precision of 1°
Columns 5 to 7. Position Uncertainty (Supplement V.D.9, VII.C.) The uncertainty in
the position of an IRAS source is defined by an ellipse of semi-major axis (SMAJ) an_d
semi-minor axis (SMIN), expressed in arcsec, that encloses the true position with 95%
confidence. The orientation of the major axis is expressed in degrees east of equatorial
north (0).
Number of sightings
Cohtmn 8. Number of Sightings (Supplement III.C, V.D.) Each source in the catalog
had to be detected repeatedly on multiple passes of the satellite, on time scales of seconds,
hours, and weeks. The number of times a source was seen on the hours time scale (an
hour-confirmed sighting or HCON) is given.
Flux Density
Columns 9 to 12: Flux Density (Supplement V.H.5, VI.C.) The flux densities of a
source in the four bands are expressed in Jansky (I Jy = lO-26Wm-2Hz-I). A blank after
the flux density denotes a high quality measurement, a colon (:) denotes a moderate quality
measurement, and an "L" denotes an upper limit that is an estimated 3_ limit in uncon-
fused regions, but which may be considerably larger than this in confused areas.
As described in detail in the Supplement (VI.C), the broad wavelength responses of the
IRAS filters make the values quoted in the catalog correct for only one intrinsic energy dis-
tribution. The IRAS calibration assumes that flux density is inversely proportional to fre-
quency. Flux densities for sources with energy distributions different than this must be
iv
_!_I i "
corrected by dividing the flux density quoted in the Catalog by a factor, K, which depends
on the intrinsic energy distribution of the source and can be as large as 1.5. Values of K for
representative blackbody and power law distributions are given on the endpapers of each
volume.
Flags
Column 13. Fhtx Density Uncertainties (Supplement V.H.5, VII.D.) The relative
uncertainties in the four flux densities, afdfv, are encoded as given in Table II for 12, 25,




A 0.00 to 0.04
B 0.04 to 0.08
C 0.08 to 0.12
D 0.12 to 0.16
E 0.16 to 0.20
F > 0.20
Column 14: Correlation Coe#cient (Supplement V.C.) A correlation coefficient is
given for each band which characterizes in a least-squares sense how well the signature of the
source matched the signature of a "perfect" point source. The value is encoded such that a
correlation coefficient of 100% = A, 99% = B...87% = M for 12, 25, 60, and 100 Bm (left to
right).
Cohtmn 15: l'ariahility (Supplement V.H.5, VII.D.) The probability that a source
showed correlated variations at 12 and 25 _m is given as an integer 0 to 9 corresponding to
probabilities of 0.0 to > 0.9.
Cohtmn 16: Confusion Flags (Supplement V.H.4, X.B.)
number encodes a different cautionary flag.
(1)
(2)
Each digit of this ten-digit
CIRRUS l - Number of sources observed only at 100 ]am within 1 square
degree of the source. Values greater than unity indicate the possibility of con-
tamination by cirrus.
CIRRUS 2 - Ratio of a source's 100 lain brightness to the average cirrus bright-
ness within I square degree.
(3) Confusion - A flag indicating possible confusion with a neighboring source.
Flag is hex encoded by band with 12 lam = bit 1 (LSB), 25 lum = bit 2, 60 _tnl
= bit 3, 100 tam = bit 4 (MSB), so that, for example, a value of hex(A) =
binary (1010) denotes the presence of confusion at 25 and 100 _tm.
(4) Number of hours-confirmed point sources within 1 square degree of the source.
(5) Number of weeks-confirmed point sources within 1 square degree of the source.
(6-9) SES1-Number of hours-confirmed small extended sources within 1 square
degree of the source in each band.
(10) High source density - A hex-encoded flag which indicates whether the source is
in a region of high source density so that more stringent rules were applied to
the source for inclusion in the catalog (Stq_plement V.H.6).
Column 17: Low Resolution Spectrum (Supplement IX.D.) A two-digit number
characterizes the properties of a low-resolution spectrum made of bright sources in the 8
to 22 lain region.
Cohtmn 18. Small Scale Structure Hag (Sttl_plement V.E.) This flag (called SES2 in
the Stq_plement) denotes the association of the point source with a weeks-confirmed
extended source. The presence of such a source may indicate that the point source tlux
density is an inaccurate representation of the source in that band. The flag is hcx
encoded by band as elaborated in the description of column 16.
It should be noted that because of stringent rules for reliability not all weeks-
confirmed sources referred to by this flag correspond to entries in the Small Scale Struc-
tures Catalog. The user is referred to the introduction of that catalog (volume 7) for
details.
Associations
Coltmm 19: Number _?[Associations (Slq_plement V.H.9, VII.G, X.B.) The number
of different catalogs in which positional associations with the IRAS source were
found. In the event of several associations, only one association is given. An asterisk in
this column indicates that the source is also found in the IRAS Serendipitous Survey
Catalog.
Column 20. Catalog Number. One of the catalogs in which a source was found is
encoded according to Table III (see Supplement, Table V.H. 1).
Column 21 Name and Type. The name of the source in the listed catalog is given






Column 22." Separation. The separation between the IRAS and associated catalog
positions is given in arcsec.
Column 23: Magnitude. The magnitude (usually in units of decimag) or other




































Table III. Catalogs Used for Associations
Catalog Name #
General Catalog of Variable Stars
Dearborn Observatory Catalog of Faint Red
Stars
Air Force Geophysical Laboratory Four-Color
Survey
Two Micron Sky Survey
Globule List
Second Reference Catalog of Bright Galaxies
Early Type Stars with Emission Lines
Equatorial Infrared Catalog
Uppsala General Catalog of Galaxies
Morphological Catalog of Galaxies
Strasbourg Planetary Nebulae
Zwicky Catalog of Galaxies and Clusters
Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory Star
Catalog
ESO/Uppsala Survey of the ESO (B) Atlas
Bright Star Catalog - 4th edition
New Catalog of Suspected Variable Stars
General Catalog of Cool Carbon Stars
Catalog of Nearby Stars
General Catalog of S Stars
Parkes HII Region Survey
Bonn HII Region Survey
Catalog of CO Radial Velocities
Catalog of Dark Nebulae
Comparison Catalog of HII Regions
Catalog of Star Clusters and Associations
Catalog of Bright Diffuse Galactic Nebulae
Untersuchungen Uber Reflexionsnebel am
Palomar Sky Survey
A Study of Reflection Nebulae
Catalog of Southern Stars Embedded in
Nebulosity
Two Micron Sky Survey with Improved Positions
Catalog of Dwarf Galaxies
Arp Atlas of Peculiar Galaxies
Galaxies with an Ultraviolet Continuum
Catalog of Extragalactic Radio Sources
Veron Catalog of Quasars and Active Nuclei
Zwicky Lists of Galaxies
Atlas and Catalog of Interacting Galaxies
IRAS Small Scale Structure Catalog
Ohio State University Radio Sources
University of Michigan Spectral Atlas





















































a _ Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 y.m
ham. ,8, (s) () I b ('3 C) (*) N
I
00002+8146 :14.7 5_121+19 36 6 29 4 .42L
00006+8336 41.6 25 122+21 37 8 92 3 .38L
00013+8458 71.2 16 122+22 10 9 159 5 .39
00016+6411 39.7 42 122+22 10 3 91 5 1.52
00046+8219 41.2 33 121+20 59 26 31 3, .26L
00057+8537 479 27,122+23 43 22 11 2 .38L
00075+6208 33.8 28 122+20 58 11 30 i .40L
00075+8454 357 7 122+22 86 37 22 .55L
00085+6455 33,2 20 122+22 53 26 101 .25L
00110+8927 3.1 5 123+27 45 28 19 .25L
00116+6221 48.2 3,122+20 79 25 38 2; .78L
00126+6306 41.5 461122+21 27 13 3 2 .23
00127+8623 46.3 40 122+24 10 3 15 5 1.18
00141+6704 7.7 37 123+25 15 8 25 5 ,43
00151+8305 8.9 18 122+21 12 4 12 5 1,40
00154+8222 24.8 5 122+20 55 35 38 2 .27L
00218+8036 51,5 9 122+18 40 9 1 2 .23
00226+6636 36.5 19 123+24 12 8 14 4 ,66
00226+8701 41.1 31 123+24 61 11 29 4 .26L
00250+8524 0.6 27 122+23 40 28 23 2 .37L
00261+8223 7.4 59 122+20 11 8 25 4 ,59
00274+8039 24.3 31 122+18 46 8 8 3 .25L
00278+8219 48.1 6 122+20 9 3 28 5 25,04
00282+8256 16,0 3 122+20 50 17 93 2 .39L
00294+8225 25,0 54 122+20 375 8 105 3 ,25L
00294+8047 25.2 58 122+18 38 17 29 4 .25L
00314+8626 27.6 1 123+24 10 8 22 4 ,63
00322+8057 16.9 24 122+18 41 8 28 2 .25L
00333+8304 18.8 43 122+20 32 20 31 5 25L
00347+8004 46.9 52 122+17 13 4 17 3 16.49
00359+8213 54.6 9 123+20 12 8 30 6 A4
00364+8256 28,9 40 123+20 17 8 102 5 ,25L
00372+8436 17.7 34 123+22 51 22 36 2 .79L
00409+8910 58,0 58 123+27 57' 14 28 2 ,26L
00444+8722 24.8 32 123+25 27' 21 38 4 .26L
00448+6537 49.7 19 123+23 31 20 101 5 .25L
00450+8050 4,2 13 123+18 51 26 37 2 .37L
00459+6141 55,3 43 123+19 16' 8 40 4 .50
00467+8356 42,5 31 123+21 82' 52 42 2 64L
00468+8256 51,9 41 123+20 25 21 36 4 .33L
00474+8758 24,4 9 123+25 44 8 114 5 25L
00462+8124 12.1 40 123+19 25 5 46 6 .47
00485+8031 35.5 49 123+18 64 25 40 2 ,25L
00492+8525 16.5 25 123+23 30 14 17 2 ,22
00500+8326 2.9 2 t23+21 23 10 20 4 ,30
00526+8058 380 37 123+18 69 32 36 3 ,25L
00527+6126 47.1 60 123+19 26 18 82 4 .59L
00536+8423 36.1 42 123+22 43 9 35 3 .26L
00542+8405 13.8 38 123+21 45 38 34 ' 2 .61L
00552+8335 15.7 22 123+21 j 48 30 t7 2 .25L
I
00574+8026 28.1 59 123+18 43 19 48 3 ,25L
00578+8304 49.8 19 123+20 ' 54 26 43 3 26L
00586+8213 39.8 37 123+20' 8 7 36 5 .60
00590+8319 5.e_17 123+21 47 27 109 3 .25L
00593+8236 23.3 45 123+20 57 30 27 2 .43L
00594+6321 29.3 52 123+21 27 22 117 2 .25L
01004+6017 28.6 32 124+18 53 8 116i3 .29L
01015+8559 34.3 22 123+23 11 _ 291 _ 11.20
0t033+6313 22.6 32 123+21 15 8 103 5 .38
01043+8404 _3,6, 46 123+21 11 3 34 7 4.50
01049+8031 56.1 12 124+18 84 33 43 2 .25L
01057+8353 ¢2.7 7 123+21 35 8 89 4 ,32
01070+8652 3.2 47 123+24 12 3 31 6 1,45
01075+8015 35.2 17124+16 83 25, 48 2 .26L
01063+8020 19.1 50r124+18 12 4 ! 41 5 1.53
01088+6443 49.6 25 123+22 14 9 37 5 .41
01118+8455 52.9 54 124+22 12 9 32 25L
01122+8437 17.0 29= 124+22 21 8 48 .25L
01132+8117 13.5 43!124+19 34 8 112 3 ,31
01143+8452 21,8 8' 124+22 12 4 36 5 1.39
01152+8025 13.0 36 124+18 73 18 53 2 25L
01171+8537 9.4 33 124+23 68 31 44 2 .25L
01176+8414 39.2 10 124+22 14 8 35 5 .68
01195+6649 33.3 36 123+24 241 t0 40 5 .27L
01195+6030 35,5 8 124+18 78 34 53 2 .79L
01197+8105 42,1 51 124+19 35 18 41 3 25L
01207+853t 43,8 45 124+23 79 27 15 2 28L
01219+8157 54,6 44 124+19 94 29 54 2 .61L
01226+8016 36.4 46 124+18 24 11 34 3 .23
01254+8445 26,2 10 124+22 24 8 52 6 ,26L
01274+8209 26.2 8 124+20 35 26 55 2 .65L
01277+8005 45.3 25 125+ 18 40 14 19 i 2 25L
01266+8406 41.0 37 124+22 15 10 32 25L
01307+8413 44.0 35 124+22 13 8 34 5 1D2
O1315t8245 31.9 29 t24±20 70 32 23 2 .25L
01322 +8048 12.3 11 125+ 18 47 21 35 4 .25L
01326+6644 50.0'58 124+24 61 8 40 5 ,29L
01330+8146 3.4 54 125+19 24 11 108 5 ,26L
01335+8818 326 5 123 +26 59 8 1021 5 ,44
01339+8629 55.1 9 124+24 41 8 49 3 28
01346_8101 40.4 31 125+19 52 31 48 2 25L
01354_6415 25.9 23 124_-22 14 8 47 5 25L
01373+8139 22., c 31 125+19 40 19 32 4 .30L
01363+6106 19.9! 6 125_19 70 12 51 2 80L
01389 +6507 58.7 50 124+23 65 8 129 3 25L
01393+8322 20.4 12;125_21 37 10 49 3 27
01394+8039 246 15 t25t18 17 10 105 4 .25L
01402_8057 17,4 53 125+t9 65 19 47 2 .29L
01406+8751 39.4 5 124f25 76 16 52 2, .25L
01407_8139 446 24 125+19 43 8 30 21 .69L
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)









































































































100 _m Flux Corr A Confusion R 5 A Sep
Uncs Cocf R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag =
1.42L C G B C 8601000000 [
1.67: CE FC 9500100108 !
1.25L D CD 9603010000 2 13 7 2 , 91
4,73L BB AB L 1 9502001058 8 2 13 8 2 93
1.46 C N G 9500000020 9
1.28L C K D 5600000000
1 41L C O 9600000000
1.06 D HMF 9603100040 8 i
1,36 C C 8604100040 8
2.45 E L C 5500000026 9
1,Ol F c 8500000020 8
t,23L IC EK 0600101000 1 13 40 4 9C
132L!BC AC H 4 1600012000 2 1 13 41 KS 1 87
1.52L D BG N 9600000000 2 13 45 K3 6 91
6 8E1.00L CC AC 3 0700102000 2 13 48
.86 D F 7600000020 6
1.51L C O 2601000000 1 13 62 10 91
1.61L BC AD 5 7602001000 !
2 00 D GF C 9601000000
1.20 C MG D 3501001010 i
1.07L BE BC K I 0 5600202000 1 i 13 79 11 9:
1.88 c E 2600000030
1.00L BBB AAA 6 4600102100 16 2 13 83 3 9.=
1.40L C FDG 2501000100
1.34 E J DD 3500000100
2.33 C GGL D 5680000140 8 i
1.99L B BGt L 1600000000 2 13 92K3 2 9(
1.27 E B 6600000000 !
1.58 B E C 2501000020
1.04L BBC AAB 3 2600000000 14 1 1 YCEP 4
5.02L B CL I 8400000008 3, 13 106 F8 4 6:.
.80: BC NKAF 2501000000 3 9 U00392 57 14!
97 C H E 5601000000 i
1.02 E L B' 9500000000 1 39 NB8901 104 8'
2 50 C I D' 5602000030' 8
267 C NMMC ! 4582000080 8 1 32 X0044+856 64
1.47 D HM F 9501000010
4.03L B BN I 9400010008 i 2 13 130 G5 i 3 7_
.97 C I G 9500000030 8 1 39 NB83.01 ! 78 8
1.36L C ICE 6500000000
2.13 C J I B 9600000028 8
1.33L B BC I 9500100000
1,62 C B i 9601000000
1_52L C B F 6500000000 1 13 137 F5 32 8!
1.13L C CI K 9500000000 2 13 143 A2 9 5!
1.29 C I E 9500000100
1 81 E K B 9581000000
,91 C GDB 9500010000
1.14 F J H 9602000000
1.09 C C 8501000000
1,69 C B 8400000000
1.22 C KI D 9500001000
3,79L BC BC E 0 9401111028 8
1.29 C MMD 9502100010 ' i
1.19 D N C 9500000000
.99 C B 9501100020
1.61L C M DC 3500000000
4.44L BBC AAC 0 7501000008 17 2 13 161 KO 2 4
1.10L B C FC 8601010000 2 13 165 5 9
1.69: ABBD AABB 3 5501000208 4
1.43 F E 2500000110 i
7.97L B DF 9400000008 2 13 189 2 9
1.62: BC C ABGD 2 6600000008 3 "13 193K0 4 6
1 00 C J I C 6600001000
1.21L BB IAAH 2 6502001000
1 32L B C H 8500000000 1 2 DO 24067 54 ; 11
1.62 BBC iEAAB 5500113020 A I i
1,46: i CF MDB 5500000000
124LD E I 0600000000 1 13 2tl G5 7 B
1.07L!BC AAK 6 1500111000 _ 2 13 220 4 9
1.28 C H D 9600000000
t.36 C ! C 7500000020
4,,50L BD AD G_ 0 8501001006 2 13 230 12 9
5.44L B BBI 2401000108 1 = "41 01195+8649 3
1,31 F J E 7600000000
1.46 DC F DB 8501000100
2 01 C J D 5500000040 8
.89 D D 4601000000
1.21L C E M 5600010000
1.79 CC H CB 12500000200 14 3 9 U01039 61 15
.89 C K I I 5500000030 8
1.61 F C 9600000018
2.00 B B A B 9600000008
5.02L BC AC 1 8401000018 2 13 251 4
t.47 O D 6400000000
1.98 C KNC 8601100190
2.16 D MH C , 3600000028
2,11 C I H C 9501100138 8
7.60L B CF G 9501000018 2 13 258 K0 1
5,68L C C 7401001008 2 13 260 K3 4 '
2.06 C HJ E 9402000180
2.17 B B E B C 7500000230 C
1 78 D N H C 9600000008
5.37L C G 9400000018
125 C LFB 2601000010
1 09L B EF 4601010000
3.19 BD F BB 9581100558 C t 32 X0139_806 19
5 34L C G 9502000108
2A3 C J C 9600000008
5.86L C E I 9400001008 [ L
"Confuson Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Contusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW);











































































































g _ Coords S_,_J S_N 0
(s) (") 1 b (') C) (')
49. 1: 125+11 r I ," 10
54 31 124+2', I 1 -" 3
58. I; 125+21 I 4 2" 3
14. ! 124+2!1 2! IE 4,
5. 4! 125+21 2 14 10:
38. 4i 123+2, 2, E 11;
42. 4,' 124+2_ 1! E 4;
21, ! 124 _ 2; 8: 1£ 4_
4, 4= 123+2( 1 4 3!
14. 3" 124+2, = 21 22 41
29. 4(` 125+ 1 (` 1; 4 101
41, ( 126+11 3; t7 101
45. 2( 126+1 (. t; 8 131
14 5; 126+ 1_ 1; 3 10!
37, 56 126+16 3; 24 2l
46., 3. = 124+2z 13' 8 101
22J 5( 125+2; 21 12 2,=
)7.! 36 126+16 1_ 9 111
t4J 3C 126+1£ 11 8 11,"
2: 16 125+1£ 5_ 6 2_
._0.' 1C 125+2C 3," 9 5;
_8.1 23 125+2C 3_ 8 4;
13.1 35 125+2C 7( 30 5,=
19J 37 125+20 1.= 3 46
0.! S 125+20 11 8 41
13.,' 36 126+19 5-" 13 4£
7J 25 125+21 3_ 34 4;
16.1 27 125+21 45 8 4;
17,, 41 123+26 73 30 5Z'
16! 41 124+25 27 18 5E
8._ 13 126+20 3g 8 5C
!7.( 12 125+23 13 8 47
11.(, 31 125+21 64 t8 54
_3.(` 45 125+21 18 8 42
;0,; 0 125+22 4C 26 66
2A 39 124+26 13 8 47
_9.( 37 127+19 76 24 32
!0.,< 5 126+19 12 3 48
13._ _0 126+22 48 8 120
9,1 18 127+18 28 25 161
7.E 55 125+23 15 8 56
!O.E 19 126+22 27 14 32
;0.C 56 [26+21 23 9 47
!9.3 19 !24+25 30 20 09
9,E .)7 126+22 43 8 58
!8,4 35 127+19 54 26 38
9.1 19 25+23 39 8 30
:9.5 _7 26+22 13 4 55
,17 14 26+21 54 28 65
4.2 11 25+23 44 8 45
85 -)9 27+20 16 3 45
4.£ -_1 24+25 71 20 60
3,C ._6 26+21 67 34 59
4.9 2 27+20 39 15 40
1,4 12 26+22 28 23 1
4.8 4 27+19 36 13 54
8.2 ]8 27+19 18 9 44
4,2 19 27+20 66 20 54
3,3 _8 27+19 33 33 69
3,C 0 26+21 58 38 66
2,8 [7 27+19 80 30 49
0.0 17 27t19 15 4 48
8.3 !2 27+20 81 40 71
4.5 _1 24+25 20 15 68
8.9 _4 27+19 36 t8 42
9.2 _7 26+22 14 3 55
8,1 12 27+20 6 3 58
5,0 :7 27+20 16 4 44
2,1 _5 24+26 41 8 38
7,1 i5 27+19 35 25 40
1.1 _3 23+27 44 8 35
9.9 ;3 25+23 35 10 61
9,4 4 27+21 44 30 43
6.2 !7 27+21 67 8 28
2.1 7 25+24 32 9 50
8.6 5 25+25 22 I0 44
8,7 !2 26+23 12 3 55
9.5 I1 27+21 41 )I 54
2,9 I1 28+19 56 8 51
&5 L7 28+19 50 6 63
5.8 1 27+20 34 13 65
3.2 6 28+20 29 6 51
1.6 !9 27+20 26 I0 37
2.6 7 25+25 20 19 28
42 ,8 25+25 20 8 64
6.4 1 27+22 14 3 54
7.9 ,1 26+21 54 8 40
3.2 ;6 26+23 77 ?9 38
75 1 27+22 20 8 58
7.2 8 27+22 14 4 57
5.8 ,2 27+21 39 ?5 48
1.6 9 27+21 20 8 68
4.7 7 28+20 26 I1 53
4.0 5 27+22 14 8 59
_.4 6 26+24 22 17 60
3.0 * 26+23 12 8 62
2.8 2[ 24+26 14 8 50
5.3 71 28+21 84 ._4 45
B,8 5i 26+21 44 .}1 59
3! 24+25 52 8 49T.o
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected}
12 Fm 25 pm 60 _m
(Jansky)
1.64 I .39 ,40[
25 I 44 2.58











































































































































































































V L t C
Corr A Confusion R S ] A












































































































































































































"41 02051 +8857 25
13 356 G8 3
13 359 K0 2
1 Z CEP 4
12 ZG 220+83 56
32 X0222+640 78
12 ZG 227+84 72
13 404 K0 3
t3 407 K5 2
2 DO 25905 47
1 RR CEP 10
I3 431K 3
13 432 K2 3
13 433 K0 4
'41 02417+ 8848 18
t3 438 K2 13
13 456 5
32 X0248+ 824 89
13 464 G5 1




13 498 G5 3
13 500 A2 6
13 507 4!
13 508 K0 5!
I
Sop
Name Type (') Mag
277 K5 3 78
U01198 75 I51
01462 + 8906 32 6
U01285 66 145
308 FBV 3 20
310 K5 3 71
312 K0 5 75



































Right Ascension: 03h08m51s-04h58m19 '
Position (1950)
Name
a _ Coords SMJ SMN 0
ham..8, (s) () 1 b ('3 C) () N
)3088+8035 51.1 56 129+20 79 29 71 2
_)3101+8154 10.6 41 128+21 17 8 61 4
)3115+8319 35.2 22 127+22 64 14 58 2
)3118+8757 53.2 48 124+26 40 17 67 2
)3119+8008 58.1 59 129+19 49 13 45 2
)3128+8003 51.2 47 129+19 32 12 125 4
)3139+8151 56.0 33 128+21 25 10 48 2
)3148+8t58 51.2 12 128+21 15 5 59 5
33150+8120 3.6 45 128+20 52 8 152 4
03150+8133 4.4 33 128+2t 40 8 60 3
Flux Density
H (Not Color Corrected)
Galactic Uncertainty C











03161+8710 10.523 125-25; 48 88 14113
03165+8022 34.3!26 129 20 50 51J3
03167+8719 47.7rll 125--25 I 46 15 43
03176+8321 41.6 6 127--22' 11 61 15
03168+8352 51,3 1 127--22 ' 12 _ 68 i 491 147 8.1,39 8 1' 29 1 82j3
03201+8444 8.5117 127--23' 12 61 j 6
03204+8452 27,349 126 23' 45 8 55]3
03216+8353 38.2 35 127+23 ' 14 66 I 4503242+8148 15.3 11 128+21 42 8 69













































































































































































100 /_m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
S 2 # T Name Type (") MagUncs Cocf R Flags'
I
1.60 C F C 6500000000
2.05: C D BF J E 9501000008
.72 E F C 2600000000
2.53 D I C 9600000008
1.82L E E 3601100010
1.82 CF CEA 1601000100
4.99L B B 1 9400010028
5.18L AB AAFE 0 9410000168
2.40 E E C 9501000118
9.22L B D KF 9400010008
1.92L DD E GB 9601000000
1.20L C N B F 5600000000
2,17 C J DB 9600010010
1,00L B B A B 1500001000
1.00L BC ABI 6 3501000000
5.23L C E 9401100058
1.21L BC AAHK 2 6701001000
1,29 C D 6600000000
1.01L BE ACK 0 3611000000
626L B B D 8400000008
1.94L D H 4600000000
1.52 E H C 9500000020
2,27 B F D 9581000010
4.71L C DI G 8401000048
1.31L B BG 2600000000!
1.32L BD BC 0 1500000000 _
1.20L C CH L 12500000000
2.16 D C 9600101100
1.37L BB AA 0 9601101010
7.62L B G AJ 9500000008
.81 C F C 9601000010
1,00L BD AC M 5 0501010000
1.45L O C 2500000200
2.21 E B 8600000008
3.66 AAB B AAAA 1 0410020000 17
1.03 C DL E 9500001030
1.22 F I D 1501000000
1.80L C CC _01000100
1,33L C E H !600000000
1.09L AB AA 0 3600000000
1.74: BD CD 9500100028





.80 E L C
1.23L D CML
1.39L C B K
1.00L B AEML
1.76 B BB AGCB





















1.00L AB ABFt 4 0500003000
1.01LIB B A B K 0 0500001000
.94 _ E L F 3500000000
.90 D KJ 3501000000
1.00L B F IABMF 0601001000
1.27 C D 1500000020
1.11L I B B A B 2 1700001000
t,94:! CD J CD 9602000018
1.00L'BD AE 5 2500001000
3.67 CB B CDAA 1300002010
1,69 C F 9701000000
1.09L ED BF 0 0600011000
1.00L AC AA 0 3500001000
--I
1.00L BD AB M' 0 1500000000
1,33 D B' 9501000120
7.37L C DL 9400120008
1.58L C C G 9600000000
1.10L C CF 0500000000
1.93 DB B GAA 1500000000
03268+8112 48,2 45 129+20' 36 23 75 3
03272+8057 13.1 43 129+20 41 8 47 5
03296+8156 41.1 7 129+21 23 8 69 3
03304+8456 28,6 37 127+24 32 8 70 5
03316+8005 41,8 55 130+20 11 8 176 5
03326+8338 37.4 24 128+23 23 8 67 6
03346+8728 37,1 48 125+25 74 24 50 2
03353+8722 23.1 58 125+25 12 3 62 4
03375+8823 35,7 24 124+26 10 8 152 5
03378+8104 49,G 50 129+21 67 28 65 2
03398+8312 51.G 7 128+22 15 3 74 5 1.08
03398+8351 51.2 7 128+23 53 8 74 3 ,67L
03411+8742 6.2 25 125+26 56 8 51 4 .28L
03415+8010 31,3 2 130+20 14 4 71 6 113,70
03421+8124 11,8!60 129+21 57 28 75 2 ,76L
03422+8024 14.6! 20 130+20 64 29 80 2 ,25L
03424+8713 26.4' 40 125+25 29 12 57 3 ,36L
03424+8424 28.2 31 127+23 46 9 74 4 .43L
03440+8440 5.4 13 127+23 16 3 66 4 3,89
03447+8838 44.7 20 124+26 47 8 137 4 ,36L
03457+8146 46.7 11 129+21 19 8 136 5 .45
03480+8058 4.7 35 130+21 35 29 124 2 25L
03507+8830 44 5 6 124+26 49 12 75 2 .28
03507+8723 47,5 9 125+26 33 10 713 .25L
03513+8629 22.2 15 126+25 14 8 73 4 .53
03515+8139 33.2 59 129+21 34 26 77 3 ,79L
03535+8048 30.6 2 130+21 26 9 66 3 ,32
03544+8502 25.4 33 127+24 23 9 66 4 .33
O3544+8144 29.7 6 129+22 15 8 78 5 .54
03548+8105 48.1 9 130+21 40 8 145 5 .59
03551+8156 11,5 17 129+22 91 31 84 2
03558+8357 54.0 43i128+23 23 t7 83 4
03574+8058 25.4 28 130+21 18 8 71 5
03575+8604 33.9 191126+25 37 8_ 6304001+8001 11.9 29 131+20 20 8; 74
04002+8724 14,5 35 125+26 30 18 72 4
04015+8033 32.6 54 131 +21 t4 4 75 5
04040+8258 3.1 54 129+23 14 4 71 4 i
04055+8054 32.0 2 130+21 124 42 72 2:
04062+8041 13.4 26 131+21 67 46 71 2
04063+8220 21.4 8 129+22 27 9 68 3
04083+8502 23.2 51 127+24 80 33 68 2
04084+8438 28.9 53 127+24 12 3 69 4
04089+8604 S0.0 16 126+25 26 8 150 3
04093+8024 22.5 42 131+21 19, 9 75 4
04111+831t 11.1 26 129+23 19 5 72 4
04136+8634 42.0 13 126+25 51 19 68 2
04164+8341 27.5 34 128+23 73 8 144 4
04182+8042 15.5 34 131+22 19 3 89 3
04188+8313 52,4 40 129+23 20 3 69 3
04200+8516 3,5 51 127+24 71 29 63 2
04201+8719 8.4 18 125+26 45 8 66 3
04201+8525 9.1 7 127+25 40 8 78 3
04203+6120 22,1 16 130+22 52 15 67 3
04204+6209 29.8 14 130+23 26 8 66,3
04215+6421 39.7 56 t28+24 24 9 59;3
04221+8221 7.0 3 130+23 45 10 63 i 2
04225+8830 33.346 124+27 82 28 59 2
04289+8329 16.e44 129+23 33 11 67 3
04265+8235 31.E 8 130+23 27 9 68 3
04285+8223 31.8 130+23 21 4 71 3
04295+8110 31.0 59 131_22 27 8 72 3
04307+8924 47.4, 16 124+27 32 17 60 3
04336+8355 36.9!60 129+24 16 8 76; 3
04371+8027 7,7 1 132+22 22 8 7t 3
04392 +8002 _16.3 26 132+22 53 8 70 3
04447+8122 44.2 38 131 +23 19 9 77 3
04455 +8621 32.0 3 126+25 40 8 68 2
04463+8052 22.2 36 131+22 17 4 76 3
04473 +8529 23.5 t2 127+25 50 12 66 3
04502+8505 13.3 44 128+25 56 27 79 2
04509+8107 56.7 1 131+23 20 3 76 3
04510+8439 3.9 3 I28+25 46 32 83 2
04514+8828 26.3 27 124+27 40 8 71 4
04524+872t 24.4 18 126+26 59 21 69 2=
04541 +8324 10.2 20 129+24 25 8 72 3;
04562+8431 17.2 34 128+25 38 3I 131 3
04573+8040 21.6 45 132+23 32 8 75 3
04563+8551 19.7 37 127+25 78 33 78 2
1.07L B D B D 0 {)600000000
1,35L C D i 1600000000
1,53 F C ' 9600000008
1.31 CC B B 5500000000
1.00L BC ACFN 1 0600001000
1.00L BC AB 0 1600001000
1.00L B B H 2500000000
1.94 C NC 9580000038
L12L B CL 2600000000
1.00L CD BDI 1, 2500000000
1.00L C C 0500000000
1.00L D BC 2500000000
1.58L C C 5600000000
1,00L BB AAF 0 3500001000
1.56L C I CI 5600000000
1,52 C D 2600000010
1.00L AB AAE 0 3500000000
1.47 C C 2500000000
1.99 DC MMCB 9600000108
1.87 D G B 9600000008
1.07L BF BE L 0 1500000000
1.93 E E 2600000020
1.29: CD F BC 0500000000
1,11 F M D 2600000000
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, t00 p.m; 10) High Source Density Region,
4 9 U02583
13 519
1 13 526 G5
3 9 U02620











4 13 594 MB
8
2 13 600 MA
1 13 619 K3
1 13 623 F5
!DO276431 2
13 635 K22
1 13 636 K0
1 13 638 K0
8
2 2 DO 27715




2 t2 ZG 409+86
1 13 670 K0
2
2 13 685 B3
4 13 691 K0
2 I 13 693 G5
8
1 13 698 K5
1 13 695 F8
1 30 7ZVV013






1 13 736 K0
1 13 743 K0
1 13 762
1 13 767 M2
2 13 783 K0
2 39 5C9,079






















































































































































Position (1950) Flux Density
H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
ct _ Coords SM] 5MN 0 O 12 _m 25 /.tin 60 .gm
(s) () l b (') ('_) (') N (Jansky)
40 128+25 34 10 68 2 .41 .10: .40L
9129+25 25 9723 .81 26L .40L
11127+26103 30852 .36L 25L .40L
44129+25 35 12 793 .25L .25L .60
t6129+25 63 25 752 .32L ,25L .40L
32129+25 38 12 783 25L .25L .67
1 129+25 15 5 723 2,41 .74 .50L
24131+24 19 5 773 ,26L ,25L 1.60
21125+27 49 35 883 ,25L .25L .40L
7129+25 60 8 833 .25L ,25L .41
0132+24 23 91484 1.01 .26 ,50L
15124+27 48 33 762 25L 25L .40L
22130+25 16 4 81 4 1,39 .40 .40L
19130+25 24 9 80 i 4 36 i 25L ,40L
45129+25 32 8 874 25L! 25L .61
43 t29+25 36 8 92 3 .45 ,25L .40L
85 131+25 298 86 4 ,25L .25L ,93 i132+24 23 9 854 ,86 .21 .40L
57129+25 18 3 864 ,25L .44 2,19
I
4132+24 5315 822 .41L! .25L ,49
23133+24 10515 922 .29 ,25L .40L
44 132+25 20 8 86 4 .82 .28L .40L
57127+26116 38 802 1,09L ,26L ,59L
14133+24 22 9 854 1.00 ,30 .40L i
45130+25 43 8 903 .32 .25L .40L
25 128+26 15 3 92 4 4.08 1.01 .40L
54 128+26 21 8 88 4 .42 ,25L .40L
24 t29+26 28 10 783I .84 .25L .40L
6129+26 42 13 823 ,25L .25L ,57
47133+25 23 9 1793 1.05 ,30 .40L
130+26 58 8 833 ,25L ,25L .40L1131+25 39 12 81 3 ,25L .25 .60
34132+25 24 5 793 1.21 .26:4 ,40L
45131+25 49 10 81 2 .44 .25L .40L
5_i 134+25 22 5 863 2,39 .97 ,40L132+26 69 30 86' 2 ,96L .63L i .67L
9126+27 25 10 853 .50 25L .40L125+27 60 18 831 .65L .58L .43
42133+25 21 6 873 ,46 .78 7.83
3 133+25 33 8 97 3 .25L .25L 1.10
21131+26 6029 792 .54L .25L .40L
4 134+25 37 10 84 3 .25L .31L .44
36126+27, 30 3 833 1.84 ,49 ,40L
57 134+25 40 8 86 3 .26 .25L .40L
29 131 +26 i 20 4 90 3 .25 .63 4.32
37 134+25 23 6 88 3 4.25 1.75 .40L
59 126+27 33 28 77 i 2 25L .25L .40L
59134+26 50 8 90 3 .48 .25L .40L
49132+26 24 5 89 3 1.44 .99 ,40L
36 t32+26 63 16 165 3 .25L .46L ,46
37133+26 21 6 87 3 1.12 .32 .40L
2127+27 22 8 91 3 Lll .29 ,40L
44129+27 37 12 86 2 .87L ,43L .77
39 133+27 40 8 90 3 .70 .27 .40L
35134+27 33 9 913 .68 25L ,40L ;
31133+27 31 9 903 .86 24: .4OLI
44131+27 33 8 91 3 .86 .28L .40L
28127+27 22 11 933 ,25L .25L .87
7
130+27 45 8 903 .25L .29L A0L
10 128+27 32 10 94 3 .28L .25L ,77
59 134+27 59 14 91 3 .41L .25L .36
41 127+27 93 17 99 2 1.34L .25L .31
21 129+27 76 38 89 2 .40L .63L .40L
13131+27 29 8 97 3 ,36 .25L .40L
51 126+27 6523 93 2 .25L .25L .40L
47129+27 49111 91 2 ,30 ,25L .40L
32132+27 38! 10 952 .42 .59L A0L
41126+27 42i331093 .25L .25L .40L
21127+27 45 i 12 99 ,25L ,25L M0L i
i
53129+27 27 9 933 ,73 ,25L .40L ;
13133+27 30 10 964 .25L ,25L .71
38128+27 17 5 943 3.09 ,77 ,40L
43132+27 40 11 953 ,33 .25L ,40L =
59126+27 44 101012 ,25 ,25L ,40L
47 129+28 20 6 96 3 .50: .57 4.75
22 131+28 64 16 102 3 .38L ,25L .41
43 132+28 29 8 99 4 .46 .25L .40L
29 131+28 14 3 101 4 2.75 .70 .40L
53128+28 23 6 993 .58 1.13 11,80
27133+28 35 81004 .60 .22: .40L
33130+28 25 9101 4 ,25L .25L ,85
42125+28 34 111023 .28L .19 .83
133+28 37 10 994 ,51 .32L .40L132+28 20 91024 .25L ,20 ! 1.34
40125+28 34 81073 .47 .25L i .40L
33126+28 17 6993 19.49 5.04 ! .78
30134+28 37 101034 .25L 25L' .97
471131+28 17 51064 52.75 13,50 2.09
39 ! 130+28 25 41084 191 .56 .40L
1133+28 18 81044 .71 .25L .40L
26129+28 25 3 106 4 1.85 .55 ,40L
4130+28 29 10 102 4 ,25L ,25L ,93
18128+28 100 341082 .25L .25L .50L
36133+29 61 191042 .25L .58L ,30:
1131+29 35 121123 .46 .26L ,40L
58128+28 44 191123 .25L .25L .40L
36133+29 35 91063 ,75 .18: ,40L
49129+29 25 111104 ,28L .25L .75
1 132+29 26 91093 1,01 .29 ,40L
Declination: + 80 °- + 90 °
Flogs Associations
V L C
I00 pm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Seo
Oncs Coef R Flags' S 2 # T Name Type (7 Meg
1.30L DE CE 0 13600000000 1 13813K2 5 85
1,00L B AD 3600000000 13815 10 90
1.40 E D 2601000000
1.98 CD CA 3300000000 4 * 9 U03253 37 131
.95 D M C 3500100010
t.61 CC FFBC 3500000100 4 9 U03257 31 148
1.00L BBcB AAFM 6 2500100010 2; 13 827 2 952.78 H AA 0300000000
1.93 E D 860100OO18 !
,74: CC KDE 1400000000
1,00L BC ACB 30501010000
1.58 D D 8600000018
1.00L BC AB 0 0400000000
1.12L C EHB/I 0400000000
.95: B O 0400000000
1.01L O BGMH 0500000000
107 D i A i B BE 13000000002.39 BcBBi 13000000101,00L 40400010000
2,81 CBB CAA 0401002000
1.00L D C L 0400000000
1,11 L F E 0400000000
1.00L B ,A B L 0400000000
.84 D CCl 2600000100
1.00L BC AB 20500000000
1.00L E CJ K 3500000000
1.00L AB AA 1 1520000000
1.03L B B I M 2600000000
1.15L C ADL 0500000000
1.11: CC DCC 0400000010
1.00L BC AB N 0 1500001000
1.39 C J J HC 3501000000
1.50 CB M BC 1400000000
1.00L BC AB M 0 3400000000
1.35L C D 3400010000
1.00L BC AA H 0 2500001000
1.44 F M KE 3401000000
6.33L B CH 9500010008
8,33L C I B 9501100058
20,96 CCCC CAAA 0 3281002300
3.19 BB MMAA 1400000000
1.46 C I FC 3400000040
1.76 CB CCB 2400000000
4.52L BC ABLF 1! 9510100018
1.00L C C G 0500101000
7.26 DCCC EAAA 0 3301000010
1.00L CB AAFJ 6 0500101000
2.37 D D 9600100018
1.00L B B F 1500000000
1.00L BE AA 9 0500000000
1.06 CD MDE 0501000010
1,00L BC ACCN 1500002000
1.20L BCcc AC 8 17000010001,69 F L B B' ' 2500000000
1.00L BD BDL 0 0500000000
1.00L D B L 0501000000
1.00L BD AE F,/ 0 0501010000
1.00L B AD f'/ 0500000000
1.54 BE GI AC 2600100000
1.62 C HGGF 2500000100
1.41: CF K BB 1600000000
1.00L C B 0500001000
2.74L C F 1500100000
1.03 D J E 2500000010
1.00L C C E 0500020000
1.98 D G B 9600000018
1.13L C i D 1600000000
1.00L C i A L 05000000002,34 C _ B 9601000028
1.56 DI K C 9600000018
1.00L B AC M 0500020000
1,84 B B F B B 0400000100
1.OOL BB AAI 0600000000
1.47L D E K H 0300020000
4.7BL F E D 9501000018
14.53 DCCC BBAA 0 2200012000
,80: B CF HFDB 03000001001.00L B K L M 0300000000
1.00L BB AAFM 1 0300001000
29.50 CCCC CBAA 0 0200023000
1.00L CE BD 3 0400000000
1.22 BC MJ BC 0400000000
4.21L DC EBC 4400100008
1.04L B CELl 0400000000
2.38 CBB J CAB 0300000000
6.45L D CI 4400100008
1,00L CBC AAB 0 9600000100 19
8.96 C C G B 0280001340
1.17L BBB AAAH 0 040000100018
1.00L BB AB 5 0400000000
1.00L S A E E J 1200000000
1.00L BD AB L 0 0400002000
2,22 BB LFAB 0301000000
1.03 D HDD 2501000100
1,21 DC FB 1200000010
1.18L D BE 0301010000
1.62 C GB 2301000000
1.00L B F B A D I 0 02000000001.19L I BD 0301000000
1,00L BD BCN 2 1300001000
2 13860 K0 2 B3
13874 K5 3 90
1 13879 K2 5 88
1 13 884 91
1 13893 G5 26 81
2 13895 8 95
2 9 U03345 28 165
1 13905 K0 3 86
2 13914 K0 3 63
1 13 1925 G5 10 80
12 DO 29646 80 121
2 12 i ZG 552+84 50 155
2 12 ZG 555+82 28 155
1 13936 1 91
1 13944 K0 3 86
2 13958 2 g5
9 2 395C9.139 60 408
4 4 9 U03405 89 155
3 9 U03413 67 138
8 1 32 X0608+824 112 8
3 9 U03427 46 143
2 13987 K5 2 78
2 13992 G5 30 80
4 * 9 U03435 33 146
1 13 1006 K2 16 82
"41 06226+8156 26 3
12 ZG 625+81 58 156
131026 K0 4 71
1 i 13 1037G5 6 65U03500 63 146
2 DO 30568 80 111
131054 K0 3 72
131056 K5 10 83
131060 6 92
8 9 U03536A 70 148
4 9 U03528 53 145
1 10 M+14 04-014 159
1 13 1080 K2 11 86
1 13 1081 G5 4 81
I 13 1088 K2 1 86
1 131099 14 90
4 9 U03604 13 141
2 13 1101 M2 1 85
1 13 1111 K2 33 90
2 13 1127 K0 27 92
2 4 9 U03653 36 121
1 13 '1129 K2 11 90
1 13 1144 K5 0 80
3 10 * 9 U03740 14 123
I 13 1153 K0 7 77
1 131159 KO 6 73
2 12 ZG 715+82 42 156
4 13 1168 M0 5 52
C 6 " 9 U03809 69 113
5 13 1179 MB 3 50
3 "13 1194K0 40 65
1 13 1195 K0 3 80
3 9 U03890 39 148
1 12 ZG 732+81 40 151
2 6 10469 34
2 13 1247 K0 3 86
1 13 1255 K2 2 71
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
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a 8 Coords SMJ SMN O
(s) C) I b C) C) (')
20. 2; 134+2! 28 9 10!
0. 4( 129+2 (, 21 9 10!
19. 4,= 129+2 ¢, 55 15 10:
44. 5! 127+2( 18 5 11:
51. 2! 130+2( 44 23 11(
23. 5" 127+2 ¢, 35 8 11(
25. 4; 126+2_ 52 22 10!
27. 3_ 128+2.¢ 20 3 11,=
32. 3_ 128+3( 42 11 12(
35. 3_ 126+2 ¢. 85 36 12,=
52. 5( 123+2( 47 22 11(
1. 51 126+2. ¢ 37 15 12;
11. ¢. 132+31 35 10 11.<
41. 3( 128+3( 22 10 12_
52. 5; 127+3£ 24 10 12,=
12, 4( 130+31 34 9 12,=
50. 1.= 128+3£ 38 8 12,=
16., 1_ 132+3; 51 9 121
46.; 3£ 127+3C 29 8 131
59,; 6( 133+3_= 30 3 118
52,_ 58 132+32 38 8 123
3.= 5; 130+31 71 12 128
16; 55 131+32 72 16 121
->2._ 34 129+31 61 8 12E
18.1 2_ 126+29 41 27 131
55.; 33 124+28 23 4 133
14J 1(; 127+30 55 9 13C
16.1 37 130+32 23 3 12E
18.1 38 I26+30 36 17 134
15H 11 126+30 29 15 134
-)4J 36 128+31 45 8 132
7,; 34 126+30 38 34 Ill
9._ 54 131+33 19 4 125
19,! 59 127+30 37 9 131
-)7.! 41 128+31 38 34 134
12.! 10 127+30 43 8 132
19; 40 128+31 32 8 46
14., 6 126+29 78 27 144
14.," 49 128+31 38 10 130
_.3." 29 130+33 23 8 44
i2.( 54 130+33 43 18 _25
i9J 38 128+31 22 20 25
!0.! 55 127+31 45 10 38
!25, 31 130+33 20 10 30
_4.1 44 128+32 33 24 32
;7.," 59 126+30 35 13 40
1.( 48 127+31 34 29 29
9.( 2 127+31 43 14 39
!7.z 18 125+30 53 8 41
H.; 13 131+34 47 3 29
_5._ 37 128+32 28 7 36
9.; 36 127+32 34 22 42
16.( 37 129+33 74 18 30
!3.,= 59 129+33 24 8 41
18.£ 32 130+34 35 9 31
i5.1 9 124+ 29 26 20 36
6.1 ¢8 126+30 60 15 43
,0.£ 51 [26+30 36 10 47
,4.; 33 129+34 73 11 32
;5.E -)5 123+28 70 8 45
3.£ 34 127+32 33 30 17
!4.,_ 17 128+33 30 9 41
!8.3 33 128+33 26 11 35
i2.1 4 _27+32 82 39 43
14._ 35 129+34 33 8 37
19.1 ]9 126+31 40 17 40
i4.; 36 127+32 42 10 42
9._ -)9 i25+30 46 9 46
4.E 38 i30+35 28 7 34
8.E ->2 28+33 70 11 35
0.3 _,1 28+33 34 9 39
6.1 .)4 27+32 55 14 43
19.3 12 29+35 18 9 36
3.E .)3 28+34 38 8 41
:5.3 .)2 26+31 73 21 51
4.C 10 26+32 32 12 46
;6.e _.7 27+32 76 16 39
,2.5 t6 29+35 43 6 38
,O.E 7 27+33 35 14 41
5.E 14 25+31 39 26 49
_4.7 l0 27+33 42 27 50
18.£ .)5 27+33 24 21 40
,9.; 12 26+32 36 8 52
:0.7 30 24+30 84 21 64
'7.2 0 25+30 64 21 53
5,E .)0 25+31 51 20 53
1.3 5 29+36 52 31 41
,9.1 17 26+33 26 14 44
,5,e }5 25+30 40 31 55
9.8 19 26+33 62 14 52
9.2 [1 26+33 31 8 57
3.6 il 27+35 34 14 50
3.6 6 25+31 44 8 51
4.3 |0 27+34 40 6 46
2.2 L9 26+33 31 8 54
9.5 [1 26+32 34 8 53
9.4 i3 25+32 81 26 47
0.1 ]8 27+35 37 8 47
3.1 !0 26+33 14 4 55
9.(; )6 26+33 30 18 50
Declination: +80'-+90'
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected)












































































































































































































Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2
............... F
C B L 0400000OOC
C( I AE 130000000C
C C 130000000C
AB AALF O 361000200(;
( DF E 130000000(;
B B O H 160003000(;
r FI C 450100002(;
BB AAD 0 150000000(;
C( FBE 140000000(;
F H ( 960100012(;
[ K L E 9500000038
[ GC 9601000118
C( L AE 1200000000
BE HKAE 0401000000
BE HB8 0600000310
C A E 0400010000
D CG H 0500000000
CF I MCE 1341000200
B BE J I 0600000000
BD AD 1 0400000000
D C,E F 1300020000
CE BB O 0400010000
F C L A B 2200000000
C GDC 1400000000
C DH L C 9680000020
CC FAB 9400000138
[3 BE F 1701000000














































































































































A _"_ Mag# T Name Type
|
3 l U04078 46 I 153
2 1C' 1303 M5 7 86
3 s U04262 29 141
1 15 1312 G5 5 71
3 1_ 1316 M5 3 95








13 1681 K0 1
2 DO33257 40
13 1600K0 4


















































1422 K0 8 75
1430 12 92
1443 K2 6 80
1451 13 90
1453 F2 1 65
M+ 15-01 008 33
1516 I 85
1525 G5 7 80
1551 K2 8 45
1553 K5 6 85
1562 M2 13 93
1575 K0 7 82
ZG 940+82 57 151
1588G5 5 80
M+ 14 -05-009 122
X0955+848 52 8
1628 G8 10 76
U05404 47 141
1637 KO 8 65


















"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 _m; 10) High Source Density Region.




































































































a 8 Coords SM.I SMN O
(s) C) 1 b (") C) (')
i0.6 371126+33 28 20 64
14.1 521126+34 82 27 1149
148 25[123+28 52 21 1163
19.3 301126+34 58 16 ]149
J4.6 261126+34 56 10 I150
182 601125+32 27 7 1152
30,1 351127+37 17 4 1149
32.0 471125+3t 55 20 J158
2,8 361124+29 87 21 1166
7,7 201126+36 35 11 74
19.7 461125+32 134 38 1159
39,5 31124+30 39 19 ]162
0.2 161124+3I 99 18 1162
i7.9 91126+37 20 5 1157
?4,3 461125+35 44 34 [155
30,9 541124+31 39 18 1172
13.7 491125+36 21 5 1157
14.5 591123+29 20 5 1169
17,0 31124+31 68 34 1163
9,2 301126+37 52 20 1156
3.3 601124+31 43 13 1167
.>8.5 571124+33 78 19 1160
0.4 131125+35 35 13 1159
11,2 291124+31 55 t9 1177
63 591t24131 37 8 ]168
50.5 491t25+37 41 18 1157
2.6 261125+35 50 12 [159
42 161124+33 33 24 1160
t21 61124+32 71 24 [168
15,8 331124+3t 43 12 t169
_6.9 441125+37 58 t4 1160
16,4 601125+36 62 15 1159
|6,7 11 1125+35 32 5 I160
15,6 11 1124+30 52 12 1171
3,5 451124÷33 31 9 83
.>97 121124131 57 331169
19,7 17i124134 72 27 ]163
19.4 491123+30 48 8 1178
50.3 221123+29 42 13 1175
]29 0] 124+31 42 8 1175
_41 151124+34 69 15 1161
12.0 181123+30 43 9 1
56,7 741124+33 35 23 1t62
)8,8 101124+34 56 12 1166
58.9 131124+32 61 18 1173
4,8 101124 +33 19 81170
9,1 L61124+33 45 10 87
)3,1 1 1124+37 30 7 1164
)7E 431124+32 53 8 1174
17.2 41124+33 29 8 1170
)0,C 71124137 34 11 1167
44,c 241124+35 24 51169
4.£ 291124+34 56 81171
23.1 59 1124+36 31 51164
10,c_ 5[123 +33 81 231171
22,£ 251123+34 89 361170
18.7 491123+29 24 9 1179
39._ 601123+37 39 61166
44.E 131123t34 38 11 t172
16.; 191123+33 24 9 1t77
46._ 111123+33 36 181170
40._c 81123+35 24 17 1169
46.6 31 [ 123+37 30 8 t 170
365 71123+34 36 35 38
44.1 7 [ 123 + 34 24
3_ 21 ]123+36 40 33 1169




21._" 46[ 123 + 36 69
35.( 551123+34 45 39
7.1 20 1123 +33 43
2t.z 81123+29 22 9
14._ 481123+36 64 13 117E
23.( 121122+37 30 15
21._ 44[ 1224 37 23
13,," 341123+32 40 22 E
36" 241123+30 36 t0
48( 471122+35 60
53_ 28 1122 +37 51
3t/ 471122+32 20 6
56( 151122+37 26 3 17,=
18:121122+32 41 9
33._ 411122*36 60 39
44:421122+32 39 32
12." 91122_32 39 26
13J 601122+31 45 29
27! 511122 +33 24 3 1(
41 171122 + 34 27 9
I
17, !18 121 + 37 26
4.! !18 121 + 37 31
4J 58 122+31 29 17 ,(
20.( 156 122,30 45 20 1;
27:1 51122_33 39 t71 !







































































































# T Name Type
I




4 131 1967 M0
2 121 ZG 1158+88
I
1 21 DO 33903
1 4t 12015+8642
2 13 1975 F5
1 41 I 12069+8644
2 131 1991 K0
1 131 1997 K0
2 13 2010 F0

























































,39L 40L 1.69 I
































.61L 40L 1,69 ;







































Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2
C[KF C








BB BB 14 8










) 3 8700000000 ]
E IJ B 8601001050 I
: EE E 2500000000 [
C C B 66001001381 8
) 3 I 5500110000 i
B IL J F C 5580000000 ]
B BC 1500000100 I
F L G 8602001050I
C ]K D 8500000000




















BC HCA 15001000401 8
}BCCIBAAA 5300000110] 4
F L C F 9501021020 ]
] F B G 0500020000 ] 1
D C 4500000000 ]
D I L D 9502000010 J
] B N 26000000001 1
] BBM 5600010000] 1
CBIHKAB 9400100000 3
}F BDN 5600010000 1
C I M B 6500000110 ]
C ] F M D 4480000030 I 8
] DK 56O00100001 I
c D 95oooooo3oi
) 8 G 9600100000 ] 4
C D 64OOOOOOOOI
C B 7600OOOOOO I
C G 34000000101 8
D D 6500000000
3 A F ME 5400000000 1
C I F 8400000000
C F 8500000010
C F E B 4600001000 3
/IC A D G K 8400000008 2
.3 E I J 5400000000 ! 2
CCIK DB 4481220200 4 2
BB LBB 2441010310 4 2
C K B 3501000010
B I L HBF 6401000008
C II G 4500000040 8
CC J CC 2400000000 1
BBCIEAAA 2420001028 5
3E ABJ I 0500000000 3
BE [MMBC 2501000008 1
E J F 4400000030 8
C ) L E C 660010OO00
E EF 4600101020 8
E M F 5600000020 8
CBCILBBh 4400001308 4 8
BF ADK 2500011000 1
BD ABG 0300001000 1
B C B # 0200002000
E L F£ 4500000108 2
[: J E 9501000068 8
Ci J GE 4401000238 8




















































M+13 09 041 61
M+13-09 043 78
ZG 1308 + 80 90
U08264 63
2164 G5 6





13357 +8046 42! 2 121 _36 44
133931870t 23, 3 122 _30 23 15 t, _25L 25L .40L 228 9581000058 8
13407 + 8118 474 37 121 + 36 31 g : .65 .25t 0400021000 1 13 2257 K2
13410 _8000 4:129]120 + 37 24 1C L_81 0300010000 i L13417_663342,i,1_ __6121 i 25L_ .251 8600000008








a _ Coords SMJ SMN 0 12 /,xm
ham..6, (s) () [ b C) C) (')
13419+8027 55.g 28 120+37 16 5 4 2.36
13435t8425 32.C 47 121 _ 33 26 8 14 .42
13436+8300 40.9 15 121+34 21 6 5 1.59
13444+8644 28,4 16 122+31 27 8 17 .31
13481+8444 7,8 44 121+32 24 11 10 .46
13494+8010 26.5 12 120+37 34 8 5 .40
13511+8705 7,8 9 122+30 32 8 24 ,27
13516+8100 41.7 56 120+36 24 3 9 1.04
13520+8526 4.2 60 122+32 36 8 17 .44
14024+8236 27,1 24 1120+34 44 9 9 .39
14059+8106 54,2 44 19+36 31 8 13 .41
14070+8150 5,2 46 120+35 22 5 7 .98
14083+8854 21,6 11 123+28 50 34 32 .82L
14149+8635 59.1 42 122+31 59 t4 21 .27L
14167+8435 46,8 29 121+32 63 20 11 .76L
14168+8256 48,8 54 120+34 66 15 13 .82L
14177+8410 43.9 22 120+33 20 8 20 ,58
14196+8829 37.0 39 122+29 31 23 21 ,25L
14206+8117 37.7 6 t19+35 36 8 15 .48
14212+8403 16.1 32 120+33 16 3 18 5.49
14227+8522 46.7 35 121+32 76 37 27 ,25L
14308+8835 49.5 53 122+29 56 21 27 .25L
14310+8t01 2.6 45 118+35 32 9 18 .45
14338+8033 49,6 34 118+36 22 9 16 ,57
14353+8026 18,6 58 118+36 70 16 12 ,25L
14357+8620 46,3 9 121+31 40 34 38 ,69L
14366+8058 38,8 28 118+35 33 9 19 .68
14403+8000 23,4 5 117+36 21 4 17 2.07
14408+8609 52.8 8 121+31 23 8 36 .47
14444+8353 24.7 t9 119+33 43 8 25 .29L
14455+8759 35.8 1 t22+29 97 26 28 .44L
14482+8047 14,6 2 117+35 75 16 18 ,25L
14511+8400 6.2 50 119+33 62 8 31 ,25L
14536+8243 37.3 1 118+34 27 3 24 1.19
14537+8725 42.1 32 121+30 20 6 36 1.87
14556+8243 37,5 29 118+34 80 25 20 ,38L
14564+8408 25.6 20 119+32 14 4 127 1,36
15005+8343 34.0 18 119+33 17 5 23 .29
t5015+8519 30.0 2 120+31 61 11 35 ,33
15017+8413 43.1 27 119+32 34 8 35 .35
15021 +8135 7.1 34; 117+34 45 15 21 .28L
15024+8440 28.6 81120+32 51 13 33 .26L
15028+8323 53.4 9 119+33 26 9 28 .67
15048+8205 50.2 18' 118+34 36 11 25 .25L
15060+8315 5.9 18 1t8+33 17 3 30 2.12
15074+8300 29.9 58 118+33 20 8 30 .97
15081+8006 8.9 30 116+35 32 13 21 .27L
15111+8903 10.5 55 122+28 25 9 43 .54
15112+8023 15.2 49 116+35 32 8; 25 .50
15146+8508 39.8 21 120+3t 15 4 36 2.73
15158+8205 52.5 30 117+34 45 11 I 27 .36
15171+8026 11.7 36 116+35 30 6 25 ,37
15201+8131 7.7 44 117+34 29 6 26 .25L
15234+8113 28.5 14 116+34 31 ' 8 27 .48
15292+8315 17.3 5 118+32 19 _ 3 37 ,25L
15308+8251 52.9 14 117+33 30 7 30 ,55L
15320+8037 1.2 3 116+34 44 8 31 ,52
15328+8056 50,4 22 116+34 28 8 32 ,57
15345+8459 36,5 44 119+31 16 9 42 ,65
15345+8640 35.6 4 120+30 38 i 1t 46 .25L
15372+8812 16.2 15 122+29 25 9 42 .45
15387+8646 45.3 53 120+30 38 29 57 25L
15395+8245 35.4 37 I17+33 44 30 41 25L
15397+8046 45.8 30 115+34 9 8 134 .59
15403+8915 21.7 44 122+28 26 23 46 .64L
15415+8736 34.2 22 121+29 42 13 43 .38L
15416+8601 37.2 60 120+30 27 26 180 .25L
15430+8540 3.5 36 120+30 49 8 52 25L
15456+8135 40.5116 116+33 28 23 35 .25L
15464+8415 25.9'38 1t8+31 56 40 34 .25L
15471 +8354 8.6 32 118+32 ' 59 39 40 .29L ]
15479+8105 54.9 9 115+34 17 4 32 1.95
15517+8303 47.(3 44 117+32 48 17 37 .25L
15538+8111 5t.3 39 t15+33 34 3 35 .35
15551+8155 8.3 36 116+33 31 11 40 .25LI
15552+8525 14.E 47 119+30 41 18 68 37LI
15575+8411 321 28 118+31 29 8 127 .25L
15591+8313 8.3 24 117+32 16 3 152 1.25
16007+8137 45.6 25 116+33 20 8 47 25L
16026+8012 40.5 20 114+34 17 8 43 .43
16040+8045 0.5 561115+33 18 8 45 .34
16049+8802 58.3 7' 121+29 29 8 63 .28L
16053+8355 18.8 43 118+31 70 30 52 .25L
16060+8332 0.6 21 117+31 19 8 118 .32
16077+8400 47,3 9 118+31 63 3v ! 73 .25L
16103+8125 20.2 35 115+33 43 28 50 .25L
16119+8551 57.9 25 119+30 20 10 54 .25L
16t38+8116 53.3 15 115+33 9 8 85 ,27
16154+8125 28.6 461115+32 39 8 55 ,25L
16159+8840 55.2 42 122+28 46 20 53 ,25L
16222+8135 12.5 17 115+32 13 ; 8 159 .26
16246+8755 41.6 53 121+29 21 10 i 63 .35L
16251+8613 7.2 39 119+30 30 19 53 .26L
16269+8703 56.6 47 120+29 65 27 75 .25L
16300+8407 3.6 11 117+31 60 35 50 .25L
16314+8514 26.0 12 118+30 93 32 62 .25L
16319+8027 54.3 49 114+32 8 6 178 .25L
16322+8600 15.4 5 119+30 45 8 76 .50L
16329+8252 58.5 9 116+31 65 20 6t .39L














































































































Flux Cor A Confusion R S
Uncs Coe R Flags* S 2
1.00L B B A S
5.04L B BI
1,00L BC ABI
5.55L D B I
5.16L B BE










1.00L C K C
1.30L B AG
1.51 F K










1.12: 8 D BGJ
1.20: BE CE£
2.26 D









1.06 D F (
.88 BC F E





1.00L B B L





1.00L B B Mh
3.20 CBB CI
1.65 BC J HI
1.00L BE BF
1.00L B B F
5.50L BD BC(
2,27 C FG[
4.66L C B G









1.26 i F K





1.67 B I I
1.01 CBBCjAA}
1.45 DBCI D,d
1.07L B i BC
















































































































































Position (1950) Flux Density
H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
Coords SMJ SMN 00 12 p.m 25 pm 60 p.m
Name
8ct
hm. o , (s) () 1 b (") (") (') N (Jansky)
16344+8238 28.3 6 116+31 23 13 161 5 .25L .25L
16350+8139 5.1 42 115+32 45 28 77 3 26L .25L
16360+8536 1,8 12 119+30 44 8 161 3 .27L ,16:
16361+8010 11.8 58 113+32 8 8 92 7 .35 .25L
16366+8732 370 45 121+29 94 31 66 2 ,25L .58L
16383+8645 23.8 9 120+29 38 26 59 2 ,25L .60L
16435+8146 31,1 44 115+31 27 14 80 4 ,40L 25L
16446+8557 41,7 47 119+29 79 34 66 2 25L 25L
16495+8445 34,6 16 118+30 10 3 83 6 1.12 .30
16499+8657 56.9 38 120+29 64 8 75 3 ,25L ,66L
16506+8004 36,3 40 113+32 83 39 54 2 ,25L .25L
16510+8207 0.9 21 115+31 8 4 83 7 6,22 1.55
16569+8105 56.1 0 114+31 8 3 76 8 .25L .12:
17001+8235 9.2 44 115+31 23 8 128 6 ,43 .25L
17001+8118 10.2 50 114+31 7 3 87 8 1.50 .42
17003+8752 19.6 52 121+28 80 30 59 2 .25L ,55L
17005+8056 31,9 0 114+31 164 .1617011+874610915121+2920'11 ,7 .73
.30 .25L
17012+8356 15.4 28 117+30 10 5 77 5 ,25L .22
17013+8334 20,2 51 116+30 13 3 81 5 1.08 .27
17024+8448 27.1 11 118+30 68 8l 60 2 .25L .25L
17047+8555 46.8 19 119+29 41 22 73 4 .25L .25L
17048+8539 48.6 41 119+29 56 23 92 2 1.01L ,25L
17058+8540 50.0 53 119+29 25 11 63 5 ,38 25L
17088+8242 49.8 20 1t5+30 35 27 87 2 .25L .25L
17099+8344 57.0 7 116+30 8 3 98 7 2.45 137
17100+8223 3_2 2115+30 77 38 94 2 .25L .53L
17105+8758 34.7 18 121 +28 27 27 8 2 .25L .25L
17129+8558 56.5 6'119+29 34 8 I 4 3 ,29L .25L
17186+8551 4.1 17 119+29 54 14 102 3 ,25L .25L
17181+8353 9.7J 48 tt7+30 7 3 91 I 6 1.53 .71
17183+8501 19.1 52 118+29 85 26 76! 2 25L .25L
17193+8439 2t.4 t2 117+29 11 8 81 5 ,52 ,16:
17202+8339 15,1 15 116+30 8 8 91 5 .84 ,21
17204+8441 26,9 48 117t29 39 8 103 3 .25L .25L
17211+8318 10,1138 116+30 61 8 163 I 4 23 25L
17218+8158 50,3} 6 114+30 58 2_ 63 L2 .27L .61L17231+8644 t0.2 8 120+29 18 77 4 .25L ,25L
17233+8010 22.1 59 112+31 7 3 97 9 5.64 1,40
t7257+8118 46.0 30 114+30 53 36 63 2 ,25L .25L
17260+8246 5.4 32 115+30 46 17 114 3 ,25L .25L
17291+8054 9,1 9 113+30 17 8 155 8 .98 ,23
17316+8420 41,1 2 117+29 26 8 97 6 .43L .25L
17321+8102 7.6 50 113+30 25 8 101 6 ,25L ,25L
17348+8531 53.0 20 118+29 38 14 87 4 .41L ,29L
17354+8101 29.0 44 113+30 27 8 104 4 .48L ,25L
17357+8546 43.4 14 118+29 59 8 169 3 .27L ,25L
17386+8646 38.3 42 120+28 10 3 83 5 ,31 .54
17371+8102 11.5 44 113+30 30 8 101 5 .25L .25L
17384+8103 26.0 14 113+30 33 13 67 3 .25L .25L
17401+8114 10.9 40 113+30 87 18 63 2 .74L .25L
17426+8052 40.5 8 113+30 76 8 169 4 .27L .58L
17432+8508 15.2 4 118+29 31 20 89 3 ,25L .25L
17440+8316 0,2 25 1t6+29 27 8 91 2 .17 .25L
17457+8861 46.3 21 119+28 22 8 169 4 .25L .25L
17461+8018 9.0 7 112+30 7 3 3 6 4.01 1.03
17472+8800 17.8 2 121+28 12 8 98 4 92 .27
17480+8408 4.4 41 117+29 81 8 11 3 .25L .25L
17483+8753 18.0 38 121+28 8 8 174 4 ,51 .16:
17483+8636 19,1 38 119+28 8 7 90 7 ,80 ,22:
17491+8659 11,7 33 120+28 29 8 170 4 ,31 ,25L
17500+8120 5.6 35 113+29 8 5 132 5 .62 25L
17504+8104 24.5 57 113+29 29 8 84 3 .25L .25L
17511+8129 7.4 11 114+29 94' 27 7t 2 .25L .25L
17511+8240 8.6 26 115+29 51 21 71 2 ,90L .31L
17534+8242 24,6 40 115+29 42 8 168 6 ,25L .25L
17545+8243 31.6 16 115+29 25 16 70 2 .25L ,26L
17556+8039 37,6 34 113+29 7 : 3 111 7 16,16 9,90
17559+8054 58.0 45 t13+29 14 9 89 5 .29 .25L
17565+8046 33,2 6 113+29 80 37 85 2 .25L .60L
17571+8246 8,0 39 115+29 35 16 74 3 .25L .25L
17583+8453 19,3 42 117+28 43 30 126 2 .25L .56L
17591+8628 6,6 59 119+28 30 8 101 6 ,25L ,25L
17593+8757 22.9 42 121+28 31 13 83 3 ,27L 25L
18015+8506 34.9 58 1t8+28 7i 3 105 7 1.72 .50
18019+8346 57.9 47 116+28 65 _ 36 117 2 ,86L 25L
18039+8307 55,2 31 115+29 33 i 24 164 5 ,25L ,25L
f8039+8302 55,4 34 115+29 22 11 110 3 ,27 .25L
18082+8452 14.0 8 117+28 35 ] 27 166 3 ,25L .25L
18103+8633 18.4 21 119+28 12 8 14 6 36 .25L
18137+8301 45,8 40 1t5+28 33 30 140 4 .42L 25L
18140+8340 2,0 14 116+28 19 8 174 6 ,47 ,07:
18162+8006 17,5 12 112+28 55 39 125 2 .25L .55L
18171+8327 8,5 43 116+28 52 43 126 2 ,2SL .25L
18176+8127 38.7 29 113+28 9 3 103 7 1,05 .22
18182+8313 12.7 59 115+28 10 8 112 7 .41 .25L
18192+8650 15.6 39 119+28 35 8 163 5 ,37L .25L
18210+8435 5,5 36 117+28 69 25 88 2 ,25L .57L
18213+8903 20.0 4 122+28 11 4 96 5 9,61 2.40
18219+8624 58.9 14 119+28 46 8 96 31 .25L .25L
18221+8250 7.0 46 115+28 9 8 119 6 i .73 ,13:
18249+8535 59.4 26 118+28 61 37 96 63 .25L .25L18252+8435 13.8 12 117+28 t2 8 112 .55 25L
18259+8638 59.7 7 119+28 69 8 114 3, .25L ,25L
18276+823838.255 115+28 8 3 7 61 44.85 29.9418295+862034.017115+28 8 8 107 s .38 ,25L
18318+6637 50.7 45 119+28 8 3 106 6 8.70 2.20
18338+8136 51.9 25 114+28 25 122 i87 .26 .25L18368+8541 53.0 38 118+28 36 27 2 .25L .25L
Flags
Declination: + 80 °- + 90 °
Associations
V L C
1(30 pm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags `= S 2 # T Name Type _e_ Mag
4 2 "41 16345+8238 29 12
4 9 U10471 22 151
2; 29 *VII ZW653Sl 12 163
2 DO35402 58 98
12 ZG 1644+81 64 156
13 2764K5 3 85
8
3 13 2770 G5 0 43
4 1 12 ZG 1657+81 9 156
"41 17002+8235 19 5
2 13 2791 1 85
8
1 13 2793 05 1 66
2 1 30i7ZW673 40
1 13[ 2798 5 93
1 10 M+ 14-08 021 86
C 1 32 X1709+823 75 12
8 1 39 JH077 42 1421
2 1 1 Y UMI 4 4
1 13 2841 G5 2 76
1 13 285t 10 9O
4
4 13 2859 K2 1 58
8
1 13 2879 4 85
8
8
6 9 U10923 37 143
8
81
1 13 2919 13 95
8
8 1 13 2928 M0 5 70
2 13 2935 K3 2 90
8
8 2 13 2937 A0 I 43
2 13 2940 A3 2 58
8
3 3 RAFGL 5163S 46 1i




39 RN67 t03 178
2 13 2976 M5 4 93
8
.42 1.44 CB L CC 0500100400
.40L 1.08 C J F KB 12400000100
,37 1.00L F C SGC 5600002000
,40L 1.00L B C I 24000011001
.40L ,83 C E _ 6500000000 !
.40L 1,91 D C 4501000028
.30 .98 DC CO 4400000000
.40L 1.11 DI L C 9500000120
,40L 1.00L B B A B N 0600001000
,40L' 1.41 E KGI C 9500000010
.40L .56 D H G 2400000130
.36: 1.00L AB F AAEI 3400000000
1.70 3.79 DBB E AA 2300001300
.40L t.05L B BH II 3501010000
.40L 1.00L BB AB i 6 0501002000
.40L 1.98 C G 2500100040
.40L 1,00L BC ABJ J!2 2501000100
,40L 1.42L B CCA KA 36000000002.29 2.95 CB B 1400002000
,40L 1.03L CC iABNE 5 1500010000
.40L 1.17 E C 3600000000
,43L 1.38 F I MC 9500010008
.40L .98 F D 9600200030
.40L 1,33L B S F 9601200040
1.14L ,87 C GC 4400000010
.40L 1.00L AB AAGE 2 1610001000
.40L .67 C E 6500000290
.40L 2.12 D t E 6500000030
.40L 2.33 F C 9502000058
.40L 1.53 E J D C 9501000020
.40L 1.24 BB C AAGC 8 4500013010
,40L 1.21 F D 4500000000
,40L 3.78L CE A GF 7 6400110218
.40L 1.00L BC ABHK 1 5500010000
.38 1.51: CD BD 5500100118
.40L 1.21L B CM 3500000000
A0L .81 C GC 4400000000
1.00 221 BC EAB 8600000418
.40L 1,00L AB AAEL 1 1500000000
.40L .75 F D 9401000000
.40L 1,13 C E CC 3400000140
.40L 3.74L BB AB 2 9301001008
.46 5.10L B M B D 9400000008
.40L 1.17 D HNC 9401010040
.38 1.17: CE HGCC 9600000008
.40L 1.12 B HL C 9482100050
,40L 1,59 D M KC 9500000008
4,66 10.20 SCBC DBAA 7 8400010008
.40L 1.44 C F K FC 9401200020
.40L 1.29 C J HHB 9401100020
,23 1.56L D CK 9402000170
.40L 1.38 C MJ C 9402000018
,40L 1,78 C B 7582000078
.40L t.05L C C 8501000000
,58 2.05 B F BB 9602000138
.40L 1.44 AB D AAEC t 9402000168
.40L ; 1.18L BC AC 0 6600000000
.40L 1.56 E C 9501100268
,40Li 1,25L DC BEI D 2 66000000001
,40LI 5,59L BD AC M0 6400010028
.40L 5.94L D B H 2400000008
,40L 4,09L B BE H! 9302201028
.25: 1.56 F E' F C i 9400000018
.40L 1,42 E i D i 9600000028
,40L 1,19 C[ L K B ; 9500000220
.41L 2.67 C[ KEA 9481200360
.42L 2.61 C' FS 9401101580
1.76 t,31L AAB !AAAC 5501001000 24
.40L 120L C CL H 3500020000
.40L ,72 D K H 4501001030
.40L 1.64 C KD 9582101280
,40L ,80 C I D 9500000000
•60 4,03L B L AS 9580101308
,46 1.28L C MNCH 8600000000
,40L 4.53L AB AA C 7 6400002018
.40L .96 D K C 9501000050
A0L 1.17 C F GNF 9400010000
,40L 1.00L C CM 9500110000
.40L 1.31 C H C 9501000010
.40L 6.11L S A F GG 9401110018
.40L ,80 C E B 9501000030
.40L 1,18L B F AHHEi0 3501001000
.40L .95 F J D 5501000060
.40L .53 D H 7600000000
.40L 1.00L B F AC K 4 0400002000
,40L 1.00L B AKJ N 7501001000
.56 4.76L B L I BD 8500000208
.40L .94 C F 7501010000
.43: 4.21L B BC AADG 4401000108 18
.40L 1.43 D C 9601000008
.40L 1,00L BC ACM 2 7500000000
.40L .79 C D F 9600001010
.40L 1,20L B AB 7601010000
.40L 1.40 D L D 9600000308
5.05 1.83 BACC AAAB 9 0402001000 28





2 13 2994 K0 3 81
8
1 13 3003 G5 2 77
8
1 13 3010 K0 5 71
1 13 3013 K2 3 81
4
3 13 3020 M3 0 65
2 13 3021 5 83
1 t3 3031 3 85
4
2 3 RAFGL 2171 4 15
1 13 3049 05 5 72
3 67
52
3,59L ABB AABI0 7500100408 18 4 2 13 3059 MO
2.86 B S E AA 6500000100 1 10 M+ 15-01-021
1.21L F C 1500000000
,92 E H 9600000000






a C oords SM/ SMN 12 /_m
18380+8640 3.1 49 119+28 33 13 113 4 .48L
18406+8827 36.9 8 121+27 59 8 113 3 .28L
18448+8412 52.1 5 116+27 19 17 17 5 .25L
18479+8826 58.8 8 121+27 44 37 94 2 .25L
18488+8141 52.4 3 114+27 47 15 130 3 .25L
18493+8109 21.642113+27 12 91044 1.08
18577+8227 44,048115+27 2581 4115 .24
18596+8430 37.127117+27 8 41474 25L
19011+8237 7.723:115+27 3821 122 ,78L
19034+8402 27.224116+27 12 8156 .37
19036+8137 38.754114+27 72121172 .26
19037+8803 46.348121+27 62241112 .32L
19037+8308 47.1 56 15+27 9 3 130 6 .80
19078+8232 51.0 38 115+27 23 8 30 5 25L
19104+8436 24.3 51 117+27 10 8 115 6 .25L:
19105+8038 31.553113+26 18 81214 .35
19113+8321 22.731 116+27 88 15 137 g .30L19144+8355 24.52116+27 25' 2.79
19170+8031 1.534113+26 57251233 .25L
19170+8441 4.826117+27 13 8 306 ,90
19191+8348 7.055116+26 12 3 345 .25L
19209+8128 55,352114+26 15 8 111 4 .47
19220+8559 1,424119+27 12 8 306 .32
19230+8848 1.138122+27 14 81215 .62
19242+8141 16.1 55 114+26 12 3 117 4 3.15
19244+8414 29.757117+26 57 81103 .25L
19244+8747 29,96121+27 61441222 .25L
19289+8510 57.214118+26 45231342 .44L
19308+8509 49.431118+26 71 171392 .25L
19313+8240 18.210115+26 15 91285 .40
19318+8008 48.252112+25 17 811344 .39
19333+8356 18.7 54 116+26 30 81 98 5 .30L
19389+8256 58,6 34 115+26 63 35 151 2 1.47L
19398+8313 48.9 41 116+26 23 8 4 5 .42
19411+8023 10.355113+25 16 51153 2.74
19436+8308 36_013116+26 35 8 383 ,30
19437+8508 42.139118+26 642513413 ,25L
19454+8505 24.7 22 118+26 30 29 145; 2 .35L19465+8011 35,1 19 113+25 30 122 .25L
19475+8742 34.88121+27 63371372 1.15L
19476+8056 37.4 32 113+25 26 8 22 4 .25L
19482+8623 17.53119+26 57271493 .25L
19516+8047 37.343113+25 55 81263 .25L
19519+8732 55.0 51 120+27 23 10 115 4 25L
19534+8524 24.725118+26 37331622 .57L
19542+8113 14.88114+25 16 8136i4 .44
19543+8219 19,924115+25 27101274 ,32
19549+8104 56.426114+25 338 1133 .28
19580+8203 3,726115+25 30171463 .25L
19585+8021 31,536113+24 38 8 193 .37
19588+8144 51,346114+25 21 111354 .51
19594+8642 29.9151120+26 34251614 ,73L
20007+8624 43.434119+26 72261543 ,25L
20021+8615 7.737119+26 11 8 564 ,35
20035+8244 34,732115+25 40 311382 ,25L
20041+8537 7.314118+26 7 31354 1.21
20046+8747 36.926121+27 16 81455 ,33
20046+8237 41.533115+25 78 271413 .30L
20048+8145 52,957114+24 55 211112 ,25L
20057+8454 46135118+26 46 231333 .25L
20074+8127 26,422114+24 54 241373 .25L
20082+8030 14.322113+24 21 91262 ,43
20097+8510 47.1 41 118+26 51 8 36 3 .25L
20106+8638 39.0 27 119+26 31 17 145 3, .25L
20109+8345 56.3 29 117+25 32 13 152 4 .25L
20113+8402 22.118117+25 9 31496i 3.47
20126+8013 41.327113+24 55 311322 .25L
20130+8212 4,212115+24 22 81394 ,25L
20134+8854 29.334122+27 99 311112 .60L
20135+8118 35,034114+24 33 291743 ,25L
20142+8030 12.28113+24 91 171272 ,25L
20142+8001 15.231113+23 13 41192 14.39
20151+8456 1.224118+25 14 8264 .36
20155+8519 30,952118+26 97 24' 562 .25L
20211+8541 6.2 31 119+26 16 9 19 2 .24
20211+8555 9.733119+26 39 371572 .28L
20216+8356 36922117+25 76 311522 ,26L
20218+8755 52.621121+27 46 34 134 .25L
20291+8311 10.78116+24 39 151443 ,25L
20298+8301 49.53116+24 26 81303 .57
20300+6115 5.455114+23 19 81282 .81
20304+8051 24.633i114+23 29 81262 ,70
20304+8126 25.251115+23 48 8 334 ,25L
20306+8308 38.460116+24104 391622 .28L
20314+8115 29,611114+23 15 51282 2.42
20323+8140 22,723115+24 28 19 254 .25L
20324+8055 28,210114+23 16 51242 1,49
20382+8150 17.86115+23 10 81414 1,10
20400+8111 0.7 4 115+23 19 9 1132 2 .60
20414+8108 26.8 39 115+23 95 8 141 2 .25L
20419+8244 59.4 58 116+24 25 23 160 2 .25L
20421+8019 12.0!13 114+23 13 4 136 2 5.69
20423+8528 22.4 40 119+25 10 8 46 7 .77
20425+8104 33.1 24 114+23 56 23 138 2 .25L
20450+8806 4.4 12 121+26 10 3 149 6 5.35
20453+8425 22.3 8 116+25 44 33 110 2 .25L
20469+8318 57.444 117+24 35 24 156 3 .25L
20494+8332 ,25._ 56 117+24 38 8 127 2 .21
20499+8021 55.7 56 114+22 16 5 144 2 3.89
20510+8241 O.E 41 116+24 133 8 27 4 .25L
Flux Density Flags
(Not Color Cornered) V
25 /.tm 60 /,tin 1(30 /.tin Flux Corr A Confusion
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags*
.25L .35 5.85L E K BF 5401100308
25L' .40L 1.19 C E) B 7500100260
.25L .40L 1.49 E M C 9502100058
.25L .40L 1.07 F D 8500100250
.34L .40L .92 C I E C 2500000000
26 .40L 1.20L BD ABJ L 8 ' 1500001000
.25L .40L 1.08L B D 1500010000
,30L .50L 1.68 C CEB 9500101118
.25L .23 1.00L D G 1500000000
.25L .40L 5.64L B BJ F 9300000008
,59L ,40L 1,13L C DE 0400010000
25L .30 4,51L C E 2401001008
.20: ,40L 1.00L CC ABNH 03500000000
,25L .50 1,24 BB HBB 1401000210
.15 .57 2.57L FB NBBB 9480200048
.25L .40L 1.00L D B O 5400000000
.25L .40L .78 F D 3501000000
1.30 ,24: 1.31: BBDE AAEC 7500102008
,25L ,40L 1.45 C F E 8402000150
,35 ,40L 1,23L BD ACJG 02501000000
.36 1,69 2,19 BBB KBAA 9501002008
.25L ,40L 1,15L =B BH K 1500020000
.25L .40L 1.21L iB B F E 4501011000
25L ,40L 1,18L C BH H 4500010000
,86 ,40L 1,00L AS AA I 0 0500000000
.54L .40L 1.26 E C 9501000168
.66L .40L .93 D N F 9501000000
.47L .53L 1.12 C L MC 9500101000
,27L .40L .89 F L B 9500101000
.25L .40L 1.00L B BF 4501010000
,25L ,40L t.46L B BH 4400000000
.25L .46 1.70: EC LGBC 9401100038
,32L .41L .71 D J D 5601000010
.25L .40L 4.50L B CHMK 5400000008
.75 .40L 1.00L AB AAE 0 2400002000
.25L .40L 4.12L C DGI C 7400000008
.25L .40L 1.21 C HL E 9401110050
25L .40L .92 C J M D 9500100050
.46L .61 1.15 BC HBD 1400000010
.25L .40L 1.36 D F E 9501000070
.28L .95 1.26 BD DAA 3500000000
.25L .40L 1.06 D F H B 9600000010
25L .57 1.09: C C S B 2500000000
.45L .40L 1.52 B L MC 9580000000
.62L .40L 1.26 D E D I 9402003020
.19: .40L 1.00L BF CB 0 4600000000
.25L .40L 1.41L C CKJ 5500000000
.25L .40L 1.60L C B 3500000000
.25L .40L 1.71 C F L S 9501000030
.25L .40L 1.00L B B G 0600000000
.25L .40L 1.42L B CD E 9501000000
,48L .40L 1.69 C MKJ B 9501000208
.25L .40L 1.41 C DND 2500000200
.25L .40L 1.20L B BE J 3600010000
.25L .40L 1.86 D C 4501000390
.32 .40L 122L BC AB 8 9600002000
,25L .40L 6.71L B CE 9400000008
,25L ,40L 2,0466L 1,11L 1.97 _!DLID 46OlOOOlSO9501000018
,25L .40L 1.54 D H D 9500000008
.25L .40L 1,82 E C 9500000048
,51L .40L 1,47L C CM I 2600000010
_25L ,40L 1,28 C G C 9401010010
.27L ,40L 1,85 E J CB 9501000028
25L ,40 1,27: CD I CC 5500000108
.93 .40L 3.63L AB AAGE 1 9401000008
25L .40L 1.67 C H K D 2600000000
.25L .40L 2.31 B DL D 8680000050
.62L .40L 1,25 D M D 9601000018
.25L = .40L 1.86 O C 9600000008
.27L .40L 1.25 C H D 2600000000
5.82 1.07 1.80L BBC AAAC 0 2500000000
25L .40L 5.34L B B H 9301110008
.25L .40L 1.13 C C 9403010000
.30L .40L 1.55L C BGG 7502020000
.61L .40L 1.08 D N F 2500000000
.61L .40L 1.51 D C D 9601110048
,25L ,40L 1.63 C F I D 9501000008
.25L .29 1.06: CD DB 4500100240
.36L ,40L 1.00L B BD G 6501010000
.28L .40L 1.05L B AD i 4600111000
.25 .40L 2.24L CD BD D 3 5501110000
.25L .40L 2.41 E GB 7581100128
.25L .40L 1.09 D H 7601100050
.61 .40L 1.01L SC AB 0 4600211000
.25L .41L 2.04 B ML C 9501100320
.31 .45L 1.26L 6C ACL 0 6601100000
.29 .40L 1.06L BD A B K 2 9500000000
.29L .40L 1.56L B BG D 7600100010
.53L .40L 1.97 D F 8600100020
.25L .40L ,95 C E 9681000030
1.58 .53L 1,06L BB AADF 3 3500000000
.18 .40L 5,37L BE AD G 1 2400111008
.57L .40L 2.47 C AAD E' 95800001202.28 .41: 5.20L BBD 9 9420000108
.54L .40L 1.32 F NE I 9400200360
.25L .40L 1.74 C L B 7500000050
.51L .40L 1.06L C CL 4500010000
.92 .40L t.08L BC AA 0 0500001000
.25L .40L 1.40 C E 9583000010
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 _m; 10) High Source Density Region.
Declination: +80*-+90 °
Associations


















































































































































ct 8 Coords SMJ SMN 8
(s) (') I b (") (") (')
3.1 6 20+26 43 17
4A !5 21 ÷ 26 45
1.0 .6 t4+22 15
0.8 8 t4+22 27
8.4 7 17+24 31
1.5 !8 20+25 34
6.4 ,1 22 +27 3t
3.4 _1 16423 11
48 !3 21 ±26 31
44 !6 16 + 23 40
2.2 2 15422 61
9.1 i2 t7424 28
47 _4 t6+23 85
3.0 ;5 15+22 16
3,1 k2 21+26 42
82 _3 18+24 28
6.3 18 15+22 40
73 i8 16+24 40
4.7 _4 18+24 9
7,3 !5 21 +26 31
t,6 i3 16422 21
50 I1 17423 27
8.6 ;6 16422 24
5.2 13 18423 22
0.t M t9+24 34
5.7 15 18+24 31
1.8 7 19+25 67
41 18 17+23 43
1.3 18 21426 27
2.0 79 15421 21
4.9 17 20+25 155
3.0 2 17423 9
2.5 M 16422 14
0.1 11 17+23 50
7.7 3 15421 42
7.7 i3 19424 43
6.1 !6 15421 63
3.t 12 19+24 84
6,5 2 16+21 75
7,4 t4 t6421 35
;1.1 )0 20+25 9
4.7 30 20+25 51
;9E t8 19424 34
17.1 18 17422 15
10.=c 54 18422 66
5.7 18 17422 13
10_ ,11 120424 26
6.7 16 116+21 20
2.,= 19 120425 12
i3.£ 16 118+23 33
;7.6 28 116+20 53
3,; 22 116420 40
3.E 14 116+20 17
5.; 8 116+20 23
I1.( 17 !16420 22
8.' 47 118422 16
!0/ 44 116+20 61
)2.1 39 122426 69
7.1 21 118422 42
14.1 24 117421 13
11. 0 121426 24
-)3 18 116+20 3E
.)7 25 117421 4E
15 58 122427 51
18 28 17+21 33
10 60 119423 9£
3. 56 118421 t0_
12 5 117+20 51
11 22 118421 4E
)3 44 12t + 25 4£
33 2C 117+2(3 3(
17 35 11642(; 6C
10 1E 1t7+2C 5_
59 4E 118421 2(
5 1E 118421 3.c
36 2_ 120+24 2(
48 1E 120 + 2'_ 1;
51 c 1t7t2£ 3(
39 5z 117 + 26 5(
54 26 11842; 3(
14 4 c. 118+2_ 2;
23 4=, 119+ 2: 6"
33 4: 12142, = 1{
42 1; 11942," 9;
20 2! 120+2: 1l
34 3_ 119+2; 7(
14 1, 11842( 1!
51 5: 11842( 5:
1C 5, 121 +2_ 7"
13 4_ 120+2, 6;
24 , 12042: 3,
3C t 12042. 8,
5 £ 21 118+2( 4_
5E 5. 120+2; 2_
£ 5: 120+2: 6:
C 5! 120 + 2: 2_
2£ 5', 118+2t 1'
5 4; 12042, 5
5£ 5; 11841_ 4
1 51 118421 1
Flux Density
(Not Color Co_ected)
12 _m 25 _m 60 _m 100 _m
Oansky)
.28L .25L .40L 1.76
27L 27L .39 1.80:
,91 ,44 ,42L 1.03L
.25 25L A0L 1.82LI
.25L 25L .78 1,69
Flags
V
Flux Corr A Conrusion
Uncs Coef R Flags*
i
C IL B! 680000008




































































































.40L 1.67 C IN E
.40L 1,91 II_BB CE ,AAEKB237 .77:






























.40L 1 47L I B )K H4o_ 21oI ,_ g
.854640L 1.30LID° I c
.64 6.9OL) ig_
.4o_ 1.11LIIC"
.40L 1.16 C O
,40L 4.18L } B kB
A0L 2.08: }C C kAFC
.40L 1.36 E ) F
.63L 2.62 C . J C
.43L 1.29 C K HB
.53L 2.76 C E E
,40L .91 D L E
,40L 202 D DL A
.40L 1.89 I F AG C
!
.40L 4.15LI )B kAGF
.40L 2.61 D ( J B
.40L 1.22L _D kCI M
.40L 1.19L ]B kA
.40L 1.59 D . E
.40L 1.44 3 D ]DHD
.40L ,99 C F
.40L 1.36L _F ]E
38: 4,56L _BC kAB
A0L 1.61L 3 _M
.40L 1.45 D E
A0L 2.37 F G
.71 1.00L 3BC _AC
.40L 4.11L :D _B H
.40L 2.55L ] _ B
.40L 1.32L _ _ C
.40L 2.19 F I D
.40L 1.77 U B
.40L 1.78 C C E
.40L 1.26L _C _ BM
.52 6.88L C C
.40L 2,89 F I C
AOL 3,01 E E
30 9.40L D E
A0L 2.92 C J L C
A0L .81 C C
.40L 1.68 E K E
A0L 1.96 E I B
A0L 1.62 E GME
.40L 1.67 E C
.40L 2.65 £ K C
.40L 1.99 £ I E
.40L 1.67 C E
AOL 1.22L C B E
.61L 2.01 F GL F
A0L 5.81L B D L
.40[ 4.52L BC AB
.60L 2.68 C MKC
.40t 2.38 C M [
.40[ 2,18 E J HI [
A0[ t.75 C M C
.40[ .98 ( K C
.52 1.97 BE DCC
.40[ 1.81 E I (
.44[ 1.16L B BJ J
.40| 1.88 [ C
.401 1.26L C B
.491 2.44 [ ME
.431 1.70 E F F
.401 1.94 ( (
A01 1.28 ( MG [
.401 1A 1 [ H (
.401 1.46 [ [
.401 1.82 [ M (
.401 1.89 l [
.40l 1.34 ( GN[
.401 2.6t| B BE t
.40 1.33 ( J [
.48 1.451 C M B




































































































































1:3769 + + +





























































Right Ascension: 22M3m04'-23h59m06 ' Declination: +80°-+90 °
Position (1950) I
Name [H
Galactic Uncerlainty I c




























23054 + 8205 2
23057+8518 6








23184 + 8538 2
23207+ 8436 4
23214+8152 3
23267 ± 8544 3
23270+8339 6
23271 + 8406 3
23272 +8518 7
23275+8212 3





23304 + 8406 5
23305+8334 2





23334 + 8006 2
23340 ± 8010 2
23348+8255 5
23353+8213 2
23370 + 8855 5
23374 + 9411 4
23404 ± 8205 3
23408 + 8511 5
23428 + 8522 4
23428+ 8409 5
23433 + 8231 2
23446+8216 4
23447 ± 8614 4
23449 + 8044 3
23457 + 8447 4
23462 +8639 3
23490_ 8126 2
23496 + 8024 2
23496+ 8053 3
23516 + 8326 2
23528 +8224 4
23538 _8128 3
23573 ± 8051 2






















































































25 _m 60 p.m lO0 /ira
(J'ansky)
,49L .40L J 1,55L
.25L .40L I 1.95L
.25L .40L I 1.04L
.25L .40L ] IA7L
.25L .40L I 2,40
2.03 32:1 .90:
.25L .40L I 1.22L
.12: .40L I 1.08L
.25L ( 1.28 ( 4.52
.25L .40L I 1.77
.25L .40L I 6.18L
.94 .40L 1.11L I
6,59 1.07 1.01L
25L 59 I 1.37L
,25L 40L I 1.42L,
3.09 41 [ 3.78LI
.25L 40L I 2.44 !
.25L 40L I 1.72
.26L 4OL t 1.92 i
.56L 40L I 1.64 ]
.24: 40LI 1.11L!
.39 40L t 1.21Li
.25L 40L I 1.70 I
.25L 40L I 2.23 I
.25L 40L I 2.11LI
.25L 40L I 132LI
.25L 40L I 1.51 I
25L 40L I 5.25L I
,25L 40L I 2.04 I
.25L I 1.05 I 2.32 I
.25L .40L I 1.36L]
38 .40L ! 5.91LJ
.25L .40L ] 2,05Ll
.59L .40L I 1.61 ]
.58L .40L I 1.56 ]
8.02 t 1.49 { 1.11LI
.60L .46L I 1.58 I
25L .40L I 2.23 I
.31 .40L [ 1.06LI
25L .40L [ 5.17LI
,27 ,40L I 1,22Li
,25L .40L I 1.49 ]
•21 ] 1.53 I 4,96 ]
.21 40L I 1,25LI
.25L 40L [ 7,29L I
.49L 40L I 1,96 I
,25L 40L 1 1.91 1
.25L 40L [ 1.26Li
.25L 59 [ 7.17LI
.47 40L I 6.36L J
.25L 40L I L30 I
25L 40L I 498LI
.34L 40L I 1.66LI
.25L 40L I 1.75 I
,25L 40L 5.52L I
.25L 40L 1.75L
28L 56L I 1.69 I
.60 40L I 134LI
.25L 40L [ 6,13LI
.25L 40L / 1.71 I
,78 40L I 5,48L ]
.25L 40L I t.80 I
.25L 40L ( 1.71 (
,25L 40L I 1A6L]
1.24 40L I 1,00L I
,25L 40L I 2.78 I
.25L 40L 1.10L
,25L 40L 1.59L
.31L 40L [ 1.81 [
.38 40L I 5.80LI
.25L 40L [ 1.59LI
.25L 4OL I 2.62 I
.84L 73L J 1.87 J
.25L 40L ] 6,86L I
,63L 40L I 2.53 I
.25L 36 I 5.91LI
.25L 40L { 2.t7 I
.25LI 108 [ 2.33 1
.25L .40LI 2.18 [
.10: .40L ] 4.74L]






























































































































































































































Name TyI_ C) Mag
3782 K0 9 80
3785 KO 2 70
3787 5 95
3794 K0 2 50
3798 K0 13 72
3799 K0 4 70
M+ 14 01-001 164
3807 M2 4 95
3808 KS 4 61
3809 MB 6 75
3812 K0 22 80
3816 K5 6 50
3825 K2 6 72
3826 I 90
3835 K2 3 85
3843 M0 3 93
U12387 20 156
3851 K2 4 80
3885 K0 7 80
BDA09 103 5000
3887 5 91








3927 K5 6 85
3929 M0 3 91
393I K2 9 86
3933 K5 1 82
3938 K0 3 75
DO 43543 46 93
3956 G5 5 81
23429+8522 23 3








Right Ascension: 00h00m03'-00h22"57 ' Declination: +70°-+80 °
Name
a 8




a _ Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 p,m(s) 1') 1 t, 1'") C) (') N
3.8 57 119+11 21 15 31 3 .25L
6.7 25 120+12 20 7 21 21 1,18
21.8 9 119+9 23 10 19 3 .45
32.7 6!119+ 9 26 8 22 3 .41
43.9 41 120+13 18 7 I 16 2 2.23
59.3 8 120+15 65 34 176 2 .25L
6.0 51 119+ 8 29 11 18 3 .40L
17.8 14 120+14 24 8 21 3 1.06
22.6;12119+10 28 10 23 2 .30
25.539120+11 59 8 100 3 .32
40.3 43 119+ 8 16 4 25 3 2.70
46.5 51 120+11 29 8 26 3 .48
7.1 26 119+ 8 20 8 27 3 .35
16.7 10 119+8 22 6 63 3 .25L
349;37 119+ 9 31 11 18j 3 .30
55.323120+14! 37 11 152 .43
0,333120+1 26 12 232 .59
15.612120+12 22 10 t72 .75
16.552120+13 42 23 242 ,25L
12,9371t9+ 6 56 5 21 2 ,25L
15.6 8119+10 52 : 8 152 .34
20.8 3 119+ 9 29 8 18 3 31
22.0 51 119+ 6 18 9 22 3 .52
27,4 27 120+11 27 10 28 3 .49
30.2 58 119+ 8 19 15 36 2 .25L
46.5 9 19+ 8 23 10 24 2 .27
52.7 48 120+12 33 8 19 2 .48
5.141120+12 21 7 752 7.45
8,11' 121+15 58 41 12 2 .70L
51.553120+ 9 22 3 193 1.13
34528120+11 59 20 172 ,28L
52,626120+ 10 28 8 253 82
54,96120+11 39 14 152 .41L
2.739120+12 20 6 212 1.31
]1,74120+13 18 9 133 1.06
49.g 27 120+ 9 28 25 30 i 3 .31L
3.3 46 120+10 23 8 30 3 .56
3.6 22 120+ 9 19 5 20 3 1028
5"9i497 119+ 8 66 22 29 3 ,25L
12.0 120+ 8 54 12 332 .25L
54.858121+14 22 8 193 .75
59,553120+12 32 tl 2312 1,35
12.432120+10 24 8 243 .67
14.957120+13 15 5 172 2,00
36,247121+16 75 24 72 .31L
39.054120+10 60 21 352 ,26L
41,116120+ 9 18 9 21 3 .99
49,425120+12 37 10 282 .25L
0.9 4121+15 23 7 33 .25L
1,732121+14 25' 8 243 .62
5,5 1120+10 44 81662 ,27L
16.837120+10 17 5 303 14,49
24,94120+11 19 5 253 5.28
25.043120+ 9 18 7 283 .25L
33.4 13 120+8 24 9 28 3 ,25L
35.231121+16 23 6 43 1.72
37.327121+15 8311739 2 .49
43_232120+ 8 25 14 213 .25L
48.78121+14 31 10 152 ,42L
57,832121+14 39 14 132 .32L
57.84120+ 8 50 15 293 ,25L
0.931120+10 32 8 282 .36
1,122121+15 49 141792 .25
2027121+13 48 27 132 .43L
14.157121+13 17 6 17 3 6.29
18.635120+11 31 7 30 3 3.82
38.21121+15 24 9 53 _63
58,747121+15 4329 52 ,27L
58,55120+ 9 65 24 142 25L
29.145 120+ 9 74 17 342 27
33,343121+15 36 19 13 ,25L
36.035121+13 78 29 152 25L
50.651 120+ 8 30 20 333 .25L
51.019121+13 18 4 193 7.96
0.645121+12 22 4 272 5.48
28645121+13 42 32 102 .25L
49.412121+13 31 12 142 26
57.2'49121+11 30 12 24 2 .25L
58.5 9121+17 43 8 16 2 ,25L
53 120+ 8 22 8 23 3 .72
52 120+ 9 68 26 20 2 ,25L
31 121+10 29 12 23 3 ,47
13.743121+14 37 27 12 ,25L
18,234121+14 37 8 102 .67
11,C 28121+15 85 31 180 2 .25L
10,647121+13 27 8 23 3 .44
22.145121+ 9 20 8 293 1.tl
36.418121+13 25 6 21 3 ,60
59359121+10 24 211192 ,25L
30,825121+10 2918 243 .25L
33.2 34 121+8 34 8 66 3 .30
54.7 3 121+ 8 19 3 24 3 3,03
23.233 121+12 46 27 25 2 .69L
47.1!1912t+8416 223 .25L
49.121122+16 3622 8923 .25L
50.6 43 121+9 60 18 2 .42L
17.339121+11 2912 2t2 .63
24.510121+10 26 9 303 .75
50.1 2121+ 8 39 10 293 .32
57.426122+15 41 87 _ 2 .27
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected)
V L C
25 .am 60 .am 1(30 am Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sen





































































































1.51L C L BD 5601000000
1.37L BD BD 0 7700101000
2,49L B BC 5700000000 1 13 4017 K0 20 81
2,83L F C D 5600000000 1 2 DO 44019 37 100
1.61L BC AAE 0 8700101000
1.06 D E E 3600000000
3.27L B NC 6700000000
1.66L BC ABI 01 9600001000 1 2 DO 44032 59 110
1.92L B B K 450001000(
1.48L F C 3600000000 I 2 0044052 67 100
2.82L BB AA 1 9800001000
1.66L B B 4600000000
2.94L B CJ 9800000000 13 4028 K0 2 85
7.93 FC FFBA 19601001300; 4
2.49L C CK 187000000001
1.90L D B ! 9600010000 ! 13 4033 6 87
1.85L C CB 3500010000
2.48L BD BC M 0 9600011000
2.60 C J B 7600000010
6,03L C L C B 8701100518
10.73L D G 7500000008
3.20L C D 9600000000
3.32L B BFDG 9701033430
1.49L E CE D 6601000000
4.37 D HA 8702122628
13.00L! C BJ I 9602100628
2.03L D DEJ 6700010000
1.65L DBC AABI 0 6602000010
1.30 F D 1600000000
10.02L BD ACC 0 9501001018
1,20 E C 6600000000
7.57L CC BDM 2 9500000008
1.71L F D 7600000000
1,49L CC AB 1 4600000000
1.63L BD ADI 0 6503000010
3.22 D H E 8601000010
11.19L F B MN 9500000008
3,04L BBD AABF 0 8601000110 17
3.86 D MHB 9600000108
11,79L C KBC 9602000318
1,63L BC BB H 0 1600002000
1,60L CC AA 0 4602001000
3.24L B BBGD 3400131110
1.41L BD AB 1 2600001000
1,43 D B 8600000000
3,83 D C 3400131110
1,90L BD ABI 1 9600001200
1.95L C N B C 4600000000
4.69 CCC HAAB 2400111000
1,87L C AHFL 260001000l
2.29 C F 8501000120
27.51: 8BCD BAAA 0 7380111208 81
1.28L A B A A F D 1 4700000000
6,58L C DA i 9500102426
10.94L DC GBJ 9401000108;
L15L CC AC 00600000000
1,63L F E 1600111000
4.55 C DE B 9700000308
1,16L EC J BA 2600000000
1,17L: C GD 2601001000
1673L C NDC 9400000108
5.93L D B J 6400111108
1.56L D D K 1500000000
1.61 F M G 9500100000
1.43L AB AAFD 09600100000
1.49L BC AAL 04501001000
1,54L D BGI D 7601010000
1.70 C ! H L B 8501010000
2.06 !_C D KC 96010000087.41L G 9501010008
1,76 D I C 7500000000
1,34 F N D 9600000000
4.35 E EFFC 7600001108
1,28L BEIC AAC 9 9600100000
1.92L BCC AABC 0 4600000000
1.87 C NHE 9500000000
1.89L C D 9500100000
1.69L B DBD 1700000000
1,66L C GCE 7502000000
7,93L BF AD 4 9600010008
2.33 D E C 9701001000
1,86L D C 6600010000
1.76 D G F 3600000000
2.45L F B F C 3500000000
2.08 F E 5500000000
1.54L BD BD 1 9601020000
2.05L BD AC I 2 6601000000
1.50L B B E M 9600020000
3,28 F EGE 9481100010
2.65 C H C 9480100010
14.41L F E DF 1 6502000008
2.76 BCDC AAHG 0 7700000110
2.83 C K C 3500000010
3.50 EC HFGC 8700000120
1.98 C L E 5501000100
1,63L E MF D 7600202200
1.62L B E M 0601022000
1.45L BF ACFD 0 9600000000
10.35L C C E 7500010008
2.39L C D E 2500000000




1 134042 6 85
2 13 4050 K5 4 85
1 2 0022846 63 98






8 32 X0010+724 72 8
6 3 RAFGL 5006 77




4 32 X0010+707 88 4
134061 3 91
4 134062 MA 1 70
3 13 4063 13 81
1 1 CZ CEP 41 3
3 3 RAFGL 45 48 13
2 9 U00177 51 153
1 13 4086 K0 13 75
1 13 4094 K0 4 77
1 134101 K2 5 70
1
8 1 32 X0021 +708 69 8
1 "41 00216+7846 33 4
2_
3i 2 1 TZ CEP 7 4
1 2 DO23252 71 108









ct .8 Coords SMJ SMN O O 12 Fm
ham. o8, (s) (O I b £3 C) (') N
00232+714114.924 121+9 44 20:35 2 .26L00202+7413156 9 121+1224 6 31 2 80
00240+762255 36121+1426 3 20 2 32500242+700314.933121+13 24 6 21 3 1.6o00242+744015.619121+124123 152 .74L
00246+7016303_ 121+927 ,g 2533 25L9 72951.95 2 154 12 .000246+755252.412121+1316 61g2 22200249+7237,992g121+1073 33 362 34_00257+703446946121+820 5 263 229
00260+76_,2126,22+1671_0 152 25L0o262+704616144121+656 21 272 48_00271+73266.956121+1122 9262 11500273+7o26_1225121+937 9 259 26002_+7_,4,2636122+1421 9 132 9700276+7526, 131122+1344 6313 2600260+72552.230121+1051 30 362 36L00263+70_02014g121+6lg 7223 25L00267+7649,2710122+1621 11 63 4800288+740,,69f6122+1240 37 752 25L
002.0+7,03.236122+133627392.L
00269+7616,52 122+14275 2 12 5.000290+7551 5.014 122+ 13 67 32 1 2 .25L00294+7647 27.1 4 122+16 65 12 2 .20
00298+7519 51.2 48 122+13 38 16 21 I 2 .20
71 14 161 2 .56L00298+7724 52.4 57 ;122+15
00300+7642 54] 10 122+14 49 8 18 2 .26
00301+7432 6.6149 122+12 21 8 25 2 .77
00306+7240 53.3 39 122+10 31 18 24 2 25L
00311+7444 6.5 18 122+12 20 10 21 3 .87
00312+7657 12.2 4 122+14 22 14 10 3 .25L
00322+7028 13.8 20 122+ 8 23 10 28 2 .52
00324+7051 26.7 55 122+ 8 48 22 20 2 .26L
00325+7515 35.0 36 122+13 44 29 13 2 1.20L
00326+7014 39.3 34 122+ 8 19 6 35 i 3 9.29
00329+7213 54.3 20 122+10 20 5 33 i 3 1.41
00330+7716 2.4 1 122+15 71 24 17 1 2 .28L
00332+7133 13.4 42 122+ 9 I 32 8 32 i _ 1.11
00336+7216 49.8 42 122+10l 65 21 38 2 .25L
00339+7039 56.7 3 122+ 8 I 73 12 40 2 .31
00341+7132 6.6[35 122+ 9 30 6 39 I 3 .93
00347+7833 43.610 122+16 55 24 4 2 .94L
00350+7358 5.2;45 122+11 29 7 37 2 1.73
00362+7217 15.1151 122+10 22 4 34 4 1.31
00366+7635 36.3r35 122+14 44 6 13 2 1.01
00378+7459 53.6 29 122+12 44 34 19 2 .25L
00379+7344 55.4 31 122+11 39 12 25 2 .36
00380+7856 0.1 3 122+16 39 15 16 2 .261
00380+7952 0.4 36 122+17 19 6 24 3 1.11
00380+7107 5.9 13 122+ 9 29 11 26 2 .38
00364+7858 29.B 38 122+16 29 20 26 2 .59L
00367+7209 42.E!31 122+10 17 3 34 4 2.02
00388+7911 50.734 123+17 43 8 15 2 .40L
00392+7056 12.6 50 122+ 8 27 8 37 3 .38
00393+7855 22.0 20 123+16 15 8 25 4 .50
00397+7738 46.2 9 122+15 44 8 11 3 .43
00399+7146 59.0 7 122+ 9 78 11 39 2 .34
00399+7214 60.0 56 122+10 45 20 19 2 .41L
00400+7133 3.6 10 122+ 9 51 15 20 2 .31
00408+7656 53.(_ 10 123+14 22 4 14; 3 1.38
;)0409+7033 55.1 2 122+ 8 22 9 31 3 .57
00410+7731 1.2 50 123+15 28 8 13 3 .56
00413+7743 22.18 1 123+15 96 27 6 2 .35L
00414+7336 25.0 8 122+ 11 j 25 ! 36' i 1.2200418+7745 50.7:4 123+15 I 40 3 144 .25L00420+701g2741 122+9 22 31 .6600420+71214020 122+g 57 9 3912 .43
00420+7533 5c 57 123+13 15 5 24,2 15.11
00423+7443 20.0 6 123+12 ' 42 12 36 2 .24
00423+7953 23.6 56 123+17 9t 13 27 3 .25L
00429+7521 55.7 25 123+13 105 30 26 2 27L
00429+7157 57.1129 123+ 9 32 17 39 3 .25L
00431+7347 7.0 12 123+11 54 33 20 2 .25L
00435+7228 32._ 34 123+10 96 30 32 2 .27L00435+7901 33.7 18 t23+16 29 26 17 .25L
00436+7426 37,7 42 123+12 .0 19 30 3 .40L
00436+7308 41,(_ 35 123+11 21 8 29 2 .83
00437 + 7249 46.73 123+ 10 35 9 3312 .36
00441+7026 11.0 50 123+8 54 18 35 [3 .25L
00445+7758 31.2 33 123+15 33 14 69:3 .25L
00447+7231 43,6 21 123+10 41 8 28 2 .33
00447+7022 46.1 21 123+9 27 7 403 1.42
00448+7032 50.0 13 123+ 9 42 29 25 2 .54L
00448+7435 50,E3 123+I2 33 23 26 2 .28L
00448+7223 '51.8 _60 123+10 25 8 29 2 1.82
00449+7208 54.1 423 123+10 25 232 33 .25L'25L00450+7959 _ 1.0 26123+17 1 4
oo45o+74ol 2140 123+1121 7 30 3 366
00451+7811 7.440 123+16 22 6 17 3 .5100450+724123,_26 123+10 39 12 38 2 1.00
00455+744032434 123+1225 3 05 3 165
oo466+71o64o._50 123+9 24 lO 32 3 76
oo47o+761564 14123+1521 6 17 3 49
00476+7317 36.443 123+11 22 8 31 2 1.0400477+704473 o 123+8 32 30 94 2 sol
00461+7354 10.4 54 123+11 30 10 31 3 .47
00481+7706 12.(_ 38 123+15 30 9 12'3 1.07
00463+7231 19.1;23 123+10 41 31 23i 22 .25L00485+7119 31.9 123+9 97 13 31 .27L
00467+7453 47.2 29 123+12 41 8 24 2 .31
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1)
Declination: + 70"- + 80 °
Flux Density
(N_ Co_r Correded)








































































































1(30 p,m Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Coef R Flags" S 2 #
2.59 C I HC i 5601001000
1.43L BD AC J 3600000000
1.28L BBD AAB 5601000000
1.46L BC AB 7700000000
2.56 F F DE 3.01000000
3.42 D K E B 9.00000008
1.39L BD EIC 3600010000
1.12L DE AB 8601011000
2.18 E GC 5500000000
5.91L SC ABME 5600000008
1.55 C C 7.01000000
2.90 D N F D 9700000000
253L 8C ACLD 1 1500001000
6.97L C D G 6500000008
1.66L B AD 1_
1..0L E C 6700000000
2.36 F I I C 5500000000
7.48 DCC DBCB 96C1014320 El
1.17L B CD C 7600110000
2.66 F I E 4500000010
2.19 D G D 7601000000
1.50L BCC AABE 0 2600010100
1.74 C O 7600000000
1.58L C F J 7600110000
1.72L D E 9700000000
2.08L C F MF H 3600000000
2.14L C C L 1600000000
8.62L BC BC E 0 2300000000
2.95 C DC 9500000000
1.59L BC AB J 0 4600001000
1.46L B j plB 1601000000
1.98L CD BEN 0 9600000000
2.54 E NI EC 9600000240 C
1.44 E HG I 6701000220 C
1.57L BBC AAC 0 6600000000
4.11L BCC ABDD 1 9601000028
1.38 D C 5600000000
6.04L BD AB C 2 6500120008 11
4.01 E C 9602000028 I
2.02L D D 7701000000
2.93L BE AH D 08 7600120008 11
1.52 D E C 3600000000
1.59L B C A B F 3600000000
1.37L CC AA 9700001000
1.36L FF ADK 9 1600010000
1.57 D DG 0 8.01000320 4
t.99L C D 9600000000
2.09L C B 3500210100
1.14L BF ADH 2600000000
8.84L C B 6500000008
1_82L C D 3500210100
2,46L CC ABJ 9 9300000000
1.65L C K D 2501(300000
1.86L C C 1600000000
1.30L BD BDJ 2 3500210100
1.55L C DM 6501000000
8.64L C C 9500000108
3.22 E MHC 9300100000
7.35L C DI 9500000009
1.47L BC AD 1 4.00000000
1.40L B AE 5600000000
1.74L C B F 5602010000
2.03 F K E 4501100000
1.73L BC AB G 1 9600001000
1.26 F L G 4501100000
1.99L BE ADJ 2 6600010000
5.10L C BCEL 9601000008
1.35L FFF AAA 9 9700000100 29
1.78L C D F 5600000000
1.59 CC BC 2600000000
1,75 F B 6600000000
3.03 C L B 9701000148 8
1.84 C F 6600000000
2.73 D E 9701000010
2.16 D M B 7500000006
1.85 C J D 2600000000
1.42L CD AC 0 9500000000
3.06L C B D D 7700000000
2.03 C J DB 4501101000
2.18 C MF B 9501000008
2.20L C C H 9700000000
1.45L CD AB 1 3.01100000
2.10 O H E 4500000000 41.75L D F 36000003001.50L CC AB 0 9802000000
6.69 C K H GC 9582000000
1.52 C MGC 2600000000
1.35L BB AAEL 1 3.00000100
5.36L B A I H 9400000006
2.13L C CC 6700000000
1.27L BC ABB 0 3600001000
1.99L BC BB 0 3600000000
6.57L CF BHE 0 9401000008
1,93L B A C M 8500000000
3.47 D D F 4501000440
1.54L B C H 5600010000
1.70L B E B D 1 6.00000000
2.29 F E 9600000000
2.20L E DC K 2601000000
1.62L C C K 2600000000































































16 00301 20 1400
13 4248 K5 1 77
C: 32 X0047+ 707 97 I 12
13
Right Ascension: OOh49mO9"-O1h14m10"
Position ('1950) Flux Density
H
Name8 Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
ct _ Coords SMJ SMN 8 12 pm 25 pm 60 pma
hm. * , (s) () I b (") (") (", N (Jansky)
)0491+7333 9.9 15 123,11 33 13 29 2 .94 21: .40L
)0492+7003 15.2 12 123+ 7 19 8 37 3 1.76 .48 .40L
10493+7328 19.0 52 123+11 37 13 28 2 .58 .25L .40L
t0497+7538 42.7 13 123+13 36 15 8 2 25L .25L .40L
p0498+7556 48.7 31 123+13 29 10 21 2 .93 .41 .68L
_503+7320 18.9 8 123+11 41 8 35 2 .37 25L .40L
_505+7003 33.6 43 123+ 7 40 12 41 2 .33 ,64L .40L
0506+7248 40.7 47 123+10 32 3 40 2 ,94 3.67 21.72
,0506+7352 49.3 10 123+1I 21 7 33 3 3,06 .85 .53L
0509+7331 56.3 21 123+11 53 19 31 3 ,25L ,25L .40L
0510+7723 5,2 23 t23+15 66 26 27 2 .25L ,25L .48L
0512+7213 13,9 17 123+10 24 7 34 2 2.39 .73 .40L
0514+7746 25.4 51 123+15 25 09 14 3 .70 .25L .40L0516+7149 36.3 5:123+9 30 o J 36 , .54 .76L .40L
0516 _-7047 41,1 1'8 123+ 41 9 31 3 .30L .47L .40L
0524+7310 25.3 14 123+11 33 12 29 2 ,28 .25L .41L0537+7226.5 23123+10 6g 22 342 ,32L 3OL 410538+702949237'123+8 25 10 31!a .64 53 .4OL
0541+7818 10.9 45 123+16 40 8 91 3 .25L ,25L ,40L
0545+7344 32.756 123+11 43 8 35 2 .30 .53L .40L
0548+7546 58.0127 123+13 50 8 22 2 .32 .25L .40L
0550+7800 1.7 8 123+ 15 33 21 10 2 25L .25L .40L
3550+7643 3.2 3 123+14 61 15 19 2 .41L .25L .53
3551+7449 11,6114 123+12 22 8 27 2 .73 .34 .40L
3554+7035 24.4 29 124+8 36 11 33 3 .41L ,25L .72
3555+7614 33.4 37 123+14 28 7 24 2 .29 .55 5.13
3561+7105 8.0 34 124+ 9 29 8 40 3 .65 .36 .40L
)564+7237 24.9 10 124+10 46 8 38 2 .39 .25L .48L
)566+7047 39.6 58 124+ 8 24 22 19 3 .25L .25L .40L
)567+7001 45.0 58 124+ 7 57 30 35 2 .46L .25L .51L
)573+7824 19.5 47 123+16 ! 104 ! 31 40 2; .30L .57L .41L
)574+7406 25.7 53 124+12 33 14 14 2 .42L .25L .40L
)5814-7227 7.2 31 124+10 66 30 33 2 ,25L 28L .40L
)582+7645 14,2 13 123+16 40 14 26 2 .28L .67L; .56
)582+7700 14.8 12 124+14 28 10 ' 15 3 ,48 .31: .41L
}585+7552 35,6 60 i 124+13 26 22 8 2 ,25L .25L .64L
)589+7124 59.6 47 124+ 9 32 13 34 3 ,34 25L .40L
)590+7054 1,6 46 124+ 8 21 5 39 3 1.17 .67 .41L
)591+7133 10.4 59 124+ 9 28 6 36 2 1.12 .38 .40L
1596+7305 39.4 17 124+11 29 10 31 3 .43 .25L .40L
1001+7114 7.9 59 124+ 9 30 9 37! 3 .37 .27L .40L
I005+7910 35.2 38 124+17 15 3 301 3 3.90 24.23 10.07
010+7434 4,0 0 t24+12 20 4 32 2 63.98 24.03 5,25
011+7046 6.1 19 124+ 8 29 8 37 3 ,43 25L .40L
015+7t15 33.0 38 124+ 9 66 27 26 i 2 .25L .25L .40L
026+7610 51.2 4 124+14 48 24 21 2 ,25L .92L ,40L
030+7108 0.1 53 124+ 9 30 8 36 3 .69 ,25L .40L
031 +7520 6.8 2 124+ 13 52 15 28 2 .25L .25L .73
032+7446 14.5 23 124+12 23 9 27 2 .55 .25L .40L
034+7804 26.6 13 124+15 27 9 30 3 34 .25L .40L
036+7317 40.6 45 124+11 64 10 27 2 .39L .25L .45
037+7339 47.1128 124+11 42; 11 30 2 .39 26L .40L040+7628 1,8;39 124+14 8 23 2 ,46L .25L .40L
041+7007 6.6 6 124+ 8 31 12 36 3 .27L .25L .61
041+7256 tl.0'44 124+10 35 g 31 3 .25L .25L .72
042+7016 14,4 56 124+ 8 23 8 37 3 .70 .21 .40L
042+7543 15.9 57 124+13 63 33 19 2 25L .25L .40L
047+7145 47,2 8 124+ 9 62 39 40 2 ,25L .25L .40L
047+7354 47.5 39 124+11 77 29 30 2 .25L ,25L .40L
048+7944 513 45 124+17 12 3 41 4 1.17 29 .40L
049+7246 55.6 53 124+10 64 i 34 41 2 .25L .25L .40L
051+7948 6.6 38 124+17 19 _ 8 109 4 .73 .25L .40L
061+7100 7.4 10 124+ 6 46 16 36 3 .25L .25L .81:
062+7740 16.5 47 124+15 13 4 22 4 1.70 .49 .40L
065+7145 30.1 32 124+ 9 36 16 42 2 .76L .25L .51
074+7251 27.5 14 124+10 37 6 33 3 .37 .25L .40L
076+7153 36,9 58 124+ 9 32 8 ! 35 2 .26L 25L 1,21
076+7057 41.5 29 125+ 8 56 19 34 2 .32L .25L .56
077+7745 44.6 33 124+15 27 8 30 4 .44L .25L .52
077+7422 46.0 0 124+12 39 6 30 2 .79 .52 .40L
079+7924 56,3 32 124+17 55 8 46 3 .26 .25L .35
362+7333 15.3 10 124+11 40 11 30 2 .31 25L .40L
389+7949 57.3 53 124+17 81 37 21 2 .25L .65L .40L
369+7229 57.4 9 125+10 66 8 35 _ 3 .25L .25L .40L
391 +7606 8.8 37 124+14 52 22 26 2 .25L .25L .40L
394+7057 26.2 14 125+ 8 30 11 39 2 .61 .25L .40L
105+7140 32.1 56 125+ 9 41 14 39 2 .29L .33L .55
105+7526 32.5 43 '124+13 31 25 35 2 .25L .25L .40L
105+7242 35.123 125+10 20 9 30 3 1.00 .29 .40L
106+7322 41.5i31 125+11 37 9 34 2 .28L .32 3.81
107+7606 43.E 60 124+16 40 6 26 3 .26 .25L .40L
109+7851 57,g 55 124+16 49 23 51 I 2 .25L .25L .40L
110+7745 2.4 57 124+15 37 26 44 : 2 .25L .25L .53L
112+7541 12.4 29 124+13 31 9 29 2 .45 .26L .40L
113+7800 20.9 32 124+15 12 3 26' 4 5.09 2.63 .34
113+7912 21.2 49 124+17 44 8 116 4 ,28 25L .40L
116+7609 407 34 124+14 39 10 25 2 ,63 ,25L .40L
120+7938 0.4151 124+t71 17 10 29 2 .29 ,25L .40L
120+7053 5,5114 125+8 60 26 33 2 ,33L 25L .40L
I24+7116 24,9i37 125+9 27 6 39 2 1.33 32 .40L
I
124+7548 29.2 50 124+13 57 30 27 2 .25L .25L .40L
125+7433 33,5 36 125+12 34 9 29 2 .39 .25L ,40L
125+7128 34.1 45 125+ 9 21 6 36 2 15.22 4.08 .79
127+7345 46.9 43 125+11 58 8 34 2 .23 .47L ,40L
129+7456 56,1 26 125+12 30 7 30 2 8.62 2.20 .48L
130+7240 5.1 36 125+10 34 ! 23 33 3 .93L .25L .40L
01131+7115 8.5 40 125+ 9 23 12 41 2 .50 .38L .40L
133+7446 22.9 41 t25+12 28 9 30 2 .91 .31 .40L
!33+7706 23.3 21 124+15 43 16 30 3 .34L ,25L .61




100 _m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sen
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type ('J Mag
1.26L DO lAD 0 7500100000
1.56L CC AB 2 4600101000
1.90L C B H 6500100000
2.01 D D 9600000000
1.67L BF BCL 0 7700000000
1,52L D D 6701000000
1.96L C F L F G 5500100000
26.78 CCDD AAAA 0 3401000000
1.82L BC AAEF 0 5602001000
2.76 C HJ B 5600000100
3,20 C t D 0 II 36000000401.59L BC AA 9700000000
1.61L D BE 960000000(
1.48L C BDG 9700010000
3.04 C HKHB 6500000210
1.49L F DN 2701000000
1.80L D K D 7600000000 !
1.30L SC AB 1 5701001000
2.17 D FD 9600000018
2.19L C CF Hi 6500001000
1.60L C D 8601010000
1.77 D E 9601000000
2.51L C F C G 3600000000
1.09L BD BC 0 3700001000
2.21L; B BF 6701000100
10.35 CCCC DBAA 0 2500000000
1 20023840 43 10E
1 2 DO 23841 21 93
1 13 4255 1 9C
2 10 M+t2-02-0013 48
4 13 4261 2 90
13 4263 8 86
1.66L BC BBI D 4600001000
1.93L C jCM 6600000000
282 D L I C 5600000000
2.30 C I MD 4601000000
220 E I C 8600000008
1.65 E F 5680000000
2.97 C F E 7680000120
6.33L F CJ C 9500000008
1.41L BD BDH 0 4500000000
2.01 C F C 9700000000
2.39L C DC F 7600010000 1 t8 480 M35 2 2 101
1.95L BC AAG 1 4600000000
1.39L BC AB 1 7601000000 1 2 D023963 34 11i
1.70L B AN 4700000000 1 13 4306 2 67
1.61L C BC 1 7600000000 1 2 DO 23982 45 1032.42 ABBC AAAA 5500000001
1,72: BBCC AAAB 0 4600000000 23 3 13 4315 1 87
2.44L C B F L 270100000( 1 AD CAS 82 3
2.62 C E 7600100000
2.08 F I D 9601000000 :
1.84L B B D _2600000000
2.33 CC CB 5600000000 3 9 U00670 26 151
1.35L C BL 3700000000
1,86L C D G 3600000000 13 4326 10 I 85
192L F EJ I 1700000200 4 "41 01037+7317 14 12
1,33L C CE 5600000000
2.41 C C 9602000020
1.49: BD HBD 2701000000
2.03L C M BD 9700000000 1 "41 01041+7256 2 12
1,73L CC BE 0 1700000000
1.95 C D 7701000000
1,98 E D 4600000000
L85 D
BE C 5700000000A 0 85 11.18L!BC
2.40 C D 9600000000
1.23L B BE J 8500100000
6,69 CC M GD 4501000330
1,57L BB ABG 0 1600001000
1.69L C DB 3600000000
5.92L C CD 9500000008
1.54 C D A B 1600000008
1.97L D E 4600000000
1.83L C A B 1600000000
1,21L CC SA 1 3500000000
1.16L C D FHE 8600000000
1.50L C DF 6600000000
1.29 E G E I 7502000000
3.33 D GC ! 96010000281
2.17 C F B _9600000000
2.76L C B D ' 5600000000
1.66L D L B M ' 0600000000
2.01 C KC ' 4500001000
5.93L BC AC 1 9600000006
9,70 DDD DCAA 8401000200
8.97L D C 9400100008
1.66 E D 9700000018
1.24 C CIccLE 16000000001.70L 8701010000
1.51L ABC IAADH_ 3 1600000000
6.15L B BM I 3400000008
1.81L F B 5700000000
1.60L C B 8600000000
4.04 1 D J C 3500000000
1.53L! EC AA 2 1600100000
2.08 F C 7600000000
1.91L C CC H 2500000000
2,65L BBC AABG 1 1600000000 18
1.61L D EG 4600000000
1.45L AAE 0 6700010000
2.80 D GH C 9600000008
1.66L BG 1610100000
1.54L CD BB 0 3600010000
10.57L C LECE 9501000008
I0.87L C B 9500000008
2 13 4331KO 2 63
1 *4101050+7247 34 8
2 13 4332 5 88
C 1 32 X0106+710 51 12
t 13 4337 I 80
1 "41 01073+7250 48 1
13 4341 A0 6 56
2 13024099 60 103
32 X0109+725 103 8
2 *23 LDN 1308 212
4 32 X0110+733 50 4
1 2 DO24145 86 106
2 13, 4354 F2 6 63
2 13 4357 4 83
5 13 4358 K0 4 63
1 13 4360 Bg 9 70
3 13 4362 MA 16 85
1 "41 01130+7240 6 8
1 2 13024169 78 96











































































































a B Coords SMJ SMN 0
(s) £3 ! b C) C) (')
25+ 9 I 8 5 14
!5+14 I i2 4 !2
!5+10 [ 8 9 15
!5+13 1 _2 3 !4
?5+10 [ 10 O [1
.)5+14 i 14 0 !4
.)5+10 I i0 3 18
.M+15 I !0 8
.>5+10 I 18 6
.)5_, 15 I 16 9 !7
._5+10 I !3 7 15
;'5+I0 ] [4 2 13
25+ 9 I 14 8 18
25+ 9 31 8 16
24+16 17 8 14
24+16 18 8 )0
25+14 16 8 37
25+14 }7 0 -)2
25+13 32 1 }1
24+17 8 3 $2
25 + 12 36 0 ._9
25+16 19 8 35
25+11 59 _1 }1
25+12 58 =1 32
25+16 16 8 _,6
25+11 30 7 32
25+14 34 7 25
25+10 40 6 35
25+I1 32 9 38
25+12 39 _0 31
126 + 8 26 9 42
25+10 44 3 32
25+10 35 0 36
25+11 45 8 36
25+12 56 8 36
126+ 9 29 8 33
25+ 12 62 .>3 29
25+15 37 ?2 40
25+17 57 i2 48
25+11 42 8 35
25+11 77 .)7
126+ 9 6,_ ._1
126+ 9 61 29
25+15 37 8
25+15 2E 19
25+14 3E ._4 45
25+17 5( 33 35
25+12 3; 11 3;
25+14 2 c. 5
25+15 2 c- 19
125+ 12 4.= 12
126+ 8 7_ 22
125+14 2{ 8 31
126 + 8 6( 26
125+14 2.C 24
125+12 2( 6 3'
125+t7 3: 24 5'








125+17 5, 2 c-
126+1(] 4 15
125+17 4 E
126+ 8 2 1(
126+ 8 2 1( 4
126+ c 2 ( 4
126+ E 2 !
126+1_ 3 1!
126+ E 5 I
125+ 15 3 11
126+ _ 3 1
126+1; 5 1_
126+1( 3 II
126+ c 5 2;
126+1' 8 2_





















(Not Color Corrected) V
12 v-m 25 btm 60 p.m leo vim Flux Corr A Confusion
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags*'
1,53 .65 .40L 1.79L
.28L .25L .59 206L C I NCE
.81 .19: .40L 1.64L K
25L .49L ,42L 2,14 E B
1.07 .25 .40L 7,15L ) C,
.57 .25L .40L 3.37L H
25L 25L .40L 3.10 C C
!7 .37 25L .40L 6.87L D
13 341.88 195.24 26.81 11.37 3CD AAA
.99 25 A0L 7.54L C
27L .25L .40L 5.41 C D
.42 .25L .40L 1.35L G
.79L .41L .50 2.52[ D HDC
.52 ,25L .40L 1.63L K
25L .25L .68 2.62 BD I BA
.76 .27L .40L 5.88[ DJ I
.65 .34L .40L 11.35[ E K
.39 25L .40L 9.35[ F I
.48 25L .40L 2.01[ F
1.65 .64 .40L 1.351 3 A I
A1 .25L .40L 1.411 J
,60 .40 .40L 9.951 B F
25L .49L .40L 2.14 D F
25L .47L .40L 2,19 C H E
.42 25L .43L 8,141 K E
1.07 .45 .77L 2.451 S E I
25L .25L .40L 3.73 C K E
t.26 .39: .40L 1.781 D B
1.04 .36L .40L E
.25L .85L .40L 7.41 D M E
.46 25L .40L E
.36 .88L .40L 136 :L
2.34 .63 .40L 1.66 D A
.25L .25L .82 3,09 FC CE
28L .25L .40 2.80 D F F I
.80 23: .40L 1 92 D , B
.46L 25L .40L 2.82 C (
.40L ,25L .48L 1.80 C E(
22 ,25L .40L 1,91 ) [
.57 .30L .40L 2.17 , I f
25L .25[ .40L 1.75 C (
.27L .25L .59L 2.41 C GI
.67L .621. .40L 2,47 F C H I
.42L .30L .52 9.01 C I B
.25L .25t .40L E I
,58L .25t .40L 2.50 E K (
.42L .25[ .40L F I
.67 .41 .40L C _A
1.42 .34 .40L 7.1(3 E _,C
.25L .251 .40L £ 4KHI
.30 .251 .40L 2.18 ; K
.31L .251 .46[ 8 : FI
.72 .23: .40L 9.45 D } E
.27t .671 .40L E GF
.421- .251 .40L 4.21 E "E
1.42 .45 ,40[ , D _, B
.521 .40[ (
.301 .40[ r I G
.251 .42[ 2.4.= F

































2.49 .51 t.1; _BC _AC
30 .401 3,1( ;C _B
.16 .401 _D _C
.25 .401 1.5 _ 3 E
.32 .401 [ J
.25 .591 I L
.25 .62 1.4: B = B
.25 .40! 2.1; ) BG
.84 .40 B J
,25 .40 3 B F F
.81 .40 _C AA
.69 .56 C K D
,25 .44 F F
.28 ,41 CI LC
.25 .40 2.1 B
.25 .43 M D
.2_ .40 BF
.5,= ,40 2.1 J G
.2_ .48 3.7 HJ G
.3( .40 1.9 DL
.2,= .40 2.0 M
.2,= .40 1.8
.2. _ .4(] 3.3 I h
.4' .4C 4.6 3 F A C
.2_ ,4C 2.2 D C
.2! .48 5.6 _,
.37 2,1 BCC AAC
.4C 10.2 C-,C ABI_
















2, = 2! .7,=











2 # T Name Type (") Mag
4371 G5 5 71
4372 G5 7 70
4373 K2 5 75
1:)O24192 6 t01
4374 $4 5 71
4376 G5 2 63
X0116+718 18 4
U00863 3 170
4383 K0 3 73
4386 K0 2 70
DO24233 19 106
4388 10 90
4391 A2 2 60
X0120 + 741 12 8
































a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 08gl






































































































Flux Density Flags Associations
12 y.m
(Not Color Corrected)




Flux Corr A Confusion
Uncs Coef R Flags*
L C
R S A






! 13 4461 B9





























































































a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 p.m
ham..8, (s) () 1 b C) C) (') N
]1591+7210 6.8 60 128+10 32 10 42 2 105
:}1592 + 7608 12.3 56 t27+14 30 27 73 6 ,25L
:)1593+7224 22.6 7 128+11 42 12 39 2 .45
]1599+7742 56.7 58 127+16 27 18 117 4 25L
:)2000 + 7702 4.0 33 127+15 11 8 98 6 .91
:)2003+7907 18.1 54 126+17 105 26 55 2 .25L
32005+7631 31.4 45 127+15 16 38 1,_ 51 .25L
:)2006+7552 40.6 33 127+14 10 6; 2.62
32012+7525 17,7 54 128+13 51 25 42 2: .99L
32014+7715 26.2 35 127+15 20 12 31 5: .32
32014+7708 28.4 59 127+15 86 22 27 2 .25L
32016+7334 36.5 24 128+12 48 27 52 2 .46L
_)2017+7656 42.6 0 127+15 95 22 27 2 .30L
_)2018+7000 53.0 52 129+ 8 28 21 39 2 .25L
02018+7134 53.1 23 129+10 63 27 42 2 ,25L
02020+7722 0.6 50 127+15 11 8 6 6 .72
02020+7514 3,8 57 128+13 34 t4 51 4 25L
02021+7304 6.7 30 128+11 72 33 35 2 .66L
02022+7625 17.2 41 127+14 46 8 141 5 25L
32022+7030 17.2 45 129+ 9 23 10 42 2 .67
02025+7749 31.1 16 127+16 40 10 113 3 .30
02026+7844 41.8 23 127+17 18 9 117 5 .72
02028+7941 49.6 44 126+18 27 8 105 3 .35
02029+7455 59,3 17 128+13 62 14 39 2 ,47L
02031+7116 11.353 129+10 60 29 35 2 ,25L
02034+7003 27,2 16 129+ 8 51 13 46 2 ,29
02034+7251 28.2 29 129+11 56 8 37 2 27
02037+7324 45.957 128+12 30 22 41 3 26L
02038+7009 52,6 33 129+ 8 30 24 44 2 .64L
02041+7000 7.2 12 129+ 8 35 11 47 2 .25L
02044+7752 25.0 8 127+16 31 13 36 2 28L
02044+7048 26,3 2 129+ 9 41 14 48 2 ,25L
02046+7116 40,6 28 129+10 44 15 43 2 .35
02046+7335 41.1 58 128+12 52 8 47 3 ,25L
02046+7224 41.5 31 129+11 28 15 42 2 .26L
02052+7623 14.6 21 128+14 _ 28 8 39 4 .25L
02052+7843 15.1 13 127+171 9 8 10 4 .64
02055+7518 32.8 37 128+13 20 15 64 5 ,26L
02056+7253 40.8 23 129+11 19 3 47 3 1,31
02062+7222 12,3 26 129+11 32 8 45 2 .26
02063+7148 19.2 21 129+10 37 10 43 2 .26L
02063+7657 20,9 34 127+15 21 8 98 5 ,28
02066+7041 37,4 2 129+ 9 26 14 19 2 .40L
02070+7312 4,0!2g 129+11 19 5 55 4 ,9502075+7012 33.11 130+ 9 56 14 43 2 ,27L
02082+7616 16,7 57 128+ 14 39 8 57 i 6 .25L
02084+7121 26,9 28 129+10 47 21 47 2 27L
02085+7245 303 25 129+11 61 15 54 2 .26
02086+7600 41,7 60 128+14 11 3 50 6 ,25
02087+7347 42.7 40 129+12 24 8 57 4 1.03
02067+7654 42.9 53 128+15 14 8 102 6 .67
02087+7109 43.4 85 129+10 37 13 42 2 93
02095+7013 33,6 42 130+ 9 24 6 46 2 3,90
02096+7025 37.5 49 130+ 9 73 28 43 2 ,26L
02102+7929 16.3 10 127+17 34 13 44 2 ,24
02103+7621 20.0 22 128+15 13 8 53 7 ,51
02104+7004 29.9 20 130+ 9 30 15 43 2 ,35L
02107+7341 44,8 6; 129+12 90 19 58 2 ,25L
02113+7551 19A 14 128+14 47 17 49 5 .25L
02113+7525 21,2 41' 126+14 47 8 50 4 .25L
02115+7130 31,1 22 130+10 26 7 47 2 1.39
02116+7822 38,6 57 127+16 31 20 114 3 .25L
02119+7508 58.3 58 128+13 27 9 115 3 .26
02129+7730 54.8 37 128+16 30 8 121 4 .75
02130+7308 5.5 45 129+12 58 25 53 2= .27L
02132+7805 17.4 11 127+16 28 13 105 4 ,25L
02138+7738 49,9 47 128+16 32 12 41 3 ,39L
02139+7627 55.6 25 128+15 43 31 44 2 .25L
02141+7841 6,0 39 127+17 17 8 110 5 .45
02143+7537 21.0 37 128+14 12 8 54 6 .62
02143+7901 22,7 17 127+17 10 4 111 6 1.57
02145+7631 33.8 48 127+17 15 4 123 6 34,08
02157+7116 43,7 20 130+10 30 9 52 3 ,68
02158+7333 51,1 35 129+12 39 14 118 3 .25L
02161+7400 9.6126 129+12 23 8 58 3 .25
02161+7801 10.9;29 128+16 14 3 112 5 2.73
02167+7834 44.3 58 127+17 40 25 51 3 .25L
02170+7413 3.(_ 18 129+13 13 8 54 4 .73
02171+7024 10.3 37 130+9 54 15 48 2 ,74L
02172+7546 14,5 0 128+14 t3 8 106 6 ,71
02174+7140 24.7, 32 130+10 42 16 48 3 ,64L
02177+7113 46A 40 130+10 76 30 53 2 .78L
02182+7326 14.6' 40 129+12 15 3 61 5 1.78
02182+7645 17,4 13!128+15 13 5 113, 6 .81
02187+7352 45.3 34 _129+12 12 8 57 5 .62
02190+7535 5,7 3 129+14 41 20154 5 .25L
02191+7839 7.2 33 128+17 50 20'117 4 ,25L
02193+7041 18.1 31 130+9 44 9 61 3 ,77
02196+7819 39.8 53 128+17 13 3119 6 3.23
02198+7920 52.3 59 127+18 16 9 116 6 ,46
02201+7925 9,1 8 127+16 40 11 60 2 .31
02207+7502 47.124 129+14 67 18 442 1.12L
02211+7005 7.3 40 131+9 42 12 61 2 .29
02214+7238 29.8 2 130+11 54 8 53 3 .25L
02219+7421 59,629 129+13 15 4555 1,87
02224+7227 25.1 45 130+11 24 8 64 4 ,31
02226+7444 39.426 129+13 31 16 485 .25L
02226+7705 40.8 15 128+15 17 8 118 5, .57
02227+7748 42.345 128+16 27 26 672 .66L
02229+7838 58.1 18 128+17 26 17 116 5 .25L
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9)
Declination: +70=-+80 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected) V L
25 ktm 60 p.m 10CIpm Flux Corr A Confusion R S
(J'ansky) Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 #
,31 .40L 7.20L BC AC D 0 8400001108 2
,25L .32: 3.62 ED L EB 9600101008
,25L ,40L 2,20L C C 1500000000
,25L .40L 2,23 C KNEB 9680100008
.11: .40L 6.38L CF AG F 4 9500000008 2
25L .40L 1.49 E B 9500000108
25L .35: 3.93 D B I F C 9501100608 4
.61 .40L 7,64L AB AAI 3 9500001008 2
.25L .45L 3.56 D M DC 9600000008
.25L .40L 9.19L C A ME 9401000008
.25L .48L 2.32 E F C 9600000008
25L .40L 2.53 C J C 9600000000
.25L .87L 3.23 F C LD 9601100018
.25L .45: 3.05: DC DC i 9680011110
,70L ,40L 3.00 E B 9501000008
,20: .40L 6,5tL BD BC 1 9502010006
,25L ,40L 5.25 O KFC 9600000018
.61L ,44L 2.26 D I C 8600000100
.25L ,40L 2,63 B J S 9501000108
,36 ,40L 1,90L CC BD 0 6701001000
,25L .40L 6.55L C BM 9401110018
,27: .40L 6,44L CC AC 4 5400100008
25L .40L 7.55L C B 9404000008
,25L .56 2.80L C C 2602000000
.61L .40L 2,50 E J MD 6700000110
25L .40L 3.48L C E 9502101210 t
.25L .40L 3.01L C D 7600000000
25L .40L 3.16 C L O 7601000100
.25L ,75L 3.17 F J MF B 6401000000
.27L 1.60 2.81L C E B B 9600101100
.36L .42 1,60L C K C I 9600010008
.25L .76 2.68L F B D 8500000000
.25L ,56L 3.41L iC F EC i700000200
.25L ,40L 3.64 D H FD 9503000200
.30L ,53 3.65: CD GDB 8500000308
25L .40L 2.83 B MCB 9500000100
25L .40L 621L C ;BBM 6301100008 2
25L .69 14.52L B F B 9500100008
.26 .40L 2.13L CD AC 0 6601000000
,25L .41L 9.74L C BM 9500010008
,33 1.29 2.43L D C C A F 9600000008
.25L .40L 9.77L B I A 9401000006
.25L .46L 255 C j D 4580000000
,20 .40L 2.27L CF AF 3 9600000000
.25L .83 199L C C 9601000320 C
,25L .40L 3.44 B F J A 9580000010
.25L .89 4.33 D D C D : 3602000230
25L .40L 10.58L F G 4400000108
2.68 7.41 10.49 CBBB DAAA 0 9401010068
.21: .40L 3.25L BC ABt 0 9600000000
,15: .40L 8.41L BC ADFD 0 9402010208
.32 .40L 2.15L CD BC 1 5500000000
2.27 ,52L 2,01L BB AAF 0 9500000000
.25L .40L 2.69 F HC 7600000000
.25L .40L 4.83L C CN 9301001008
,58 ,33: 1.93L BCC ABD 4 9600001000
.25L .69 3.40L C B C ! 9600000000
.25L 2.42L 3.73 D F F 9503000130,
,25L .40L 4.23 B GGE 9500000050 !
.46L .40L 3.03 C I B 9600010008 '
.38 .40L 7.73L BC AB 0 7501001008
.25L .40L 2,28 D C 9501000008
.25L .40L 9,93L C DE K 9401000008
.32L .40L 7,96L B BCMG 9405110008
25L ,42L 2,16 C J HG 9600000000
,25L ,40L 1.98 D C 6501000008
,25L ,46 8,16L C H B 9400000008
.25L .40L 1.50 C G 9600000010
,25L .40L 4.75L B C )400210018
,33 .40L 1.89L BD AC L 2 )620110000
.44 .40L 5.09L SB ABE 1 8400102008
15.10 2.98 1.87 IBCC AAAB 9 1501000308 26
.27L .40L 10,09L B BC 9400110008
.25L ,59L 4,65 B MCC 9682100300
.25L .40L 2,42L C C F 9600011000
.72 .40L 5,94L BB AA 5 9401100038
,25L ,40L 2,34 F !ML D 9500100028
,18 ,40L 2,85L BF AB M, 0 8601000000
.25L .98 2.33L C J BB 6600000000
.15: ,40L 2.54L_ BE AFJ 0 9501000000
.25L .71 15.40L D HFD 9400000218
.47L .46L 4.11 F i GM C 9500000008
.59 ,40L 2A3L BB AAN 9701011000
.40 ,40L 1.70L CC ABM 5 4601012000
.16: .40L 2.21L BF BE 1 4600000000
.25L .40L 3.14 C MF C 9681100108
.64L .40L 2.17 C DDC 7501000018
.25L .40L 3.49L B AHK 5600000000
1.41 .46L 5.18L AB AADE 4 6401000008
,25L ,40L 1,26L C _,FH 1500230000
.36L ,40L 1.34L B CG H 3500230000
.39L .40L 3.51 D NG B 8601010C08'
,66L ,40L 3.48L C C 2600000000
,25L .46 4.35: CD GI DC 9601022768
.49 .40L 1.98L BC AB I i 5600000000
.34 ,44L 14.04L DC BBH 0 6501111008
.25L .40L 3.77 B L GD 8500100410
.25L .40L 9.25L B BE 9401000008
,56L 1,31L 2.16 F NC 9601100008
.25L A0L 2.04 C H C 8500101030
25, 60, 100 _m; 10) High Source Density Region.Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12,
C
A Sop
T Name Type (") MaB
13 4560 A2 12 4(
13 4562 F0 2 5:
13 4565 G5 1 5
13 4569 25 8,
!
10 M + 12-03-002 122
13 4581 15 8
13 4590 3
C 1 32 X0208+713 62






2 1 2 DO25490 49 96
4 4 1 AG CEP 96 3
4 1 "41 02160+7333 56 4
8 1 13 4619 K2 5 78
2 2 DO25553 36 93
1 13 4626 4 88
4
1 "41 02181+7326 38 3
2
13 4636 K5 4 97
1 13 4641 K2 3
1 13 4642 K2 37
F! 1 32 X0221+726 82

















































































































(Sa) (_) C_:X)rbdS SMJ SMNC) C) (e)
0, 129+t t ( 11
8, 129+1, 1 z 11
9, 129+1, 4 ( 6
15. 130+1; 2 ( 6
22. 131+1( 4' 3E 6.
36. 130 + 1 1, _ 6_
53. 130+1' 3J E 6,
2. 131+1( 1= E 6i
2. 129+1! ! E 16_
4. 130+1; 21 1e 6;
22 131 + 1( 6! 23 6
46, 131 + I 41 14 4!
49. 130+1' 3( 7 6
50. 130+11 1: 3 6,
13,, 129+ lz 1; 4 11(
42: t30+1; 2: 11 61
33.: 129+1: 21 B 11,
58.1 130+11 1" 4 6(
59: 130+1; 1( 6 6(
II,I 129+14 3.= 8 4.=
._0._ 130+ 1._ 2( 17 3:
?lJ 130+ 13 2( 8 5(
}5; 128+12 31 8 5_
t3., 130+11 2; 9 11(
7. 131+16 4( 34 7z
7. 128+16 3E 30 10(
t4.' 131+10 6) 12 6;
19.{ 130+11 3E 8 10E
i3.: 13t + 10 49 25 6;
18,( 130+11 21 3 6;
;1.; 130+12 41 14 41
4.." 129+15 1C 3 I1E
!5.; 131+10 1E 3 64
_6.( 128t 18 18 8 49
_4,( 131 + tl 48 8 51
17.; [31 + 10 44 10 59
6.[ 130+12 22 21 164
0,( 130+12 14 8 47
2; 129+15 61 8 47
2.E 131+t2 35 18 58
6,£ 130+ 13 25 9 52
7.; [30+13 37 13 _11
'8.C !29+15 21 8 14
,1.E 29+15 28 9 46
09 32+10 32 20 58
5.E :31+12 16 3 59
83 31+ 10 39 19 61
19 29+15 33 8 08
0 4 29+ 15 38 23 43
43 31+11 30 11 61
4.7 31+11 20 8 64
6.9 31+10 18 8 65
3.8 31 +12 30 93 66
7.5 32+10 31 8 68
0,3 28+17 63 22 57
3.2 31+12 65 12 59
8,9 31+12 32 3 54
3.4 32+10 24 8 15
9.0 30+14 12 8 14
8.1 30+13 03 8 26
4.4 31+11 20 9 64
2.4 28+18 66 20 41
99 30+13 25 14 56
32 32+ 10 35 21 70
4.0 31+11 50 12 55
3.6 30 + 14 69 8 34
4,3 30+15 39 22 30
2.2 31+12 29 8 53
8.1 29+17 35 23 63
7.1 31+12 24 10 10
1.9 32 + 10 25 24 71
9.0 30+ 15 54 8 55
0.3 30+ 15 48 ]3 64
3.9 30 + 15 20 9 08
88 29 + 17 52 34 02
2.8 30+14 57 15 52
B.8 32+11 29 15 51
9.1 32+11 18 5 15
09 30+ 15 37 8 06
25 29 + 16 18 8 64
5.1 31+13 36 13 54
17 29+17 28 15 53
18 29+17 44 15 49
7.4 30+15 39 8 3
_.9 30+ 14 32 8 61
55 30+16 14 8 22
3.5 33 + 10 24 8 65
3.6 29+17 38 33 2
_).7 32 + 12 32 8 48
5.5 28+18 30 I1 50
57 30+16 13 9 56
52 32t12 12 4 11
_.7 31 + t4 66 8 37
3.7 33 _ 10 44 l0 76
3.8 31 + 12 20 8 14
_.4 31 + 13 40 13 64
_2 32+11 15 3 18
_.1 29 + 18 60 8 59
3.6 3t _ 14 43 16 52





















































































































































































































































































































Flux Corr A Confusion R






































































































































































































































































Right Ascension: 02h49m22'-03h12m23 '
Position (1950)
N_mc [ Galactic Uncertainty






































































































(Not Color Corrected) V L
12 v.m 25 _m 60 _,m 100 ,u.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S
(Jansky) Uncs Coer R Flags* S 2









































8 a 8 Coords SMJ 5MN 0 O 12 /_m
ham. o , (s) (") l b C) C) (') N
03133+7552 19.2 56 132+16 27 8 70 6 .27L
03136+7232 40.9 48 133+13 103 285 77 2 .25L03139+7733 54.1 11 131+17 16 70 4 .49
03142+7248 14.744 133+13 30 8 52 3 ,43
03142+7409 16.8 53 133+14 65 25 70 2 .25L
03152+7232 14,E 54 134+13 62 27 67 _ 2 .70L
03154+7431 27,1 2 132+15 59 31 77 2 .64L
03156+7626 36.0 44 131+16 i 34 29 73 2 .87L
03156+7331 38,2 8 133+14 i 14 3 65 5 1,48
03157+7131 43.852 134+12 40 29 80 _2 ,25L
03159+7035 56.8 47 135+11 22 6 63 3 622
03181+7118 10.3 20 134+12 76 26 77 3 33L
03162+7408 13.0 1 133+14 74 27 75 2 25L
03162+7007 14,7 28 135+11 20 8 70 4 ,32
03170+7055 1,6 7 135+12 37= 14 66 2 .28
03176+7435 38.4 41 133+15 83 30 48 2 .3SL
03183+7236 20.2 56 134+13 78 33 73 2 .25L
03184+7114 26.6 28 135+12 36 8 67 4 ,29
03186+7016 38.5 20 135+11 16 15 63 145_9703186+7239 53.1 19 134+13 63 2 i 47 1.14L
03195+7450 32.4 27133+15 18 5 56 4 13.42
03204+7301 25.E 54 134+14 14 4 67 5 1.22
03210+7711 0,323 131+17 26 16 62 4 .25L
03214+7344 28.2 27 133+14 18 8 62 4 ,65
03216+7240 38,4 17 134+13 49 8 66 3 ,28L
03223+7054 20.2 13 135+12 60 8 75 3 .25L
03226+7446 36,7 39 133+15 18 8 69 4 39
03232+7046 16.7136 135+12 17 5 7414 3.05
03233+7418 24,0 2 133+15 86 29 53 !2 ,83L
03236+7247 38.3 5 134+14 64 12 55 2 37L'
03238+7043 48.3 38 135+12 68 17 55 2 .27L
03242+7518 15.0 13 133+16 19 6 70 5 ,72
03244+7026 28.6 42 135+12 42 14 64 3 25L
03245+7040 33,8 7 135+12 45 8 72 3 ,25L
03246+7446 38,4 34 133+15 15 3 63 4 25L
03248+7720 52.5 17 131+17 39 22 58 3 25L
03249+7750 58A 30 = 131+18 20 8 72 4 .75
03250+7141 5.0 27 135+13 t7 5 55 4 15,35
03256+705636.141133+1531 _0i 69 2 .2SL03261+70559.930135+1229 7 88 3 1,16
o3264+7_ 24,558135+1322 8 62 4 1.o2
o3287+71o242.644 135+1224 5 61:4 222
o32e_+741648.e52 133+15_ i 85 _ 8.4903272+7217 15.5 12 134+13 3 57 .33L
03280+7040 2.0 36 135+12 26 63 _ 3 4.97
03281+7029 8.1 8 136+12 34 9 65 3 1,26
03292+7228 15.2 53 134+14 14 4 65 6 7,87
03304+7137 27,6 19 135+13:56 8 65 3 ,25L
03309+7329 58.2 47 134+14 20 3 66 4 1.15
03312+7155 15,4 50 135+ 13 29 12 68 I 4 .25L
03314+7529 26.9 3 133+16 17 4 63 4 2.80 i
03315+7340 30,8 31 134+15 31 8 64 3 .32
03315+7543 33,9 23 133+16 43 15 62 4 ,25L
03315+7143 34,2 10 135+13 53 29 76 2 ,25L
03324+7224 25.2 22 135+14 15 3 67 5 22:
03324+7129 25.9 20 135+13 67 13 64 3 .25L
03324+7348 26,1 27 134+15 56' 35 61 2 .27L
03327+7434 43,9 22 133+15 80 ! 8 139 4 .44
03328+7717 53.0 11 132+18 25 i 8 71 4 52
03333+7534 19.2 34 133+16 20 _ 4 61 4 1,21
03333+7851 21.0 22 131+19 34 8 61 4 .37L
03334+7507 28.4 52 133+16 19 3 64 4 1.46
03336+7127 40.4 26 135+13 60 33 64 2 .45L
03339+7922 58.7 7' 130+ 19 14 9 58 4 ,82
03339+7400 59.6 51 134+15 31 8 7t 4 .41
03341+7043 7.4 5 136+12 15 5 65 4 388
03342+7022 15.7 1 136+ 12 51 8 i149 4 32
03345+7712 ,33.3 14 132+18 33 8 60 3 ,25L
03347+7748 !44,2 50 131+ 18 25 8 65 4 ,25L
03350+7714 4.4 59 132+18 38 20 48 2 .29L
03353+7650 23._ 46'132+17 43 8 62 2 .73L
03354+7002 293 22 136+12 29 10 71 3 .57
03358+7719 50.4 7 132+18 42 27 65 2 ,81L
03360+7118 5.2 136+13 21 8 69 4 .48
03368+7839 483 50 131+19 21 8 65 4 ,57
03374+7111 28.9 35 136+13 23 8 75 4 ,39
03377+7348 47.4 15 134+15 64 32 56 2 .25L
03380+7645 6.C 28 132+17 34 8 152 4 .40
03365+7231 34.2 44 135+14 35 8 70 4 ,26L
03386+7805 39,6 60 131+18 16 3 76 4 2.20
03386+7909 39.8i51 131+19 27 8 74 _ 5 .30L
0339247423 14,5 5 134+15 32 3 142 5 .98
33394+7718 27.1 12 132+18 102 29 54 2 ,25L
:)3396+7501 369 27 133+16 21 9 69 4 ,79
33396+7157 41,1 3 135+14 63 19 60 2 ,25L
33406+7600 41,8 54 133+17 37 11 57 3 ,30
33409+7127 54.4 44 136+13 22 8 67i 5 .56
33411+7140 9.8 22 136+13 23 8 71 5 .55
33411+7629 10.2 20 133+17 101 28 58 2 25L
)3417+7052 47,4 33 136+13 28 25 48 2 25L
)3421 +7230 6,8 55 135+14 39 18 61 2 25L
33422+7550 15.5 11 133+17 55 42 56 2 37L
)3423+7119 228 20 136+13 63 13 58 2 ,46
)3429+7536 563 51 133¢17 36 8 58 3 .40
)3430+7102 2.7 51 136+13 46 24 70 3 .25L
)343447437 24.5 23 134+16 16 5 65 4 525
)3436 +7059 40.1 17 136+13 18 3 66 5 1.66
)3440+7043 3.2 12 137+13 58 8 64 3 29
)3444+7212 298 32 136+14 29 8 57 3 .46





(Not Color Corrected) V L C
25 /.Lm 60 _tm 10O ,u.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
!,
.25L .77 1.36: CC GBA 9500000100 2 12 ZG 313+75 158
.25L .40L 2.00 D B 9501000020 8
.25L .40L 638L B CD 7500102008 3 13 4875 F0 55
.25L .40L 1.56L B CI H 9601000000
.25L .40L 237 D B 9601000008 8 !,56L ,40L 1.82 D C 9600000020
.37L ,41L 1.12 C D G 9601000000
.62L .40L 1.89 F D 7400000010
.36 .40L 11,92L BD ABI 1 6300000008 13 4884K0 70
,65L .40L 1,87 D C 66OO0OOO0O
1,75 ,52 180L BCD AABE ¢. 3600000000 16 01098 M4 135
,25L .40L 3.17 D J I C 6500000000
.25L .40L 1.50 E D 9600000108
,25L .40L 2.38L CB CG F 2600020000
.25L .79L 3.00L C LC 6600000000 13 4687K0 / 85
.25L .40L ! 1.34 O H HGG 9600000010 F.61L .40L 2,20 F 8600101010.25L .40L 2.16L B DD E 1601000000 2 13 4896 B8 8n91,16 23.32 8.29 BBCC_AAAA g 6511002000 42 2 1 3 RAFGL482
,25L .41L 1.63 C IE GC 7601101010 1 39 4CP72.05 / 178
i /
5.79 .96 1.33L BBE 'AAB 0 4620001200 15 3 3 RAFGL4271S 16
31 ,40L 1.08L BC AC I ; t 4600010000 2 13 4903K0 72
.25L .40L 2,86 E 9581000048 8
.29L .40L 6.87L D B E 4400000008
.25L .45: 1,32 CC KLCB 5500000000
,59L .40L 2.29 D MF S 5600000000
.25L .40L 1,32L B B H 6600000000 1 13 4907 85
1.64 ! .44L 2.73L BB AAGE 1 6600101000
,25L .41L 1,73 F LLcE E 6600000010,25L ,46 1.50L C 3500000000
.25L .62 1,95L C GC 6600201220 8
.16 .40L 1.16L BE BEJ 6 2600000000 2 13 4913 g_
.25L .37: 2,80 DE DC 7500000010
,25L .87 3.90 ED J BE 6500101230' 8 32 X0324+706
,38 2.99 6,42 BBB AAA 6400001000
.29L .40L 2.17 D EELC 96000000281
,25L .40L 4.05L B BO I 8501010008 _ 13 4916 K0 l 81
4.13 2,83 6.24 BBCC AABC 24480020530 18 C 7 13 4817M0 87
.32L .44L 2.23 O K E C 5500000000
,25: .40L i 2.45L BD ACFM 1 4600000000
,26 .40L; 1,75L BC AE I 0 6600000000 13 4926A0 87
4,22 2.04 1,81L BBC AAAD 1 4600000000
3.38 _ .58 1.29L BBDciAAEiJ 4 660000000025L .40L 2.09 M D 6500000020 8
1.59 ,40L 2.10L BC AAHH 1 4700000000 3 4 TMSS+70044 27
.36 ,40L 1.94L BF AB B 0700010000 1 2 1 DO27177 1
1.99 ,41: 1.04L BBC AAB _ 2600000000
.25L .40L 387 C AKcDE 8501000040 8
33 ,40L 1,00L BC 1 2600000000 1 13 4943 K5 B5
.25L .76 1.77 BC HI AB 3500000100
1.34 .40L 1.10L BB AAMG ;' 3500000000
,25L .40L 1.34L C D J 3600010000
,25L .40L 2.68 C G D 3401000020 8
.36L 40L 3_25 C G C 8501000060 s
,42 4,15 8.63 DCRB DBAA )i 3301003000 5 9 U02792 141
,25L .40L 2.01 C C 8501100020
.25L .40L 1.31 F N F 3500000000
.25L .40L " 1.21L B AO M 5500000000
21: .40L 7.80L BE CD K ) 6400001008
.30 .40L 1,59L BD ACJ ! 3500000000 3 13 4953G5 63
25L .57 1.66 CC DB 0400000200 4
.32 ,40LI 2.01L BC AC G I 2500001000 ! 2 13 4955K5 82
38L .50L 1.85 D FF E 7600100020
.49 1.47 1.96 BBBB'ABAB ! 0500002000 2 10 M+13-03-006
,25L .40L 1D8L C DJ N 6500001000 13 4957 K2 90
1.43 1.02 7.00L ABB AAB 9500001008
.25L .45L 7.79L C CCNI 9400000018
.25L ,40L 4.29 D KC 3500101200 4
.25L 1,08 3,14 B B L HAA 5500000110
25L ,57L 2.32 D j GF B I 3500101300 4
25L ,45 277L C C | 5600000000 1 12 ZG 335+76 156
,25L .40L 7.08L B BG | 9400100008
,25L .40L 1,86 D H D i 6501100108
.25L .40L 1.50L B B / 5700001000 1 2 DO 27362 96
,22: 55L 1.12L BD BDH | 0500010000 1 16 01216 145
.32L .40L 1,58L C CGJ H | 3700010000
.25L .40L 1.23 E E | 4500000000
.25L .40L 1 91L C A E i 3600000000
25L .57 199L B CG | 3500000000
.59 .40L 1.26L BB ABMI ] 1500000000 1 13 4971 90
/
,25L ,57 126L C E B K / 0500000000
.20: ,40L 1,t8L CC AEKI 13500010000 1 13 4972G5 67
.25L .45L 1.04 D KC / 7601000000
,19: .46L 1.68L BD AEHJ 13600010000 1 13 4974K5 88
25L j .46L 1.38 F J F | 3600000100
.25L .40L 1.43L C CD | 5600000000 1 13 4983 K5 88
.25L .40L 1.35L B BFF |7700000000 1 13 4984 G5 70
.16: .40L 1,50L BD BB K |5600010000
25L 1,04L 1.42 D J L B ] 2600000000
,27L A0L 2.70 E KHD |9601000018
/
,28L .49 1.46L C DBG ] 1501000000 J 1 9 U02848 165
,25L .40L 1.80 D I ] 5501000020 8
.25L .40L 2.27L F O 19600010000 1 13 4988 91
.25L .40L 1.26L C BE L |6602000000 1 13 4993 G5 76
.25L ,40L 1,75 O J D |9600100010
ABDF AADD217 .44 1.15: | 1510000000
.72 40L 6.48L BB AAJ |9500101008
.25L .40L 8.13L C CF J9501100006 2 13 5000 A0 53
A8: ,40L 1.07L BF BC I 11600010000 1 2 DO27531 93
.63 527 I144 BBB DBAA |1301001100 3 9 U02865 151
L








Position (1950) Flux Density
Name Galactic Uncertainty iH_ (Not Color Corrected)
a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 00 12 p.m 25 p_m
ham. o8, (s) C) I b C) (") (') _ (Jansky)
03450+7358 1.0 41 134+15 .36L .25L
03450+ 7110 2.0149 1136 + 13 ', tt ,76 ,29L03453+7053 18.11 6 1137+ 13 1.08 .31
03460+7627 0.3l 31 i 133+ 17 ._ 1 I .36 .25L
03460+7412 0.4123 1134+ 16 : 3 _ ,25L .50L
03463+7241 21.3117 [ 135+ 15 " " 1.03 .28
03467 + 7400 430149 1135 + 16 " 3 i ,25L .25L
03468+7820 52.81 4 [ 132+ 19 , ;' f ,25L .25L
03477+7602 ,25L .25L46.41271133+17 ; 3 .=
03480+7431 2.3l 111134+ 16 : 1 1 .34 .65L
I I
03485+7703 35.7155 1133+ 18 ! 1 I .29L .25L03487+7551 47.4122 1133+ 17 1,54 .38
03492+7722 14.0118 1132+ 18 _ 3 I .25L .61L03493+7255 20.11591135+15 ,80 .25L
03495+7003 33"2l 3 1137+13 i I 2.47 .59
03499+7228 56.81261136+15 .50 .25L
03504+7246 26.01341136+15 ; E .25L .25L
03507+7356 43.81 21135+16 2.62 .65
03511+7621 7.81461133+17 .87 ,30
03517+7025 42.51451137+13" ( 1.53 .83
i i
03522+7118 15.11201137+14 .79 .26L
03524+7234 25.1149 1136+ 15 1,42 .40
03525+7312 34.5134 1135+ 15 _ 3 ( .44L .25L
03545+7612 33.9124 1133+ 18 1.04 ,23
03545+7018 34.81171138+13 i 1 ( ,32 ,25L
03550+7750 0.6124,132+19 , 1 , ,25L .57L
03551 +7356 6.7.34,135+ 16 !1 1 .25L .25L03555+7808 34.21271132+19 ,25L .25L
03556+7155 41.9[ 7 I 136+14 1 "; 1,37 .46
03557+7406 43,01411135+15 " , C .25L .82L
I I
03557 +7007 47.2140 1138+ 13 1 l 1.30 .36
03560+7803 2.8i47 1132+19 ,' ; .61 .27L
03562+7734 16,7148 1133+ 19 ," I ; ,25L .25L
03563+7148 23.8i51,137+14 1 ; .80 .42
03568+7724 49.6140 1133+ 18 -' 2 ( .25L .25L
03572+7134 13.0[ 10 1137 + 14 1 ; .25L .25L
03574+7601 26.1 [34 1134+ 17 ; ; ,91 .19
03575+ 7241 33.7,24,136+ 15 ; , .28 .25L
03576+7134 38.4[ 35 I 137+14 " I l .25L .25L
03580+7600 1.2[22 1134+ 18 _ I t .22 .25L
I I
03584+7831 25.4[ 19 1132+19 _ I .25L .25L03587+7315 43.1 [36 1136+ 16 i .42 .25L
03588+7548 49.5[29 1134+17 ( 3 t .25L .49L
03589+7722 59.3134 1133+ 19 _ 1 t .25L .25L
03598+7438 49.7142 1135+ 17 1 ; 3.11 1.32
03598+7051 52.4145 1137+14 ; 1 ; .26L .44L
04012+7351 13.2[ 56 1135+16 ; ; .84 .25L
04013+7430 19.0[ 5 1135+17 ; ; .58 ,25L
04016+7343 37.11 21136+18 {, 3 ; .37L .25L
04025+741131.7161135+16: 1 : 66 2SL
I I
04033+7006 21.2145 1138+ 13 : _ .40 .25L
04036+7135 38.9132 1137+15 .25L ,25L
04040+7859 4.1l 5 1132+20 ! 2 i 2,64 1.1804042+7434 13.31201135+ 17 ,25L .25L
04045+7853 35.0157 ] 132+20 .89 .20
04052+7803 17.9 33 133+19 ! 1 i .29 .25L
04053+7247 20.81 581136+ 16 .51 .25L
04059+7606 54.8 23 134+18 i i .25 .25L
04060+7415 2.6 2 135+17 1.44 .34
04060+7535 3.91 01134+18 1.80 .43
04063 + 7736 19.81481133 + 19 , 1 ( 25L .25L
04066+7139 41.1, 1 t 137+ 15 t 5.27 3.44
04068 + 7452 48.0137 i 135 + 17 " I .26L .25L
04069 + 7814 54.7, 48 [ 132 + 19 .72 .25L
04079+7033 59.91241138+14 .42L .25L
04081+7159 9.0[ 571137+ 15 1.40 .40
04085+7444 31.61241135+17 7.38 3.81
04085+7800 33.31 31133+ 19 ! 2 _ .25L .25L
04098+ 7818 51.8 i 101133+20 ( 2 _ .25L .25L
04104+ 7359 29.4_ 181136+ 17 1.69 .48
i /
04104 + 7430 30.0[ 47 135 + 17 .66 .12:
04105+7056 30.8/44 138+14 1.37 .35
04105+7003 32.3[57 139+14 i 1 I .25L .25L
04112+7836 15.5/38 / 132+20 1.41 .49
04116+7019 41.4|39 / 139+14 .90 .19:
04119+7304 57.6119l 137+ 16 .26 .69L
04120+7007 1.9 / 16 139+14 .41L 25L
04124+7106 29.8/31 / 138+15 3.79 1.74
04126+7430 36.6/50 136+ 17 .45 .29L
133+19
04127+7757 46.5/ 31l .59 25L
04128+7217 48.0[ 131137+ 16 .99 .21
04129+7526 55.2144 135+18 . 1 _ .25L .25L
04135+7648 35 4i 57' 134+19 .29 .25L
04136+7210 396[39 137+16 .54 .20:
04136+7002 39.7115! 139+14 i 1 i .25 .25L
04137+7016 45.81 6' 139+14 .65 2.12
04137+7650 46.1|161134+19 .30L .25L
04140+7448 2.0] 46 135+17 .25L .25L
04140+7432 4.9127 136+17 .83 .24:
04148+7504 48.51 4 135+18 .51 .28L
!
04148+7305 51.81 2 137+16 I ," 25L .51L
04160+7322 5.9[26 137+16 .36 .22
04170+7143 0.3[40 138+15 28 .57L
04170+7510 3.11 40 135+18 .35 .76
04173+7232 21.0124 1371-16 .29 .25L
04173+7111 23.1[ 45 138+15 226 1.21
04175+7926 130.9137 132+21 35 25L
04181+7244 I 7.7127 137+ 16 .25L .25L
04183+7457 118.6130 135+18 27L .25L
04183+7123 [20.7159 138+15 .25L .25L
Flags
V L C
60 am 100 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
.89 1.58 DD HFAE 5500000100 9 U02864 51 151
.40L 1.70L B BF 9601000000 13 5006 A0 4 4(]
.40L 5.84L BC ABLG 8 9500001148
.40L 1.34L C BE 5500000000 13 5010 K0 7 7(]
.40L 1.07 F I E 3500010000
.46L 1.33L BC ACJ 4 2601000000
.40L 1.54 D F 4500000040 8 32 X0346 + 740 69 e
.40L 1.48 B NC 1500000000
.40L 1.19 C E 5500000000
.40L 4.O0L F DG J 0400000000 13 5021 G5 22 81
.55 1,20L C CD 5700000000
.40L 1.12L BC AB 4 6600000000 1 13 5027MA 2 81
,40L 95 F K E 4500010000
.40L 1.31L C BC I 3502001000 1 2 DID 27615 84 101
.40L 1.79L BC AB M 6 4700000000 1 13 5031 K5 2 81
.46L 1.10L B B K 4500000000 1 13 5033 K0 S ' 81
1.36 2.63 BB DAB 3400000000 4 9 U02890 49' 14E
.40L 1.04L BC AAHE 1 4600001000 1 13 5038K0 3 7C
.40L 1.O0L BD AC 3 2601000000 I
.40L 7.17L BB AA I 1 6420001008
.40L 1.36L B AF K 4600000000 1 2 DO27680 45 91
.40L 1.01L BC AA 1 2500000100 1 13 5046 K0 6 67
.40L 1.26 C L E 3501000000
.40L ,70: BC CAD B 0 4600001000 1 13 5053 K2 3 8:'
.40L 9.79L D C I_ 6400000018 8 1 13 5054 K0 30 81
.4OL 115 E HI 750o000o208
.57 3.07 OB I CAI 24OOOO02104 3 9 U0290_ 34 145
.43 1.26L C A E3_i 35001003O04 14 9iU02907 42 151
.40L 1.37LSS 7 18oooo3ooo 2,Do27733 74 10c
.40L 1.37 E E F 260OOOO0O0
.40L t.62L BC ADJ 0 4600000000 I
,40L 1.07L B BFM 4500100100 1 13 5062 K0 0 7C
.40L 2.18 D F C 9500000018 '
.40L 1.00L B C B B 4 2600000000
.40L 2.13 E El HC 9501001018
1.38 4.16 DC 1 AA 53C0100120 2 9 U02916 35 14_
.40L 1.13L BE ACI 1 3600111000 2 13 5065K5 1 81
,40L 1.24L B C HI 2400000000 1 13 5066 G5 1 81
.61 2.81: CF BB 4400100120 1 12 ZG 357+71 78 15(
.40L 2.59L C O H 3500111000
.48 1.23 CC FKBB 0501000000 1 9 U02923 86 16(
.40L 1.35L E D 4400020000
.40L .97 C D 3501010020
.40L 1,66 O B 9500001018
.40L 1.25L BB AA F 3 7601000000
54 13(
.48 2.03 DD HBC 5500000000 4 9 U02933
.40L 1,09L B A DJ 2600000000 1 13 5088 K0 3 ! 6(
.40L 1,47L B AH 7600000000 1 13 5089 K0 ] 5 6[.40L .70 D N D 1600000000 [
.40L 1.52 B C AHKC 6601030000
i I
.40L 4.85L B B N ' 9400001008 2 * 13 5103 K0 ' 6 81E
.74 1.74 BC E B B ' 2400000200 I
.40L 1.00L BB AAH 0 0610100000 I
.40L 1.92 C F D E 65020000301
.40L 1.18L BD AC I 4 1500110000; 1 13 5109 K0 7 7'
.40L 1.00L D E 75010000001 1 2 DO 27902 86 9(
.40L 1.28L B B E 2600000000 1 2 DO 27943 22 9(
.40L 2.47L C D J 15000300001 1 13 5116G5 17 9;
.40L 1,03L BC ABM 2 6600001000 28'135118940, 101, ,B, 2 250o00 I 105119 3 9:
i
.40L 1.87 C J C 9580000128
.31: 1.00L ABD AAD 3 2500000000
.67 1.31L B L BC 3400000000 1 12 ZG 406+74 33 15(
.40L 1.68L D AJ I 94000200001 1 13 5123 KO 7 7;
.50 1.71: CE BB 1500010208
.40L 1.30L BB AB I 0 1500000000 2 13 5125 G5 6 6(
.62 1.07L ABB AABF 1 4400000100 3 2 DO 27996 36 10!
.40L 1.90 D H I D 9480000020
.40L 1.61 C C 8400000000
.40L 1.tll BC ABNN 7 0500002000 21 16 01512ME 49 10(
.40L 1.00L BE BD G 0 4601000000
.40L 1,50L BC AC L 2 0600000000 2 13 5137K2 I 1 8"
.40L 2.43 E CEC 6582100148 8 i
.40L 1,00L BC AA 0 3500000000 !
.40L 1.61L CD AO D 0 6500010000 1 13 5142K2 4 7:
.40L 1.O0L B CI 2500000000 1 2 DO 28062 53 t0:
.40L 1.40 F F 6501000000
.40L 1.t5L BB AAE 3 0511000000
.40L 1.35L B DEFG = 2601020000 i 1 1 13 5152K2 15 8
.40L 1.07L B BCH I 9500110000 i 1 13 5153G5 2 7_
i
.40L I.OOL BD ADK 2 1500010000 i 1 13 5154 K2 2 7',
.62 1.01: CD GCC 0600000000 1 30 7ZW 011 16
.40L 2.07: C DDD E 4500110100
.40L 101L CF BDI 5 1500010000 1 2 I DO 28107 19 9:
.40L 1.88L D B F 6500000000
1.39 1.I2L CBB BAAE 1 8600000000 i
.44L 1.44 D E F 4500110100
.70 1.11L B FBF 1500000000
AOL 1.04L CE BD 0 1601000000 1 13 5158K5 12 ; 8
.40L 1.29LLB BDM 0500001000 i
.40L 1.11 D _ I D 5401000010
.40L I.OOL CD IIDB 1 4600000000
.40L 1.00L C ICj 1401011000
8.58 24.17 CBCC CAAA 7 0280034200 7 5 9iU03013 81 13
.40L 1.O0L C C F 4600000000 1
.40L 1.00L BB AA i 4 0500011000
.40L 1.00L F CH H 0500000000 1 13 5180 10 i 9
.40L 1.26 C E | 5500010010
.51 1.62: CF FDBD L 14000000001 25 2.30 CC FAA 1400000100
Declination: +70°-+80 °
Associations
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 p.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
21
Right Ascension: 04"18m21'-05h05m465 Declination: +70°-+80 °
Position (195o) Flux Dcn,ily Associations
Name H '
Galactic Uncerlaint )r C
ct 8 a _ Coords SMJ SMN O O] 2 btmh m , , (s) ( ) l b (") (") (')
4183+7257 21.825 137+I6 33 10 703 314190+7707 1.4 3 134+10 34 68 .31
4203+7415 214 22 t36+17 36 10 67 3 .54
4205+7812 31.5 49 133+20 56 11 60 2 .26
4206+7002 37.8 51 139+14 25 12 127 4 .25L
4210+7517 2.9 39 t35+18 32 7 71 3 5.76
42t3+7228 22.4 42 138+16 42 8 129 3 .43
4225+7846 34.8 46 133+20 35 10 71 3 .38
4228+7003 53.9 20 139+15 40 12 72 3 .25L
4233+7014 18,8 15 139+I5 20 7 70 3 .29L
4235+7001 31.8 13 t40+15 41 9 73 3 .56
4239+7018 38.5 51 139+15 29 7 71 I 3 .25L
424147408 9.2 24 136+17 66 15 78 ! 2 .25L
4246+7201 ;40.6 47 138+16 55 26 75 2 .42L
4250+733t 13 1 137+17 31 10 69 3 .76
4252+7034 13.4 27 139+15 49 8 67 2 .25L
4256+7510 40.1 21 136+t8 36 8 71 3 .44
4256+7013 4t5 51 139+15 68 t2 66 2 .47
4257+7310 47.4 16 137+17 36 12 72 3 .25L:
4263+7627 22.832 135+19 23 7 70 3 .25L
I
4264+7028 29.8 9 139+15 41 9 683 .42 !
4271+7146 7.0 32 138+16' 39 11 70 3 .25Li
4272+7206 14.7 47 138+16 55 29 75 2 .25L I
4276+7035 39.1 49 139+15 37 20 72 3 .25L
4288+7121 49.8 39 139+16 54 15 68 3 .56L
4290+7206 1.5 8 138+16 45 41 85 2 .25L
4292+7921 12.8 55 132+21 26 9 72 3 .58
4292+7250 13.9 19 138+17 38 10 70 3 .34
4292+7439 15.7 26 136+18 53 11 66 2 .34
4302+7247 13.5 53 138+17 44 8 73 3 .25L
4309+7222 55.7 6 138+17 124 29 75 2 .32L
4319+7901 56.6 51 133±21 20 5 71 3 3.38 1
4323+7312 19.6 29 137+17 39 10 72 3 .25L
4325+7619 31.0 48 135+19 22 5 79 3 2.41
$328+7422 49.6 6 137+18 40 8 75 3 .62
$342+7549 17.0 42 135+19 56 18 75 2 .71L
$350+7334 1.3 25 137+16 27 10 74 3 .25L
$350+7255 5.1 41 138+17 23 7 75 3 5.t7
$356+7532 39.5 45 136+19 32 12 71 3 .39L
$357+7250 46.7 51 138+17 28 6 73 3 1.04
$359+7051 57.2 24 140+16 38 10 78 2 .80
_.363+7240 20.4 9 138+17 32 8 75 3 .58
1366+7300 37.2 13 138+17 27 8 76 3 _66
1378+7532 48.4 39 136+19 27 6 75 3 .25L
1386+7243 38.0 4 138+17 31 10 74 3 .46
1390+7631 0.3 4 135+20 37 10 66 2 .33$391+7_ 10.729138+19 21 5 77 3 8.29
t.396+7307 510 1 138+18 60 37 79 2 i .25L
$398+7137 52.268 139+17 32 10 74 3 .63
$402+7700 17.650 135+20 38 8 75 3 .42L
$418+7106 51.537 140+t7 19 6 78 3 1.45
1418+7246 52.1 13 138+18 24 6 79 3 .29L
1420+7551 2,1 9 136+19 39 8 74 3 32
t423+7314 18.7 35 138+18 54 8 78 3 .35
1423+7322 21.3 51 138+18 33 10 75 3J ,25L
1423+7329 21.6 32 138+18 25 5 76 3 4.60
1431+7026 9,4 19 140+16 32 9 78 _ ,461433+7125 22.860 139+17 32 11 75 .25L
1442+7249 15,752 138+18 34 8 77 31 .661447+750844.816138+194t14792 2
1450+72090.951139+174 12753!1480+7424.433137+194913733 25L1481+753710.342136+194111712301483+7,0021.841133+21218743 611464+734327141138+1822 8 783 ,80
1470+7955 5,6 1 132+22 25 8 73 3 ,74
1483+7148 18,8 45 139+17 62 28 79 2 .73L
1485+7029 30,2 31 141+16 64 9 81 2 .44
1486+7412 39,0 32 137+19 22 7 77 3 10.27
1486+7831 41.7 17 134+21 22 9 76 3 A2
1490+7022 0.9 25 141+17 67 8 75 2 .50
1490+7818 3.1 20 134+21 29 9 76 3 .43
1497+7806 42.8 36 134+21 21 5 78 3 .40L
1517+7034 47.7 47 141+17 32 10 77 3 .64
1524+7118 29.1 21 140+17 41 8 78 3 .69
1539+7524 57.8 9 137+20 25 9 78 3 .74
1541+7436 9.7 25 137+ 19 26 9 79 3 .55
_1542+7200 13.6 36 140+18 32 15 60 2 .29L
1545+7107 34.3 36 140+17 34 3 78 3 .25L
1558+7546 50.3 13 136+20 35 8 80 3 36
1559+7411 57.2 46 138+19 21 6 78 3 5.55
1660+7524 5.8 21 137+20 32 8 80 3 .35
1566+7220 39.6 37 130+18 46 13 75 2 .30
1574+7030 27.918 141+17 26 6 78 3 2.08
1574+7639 29.9 17 136+21 64 19 76 2 .70L
1579+7341 56.1 34 138+19 19 4 80 3 5.73|587+7556 47.1 57 136+20 32 10 77 3 .25L
1.599+7528 54.7 3 137+20 24 3 60 3 1.21
5005+7951 30.5 32 133+22 31 8 78 3 .57
5014+7201 25.2 7 140+18 31 8 81 3 .80
_019+7830 56.2 17 134+22 34 10 80 3 .47
502t+7222 8.0 43 140+19 29 8 84 3 .96
5025+7001 35.4 32 142+17 38 13 78 3 .42L
5030+7029 1.1 1 141+I8 27 3 83 3 1.17
5031+7525 6.1 3 137+20 39' 8 78 3 .34
5031+7024 7.8 55 141+18 33 17 137 2 1.10L
5037+7459 42.9 22 137+20 28 19 80 2 .25L
5046+7720 41.3 28 135+21 31 10 76 3 ,32
5053+7551 23.8 8 137+21 55 19 83 2 .71L i
5057+7136 46,0 6 140+18 20 9 82 3 .54 L
(Not Color Corm :ted)








































































































ICO _m Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2
1.07L B B L
1.19L C D
1.12L BD CE H 0
1.19L C C
2.17 CC FBB
1.00L BBC AAC 4






1.24 D C E
1.62 D G E
1.03L C BF F






4.26 CC FCB1.75 C
2.91 C ,I C
1.59L C IL DG
1.80 D [ E
1.00L 8E AB H 0
1.00L C !BJ
1.42L D ICE
t.45 CC i NCC
I
1.12 F I D
1.00L DC AAN 8
1.98 CC [ HAA
1.00L BC AB 0
1.00L C i BG M
90 CK DB
4.54 BC_LBAB
1.00L BBE AAC 9
1.00L B MK B
1.04L CD !AB 0
2.15L 8 AK K
1.00L 8D BEI D 2
1.01L BEC C BK7.29 BFAA
1.10L E BJ H
1.35L C A
1.00L CDE AAD 9
1.25 C F
1.17L B AH L
1.33L D F J BD
1.00L BE AB 1
4.85 CCC LAAA
1.38L C BG I
1A2L C CF
2,23 IBBBB BB1.09L AAKN 0
1.01L_C BF
L98 ' BC EAB
1.00L' B 8 M




t.00L'BD BD G 0
1.00L'BB AAK 3
1.13L 'C ACM
1.72 D G B
1.00L E B
1.00L BBC AABE 1




1.00L BD 8C L 0
1.01L C CDED
1.06L C B H
1.06L B B E I H
1.53L C 81
3.74 DCC DAA
128L :D BD J
1.00L IBB AAD 1
1.04L C BH
1.21L C E
1.11L BC AB 4
1.21L C H EF
1.00L BC AA 0
2.67 CC MBB
1.09L BC AB 0
1.00L ' B B E
1.24L B AE F
i
1.00L IB B H
l'23LCEcI AE H 01.05L J J 8 G
1.00L BD AB 1
1.00L E C
1.27 C D KC
1.36 E D MC
1.16L D D
1.57L D DG
1.22L C CH L
C
A
































































































































h m. o , (s) ( C) C) ( N
Flux Densi(y
05066+7240 39,0113 140+19 30 19 76, 3
05071+7240 6.833 140+19 30 28 5:2
05072+7054 14.1 37 141+18 42 8 81' 3
05083+7936 22.7 49 133+23 23 7 80 13
05097+7954 44,8 46 133+23 47 8 80 3
05113+7122 23.2 23 141+19 30 9 81 3
05115+7533 31.(} 18 137+21 42 19 84 2
05118+7553 36.(_ 34 I37+21 28 9 80 3
05118+7745 38.3 0 135+22 42 8 78 i 405117+7722 44.3 39 135+22 24 8 76
35142+7910 15.5 45 134+23 26 6 79 3
05143+7048 21.7 49 142+19 51 9 81 3
05147+7139 44.2 48 141+19 29 9 81 3
_5151+7831 8.2 26 134+22 27 7 77 3
35152+7110 14.3 13 141+19 59 t8 82 2
35156+7433 38.7 44 138+20 86 14 85 2
05160+7918 3.334 134+23 27 6 80 3
05182+7822 16.0 4 135+22 31 8 83 3
:)5186+7339 41.8 39 139+20 26 5 83 3
35190+7231 0.4 39 140+20 32 8 83 3
05196+7257 40.4 2 140+20 46 8 82 3
05202+7729 15.6 21 136+22 19 6 82 3
05209+7155 54,636 141+20 21 5 85 3
05211+7637 10.6 16 136+22 _ 27 9 79 4
05212+7614 16.8 31 t37+22! 29 13 80 205214+7741 28.3 27 t35+22 28 82 i 3
35232+7020 17.1 49 142+ 19 40 5 83 ' 3
05233+7528 19.8 21 138+21 53 11 76 2
35236+7943 40.4 3 133+23 37 33 61 2
05239+7253 59.7 48 140+20 57 12 76 2
35240+7133 5.2 5 141+20 32 9 84 3
05250+7153 3,5 8 141+20 41 8 85 3
35260+7710 5.9 6 136+22 24 9 86 3
35261+7014 6.3 27 143+19 56 15 81 2
35267+7102 47.0 14 142+20 63, 10 84 2
)5274+7951 26.0 22 133+23 42 I 28 87 3
)5285+7009 34.4 30 143+19 33 12 84 3
:)5286+7105 40.8 15 142+20 31 ! 8 85 3
)5294+7225 24.8 57 141+20 19 5 82 3
)5298+7933 48.2 18 134+23 15 I 5 83 3
])5302+7917 17,3 30 134+23 32 9 84 3
35316+7233 40.8 36 141+21 68 22 83 2
35316+7225 534 43 141+21 42 8 90 3
35319+7137 58.2 26 141+20 26 8 89 3
35321+7716 10.7 59 136+23 25 8 84 4
35328+7857 50.5 1 134+23 27 9 86 3
05330+7500 2.0 54 138+22 20 5 85 3
05333+7042 20.3 48 142+20 36 8 82 3
35336+7517 40.4 60 138+22 31 9 86 3
05342+7120 16.9 55 142+20 30 8 84 3
05346+7427 41.0 3 139+22 68 34 80 2
)5349+7439 57.3 51 t39+22 47 I tl 80 2
35349+7930 58.8 49 134+24 36 i S 83 4
35353+7909 19.0 39 134+24 57' 8 97 3
35353+7622 23.8 22 137+22 69 8 85 3
]5358+7054 48.0 20 142+20 35 , 8 86 3
35362+7329 13.0 54 140+21 341 8 87 3
)5364+7510 27.1 21 138+22 30 J 8 87 4
:)5367+7404 44,9 49 139+22 41 19 85 3
:)5366+7539 52.6 26 138+22 24 6 85 4
35369+7455 55.9 10 138+22 96 32 81 2
D5370+7026 1.1 44 143+20 30 8 87 3
05374+7935 25.5 59 134+24 43 8 91 2
05388+7936 48.9155 134+24 20 6 834
35393+7335 18.5 17 140+21 51 13 86 3
35393+7220 20.5 3 141+21 29 8 87 4
05394+7404 27.3 42 139+22 27 11 84 4
05395+7550 31.5 3 138+22 31 9 85 14
35396+7123 40.1 30 142+21 25 8 87 I 4
05400+7114 4.4 48 142+21 48 21 85 3
05401+7930 7.9 13 134+24 33 10 80 4
05402+7413 12.6:53 t39+22 91 40 92
:)5404+7546 27.4 19 138+22 , 55 13 76
:)5411+7945 103 30 134+24 46 8 80 3
:)5413+7519 18.5 38 138+22 38 8 86 4
:)5416+7802 39.4 22 135+23 24 8 83 4
:)5427+7940 42.5 51 134+24 45 12 80 =3
35428+7316 48.5 34 140+22 37 9 85 4
:)5429+7359 56.4 52 140+22 71 8 94 4
35429+7409 57.5 52 139+22 37 8 91 3
05430+7219 5.6 6 141+21 22 3 86 I 4
i
05450+7407 1.8 20 139+22 79 33 92 2
05450+7243 4.5 4 141+22 19 5 84 4
05462+7551 13.C 23 138+23 33 8 89 4
05466+7251 39.3 40 141+22 37 27 76 3
05468+7300 53.0 32 141+22 34 8 89 4
35473+7322 20.(] 50 140+22 95 37 89 2
35475+7449 31,3 2 139+22 46 8 158 3
05484+7442 28.3 18 139+23 40 11 85 4
35487+7244 46.8 29 141+22 53 14 83 3
'3
35493+7903 19.3 5 135+24 29 8 89 i 435504+7504 26.2 18 139+23 29 21 82
05509+7830 59.7 1 135+24 37 12 82 4
05519+7817 59,2 4 135+24 27 8 88 4
05520+7312 3.6 58 141+22 59 35 94 2
05524+7957 28.3 11 134+25 28 8 83 4
05525+7039 35.C 50 143+21 40 8 91 4
05544+7229 24.E 16 141+22 50 8 90 4
05559+7430 59.3 24 139+23 17 5 155 4 203,36
05574+7327 29.7 3 141+23 52 32 83 2 ,26L
(Not Color Corrected)









































































































100 pm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type
2.05 DC L EB 3500100330 C 1 32 X0506+726
2,10 F F 3501100330 C
1.34L C C 1401000000 1 13 5461 K0
9.75 CCC DAAA 0200000000 1 30 7ZW 031
1.35: F C' B B 0501000000
1.00L D B J K 2500000000
t.81 L D E H 0500000000
1.02L D B 3500000000 1 13 5481 G5
1.39L B BC i 0500000100
1.00L BD BH 7 1601000000 1 13 5482
3 13 5496 F8
13 5501 G5











1.00L CCC ADD 0 1600000000
1.00L B B K 3500000000
1.07L CD BB J 0 3500001000
1.04L 8D AB E 0 1501000000
3.20L C EKCG 3300010000
1,25L D FI 1500010000
1.00L BC ABK 0 2601000000
1,OOL BD BF 1 1600000000 1 13 5516 G5 5 6_
1,00L BB AAFD 2 0500000000 4 13 5517M0 6' 7C
3.90 CC DAA 0300000000 1 12 ZG 519+72 21 151
I
1.67L C F B H 0500000000 !i1.00L BC AA 2 0500000000
1.00L BC AB 0 2600001000
3.39 BB MHBA 2401000210 4 4 9 U03302 41 14E
1,72L DC GAF 2500000200
1.92 FCB HCAB 0500000100
1,04L DE COME' 0 0500000000 2 13:5546K0 10 8(
1.24L C E 0600000000
1.00 D J E 3500000000
1.43L C E 0500010000 1 2 DO 29256 67 11.=
t,75 BC! FAD 2400010000
1.00L BF AFG 0 1600000000 1 13 5553 K0 8 7.=
1.00L C BJ G 0500000000 1 13 5557 K2 1 73
1.38L D ECK 0501000100
t,38L C B 0500020000 1 1 2 DO 29318 84 10{
t.94 C J K C 2500000360 8 1 32 X0527 + 798 603_25 CC AB 0400000120 t U03319 49 16E
1.00L BC BC J 1 0600010000
1.63L BBC AACH 0 1500000000 4 41TMSS +70062 17 [ 2(
534 8SB AAA 2400001000 3 U03320 37 15_9i )
1.00L B BK ISOO_OOOO 1 2:D029334 64 : I_
1.52L D FHE 0500000100
1.43L E D 1500000000 2 13 5586 4 9.=
t,31L B ACKB 1500000000 1 13 5587 G5 2 6;
3.45 BC EAA 0340001000 3 9 U03326 16 156
1.00L BE ADK 0 0500000000 1 13 5590 4 9_
1.03L BS AA 0 4600000000 I 6 13 5593 K5 2 i 6_
1.05L C BDJ 0500020000 ' 1 2 [:)029448 81 9"
1.00L B AG 4600000000 1 13 5599 K5 9 8(
127L B BGL 0600000000
1.13 D I J C 3501000000
2.16L ID E 2500000000
1.0OL IC D L 2501011000
1.00L ! C H C G 0500000200
1.74 D H GB 3400000060
1.0OL E C I J 2500010000
1.45L B AD 2501001000 2 13 5618 5 9(
1.00L BD BC 4 4500000000 2 13 5619 4 9;
2.10 C E 3500000130
1.23L B B A A 2 1500000000
!
1.29 C D 6600000040 8
1.00L C C 0400000000 1 13 56_4 K0 1 8(
2.33L C E O 1401133000 3 1 13 5626G5 5 7:
7.19 CCB EBAA 1301132000 3j 3 9 U03340 20 14(
1.15L C IF CH 3700000100 2 12 ZG 539+73 32 15,"
2.58 C D GBA 1500000000 3 9 U03343 74 13_
3.19 BC EBB 6400000130
1.92 BB I BB 0400100000
1,13LBD Bc _l o 2soooi0ooo1.50 D 2500000010
1.71 B C B S ! 1400000000
1.32 O G 6500000020
1.74L O S 1500100000 l
1.00L C B I 0500100100 I
1.29L D DJ 5500000000 1 2 DO 29563 64 106
1.00L CE BC 5 0500001000 1 13 5653 11 8,"
1,31L C L BB 0500100000 3 9 U03353 9 14(
1.49L C IC J 7500000000 [
1.83 C K EH B 5500000000
1.18L B BK L 6500010010 1 2 DO29604 64 11._
1.53L BC AB C 1 1500000000
1 2 DO 29647 75 11(
1 13 5669 K2 11 8!
8 I 32 X0546+728 103
1 12 ZG 548+74 80 151
4 9 U03373 1 15(
1 13 5702 1 9(
1 13 5703 12 81




















1.00L S B D








1.99 CB NI BS
1.06L C S E
1.56 E EM G
1.02L B E A E
1.35L C BIC
1.87L C D
5.58 CBCC AAAA 9 2311010000 24
1.45 O M D 3500000000
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources {Sl) at 12, 25, 60, 100 .u,m; 10) High Source Density Region.
23
Right Ascension: 05h57m46'--06h51m27" Declination: +70°-+80 °
Position (1950) F]ux DensJly Flags Associations
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty C; (Not Color Corrected) V L C
a 8 a 6) Coords SMJ SMN 0 Oi 12 .u-m 25 p_m 60 p,m I(X] p.m Flux Corr A Contusion R S A Sel
h m. • , (s) ( I b (') (") (') N (Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type ("_ Mag
I
5577+7357 46.7 7 140423 37 8[ 88 .39
5578+7400 53.5 56 140423 38 9 I 85 .45
5582+7429 13.9 40 139+23 22 6 ! 84 2.22
5582+7535 16.0 16 138+23 27 6 ' 85 4.13
5587+7253 43.1 47 141 f 23 36 27 56 .67L
_017 + 7952 46.038 134425 48 14 85 ,28L
3019+7450 58.547 139+23 i 63 16 83 .55L:
$022+7559 18.1 20 138+24 35 11 86 .25L
$025+7013 33.0 32 144422 34 8 88 .50
;046+7112 41.3 51 143+22 79 26 82 ,25L
_047+7123 45.4 43 143+22 35 10 88 .25L
_051+7833 9.6 4 135+25 45' 10 89 .33
;054+7717 29.2 53 137+24 35 8 87 .39
;067+7231 46.8 51 = 142423 74 10 82 26
_07547203 32.3 17 142+23 30_ 10 86 .61
;093+7109 21.6 19 143+23 98 ; 16 83 .34L
_94+7418 26.1 55 140424 36 9 85 ,68
_096+7416 36.8 49 140424 50 9 ' 86 .42
;097+7103 ¢75 8 143+23 22 6 86 .70
,106+7822 40.8 27 136425 19 4 [ 88 5.82
106+7641 41.6 31 137424 26 5 87 8,65
11547137 30.3 23 143423 50 9 90 .36
121+7951 9.6 9 134+25 44 12 69 38
122+7650 17.7 51 137+25 34 8 87 .66
13047948 1.2 12 134+25 41 8 94 .38
13047152 1.7 59 143+23 55 42 94 .75L
13447226 25.7 28 142+23 36 21 83 .25L
135+7215 32.2 25 142+23 [ 74 35 83 .37L
14547802 30.5 36 136+25 27 10 85 .62
146+7210 41.8 1 142423 31 4 87 2.07
15247153 14.5 36 143+23 32 5 87 1.33
15547833 30.2 11 136425 19! 15 155 ,25L
163+7221 22,2 41 142+24 76 ' 29 89 .68L
17247228 17.0 33 142+24 87 28 84 .25L
190+7528 4.4 39 139428 26 6 88 3.40
195+7327 30.9 44 141+24 19 6 90 2.11
196+7433 37.2 14 140+24 65 14 i 89 .38L
197+7251 45.2 9 142424 29 10 i 89 .71
06198+7112 50,0 3 143+24 65 8 91 .43L
06202+7716 14.8 10 137425 26 6 87 1.36
06206+7657 39.9 13 137425 27 5 ! 87 3.81
06210+7542 3_8 36 139+25 94 30 95 .25L
0621447818 25.3 56 136425 32 10 90 .58
06214+7446 27.1 21 140+25 16 5 88 3.82
06214+7419 29.2 : 87 140424 22 7 891 .25L
06220+7335 0.5 15 141424 41 8 89] .58
0622547122 30.811 143+24 24 5 93j 1.18
0622847431 50.242 140425 ' 57 17 881 .25L
06239+7428 58.435 140+25 27 4 91 J .25L
O624147105 7.6 28 144424 34 33 861 25L
I
0624147330 8.6 8 141 +24 49 8 92 I .28
06245+7441 31.1 20 140425 44 12 86 I .26L I
06248+7900 50.1 51 t35426, 32 5 90 I 1.36 i
06248+7428 51,1 5 140425 22 8 891 25L
06252+7201 176 48 143+24 36 8 96J .33L
06259+7554 54.9 20 139425 39 26 91 ! .43L r
06261+7933 8.8 58 135+26 42 8 90 I .48 1
06261+7818 9.5 19 136+26 82 18 85[ .40L I
0626747135 43.6 48 143+24 37 I 11 891 .25L
0627747125 43.6 55 143424 56 27 91 I 25L
I
06283+7049 19.2 10 144+24 31 13 90[ .40L
06290+7745 4.4 2 137+26 25 I 6 90J 171
06297+7423 45.3 1 i 140425 26 7 94 I .25L
06313+7128 20.8 22 _ 143424 23 4 931 1.26
06315+7344 31.2 18 141+25 53 12 90 I .32
06316+7227 36.1 35 142425 35 11 931 .25L
06316 _-7638 38.7 13 138426 41 28 871 .93L
06316+7357 _18.8 29 i 141 +25 20 6 92 [ 8.45
06319+7536 56.5 5 139425 53 8 94/ .26L
06327 + 7802 45.7 24 136 + 26 22 5 90 | 5.45
I !
06330+7638 3.9 27 138+26 34 271 94[ 25L
0634147310 11.8 58 142425 63 33 88[ .25L
06346+714736339143+2522493| 2.73
0635647431 41.G 38 140425 22 4 94| 2.87
06370+7027 5528145+25701294, 27
06373+763821.56138+2623994| .47
06377+7937 46.9 5 135426 36 9 90| ,92
06381+7152 8.8 32 143425 52 14 89j 27L
0638547150 31.1 10 143+25 37 tt 94] .36
0639947112 55.1 15 144+25 101 32 89| 1.51L
/
06400+7804 36'18 136+26 29 16 168 / _29L
06404 _-7240 28428 142425 61 36 95/ 4.18L
06407+7124 431 36 144 _25 24 6 91 | 6.71
06412+7326 17.4 53 141426 67 39 98| .25L
06413+7702 19.1 38 137+26 19 5 93| 19.98
06413+7239 20A 1 142+25 ] 62 8 89| .44
0641947021 55.6 50 145425 ', 45 12 92| 25L
06423+7310 18.3 14 142+26 I 36 3t 89i 25L
06435 ,_7419 31.6 35 140+26 I 24 6 94 | 2.49
06437+7436 45.8 23 140 ._ 26 105 33 90| 29L
I
06443 _- 7125 23.0 58 144+26 30 27 93[ .38L
06457+7429 450 8 140426, 30 10 95| .31L
06459_7727 54.7 37 137427 ' 38 12 92| 25L
06467+7411 424 49 141426 53 12 95] 36
0647047146 50 13 143426 67 8 93] .78L
06484 t 7445 24.3 43 140426 42 t0 95 1 .46
)1+7156 7.8 49 143426 19 5 95 1 177
)7+7623 44.5 58 138_-27 22 3 92 / 4.28
10;7333 5.2 30 141 _26 44 8 94[ .25L




















.40L 1.10L 8 CE 0600100000
.40L 1.29L BG E 0600100000
.40L 1A9L BB AB G 0 1400001000
.40L 1.18L BB AA G 0 3500000000
.40L 1.50 D E 3600000020
.42: 1.41 E D CCC 2500100100
.49 1.61 L C L G B L 0500000000
1.04 1.98 CB L AA 3400000100
.40L 127L C Bt H 1400000000
.40L 1.55 D C 7500000008 i
1.07 3.74 CC MNBA 7400000008
.40L 3.29L F J G 2600000000
.40L = 104L B : C M 3500000000
.40L 1.31L D DH 9600000000
A0L 1.26L B C B F 4600000000
.48 5.10L J NCJ 8400000008
.40L 1OOL CD AD 1 0500110000
.40L 1.00L B C 0500110000
3.91 3.49 BBCC AAAA 0 5500001008

















































































1.09: BBCF AABB 4 2400000100
2.87L C B I E 3500000138
1.12L C CM 1500120000
1.09L C BC I 1400000000
2.37L C D J J 1400120000
1.69 C H FF 9600100040
2.21 C I D 9681000130
2.48 D J F 9601001040
1.00L B C B B 1 3700000000
1.15L BC AB 1 i 9501000000
1.02L BC AC 3 9600001000
1.78 CD KDC 0501000100 i
1.83 F J H D 9600000000
1.32 D B 7600000000
1.00L BB AAL 1610000000
1.21L BC D AA D _, 2600000000
1.41L BJ 3501000110
1.07L BD C 8DF 1 3506001006 i1,20L K BC' 2600000000
t.00L BE ACF 0 1600000000
1.00L BB AAB 0 1500000000
.40L, 1.02 D J G 1600000000
.40L 1.05L ABE ,BK M!2 0600000000
1.02L !A A D 3501000000
4.58 CC GBAA 2400001000
1.31L C BJ G 2500000000
1.00LCC AB E 4 3600001000
1.77 DC HDB 3400101200
7.94 CCC HBAA 5300101200
1.34 D G 1700000010
t.41L C BF 1500000000
1.63 DO KDO 3500000110
1.19L BD AC L 3 0500011000
3.13 BC KBAA 54C0101100
1.52 CC NHBD 1601000000
1.52 C HGC 2500000000
1.19L C CJ H i 0500000000
1.44L E I DG 0500000100
2.13 BD J BC 6500000008
3.38 E F MD 6580000118
1.56 CC H AC ' 2500000100
1.00L CC ABM 0 0500000000 !
5.35 C CC FBAA' 4300000000
40L 4.41L BC ACGJ 2 8301010008
.40L 1.00L D F ! 0501010000
91 2,24 C BB!I GBA 1400000000
,40L 1.49 D L D F 4400000040
,53 1.22L CBB AABD 9 2500000000!01
.76 1.00L B B E 2600000000
.40L ! 1.00L BB AA L 1 2521000000,
,40L 1,71 C J MC ! 4400000060
.40L 1.31 D O 2500000000
.40L 4.35L BB AAF 0 5400001008
.40L 1.00L AC AAN 5 1500001000
.40L 1.34L F C L 0500000000
.40L 1.00L C C E M 5400010000
.40L 1.00L B AD G 0500011000
1.96 F M JC 2501100050 I
1.97L C C E 2501100050 I
.96 D C 9500000020 8
1,25 CC DEC 2402100200 4
1.58 D E F 3500110130 8
1.20L BB AAF 0 9500001000
1.64 F J E 5500001130 8
1.00L BBC AAB 01 2500000000 171
2.02L D C KH 3500110130 8
132L D GBC I 0500000000
.91 D D 5601000000
t.00L CB AAM 8 5600001000
113 D E 4500000000
1.45 O J D 7501000000
.82: CCD EABD 4600001000
3.38 CC HDB 1400000420 C
1.06L C B D J 3600000000
1.57 C I I GE 2500000010
1.15L CF BBNJ 51 2503000010
1.88L BC AB D 0 ! 3400002000 2
1.05L B B AAJ N 1 ! 0500000000
1.24L B J GB E ' 3500000000





















































































































































































a 8 Coords SMJ SMN O
(s) C) I b ('3 C) (')
I
17. _ 136+27 23 _ 17:
37. 11 143+26' 7e 1( 9
49. 5: 144 + 26 5C E 9_
51. 4', 138+27 2,_ .= 9;
9. 5: 143+26 63 E 9=
44. 5_ 142+27 35 _ 9,
55. 1; 139+27 23 E 9,
12. 4( 141+27 34 E 9!
14. 4( 143+26 28 E 9;
40. 4,= 144+26 25 ? 9,
8. ; 141 +27 33 8 9!
22. ! 141 +27 30 8 91
26. 1' 140+27 51 14 9
30. ; 139+27 37 fl 9(
17. 1,_ 145+27 61 24 17'
18. _ 139+27 30 10 9_
39. 5( 138+27 37 9 91
10. 2; 146+27 19 7 9;
14. 2; 135+27 22 4 9[
16. 5( 140+27 27 9 9;
4., -" 140+27 46 8 91
9: 5-" 141+27 45 12 9_
12., 1; 143+27 40 7 9;
32. 17 140+27 96 38 9."
30.: 1 143+27 32 7 9;
t3., 5.c 143+27 25 7 9(
59., 38 141+27 36 11 9.=
._5.; 1C 144+27 37 15 9c,
I1.1 4 143+27 38 3 98
13.1 58 135+28 35 9 10(
18.! 55 140+28 35 12 9_
}5.! G 141+28 24 5 9E
32,! 41 138+28 45 14 9E
_2.1 25 144+28 28 6 98
_,3.( 34 144+28 35 10 9 c
18.: 25 142+28 30 9 10C
$0.! 1 136+28 30 8 10(
18.1 58 142+28 57 8 104
4,,' 39 141+28 46 9 10(
10..' 42 136+28 23 8 104
;8., 43 144+28 54 12 103
i2.," 32 134+28 43 10 101
!4.," 32 143+29 37 17 1010
13.1 54 138+29 61 17 180
15._ 54 143+29 43 8 10(3
18._ 54 143+29 41 8 99
_2.1 20 137+29 68 17 10_
3.; 57 140+29 28 5 103
3.; 35 138+29 50 8 100
!3.; 27 144+29 44 11 102
15.C 10 144+29 43 10 10O
;3._ 32 135+29 43 10 102
4..= 35 138+29 25 4 104
6.z 49 135+29 43 9 105
18.1 59 139+29 59 8 104
5.( 39 139+29 38 7 104
6.Z 44 139+29 39 11 105
=O.z 7 135+29 36 8 105
2.Z 17 141+30 84 18 105
;0.C 53 r45+30 40 10 104
,3.E I1 [45+30 47 19 1
18,E 6 135+29 79 11 102
;1..= ]5 [37+30 47 12 103
7.£ 16 144+30 42 9 _05
6.8 19 145+30 56 8 06
3.1 1 141+30 30 3 07
,9.E 5 135+29 70 8 04
5.1 5 142_ 30 56 13 _07
6.1 54 140+30 17 7 I07
5._ 30 142+30 44 12 105
3.£ 51 141+30 30 6 !07
4.--' _4 143+30 40 10 106
!5£ ._1 134+30 78 8 12
2.,_ 18 137+30 51 8 07
8.E 56 140+30 72 8 09
,8.E 54 136+30 41 8 07
3.7 :'9 143+31 40 9 06
1.C 2 135+30 43 8 07
1.7 _17 135+30 42 9 08
5.£ t5 134 +30 18 4 08
8.4 50 137+30 68 8 08
9.1 19 134+30 55 15 05
5.3 13 !41+31 24 6 07
0.8 38 143+31 30 5 03
1.8 7 !42+31 53 11 09
9.C 18 139+31 82 13 05
7.C ->3 136+30 41 13 08
9.8 t4 40+31 51 9 07
8.5 _0 41 + 31 35 9 08
I.(] }7 42+31 49 12 10
6.1 _1 38+31 55 8 11
7.9 ;2 42+31 68 18 08
4.3 i2 43 + 31 37 8 12
2.8 6 41_31 38 13 06
2.1 8 42+31 40 8 07
7.2 tO 43+32 82 33 02
7.6 }I 40+31 35 8 10
8.4 15 40t31 70 13 12
3.6 10 36J, 31 50 11 11
2.1 12 42+32 31 10 07
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)
12 _m 25 _m 60 _m I(30 pm
Oansky)
1.08 .43 .40L 1.001
.35 ! .25[ .40Lj 1.54
.84 .25[ .40LI 1.091
12.26 2.96 .41 _ 1.001
.50 .25[ .40L 1.001
.52 .25[ .40L 1.001
92 .24 .40L 1.00[
.81 .19: .40L 1.00[
3,83 1,43 .40L 1.03[
4.14 .92 ,40L 1.00[
.66 .34 .40L 1.00[
.66 .25[ .40L 1.00[
.25 .25[ .40L 1.15L
.56 .25L ,40L 1.00[
1.03L .66L .40L 1.36
.25L .25_ 1.34 3.28
.37 .25l .40L 1.00(
3.98 1.04 .40L 1.00(
2.07 .56 .40L 1.00l
.74 .37 .40L 1.00[
.6B .38L .40L 1.00l
.25L ,25L 1.01 1.98
1.10 .20: .40L f.00L
.25L .25L .40L 90
,25L, .26L 2,15 4.68
.25LI .39 3.73 8.32
.25L .25L 1,13 3.09
.28LI .25L .63 1.49L










































































































































































































































































































































































1 13 6079 K2





















1 131 6226 K2
1 13 I 6241
2 13 i 6244 K2
1 131 6255 K0
1 131 6273 G5
1 131 6285
1 13 J 6288 K0
1 131 6291 K0
91 U03972
1 13 I 6294 G5
9 [ U03984
2 13 T 6308
1 131 6305 G5
1 131 6314





















1 13 ] 6432














































































Right Ascension: 08hO5m25'-O9h09=51 '
Position (1950) Flux Density Flags Associations
H (No/ Color Corrected)
Name Galactic Uncertainq, C V L C
a 8 C_×_rds SMJ SMN 0 O 12 /Jm 25 /.tin 60 p.m I00 ttm Flux Corr A ConFusion R S A
ham o 8, (s) (") 1 b (") (") (*) N (Jansky) Uncs Coer R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type
06054+7633 25.7 58 138T31 3 1 109 3 25L 25L .45 1.00: CC NHCC 0300011000 1 10 M+13 06--016
25L .40L B BF 0400000000 I 13 6444.463 1 103 3
08063 + 7005 [22.3 0 1145 _- 32 1.00L
08070+7530 _ 5.4 521t39+31 3 109 4 .69 25L .40L 1.04L B BH H 0400000000 1 13 6448K5
08072+7342 15.4 43 141+32 5 110 4 25L 25L .35: 1.62 EEIM DB 1200010000 4 9 U04259
08082+7900 '17.7 381135+31 2 111 3 25L .25L 1.90 4.02 CC'FEAA 1380000000 3 9 U04263
08091+7518 ' 9.6 561139+31 2 110 4 61 25L .40L 1.00L C BE 0400020000 1 13 I 6462
08092+7343 '13.3 481141±32 5 106 4 .25L .25L .58 3.13 CB CKBA 1100000200 4 5 39' U04271
08104+7438 125.9 431140+32 5 1 105 3 .50 .25L .40L 1OOL B 8F 0401000000 1 1 !6470K5
06109+7739 54.8 151137+31 3 18 3 25L .25L .74 2.06 BC KI BB 0301000000 4 9 i U04282
08122+7137 122 15[143+32 6 1 105 3 44L .25L ,69 1.74L D N BB 0300000010 !
08124+7019 27.3 52 1145+33 4 105 3 1._ .34 .40L 1.01L BD AB H 0 0100000000 2 "13 = 6482 K0
08129+7753 55.2 55 t36+31 2 :114 3 .26 .40L 1.00L BD AD 0500000000
08133+7554 194 441138+32 2 1tll 4 1178 .41 .40L 1.00L BC AAF 0 0400000000 3 13 6487G5
08134+7604 290 36 138+32 3 1110 4 .93 .23 .40L 1.00L BF AB 4 0410100000 2 13 6489
08140+7052 3.3 15 144+33 5 t 1106 2 25L .25L 1.15 2.85 DF BB 0201000200 4 ;i 39 U04305
5.64 i
08152+7233 13.4 52 142+32 2 1t05 3 1.45 .40L 1.00L BB AAM 0 0300002000 1 6504 K5
08159+7409 59.6 8 I40+32 2 i105 3 _(_L .25L 1.31 3.56 BC BA 0201000200 4 18 9 U0432708163+7458 19.9 34 139+32 2 t06, 3 1 _ .22 .40L 1,00L BC ADHG 0 0300000000 13 651t K0
08176+7539 50.9 6 139+32 3 t061 3 128 .25L .40L 1,00L C O 0400000000 2 13 6521
08163+7707 23,4 31 t37+32 2 111 4 1.36 .31 .40L tOOL BC AC 0 0400001000 1 13 6523K0
08t88_-7410 48.1 261140+32 .25L .25L 1.33 3.50 CC JCBA 0200010000 4 9 U04359
08212 +7017 17.5 25 1145 + 33 .48 .25L .40L t05L B C L 0300000000 13 6536 G5
08230+7354 27 441141+33 .25L .25L .80 313 CC FLeA 0300000000 4 9 U04397
08241+7823 11.5 29 135+32 .45 .25L .40L IOOL C B 0500010000 13 6549G5
08247+7455 42.6 59 139+33 .73 25L .40L 1.00L C BDH 0400000000 13 6552
06247+7311 45.4 39 141+33 .25L ,25L ,46L 1.14 D ED 1301000000
08259+7427 58.6 38 140+33 .72L .85L ,39 2.12L C J FL 0300001000 I
08261+7227 7.5 33 t42+33 .45 .25L .40L 1,03L B B M _ 0300010000 13 6562 K0
08264 _. 7251 28.8 39 142+33 1.97 .53 .40L 1.00L BC AB L 1 1200001000 2 13 6564 K5
08291t7518 7.9 42 t39+33 .25L 25L 59L 1,38 C FDC 1401000200 4 4 6 A0828+75
08295+7338 33.5 51 141+33 .40 .25L .40L 1.53L C CDEI 1301010000
08307+7811 42.6 54 t36t32 .40L ,27L i 1.69 5.17 BB FBAA 0200000000 4 9 U04472
08317+7602 42.4 24 136+33 .25L ,30L I .43 .86: CF HBD 0400000100
08320+7305 3.7 50 141+34 .66 ,25L .40L tOOL B BEMM 1200010000
08331+7916 1t.2 21 t34+32 .58 25Lj .40L t.00L B BI M 0400010000 13 6600 K2
08341+7348 t0.3 25 140+33 1.22 27 i .40L 1,00L BD AD 0 1500001000 2 13 6605K0
08373+7309 23.2 221t41+34 .39L ,25L! 33 1.63 CC E EB 1500000000 5 ° 9 U04523
08380+7020 3.3 43 t44+35 .87 25L .40L 1.02L D AF 1400000000 1 13 6620 K0
08403+7216 23.2 56 1142+34 .45L ,25L i .39 1.49L C E 0500000000
08404+7049 29.0 53 144+35 .36 ,33L .40L 1.03L C BF 2400000000 2 13 6628
08411+7107 11.4 371143+35 .51 .27L .40L 1.00L F BD 1600020000 1 13 6632K2
08417+7225 47.5 501142+34 1.56 .39 .40L 1.00L CC AB 1 2701000000 1 2 DO 32453
08423+7001 220 16 145+35 I ,36L .25L .55 1.17L B MBB 2400000000
08423+7242 23.2 251141 +34 .81L 25L .40L 1.60 C I L D 2500000000
08424+7201 29.5 481142+35 ,39L .25L .53 1.00L C NBL 0500000000
08425+7416 33.0 58[140+34 .68 2,31 16.12 27.01 BBCC BAAA 1 1100010010 6 ° 9 U04574
06425+7343 34.2 141140+34 .25L .25L .95 1.80 BB F BB 0502000000 5 ' 9 U04576
08428+7009 53.1 521144_35 .25L .33L .40L 1,46 F J F 2400100320 C
06431+7009 11.4 56/144+35 .25L .25L .40L 1.90 F D 2400100320 C
08433+7406 22.0 581140+34 .41L 25L .41 .77: CC BB 0500000000 5 * 9 U04565
06439+7908 54.3 54[ 134+32 14.39 6.77 , .67 1.00L BBB AAAI 2 )500000200 16 4 4 13 6653 MS
08439+7248 59,5 38 / 141+34 .94L .25L .40L 1.94 D H C 4500000000
08441+7017 8,7 361144-_35 I .25L .19: 1.54 3.08 CCB FDAA !300001100 2 9 U04593
08442+7821 14.3 31135+32 15,25 4.11 .61 1.00L BBC AAC 0 0400000110 17 4 "13 6656MB
08455+7356 32.8 221140+34 1.52 .44 .40L 1.00L CC ABML 8 )501002000 2 1 "41 08456+7355
06461+7202 8.8 171142+35 .25L .28 3.06 6.60 DCC GDAA 5540101120 3 12 ZG 846+72
08463+7308 21.8 111141 +35 .47L ,25L .40L 1.75 E C 3500001020
06465+7029 35,8 13 / 144+35 4.88 1.35 .40L 1,00L BB AAD 0 2600000000 4 13 6667 MO
08471 +7640 8.0 29[ 137+33 .25L 25L .70 240 CB IGL BB 0300000000 4 9 U04623
08475+7444 35.1 8|139+34 .53 .25L .40L 1.00L B 'BK 0400001000 3 "13 6671 K2.
08475+7306 35.7 57[I 141+35 ; 112 3 25L .29 1.36 3.76 DCC DAB 3580001020 3 12 ZG 647+73
08480+7322 4.2301141+35 ( " 115 2 .48L .25L .44 1.24L D DJ 2700000000 3 6 A0847+73
08483+7340 21.51481140+34 _ 112 4 25L 25L .90 4.02 BB t BA 0400000000 5 "9 U04630
08491+7039 86281144+36 ,= ' 112 3 .39 .25L .40L 1.15L B CI 0600010000 1 13 6676
08491+7824 10.6461135+33 " 114 3 25L .26L 1.53 5.09 CC FBAA 0200001000 5 9 U04637
08499+7746 69.0;42[136+33 ,= ; 114 3 ,25Li .54L .40L .98 D NK E 2400000160 8 1 32 X0850+777
08500+7903 5.4581134+32 ," 116 3 .33 25L .4OL 1.00LC B 0500000000 2 13 6678
08503+7234 22.3471141+35 ,= 114 3 .25L .25L 4OL 1.61 D C C 960100002808505+705934.113/143+36 : 113 3 .76 .17: .40L! 5.27,SD AC J o 1400001008 4 13,6602K2
214:17/142+3_, 1123 25L 28L ,0_ 238 c M B _ooooo030 8 I08513+7149
/
08534+7050 26.5 521143_3E 112 3 .62 .25L ,41L 1.35: C F BI JD 0601010008 1, 13 6699K2
08566+7156 39.0i171142+3E ! 1121 2 .27 .25L .4OL 4.19L C C L 9400100378 8 12 i 13 6711
08566+7137 40.8 15/142+3£ 1( 116 t 2 .30 .25L .40L 4.85L C D 9400000008 13 6712
09016+7617 52.0 61135_-32 ; 116 3 .25L .25L 1.73 9.70 CC DA, 0200001300 4 5 9 U04759
09021+7652 11.4118/136+3'_ ! : 114 2 .41L .37L .40L 1.04 E G Ci 5500000030
09023+7039 23.11 6/t43_-3; ! 117 3 .32 25L .40L 5.62L D E 3300010008
09031_- 7855 7.2 301134+3_ ', 116 4 .82L .31L ,64 1.11: CC LCBC 0300000000
09034+7032 "28.5 10/143+3_ : 115' 3 .29L 25L .75 1.43: CD HBB 4400000008
09036+7721 38.6 71136+3z : 115 3 25L 25L .42 1.18 CC NCC 5402000100 =
09038+7505 51.5 281138+3, = ', 116 3 2.44 .65 .40L 1.00L BC AALJ 0 0400001000 1 13 6755
09040+7214 2.81351141+3( i 115 3 .55 .25L .40L 1.17L C B 8600000000 2 13 6757
09042 + 7222 16.6 5 / 141 + 3( ', 114 2 .25L .25L .40L 1.72 C C 6500000020 :
09047+7541 44.81 71137+3. = ' 114 2 .69L .25L .38 1.32L C DD 0500000000
09048+7655 48.1 261136+3_ ' 117 3 .25L ,25L .40L 1.13 D E D 5582000030
09049+7105 54.8 401143+3; I 114 2 .28L 25L .41L 1.60 D E D 9600000018
09054+7125 25.2 471142+3( _ 1t8 2 1,08L .75L 40L 2.00 D KHB 9500000018
09058+7227 48.2 191141+3( : 116 3 1.04 .32 .40L 1.04L BD ADJ 0 6600000000 2 13 6760K2
09059+7216 55.71 91141+3( 117 2 .28L .25L .40L 1.95 D G 7500000140
09062+7134 14.2 / 51142+3( 119 3 .55 25L .40L t.55L B BMI L 4500000000 1 13 6770K0
09070+7348 t.3_ 9 t 139+3( 115 2 .27L 25L .39 1.11L C EG 0400000000 1 12 ZG 907+73
09075+7649 30.1[47j136+3,// 116 4 .25L .25L ,40L 1.44 B B 5580000040 8
09080+7640 0.9|511136+3, 117 4 .35 .65 6.92 19.46 ECBC DBAA 1 7200033000 3 3 9 U04825
09083+7529 23.2 / 4j138+3_ 118 2 25 .35L .50L t.00L C ELM 0500000000 1 13 6778G5
09088+7227 60.9] 11| 141 +31 115 2 .26L .61L .40L 1.43 F F 7501000000
09090+7147 3.0160] 142 _3_ 116 2 1.19L .26L .45L 2.24 D KCEE 5501100040 8 t 32 X0909+718
09090+7008 5.6[401143+3_ 116 3 .52 .25L .4OL 1.41L e CI N 1600000000 1 13 6782 G5
09092+7151 16.31371142+3_ 117 3 .84 .25L .40L 1.00L B BH 5601100040 8 2 13 6784K0
09093+7426 23.4/321139+3! 117 2 .25L .38L .40L ,82 CD B 1400001000 4 9 U04841
09096+7712 39.91221136+3, ! 27 3 .25L .26L 63 1.26 B GBB 5501000100 2 12 ZG909+77
09098+7263 6t.6112 1140+3_ .25L .31L .40L 1.60 E I E 5500100020
119 2
• Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).


















































































o _ Coords SMJ SMN 8 O8a
































20 i121 I 3
24 11181 3























































20 42 I 2
6 ]1251 4






























































































































































































































































































































1.00L B CI I
1A7L D F
385L BC AB H 2
1.60L D E E
1.56 D MI G
4.92L B B F
1.30L C D
2.43 CB GJ BA
4.40 EC El BA
1.72 C I DC





1.00LIB E AD 0
5.22L[B B
1.44 E C D
1,81 [ C CHD
l
6,41:]CDCD EDAA 0
1,23L F K BH
1.00L C B K H






1.38 I E HF
I
4.62L JC B H
1.51 I O C
1,91 I E K C
1,89 D L G
1.10LID OH H
1.00L D CC
1.00L BC AB L 0




1.00L BD AC 0
2.13 ECC CAA
1.00L C CD
2.59 C M D
2.19 F D
1.44L C B F
1,23 CF CC
1,79 [ C I O
1.31 F E C
1.30L D BCM
1,00L CO AB 0
1.36 / F D
1.28L/BB AA F 1
1,06L B F B B 0
1.08 C J E
1,42 B F E
1,41L B Bt M
7.06L BB AAL 1
1.08L F B
1.00L BE AC 0
1.10L B CK
.86 D L B
1.00L CD AC : 2
1.18L BDC AAAH 9
1,07 F L EC'
1,30 CC M EB
1,48 D A
1,00L C C
1,OOL BB AA 2
6,16 DCC HDAA
1,00L BD AA 0
2,26L BC AB F 0
1.02L B ACcFN `1.00L CD 2
1.00L D DBEI
2.88 CC CAA
1,74 C I C
19,49 DCCC CBBA 6
1.68L D BC D
1,92 F M E
3.20 E M D
1.0OL B B H
228: CD M CE
1.28 CC BB
6.46L B B F
1,92 C L B
2.32 B M FD
1.33 F I F D
2,96 BB JHBA
1.45 DC EB
1.46 CB J GCB
1.00L B B F M
1.31 C D
1.38 CC GAB
1.00LIBC AB H 0
1.00LIB AC L
1.00L B BHI
5.68 J CCC HBAA
F MCC2:34 cc __
"v" L
Flux Corr A Confusion R S
































































































































































Name Type (") Mag
6797 12 90
DO 32744 66 120
6803 12 90
X0912+764 97 8
6804 K0 6 70
U04888 76 120
X0913+729 58 8
6811 M0 8; 80
6813 K0 2 _ 83
6812 K2 15; 85
6816 G5 l i 65
6816 K2 15; 82
U04951 20i 146
6837 K2 6] 80
6839 K2 14 i 83
I6840 24i 91
6842 12i 92
ZG 920+74 40! 153
6854 G5 2l 78
6865 KO 24! 88
6863 141 95
U05050 45 , 153
6880 K0 221 75
U05052 54 141i
6884 G5 23 77
6895 K0 5: 70
6896 51 90
6897 GO 31 45
6898 F5 2; 57
6915 F0 131 71
6917 K0 51 66
6921 5 92
6928 K0 2 71
Y DRA 2 4
U05152 41 141
6937 K0 3 75
6936 K0 4 53
U05175 25 126
6948 G5 4 63
6951 K2 11 77




6982 K0 9 82




6998 K0 2 75
7009 K0 1 60
7019 K2 4 75
703t G5 4 70
U05379 17 128
U05386 41 151











































































































































































































8.7 49 [ 135+40
50.3 59 [ 131 +37
52,4 20 1135 +40
7/] 521135 +41




25.E _= ' 133+39






























































24 = 6 132
34 I 8 134
211 7 125
53 [ 10 125


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































A Confusion R S









































































































# T Name Type
1 13 t 7037
I 131 7038 K0
3 121ZG 1001+70
1 13 I 7049 K0
3 61 A1003+ 77
1 32 I X1003+708
1 1317058 K0
1 131 7067 K0 4
1 131 7082 16
6 91 U05532 63
3 91 U05538 29
1 16104799 31
I 2 I1033228 6113 7107 K0 3
2 1317111 23
4 9 1U05582 38
1 101 M+12-10-028 125
1 1317123 K0 11
7 91 U05600 65
5 91U05612 18
1 1317131 K0 18
2 1317135 17
1 131 7139 K5 9
2 9 I U05645 83
2 9 I U05689 46
1 101 M+13-08 027 96
1 13 [ 7154 K0 1
3 91 U05732 26
1 1317163 K0 6
2 3] RAFGL 1423 7
3 13]7164G5 1
1 "41 I 10350+7736 35
5 9 U05814 38
5 12 ZG 1040+70 9
4 9I U05837 56
3 9t U05841 83
t 12[ ZG 1040+76 53
1 10] M + 13-08 036 62
3 1317199 K0 3
3 91 U05877 54
1 61N3364 13
2 13J7208K2 10




1 "41 I 10489+ 7207 47
1 13 I 7229 G5 11
4 91 U05997 621
I 13 [ 7230 K0 792i3
3 131 7237 M0 4
5 " _ _VX UMA

























































Position (1950) Flux Density
Na me H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)






































































































"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 _m; 10) High
v L
Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Coef g Flags* S 2
i
) I D 6500000060
t BAA 1300000000
) GJ D 4401000000
E B B 4400000000
AACM 3 0400000000 15
!G C F 550O000008















: I C D D 25O0OO00OO
BI 0100100100













ACJ I 2 0300000000
_IAAAA 0 0400101000 23
C D N H 1500000000
A F J 04OO0000(X]
',1 CAC 0500001000






',IGK J D 2500000000









C E 04000001 00
I EAB 0400101000
:] I BB 5400010010
',IAC F 3 0400101000
AAJ J 0 0400000000
pI D D 1400000000
:ll F 5401000010
:I F GB C 0100000000
II B B 0400000100
A A B I 7 0500000000
:t CAA 0100000100
, I F 4500000100
',1 B B 0300000000
AC 1 230O000000
D B C 450O000000
:I MB B 0200000000
:lJ J B 3401000010
;IJ GBA 4400000200'
B B O50OOOO000
:I H F B 1400000000
bl EAC 1400001000
D M 1400000000
A F J 0500000000
GDFI 2400000000
J B A 0400000000
K D D 06OO000000
F 2600000020
AABF 4 0400000000 01
B D 250OOO0000























































































=Right Ascension: 12hO9m52'-13h29m57 '
Position (1950)
Name Galactic Uncertainty
a 5 Coords SMJ SMN 0
























































































































































23 + 3f 40
23 + 4' 20
23 + 4, 35
23+4( 2(]
23+4_ 2(]
23 + 4', 3,,.
23+4 4,4
23 + 31 5,c










































(Not Color Corrected) V
12 ,ttm 25 Fm 60 ktm 100 /.,tin [ Flux Corr A Confusion
(Jansky) [ Uncs Coef R Flag_"
7_ I A3:I .40L 1.00L '
.25L I .25L I .70 1.18 BC AC
3.05 ] .73 .40L 1.00L 1
1.85 I .44 .40L 1.00L I :
1.20L I 25L 40L t.t8 I F E
.37L _ .25L .42 1.14L D F H
.39L I .48L .51 .95: CD DC
.25L I .24 2.12 5,05 [ )CC :AA
.25L I .27L ,65 1,53 B B iA B
Ro i .25L ,40L 1.9tL M
.25L I .25L .42L 1.88 C I B
.25L I .65L .40L t.28 C IDA
.,a _ .42L ,40L 1.13L
_3 I .23: .40L 1.00L : iFI
_ i .25L .40L 1.00L
":'. 25L A0L 1.00L]
1,20 .39 .40L 1.00L _
.60 25L .40L 1.00L _K
.58 .25L A0L 1,00L ) K
.72 ,18: .40L 1.00L i ! M
.40 .25L .40L t.00L
4.12 2.04 .65 1.90L )C _,B
1.26 .39 .40L 1.00L : }
.25L .19: .89 2.18 )Be _.BB
25L A5L .63 1.5I CC "CA
t.36 .48 .40L 1.00L ) )
.25L .56L .40L 1.45 C EC
10.60 2.51 .37: 1COL ]C _,D
.25L .25L .93 2.47 CC -IBA
2.13 .64 .40L 1.00L ] ]G
2.10 .54 .40L 1,00L .3 3 L
.64 21: .40L 1.00L 3 3 E
.26L 1.tlL .33 .86: CF _IFE
.35 .25L A0L 1,00L H
,40 .25L .40L 1.00L
.74 .25L .401, 1.COL :
.67 .25L .40L 1.00L 3.
,32L .25L ,44 1.03 D( HDE
38 .25L ,40!. 1.00L HI t'
.26 ,25L .411 1.57L MI"
.27L .25L ,401. .74 ( L (
25L .25L .40: .90 D( HDF
.25L .25L .71 1,06 C( GB[
.43L .25L .74 1.09 B( GA(
.25L .25L 1.06 2.30 B1 DAI
,25L .25L 35 1.35L C D(
.25L .25L .401 ,93 F E l
.67L .25L .43 1.54L D E
,94 .32L .401 1.00[ C I
,78 .19: .401 1,001. D C f
.25L .25[ .49 1.04| C J BI
.25L .251. .57 1.78 E _ D B I
.30L .251 .49 .84: C l B I
.32 .33 4.42 14.48 CCI BA_
.25L .33 4.62 8.22 CC_ BA,
.29 .40 4.69 11,99 BB I B A,
.49 .251 .82 1.001 ML ]
.25L 251 50 .96: C_ B]
25L .251 .37 1.40 E F
.25 .251 ,40 1.001 ,G
.43 ,09: .40 1.001 ,O GG
25[ .261 .49 1.17: C I B
.47 .251 .75 1,00 ; J H
.251 .251 1.12 2.05 B IF A
.44t .251 .72 1.91 C B
.25l .15 1.01 1.63 DB lEe
1.68 .42 ,4C tOO _C ,B
1.09 32 .4C 1.00 ;C _B
.481 .25 .5E 1.54 C J C
.251 .25 .74 241 B B
251 .46 ,4C .86 I
.441 .25 ,4C .78 C C
,40! .25 .4_ 1.16 L C
.40 .25 .4( 1.05 ) )
,22 25 .4( 1.3_ ._
25 25 .9_ 261 B ( L B
.25 .25 5" t .65 D B
.45 .25 .4( 1.11 ) ) H
.42 .13 .4( 1.0C ]E )CJ
.25 .17 2.6 5.01 FB "lea
.38 ,2_= .41 1.0( 3 ]M
,28 .2_= .41 1.0( 3 _'
.26 .2-_ .41 1.1; 3
.25 2, = ,7: 2.0" E -IDE
.34 .3( .4_ 1,0( 3 3J
.2E .6( ,3, ,7_ [ F
.47 2! .4 1.0{ 3 _F
.2e .2! .7 151 E K E
25 3! 2.8 5.6! C( ECI
.2_ .21 .8 1.6; ( J El
.2( 2! .5 1.21 ( (
.5; .2! .4 1,0_ B AE
93" 2.41 .3 1.0_ AB( AA(
.5_ .3 .4 1.0_ B B F F
1.2_ 2: .4 1.0, BC AB
.4<, .2 ,4 1,0 B CF
2! .2 .7 1.3 I I f
.5_ .2 .4 1.0 B B GI
.2! .2 .£ 1.8 t (
2! .3 A .7 HI
I














































































































































































h m. a t
Flux Density
I H
Galactic Uncertainty [C (Not Color Corrected)
a 6 Coords SMJ SMN O O 12 um 25 p,m 60 _am
(s) ( ) 1 b (') (") (°) N (Jansky)
13300+7219 5,9 59 119+45 28 9 156 3 .25L .25L 92
13303+7202 20,4 59 119+45 26 10 159 3 .79 .25L .40L
1331g+76f8 59.E 60 120+41 33 8 167 4 .40 .25L .40L
13332+7633 16.5 20 t20+41 52 10 169 3 .26 25L .40L
13334+7545 26.3 14 119+41 49 11 168 3 .25L 25L .58
13334+7600 29.4 34 119+41 78 17 170 2 .62L .25L .51
13336÷7341 37.1 15 119+43 17 4 160 4 14.42 5.40 .69
13340+7648 1.4 10 120+40 20 4 169 4 4.77 1.19 .40L
13359+7129 58.g 35 118+45 22 5 158 3 3.62 .89 .40L
13366J, 7936 39.6 29 120+38 17 5 175 4 t.03 .20 .40L
13370+7300 1.C t3 1t8+44 22 3 180' 4 1.39 .40 .40L
13377+7433 ;46.2i45 119+42 20 4 1693 10.74 3.46 .51
13379+7619 56.3 38 119+41 34 5 1172 3 .61 ,25L .40L
13410+7837 2.9 26 120+38 72 14 176 2 .45L .25L .42
13411+7452 8.7 30 118+42 46 10 1170 3 .35 .27L .40L
13419+7234 57.1 57 118+44 48 20 157 2 ,36L 25L .42
13420+7358 1.3 35 118+43 41 18 155 2 .78L .40 .40L
13424+7818 24.3 53 120+39 24 5 t74 3 1.52 .34 .40L
13445+7019 35.5 47 116+46 26 4 154 3 .25L .40 2.38
13450+7035 1.0 22 116+48 38 13 156 3 .25L 25L .48
13451+7704 9.1 42 119+40 25 9 170 4 .25L .25L 1.18
13484+7416 28.8 35 118+42 47 9 171 3 .25L .25L .66
13501+7914 8.7 26 119+38 21 3 180 4 1.23 .27 .40L
13508+7313 53.5 11 117+43 59 12 172 2 .23 .25L .40L
13535+7904 30.8 11 119+38 20 10 179 4 .25L .14: .96
13535+7333 34.7 20 117+43 33 3 171 3 .27 .25L .40L
13539+7209 58.0 5 116+44 43 11 167 2 .30 .25L .40L
13543+7010 22.3 38 115+46 29 8 161 3 .57 .25L .40L
13548+7912 52.4 53 119+38 49 11 2 3 .30 .25L .40L
13548+7644 53.0 39 118+40 22 3 172 4 1.32 .31 .40L
13549+7012 57.3 46 115+46 36 8 159 3 .29 .25L .40L
13563+7405 23.0 13 117+42 34 8 161 5 .25L .25L .74
13569+7045 59.9 44 1t5+46 41 10 160 3 .52 .25L .40L
14004+7445 28.3 24 117+42 35 8 t74 3 .25L .25L .71
14010+7034 1.6 39 115+46 28 8 161 3 .39 .25L .40L
14021+7319 8.9 55 116+43 40 15 160 2 .25L 25L .38
14023+7031 22.0 34 t14+46 30 9 162 3 .82 .25 .40L
14041+7120 7.3 25 115+45 77 17 158 2 .25L .25L .44L
14042+7403 148 12 116+42 27 8 168 4 .25L .25L .92
14049+7229 57.9 19 115+44 45 13 168 3 .30L .25L .57
14050+7457 4.6 16,117+41 42 3 176 3 .48 25L .40L
14060+7207 0.9 20 115+44 49 14 164 2 .36L 25L .59
14063+7711 19.5 17 118+39 27 19 180 2 .40L .16 .40L
14063+7224 20.4 15; 115+44 27 9115 3 .25L 25L .73
14075+7950 32.4 32 119+37 33 9 8 3 .25L .25L .83
14089+7746 59.6 57 118+39 16 4 178 4 11.04 2.67 .46
14101+7850 11.2 14 118+38 27 3 4 4 .25L .18 1.71
14134+7943 24.4 3 118+37 56 7 8 3 .22 .25L .40L
14141+7107 11.5 38 t13+45 46 14 166 31 25L .25L .56
14142+7003 15.2 14 1t3+46 63 12 167 3 .25L .25L .45
14172+7934 14.3 21 118+37 30 8 1 3 .94 .21 .40L
14185+7554 33.1 3 116+40 45 8 175 4 .40 .25L .40L
14188+7148 48.1 59 113+44 20! 4 165 3 .26 .74 4.43
14190+7722 0.3 8 117+39 17 ! 3 179 5 3.27 .87 .40L
14196+7734 41.2 25 117+39 52 ' 9 4 .27L .25L .45
14199+7219 55.6 10 114+43 32 ' 9 165 3 .34 .25L .40L
14212+7517 13.9 16 115+41 39' 11 122 3 .36 .25L .40L
14225+7041 325 18 112+45 23 10 164 2 .35 ,25L .40L
14231+7243 10.7 48 114+43 17 5 168 3 4.31 1.80 .40L _
14233+7710 23.6 56 t16+39 60 20 179 2 25L .33L .75LI
14247+7409 47.5 24 114+42 32 8 117 4 26L .28L 37
14267+7009 47.3 34 112+45 26 6 172 3 .25L .20: 1.88
14275+7555 35.5 14 115+40 20 5 177 4 18.72 4.41 .68
14293+7228 22.6 54 113+43 , 28 8 164 3 .39 .25L .40L
14294+7442 27.9 33 114+41 42 6 179 3 .34 .25L .40L
14303+7927 21.4151 117+37' 25 4 15 3 .25L .21 2.36
14320+7529 5.9_43 115+40' 15 6 124 3 1.19 ,28 .40L
14348+7807 52.3 0 116+38 34 11 120 4 .25L _25L .63
14349+7952 55.E 36 117+36 23 6 16 3 2,29 .56 .40L
14351+7239 6.1 50 113+43 19 4 169 3 .25L .48 4.74
14360+7343 1.4 29 113+42 32 11 173 4 25L .25L .52
14369+7921 55.1 35 117+37 35 9 15 3 .30 .25L .40L
14376+7314 39.4 12 13+42 53 19 174 3 .43L 25L .32
14392+7003 16.7 2 110+45 82 14 176 2 .26 .25L .40L
14439+7727 571 43 1t5+38 45 8 7 4 .32L .25L .35
14445+7003 134.3 59 _110+44 28 9 171 4 .25L .25L .87
14450+7301 3.4 31_112+42 41 13 175 3 .25L .25L .59
14458+7926 48.7 55 117+36 87 16 13 2 .30L .25L .40
14465+7549 33.8 57 114+39 73 14 178 2 1.26L .25L .40
14466+7905 38.4 14 116+37 16 3' 15 4 4.16 t.48 .40L
I4470+7021 0.5 11 i 110+44 64 17 171 2 .25L .25L .34:
14472+7343 15.0 60 112+41 23 8 179 4 92 28 .40L
14482+7243 12.9 28 112+42 29 14 132 2 .37L .25L .51
.25L .6614491+7837 11.2 9 116+37 27 9 15 4 .42L
14508+7421 48.9 45 113+41 14 6 125 4 160.33



















100 #.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
1.24 C C A D 0300000100
1.00L C ACJ 1300010000
1.18L B BI 0400010000
1.00L C F K 0201000000
1.16 CF CA 4400000100
1.51 L O E 2400000000
f.00L BCC AAB g 0300000000
1.00L AS AAKM 2 0200000000
1.00L AB AAKH 2 0200000000
1.06L DD AE N 5 0300000000
1.00L BD ABLN 0 1300000000
1.00L BBC AACN 7 0400000100 31
1.00L C B 0300001000
1.42L D K C D 0200000000
1.05L C Bt 0300010000
1.39L D J MCF 2100000000
2.03L F D I I 0300000000
1.00L BC AC 0 : 1300000000 i
3.38 DCC BAA ! 0100001000
1.55 CC DB 0100000000
3,1t BB I AA 0300000000
1.21 CF CBE 0300000010
1.00L BD AC F 0 0300003000
1.0tL D D F 2401010000
1.73 F B B MA B 0200000000
1.00L C CM 1300000000
1.00L C C 0400000000
1.00L B BKF 1400120000
tOOL B C 0300000000
1.00L BC ABNC 7 0500002000
1.00L B CJ E 1400120000
1.62 B B B e 0300000000
1.00L D B K 1400000000
1.46 BC KJ BB 0300000100
1.00L B CH 1300001000
1.14L C CA 0201000000
1.00L BD AD 3 1300001000
.86 D G E 1200000000
1.44 B C H B F 0200000000
1.37 BE GFBE 0200000100
1.00L ID BG H 0400000000
.96: j CF J GBI D 0201000000
1.04L i 0300000000
2.51 FBB FFBA 0201000100
1.11 B C A A 0300000000
1.00L }BD AADI i0 0401000000 18
3.51 DBB CAA, 0200010000
f.OOL C CJ 0400000000
1.13: BD CC 0300000100
1.00L C ME E 0300000000
1.00L B E A B J 2 0300000000
1.00L D D K 0401000000
6.66 CCCC!EAAA 0 0100000000
1.00L AB AAKK 4 1400000000
1.04 BC CC 0401000000
1.02L D B K M 0400000000
1.00L C C 1511000000
1.00L C CG 0300000000
1.00L BB AAJE 4 0400000000
1.00 D H D G 1300000000
1.01 CD CBD 2400100000
337 DCC LBAA 1200000000
1.00L BBB AABH 0 0400000000 _19
1.00L B B C ! 0400000000
1.02L B CF I 1200010000
4.36 CCB DAA 1100001000
1.00L BC ACMJ 0 0402003000
1.58 BC BC 1401000000
1.05L BC AA E 0 1400000000
Associations
Sep
Name Type (") Ma_
13 7836 K2 3 7
13 7843 G5 7 7
13 7845 G5 18 8
2 (3034420 39 11
12 ZG 1333+76 33 15
2 4 TMSS +70119 13 2
14 13 7848K5 5 6
[3 13 7854K0 11 5
! 1 13 7856 K5 4 7
3 13 7857 K5 6i 8
13 7859MA 4 7! 13 7860 4 8
t3 7872 K0 12 7
2 12 ZG 1342+72 58 15
2 13 7876 K0 2 6
2 12 ZG 1344+70 13 15
2 12 ZG 1345+70 23 14
3 9 U08719 21 14
2 1 13 7895 G5 7 8
3 9 U08845 74 15
1 13 7903 K0 10 7
1 13 7905 K2 15 8
2 13 7906K0 5 7
1 13 7908 G5 15 6
2 2 13 7909 K2 4 7
1 "41 13549+7013 22
1 13 7923 9
1 13 7930 K0 6
3 9 U08992 56 1_
1 13 7934 K5 6
2 13 7947 K0 2
1 12 ZG 1406+72 40 1E
3 12 ZG 1406+72 46 1_
4 13 7958 K0 2
2 9 U09095 14 lz
1 13 7983 K2 20
2 13 7991 K0 11
6 9 U09189 67 1:
2 4 TMSS +80027 40
2 13 7993 14
2 13 8000 K0
=2 13 8004 11
1 RV UMI 18 3
4 9 U09295 38 1,
5 13 8024 K2 8
13 8032 K5 8
13 8033 11
4 9 U09355 11 1,
2 13 8045 MA 5
3 9 U09413 81 1,
2 13 8054K0 3
1 12 ZG 1435+72 10 t:4.87 BCB AAA
1.56 CC H BB
1.00L B CH K
1.00L C F
1.09L C E L
1.00L B D
t.21 CC AC
1.57 CD M BC
1.00L C DC
f.00L E CE
14517+7443 43.2 2 t13+40 37 6 6 3 25L
14524+7543 24.0 39 114+39 115 38 6 2 25L
14540+7319 2.0 39 112+41 27 8 40 3 .59L
14541+7822 1t.4 41 115+37 14 8 15 4 .86
14547+7740 46.3 41 115+38 27 9 8 4 .25L
14553+7505 18.7 2 113+40 22 6 6 3 6.25
14554+7943 28.2 19 116+36 37 29 123 2 ,55L
14564+7617 28.2 47 114+39 30 9 8 4 .27
14571+7505 7.7 39 113+40 21 9 7 3 .71
14574+7641 28.5 45 114+38 76 13 11 3 .25L
14575+7152 34.1 50 110+42 43 8 178 3 ,25LI
15003+7157 18.6 30 110+42 28 8 178 3 .44
15020+7004 2.4 42 108+43 25 t_ 16_ _ .50L











1 13 8060 K0 10 86
1 30 7ZW557 83
1 1 13 8065 K0 3 78
1 12 ZG 1445+73 35 1
1.00L AB AADJ 1 3500000000 t 16 06817
1.07 C C B C 2400000000
1.00L BC AC 0 1300000000 2 13 I 8083 K5
.70: CF LBF 1101000100
.82 BC MI BC 1400000000
2.08 'ABBB AAAB 1 0331002000 18 2 5 13 8102K5
1.00L ICB BBI 0 0300000000
2.69 CC CAB 0200000000 1 12 ZG 1451+74
.86 F D 1500000010
1.88 BC J ICB 1301000000 2 9 U09609
1.00L BD BCN 0 0300000000 1 13 8111 K0
.96 BC CAC 0400011100 1 30 7ZW 574
t.00L AB AAF 0 0500000000 3 t3 8120M0
1.19 E K F 3402000000
1.00L D D H 0400020000
1.00L C BH 0400010000 13 8127 K0
1.12 CC BC 0400010200 4
1.65 C MEA 1300000100 5 * 9 U0964g
1.00L B B 1400010000! 2 "13 8140 GO
1.40 BC J BB 0200000100 12 ZG 1502+70
1.00L C B 0500000000
























































































































SMJ SMN # O








































































































































































































































































a G Coords SMJ SMN O
(s) C) 1 b C) C) (')
3.4 06+36 19 10 34
5.1 05+36 33 28 27
7.2 05 + 36 8 4 77
7.0 06+38 6 3 79 1.75
0.9 04+37 44 19 01 .69L
2.5 i05+36 5 3 27 2.41
7.0 i03+37 10 9 20 .47
5.8 111+34 8 3 71 130
,9.9 107+35 38 29 34 .25L
,5.9 112+33 58 16 08 26L
1.5 110+34 26 8 38 .25L
19.4 113+33 23 14 97 .20
7.4 103+37 00 8 97 .25L
4.7 I11 +33 7 3 78 .46
8.8 103+36 41 37 08 .37L
1.3 105+36 9 8 65 .25L
19.4 109+34 15 11 52 .22
2.6 I11 +34 36 8 41 .24
6.7 103+36 61 38 16 .25L
!9.5 103+36 33 20 _04 .27L
11.4 105+36 15 13 49 .25L
12.8 107+35 70 21 30 .83L
18.2 Ill +33 46 7 42 .22
6.8 103+36 19 15 34 24
r2.5 105+36 12 8 146 25L
!9.9 106+35 21 21 106 .25L
_2.1 102+36 6 4 70 2.77
0.1 103+36 58 48 93 .65L
11.7 Ili +33 11 8 73 .25L
_6.0 108+34 8 7 101 .33L
_5,7 103+36 38 35 100 1.04L
8.4 105+35 65 36 106 .71L
8.1 112+33 34 8 61 ,22
185 103+36 18 15 33 .67L
_0.7 112+33 5 3 126 1.33
2.1 103+36 25 14 104 ,19
!7.5 Ill +33 8 8 143 .31
10.1 105+35 5 3 29 5.30
_0.1 104+35 95 8 125 ,33L
_8.2 106+35 8 5 103 .91
_4.9 105+35 28 8 141 .26L
_8.9 106+35 60 23 103 .25L
18.7 t05+35 12 9 81 .23
2.6 103+36 11 8 .25L
19.1 110+33 23 8 13t ,45
i7.5 102+36 8 8 3C .51
9.9 108+34 7 5 11 .25L
H.2 107+34 46 21 7C .21
0.3 109+33 7 4 1 1.56
3.2 104+35 35 8 .25L
5.9 110+33 13 8 51 .25L
35.3 103+35 60 12 .19
19.1 112+32 8 3 81 1.10
t4.7 112+32 88 8 .19
179 107+34 24 14 .30L
15.7 108+33 130 38 11( .36L
2.2 112+32 8 8 .76
->1.2 102+35 27 10 .25L
35.7 101 +35 43 28 lz ,25L
15.8 107+34 9 3 2.05
]7.g 103 +35 86 25 3( .62L
39£ 106+34 78 12 11; .20
17.1 111 +32 8 6 .34
21.4 110+32 12 6 .41
23.E 106+34 79 28 .71L
2.3 103+35 23 9 .25L
59.£ 109+33 40 6 1, 25L
5.1 112+32 74 6 .25L
14._ 111 +32 5t 8 .20
14.£ 109+33 28 18 .25L
44._ 111 +32 53 13 .43L
48.E 109 +.33 8 e .25L
28._ 105+34 11 8 .93
57.`= 109+32 21 8 .25L
20.' 105 +34 10 3 1.30
38.E 110+32 6 3 1.70
55.( 102+34 22 14 .25L
13.`= 107+33 24 (; .27
15.`= 110+32 8 E 7_ .50
28." 102 +34 14 E 30
7._ 102+34 24 1E 1_ 27L
16." 111 +32 77 4E .28L
32.; 102+34 2fi 1E .25L
48.( 103+34 12 z 841
3.1 111+32 4(; E .68L
9.! 111+32 41 E 8 .27L
21 .! 108+33 5E 21 4 .56L
23.! 104+34 2_ `= 4 .37L
50.: 103+34 5_ 2_ 3 .53t
13." 108t33 7; 3; 5 .73L
2] 107+33 _ , .25t
12.: 112+31 3( ( 13 .27
21.1 102+34 31 1! 2 .25t
23. 110+3_ 101 ! 17 401
16: 109 +3_ 6; I 13 25
33., 111 + 3_ 3E I 9 25[
42: 108 + 33 2`= I 6 28
16J 101+3_ 1; I 14 .42
18; 104 + 3_ 2 z _ 4 .42
8.: 110 +3_ 3z 1 9 .29l
Declination: +70"-+80"
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected)
12 pm 25 pm 60 pm 19O pm
(Jansky)
.28 i .25L .40L 1.07L
.25LI .25L .40L 1.00












































.14 1.93 5.67 ]



















































.25 _ .401 1.00[
25 i .3 z __1'00t
V L C
Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type
G F ->401030000 13 I 8538 K0
D F 3300000200
,ABB AAA .>292112010 R UMI
,B BI ->401002000 13 [ 8540
C E D t500001100
,B ALF 3401002300 13 8544 K0
CI E 3601110100 13 8547
;C C F 1500002000 13 [ 8546 G5
BB BD 1401100100
D D )50104)0000
B B CB 1400000000 91 U10466
: _ 1301021000 13 8557 GO
C ICGN )600001000 29 °PG 1634+706
IBBB :AAA 3121035100 9 U10470
O D 9500000130
BB GAB 3301000120
I I N 1500000000 131 8564
; IE C 1401020000 131 8566 G5
C E _501111780
B E 9501101780
BD GBC 334220024O 91 U16497
D F 13 0400000000
) D 1501010000 13 I 8571 F8
i ' 5602000000 131 8575 K0
BB CB 3581200240 9[ U10502
B 4KBB 3400100280 32 1X1638+732
_B _AFL 4601000000 21 DO 35403
D I HF 8501000440 41 I 16391 +7048
DBB :FBA 0400010300 91 U10509
B _ BA 1400010400
F I E 8501000330
C ] F E 450010000_
; ;J 0300000000 131 8588 K0
C C C B 85O000000C
I B _B I< 040100100(; 131 8592 K0
; ) 760101000(; 13 I 8596 G5
1 _ 040000000(; 131 8597 K0
_,AE _AFE 350011321(; 13 I 8598 M0
F I D 350001000C
kC kS 651100000C 131 8601
C E E 2301000001;
B I FC 420100000C 121 ZG 1643+73
3 ) J 421101000(; 13] 8609
BB _1 B,_ 850000040(; U10546
3 kHCI 050000000(; 131 8612 F2
3 3J 060000000( 1318613 K2
FBB DAt 124010010( U10562
._ : 1_ 030000000{ 13 8621
_,B S,BJ L 040110500( t3 8631
BD J B( 05O010012C
BB 3HCE 050110020(
) -3 040001000( 13 8633 KO
3C _C I 450001100( 13 8634 K0
) ) 140000000( 13 8641
B LD( 040010010( 12 ZG 1652+74
E J E 140100000(
3C _C I 350000000(
BB DAI 340000030( 9 U10622
D K[ 350010034(
_,B _B [ 140300200( 13 8661
C 3 E 230000000(
3 3 ( 230101000( 13 8670 F5
3D .1CJ t 140002100(
3 3KK 030101000( 13 8673 K0
C < I 640000010(
BB VIHBE 150100030(
C F C i 540210020( ' 41 17000 + 7702
C EF( 450100000(
D E M 150110000( 13 6676
DB J B( 440210020( '41 17000+7702
C DI 140000100( '41 17010+7840
BF CB( 448110021(
BC &CJ I 040200300( 13 8686 K2
BE NDCI 04402003(7 '41 17017+7714
AB AB ( 040010200( 13 8693 K2
AB ABJ I 041100310( '13 8695 K2
CE LGDI 75O01003 II
B D L D 240100200_ 13 8697 F0
BC BD I 0501 t1200_
B CJ I 350101000_ "13 8699 K5
C HEJq 85O100044_ 32 X1703+705
C MI 340010010_
E I _ 558100054_
BCB AABI 340100000_
CF H BI 340010012, °41 17048+7855
D FC_ 240020011, "41 17049+7850
D GI 140000000
BE EDA, 130000110 " 9 U10713
( GM 33O101011
F K 340000001
BBE GCA 320110300 9 U10725
E E 040000100 * 41 17070 + 7929
E A 520100034 "32 X1707 +704
D F 130001100
B D 050102000 9 U10734
C( C 340200049 °32 X1708+ 789
E BL 330001000 13 8716 K2
B B L 550001000 "13 8719
B DHI 15020100(3 13 8720 K2



























































































SMJ $MN 8a 8 a Coo_s Uncer,ainzy
















































































































































































































18212 + 7432 13!
18214+7118 28!
18220+7242 11
18227 t 7032 42.(
18231 + 7922 6.;
18235 ,r 7745 32.1
18250 + 7134 5.;
16252+7309 15.,¢
18253 ,_7819 21 ,_
18258+7143 49 ¢.
I8266+7731 36.(
18269 + 7929 54.,,.
18271 +7429 11,_
18273+ 7911 22(





18304 + 7934 25.£
18313+7642 18.;










18336 + 7539 38.5
18350+7221 2.8
18354+7028 .>4,7






























18465 + 7440 12.6
18467+7254 [5.9
18495+7645 13.9


























5E 102 + 2£
57 109+2£
E 105.+2£
1C 101 _. 2£
1E 105+2£
E 108+2£
4S 106 1. 2E
38 102+28





32 103 t" 28

















































































































































































Flux Density Flags Associations
V L C
100 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type
1.41L ABB tAAABi 3501000000 TMSS +70142
1
1.07L B [BJ M I 0400020000 9030 KO
,77: B D[BCFDI 0501020000 9050 K5
.99 C/F FEI 2501000240
1.00L F / D I 0500020000 9O55
1.00L BD lAD LJ 0500110000
1.18 BC/K CBj 0500000200
1.34L D / B I 0500000000 9072 F5
1.41L C / G I 0400020000 9074 K5
122LAB /AAJ, I 1400001000 RTDRA
,9O CE r CA] [ 0501000200
31.78 CBBC[CBAAI J21C0053200 Ul1218
1.00L BC / ACI t i 0501000000 9084 A0P
1.00L AB IAAD [ I 2500000000 9087 F8
1 47L C D I | 1500000000 9089
1.21 CD! DB I l 4401000000
1.00L 8D 'AB I | 1400000000 9098
3.74 B B 'J DAA I | 0400000010 Ul1236
1.42 B MCAI 11400000000 U11238
1.17L c lOB I 12500000000
.91: FBD I EBD I [0400000000
1,00L B BG I [ 1400010000 9123 K0
1.00L CF CC I / 4600000000
1.00 C G [ / 3580000030
1.00L BC ACHHI |6601002010 9130K0
1.13 C D/ / 2300100220
1.22 C I EC] 11300100220
1.54 D I I El 15581010230
1.00L B BC M I ,4501000000 DO36326
t.00LB BJ G[ 1O600010oo0 9135
1.12: CC LCD[ / 4500100340
1.25 DC M EB[ 12500100000 Ul1270
1.46L C BENG[ / 1500010000 9146 KO
1.43 F HCE l / 1300100100
1.58 E L EC] 15582000000
.96 C E B ] / 2500000100
.91 CC DD] |3501000100 ZG 1831+74
1.67 C D I / 4501110210
1.OOL BB AA [ 1140010Ot00 9151 K0
1.00L B BF 1114oooooooo
1.63 BD KKAB[ 10400100000
1.17 D M FD l /4501000520 X1833+792
1.23L CD AEFJ l i 3500000000 DO36385
1.78L C E l |2400010000 9169 K0
2.62 CC MCB/ |4400000200 Ul1300
1.57 BC I GBB/ |0400000100
1.00L D BI GK/ |2400100000 9173
1.58L B MJ BC/ [0400001010
1.00/ C AE / |0403000000
1.00L B BE / [2402221000
15000041001.00L CD ACDG / , 9177K5
1.00L BD AD / ! 0500000000 9179
1.00L BC AB [ 124021110001 9181 K2
1.00L B C / 05000100001 9182 G5
1.00L BC AC ] 0500010000 I
1.09L B AGK / 15010000001
1.00L BBC AAAL | 0501000000 I 15 RS DRA
1.53 C M EC| 3400000010 I
1.79 D H D [ 2500000010 I
1.00 C FB[ 3501000110 I
1.02L B A / 2500000000 I 9200 K5
1.01L C B l 3500000000 I
1.05L DB CCG] 0400000100 I
2.68 CC' FAB| 04010010003 Ul1332
1.00L C K E | 0500000000 ]
1.28: BE CBB / 4400001000 i 18419+7927
1.44L D E C / 1500000000 I
1.00L BC AB / 15000020001 9222 K2
2.24 DCC EDAB / 1400001000 I
1,00L D JEL] 05000010001 1845+79 GAL
1.15L C KBEI 3600000010 I
1,00L B D B D / 26000000001 9236 K5
,97: DBC BAE / 15010011001 ZG 1846+72
1.10L BC ABK / 1500001000] 9241 G5
1.OOL C B H / 2402000000 ] 7124 AlVn
3.33L D E M/ 2300000000 ] 9252 GO
1.13 C B l 1500000000 i
1.OOL C C / 4400000000 [ 9258
1.32L C C / 0500000000 [ 18503 + 7922
1 00L' B B D / 0500001000 [ 9262
1O4L!BF ABH / 1500002000 I[ 9263
1OOL BD BD [ 0500001000[
1.21LI C J FCF I 0500000000 [
1.45 E G E/ 1400000 1LK)[
1.00L C C A D / 0500000000 [ 9275 K5
1.57 I C F [ 4600000120[
1.19L C CE E | 3403020000[ 9281 G5
1.00L BB AAH i 25010100001
1.41 ' BC , BC / 2400000000|
1.74 BB F AAI o/ 2601000220] 9283 K0
/ ]
.75: FBE EAI / 4600000000]
1.61 BB EAB/ 05000010001
1.01L CD AD I | 05000000001 9291
1.26 D E | 4581000100 I
1.19L C CE | 1501000100 I
1.00L C CG | 0400000000 I
1.22L C B J l 35010100001
138 C K C ] 2501000040 I
1.01L D CG / 15010000001 DO 36908
9311 K2
1.00L B BJNH t 15010100001
(Not Color Corrected)








































































































































































a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 8
(s) (") 1 b (") (") (')
i6.1 i31104+25 58 I 26 04
_5.0 !11106+25 18 7 97
_3.9 !41103+25 14 9 47
_4.8 161102+24 43 I 23 36
.)6.3 31108+26 28 8 05
i8.1 51104+25 29 [ 17 04
50 01102+24 361 19 01
0.4 i21102+24 37 I 30 08
-)0.6 !71105+25 9 5 14
2.7 181108+25 15 9 77
-)3.1 61106+25 191 10 99
i7.1 151105+25 15 7 06
3.2 !71105+25 24 7 35
3.3 191102+24 12 9 44
!9.1 _41103+24 301 28 4
.)8.9 71105+25 7 3 78
_8.4 !9 1102+24 10 8 65
i9.1 171110+25 15 3 20
17.5 ;51105+24 66 I 39 07
i1.2 91107+25 581 33 00
-)1.6 9I 109+25 20 9 4
.)5.4 71108+25 12 3 80
11.9 k6 1105+24 10 6 15
t8.3 _21104+24 231 15 64
i5.0 61105+24 10 5 17
11.7 41102+23 21 9 72
132 61107+25 34[ 14 01
]1.2 9i102+23 43 [ 28 95
i43 21103+24 82 8 3
.)3.3 _51102+23 10 8 50
21 121104+24 25 8 01
}3.8 _31102+23 46 8 86
i0.0 !3[101+23 47 I 24 60
i2.5 !71110+25 53 8 17
[7.2 _81108+25 t3 8 14
18.4 _81111+25 31 I 11 03
.)6.1 71104+24 31 I 14 99
i0.1 91102+23 37 [ 30 54
)6.7 111105+24 18 9 09
i4.0 i0[ 110+25 40 8 10
17.1 191102+23 49 I 28 06
!2,7 161108+25 13 5 23
15.6 161102+23 53 ] 21 58
19.7 131103+23 9 4 8
H.0 !41106+24 38 ] 15 08
}9.7 _81104+23 13 4 13
_6.0 _6[ 107+24 42 8 10
7.2 .)9[ 102+23 24 [ 21 49
]1.3 !91110+25 29 12 09
2.5 i9 1103+23 tl 6 5
4.0 ]5]107+24 32 14 97
14.8 131107+24 501 26 24
32.7 ._51104+23 27 12 98
02 101108+24 28 12 05
12.5 $01112+25 75 8 14
31.4 _01104+23 37 18 140
32._ .)41104+23 11 7 5
9A _71105+23 30 14 105
25.1 311103+22 13 8 139
407 ._31102+22 12 8 10
1.4 31103+22 10 8 53
43.E 31106+23 24 12 109
1.E _,5[ 104 f 23 8 3 5
t81 121102+22 16 12 180
19.( 211106+23 11 9 120
28.1 471107+24 61 23
31._ 11 1109 _ 24 26 12 4
37.7 551104+23 12 9
57.z 531112+25 43 28
18.( 55]107424 26 11 t13
43.; 331103+22 57 27
55.; 361103+22 20 12
14._ 4 J103-_22 44 31
18," 41103+22 20 8
36f 561107_ 23 28 8
37.; 41]111+25 43 17 tlE
12..c 571106+23 16 11
28.1 361105+23 35 17
40.( 7i104+ 22 12 8
41.( 591108÷24 11 5
10.1 37 1103+22 17 8
18J 10 102+21 9 8
40.! 1 103+2 ,c 8 4 171
5, 1E 103+2_ 27 17
5.! 4C 104+2 ,_ 10 8
7. 1 109 _ 23 23 8
22 C 109+2,1 29 10 111
31.: 3_ 103+21 11 8
52.1 2:' 103,'2-" 46 22
10J E 103+21 55 9
25 7 I09+27 40 15 tl;
32.! 1_ 104 + 2; 14 8
42_ 31 109,2_ 16 7 11_
1.: 47 t06,-2: 11 g 11!
20_ .= 108 +2_ 27 8







































































































100 pm Flux Flags
Corr V Confusion
I Uncs Coef R Flags _
.36 1.48L I O I F E 1500000000'
AlL 1.18LIBC ,ACK 3500000000'
A0L 2.23Li B :E L 4501000000
AOL 1.04 I C I C 9501000010
.40L 1.01L C )M 2500000000
.45 1.64L[ C _ DH 4601000000
.34 1.5tL C I D E 7500000010A0L 1.49 E 7501000010



















































































































































































































































































































































































13 9404 NB 5
1 YZ DRA 13
13 9410 K5 2
13 9416 K0 6
13 9419 K0 5
13 9421 4
13 9430 K0 7
13 9432 K2 2
10 M+13-14-004 107
9 Ul1455 26
13 9447 K2 4
13 9450 4
2 DO 37480 32
'13 9456 K2 1
'41 19333+7355 21
12 ZG 1933+77 65
13 9462 K5 15
13 ]467 F2 4
13 9470 KO 6
1_ 9477 K0 6
1_ 9482 1
1_ ZG 1943+71 16
1_ 9515 5
1C 9516 2
"4_ 19436+ 7037 43
"4' 19442+7028 4£
I: 9531
12. 11 109+2," ¢
19474+7220 27 28jt05+2; 421 £ 40 [ .25L .40L 1.88L E B E 950300032( 1:9535 K0 .
19474+7146 28 71 I04 +2; 51 I E r40 1.34L C E_ 360000000(
19476+7252 136. 53_ 22_2C 41L 2.74 ( N H( 950200144(























































































































































Position (1950) Flux Density
H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
ct ,$ Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 am 25 u.m 60 /zm [00 v.m Flux
(s) ( ) i b (") (") (') N (Jansky) Uncs










L A C 2600000000
K B 5602000100
H L C 9501000010
AB 0 I 5701001000
B 9501000100
[ K B H 3300000000
AB 1 I 3701000000
ABLE 1 ] 4401000000
N C 4600000000
K K D 9500000630
I H C 9600000000
AAKI 01 4400001000
BK 6500000010
B B 1 I 46O0OOOO00















G E B 9600000008
L B B 9600000000
El EK 9601O00O00
FFFB 9601100408








B E L E 2601000000
MD D 9600000000
AA 0 I 9600000000
A C 01 7602000000
G 8600000000
B F J 4400010008
MJ A B 3600000008
A E 2600000000






B L G 1601000000
EG J 3500001000
I D 4400000100
AB C 0f 9700001100
MC B A 3500001000
A A 01 7520000008
AAD 91 1601000000



































S 2 # T
/









































"Contusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources {$1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region.
Name Type _'_ Mag
9540 K0 3 40
9541 K2 4 85
9545 K2 2 73
9557 MA 38 80
9562 K5 3 80
X1954+724 17 12
19559+7723 10 3
9574 K2 8 88
9580K0 4 80
9582 MA 2 78
9586 K5 3 71
9592 G5 2 65
20005+7737 1 3
9604 K5 7 78




9629 K0 13 66
9631 K0 1 68
O638MA 9 82
9649 MA 1 8O
9656 K0 8 80
M+ 12-19-002 42
9666 B9 6 43
9668 K2 3 80
SZ CEP 5 3
9685 2 88
9686 10 91





9699 K5 2 70
9700 MA 2 91
9706 2 90
9712 K0 4 78
DO 38411 88 96
9753 K2 4 75
9757 MC 1 93
13099 M 3 115
37


















































































































a 8 Coords SM.I SMN 0
(s) C) t b C) C) (')
),9 36+t9 f 32 32
_.5 38+20[ 15 }8
?.8 )9-_ 21 18 9 .)0
1.8 )7+I_ 9 8 }0
1.5 )7_-20 ] 15 0 12
1.4 )8+20 ] 12 9 _.8
),1 )8+20 I 13 }0
,.8 10+21 :;814L1 12+22 I |5 ._6
).4 35+18 I _5
1.4 36 _ 19 I 54 ;'3
1,2 36+19 I i0 4 59
,_.4 38+20 I 54 37
1.2 11±22 I 31 1 32
12t22 I 34 2 -}2
3.3 t0+21 38 ]1
._.S 08+20 I 27 29
10+21 30 6 24
3._ DO+ 19 I 49 19
_.E 11 +22 I 38 9 35
L; 08±201 31 8 35
5.£ 07_19 [ 23 73
_.E 11+21 10 8 42
),; 07119 [ 36 9 56
3,( 07+19 I 37 !2 25
?.E 06+18 I 10 8 59
_).£. 08+20 [ 53 8 36
2.1 08+19 ] 40 8 17
5._ 06+18 ] 45 12 30
7.( 12+22 ] 28 !3 DO
_)._ I1t22 I 17 9 32
31 08+19[ 36 !2 63
2.( 10+21 I 4t 8 28
3.( 10+21 I 19 8 27
3.f 07+191 21 17 51
D.( 10+20 I 49 .)8 47
1., 08t19 I 11 8 28
4." 07+19 [ 9 3 69
5.! 08+20 25 i 12 26
9.; 05+18 10 i 8 57
6.: 07+19 I 37 11 61
5; 11+21 I 26 11 34
6.( 09+20 J 19 8 3
7: 11+21 ] 52 8 60
9.! 05+18 I 8 4 62
1.; 08+19 I 12 8 85
6.( 07+19 I 42 .>6 49
3.1 12+22 I 23 10 39
3. 06+18 44 26 22
1. 10 f 20 43 20 34
4. 12+22 22 tl 30
1, 08+19 43 21 23
=3. 07+18 9 9 61
107+18 35 8 68
109+20 29 18 33
3. 109+20 33 30 19
16. 111+21 58 8 33
i1. 106+18 76 26 22
12. 11I+21 21 8 53
17. 105+17 9 8 20
105+17 t0 8 18
!1. 107+18 34 21 152
i9. 112+21 18 _ 133
t09+20 37 2_ 156
!1. 106+17 53 2E 124
!5. 112+21 19 ,.= 124
}4, 106+17 37 1 c, 12_
15. 114+22 20 3 137
0. 105+17 19 E
9. 107+18 37
107+18 57
14 111+21 39 1
106+17 80 3:
1,8 105+16 12 11 16_¢
_8 107+18 14 !
3 114+22 24 1( 13,"
10 110+20 26 1(
26 111+20 25 11
30 107+17 11 I 16'
105+17 11 I
39 105+16 29 1,
55 109+19 18 I
10 106+17 45 ;
41 107+17 :
55 110+20 16





E 106+16 3C 2
3E 109+19 1E
3_ 112+21 1E 13
112+213 3E 1 13
109+18 1;




105+1E 2( 1 16
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)











































































































































































































Flux Corr A Confusion R S























































































































































































































































































Right Ascension: 20h55m55'-21h20m45 '
Position (1950) Flux Density Flags
H
Name Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected) V L
a 6 a _ Coords SMJ SMN 8 12 /.tm 25 /am 60 p.m 1(30 /am Flux Corr A Confusion R
h m , , (s) ( ) I b (") (") (") N (Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags" S
m
20559+7122 6814 .29 .25L
20560+ 7915 132 ! 2 1.49 .77
20561 +7423 5 3 36L 25L
20563 +7321 172 5 ,77 ,44
20567 _ 7531 152 2 ,90 ,19:
20572+7326 157 3 ,25L 25L
20577+7239 52 5 .25L 25L
20577+7431 132 2 ,23 25L
20582+7724 150 3 1.20 3.21
20583_ 7212 151 3 .28L .54L
20584 +7021 129 2 .59L .60L
20592+ 7136 63 4 .25L .25L
20595+7321 179 2 .65L i .65L
20599+7612 132 2 .25L i .89L
21000+7431 130 2 25L ! .25L
21003+7423 142 3 11.65 I 6.07
21003+7839 144 2 .25L _ .25L
21004+7811 10 2 6.23 I 11.12
.29 .39L21007+7957 133 2 I
21009+7519 145 2 .70L ! .61L
21011 +7053 9 3 .25L .25L
21015+7559 137 2 .25L .25L
21015 +7623 142 2 .47L .25L
21020+7418 166 2 .25L .25L
21021 + 7605 154 2 .64L .81L
21021 +7313 168 6 1.09 .45
21022+7651 144 2 25L .31L
21024+7529 151 2 2.21 I .57
21025+7129 129 2 .26L J .25L
21025+7645 134 2 .25L .21
I
21026+7116 47 4 .46 I 25L
21041+7238 152 3 .18 ! 25L
21044+7123 157 4 .42 .15:
21044+7319 150 6 ,28L .25L
21050+7014 132 2 .61L .60L
21050+7946 I29 2 .38 25L
21055+7010 140 4 .32 .25L
21059+7034 154 4 .58 .16:
21061 +7113 70 4 .43 .25L
21061 +7121 168 2 .41L .59L
21064 +7749 148 3 5.88 1.81
21064+7825 136 2 .28 .25L
21064+7614 142 2 2.86L .25L
21068+ 7100 147 3 .25L .25L
21074+7159 137 4 .25L ,25L
21075+ 7110 53 3 .23 .25L
21081 +7421 149 2 .41 .36L
21082+7117 4 3 .25L .25L
21083+ 7700 137 2 .25L .25L
21065_ 7307 140 2 .25L .55L
21087+7313 163 6 1.25 .38
21088+7529 155 2 .40 i .20:
21091+7805 48 3 .62 i .25L
21094+7412 167 2 .25L .25L
21095+7312 82 5 .36L .25L
21095+7506 134 2 25L .43L
21099+7352 t64 3 .48 .25L
21100+7540 21 2 6.65 3.86
21102+7520 156 2 .25L .25L
21112+ 7014 151 4 .97 .24
21113 + 7017 t34 2 .25L .25L
21115+7340 160 5 4.61 1.76
21118+7051 167 4 1.05 .39
21122 + 7914 136 2 .62 ,30L
21123 +7234 85 3 .25L ,25L
21124 +7112 72 4 .25LI .25L
21128+7011 162 4 .54 I .37
21132+7109 180 2 24 ' .25L
21132+7222 157 4 .59 .19:
21132+7136 32 4 .26L .54L
21136+7825 138 2 155 .75
21145+7806 151:3 .64 .25L
21148+ 7441 154 14 .26L 25L
21149 +7133 56 4 .41 .25L
21153+7749 138 2 .37L .25L
21156+7108 134 2 .42L .25L
21159+7139 51 4 .50 .25L
21160+7246 178 4 25L .25L
21160+7738 145 3 .51 .25L;
21162+7648 1561 2 5.66 1.41
iI
21164+7003 163 3 .34 .25L _
21165+7241 36' 6 .37 .25L'
21165+7043 152'4 25L .25L
21166+7442 170 2 .43L .25LI
21168+7037 46 4 .70 .23
21169+7018 178 3 .41 .25L i
21171 +7603 1145 2 .29L .25L
21171 +7854 144 2 .29 .25L
21173+7425 12 3 .25L 25L
21185+7336 172 5 .51 .15:
21186+7310 171 4 .25L .25L
21191+7343 155 4 .31 .25L
21197+7240 170 5 .38L .25L
21199+7051 169 3 .29 .25L
21199+7207 163 4 .23: .25L
21201 +7118 154 4 1.55 .54
21203t7305 179 5 ,32 .25L
21204+7147 162 4 .86 .33
21204+7457 172 2 ,57L 33L
































402L BC AAHG i 0
2.14L C J BB
2.04L BB BBGJ I o
204L BD ADHE 0
1.65 E G





1.46 F ! B
3,68 D F HMB
1.54 C' G D
2.43 F: J C194 NC






2.92 C! FL FC
3.2O FI C B
286 _:K F_2.23 i
t,88 F' K Ci
7.33L B8 :ABG ! 3
13.08: FE DBB I
1.32L CC AB Bi 02.53 D' ,
6.98L D ; KD J i
.4OL 2.79: B E!CFLB II
.40L 9.41L C :EL
.40L; 11.87L BE BHI D 0
.50 2.86: BD'JLCB
.40L 1.64 E GJ B
.84L' 2.86L B CI KI
40L ! 3.65L E BL L
.40L 11.75L BE AII 0
.40L 11.11L B BF
.40L i 3.15 C MHLB
46 ! 4.90L BDE AADD 9
.40L 159L C CD
.40L 2,60 C K I F
.40L 2.77 C N C
.40L 2.64 C KNB
.40L 11,66L C E
.40L 2.12L B CM
.35: 3.35 FD L EB
.40L 1.91 C B
.40L 2.50 D L H B
.40L 7.48L BB ABH 6
.40L 228L BD CB H 0
.40L 1.29L B B E
.41L 2.77 C MNE
.39 12.29L B GBE
.40L 2.50 O L C C
.40L 2.25L C BDJ
.59 1.32L BBC AAB 0
.40L 2.74 D D
.40L 2.75L BE AB H 0
.46L 2.55 C HB
.40L 1.79L BB AAFE 8
.40L 10.81L BC AA E 2
.40L 1.27L B BC
,33 7,29L C ME F
.40L 3.71 B FDEA
.40L 2.22L DC BB 7
.40L 12.48L D D
.40L 11.53L BF BJ 0
.86 2.62: B E H B C
.54L 1.54L BC ABK 0
.40L 1.58L C BF L
.45L 3.04 C J ED
.40L 11.47L B B F
.33 2.07L C D
.40L 2,46 E B
.40L 6.95L B B K I F
.45L 2.73 D HGC
.40L 1.42L B B
.40L 2.31L BB AADE 0
.40L 3.01L B Ct C
.40L 8.05L C BH N
.40L 5.05 C E C
.40L 3.39 E B
,40L 2.4gL BC AD 0 i
.40L 2,37L B CEI
.62 1.23L C B
.40L 2.08L C C
.40L 3.48 C NLFB
.40L 6.83L BE BH E 0
,40L 2.08 C HGMC
,40L 9.22L B CHI
.56 9.54L B DC
.40L 10,19L B CH
.60 2.96 C BD GFCC
.40L 8.98L BB AB 1
.40L 8.18L B CE
.40L 9.60L BE AB 0
.40L 1.95 C KG C







































































































*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at t2. 25. 60. 100 u,m; 10) High Source Density Region.





2 13 _ 9917 K2
8
i








1 13 9940 K0
1 2 DO39225
1 13 9956
2 13 9957 F2
1 2 DO39285
2 "41 21064+7615
1 i 16 13584
I
1 2 DO 39325
i





i 5 13 10007 K2
!
1 2 DO39438
1 13 10023 A2
1 2DO39507
1 2 DO 39524
C
5 A Sep













































































































































































































17.8 3j 108+ 13
32.5 48 [ 108+ 13
_7.4 14 [ 109 .r 15
53.8 331111+16










t2._ 56 1109 _-14
22.E 551113+18
28._ 281112+18
10._ 321114 f 19
24.E 261114 f 19
276 251110+15



















42 8 52 I







































































































































































































"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2;
4O
(Not Color Corrected)
















































.25L _1 = 3.91L
r25L 40:1 4.28
132.63 2907 I 12.65
.25LI .40LI 3.23
.25LI .4OLI 2.81













.63L .4OL I 2.11
.56L .4OL I 3.81
.25L .42L I 3.46
.70 .4OL I 7.04L
.52 .4OL I 10.57L
.25L .55LI 3.96
.18: .4OLI 1002L
.25L .40L I 2.24
.94 .40L I 4.05:
2.08 .50:1 1.83L





.32L .4OL I 3.30












.26L 40L I 1.52
.17 4UL I 15.29L
.28 .4UL I 2.22L
.25L .40LI 1.85L
41.65 _ 47 ] 4.67
.59 .4OLI 294L
.25L _= _ 7AlL
.25L 4ULI t6.46L
V
Flus Corr A Confusion
Uncs Coef R Flags*
BBDBIAAAA 9 2521000000
BBC [AAC 0 5600000100
DIJ C 9600100018
B B tA A K 0 3600000000
E ICJ C 9401021008
C l H 5600010000
E I C 9600000008
D I D 6600000000
C I B D 5600000000
BD IAGI 0 9500220018
B I NDM 9400000008
E IGJ GB 9600000108
B IB L 1700020000
B ID L B 6400000008
D I J C 9600000008
C I F C 4601000100
CIENJ C 6601000118
D I MC 9500000108
ABDDIAAAD 0 8700001008
C ID 7401000008
F I C 9600000000
D I N E 9600000000
CCCCIAAAA 9 9621003000
Et N B 7600001010
C ]C CC 9501110558
B D ]A C L 8 6700000000
BD ]AC 0 4500100000
CC ]AA 0 4600100000
BC ]AC 5 9500000008
B I B F 1500000000
BB IABHH' 6 3410064008
D I B i 9602100008
D ] B 9602100008
C IF F 9501100008
B E I B D i 3 2500000008
DDIF AC 9403000110
EF ICD 9 4600001000
t C j 46O0O00O00
F 1 K C i 7600000000
C I B 3600000000
Bll KLF! 9602010240
BD IBC 0 4600001000
Ci FB i 9600000010
D J I D i 7601000008
C D I 9600000000
BBC IAAE i 9 951O1OO008
C MB 9600000110
F C E I E I 960000o0oo
BBDCIAAAAI 0 3311000100
E I H E 9500000030
CII N CI 7601000130
C I D 9401000008
C I L D I 8600000330
Ol CBI 8601000008
O[J L B I 9601000008
B I B F 7500000000
C ECIELDBI 9501030206
DI ] BI 9600001008
B IC F I 7401010008
D I DC I 9500000438
o I B I 7601000008
C I L I C I 96O0OO0048
AB IAA NI 2 7400002008
OI LCI 9501000118
D i C I 9501001000
CIMM BI 7401000030
D[ N GI 9601000000
AB IABE 1 9410001008
BC lAB 0 9501100008
Di HBI 9702000108
BD lAB 0 6500001008
B DIBFFCl 9600100018
DB FIAA DI 5 9701012008
BBC IAAC 0 9600000100
BBB IAAAHI 1 9501000008
D I B I 9600100018
CE I KDBI 9601123308
C ID 9500000000
CFD IADGFI 7 9501113208
DI G B I 9700000008
B B I BB 0 9500002008
B IJ H B I 9604000300
AB IAAH 0 9500111308
F I F KGI 8501000220
BBCBIAAACI 8 9500000000
DIMI GI 6501100130
CI M DI 8601100130
BB IAAK 0 8600001000
E I C I 9700000008
C I H B I 8500000008
F I D 9600000000
CIL CI 7501000000
C I C I 5680000000
BD IBEG 0 9500100008
BC IBBG 2 9600111000
C I E L 5601000000
AABBIAAAAI 8 9411001038
BC IAAKCI 0 9701000010




























































Name Type (") Mag
GH CEP 23 3
TMSS +80046 3 28
10031 MB 7 86
10037 GO 9 68
10041 3 86
1OO43 K0 4 75
DO 396O3 84 121
ZG 2125+79 25 155
DO 39655 53 121
RAFGL 2771 23 11
X2127+74t 115 8
10057 81 2 32
10060 2 93
10062 2 90




10100 N8E 4 70
X2136 + 760 30 8
DO 39970 50 118
DO 39994 89 103
DO 39999 85 108
TMSS +70174 41 22
10123 6 95
10126 K0 3 48
X2141 +773 72 8
AM CEP 30 3
X2142+ 781 64 8
10131 K0 1 53
10138 3 85
10139 5 95
DO 40123 72 103
DO 40115 12 101















































































































Galactic Uncertainty (_Coords SMJ SMN 0









































110+13 i 23 8






















































113 + 16 51 40
112+15 22 10
112 _ 14 16 9
Flux Density Flags A_ociations
(Not Color Corrected) V L C
12 p.m 25 /_m 60 _tm 100 _.m Corr A Confusion R S A
(Jansky) Coef R Flags* S 2 /f T Name
S.ep
Type (") Mag















































































tt _ Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 /._m(x
hm. • , i(_,) ( ) I b (") (") (') N
22104+7845 257 21 115+t9 54 27 154 2
22104+7655 284 12 114-_17 16 8 166 3
22107+7042 44.5 t11+12 19 8 14 3
22109,7347 59.4 54 112+15 11 43 17122112+7039 17.5 111-*-12 ! 32 2 10
22115+7108 32.2 58 111+12 I 88
44 2 t77 2
22117+7921 46.0 7 116t19 i 69 160 2
22119+7303 59.1133 112+14! 26 36 158 3222120,7612 0.6:45 114+16 I 12 166
2212147948 8.4 33 1t6+19 25 10 152 2
22122+7000 14.9 t2 110+11 12 6 179 3
22124+7315 29.2 3 112+14 12 4 171 3
22126_-7443 362 33 113+15 t7 6 162 4
22127,7014 45.5 25 110t12 25 11 18 2
22129t7212 54,0 58 112+13 17 8 12 4
22129+7000 57,9 10 110+11 13 3 16 3
22130+7709 0,6 36 115+17 14 6 174 3
2213357517 20.3 18 113+16 241 14 32 4 .42L
22145+7849 30,8 3 116+18 90 28 160 2 .58L
22146+7804 363 16 1t5+18 33 10 155 2 .30
22146+7125 52.3 14 111+12 49 8 75 3! .27
22148+7508 52.7 29 113+15 46 16 160 2 .24
22150+7102 5.1 59 111+12 33 3 168 3 25L
22154+7753 29.4 37 1t5+18 26 10 156 2 .59
22174+7304 29.5 12 112+14 22 8 8 3 .37
22177+7137 44.9 1 112+12 46 15 114 .38L
22179+7504 56.933 114+15 61 I9i150 22 .29L
22182+7335 12.211 113+14 58 8, .43L
22182+7408 14.4 13 113+15 44 30 3 2 .43L
22165+7033 32.3 20 111+I2 42 8 79 2 23
22187+7247 44.4 29 112+13 19 10 172 3 .46
22187+7t46 46.5 23 112+13 23 8 3 4 .37
22186¢780t 49.2 23 115+18 30 21 167 3 .25L
22188+7728 50.3 0 115+17 41 13 148 2 .30
22192+7103 15.4 14 t11+12 18 9 14 3 .69
22205+7325 345 161113+14 11 3 t79 3 4.22
22207+721t 44.1 551t2+13 19 18 21 3 .25L
22207+7752 !47 1 39 115+ 18 33 12 161 3 .25L
22215+7514 !32.9 4 14+15 38 27 151 2 25L
22216+7004 38.944 11+11 16 9 177 3 .34
22218+7908 53.6 17 116+19 48 11 160 2 .42L
22219+7445 57.9 0 114+15 48 8 173 2 .24
22219+7642 58.7 0 115+17 25 15 160 3 .25LI
22220+7353 3.E 28 113+14 39 12 6 2 r41
22222+7016 14.2 6 1t1+11 39 173 .25L22224+7445 29.E 4 114+15 59 38 , 3 .25L
22230+7112 5.1 21 t12+12 56 11 18 3 .25L
22233+7209 22.c 30 112 {- 13 25 8 19 4 27
22233+7130 23.8 21 112+12 70 8 78 4 .25L
22234+7818 28.5 53 116+18 44 8 50 2 .25L
22236+7118 36.2 12 112+12 34 11 20 3 25L
22239+7053 59.5 16 112+12 20 9 10 3 .59
22244+7742 25.6 46 115+17 35 8 169 4 .25L
22244+7434 28.4 26 114+15 15 8 5 3 .45
22244+7153 29.1 15 112+12 37 8 t3 4 .30
22246+7124 36.4 3t t12+12 42 8 97 4 .25L
22246+7009 39.E 57 111+11 16 8 16 3 .70
22247+7030 43.E 60 111+11 12 3 2 3 3.73
22255+7639 32.1 44 115+16 49 25 43 2 .29L
22256+7102 40.7 41 112+12 14 5 9 4 1.74
22260+7629 22 3 115+16 38 18 163 3 .25L
22264+7602 25.4 10 115+16 39 32 154 2 25L
22266+7141 42.0 10 112+12 19 8 19 5 ,70
22269+7159 57.9 25 1t2+12 17 8 15 5 .69
22275+7517 33.7 44 114+15 26 8 161 4 .25L
22275+7422 35.5 38 114+14 32 20 34 3 .25L
22277+7302 43.4 54 113+13 21 8 173 3 .35
22279+7558 57.742 t15+16 12 4 165 3 1.92
22262+7506 17.1 40 114+15 22 8 176 4 .38L
22283+7246 20.654 113+13 75 18 9 2 .25
22287+7719 43.9 30 115+17 12 4 168 3 2.83
22290+7009 1.6 42 112+11 29 13 172 2 ,35
22290+7458 3,351 114+15 27 3 176 3 28L
22292+7102 12.4 6 112+11 17 6 14 4 1.20
22294+7833 29.7 56 116+18 36 9 156 2 .34
22296+7947 41.0 49 117+19 21 8 160 2 99
22298+7156 48.346 113+12 19 18 131 3 .25L
22301+7214 7.7tll 113+12 42 23 _ = .75L
22309+7235 57,2 57 113+13 23 8 1 4 .72
22312+7312 14,6 39 113+13 73 39 9 2 .41L
22315+7139 30.0 27 113+12' 62 2; i 33 .25L
22317+7346 44.6 57 114+14:15 17 1.76
22323+7441 19,4 21 114+14' 66 25 2 .25L
22331+7502 11.4 36 1t4+15' 14 5 2 3 1.22
22332+7156 15,4 54 113+12 52 16 24 3 .25L
22334+7643 25.1 32 115+16 14 4 160 3 2,70
22335+7225 35.2 51 113+12 34 8 173 3 .25L
22337+7147 47.6 48 113+12 17 8 14 5 .5222338+71153.341112+11 40 8 2 3 ,25L
22340+7136 4.7 57 113+12 33 8 t12 3 .25L
22343+7516 20.7 45 tt5+15 43 8 164;3 25L
22343+7501 22.0 32 114+15 14 5 4 3 4.97
22345+7322 33.9 58 114+13 19 9 5 3 1.00
22348+7149 52,6 2 113+12 12 3 17 5 11.68
22349+7052 57,4_26 112+11 18 8 20 4 ,46
22350+7502 3.6159 115+15 18 9 2 3 ,36
22350+7245 4.6 i 9 113+13 20 10 179 3 .77
22354+7042 27.1 10 112+11 87 12 21 2 23
22355+7505 32,6!55 115+15 123 8 68 3 ,25L
22357+7720 44.4!23 116+17 11 4 t70 3 6.34
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)





















1130 Jim Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
.40L 1.71 C C 4600000000
.40L 570L B BG D 9501100008
.40L 3.03L B CH J 9701100020
.40L 1.45L BB AAHK 0 2601000000
.40L 4.06 C L HD 9602100030
.56L 3.08 D H J C 9700000000
.40L 2.35 D C 9600000010
.40L 4.25L,BD AC 0 8500001008
.40L 4.35L !BC AAF 5 9600001008
.40L 1.70L_CD AC J 1 9600000000
28.84 74.91: BBCD BBBA 3 9341133358
1.14 5.12L BBC AAA 2 7500001008
2.41 2.72 EBB DAB 9500000010
.58 8.60 CC BG 9601000440
.40L 16.97L B B K 6400000008
3.16 20.58L B F DA A D 9501133458
.40L 434L BC ABH 1 9501001008
.40L 2.92 D E K C
.40L t,69 F D




2.24L B BD C







9.65L B CF E
2.57 C J C







































C MF KD 9501100008
E K C 9600000008
D J D 9700100010
B H F 6400000008
F 9600000000 i
B E 9400100008
E J E E C 9600000028
C O !5600011000
C M J C 17500000108
E C i 9600100008






E K B 9500000336
B H F 9500010008
E H 9400000008





25L .40L 11.52L B
.17 .40L 1.39L E
25L .40L 7.62L C
.25L .40L 2,64








.25L .40L 8.92L B
.25L .44L 4.06
.25L .40L 3.95L B

















































6.73L BD BC D! 0 9501010008
9.69L BB F AA DI! 0 95001000082.20 9601000028
4.17 BBBB AAAB I 1 8600000008
1.93 D C 9600000008
1.12 C I F D 4601001000
12.60L BD jAB 2 9402000008
8.82L BF ABLD 0 9400010008
2.36 B! H KC 9700000000
2.06 D C 96010000187.81L BD DD H 0 3400000008
1.00L BC AB 0 4700001000
3.10 BC KJ CB 9600000208
7.71L C E 8401000008
1.14L BC AA 1 9701002000
4,15L' O F 9600000000
9.09L DC GDCD 9401201318
12,13L BC AC F 7 8400100008
1.93L C D D 7601000010
t.03L BD ABL 0 2700001000
2.84 C H C 9502000008
3.36 D EI GC 9500000108
7.73L BD ACJ 3 9400000008
2.46 E E G 8600000120
2.67 E I C :1 9700000008
1.68L BC AB J i 0 3600002000
2.10 O I B 9700000008
t.70L BBB AAAC 0 9600100000
2.97 C L DB 7600000008
3.44L 8B AA I 3 9600001008
3.09 C E t B 9500000308
3.09L CD BC E 3 7600121018
2.39 D J BC 9600000106
3.02 D K L De 9601000038
1.67L D DH 9601000010
80.04 BBCE AAAA 9 9260200008
1.56L BD AC 0 9600010000
8.03L BBB AAAF 9 9500112008
2.20L C C GI 9600000000
80.04L BB ABJ t 9200300008
8.69L CC BB 0 9400000008
2.87L C F 9600000000
6.91L D B F I 9500300008
1.07L BBC AAD 0 2700011000
1 *41 22107_7041
1 2 DO 40987
1 23 LDN 1217
4 *t3 10284 G5
1 13 10285 K2
1 13 10286 K2
7 5 13 10287
I "41 22124 +7314
1 t3 10290 K0




































1 13 10296 K2
C 1 32 X2215+710
1 "41 22174+7304
1 23 LDN 1247
2 "13 10317
1 13 10320 K2
1 SV CEP
1 13 10342 K0
C





2 1 13 10398 K5
4 1 32 X2229+749
1 13 10399
2 13 10402 A2
1 13 10404
1 13 10409 K5
1 13 10417 K2
2 "23 LDN1251
2 °23 LDN1251
1 13 10425 F0
1 13'10430
1 23 LDN 1251
1 23 LDN 1251
3 13 10437MB



























Right Ascension: 22h36"'09_-22h56"'41 '
Position (19501 Flux Density
Name H
Galaclic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
tt 8 a _ Coords SMJ SMN 8 O 12 am 25 p.m 60 "am
h m . , (s) ( ) 1 b (") (") (°) N (Jansky)
7236I+7506 9.6 39 115+15 16 6 4 3
22362+7026 t3.5 32 112+11 32 16 19 3
?2366+7503 41,5 3 115+15 52 18 165 2
72372+7108 12.2 53 113+11 45 8 22 4
?2372+7239 12,9 11 113+13 25 11 178 3
22374+7055 25,4 36 113+11 32 14 21 3
22374+7217 26.7 1 113+12 28 10 12 4
72374+7103 29,9 44 113+11 26 12 23 3
->2376+7241 36,7 51 113+t3 15 6 180 3
?2376+7338 38,6 14 114+13 86 30 174 2
22376+7455 40.8 50 115+15 11 4 180 3
?2378+7027 52.3 25 112+ 11 19 10 3 3
?2384+7037 247 43 113+11 37 18 17 3
22384+7111 29.4 13 113+11 22 8 17 4
22385+7126 30.5 47 113+11 67 19 180 2
22385+7225 33,3 51 113+12 30 10 7 3
22385+7457 34.1 53 115+15 16 8 178 3
22385+7235 35,6 36 113+12 22 9 4 3
22387+7128 43.1 2 113+11 34 23 26 2
22390+7227 2.8 52 113+12 56 21 7 2
22392+7516 135 51 115+15 27 12 175 3
22393+7312 19.0 41 114+13 69 31 170 2
22396+7206 38.4 56 113+12 45 33 39 4
22396+7016 39.8 54 112+10 43 29 9 3
22397+7454 45.1 15 115+14 15 6 44 3
22397+7423 47.1 32 114+14 22 8 179 3
22398+7448 49.7 12 115+14 20 3 172 3
22399+7342 54.3 28 114+13 16 4 2 3
22405+7044 32.0 18 113+11 95 32 28 2
22407+7046 44.8 53 113+11 54 8 26 3
22409+721I 54.8 25 113+12 61 8 84 3
22410+7510 2.1 25 115+t5 14 8 4 3
22411+7711 9,0 1 116+16 28 9 168 3
22412+7332 15,8 3 114+13 38 25 177 3
22412+7045 t6,3 50 113+tl 15 9 10 4
22420+7145 2,3 37 113+12 28 13 180 5
22422+7333 14,5 t5 1t4+13 39 8 14 2
22424+7431 25,9 50 115+14 17 6 172 3
22424+7450 27,4 45 1t5+14 25 10 178 3
22426+7339 37.0 3 114+13 32 10 2 3
22431+7507 6.1 25 115+14 66 33 167 2
22431+7409 8.7 57 115+14 16 5 174 3
22441+7236 7.3 18 114+12 52 8 4 2
22441+7657 8.8 55 116+16 93 21 156 2
22443+7417 21.3 28 115+14 15 3 176 3
22444+7147 24.9 30 114+12 26 t7 3 4
22446+7027 37.1 47 113+10 49 3 85 4
22447+7502 43.9 36 115+14 71 18 14 2
22452+7015 16.5 47 113+10 24 8 176 2
22456+7213 41.4 4 114+12 40 25 3 3
22460+7236 2,9 52 114+12 28 9 t3 3
22469+7353 59,8 51 115+13 65 23 9 3
22471+7935 7.3 11 117+18 47 18 166 2
22471+7251 11,1 19 114+12 16 4 5 3
22475+7839 31,228 117+17 25 8 167 2
22480+753322477+752747.53.545116+15115+15! 211696 165 ! 32
22461 +7329 68 115+13 20 ! 4
22485+7105 31.5 40 113+11 13 8 23
22489+7158 56.3 52 114+12 22 9 9 3
22492+7648 15.1 1 116+16 39 14 160 3
22493+7926 24.C 60 117+18 70 29 174 2
22497+7224 46.2 56 114+12 25 4 9 3
22500+7113 1.2 32 114+11 31 8 90' 5
22501+7248 8.2 50 114+12 25 9 5 3
22504+7146 26,2 50 114+11 66 28 174 2
22506+7027 36.0 36 113+10 32 23 59 3
22506+7243 41.9 34 114+12 41 18 48 3
22509+7434 55.8 9 115+14 32 24 24 3
22509+7548 56.5 40 116+15 35 12 164 3
22510+7138 2.9 22 114+11 45 27 178 2
22511+7437 8.4 52 115+14 36 21 13 2
22512+7140 12.4 13 114+11 45 21 26 3
22512+7635 13.4 54 116+t6 56 8 159 2
22513+744I 20,3 52 115+14 32 25 14 2
22513+7046 23.8 22 114+10 37 8 13 4
22514+7320 28.2 171115+13 50 21 15 2
22516+7759 39.0 28 117+17 37 27 157 2
22517+7447 47.1 0 115+14 28 23 9 2
22518+7310 51.4 36 115+12 88 8 79 3
22518+7159 53.4 58 114+11 37 6 8 3
22520+7613 0.1 3 116+15 39 8 74 3
22523+7236 23.0 7 114+12 27 9 15 3
22524+7006 28.5 58 113+10 59 25 7 2
22525+7545 35.9 10 116+15 t8 10 2 3
22526+7847 37.8 33 117+17 31 8 170 2
22527+7838 42.5 3 117+17 32! 11 176 _22531+7958 10.9 21 118+19 32! 174
22532+7116 17.5 23 114+11 3g' 10 4 2
22533+7416 22.0 19 t15+13 70 36 179 2
22533+7934 22.1 51 118+18 30 11 168 2
22534+7734 26.3 40 117+16 32 8 3 3
22541+7144 11.8 55 114+11 t7 3 15 4
22546+7436 38.0 54 115+14 13 5 4 3
22549+7112 58,6 58 114+11 32 8 22 5
22552+7952 13.8 24 118+18 44 10 169 2
22558+7929 49.6 29 118+18 58 31 162 2
22562+7251 14.0 52 115+12 23 3 12 3






























































































1.71 .47 .40L I
1.81 ,53 .40L;
.35L ,25L .51




Declination: + 70°-+ 80*
Flags Association_
V L C
1130 "am Rux Corr A Con_sion R S A Sep
Uncs Coef R Flags' S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
7 "13 10440 K5 4 60
4 1 32 X2236+704 6 4
1 23 LDN 1251 434
4.59L BB AAL F 1 9600300008
5.55 CD NGCB )602000300
2,70 E G KC _600200028
2.94 CC CL HB 9600100108
2,44L C F A B 9600100008
3.49 CC F B 7501000100
4.35 BC J BA 9680000208
222L B CD 4601100200
8.02L BC AB 0 9500101008
1.59 D C 7700000010
66.84: DBCD BAAA 0 9240130028
2.70L B C MD 9500000000 i
2.43 C KHI B 9500000000 !
9.62LB BG J 9400100008
10.44LIC C L 9400220008
6.91L:B AH H 9500100008
6.24L=BC BC E 2 9501221028
6.54L CC ACMG 0 9500101218
9,40L F L 9500120008
8.62L D DD )500100108
1.62 CC _1L B D 9700000000
2.77 E E GF 9601000120
2.30 D HJ C 9681000108
5.08 C L G 7500000340
6.24 DB D EDAA 9501201108
505L B D A D 8500000008
624L DF CAB 9500100108
1.62L BC AB 0 6700001000
1.80 D D 9500200100
1.80: DD GD 9500200100
8.34L C CC 9501000008
1.24L B C AB 10 9701001000
1.77L C CI M 0500000000
2.98 D K HC 9500110020
1.88LI B C D 9600200100
3.10 C F NGD 9681010328
2.05L D CH 7600110020
4.30 BBCC AAAA 7500000008 45
7,65L DC i GCCG 6400002008
3.01 B MDB 6500000100
1.64 C I
; L D 9600001000
660L BD AC 0 3400102018
2.53 F' K HD 9600000008
1.24L C i B N _ 0500000000
4.40L BC ABGM' 0 3400000008
2.68 C'H KC! 9601000208
5.04 F C K F C 9502000310
1.92L C F L 9600100000
1.91L C BL 9601000000
1.97 D L D 9700000118
817L B BJ 7500010008
1.96 C L B 8600000010
203 C J B 5500000000
12.44L B B AA 1 6400000008
1.39L C BG E 4600000000
3,70 C E D 9601000030
1.54L CD BC 1 i 5500010000
2.64L FCC CAAK 0 4500010000
1.43L CC BB 7 9601000000
8.78L BD CC J O 9401020008




8.86L D CL N
3.62: CD Ht BB
2.27 D I D
2.70 B MHMC
3.86 F G B
2.76 C CC
1.43L C B













2,97 F N D
4
1 2 DO 41760 65 96
I 13 10447 5 90
1 1 "41 22376+7456 24 15
1 13 10451 K5 6 95
1 1 "41 22385+7457 4 3
1 16 14275 55 1500
1 "41 22391 +7517 18 4
8 1 32 X2239+732 39 8
C 1 321X2239+ 702 43 12
1 91U12160 77 155
1 2 DO 41822 82 91
1 t3 10472 5 93
2 "13 10473 5 86
1 16 14293 26 1400
8 1 32 X2241+735 15 8
C
8
1 31 RAFGL 2949 3 tl
1 13 10483 KS







8 1 32 X2247+732 40 8
0500000100 1 13 10516 A3 16 85
5500000O10 i
0 4410011008 I


















0600000000 2 13 !10533 9 9C
2300000008
3600000008
C 1 32 X2252+787 57 1_
1 13 10535 K5 6 73
t 13 10543 K2 3 8C
1 13 10546 K0 10 8[
1 13 10548 K0 8 7;
1 13 10553 K5 8_
11 PK 114+ 10.1 58
1.07L CE BCH 5 1601000000
3.73 FC DCC 2500010230
1.26L B AH 5600010010
1.36L C E 3600010000
7.71L C E L 9400000008
1.28 E D 8500000000
1.71 L C E M 3600000000
1.37L C C 3500000000
6.05L B B A B 0 5500002008
1.43L BD AADG 0 8600002000
7.46L B B 6400000008
1.51L D KGBD 3601000000
1.62 C FM D 4600000010
1.76L BD AD 0 0510010000
217L BD BCKI 0 3601000000
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25. 60. 100 Fm; 101 High Source Density Region.
13 10566 K0 4 6_
43
Right Ascension: 22h56m46'-23_25m08 '











































































23203 + 7019 8,2|




23208 + 7044 _2,61








23222 + 7237 5 15t
23226 + 7205 17 6]
23228 + 7120 iO.91




23240 + 7219 4 8_
23242 +7736 a _
23248 + 7218 ;O31
23249+7406 _4 b]
23249 + 7631 ;521




a B Coords SMJ SMN 0
(s) C) 1 b C) C) (')
46.7114 114+10 17 6 I 1!
3.314_ 114+10 17 8 2:
16.6 115+12 51 22 1
57.4 I'r7 116+15 58 39 1
11.712 114+10 59 31 2_
35,3 6 115+12 28 9 lZ
59.4 11 115+12 30 8 1E
35.2 21 115+11 24 6 11
35,3 27 115+12 21 6 ;
385 58 114+10 t0 3 21
40.3 8 116+15 17 9 17_
42.4 17 114+16 17 9 17
53.2 25 115+12 20 9 13
2.3 48 114+ 9 38 14 17£
223 45 114+10 44 20 7
41.1 51 116+13 21 9 3
6.2 39 114+10 13 8 23
20.9 15 114+10 16 8 49
56.8 11 118+17 24 11 171
58.8 0 115+11 73 26 176
45.5 52 116+13 20 9 3
56.7 0 118+18 48 15 t72
57.8 15 114+16 10 8i116
47.5 57 115+11 65 21 i178
32.9 21 114+10 13 8 121
40.8 40 116+13 18 8 17
59.3 52 117+16 57 33 160
64 34 118+18 56 17 175
16.6 3 116+14 18 6 1
23.4 11 115+ 9 11 3 27
_41124 117+18 11 4 172
4u118 115+10 13 8 15
16.2136 116+13 27 10 41
.>9.8159 115+10 23 11 45
]09158 115+11 50 20 11
_.4.5138 115+11 48 8 180
58.7] 28 117+16 12 8 6
::-': 4 116+12 30 11 179
t4.9153 116+12 25 18 14
13.1145 116+11 28 22 48
._8.51 4 116+12 23 8 11
3.8156 115+ 91 38 12 178
lm56 116+13 i 24 10 7
5.0111 115+10 I 23 8 t3
8,6131 117+15J 88 16 11
Ilm35 116+11 ] 64 8 88
?6.0l 1 118+16 28 9 172
}1.3126 117+14 36 28 8
154110 118+17 22 7 171
3 117+13 15 9 12
1 115+ 9 19 8 26
22116+126221,172
50117+152210171
26 116+10 26 11, 8
53 119+19 17 9] 17123 115+ 9 19 26
59 116+12, 24 10 8
7 116+ 10 I 19 9 10
15 116+12 I 37 26 19
30 118+16 I 25 8 180
I
24 t15+ 9 I 28 9 11
31 116+10 I 20 5 12
39 118+17 I 22 9 177
23 116+ 9 I 11 3 17
54 115+ 9 33 19 36
44 117+12 30 12 3
36 117+12 17 5 16
8 116+10 20 9 8
10 116+ 9 29 23 3
4 119+17 25 9 173
51 115+15 75 35 179
55 117+14 27 11 6
58 116_ 9 50 3 28
45 116+11 21 8 145
41 117+14 17 6 30 116110 39 1 4
19 t16+9 41 24] 24
40 t18+ 9 13 5 I 12
59 t16_ 9 34 14 23
38 116 _- 10 14 5 8
30 119+17 35 ! 17627 116,'10 22 20
44 116+ 9 49 3 29.
44 117+14 39 22il t76
2125 t16+ 9 31 21
45 117_-1t 36 20 16
0 116+11 25 10 14
33 116+10 44 13 11
8 117+12 17 16
6 117+12 21 13
17 t18_ 10 21 19
27 116+ 9 21 1 12
36 117_,11 51 25
15 .18`` 16 43 19.180
19 117+11 20 9 I 20
3 1t7+12 85 28[ 8
50 1t8+15 I 47 8_[2 178
52 116+ 9 I 49 13






































































































CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4)
(Not Color Corrected)











































































































































































































Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Cote R Flags* S 2
B D 4600000000 ;
B C M 6602010000 r
C G CC 5500010000 i
F I I E 3500000000
D I E 5600000000
B BG 4600110000
BC AAC 3600110000
B C A A 9600000000
C C I L E C 6500000330 (
ABC AABL 2611000000
BD ABGD 5500001100
C C E K 3601000000
C AFG 5600001000
C E 4601000000
C I DB ' 3700100000
C B E 5600000000
BC AB J 3700011000
B C A C M 36001 00000
C D A B 2600000000
C I J E I 9500000100
B A C 5601000000
C I M B I 3500000000
BB AA 3600001000
D E 5600000000
C B C t 3700000000
E 5600000000
C H F 4600000000








D AG I- 4600100000
E A F F 5600000000





B K H 9400000008
D I C 1800001000
El 9400000228
B I K C 5500000130 8
C I r 3501000000
C-,C 4600004000
8D ADI E 2700001000
E31 3700000000
C ] E 13 6500100020 8
3 B I 1600000000
CDI GBE 9600000008


















































































































































13 10671 A3 8
13 10674 K0 4
13 10685 K5 4
'13 10686 K0 5
13 10690 K2 8
2 DO 42913 47
13 10697 G5
16 14517 52 ]
I
'13 10709 K5 8
'41 23189+7357 20
1 RY CEP 5
13 10719 K0 8
2 DO 43001 50
13 10724 K5 8
2 DO 43009 67
13 10727 F5 20
'23 LDN 1261 302
t8 14560 30
23 LDN 1262 365
13 10737 A2 10
l
















































23252+7001 16.310116+ 9l 13 524
23253+7051 21.316116+2929' 2 46
23255+7110 35.740116+10 17 6 13
23259+7010 56.911 116+ 9 33 14 7
23266+7929 50.856119+18 78 31169
23269+7735 58.412119+16 18 8174
23269+7209 58.642117+11 56 ! 8 14
23278+7639 51.2 2118+15 31 _ 10180
23279+7127 55.3 7117+10 33 14 14
23280+7107 0.454116+10 15 4 11
23291+7051 1.741 116+ 9 80 8 92
23292+7016 13.725116+ 9 388 19
23296+7005 41.138116+ 9 16 6 22
23300+7550 1.539118+14 69 131 1223303+7420 19.79118+13 84 i 28
23313+7005 19.524116+ 8 165 15
23313+7357 20.9 2118+12 22 9 20
23315+7127 34.651:117+10 25 616
23319+7937580 9 119+18 76 3_ lg23321+7237 9.459117+11 23
23323+7634 2216 50 118+15 41 26 16623324+754624.626116+1463 28 175
23325+7153 32.4 10 117+10 92 18 26
23326+7225 39.346117+11 27 8 18
23326+7121 48.050117+10 15 5 15
23330+7145 3.925117+10 26 8 24
23333+7159 22.76117+10 61 16 14
23340+7025 2.1 1 117+ 9 35 12 15
23352+7205 12.5 5117+10 92 26 24
23360+7743 4.757119+16 53 24180
23366+7012 39.043117+ 8 30 8 18
23371+7343 9.730118+12 15 315
23372+7721 i16.216,119+15 15 52
23375+7030 31.838117+9 35821
23376+7232 36.341 '118+11 27 8 ' 19
23377+7127 45.432'117+10 22 20 170
23379+7825 56.09119+16 36 34142
23380+7009 5.4151 117+ 8 17 5 17
23381+7147 11.020117+10 21 9 17
23383+7521 18.C 16118+13 61 13 15
23384+7223 24.848118+11 47 8 21
23384+7035 26.523117+ 9 368 12
23384+7440 26,741118+1320 10 12
23364+7002 28.759117+ 8 195 18
23385+7704 33.258119+15 25 11174
23390+7014 0.1 5117+ 8 28 8 14
23390+7516 2.425 119+13 18 9 9
23393+7135 23.0 3117+10 35 8 58
23402+7212 17.026118+10 32 10 16
23404+7153 29.652118+10 34 11 12
23406+7147 40.0 6118+10 31 23 25
23407+7614 44.141119+14 42 25 3
23408+7343 51.127118+12 16 5 17
23413+7341 23.012118+12 56 26 11
23413+7130 23.7 5116+10 14 3 17
23414+7143 26.039118+10 17 10 55
23421+7327 7.115118+11 24 9 21
23427+7803 43.437119+16 32 8 53
23430+7359 1.556118+12 23 9 18
23433+7301 21.935118+11 38 8 19
23435+7018 34.139117+ 8 60 8101
23441+7408 7.713119+12 65 25 10
23443+7802 21.338120+16 20 88 _23444+7132 25.8 5118+10 2023445+7849 35.C 57120+17 30 221
23450+7500 5.415119+13 17 6 19
23453+7113 20.3 2118+ 9 28 8 16
23456+7313 37.344118+11 48 8103
23459+7017 55.041 118+ 8 32 15 10
23469+7004 56.755118+ 8 39 13 9
23469+7045 57.118118+ 9 16 9 16
23470+7321 2.158119+11 32 8 23
23472+7316 16.(_ 52119+11 55 42 21
23475+7745 34.332120+ 16 26 4174
23477+7043 43.815118+ 9 71 31 18
23491+7053 11.812118+ 9 40 8 18
23495+7719 33.725 120+15 46 13 ;23408+784837.724120+1722 18
23497+7451 42.211 119+13 18 9 17
23499+7228 54.858119+10 22 7 22
23500+7516 1.1 3119+13 18 6 9
23500+7100 2.239118+ 9 48 8 96
23500+7244 4.123119+11 23 23164
23501+7256 10.1 4119+11 23 9 23
23505+7047 34.511 118+ 9 36 8 10
23507+7803 45.831120+16 34 30161
23509+7554 58.321119+14 15 5 20
23515+7004 30.548118+ 8 38 11 12
23518+7254 48.329119+11 79 35 11
23521+7831 11.C 32120+16 49 8 1
23523+7616 18.E 16120+14 19 8 17
23524+7621 24.335120+14 65 27 14
23525+7333 35,E 39119+11 29 10 20
23528+7435 49244119+12 24 8 73
23529+7822 55.5 23 120+16 17 85 0323531+7801 6.4 18 120+16 35 18
23532+7738 16.436120+15 67 12174
23533+7709 20.5 50 120+15 46 28 9
23534f7756 24.8 50 120+16 58 301 3
23536+7043 37.3 t6 118+9 26 10 25
Right Ascension: 23h25m16"-23h53m37" Declination: +70°-+80 °
Position (1950) Flux Density Flags Associations
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty C ('Not Color Corrected) V L C
6 (x 8 C_,OrbdS SMJ SMN .0 N° 12 pm 25 _m 60 p,m 100 v.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sepham. ° (s) (") (") (") ( ) (Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags" S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
2.69 1.91 .58L 16.50L BB AAFF 0 9401201008
.25L .25L .39: 2.45 'BBCD KCDC 96000000083.48 1.41 .40L 2.43L AAG 0 9701000000
.25L .25L .40L 4.08 C I CB 9600100008
.27L .68L .40L 1.24 C D 2600000000
.72 .25L .40L 1.37L C AE : 3500010000 1 2 DO 43146 35 95
.25L .25L .40L 2.60 C I B 9700000008
.31 25L .41L 1.62L C D 0i 8600000000.25L .70L .45L 3.20 C ME e 9700000208 4
10.14 4.48 .86 10.91L BBB AACI 6500000008
.25L 25L .56L 4.06 C GB 9601000008
.24 ,25L .40L 13.03L BCC C DG 9400010008 1 13 10769 90
.25L .33 3.34 4.95 BAA 7600000008 1 11 PK 116+ 8.1 22
.25L ,25L .40L 1.64 C D 6600000000
25L .26L .51L 1.48 D O C 4500000000
3.46 .85 .40L 12.10L BC AAJ 19500000008 4 1310779 M0 5 85
.71 ,15: .40L 2.04L CD BE 05501020000 3 "1310780K0 66 81
.29 .25L .40L 2.78L C C 7700010000 1 1310782 90
.25L .25L .45L 1.43 C FC 9400000000
1.00 .45 .4OL 1.72L BC AC 3 8700002000 2
3.65L .2BL .58L 1.39 F L KHB 5700000000
.25L .25L .40L 2.57 C J DD 9500001120
.4OL .25L .40 3.42L D D 6700000000
.82 .19 .40L 1.50L BD BB 09701000000 11310789 9l 85
8.83 1.92 .45: 2.41L BBD AADF 19700000100 4 1310790 K0 61 60
.32 25L .40L 2,29L C BJ 9700000000
.40L .25L ' .40L 1.94 E F B 7700000000
.30 .25L .40L 14.94L C C 6501100018
.25L .79L ' .40L 2.88 D D 7701000010
.25L .25L .81L 1.51 C DC 6501001000
.36 .25L .40L 3.26L C CH 2700000000 1 13 10812 5 87
1.25 .24 .40L 1.80L BC AC O 9600000000 2 13 10817G5 3 60
20.67 4.59 .75 1.10L BBB AAA 0 560000000019 7 *13 10618K0 2 33
.35 .25L .40L 3.22L C C L 6600000000 1 13 10821 K5 1 77
.65 .25L .40L 6.38L C BD F 7500000008
.31L .25L .40L 4.73 C C H F D 0800000000
_25L .25L .41L 1.11 O I D 7500000000
8.40 2.90 .79 2.72L BBB AAA 3 4600000000 2 3 RAFGL3128 481 15
1.07 .29 .40L 2.22L BC AC G 0 9700001000
,25L .25L .40L 1.96 D C 7501100100
.29 : .25L .40L 11.50L E D M 9500000008
.25 .46L .40L 2.55L C CL 6701000000
.88 .30 .40L 2.36L BC AC D O 6501000010
4.29 1.81 .49 2.59L BBC AAB O 3600000000 1 173198 52 I
.31L .25L .40 1.00L E CDBE 3701000000 I 13 10830 26 I 65
.27L .25L .74 2.60L B H F B C 6600000000
.47 .25L .40L 1.51L C AKH 7601100100 1 13 10836 K2 5 I 80
.25L .25L .40L 3.04 E B 9601000000
.51 .25L .40L 7.37L B BHI M 9500000008
.29L .25L .69 2.05L C NCC 9701000010
.25L .25L .54L 2.58 C GC 9601100010
,26L .39L .40L 2.43 D C 3601000000
4.89 1.19 .40L 1.61L AB AA 0 8600100000 3 t3 10842 21 87
.25L .25L .40L 1.79 F I C 5600100000
5.92 2.19 .40L 2.13L BB AAD 4 9700000000 1 16 14687 171 145
.57 .30 .40L 2.07L BE BC 0 9701101000
.42 .25: .40L 1.46L FD CD 12700001000
39 i .25L .40L 1.62L C D 6401120000 12 2 DO 43565 60 I 86
96 34 .40L 139L BC AB 04601002000
.40 .25L .40L 6.63L C CMG 6602010008
.26L 25L .64 4.09 CC M CB 4600000000
.25L 25L .62L 2.18 C DC 7601000000
.41 .25L .42L 1.40L D BKJ 6501120000 1 1 13 10855 10 I 91
.48 .25L .40L 1.56L E B DJ G 4701000000
25L .25L .40L 1.09 C B 4501000000
2.15 36 .48L 1,18L BC AALI 0 1600001000 2 13 10858 K5 5 I 86
.46 25L .40L 1.76L D CE 4801000000 1 13 10859 K0 4 I 77
.39 .25L .40L 1.69L D B H 9700020100
.25L .25L .42: 620 DB DB 4500000310
.25 .25L .40L 4.36L C A 4600000000
=
.65 .18: .40L 2.15L BD C BB 146001000001
,29L .25L 1.09 2,36L A 8700100000
,54L .25L .40L 2,51 E I I F 9601100310
i.23 .56 .40L 1.07L BC AA 0 8600000000 1 1 ATCEP 11 I 3
.27L .25L .50L 3,08 C GE 4600100000
.25L .25L .53 3,11L C L D 6500000000
.27 .34L .50L 1.00L C FMG 6600000000 2 "13 10874F5 71 65
90 .21 .40L 152L BD AD G 0 3400000000 1 13 10875 31 87
.64 .25L .40L 1,83L B BEND 0500000000
1.60 .49 .53L 6.81L BC ABN 2 9300101008
AC 3500000000 3 13 10679K2 6 I 651.17 .34L .40L 1.75L C
.47 .22: .40L 2.36L B D C F 0 7500000000
.25L .25L .40L 3.28 C C 9601000030
.79 .40 .40L 1.48L BC AD 1 9700000000
.32L .25L .40L 2.21 F GB 6600000000
.71L .65L .40L 1.73 F E 6500000100
6.41 2.55 .60L 1.55L BC AAD 51600000000 1 1 TX CEP 5 I 3
.28 .67L .41L 4.70L C B K 4600000000
.26L .52L .40L 1.89 F KC 0800001020
.25L .25L .40L 1.31 C H B 8500010000
1.06 .25 .40L 1.22L BD AC 1 9700000000 1 13 10892 3 ] 93
.63L .50L .40L 1.52 C B 9600000000
.68 .16: .40L 1.70L FD BD 0 4600000000
.45 .25L .40L 2.19L C BH M 4501000000 1 13 10899 K0 4 I 80
6.92 3.84 ,67 1.00L ABB AAB 0 9500000000
.37L .25L .75 2.01L B NEBC 6500101200 4
.30 .25L .40L 156L C C GM 9600000000 1 13 10902 K0 6 J 77
.25L .44L .46L 1.18 MGC 9601000000
.25L .71L .41L 1.34 C NJE 6601101400 41 32 X2353+77g 1161 4
37 .27 40, 309,c B• L ?OOOOOOO
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12. 25, 60, 100 _.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
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ct _ Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 .am
(s) (") 1 b (") (") (') N
41,8 119_- , 23 3 321
42.0 119_ I 18 ,45:
51.0 119+ ! 22 3 .34
6.7 118_ , 22 3 9136
7.3 120_ 17 3 25L
21.4 119+ ' 28 2 23
37.6 1184 19 2 25L
t0.7 119+ ' 24 3 3.63
34.6 129_r 13 2 1.01
44.9 119t 28 3 .70
57.7 119+ i 23 3 .60
594 119+ 22 3 .75
18.4 119+ ' 29 2 25L
46.2 120_ 8 2 .43
50.0 119+ ' 26 3 .64
19.1 120+ , 174 2 .25L
19.7 120+ 117 2 25L
34,5 119+ 26 3 1.53
37.7 119+ 19 3 .74
40,6 t19+ 12 3 .25L
06 119+ 23 3 .35
6.5 120+ 20 2 4.21
8,3 120+ 26 2 1.25
51.8 119_- 28 2 .53
45.2 120+ 53 3 .25L




































1(30 pm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
1.78L BB AAB 0 4600100000
251L FD GB 0 5500100000
1.41L B BI 0700000000
27.33 ABCC AAAA 1 3400000000 31
2.55 C M C 9600000010
269L C A 4500000000
3.30 D E K E 4601000000
1.50L AB AAD 3 5502100300
1.34L BD AC 0 5500001000
1.57L CF BF 7 6700010000
192L B BF 2500100000
183L C B I E 4600000000
1.96 C C 4600000000
158L C B 1501000000
1.72L BF AC 0 2500100000
1.74 D D 8600000010
1.29 D J D 9600000010
1.15: BBDC AABD 0 1601000000
1.07L B D B B I 1 4700000000
3.15 C F 5400000000
2.92L B B 2700000000
1.57L CBC AAFH 1 4701000100
2.34L BC AB G 0 4600000000
226L C B L 2601000000
1.36 CC FDFE 9600100000
1.30L B B A AI 1 4700000000
Declination: + 70"- + 80*
Associations
5ep
Name Type (") Mag
t 13 10904 K2 4 81
2 3 RAFGL 3181 6 20
1 2 [3043860 38 106
1 13 10916 K0 4 85
t 13 10917 7 90
2 13 10927 6 65
1 2 DO 43946 48 100
1 10 M_13-01-003 163
4 2 DO 44003 23 93
"Confusion Flags: 1} CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
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hrn. , , (s) ()









00003 + 6908 19.6
00003 + 6320 20.4
00003 + 6204 23.5
00003 + 6338 23.9
00004+6613 24.6
00004 + 6105 24.8
00005+6441 :]2.6
00006+6549 :]7.5






00008 + 6534 52.7
00009 + 6303 55.4






















00018 + 6344 53.0
00019+6819 55.7
00019+6716 59.3
00020 + 6001 1.3
00020+6708 1.4
00020 + 6653 4.3









00023 + 6508 223
00023 + 6049 23,1
00023 + 6633 23.7
00023+6719 23.9
00024 + 6307 27.7
00024+6120 28.5
00025 + 6708 31.0
00025+6141 32.3
00025 + 6733 32.4
00025+6723 35.9







00028 + 6443 50,2
00028+6210 52,9
00028 + 6336 52.9


















• Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) al
Flux Density
H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
Coords SMJ SMN 80 12 um 25 am 60 `am I00 `am
/b C) C) (') N
4 39 4 1.90
3 41 4 .54:
6 38 3 .84
5 45 4 .59
5 33 4 1.34
3 34 5 .77
6 35 3 .29
4 66 5 .48:
3 38 4 31
8 13 3 ,40L
8 36 3 ,52
19 45 2 ,44L
8 125 2 .23
11 64 4 .25L
9 35 3 96
13 _ 31 3 25L
7 43 3 .25L
10 29 3 .44
3 24 5 .34:
12 44 4 .86L
5 i 34 3 .33:
11 31 2 .43
10' 29 3 42
13 29 3 .34
19 43' 2 .39L
10 41 ! 3 ,35
3 37 5 2.31
7 35 3 .26L
18 45 2 .57L
14 19 3 .25L
5 26 3 .70
3 38 5 12.69
5 35 5 .81
6 18 3 136
7 38 3 .45L
4 35 3 1.13
5 37 4 .40
13 34 2 .30:
9 21 3 .90
8 48 2 .45
6 35 3 2.34
3 35 5 ,73:
9 33 3 .45
5 32 3 3.74
3 45 4 .65
3 74 3 .33L
7 19 3 .31L
10 17 2 .26L
3 57 3 1.41
3 33 5 1.02
4 29 3 1.31
3 36 5 .62
4 39 5 2.20
9 32 3 .97
8 46 3 .77
7 41 3 .25L
12 30 2 .38L
14 45 3 .26L
3 22 2 1.15L
15 47 3 ,25L
3 14 2 .32L
3 46 3 ,25L
7 28 4 .60
15 21 2 .25L
15 20 5 1,41L
13 33 3 ,25L
10 28 2 ,24
25 57 3 ,25L
4 34 5 ,78
12 42 2 ,38L
9 31 2 .70
3 33 3 .40L
9 27 2 ,46
10 68 3 ,60
9 51 3 .29L
12 32 3 .29L
22 14 2 .42L
3 28 3 6.75
3 34 5 .82:
3 41 3 .26L
I
3 31 3 .32L
3 32 3 3.17
7 44 4 .25L
t0 33 2 .91L
t4 48 2 .26
8 43 3 1.64L
12 36 4 1.50L
3 8 5 1.04
8 27 3 .39
11 23 3 .25L
12 36 3 .41L
8 29 3 32
4 35 5 _ ,79
3 23 3' .35L
7 39 3 .25L
4 35 5' .90
9 45 3 ! .52:
15 30 3 ! 25L
9 37 4 ! ,48



















.60 I 5.05 41.38L

























.95 1.79L i t8.36L
1.14 11 30L I 33.96L
.58: 2.32 ] 12.22





























.25L 1,40 i 20.63L
.25L .47 12.03L
4.03 .75 8.56L
1.48 19.92 i 73.91L
.25L 1,16 i 20.62L
.25L 1,00: i 6.90
1.26 .55L i 3.67L
.45 6.88:! 19.41
.34 16.62L i 73.91L
.25L .53L 22.83L
.67 19.92L 68.53L














12, 25, 60, 100 `am;
Flags
v
Flux Corr A Confusion
Uncs Coef R FIags*
BB AB 0 970320360C
DED CBE 8 972484940F
FFEE BBCA 9 95F354350C
CC BBEC 6 970468965F
BC AB 0 460000100C
BCCF BBBD 2 86C478943F
C B L J 960320000C
CFC CCA 8 760252720F
CDF CCAE 0 884767853F
D F C 960100000C
B C 2700310000
C F F C 7500000008
C D 5700000000
C I J GB 470200350C
BE AD E 0 3501011208
CD I DD 978000032C
E D I EBB 968320360C
DFD ECBD 8 456416623C
DD E DDHB 1 995739874C
C E C B G 960459988F
CF DEF 1 960524543C
DDE CBDE 2 370346435C
C S H 3700200000
D EJ I 860 t20000C
C E 3700000000 '
C C J J G 5400000008C ACFD 3 970156877F!
FCC I DCC 9700011318!
D E 8400000008
DC L GB 9600000108
BEE BDFC 0 1654214537C
AB AAFJ 4 970410550F
F FD CBEC 5 86F667965F
BBF AACG 0 452367645C
C D F DC 970429923C
BC AA 4 i 5700000000
C D BA G 0 970259953C
FF EDFG 9 550324564C
BD AD 0 960t00000C
C B F 5500100008
BC AB 4 5501000008
CFD BCCB 9 976477898F
B B F 7401000008
BB AAE 0 960000010C




CF F CCGD 9 454346645C
BCD BBBJ 3 973239921C
BC AA 3 540011100C
BB BAJ 2 960339996C
BE ABD 8 862378851F
BC _AB 5 340011131C
C B F L 6500000108
CFF GEEE 360144464C
D GBI 978310743C
CC E DA 8641011318
FF ECDE 460344645C
CC HFED 8500111318







C C K D C 3600000008
BBDC BABB 0 96A349996C
F E DGDB 7503365558
B B K 99012000OC
F E G C B L 970047833C
cD B 5701300000FF CFBC 280164545C
D E DB 7504165548
D B B J 9901100OOC
D H 9502002438
CBC AACC 0 9600100108
CFC DCA 9 774456501F
D KAF 960100012C
CD KFDB 6600110408
BB AAI 5 5721100000
DCF CBEC 56C134565C
F ND D 968249998C
D F D 5500100008: B 770559940F
D H I B 970000000F
=
DD D ABCGA 9 966437465F4600000000
F D F E E C 3642000408
C F B 7600010000
BCBD BBAB 0 5700001000
DD CBC 9 960259996F
F E HCB 960146731C
CCC DGB 6640003308
DCEE BBAB 4 777479440F
DE CBI D O 970479990F
CD K DB 4700000008
B BI EG 760100000C
BBC AAAC 0 9500100008
10) High Source Density Region.
Declination: + 60 °- + 70 °
Associations
AC Sep
# T Name Type (") Mag
5 10937 GO 60
3 OCL 0286
3 S 170 1200
3 CED 214A
2 CED 214A
2 00002 + 6641 6
2 00003 + 6716 2
1 00002 + 6612 8
1 00005 + 6549 14
1 00007 + 6638 4
2 00007 + 6601 I
3 LDN t273
3 10942 B1 62
1 10944 85
7 $171 9999
1 X0001 +603 4
1 10947 K5 80





3 X0001 +660 15
1 DO 44053 98
1 3218
1 O0O16+6639 3
3 10954 A0 60
4 10955 K5 77
2 S171 9999
1 X0O01 + 637 6
1 00017 + 6727 7
1 X0001 + 637 6
2 CED 215
1 00019+6716 7
1 00020 +6708 1
7 10956 K0 57
1 FF CAS 3
1 XO001 + 660 15
1 CED 215
t X0001 +601 4
1 CED 215
1 10960 KO 70
1 00023 + 6634 I
1 00024 + 6707 7
1 X0002+617 11
2 10963 K0 72
2 00026 + 6723 2
I DO 22688 95
I CED 215
I 00026 + 6732 4
$171 9999
._ X0002 + 657 15
5 $171 9999
._ 00031 + 6638 4
I DO 22700 106
I X0003+612 4
._ $171 9999
I 00033 + 6726 3












































































































a _ Coords SMJ SMN O(s) C) 1 b C) C) (')
_O,0135 118+ 2 103 19 42
50.9113 118- 1 12 4 35
_.1.8153 118 1 15 fi 36
52,5127 118+ 3 14 5 I 34
_13.3130 119+ 6 24 9 I 20
_,8,8151 119+ 6 23 5 ] 27
52.0141 118- 0 17 8 I 32
55.4151 118- 0 57 20 I 29
57.5110 118+ 0 63 25 1 47
0.1159 119+ 5 13 4 I 39
2.0114 119+ 5 23 8 ] 34
2.1123 119+ 8 33 8 I 24
3.0117 118+ 2 34 151 13
3/1138 119+ 7 28 8] 25
3.4129 118+ 3 15 5 ] 37
4,7123 119+ 5 16 5 I 26
9.8129 118+ 4 50 8 ] 39
10.01 3 118- 1 24 4 ] 26
13,1139 119+ 5 24 6 ] 31
17.61 6 118+ 3 28 12 I 34
19.2127 118+ 4 26 31 30
23.8136 116+ 3 20 10 ] 36
260159 118+ 3 14 3 ] 74
26,9151 118+ 2 33 16 I 25
29.0113 118- 1 14 4 I 35
31.2143 118+ 2 16 8 I 32
31.6125 119+ 5 36 3 i 36
35.6140 118- 1 26 10 ] 27
_.1.91 8 118- 0 18 8 ] 34
¢3.01 9 119+ 6 38 9 I 27
¢6,8158 119+ 6 61 17 I 15
47,0120 118+ 2 16 6 30
47.3111 118+2 28 81 39
47.4135 1t9+ 5 32 6 ! 31
49.0139 119+ 4 66 13 43
50.71 5 119+ 7 32 8 26
57,0136 118+ 2 12 _ _ 29
57.4146 119+ 5 12 _' 72
58.7141 118- 1 14 5 i 37
59.4145 118- 1 17 8 37
i
0.5]66 119+ 4 28 3 45
93114 119+ 5 26 7 32
10.7147 t18+ 0 35 12 26
13.4i 2 119+ 5 24 6 26
16.4139 119+ 5 35 3 31
21.61 7 118- t t9 6 31
26.7] 9 119+ 5 11 5 68
27.3146 118- 0 26 3 31
29,4[57 119+ 5 15 7 27
32,9119 119+ 5 17 5 72
40,4_12 119+ 4 28 7 45
44.7E 49 118 1 31 3 38
45,4i 8 118 2 13 5 35
467154 118+ 2 = 21 8 33
516] 6 118- 1 38 3 25
54,0] 6 119+ 5 17 6 65
55,0132 118+ 1 17 5 34
59,1147 119+ 6 33 3 32
52[ 2 118- 0 18 9 27
10.8I 4 118+ 0 16 5 33
12,0159 118+ 2 27 8 33
13,5116 119+ 4 18 10 39
t5.5111 118+ 1 36 8 t10
19.5127 1t8+ 1 15 9 34
20.6113 118+ 0 15 5 27
21.2165 118- 2 72 24 48
2t.3125 119+ 5 15 5 32
27.2145 119+ 5 23 12 19
27.6145 1t9+ 4 40 10 44
27.91 7 119 _-5 21 3 60
31OI 5 118- 1 93 21 45
32,0152 119+ 5 24 9 19
34,2148 119+ 5 30 10 31
34.5115 119+ 5 32 7 32
35.6115 118- 2 16 5 32
37.1123 119+ 6 27 8 22
382140 119+ 3 15 8 43
39.1] 8 119+ 5J 59 3 103
45.9119 119+31 27 3 23
47.7134 118+ 1 14 3 32
49.71 5 119+ 5 20 8 33
581120 118+ 0 18 6 29
58.4151_ 118 - 0 28 18 47
4.6128 119_r 3 13 3 37
5,1141 119+ 3 19 6 42
7,7[1E 119+ 4 28 8 124
6.611; 119+ 5 29 3 26
12,2125 119+ 5 29 3 29
18.011E 118+ 1 21 7 38
29.5l 1E 119+ 5 26 9 33
33.81 E 118_ 1 25 5 44
43312£ 119+ 3 14 3 34
470] 17 119 _. 4 19 10 35
475137 119_ 6 47 16 21
50,0[47 119+ 4 27 9 26
50.5_2_ 118 0 62 3 110
0.8]2; 118+ 1 15 5 34
9.611£ 118 2 18 8 35
t0.513E 119_ 2 18 3 36










































































































Declination: + 60 °- + 70"
100 /_m Flux
Uncs





16.75L )C _8 K t
2451L I




9.97L " I ML I
3,65 C DB I




7.72 CC DB I
47.86L ;FE ;CD l
21,16L C DCDI
7,20 EC AI DBI
26.94L ;
42,53: _BCC _,ABBI
4.52L E "_ B B I
19,27L ]C _
3,86L ;D kCM I
326,23L D ;BBFI
22,27L DB (_8 I
30,92L ]
23.O4L C F BB I
25 56Li D
194,88 i ;BDE _.DCBI
194 88L 1 3E ....
47.66L! ?,DD )CCI I
24,97LI D KH I












9.24: DD -3J CB
36,67: EED :DBB












13.13 C . HGB







25.78: D F -IBFC
7.53 C J B
24.38L 3 3
24.61L D <DC









9.01 CE K GB
261,32 BBCF 3BBB
17.52 BDC AAA





28.60L C A D
261.32L CC CBCC
7,38 [ J FB
14.88 E MJ KD
2305L D BDK

























:) 95001000061 1 16
9 060020541C I 6




460000030C I 4 1 13
480000000C 1
060000100C [ 1 41





3501003008 1 1 23
5500101208 I
960112121C I
550200011C I 1 '41
1 838024454CI 7 2 11
0 930024443C I 7
0 966535840CI 1 '41
960031340F I 2
960010000C I 1 13
2 860100000C I
9 95F757665FI 2 '41
0 94000000081 2 13
0 94001100081
870111520FI 6 2 '32
9 968439961C I
4600000000 I
970314410C I 2 '41
0 692322401F] 1 '41
4500O011081
9 677758987FI 1 '41
5600101208


















9 765537875F 1 '41
966100000C




870325970C 1 1 '41






3 6710101000 27 4 1E
970124650C 1
1 4700101000 2 ,"




7 960413211C 1 "41




9 22C016863C F 1 3;
1701 00000C
960000333C A
970024432F 6 1 °4'
6400001308


























































































*Confusion Flags: I) CIRRUS-I, 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
48
Right Ascension: 00h08"14'-00h12"59 _ Declination: +60°-+70 °
Position 0950) Flux Density "Flags Associations
t Galactic Uncertainty (Not Color Corrected) V L C
a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 0 12 pm 25 _tm 60 Vm 100 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion A







































































































C) C) (') J_
47 118+ 1 14 8
15 119+ 3 21 3
53 119+ 2 41 3
58 118+ 1 24 3
27 119+ 2 I 22 8
58 119+ 2 25 12
2 119+ 5 22 3
25 119+2 28 9
35 118- I i 20 9
31 119+ 5 32 12
12 118- 2 I 13 6
55 119+ 2 ] 14 8
2 119+ 6 ] 26 7
21 119+ 3 j 49 15
53 118- 2 I 24 10
11 118- 2 ] 15 5
15 119+ 5 41 11
18 118- 2 J 15 3
16 116- 2 I 41 17
41 119+ 1 19 9
2O 119+ 2 30 10
10 118+ 0 50 3
16 116- 0 39 3
35 119+ 4 34 9
15 119+ 4 15 8
5 119+ 5 98 17
9 116- 2 23 10
60 119+ 6 46 3
10 118- 1 13 3
4 119+ 5 23 9
24 116+ 0 16 5
29 119+ 2 28 10
53 118+ 0 16 5
10 119+ 2 85 6
4 119+ 5 24 3
53 118+ 0 26 8
25 119+ 6 21 9
39 119+ 1 43 8
28 119+ 3 20 3
39 118- 2 22 11
10 119+ 1 54 17
38 119+ 5 23 9
43 t18- 0 28 13
21 119+ 3 40 1081119+ 5 33
2 119+ 4 30 8,
22' 119+ 4 27 8
27 118- 2 32 8
55 118- 1 20 9
57 119+ 0 36 12 I
14 119+ 2 26 3
53 119+ 1 14 4 !
39 119+ 3 31 12
47 119+ 1 32 13
44 119+ 3 33 11
55' 119+ 6 19 3
58 120+ 7 38 8
21 119+ 4 17 8
2 118- 1 34 3
43 119+ 5 18 6
55, 119+ I 19 6
¢3 119+ 3 29 14
34 120+ 6 23 11
34 118- 2 40 8
7 119+ 5 29 10
60 119+ 0 26 19
43 118- 2 20 3
53 119+ 2 63 10
30 120+ 6 20 8
42 119+ $ 19 3
42 119+ 5 17 3
33 119+ 4 19 8
15 119+ 5 15 5
46 119+ 2 38 t4
31 120+ 7 18 6
1 119- 0 13 5
6 119+ 2 12 5
11 119+ 3 15 5
39 119+ 0 32 8
49 119+ 4 17 3
8 119+ 4 17 3
26 119+ 1 20 9
56 120+ 7 45 8
22 119+ 3 44 8
56 119+ 4 16 8
7 119+ 2 25 11
41 119- 2 15 9
43 118- 2 44 18
8 119+ 5 18 9
22 120+ 6 32 9
20 119- 2 69 15
24 t20+ 5 33 8
19 119- 1 28 10
59 120+ 6 20 10
418 119- 1 17 3119 1 58 3
47 120+ 6 I 27 3
18 119- 1 I 22 8
8 119+ 3 13 8
19 119+ 3 27 3
____4__ __
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60, 100 u.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
X0O08 + 641 12
11020 81
00083 + 6735 15
00085+6543 4
00087 + 6711 4
TMSS +60006 27













! X0011 ,.v682 1
11054 A0 8O
X0011 +627 14











00127 + 6723 3
S 172 60
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a /t ct _ Coords SMJ SMN 0





































































































25 u.m 60 p.m
(Jansky)









Declination: + 60 °- + 70 °
Associations
Sep






























00178 + 6522 00133









h%. 8 (%(_) c_o_ 5,., S.N° , (") (-) (_)N
30179+6121 54.1 28 119- 1 27 12 28 3
30179+6728 57.3 16 120+ 5 54 17 18 2
30179+6750 58.3 1 120+ 5 53 21 16 2
30179+6136 59,1 7 119- t 23 5 48 2
30180+6909 0.4 57 120+ 7 45 18 36 2
30180+6131 1,0 52 119- t 14 8 36 3
30180+6414 1,1 13 120+ 2 13 5 34 4
30180+6908 2.0 3 120+ 7 22 9 31 3
30180+6610 3.9 3 120+ 4 28 8 27 3
00180+6151 5,3 30 119 1 17 6 37 3
30181+6101 8,2 0 119-1 42 4 43 3
00181+6528 9.1 15 120+ 3 23 3 36 4
00181+6140 9.6 53 119 1 17 5 34 3
30181+6247 9.8 21 119+ 0 28 9 28 2
00182+6044 12,5 30 119-2 22 3 148 3
00162+6223 13.4 40 119+ 0 17 6 38 3
00182+6002 14.2 51 119- 2 22 13 35 3
00182+6035 15.5 4 119 2 26 11 28 3
00182+6307 15.8 4 120+ 1 16 8 31 4
D0183+6335 t9.2 31 120+ 1 38 8 39 4
00183+6444 24,C 9 120+ 2 30 11 30 3
00184+6601 28,8 41 120+ 4 19 3 35 4
00184+6619 29,8 11 120+ 4 17 3 28 3
00185+6505 33.E 29 120+ 3 18 14 83 5
00185+6302 34,1 42 120+ 1 15 6 36 4
00166+6132 41,0 47 119- 1 22 3 33 3
00187+6059 42.1,4t 119- 1 17 6 38 3
00187+6514 42,626 120+ 3 40 3 125 5
00187+6238 43,4 30 120+ 0 23 13 48 2
00187+6127 44,1 51 119- 1 19 7 28 3
00187+6114 47,9 37 119- 1 23 10 34 3
00188+6738 52,8 1 120+ 5 18 3 25 3
00188+6042 53.3 43 119- 2 36 16 34 2
00188+6551 53.7' 47 120+ 3 36 8 44 3
00188+6732 54,0 39 120+ 5 20 9 23 3
00189+6011 58.6 11 119- 2 23 10 38 3
00190+6048 3,0 9 119- 2 34 7 23 2
00190+6309 6.0 31 120+1 21 8 46 4
00191+6235 7.9 3120+0 60 8110 )00192+6116 14.14119127 27
00192+6132 18.0 9 119-1 23 7 36 3
00194+6326 25.7 40 120+t 48 3 37 3
00194+6910 29.7 21 120+7 57 30 152
00195+6350 31,3 35 120+1 36 8 47 4
00195+6109 34.533 119-1 35 11 482
00196+6152 36.4 17 120-1 28 3483
00196+6531 36.5 10 120+3 41 8 29 2
00196+6155 38.1 15 120-0 22 9 29 3
00196+6345 41.0 21 120+1 19 8 464
00198+6019 50.0 23 119-2 28 10 35 3
00198+6054 50.344 119-1 24 12 343
00199+6735 57,8 47 120+ 5 30 8 27 3
00200+6223 3.7 4 120- 0 45 9 46 2
00200+6523 5.2 50 120+ 3 16 4 38 4
00201+6036 6.8 35 i 119- 2 23 1I 29 3
00201+6415 9,9 12 120+ 2 17 3 43 4
00202+6125 12,9 36 120- 1 65 3 124 3
00202+6956 13,4 27 120+ 2 17 7 41 4
00202+6143 13,7 8 120- 1 45 14 26 2
00202+6111 14.1 41 120- 1 43 12 25 2
00202+6228 14.8 t7 t20+ 0 31 3 33 3'
00202+6551 15.2 5 120+ 3 26 9 30 3
00202+6913 16.3 47 120+ 7 34 16 17 2
00203+6218 20,8 55 120-0 49 8 116 3
00204+6730 25.7 55 120+ 5 20 9 26 3
00204+6354 26,0 39 120+ 1 14 5 37 4
00204+6142 29.3 29 120- 1 25 8 36 3
00205+6204 31.1 60 120- 0 36 : 3 113 3
00205+6003 32.6 17 119- 2 68 8 111 3
00205+6202 34.1 15 120- 0 I7 3 38 3
00206+6555 37.8 29 120+ 3 17 5 33 3
00206+6034 40.3 31 120- 2 15 6 36 3
00207+6302 44,6 33 120+ 1 43 8 121 3
00208+6425 48.3 51 120+ 2 27 10 43 4
00210+6619 2.1 58 120+ 4 38 14 29 3
00210+6221 4.9 39 t20- 0 15 4 40 3
00210+6554 5,1 46 120+ 3 21 7 31 ,3
00210+6613 5.4 15 120+4 42 ) 27i300210+6256 5,9 _18 120+ 1 45 t 48
00211+6647 8.1 35 120+ 4 28 10 26 3
00211+6123 9.1 5 120- 1 35 7 37 3
00211+6549 9.E 26 120+ 3 17 6 31 3
00211+6224 11,2 35 120- 0 60 10 46 2
00211+6242 11.3 28 120+ 0 25 8 46 4
00212+6126 12.7 52 120- 1 16 8 37 3
00212+6034 13 7 25 120- 2 21 6 31 3
00212+6203 15.1151 120 0 24 8 39 3
00212+6334 15.4 55 120+ 1 48 9 48 3
00212+6422 t63 47 120+ 2 29 3 36 4
00212+6208 117.9 44 120- 0 52 16 46 2
00213+6530 22.0 25 120+ 3 19 5 32 4
00214+6055 26.9 50 120- 1 29 23 57 2
00215+6930 31.4 10 121+7 48 22 23 2
00216+6238 37.7 29 120+ 0 21 3 48 4
00216+6405 38.1 t8 120+ 2 26 11 36 200216+64483871712o+2 14 4 39 5
00216+620439.7261120-0 21 ) 41)
00217+6533 45.6 1 ) 120+ 3 32 1 24
00218+6609 50,4 30 120+ 4 23 3 31 3





(Not Color Corrected) V







































































































I00 /am Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
i
23.93 D DI F E HC 660223210C
4.94 DI GC 9700000008
4.28 E F D 9700000218
27.13L BC AAC 1 360455742C 01
2.85L O J G 9700102000
27.13L B B D 360243621C
20.15L ABC AAB 5 550100000C t5
2.19L BCcc ABG 4 97001020008.26 KF E B 8600000438
17.09L BC AA 3 970010020C
19.28L D J CG 960426665C
18.91L BC AA 3 460110051C
57.31L CC BAGB 2 956422522C
25.65L D D B B 950200430C
10,64 ED J CEC 970221320C
16.41 CDC EBBB 964313543C
14.29 D E MCGC 950013643C
10.64 F E DDB _ 970215333C i
2394L ED I DCC: 55411796481
31.95L C B NK 550000000C '
7.07: DF CECB 984123185C
26.16L BC AA 0 7502000008
10.26L B C BHF 8602013308
9.39L C L J D F 860200061C
23.94 BBCE BBAB 1 9500t4433C,
31.99L D E K B A B 260471420C !
1294L BCDc AAHC 1 i970112433C'8.11: DBD 670000031C
10.64 D ELBB 960211240C
13.25: DFD MDED 364221320C
23.10L CD ACGH 0 960245562C
16.15L BD ABN 1 9500000008
2297L D J CB
27.18L D B
11.94L B B G
15.86L CC BC
15.67L CD DDCL28.59L B D D




3.23 D I F
19.55L C HB
19.07L F DBH
11.78L EB CGGF22.22 GF
10.06L D I DF
22.99L C
23.42L BE BG
30.43L F DF CFEE 0 954213464C
Declination: + 60 °- + 70 °
Associations








8.55 D G EB
.94 30.62L E GBG
2.98L, 246.45L B SC
.57L 3,66 C GEA

















































12.18L AA K 0 5601110008
21.55L BC AB 3 550012441C
21.90L D C B B 970123654C
21.92L BC ABG 1 960023221C
23.75L C BG 9400000OOC
22,68L BC AB 4 960334252C
I
29,45 85.76L CBC iAAAD 0 934113133C
4.22 , 14,26L CC AAC 9642225428
2.15Li 26,60L C B E 850200010C
1.13 19.25L C J DC 350010011C
.83: 7.50 EC CC 9800000100
12.54 23.16L BBE AAAD 1 950011000C 1
29.45L 246,45L CB C FAAC 0 918133133C
.82 22,51 CF C 6500100108
.97 26.52L D L B 850000010C
.41L 3,96L B B E 7700000000
1.41L 7.97 C L FA ;I974034353C
157.34 246.45 CBDD AAAA li938132123C
12,54L 2289L F C H ,950111000C
2,09L 37,36L B C D 950210260C
209L 21,01L B BDI G 960133343C
.71L 17.73L C CBHC 9601112108
2.04L 20.12L C C E 960253341C
2A5L 20.26L C B I 45010100OC
1.00: 6.95 CC L E CB 570010021C
.75 19.33L E C 750020010C
4.91L 15.01: C C GAAA 86Al10451C
1.97L 4,96 D I F B 970102040C
.45L 4.40 C L C 5701000300
2.09L 9,77 C D C B 960210140C
2.33L 23,15L D CE 360001000C
4.63 5.63: CBCD CAAE 4 980002300C
,79: 20.13L CDF BHCF 950230330C4.91L 24.96L HCE 950130451
1.97L 22.00L BC ABG 0 950010100C
D_E LB 0 45012065005.96L 18.61L DFD






















































































































(,8) Coords SMJ SMN 0 oI b C) C) (') ,,
( 120+ 3 16
1l 120+ 3 38 lZ
2l 120+ 1 19 E
1, 121+ 7 19
1; 120+ 5 21 E
1; 120- 2 30 11
5_ 120+ 2 14
1' 120+ 4 23 8
5( 120- 1 20 15
1.¢ 121+ 6 42 1E
5( 120+ 3 24 7
5( 120- 1 26 12
4.= 120+ 4 18 4
120+ 1 32 8
120- 1 95 21
4,_ 120- 0 46 11
2.-. 120+ 1 21 3
._ 120+ 3 37 9
5C 120+ 4 19 7
27 120+ 5 60 27
5_ 120+ 2 17 8
28 120+ 2 i 17 3
44 120+ 1 53 15
11 120- 2 15 8
13 120+ 4 31 10
46 120- 1 15 5
27 120- 1 17 6
38 120+ 1 15 8
18 120- 2 29 15
8 120+ 2 79 8
23 120+ 2 14 5
28 120+ 2 15 3
46 120- 1 35 10
6 120- 0 21 8
53 120+ 2 17 5
33 120+ 3 20 3
34 120- 2 23i 8
26 120+ 2 22 I 7
33 120+ 1 2"7 i 8
46 120+ 1 17 I 5
31 120 2 21 I 8
_11 120+ 2 13 I 3
34 121+ 6 16 I 5
4 120+ 3 t 53 I 15
14 121+ 7 t9 I 5
54 120+ 3 151 5
57 120+ 2 17 I 5
15 120+ 1 16 I 8
_6 120- 0 43 ] 9
7 120--0 29] 12
]9 120+ 3 17 [ 3
]3 121+3 68[ 3
$4 121+ 4 32 [ 24
12 121+ 6 29[ 9
50 120- 2 16[ 6
1 121+4 28[ 9
]3 120+ 2 16 I 5
_,0 121+ 4 32 I 10
._7 120-- 2 18[ 3
3 121+3 20[ 3
50 121+ 4 21 ] 6
1 120+ 1 16 ] 3
54 121 + 5 72 ] 32
58 120+ 1 13 I 8
12 121+ 3 20] 7
1 120- 0 17 ] 9
16 121+ 2 431 8
6 121+ 4 31 [ 3
1 121+ 3 45[ 13
!9 120- 0 28] 3
53 121+ 5 21 I 9
12 121+ 2 23 ] 10
4 120+ 1 14 I 8
10 120- 2 131 4
14 121 + 6 84 I 21
I1 120+ 0 22 [ 8
11 121+ 5 43[ 18
.>1 121+ 4 36 [ 12
9 121+ 5 55 [ 8
13 121+ 2 15 I 3
15 120- 2 17 [ 5
13 121+ 3 23 [ 8
2 121+ 2 20 [ 3
16 121+ 3 21 1 7
4 120- 1 20 I 9
17 120_- 0 19 I 3
14 120 2 24 [ 9
17 121+ 1 44 [ 8
12 120-- 2 20 J 10
19 t20+ 0 30 J 10
.>8 121+ 1 12 [ 3
9 121 + 2 14 ] 3
8 121 + 1 15 ] 3
12 121 _- 1 21 ] 8
12 t21+ 2 16 I 5
12 120- 2 30 ] 9
14 121 + 5 28 I 12
i7 121+ 7 5t [ 8
12 121+ 1 21 [ 7
?3 12t4 6 16[ 5
CIRRUS-I; 2)
Declination: +60°-+70 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
12 _m
(Not Color Corrected) V L C
25 _arn 60 ,am 100 gm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep






O0230 + 6333 6
NRAO022 750




00234 + 6345 3
XOO23 + 646 7
XOO23 +646 7
XOO24 + 644 15




XOO25 + 652 4
DO 23329 130
XOO25 + 660 3
XOO25 + 651 2
DO 23346 95
00259+6335 11





BG 0026 + 63 408
DO 23362 98
XOO26 + 640 15
11225 K0 70
XOO27 + 625 3
XOO27 + 635 3







,_ _ a 8 coo,d, SM_SMN0
h m. , , (s) (') lb (') (') (')
00275+6643 33.0133 121+4 21 929
00276+6459 40.5 32 121 +2 46 15 26
00277+6615 42.3 34 121+6 30 10 33
00277+6511 47.3 32 121+3 23 6 33
00277+6023 47.7 31 120-2 52 20 37
00276+6300 51.1 21 121+124 341
00276+6310 51.7 42 121+130 440
00280+6246 1.75121+0 24 839
00281+6903 7.930121+7 24929
00281+6109 10.6 48 120-1 14 4 41
00282 +6410 14.9 10 121 +2 35 8 42
00282+6335 16.9 17 121+121 847
00264+6518 26.6 21 121+3 42 12 25
00265+6934 33.359 121+7 49 18 22
002e6+632135.64o 121+_ 30 3_41
00286+6203 37.2 _ 121- v 37 12 50
00286+6222 37.6 7 121- 0 20 9 37
00286+6913 37.7 4 121+ 7 27 9 31
00286+6027 39.3 37 120- 2 39 12 48
00286+6142 40.5 18 121- 1 14 4 43
00287+6230 46.6 16 121- 0 28 8 44 !
00287+6003 46.8 33 120- 2 25 9 35
00268+6522 52.8 30 121+ 3 39 8 34
00269+6404 56.8 42 121+ 2 49 14 43
00289+6327 59.8 25 121+ 15 3 79
00290+6415 1.5 22 121+ 2 : 25 15 51
00291 +6041 8.3,24 121 - 2 39 4 27
00294+6510 25.247 121+ 3 21 6 32
00295+6657 31.7 50 121+ 4 65 14 37
00295+6520 32.4 6 121+ 3 34 12 34
00296+6017 36.6 48 121- 2 25 8 36
00296+6438 36.7 45 121+ 2 33 13 37
00296+6137 38.4 23 121- 1 39 5 124
00296+6234 40.9 57 121+ 0 65 : 8 115
00298+6751 50.6 48 121+ 5 30 9 29
00296+6610 50.8 34 121+ 4 27 9 28
00296+6012 53.4 29 121- 2 21 10 30
00299+6344 55.7 46 121+ 1 14 4 45
00299+6417 58.8 18 121+ 2 74 16 44
00300+6342 3.2 34 121+ 1 21 9 _ 47
00301+6239 8.3 20 121+ 0 15 3 47
00301+6311 10.4 48 121+ 1 54 17 49
00301+621t 11.9 15 121- 0 22 9 44
00302+6134 15.9 38 121- 1 16 5 43
00303+6517 22.0 4 121+ 3 39 12 29
00303+6923 22.2 57 121+ 7 37 19 39
00305+6229 30.5 44 121- 0 19 11 43
00305+6115 31.6 17 121- 1 31 8 35
00305+6949 34.8 10 121+ 7 27 10 23
00306+6604 38.6 44 121+ 4 42 8 70'
00307+6548 45.C 18 121+ 3 27 9 32
00307+6633 _46.5 17 121+ 4 23 6 26
00307+6237 47.7 43 121+ 0 13 3 42
00309+6953 55.5 50 121+ 7 57 8 28
O0309+6810 59.4 36 121+ 6 31 8 144
00309+6250 59.8 57 121+ 0 17 8 43
00310+6459 1.2 46 121+ 2 41 14 22
00310+6701 1.7 58 121+ 4 18 9 30
00312+6615 12.1 9 121+ 4 26 8 30
00312+6546 14.022 121+ 3 28 9 32
00312+6010 16.9:15 121- 2 22 15 50
003'f3+6226 18.7147 121 0 36 14 48
00313+6812 22.9 15 121+ 6 37 15 25
00315+6538 30.1 49 121+ 3 35 8 33
00315+6624 33.6 58 121+ 4 21 8 28
00315+6416 33.828 121+ 2 16 3 38
00315+6909 34.3 27 121+ 7 26 8 27
00315+6252 34.4 8 121+ 0 12 3 44
00316+6140 39.0 4 121 1 13 6 41
00316+6156 39.6 16 121- 1 76 16 53
00317+6523 47.3 36 121+ 3 25 8 32
00317+6003 473 24 121 2 43 8 120
00316+6611 53.6 42 121+ 4 40 t4 28
00319+6053 54.1 15 121- 2 27 3 37
00319+6552 55.0 57 121+ 3 23 5 33
00320+6021 1.0 21 121- 2 28 8 79
00321+6604 63 53 121+ 4 21 8 30
00321+6532 10.3 25 121+ 3 58 , 13 27
00321+6559 11.0 31 121+ 3 25 8 29
00321 +6042 11.6 0 121 2 28 i 3 36
I
00321+6102 11.6 34 121- 1 15 I 3 39
00322+6927 17.1 46 122+ 7 32 13 28
00322+6315 17.6 7 121+ 1 16 5 69
00323+6013 22.7 31 121- 2 34 12 43
00324+6438 24.8 28 121+ 2 50 16 29
00324+6603 25.5 21 121+ 4 23 11 38
00324 +6029 25.9 7 121- 2 23 9 31
00325+6135 30.2 22 121- 1 19 9 42
00325+6159 32.4 6 121- 1 43 12 50
00325+6638 34.0 38 121+ 4 19 4 27
00325+6056 34,7 19 121- 2 15 4 39
00326+6213 36.1 20 _ 121 O 26 8 39
00326+6411 36.3 22 121+ 2 45 11 33
00326+6540 37.5 46 121+ 3 26 11 33
00326+6738 39.2 59 121 _ 5 17 5 31
00327+6352 47.5 39 121+ 1 17 3 39
00328+6251 49.0 15 121+ 0 13 4 45
00328+6720 50.7 19 121+ 5 25 9 33
00328+6530 51.4 23 121+ 3 41 8 28
00329+6511 54.8 1 121+ 3 29 9 32
Declination: +60°-+70 *
Flux Density Flags Associations
*Confusion Flags:
H
C (Not Color Corrected)12 /_m 25 /_m 60 Fm
N (lansky)
3 1.06 .33 1.66L
2 .50L .21 1.55L
3 .25L .25L .84
3 .54 .80 1.13
2 .50L .25L .48L
4 .26L .25L 1.76:
4 .46L .25L 1.52L
3 .37 .25L 1.95L
3 .60 .22: .401
3 1.73 .51 1.56L
4 .44L .25L 1.07
5 .75 .16: 1.92L
2 .25L .23 .89:
3 .25L .25L .40L
4 .61L .25L 1.46
3 .25L .30L 1.01
4 .36: .57 7.26:
3 .42 .25L .40L
2 .26L .25L .77
4 1.54 2.64 1.41
4 .40 .25L 2.26L
3 .25L .25L .73
3 .25L .54 .77
3 .29L .25L .95L
5 .29: .86 2.24
3 .38 .16: 1.04L '
: 3 .25L 25L .92
3 .78 1.29 5.75
2 .35 .25L .55L
3 .25L .25L 2.08L
3 .49 .22 .40L
2 .23 .25L 2.21L
3 .33 .25L 229L
2 .25 .25L 2.79L
3 25L .25L 1.64
3, .25L .28 1.09
3 .25L 25L .69
5 .45 .48 5.66
2 .42L .25L .80
5 .66 ,25L 5.66L
4 1.63 .44 1.97L
2 1.46L .25L .65
4 .27L .25 2.39L
4 1.37 .42 1.96L
2 .31 .25L 2.09L
2 .25L ,25L .40L
4 32 .19: 1.82L
3 .25L .25L 1.31L
3 .59 .25L .41L
3 .32 .21: 1.72L
3 .25L 25L 1.06
3 .33: .40 7.22
4 5.97 2.12 4.61L
3 .25L .25L .40L
i 3 .25L .38L .40L
. 4 .36 .25L 5.22L! = .25 .25L 2.24L
3 .32L .65 .86
3 .42 .25L 1.64L
3 .95 .24 1.74L
3 .25t .25L .70
4 .25L .25L .85:
2 .30 1.39L .74L
3 .50 .25L 1.59L
3 .88 .65 1.44L
4 3.36 1.11 .82L
3 .30 .25L .75
4 .71 130 5.22
4 2.28 1.38 .79
2 .25L .26L 1.67L
3 .55 .18: 1.89L
3 .38 .25L .41 L
3 .25L .25L .63:
3 25L .25L 1.26L
3 1.67 .77 1.63L
3 .25L .25L ,61
3 .26L .57 1.31
2 29 .25L 1.90L
3 .25L .26 1.09
3 .25L .25L 1.11:
3 4.69 1.52 .71L
3 ,25L .19: 1.57
5 .29 .65 3.51
3 .28L .25L 1.03
2 .70L .25L .73
2 .70 .29: 1.98L
3 .31L .25L .81
4 .69 .29L 2.05L
3 .25L .25L 1.15
3 ! 1.88 1.03 1.82L
3 2.18 .99 1.64L
4 .35L .28L ' .89
4 .25L .25L 1.53L
3 .44 .25L 2.04L
3 6.32 1.62 .41L
4 3.73 1.13 1.97L
4 1.27 .33 .48L
3 36 .25L .40L
3 .38L .25L .75
3 .81 .19: 1.93L
6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1)
100 #m Flux Corr
Uncs Cocr
19.01L BD [AC




6.04 CC Id J D(
6.49 CIFGE(
23.6OL C IBJ
11.57L BF IAC I
14.08L BE lAB
22.81L D II MC(
22.90L BF |AC
18.42L DD / CBI
2.28 C|HL [
6.66: CF J HC(
19.75L C / DC[
40.28: ECCC/DFF/
6.52L B /BFG










21.85LI F IF I





27.33L O IF I
6.22 CCIJEDE






23.04L D L I C
25.02L F EDE
20.14L BC AC k
















5.40 CD J BB












5.81 C E EB
22.02L BC AA
6.66: CC CB





3.46 ! FCF CBD
12.50 CDCC CBBA
1396L C C








7.33 D F GD





20.20L C C B
21.74L F D 3 D
at 12, 25, 60, 100 _m; 10) High Source Density Region.
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S A

















































































a 8 Coords $MJ gMN e
















































































































Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
























































































































































































a 6 Coords SMJ 6MN
(s) () 1 b C) C) (')
57 122 ; ,=
57 122+ 1 ,_
10 122- E E
17 122+ 3 3
25 122+ 4 4
29 122 1 5
30 122- 1 4
30 122+ 2 3
31 122+ 2 3
31 122 2 4
32 122+ 8 4
32 122 - 2 3
38 122+ 3 3
33 122+ 4 4
51 122+ 2 3
52 122+ 4 2
54 122- 1 4
_8 122+ 1 3
3. 122+ : 2 3
6. 122- ; 1, 4
7. 122+, 2 4
13. 122- 3 5,
17. 122+ ; 41 3
19. 122+ I 4 3;
!1. 122+ ( 4, 21
!6. 122- : 4; 21
!7. 122+ " 3; 3,
_0, 122 + • 2t 3_
I6. 122+ _ 1_ 3,
_7. 122+ ,= 3; 4(
19. 122+ ; 2t 3:
;0. 122+ 1 3' 4'
,2. 122+ { 3: 2!
,2.' 122- 1 3( 5,'
,3. 122+ ; 2( 3"
3.q 122- 1 4( 5C
5.n 122+ 1 2z 3(
9.: 122 .c 2( 41
6/ 122+ 3 7; 4;
8,; 122 1 2; 51
1.( 122+ 4 4E 1E
1._ 122+ 2 6; 4;
5., 122+ 4 42 6E
5.! 122+ 1 4E 27
6.' 122- 2 l( 43
1.( 122- 1 13 6C
5.1 122+ 1 5(: 34
9.1 122- 1 27 39
D,,c 122+ 0 21 47
5.( 122+ 5 57 42
9.,= [22+ 5 34 32
7._ !22+ 2 34 36
2.," 22- 1 23 55
2.4 22- 1 15 42
5,( 22- 2 44 52
3.( 22+ 1 77 33
._.4 22+ 4 18 37
}.1 22+ 4 50 29
1.4 22- 2 17 41
5.C 22+ 4 34 28
}.E 22- 2 22 43
5£ 22- 1 15 =17
1.5 22+ 2 21 35
).1 22+ 3 20 41
1.3 22+ 1 19 34
1.6 22+ 3 29 34
1.3 22- 0 15 _.2
£4 22- 2 29 ¢3
}.(: 22- 0 56 _.6
!.1 22+ 6 76 $3
!.7 22- 1 14 _1
).5 22+ 3 56 .>6
!.1 22+ 2 33 }6
L9 22 1 58 }5
)3 22+ 6 14 }1
L5 22- 0 21 10
_.0 22- 2 24 17
.0 22 1 23 17
L5 22+ 0 31 15
L8 22+ 7 23 12
L9 22+ 5 23 19
L0 22+ 2 27 r7
L2 22+ 6 20 !9
1.6 22- 0 12 19
L4 22-- 2 19 il
.0 22-- 1 51 _2
L5 22- 0 26 18
;.9 22+ 5 27 14
.3 22+ 5 18 17
,.3 22 1 18 15
.0 22+ 3 28 13
,6 22+ 4 20 t6
.4 22+ 1 23 12
.5 22 3 20 _8
.2 22+ 4 47 7
.3 23+ 5 32 _6
.3 22+ 0 28 =5
.2 22+ 3 74 3
.9 22- 2 25 .1
.4 -_3+ 4 37 _8
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)































































































.67 .28: ' .43L
.39 .25L I .40L




.25L .58L I .55:







































































































"" Ii ..o..o.sv L CFlux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep














































































































































































00256- M4 8 146
X0038+601 111 12
00257- M5 8! 128
11336 G5 , 56
11336 _ 91
11341KO ; 78
11343 B5 1_ 71
00398+6203 3( 12
DO 23687 6_ 110
LDN 1303 591
LDN 1296 102
+61 154 3 106
3G 203 85
00274 M4 39 123
00415+6150 10 3
X0041 +659 12 6





11375 K2 8 83




00441 +6103 _1 12












































00462 + 6652 k8
00462+6714 '.2
00463 + 6459 1,4
00463+ 6214 ).1
00463+6145 1.2
00464 + 6738 l._
00464 + 6430 3.7
00466 + 6800 t. 1
00468+6527 12
00468 + 6508 3.(





00472 + 6654 3,,"
00473 + 6301 2.;
00473+6319 3.1
00474 + 6246 4 ;
00474+6847 6.;
00475 + 6325 4.!
00475 t 6512 5A
00476+6356 0.:
00478 + 6504 8;
00478+6321 1,
00479+63t2 5,




00482 + 6221 2.
00482+6t32 5.
00483 + 6440 2
00484 + 6236 '4.
00484 + 6718 !4,
00484+6414 _6,
00484 + 6531 !7.
00484 t 6339 !7
00484 + 6010 !7.
00485 + 6535 13.
00486 + 6315 _0.
00487 + 6200 16.
00488 + 6026 18.
00486 _ 6708 il
00491 ÷ 6456 7
00492+6142 13
00492 + 6155 17
00493 _ 6010 19
00493 + 63t2 19
00493 ÷6411 -_0
00493 _ 6247 22
00494 + 6003 26
00494 + 6058 28
00495 + 6548 33
00496 + 6217 36
00496 _ 6552 36
00497 _ 6357 42
00498 + 6241 49
00496 + 6456 50
00498 + 6529 53
00499 ..6809 56
00500 ; 6019 1
Galactic Uncertainty
a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 0(s) C) I b ('3 £') (')
.4 22-1, 41 3 ! !2
.3 23+4[ 44 4 I '3
.2 22-0, 56 4!31 .7
.7 22- 1 I 13 '4
.8 23+ 31 23 3_1 18
.7 22-0l 20 BI ,9
.6 22- 1 I 52 9' 9
.9 22- 21 29 5' _3
.9 23 + 5 ] 25 g _4
.4 23- 1 I 17 3 17
.4 23- 1 t 18 3 k4
.7 23+ 2 I 27 6 19
.3 23+ 7 I 34 8 !5
.5 23- 3 i 17 9 _3
.6 23+ 2 J 33 6 16
,0 23+ 5 I 49 3 !9
:.9 23+ 0 I 37 8 16
.4 23+ 2 ] 18 5 17
;.8 23- 1 1 32 8 10
,9 23+ 0 I 22 3 '0
.0 23 1 I 25 8 12
.6 23- 1 I 18 3 |0
L0 23+ 1 I 33 3 14
1.2 23+ 2 I 22 2 12
L0 23+ 2 I 28 1 12
L8 23 1 I 25 0 19
!.3 23- 2 I 94 3 _1
!8 23+ 2 I 40 8 }6
L6 23+ 3 I 25 0 12
L3 23+ 0 ] 35 9 13
'.2 23- 1 ] 19 8 *8
1.4 23+ 5 20 5 38
.5 23- 1 17 6 39
L3 23 + 5 23 9 38
'.0 23- 1 18 3 15
'.6 23+ 2 19 5 ]7
i,1 23+ 0 22 7 14
23+ 5 39 1" tl
23 + 4 29 8 )6
23 + 5 29 3 29
23 + 2 20 3 37
23-- 0 41 3 46
23 1 16 3 45
23+ 5 51 12 20
23+ 2 14 6 38
23+ 5 21 1 32
23+ 3 t8 5 37
23 + 3 25 7 38
23+ 2 18 6 37
23+ 2 16 5 37
23- 1 3 39
123+ 6 8










123+ 1 8 3,=
123+ 1 18






123+ 2 2 7
123+ 0 1( E
123+ 5 21 E 3!
123+ 2 64 1E 3
123+ 3 2; E
123+ 1 3 11
123- 2 5'. 1; 8
123+ 3 3; ,
123+ 1 7, 3,= 4
123 1 2 f 3
123 2 1 !
123+ 5 2 !
t23+ 2 2 '
123 1 3 1"
t23 t 3 I; 3
123 _ 3 I
123+ 1 2 ! 3
123+ -" 3 _ 3














12 p.m 25 p.m 60 _m 100 um
(Jansky) 20.97L
.88 2.03L 3 _,B E
,25L .51L 4.44LI < I
.25L .61 2498L I C B
11,69 48.29 92.55: I 3CO _AB
,59 .43L 4.87L I 3 _H
.27L .43L 18A2L I :)
.45L ,48L 29.76L I 3 D
.25L A6L 3.67 C I C
.26 1,47 2.64 3BC 3AB
.23: 1.47 6.58L _)C 3AE
.71 .47L 21.21L I 3 3
24: 2.15 15.57L EC 3A1
,25L ,40L 1 76LI K
.35 ,40L 15.54L C 3H
.25L ,44L 15.13L KI
.72L .40L 4.00L KJ
.24: 1.31 1536L DC CA
4.73 30.60 34.88 BCC AAA
.25L .54L 23.67L NL
.25L 1.46 6.85 CD DDA
.17: 1.15 6.45 FBD DAB
1.09 .65: 15,66L CC AFE
.25L .76: 10.73: EE J FD
,23: 3.09 13.21 FCD CBA
.25L 1.20 7.43: BC GDC
25L .51L 22.38L D
.25L ,44L 16.00L
.25L .48L 17.99L F E
34 3.29: 14.52L DF BB
.26L .61 8.78L D E F (3
.30 .41L 16,00L D B
4.19 .71 2.66L BC AB
.25L 3.00 15.66L B DC/_
,25L .40L 2.70L D
t,ll 2.03 16,61L CB AAE
2.67 .83 t4.91L BB AB
.30 .73: 9,10L FF AEC
.25L .43L 3.16L
.17: .40L 2.46L F O
25L .64L 2.70L ML
.25L 2.31 16.65: FE HEC
.25L 52L 6.78 C GFI
1.66 .49L 16.41L B A
.25L .44L 2.73 C [
3.06 .97 12.64L BC ABC
.25L .40L 1.95L
44.57 303.34 322.60 BCE AAI
,93 7.59: 59,77: DDE tCDE
9,04 3.22 1288L BB ,AA[
492 2.09 10.49 ,BC( ,AB(
2.36 3.54 15,20L ;BC ,ABF
22: .401 2.24L ;D ;CHF
t.78 .401 12.92L IC ,A
25L .92 3.24L B J B [
.32 .50[ 3.77L _C ,DD(
.25L .40[ 15.141. ' I
11.88 1.56 17.80L IBC _AA
.51 .401 t.55[ _C _B
.26: .461 15.311 I F IG
,26L 1.701 11.84 I ME [
.43 ,6Ol 14.62l IC _CF
1.80 1.771 17,691 I B _A
.25L .471 14.111 ) ,H
.37L .401 4,79 ( JlGI (
,17: .491 t8.81| ;E IG
261 4,46 18.58 : FI ,'OCl
.301 31] 4.09[ _ _CEI
,51 7.50 38.42: ;DC] ;DFI
.29l .40 21381 ) }B
3.04 .77 15.981 3BF kACI
.49 .40 13941 }D kCD
20.31 4 80 16.761 ] BC _A A
53 .40 2,411 _ID _BM
251 .54 20.371 C D
8.03 121.95 235.55: 3BD _AA
,271 .40 17831 3 _BI
.411 .96 4.24 C J D
.27 121.95 16.58 F DE
.251 .49 3.60 N
1.46 5.12 7.70 3BC ;AA
35 .40 12.93 3C _B
18 .43 2.40 _E 3EJ
.44 t.81 14.69 BD _B
.25 1.31 2422 C _)t B
25 1.02 1729 C J KB
25 .61 4.93 B I C
,41 ,4C 3.54 8C AB
25 .4[ 17.15 B BG
,51 .51 3.04 BC ABE
23 4( 14.83 BC AD
25 B-" 15.44 C B
.49 2.1[ 8.08 CDC ECA
.95 .4_ 13.6E BC BA
A4 2.1,{ 15.41 C BB
.57 6.7,= 20.4 S F C C D BA
25 4_ 5.51 C AG
25 61 20.4_ C C 1
2c_ 1.9', 16.31 DDE DCE
2E A( 2,2_ B A 8
25 1.41 18.4_= D C L
V
Flux Corr A Confusion


























































































































































































































hem, ° 8, (s)
00500+6713 2.0 53 123+ 5
00500+6050 2.8 59 123- 2
00500+6145 5.4 16 123- 1
00501 +6048 6.2 44 123- 2
00501+6632 6.5 16 123+ 4
00501+6941 80 4 123+7
00501+6638 8.8 34 123+ 4
00501+6736 11.8 27 123+ 5
00502+6827 13.3 39 123+ 6
00502+6219 14.9 46 123 0
00503+6445 18.8 32 123+ 2
00503+6528 22.3 40 123+ 3
00504+6102 27.1 46 123- 2
00504+6959 28.3 51; 123+ 7
00505+6406 34.5 18 123+ 2
00505+6053 34.8 26 123- 2
00506+6304 36.2 23 123+ 0
00507+6440 47.8 11 123+ 2
00507+6142 47.9 58 123- 1
00508+6238 488 52 123+ 0
00508+6741 ,48.9 38 123+ 5
00508+6418 49.9 25 123+ 2
00508+6201 52,8 9 123- 1
00509+6623 59£ 57 123+ 4
00510+6550 2.7 = 3 123+ 3
00510+6058 3,1 49 123- 2
00510+6228 5.7 t7 123- 0
00511+6138 8.1 24 123- 1
00511+6619 9.8 7 123+ 4
00511+6824 11.9 38 123+ 6
00513+6011 18.6 19 123 2 1
00513+6152 19.2 35 t23- 1
00513+6652 19.4;15 123+ 4
00513+6317 22.3 7 123+ 1
00514+6516 27.650 123+ 3
00516+6545 37.2 45 123+ 3
00516+6348 41.0 52 123+ 1
00517+6537 44.9 40 123+ 3
00518+6031 49.3 39 123- 2
00518+6035 52,2 33 123- 2
00519+6535 57.8 7 123+ 3
00522+6520 17.1 12 123+ 3
00522+6005 17.7 33 123- 3
00523+6344 18.3 34 123+ 1
00523+6812 21.6 43 123+ 6
00524+6528 26.8 9 123+ 3
00524+6537 27.2 2 123+ 3
00524+6718 29.6 16 123+ 5
00525+6318 35.4 12 123+ 1
00526+6208 38.2 43 123- 0
00526+6450 38.3 35 123+ 2
00526+6041 40.3 5 123- 2
00528+6126 50.9 10 123 1
00528+6517 52.2 46 123+ 3
00528+6706 53.0 10 123+ 5
00529+6616 58.7 31' 123+ 4
00529+6557 58.9 58 ! 123+ 3
00530+6555 0.2 18 ! 123+ 3
00530+6308 1.2 12 123+ 1
00531+6047 11.2 31 124- 2
00534+6031 27.1 1 124- 2
00534+6212 29.9 26 124 0
00535+6532 31.4 45 123+ 3
00535+6549 32.1 23 123+ 3
00536+6026 391 37 124- 2
00536+6130 40.5 16 124 1
00538+6415 48.5 45 124+ 2
00538+6410 49.9 54 124+ 2
00536+6527 53.2 28 124+ 3
00539+6947 57.5 39 123+ 7
00539+6054 58.6 5 124- 2
00539+6603 59.5 45 124+ 3
00540+6523 1.0 56 124+ 3
00540+8540 4.5 44 124+ 3
00540+6704 5.9 10 123+ 4
00541+6735 6.2 15 123+ 5
00541 +6156 7.0 59 124 - 1
00541 +6613 9.9 30 124+ 4
00542+6109 159 2 124- 1
00543+6453 20.4 37 124+ 2
00543+6448 22.5 41 124+ 2
00543+6349 23.9 4 124+ 1
00544+6228 25.0 28 124 0
00544+6003 29.9 58 124 3
00545+6111 32.1 51 124 1
00545+6627 32.7 7 124+ 4
00545+6352 35.C 17 124+ 1
00546+6757 38.1 32 124+ 5
00547+6052 42.E 27 124- 2
00547+6432 44.1 52 124+ 2
00548+6725 51.4 37 124+ 5
00548+6914 53.4 38 124+ 7
00549 +-6233 57.2 20 124 0
00550+-6246 1.5 40 124+ 0
D0551 +6812 11.8 51 124+ 6
00552 +6028 15.7 32 124 2
30553+6514 18.7 36 124+ 3
30553 +-6202 20.0 10 124 1
00553+6037 23.4 11 124 2





C) C) _J N
20 7 75 3
30 3 46 4
27 9 32 3
31 11 51 2
23 8 37 3
17 5 31 3
30; 263 39 372 30 2
52 21 44 2
38 11 33 3
18 5 38 3
52 17 44 2
26 8 43 4
50 17 32 3
71 21 4526 3 42
27 3 38 3
37 8 38 3
32 12 38 3
17 5 38 3
29 26 46 2
32 12 37 3
65 9 38 3
15 4 38 3
28 5 31 3
30 11 78 3
40 3 39 3
44 12 34 2
50 3 38 : 3
20 6 30 3
2." 11141413'
37 8 33 2
17 6 36 3
25 7 37 3
16 5 35 3
47 11 34 2
19 5 36 3
20 9 44 4
35 i 8 47 3
18 3 75 3
26 7 37 3
16 9 43 4
38 8 38 3
18 6 28 3
78 17242_i20 35
18 6 41 3
37 10 36 3
33 12 31 3
44 12 32 2
25 8 41 4
23 3 37 4
35 8 38 3
60 18; 2823 36 _
54 11 I 45 2
38 16 31 2
27 7 38 3
36 6 41 4
18 4 45 4
26 12 37 2
15 5 39 3
21 9 35 3
15 5 80 4
27 1 32 3
24 9 38 3
29 9 38 3
26 6 43 2
32 16 70 2
34 8 47 4
47 14 33 2
43 12 39 3
32 3 36 3
23 5 35 3
61 8 36 3
36 16 43 3
29 9 40 3
30 11 34 3
38 12 41 3
23 6 40 3
32 6 32 2
28 10 32 2
17 5 46 4
20 5 38 i 4
22 9 38 3
20 4 39 3
20 6 30 3
22 3 47 3
22 7 38 3
27 6 39 3
20 g 37 3
28 6 38 3
48 19 47 2
28 8 33 3
25 10 45 3
48 8 4O 3
33 13 36 3
28 8 42 4













































































































Flux Corr A Confusion
Uncs Coef R Flags*
CC DGA 1401003300
8 E A B N F 5 460020000C
DE ] CBC 196O212453C
CD lAB O t 660020000C
ICo IA B 81 0800000300
IBBC ]AADE 0 5600000000
2 CC[ J CB 0700000300
I F IM C 76OOOOOOOO
| CD]EJCG
t B tB E 26021003106501133008
2BBB IAAB 015502101108
2F IF HE 1664130440C
1 I 6700200108/OFo1%o 155001000OO
/ C I F I 55000oooo8BC k AC 146 21030C
A I 5401100008
/D C ICUB 017700001000196OO31000C
tBBC / AAB 2 / 3700000000
2 F 2 N D / 56000000001
2 DE2ENDC / 7700000108 I
/ c/ KC /96000001O31
/BBC /AAAD 0/0700100100 I
1 DDD/KFAB / 270020320C I
| DC|C CB /570130030C I
/ CC/ BG 116oooo152o1
/ E / F8 /_001OO3O31
[BcC / 117001001001AA TM 0[ 2700000000 I
/Be /AAF /960011030C I]c c/ cF 4j4 o o8,j 0700000000 I
/BBC /AAB 018701000000 I
/ CE /GAC ' 1550210663Cl
4 J261022310C Ii c° l B,oi / 3500100008 I
[BB 2AACF ] 2/440424445C ]
[BC IAB I 176O011140Cl° 0 /cE°F]0/,_013 28o31
IF C F E |E a a A I 8 |439324438C I
/ EDE2 CEE I /460120765CI
IBC [ABM ] 21460OOO100C[
[C IBC 1135OO1OOOO81
[ABC [AABKI 113600000000]
IF ICL I 245026O100CI
lEE FICEBB I 71454224445C[




































































































































o 8 Coords SMJ SMN O
(s) C) ] b C) (") (')
!87143 124+ 5 34 10 36
190131 124+ 3 13 4 78
_9.1142 124+ 1 27 13 44
:6.7133 t24- 2 16 3 38
;7.71 9 124 0 23 11 44
0.9127 124+ 3 27 3 38
3.51 4 124- 2 26 18 57
4.6142 124+ 0 44 13 45
9.3142 124- 2 32 11 42
,0.8153 124+ 6 24 9 34
421 5 124 1 20 13 35
_4.8157 124+ 0 23 5 37
0.7121 124 2 15 3 47
t.3134 124+ 1 16 4 40
3.9132 124+ 3 43 12 33
5.0]30 124- 2 38 3 48
5.1112 124- 0 20 8 40
8.8149 124+ 1 24 8 76
!0.81 9 124- 2 24 3 45
!5.7152 124- 2 22 7 72
i5.31 9 124+ 3 20 5 36
2.0129 124- 1 44 9 43
5.6147 124+ 1 30 8 40
6.2154 124- 0 62 16 45
it.8115 124+ 5 40 6 38
i5.1135 124- 2 66 9 45
_9.0121 124- 2 21 9 47
0.7151 124- 1 34 7 40
3.1114 124- 1 40 11 36
7,1111 124 1 26 I 5 36
0.61 2 124- 2 19, 8 78
6.8118 124+41 301 I1 38
9.4[ 10 124+ 1 j 26 r 6 39
!1.41 4 124 t 28 t4 35
!6.2[ 4 124-- 1 34 I 8 36
I1.0[ 2 124+ 1 I 46 12 39
16.3146 124+ 3 [ 75 I 14 43
10.3156 124- 2 I 28 8 43
t0.4124 124+ 4 [ 27 8 40
L1.1134 124- 2 [ 27 8 38
I
11.5157 124-- 1 " 35 10 41
_8.9120 124- 0 19 6 35
i0.4148 124+ 2 17 8 73
i0.71 1 t24+ 4 32 8 37
i2.41 1 124-- 0 29 7 42
i5.8146 124-- 2 49 13 44
i7.9148 124+ 7 I 78 31 30
1.2129 124+ 0 21 5 39
2.1149 124+ 6 t9 5 38
6.9125 124+ 5 27 9 3t
10.7112 124+ 4 52 13 27
11.7122 t24+ 7 17 6 35
12.5148 124-- 2 28 ! 10 43
12.6113 124+ 2 25 3 38
18.9138 124+ 2 40 3 37
31.2151 124+ 7 64 33 43
353129 124+ 3 I 37 12 28
39.91 2 124+ 4 47 8 34
$3.1117 124+ 1 33 15 37
_2,715C 124+ 1 29 9 39
4.51 £ 124+ 4 i 44 13 32
7.7113 124- 2 20 9 32
12.112_ 124+ 3 23 5 40
12.2122 124- 0 56 14 40
13.7117 124+ 2 19 7 41
18.1157 124- 0 37 12 32
._8.4111 124+ 5 28 10 35
._8,7128 124- 1 29 12 41
.>8.812E 124- 1 41 8 37
]3.311E 124+ 5 24 10 31
]6.7] 33 t24- 1 20 5 37
]9.01 E 124- 2 21 5 42
39.811E 124+ 5 45 11 44
_.0.1 _ 124+ 0 35 10 36
42.9] lZ 124+ 1 63 8 38
43.3[2z 124- 0 45 8 41
48612. _ 124- 1 26 15 34
50.511_ 124- 2 21 3 38
56.4131 124+ 0 25 3 39
57.015. j 124+ 2 42 14 44
59.212( 124- 1 35 9 40
3.115.' 124+ 3 67 15 46
6.<` .J 124+ 0 21 4 41
17.{ " 124 2 49 13 31
21.1141 124- 2 30 _ 40
21.6] 11 124+ 0 38 lC
25.3151 124- 2 21 1¢
27,112t 124- 2 21 E
29.912 124+ 5 63 1," 44
31312 124- 2 22 c
31.614! 124+ 3 30 1£
32.916( 124- 2 25 1C 41
35.713; 124- 2 23
36J " 124+ 1 25 1(
47.914! 124- 2 45 1; 4-"
55.( - 124+ 0 22 C' 41
3.613' 124 1 42 _"
11.911t 124+ 3 25 ;
11.9]3' 124- 1 31 (













































































































































































































25 pm 60 pm I00 pm
(Jansky)
,31LI 4ULI 2.51L
8.94 I 114.91 I 192.93:
1H I 44LI 4.08L
28.95 I 107.82 I 142.23:
25LI 1.84LI 11.41L
A_ _ 1.89LI 15.41L I
25LI 1.40LI 467
.25LI 41t I 4.42L
.25LI 1.56LI 13.75L
28 I 4OLI 210L
.25LI 4BLI 7.65
.b_ I 4OLI 3.46L
2,52 I 43.12 I 74,32
1.36 I .4ULI 3.67L
25LI _ n 15.66L
.25L I 43.12L I 98.86L
?7 ! 3.25 I 8.01
.25L I I 4g t 4.65
,63 I 1,59L ] 13.47L
38 I R 97 t 32.45L
4:4 I .45LI 1525L
.82LI a_ I 4.73
.32 : .40LI 3.49L
.25LI _8 t 17.93L
.25L I .4UL L 2.63L
-_ ' 1.57L I 13.18L
.25L I .4OL I 18.77L L
_ _ 1,58 I 6.66 [
.25LI 1.68LI 16.00L[
.... 4_LI 18.37L t
_" ' 9.49 t 38.87 ]
25LI 40El 2.19L]
_4 I .4OL I 4.59L 1
.25L I ff4 I 14.84L I
.25L I .52L I 18.08L I
.25LI 93:1 5.55 I
.8tL q .65L i 7.35
.ZSL] .48L1 t5.91L
4_ I .4OLI 2.12L
.25LI _ 74 1 12.59L
.25LI 1.73LI 17.45L
R 74 I 31.75 I 107.72L
.25LJ 1.65 I 9.56
.25L! .4OLI 2.81L
39 ] 6.05 I 50.47L
.25L' .5bLI 3.83
.51L .44LI 2.52




.63 p!7 ! 3.76
.25L 1.16L! 12.35L







.51L .... 3.40L _
,25L 12O I 4.88
22 2.08 I 24.92L
.25L 1.25LI 14.15L
.34 848 i 20.49
.27L 1.49LI 14.12L










































































































A A A 3C001150C
O F )60000000C
B B D 760223332C










A C B )64000040C
E A A 3601000000
,A _,60110340C
D D D %6535554C
,B G $600200008


















B B I 460321100C
_EM "140t20021C
A A E 730205576C
_J EC 9601102316








"B B # 850001220C
3FFF 360100050C








C F E 970100030_
DA 960000000E
3 E 660010010C
3C B l 450003230(
3J r 6600t0010C










) E [ 660200030(
_CFF 850111410(
)CAt 760011100(







EF C I 45C0353331
_B 8501000101
D F I 350000000(
E E I 950214434_
D I 6500100301
C I 660010000_
E E D I 85C0264341
L BC 46000010C_






32 I X0055 + 653












2 I DO 23948
22 ] S185
131 11516





32 I X0057 +625
17 I 50




32 X0059 ± 642
2 D30 23971






















































































!1 1 l i
















































































































460152 124 + 41
51.9110 126 21
57.8155 125- 21
8Ol 5 125- 01
12.6154 124 _ 3l




18.3155 124+ 2 I
19.4146 125 01




37.2159 124+ 3 [






53.2[ 6 124+ 41
57 _137 125 21
24 125+ 21
1,52 125+ 21
_i42 124+ 4 I
9 9i57 124+ 3i
12.3122 125- 3 [
16.5142 125+ 2 I
22.9138 124+ 31
26.5128 125 01
28.51 9 125+ 0]
28.7139 125+ 1 ]
29.3122 125+ 0 ]
357111 125
38.8155 125 21
41 3128 124 + 4[
42.3]33 125- 1 l
43 1827 125+ 1 [
45.2152 125+ 3 [
47 8118 125+ 1 [
54.4] 1 125 01
598]35 125 0 I
t36124 125- 2 I




24 1151 125+ 3[
_1 7119 125+ 0 I
32.5123 125+ 0 [
35.7121 125+ 3 [
37.5152 125+ 1[
415113 125+ 1 [
42.2110 125- 0 r
51.3155 125- 2 [
570154 125+ 5[
14 125 2[
.... 8 125+ 11
14 8123 124+ 7]
1851 0 125+ 5]
19.0124 125+ 4 ]
19.0154 125+ 3 ]
19 1153 125+ 0 ]
20.1159 125+ 31
30.4[43 125+ 21
_ !_ 4 125+ 0 I
31.8114 125-- 2[
36.9)20 125+ 0 I
38.8115 125-- 0 I
40.0128 124+ 7 I
41.8135 125+ 3 I
47.2115 t25+ 0 I
47.3156 125-- 21
52.1129 125+ 3 I




57.812_ 125+ 2125+ 7
1.e(52 125+ 21
4.3 16 125+ 2
21 9 9 125+ 7
27.1137 125+ 01
31 4110 125- ON
32.6126 125+ 21




48.51 1 125 21
56ti22 125- 11
56,31 6 125- 01
Galactic Uncertainly
8 Cca_rd,, SMJ SMN O
C) (7 (')
48 12 [ 38
21 4 I 41
3O 9 I 37
53 14 ] 35
21 8 [ 39
46 15 [ 28
24 6 I 40
22 10 I 41
28 7 I 39
13 41 40
20 6 I 36
59 19 I 48
52 15 I 34
37 3 I 37
24 61 41
27 24 I 44
34 8 I 43
27 9 ) 36
28 91 41
61 18 I 40
22 6 ] 34
22 10 I 81
30 13 ! 34
25 9 I 40
52 8 [ 43
26 6 I 43
22 9 I 37
30 8 I 38
42 13 I 39
28 3 I 46
43 16 I 36
31 10 I 34
15 31 4O
43 8 I 42
23 3 I 41
48 8 I 120
52 12 I 43
23 91 41
42 13 I 38
43 3 I 38
29 8 I 39
22 51 41
43 11 I 27
26 10 I 35
17 5 I 42
21 5 [ 43
29 4 [ 43
21 6 I 39
43 8 I 39
63 8 I 42
31 20 I 35
37 21 I 31
40 8 I 44
38 8 I 44
33 10 I 31
50 3 I 42
45 11 I 44
20 5 I 42
31 91 40
28 3 I 4t
21 5 I 4t
61 14 I 36
28 10 I 42
43 16 I 44
23 5 I 43
20 3 ] 41
20 4 I 79
34 12 I 36
17 51 39
25 7 I 40
24 9 I 38
23 5 I 43
38 8 I 42
28 8 I 39
19 61 44
20 7 [ 41
30 9 I 41
17 5] 38
39 12 I 36
20 4 I 39
39 8 ] 39
15 51 76
23 9 I 38
32 8 1 41
27 20 I 49
20 3 I 79
90 30 I 33
53 13 I 40
27 7 I 41
27 8 I 39




34 12 I 37
16 4I 40
32 13 t 43
41 11 i 48
43 7] 75
32 12 I 80
Flux Densily
(Not Color Corrected)









































































































































































































Flux Corr A Confusion R
Uncs C¢_f R
oc I


























































































































































C E N 2600000008 I
DCDE CCBA 2 946236642C
F CD KCC 9600010338 ]
B D 9600200OOC
F F 9400000208




, B I 94 20 8
"" ' B 960OO0000C [
BBC ]AAC 0 9600000008
ABB ]AAAC O166001OO208]
BC IAA 0 4700000000 I
CDIDJ GD 9680034468]
B C I A A 1 3500000008
J HA 9701000218
C K L E 9402100308
L DF I 9681242688 /
_' JFB, 196422036o6
L I




















































Name Type (') Mag
11559 191 86
V454 CAS 62] 3
DO 24016 51] 93
X0102+657 119] 4
!TMSS +60037 511 28
DO24025 54 I 113
11564 B8 15] 70
X0102 + 608 26 [ 2
DO24035 72 ] 121
DO24036 55 [ 120
LDN 1307 512]
11575 K0 25] 75
LDN 1309 157 ]
t1561 K2P 61 83
X0103+623 391 2
DO 24051 77 I 96
11583 21 i 91
X0104 + 650 54 I 1
11586 MA 4 ! 80
11590 K0 6 82
X0104 +605 342 411591 88
X0105 +676 28 I 14
X0105 +628 75 I 7
DO 24066 29 I 93
S186 41 1 60
X0105+623 128 I 9
DO 24072 87 I 106
X0106+ 607 168 I 12
59









































































































a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 6
(s) C) t b C) £5 (')
57£. 351 125- 0 491 17 33
1.1 54 I 125- 0 4b i 10 46
6.1 301 125+ 3 2_ _ 5 39
9.; 44 I 125- 0 20 I 6 42
13.( 291 125+ 6 49 I 8 37
17.; 16] 125+ 1 56 I 8 44
19.E 54] 125+ 5 21 I 12 44
21.; 56l 125+ 1 321 13 39
25.3 441 125+ 1 201 7 42
26.E 241 125- 2 2OI 5 41
27.C 51 I 125+ 2 78 I 17 47
35.7 8l 125+ 1 _1 [ 6 44
35._ 581 125-- 0 50 I 17 38
36,7 53[ 125-- 2 48 1 6 38
_,2.,_ 561 125+ 7 29 ] 8 41
42.7 16I 125+ 4 55 i 9 36
44.7 17] 125- 0 lg I 8 77
47.4 391 125+ 4 33 I 8 37
_18.2 28[ t25+ 2 18 I 10 39
_9.2 38[ 125+ 5 48 [ 13 36
.52.2 24i 125+ 3 26 1 9 41
54.8 39] 125+ 2 67 I 21 36
57.g 31 ! 125- 1 44 i 8 36
1.5 39[ 125+ 4 60 I 15 47
2.9 55[ 125- 0 19 I 10 47
4,6311125+2 20[ 5 43
1t,3 531125-0 29[ 13 48
13.5 41 F 125- 2 29 [ 12 33
13.9 2[ 125- 0 29 [ 12 38
.>6.5 2[ 125+ 7 34 [ 10 281
?6.7 491 125+ 0 22I 6 461
?6.9 45] 125+ 1 331 6 441
t0.9 4 ] 125- 2 _" ' 17 46 I
11.2 60] 125+ 0 33 ] 6 421
125 12] 125+ 2 41 t 8 441
14,1 46] 125+ 1 23 I 3 431
19.5 17l 125- 2 44 I 18 491
_1.8 28 I 125- I 46 I 3 40 I
_5.9 31 125+ 5 51 i 36 44]
9.3 34 I 126 2 24 I 9 41 J
15.0 171 125+ 3 55 I 12 4, =
15.6 231 125+ 3 581 6 4.
19.2 1 I 125+ 3 21 I 5 3E
?9.4 31 I 125+ 2 83 I 19 47]
)0.0 301 126- 2 44 i 14 34]
)3.1 101 125+ 0 40 I 6 42]
)6.2 181 125+2 481 8 41]
12.2 331 125- 1 43 I 9 44]
13.9 221 125+ 5 39 I 33 52]
15.9 421 t26- 2 43 I 11 35 ]
16.5 451 125- 1 201 6 401
_0.9 291 125+ 7 381 8 33]
_,3.2 561 125+ 2 ;'1 I 8 431
0.3 54 I 125+ 5 18 i 4 42 I
4.0 501 125+ 0 31 i 6 441
4.1 131 125+ 1 481 26 311
13.7 45 I 125+ 0 32 I 8 46 I
17.5 31 I 126- 1 21 i 3 43 I
)0.4 39[ 125+ 6 22] 9 381
}1.0 471 125+ 0 1,_, 5 451
_.2.4 61 125 + 2 22 I 5 46 I
12.6 5I 125+ 0 29 [ 8 481
_,3.9 36I 125+ 1 P! ! 5 431
16.1 9 I 126 2 18 L 5 441
$1.2 25f 126- 2 44 _ 6 43
34.2 45I 125+ 3 25 I 4 36
0.6 22[ 126- 1 40 t 9 41
5.7 19[ 125+ 3 35 I 11 31
7.2 7[ 126- 2 98 ] 17 49
17.8 50[ 126- 2 39 ] 22 40
t8.1 251126+0 591 11 48
.)4.(] 491 126+ 0 7¢_ 1 3 45
?9.2 1 J 125+ 5 30 I 8 4I
)6E 9] 126+ 1 28 [ 8 46
)7.1 1 [ 125+ 7 53 [ 18 48
)7S 52[ 126+ 1 26 I 5 45
_9.,_ 59] 125+ 4 1R i 7 37
50,_ 61 126 1 321 8 40
52£ 201 125+ 3 22 [ 9 40
52.7 41 126- 2 34 I 20 49
5.4.._ 58[ 126 1
59.? 4t I 125+ 6
15.; 16[ 125+ 3
22._ 33 [ t26 2
223 561 126+ 2
241 441 126 2
25a 38 I 126 f 1
31E 101 126+ 2
31_ 46] 125+ 7
34._ 56 I 126 1
35.. = 81 126+ 2
:39:: 36 i 125 + 5
40.3 31J 126+ 2
40.E 01 t25¢ 6
49.._ 37 I 125 ÷ 3
52._ 341 125+ 5
555 39[ 126+ t
56.E 5 126 1
































































































2 27 I3 ,59L
2 .30L I





,_1 , 8 42
138 I 35 49
36 I 9 32
24 I 15 49
20 I 6 41
22 I 9 37
42 I 8 43
20 I 9 80
23 I 3 36
25 I 3 44
2_ : 6 49
102 I 12 46
.'27 ! 7 38
56 ] 18 33
.... 11 30
- 8 45
_ , 4 82
a:.l 11 48


























.32 i 1.22 I











































37 1 41 i
1.36 .4OLI




































Flux Corr A Confusion




S 2 # T Name Type
1 13 11607 K0
15 2 3 RAFGL 163
3 4 TMSS + 60040
2 13 11612 A0
8
El 1 32 X0107+637
BI 1 32 X0107+634
31 1 32 )(0107+633
2
FI 1 32 X0107+641
21 1 32 )(0108+624
2
2
21 2 7 +61 220
1 13 11618 K0
1 13 11619 K2
7
4] 1 32 )(0109+653
2 1 V416 CAS
4
3 3 RAFG1_ 175
1 13 11640 K0
c
41 1 23 LDN1312
44 6 2 DO 24139
41 1 32 X0110+645
61 1 32 X0110+606
1 17 60
1 23 LDN 1312
1 13 11648
8
31 1 "41 01114+6724
16 3 3 RAFGL 184
1
51 1 32 X0112+645
81 1 13 11659K0
CI
I i
1 4 13 11662
4
1 "41 01126+6700























































































































































a 6 Coords SMJ SMN 8
(s) C) I b ('3 C) (')
18. 5( 126+ 2 17 4,=
29. 4( 126+ 2 22 4."
30. 4.= 1261 1 27 5 4_
30. ( 126 2 31 13 3"
37, 3( 125+ 7 53 30 3.'
47. 3,= 126 0 33 12 5(
48. 5 c. 126+ 0 53 12 4,=
49 3z 125+ 6 29 5 4C
50. t, = 126+ 0 67 27 4(
51. 4( 126- 1 33 9 4(
52., 5£ 1261 2 41 15 3(
2., 21 126 2 32 12 3E
3J 25 126+ 3 27 3 3_
6. 2E 125+ 5 21 8 4C
7., 1E 126- 2 25 9 3E
16.= 15 126+ 1 20 6 44
.>6.: E 125+ 4 J 16 4 43
.>8. 1E 126+ 3 26 7 3E
.>9.1 62 126+ 2 30 6 45
]03 2(; 126+ 3 66 20 44
32" 17 126+ 2 17 6 44
33.; 24 126+ 3 41 8 38
35.1 12 126- 1 36 11 49
35.! 49 126 1 31 8 46
36.; 37 126+ 1 27 9 49
38.1 9 126+ 3 22 9 38
12.1 49 126+ 2 24 9 40
14/ 34 126+ 6 29 i t5 33
17' 11 126+ 1 36 8 4E
Y0.1 39 125+ 7 43 11 31
Y2,! 46 126+ 1 37 8 43
_2.! 11 125+ 6 22 6 38
i3,! 22 126- 1 29 3 45
15.' 58 126 0 24 12 46
_5.1 52 126+ 4 31 9 39
4.: 11 126+ 1 30 9 45
8.1 19 126+ 4 34 8 41
18.; 42 126 1 18 3 45
!2.! 32 126+ 3 30 10 39
!2.! 3 126+ 4 55 8 43
!4.; 18 126- 2 43 3 42
!6,, = 34 126+ 4 27 9 43
10._ 37 125+ 7 28 4 45
16.( 7 126+ 0 28 5 46
_3.( 53 126+ 5 40 8 38
_4.,= 28 126+ 0 47 17 50
_9.¢. 14 t26+ 3 24 7 39
;25, 2 126+ 4 27 10 36
;9. ¢. 27 126 0 26 7 49
2,( 27 126+ 3 45 8 33
4.( 59 126+ 3 19 6 37
2.( 52 126+ 0 35 11 45
I1._ 9 126- 0 77 8 46
=1.£ t3 126+ 3 54 19 31
_7.£ 18 126+ 4 26 7 44
d.£ 13 126+ 3 24 6 35
;2._ 0 126+ 0 25 14 81
;7.E 19 126+ 2 23 5 46
18.E 19 126+ 6 80 22 46
i0.£ 12 126+ 1 19 5 47
4._ 0 126+ 3 45 14 37
0.5 16 126+ 3 46 25 49
2.£ )4 126+ 0 43 14 49
8.1 7 126+ 2 25 9 46
_l.E _3 126 1 49 15 39
15._ 5 126+ 5 37 17 39
17.1 ._5 126+ 2 32 10 35
19.E ]5 126 1 20 5 47
;4.£ 35 126+ 7 48 8 42
:5._ 16 126+ 4 44 8 45
6.1 6 126+ 5 18 4 43
7.E 30 126+ 2 35 3 41
7.5 15 126- 1 32 8 49
1.C 37 126+ 2 23 6 43
,7.S 3 127- 2 23 8 77
4.E 9 126+ 4 31 21 50
5.E 18 126+ 7 51 15 40
8.-¢ 31 126+ 0 40 16 41
0.4 15 126+ 3 50 19 39
4. £ )2 126- 1 30 8 51
6.7 8 126+ 1 19 5 47
'1.4 56 127- 1 49 21 38
3.4 18 126 0 22 7 46
5.7 _8 126 0 37 18 42
5.4 11 126+ 1 20 9 47
7.4 31 126+ 4 22 3 45
8,9 I1 127- 1 17 4 47
2.3 i4 127 2 64 8 137
5.2 )0 126- 0 46 11 45
6,5 19 126+ 0 32 8 48
7.2 13 126+ 1 29 13 46
2,9 19 127- 1 ; 32 9 46
8.7 14 126+ 1 17 5 47
2,3 .M 126+ 2 35 9 465.E _.7 126+3 21 10 40
6.8 14 126+1 [ 35 45
8.2 12 127-1 [ 35 1 50
6.0 ._5 127-1 23 47
6.1 15 126+1 18 49
Flux Density
(Not Color Co_eeted)





























































4.63 1,43 1 47 i
,35L .25L -_
62L .68L .45LI





4.08 16.85 33.90 ]
.27 .25L .4OLI
.38 .19: .42L]
5.71 2.68 59 ]
1,04 .21: .45Li
,46 ,25L ,4OLI






.25L .25L 1 R7 I
1.21 .70 1.63LI
.64L .25L 1 O1 I
.25L .56 2.28 I
.25L .25L -























































































































Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Coef R Flags = S 2
BACDIAAAA 2 9302343118 3
CBCDIDAA# 6 8400242108 3
B C .... 1 980000000_
CE B£ 9601001368
F K E 9501000000
C C F 9902010538
C DJ F 9800000008
BC AB 2 4600001000
C E MJ n 9700000308 4
C AHD 9801010108
C H h 8700100008
D C C F F C 9680002348 4
DD GI Bh 66C2202428 E
BD CC 0 5601000000
BE AEI E 2 9502000018
BBC AAAK 4 9800020000 42
BBCC AAAA 3 4420000000 21
BC AB F 0 6681202428 E
D E A E 2 2600000000
DE J EC 4601202328 E
BBCD AAAA 1 1380041200 1
C D 6402202428 E
CJ DE 9901101208
B C A C 3 9900000008
DD AC E 0 4701121000
BC ACJE 0 7500000008
= B F 85001 00008
: F H 4500000000
3D BD 1 2700121000
.3 B F M 9500000008
3 O G 9800120000
3B AA 0 3601100000
3C AAJ 1 9803100008
C GF 9780051448 9
,3 A E 8500130008
3 B C 9800110000
3D DE 0 8500130008
3CD AAGD 0 9900102406
3D AC 0 6400200026
._ G 2400000008
CF JGDC 96(30011538
3F ACJ 0 5500000008
3 F A F K 1 9500000008
3BC AAAG 0 9800100008 17
3 DD 4601100000
C E C B 8701000008





._BCC BAAA 2 9380030000
3 i C F L 9800100008
C ML CC 9800000208
D H B 9600000008
CCC I BAE 7600000000
3BC _AAB 1 9600000000 14
D FGEC 6701000108
3 B A A 2 3500000008
C D 2500000000
3BBC AACB 0 5600001400
F C 7400000008
C C 96810000 10
C D C 9900000108
3 B I 5500000008
C J DC 9700000108
E E 4600000000
3D AB O 7501000008
]BCE AAAA 0 9580000228
: F M I 9600000000
"E BC G 0 9600100000
3BC AABF 0 3700000000
)O AD 1 7500010008
) D D 9801130018
3CC ACBF 0 7600010008
; E CCFC 9600210108
D L C 8601000008
CB GI I B 5400000200
C FC 960100122C
C K K B 9600000010
D F A D 9800222228
)C AA 2 962100000C
D C H 9502216648
CCD EBAB 9701002318
CF M CC 9901021328
C E B A g¢>0602050C
3BC AAD 0 9700100000
3B AACK 0 9602001408 15
) B 9501014208 ; 2
C D B 9700000108
3C AC 0 9700000008
CC E BB 974101162C
EC EC 1 9202202318 i
)C ACI 0 5400000008
;BCD AAAD 0 _68203344C 3
; B 6400100008
3 BI E 9601000000
;FD FCBB 8 _4013252C 2
D C MB 9602202206
3C ABG 1 9801110008




# T Name Type
1 3_ X0113+645
1 _ DO24177














2] 11 39 OC+625
8l 1 I 13 11685K0




1 1 ] 32 X0116+655





1 ! 2 DO24235
I
11 13 11705 K0
8 1 "41 01175+6636






















































*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (S1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 u.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
61




01195+6136 _1.71351 127- 1
01195+6039 [4.51451 127- 2
01196+6423 _8.2143 [ 126+ 2
01196+6128 ;9.9158i 127- 1
01196+6054 1.01571 127- 1
01196+6407 1.11281 126+ 2
01197+6143 4.71591 127- 1
01198+6119 _0.51491 127- 1
01198+6136 _).5[231 127- 1
01198+6124 11.31341 127- 1
01199+6941 _.31441 126+ 7
01200+6256 4.0121 I 127+ 1
01201+6128 6.3124 I 127 1
01201+6002 7.61301 127- 2
01201+6219 9.1124I 127- 0
01201+6338 1.4]241 126+ 1
01202+6159 2.41351 127- 0
01202+6540 2.6[31 I 126+ 3
01202+6434 4.0[301 126+ 2
01202+6208 431521 127 0
01202+6133 5.2110I 127- 1
01202+6403 7.8138 I 126+ 2
01203+6420 8.7 0[ 126+ 2
01203+6135 '0.01201 127- 1
01203+6623 '3.4139[ 126+ 4
01203+6603 _3.61251 126+ 4
01204+6444 _5.21151 126+ 2
01204+6521 '6.81301 126+ 3
01204+6553 !8.3 4[ 126+ 3
01205+6653 3.1 81 126+ 4
01208+6959 8,5 6I 126+ 8
01211+6149 7.91351 127 1
01211+6358 8.81591 127+ 2
01211+6002 9.3 61 127 2
01211+6525 0.41251 126+ 3


































































a _ Coords SMJ SMN 0






































6,41201 127+ 1 41 13 44
:6.01381 126+ 7 31 8 40
!7,21101 127- 1 18 4 47
!7.61561 127+ 1 39 16 45
1881141 126+ 7 18 6 37
=251t21 127 1 55 23 37
;3.5 21 126+ 3 19 10 38
14.11351 127- 0 34 10 46
=4.71361 126+ 2 21 5 38
16.71451 127 1 8 45
19.3 15 I 127- 0 16 49
,5.2 42 126+ 3 33 8 43
;53 21 127- 2 20 3 45
i5.8l 24 I 127+ 1 35 20 42
;3.81581 127- 2 18 3 45
0.7{52] 127+ 2 25 9 43
!2,2 7] 126+ 5 23 5 44
!6.6131I 127- 1 30 8 45
!8.5 21 126+ 6 20 5 44
!9.1]21I 127- 1 28 9 46
11.7128t 127 1 36 15 48
16,11511 127+ 1 19 6 48
16,9 91 127- 0 24 6 47
19.4[38] 127+ 1 45 10 45
15,1128] 127- 2 18 4 80
i7,8129I 126+ 7 26 22 23
14,3119[ 126+ 5 28 8 37
_4.3137l 127+ 2 36 8 42
)6.11371 127 1 22 I 14 44
_8.4[,541 126+7 381 12 41
1.9113[ 127 0 46! 8 48
!2,11551 127+ 0 20 3 47
!4,5I 131 127 2 19 4 45
!5.61551 127+ I 34 11 46
18,5149I 126+ 5 51 33 49
_3.41231 127+ 0 35 11 47
19,0]281 126+ 6 59 20 45
_3.21521 127+ 0 54 13 41
_4.91441 126+ 4 60 8 39
)9.31401 126+ 7 24 9 43
0.3 6[ 126+ 5 45 14 39
8,0139] 127- 1 27 6 46
8.61601 127+ 3 24 5 46
12,6127i 127+ 01 63 8 44
14.51211 127- 1 i 21 9 46
14,71341 127+ 1 30 12 45
15,2 9J 127+ 1 53 12 51
I7,71551 126+6 23 8 41
19.41371 126+ 5 37 9 46
22.6110 I t27 0 20 5 49
->3.2 9 I 127+ 2 29 3 41
23.9 51 127- 0 23 5 49
.>4.61301 126_ 5 66 38 51
24.613,= 127 1 22 6 48
24.7119] 126+ 4 57 13 50
-_9.01441 1274. 3 41 8 40
-_9.7 1 126+ 6 33 10 42
32.315E 126+ 5 28 9 35
36£ z 126+ 6 16 4 42
_,1.712E 127+ 3 25 10 42
_8.615_ 126'- 6 24 8 41
14,9, 50, 127+1 19 6 49









































































































25 /zm 60 pm 1(30 /xm
(Jansky)
7.99 700.83: I 1952.72
.25L .40L I 9.60L
1.61 .53L I 19.91L
1.40 8.28:1 267.65L
.23 .40L I 11,10L
.17: .40L I 15.11L
1.24 .40L I 12.08L
.54 3.82 I 16.50L
26.44 178.46L I 1716.19L
.53 224L I 24.52L
.51 .40L I 2.19L
25L .66L I 5.62
.85 .40L I 929.43L
.43 .40L I 10.08L
1.89 A2L I 12.17L
.25L 1.19 I 13.58:
,25L 1.20 I 10.38
,21 .40L I 2,67L
.37 ,40L I 24,73L
.25L ,52:1 4.35
182.29 881.52 I t716A9L
.24: .40L I 19.68L
.25L .83 I 20.13L
2.76 .40L I 1716.19L
1.10 .41L I 3.09L
.25L .40L I 5.03
.29L .44L ] 15.89L
.30L .40L I 3.26L
.23: .40L I 2.80L
.17: .40LI 2.21L
.25L .87 I 7.95:
.25L .58L t 3.47
.25L .52L t 21.23L
.70L .35 I 13.18L
.27 .40L I 2.62L1
.25L .70 I 11.60L
.25L .79 I 15.68L
.26L 1.93L I 20.16L
.34 .40L I 3.18L
2881 32.90 I 35.22
.25L ,81: [ 8.41
.25 4_63 I 2966
.52L .43L l 3.63
















































.27L .40L 10.96L B BE
.25L .73 3.72L E DA
.18: .40L 2.88L CD BCJ
31.26 7.42 4.07L BBC AAAA
.25L 1.62L I 7.61
.57 .44L I 11.08L
,55 ,40L I 23.92L
1.18 .40L I 2,47L
.65 ".87 I 9.95L
.34 .40L I 2.00L
.47 ,40L I 9.61L
.25L ,40L I 3.74
1.94 1.08: I 11,07
.70 .47L I 11.08L
.25L 1.05 ] 20A6L
Flags
V L
Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2


















































C HC 96010004CC I
B C A A F F 9502002008 I
B C A B 5400000008 I
B C A A I H 9600000000 I
CC CBBC 9700103128 I
BC AB 16000100001
C D B S 9600202008I
C CHFB 9601000128 I
BBEE AACB 950203352C
BC AAH 9800010008








































1.16 .41LI 5.85L BC AADD
25L .40L I 3.58 e G D
.25L .87 I 6.50 CC DBB
.25L .40L I 15.73L B C
.25L 1.04 I 4.18 CD LFA
,25L .73LI 2.71L C Dt N
.15: .44L 1 15.49LI DE BGL
36 1.52L 14.39L i BC AAL D
.39 .40LI 8.70Li CC AA G
.30 1.73: I 9,20 CED JFCA
.32L .40L I 4.73 O N E
.25L 1.20 I 6.86 CC JEBB
.25L .40LI 4.65 C I C
.25L .45L I 16.05L C F
.33L 1.79L I 18.26 D NJ GA
.18 .40LI 2.67L CD BF
.25L .76 I 5.28 DF J FA
.75 3.14 I 490L CC I BAA
1.04 .53: I 322L BCC AAD
.25L .49L I 1827L C CM
.25L .40L I 7.03L B B F
.25L .96LI 7.24 D L BB
.29 196L I 19.72L D I BeE
25L .40L I 3.01L B B E
.25L .40LI 3.96L B CJ K
2.29 31.30 I 72.97 BBC[_ CBAA
,29 .42LI 20.80L CE BB
.38 .53: I 21.96L BCD ABCB
.96L .40L t 2.79 [; L G
.67 4,85 I 21.96 EFCE ABAB
.25L .40L I 3.41L C D
.25[ .43L I 4.02L C B
25t .73 I 2.69L C J B
.30 1.83:1 513L DD EEDC
.73 40LI 3.11L BC AA
251 .97 I 3.23: CC GEB
.26: A0L I 2.73L BF BC
2.02 10.37 I 44.65 BBCC AABC
















































































a 8 a 6
h m. o , (s) C)
01252+6201 16.61 4










































01280 + 6247 52150 i
01281 +6205 6.1 28







01287+6313 44.1 42 ;
01287 + 6809 46.1 5
01268+6232 49.3122
















































Coords SMJ SMN 0 O
I b C) C) (') N
127- 0 2' i 3 47 3
127- 1 35 I 8 48 3
126+ 6 4O 8 44 3
127+ 0 81 ; 24 48 3
126+ 5 29 ] 16 43 3
126+ 7 35 ] 18 44 3
126+ 6 42 I 12 42 3
126+ 5 18 I 5 48 3
127+ 5 41 I 10 41 2
127+ 1 38 I 9 41 2
126+ 6 15 i 5 42 3
127+ 1 25 ] 9 48 3
127+ 3 21 I 6 42 3
127- 1 2_ i 8 44 2
128-- 2 26 I 8 46 3
127+ 0 60 I 17 46 2
127+ 2 22 I 7 42 3
126+ 6 52 ] 8 38 3
128- 2 63 I 30 54 2
127+ 3 21 ] 6 40 3
127- 1 281 12 46 2
128- 2 26 I 9 46 3
127+ 1 19 I 10 79 3
127+ 4 34 I 10 45 3
127+ 3 67 ] 12 51 2
127+ 2 24 I 6 38 3
126+ 7 44 i 36 40 2
128-- 1 39 i 16 43 3
127+ 4 21 I 5 49 3
127+ 2 39 I 8 42 2
128-- 1 29 I 9 47 3
127+ 4 35 I 8 47 3
127+ 3 61 I 38 34 2
127+ 1 64 I 17 51 2
127+ 4 41 I 12 36 2
128- 0 52 I 20 37 2
127+ 0 32 I 10 49 3
127+ 2 22 { 9 46 3
128- 2 20 I 8 43 3
127+ 2 24 [ 14 37 3
127+ 6 43 r 37 57 3
127+ 1 40 I 8 46 3
128- 1 461 23 54 2
127+ 1 30 I 10 46 3
128- 0 28 I 5 48 3
127+ 7 261 9 40 3
128- 2 21 I 9 50 3
127+ 2 29 r 17 39 2
127+ 1 341 3 43 3
128- 1 28 [ 8 49 3
128- 0 21 I 6 46 3
128+ 0 89 I 19 52 2
127+ 1 32 I 5 43 3
127+ 6 28 I 9 40 3
t28+ 0 28 I 8 50 3
127+ 5 21 ] 3 46 3
128- 1 72 I 8 130 3
128+ 1 33 J 6 47 3
127+ 5 29 ] 6 47 3
128- 1 23 I 8 49 3
128+ 1 18 I 7 45 3
127+ 4 40 I 8 50 3
127+ 4 301 10 46 3
128+ 0 49 I 11 50 3
127+ 2 42 I 6 53 3
127+ 6 70 I 42 39 2
127+ 2 45 ] 8 41 3
127+ 4 57 I 8 44 3
127+ 6 17 ] 5 42 3
127+ 5 26 I 9 42 3
127+ 2 28 I 7 44 3
128- 0 74 J 23 53 2
127+ 2 33 I 8 41 3
127+ 2 2 _ _ 9 40 3
127+ 5 92 I 19 50 2
128- 2 32' 9 48 3
128+ 1 40 16 54 2
128- 2 22j 6 46 3
128- 2 43 8 48 3
128+ 0 33 10 49 3
i
128- 1 23i 6 50 3
128- 2 38 8 49 3
128+ I 26 7 45 3
128- 0 19 6 48 3
127+ 6 30 10 39 3
127+ 3 25 5 47 3
128- 2 46 12 40 3
127+ 6 109 30 52 2
127+ 6 31 8 41 2
128+ 0 21 7 47 3
128+ 1 47 11 47 3
127+ 3 21 5 46 3
127+ 4 22 3 48 3
127+ 5 28 9 47 3
127+ 5 22 9 51 3
128+ 1 33 10 45 3
128+ 0 24 10 49 3
t28- 2 36 8 49 3
128- 2 33 8 48 3
127+ 6 46 8 41 I 3
Declination: +60'-+70 °
Flux Density Flags AssOCiations
(Not Color Corrected)
12 _m 25 _m 60 _m 100 am
(Jansky)




































































































































































































Flux Corr A Confusion
Uncs Coef R Flags*
_C ABKN O 9502001118
3C BD 2 6500010008
_) C C 6600000000
D I C 9601000008
D J J N B 6601100060
C B 2400000000
B C M D 7581000000
:D BC O 6700110000
3 S B 9600000000
.3 B H 960010000C
3 B B A A A 0 9600000000
BC BB 1 750010010C
3BB AAAB 2 0700200000
3C AAE 1 6702110008
EC BC E 0 9500010008
-" E G 8400000008
=IBC AAA 1 0700000000 13
C B 9601000000
C F 7700000000
BC AB 2 0700200000
.3 D BD C 7802210008




BC J EFF 25C0144558
F E I E 9500000000
DC C HB 9680000108
.3D ACL 8 7500100008




_D AB M 1 7700100008
.3 B MI 9500100008
C HJ GH 1600000000
3 D 950OOOOOO(3
.3 D G 66OOOOO0OO
D GI HB 5600000008
BD AC 0 7401001008
;)DC ODDD 0 2510264678 F
BC BA 0 6700012000
FE J MGD 8580142350 D
C F 9500000000
BE CC 1 9400O0010C
O HI LD 8500100138 8
CF FFCB 4600012408
BC AB H 3 9601110318
B A E 5600000090
BD E AE C 1 9701000008
F F MDC 8701010220
D C E B F B 3640034838
B C G 9400100128
BBC AAAC 0 9801110318 15
D F B 6701000008
DDD I FEA 950014330C
BE AD H 0 9600000000
B BB 8500000008
CCC KACC 9601002410 4:
C, D L 950O000008
BD AC 0 940324332C
BE CC 0 9700000000
BC BB 0 8501000008
BDE BCBF 1 95423340OC
D B F F K 9400100006
C D 6500000008
3 F C D 9 7500000008
D CEDJ 67OO10OOOO
F I HL I 9581000010
C B G 950000110C
C D 8400000308 4
BCC AABM 0 9701000000
S D F 46000100O0
CC NDAC 4601000000
E J B 56O0000008
8 C J 9700100000
BD AA 1 760100110C
D E G 7601000030
BC AC 0 4700210000
F G K B 960221330C
BC AA 1 5600210000
B CLI F 5600100000
B B F 6403100008
BBC AAAD 0 9401000118
B BC D 4700310010
F E BAC 954221330C 4
BBCD AAAA 1 7253132208 37 1
D B H 9500100000
B D A S 0 1600000000
C C 360122001(]
C DHD 550010000(]
C B F 7501000000
E C C B A A 3600003008
D D F C C 3700000408
BBC AAA 1 6400000008 18
BBCD GEBA 3 92Cl134328
B B L 26000000OC
BC lAB 1 270000000(;
2
7
1.87L 21.64L C IDE , 950O110OOC
.48L 19,74L BC !A[3 0 3500000O08
.40L 8.13L B [AENC: 740111011E
.40L 224LI CD rBD C 56000000OC
.42L 4.62 B iC 96000O010C
I2, 25, 60, 100 _m; 10) High Source Density Region,
C
A
# T Name Type
2 _' V390 CAS
1 ''PQ CAS








1 "41 I 01272+6304
1 "4t I 01275+6242
1 32 [ X0127+64I
2 "32[ X0127+612
2 *41 I 01281 +6247
; .1321002-1311797 1(2
2 *321 X0128+629
2 '131 11801 F8
4 13[ 11802
1 *41 I 01287+6239
1 131 11803 KO
2 "41 ] 01288+6232
2 131 11806 B9
1 "41 { 01291 +6063




1 321 X0129 +661
1 1 I CK GAS
"23 OCL 0326
,2 xo129+8315 11826
2 " _ I V472 CAS
2 "13111825K2
,2 ; 111827OCL 0326
2 " 31 RAFGL 230
1 21 DO 24460
1 "41 [ 01306+6456
1 23 OCL O326










































































01319 _ 6301 .1
01319+6444 _2
01320+6243 .5













01327 + 6536 '.8
01328+6255 L1



























































01366 + 6646 38






















a B Coords SMJ SMN O




27 + 3 _1
28 1 11
->8 0 _1
28 + 1 _9
28+ t 11
28 + 1 !3









28 + 2 i0
28- 0 14
28 + 2 I ._9
28 + 3 32
27+ 6 l0
28+ 1 ._5











































































*Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I;
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected1
12 p.m 25 _m 60 pm I00 gm
(Jansky)
.26L 25L I .78 6.63L
.31L .2bL I ,63 421L
26L .28L 1.04 7.34
2,59 1.37 ,40L 11.49L
.57 25L .40L 11.41L
.25L ,26L 1.54 13.64:
.89 .83 8.63 61.56L
.47 .55 4.68: 61.56L
,39 1.05L .96L 5.76
26L .25L .73 3,13:
39L .36L .72 5.47
1.09L .25L 59L 3.03
.29L .25L 1.18 15.22L
2.10 .93 A0L 10.16L
11.86 5.97 1.24 2.84L
.40L 25L .83 20.66L
,85 .51 .40L t5.27L'
25L .27L 96 6.37
.27 29L 1.70L 17.94L
.25L 25L 1.66 18.88L
26L .19: 2.20L 2001
.50 .25L .44L 16.73L
.25L .25L 1.36 2.93L
1.15 .48 .50L 495L
.38L .34 1.94 320L
.25L ,25L .40 3.35:
,42L 25L 58 22.61L
.44L .25L .46L 4.12
.25L .51L .53: 6.38
33 25L .45L 28.01L
.31 .25L .45L 4.93L
31 .25L .40L 2.84L
1.38 .46 .44L 10.26L
3.41 1.23 .40L 11.66L
.25L .25L .92 16.45L
.45 .25L .40L 3.16L
.65 .16: .40L 12.41L
29L 25L .93 23.16L
.60 .25L .40L 13.72L
.25L 25L .44L 3.73
28 .25L .40L 2,47L
.40L .25L 1.01 3.37:
.31 25L .52L 6.62L
.25L 2.01 13,60 22.61
1.47 .54 .42L 18.33L
11.17 6.44 1.98 4.20L
,63 .25L .401 6.40
.37 .25L .421 15.51L
1.41 .36 .40l 8.52L
.83 .94 .44l 20.97L
.52 .25L .401 2.44t
.71 .27L .441 19.981
251 .35 1.05 18.041
.63 .25L ,451 4,061
2.69 .70 .401 8.89[
.43 .25L .401 13.441
.251 .25L .70 3.74:
.31 .301. 1.291 17.391
.89 .49 .401 15.701
.251 .251 .65 5.36
.25l .60 7.88:
.251 30 3.72
10.66 3.26 .66 10.681
.31 .25i .43 13.051
.78 .251 .71 4.571
.84 35 .40 12.601
.27 .7t 1,23 7.55
36 .251 .40 9.161
.72 .24 .40 14.35
.42 .251 .40 3.14
.43 25 .45 5.34
.33 .47 2.39 7.85
.76 .25 .4() 12.04
.25 .7_ 10.05
.50 ,26 .4C 10.86
17.41 1025 2,9_ 3.39
























Flags S 2- [ Associations
V L c
Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
Uncs Coef R Flags' # T Name Type (") Mag











D F C i00000106
D D 100165768
_,H D _00000008
B B ¢kA '00000000





D E FBC Y84144338
K _.00100008
C MA G _00000000
C B 700100OOO
C C l A 501200200
C C O G _OO000000
C B 502111018
C I C 500110008




O B D 40O000O08
B A K 500O01 008
C E D E 400000308
E 60100000C
E C 40011000E
D I C 50210100E
C 40000000E
( F [ 50010000(
G i_ 70000000(




,B C ,A A '70000000(
; [ ,DH[ _50101000i
_G 1500100001
_C ,C 1500000001
B _A B 33020000OI




IC kA I )40100000_
I | I )40001000J
ci D ( 17000000_
; )HGI 1600001001
3C } A _60000000;
D I B = _50000010;
Di FI t60200011
D J C, )60000000
}BC kAB 350020000
C F B 340000000





3 3N G 36000000O
3 3 C 260000000
.3CC 3BA 978101110
B 3 D 940001020
C HB 940t010213














B F A F h 96001002:




C DI 96011000 I
C D 45000000
CD( F D( 95830443
F CNf 95001002
D( DGE 16010012
i f MK6 66011012
70 [L [ 96000122
.2 _ me 8_2 J (
2] CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
11849 K2 2 85
X0132+628 8 15
X0132+628 ,5 15









11872 K0 3 81
11873 K5 5 83
01340+6447 3_ 4
X0134+639 43 6
11875 F5P ; 65
11877 E 90
11878 K2 6 81

















































Name Galactic Unce_ainty iC
SMI SMN 0







































































































12 _m 25 p.m 60 /tm 100 Mm
(Jansky)
v L
Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 ,u.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
t CA
# T
Declination: + 60"- + 70 °
Associations










































13 [ 11983 K0


















































a _ Coords SM] SMN 0 O 12 _m

















1461 +6551 2 .25L
1461 +6448 3 .51












1470+6328 g .25L1471 +6048 .25L
1473 + 6540 3 ,93
1475+6416 3 .38L
1476+6436 i 3 11,12
1476 + 6746 _3 .25L1476 + 6405 .25L :
1478 + 6000 .25L i
1478 + 6322 3 25L i3 ,221479 + 6310
1480+6358 3 .53
1481 +6106 3 3.02
1481 +6758 2 1.42L




















1498+6055 _ 25LI25L)1498 + 6313





1502 + 6320 2 .27L
1503 + 6425 3 1.54
3 3.231504 +6856
1504 +6728 2 2,09
1505+6504 3 .63
1505+6523 3 .65
1505 ÷6051 3 2.03
1505+6112 2 .25L
1506 f 6058 2 .48
1507 + 6337 3 .57
3 1.211508 _ 6325
1509 + 6423 3 ,25L
1511 +6339 2 ,88L
1511 + 6315 3 ,25L
1511 +6213 3 .38L
1512 +6457 3 ,26L
1512+6049 3 .39L
1513 +6702 3 ,27L
1513+6402 _ .281513 +6125 ,25L
1514+6058 3 ,25L
1515 t 6343 2 ,48
1515+6232 3 ,59
1515 +6328 2 .37
1517 _6551 4 2.65
1517+6012 3 .30L
1518 _ 6554 4 .25L
1519 t 6315 3 .36L
Flux Density
(N_Color Corrected)








































































































I00 _m Flux Corr A Con_sion R S
Uncs Cocf R Flags*
14.76L C I DD 9401111438
17.90L F C 950100000C
5.39 C COB 3600010510
3,71L BBC AAA 1 3600000210
4,62 DB E B 1501000000
16.62L BC AEG 2 3500000008
5.37 D E B 5700000108
4.70 C F GC 1501001530
145.44L BBC CBAA 2 4281033438
11.14 BCCC CBAA 0 550001300C
6.34L D B DB 970323261C
11.51L DC AAEL 5; 9501112308
1.90: DC E EE 3700100200
t6.11L C MDAD 950001000(3
4.33L C E D 2600100200
4,86 EC MI EA 970100040C
6.93: F D J E D 9600100318
3.88LBD BDN Ii06000000002.44 B F H 3700000310
6.14 DD MCA 970100000C
13.01L B B E E 960101011C
14.63L BD AB 6 9501200018
4.89 E EBB 9501001208
3.16L BC BB 1 5702010000
15.17L BC AB 0 6500111008
4.44 D FA 9600000108
5.85 F B EB 6500000100
7.80L F I EC 9601010338
13.48L BF BGEB 0 9500100008
16.57L C KD 960100020C
4_82 D B 970010020C
14,61L F CG 960110032C
19,54L D AC 6400111008
2071L C H A 2401000108
3.68L BBD AAD 0 0600000000 17
3.98 E KKFC 9601000008
5.05 D I C 5601000108
607 DC GBC 850000330C
6.88 E M FB 960100142C
18.70L C CN L 960032220C
16.48L BE BF 1 6600000008
19,89L BC AAEJ 0 9601121348
8.06 DCD J BAA 9500001108
20.55L D B 8500010008
15.68L C CI 950100020C
5.69L C BGL D 0600000008
25,00L BD BC 0 9500200008
16.20: CD HDB 9581254678
15,59L DE F BAD 960100000C
10.05: CD L SD 9601343566
6.20 D F I 9601000010
3.22L BC ABI 0 5700101100
15.39L B BDF 960103100C
5.10 F E GE B 3781003420
6.29 CFDC ADCC 0 2501010316
10.71L BC AAK 2 9500000008
11.44L B BCMJ 8500000006
4.07 D J DB 9600000108
10.11L BC AA 2 9501000006
4.63 C HC 4500000000
16.14L D HF F 9681135446
3.43 D DB 9700000008
18.95L BE AC 2 9601200006
6.10 DF GGBC 960406341C
11.15L C B GNG 0701000008
23.04 E L D D 758315434C
23.80 C DCE E 3502047650
6.84 BC C ABFB 2 5401023100
4.19 DCD DAB 16700000108
12.22: DE GE 96013233381
8.63L C B B 6300000008i
24.79L BD AD 5 1750345444Ci
14.03 E KCB B 1954103442C_
21.03L BC AC 0 1300110008
8.10L BC AAI 0 8500000008
398L CC AB F 0 9601000008
3.93L C A H 6500000000
4.10L B B F L C 5500000000
19.35L CC AAEJ 8 760333100C
10.17 CD EC 9603000418
2122L E B I 650232262C
8.35 DECC BCAA 2 9540145108
16.80L BD ACEL 0 9500011118
4.11 CCC JAAA 1500110008
14.60L E F F B 8440145108
10,54 E C K E B 3602111110
26.46: CCC F F DB 0582034336
383L C E GC 6500000000
9.84 DF O DB 660031030C
11.62L B D B H 9500000008
24.70L C F 4500001008
11.21L F J F D 9601100438
13.73 D B I C 560011131C
24.13L F D G 7600010008
3.45L ED BD 4 5700001000
17.45L C D 9400000008
2.95L BB AAF 11 2700100200
32.76 E GDF D i85C217544C
4.84 CB BC 3600100200
5,64L C CK 3701100200
Associations
C
S 2 # T Name Type Mag
I
43 I 4 I 3 RAFGL248
1 2 DO 24793
4
3 1 32 X0144+626
2 1 32 X0144+639
31 1 2 DO24799
4' 2 ° 7 1+60194
1 "41 01456+6031
4:1 2 DO 24819i
4:
4'
2 " 2 DO24824
1 23 LDN 1335
4 13 12006 K5
6 1 32 X0148+599
8
t 2 DO24873
1 23 LDN 1335
4 1 32 X0149+643
1 1 CM GAS
582
A
S t 32 X0150+632 113











4 13 12028 M0 1
A 1 1 WX CAS 6
3 1 32 X0150+636 23
3 t3 12031 B3 17
3
1
































































































































(s) C) 1 b
H
Uncerlainty C
SMJ SMN 0 O
(") C) (') N
32 9 41 2
33 3 48 3
23 6 47 3
30 8 48 3
21 4 52 3
36 3 50 3
42 10 53 2
22 9 47 3
37 10 51 3
34 8 54 3
20 5 39 2
29 17 46 2
24 3 50 3
28 9 43 3
36 3 56 3
29 B 51 3
28 12 46 3
27 6 54 3
46 11 55! 2
20 6 51 3
31 12 50 3
45 14 45 2
43 3 53 3
102 21 52 2
67 18 46 2
35 8 133 3
24 7 56 2
26 5 5O 4
69 3 51 3
28 3 49 3
=
37 10 52 3
31 9 51 3
22 3 54 3
53 8 44 2
45 8 45 i 3
0.2 6 129+ 7
1.0 42 130+ 3
19 33 129+ 6
4.1 17 129+ 7
13.5 13 130+ 2
17.8 8 131 1
16.0 4 129+ 4
25.2 36 130+ 2
28.5 59 130+ 3
28.8 43 129+ 5
29.2 29 128+ 8
37.3 33 130+ 1
41.9 5 130+ 0
44.0 39 129+ 7
45.1 30 131- 1
48.4 57 129+ 7
48.7 17 131- 1
585 55 131- 1
59.2 11 130+ 0
2.3 34 130+ 0
8.5 15 130+ 2
12.8 24 129+ 6
13.3 20 131- 1
20.0 59 129+ 7
25.3 11 131 1
27.7 57 129+ 5
383 46 130+ 4
40.7 57 130+ 4
43.1 32 129+ 7
43.7 52 131 + 0
49.3 22 131+ 0
55.6 23 130+ 3
57.8 39 130+ 1
1.0 26 t30+ 1
7.2:4 129+ 7
11.7 30 131- 0 53 17
14.7 23 129+ 6 18 10
16.3 33 130+ 2 29 11
17.8 49 130+ 3 26 9
24.4' 53 131 1 27 10
27.1 59 131 - 1 27 7
28.6 55 131 0 73 t2
31.9 19 130+ 1 29 8
34,0 53 130+ 3 59 16
34.1 8 130+ 1 21 4
34.6 57 131- 1 36 9
36.0 4 131- 1 64 13
37.1 17 131- 1 26 8
38.2 19 130+ 2 19 4
40.7 24 130+ 2 22 3
¢6.4 54 f36+ 2 22 8
5.2.8129 131+ 1 33 8
57.2 7 130+ 2 43 10
57.7 58 13t 0 32 t2
0.6 29 131- 0 30 8
4.3 9 131 0 40 10
5.7 48 131- 2 40 9
7.7 26 130+ I 39 6
11.2 55 131+ 1 23 5
15.5 50 130+ 1 35 8
20.5 17 131- 1 29 3
23.5 24 131- 1 30 3
25.5 3 129+ 7 30 11
31.4 12 130+ 5 38 11
50.0 46 131+ 1 23 6
58.5 11 130+ 4 41 8
1.7 2 130+ 3 78 28
8.1 25 131- 2 28 3
6.3 35 t31- 0 22 7
9.2 31 131+ 0 34 17
10.7 29 130+ 5 30 11
14.6 54 131- 1 32 13
21.5 53 130+ 2 40 10
22.1 24 129+ 5 33 8
49.0 45 t31- 0 45 8
58.0 43 131-- 0 29 10
0.5 27 131+ 0 24 5
2.4 30 131+ 1 25 10
3.1 9 130+ 2 58 20
6.6 30 131- 1 28 6
11.4 46 131- 1 27 7
12.9 53 130+ 3 47 17
13.7 1 131+ 1 35 22
17.4 32 131- 1 40 12
18.3 6 131 I 46 13
21.1 40 129+ 6 24 6
21,3 13 129+ 6 33 12
22.2 40 130+ 2 34 8
27.5 4 131+ 2 26 12
31.7 34 131- 1 29 9
35,1 53 129+ 6 30 6
41.1 10 129+ 6 24 11
44.6 8 130+ 2 20 6
49,6 33 131- 1 44 8
50.1 54 131+ 2 26 8
52.7 60 129+ 6 25 8
58.2 22 131- 1 32 3
59.8 59 13t- 0 47 8
19.8 14 129+ 6 19 5
21,7 1 131+ 2 27 8
Declination: +60°-+70 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
t2 p.m
(Not Color Con'ected?




Flux Corr A Confusion R S



































































Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($t) at 12. 25, 60, 100 Fro; I0) High Source Density Region.
C
A

























































































Posilion (1950) Flux Density F
Name H
Galaclic Uncertainly C (Not Color Corrected) V
a _ Coords SM] SMN 0 O 12 /_m 25 .am 60 .am 100 am Flux Corr Aa 6
hm o _ (s) ( ) l b C) (') (') N (Jansky) Uncs Coef R
01583+6139 21 5 49 3 620 1.61 .4OL 15.91L AB AA 21
01584+6322 38 8 49 3 .30 .25: 58: 4.87L CED DDB 0
01584+6706 20 6 52 3 .25L .41 4.67 7.26 CCC BAA
01585+6431 21 18 64 3 25L .25L .60 13,11L C I GC
01587+6148 21 6 50' 3 .44 .54 5.12 13.03 BCCC CBAA 0
31566+6219 54 9 47 ,_ 26 25L .57L 24.!1L C B J
01588+6400 40 8 51 ! 3 .77L .51L I 71 3.96 CD NKEC
:)1590+6913 44 12 44 2 .68 .25L _ .40L 9D9L C BI
:)1590+6051 45 8 53 3 .93 .25L 1.75L 19.33L B AF B
:)1591+6531 28 14 53 2 .40L .73L 1.39 4.02L C DEBB
:)1591+6908 39 9 44 2 1.14 .31 .46L 8.10L DD ACFE 3
:)1592+6409 38 10 53 3 .71 25L .50L 17.02L D AC:)1593 _-6739 46 16 50 .., .25L: 25L 33L 5.95 D F I C
:)1595+6156 245 543 1.67 I .51 .46L 20.66L 8C AB 0
:)1596+6120 5212 46' 2 .29 .62L 1.90L 20.18L E EK
:)1598+6538 3415 932 ,54L 25L .76L 4.17 C L FD
]1599+6614 34 19 43 2 .32L 25L .45L 3.27 C L CC
:)1599+6839 27 7 37 2 18.31 9.16 1.94 653L BBC AAA 0
:)1599+6636 50 16 5t 2 .26L .25L 1.23 3.47: CD EGBC
:)1599+6430 60 17 53 2 .40L .25L .45 18.42L E C :
)2000+6443 25 10 56 3 .27L ,48L .63 5.49L C DBDi
)2000+6359 22 6 52 3 2.13 .62 .40L 13,51L CD AA I 6
:)2001+6623 24' 9 46 3 ,37 .25L .40L 2.6OL C BF
)2002+6643 44 9 45 2 .35 .25L .40L 3.72L C DD B HC42 18 45 2 .25L .25L 38: 3.89)2003 + 6752
)20o5+6607 2_i 12 42 2 .4o 25L .48L i 3._OL C SL L;
32006+6439 _ 10 49 4 .42LL .25L .62 i 4.63: DO F cBi
)2006+6050 76 16 58 2 .31L I .25L 137L 5.98 D N CC
)2007+6425 24 17 57 3 25L .25L .66L 7.75 D GEBJ
I B BC)2007+6548 46 21 50 3 .25L .25L .61L 4.49 ] J
)2008+6324 28 9 48 3 .25L .43 1 CS C FBA B
)2009+6936 44 20 41 2 .25L 25L CE ECGB)2009+6735 27 11 48 3i 25L .30L
)2009+6130 46 10 52 .40L .25L °DIM CCI
)2009+6043 32 12 56 3 .32L .25L C DJ B
)2012+6018 48 8 59 2 .32L .25L E MDB j
)2014+6150 34 9 55 3i .25L 25L C C LGF)2015+6641 45 18 49 31 .25L .25L : : B
)2017+6408 35 12 48 3 .25L .25L C CC,
)2018+6124 28 8 51 3 1.18 .40 42L 370L BD ADJK 0
)2019+6845 66 14 43 2 .43L .25L 1.49 I 4,11LI C CB
,2019+6329 49 gi 57_ 81 25, 54, 603L10c BFic)2020 +6247 39 50 37L 25L 1.65 5.84L
)2021+6518 31 9 86 2 1.04 1.09 -45LI 16.86LICC c AjAC 0)202i+6828 46 49 26L 25L 74 293LI
)2021+6228 38 9 52 3 38 .25L .40L 5,11L C BH)2021+6625 37 6 56 2 t.139 .74 .40L 1504L CO AA 0)2022+6236 29 9 523 69 26L 45LI 633L{] {]C
)2023+6255 25 9 50 3 .51 .25L .51L [ 5.45L {] A°
)2023+6002 52 10 55 3 .42 .25L 1.86L I 16.57L
)2024+6402 41 11 52 4 .35L .25L .90 i 5.64: !E SC C CB;)2029+8019 97 23 47 2 25L 25L 163L 729I E BI
)2030+6444 27 10 52 2 .92 .27L .49L 17.65LJC BDGE I
)2031 +6408 18 4 53 4 4.57 1.31 .6OL 5.10LI A B AADFI 1
)2031+6325 43 8 54 3 .46 .25L .57L 5.70L C D BFM I)2032+6926 49 26 : 42 2 .25L .25L .40L I 4.20 I GF
)2033+6841 47 8i 432 .36L .34L .45LI 3,95 I D DLJCI
)2033+6550 54 39 49 2 .25L .25L .40El 3.54 I D G I I
)2035+6000 31 7 55 3 2.47 .73 2.47L 15.24L BC tABD 0
)2036+6347 38 8 52 3 .6O .25 .57L[ 5.41L]CD iSDI ! 0
)2036+6356 46 24 58 2 .25L .37L .60: ; 4.92 ] DC, EDD
)2038+6739 58 12 43 2 .93 .26L .81L 3.08L IB ABJ C
)2040+6938 46 10 41 2 .46 .25L .40L ; 2.63LJF D I
)2040+6524 31 11 533j .75 .25L .45L i 13.90L]F ICG I
]2041+6730 57 12472' .32 .26L .40L i 3.55L]C ICH
)2041+6156 22 6 53 3 3.51 1.48 .51LI 4.54LI BS IAAI 0
)2041+6108 21 3 59 3 1.13 .32 .44L 3.74L1{]C AC 4
)2042+6126 25 91 56 3 .75 .20: 51L 447L SD ,BE 0
)2044+6031 24 6 54 3 12.05 105.78 387.6O 465.75 B{]BC iAAAA 0
29 50 .43L .25L iiLL ! _6556 L C E
,2045+6o59 48 2
,2047+6445 _ 1_i 43 2 .68L .25L : : EDC ES
)2048 + 6208 52 .45 .25L I C I L F C9+6138 74 14 9 2 26L 6 :86 6:18LI{] iAG
)2049+6650 44 19 43 2 .25L .60L .45L I 3.67 D i I MC
12050+6149 27 11 58 3 .28L .25L 1.09 _ 8.13 ] CC: BB
)2050+6452 39 19 43 2i .25L .25L .83 6.01L I C DC
]2053+6448 50 17 51 2 .25L .69L 1.46 I 12.62L] C I °F I
)2053+6000 21 6 55 3 1.67 80 1.03L 34.37L I 8C IAAFA 4
)2054+6237 62 14 59 2 i .26L .25L 1.37 6.60LJ C ! C
i I
)2054+6011 25 11 58 31 .64: ,61: 16.82: 55.65 ICFD° {]BOA 0
)2057+6149 35 15 58 2 .29L ,25L .88: 7.57 I DC[D FB
)2059+6235 22 8 52 3 1.04 .29 .48L 494L I BD IAE 0
)2061 +6534 50 32 42 2 .25L .62L .55L 3.10 I F i D
)2061+6138 54 15 55._2 21 .38L .25L 1.83L 6.74 IB CIBDCC
)2062+6506 26 9 .56 .25L 40L 16.38LI I
)2062+6655 24 8 57 3 .93 .25L .40L 4.11LB LACJ
)2063+6442 48 17 54 2 .42L .25L 1.19 20.50L] C IK ES
)2064+6524 25 6 50 3 .25L .28: 2.54 16.82 ] FCC I DEA
)2064+6245 44 3 52 3 .43L .25L 1.55 8.35:] CC r FCB
)2065 + 6747 31 19 39 2 25L .25L .74L 5.44 D FB
)2065+6846 t7 4 48 2 1.61 .79 51 409L BCD AAFD 1
)2065+6323 31 8 53 3 .36 .25L 64L 472LC CKHE
)2065+6604 24 19 553 .30 .25L .47: IO.6OLIC D CKDG
)2066+6610 56 16 472 .29L .37L 69 14.41L C MGEE
)2066+6344 36 8 544 .34 .25L .49L i 6.78L C CM
)2066+6405 37 11 532 .50 I .25L .64L 8,91L F B
)2066+6044 23 5 58 3 1.28 ! .80 1.67LI 15.95LI BC AA 1)2067+6o_ 22 6 58 3 .79 .59 36o 15.02cccc B{]AA632 15 59 2 .32L 25L 67 341L c G cc'I)2067+6550
J
*Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3)
L C
Confusion R S A
Flags* S 2 # T
Declination: +60°-+ 70 `
Associations
Sop
Name Type (") Mug
12090 MA 70
12097 B5P 55




02006 + 6439 12





02023 + 6402 4
02031 + 6444 3
02031 +6408 7




X0205 + 648 2
X0205 + 601 3
12150 G5 80
DO 25335 91
)(0206 + 654 7
X0206+ 66O 8
02066 + 6405 1



















































































































a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 0
(st C) 1 b C) C) (')
52 130+ 45 I_ 4
52 131+ 34 2_ 5
52 131+ 25 1: 4
53 132+ 40 _ 5
56 132+ 32 ', 5
56 132+ 5O _ 5
56 132 + 20 q 5
0 130+ 38 1; 4
1 132+ 29 1( 5
3 130+ 46 1' 4
5 132+ : 26 ; 5
6 132+ 21 1 5
I1 130+ n 25 1; 4
18, 132+ ; 44 I 5
._4, 130+ i 43 1; 4
13. 131+ : 30 1( 5
16. 132+ 34 1." 5
18. 131 + , 40 _ 5
19, 133- 49 1." 5
L3. 131+ ! 53 lZ 4
i1. 131+ _ 34 1,_ 4;
;3. 132-- 1 40 E 5;
2, 132- 1 29 E 5.
6. 133- ' 25 3 5_
6. 132+ _ 22 E 51
8. 131 + ._ 20 9 5,
3. 132+ ; 37 19 6
4, t33- 1 29 15 5:
6.: 130+ ; 38 11 4,
8. 132+ ; 70 19 6(
9. 132+ C 43 8 5(
0/ 131 + ,_ 51 12 51
1., 132+ _ 51 12 5l
5.! 130+ 7 51 16 4;
5.! 132+ _ 21 6 5E
0.! 132+ 3 21 6 5_
3J 131+ 4 21 8 5z
4, 131+ 4 37 8 9c,
6.( 132+ 1 42 16 6(
7.', 132+ 3 42 12 5;
3., 133- 1 59 17 5_
8J 132+ 0 26 9 5E
1,1 132+ 2 29 3 57
4.; 131+ 5 32 10 4E
4.1 132+ 2 89 i 13 6C
O.( 133+ 0 39 i 8 54
7.: 131 + 4 251 8 5E
5.( 132+ 1 93 I 27 6_
5.( 131 + 5 :_._.! 7 4E
5,( !31 + 6 53 I 14 47
75. 31 + 4 26 ] 3 56
3._ 33- 1 1_ i 8 94
3.z 32+ 2 24 I 3 56
1.; 33+ 0 501 3 57
3£ 31 + 5 40 I 3 43
_.._ 32+ 1 30 ] 11 61
5.E 32+ 2 48 I 8 58
?.£ 31+ 5 53 I 8 57
3.E 30+ 8 39 I 9 45
5.E 33 0 26 [ 10 50
t.e 32+ 1 28 ] 6 51
3.1 32+ 2 32 I 9 56
3._ 32+ 1 271 10 54
.L4 31 + 5 :]1 I 3 57
},8 31+ 5 391 8 57
t.3 32+ 3 21 t 3 52
r3 32+ 3 34 I 9 52
}.4 31+ 6 30 I 7 43
t,2 3t+ 4 25 I 8 52
t.E 30+ 8 39 I 8 45
}.9 33 0 46 I 9 49
;.9 31 + 5 ._! ! 3 53
1.2 32+ 3 97 ! 12 55
1.9 33 + 0 34 I 6 57
3.9 33 1 ,=1 _ 15 84
1.4 32+ 1 tR ) 6 51
1.1 30+ 7 _7 [ 9 _.5
I.O 31+ 4 20[ 3 56
.>.1 32 + 4 30 I 7 57
L9 31 + 5 4(3 I 8 54
kl 33 1 45 I 12 55
k8 33+ 1 "_ _ 8 52
),4 31 _ 6 53 I 11 18
L0 32+ 1 32 I 10 57
1.9 32+ 3 25 I 8 _4
;6 33 ÷ 0 36 I 9 59
),8 31 + 5 46 t 12 14
;.6 32÷ 3 381 8 _.3
)6 31 ÷ 7 45 t 8 19
)8 32_, 2 231 3 57
)8 32_ 4 25 I 8 _,4
1.7 33 0 P_ai 12 _0
1.4 31 + 5 .... 12 _.3
!.6 32 + 4 28 I I1 $5
L1 33 1 44 I 6 )4
' 1 32 + 3 26 I 3 _6
'.1 32 t 4 45 t 8 _.8
'5 31 + 5 _7 r 12 19
1,4 33 ÷ 1 _ i 7 _4
.1 32+ 2 63 I 8 12
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)











































































































































































































100 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion







































































































R S A Sep




















































































































02161 +6447 7 .":





























02175 _ 6129 ]5.31
02176+6110 _75i
02176+6021 ]841









0216O _ 6127B _7=
02181 I" 6139 1031
02181 +6817 I1 _t
02182 ¢ 6047 13.21
02183+6637 19.31
02183 + 6047 )1 m






$ C_or_s SMJ SMN 0)O£5 C) C) ( N
t
57 131+ 6 22 9 47 2 3.89
23 133- t 35 18 56 3 .38L
42 132+ 3 40 8 5S 3 .62
22 133- 0 40 8 53 2 .25L
0 132+ 4 32 14 43 2 ,25L
1 132+ 2 28 7 51 2 1.85
50 131+ 5 27 6 102 3 .25L
35 132+ 3 26 6 58 3 1.28
23 133 0 47 1t 60 2 .37L
20 131+ 6 75 20 44 2 .46L
30 132+ 2 34 7 63 2 .56L
9 133 0 33 14 56 3 .25L
12 133+ 0 47 121 48 2 .25L
55 133- 1 20 4 t 54 3 1.17
3 133- 1 67 12 I 54 3 .25L
51 132+ 3 62 111 50 2 .48
49 131+6 33 19 I 45 2 .69L
1 133- 0 72 20, 60 3 .25L
35 133+ 0 17 71 95 3 .59
52 t33- 1 35 11 I 58 3 .28:
23 132+ 4 36 191 56 3 .25L
66 132+ 3 28 61 54 3 5.13
7 133- 0 38 101 56 3 .25L
40 131+ 7 26 6 51 2 1.35
54 131+ 5 36 9 48 2 .36L
36 133- 0 23 8 56 3 .28L
1 132+ 4 24 10 56 3 .25L
46 133+ 1 20 _ 53 3 .25L16 133+ I 60 61 2 .26L41 132+3 39 60 2 .46
53 132+5 56 181 47 2 .25L
8 133 0 17 6l 52 3 .32
19 133 1 39 13 60 2 .27
4 133+ 0 37 3 56 3 .25L
34 132+ 4 60 19 54 3 .28L
28 133+ 2 24 8 55 3 ,71
19 133+ 1 25 4 ] 57 3 1,14
3 13t+ 6 45 8 I 47 2 ,6t
4 133+ 0 27 7l 53 3 ,25L
44 134 1 25 8 I 95 3 .25L
53 132+ 3 22 31 58 3 2,30
29 t33+ 1 18 7 I 55 4 ,47
58 133- 0 43 3 I 59 3 .27L
28 133+0 28 41 55 3 .82
30 132+ 3 22 6 I 58 3 15,13
0 134 1 45 81 58 3 .36L
30 133+ 0 26 7 ' 57 3 .38
5 t32+5 50 6 t 46 2 ,26L133+1 62 55 3 .25L
29 133+0 44 10[ 61 2 ,41L
38 133+0 16 5 I 99 3 2.40
49 132+ 4 38 16 I 42 2 .25L
22 133+ 1 26 t6 I 64 3 .25
58 133+ I 25 14_ 57 4 .29L
33 132+ 4 32 7= 55 2 .71L
29 t33+ 0 57 9 I 61 2 .35
54 132+ 4 26 18 I 55 2 .28L
32 133+ 0 42 3 I 52 3 ,30L
16 131+ 6 43 12 I 49 2 .62L
47 133+ 2 29 10 I 53 3 .54
t7 133+ 1 21 61 59 3 3,26
45 133+ 3 25 61 55 3 1.20
12 133+ 0 16 7] 93 3 2.16
38 130+ 9 37 101 45 2 .66
39 134- 1 22 9T 59 3 .33:
50 133+ 2 29 11 52 2 ,25L
44 131 + 8 47 12 I 46 2 ,27L
36 132+ 4 23 21 I 51 2 ,25L
30 t33+ 1 46 14 I 59 3 .31L
18 133+ 0 21 6 I 58 3 ,36:
45 132+ 6 41 12 1 46 2 1.03
35 132+ 5 25 12 I 48 2 .71
48 131+7 27_ 6l 52 2 3.80
33 131+ 9 82 25 I 43 2 .25L
0 133+ 1 28 7 i 53 2 .27L
45 133+ O 58 12 I 62 2 52:
23 133+ 0 24 11J 95 3 .32:
35 133+ 2 28 6l 56 3 9.85
17 134+ 0 19 6 I 58 3 ,88
26 134- 1 44 8 I 56 3 .41
31 132+ 4 34 8 60 3 .34
55 133+ 1 31 33 56 3 ,4312 133+ 0 28 54 3 1.40
34 134 0 30 11 J 62 2 .25L
44 132+ 4 24 161 46 2 .25L
56 133+ 1 105 21 1 62 2 .32L
14 134 0 20 10 [ 59 3 ,40L
8 133+ 1 20 31 55 3 1.20
26 133+ 1 25 13 I 66 3 .30L
58 134- 0 21 5 I 57 3 14.38
10 134+ 0 51 12 I 52 2 .32L
24 133+ t 45 3 I 58 3 .37
46 133+ 1 17 3 [ 55 3 9.53
0 t33+ 1 33 11 I 62 2 .47L
8 133+ 1 36 3[57 2 .35
3 131 + 7 23 5 I 46 2 .74
10 t34_ 0 24 7 t 57 3 .53L
45 132_ 6 36 101 49 2 63
1 134+ 0 40 8 I 56 2 .49
59 132+ 6 32 12 I 51 2 .85
CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4)
(Not Color Corrected)


















































































































7.20: FE I JB8
3.26 D I MC
7,65L EC FEAB
16.21 E J B
11,27L F CF
56.91: BC D ABI E
7.03 C F B
5.80L C BCDB
3.74 E EA
49,23L F E F I E
52.22L CDF DCBB
15.27L CDC GCB





19A5L E El D
8,35 DC EEB
21.38 CD AEAA






6,02L D GI CB


















28,28 F L DHC
12.39 DC JDFE
215.11L FD CD
11.99 D I FE
58.80L EF FBC
5,62LI BFC ]JFBM6.10L BC
35.42L BC AA
6.94L cBD IAF127.90 FF O DCBB2,74L , A F
39,23: DDDF'FDFB








431 ! :_: KKE
32.58L _ DD I CBD
63.75L FD ]ECFG
110.44L, E F DDI E
_.78Li CE D ]AAAF
127.90LI B B IAAA
17.02L! [ BG
4.26L I [ DK
rt_.4B: F FFICECE






51.54L _ : CD












Corr A Confusion R S































































0 I 3800000100 I
9 I 951324521C I
76001000101












O 1952346543C J 8
91 4700100100 I














O i 970331020C 101
970241120C I
670025477C I A








































12213 B5P 5 7O
£)025641 16 93
X0215+620 54 11







1223O K0 7 75
X0216+602 61 3
12234 1 9O
CN CAS 6 3
X0217+612 68 8
DE CAS 24 3
LDN 1356 415
LDN I356 429
CO CAS 1 3
12245 6 86
8.77L C B B 940000 t008 i
Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
7O
!!i
Right Ascension: 02h18m30"-02h24m16" Declination: +60°-+70 °
Position (1950) Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)
Name Galactic Uncertainty
- - a _ Coords SMJ SMN 19 12 um 25 /J.m 60 ,am
ham 06 (s) ( ) I b (-) (") (*) (Jansky)
02185+6500 _ .31L .25L I .5702165+6221 .66L .63 I 2.82L
02166+6408 1 I .67 .25L i .45L
02186+6053 t 1.43 2.07 15.80
02166+6455 3 .25L .25L 92
02186 + 6832 6 .55 .23: .92L
02167+6030 8 .42L .25L 1.34
02168+6036 9 .25L .25L 1,02
02189 + 6621 6 .33L .25L .46L
02169+6136 6 2.03 17.18 51.20L
02190 + 6336 1 .58 .25L .67L
02191 + 6611 9 .29L .25L .40L
02191 +6228 8 2.71L .39L 4.58:
02191 +6220 4 .96L .34L 2.39
02193 + 6129 9 .36L .39 8.25:
02193 + 6322 3 .44 26L 98L
02194+6242 ,6 .66 26L 4.10L
02195 + 6149 _6 .29L .46L 4.56L
02197+6215 ;3 .44L 1.02L 3.96
02196 + 6111 !0 7.48 4.09 3.78L
02199+6153 !1 .73L 2.06 16.16L
02201 + 6011 14 .57 .29L 1.85L
02201 + 6729 16 .44 .26L .40L
02202 + 6706 i4 .25L .25L .84:
02203 + 6608 _2 .25L .25L .65L
02204 +6402 13 .55 .25L .59L
02204+6057 15 .46L .25L 1.48
02204 + 6316 .)5 1.32 .30 .73L
02204 + 6310 13 .47 .25L 1.01 L
02204 + 6128 ->6 .25L .51 : 5.97:
02205+6014 ._8 4.63 1.70 2211
02206 + 6940 _6 .28L .25L .63
02208 + 6051 .)7 .84 .27 2.891
02208+6032 39 .28L .25L 2.05L
02206+6232 72 .76L .76L 5.15[
02210 + 6100 ]6 .26t 25L 3.80
02210 + 6116 29 .461. .41L 2.47
02210 + 6517 _.2 .76 .36 .40l
02211 +6536 45 .57 .27 .441
02212 + 6406 26 .41 .25L .571
02214 +6238 30 .281 .31 3.791
02214 + 6136 35 .48: .66: 8.21
02215+6147 38 14.26 73.41: 518.721
02215 + 6044 18 .58 .86 2.69:
02216 + 6038 78 .301 .25t .93
02216 + 6017 20 .46 .25L .96:
02217+6430 48 .251 .45L 1.54
02218+6052 33 .251 27[ 2.891
02219+6100 24 .41 135 3.12
02219+6119 1_ .72: 1.53 14.66
02219+6152 21 695.92 i414.32 999.32
02220+6107 2( .72 2.72 13.03
02220 + 6500 3_ 1.31 .34 .40
02221 + 6022 2; .32 .251 1.26
02221 + 6509 2.( .25 .251 .95
02221 + 6206 3; 6.14 1.69 3.95
02222 + 6145 2( 3.84 6.24: 3.19
02222 + 6330 3( .96 .27 1.51
02222 + 6121 3( .83 .77 4.76
02223 + 6728 5! .42 .34 .41
02224 + 6038 3 25 .25 1.35
02225+6125 3: .69 2.48 14.5e
02226+6150 4: 1.9_ 1.35 25.3E
02227+6127 21 2.0E 2.48 34.3_
02227 + 6348 1' 2.5E .68 .5_
02228 + 6929 2 2.21E .55 .4(
02229 + 6013 2 .2._ .25 1.1 ;
02229 + 6441 3 33 .39 .4_
02229+6121 4 3; 3.77 27.0_
02230+6202 2 71.2( 440.27 2288.8,
02230+6157 4 1.8! 6.97 117.0,
02230 + 6326 7 ,2_ .2_ 1.2_
02230 + 6108 2 .4! .4¢. 6,7_
02231 + 6620 6 .4t .2-= .5q
02231 +6153 4 2.1q 3.5-_ 5.8;
02231 +6125 _. 1.6. 1.5: 13.11
02232 + 6246 4 .2 .2; 1.4=
02232+6138 _ 40.5; 536.2_ 9268.5:
02232+6132 _ .9 1.3' 26.0
02233 +'6159 ; 1.3 6.9_ 4.0
02234 + 6422 .'. .9 .5_ .4
02235 + 6525 z 1.3 .71 .4
02235 + 6224 ; 2.0 131 5.5
02236+6142 • 12.2 90.9_ 1712.2
02236 + 6323 : .2 .2 .7
02236 + 6027 - 89.5 58.7 9.5
02237+6210 : .E .5 3.5
02239 + 6115 '. 1.(: 1.4 603.5
02239 + 6137 ; .E .7 2. c
02239+6105 ; .E .9 16.£
02239 + 6239 .£ .2 .E
02239 + 6047 : .,_ .2 4.C
02240 + 6003 .C .2 15.
.2 .(
02240 + 6323 " -
02240 + 6516 .; .2 .
02241 +6045 ; .£ 4.(
02241 +6445 "
02241 + 6010 1.' .£ 1._
02242 + 6758 J "" '(
02242 + 6526 "; "" '(




































































































60, 100 ,am; 10) High
Flags
V
Flux Corr A Confusion













































































































































































































































a 8 Coords 5MJ SMN 0







































































































12 Fm 25 pm 60 _m I00 pm
(Jansky)




8! 25.C 603! 1204.(




1.C .4 .z 3.G
.£ .9 65 52.8
.4 .5 9A 70.3
.8 6._ 39.7
1.3 .4 ._ 4.0
.4 .7 21.2 120.3
.3 .3 .4 2,5
.9 .3 1.2 10.8
9.8 55.9, 239,5 638.8
6.8 3,6 .8 2,9
,2 .8_ 4.5 32.9,
.4 .6: 28 24.3
.2 .2_ 1.7 15.7:
1._ .4! 3.3 30.7q
.2: .2_ .5 4.11
.3, .31 2.0, 29.1,
.21 t.0' 11.2, 26.4!
17.9! 7.8_ t.2 2.5,
.2! 1.21 6.2: 30.5_
.6_ 13; 2,7 35.71
.4; .2_ .4_ 9.5(
.5' .6_ 7.4: 34.3;
.3_ .2E 3.5: 40.0z
.4; .91 11.6' 639(
1.41 3.5E 26.2; 84.2(
.3; .51 7.0[ 36.3_
.2_ .27 3.0_ 36.7C
.5E .60 5.6( 33.2£
.3_ .41 5.7; 30.9_
.51 .84 2.9_ 39.02
.44 .63 12.9E 50.79
1.40 .48 3.67 36.70
.43 .47 5.2S 48.07
8.13 4.45 B2 2.24
6.04 2.84 1.07 7.78
.26 .29 1.99 5.10
.26 .39: 3.46 68.03
.25 .251 1.07 18.82
.25 1.071 3.97 17,59
.25 .551 4.45 14.69
.40 .531 5.07 30.99
.27i .251 .77 3.24
.98 .57 .92 7.32
251 .871 5.29 21.82
25 .85 6.85 27.56
8.26 4.27 1.03 5.101
.251 ,25l 2.29 49.051
281 .50 2.43 63.611
.401 .25[ .97i 11.87
.77 .3OL .401 2.721
.61 .31L .401 2.161
22 .25L .581 10.77[
.721 1.25L 2.55 58.27[
1.02 .49L ,411 6.26L
25[ .47 .961 2.44L
.55 .25L 1.491 2932L
.25[ .25L ,52: 3.44
.35: .78 7.49t 33.43:
.25[ 25L ,65: 4.96
.43 ,64 10.87[ 80.63:
.61 1.72: 26.45[ 34.21
2.26 .65 .55[ 2.41L
7.13 3.16 .49L 7.83L
.39L .25L .72 3.00L
.49 .61 4.70L 25.59:
1.27 37 9.33L 59.92L
.28L .3t: 2.76 49.11L
.25L ,25L .71 5.72
.46 .25L 1.09L 17.04L
6.49 4.42 .77 2.83L
.25L .47L 1.21L 3.99
.46L 32 33.69L 32.86L
.50L .65 13.94L 80.36L
.59 7.86L 59.80L 48.61L
1.46 2.69 75.45L 95.98L
.52L .60 8.53: 77.02L
.29L .36L 2.44 14ALL
.54 ,45: 5.47L Co&14L
26L .25L 1.24 6.60L
.28L .40 3.13 6.21
1.78 2.84 43.34L 61,96L
1.17 .66L 75.45L 89.06:
.25L .37 3.14L 45.66L
.29L .76 13.05L 61.13L
.45L .40L 2.87 68.89L
2.22 3.24 2.22L 27.43L
.90 .30: .45L 3.55L
.45 .25L 3.14L 31.39L
.83 5.69 43.34L 10.07L! J
Flags [




Uncs Cocf R Flags = S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
BD BC [
F F DC( 9902153
CE BC
C DC{
CB( DC[ LDN 1365






DF _,D 12298 A5P
E < HC 88031544
3EF =-C(
















:C _AD 1G 173






































3 O ,_FD LDN 1370
•_ E )EA
; ILG DO 25815
: _E
C C
; F IEC ;0124532E
) IE '0124511E













D C A B 00000(300
BG B555840C S190
F FO _433441C $190
3211121C
F B D213320E
E B C 3010260C
DB _ 03105344C1000000 02302+6045106































Position (1950) Flux Density
H (Not Color Co_ected)
Galactic Uncertainty C
a _ Coords SMJ SMN 8 O 12 _m 25 _m 60 _m
(s) ( ) I b (') (") (') N (Jansky)
02304+6650 45 2 1.11L 125L02307+6248 66 2i 1.o7 .59
02308+6048 6131 .51 .88
02309+6034 642 .59: .96
02309+6002 552 .35: .49
02309+6108 63 _ .73: 1.07:02310+6133 56 .92 2.44
02310+6549 522 .68 .31L
02310+6223 532 .38: .68L
02311 +6136 643 .51 .77
02312+6740 44 2 .27L .25L
02312+6107 63 3 50 .69
02313+6139 72 3 .40L .70
02315+6301 53 2 .84 .39L
02315+6850 60 2 .27 .36L
02316+6066 58 3 .66: .69
02316+6118 90 3 .25L .36
02316+6137 52 2 .71L .49
02316+6134 97 3 .93 1.24
02316+6417 51 2 .39 .25L
02316+6241 92 2 1.27L .61L
02316+6455 552 451.21 314.05





02321 +6437 55 2














02331+6225 _ _02331 +6109 60
02331 +6017 2
02331 + 6850 60; 4
02332+6141 551 3
02333 + 6050 6113
02333 + 6106 52' 2
02334+6100 _58 202335+6531 2
02335+6t10 2
02335+ 6244 56 2
02335+6037 63 2
02335 +6303 53 2
02336+6054 55 3
02336+6039 61 3





02339+6048 55 _02340+6248 53




234 + 6012 63
02343+6034
02344 +6506 54 21
02344+6109 63 _02344+6121 62







02350+ 6006 62 2
02350+6358 54 2
02351 _6756 58 4
02351 +6101 59 3
02351 +6901 60 2
02351 +6716 54 2
02352 + 6244 51 2
02352+ 6454 55 2
02352_ 6827 64 3
02354 r 6418 56 2
02354±6106 55 2
02355 _ 6029 60 3
02359 + 6718 53 2
02359 +6457 54 2
02360 + 6047 62 3
Flags
V L
100 ,u.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S
$ 2
2
Uncs Coef R Flags*
.40L 3.04 C G C 6500000000
1.01L 9.46L A B 0 3700000000
9.09: 67.82: CCDF ECBE 0 974204345C
9.59: 29.53 IEDF E GCCB 4 86O023320C
4.17: 18.80L _CDF FBBK 0 974235652C
25.00L 110.07 FD F FCEB 7 766353530C
51.51 189.68: FCED GDCB 2968025333C
.40L 2.39L B CB 1500000000
8.26L 51.58 C D DFCC 950202323C
51.51L 71.74L CF ED K 960156443C
.74L 4.28 E GB 9500000220 C
25.00L 110.07L B BJ 0 760235640(3
8.59L 7887L F GCF D 970365453C i
.70L 6.09L B AG 9802000100
.41L t0.32L F CMJ 9500000008
16.26L 76.68: DE E EDDD 785C414333C
12.42L 59.76 D E NECC 67C214536C : 8
7.46L 100.63L E GF B D 960256453C
51.51L 51.45L FF CCA 5970356443C
.51L 3.73L D C 9600000000
1.05 7.06L C F F DE 4701000200
45.84 13.43 BBDC AAAA 1 2401002000




































38,43: DEFE DBCB 6964313524C
25.84L B BI KG 86O238843C
14.51L DC MBAE 9401000008
4.35 F FJ D 7501000000
3.90 C F B 7600000010
7.98L EDE AAB 9 7700000000
23.10L BC AA 0970030010C
5.44 F J L DB 9400000110
25.20L CD BBH 1 960030130C
26.08L E CC 86O123420C
8.30L BD AEM 2 9700000200
27.83 D J D 680201365C
46.27L E DE 570110030C
37.48L FE FFBB 760123522C
41.07L CC DAB 0680333300C
7.31L C A L K 6700000000
62.14L FE GHBE 960100100(3
131.59 BCEE FCBB 1 950225556C
28.53L F DD 560020020C
200.43L F F CCEF 761567723C
131.59L DE KED 940325735C
26.62 D CEGC 964206653C























.74 1.31 9.69L 143.03L FC BBEJ 8661656722C
.45: .51 40.97L 131.59L CE GDHC 0950124546(3
.58 .44L .40L 14.11L B B L 9400010008
.50 .33L 1.94: 81.38L C D CED 96O110220C 2
.35L .25L 2.54 37.46L D DEC 76O235641C
.74 .96 293L 126.57L CC E D J 0 760678824C
.73: .66 1696L 37.48L F F GACG 0 783355841C
5.98 1.56 .40L 1.97L BC AA 0 1600000100
.89: 1.37 24.18: 148.88L DE F EDDJ O 660546811C
.72 .28L 1.04L 15.04L E A F 9601000000
.29 .25L 3.19L 32.28L C C 560131110C
.36 .25L .72L 9.30L E C L 9600000000
.40L .53L 12.76L 37.48 F E DDB 76O256551C
.25L .27: 1.96 29.99L E F CC 470221011C
1.88 .67 .40L 3.18LBD AB H 0 7601000000
.64 .84 13.51L 3825LF E BBG 9 780169851C
.50 52: 9.61: 36.55 CFED FEF B 4 764415453C
.60 82L 24.89L 213.03L C E CE D 760566811C
.66 .29L .76L 10.26L,C F B F 86000000001.72L .45 3.52 80.11 HCF G 960020541C 2
.25L .34: 7.51: 27.69 B FDDF F E E B 484224331C
2
1.29 .47 .83L t1.23L AB 09600000000
.36: .44 3.52L 37.48L F D CCE 3680149751C 2
.50L .41L 296 2028L D DE BC 980110451C 2
.46L .45 3.20 25.26 CDF EDBC 970215445C
.28L .51L 1.36 14.78 DC L HCF 9600023320
.25L .25L 1.40L 2.47 C GF 5500000000
.54 .27L 4.38L 78.78L C CB L 950010020C
.48 .25L 3.41L 26.17L C B K 660224240C
.83 .44 .43L 230L CD IBBHL 1 2600000000
.81 1.19: 23.24: 23.86L CDF BCD 0 96O527400C
.32: .42: 9.45L 43.91L CE EI GB 9 988615430C
.40L .25L .40L 4.29 D i F MC 5500000006
1.00 .53 3.46L 39.41L BC AB 0960213120C
.68L .25L .98 7.80L D DB 7600100100
.47L .51: 4.82 75.64L F E EBBNI31960311220(3
.65 .83 9.19L 63.15L CC DBDF 972233810C 2
.25L .25L .49L 4.33 D H8 6601000008
.58 .34: 13.10L 110.51: DDDD DBDD 960446421C 12
.32L .25L 1.76 1727L CI BH I 970123245C
.25L .25L .55 6.36 CC GB, 4600000010
.31L .65L 1A4L












4.39 C GL HC ' 6500000320
45.60L C D B H 972332700C
3.99 E, B I 9600000016
r
11.54 BGHE 9601013320 i3 8L I 46010000 0
1398L 9500001018
4.38 C E A 8 9500000000
37.20L HBG 980735931C i A
34.60L AAE F 0 960000010C4.03 5500000220 ; C
329 BA 3600000000












"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60. 100 p.m; 10) High Source Density Region




1 13 12356 K0
1 23LDN 1373
2 13 12357 K0
1 23 LDN 1373
1 23 LDN 1373
4 13 12361 K0
1 23 LDN 1372
1 23 LDN 1373
1 17 109
2 23 LDN 1373
2 23 LDN 1372
1 7 +60523
1 23LDN 1373
1 23 LDN 1372
I
I 23 LDN 1373
i
11 22 BFS24





































































































































ct 8 Coords SMI SMN 8
(s) C) I b C) (") (')
.9 36+ 1 38 ;6
.9 36+ 1 39
.2 36+ 1 32 4
.9 36+ 1 32 4)
.5 36+ 1 29 17
.8 35+ 1 23 ;1
.0 35+ 2 36 4
.1 36+ 1 25 ;8
,9 36+ 0 36 _3
,.4 35+ 2 27 _5
_,1 34+ 6 50 _6
.8 33 + 7 89 _5
,.6 32+ 9 32 '0
L2 35+ 2 29 18
;,2 34+ 6 27 _8
.1 36+ 3 77 _3
'.6 32+ 9 29 iO
L3 35+ 3 52 i5
,.5 35+ 4 22 i6
;.4 33+ 6 44 iO
1.2 33+ 7 51 13
!.0 33 + 8 34 _,8
1.5 36+ 2 47 i7
1.1 36+ 1 23 _9
L2 33 t 7 32 36
,2 34+ 4 21 _6
1.7 35+ 2 39 52
k8 36+ 1 32 57
).5 36+ 1 48 55
.L8 35+ 3 25 53
1.6 33+ 8 22 )1
_,.1 33+ 8 27 54
LC 34+ 6 19 )5
r.2 36+ 2 54 57
t.1 33+ 7 16 ;'3
}.8 36+ 2 32 55
1.3 36+ 1 33 56
).1 32+ 9 17 56
).£ 35+ 2 37 57
.L,f= 36+ 0 32 55
_.E 34+ 6 56 53
3._ 33+ 8 56 38
_._ 35+ 2 52 53
).3 34+ 5 43 57
3.( 35+ 3 25 54
3.E 35 + 3 49 55
1._ 132+ 9 17 63
8.; 133+ 8 34 65
5.; 136+ I 24
6,3 136+ 1 45 55
45, 133+ 8 45
5.1 136+ 2 65
7.,' 135+ 4 4£
7._ 135_, 3 83
9.; 133+ 6 1_¢
4.1 132+ 9 3_
5," 134+ 5 2£
5.! 136+ 2 31
7.; 136+ 1 3(
4J 135+ 3 51
1. 136+ ,_ 3-¢
5: 136+ 1 3.=
7. 136+ 1 1;
1., 136+ 1 3_ 5;
4. 137+ ( 2I
,7.' 136+ 1 51
0. 135+ .= 31
1. 136+ -" 3l
5. 136t 1 5(
6. 134+ ( 5'.
9. 133+ E 3,
!0, 136+ ' 3 5_
!2. 136+ ' 21
10. 136+ ; 3:
16. 137 + ' 3:
14, 136+ ; 2|8 136+ ; 3
_,6, 137+ 6
_,8 135+, 5






















12 _m 25 p.m 60 p.m tOO p.m
(Jansky)
.35L I ,25L I 3.38 I 56,34L
.38L I 1.02 I 5.26L ] 67,02L
.48LI .58 J 12.05L } 47.91L
.62 I .30L J 258L I 46.48L
.35: I .42 I 575 I 41.33L
.28L I .29L 1 2.95 ! 55,92L
.55L I 3.42L I 2893L
27L I .3( 2.94: I 9.13L
v L
Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Cocf R Flags* S 2
F D G i '0330220C
) CCI '4440421C




F F C )0023322C
:E CDD t0101340C
.25L I .25L I _.q I 2629L F BE
.37L I .33 2.59: I 8.59L 1 _.D BBC
.63L [ .36 7gL I 3.94L I = D
.58L .6bL i 2.91 I F J D
27L I .24 .4gL I 12.37L I 3 BF
5.22 I 2.24 3.80LI 35.86L I 3 A
.37L 4OL I 2.35L I B
.29 I .44L .bbL I 3,57L I G
.34L I .25L _ = 6.44: I DC J B B
.60 I .25L 1.26L I 6,25L GE






























































































48.84L I C 70020010C
15.92 ODD AAA 74112430C
2.70L D DGE 600001010
3.64L C AHC 500001000
28.35L D B 604000206
17.37 DD HCA 70000130C
38.16L D B 70O000O0C
249.63: BDE ABA 300022106
3.06L C CL 700100000
2.82L :J 700100600
3.16L D ,BL 400000600
48.19L ;F H 70000030C
2.77L B ,AF H .600000000
49.09L ; _ 5010000(3(3
32.23L DE BDB 70110230C
9.64 BC DDC '582003456
34.39L IL 1500000108
25.08 E GF C 60101131C
3.67L ; F _500000000
14.21L IL )500000008
35.05L FC CCF )50O001006
3.09L C _B G £ _60000O00_
226.06 BCE _AA_ 1321000008
3.40L I F 170001000£
8.04L C DAE )54010120_
22,48L 3E )500100O0_
41,80L C _AG _70023532C
44.87L _D 170021220E
3.78 F N C |70210000(
46.00L : ;I D 170000000£
4.12L : _C 550000100(
38,37L C MC _50000O00_
2.62L BE kACE t50100100(
t6.71L EE 4CF _5001O000(
2.32L E k B 560000000(
38.19L IC kAF i50010000£
5238L ;E _BE )60324420E
7.70L ; 5 B 1700000001
42.46L 5 D t50010000(
33.71L ;DF _AA )7005443 IE
90.17: CE_ 5ABE _62142342E
28.35 F f EEF( )70023320(
33.84: ;DEI 3ECI t761022201
40.39[ ' 3C 770221320E
2.96L iC 3C 8600010001
3230t ;C _ BC 7501110001
30.77[ D : BCI _701101301
4.30[ F OI 5501000231
4.84 I Kill 9701001151
52.531 ICE AAAI 8603233311
93.17t ;E CDDI 9680455331
57.731 " B 450100000=
20.16 _E DI AAA_ 9700000101
52.921 C L E_ 750110020;
19.49 I KJI 970101120(
44.201 O L B 9601000001
4.601 ) BF 650101000
3.57 _ HI I 550000000
110.11 5B D BAA 640000022
2.97 3 F F 960000000
4.13 5 B AA F 050100000
16.16 CD CAC 940120001
16.16 C CD 950120111
3.49 3D AE 460001100
12.73 E F B 980100041
96.67 _CD AAD 768312232
36.30 BBB AAA 940201103
28.74 3 C KC 650010012
44.03 D I DB 970411441
37.19 BBC AAA 45023323C
3.10 B BL 76000100£
20.54 C K B 36002000(
I8.1_ CB AA 952120111
37.0£ D M C 98020012C
21.84 F C C 56002002(






















'2! 4U 0241 +61 $1




























02431 +6050 11 1364. ' .76 [ 2.17 5.03 45.6£ BC AAF 960214331
02432+6919 1:. 133+ _=: 37 25 .55 17.04 C GB 95011000:
























02434 + 6018 2
02435 + 6144 2
02435 + 6247 2
02436+ 6251 2
02437+6145 2
02437 + 8432 3
02437+6201 2
02438+6020 2
02439 + 6143 2
02439+ 6025 2







02443 + 6012 2







02446 + 6022 2
02447+6359 3



















02462 + 6212 2
02463+6035 2
02464+6158 2
02464 + 6449 2















































*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small E_ended Souses (Sl) at
Flux Density Lt,
(Not Color Corrected)
12 ,_m 25 _m 60 pm 100 pm Flux
(Jansky) Uncs
25L P6 I .40L 22.36 F
4.00 L 1F F F
49.43L[ C
202.56: IDEFE





































































































Declination: + 60 °- + 70*
MD
2008 16.76 I 2.39
.50L .3BLI 3.12




.70 3.09 1 50.89
1.36 _ I .56L
,27L ,25LI 1.57
.65 15.21L] 22.55L
.59 _9 I 7.47L
.51: _:_ I 7.80:
.57L _P" J 4.25:
.28L 27LI 1,56
.39L ,75LI 4.06




.71 1.02 I 3.44L
.36L .25LI .47L
.43L .30LI 2.44
.75 3o I .40L
.43L .25L[ 1.t3L
5.65 10.94 t 41.13
.33L .25L] 1.21
1.63 "_ ' .40L
1.20 2.09L1 26,50:






1.16 1.49L [ 40.16:
5.18 i 24.41 l 168.31:
5.40 1.68 ] 1.01L
.25L .25LI .67L
.74 .25L1 .69L
34L ! .49 I 3.78
.80L .25LI .91
24.90 64.66 [ 178.32
16.59 5.16 I 3.57L
HH I .57LI 2.36L
1.68:1 2.04 I 37.42L
7_ i .25LI .62L
.ZbLi 1.O6 I 12.54L
10.20 83.66 [ 291.13
17.54 9.10 I 1,83
.93 2.26L I 21,84L
.43L i .25L I L49




1 02 I 21.33L.75LI
.64 .45LI 6.65L
.68 .25LI .53L





7.48 2.86 I 2.50L
.25L _ = 135
.38 .26Ll 1.06L










1.27 3.00 1 24.21
.94: ._ I 12.89L
.27L 1.94 I 2.96L
.25L .25LI .67
.47 .4_LI 5.78:
3.19 1.65 I .40L
.25L .25LI .50L
.36L .25LI .75
.71 :_ I .42L
1.01 .23 i .41L
.59 r_. _ 15.42:
.47 .2BLI .40L
.41L .ZbLI .96
1.03 11 16 I 63.63
.26L .28LI .84










R S A Sep
S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
B 7 "23] MRSL 136+02/3
C 1 321 x0243+628
C I 321 X0243+628
B 6 "221 S193
1 1_ 1 00916 M2
5 "a_ 02437+6201
I
B 3 "41 ! 02438+6142
C 1 3 ! RAFGL 5081






3 " 7 l 1G202
4 i
F 2 13 ! 12456 09
8 1 3 RAFGL 5084
3 3 RAFGL 380
2 23 OCL 0364
2




2 23 OCL 0364
4 1 13 12464
1 13 12465
2 13 12466
3 3 RAFGL 4026
A 1 32 X0247+690
2 2 13 12469 A0
C 2 4 TMSS +60102
4 5 13 12472 F5
F 2 22 $196
1
F 1 32 X0247+619
3 13 12473 B
C
2 23 CEDOOgA
i 2 13 12479
i
I 1 °41 02495+6043





DA F E 6534222338
F DCB 3341443428
D 3300342328




BC K 0 7603222338
CCBC 0 964133320E





AA E 3 3500000000
H F F 9600000110
CB C 0 760244220E
E 4600010000
K F BB 3500222228






A B 0 5700010000
DB 4500000000
BD 6500000000
DL J C 570314430E
C L J 4500000000
A B 0 470313100E
DF BA 0 95C102221E
ABEB 0 951123322E
AA 0 6600000108























F GI F 9500000006
M L G 4501010000
























BF K K 5500100000

















































a 6 a 8 Coords SMJ SMN O
h m. . , (s) () l b £3 C) (') N
_2497+6547 45.3 53 135+ 6 49 8 70 3
_2497+6018 45.7 3 137+ 34 9 59 2
,2498+6745 51.6 4 134+ 8 86 8 58 2
2498+6238 53,356 136+ 3 41 8 64 3
2499+6908 54.5 5 133+ 9 34 14 48 2
2499+6139 55.7 16 137+ 2 39 3 61 3
2499+6911 57.9 11 133+ 9 17 4 68 6
2499+6258 59.0 53 136+ 4 34 12 56 2
2500+6905 1.9 24 133+ 9 20 3 68 6
2502+6234 14,2 42 136+ 3 37 ! 8 62 3
2502+6249 17.6 10 136+ 3 42 16 58 2
2503+6025 19.1 25 137+ 1 31 9 99 2
2503+6711 20.2 23 134+ 7 22 16 ; 51 3
2504+6653 24.1 21 135+ 7 92 14 i 68 2
2504+6359 24.4 26 136+ 4 54 10 51 2
2504+6037 27.3 42 137+ 1 70 12 55 2
2504+6213 29.9 14 137+ 3 59 3 64 3
2506+6309 395 27 136+ 4 52 18 58 i 2
2507+6344 42,2 45 136+ 4 31 10 62 3
2508+6611 48.1 57 135+ 6 19 3 64 5
2509+6050 59.5 58 137+ 2 24 10 100 2
2510+6956. 1.1 =37 133+10 46 8 67 ! 4
._510+6750 1,612 134+ 8 28 11 66 5
._511+6019 7,7 0 138+ 69 12 57 2
._511 +6023 8.3 35 138+ 30 10 57 2
._512+6357 12.6 136+ 4 41 9 56 2
._512+6903 14.4 40 134+ 9 26 6 67 6
._512 _6006 16.9 36 138+ 1 30 3 58 2
._514+6902 240 36 134+ 9 20 3 69 6
7514+6122 24.8 41 137+ 2 42 16 65 3
!515+6206 30.5 47 137+ 3 45 14 63 2
!515+6001 35.6 48 138+ 1 38 8 60 2
!517+6549 46.4 11 135+ 6 39 36 63 2
!518+6034 48.4 9 138+ 1 27 3 59 2
!516+6041 51.0 38 137+ 2 28 7 68 2
!518+6920 51.4 38 134+ 9 26 17 62 6
!519+6027 55,2 23 138+ 1 22 10 94 2
!519+6011 57.5 17 136+ 1 68 9 57 2
!519+6119 59.6 14 137+ 2 40 8 63 3
!520+6912 5.8 18 134+ 9 20 8 69 6
!521+6022 6.2151 138+ 43 12 58 2
!522+6407 15.E 51 136+ 5 15 3 66 4
!523-;-6717 19.0 6 135+ 7 46 32 53 3
!524+6346 25.6 27 136+ 4 22 8 62 4
1524+6224 27.e 30 137+ 3 21 3 67 4
!524+6758 26.5 38 134+ 8 28 9 69 6
'524+6029 29.245 138+ 38 10 59; 2
526+6131 38.8r35 137+ 2 28 15 70 2
526+6041 41.4 56 138+ 2 19 8 103 3
527+6315 42.8 16 136+ 4 23 3 70 4
527+6136 43.0 51 137+ 2 22 7 64 3
528+6719 49.6 12 135+ 8 70 17 54 2
528+6224 53.5 15 137+ 3 35 15 67 2
529+6523 58.7 15 135+6 29 22 112 3
530+6003 1.9 46 138+ 1 30 12 57 2
531+6021 6.1 4 138+ 1 43, 9 57 2
531+6032 8.1 19 138+ 2 30 7 62 3
531+6013 8.5 34 138+ 1 39 3 61 3
532+6042 14.5 21 138+ 2 20 9 60 2
532+6037 16.3 38 136+2 35 3 64 3
532+6028 17.0 8 138+ 1 23 3 61 3533+6026 22,2 21 ,38+1 20 104
533+6600 23,7 35 135+ 6 94 29 56 2
534+6701 24.0 14 135+ 7 27 8 68 5
534+6029 29.5 13: 136+ 1 27 11 59 2;
535+6906 31.5 44 134+ 9 20 3 69 6'
535+6001 35,6 10 138+ 1 21 10 62 3
536+6143 40,0 11 137+ 3 27 8 ; 63 3
537+6413 46.7 3 136+ 5 33 7 69 4
537+6537 47.5 50 135+ 6 36 8 66 3
538+6042 52.0 42 138+ 2 19 6 107 3
539+6024 ,55.5; 5 138+ 1 32 9 63 3
539+6114 55,823 137+ 2 24 6 65 3
539+6419 59.6 7 136+ 5 37 8 66 4
_40+6305 1,5 i 15 137+ 4 29 13 69 4
540+6142 2,453 137+ 3 65 19 58 2
540+6732 5.5 5 135+ 8 65 16 68 2
541+6100 7.2 35 138+ 2 21 9 107 3
541+6036 9.529 138+ 2 18 3 65 3
541+6208 11.7 31 137+ 3 20 4 68 4
542+6627 17._ 25 135+ 7 48 8 145 2
543+6958 18,2 56 133+10 59 11 69 4
543+6214 23.4 9 137+ 3 16 5 68 4
544+6230 28,_ 23 137+ 3 19 3 67 4
_44+6522 29.3 6 136+ 6 34 8 66 4
545+6133 32,0 40 137+ 3 25 6 67 4
_45+6417 34,1 41 136+ 5 25 17 70 3
_45+8014 34.7 42 138+ 1 42 3 148 3
546+6044 36.9 36 138+2 31 4 68 2
546+6214 37,5 58 137+ 3 26 3 65 3
_47+6042 42.5 34 138+ 2 ; 17 6 62 i 3
_.49+6032 54.8 7 138+ 2 26 8 70 2
_49+6120 59.6 10 138+2 22 11 104 3
i50+6858 1.1 49 134+ 9 19 8 121 6
i51+6113 6.3 50 138+ 2 38 8 154 4
i51+6024 8.0 42 138+ 2 17 8 67 3
151+6042 8.8 11 136+ 2 29 9 67 2
152+6801 13.1 51 134+8 62 27 62 3
i52+6254 14.4 43 137+ 4 21 3 69 4
153+6606 18.0 12 135+ 7 29 8 70 6
*Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2)
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)
12 ,_m 25 #.m (30 _m 100 _m Flux
(Jansky) Uncs
.43 .50L .40L 2.35L B
1.30 2.90 7.09 11.98L F C E C
.25L .89L .40L 3.46
.26L I .25L .74 1602L C
1.06L .89L 6.03 60.11L F
.25L .25L .83 46.11L C
.31: 1.32 9.79 28.46: FBBF
29L .60L t 34 11,46: C D
,52 1,10 7.66 29.12: CECF
,89 .30L .40L 1998L B
.47L ,25L 1.16 4,59L C
29L 1.14 11.67: 40.42L DE
,72L .25L .33 3,76L C
.24 .25L .46L 3.83L F
.40 25L .45L 13.24L C
.41: 25L 4.17 48.32L C D
.44L ,25L .94 23.19[ C
,26L .25L .61 6.12: DD
.42 .26L .40L 13,95L B
.25 .31 2.56 6.15 CEBB
.44: .65 8,54L 77.03L DF
26L .59L .40L 3.08 C
.25L 25L .43: 4,69 C B
.69 ,29L 2.63L 42.19L C
1.31 2.91 34.47: 110.47: FCEE
.26 .57L .41L 16.11L C
.25L .20: t.23 18.04L DC
.37L .25L 3.37L 21.35 O
.76 ,25L .40L 6.61: B D
.26L .25L 1.45 7.64 C D
28 .25L .74L 32.07L C
4.26 1,49 2.99L 23,011 BC
,71L ,53L .50L 1,93 C
,99 1.43L 11.17 48.84L C D
.77: .87 5.31L 40.961 DD
.25L .25L .40L 6.66 D
1.49L 2,07 32.76L 161,60: F F
1.00 .42L 2.60L 34.83L C
.75 .40L 2.92L 39.92L C
.67 .17: .40L 1228L BD
.76: .77 3,02L 36.96L ED
11.79 3.04 .50: 10.97L B e F
,25L .25L .50L 3.58 D
.90 .24 .42L 13.88L CE
5.59 1.45 .88L 13.33L BB
.48 .25L .40L 4.01L B
.84 .54: 3.28L 85.10L CF
38L .86L 1,05 21.90L E
.76 ,68 7.42: 51.97L CDE
1.95 .65 .63L 14.87L BC
.25L .42 1.93 8,07: CCE
.28 .25L .40L 3.17L C
.25L .25L .64 14.91L C
.25L 25L .40L 3.86 C
.53L .55 7.07: 50.41L EE
.74: .86 11.50L 561.67L C D
3.64 10.35 226.49: 902.49L CBF
.42: 65 5.95: 65.15L DDF
.76 .91 3.37L 25.42L CC
.67 .41 7.57L 902.49L F F
1.49 10,29 24.61L 902,49L DB
7.25 8.09 157.58: 902.49L BFF
.25L .52L .49L 3.07 C
.56 .25L .43L 2.99L C
2.27 1.32L 47.75L 902.49L F
1.54 .47 .40L 13.78L BC
.35L .25L 3.39 46.98L I F
.61 .23 .49L 36.39L B F
1.26 .24 .42L 15.61L BD
.25 .25L .40L 10.24L C
.59 .73 4.31L 54.84L FE
.27L 1.01 3.85L 561.67L C
1.45 .26: 2.31L 24.73L BE
.56 .25L .43L 9.44L B
.53 .25L .43L 27.41L C
.29L .31L .74 21.11L D
.48L 2.75L .43 4.71L C
.25L .31: 293: 14.53 FDE
.89 1.56 2646: 169.07: CCFF
.28L 3,97 74.87 127.82 BCF
24 .45L .60L 2.48L C
.25L .25L .40L 4.75 C
1,23 .54 1,76: 127,82L BDC
4,39 1.96 ,57: 20,55L BBD
.63 .25L .65L 20.72L C
.32L .93 2.85 27.47L B B
25L .25L ,53: 3.82 E C
.25L .27L 3.26: 18.16 FE
.43L .50 6.42L 56.72L D
.25L .50 2.13 9.29: F DD
.50 .44: 6.42 130.36L CDD
1.04: 1.31 1682L 63.65: DF F
.37 .25L 2.13L 41.24L C
.92 .25 .80 13.77L BDC
.67 .30L 3,53L 32.33L B
.26L 1.37 1023L 35.76L E
1.00 1.24 6.42L 21.17L CC
.25L .25L .41L 2.68 C
5.55 1.66 55L 1399L BB





Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
Coef R Flags = S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
B F G 6500010000
AAAF 4 990100010C 2 22 $199 521 720_
G B 6601000000
HJ B 9500100108
NCEB 9301468758 F I 32 X0250+691 45 1_
MC D 4500000108
EAAA 0 93A1447758 F
I CC 9582101408
CBAB 8 94E1468658 F 1 32 = X0250+691 131 15
B E 9500100008
F C 9602000108
C B B 974210632C
L J GB 9601000100
H N 4502000000
BCHD 9500110006








CC 970111101C , 2 22 S199 482 7200
CBBA 7 96C322244C
D 9400100008 13 12509 BO 9 77
DA G 9400111228
MBC 498112534C 2 22 $199 446 7200
AG E _ 9500111228
HKEC 5880200658 C 1 32 )(0251+614 126 12
E 9400000008
AA _ 0 590220010C 4 13 12512 K5 4 85
L D 7602000000
DBB 971413310C 1 "41 02518+6034 32 i
FDBD 0 980513440C
C L C 9583000098 8 1 32 )(0251 + 693 56 8
CBEE 960743355C 1 "41 02519+6027 13 4
ACC 380314634C 1 13 12518 F5 22 75
BE 760010000C 2 13 12517 F5 10 55
BC 0 9400013006
CE 2 970623234C
AADC 1 9500101018 16 6 13 12519K5 0 65
I D 9601110010
A C E 8 8400000208
AALB 1 7503100118 3 13 12521M0 4 75
BJ K 5710010000 1 13 12522 GO 6 72
E E C 0 960524354C
J L C 9500100008
ECCF 81 970515530C 1 "41 02527+6042 35 3
AAJ 0 8410000008




F D A D 470025420C
CaB 0 940321311C 21"39 VRO60.02.02 78 610
CCEAI 0 93A446445C 11 "41 02531+6032 6 7
HECF 0 97402552tC
BC 0 980224730C "41 02532+6042 8 3
GEC 0 930433511C
DBC 3 930556445C 3 1 LW CAS 88 3
DBDA 4 930344422C 2 '41 02533+6026 34 4
HMD 7601000000
B I 9500020000
IFEC 930436445C 2 1 LWCAS 29 3
AAMD 6 9501012008 2
H B 970235240C
AEB 7 6401101108




A C 0 660200000C








K D 9500001370 4 ;
ABBC 8 8220224538 Fi
A A C 3 6400000008
B E M 9302000008
HAAC 9400001008 1 19 53 81
EB 9500200308 4 1 11 PK 136+ 4.1 54 155
L DEB 984303453C 23 OCL 0368 401
E B I H 972238954C
CBC ! 7620134548 F




AE 960010000C 2 13 12549 4 87
E F E 870324662C i
e B 1 9B0236876C
C 9680010000
AAG 1 9500000008 3 3 RAFGL 406 45 16
A C L 1 7600000000








u SM3 SMN 0



















































































































134+ _ 4 8
137+, 3 6
138+ 1 6
136+ " 5 7
138+ ; 4 7






138+ ; 1! 61
134+ 11 I1!
137+ ," 6_
138+ ; 11 63
137+ z 6'
134+ _( 1_
138+ -" 3' 6(
138+ ;= 7_







137+ 5 3:' 7C
34+10 14 23
138+ 2 61
136+ 2 40 69
38+ 3 19 68
36+ 2 26 68
37+ 4 33 72
35+ 8 49 65
38+ 2 38 68
38+ 2 19 69
35+ 8 28 19
38+ 2 25 56
36+ 6 36 16
39+ 2 16 10
34+ 9 28 15
35+ 7 20 72
35 + 8 26 70
39+ 2 19 ?0
38+ 3 24 51
36+ 6 25 18
38 + 3 53 57
35+ 9 32 70
36 + 6 29 t3
38+ 3 34 _2
38+ 3 22 tl
37+ 5 26 I1
39+ 2 31 33
38+ 2 27 _8
36+ 6 57 _2
38 + 2 20 38
38 + 3 39 '0
37+ 5 45 r2
38+ 4 49 rl
36+ 6 18 '2
38+ 4 31 '0
36 + 5 39 '0
37+ 5 50 '3
39 + 2 3O 39
39+ 2 72 '1
37+ 5 43 '0
38+ 3 38 '4
36+ 7 21 '0
35+ 8 17 7
39 + 2 25 '2
14+ 10 37 '4
37 + 5 42 '2
37 + 4 26 '1
36+ 6 15 '0
38 + 4 B0 '6
37 + 6 40 '3
38 + 4 32 ;2
35+ 8 34 0
38+ 4 16 0
37+ 5 P6 2
38 + 4 23 0
37+5 ._0 80138 + 3 32
37+ 6 ._1 21
39+ 2 17 91
18_, 4; )5 41I
Flux Density
(Not Color Con_cted)
32 p,m 25 pm 60 /,tin 100 _m
(Jansky)
.3E .5 ,4( D
,83 1.5_ 14.41 DD FCEI
4.5( 2.11 ,5( AB AAC(
.5E .73 9.0E DDE CDE(
.2E .2! .41 3,4! J I
.2E .2! .6_ M I (
.3E .31 7.6( E I CH[
.78 .8( 10.1E FE CBG(
.33 .2! .8C F C DDAI
,35 1,03 9.8C C EBGI
.29 5.= .40 3.1,<
.89 1.11 7.80 3CD CBC[
.48 .81 2.26 40.1f F FCB
4.82 8.1E 78.34 3BD BBAt
29 .2E .40 K (
.25 .2E .66 K G(
.91 1.2E 8.94 3CC BBA(
.27 .29 .41 C CB
.45 1.64 3.45 1083.1_ F ED
,60 .2G ,40 3O
.66 .15 .52 17.0E )D BF J
.29 .36 .46 .3 C DCB[
.47 .55 6.45 1083.15 "E CBE
19.91 211.78 76793 1083.15 ]BC_ AAA,=
.461 .25 ,43 J E
2.12 2,81 29,73 :ED BCD._
.61 ,25 .40 3 BC
1.081 .25 .58 C D B
.73 .86 9.87] 1083.15 ;C CBDE
.251 .25 .97 4,33 C_ CE
.33 .25 .36 3.58 " CI BFF,a
1.24 2.09 2168 1083.15 :FE DCCE
.271 .51 10.071 D B
1.46[ .25 .96 24.01 F KHC
1.05: .95: 12.601 :E HED(;
.25L .311 1.54 D I BB
.35 .251 .53[ 16.64 EK
.98 .79 10.07 117.07 IDF =CBB
.45 .271 .42[ 10.53 I 3KKJ
.44L .301 2.16 2056 O EDAC
.43 ,251 .44[ 18,89 3 H
5.71 2,11 ,40L 2,14 ,B _,AC
.45: ,31 2.12[ :D 2,EH
.77L 1.14 1086.06[ E : DHC
.25L .93 962: 12,86 BC( 3BDA
1.15 .41 3.64[ 8.64: C f _C E
.25L ,25[ ,44L 5.00 ( DJ C
.25L .25[ .40L 3.93 ( . DD
.26L .32 3.49: 26.311 FF I HDC
14.94 81.82 1086.06 2098.92 AC( 3BCB
.64 .29[ .40L 2.811 kDI
.63 ,36 6,17L 2098,921 F : DJ
.25L .25L .40L 3.26 £ . GHC
1.12 1.74 3.15L 2098.921 B 38
.25L .25[ 1.56 3.99 C[ _ AA
14,61 5.74 1,13 3,14l CB _,AA
.25L ,25[ ,51L 3.43 C DC
.85 3.63 20.55 27.041 BC _AA
.34L ,26L 2.54L 5.78 E J F B
.70 .29 .40L 2.14[ C tBK
.36 .25L 1.96L 21.44[ ;
.45 .25L .40L 3.06[
.25L .25L .40L 3.44 F J D
,57 .35L 2.33L 28.00L IB D
2.26 ,88 .42L 14.49[ B _A J
.25L .36 .35: 12.22t CD BC
.25L .28L 2.65L 12.79 [3 4KGD
.25L .25L 1.12L 9.63 O DDC
.28L .25L .75 2.87[ D i B L
1.71 1.10 2.44L 24.37L B ,A
.36 .25L 2.34L 20.12L :NJ
.37 .26L .40L 9.77L tK F
.32 .25L .45L 17,33L ;MH
.69 .25L .59L 10.80L DHE
.32L .25L .54: 8.31 CE DB i
.47 .25L .40L 2,41L CK
,25L .25L ,40L 3.93 E C
.43L .25L .90 22.49L D D
.25L .34L 2.51L 8.70 C F E C
.55L 6,06L .33 13.04L C NC
.39L .25L .71 15.81L D B
.42 ,17: ,40L 2.59L E HI
1.01 ,61 .40L 13.27L A
,41 .25L 2.11L 20.68L K I
.50 .25L ,40L 2,42L G
,25L 25L .44L 4,03 D F L B
.40 ,25L ,40L 17.04L H
98 ,47 1,63 2,38 3BC BAC
25L 25L .42L 4.11 D MB
.38 25L .40L 10.43L M
.48 .15: .50L 17.97L _ CGD
.41 .25L .40L 12.93L H
1.13 .32 .43L 1486L CJ
.25L 25L .89 7.19 EB IDA
.45 .20: .40L 18.15L DL
1.07 .23 .39: 15.78L )C ACL
25L .25L .37 14.70L C J DC
59 25L .40L 11.52L DG
17.98 12.23 3.46 2068L 3C AA
.54 25L .43L 2292L N
"Confusion FMgs: 6)-9} Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources {Sl) at i2, 25, 60, 100 _m; 103 High Source Density Region.
I Flags ] Associations
V L C
Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep





















































































03054 + 6407 ,.1
03055 + 6536 .0








03061 + 6021 L6
03061 +6340 L0
03062+6107 L0
03063 + 6553 i.9
03063 + 6033 1.0
03064+6042 1.5
03065+6219 1.8
03065 + 6259 |,6
03066+6226 r.0
03067+6055 L7
03068 + 6643 1.2
03068+6634 .).2
03069 + 6648 ).2




03073 + 6437 3.:
03074 + 6412 5.E
03074 + 6230 ?.C
03074+6211 3£
03075+6632 3.1
03075 + 6520 4.z
03075 + 6302 45,
03076+6712 6,f
03076 + 6910 BJ
03077+6334 6,;
03078+6026 9.:
03078 + 6902 1.'
03078 + 6046 2.'
03078+6553 3.'
03079+6039 8:
03080 + 6256 0.,
03080 + 6708 1.
03080 + 6058 3.!
03061 +6109 1:
03082 + 6355 5.
03082 + 6724 5,_
03084 + 6031 5.;
03085+6213 2/
03065+6012 3._
03086 + 62O7 9.
03066+6220 9.=
03066+6046 0.:
03086 + 6158 0.;
03067+6527 3,





03094 + 6237 !4.
03095+6110 12.
03097 + 6534 M.
03097 + 6244 i7.













03109 _ 6008 55
03109+6159 55
03109+6122 58
03109 + 6056 59
03111+6041 6
Galactic Uncertainty
ct 8 Coords SMJ SMN 0
(s) C) 1 b C) C) (')
ii ]7+ 5 31 3
}9+ 3 28 8
]9+ 2 59 _2
]6+ 7 55 _5
.7 ]6+ 4 27 3
.8 36+ 6 25 8
.3 39+ 3 41 5
.6 37+ 5 14 4
.6 15+10 35 2
.3 36+ 8 45 6
38 + 4 22 6
14+ 10 25 !2
37 + 5 25 8
36+ 4 37 15
37+ 5 21 6
38+ 4 26 3
36+ 7 52 8
37+ 5 13 5
36 + 7 36 8
39+ 2 76 13
39+ 2 71 19
35+ 8 46 ->5
38+ 4 21 9
37+ 7 18 5
39+ 2 17 3
37+ 6 50 19
39+ 3 34 8
39+ 2 52 13
36+ 5 57 10
39+ 3 17 5
36 + 7 3O 8
39 + 2 46 8
39+ 2 38 8
38+ 4 33 12
38+ 4 74 t6
38+ _1 56 14
39+ 3 19 3
36+ _ 13 3O
35+ c 36 28
36+ E t2 10
37+ _= t5 4
37+ £ 26 3
39+ _ 21 5
36+ z g8 13
37 + t" 23 8
37+ E" 21 8
38+ _ 30 9
38+ _ 58 24
36+ _ 81 8
37+ ; 18 8
i38+ 5 19 E
136+ 8 26
35+10 44 18






138+ 4 6_ 1;
t36+ 5 7(
t39+ 3 2¢_ 1_
139+ 3 2_ {
136+ 5 2.= 11
136+ _ 38 !
139+ _ 4z 1;
138+ 4 1:
140+ ; 2.¢ 1,
139+ 4 2_ 1_

































l FlagsV L100 /_m Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Coef R Flags' S 2
CBC BAB I _0010t208
D I 102100008
D KGB '0000000C
B G C _01010000
E FEF t01110666
B B F B B _000001 O0





C I GC 503001050
I 100020008
F J DD 501000038
F I DB 301165648




DF F DB _'0010000C
C KEB 30010000C
C L D 50000000C
F L 402010308
2.20L B AM 60010000(:
16.74 DCE FDD )C225974C
1.62 D D D 60000000£
19.62L D G 50001000E
27.67 L 60010000£
10.19L _ D 40201001JE
9.45 BBB AAA 6O102501_
2,96L C BCL 6O1000001
21.48L ; G 50213343(
27.84L , J 40010100(
6.43 C B D B _50300000_
4.05 C C ,60000000_
4.42 B HC 150100020f
6.67 FCC BAB 60010000(
2.67 E N C '600100001
2.07 C E )70001001(
9,67L B 4NB B _500100001
5,69: IC C _BE[; _582201991
2.01L _B LB F _6O000100l
22.31L IB _AI E ,50200000(
10.94L ; : KL }400000001
2.52L I ID }70100000_
14.31L 18 IDI P300000001
19.24L B I AE i401000001
4.46 r H E )600000101
10.6OL ; I H )500100031
2.45L tC _D )601001001
17.43L }C _B )40000000;
3.62 BE _FAE )60110000;
2.95 E FC )60100100
3.22 C C AC B C _50000000
524: DE (BCI )6O100000_
8.56L 3C _,BI 340200000
19.66L 3BC _,AA 163110320_
12.63L 3C _,A _40001000
15.46L E HCE }6811022@
3.50 [ L J E )60000000
14.35L ) 3 L 750000000
7.40 ( . E E )6O000040_
19.16L ] _1 _50000000
5.54 B [ DC I 758000077
1052L 3 ) 540000000
5.09L E C[ )80100120'
24.34L 3C _,BE 940010000
22.18L 3 3H )60013000'
5.41 D ( E [ 460000033
11,46t O L D 95000000(]
8.771. D _J G_ _78000160
15.47_ C G 540000023
2.78 I N[ 55000001C
19.44l B F BJD i)60113010
2.231 C _ D 96010001R
2.30 I ( 660000001:
4,301 C ECI 560100188
14.05l D E 45012003- =
9.81{ C M H 95000000(
7.151 C D I 96001006;
3.60 KI CI 86600000(
19.191 AB _ AB 94000010(
2.631 ABB AAAI 06010002(
31.161 BF CF 96021036£
1,99 76010002'
7.35: C L F E 45820018,
1.76 H K 76000000(
2065 AB AAF 44111000(
8.32 E L E D 95802106 ¢.
18.86 C BHF 94021109!
2.24 C FG 96010000(
13,74 C DF 96410067(
4.82 B F CA 560000001
12.54 D B 940000021
4.30 J EG 96000017
41.46 C KC 75032236;
14.66 C L B 95002003'
22.34 C DLN 84_00100,
6.44 D H D 97020039t
_==_7_ CCE EEB 95C13899,
(Not Color Corrected)
25 _m 60 Fm
(]ansky)
,27L .29: 2.59 I 4.32
.50 ,25L .43L I 5024L
.25L 1.33L t.78L I 6.47
.30L .27L .40L t 2.98
,44 27L .66 I 21.17L
.25L .25L 1.1 3.63
.25L .25L .80: I 6.50
4.65 1.33 .40: I 15.91L
.25L .25L .40L I 2.77
.31 .25L .40L I 13.92L
1.10 .50 .a7- = 25.21L
,25L .68L .40L I 2.43
,55 25L .40L I 13.37L
25L .25L .41• ] 4.94
.90 25L 1,92: I 1628L
1,13 ,37 .40L I 13,98L
.33 .25L .40L I 2,99L
.91 1.25 2.54 I 16.28L
24 25L .40L I 2.36L
29L .76L .7_ _ 9.54:
.25L .25L 2.01L I 8.72
.25L .25L ,40L I 3.57
.43 .25L ,43L I 23.36L
2.37 .64 .40L I
,25L ,24: 2.01: I
25L .55L .40L I
.56 .25L .50L I
.33 .25L 2.26L I































































































































a 8 ct _ Coords SMJ SMN O 12 tam
h m. , , :(s) () 1 b C) ('3 (') N
03111+6655 7.1 35 136+8 29 8 120 5
03111+6009 10.3 52 140+2 46 11 76 3
03112+6000 12.8 24 140+ 2 21 4 73 6
03113+6134 22.0 10 139+ 3 88 10 76 4
03114+6200 24.6 14 139+ 4 30 13 120 5
03114+6231 28.6 25 139+ 4 34 8 72 4
03116+6820 37.4 19 136+ 9 99 30 79 2
03116+6000 39.7 24 140+ 2 18 8 71 4
03117+6518 43.0 45 137+ 7 20 3 122 5
03118+6144 48.2 47 139+ 4 16 4 71 7
03118+6047 50.5 7 140+ 3 27 9 73 6
03118+6010 520 53 140+2 72 17 63 2
03118+6058 53.89139+3 19 3687
03118+6938 53.9 23 135+10 25 6684
03119+6t15 55,6 41 139+3 45 8 73 5
03119+6025 56.6 21 140+3 24 3 73 7
03119+6017 57.2 29 140+2 21 3 747
03119+6137 58.4 15 139+4 25 8 70 7
03121+6151 8.9 17 139+4 63 15 120 4
03121+6528 11.044 137+7 91 23 742
03123+6450 22.0 39 138+ 6 28 3 121 5
03124+6434 26.9 4 138+ 6 11 3 121 6
03124+6651 27.0 44 136+ 8 19 4 121 5
03125+6254 30,4 22 139+ 5 17 3 73 6
03126+6649 36.6 53 136+ 8 35 10 71 4
03126+6831 37,9 81 136+ 9 21 5 70 4
03126+6049 41,8 35 140+ 3 41 15 78 3
03127+6000 42.4 57 140+ 2 22 3 73 7
03127+6557 45,5 55' 137+ 7 45 8 19 6
03127+6206 46.3 19 139+ 4 18 8 70 7
03127+6719 47.2 14 136+ 8 50 24 i124 _5
03129+6456 54.5 11 138+ 6 34 8 ; 76 5
03129+6350 57.3 13 138+ 6 32 18 77 4
03130+6951 1.1 7 135+11 50 11 73 3
03130+6006 1.5 2 t40+ 2 19 3 111 7
03130+6038 5.5 33 140+ 3 37 17 75 5
03131+6823 7,4 2 136+ 9 61 38 62 2
03133+6035 19,0 21 140+ 3 18 9 114 7
03134+6021 25.5 21 140+ 3 13 3 112 7
03134+8052 25,7 14 140+ 3 69 3 146 5
03134+6629 28.6 28 137+ 8 30 10 120 5
03134+6302 28.8 57 139+ 5 52 21 75 2
03136+6010 36,2 37 140+ 2 37 12 60 2
03136+6847 40.0 56 136+10 45 38 130 3
03136+6015 41.4 9 140+ 3 23 9 72 5
03136+6405 49,4 26 138+ 6 92 21 77 3
03139+6005 54,4 36 140+ 2 16 3 71 7
03139+6822 55.2 41 137+ 8 31 11 123 4
03140+6256 0,2 4 139+ 5 55, 11 69 4
03141+6817 10,5 1 136+ 9 27 10 65 3
03141+6041 11.9 55 140+ 3 37 12 77 5
03142+6241 12,0 9 139+ 5 23 3 15 7
03142+6210 12.9 44 139+ 4 20 15 79 5
03143+6027 22.0 7 140+ 3 25 8 68 5
03144+6308 27,9 37 139+ 5 37 3 70 6
03144+6624 28,4 47 137+ 8 29 8 121 5
03145+6022 30,4 51 140+ 31 24 7 117 6
03146+6338 40.1 50 138+ 5' 33 8 121 5
03147+6117 43.7 21 140+ 3 20 3 69 8
03148+6011 53.16 140+3 13 3 73 '
03149+6333 58.1 25 138+5 32 8 121i4603149+6859 59.C 14 136+10 20 70
03150+6503 4.4 46 138+7 34 8120 5
03150+6049 5.4 20 140+3 49 11 73 6
03151+6148 6,1 15 139+4 27 8 74 6
03151+6329 8.4 35 138+5 39 12 118 5
03152+6154 13.9 49 139+4 51 23 73 3
03152+6708 14.0 54 137+8 54 35 72 3
03152+6808 15.9 15 136+9 16 3 71'4
03155+6650 33.6 18 137+ 8 24 8 119 6
03155+6528 35.3 21 137+ 7 21 8 120 5
03156+6316 39.6 52 139+ 5 41 13 73 4
03157+6110 43.9 1 140+ 3 13 3 68 7
03157+6030 44,5 36 t40+ 3 41 20 72 2
03157+6309 45,9 10' 139+ 5 31 3 ' 70 5
03159+6709 56,5 50' 137+ 9 50 37 71 2
03159+6739 58,4 48 136+ 9 50 18 71 2
03160+6030 1,8 53 140+ 3 26 11 77 4 i03160+6548 2,5 48 137+ 7 15 8 15 5
03180+6614 5.6 33 137+ 8 56 18 120 4
03181+6139 8,9 50 140+ 4 8; 3 8 8
03161+6816 11.7 37 136+ 9 28 8 68 4
03162+6112 14.6 29 140+ 3 83 24 78 5
03164+6648 25.5 28 137+ 8 56 14 67 2
03164+8559 29.9 26 137+ 8 50 8 72 2
03165+8006 31.5 51 140+ 3 14 3 71 7
03166+6041 37.2 47 140+ 3 26 11 118 6
03167+6014 42.2 32 140+ 3 54 13 72 4
03167+6132 44,9 140+ 4 36 23 83 6
03168+6120 53.5,24 140+ 4 28 11 70 4
i
03168+6643 53.9154 137+ 8 36 15 70 2
03170+6515 3.9 56 136+ 7 22 5 120 5
03171+6234 9.9 54 139+ 5 49 9 123 3
03171+6149 10.1 11 140+4 31 4 76 5
03173+6357 23.3 26 138+6 34 23 118 3
03173+6012 23.7 40 140+3 29 _ 74 103174+671229,52137+98125893031,5+684430 54136+1031 8744
03176+6315 39.5 29 139+ 5 37 8 65 2
03176+6004 41.8_29 141+3 36 12 117 5
Flux Density Flags
v L C
1130 pm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags' S 2 # T
9.88L C CG 7501000008
21.67L D GBK 760211362C
20.97L BE AAF 4 867437964C
17.52L D E B D 5500000508
5.39 C GHBB 960110030C
4.03 E C K F C 9600000618
151 C C 9600000000
22.40L FD CBDH 860249999C
246L BC AB N 1 1600101000
26.65L BBE AAC 9 940010000C
45.05L B C S DH 950219973C
19.68L D B 760110000C
4.41 BCCD ACEC 974000480C
8.72L B BDN 6501000008
23.06L D B 940000000C
12.03 DCC L BCA 96C204435C
24,65 BBCC BBBB 4 954005670C
4.54 BC CBC 970100060C
450 E L GB 960100051C
2.67 E HJ C 9501000008
6.36 BB HEAA 3501001000
2.66 ABBC AAAB_ 6601000010 15
9.25L BB AA 7 5411101208
12,11L B8 ABI 4 9400000108
7,53L C F BD 340I 101208
1,89L AS AADN t 9600003000
18.56L D EFBE i960014251C
37.13L DE L CDF 854209989C
3.88 FD KMEC 9701000108
15.44L BC BBE 6 950001000C
2.34 B DJ C 9400100010
2.16L B BH 2601010000
3.10 C E H D 9500000000
5,22L B B D 6501000208
24.34L DB CCB 750221511C
21.61L D KJ D 960020244C
1.58 E G F 9601000000
30.73L BC ABFE 7 950020240C
11090 ACCC BAAA 0 93E238856C
5.11: DC LDB 978120040C
10.67L S EKJ 9501100006
2.81: D D EHHC 1700000008
24.83L F IBL 550141211C
264 C F D E 8600000000
29.33L DD CCBN 450310010(3
3.53 C DL C 9501010000
24.83 DC C BCFB 2 85E249092C
11.31L C D MF 9405200008
4,86 C ELEB 9601010228
1,59L BE ADH 5 8600002000
8.15 CD FFDD 970102060C
5.88 i B DHB 9501000868
4.58 D C H C B 96C010070C
37.29L' C ME B E )40429999C
5.64L C FEC 9600100018
11.22L B BEHF 9403100008
37.29L CFF FDFD 0 )48429999C
3.20L B AJ N 9702100000
22,85L BC ABFG 5 742021280C
90.08 BBCC DCBA 24C307997C
16.69L BD ADG 0 9503200308
8,32L C B A B 2400002008
12.21L B BE 9401000008
6.39 C HGF B 170000250C
17.22L BE AED t 140001000C
19.88L C G DC 9402100308
4.11 D K C 960010020C
237 C K G 9400100000
2.06L BB AAFG 0 6600010000
1.90L B B H L 9600100000 i
10.75L EE ACF 919402002008
4.54 C C G EC 9600000638
13.29L BBE AACG 9 760010030C
17.63L E G H D 950056630C
6.50 D GEC 9601010448
2.03 C J D 9400100000
1.79L C F 7700002000
15.42L F FDBD 950058762C
13,87L C EN 9401000008
2.70 C EC 4600100108
22.15L AB AAEC 3 968130150C
1.90L B BG 6600000000
6.81 C F F B 970020040C
7.53L C F D 9400300008
7.21L D D 9501000006
38.56L BB BABB 3 76C049999C
(Not Color Corrected)






































































































8.42 C I DB 96C 100050C
19.61L D NI DF 450039345C
6.10 CD J GBB 978000060C
7.31: DC : DE 960100140C
2,95 D NCC 9500100008
9,86L BS AA 2 9512101008
4,16L C C I 660200000C
12.18L CD EECD 950100360C
3,05 C GFDC 9601010200
11,30 D EAD 560129799C
2.30 C DD 9400010000
2.27L CF BGGF 0 6700020000
7,91L F I BG 9602204328
8.00 C NGHC 680324590C




Name Type (") Mag










2 3 13 12704 B3P
C
1 13 12710 K0



















a 8 a _ Coords SM.I SMN 8 O 12 _tm






25 Fm 60 _m 100 um Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
10.881 IC E K 9502200008
2.45 D M DB 9601100008
22.73L C E 9400000008
2577L F C I E B 450000000C
1657L DD EBCD 9482205228
12.34L BC ABJ 2 8500100008
24.37L BB AC 9 950000110(
10.24 EDE GBB 464008999C
14.66 CBC FBAA 9402105228
1997L C CFKE 940210111C
3.28 D F B 9600000008
2,74L C D 7600000000
9,55L D BI F 9400010006
4,52 DC DBC 970100082C
12.11L BD ABB 9501003108
13,15L C MDA 9401100008;
4,70: ABEC AADE 61960210111C
8.82L BBF AAD 0 : 9501110108
9,83 CC HJ CC 96C301187C
50.53L CD HFFO 0448219999C
3.54 F MJ B 9600000008
1.81L CD BD 18600020000
1.67 C M MB i 9600000000
1,96L ABC AAC 4701000000
2065L B BOM 950100000(3
5.67 C C D B 970220190(3
3.34 EEi L C 960010250C2.88: C K B C 9600000006
2.85 MN C 9500000000
7.48L'BE ACI L 0 9500001008
4127L B F C F 94A269879C
24.53L BB AA 950010000C
27,13L AC AA 2 440140122C
1.78L BBD AAHE 0 3601000000
5.07 B DB 9601000308
2,73L BBB AAA 8611000000 18
1.97L C F C 3700001000
3.53: BE J CD 9601100208
7.33 DC KGDC 954117082C
2.34 C L L F B 8602000328
19A6L E BJ 6501210008
9,90 CBCC AAAA 9 6572002008 34
9.61 DB I EFB 570000060C
1.26 F J G 3600000000
20,99L CBE BDFE 3 97C114995C
1293L B A 4502200108
4.43 C I FB 970100011C
9.23L BC ACCC 2 2501001008
10.03 F E F E B 968200574C
3.72 C BGB 9602200106
15,21L B BD 950200000C
6,29 DE FGD 9503100408
1,95: BE C BC D 31 7600000008
4,40 C E EA 960100040C
7.12L BC ABFE 1 7401000008
9,16L F D J 8400001008
3.26 E MDC 9601001108
5,46 BC EKBA 5380000500
21.76L C B A 940012100C
8.97L C EJ DE 6481100648
7.46L BD BB E O 5400001008
17.19L BB AAI 4 940010010C
18.40L F D 950530024C i
























)3177+6519 46.3 26 138+ 7 43 14 117 3 26 25L .40L
)3177+6523 47.5 7 138+ 7 57 23 72 2 .77L .75L .61L
)3179+6253 55.3 33 139+ 5 57 14 71 2 .22 .25L .41L
)3181+6024 6.3 5 i 140+ 3 37 11 75 6 i .46L .20: .87
)3181+6318 6.4 17 139+ 5 22 7' 75 4 .25L .46 .73:)3181+6242 7.3 38 139+ 5 16 o ! 121 _ .90 23: .40L
)3181+6116 7.5 26 140+ 4 19 3 71 6 1,40 36 1.79L
)3182+6017 17,928141+ 3 50 9 774 .28L .18: 1.03:
)3183+6321 i19.113139+ 5 14 41205 .25L ,48 4.80)3187+6159 43.6 57 140+ 33 7 70 3 .25 .25L 2.10L
)3187+8221 47.9 16 139+ 5 56 17 79 2 .25L .25L .46L
)3188+6832 48.5 5 136+10 41 8 72 3 .27 .25L .4OL
)3188+6656 502 15 137+ 8 38 8 71 3 .48 .25L .40L
)3188+6139 5t.1!28 140_ 4 20 12 120 4 .26L .25L .76:
13188+6238 51.9 27 139+ 5 28 8 121 6 .25L .55 .85
)3189+8213 55.0 59 140+ 5 55 6 122 4 .36L .31L 1.96
13189+6156 55.7 32 140+4 13 3 116 6 3.70 1.85 .58:
13189+6535 59.4 138+ 7 28 7 68 3 4.90 3.02 .64:
13189+6126 59.6 32 140+ 4 15 7 162 6 .25L .25L 1.03:
_3190+6016 3.4140 141+ 3 ! 29 3 112 5 .28: .29 4.63L
_3192+6325 12.2 29 139+ 8 49 9 73 4 25L .40L .40L
_3192+6717 16.3 56 137+ 9 21 8 74 4 .74 .15: .40L
,3193+6804 18.2 39 136+ 9 47 24 72 2 .75L .25L .40L
,3194+6446 26.4 6 138+ 7 17 5 118 5 2.34 1.51 .37:
,3194+6113 26.5 39 140+ 4 18 8 117 7 .72 .28L 2.27L
3195+6054 31.4 57 140+ 3 26 9 119 5 .25L .27L 1.76L
3195+6138 33.131 140+ 4 76 29 742 .26L ,25L 1.75L
3197+6615 42.355138+ 7 508 673 ,25L .25L .88
3197+6659 46559137+ 9 31 19 71 4 ,25L .25L .40L
3199+6634 56.730137+ 8 24 3 734 1.15 .26: .40L
3201+6121 9.546140+4 19 31186 ,27L 3.21 1.76L
3202+6031 12.2 9 141+ 3 18 3 72 8 1,15 .67 2.22L
3202+6025 12,5 6 141 + 3 17 3 73 8 2.05 ,72 2.26L
3202+6859 15,0 40:136+10 16 5 66 4 1,85 1,25 26:
3202+6204 17.2 14 140+ 4 43 3 110 5 .25L ,25L 57L
3203+6424 18,3 33 138+ 6 19 5 119 5 39.46 11.13 2.10
3203+6848 21.015136+10 51 81603 .44L .25L .48
3204+6217 24,239140+ 5 28 81154 .26L ,25L .66
3204+6047 25,135140+ 3 19 71176 .25L .27L' ,87:
3204+6913 29.241136+10 44 20 753 .80L .25L ,40L
3205+6249 35.457139+ 5 57 8 763 .33 .25L .41L
3206+6521 41,631 138+ 7 22 6 714 95.76 133.71 37.54
3208+6006 48,3 49 141+ 3 36 9 74 6 26L .25L 1.14:
3210+6905 0.22136+10 52363 £_i 72 25L .63L .40L3211+6018 9829141 + 3 21 ,52 4.98 t5.36:
3212+6246 16,8_13 139+ 5 15 8 116 5 .72 .25L .40L
3213+6132 16,3 51 140+ 4 73 15 120 4 .95L .25L 2.51L
3214+6456 25,4 27 138± 7 26 3 72 4 1.35 .32 AOL
3215+6108 33.0 51 140+ 4 31 7 116 6 .25L .25L 1.42:
3216+6242 38.7 41 140+ 5 58 16 124 3 .25L .64L .61L
3216+6116 39.1 21 140+ 4 18 8 119 5 .74 .25L 1.68L
3216+6230 41.3 14 140+ 5 i 28 13 115 4 .25L .25L .55
6137+91299644 .51 .26 .40L
3218+61413218+674749.5!60.61352140+ 442 1 120 .25L .25L .85L3218+6657 52.4 137+ 9 ' 20 72 5 1,34 .42 .40L
3219+6758 56.3 137+ 9 41 8 66 3 .37 ,25L .40L
3221+6335 7,7 5 139+ 6 78 20 120 3 .26L ,25L ,44L
3221+6824 10.7 29 136+10 22 7 71 4 .25L ,25L 1,42
3222+6052 13,2 19 141+ 4 29 10 80 2 .51 .25L 1.69L
3223+6301 18.9 8 139+ 5 32 13 78 3 .32 ,25L .46L
3223+6602 21,611 138+ 8 37 8 734 .89 .17: .40L
3223+6123 23.3 13 140+ 4 16 3 111 5 1,48 .90 1.6OL
3224+6028 27,5 59 141+ 3 36 15 72 6 .25L .25L 1,32
3224+6052 28,0 42 141+ 4 37 8 69 3 .60 .30L 1,87L
3224+6006 29.4 24 141+ 3 10 8 15 7 ,45 .25L 2.29L'
]225+6804 32.3 38 137+10 16 5 72 4 1.67 ,50 .40L
]226+6003 38,4 31 141+ 3 17 7 111 6 ,37L .25L 1.02
]227+6040 42,5 37 141+ 3 26 3 69 5 .25L .58 3.14:
1227+6945 47.6 41 136+11 46 14 71 4 ,25L .25L .32:
1228+6934 483 26 136+11 21 3 66 4 ,25L .40 3.01
1228+6521 48.9 22 138+ 7 36 8 75 4 ,70 ,18: .40L
1230+6230 0.6 3 140+ 5 25 8 110 4 .40 .25L .42L
)230+6549 3,9 45 138+ 8 49 22 72 3 ,25L .25L ,40L
)230+6350 4.033[ 139+ 6 19 4 724 1.73 .48 .4OL
1230+6114 4.632j 140+ 4 20 81145 .97 ,44 1,66L
1232+6656 15.951 ' 137+ 9 36 8 754 .25L .25L .49
1232+6119 16,829140+ 4 33 31115 .25L .25L 1.57L
1234+6012 26,63141+ 3 12 41136 3.54 1.09 1.83L
1236+6353 38.458139+6 41 331453i .25L .25L .45
1236+6338 41,5 52 139+ 6 20 5 72 4 1.88 .58 .42L
1238+6034 52,3 30 141+ 3 15 5 t16 5 70,43 37,40 7,93
1238+6843 53,7 37 136+10 65 19 76 2 .31L .27L .43L
1240+6532 1,0 8 138+ 8 34 14 63 3 .25L .25L ,40L
1240+6138 5,2 4 140+ 4 55 3 115 5 .25L ,25L ,44L
1240+6305 5,4 34 140+ 6 35 8 74 4 ,25L .51L .35:
1242+6123 14,0 25 141+ 4 37 3 76 3 1.52 .46 ,41L
1242+6656 14,1 42 137+ 9 38 8 69 3 .33 .25L .40L
1243+6645 20.4 34 137+ 9 32 10 75 4 .39L .59L .74
1244+6219 25.8 15 140+ 5 27 9 116 4 .54 ,32 .53L
1244+6123 26.6 55 141+ 4 18 3 67 3 1.91 .39 .40L
1244+6025 29.5 50 141+ 3 26 10 112 4 .41 ,15: 1.61L
1245+6117 35.3 33 141+ 4 34 3 115 5 .27L .25LI ,53
1246+6929 38.851136+1110741 712 .29L .54L .53L
1246+6447 39,5156139+ 7 64 24 71 2 .35L .25L .52L
_247+6124 46.734141+ 4 35 8 693 .70 .59L A0L
_248+6551 48A 19138+ 8 23 91234 .50L .16: t.45
¢248+6713 50.C 51137+ 9 76 29 652 .28L ,25L .42L
1249+6836 54.0 16 136+ 10 18 4 72 4 1.35 .55 .40L
=249+6256 54.0 12 140+ 5 40 t9 73 3 .29L .25L .42L
L250+6334 5.9 20 139+ 6 18 8 74 4 .61 .21 A0L
2.88 DB I HEA 4500000108
5,53 C N D B 950030000C
19.41L CB IAAE 7 940110000C
3.71: CF M CD 9601301446
10,21L BB !AAE 3 9502100008
7.49L BBC AAAG 9 962100002C 43
2,14 C L C 5700000000
2.50 E C 9600010008
6.18 C E J B 9601000008
3,73 DC'I FDC 9500000108
12,79L CD AB 9500211008
8,72L C C E 9400000108
8.13L E I FBG 3400000008
13,35L CE BBC 7 9402022108
14,41L BD AB 0 9400211008
I
22,28L I BCG 3 940110000C
5.52: 'BDcE G DD 9600200648
1.84 D J DE 9600000020
1.86 C C 3701000000
18.12L C BCD 9400211008
3.55 DBC GBBA 9601000008
2.50 D K B 4600000108
2.49L BE AB F 6 4600123000
3.71 C M F B 9500000008
10.92L BD BC G 0 9500010008
5ep
Name Type (") Mag
6





D 3 23!DG013 81
6 85
4 83
5 13 12743 K2 2 55
9 1 32 X0320+607 194 13
C
4
2 2 13 1275088 10 81
2 13 12751 K5 1 81




4 32 X0322+684 26 4
1
C 2 13 12758 G5 7 70
13 12759 K0 1 72
1
13 12763G5 1 77
2 DO27068 80 105
F
6 32 X0322+606 43 6
D
4
C 1 32 X0323+639 114 12
1 3 RAFGL 4277S 83 16
1 16 01144 M3 58 97
1 3 13 12772 82 6 85
3 13 ' 12771 40 91
1 13 12775 K 2 85




Right Ascension: 03h25m10'-03_35m37 _
Position (1950) Flux Density
Declination: + 60 °- _- 70 °
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
a _ Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 Fm 25 /zm 60 Fm8(I
hm, • , (s) () I b (") (") (') N (Jansky)
03251+6031 10.7 43 141+ 4 42 18 113 3 ,25L .25L 1.82L
03253+6102 20.8 48 141+ 4 34 8 110 4 .31 ,25L .42L
03253+6835 21.9 34 137+10 25 8 79 4 .51 .28L .43L
03256+6638 37.4 34 138+ 9 23 9 73 4 ,51 .28 .40L
03256+6318 41.9 34 140+ 6 45 8 75 4 .39L .41L ,67
03257+6344 44,6 3 139+ 6 43 30 77 2 1.55L .25L ,40L
03259+6713 59.8 49 137+ 9 19 4 74 4 10.47 3.93 ,92
03261+6452 6.3 10 139+7 22 4 73 4 2.46 .69 .40L
03261+6723 11.3i33 137+ 9 31 8 78 4 .44 .31L .49L
03264+6659 24.6 51 138+ 9 19 3 74 4 1.62 1.12 .40L
03264+6733 25.5 39 137+ 9 50 12 67 3 .32 .25L .40L
03264+6100 28.5 15 141+ 4 42 12 1201 3 .25L .38L 1.05
03264+6042 29.I 42 141+ 4 49 11 75 2 .35 .25L 1.47L
03265+6331 32,6 32 140+ 6 38 18 68 3 .25L .25L .65L
03266+6259 36.6 60 140+6 20 8 119 4 .25L .25L .53L
03266+6011 37.7 52 141+ 3 48 8 67 3 ,44 .25L 2,07L
03266+6619 38.2 53 138+ 8 23 7 68 4 .25L .25L 1.43
03268+6037 51.4 23 141+ 4 17 5 112= 4 2.39 .85 .51L
03269+6027 54,4 34 141+ 4 30 3 111 ' 4 .27L .33L .95:
03270+6406 0.5 42 139+ 7 48 18 68 2 .31 1.60L .42L
03272+6411 13,4 18 139+ 7 31 19 75 3 .25L 25L ,40L
03272+6323 17.0 19 140+ 6 76 26 81 2 ,26L ,29L .40L
03273+6811 19.0_51 137+10 18 5 69 4 .35L ,35 3.11
03273+6715 19,3122 137+ 9 27 8 75 4 ,61 .25L .40L
03275+6608 34.7 0 138+ 8 32 8 75 4 ,31 .25L .40L
03276+6713 37.644 137+ 9 20 3 124 4 1.08 .28 .40L
03276+6552 39.8 59 138+ 58 i 42 8 70 4 .47L ,25L .4703276+6238 41.6 37 140+ 31 9 74 5 .93 .19: .40L
03277+6755 44.0 44 137+10 37 8 66 3 .25L ,28L .89
:)3279+6205 54.7 56 140+ 5 23 9 71 4 .83 ,33L ,40L
03280+6019 5,6 39 142+ 4 32 8 69 3 .44 .25L 1.48L
03282+6927 17.8 16 136+11 31 8 72 3 .42 .25L ,40L
03284+6142 27.2 48 141+ 5 19 9 113 5 ,74 .22: .40L
:)3285+6754 33.1 30 137+10 30 8 68 3 .88 ,33 .48L
:)3286+6032 37.7 46 141+ 4 21 6 71 4 2.28 .55 ,40L
:)3287+6455 42.3 35 139+ 7 65 19 72 3 .25L .25L .40L
33287+6249 46.0 8 140+ 6 22 5 75 4 6,95 3.06 .45:
33288+6341 48.0 59 140+ 6 20 8 77 4 1.12 .89 .40L
33288+6203 52.7 9 141+ 5 31 19 74 4 .25L .25L .40L
33292+6339 13.3 36 140+ 6 98 28 81 2 .26L .26L .85L
33292+6102 17.4 33 141+ 4 59 19 78 3 .26L .25L .40L
33293+6630 19.5 37 138+ 9 23 4 76 4 1.34 .39 .43L
33293+6038 21,8 20 141+4 18 5 70 4 46,20 27,48 5,61
33293+6902 22.9 31 137+11 86 37 61 2 .59L ,58L .46L
33293+6010 23,6 4 142+ 4 19 5 70 4 37.25 69,46 17,36
33294+6334 27.8 26 140+ 6 35 10 73 4 .61 .27L .40L
33295+6126 35,7 11 141+ 5 19 4 115 5 1.26 .36 .40L
33297+6317 43.6 32 140+ 6 54 3 71 3 25L ,25L ,53
33298+6009 51,2 14 142+ 4 30 8 66 2 ,52 ,26L ,40L
33301 +6452 7.0 7 139+ 7 54 9 68 3 .34 ,25L .40L
33301+6134 9.5 29 141+ 5 81 15 64 2 .21 .25L ,40L
33301+6410 9.7 25 139+7 74 8 154 2 .19 .25L .40L
33302+6053 15.8 25 141+ 4 60 8 78 4 .25L .25L ,44L
33304+6116 27.5 3 141+4 19 9 114 5 .99 .31 .40L
33306+6127 36.7 59 141+ 5 18 8 119 4 .69 .25L .40L
33307+6631 42,2 21 138+ 9 31 9 70 3 ,98 .34 ,40L
33307+6221 46.6 33 141+ 5 34 10 77 4 .88 22: .40L
33308+6549 48.5 32 139+ 8 59 8 66 3 ,25L .25L ,40L
33308+6111 50.1 4 141+ 4 18 9 113 4 .74 .54 ,40L
33310+6311 1.3 54 140+ 6 45 8 70 3 ,27L .25L .60
33312+6506 17.2 21 139+ 8 57 8 64 2 .32 .44L .56L
33313+6056 20.0 49 141+4 12 4 114 4 30.87 43,44 15,08
33315+6723 30,6 54 138+10 28 8 69 3 ,34 .57 5.09
33316+6306 38.2 48 140+ 6 33 3 79 4 2.50 1.52 ,93
33317+6300 45.4 50 140+ 6 24 5 79 4 12,09 5.75 .78
33317+6507 46.6 27 139+ 8 45 37 70 2 35L .67L .49L
33319+6058 59,1 34 142+ 4 16 3 117 4 2,37 .55 ,40L
33320+6211 2.8 45 141+ 5 46 8 69 4 .69L .25L ,45L
33321+6126 10,4 6 141+ 5 17 4 70 4 2.16 .88 ,40L
33321+6204 10.5 17 141+ 5 23 9 77 4 .95 ,25: ,40L
33323+6351 23,7 53 140+ 7 77 3 69 3 ,25L .25L ,40L
33327+6403 43.3 22 140+ 7 39 8 71 3 ,99 ,28L ,40L
33327+6410 43.7 24 140+ 7 27 3 71 3 3.06 1.13 ,40L
33327+6108 48.4 22 141+ 5 30 13 71 3 .2SL .25L .90
33331+6256 8.8 38 140+ 6 23 3 76 4 ,35 2.85 7,65
33331 +6303 9.7 20 140+ 6 35 28 79 2 .25L ,25L .40L
33331+6048 10,8 11 142+ 4 37 17 77 3 .25L ,25L .40L
33334+6045 24.2 15 142+ 4 76 15 68 2 .20 .25L .42L
33334+6837 25.1 53 137+11 33 10 62 3 ,40 ,25L ,42L
33335+6511 34.8 33 139+ 8 89 26 62 2 .25L ,25L ,40L
:)3338+8042 36.8 21 142+ 4 19 3 118 4 1,32 ,42 .40L
33336+6454 38.4 35 139+ 8 54 18 61 2 .25L ,49L .40L
:)3338+6015 41,8 44 142+ 4 59 14 73 2 ,23 ,25L ,48L
33337+6725 44.1 40 138+10 32 11 67 3 ,28L .25L 1.15
33338+6404 48.4 32 140+ 7 65 13 65 2 ,24 .25L .40L
:)3338+6409 52.5 22 140+ 7 46 12 72 3 .35L .25L .73
:)3342+6607 16,5 56 139+ 9 53 8 70 3 .26L ,25L .60
:)3345+6205 33.6 17 141+ 5 81 28 65 2 ,39L ,25L .40L
:)3346+6224 38,5 30 141+ 6 74 26 67 2 ,27L .59L 1,04L
03347+6503 43,9 20 139+ 8 23 5 70 3 6,90 3.15 .62
:)3348+6300 50,3 21 141+ 6 77 8 66 2 .33L .25L ,46
:)3351 +8517 11.0 48 139+ 8 48 12 68 3 ,25L ,25L .58:
:)3352+6109 13.9 40 142+ 5 73 8 74 2 .32 ,25L .40L
:)3353+6223 19,1 24 141+ 6 85 15 67 2 ,42L ,39L ,55
33353+6806 21.0 24 138+I0 29 8 70 4 .44 .25L .40L
:)3353+6844 21.1 51 137+11 24 7 66 3 1.56 .64 ,41L
:)3354+6633 28.0 0 139+ 9 31 3 87 3 .46L' .25L 1.40
:)3355+6047 31.9 10 142+ 4 74 12 75 2 ,27 .25L .40L
:)3355+6032 35,3 13 142+ 4 84 15 63 2 ,22 .25L .40L
:)3356+6342 37,7 39 140+ 7 46 8 76 3 .40 ,25L .40L
Flags Associations
V L C
100 Fm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags ) S 2 # T
5.93 E J HD 960200010C
19,95L B CE 9401010008
2,67L B AB 5600123000 31
5.66L CD BD H 6 8402000038 81
11.32L C HCB 9500000008
2,67 D L C 9700000008
8,36L CDB AAAE 9 3400000108 16
2.37L BC ABCB 3 2700001000
10,76L B BDI G 7400000008
8,93L BB AA J 0 9400000008
12,32L C CH 8401000006
14,12L C KI BC 9502000308
16.25L C C 1640110000C
3.84 C F D B 96820000081
4,17 D I EC 9564000558 !
15,19L C CJ 950100020C
4,54 BC KBA 6501000108
17.52L BB AAC 0 840100000C
5,09 CC KGDB
4.11L C Ct
4.35 C H GC
3.50 D D
12.05 FCC DDBA
8.01L B BE G
























9.51L BD ABDF 0 7400100208
12.59L BD AA 1 9401001008
2,73 C El GE 4501000100
9,58L ABE AAE 6 9401000408
10,20L BB AAF 0 9501101008
3,61 C F C 9500000008
2,46 D DC 9700201008
4.12 E L J B 8600000008
8,09L BC ABK 1 9501000008
12,34L BBC AAAH 9 9420001008 43
3.11 C JGFE 4500000020 I
5,50 BBCE AAAA 1 470010000C 33
9.95L B BGL 9500100008
14.12L BC AB 4 9402012108
5.70L C CD 9500001428
14.24L S BF 9400100008
194L C DL G 4600000000
18.15L C C 9501000008
3.02L D G 8600110000
4.29 C GI FC 9600001308
15.07L CC AB 0 9502011008
14.97L C B K 9502011008
11.53L CC AC 2 9500000008
4,48L BD AC D 0 9702000008
2.77 E L I C 6600000208
15.72L BD AAK 7 9501110008
10.OOL C MHDJ 9502100608
3.45L D GHME 5501110000
6.40 BABB AAAA 5 9603102008 22
11.27 DCCC DBAA 0 8500000008
828L BCC AABH' 2 9563202448
9.43L ABC AAB 2 9500000008 24
2.65 D DH E 5500110000
15.45L BC AA F 1 9504101008
4.12 C GB 9700000008
10.54L BB AAMJ 9 8503000448
3.22L B D A D 0 8600000000
3.07 F D 6600000000
2.10L B BEK 5600010000
1.96L BC AADJ 0 3600001000
10.62L C G B 5501001008
7.87 DBBC EAAA 0 9600000038
4.48 E: K C
4.28 D _ F KC




2,67 D N DI
22,34L C D H I
3.67 CC HKBBI
1.97L C C H!
1.85L C MMCD
12,07L D B BG
3.45 C D















1.95L BBD AAEH 0 4700000100
7.48L F D 9602001028
2.91 CC N CA 9600000108
11.79L C D 9600000008
8,59L C BC 9600100008
2.32L D C L N 1700000000
1,64L CC AAF 5 3700001000
6.90 CD L FBA 5600000208
12.89L C C 8402000008
15,00L C G 7501000008
2.19L E D ML 4700000000
Sep





1 13 12790 K0
1 13 12794 K0
1 13 12799 K0
2 13 12803
1 2 DO27216
1 3 RAFGL 5097
1 13 12814 K2
1 13 12823 K2
2 9 U02789




2 4 TMSS +70045

























"Confusion Rags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60, 100 Fm; 10) High Source Density Region.
81






8 a _ Coords SM] SMN e(2
h m . , (s) (") lb (") (") (') N
33357+6327 45.849 I40+ 7 30 9 723 ,91
33359+6827 564 6137+11 64 8 632 .25
33362+6238 13.026141+6 33 14 693 .25L
33362+6037 14.210142+ 4 21 5 683 2.93
33362+6538 15,945139+ 6 4716 713 .25L
33362+6729 17,712138+10 2410 633 .69
33364+6018 28.054142+ 4 46 12 632 .25
33364+6055 29726142+ 5 20 6 763 8.21
33367+6152 44.140141+ 5 27 4 733 2.16
33370+6115 2.5 6142+ 5 59 8 763 .27L
)3370+6140 3.3 0142+ 5 17; 6 743 1897)3373+6431 22,8 9140+ 8 321 o 703 ,48
33373+6315 23.932141+ 7 37 I 4 743 1.12
33374±6803 24.9 1 138t10 23 8 76 3 .40
33374+6229 28.316141+ 6 27 5 733 120.76
33377+6647 43.548139+ 9 65 17 662 .25L
)3377+6303 47.123 t41+ 6 15 5 743 40.95
)3378+6220 48.032141+ 6 28 9 723 I .25L
)3379+6754 55.926 t38+10 20 8 754 25L
)3381+6825 10.153138+11 17 3 664 6.32
)3383+6156 22.737142+ 6 31 t0 723 .73
)3364+6039 29.056142+ 5 62 22 642 ,25L
)3386+6044 38.238142+ 5 34 5 743 3.26
)3386+6210 41.511 141+ 6 41 8 733 .92
)3388+6808 52.531138+11 21 3 644 .31L
33390+6759 3.941138+10 18 6723 2.94
)3390+6546 4.4 21 139+ 9 49 19 72 3 .25L
)3390+6731 5.5 4 138+10 22 3 64 4 2.82
)3393+6031 19.1 59 143+ 5 22 81 75 3 .41
)3394+6537 28.1 35 139+ 9 24 8 i 71 3 .79
I)3395+6306 31.7 36 141+ 7 38 10' 74 3 .50
)3395+6929 34.5 6 137+t2 29 11 72 3 .25L
33399+6839 56.2 49 138+11 31 9 72 3 .43
)3400+6242 4.6 181 141+ 6 26 16 73 3 25L
)3405+6255 30.4 18 141+ 7 67 17 64 2 ,30
}3405+6753 33.0 49 138+10 15 3 160 4 ,25L
)3407+6946 437 22 137+12 106 37 65 2 25L
)3409+6311 55.2 29 141+ 7 44 21 73 2 ,25L
)3409+6159 57.3 42i 142+ 66 23 6 77 3 9.44)3409+6245 59.3 491 141+ 81 27 67 2 .25L
)3411+6756 10.1 161138_11 52 13 63 2 .36L
)3412+6702 15.1 43 139+10 22 8 68 4 .52
)3412+6759 17.5 45138+11 12 3 134 4 .75
)3416+6311 383 t8 141+ 7 21 6 70 3 / 4.36
33417+6450 43,6 50 140+ 8 42 16 71 3 .25L
)3417+6002 46.t 27 143+ 4 21 7 74 3 1.56
)3416+6751 50.2 41 136+11 30 7 79 2 .25L
)3419+6756 56.6 25 138+11 20 6 75 3 3,79
)3423+6723 22.837139+10 40 13 59 3 ,24
)3425+6946 32,630;138+11 44 191133 .40L
)3425+6635 32,716139+10 89 30 692 .30L
33426+6800 37.3 16 138+11 40 19i 65 2 .31L
33426+6127 38.8 53 142+ 6 56 13 70 3 .25L
33426+6107 41.1 28 t42+ 5 41 7 70 3 .99
33431+6222 8,9 12 142+ 6 44 8 71 3 .73
33431+6831 11,4 14 138+1t 73 10 76 2 .35
33431+6958 11.6 42 137+12 16 4 65 5 .87
03432+6122 12,8 56 142+ 5 81 13 75 2 .65
03433+6514 20,7 1 140+ 9 44 17 69 3 25L
03434+6626 24.228139+ 9 30 8 703 .27L
03434+6005 24.550143+ 4 30 3 743 1.21
03434+6757 24.543138+tl 38 9 683 26L
03434+6435 29.749140+ 6 84 37 752 .27L
03434+6442 29,826140+ 8 41 11 723 A7
33439+6118 59.758 142+ 6 71 34 74 2 .25L
33439+6212 59.714 142+ 6 64 23 73 3 .27L
33442+6902 13,653138+12 61 12 66 2 ,35
33443+6754 21.1 1138+11 5717 762 .29L
33444+6005 26,423143+ 5 58 t8 693 .25L
33446+6543 41,237140+ 9 25 9 713 .75
33447+6138 42,738142+ 6 52 10 723 .68
33447+6231 46,62142+ 7 52 12 742 .36
33448+6801 49.317138+11 19 6 743 7.12
03449+6700 54,151139+10 22 8 694 .62
03449±6522 54.421 140+ 9 20 7 703 94.93
03450+6003 6.034 t43+ 5 49 8 723 .57
03451+6956 7.633137+12 14 3 685 1.60
03452+6308 13.347141+ 7 40 8 672 .26
03454+6639 25.529139+10 17 3 654 1.68
03457+6324 47.856141+ 7 39 t8 743 1.17L
03458+6226 49.960142+ 7 62 19 662 .25L
03460+6857 1.5 8138+12 27 8 693 .49
03460+6048 4.211 143+ 5 3t 8 723 1.20
03461+6217 6.7!42142 F 6 44 13 713 .25L
03461+6727 7.5!46139+10 18 _ 664 17.49
03461+6333 11.819141+7 16 6 763 16,11
03466+6051 36.222143+ 5 94 29 782 ,26L
03467+6022 47,4 49 143+ 5 29 8 74 i 3 2,83
03468+6000 51.4_ 32 144+ 5 45 28 77 2 .25L03469+6526 68.7 140+ 9 61 11 77 2 ,43
03470+6533 1.5 33 140+ 9 38 12 70 3 .28
03472+6557 15.0 9 140+9 62 36 68 2 .61L
03472+6316 17.8 31 142+ 7 40 8 75 3 .27L
03474+6214 27,(; 55 142+ 6 45 10 76 2 ,31
03474+6824 27.(; 23 138+11 57 12 66 3 27
03476+6626 36,(; 28 140+10 53 31 59 2 27L03477+632043.122 142+7 84 14 67 2 .25,
o3478+6Oli46.(;12 144+5 32 8 73i3 168
03476+6349 53,3 13 141+ 8 26 3 77 3 14.35
03479+6030 57,4 32 143+ 5 43 12 75 3 .58
Flux Density Flags
V L C
100 pm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
2.06L BC AA 0 4701000000
2.65L C D 1600000000
6.61 F C H F B 9680000500
10.41L BB AA 0 7400000008
4.24 D G HB 9700000018
6,23L BF BDKK 0 2600000008
t7.28L C CK 3300000008
9,43L BBC AABC 4 9501000208
2,28L BC AA D 0 5700000000
4.08L E B C 9700000008
2.35L BBC AAA 2 6700000100 15i
2,00L B BL E 0601000000
2.01L BF AD 0 9700000000
1.52L C B 0700000000
7,31 BBCC AAAA 0 961000000045j
3.49 D J D 9600000008
2.03L BBD AAA 2 970100010018
13.36 FCC BCB 2581013210
3.14 CC L KAA 0701000000
2.26L BB AACN 3 1700000000
1.78L BE BE 4 3700010000
3.46 C J B 9600100008
10.24L BC AA 0 9500100008
2,65L B AF 3700000000
6.22 E B C G E A A 0600000000
1.87L BC ABKF O 0700000000
4,62 D MC 9700000018
12,31L FC AA K 9 3500000008
38.16 BDCE CBDB 1 9481032308
12.83L BF AH 0 9600000008
1.43L C CE 9800000000
2.45 B C A C 3500000000
2,12L C C 1701000000
5.00 C F B 9602000160
2.54L C G 9701010000
15.66 FCC t BBA 0542246420
1.60 C F D 6600000000
3.30 O GP D 9702000010
8,90L ]BD AABG 0 9500000208
3.06 D OD 9701000040
11.57L F DF B E 0502468430
9,46L B BF K 9500100208
11,64: )CDF BAAB 0 0501155320
1.87L BC AAGN 0 8602100010
3.71 C B 9701000018
2,30L BC AAD 1 9700000000
21.87L FC BAJ 0581335420
127.50 CBCC AAAA 2 03C1479640
9.02L C D I F 4500000008
2.21L C LCF 1701000000
1,97 C L C 9700000000
26.22 F CBD 1461234320
4.10 D K FB 7601000038
11,14L ED AB 8 9501000008
8.49L B B K 9600000108
2,82L F GI HH 2501000000
79.10: EBCC BBBA 8 32C0055308
11.48L F C 7500200018
3.54 D E L C 9600000008
1.77L E B F 9600010000
2.83L BC C ABI E 0 66010012003.88L J MAD 3601223430
2.99 I D F 2500000000
13.62L B A N 5600001008
2,39 [ D E 8600100000
2.99 '!;E D DB 97000000082.01 L D H 1600000000
2.11: DD DD 4700100210
3.58 C H C 6600110100
10.34L BF BGMG 2 9601000008
B.51L B AL 6500000008
9.59L C CM 9500101008
1 17 151
3 3 RAFGL 504S
(Not Color Corrected)










































































































1 39 WE 0336+67W1
1 "4103380+6825
2 12 ZG 339+68
1 "41 03391+6759
Sep
Name Type (") Mag
61 32 X0339+605
2 "t3 12885 K0
1 "41 03405+6753
9
4 2 "13 12890 F2
9 1 "41 03413+6759
3 13 12891 + + +
2 "41 03417+6751
9; 00264,03423+6723
9 1 "41 03424+6759
8 1 32 X0342+614
1 2 DO 27517
5 "13 12903K0
7 4 9 U02855
1 2 [:)027532
,,
1 13 12907 GO
2 13 12914
1.32L BBC AAB 0 4800000100 1 "41 03449+6800
10.74L B AGLN 6401000008 1 13 12915G5
28.61L CBE AAED 9 9393100648 18 C 5 13 12916M0
2.99L EF AB 9 6600110000
49,99 BBCC AAAA 0 4300000000 3 9 U02866
9.62L C F 9601000008 2 13 i 12917 A3
2.45L BB ABE 4 8700002000 1 2 DO27573
3.79 D F KGD 4780000028
3,18 D B 9700000008
2.t6L B BH 0600010000 1 13 12924 KO
1,78L CD AAG 9 5600000000
4.24 C J F B 9600000008
2.05L BBB _AA 0 7501001000 15 4 3 RAFGL524
7.82L162BBBDi AABB 0 5600100000350000000818 3 13 12925 MB
2.01L BC ABDF 1 4700000000 1 13 12930M0
1.88 F I C 6700000000
11.06L C CF L L 9501100008
7.95L C D GFi 9500000128
2,49 F E: 8600000010
9.85L C L GA 5540100318 I
9.67L D F F F J '9500100218
1.84L C D 3501000000'
2,96 E MG 8501000000
3.37 F D CD 3600100518
1.94L BC AB 3 4500001000
1.87L BBB AAA 7 3701000000 16










































3 3 RAFGL 4296S
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
82
i:1 ! l!




a 8 a _ Coords SMJ SMN 0 0









































































































(Not Color Corrected) V L C
12 _m 25 Mm 60 /._m 100 _m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep










































































ham. 8 (sa) (,% C_Orbds SMJ SMN 12 p.m
_032+6932 16.8 22 139 .40L
$033+6547 20.8 55 141 .39
t033 +6942 123.3110 J 138 .32L
t033+6820 t23.51 7J139 .25L
1034+6O, J28.5J57 I 145 3.29 1
1035+6146 I30.2116 I 144 3.35
1037+6319 ]43.91171143 .22
1038+6119 J51.51 4 I 144 .69
1038+6847 153.2J45 |139 .74L
1040+6005 / 1_0J431 145 .25L
¢040+6400 i 4'7i21 1 142 .30
_040+6255 i 4.7/35i 143 .26L
1044 +6731 /29.4/15/140 .32L
r,6+6427 137.8/17 / 142 .57L
_049+6634 159,4/ 4/141 .64
_051+6144 |11.5i24 / 144 .73
_051+6834 /11.6{12 1139 15.76
1052+6858 |17.4i51 j139 1.01L
_053+6558 226i25 i141. .37L
1053+6642 22.6p8 t141 1.29
1053+6845 23.2 / 7]139 .33L
_056 + 6629 36.81391141. .56
,057 + 6350 43.8/60 / 143 .77
.057 + 6720 45.2/18/140 ` ,25L
082+6136 14.7r31 /144 1.42
064+6243 26.81261144 .72
067+6408 43.4J45 J 143 .25L
070+6637 1.4] 54 i141 - .31
073+6150 18.0141 J144 .25L
073 +6O13 19.5J 20 | 145 .25L
i i
074+6254 24.3J 44 1144 .46
074+6751 29.1145 1140- .75
077+6822 47.3l 20 ] 140 1.47
079+6432 58.5l 331142- .32
080+6014 4,1138 1145 .25L
082+6449 12.3 i 9 J142- 1.26
085+6753 35.5l 24 J140_ .25L
088+8138 51.8J49 i145 .26L
090+6024 3.2152 i145 .35
090+6105 6.0 / 31145 .58
091+6922 6.5] 45 ] 139-_ 1.23
094+6625 25.211811414 4.78
098+6146 52.2l 17/145- .30L
099+6009 54.41291146 .31L
099+6605 543147 ]141 =1 .65
099+6028 56.9140 1145- .25L
104+6516 28Al 60 1142_ .40
105+6113 33.1150 1145 .69
108+6453 50.41171142-I .44L
110+6131 1.1t29/145- 25L
111 +6824 10.2l 51 1140_ .25L
115+6653 31.4J391141_ .34
115+6529 33.4] 56 1142-_ .29
115+6046 34.51131145- .68
117+6402 48.61391143_ .94
118+6312 50.2J 15/144 .25L
118+6901 52.2119 1140-_ .34
119+6540 54.9134 11427 .62L
119+6413 55.0140 [ 143_ .25L
119+6715 55.5113 1141-_ .25L
119+6003 57.3143 i146- .56
121+6226 6.7129 i144 .73
121+6622 7.0125 ]141 _ .27
122+6047 16.5160t145 .25L
123+6650 ._1.9131 1141-_ 2.82
04123+6224 ._2.81191 144- .25L
04125+6925 }2.2119 ] 139_ .27
,127+6129 14.81361145- .45
,128+6103 ,0.6140 ] 145 .25L
,129+6140 ,5.812811454 36
,130+6331 5.8171 144- .36 :
04132+6246 15.61191 144- .25L'
04132+6213 15.81261144- 18.17 '
04136+6147 39.61111145- 27 '
04137+6940 12,4[.561139-_ .25L
04140+6930 0.4[ 161139-t .93L
04141+6507 6.31501142-_ 2.15 ;
04141 +6307 9.81251144 - .29:
04143+6033 19.8]81146- .25L
04143+6629 ?3.31201142+ .25L
04145+6225 }2.3110 [144- .25L
04145+6237 32.5124 [144- .25L
04145+6041 |3.6116 [146_ .40L
04150+6806 3.7l 33 1140_- .66
04153+6506 72.1129 1143 ÷ .26L
04153+6230 72.91361144 - .26L
04155+6150 30.81121145- .33
04156+6009 37.3134 J146- .25L
04156+6939 11.717 [139+ .36L
04158+6546 ,0.1 / 71142J, .43L
04159+6501 ,6.9114 1143+ 2.04
04162+6557 17.7124 ] 142+ .25L
04164+6010 !5.6124 i 146_ .25L
04164+6458 !7.9|31143+ ,23
04165+6642 10.2J52 [ 142 + .44L
04167+6128 _7.7J 581 145q .26L
,168+8238 r9.31251 144 _ .25L
,169+6247 _7.6135 ]144 t .25L
04170+6736 1.11291141 + .38












































































































100 vm Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Coef R Flags'
I
BC BFBA = 9501000008D i 9300001008
D D NBC 9241021408IN C 5600000100
BC 'IAADC 0 9500100000
7.69L BBC AAA 0 9500000108
17.71L C D 9401100008
9.05L B A D 8400000008
2.14 D J F 9501000050
2.61 C C 9500100000
10.67L C 940 _010008
3.20 D FC 8602000018
2.87 E DM C 5601100030
4.25 D L DDC 9681000508
9.11L B BGD 5400110008
8.53L C D B H L 1 9400000008
1.53L ABB AAAG 3 9600000000 15
2.28 C NG C 9601000020
130 D E 86OOOOOOOO
8.80L BC AB 6 i 7500000008
C J C 9601000,0
CE BC 4 4400120008BC 9410021008
2.48 D D D 6600001418
3.88 BE D ABDB 0 8601002318
2.26L B BGMI i 76000000005.61 E B I 8502000068 8
7.73L B C H 2500000008
3.93 C K E B 8500000008
3.20 C E 9502001140
BB B E 8600010000DC ADEF 0 9502010000
B C A B 4 5600000000
C FD EDCDJ 9500101108i 9582001140 8
BD ;ABJI 1 9301010018
FDiF = N C 9501000000H B 7500000008
2.35L C B 9601000000
2.20L B B E 2600000000
1.31L BC ABK 7 9600010000
1.67L AB AAI 1600000000
5.82 D J L J B 9500000230
3.07 C MG F 9500000100
1.80L B A F N M 4600000000
3.07 D, H 9501000000
14.41L B BEGG 9300110638 4
2.50L DD BE L 0600010000
12.11L B FKB 9300000008
2.59 D H C 9500000100
2,44 D L J L D 36OOOOOOOO
7.74L BK 8501000008
9.40L C 9402000008
2.36L B AF G 3601000100
7.77 BBBC AAAB 4 9680000138
2.17 D EC 6601000100
1.35L C CG E 6600010000
2.66 F L J E 2500000000
2.66 D E C 9601000008
3.37 E J KC 9501000168
2.36L B BH 9700000000
2.49L B AH 6601200000
1.95L D EJ 0600000000
6.67 CC EGBA 2501000100
6.44L BB AACH 9 7601200008
2.30L D K C D 5600200000
1.63L B BHH 8600010000
3.12L CD DD F 0 9500000010
2.20L C B 3700000000
2.41L B DFM 9602010000
13.55L E BI H 5400000006
2.86 C L N B 5600000200
1.96L ABB AABJ 1 9600001000
2.83L D E G I 9601000000
1.10 C E j 95000OO000
1.63 F LJ E 6500001000
7.63L BC AB 3 9401104138
7.82L CD CBGF 2 9500200108
4.39 C KC 9701000210
1.36 C MC 3600000000
5.39 C I G 6500000050
3.58: DE N HC 9500000208
3.34 C I I KC 9700001000
1.46L CF BE 3 1501101000
1.74 C GCD 9600101110
4.27 B J I MA 5501000010
2.31L B CN 6600000000
285 D N B 9600000008
1.13 C N E 6500000000
1.58 E G 8601000000
1.75L AC ABML 6 9600201000
2.69 CBB DAA 6800001000
3.35 C FA 9681001008
3.11L F FJ i 9501101000
6.75L C H F B I 7600000008
1.61 D J E 2600000000
2.66 C H B 9501000008
2.75 C L C 9501000008
734L B C H 5400000008




S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
2 " 9 U02955 34 17C
1 2 DO27920 27 12C
5
1 2 DO27932 74 11E
1 "41 104034+6146 34
I 13 13037 8 88
8
4
I "41 04052+8144 42
4 3 RAFGL 4044 32 11
1 13 13045 K5 1 80
4
2 2 13 13050K5 9 75
8 32 X0407+602 130 8
t3 13058 G5 2 73
13 13059 K0 4 77
,2 13 13061K0 5 63
1 13 13067 K0 9 72
2 13 13068 K5 4 87
C
1 13 I 13069 K0 1 85
1 2 _DO28088 69 108
8 1 32 X0411+640 64 8
1 2 DO28080 87 98
8 1 32 X"12+672 36 8
1 2 13028095 48 100
t3 13080 K0 7 78
4
4 13 13084 M0 2 73
2 13 13087 4 91
A 13 13089 G5 3 80
8 32 X0414+624 29 8
4
2 13 13098 GO 2 53
13 13107 G5 8 75
2 13 13108 K0 2 81
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRFIUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources {PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW),
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04202 + 6057 12,4



















04230 + 6702 3,6
04233 + 6639 20,2
04233 + 6053 23,0
04234 + 6347 26.7




04241 + 6042 6.4








04257 + 6834 47.0
04259 + 6020 58.2
04260 + 6947 0.2
04260+6444 3,5
04260 + 6605 4.0
04261 + 6420 6,5
04261 +6047 7,9
04261 + 6339 8,8
04263+6320 24.0















04287 + 6444 42.9
04290 + 6226 4.2
04298 + 6222 52.4
04300+6245 2.9
04301 + 6848 10.5
04308 + 6054 39.1
04307 + 6839 45.2







04324 + 6925 27.7
Flux Density
H (Not Color Corrected)
Galactic Uncertainty C
a 6 Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 um 25 .tim 60 /tm
(s) (") I b (") (") (') N (Jansky)
143+ 11 50 24 81 2 ! 25L 25L .40L
146+ 8 18 5 79 5 10.14 2.60 .40:
142+-11 18 3 79 7 1.10 .40 A0L
144+ 9 25 8 80 6 .37 25L ,40L
145+9 32 8 82 5 .81 .42 .40L
143+11 3225 80 4 .25L .25L .40L143+t0 36 ! 81 .25L .25L 40L
143+11 62 ! 10 85 3 .30L .25L .40L
146+7 24 i 8 79 5 .67 .25L .40L
145+ 9 30 i 8 82 6 .46 ,18: .40L
144+10 24 8 79 6 .72 12: .40L
143+10 33 23 70 3 .25L .42L .40L
145+ 8 56 8 81 3 ,27 .25L .40L
142+11 35 16 75 5 .25L .29L .40L
140+14 52 13 77 3 25 .25L .66L
146+ 7 81 8 161 3 .38 .25L .40L
143+11 75 18 79 2 .29 .25L ,40L
142+12 32 8 82 5 .78 .19: .40L
146+ 8 49 8 77 4 ,39L .25L 34
141+13 19 3 75 5 5.56 2,37 .51
141+13 45 8 159 5 .66 .25L .40L
141+ t3 30 9 69 3 ,53 ,25L .40L
139+14 16 3 76 4 1.14 .26: ,40L
145+ 9 32 3 78 6 1.01 .30 .40L
146+ 8 26 8 78 6 .59 ,31 .40L
144+10 60 24 77 2 .25L .56L ,40L
141+ 13 42 8 73 3 ,34 ,25L ,40L
145+ 9 78 21 78 2 .25L .27L ,43L
145+ 9 35 12 83 4 .33L .25L .40L
145+ 9 39 18 77 4 25L 25L A0L
146+ 8 36 8 78 5 .48 25L .40L
141 + 13 22 5 74 4 1.76 .58 .40L
144+11 36 8 75 5 .57 25L .40L
142+12 43 20 74 3 .25L .33L .47L
147+ 8 29 14 78 6 .25L 25L .41L
147+ 8 18 5 77 6 4.20 9.50 4.00
142+12 43 10 78 2 35 .25L .40L
142+13 47 18 79 2 .40L 25L .40
140+14 44 33 77 2 .25L .25L .40L
143+11 45 8 73 4 .25L .25L .41L
146+ 8 33 30 55 2 .83L .60L .40L
142+12 72 14 78 2 .26 25L .44L'
145+ 10 49 27 80 2 97L .82L .45L
t46+ 8 37 8 80 5 .42 25L .40L
142+13 51 8 78 3 .45 .27L .52L
142+12 27 9 73 4 ,99 .21 .40L
146+ 8 100 28 75 2 .29L .60L .40L
144+ 10 43 20 74 5 ,25L ,25L .40L
147+ 8 90 35 77 2 .25L ,25L .41L
140+ 14 27 8 69 3 ,25L ,30 1.84
140+ 14 34 8 701 3 ,25L .16: 1,44
143+ 11 35 15 73 2 .29 ,38L ,48L
147+ 8 53 14 78 4 .25L 33L ,40L
147+ 8 23 4 76 4 1.28 .34 .40L
144+11 31 17 70 3 ,25L ,25L .27:
140+14 23 5 68 3 4.61 1.24 .40L
142+12 29 7 68 2 1.15: .56 .40L
t45+10 40 9 ' 73 4 ,39 .30L .40L
145+ 9 62 18 70 3 .25L .25L ,42L
146+ 9 54 8 73 3 .25L .25L .40L
140+14 29 6 67 3 3,99 3.39 ,47L
141+ 14 61 10 64 2 .31 .25L .40L
147+ 8 42 27 74 2 ,49L .24 .50L
140+15 48 8 73 3 .39 .31L .40L
144+11 17 6 74 3 .68 6.84 46.68
143+12 60 28 77 2 ,40L .25L .42L
144+11 21 3 73 4 7,91 2.28 ,42L
147+ 9 58 8 75 3 .25L .25L ,75
144 + 11 16 5 72 5 ,69 2,36 9.95
145+10 70 12 69 3 ,34 ,25L ,40L
144+11 108 31 71 2 ,26L ,25L .40L
147+ 9 i 41 11 76 3 ,48L ,37 1.04
145+10 35 8 77 5 .58 .37 .40L
147+ 8 52 32 79 3 .25L .28L .40L
143+12 65 13 70:3 .32L .25L .40L145+11 100 17 66 i = .43L .25L .51
143+12 26 6 73 3 1.25 .72 .40L
146+ 9 27 8 75 5 .25L .18: 2.11
144 + 11 41 8 73 3 .46 .25L .40L
145+10 48 12 75 3 ,64 ,37L .40L
143+12 79 36 74 2 ,25L ,25L ,53L
145+10 39 14 72, 2 ,53 ,32L 1,53L
141+14 53 14 69 2 ,36L .25L ,55
145+10 17 8 66 4 .57 ,19: ,53L
144+11 36 9 75 3 .83 .30: .43L
144+11 28 8 73 3 .25L .60 3.11
146+10 54 1 76 3 .41 ,25L ,40L
146+10 35 21 68 3 .25L .25L .40L
145+10 56 23, 69 3 .25L .25L .40L
141+14 77 181 73 2 .37L ,25L .43
147+ 9 29 19 66 3 .25L .25L .40L
141+14 36 8 71 3 .95 .28L .40L
146+10 17 6 75 4 251.74 91.96 17.37
145+11 26 5 73 3 1.15 .35 .40L
143+13 50 9 71 3 34 .25L .40L
147+ 9 28 3 76 4 1.12 .23 .40L
143+13 47 16 74 3 .27L .25L .44
147+ 9 49 9 74 4 .33 .27L .40L
145+11 57 29 73 2 .25L .53L .40L
141+15 26 7 69 3 1.22 .69 .40L
Flags
V L
100 /am Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Coef R Flags*
167 C B 9600100100
1,76L BBD AAC 3 9601000000
1.22: B B C A BI S 4 9600000000
12,26L B CGF 9501000008
8.95L BC AC 0 9401000008
1.64 O J L F 9601000000
3.84 C C E B 9502000108
2.09 D M F ! 9600100100
10,54L B AF 9500100108
8.18L SD BD D O 9401000008
9.05L BD BC 1 9501011008
231 C MJ MC 9600000008
237L C CGBH 2600000100
2.17 B HEC 5600000100
2.09L C D GM 4400000000
9.05L C B 9500100008
2.26L F F C 9600001000
1.41L BF BED 0 6601000000
2.04L C L B K 8600000100
1.38L BCF AAE 9 4500000000
7,12L B BG 9500000008
1,22L B RJ K 4601010000
1,16L BF ADI G 0 2600001000
8.27L CC AC F 2 3301000008
1.89L BC BCED 1 4600000000
3.18 i E G B
1.78L !C DI M
2.65 D GB
3.11 D M FB
2.85 D i L B
I
1.84L B !BG H
1.23L BD AB
8.13L B BGM






























D I L O 4500000000
E 5601000000
E F HC 9700000008
C 3501 CO0000
C F K L 9500010078




3.23L E C MC AA 3400102030
3.43 ECC HHAB 4480102030
3.42L C CKL 4500000010
4.11 B MG C 9400101000
2.21L BC ABM 2 9500101000
3,30 C O K F B 9600000208
1.00L BB aLAI 2 3600001000
1.53L CC AA 0 9700000000
7.27L C BKKG 9600000008
2,78 E C 7600010008
4.18 C J L E 7502000000
1.23L BB AACC 0 3600000000
2.40L E D 3500000000
2.42L F I K 9500000000
1.34L C DC J 1600010000
51.71 BBCF BAAA 0 7200003118
3,34 C C C 9501000720
10.55L BC AAK 5 1400000008
2.65L D H KB M 3600001000
20.98 BBBC BAAB 0 1460020130
2.70L C B L 9600000000
3.11 F O 9601020130
1.82L D C ( F A 2600002000
8,38L BE BCDE 0 9400010108
2.63 D F 8500000000
2.49 : C HN E 8600000000
3.11L _ C D 9600000000
1.59L BC AALI 0 9600000100
7.15 FCB GFAA 3500000010
14,24L B BF J 3401000008
14,56L C BB 8300100008
2,36 D F F 8600000110
7,69L E BEKI 8400100008
2,20L C D B 1500000000
3.08L DD BELE 0 6600000010
12.82L BD BBJ 0 9400100118
12.01 CCE CBAB 9400002108
11.46L F CE 19500100008
3.17 D L DI C I 9600000008
3.01 C GHC 8500000008
1.57 L C C I 2600000000
2.68 D F D 7500000000
1.20L B AF 2600000000
6.60 EECC _AAA 9 9530000008 45
2.54L BC BCGD 0 4500000000
1,55L C BN 6500000000
2.17L BD AD 0 6600000000
1.38 DD DD 5500000000
2.68L B E F NJ 8501000200
2.69 D E D 9600000008




S 2 # T
Sep
Name Type (") Ma,_
: 5 13 13113 K0 3 5
2 13 13118 M0
2 13 13119
13 13121
1 13 13120 G5
1 2 DO 28230
1 13 13124 G5
1 2 DO 28225
2 1 SX CAM
2 1 19;66
1 11 PK 146+ 7,1
2 9 U03030
1 2' DO 28275
8 13 13147 K0
A 4 6 A0423+69






















"Confusion Flags: 6}-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60, 100 /zm; 10) High Source Density Region.
2 6 " 9 U03056 38 1
4
6 "13 13165MA 8
8 2 "32 XO426+636 51 6
1 "41 04263+6320 18 1
8
1 13 13171 A2 9 85
1 30 7ZW 017 86
1 "41 04276+6330 41 4
2 "13 13175G5 11 87
1 °41 04281+6251 41 1
2 '13 13181 G5 _,9 70
"41 04288+6444 3,, ! 15
!
"41 04299+6245 43 8
12 ZG 430+68 60 156
1 2 DO 28383
4 2 DO 28389





Right Ascension: 04h32m48"--O4"48m29 ' Declination: +60%+70 °
I









































































































(s) (") 1 b
48.8 144 _- 12 I
59.0r 56 1146+ 10 I
7.3147 1144 _ 17 I
17.0158 1144 ¢ 12 I
28.8150 1147 # 10 I
37.4 14/_- _ I
38.01 5L144+12 I
41.41391 ]42 _ 14 I
50.31 61 ]4/+ u J
6.71501 148_ 91
10.91 8] 147_- .q]
2321591144 ; 13 I
23.4145 ] 141 4- 15 1
35.t 147+10 [
51.115011434 13 I
56.0117i 147, 10 I
5.9130 1146 _, 10 I
12.2i531143+13 I
24.41281 147_ g]
32.1119_ 143 +13 I
3.9.3[ 43 ] 145 ; 12 I
40.2117 1142 + 14 I
52.91401 148+ 9 I
2.51351 14B+ 9 I





26.5150 i 147+ 10 I
3081251 t41+ lb I
31.31 11 1145_11 I
36.71161 14B+ 9 I
47.51551141. 15 t
1.6111 1147,10 I
5.6152 1146_ 11 I
16.3115 [ 141 + 15 I
38.1151 1145_11 I
59.4148 _ 145+ 12 I
6.11371 148. L 9 I
6.41521 148_ 9 I
20.8 147!11 I
22.7] 52 ] 140+ 16 I
32.4] 42 f 143+ 13 I
591129] 1474-1o I
451211148410 I
5.61101 148_ 9 {
7.61531145÷12 I
220 141 _15 [
40.6146 1146+ 11 I
2.8[501142_ 14 I
4.21101 148-- 9 I
5.1I 4_146+11 I





35.6I 1t 1145_ 12 I
42.0150 ] 145+ 12 I
43.7116 [ 148; 10 [
45.4136] 148+ 9 I
59.81511145412 I
12.8147 1144+ 13 I
36.9] 46 1144 + t3 I
48.4142 ) 144+ 13 I
4.8138 J 145+12 t
12.0141 11474-11 I
23.7 148÷ 10 I
40,3122 [ 149+ 10 I
50.6153 11474 11 I
13.7135 { 148 _ 10 ]
34.8111 11484-11 ]
43.2115 t '_46+ 12 I
49.4154t145+13 I
4.4150 [ 146+ 12 I
8.5 144 _ 14 I
15.7152 1145 + 13 I
21.51211146+12 I
45.51351144+t4 I
59.0155 1142+ 15 I
1.2L53 [ 146+ 12 I
1.2141 1145;13 I
2.4128 11474-11 I
11.5143 1148_- 11 I







28.6i 11 114H+lZ :
52.21361142+ 1{5 I
56.5134 } 146+ 12 ;
2.41161142+ 15 I
6.1153[ 144+ 14 I





30 6 I 75
23 8 J 76
96 29 I 78
24 7[ 71
57 8 I 71
24 7 I 74
34 14 _ 72
91 11] 78
23 5 I 76
58 111 71
52 8 I 74
34 7 I 73
23 6 I 72
45 10 [ 70
25 7 I 73
22 5 1 74
48 8 I 73
18 7 I 73
42 20 I 71
50 121 69
51 10 1 72
28 71 71
42 16 ] 71
28 10 ] 76
18 6 I 75
49 30 [ 77
50 5 I 73
48 29 [ 69
53 20 [ 72
32 5 t 75
38 8 i 72
23 7 _ 72
58 8 I 72
29 9 I 72
47 14 73
84 22 72
27 7 I 74
38 10 I 73
27 5 I 74
30 20 i 72
i
52 21 i 72
51 18 ! 75
27 6 I 74
59 11 69
26 7 76
38 15 I 79
39 14 I 75
39 11 I 74
44 8 I 76
86 33 I 71
35 9 I 74
83 19 76
29 7 74
80 20 ! 78
88 25 [ 70
29 7 i 77
37 10 ] 76
33 10 i 75
27 10 I 74
118 34 [ 79
74 16 I 73
27 24 I 84
57 8 I 79
41 12 I 76
33 9 I 72
67 14 I 69
74 26 I 81
44 12 I 75
32 15 I 76
70 8 I 80
58 8 I 76
54 8 ] 76
24 8 ] 77
26 9 _ 75
39 .>6 I 82
32 12 I 76
42 10 I 78
33 9 I 73
78 13 ] 73
91 ]6 ] 72
20 7 I 73
63 13( 80
27 5 I 74
42 14 I 74
57 13 I 72
28 8 I 77
70 13 I 78
22 7 I 74
41 6 I 75
28 6 I 74
40 26 I 82
23 5 I 76
49 11 I 74
92 13 I 81
54 8 I 76
57 8 I 76
36 14 I 81
43 19 I 76
21 81 75
29.3|261144+ 14 43 8l 76
t _
(Not Color Corrected)




















































































































































































































CB AA I I t
C DAEI
D DNKDI











































































BC AA G 1
C BE D



















































































































S 2 " # T Name Type








1 32 X0436 + 803
1 2 DO 284671 2 D 28472
I
81 1 13 13229G5
1 10 M+12-05 016
i 2 DO 28492
C 1 2 DO 284881 2 DO 28521
C
1 13 13247 K5
4
C 1 32 X0440+688
2 13 13253 K5
1 13 13255 G5
4 2 13 13259K5
1 13 13260 G5
2 9 U03149
1 13 13264 K2
8 1 32 X0443+620
2 13 13270 K5
4 13 13277 MB
1 g U03167
1 t3 13278 K0
1 13 13281
1 2 DO 28612
5 13 13285 NB
2
1 2 DO 28638
4 13 13291 M0
1 2 DO 28670
I_ 1 t3 13294 G5








































































































































































































a 8 Coords SMJ SMN O
(s) (") ] 6 C) (') (')
7.4 2 42+15 30 8 79
5.0 !2 46+ 12 36 I1 77
0.1 3 42+ 16 77 32 82
1.6 _4 44+14 32 8 77
7.9 !0 44+14 27 6 77
7.9 !0 44+14 27 10 75
8.8 _7 41+16 47 10 76
0.2 2 44+14 40 18 77
5.6 18 46+13 36 8 77
8.0 14 44+I4 24 ;'1 63
1.7 _6 48+11 34 8 77
1.8 _5 44+14 16 6 74
8.1 0 43+15 20 5 76
3.7 6 44+14 29 21 73
4.5 !1 49+11 48 10 77
6.3 5 45+14 46 13 79
1.6 0 48+12 34 9 78
6.6 4 44+14 22 16 70
1.3 7 46+13 35 9 75
2.2 19 48+11 32 11 77
t.6 15 42+16 37 3 78
5.4 I3 47+12 26 5 77
6.8 ._0 46+t3 36 33 76
8.9 14 48+12 33 25 82
0.4 9 46+13 54 6 79
9.5 13 49+11 73 22 75
3.9 .>8 47+13 40 10 77
8.2 1 45+ 14 46 8 77
3.2 32 48+12 4t 3 80
4.2 13 43+16 38 8 78
5.3 5 48+12 56 6 76
9.1 1.7 49+11 47 8 79
98 2 46+13 47 22 75
3.3 2 42+16 53 11 75
2.E 12 48tll 42 21 81
8.5 7 49+I1 82 13 75
9.C _9 49+11 44 32 84
1.3 I1 48+12 36 24 72
8.1 ;3 47+13 26 8 76
7. c 14 41+17 52 12 80
:9.3 .>2 143+16 39 9 79
1.E 55 146+12 39 8 76
,0.1 34 150+11 44 8 82
,3.E ]7 149+11 52 21 77
3.E 30 149+11 19 27 83
q.z .>6 149+11 59 25 76
.3._ 17 150+11 89 39 78
.7.; 45 149+1t 22 6 62
3.," 58 147+13 35 12 79
6.r 13 148+12 36 8 76
!9.( 23 148+12 29 8 80
_0.; 56 145+14 72 40
18.-" 37 148t13 40 32 169
2.E 20 149+I2 64 t0
!8.,c 23 147+13 73 30
13.; 47 145+14 33 8
17._ 56 147+t3 38 3
18.( 13 144+15 45 8
i4.' 45 148+12 33 9 81
13.( 40 149+11 42 16
36.! 7 148+12 51 8 61
39., 54 145+15 32 8
_7. 17 150+11 16 5
147. 4(_ 143+16 30 10
_0.1 31] 142+17 37 8
$5. 5,c 142+17 38 8
.>3.1 3E 149+12 17 9
.>3. 2C 146+14 39 8
.>6., 2_' 142+17 52 8
30.q 4_ 150+1t 35 11 8"
39J 57 150+11 56 8
43._ 3_ 148+ 1_ 83 18
28. 5_ 144+ 1,= 35 10
56.' 1( 149+1; 27 6
57. 5; 150+1; 90 21
17. 4E 147,-1-" 46 8 7_
16. 1 150+1; 92 2C
30. 5z 148+ 1," 45
34. 2( 144 + 1( 50
40. ; 145 + 1.j 38 1C 8:
51. " 148+1: 31 E
59. 1; 150+ 1; 27 1E
7 3 _, 148+1: 33 lC
7 3C 142 + 1_ 28 r
12. 5; 148 ÷ t_ 2E r
32_ 5! 149 + 1; 55 2 c-
40. 11 147 _ 1, 2E IE 8
43. 21 145 t- 1! 3C 1( 8
53. 2= 146 + 1! 3;= 1; 8
9. 2! 149,_1: 8'_ _ 6
17 5: 144 + II 4E 3,= 8
26 2= 143 + 1 21 " 8
27 4! 146 + 11 5E 2_ 8
46 4 148+ 1: 61 I 7
46 1_ 148 _-1 3; 1( 8
9 2_ 149_ 1: 2; I 8
14 ;4 144+1, 21 ! 8
14 145 ÷ 1' 2"; ! 8
35 [3 144+1 3; 11 8
58 12 148+ 1 6; 1_ 7
Declination: +60=-+70 °


















































































































































































































































































































Flux Corr A Confusion R S










































































































































































































































































































































Position (1950) Flux Density Flags
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
a $ a 8 Coords SM] SMN O O 12 p.m 25 /_m 60 /_m
h m o , (s) ( ) ] b (") ('_) (') N (Jansky)
V L C
10O /xm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A





















!6.2 21146+15 54 9 I 80
12,8 33 1148+13 44 27 I 82
38,8140 : 144+ 16 45 8 83
46.C 34 148+14 29 7 84
50,4 16 150+12 32 23 84
3.9 44 146+15 75 39 85
10.4 13 148+14 51 29 80
47.1 55 142+18 36 8 82
48.5 26 142+18 18 5 82
51.824 146+15 40 10 84
27.4 50 151+12 65 22 81
31,4 34 149+14 37 18 132
50.8 55 147+15 47 8 83
273 7 151+12 33 i 9 82
37.0 14 150+13 41 10 82
14.9 1 145+16 30 10 84
19.9 1 147+15 47 11 80
29,3 16 147+t5 35 I 9 83
39,1 5 146+15 39 9 85
58,8 48 147+15 30 9 84
27,9 16 150+13 37 9 85
35.6 28 145+16 56 13 81
37.6 57 1146+15 78 19 77
455 30149+14 13 3 46
56,5 46_149+14 40 13 ; 82
57.2 54 '147+15 21 6 85
8.3 40 144+17 42 10 831
38,3;49 150+13 19 8 84 i
10.1'21 147+16 56 11 80]
42.2 44 148+15 50 18 80j
50.0 52 147+15 I 36 10 64ll
7.849 148+15 23 7 83 I
32.6 44 145+16 41 8 83 I
34.7 3 151+13 63 27 80J
44,2 13 149+14 25 8 84 1
45.3 40 146+16 38 14 82 I
54,3 48 151+13 43 3 85 I
41.8 32 145+17 36 11 82[
47,1 1 151+13 50 34 81]
53,1 8 149+14 431 11 82
I i
45.9 26 147+16 27 8 821
51.4 14 148+15 31 8 83 I
1.8 49 143+18 32 3 63 /
16.2 33 150+14 45 8 83]
18.6 12 150+14 41 11 83|
13.1 27151+14 27 6 84l
30.3 40 143+18 23 6 i 82 1
0.3 1 146+17 61 17 83 /
7.9 2 147+16 43 8 88i
23.0 34 150+14 53 16 83[
/
49.9 46 147+16 44 12 86 /
56.2 15 148+15 47 11 84 /
53.2 24 150+14 57 14 85 /
54.1 44 148+15 13 9 86 /
29.0 18_145+17 68 34 i 68/
31.2 291143+18 52 16 i 83/
57.6 331144+18 45 14 i 86/
15.2 431143+18 56 91 79 /
173 1 i150+15 28 14 84 /
368 56145+17 76 27 77|
37.E 50 143+18 26 4 85] l
49.4 33 148+16 36 18 83 i
1.5 56 145+17 47 10 143[
29.5 51 147+17 74 14 87l
20.g 53 146+17 91 15 60l
24.4 59 145+18 34 31 157 i
26.0 40 149+15 25 5 87l
44,4121 147+17 29 4 88[
50.511 145+18 50 14 85 l
42.527 150+15 54 12 87[
46,1 21 148+16 45 16 83/1
54,6 57 148±16 35 6 87 i
6.528 150+15 34 9 87 /
34.2 1 147+17 29 tl 85 /
45.1 52 151+15 41 8 86/
17.8 24 151+15 106 34 83/
22,8 24 143+19 37 13 15o/
37.0 38 145+18 29 27 66 /
54.5 20 149+16 56 9 86 /
29.0 9 t46+17 82 10 85|
1
33.4 21 148f17 21 5 67j
59.9 7 146;17 51 8 87]
47.6 41 146+17 56 15 84|
15.8 43 146+18 65 26 78 i
18.0 48 146+18 64 27 84|
30.0 43 148+17 72 33 85|
42.4 20 148÷17 50 14 85|
2.3 40 147+17 46 8 87]
12.5 11 150+16 36 6 89l
15.3 43 145_-18 31 7 86|
!
190 3 151+15 65 15 87|
29,9 8 146"r16 32 I 17 86|
48.6 11 144+19 36 3 85 1
40,1 36 149p16 24 12 84 1
15.8 55 151 _ 16 26 10 69 1
367 151143+20 34 3 901
14.2 6 149_17 43' 8 891
37.4 20 144 19 21 i 3 871
39.9 54 149÷ 17 107 '30 90/































.82 _ .25 .40L
328.02 172.42 25.58


















































18.99 11.89 1.76 i
.25Li .25L 1.61
.47LI .25L .61




































1.12L D I BH 2600000000
i
1.52 D F E 6501 lo00O0
1,32L C DBE 2501001000
I.O0L BBD AAC 3 2500000000
C J MJ E 9601000010
C E 2600000000
C I C i 5500100000
] B G 050110O000
AAC 3 0500100000
B D L K 0 1600000000
E 9500000120
5401000420
B E 0 0400000000
' B C O 96OOOOO0OO




A C 0 2600000000
A L D 05000100O0
AFLF 0 2700000000
DE F 1 0600010000
F I 2500000000
1.13L BBC AACH 3 4621000010
1.09L D G 8600000000
1,O0L BBF AAE 1 1500000000
1,61: CC HKBC 2500000000
1.16L C CG 170001000(
1.20L C A 06000010O0
1,99L O C I 2400000000
1.15L Be BE 0 050000000(
8.43 BCCC AAAA 9 1450000000 29
1.00L CD BE M 0 0600001000
1.56 C I C 9500000010
1.00L BB AAB 1 3601000000 01
2.69 CC BB 1500000100
1.30L F BBNG ! 6600000000
1.22L C B ' 1600000000
2.14 F G ' 9500000130
1.42L C B D ' 2500000000 !
1.00L BC AAM 0 1600000000
1.21L BC AA 0 0500000000
1.02L BE AC 0 0500000000
1.27L BC AB 7 1601001010
152L C BO I 2500000000
1.25L BB AAHH 0 2601000000
1.00L BC C AB N 3 06000000001.61L DF 3500000100
1.69L C F I F B G 05000000002.57 H B 3580000000
1,COL C B D 0500000000
2.09 CC FBC 0500000050
2.66 BDCC BB 64000010001.00L ACJ 2 1600000000
1.43 O E 1500000010
1,74L C L B 0500000000
1.68 C C L B D 3600000000
1.22L C BD 1600122000
2.05: DD BB 4542000300
1.51 D I I B 7501100000
1.00L BD AB K 8 1600122000
1.06L F G E F 0600000000
1.82 CC G BD 6501101000
1.23L C CF 8500000040
1.63L C D 8600000000




Name Type (") Mag
"41 05077+6257
1 13 13412 K0
1 13_ 13415 K5
8
C 3 °12 ZG509+62
1 1_ DO290511 13432
1 2 DO29059









1 12 ZG 513+67
1 13 13447
1 30 7ZW033
4 3 RAFGL 724
2 13 13458 G5
5 13 13460 K2









1 13 13479 K0
1 12 ZG 520+64
1 2 DO29238
3 2 13 13503 K2




1 13 13516 G5
3 80



























2500000000 t 2 DO 29342 59 111
0600000000
1 0600001000








2500100210 15 4 2 3 RAFGL 768 28 13












1,20L cBC ABJ1.08L OK H
3.74 CC CAA
t.64L C El E;









3.14 C L C
1.38 D D
2,21 CD BA
1.47L C 8CM1.00L A B K
1 13 13549 G5 10 80
8
1 13 13554 K5 9 82
2 12 ZG 533+63 36 156
2 "13 13559 K0 4 70
1 13 13562 K2 4 80
6 "13 13563 $8 3 77
3 6 9 U03334 16 121
1.52L BB AAEH 3 3601000100 14
1.68L C O 1500010000
4.11 C L C 6501000030
1DOL BCccF ASK 0 36000010002.30 E A B 0500000000
1.01L BC AB J 0 2600000000
1.03L C A E 0500000000
1.30L O B E K 0600000000
1.00L BC AAD 6 1601000000
1,65 E K D 6501000020
22.07 BCCC CCAA 0 1280033200















,, (_) c_o_s sMJSMN(0)(s) C) C) Na 8hm u ,
[35366+6408 40.3 44 149+17 45 8 90 3 .48
95367+6343 46.7 25 149+17 59 8 84 3 .25L
05369+6316 60.0 21 150+17 48 8 90 3 .62
05371+6031 7.0 46 152+15 36 9 87 3 .90
05374+6540 24.4 23 147+18 25 6 87 3 3.17
05376+6453 40.4 44 148+18 49 29 92 2 1.13L
05378+6924 50.5 30 144+20 55 16 79 2 .38L
05378+6318 51.2 24 150+17 32 8 86 3 .64
05379+6341 56.1 19 149+17 44 30 85 2 25L
05381+6442 9.5115 148+17 48 10 87 3 .25L
05386+6636 49.416 147+18 24 9 88 3 .96
05366+6812 49.4 6 145+19 28 9 87 3 .64
05394+6908 25.9 12 144+20 41 12 86 3 25L
05395+6127 33.0 17 151+16 42 8 90 2 1.07
05400+6342 2.7 15 149+17 34 30 7 2 .39L
05401+6915 6.4 11 144+20 38 8 85 3 .36
05401+6435 7.5 51 148+18 32 9 87 3 .25L
05402+6235 12.2 35 150+17 62 13 88 3 .25L
05402+6902 13.2 25 144+20 36 10 86 3 .25L
05405+6434 32.2 36 149+18 24 20 93 2 .25L
05408+6601 51.4 10 147+18 19 3 87 3 1.71
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)























05411+6957 7.6 15 143+20 20 3 86 4 801.40 407.50 52.24
05413+6444 19.0 59 148+18 22 5 90 3 3.19 .62 .40L
05414+6431 28.2 41 149+18 53 32 89 2 .26L .34L .40L
05423+6642 21.1 39 147+19 44 31 86 2 .25L .25L .40L
05425+6636 35.4 3 147+19 25 8 69 3 .87 .29 .40L
05427+6334 44.1 51 150+ 17 3t 9 90 3 1.00 .31L .40L
05427+6732 47.8 52 146+19 58 31 66 2 .25L .37L .40L
05432+6311 16.7 17 150+171 43 17 87 3 .25L .25L .40L
05435 + 6906 34.4 10 144 + 20 20 8 674 .69 .35 .40L
05438+6014 53.6 56 153+ 16 33 5 89 3 1.03 .28: .43L
05441+6734 9.2 53 146+ 19 53 27 883 .25L .50L .40L
05447+6039 45.2 37 152+ 16 36 10 913 .42L .25L 1.53
05454+6455 29.2 49 148+ 18 38 8 88 3 .57 .25L .40L
05459+6142 54.2 58 151+ 17 41 13 89 3 .26L .25L .93
05459+6406 56.3 42 149+ 18 101 27 89 2 .44L .57L .91L
05459+6944 56.3 10 144+20 28 8 89 4 .77 .19: .40L
05460+6544 1.7 24 148+19 37 8 88 3 .89 ,25L .40L
05461 +6801 10.g 31 145+20 41 12 86 4 .25L .25L .56
05466+6856 40.7 11 145+20 32 8 90 4 .44 .25L .40L
05471+6506 11.5 45 146+ 19 33 10 85 3 .64 25L .40L
05474+6652 26.5 2 147+ 19 90 14 86 2 .24 .25L .40L
05475+6827 33.C 37 145+20 26 3 90 4 1.04 .24 .40L
05480+6240 4.4 38 151+ 18 42 3 92 4 .50 .42 .40L
05482+6126 12.3 6 152+ 17 63 29 91 2 25L .90L .40L
05482+6634 13.1 45 147+ 19 35 9 86 4 .69 .25L .40L
05485+6721 34.8 2 146+20 25 11 85 4 .86 .26L .40L
05490+6300 04 12 150+18 18 5 88 4 21.14 9.83 1.60
05494+6058 _27.5 3 152+17 33 8 89 4 .25L .25L 1.75
05496+6620 39.9 6 '147+19 63 12 89 2 .31L .18 A0L
05496+6033 41,0 59 153+17 32 11 89 4 .25L .44L 1.12
05497+6346 42.2 42 150+18 30 8 90 4 .71 .22 .48L
05496+6108 48.1 49 152+17 102 17 86 2 .74L .61L .40L
05500+6458 5.6 9 149+19 22 5 88 4 12.43 5.63 1.00
05502+6013 17.5 3 153+17 30 8 91 4 .74 .43L .40L
05504+6215 26.6 55 151+18 39 8 88 3 .48 .25L .40L
05505+6418 31.7 49 149+19 45 9 86, 3 .52 .25L .40L
05507+6703 43.3 29 147+20 56 30 80' 2 .70L .51L .45L
05509+6840 59.9 40 145+20 27 6 90 4 .50 .25L .40L
05512+6626 15.5 34 147+ 19 24 5 90 4 1.09 .45 .40L
05513+6031 20.2 39 153+ 17 51 8 88 4 .38 .26L .4OL
05514+6910 24.4 36! 145+21 42 6 88 3 .34 .25L .40L
05519+6409 57.5 20 _149+19 27 7 66 4 1.26 .26 .40L
05519+6105 59.7 491152+17 38 8 93 3 .37 .25L .40L
05521+6955 9.7 49 144+21 49 10 84 3 .71 .25L .40L
05525+6605 32.9 26 148+19 16 6 88 4 2.53 .65 .40L
05530+6827 2.4 22 145+20 38 12 85 3 25L .25L .95
05536+6902 38.9 58 145+21 40 8 92 4 .33 .25L .40L
05537+6348 45.0 35 150+19 47 20 89 3 _50L .25L .36
05537+6343 47.0 35 150+19 21 5 88 4: 1.56 .65 .40L
05540+6924 3.6 4 144+21 36 i 8 91 4 .65 .32L .40L
05552+6350 16.5 28 150+19 37 5 86 3 1.46 .52 .40L
05558+6716 52.0 48 147+20 90 22 81 2 .71L .61L .70L
05563+6050 23.1 12 153+ 18 47 12 88 3 .25L .25L .93
05564+6216 25.5 50 151+ 18 86 14 82 2 .28 .25L .4OL
05564+6947 26.9 53 144+21 23 7 86 3 1.62 .42 .40L
05564+6914 29.1 35 145+21 36 13 81 2 .34 .25L .40L
05567+6513 45.6 51 149+20 51 9 82 2 .33 .30L .40L
05569+6826 57.6 37 145+21 31 6 87 3 1.44 .38 .40L
05569+6400 59.355 150+ 19 59 8 86 3 .34 .25L .40L
05570+6653 3.4_56 147+20 21 6 85 3 3.14 .75 .51L
05571+6503 7.9 32 149+19 31 8 86 3 .92 .25L .40L
05576+6522 36.8 15 149+20 44 10 86 3 .25L .25L 1.01
05577+6141 46.5 49 152+18 68 31 83 2 .25L .25L .40L
05563+6029 20.4 55 153+18 31 6 88 3 2.20 1.07 .40L_
05585+6254 33.4 36 151+19 32 9 88' 3 .42 .25L .40L
05593+6027 18.E 19 153+18 37 10 88 I _ .32 .25L .40L
06001+6632 9.7 27 148+20 16 6 86 3 1.64 .49 .40L
06005+6343 ,30.8 25 150+ 19 39 8 86 3 .47 .25L .40L
06005+6653 _34.1i 3 147+20 55 13 87 2 1.04L .31L 1.13
06006+6317 38.7 59 151+19 57 10 83 2 .37 .33L .40L
06006+6322 39.2 0 '151+19 41 8 87 3 .70 .32L .40L
06013+6733 19.4 16 147+21 29 5 88 3 25.26 6.97 1.44
06016+6146 37.8 5 '152+ 19 81 34 83 2 .25L .51L .40L
06018+6327 51.8 33 151+ 19 36 3 87 3 1.10 .22: .40L
06019+6323 56.6 14 151+19 36 8 88 3 A3 .32L .40L
06019+6140 58.8 32 152+19 53 8 87 3 .48 .25L .40L
06020+6108 5.0 54 153+18 89 14 84 2 .26 .26L .40L
06021+6030 7.9 12 153+18 39 7 84 2 4.74 1.71 .52L
06022+6722 12.3 32 147+21 38 9 88 3 .69 .25L .40L
Flags
V L C
100 _m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
Uncs Coef R Flags = S 2 # T Name Type (') Ma_
1.08L C DF 2600000000 2 [:)029517 14 9
1.94 C I C 7500000030
1.08L D AF ;500010000 13 13567 G5 11 7
1.21L BD ABHM 1 2500002000
1.27L BC AAI D 0 !500000000 5 13 13570 K0 6 5
1.98 F HK H 7501000010
201 DD CD 1500010100 3 *12 ZG537+69 33 14
1.07L BD B D 0 5500000000
1.87 D C 7500000030
1.17L C G B H 6501000000
t.00L B AB 1500000000 t 13 13578 K0 4 7
1.30L C D B D G 0 0600000000
2.29 CB L CA 1500000000 3 "12 ZG 539+69 53 14
1.07L CD AD H 0 1600000000 2 13 13590G5 5 6
1.72 C M D 9500000000
1.21L D CG 1500000000 1 13 13595 7 8
1.56: CF F A 6 i660100010
1.18: CD I CB 1500000000
2,63 BC NGBA 1500000000 3 12 ZG 540+69 26 15
2.81 C C 5500100010
1.00L CC AA 7 0600002000 2 1 2 DO29581 25 11
15.68 BBCC AAAA 9 0112023000 29 2 5 ° 3 RAFGL811 48
1.00LIBC AAJ 4 6600000000 4 13 13602 K0 6 6
2.40 _, C E E 5500000010
1,51 F D 3600000000
1.00L BF BD 0 3500012000
1.00L B AE 6500000000
1,41 D M E 7601000020
2,53 C J DGD 4580001130
1.00L BC IAC L 2 1600001000
1.01L DD ACDM 5 1600000000
1,41 C G D 6600000010
3.63 CC HGAB 0400000000
1.00L B B B E 0500000000
2.I4 DE MBC 1500000000
1,65 F BHcND 76000001001.07L B F ! 0 0500000000
1.00L B AAJ 3600000000
.86: B D C E 4400000000
1.00L B B N 0400020000
1.10L B BC 3500000000
1.18L C F 4600000000
1.00L BD AC 0 0510001000
1.35L BF CI H 7 0500000000
1.92 D H H E 8500000140
1.75L C B F E 2500000000
1.50L B BC F 9601010010
1.45L BBB AAAC 0 1401000000115
1.98 C C C A B 6500000000
1.60L F NF 0500000000
2.82 CB E BA 5400000000
1.07L BD BEJ 0' 1500010000
1.61 D D ! 7500000000
1.32L ABB AAA 0 0400000000 01
1.11L C AD 1501010000
1,19L C B 0500001000
1.34L B BJ F 2400000000
1.34 C ML D 9500000020
1.25L C BGG 0500000000
1.81L BC AB E 5 0500001000
1.60L C EG 3500010000
1.03L C CD 0400010000
1.35L BE AE 4 2500001000
1.33L C CF 5601000000
1.41L B BK 0500010000
1.00L BC AAI D 2 2500001000
2.57 FC KBA 0400000000
1.58L B DI 0300000000
1.17L D MCH 0600100010
1.32L BC AA O 0 0500100010
1.36L B ADK 0600000000
1.13L BC AB 0 0500000000
1.39 D G K F 7500000030
2.18 CC AA 1500010000
1.24L F S 2500000000
1.04LIBC ACEK 3 0600000000
2.01L D D GI 0500000000
1.03L E CD J 0400010000
1.00L BC A BG 4 0500000000
1.17L C B 0500000000
1.00L BC !AAI 0 1600001000
i
1.12L B BC H 0500000000
3.02 C C E B A 0400000000
1.81 F L F 5500010000
1.00L BC AAH 0400000000
1.02L C B F 0600010000
1.03L D E N 0400000000
1.00L BC ABM 3 0600001000
1.00L B C F 0500010000
2.50 CC MJ AB 0501000000
1.13L E DH 0600110000
1.14L B ACFF; 0600110000
1.08L BCC AAA 9 5600000000 44
1,67 C G 4500100100
1.01L CF AD 0 0600100000
1.01L C BF K 0600100000
1.10L C S 4601100000
1.74L C FI 1500000000
1.00L CC AAB 0 0400000000
1.10L B BF 5600000000 !
Declination: +60"-+70 °
Associations
1 13 13608 G5 5 £
8
8 1 32 X0543+631 89 8
2 12 ZG 544+60 43 1_
1 13 13626 3
1 2 DO29676 40
1 13113627 F6 16
1 13 13630 11
1 13 13632 K0 10
I 13 13633 KO 10
2 13 13635 K0 2
8 1 32 X0546+614 96 8
i
4 1 TZ CAM 2 3
i
i
3 3 RAFGL 831 26
2 [:)029761 71
13 13649K0 22
2 DO29779 42 1(
13 13656 14'
13 13659 K5 3
2 13 13662 K0 15
3 9 U03379 83 1:
13 13664 9
I 13 13666 K0 4
2 12 ZG 556+60 t4 11
1 13 13681 KO 13 82
1 13 13680 5 92
2 13 13679 27 91
1 13 13682 K5 24 76
2 13 13683 K5 16 76
1 13 13684 K0 7 75
3 9 U03386 62 1
1 13 13691 K0 16 80
1 13 13700 K0 3 77
1 10 M+ 11-08-010 61
2 131 13703 21 90
1 13 13704K2 0 87
2 13 13715 K0 1 _ 65
13 13716 M0 4 87
3 4 TMSS +60161 26 29
4 13 13718 K0 28 80




Right Ascension: 06h02m53"-06h33m17" Declination: +60°-+70 °
Position (1950) Flux Density
Name H
Galactic Uncertainly C
a 8 a _ Coords SMJ SMN 00 12 p.mh m o , (s) ( ) I b (") (') ( ) (Jansky)
06028+6734 53.2 3 147+21 35 12 89 2 41L .31: 1.14
06038.,-6239 494 18 151+19 47 11 87 3 .25L .25L .64
06043+6512 18.3 14 149-r20 44 11 88 3 .37 .25L .40L
06043 £6122 23.5 15 153+19 50 _ 8 86 3 .51 25L .40L
06048+6716 40.6 13 147+21 41 28 87 2 .25L .25L A0L
06050+6240 5.3 24 152+ 19 40 21 83 3 .25L .64L ,40L
06055+6744 35.0 48 147+21 39 9 87 3 .52 .24: .40L
06058+6241 52.6 26 152+19 91 37 88 2 .25L .25L .40L
06066+6027 41.5 50 154+19 20 6 89 2 8.96 2.32 .77L
06067+6237 44.8 10 152+19 53 11 89 3 .76 .25L .40L
06071 +6736 9.4 38 147+21 64 14 88 2 41L .25L .54
06073+6258 21,9 49 151 _20 39 6 87 3 1,23 .34 .40L
06073 +6416 24 0 48 150+20 35 9 87 3 .25L .35L 1.76
06078+6543 '50.7 49 149+21 27 87 3 5.34 1.12 .25:
06087+6751 47.9 2 147+22 53 9 87 3 .76 25L .40L
06089+6639 59.1 39 146+22 52 8 88 3 .44 .25L A0L
06092¢6618 13.3 57 148+21 67 15 88 2 .44L ,25L .51
06092+6711 15.7 14 147+21 102 34 86 2 .36L .82L ,42L
06096.P6634 39.8 53 148+21 48 12 88 3 25L .25L .95
06104+6713 25.4 10 147+22 110 31 88 2 .67L .42L .40L
06104+6133 29.3 51 153+20 73 8 85, 2 .85 ,23: .40L
06106+665.1 39.2 15 148+21 37 6 87 3 .35L .33L 332
06107+6911 45.8_22 145+22 42 10 88 3 .41L .25L .73
06108+6144 49,8 18 153+20 34 8 91 3 ,52 .25L .40L
06109+6426 55A 48 150+21 46 12 88 3 ,25L .25L .83
0610916331 55.1 41 151+20 44 27 85 2 1.15L .25L .40L
06111+6841 10.6 38 146+22 23 8 89 3 1.07 .57 .40L
06111+6000 10.6 54 154,19 21 5 90 3 5.45 1.28 .40L
06121+6544 7.6 19 149+21 52 8 90 3 .54 .25L .40L
06123+6911 23.7 18 145+22 29 10 87 3 .62 .25L .40L
06123+6451 23.7 1 150+21 33 9 90 3 .51 .25L A0L
06126+6457 38.4 25 150+21 68 _ 12 89 2 38 .25L .4OL
06133+6132 18,2 1 153+20 20 6 90 3 66.76 16.15 2.61
06133+6920 18.4 20 145+22 45 10 87 3 .60 ,26L .40L
06141+6106 11.6 9 154+20 51 10 90 3 .35 25L ,40L
06142+6841 17.1 51 146+22 48 8 91 3 .45 ,30L .40L06143+6819 19.5 8 146+22 25 5 ==,v oi 2.35 62 .4OL
06145+6727 34.3 47 147+22 78 11 85 2 .29 .25L .40L
06147+6646 45.043 148+22 72 18 93 2 .25L .38L .46:
06147+6755 45.3 57:147+22 75 12 85 2 .28 .28L .40L
06148+6308 53,5 24 152+21 27 27 77 3 ,25L .54L .40L
06151+6636 11.620 148+22 72 17 89 2 .25L .25L .51L
06153+6047 203 27 154+20 70 31 88 2 .71L 1.07L .40L
06156+6929 39.2 55 145+23 49 28 84 2 .25L .25L .40L
06160+6928 1.9 55 145+23 55 27 93 2 .25L .25L .40L
06164+6145 24.4 46i153+20 71 10 86 2 .34 ,25L .45L
06165+6306 33,2 1 152+21 31 10 90 3 .25L .25L 1.61
06167+6225 47.1 30 152+21 52 10 89 3 .6t 25L .40L
06177+6207 !442 39 153+21 51 8 91 3 .40 25L .44L
06182+6701 !14.9 4 148+22 21 8 92 3 .86 .19: .40L
06197+6006 43.2 40 155+20 23 9 90 3 .65 .25L .40L
06198+6545 49.3 29 149+22 40 13 903 .25L 25L ,69
06198+6047 53.6 19 154+20 47 8 91 3 ,64 .25L .40L
06199+6147 59.7149 153+21 48 8 93 3 1.05 .21: .40L
06202+6746 14.221 147+23 48 8 90 3 .67 .25L A0L
06203+6223 '188! 56 152+21 37 5 91 3 .79 .38: .40L
06206+6521 40,5145 149+22 39 14 89 3 .28L .25L .59:
06209+6445 59.2 59 150+22 54 14 89 3 .25L .28L .65
06213+6243 123,8 8 152+21 25 5 91 4 2.22 .65 .40L
06217+6005 47.5 27 155+20 58 10 90 3 .36 .25L .40L
06222+6205 13.4 29 153+21 54 9 90 3 .47 .25L .40L
06223+6039 23.9 45 154+21 65 8 92 3 .33 25L .40L
06233+6247 18.g 44 152+21 36 11 90 4 .25L .25L .69
06233+6039 19.1[15 154+21 58 15 87 2 .25L .33L .77
06235+6926 35.0! 11 145+23 66 16 159 2 .25L ,66L .61
08236+8347 37.5 20 151+22 30 8 93 4 ,94 .38 .40L
36237+6731 46,0 12 147+23 67 28 94 2 .26L ,25L .40L
36240+6758 2.4 36 147+23 67 18 86 2 .61L .27L .44
36241 +6111 8.9 57 154+21 29 8 92 4 .32 .27L .40L
36243+6008 21.4 5 155+21 30 8 88 3 1.76 .80 ,40L
36250+6134 4.4 32 154+21 27 8 92 4 38,56 27,71 5.14
36254+6457 28,6 59 150+22 21 6 92 4 1.22 ,37 .40L
36255+6910 35.0 1 146+23 85 17 94 3 .64L .25L .36
36256+6342 38.0 39 151+22 32 6 92 4 .25L .50 1.76
36260+6500 0.1 44 150+22 46 9 92 4 .53 .30L .40L
_)6260+6511 5.1 43 150+22 30 13 95 2 .33 .59L .40L
36262+6825 17.3 28 146+23 48 39 87 2 .25L .25L .4OL
36265+6630 30.4 26 148+23 82 28 96 2 25L .26L .40L
)6266+6231 38.5 13 153+22 31 11 89 3 1.04 .30 .40L
36270+6123 2.0 5 154+21 75 13 90 3 .38 .25L .40L:
)6273+6657 19.9 2 148+23 37 9 91 4 1.07 .34 .40L
)6273+6858 23.0 11 146+24 41 8 93 4 .37L ,29 .85
)6275+6049 30.4 17 154+21 38 14 90 2 .43 .67L .64L
)6275+6248 32.9 3 152+22 58 9 89 3 .56 .25L A0L
)6280+6342 0.3 38 151+22 40 10 89 3 .25L .35 1.46
36285+6255 35.8 27 152+22 49 7 88 3 .72 .25L A0L
36292+6353 16.1 17 151+22 37 12 88 2 .42L .31L .57
)6293+6816 21.9 51 147+24 50 34 94 2 .26L .33L .40L
)6295+6212 33.4 49 153+22 57 11 89 3 .29 .25L A0L
)6299+6227 59.3 35 153+22 74 33 91 2 .39L ,25L .43L
_6300+6058 0.2 49 154+22 25 6 89 3 296.30 213.27 45.72
)6302+6334 17.1 52 152+22 49 12 90 3 .40 .25L A0L
)6304+6044 24.2 40 155+21 81 12 89 2 .44 .25L .40L
)6304+6407 289 57 151+23 28 7 88 3 21.77 8.54 1.31
)6316+6825 41.7 8 147+24 53 22 92 4 .25L .25L A0L
)6319+6856 54.8 4 146+24 20 6 92 4 1.99 .94 .47L
)6324+6952 29.1 18 145+24 32 8 92 4 .25L .23 1.84
)6328+6221 51.0 60 153+22 43 10 91 3 .57 .27: .40L
)6331+6131 9.9 29 154+22 27 6 93 3 1.44 .38 .40L
)6332+6659 17.9 42 148+24 33 24 88 2 .32L .25L .40L
(Not Color Corrected)
25 p.m 60 pm
Flags
v L C
100 pm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
2.20L DC DBG 4500000000
2.42L B DAC 3601000130
1.00L C D KJ 0600000000
1.45L C C 3500000000
2.22 D D 3501000040
1.74 C F C 3680000040
1.00L BE CB 5 4600010000
1.38 E K 3600000040
1.39L BC AADF 0 1500000000
1.40L B AB 3600000000
1.12 L C C D 7601000000
1.00L BC ABJ 0 _ 4600000000
3.59 C C E A A 0400000100
1.37: BCDD AAGF 1 0500000120
1.33L B BH J 1400000000
1.00L C CG 0500001000
1.53L C CE 0500000100
1.14 D G 7600000010
3.27 CC KCB 0401000100 i
.97 E G E 5600000000 i
1.72L CF ABGF 0 0400000000
7.18 CC EEAA 0400000000
1.93 CD MKBB 2400000000
1.29L B B H G 0500000000
2.91 CC J BB 0480000100
1.75 D H C 1500000040
1.00L B C A B 3 0400000000
1.00L BC AAHI 3 0600000000
1.19L B BF 0500000000
1.00L B B B 2500000000
1.00L B B 0500010200
1.43L C E 0500010000
1.24: BBCE AAAC 2 3701000000 18
1.00L B BK L 2500010000
1.04L ! D B K 2600000000
1,20L C B K 0400000000
















1.41 C L C
1.73 C CB
1.07 F I C
1.73 D B
1.67 C D
1.00L F C I D
3.47 CC HAA
1.04L D BE
1.66 C C CECF
1,21L CF AEMF 0 2400000000
1.13L B AK H 0500010000
1.60 D C H D B 4500000000
197L B BD H 1400000000
1.00L B E A F 1 4700000000
1.00L D B N 3500001000
tOOL BF BC J 0 3700000000
155 CC GCB 4500000000
3.29 CC I BA 0400000000
1.00L BC AA 0 7600002000
1.00L B CL F 1500000000
1.07L B A 3600010000
1.36L F G 1501010000
1.32L B J BC 3600000100
2.54L D L HDE 1401010000
1.05: DD FBF 1401000000
1.07L BE AD 0 0500001000
1.46 C H B 3500000000
1.12L C MC H 2500001000
1,09L C C K 1600000000
1,00L BF AA 9 1400000000
2.95 SBCB AAAA 0 1500000000 23
1.00L BE ABK 1 1600101000
1.07L D E 0500000000
2.46 CBB NBAA 0400002000
1.11L B BG 1500101000
1.91L F CD D 2400000000
1.56 D E 1500000000
1.5.4 C D C _ 5500000030
tOOL BD AC 0 2600000000
1.00L C CM 0600000000
4.06L BC AD 1 9400100008
1.20L F B J B B I 0500000000
1.38L C BEK 0500010000
1.45L C B H 2500000000
3.21 DCC BAB 0301001000
1.00L B AL 1600000000
.75: C F L C F 0500000000
1.04 D J MC 3500000000
1.34L D EG 2600000000
1.11 F J HC 3600000000
Associations
15.39 BBEC AAAA 9 0301000000 28
1.04L C B N 1400000000
1.37L D D 1502000000
1.00L BBD AAA 1541000000 15
2.26 C I MC 3400000030
1.O0L BB AALH 1600000000
3.98 DCC DAA 0400000100
1.00L BE AC 0 4601000000
1.10L BC ABJK 3 0510110000
1.76 E K C 9501000108
Sep
Name Type (") Mag
8 1 32 X0604 + 672 119 8
4 13 13746 M0 5 67
1 10 M+ 11-08-016 30
1 13 13752 K2 4 85
5 9 U03414 72 138
8 ' 4 13 13756 K0 9 53
13 13759 K2 18 76
10 M+11-08 022 8
3 9 U03425 50 153
21 13 13767 12 90
!2 12 ZG610+66 24 I53
12 ZG 610+69 40 153
13 13770 3 95
3 9 U03430 14 151
4 13 13772 KO 5 55
13 13777 K2 5 75
2 13 13780 K2 4 80
1 13 13779 K0 3 75
1 2 DO30161 80 106
5 13 13787 M0 2 52
1 13 13788 A0 1 46
1 13 13798 K0 6 53
1 13 13799 GO 15 68
2 12! ZG 614+66 47 156
3 9 U03438 39 148
t 30 7ZW067 22
1 13 13812 K5 2 80
1 13 13820 K0 8 75
1 13 13826 K0 13 72
1 10 M+11 08-042 54
1 13 13828 6 88
2 12 ZG 620+65 32 151
4 9 U03458 5 151
1 13 13834 K5 5 75
1 13 13838 K2 26 57
1 13 13840 G5 2 76
13 13847 7 88
12 ZG 624+67 65 156
4 1 VLYN 2 3
i 30 7ZW073 3413 13857 8 81
13 13860 G5 13 80
2 DO 30459 63 96
13 13866 G5 43 80
2 13 13869 1 57
13 13871 K0 10 70
3 9 U03478 22 133
1 13 13877 12 83
1 30 7Z'W 075 45
2 13 13880 10 : 90
4 3 RAFGL 956 1 -5
5 1 RT CAM 4 3
30 7ZW 077 42
13 13897 GO 24 60
*Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PAl).
9O
'I ilil
Right Ascension: 06h33=35"-O7hO9m33 _
Position (1950)
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty OCa 8 Coords SMJ SMN 08
h-re. * , (s) C) I b C) C) (') N
35.11171154+22 70 8 93 2
6.21 11151+23 52 9 92 3
33.51131153+23 49 8 154 3
37.4J311155+22 42 11 93 3
39.91 11154+22 70 16 92 2
4.81 81154+22 44 10 92 3
7,0157{150+23 70 9 89 2
19,61 91147+24 61 11 91 3
31,6t221150+23 18 5 94 3
44.71481148+24 90 30 90 2
12.61471155+22 45 8 92 3
37.6r311152+23 23 8 93 3
52.71421151+ 23 26 8 93 3
53.1 ]58 ] 154+ 23 43 9 91 3
27.2[ 81155+22 34 g 81 3
45.1121 r 150+24 31 6 93 3
227149 j 153+23 34 6 91 3
24,7]181152+23 49 11 94 2
52,01201152+24 41 g 92 3
36.9121 }149+24 41 24 91 3
¢6.11401152+24 44 8 94 3
7.51401155+23 66 13 91 3
33,01301153+23 50 35 94 2
37.6J50 1149+24 79 14 91 2
24.01521151+24 50 10 93 3
¢6.4_211161+24 36 8 94 3
47.8r541150+24 48 19 94 3
48.11371151+24 22 6 93 3
51.5 31149+24 38 11 93 3
15.8 15 154+23 71 34 96 2
18.9154j149+24 29 13 93 3
32.61 71156+23 48 9 95 3
45.6r 15 [ 148+25 35 6 93 3
6.1159}148+25 35 12 93 3
11.6[ 18 J155+23 37 9 94 3
]6.7127(155+23 60 12 95 2
37.4111 155+23 24 6 95 3
15.61361147+25 64 8 93 3
4.31191150+24 110 38 91 2
14.31531153+24 56 8 95 3
10.11 71149+25 69 10 95 2
12.4111 149+25 54 13 95 2
12.5J331153+24 58 16 94 3
$g.91221146+26 100 g 97 2
5.81371155+24 27 7 95 3
30 34 146+26 32 7 94 3
12.7 33 154+24 33 24 97 3
10.0130 J151+25 45 8 94 3
19.91331156+24 91 39 92 2
)9.6/18r154+24 34 29 84 2
t2.gr 91150+25 68 11 98 2
2.8 7]155+24 , 83 18 94 2
6,7 38 154+24 41 40 92 2
_,1.31 0J147+26 83 17 97 2
_,7.81581155+24 92 27 92 2
._6,2121 154+25 44 29 94 2
_8.4126[147+26 61 38 100 2
)9.1146 [ 147+26 70 8 92 2
32.4131 149+26 85 22 92 2
38,51141147+26 26 10 95 3
6.51241152+25 57 8 95 3
6.91 21148+26 52 8 97 3
17.61 3L146+26 45 10 94 3
]2.3t37{148+26 24 10 96 3
56.5142 [ 155+25 26 10 96 3
29140I 146+26 45 7 96 3
12.71531152+25 29 7 96 3
18.2149] f46+26 36 6 96 3
.M2142 1148+26 47 8 96 3
13.11231150+26 39 12 97 3
}4.91601153+25 49 18 98 2
6.61281156+25 71 32 95 2
19.51291147+26 37 6 97 3
1.81231153+26 3t 6 97 3
]8.91161153+26 43 12 96 3
50.61261152+26 79 26 95 2
19.41261154+26 55 11 97 3
._0.6_441148 .r 26 65 16 98 2
2.21251149+26 50 12 96 3
__1.7J46 J153+26 44 12 96 3
33.91tl 148+27 58 13 98 2
_.5.51411154;26 67 23 96 2
50.21171155+26 31 5 98 3
6.91531155+26 65 16 96 2
12.51191146+ 27 73 11 98 2
15,81421146+27 64 11 97 3
336J 36] 155+ 26 30 11 98 3
54.81 41147+27 43 11 97 3
7.91151150+26 33 7 97 3
8 5124] 156 _ 26 49 9 99 3
14.5128 r156+ 28 40 8 97 3
17.9131L147 + 27 55 14 100 2
3421 01154+26 29 5 99 3
¢861 1 f53_26 41 8 96 3
¢961111152+26 55 16 95 2
5421381156;26 25 12 98 3
I7.61381153 _ 26 57 12 100 2
¢3.0r 2r149+27 30 8 97 3
46.61131155426 35 5 99 3






































































































Flux Density Flags Associations
(N_ Color Corseted)
12 _m 25 Fm 60 pm 100 _m
Oansky)
1.01 25L .40L 1.62L I
30 .25L .40L 1.27L
.25L .25L .57 [ 1.35
.25L .25L 1.23 4.16
.39L .25L .47 1,44L
.54 .25L .40L 1.02L
.37 .25L .40L I 1.07LI
.55 .25L .54L r 1.16L
4.57 2.10 .40L I 1.00L
.25L .25L .40L I 4.34
1.05 .25: .40LI 1.0OL
.63 .26L .40L] 1.00L
.37 .28L .40LI 1.10L
.58 .25L .40LI 1.30L
.66 .28L .40LI 1.11L
.33L .34 3.27 8.26
2.22 39 .40LI 1.0OL
.45 .25L .55L] 1.40L
37 .27L .40LI 1.07L
.25L .60L .40LI 2.02
.25L .27 ,60 1.10L
26L .25L .66 1,98
.58L .27L .40LI 1,26
,41 ,25L 1.45L] 1,10L
1,03 ,44 MOLI 1.00L
1.07 .94 .40LI 1.00L
.25L .25L .40LJ 2.37
2.23 .60 .40LI 1.09L
.25L .25L 1.03 2.61
.39L .98L .40L] 1.38
.25L .25L .57 1.0OL
.82 .25L .41L] 1.31L
1.09 .29 .40L 1.01L
.51L .25L .64 1.25L
.6g .26L .41LJ 1.00L
35 .34L .40LI 1.78L
.45 1.36 633 10.27
.35 .25L .40L 1.00L
.25L .51L .40L 1.29
.59 .25L ,40L 1.00L
.35 .47L .40L 1.23L
.35 25L .40LI 1.23L
.25L .25L .56: 1.38
.31 .67L .40L 1.51L
23.59 6.92 1.32 1,15:
.25L ,25L 1,58 3.89
.25L .25L .40LI 1.36
.86 .25L .40LI 1.0OL
,25L .25L .40LI .96
.25L .29L .40L 1.50
.47 .41L .40L 1.00L
1.40L .38L .42 1.51L
.26L .59L .40L] 1.62
.32 .25L .40L 1.15L
1.22L .25L .40LI 1.21
.25L .25L .4OL 1.64
25L .51L A0L .94
.34 .25L .72L 1.0OL
.25L .25L .36 1.00L
.25L .16: 1.23 3.22
.45 .25L .40Lt 1.0OL
.72 .27L .40L 1.03L
.74 .25L .40LI 1.00L
.76 25L .40L 1.00L
.68 .25L .42L 2.56L
1.12 21 .40LI 1.O0L
2.50 .69 .40LI 1.00L
3.53 .86 .40LI 1.00L
.25L .25L .63 1.32:
.27L .27L .70 1.35:
.38L .36L .52 1.62L
.25L .56L A0L I 1.36
1.56 .48 .40L [ 1.00L
1.16 .31 .40L ] 1.00L
.59 .25L .40LI 1.00L
.75L .59L .40L1 1.16
.46 .25L .40L[ t.00L
99L .60L .40 1.11L
.35 25L .40L1 1.00L
25L .25 1.16 1.96
.30 25L .40LI 1.38L
.25L .25L .43 1.29:
5.39 1.37 .40LI 1.00L
.25L .25L .43 1.20L
.67 25L MOLI 1.00L
.37 25L .40LI 1.86L
25L .25L 1.12 4.90
.38 25L 40LI 1.06L
52.86 31.88 5.12 1.71
.97 .17: .40LI 1.0OL
31 25L .40L[ 1.00L
.26 32L .69LI 1.0OL
1.93 .46 .40LI 1.45L
84 .I8: .40Li 1.00L
.3gL 25L .44 1.00L
.43 ,25L ,40LI 1,11L
25L .25L .62 143L
1.66 .45 .40LI 1.00L
1.40 .35 .40LI t.00L
V L
Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 ,
C IA 050011000O
C IC G N 3500000000
EC CB 3501010000
C C I E B A 1400000200 4
C C IB EFG 0600000100150O00O00O
D (B 0601 OO(3OOO
E IA L D 1500010000
B B IA A E 1 1600000000
Er M E 9582000640 =
B E I A D O 0500000000 i
B I B E 2400000000
B I B E E 2300030000 i
D IBK D 1500010000
B [A B 0600010600
CCCIFBAA 0400010000 ,
BC IAA 6 0501000000
C 1E H L 1500000000
B I B C 2300000000
E I D _B l
EC [LCBC 1400000000
DCI GDD 0400000100
F l G C 4600000010 j
C I B D 9500010000
c ,AC 1 15000000o0iDD I_c o 0500001000
C I MM D 8400000000
BC IABM 1 1400000000 !
C D I B B 94000O00O0 _=
D I K L F F 3600000000 I
C I B 9400000000 I
B I A F H 0400000000
BD IAA 0 0401001000
C _G AD 0500000000 '
B r B D M 0500000000
C, ICE K 0400010000 I
EBCCICAAA 0 0300000000
,3 IC 1400000000 I
F I E 2400000010
B [B C 4600000000
I
3 1A I 0300000000
E (D F 1401000000 I
DDI DC 3500000000
`3 I C H 0500000000 I
BBCCIAAAA 0 0600000200 17
C C r L E A A 0400000000
C i L C 8500000000
3 I B B G 0300000000
F _ F t 50_000010 i
DI KKD 7500100000
C I B I 0400000000
C 1 KEE 1400001000
D)G G 6500100000
F I C 24 0O00O0O0
DIL B 1400000010 i
DI C 5500001010
F I H 1500000000 I
B IB E 1401000000
D 1 H C 0500000100 ,




E f A 1 0400000000
B lAG J 0500000000 i
C IA C G 0500000000
B i B ML 2300000000 ;
CD IAEI 0 0500001000 :
BC iAA J 2 0401001000 i
B C I A A L 0 0500000000
C C I A B 0500000000 i
CF {KHCC 0400000000 I
F 1 DEF 1400000000
C] D 1501000000
B C IA B 1 0500000000 I
BD IAC 1 1500100000
3 IBE 1500100000 i
Ol HB 2400000000
D I C G 0500000000
C I LB 0500000000
C l S J 0500000000
FCCIKCAB 1400000000 i
C I C F 030001 0O00
FCI CC 1500010100
BC IAAI 2 0400100000
C l D E 040010O0O0
D I B C 2500000000
D t D C 1300000000
CCI BA 1301000200
C I C G 0400000000
BBCE)AAAA 1 0400000000 29
BD IADG 1 0400100000
C I C 0400100000
D [HEJ M 1400010000
BC lAB J 0 1500001000
B F I B E E 0 2500000000
D I C O50OO0OO0O
C IB E 0500000000
C I ECH 05OO000000
B E ]A C 1 1500000000
BC (AS 0 0500010000
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12. 25, 60, 100 _.m; 10) High Source





;[ 13113603 2 3411 131 13911 7
1 10 M+ 10-10-008 60
3 9 U03504 33
i
1 I 13I 13919 G5 15
5cp






























1 t I 210030708
1 I 13 1 13930 K2
1 L 13 1 935 KO
1 I 131 13932 KO
2 13 13938
I 4 g U03511
1 I 131 13945 K2
41 91U03530
2 I 2 ] DO 30809
1 t 210030828
4L 131 13957 K5
4 I 9J U03539
2 l'131 13962
1 I 13 I 13964 K5
2 1"131 13969 K0
1 1"41 106456+6119
71' 91U03546
2 r 13j 13974 Ko
2 ] 13[ 13982
t I 13] 13991 K5
2 13 13993 K2
t 12 ZG 648+62
I I 13 I 13995 K2
4 4 I 13 I 13997 MB
4 I 9 I U03580
3 I 91 U03598 22
2 I 13r 14016K0 15
2 t 13 I 14030 K0 30
2] 301 7ZW 112 20
1 I 13 [ 14037 G5 19
1 I 131 14044 G5 4
1 I 131 14045 22 r 131 14048 K2 18
1 I 13 ] 14049 K5 2
2 I 131 14051 K5 811 10[M+11-09 027 711
1 I 131 14065 2
I I 131 14068 K0 16
I _ 10[M+11 09 033 87
1 I 131 14071 G5 23
2 ( 6 I A0702+67 11
1 I 13114077 9
2 [ 121ZG 703+62 52
4 I t31 14083 MB 2
1 12 ZG 704 +61 9
1 13 14086 K5 12
4 [ g i U03685 35
2 13 14092 K0 1
3 3 RAFGL t072 15
1 13 14095 K0 7
2 i 131f4098K2 tO
I [ 13 [ 14099 K0 4
1 J 13 14101 K5 3
1L 13114103 11
11 13114111 K5 22
2_ 13_ 14115 MA 5


























































Name Galactic Uncertainty C (No/ Color Corrected)
a _i Coords SMJ SMN 6 O |2 _m 25 p,m 60 /,tin
ham, o8, (s) (') | b (") (") (') N (Jansky)
07100+63130.71161163+27 .25, .40L
07105+653534.1120]is0+27 .25, .39
07111+6452 8.3tll 1151+27 25L .40L
07112+6447 15.3j56] 151 +27 .25L 2.03
07118+6711 49.2J60 J149+27 .25L .72
07131+6135 6.3[161155+27 .25L .93
07138+6338 $8.7J 171153+27 .50L .40L
07145+6442 ]4.9]271152+27 .25L .42L07145+ea1235.01251f 2+27 .26L .40L
07147+6200 ,4.71221155+27I .25L .55L
I I
07164+6346 Z7.91131153+27 .25L .79
07169+6122 _8.2] 23 ]155+27 25L .40L
07179+6257 _,9.9]41 ] 154+27 .27 .40L
07199+6147 _4.8J57 j 155+28 .27L .40L
07218+6852 19.5I 4 147+28 .28L ,39
07219+6407 _6.2i 571152+28 ,25L 52
07220+6209 1,4|11 1155+28 ,25L ,40L
07228+6352 _2.4/47 1153+28 ,25L .38
07230+6325 3.71431153+26 .25L .40L
_7233+6917 z3.9/301146+29 .72 3.30
I !
37234+6658 _.0|26 [ 149+28 .37 .40L
07238+6158 _2.8|49|155+28 .25L .40L
07241+6329 12.0|32|153+28 .33L .71
07246+6125 11.9| 4)155+28 .25L .93
37256+6834 |1.5/15|147+29 .74 .40L
37264+6614 .>9,2J25 J 150+ 29 .C_4 .58L
37269+6443 i6.2/10 | 152+29 ,26L ,40L
37270+6433 5,2|34|152+29 .37L ,40L
)7271+6320 7.3156 | 153+29 .72 3.25
37275+6151 )0.8|54 / 155+28 ,40 .40L
t /
37279+6702 i9.7|40 / 149+29 .25 .40L
)7281+6500 P0.7|49|151+29 1.36L .52:
)7283+6242 12.8/60 J 154 + 29 .25L .40L
37285+6059 15.9|23 | 156+28 .25L .91
)7292+6532 12,7|24|151+29 ,25L .94
)7302+6239 17.0|12 / 154+29 ,25L .64
)7303+6628 9,0|391150+29 ,22: .40L
)7306 + 6733 I0,3 I46 | 148 + 29 1.70 ,49L
)7307+6631 N.1|32 / 150+29 .25L .55
)7311 +6634 9.9J51 /150+29 2.15 .42L
)7313+6919 !2.3/52 [ 146+29 .25L .46
37314+6207 !6.4)45 | f55+29 .46 1.44
)7315+6543 13,8[45 ] 151+29 ,29: 3,45:
37318+6512 16.0|26 | I51 +29 .16: .40L
)7320+6136 1.8/20 / 155+29 .49L .40L
)7321 +6543 11.9|23 | 151 +29 1.30 11.64
)7326+6445 16.8/19 / 152+29 .25L .40L
)7329 + 6944 i9.4 |35 ] 146 + 29 .43 1.64)7336+50o8 _6.7I7/157+26 .25L .5S
37336+6620 t6.9|53 J 150+ 29 .34 .40L
/ 1
)7350+6545 3.0|56 / 151 +29 25L .40L
)7355+6915 11.2I 4 [ 147+30 .25L .62
)7359 + 6540 i6.7/20 [ 151 + 30 .25L .60
27376+6946 19.0|24 ) 146+30 .33 .58L
)7377+6932 N.6150 | 146+ 30 .25L .40L
37377+6948 17,5|11 | 146+30 .25L .40L
)7379+6517 _6.5|43 / 151 +30 .54 1.12
37380+6927 1.9J18 | 146+30 .25L ,40L
37384 + 6116 !8.0/33 / 156 + 30 .25L .40L
_7393+6533!1.0|26]1s1+30 25L .40L
/ /
37394+6211 _.5131 | 155+30 .25L .6g
)7395+6231 13.1If0 / t54+30 .92 .40L
37395 + 6723 13.6/35 / 149 + 30 .25L .98
373g7+6241 14.3|57|154+30 .25L .43
37407+6552 15.8|53 | 150+30 ,25L .48
37419+6534 i4.2|40 | 151+ 30 .56 .40L
)7431 +6103 10.6|24 | 156+30 .28 .85
37434+6140 !4.7|16 | 155+30 .25L .53
)7434+6703 !6.8|17/149+30 .25L .68
)7435+6312 15.3/10 1154+30 .25L .40L
)7437+6049 I3.1|35 | 156+30 .25L .42:
)7439+6757 i5.7[18 | 148+30 .37 A0L
)7441+6654 7.2117/149+30 .28L .40L
)7454+6419 !8.8|13|152+31 .25L .40L
37461+6820 M.3 / 9|148+31 ,19: ,40L
37467+6412 $6.0|54 | 152+31 ,25L .40L
)7471+6404 7,0| 21153+31 ,25L ,40L
,7480+6206 4.6|16| 155+31 .38 .40L
37482+6810 15.1|21 / 148+31 .25L .40L
37462+6661_6.91_1151+31 .46 4OL
I I
37497+6526 14.2|43| 151 +31 1.56 .40L
37510+6823 0.2|19| 147+31 .34 .40L
07511 +6210 8.6|30/155+31 25 .40L
37514+6600 .>5.2/19 / 150+ 31 .25L 1.38
37514 p6243 ._8.2/34 | 154+31 ,25L ,55
37519+6026 .;.6.9112 | 157+ 31 ,25L A6
07520 _-6644 3.2|37] 149+31 ,25L 1,82
07524 +6348 >.7.7|411153+31 .25L .39
07525+6634 32.4/18/150+31 .36L .68
,7525+6026 ,5.4|561157 +31 .25L 1.44
/ I
07527+6405 $3.6|27| 152+31 25L .40L
07528+6147 19.4150| 155+ 31 .43L 1.81
07535+6727 32.2| 4| 149+31 .28: .40L
07537+6634 14.8151/150+31 .25L .72
07541 +6756 8.3/59| 148+31 1.97 .28:
07557 +6048 13.8|37| 156+32 .25L .40L
07559 ; 6025 56.6/ 31 / 157 + 32 .25L 99
07560 _6019 5.3125I 157+ 32 .26L .40L
07573+6133 ?O6|36/155+32 .25L .53
07580+6313 2.9[511153+32 .38 .40L
Declination: + 80 °- + 70"
Flux Density Flags Associations
V L C
100 p,m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R F-'3ags* S 2 # i' Name
1.00L D B 0300000000
1.00L C D 104O0O0OOO0
1.76L D D 0400100000
5.83 CC J AA 0200100010
2.14 DC I AB 0300010000
1.18: CD L BA 0400000000
1.41L C BK 0500000000
1.82L D C , 0500000000
1.35L B AF 0500000000
1,37L D C J 0500000000
2,93 CD BA 0300000100
1,00L D CI 0400000000
1.00L BD BD M 0 0300001000
1,60 C' KDDN 14000000003.60L D 030000O000
1.14: DF CB 0400000000
1.0OL C CKDcI! 15000000001.10L C 0400000000
1.57L C I o4oooo0ooo4.58 CCC;DAAB 0200002220
2.04L BC AB H 3 0300000000
1.00LC AD L 1400000000
1.28 ED! GCF 0400000000
74: BcCF LEBE 05000001001,17L AALI 2 0400012000
1.00L BC ABI I 0600002000
2,71L C D!DMI I,., 14010000001.05 _ 1500000000
3.70 CCCi AAA 0300002000
1.01L BF BEKH 0 0500001000
1.00L! BD ADM 1 040000100(
2.22 i DC DB 4501000110
1,29L B BG M 0400000000
1.91 BB LAB 0400010000
1.77 DC BB 1600000100
1.95 CC I CB 0400001000
1.00L BD AEI 1 0400100000
1.00L BB AACK 0 0501000000
1.53 C E I C B 0400200000
1,00L'BB AA E 0 0400100000
1,00L ] C C 0400000100
1,24 CCE MAAD i 0400001000
14.86: EFE HCCCl 32Cl155440
1,00L BE BEH _ 0 5700001000
1,10L !C; EH 1 0400000000
5576 BCFDIFACC 31C21543401.00L' B H ! 0600000000
.90: F D C C A D 0401000000
1,47 BFEC KJ DA 04010000001.00L AC I 0 0600000000
1,13L D F 2701010000
1.00L Ec!Nj Cc 04010(0)0(0)1.57 2601000000
1.40L C D BCCKK 03001001001.02L 0401120100
1.00L G K 0400100100
1.23 CCBB GBAB 0500002000
1.12L B B 0300110100
1.03L IC B D I 0400000000
1.00L B B H K 0300000000
1,53. I FBB 1380000000
i.OOL BC BD AAI 2 1410000000
2.91 C B A B 0400000000
1.04L [3 N CF 0300000100
1.41L C C C 0300000000
t.OOL CC AB 0 0400000000
2,23 DCC ECBB 0300000000
,88: CD BB 0401000000
2.00 C B I B B 0500000000
1.00L D ' A MK E 0400000000
1.40 CC!FFDB 1_)9(31_1_,0
1.0OLI BC ACF 0 0400002000
1.00L D G 0300000000
1.17L C D 0300000000
1.00L B D B D 0 0500000000
1.30LC C 0300000000
1.23L B C K 0300000000
I.OOL _C ;i C 0 03000000001.00L _ 0400000000
1.00L BF AB 2 0400000000
1.17L BE AAEF 9 0400010000
1.00L BC A C F 2 0400000000
1.00L BE AC 0 0400000000
2.12 CB KAB 0300000000
1.49: CD ELAE 1300000000
1.05L C J BJ 1500100000
4.20 CC L AA 0200000000
1.16L C D E, 0400000000
2.21 CD J CB 0380010000
5,12 CC FMBA 1200100000
126L B A F L L 0400000000
3,41 CC DAA 02000000(0)I
1.00L BF AC 1 0400001000 _
1.25 CD L DC 0400000000
1.00L 3BD AADM 3 0400010000
1.34L C BC 1501000000
2.67 C C A B 140010(3000
1.21L C DG 1400100000
t.89L E L DC 2401000000




1 13 14129 F8 7;
i 4 9 U03759 131
3 9 U03764 141
' 1 13 14142 8.=
I 13 14146 KO 7;
2 10 M+ 11-09-045
1 13 14164 91
1 13 14171 K2 7.=
i 3 9 U03826 15(
1 *41 07218+6651
1 13 14192 K0 8;
2 13 1420O 8_
E 8 " 9 U03851 11(
1 13 14203 K2 7_
1 13 14206 KO 7.=
2 12 ZG 724+63 151
4 13 14211 KO 5_
2 1 13 14217 K0 7(
1 13' 14220 K0 76
i 4 6 A0727+63
1 13 14226 G5 6_
1 13 14229 K5 7."10 M+ 11-10-001
1 13 14230 51
12 6 A0728+60
4 10 M+ 11-10-004
3 9 U03905 14.'-
1 13 14242 K5 8`=
f 13 14244 8610 M+11-10-006
3 13 14247 MA 7,_
F
1 13 14250 K0 7_
FI_ 14254 BiU03918 9."
2 13 14258 K0 6[
2 12 ZG 733+60 15E
1 13 14262 K0 7(
2 10 M+ 11-10-013
1 13 14286 K0 7_E
2, 13 1) A0737+65
, 14289 K0 7,"
2 13 14296 K0 8(13 14305 8::
i 3 9 U03978 15(
3 9 U03979 14E
9 U03991 14E13 14321 K0 6[
7 9 U04013 14£
3 9 U04019 15_
1 13 14329 8."
1 12 ZG 743+60 t5.=
2 1 2 DO 31840 101
I 3 13 14336 9(
i! 2 0oo187o ))13 14340 K013 14343 K0 7E
; 1 10 M+10-12-002
; 3 13 14347 9(
1 13 1434g K5
7,'
13 14367 K5 8_13 14368 G5 7;
1 1 30 7ZW 191
12 12 ZG 751+62 15(
I 5 9 U04093 14=.
I3 g U04095 14:
I1 30 7ZW 193
: 3 9 U04098 14`=
4 9 U04097 12,=
2 13 14380 8;
2 12 ZG 752+61 15 _
2 13 14388 KS 8,
5 13 14390 9(
3 9 U04128 13!
1 2 D032000 11'
3 9 U04153 16,=
2 13 14407 F8 6{






h m. D p
)756I+6131 11.6 41 155+32 39 11 102 3)7593+674818.742 148+32 59 7 102 3)7593+605019.940 156+32 82 8102 337595+612530.151 156+32 69 16104 2
37597+0307 42.7 8 154+32 54 14 102 3
)7598+6508 52.921151+32 32 81023)7599+633358.442153+3230 5 1014
)8OO2+6141 14.5 1 155+32 51 15 102 3)60o2+865517430149+3288 21 1012)6015+624432320154+3281 16 1012
)6016+`04140136146+3244 7 103
_18+.,.1486581_,+32_, 1.171)8020+6637 0_5 57149+32 19 103
)8021+6029 9,114157+33 47 221033
)8022+6113 16,40156+33 37 8 t033
)8027+6126 42,430156+33 592_77i10423) o29+6o34 ,_,93 157+33 38 102
)8030+0018 5.8 30 157+33 62 23 102 2
38032+6051 17.113156+33 285 103 3
)8034+6612 27,420; 150+32 44 51024
)8036+6255 39,614154+33 60 151022
)8038+6431 48,036152+33 56 12103 3
)8040+6108 2.82156+33 80 331022
)8044+6106 27.352156+33 45 18 t02 2
38046+6104 39,142156+33 90 341052)8o49+854854.527 160+3331 5 1024
]8050+6935 3.6 15 146+32 42 9 103 3)8053+69522o712146+3237 10 1033
)8054+6824 29.5 30 147+32 43 10 103 3
_58+6723 38,2 1 148+3252 14 lO4 3
)8061+6133 9.5 32 155+33 85 18 105 2
)8061+6121 11,8 22 156+33 51 21 173 2)6083+652218511151+3323 8 1043)80,,+,,43824152+338310102)8075+,02831.046187+3385131052)6o78+683749629147+3339 6t043J6o82+622317001164+33112381062)8095+644530808152+3333101043)8102+812154156+3355 91043)8110+,0105420157+3471 8 1053
)8116+6047 38.012156+34 66151053)8135+,,5933.823146+3361101053








)8192+6430 16.9 40 152+34 89 11 106 3
)6197+6124 42.643155+35 71 141042
38201+6701 1.2 57 149+34 41 8 106 3
38205+6141 34.760 155+35 56 35105 2)8209+6303 55.424153+35 5611 !108)8223+67262 353148+3447 6 1084)8233+611720210158+3548121072)6248+672039357148+3422 8!1073)8250+87274054148+3421 3 1073)8254+6525249491,0+358111073)6258+62 0372131,,+3526 107i!)8 8+623753,045 54+3532107
 8281+`0537.491 +35226106
:)8266+6230 38.2 11154+35 61 101073
)8270+6004 1.155157+36 54 81073!
38279+6929 57.226146+34 21 51074
38283+6727 23,9 46 148+35 49 5 108 3
38287+630144.820153+3587531 i 107i'106)8293+613t 22.1 21 155+36 1
38297+6721 47.7 37 148+35 25 108
)8302+6518 12.3 55 151+35 69 7 108 3038303+6116 18.5 43 155+36 62' 1, 107
38309+6433 55.3 25 151+35 27 9 108 3
08315+6408 31.8 7 152+36 41 6 108 3
38319+6246 54.937154+36 38 23 1083
08321+6624 9,022149+35 31 81083
08321+6952 10.031145+34 81 121122
38324+6236 25,339154+36 53 361102
08339+6517 55.450150+36 25 51103
08343+6907 19.350146+35 58 71093
08345+6136 33,150155+36 81 181072
08347+6511 47,147151+36 19 71083
08350+6204 1.1!33154+36 49 301102
08352+6304 t7.230153+36120 38111 2
08358+6430 51.8 17 151+36, 23 6 110 3
08372+6452 15.6 60 151+36] 44 7 110 3
08374+613227.09155+375551093
i 152+36 135 6109l_08377+6338 43,_ 1 154+37 82 10908377 + 6223 44.2
08379+6753 56.7 147 +35 _ 17 11112208389+8106 54,240155+37 10110
08393+6849 18.946146+35 80 14108
08393+6321 21.534153+37 40 30109_2
08395+6708 31.132148+36 57 131103
08399+6916 156.E 20146+35 33 71103
08401+6237 11.2124 154+37 13_ 10 113 308410+6124 3.6' 27 155+37 1 38 108
Flux Density Flags
H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
a _ Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 _m 25 u.m 60 p.m






































































































100 /xm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags' S 2 # T
1.93: CC BC 3301000100
1.46L C BF I 0400010000
1,00L C BGDG I 05000000001.31 D 4400000100
2.42 CC J CB 1400000100
1,87 DCCC GBAB 0 1400000000
1,00L BC ACcc 0 1500000000440000(}0001.40L D
2A2L D F t 0300000110
1.10: De GDC 1400000000
1.00L B BF 0400000000
2.35 D DJ B i 750101D020
1.00L BBD AAAI 3 1400000000
3.09 C GJ E 6500000000
2.17 CB FAB 3500000000
1.25 7600000000
1.38 C G I 7600000000
1,00L BC AAFK 0 7600000000
1.10L B AGE ' 1400000000
1.19L C I CD 1500000100
1.86 C E C B 1400000000
.96 D E 9600100020
1.59 F G D 9600200030
1,53 D H E 9,00100030
1.00L BF AC 4 I 0400000000
1.00L B C L 0400020000
1.02L C B 0400000000
1.37L C CH 1400000000
1.87 DC BB 1400000000
1,73L F E 7400000000
2,03 F M C 8401000010
1.92 BBCC AAAA I 1400001000 16
1.35L C BN






1.48 D C E D








1.06: CF I I AC




1.52: ED K BB
1.64 CC KGAB
1.42 D F F




































1.00L BF AC _ ! 05000000001.00L CB AAI I 15000000001.00L BBD AAB 150000000018
1.19: CD MBC 1400000000
1.19L C BI 6i 06000000001,00L BB AA 0310001000
1.00L B C K 0300000000
1,02L B BE 1500000OOO
1.59L C C 2500000000
1.00L BBB AAB 0 0300000000
1.00L C BI H 3500010000
1.06 C E C D 1500000000
1.66 CC DKAB 2500000000
1.00L iB B B 0500000000
2,85 1 D C 4500000020
1,16: CCD HCAC 0400001000
1,eeL C DHL 0401000000
1,96 E CF 5080000010
6,86 CCCC CAAA 0 3300001000
I,OOL'C BE 0300000000
5,57L F J F 3300000000
1.0eL C B G 3500OO00O0
1.63 F D 3400000020
1,20 E L E 6500000010
1,0OLjBB AAJ ' 4 1600000000 50
1.eeL C CC 1500000000
1.12L B BK F 2500000010
A B DJ 3502000O10
1.06L FBD1.37 D J 6701000000
1,65L C D 0301000000
1.eeL C CG K 1600000000
I.OOL F K D 03000000O0
1.67 C F D 4600000020
1,76 CC CA 0400000010
4.52 CCC MCAA 0300001000
1.05L BE AC 0 5601000000
1.03 D E i 2600000010
Declination: +60"-+70 °
Associarions










_ 1 39 OJ+603
2 12 ZG 802+61
8 1 321 X0802+614
3 3 RAFGL 12295
1 9 U04223
3 12 ZG 803+64
1 1314442 K5
1 1 13 14444 G5
2 1314446 F8
2 I 9 U04243
i
4 I RZ UMA
Li 1314455K013 14456 G5
"10 M+ 10-12-088
1 10 M+10-12-098
1 13 14474 G5
3 12 ZG 811+60
1 1314491 K2




2 13 14518 K0
2 1314522 G5







1 13 14570 K
4 1314573 GO
1 13 14576F8










1 13 14608 K0






2 13 14628 K5
1 1314627 K0


































































Name I Galactic Uncertainty





























































































































































52 + 3£ 39
50 + 3,¢ 43
¢9+3£ 50
33 + 4C 28
47+38 .>9
51 +39 ]3










M + 38 '6
M+38 _5


































































































































































































28L .40L I 1,17L i,
Flags ]
V L C




































































C ( E 50000000(3
PC :H6 ._C0000310
C C : B C 500000000
D E 502100350
D H B 502200370
CC "lAb 300101200
C ( B 500000000
C F 4 B P, 400000420
C : GC 400100370
C :"L G 5.00000030
.3CC ]AA 300101200
C C : A A _OO000000
) 3 G 500000010
E D C B _00000100
) ) _00000000
3 I ME 100OO000O
CB ;BA |OOOO0410
C D 100000030
I i _ 1000(110(30
CDi E _O0100010C )00100000

























1: 14758 K0 I
C RAFGL 1310 11
1_ 14765 K0 1!
U04779 5;
13 14769 K5
1_ 14775 MA t
13 14779 K0 33
3_ 7ZW261 4:
g U04803 2_
13 14788 F8 E
13 14796 + + + 4
13 14804 3
10 M +11-11-043a 3_
2 DO 32734 83
1 RXUMA
13 14819 F8 1
6 A0911+67 10
13 14834 K 12
9 U04914 36
_2 X0915+658 48






3 14865 K2 17
3 14868 K2 12
0 M+ 11 12-010 i6
12 X0921+661 I1
3 14875 K2 2
9 U05O28 '2
3 14887 K5 !0
5ep






DO 32496 , 110
U04605 : 128
14672 K0 71
DO 32503 : 100
14675 88
14676 KO 80
4C + 63.11 ' 179
ZG 846+60 ; 153
A0846+ 65
M+ 11 - 11-030 f
14691 F0 56
U04665 ; 155
X0851 +672 ? 8
14702 K0 3 73
14704 3 83
14703 G5 1 55
14706 G5 t 73
14716 2 88
U04687 3 141
14723 G5 1 70
M+ 10 13-050 4
14735K0 1 75











































D9246 + 6956 28
D9247 + 6541 53
09251 +6759 52
09257 + 6949 35
09259 + 6918 54
39271 + 6O06 48
09273 + 6232 0
09276 + 6316 58
39287+6211 5
39287 + 6634 2
39289+6621 15
39299 + 6302 49
393O2+6624 1
39305 + 6813 49
39312+6551 25
39312 + 6537 44
39312 + 6922 54
39315 + 6530 31
39320 + 6 t34 37
)9327 + 6700 51
)9328 + 6231 1
39338 + 6O26 29
)9340 + 6902 44
)9343 + 6450 48
)9346 + 6643 4
)9353 + 6850 56
)9353 + 6729 57
)9354 + 6954 41
)9363 + 6655 57
)9374 + 6836 34 I
I)9376 + 6256 1 i
)9379+6928 5
)9380+6614 4_1)9383+6631
)9386 + 6240 34 I
)9396 + 6723 15 '
}9401 + 6612 25
)9406 + 6840 51
)9406 + 6512 50
)9409 + 6849 32
)9413+6915 19
)9420 + 6551 34
)9423 + 66O8 56
)9429+6539 20
)943I + 6809 22
)9431 + 6758 59
)9436 + 6328 60
)9437 + 6758 11
)9440 + 6551 22




















_9524 + 6949 9
_9531 + 6956 27
P9534 + 6012 20
19538 + 6336 47
19544 + 6222 4
19550 + 6753 47
19557 + 6548 58
i9569 _-6645 17
19575+6226 35
19589 + 6757 48
19592 _ 6858 38
0001 +6247 38
0009 + 6459 35
0012 + 6731 32
0014 + 6547 54
0018 + 6749 48
0018 _ 6319 0
0021 + 6642 33
0023 + 6334 32
0032 + 6633 32
OO37 + 6109 48
0044 +6616 31
0054 + 6411 57
0056 + 6854 120
0062 + 6400 114
0067 .t 6309 45
0069 + 6428 :o0076 + 6531 24
0093 + 6847
0101 ,. 6922 13
0102 • 6529 [ 59
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9)
Flux Density Flags
H (Not Color Corrected)
Galactic Uncertainty C V
Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 M.m 25 p.m 60 M,m I00 /zm Flux Corr A
1 b (") (") (') iN (]ansky) Uncs Coef R
143+39 61 19 119 3 .26L .25L .40L 2.04 C NK B
148+40 38 26 111 ; 2 .25L .25L .40L 1.13 C F D
145+40 48 24 119 2 1,55L 53L .40L 1.48 F KK C
143+39 58 8 121 3 .25L .25L .40L 2.64 C B
144+39 66 25 123 2 .58L .63L .56L 1.50 C LFBC
155+43 47 11 115 ; 2 .26 I .28L .40L 1.00L C D
t52+42 77 19 111i2 .37L1 .52L .39 1.34L D LCE
151+42 27 5 1171'4 3.29 .79 .40L 1.03L AB AAFF 3
152+42 32 12 110 I 2 .30 .63L .40L 1.08L C C
t47+40 32 12 111 4 .35L .25L .40L 2.79 D:MC B
147+41 36 15 117 4 .25L .25L .40L 3.18 C I B
151+42 82 11 116 2 .43 25L .40L 1.00L C ,B
147+41 28 15 117 4 .39L .25L .40L 3,82 FoE JLI D145+40 35 12 121 3 .25 .33 .49: 1.21L ECK
147+41 31 22 113 3 .25L .33L .40L 3.12 D GCB
148+41 38 12 112 3 .43 .25L .40L 1.45L S BG
143+39 32 3 119 3 .90 .25L .40L 1.00L B BD
148+41 27 10 112 3 .72 .33 .40L 129L CC ABI 0
152+43 35 7 t14 3 .25 1.05 12.09 20.07 ECCC GAAA 2
146+41 30 14 118 4 .25L .25L .71 2.28 CB KBB
151+43 28 4 18 3 .82 .33 .40L 1.00L CF BC K 7
154+44 56 10 113 2 .87 .30L 1.65L 1.13L B AGM
143+40 48 23 121 2 25L .25L .63L 1.66 D DB
148+42 42 6 114 3 25L .25L 1.72 3.99 CC J JAB
146+41 31 26 115 4 .29L .66L .44L 2.57 C H F
144+40 49 36 123 2 25L .25L .40L 1.47 E E
145+41 21 5 117 4 5.87 1.50 .32: 1.86 ABCC AADD 3
142+39 39 5 120 3 .41 .25L .40L 1.16L B CMcE146+41 51 18 123 2 ,64L .25L .42 1.34L C
144+40 59 17 120 2 ,37L .25L .41 1.23: CD JFF
150+43 64 12 113 2 ,59 .25L .40L 1.08L C CH
143+40 38 6 121 3 2.74 .62 .40L 1.11L BC E ABLc 1146+41 59 31 114 2 .25L .25L .40L 2.32
146+41 15_77 34 !113 2 .25L .25L .40L 1.25 C D !151+43 131114 2 1.11L .25L .90 1.12L G B
145+41 97 33 t13 2 .66L .63L .40L 1.22 D
146+42 33 .25L .29 2.18 4.18 DCC BAA
8t16 43143+40271 17 56, 28, 60 123, s .FCO
147+428 9123 .32 .25,, .40, 1.25,s3 03611120 .25, . , . 8 2.38 cc BB
143,0101191232 1.13, .25L .32 2.49,c EF147+424 31194 4.98 1.19 .45, 1.10,SB ,,, 0148+42,, 81153 .30 .25, .40 1.2,,0147+4236211183 .25, .40, 40, 2.11  H,,C144+419 6294 .44 .77 10., 29.71  CCCS,,9
144+41 40 35 123 2 .25L .25L .40L 1.68 D F
149+43 57 7 17_ 3 .58 .25L .40L 1.01L C 'BO
144+41 112 30 113 2 .73L .25L .43L 1.60 D M E
146+42 47 26 116 2 .74L .25L .40L 1.76 D l C
146+42 37 26 118 2 .25L .25L .40L 2.09 C K C
39 146+42 41 15 116 3 .25L .33L .40L 2.44 C I C
17 147+42 30 21 120 4 .25L .25L .51L 2.14 C FJ C
48 153+45 35 9 t16 4 .72 .25L .40L 1.00L B BC H
37144+414518,1311834.25 .25, 40, 307 c c30 147+42 34 1.33 .38 .40L 1.00L BE AB 5
42 146+43 39 11 118 3 .25L .25L .64 231 BC NBB
52 147+43 48 31 1161 2 .49L .26L .40L 1.35 E L K C
55 142+41 70 24 122 I 3 1.07L 25L .40L 1.85 F I G C
15 147+43 58 8 118 3 .66 .26L .40L 1.00L B BK
11 143+41 72 18 116 2 .29L .25L .41 2.28L C CE
56 142+41 54 11 122 4 .52L .25L 1.19 25.93L C KB
26 153+46 33 5 116 3 1.83 .54 .40L 1.00L BC AA L 0
33 142+41 34 10 33 4 .25L .25L 2.37 25.93L C KFC
25 144+42 69 10 1211 2 .58 .25L .40L 208L C AD N
8 151+45 30 5 116 3 1.09 .29 .40L 1.00L BD ABN 1
5 142+41 28 9 122 4 .65 .74 699 25.93 CCCF CBAD 0
59 141+41 21 3 ,124 4 53.17 274.25 1169.83 1144.97 BBBB AAAA 3
27 142+41 29 _ 1201 4 .25L 25 3.13 25.93L CC KCAD43 149+44 41 1171 .38 .25L .40L 1.00L C D J
141+41 38 15 1t7 3 .25L .25L .94 5.92L D HCB
141 ÷41 35 9 118! 3 .25L .25L .64 2.96 EC EB
153_46 54 10 117 3 .26L .25L 63 1.07L C BC
148+44 50 7 118 4 A3 .25L .40L 1.15L D BN J
150+45 49 9 1181 4 .46 .25L .40L 1.19L B AHKI
143+42 65 36 117 2 1.06L 29L .40L .93 F MF D
146+43 42 2t 117 3 .25L .25L .40L 1.77 C J L B
145143 40 34 1t3 2 81L .66L .40L 1.21 F C
150._45 30 8 117 3 88 .27L .40L 1.00L B BC F I
143+42 23 16 117! 4 .25L 25L .51 1.63 CC MFCB I
142+42 20 6 119 3 .52 1.89 14.80 25A1 BBCC BAAA 11
149+45 25 11 1161 2 .41 .25L .40L 220L C AC Ml 41t46,44 21 9 120 4 .81 .29 .40L 1.26L BD B
143(.43 56 10 121 3 .67 .25L .40L 1.02L B AJ I
t45f44 68 17 119 2 .47L .29L .53L 1.44 C JMKB
143 f43 3t 8 126 4 .33 .25L .40L 1.27L B B
148_45 44 8 118 3 .65 30L .40L 1.0OL B BJLK
144,r43 67 9 119 3 .26L .25L .45L 1.61 C MKGD
148t45 43 9119 33 .4t 25L .40L 1.00L C CE I4_43 27 119 2 16 54 A 5 BC ABNG 1
151+46 43 5 119 3 2.13 53 A0L 1.00L BC ABJE t,
144_44 22 9 1211 3 1.09 .26 .40L IOOL BD AB E 01
147+45 26 4 119 3 5.35 1.35 .40L 1.00L BB AAK 1
142,42 57 8 120 3 .69 .25L .40L t.07L B AD I
147,45 54 9 121 2 .43 .27L .40L 1.48L C CE D
148 ¢ 46 54 10 120 3 .50 25L .40L 1.00L C C N
146¢45 59 11 120 3 .25L .25L .87 1.15 CC M BC
145+44 34 7 120 4 25L .36L 67 2.43 BC CAB
141-42 29 10 122 3 107 .53 .40L 1.13L BC ABLG 0,
141 ,. 42 31 15 123 3 25L 25L .44 1.51 CC L DB i
145+45 52 8 121 4 .52 25L .40L 1.68L D C F












































































































# T Name Type Mag
1 13 14905 K2 9 85
5 t3 14908 F0 6 37
1 13 14913 11 90
1 13 14919 G5 27 80
2 13 14930 KO 36 75
1 2 DO32902 65 95
4 9 U05101 50 155
3 193 U05111 22 155
1 14941 G5 24 65
1 12 ZG 933+69 89 156
5 13 14949 K5 8 62
1 2 DO32925 38 120
1 12 ZG 937+68 26 151
1 13 14961 K0 12 80
2 13 14966K0 14 56
5 9 U05188 69 141
2 13 14976 F2 3 61
3 9 U05202 37 136
2 13 14981 M0 11 71
1 13 14963 7 85
6 9 U05221 23 108
I 13 14867 G5 31 68
1 13 14993 K0 7 71
1 321X0946+683 64 12
2 2 DO33009 25 101
3 9 U05277 31 153
2 "41 09486+6922 37 4
1 13 15013K0 31 75
3 9 U05302 12 151
t "41 09506+6918 35 4
1 13 15015 K2 5 70
1 "41 09512+6922 53 7
2 13 15022 K5 11 77
2 13 15023 K0 7 63
8 " 9 U05318 27 81
15 " 9 U05322 2 91
2 "41 09517+6913 32 7
2 2 DO33056 77 90
1 39 WE 0951+69W2 35 1415
5 6 A0953+6OB 3
1 13 15030 G5 11 70
1 13 15035 KO 7 76
I 13 15047 11 82
2 12 ZG 958+ 67 45 t50
4 9 U05398 54 106
1 13 15067 K0 21 70
1 13 15070 K2 36 85
1 13 15073 K2 10 77
1 13 15082 K5 2 75
2 13 15086 K5 5 73
1 13 15090 K5 16 70
2 13 15098 KS 10 67
1 13 15100 K0 27 72
I 13 15103 K0 33 71
2 13 15105 KO 6 70
5 9 U05485 30 151
2 9 U055O8 50 153
1 13 15120 K0 2 i 78
95




h m. , , (s) C) £3 ('3
0107+6639 42.3143 144+44 26 5 121
0107+6611 47,2 7 144+44 66 18 122
0116+6014 41.4[ 4 151+48 I 25 6 120
0123+6013 20.8! 4 151+48 ! 81 11 120
0156+6413 36.7;21 146+46 49 11 120
0169+6916 57,0 3 140+43 33 10 129
0171+6451 6.3 15 145+46 44 10 121
0171+6525 7,3 30 144+45 50 10 122
0172+6900 12.0 13 141+43 i 66 3 125
0176+6812 39.6 41 t41+43 t 66 7 123
0160+6126 3.6 38 149+48 31 12 121
0183+6910 20.7 48 140+43 48 9 125
0183+6109 22.8 52 149+48 42 , 7 121
0193+6512 18.8 36 144+46 43 9 124
0204+6100 24.7 14;149+48 72 12 33
0205+6549 32.1 11 144+45 49 8 123
0215+6424 31.4 38 145+46 20 5 123
0215+6609 32.1 42 143+45 65 8 123
0215+6732 34.6 58 i142+44 28 9 122
0221+6712 8.2 11 142+44 44 14 39
0226+6756 36.a 30 141+44 65 7:123
3228+6227 48.2 28 147+48 61 9 122
3231+6236 6.6 1 147+47 36 6 123
3234+6039 25.3 52 149+49 74 11 123
)242+6655 13.9 48 142+46 66 11 122
3243+6425 21.6 40 145+46 38 7 122
3251+6843 7.4!22 140+44 35 9 125
)263+6552 22.756 143+46 41 5 122
3268+6336 48.820 145+47 61 8 124
}272+6953 13.4 53 139+43 39 12 125
]273+6408 213 4 145+47 27 6 124
]291+6617 6.2 49 143+46 36 7 124
]298+6119 50.4 42 148+49 84 t6 124
)305+6948 32.4 28 139+43 20 8 125
)309+6017 54.8 4 149+50 34 7 123
)312+6857 13.6 52 139+44 43 6 126
)320+6506 3.8 54 143+47 36 L 10 123
)323+6347 23.2 50 145+48 87 I 20 124
)324+6912 26.1 61139+44 72 11 129
)330+6011 0.0 48 149+50 34 6 123
1331+6338 11.8 3 145+48 47 9 124
i344+6006 29.1 9 149+50 94 18 125
1347+6513 436 49 143+47 40 8 _125
1377+6612 42.7 39 _141+46 75 9 _126
1382+6842 16.3 17 '139+44 25 5 128
1385+6558 32.0 40 142+46 26 5 1261
1388+6314 52.4 45 144+48 77 13 127jl
1392+6947 12.9 18 138+44 32 7 129]
t396+6920 31.1 17 138+44 16 5 127 I
1400+6228 3.9 25 145+49 57 6 126 I
I
b411+6902 7.3 19 138+44 18 4 1291
_416+6740 38.1 22 140+45 26 5 126 I
P419+6518 65.8 47 142+47 46 10 126 I
=433+6329 21.1 4 144+491 31 7 126 I
t442+6552 15.6161 141+47 21 4 126 I
=453+6637 18.1 !23 140+46 30 9 127]
b462+6404 14.220 143+48 37 6 126]
L471+6502 11,129 142+48 36 31 129]
,473+6559 20.8 31 141+47 30 8 128 I
481+6867 12.0 22 138+45 58 12 128 t
t
486+6658 393 33 140+47 48 10 129]
517+6132 46.6 30 145+51 52 21 1261
529+6448 58.6 16 141+46 63 8 130 I
541+6614 7.6 24 140+47 [ 91 22 130 I
560+6147 2.3 54 144+51 i 20 3 1261
589+6615 59.1 50 140+48! 60 11 131 l
003+6858 20.5 20 137+45 58' 3 132J
006+6332 36.3 31 141+50 44 3 1281
006+6201 36.9 14 143+51 17 4 1241
017+6153 44.6 15 143+51 96 22 127 I
I
035+6707 32.1 26 138+47 39 9 132 I
040+6522 6.4 1 139+49 44 10 1301
946+6838 39,5 14 136+46 31 5 131_
046+6652 41.2 51 138+47 36 14 132 I
059+6024 54.3 37 144+53 59 14 125 /
067+6234 45,9 6 141+61 26 19 132 l
061+6700 7.1 45 137+46 46 6 132 i
984+6618 24.3 12 138+48 48 6 131i
099+6735 59.1 46 137+47 61 5 131]
111+6233 6.4 0141+51 51 14 125]
!i129_- 6510 59.1601136+49 24 9 130_
145+6032 31.6 38' 142+53 31 8 123|
153+6518 20.5 12 138+49 29 5 131 |
161+6227 6.6 25 140+52 30 _ 9 127 i
161+6629 7.3 31 137+48 48 12 132 i
161+6020 9.1 53 142+53 35 14 124|
11162+6246 16.2 41 140+51 22 18 133|
11171+6730 9.6 57 136+48 27 6 135 i
11178+6722 52.3 26 136+48 24 5 133]
11179+6537 54.1 21 137+49 16 4 132,
11183+6038 22.5 41!141+53 30 9 124 /
11201+6305 11.6 21 139+51 50 17 i124 /
11->05 _ 6957 32.E 29 134+46 33 10 137 /
11.>11+6941 7.9 7 134+46 47 11 137 /
11.>24t6400 26.6 11 138+51 90 36 127 /
11._25+6343 35.2 13 138+51 24 12 125|
11._30÷6701 5.(J 50 135+48 54 7 135 /
11._47+6651 44.8 52 135+48 32 7 134|
11_1+6744 11.8 10 134+48 31 5 135/
11_J62+6203 13.8 12 139+53 37 8 125|
Flux Density
H
C (Not Color Corrected)
12 _m 25 _m 60 _m l_ _m(3ansky)
1.73 ,50 .40L 1.02L
1.31L _ .25L .44 1.58L
6.72 1.73 .43L 1.00L!
.27L .25L .49 1.37L
.25L: .25L .75 1.61
32 .25L .40L 1.00L
.31L .25L ,82 1.14L
.25L .25L .66 t 1.41
.37 .29L .40L 1.04L
.56 .25L .40L 1.00L
.25L .25L .61 1.68
.46 .25L .40L 1.00L
.57 .26L .40L 1.00L
.35 .27L_ 1.28L 1.00L
.40L 25Li .66 2.07L
.38 .25L .40L 1.00L
1.14 ,32 .40L 1.00L
.35 .25L .40L 1.22L
35L .43 .77 1.49L
.30L .25L .57 1.60:
.45 .25L .40L 1.25L
.25L .25L .77 1.41:
4.79 2.01 .50L 1.00L
.29L .25L .59 1.08L
.33 .25L .40L 1.00L
.36 .25L .40L 1.00L
.30L .25L 1.09 2.66
1.41 .35 .40L 1.00L
.40 .25L .40LI 1.00L
.27L .25L .55 i 1.29L
1.29 i .37 .40L 1.00L
.25L! .25L ,90 3.13
.39L_ .70L .68L 1.05
5.92 2.20 .58 1.00L
26L .47 .95 1.14L
.60 .25L ,40L! 1.17L
.59 .25L ,40L _ 1.00L
.40L .25L .37 i 1.68L
.27 ,25L .40L 1.17L
1.10 .41 .40L 1.00L
.25L .19: .81 1.05L
1.28L .91L .31 1.03L
.59 .25L .40L 1.00L
.36L .25L .51 1.00L
3.57 .98 .40L 1.00L
4.65 1.05 .40L 1.05L
.25L .25L 1.00 1.66
.43 .25L .40L 1.14L
9.94 2.28 .34: 1.00L
.72 ! .27L .40L 1.00L
93.81 i 54.63 7.04 2.77
51.88 ! 13.96 4.79 4.93
.37 j .63L .40L 1,10L
,25L .21: 4.06 14.32
9.26 2.57 .52 1.00L
25L .25L 1.48 4.51
2.11 35 ,40L 1.20L
36L .26L .40L 1.53
25L .25L .66 2.31
.43L .25L .58 1.71
.35L .25L .84 i 1,22L
.58L .67L .40L .95
.40 .25L .40L i 1.61L
1.01L ,25L .40L i 1.58
.30 1,19 8.53 12.23
.25L .21 ,61L 1.09L
,36 , .25L ,40L 1.00L
.59 i .25L .40L 1.28L
85.81 i 20,02 3.07 .95
.40L ,25L .36 tOOL
.25L ,34L ,97 2,15
.25L .25L .63 1.61
3.18 ,84 .40L 1.00L
.25L .25L ,40:_ 1.31
.25L .25L .71 i 1.68
.25L .25L .47L 1.51
.46 .25L .40L: 1.00L
.42 .25L .40L 1.00L
.75 .25L .40L 1.00L
.26 .25L .40L 1.36L
.80 .17: .40L 1.06L
.77 25L .40L 1.00L
.25L .25LI 2.54 6.18
.73 .15: .40L 1.29L
.25L .25LI .59 1.15
25L .25L' .61 1.28
.58L .59L .40 1.21L
.25L .25L 1.15 2.62
1.31 .33 .40L t.00L
6.91 3.36 .54: t.00L
.42L ,25L 1_04 1.64
.42L .25L .42 1.08L
.25L .25L 1.24 2.65
.60L .25L .82 2.05
.61L .67L .41L 1.19
.25L .25L 1.19 4.24
.48 .25L .40L 1.00L
.25: .30 333 7.95
.90 .22: .40L 1DOL
,50 .25L _40L 130L
*Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing;
Flags Associations
V
Flux Corr A Confusion
Uncs Coef R Flags*
BC F JAA 2 150000000OL DD 2400000100
BB A A G 03000001 00




C C I B C 0400000000
C D G 0500000000AC 0500010000
C C C BA 0300000000
cB CJ 0410010000C B 0200020000
C CMM 0201010000
E MEBF 0201000100
B B J F 040OOOO000
BD AC 0 i 1300010000
C B 0300000000
BB MBBC 04000OO0O0
C D D D 0401000000
C C KE 0500O10000
C E B C O3OO0OOOOOi
BC C AAEH 0 14000000000300000000 I
LKAD 05000000004
C C 1300000000
CF F BB 0300000330
BC AB 1 1400000000D 0300000000
B GKBB 0400000000
BD AD K ! 0 1300001000
88; HAA 1200000110GC C 1200000000
B B C A A B 6 0400000000
EC I BBD 1300000000
B A D 0400000000;B B 0300000000
C ! D 1201000000
D F 0401000000
BC _AB 0 1300001000




AD AA 0 0400001000
B C A A F H 0 0400000000
DC G DB 0300000100
B B E F 1400000000
BBD AAE 0 1501010000
B B E 0300000000
FDCC AAAB 9 1300000000
BBCC AABA 21 0200000300
C B G M 0401000000
DCC L DBA 0180010300
BBE AAB 0 0300000100
ED EDAA 0101000000




C J B K ! 0300000000
E; I DD 1401000000
C B F 4500000000
C K B 2500000020
BBCC BAAA 0100010000
F EC D 2400000100
C C L L 0400000000
D BDKH i 0201000000
BBCC AAAC i 0 0300000000
D F F L 0300000000
C C i G B A 1400000000
C C F B B 1400000000
BCDc AA 0 0400000000GFCD 1400000000
CD J BC 0200000100
D E C 1200000000
B BLDN 1400000000C K I 0400010000
C A C F 0400000000
C E 13OOOOOOOO
BE AGJ L 0 0300001000
B A F M 0301000000
CC J GAA 0280000100
B D A E H 3 0300000000
C C MC C 0200000000
C D F C D 0200000000
D C 0400000000
C B AA h 0240000000
B E A C K 0 1300000000
BBC AAB 3 0300000000
BC GDBB 0300000100
C CJ 0400000000
C D H BB 0300000000




DDCC EBAA 71 0101000000
CE BD 7i 2100000000
B AFJ K 0300010000
L C
R S A Sep
S 2 # T Name Type C)
1 13 15123 MA 3
I 10 M+ 11-13-011 9
5 13 15129 M0 3
1 10 M+10-15-043 94
4 5 6 A1015+64 18
1 13 15144 K0 32
3 9 U05576 54
2 13115147 F0 27
1 10 M+10-15-068 106
1 13 15152 K0 7
1 1 13 15153 K0 3
I 13 15156 K0 6
3 12 ZG 1020+61 51
3 13 15163A0 6
2 13 15168K2 7
1 13 15169 K0 7
I 12 ZG 1021+67 64
2 12 ZG 1022+67 17
13 15176 K0 11
13 15179 4
13 15184 G5 36
C t _ 13 15186 11
"10 M+ 12-10-038 146_
3 13 15196 K0
13 15199)(0 9 =
1 13 15203 K5 7
4 9 U05717 81
2 4 TMSS +70094 16
3 10 M+ 10 15-104 7
2 13t15224 K2 6
1 13 15232 KO 4
3 6 A1032+63 23







1 13 15241 K0 3
4 13 15260K0 1
3 13 15261 K0 3
2 12 ZG 1038+63 81
2 13 15266 5
4 13 15269 K0 0
1 13 15270 K2 3
13 15273 M4E 14 13 15274 NO 8
1 13 15278 KO 13
4 5 9 U05873 60
4 13 15287 MA 2
6 9 U05904 43
13 15300 K0 11
10 M+11-13-040 141
4! 9 U05937 62
2! 12 ZG 1048+68 50
10 M+10-16 022 '122
13 15339 K0 2 I
8
6 9 U060EA 17
1 13! 15380 K5 4
1 13i 15383 K2 13
6 °13 15384 K0 1
2 "10 M+10-16-050 77
1 t2 ZG 1103+67 67
3 12 ZG 1104+65 4
1 13 15407 M0 1
2 12 ZG 1104 +66 10
4 12 ZG 1105+60 52
3 9 U06199 28
1 13 15424 K0 10
2 13 15427 K 9
1 13 15436 G5 7
1 13;15444 G5 19
2 13 15451 K0 2
1 13 15462 K0 8
4 9 U06316 52
1 13 15472 KO 3
2 9 U06339 14
3 13 15478 K0 5
2 4 TMSS +70106 18
3 9 U06407 53
4 9 U06429 52
4 9 U06430 37
2 13 15502 K0 7
4 9 U06459 18
1 13 15519 K0 13
2 t3 15520 F0 3
















































































h--_m 6 c_ _ Coords SMJ SMN 8 0
. , (s) () I b (') (') (') N
11267+6352 46.5 49 137+51 90 31 1122 2
11282+6633 135 49 135+49 19 3 135 4
11284+6936 278 21 133+46 t4 3 t37 3
11295+6121 31.1 34 139+54 30 10 ;126 3
11296+6416 37.8 52 137+51 54 32 123 2
11298+6242 53.0 30 138+52 34 11 '126 4
11301+6033 10.1 7 139+64 44 14 127 3
11302+6222 15.1 8 138+53 42 10 128 3
11304+6333 27.3 13 137+52 37 13 129 3
11308+6209 51,8 49 138+53 37 11 ,127 3
11311+6414 11.4 49 t36+51 51 27 131 2
11312+6643 17.7 58 135+49 38 8 47 4
54.6 611319+6343 137+52 29 10 128 4
11322+6010 16.8 34 139+55 49 14 1321 2
11331+6935 9.4 57 132+46 29 5 138J 3
11333+6231 19.1 28r137+53 30 7 129' 3
11346+6228 37.522!137+53 21 5 130 3
11348+6346 50.4 31 136+52 85 37 129 2
11348+6420 52,1 36 136+51 39 28 132 2
1t358+6441 49,4 55 135+51 71 42 134 2
11359+6849 55.3 22 133+47 87 20 140 2
11359+6133 58.9 7 138+54 32 30 19 2
11360+6337 4.3 24'136+52 68 29 130 2
11367+6049 43.4 26 138+54 41 8 127' 3
11367+6124 46,4 24 !136+54 35 30 126 2
11373+6830 23.4 1 133+48 27 5 138 3
11375+6818 355 15 133+48 35 15 138 3
11383+6107 19.7 23 1138+54 39 8 128 3
11364+6407 27.7 58'135+52 31 19 126 3
11396+6701 '41.7 22 133+49 26 4 133 ; 3
11398+6224 53,5 51136+53 29 16 12613
11401+6642 9.3 7 133+49 46 130
11405+6417 33.2' 3 135+52 58 28 132 2
11412+6439 17.1 29 134+51 66 34 129
11413+6023 22.5 49 136+55 42 12 130
11416+6814 52,2 6,132+48 29 3 134 i 4
11420+6050 0,9 40 137+55 49 11 131 =1348 129 311420+ 6019 3.132 137+55
11422+6708 t3.2J38 133+49 24 8 131 3411422+6504 16,8 22 134+51 18 130
11424+6159 27.6lll 136+54 26 6 129 3
11433+6144 22,0 16 136+54 53 32 127 2
11437+6646 47.6 26 133+49 21 3 131
11440+6452 0.4 52 134+61 62 36 132
11441+6939 7.0 26!131+47 45 11 1401 3
11447+6034 44.0 28 137+55 72 13 129 I 2
11461+6013 7,3 37 137+55 93 29 131 2
11461+6028 11.1 18 137+55 55 10 131 3
11462+6424 12,5 2 134+52 38 20 130 2
11462+6141 13,3 56 136+54 87 34 127 2
11465+6736 30.4 7 132+49 39 8 130 4
11469+6040 58,0 18 136+55 55 29 128 2
11472+6647 13.7 49 132+49 24 10 133 4
11474+6027 29.5 49 136+55 39 23 133 3
11476+6110 41.5 47 136+55 48 24 130 2
11482+6053 17,7 19 136+55 74 8 127 2
11487+6228 43.0 53 135+54 43 11 '131 3
11493+6145 24.0 6 135+54 54 14 '132 311497+6139 43.3 5 135+54 30 26 138 I
11506+6056 40.6 23 135+55 126 27 129 2
11535+6047 33.0 56 135+55 24 6 131 211539+6531 58.8 30 132+51 43 _ 135
11541+6309 8.4 56 133+53 32 8 132 3
11542+6149 16.5 44 134+54 35 6 134 3
11550+6411 3.6 32 133+52 42 9 130 3
11552+6044 13.8 16 135+55 33 8 131 3
11554+6805 25.8 17 130+49 26 8 136 4
lO _11557+6144 45.7 28 134+55 34 13411587+6124 47.1 14 133+55 84 19 137
11588+6624 49.9 7 131+50 25 5 t33 3
11588+6210 52.5 35 133+54 41 14 133 3
11596+6224 38.8 53 133+54 21 6 135 3
12000+6439 4.4 13 131+52 32 7 133 3
12008+6141 53.2 2 133+55 38 11 131 3
12010+6104 1.7 28 133+55 40 12 130 2
12010+6917 3.0 56 129+48 26 3,136 5
12012+6912 15.4 29 129+48 43 9'139 3
12013+6141 23.8 12 133+55 63 9 131 31
12017+6422 44.9 26 131+52 72 1; 133 23]12020+6442 2.1 51 131+52 22 134
12027+6327 48,0 6 132+53 47 27 130 2
12030+6902 3.1 12 129+48 22 4 138 4:
12031+6312 7.945 132+53 29 _ 136 _12035+6211 34.5 8 132+54 4712 131
12038+6354 48,1 54 131+53 28 I 10 135 3
12042+6726 15.621 130+49 26:61344
12046+6730 40.252129+49 7_21 18 135212050+6042 4.8 44 133+56 18 129
12053+6739 192 38 129+49 51 8 132 3
12055+6527 35.0 20 130+51 42 14 135 3
12060+6949 3.2 17 128+47 32 13 1395
12069+6753 59.845 129+49 61 13 1413
12085+6411 30.0 28 130+53 28 6 136 3
12086+6015 50.1 11 132+56 70 23 129 2
12088+68, 51.838 128+48 38 21 1313
12093+6836 20.449 128+48 37 91354
12096+6444 38.5i29 130+52 31 6 135 3
12111+6757 8 128+49 37 8 135 4
6"3'13 129+51 19 5 133 312116 + 6623 40.6





12 l_m 25 p.m 60 /xm 1(30 _m Flux
Oansky) Uncs
29L I .25L .40L 1.74 O
,83 20: .40L 1.17L BD
54.33 1392 2.23 1OOL BBC
.64 .25L .40L 1,58L
25L .25L .40L 2.18 B FB,25L .25L .70 1.91
.25L 25L .76 1.32L
.43 25L .40L 1.01L
.25L : .25L 57 2.09 BC
,25L I ,25L .99 2,44 C D
.25L 25L 40L 1 27 E
.36 25L .43L 1.26LI
.25L ,25L ,71 1.85 B B
,25L .55L ,60 1.22: DE
2.87 ,72 .40L 1.O0L C
,26L 27 1.62 3.20 C CC4.74 1.29 .40L 1.33L B
,25L ,57L ,40L 1.30 F
39L .51L .51L 1.20 D
,30L .58L .46L 1.06 E
.25L .65L .45: 1,15 E D
.66L .56L .40L 1.58 F
25L .59L .40L .73 F
.25L .25L ,81 1.75 CC
.25L 25L 55L 1,59 C
3.36 .66 .40L 1.00L A B D25L .25L .57 1.14L
.48 .25L .40L 1.13L C
.25L .25L .40L 1.08 C
4.86 1,19 ,40L 1.00L, B B
2,60 1.31 .40L 1.00L BB C ]
.56L .26L .60 1,01L
.25L .25L .40L 1.27 C
.25L .60L .40L 1.12
.25L .25L .66 2.18 B
25L 20 2.33 3.94 OCC
.25L .25L .79 1.56: B BD
.75 .25 .40L 1.01L
.75 .17 ,40L 1,00L BD ;
,96 ,50 .40L 1,26L DO
.25L .25L 1,90 3.32 B B i
.26L 62L .40L 1.37 E
1.49 .39 .40L 1.eeL BO '
.71L ,25L ,55L 1.88 C i
.25L .25L .56 1.04 DO
.25L .25L .52 2.82L E
.30L .25L 1.71L .87 D
.34L ,25L .69 1.21L C
.88L 2.17L .31 1.92L C
.25L .63L ,45L 1.32 C
,29 ,25L ,40L 1.00L C
.25L 25L .51L 1.70 C
.25L .25L 1.17 2.70 B B
.25L .25L .40L 1.92 C
.26L ' .25L .40L 1.47 D
.25L i .25L .40L 1.66 F
25L .25L 1.06 1.75 CC
.25L .25L .48: 3.15 F D
.25L .25L ,40L 2.10 F
.25L .25L .43L 1.27 D
.25L ,21: 2.28 6,69 FCC
,95 .22 .40L 1.OOL BE
,43 .25L ,40L 1.00L C
1,20 ,26: .40L 1.15L CD
.62 .15: .40L 1.08L BO
.68 .19: .40L 1.0OL BD
.77 .15: .40L 1.0eL CE
.91 .25L .40L 1.00L C
.65L .55L .33 1,34L C
1.22 .30 .40L 1.0eL B D
.25L .25L .54 1.60L C
,82 1.40 13,87 31.49 BBCC
,25L ,26L 1.79 2.63 CC
.25L .25L .92 1.92 B C
.25L .40/ .88 2.22: C D
1.09 .24 .40L 1.00L BC
.27 .25L .40L 1.0eL B
.31 .25L .40L 1.01L C
.32 .25L .41L 1.01L F
.25L .16: 1.89 4.24 O B B
.25L .65L .47L 1.31 E
4.12 1.08 .40L 2.48L AB
2.01 .57 ,40L 1.0eL BC
.25L .67L .45L .79 E
.25L .27L 1.40 2.40 C E
.29L .22: 2.06 4.99 CBB
.25L .25L .45 1.0eL E
,25L ,25L .43: 1.10: DD
.40L .25L ,57 1.05L C
.34L .25L .62 1.27 CC
.31L .25L 33 1.49 CB
.74L .25L .48 1.0eL C
.29: .31 2.94 8,30 F DCC
,25L ,551- .46L 1.28 F
,25L ,25L ,40L 1.42 D
.37L .25L ,68 ,77: B D
1.38 .38 .40L 1.00L BO D
.27L .25L .40 1.33L
1.48 .40 .40L 1.0eL CC
.43L ,25L ,75 1,03L B
Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12.









L F B C 0400000000
d A O O4OOOOOO0O
040001000O
BMDC 2501000240
E A 8 13OO00OO00
C 4500000360
E D MI 0300000000
KNBB 4500000120
B D 0400000000
AAL L 1 0300001000
KDAA 0200001000
AAFI ' 2 0302001000
F 850100036O
H J D 9501000360
J 950100024O
GO I 1400000110
L O _ 4501000360
O ' 4500OO000O
G B B O60000000O
L J F ! 4580000220




A A K 0 1200000000
AALK 0 0400000000ECB 1200001000
M C i 9501000150
J E I 6500000200
B B , 0500000000
J CAA 09 0200000000
G C B B 550OOO000O
B N 16OOO0O000





B C 1400000000 I
BC 7400000000 I,
H E 5500000000
B G = 7500000020
GI E F 5400000000
L D E 2400000230
i
% g 030oo10o008500 0 0!
AA 01000OO100
C D 7401000030





C L B ! 9500000008
E CAA 1200001000
ACMM = 0 0400000000
B K 0400000000
AC L 4 250OOOOOOO
B O 0 0400000000
AC 0 : 0401000000








MA B 01000000OO i





AA E 0 0200001000
A B 3 1400000000
D E : 2401000000
















25, 60, 100 /_m; 10) High Source Density Region.
L C
R S A
S 2 # T Name Type
2 13 15530
18 6 13 15532 M0
4 13 15542 F5
C
2 12 ZG 1129+62
1 13 15549 K0
C 4 9 U06534
5 9 U06542
8 2 12 ZG 1131+63
3 13 15567 K0
2 12 ZG 1133+62
3 13 15571 M0
C 1 32 Xl134+637
8




2 13 15588 MA
8 1 13 15600 G5




3 9 i U06714
r
2 13 [ 15622 K2
2 13 [ 15623 K0
3 9 U06727
2 '° 2 DO 33812
8
3 i 9 U06752
3 ; 9 UC,6762
2 12 ZG 1146+_
4 I i
1 13 15640 F8
1 10 i M+ 10-17-082
8
1 10 M+ 10-17-090
4 9 U06860
5 9 U06910
1 13 15663 G5
2 13 15665 KO
2 13 15666 G5
1 16 05396 M
2 13 15670 K2
2 13 15672 K2
2 13 15673 G5
1 13 15690 K2
4 9 U07005
3 4 9 U07014
5 9 U07020A
1 10 M+ 10-17-134
2 13 15696 K2
1 13 15697 K2
1 13 15699 K0
1 13 15700 G5
4 9 U07062
5 9 U07079
3 13 15708 M0
3 13 15710 K0
3 12 ZG 1203+62
1 12 ZG 1203+63
5 * 9 U07101
5 9 U07106
2 12 ZG 1205+6O






1 13 15736 K2
I

















































































































































a $ Coords SMJ SMN 0
(s) C) I b [") C) (')
L5 ->8+48 ! ?3 3 _2
L9 .>8+49 _.3 7 11
1.3 30 + 53 -)5 5 ]6
1.2 .>9+51 _.0 3 ]7
L1 ]0+55 i 12 2 ]5
L2 ->8 t- 48 .)5 6 ]2
.},6 ;'7+47 14 6 39
.}.7 ->9+53 39 8 33
L9 27+47 30 5 !.8
P.4 30+54 34 3 |1
].8 28 + 51 _.6 4 ]9
L1 29+52 ->9 1 39
1.8 28+51 20 6 ]8
._.C 30 + 56 ]9 8 36
3.5 29+55 t4 4 36
_)._ 29 _-53 32 0 36
1.5 29+55 33 8 37
r£ 28+51 .>6 6 39
LE 29+57 26 9 34
].8 28+54 25 6 37
).E 27+49 29 9 40
)._ 27+51 57 _0 33
_.,_ 28 + 53 29 9 37
L1 26+48 16 3 39
I.; 28+54 66 !7 37
5,,= 26+48 20 5 42
.>.; 27+52 23 4 38
_,._ 26 + 48 59 14 40
5._ 27+52 83 16 44
3._ 26 + 50 32 11 38
5.1 26+48 18 5 41
1.:= 27+53 37 I1 41
5._ 26+48 14 3 42
5.`= 26+48 85 ._2 42
3.( 25+48 58 14 41
95, 26+53 36 10 46
D.( 26 + 53 33 6
3.! 25+ 52 27 6
7.; 25+61 36 16
4.,= 26 + 56 35 9




25+55 21 15 31
25 + 52 46 8
25+55 67 16 37
25+56 29 3 3`=
25+56 18 5 3z
24+52 27 15













122+51 22 _ i4!
122+49 48 _ 14,
122+50 17
122+48 54 1; 14
122+52 3£ .= 14
121+55 2'4
122+51 21 ,= 14
121 +52 2_ ! 14
121+53 31 I 14
121+57 1( _, 8
121 +4_ 2; ! 14
120+5E 3( 1', 14
120+ 5£ 5( 1l 13
121+4_ 2' ! 14
120+ 5( 41 1:14
120+6. = 2" ' 14
120+5. = 4( 11 14
120 +5_ 31 _ 13
119+5! 11 , 1_
120+5' 2 lZ
120+5.' 1! 1 1,_
119+5_ 11 1,_
120+51 5 1 1.=
120+41 8 1 I(
120+54 3 1.=
120+5q 2 1.=
119+5, 7 1 1_
119+51 4 1 1_
118+5, 7 3 1_
118+5, 7 1,
118+5: 1 1_
117+5 4 1 1,
119+5 3 11
119+4 2 1!
118+5 2 £ ;1,
118+5 1 1 [1,
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)
12 _m 25 _m 60 _m 100 _m
(Jansky)
.25L ! .27L 2,99 6.09
.37L' .25L ,39 1.15L
.25L .25L 1,89 4.40
.25L .25L .64 2.88
.28L .25L .67 1.30:
.64L .25L .74 1.57
.25L .16: 1.60 4.11
.25L _25L .48 1.32
26L .25L 04 3.89
.39L .25L .47 t.15L
.25L .25L A0 2.23
25L .25L .61 1.02
1.29 .38 A0L 1.00t
.25L .25L 1.00 1.20:
20.62 10.20 .97 1.00L
.63 .30L .40L 1.00L
.85 .25L .40L t.00L
.31 .86 7.58 14.25
.70 .17: A0L 1.00t
.26L .35 2.23 3.24
.25L .24 1.20 1.77
.42L .25L ,34: 1.07
.85 .18: .40L 1.00L
2.33 .98 A0L 1.00t
.29L .25L .38 1.15[
2.60 .71 .40L 1.021
.28L .47 2,72 3.66
.30L ,25L .38 1.05l
.47L ,25L .47 1,361
.46 .25L .44L 1.001
2.75 .77 .40L 1.001
.25L .25L .74 1.91
37.68 9.26 1,57 1.001
.41L .25L 33 1281
.25L .40L .39 t.00
.25L .25L 1.04 2,94
.26L ,25L 1.36 3.68
,75 23 A0L 1.001
.38L ,25L .46 1.71]
.73 .16: .40L 1.00!
.26 .25L .40L 1.63
.66 .25L .40L 1.00
.48 .77 12.22 3053
.41 ,25L .40L 1.00
.32L .25L .53 1.26
.41 .26L .40L 1.06
.42L .25L .48 1.00
1.80 .47 .40L 1.00
4.23 1.40 .29: 1.00
.26L .35L .38 1.00
.60L .25L .31 2.02
.24 .25L .40L 1.00
10.47 2.69 .35 1.00
.85 .22 .40L 1.00
.66 ,25L .40L 1.00
.30 .26[ .40L 1.00
.40L .25t .58 1.27
1.18 .35 .40L 1.00
1.11 .29 .40L 1.00
.25L .25i 1.80 3,11
1.03 .28 .40L 1.0£
.67 .28l .40L 1.0£
.25L .27 3.21 5.83
lo8.29 31.04 8.09 4.23
.38 .251 .40[ 1.0_
2.11 .52 A0[ 1.0£
.37 .431 .40t t.01
1.33 .34 .40t 1.0£
t.12 .25 .40[ 1.0(
5.50 1.37 .40[ 1.0(
.25L .251 1.24 2,7z
34 .27i ,40[ 1.01
.96 .26 .401 t.0[
.54 ,34 .401 1.0(
.251 .25 .65 1.1,
.401 .25 .73 1.2"
.82 27 .401 1.0(
.35 .25 .401 1.0_
1.37 .37 .401 1.01
.261 .25 .51 1.5t
.38 .25 .40! 1.01
.251 .18 1,67 3.4,
1.22 .36 .40 1.0q
.25 .25 .74 .7
.25 .25 1.23 2.4_
.25 . .25 .33 .8_
.27 .5_ .40 1.8_
,74 .13 .40 1,0
1.17 .32 .40 1.0
1.33 .25 .30 2,1
.25 ,25 .45 1.4
.25 .2.= .40 .8
50 2.= ,49 .9
.40 1.9; 11.35 10.8
25 .2.= 1.22 2.2
.43 .2.} .4C 1.0
1.14 .21 .4C 1,0
.37 .2_ 35 1.3




Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2
BBI DAA !010000001
C D lOO000000 I
COl DAA !00000000 ]
C C i _B B !00000100 I
B D I B B 100000000 ]
D B J B B 100000000 I
EBBI MBA !C 1002540 ]
CC DD 100000100 I
D C C A !C2000750 I
C B E 300000000 I
CC MBB )000001001
BC AC 100000000 I
C B N 300002000 I





D D L H _00000000
E C B BA A 200000000
EBC BAB 300001000
O F C C 400000000
D C 401000000
B A L I 300001000
C F C 300000010
B A L 300000100
CBB AA, a 201001000
C B F 400000000
C C E 40000000O
L 300000000
B A J 4000OOO00
BC B E 400000000
BB AAI- 401000000
D F E 301000000
C C H O r 300000000









C KC [ =501000000
) ; I _500001 000
C C t: _500000000
',C _B L _400001000
;BD _AF 1400000000
C HC )40000000O
C D I )200000000
: , H )300000000
B C _A D )400000000
ID _C ,

















































# T Name Type (") Mag
9[ U07258 _8 138
9 U07264 _5 133
2 ZG 1213+62 8 148
0[M+12 12-004 _3
9 U07306 i7 I41
;0 7ZW 446 i9
9 U07351 19 126
3 15769 K5 2 73
3l 15775 MA 2 75
31 15776 G5 5 73
3[ 15783 G5 1 6B
9 ] U07453 ._2 131
_3I 15785 K0 6 75
6 ] A1221 +67 6
_31 15801 G5 12 63
SS DRA 5
91 U07572 29
12[ ZG 1226+69 12
131 15811 G5 8
13] 15812 1
121ZG 1227+64 36
t31 15816 M0 1
9 U07747 271 ZG 1233 + 64 69
1 RV DRA 72
13 15853 K0 5
13 15856 G5 34
13 15859 K0
9 U07831 48
13 15865 K2 4
10 M+ 10--18-076 9_
13 15872 E
13 15877 K0 C'
13 15883 $4 1
13 15901 A5 21
13 15902 K5
13 15906 K2 I
13 15907 F5 !
2 DO 34202 61
13 15913 ',
12 Z_G342061250+60 1_
13 15930 K2 1'
13 15941 F0
9 U08059 4_1 15945 N P [
13 15947 G5 [
t3 15950 K0
13 15954 G5 1;
13 15955 KO
13 15956 KO 14
13 15960 K0
12 ZG 1259+65 5i
13 15962 F5
13 15965
13 15977 K5 1
' 1_ 15985 K0 1
U08214 1
'1_ 15991 K0 1
• _ U08237 4
1.. 15994 K0 1












13181+6526 i 1 i118+5 __1 [1, I 2+9_ __'8( __


































































































































































25 /.¢m 60 y,m
(Jansky)





A Confusion R S A Sep


































































Right Ascension: 14h26m52"-15h25m17 ' Declination: +60"-+70"
Position (1950) Flux Density Flags
Name H (Not Color Co,coted)
Galactic Uneer_intyCoords SM] SMN 8 12 #m 25 _m 60 #m 100 #m
h_...6 i(s_ (_) f b ('3 ('3 (')N (J_y)
14268+6124 25L .27 2.40
14268+6955 .25L .25L ,40L
14270+6633 .27 .25L .40L
14271 +6437 .52L' .25L .36
14276+6103 25L .25L 2.08
14277+6006 2.66 .74 ,40L
14280+6015 .25L ,25L 1,34
14282+6016 .70 .25L ,40L!
14283+6930 30 .29L .40L
14295+6324 136 .25L .43L
14303+6026 ,24 .25L .40L
14310+6519 ,23 .25L .40L
14325+6724 ,40L .25L .41L
14331 +6004 .72 .25L .40L
14333+6325 .52 .25L .40L
14334+6511 .61 .16: .40L
14360+6129 ,58L ,65L .27
14370+6264 ,25L .25L ,58
14371 +6913 .45L ,25L .70
t4372+6423 .25L .19: 2.04
14377+6604 ,45 28L .40L
14366+6039 .30 .25L .40L
14386+6113 .70L .25L .28
14404+6927 ,46 25L _40L
14408+6128 .36 .25L ,40L
14416+6618 ,25L ,54 2.33
14418+6131A ,25L ,21 1.31
14426+6116 .20 .25L .40L
14432+6015 .39 .25L ,40L
14436+6256 .25L .25L ,54
1444_+6011 ,76 .15: .40L
14464+6951 ,25L .25L ,29
r4464+6119 .26L .25L .65
14473+6355 .47 ,25L .40L
4474+6627 .46 ,26L ,40L
4492+6231 3.24 1,40 ,40L
4494+6551 2.61 ,75 .40L
4498+6259 ,29 .50L ,40L
4501+6212 ,25L .25L ,40L
4504+6612 ,25L .25L .57L
4516+6020 ,25L .25L ,62
4525+6305 ,48 .25L .40L
4527+6447 .25L ,25L .37:
4531+6957 ,76 ,15: .40L
4534+6450 .30 .25L .40L
4536+6858 36 .25L .40L
4549+6836 .36L .25L .48
4561 +6312 .25L .25L 1,03
4567+6607 124,46 33,05 5,20
4570+6339 .25L .25L 1_13
4571 +6403 1,10 ,28 ,40L I
4573+6624 ,46 ,25L .40L
4579+6832 .56L .50L .38
4580+6831 .56L .44L .37
4582+6114 ,25L ,25L 1.02
4592+6540 .65 ,25L .40L
4594+6717 ,61 ,42L ,40L
4596+6858 ,25L .25L .58
5015+6609 ,27 .25L .40L
5022+6013 1.86 .46 .40L
5040+6938 .52L .57L .45L
5053+6310 .25L .26L 1.05
5059 + 6242 .55L .32L .34
5061 + 6831 .25L .4gL 33
5063 + 6607 .25L .39: 1.72
5066+6454 35 .26L .40L
5075+6556 9.15 2.35 ,34:
5078+6059 .47 .25L .40L
5078+6444 ,65 25L _40L
5076+6155 ,26 .26L ,40L
5080+6416 ,48 25L ,40L
5083+6625 25L .26L ,75
5086+6416 .62L ,25L 32
5093+6835 .43 .25L .40L
5118+6604 .25L .20: 1.86
5122+6946 .38 .25L ,40L
6132+6702 .25 .25L _40L
5140+6732 1.25 .26 ,40L
5142+5609 ,43 .25L .40L
6149 +6010 ,25L .15: ,85
5151 +6637 ,35 25L .40L
5165+6016 1.41 .39 .40L
6156+6931 ,25L .25L ,33
5159+6728 .28L .25L .44
5163 +6267 .63 .13: ,40L
5169+6958 ,40L .25L ! 38
5172+6920 ,43 .25L ,40L
5181 +6241 .49 .21 .40L
5187+6545 ,25L .13: ,43:
518g+6239 1.21 25 .40L
6211 +6511 ,25L .26L ! ,60
5217+6331 3,60 .87 .40L
5221 +6316 .52 .25L .40L
5230+6951 ,39L .25L! .63
5232+6043 31 ,25L_ .42L
5233+6405 .37L ,46L .49
5237+6719 25L 25L' .53
5244 _6854 ,35L .33 2,87
5252+6822 26 ,25L .40L
5252 ÷ 6522 .25L ,25L' .95
Associations
V L C
Flux Corr A Confusion g S A Sev







i 16406 F5 6(;



























































*Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
IO0
!_I TI I










































































































Coords SMJ SMN O














































































I FlagsV L C
Flux Corr A Confusion R S A



















































ZG 1601 +64 155
ZG 1602+66 153



























Right Ascension: 16h18m09"--16h47,-00 ,
Posilion (1950)
Name t
- -- Galac{ic Uncertainly
a 8 a ,8, Coords SMJ SMN 0 12 pm



































16320 + 6741 ";




16339 + 6806 1.0
16339+6135 .3
16340+6321 .4
16342 + 6402 .2
16342 + 6034 23.9
16346 + 6540 .2_
16349 + 6729 .3_
16349+6156 .4"
16357+6110 .21
16358 + 6832 .4!
16358 + 6709 ,7(
16359 + 6449 .3(
16359 + 6439
16360 + 6620 .8( .37
16364 +6310 .2_ .21
16364+6100 4,4- ¢ 1.10
16365 + 6403 .31
16368 + 6744 3E ,26
16372 + 6445 ,25
16374 + 6321 ,2_ .25
.25 25
16374 + 6116 2,62 .68
16375 + 6052 .25 .25
16378 + 8222
16386 + 6216 .30 ,25
.70 1.02J
16388 + 6859 .74 •251
16393 + 6608 .80 251
16393 +6611 25 .18




16404 + 6229 .251 .25[
16405 + 8224 .45 ,251
16405 + 6440 6.83 1 35
16406+6435 2591 25L
16409 + 6030 ,691 .25L
16411 + 6017 .25t .25L
16414 + 6155 ,25[ ,25L
16417 + 6421 .25!. .25L
16418 +6540 ,25L 26
16420 + 6302 1.21 .34
16427 + 6258 .24 .25L
16428 + 6204 ,25L .28
16430 + 6055 1.58 ,42
16434 +6138 1,62L 25L
16435+6125 .25L 25L
16435 + 6115 .36 .25 L
16439 + 6519 .40 .25L
16442 + 8032 .53L .25L
16442 + 6936 .26L ,25L
16442 + 6009 .25L .66L
16445+6155 ,44L .25L
16452 + 6658 .98 .23:
16452+6418 .25L .15
16456 + 6328 25L .25L
t6460 + 6745 .25L .25L
16460 + 6254 .25L .25L
16464 +6328 .44 .35
16464 + 6236 .25L .25L
16467+6213 .27L 25L i
16468+6337 .10 1851L9 125 25L
16470 + 6752 .66L .47L
*Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing;
102
Declination: + 60 °- + 70 °
Flux Density Flags AsSOciations
lO0 /tm L C
R S A Sep








A, 17062 KO 53
AI 17065 K2 71
A I 17069 KO
A l 75
AI 17073 G5 55








25 pm 60 #m Flux Corr A Confusion






2( • 1 _A
.,' 17106 MO 66
• 11 2. ;C U10425 153
z




J , 1. C
.1 1.; 2., B
.2 ._ 1.1 7ZW 650
7.8 1.; 1.i A, 17132 KO 85
.2 .E 1.! I 17137 M6E 63
,2 .4 I .:
.2 .4 1.( B M + 10 - 24 - 001
2: .4 2.( I 17150 KO 72
.2! .4 1 .( F 17152 K2 78
.2! .4 1.1 H 17154 KO 70
10,2! 1.2 I.( AI 17155 M5
.2! .5 L ( 67
.2,' .4 1.C _11
.2,= .4_ 1.3 17156 85
• 2-= ,44 1.C 3( 17159 91





.4( _ K ZG 1636+66 146




.41 C ZG 1637+63 151
.4C 3.7; J 17170 K5 70









.40i J i U10518 146
.401 I 17187 R8 71




.401 2.07 ( U10522 155
.40t 1.18 ,q(
3.45 7.37 _.e U10524 145
.401. . (
.401. 16420 + 6302 3
17199 K5 85
1.85 4.14 _" '_ U10532 138
.40L 3,171
.51L 2.02 : E 17202 MA 82
.40L 2.90 ;£ M+ 10-24 047
.40L 4.62L F
A0L 1,00t DO 35433 105
.40L 1.75 B 17206 K0 81
.46 1.32 I B
.40L 2.58 A
.83 2.49 ;B U10542 156




.60 .>.03 B U10561
.40L _.30L 151
.49 I.OOL I 17220 K5 75
.92 1.42L C U 10563
.40L }.61L 143
.40L !.15 C 17223 K5 70
.40L .96 E















Position (1950) Flux Densily Flags
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected) V L
a _ Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 /_m 25 p.m 60 _m 100 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S
ham. o 8, (s) ( ) I b (") (') (') N (Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2
16470+6721 1.00L BC AA 02400001000
16475+6217 4.42L S HMBA 3301100108 i
16478+6755 1.00L B C 7601100000
16478+6303 8.62 BCBC CBAA 08342002008
16483+6807 1.91 C H I D 4400000220
16492 + 6850 2.64 C C B A 9500010000
16495+6257 1.36 E KKB 9502010138
16497+6634 .81:[ DD KDC 0400001000
16499+6533 1.19L B CDJ M 0200110000
16501+6815 1.14 [ C OH D 6500001110
i
16504+6534 1.20L B D 0200110000
16506+6826 1.63 D L N F 6501000450
16512+6034 2.81L[AB AAF 19401002008
16512+6411 6.57L[ B D NN 9301000008
16514+6219 6.76L CD BF K 11300000008
16514+6347 1.91 BB F BA 9503000308
16514+6910 1.06 C K C 9601000000
I6516+6311 4.32L D G 9401000128
16516+6144 5.06L B BI NJ 7301010008
16517+6115 2.64 D K JC 9500100038
165 t 8 + 6900 1.84 C D MB B 9602000010
16525+6544 1.01L C BH J 0300000000
16532 + 64t3 1,01L B DKK 5601001000
16533+62t6 2.48 DBB FDAA 8400100108
16533+6026 3,70L BC ABMH 1 1401001008
16537+6357 1.46L[ F B GJ 8502101230
16537+6942 1.10 I D G 9602100740
16542+6126 3.03 [ D HEC 9301100058
16542+6944 1.52 l C J D 9681100840
16542+6210 6.78LIB BG 9300000008
16545+6357 .93 I C FE 9500100330
16553 + 6802 1.00LI B B K 2602130000
16556+6959 1.45 I D MNI 8500100440
16557+6512 1.00LIBC ABI i 2 0511101000
16557+6757 1.00LI D BE F 1601130000
16561 +6506 1,00LIC CM 0500011000
16562+6133 5.82L] C BFNE 9302101018
16572+6158 1,79 / D I J D 9501100018
1,00L[ A CC A A F L 1 050010000016577 + 6045
16579+6132 2,28 / F KKGD 958110049O
1.95 | E I C 9481201480[
16580 + 6135 1.00L] C D 240300000016580 + 6422
16586+6247 2.53 | B F DHB 9502000178
16588+6357 ,58 l D L F [ 8401002000
16589+6942 1.14L[C CG 4601000000
16590+6849 1,26 | D J J D 9600000200
1.07L| C AGI F 9602000100
16593+6915 1.00L/BD AC J 5 0500011000
17000+6105 1,16 [ E B 750010014017005 + 6326
17006+6043 1,00L[ BC AC 2 0500110000
17008+6444 1.17 / BC GCBB 1402001000
/
17009+6329 1.38 / E I C 6501100130
17010+6315 1.73 / C GMC 9580100038
17011 +6345 1.32 | EB HMBB 9401000000
1.00L| C N J B 130000000017017+6416
17019+6440 1.00L{BC ACNH 01402013000
17024+6106 1.22 / F n MCE 2401000010
17025+6024 3.44 [ BB MDBA 0301001000
17026+6131 .91 | BB FBC 4400000000
17033 + 6457 1.00LtB F BE 00401000000
1703516115 1.07LIB B J L 2402001000
.99 | BC J HCC 3402000100
17037+6207 1.401_[ D GB 2402001000
17037+6047 1.00L| B EDG 040110110017038 + 6038
529LI C C D 9400000008
17040+6214 1.17!-[ CC EBAC 0401001000
17044 + 6720 1.34 | B C D B B 9505000008
17046+6255 1.44LIC FI 040100010017048 -, 6038
2.13 | [3 J J C 940010113017052+6215
17056+6759 t.30 [ r" HC 1400000210
17057 + 6042 1.15L[ B E J 1402010000
1.00LI B BFI G 3410131000
17066+6110 1.07LI B D L 2302000000
17068+6325 5.12 | BBE FAAA 1140004000
17069 _-6047 .58 | £ I GE 1400001000
17073+6103 1.00LIB CMNK 1400020000
17075+6113 2.16| FDE JCBA 0342112200
17078+6341 1.00L[AB AAI I 2 040100200017O79 + 6125
17081 +6422 ; 225|AABE AAAA 3039110000015
17082+6206 5.29 / CBE HBAA 4203013010
.84 | BE L B B 0401001100
17082 -_6015 1.00LI S C AB 0 1510002000
17086_6546 1,21| CC CEBB 1401000100
17089+6558 1.081 CE FFDB 1302000000
17092 + 6302 1.00LI B B A A K 1 2401000000
17102+6621 1.12/ B( M BB 0400000200
17102 ;6442 ,97 1 ( DES 2300000200
17110.*6002 .90l C| J BD 1401000000
17113+6939 1.00LIC DF 1401141000
1712117119+6256+6255 1.00L[ B AFGB : 1311141000
1.021-] F EG 0402010000
17139 +6503 1.00LIAB AAFG 10300101000_
1714136324 1.00L[BO ABJ 20402001000'
17153 t 6726 1.30L|C C L 0402385000
17156÷6046 1.0OLIBD AAKM 9 0422377000
17158 _ 6043 123L| C GE 0400001000
17159 + 6017 1.00LICC ADI N 00401376000
17160 _6041 1.00t_[8 C M 0402012000
17163 +6049 1.10| Bt I HBC ! 0302000200
1718017173_ 60396119 i 14.04]BCB[ CAAA 51100146100









































































































































































































































25 _m 60 y.m
(Jansky)






















ZG 1722+63 155 !
17458 KO 7t
17462 90
17474 K0 62 i








17509 K2 77 |
17511 90
=








ZG 1734+67 156 =
17549 K2 70 w
17548 86



























*MARK 607 $2 I54
Ul1005 155
Ul1008 145
17501 _6825 M+11 22 006
17505 + 6218 17655 K5






































































































































































































"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at
Uncertainty (Not Color Corrected)
SMJ SMN O 12 pm 25 pm 60 Fm
(') (") (') (Jansky)
, .I .2r ._
' A .2 ._
.7 .1 A
,2 .2 A
; .2 .2 .4
.2 .0 2.(;
; .3 .2: .4
2 .2: .4
• 2 .2_ .4
' .2 .2! .2
{ .5 .2! .2
: .2 .2! .4
; .3 .2! A
1 .4 .1( ,4
.4 .1( .4'
E 2 .2! .41
E .2: .2_ .21
E .3_ .2_ .2:
4 .21 .2_ .41
2 .2_ .2_ .3_
.5_ .2_ .4(
1 .3_ ,2E .3_
1 .3{ .26 .4(
2 .1{ .25 .41
5 3! .25 .41
4 .2( .25 .4(
2 .2_ .25 .2;
1 .2_ .25 .4(
1 .5z .11 .4(
1_ .71 .16 .4(
1_ ,26 .25 .76
.26 .25 .66
! 7.52 113.48 133.3C
9 .26 .25 .4(;
1l .37 .25 31
1! .71 .16 .4(;
8; .18 .25 .4(;
3_ .25 .25 .40
2_ .25 .251 .51
1£ 62 .251 .40
1.08 .36 .40
.14 .71 2.04
0; ,25 .251 .40
3; 42 .251 A6
E 59 .09 .40
76 42 .25[ .40
43 75J .25[ .27
44 271 .14 A1
66 711 .63[ .40
59 381 .25[ .30
13 55 ,25L .401
38 45 .25[ .401
10 48 .10: .401
39 631 .54L .62]
27 71 .20 .401
36 25[ .25L 32
10 84 .19: .40t
8 39 .11: .40(
12 21.80 8.31 1.42
13 29 ,25L .401
8 41 •07: .40[
t5 16 .25L .40[
58 29[ .25L .43[
5 1.40 .42 .40[
_7 25L .25L .30
12 .68 .09: A0L
_7 50 .25L .40[
5 1.26 .46 .40L
14 1.45 .34 .40L
17 _5L .13 .23:
tO 17 .25L .40L
6 1.59 .58 .40L
2 ?4 .25L .40L
_5 ?7L .25L .39
8 15 .25L .40L
_8 tl 25L A0L
;1 )0L .25L .30
!0 I1 .16 .40L
!8 19L .25L .25
'8 1.24L ,25L .40L
!2 _5 .25L .40L
'5 t5L .25L .37
5 ;9 .12 .40L
8 _3 .25L .40L
7 i7 .12: .40L
1 .61L .53L •31
1 .30 .25L .40L
8 .22 .25L .40L
9 .25 .89 6.53
4 1.19 .27 .40L
6 .52 .07: .40L
9 25L .25L .40L
0 1.63 .33 .40L
0 .33L .25L A6
2 A7 .27L A0L
3 .25L .25L .49
• .64 .10: .40L
DI .25L .25L .67
41 .25L .25L t.08
1] .25L .25L .38
1
12, 25, 60,

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Coords SMJ SMN 0 O
Z b C) ("_ (')
93+28 [ 19 5 1
98+261 60 42 113
93+28 I 40 14 52
97+28 [ 5 3 29
95+281 34 10 29
94+26 I 34 7 45
89+27 I 32 3 62
92+27 I 14 4 60
97+28 I 18 15 105
92 + 27 I 24 6 60
97+281 62 26 21
94+27 I 37 20 56
94+27 I 18 8 43
97+28 [ 17 3 49
100+28 J 8 3 177
90+27 I 45 16 61
90+27 [ 38 27 61
94+27 I 15 3 44
92+27 I 21 6 59
92+27] 49 16 60
96 + 27 I 7 3 39
95+271 11 4 38
90+27 I 72 21 51
100+281 66 32 t24
95+27 [ 12 8 6
93+27 I 46 8 46
i
91 +27I 17 9 571
95+27 I 6 3 56
99+27 / 9 9 111;
94+27 I 12 3 6
99+27 ] 40 8 8_ i
96+27 I 12 10 42
97+271 15 6 135
90+26 ] 64 34 62,
93 +26 I 30 9 49 I
90+26 I 58 14 5b I
96+27 I 93 34 1_:
91 +26 i 22 8 42 I
93+26 I 37 12 501
91+26l 39 11 '=,,
98+271 19 11 1491
98+27 I 6 5 128i
100+271 55 36 1411
100+27 I 26 21 1541
98+27 I 5 5 92i
99+271 16 11 :,_1
97+27 [ 13 8 44!
100+27 I 58 41 88i
97+271 12 3 139l
96+26 I 34 24
94+261 29 7 471
99+27 { 9 6 81
94 + 26 I 39 28 48 i
90+251 26 9 52
95+26 I 8 8 75
100+27 I 9 8 33
95+26 [ 29 12 40
97+26 I 99 32 55
100+27t 39 31 93=
90+251 28 8 50
91+25 I 66 17 62
97+26 ] 8 7 114
93+26 I 17 8 14
gt+25_ 43 14 42
94+26 ; 9 8 147
93+25 ] 41 10 57
94+25 I 51 14 25
93+25 I 12 8 47
93+251 25 8 48
91+25 I 50 12 45
92+251 11 3 41
94+25 [ 43 13 27
91+25 I 16 3 48
97+26 I 42 28 10
93+251 14 8 180
99+261 12 11 52
95+251 62 8 141
92+25 I 31 10 49
90+24 I 6 6 19
94+25 i 25 8 42
99+26 I 6 5 135
97+26[ 51 29 162
91+24 ] 14 3 3
90+24 [ 7 4 58
91+241 60 8 138
90+24 ] 21 8 48
95+251 15 8 121
95+25 I 74 45 49
99+26[ 62 29 67
90+24 I 19 8 50
99+261 27 6 91
97+251 68 45 37
93+25 J 14 3 21
93+25 ] 18 8 18
96+25 I 6 3 25
95+25] 42 20 35
92+241 51 8 59
92+24 I 13 8 5
92+24 I 43 18 14





































































































Flux Density Flags Associations|
('Not Color Corrected) |
25 _m 60 _m II30 _m_ Flux
{]ansky) Uncs
•56 .40L 1.00LJ 3C
.60L .51L .79 ' D
25L 60 1.04 [ CC
98 .40L lr00LI_S
25L .43 92:1 SC
.25L .40L 1.26L I 3
.25L .40L l.tlLJ 3
.52 .40L 1.00L13 B
1,10L .40L :121L]
,18: .40L 1.00L] 3C
I
.25L 23 1.09L] D
25L t.32L 1.15 I D
.40 1.13 2.16 I:DCD
.21 1.60 3.44 EBB
.64 .40L 1.03L _D
.25L .27 1.34 F D
,25L ,40L ,96 I D
32 ,47L tOOL] _C
.34 .40L 1.00L 3C
.25L .40L 1.85L
.31 .40L 1.00L 36
A9 .40L 1.00L 3 D
,25L .32 1.00L C
.45L .40L 1.18 C
.18: .40L 1,02L 3D
.25L .39 1,50L C
,13: ,40L 1.06L 3 D
t.45 ,24: 1.06L 3 B D
.14: .41L 1.92L 3D
.37 .40L 1.00L 3C
.25L ,40L 1,30 C
.13: .40L 1.00L 3 D
.25L .51 .94 CB
.49L ,40L t.08 I D
.25L .77 1.03LJ B
.25L .35 1.08LI C
.25L .40L 84J F
.28L .40L 2102L|3
.25L .40L 1.82L I E
.25L 1.33L 1.O0L I 3
I
.25L .40L 1,38L] =
.32 2.71 6.30 I BBB
.25L .40L 1.47 ] C
.25L ,40L 2.07 [ C
.49 .40L 1.03L I 3S
,25L .45 .87 I BC
.25L .68 2,24 J B B
.25L .40L 1.24 C
.22 2,67 5,91 =DCD
.37L .40L .88 E
,25L .80 1.10 CC
.13: .40L 1.00L 30
.51L .42L 1.35 F
,25L .40L 1.00L 3
.15: .40L 1.08L 3D
.25 .40L 1.00L 3 D
,25L ,40L 1,39L 3
.58L .4OL .70 C
,25L .40L 1.07 C
25L ,40L 1.00L 3
.61L .40L 1.77L
,15 ,40L 1,25L 3C
.21 .40L 1,26L B O
.25L .40L 1.44L 3
.14: ,40L 1.09L E F
.25L .40L t.20L 3
.25L .37 1.00L C
28 .40L 1.00L 3C
.25L ,40L 1,23L
.25L .38 1,12L C
.46 ,40L 1_00L 3B
,25L .50 .64: CE
.28 ,40L 1.00L BC
.25L .26 t,00L C
.25L .40L .79: B E
.25L .40L 1.04L
.25L .39 1,13L C
.25L .48 1.28 BO
1.22 10.00 21.10 3BBB
.25L .87 2.18 BB
1.56 .34: 1,00L B BC
,25L ,40L ,62 C
.28 ,81L 1,00L BC
,43 .40L 1.00L BB
,25L .46 1.28L C
,40L ,40L 1.00L B
,25L .40L 1.04L B
25L A6L ,70 D
.25L .40L 1.00 O
,11: .40L 1,00L B E
,25L .43 .71: BD
.25L .44L .65 C
i 1.06 ,40L 1.16L B B
i .25L .40L 1.00L C
1.13 .40L 1.02L AB
25L .69L 1.26L C
l .25L .4OL 1,00L1C
, _,," .40L 1.00L DO
I .25L .40L 1.05 C
I .25L .36 .93 ' CC
Corr V Confusion L )
Coef R Flags _ $
AAG 6 05010010001






AB M 4 05000010001
E M 0502202000 ]
BD K 8 05000100001
H 2501001010 I
FJ I B 24001065001 6
CBEB 0 24001065001 6
CAA 10001001001
AA I 9 9501000000]
I EB 4400100000 ]
I B 45011000001
AAG 9 2502001000 JAB E 25011130001 2


















































































5 0400105000 I 2







































































_# T Name Type
3 _ 0112082 t ZG 1819+63
2 t3 17857 M0
1 13 17659 K0
1 3 RAFGL 6991S
2 13 17862 K5
3 tll PK 94+27.1















































































*Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PWJ.
106




a 8 a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 p.m
h m , , (s) ( ) 1 b (") (") (°) N
18481+6554 10.7 25 96+25 54 19 56 3 .25L
18484+6217 29.4 5 92 +24 16 8 4 5 .27
18486+6326 40.7 11 94+24 29 6 50 3 .40
18492+6030 13.4 31 91 +24 55 18 51 2 .76L
18493+6213 21.9 55 92+24 31 8 35 3 .23
16496+6046 41.1 38 91 +24 6 3 50 5 1.26
18509+6235 54.3 33 93+24 12 3 9 6 2.09
18517+6216 44.1 4 92+24 12 8 130 6 .45
18518+6737 52.9 41 98+25 16 8 74 7 .60
18523 _-6356 t9.3 22 94 +24 70 36 56 2 .25L
18524+6406 24.4 17 94+24 9! 3 36 6 6.37
18525+6818 30.4 59 99+25 8u,J 3 80 2 .30L
18532+6936 14.5 58 100+25 28 22 104 2 .53L
18534+6945 28.7 27 101+25 12 10 124 2 .60
18534+6609 29.4 58 97+24 25 17 40 3 .28L
18535+6349 31.6 50 94+24 24 19 56 3 .25L
18536+6824 40.1 32 99+25 18 15 135 3 ,38L
18537+6406 44.6 23 94+24 54 30 162 2 25L
18537+6351 46.6 57 94+24 122 8 149 4 .25L
18541+6031 9.9 10 91+23 7 3 16 6 2.16
18542+6255 18.0 51 93+24 31 23 50 3 .25L
18547+6343 47.7 51 94+24 t3 8 33 6 .39
18548+6052 50.8 48 91+23 5 4 22 6 1.02
18555+6718 35.8 51 98+25 8 3 170 5 1.24
18557+6041 ¢5.5 5 91 +23 54 8 58 2 .25L
185_7+6315 ;47.7 18 94+24 28 26 23_ 2 .25L
18559+6319 56.3 26 94+24 77 30 53 2 .25L
18559+6505 58.C 29 96+24 27 15 35 4 25L
18559+6320 59.g 60 94+24 31 29 29 2 .30L,
18562+6511 12.7 24 96+24 18 3 132'5 1.74
16563+6215 22.6 46 93+23 i 9o 3 40 7 1.2418565+6046 34.7133 91+23, 6. 3= 55 2 .68L
18567+6219 47.6 43 93+23 8 7 104 7 .82
18569+6214 55.1 36 93+23 28 16 55 3 .25L
18570+6235 2.51 93+23 39 25 53 2 .25L'
I8574+6217 27.9 20 93+23 24 12 42 5 .25L
18578+6344 53.3 47 94+23 9 3 37 7 1.31
18580+6527 2.6 17 96+24 13 8 7 4 .25L
18580+6219 2.659 93+23 30 11 52 5 .25L
16582+6245 12.3 19 93+23 35 8 54 4 .43
18582+6206 12.6 11 92+23 36 18 504 .25L
18586+6925 38.1 9 100+25 16
18587+6144 47.21 92+23 22 8 44 4! .3030
18589+6136 54.0 15 92+23 24 8 49 4 .30
18590+6852 0.2 52 100+25 14 13 51 2 .32
18590+6324 0.9 52 94+23 41 10 65 3 .22
18591+6625 9.44 97+24 6 3' 10 5 1.25
18596+6910 37.6 2100+25 22 t8 176 2 .48L
18598+6159 48.6 56 92+23 15 8 15 5 .40
19000+6551 1.8 47 97+24 21 12 6 3 .33
19003+6338 18.8 5 94+23 14 8 317 .36
19013+6003 23.2 14 90+22 7 4 17 6 2.79
19016+6257 36.610 93+23 29 8554 .35
19017+6327 ,4.434 94+23 12 8277 .97
19019+6237 58.438 93+23 20 8344 65
19021+6124 8.3 32 92+22 11 3, 19 7 1.52
19022+6301 13.2 60 94+23 9 3= 49 6 5.11
19029+6201 55.4 7 93+22 19 17 128 3 .20
19030+6542 0.8 2 96+23 28 17 343 .25L
19032+6909 12.8 22100+24 42 37 179 2 .25L
19032+6530 15.0 31 96+23 15 8 9 3 .46
19033+6913 20.6 40 100+24 11 10 26 2 .44
19037+6158 43.2 36 93+22 77 27 49 3 .25L
19037+6531 45.81 2 96+23 17 8 23 4 .63
19040+6507 0.551 96+23 31 8 10 4 .30
19048+6510 50.£ 30 96+23 24 8 99 4 .61
19050+6145 5.7 16 92+22 10 8 12 6 .74
19052+6001 13.E 15 91+22 14 5 53 6 .48
19062+6526 14.7 4 96+23 26 16 23 4 .25L
19064+6324 27.9 51 94+22 80 40 38 2 .34L
19077+6006 46.8 10 91+21 60 8 39 3 .25L
19078+6328 51.3 42 94+22 36 23 160 3 .25L
19079+6616 57.9 51 97+23 21 21 93 2 .20
19091+6702 11.0 11 98+23 36 8 2 3 .24
19092+6153 12.7 39 93+22 8 4 28 6 1.47
19094+6002 24.8 5 91+21 85 33 40 2 .30L
19095+6438 32.2 0 96+22 80 25 172 1.22L
19096+6059 41.4'52 92+21 41 26 632 .25L
19098+6601 51.9 5 97+23 9 5 7 3 41.60
19098+6900 52.0 36 100+24 10 9 148 4 .65
19099+6711 58,7 38 98+23 15 5 179 3 25.92
19100+6010 16 18 91+21 36 15 49 3 .25L
19103+6938 22.2 8 101+24 14 8 21 3 .25L
19109+6545 55.5 37 97+23 36 10 180 2 .73
19112+6655 12.4 44 98+23 72 11 173 2 .25
19119+6659 54.4 19 98+23 85 10 169 2 .33L
19121+6211 10.5 3 93+21 23 5 53 6 .50
19123+6105 22.6 18 92+21 55 31 33 2 .58L
19125+6734 33.8 27 99+23 8 5 11 5 21.21
19126+6730 41.4 0 99+23 8 3 139 5 .99
19129+6843 57.6 13 100+23 71 8 179 3 .24
19130+6005 4.9 42 91 +21 12 I 6 54 7 .25L
19133+6056 20.2 57 92+21 95! 46 62 2 .25L
19136+6557 40.3 22 97+22 12 i 8 9 3 .54
19t36+6727 40.3 8 99+23 9_ 6 16 5 21.35
19137+6909 46.5 55 100+23 11 8 165 4 .66
19138+6936 48.7 8 101+23 27 23 162 2 .25L
19139+6648 54.8 35 98+23 27 9 178 3 .45
19141+6501 10.0 50 96+22 36 16 12 3 .48L
19143+6505 18.0 44 96+22 33 22 14 2 .25L
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected)
































































.19: ) 1500240100= 1




































Flux Corr A Con_sion R S A Sep
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
2502000390 C 1 32 !X1848+659 12
3611030100
2500010000 1 13 18033 85
2500000100
2500030000
1500001000 1 13 18039 K2 67




9500000130 1 AM DRA 3
4500000000
0500000000
0501000000 2 13 18064 81
0400000020 8 1 12 ZG 1853+66 153
7501100140 8




2 13 18069 K5 76





2 13 18079 K0 57
2 t3 I 18082 K0
4 1 32 X1857+622
1 30 7ZW852
4








2 13 18121 K5
1
2 1 13 18124
1 2 4 TMSS +60262






1 13 18182 K5
1 10 M+10-27 008
4 t3 18194 MB
2 1"13 18193K5
5 I'U DRA
1 13 18205 K0
1 1 AD DRA
3 13 18222 KO
1 13 18224 MA
1 2 DO 37044
1 13 18231
3 3 RAFGL 2356
1 2 DO 37061



































a 8 Coords SMJ SMN O
(s) (') 1 b (') (') (')
L3 93+21 57 14
L3 97+22 30 9
._,7 94+22 26 19
L3 96+22 75 22
3,0 92+21 14 5
3.6 92+21 21 7
3.6 91 +20 23 10
3.5 92+21 11 5
7.5 00+23 15 8
),O 96+22 66 27
7.3 92+20 19 8
3.2 92+21 8 3
1.3 98+22 13 3
t,4 98+22 16 14
3.8 95+21 54 3
).9 96+22 31 11
).8 93+21 41 31
3,2 99+22 80 36
?.1 92+20 37 9
).5 96+21 32 8
3.3 98+22 11 3
3,3 99+22 21 19
5.0 97 + 22 22 8
3.8 92+2O 12 3
5.9 94+21 11 8
2.8 96+21 24 8
3.3 91 +20 22 4
5.2 00+23 37 18
3,3 95+21 51 32
B,8 95+21 63 30
8.6 93+20 26 10
5,2 01 +23 78 8
3,8 94 + 20 9 8
_,6 92+2O 55 28
5.0 92+19 18 8
B,2 92+20 14 8
2,8 96+21 34 21
2,9 00+22 8 5
9.5 97+21 13 8
5.0 99+22 31 24
4,7 93+2O 36 31
2.7 94+20 25 3
0.6 94+20 15 3
6.2 98+21 35 29
5.8 93+20 27 15
7.0 97+21 45 13
1.9 99+22 12 11
0,8 99+22 65 33
5.2 94+20 13 9
0,5 97+21 84 19
1,7 93+19 27 8
3.7 99+22 13 8
3.8 92+19 31 8
4.3 96+21 17 8
9.9 99+22 12 10
6.e ;00+22 10 8
4.,4 96 + 20 33 8
4.E i00+22 21 8
0.3, 101+22 18 8
_6.E 94+19 10 9
!7.; 95+20 9 4
;8.'_ 99+21 17 13
1._ 95+20 18 8
5._ 97+21 76 41
9,_ 96+2O 33 2E
_3,; 92+18 8 3
M.( 101+22 8 3
_.( 96+20 33 22
.2.,= 100+21 8 E
t.1 94+19 82 15
_2.( 93 + 19 29 E
4.( 95+19 S
!1.f 96 + 20 83 3(
I1.,¢ 94+19 22 ¢,
i9.l 94 + 19 24 E
|0.; 97+20 12 1(
)6,; 102+22 E ,"
_,5.' 93+18 1E (
1.: 97+2G 1E (
I1.1 102+22 2_ 2;
13A 99+21 ; ,=
->3.1 99+21 ¢, !
36' 101+21 1_ !
30., 98+2£ 6_ 1;
6: 95+1£ 1," :
13.: 101 +21 2( 1;
53; 101 + 21 3_ 2
11, 101+21 1( I
24. 93 + 1_ 3(
28 974 1c. 2:
43. 93+ff 3_
49. 100 f21 I
4. 97 + 2( 71 4:
23. 99+2( 1(
27. 92+1; 1! 1_
37. 95 + 1.¢ 2( ,
40. 101+2' 3, !
52. 100 + 2( "
52, 101 +2' 3 2
8 102+ 2"
a 8






































































































Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected)









































































































1,04L gD ,C L
2.19 B I C
1.23 C L B
3.86 DBB GAA
1.OlL _ J
2,77 BB I BB
1.26: BF ICAE





1,45L _ _ I
1.00L IC _B N





1.65L )C _A K
3.77L ; : J











,63 D . C
1,00L _F kE E1 0O ._l
1.60 i P .KDD
1,30L 3BC kAEF
t.00L 3BC kABK
1.44L C B I
1.17 D J F
1.O0L 3 C k A
1.00L 3C =,B





1.00L 3 3 KG
1.41 C B
1.00L .3 3
1.25L ,3 _,F J
1.07L 3 31 ME
1.28L 3 3 E
1.21L .3D .3B t_
1.11L 3 3F
1.16L B 3L E
1,31L DE 901
8.07L 9 3 FC
1.00L 3C t_CH
1.00L A,B _,AGJ
1.38L _r" B )<











1.0OL C C L
1.00L C BJ G
1.00L B D A D
3.65L BBB AABF
1.07L C CM E
1.0OL CE DC
167 [ J (
1.65L BB AAI L
1.29L BC BB E
3.47 [ GE
1,19L C C
1.07L BB AB [
1,15t C B
1.97 | K (
1.10[ CE BFH




1.21 I H I
1,061 B BLG(
2.43[ C B I
2.08 FBI EAI
2.07 CI J D(
.53 1.251 BBB AAAI
.40 2.18 , JG '
.40 _ L..BD ADKI
V L
Flux Corr A Confusion R S












































































































































































































Name I Galactic Uncertaint












































































































































































































12 _m 25 _m 60 pm 100 pm
(Jansky)
,3 .2; .41 1.0
•5 2( .41 1.1
.21 .3.= .4l 1.7
•2! .5.= .51 1.1
2! .2E 1.0; 2.0
1,2! .3_ .4( 1,3
.21 .2E .4( 1,4
•3! .2E .4( 1,4
.21 24 1.7_ 2.1_
.2! .25 .4l 15;
.7C .66 .5( 1.8,
,2( .25 .4( 1.7,
.7( .55 .2; 1.3;
,4_ .25 .4( 1.01
.2.= ,25 .4( 1.1!
.2_ 1.11 .4C 1.2l
.2_ .61 .4£ 1.21
.2E .25 .91 2.5!
2E .25 .4C 1.41
.2E .18 1.5C 2.3!
1,87 .45 ,4G 1.0(
1.16 .28 .40 1.0(
.25 25 ,46 1.4(
.29 25 .40 1.1_
.23 .25 .40 1.0_
2.00 .55 ,40 1.3E
•25 .17: 1.21 2.3£
.25 .25] .40 1.8_
3.08 .77 .40 1.OC
.34 .251 .51 1.0_
.29 .261 .38 3.7_
.26 .251 .40 1.75
.25 .251 .40 1,77
.22 .251 ,57 1.5E
.22 .251 .40 1.31
,57 .25[ .54 1.48
.55 .17: .40; 1.46
•90 .26[ .401 1.59
.65 ,25L .40] 2.21
.68 .27 .461 1.00
.39 .25L .401 1.58
.30 .71[ .401 1.41
7.40 4.16 .62 1.33
.47 .25[ .401 1.42
.61 .16: .401 1.11
2.42 61 .401 1.28
.25[ .25L .401 1.65
3.22 ,83 .421 1.02
.31L .47L .401 1.64
•77 .27L .40( 1.21
,53 .25L .40( 1.37:
3.20 .78 .29: 1.00i
3.16 2.12 .40L 1.041
.53 .13 .40[ 1.501
.73[ .61L .40L 1.28
.26L .71L .35 1.081
.54 .26L .42L 1.851
1.19[ .47L .40L 2.18
.35 .25L .40[ 1.931
.25L .33L .40[ 2.16
•24 .25L .40L 1.461
.26L .25L .40L .95
.26L .25L .77 1.11[
.25L .25L .61L 1.46
.63 .14 .40L 1.161
.25L .25L .63 1.70
.86 .14: .40L 1.18[
.28L .31L .40L 2.46
.25L .25L .40L 1.72
.25L .25L .40L 1.62
.22 .25L .40L 3.80L
.25L .28L .55 1.09:
.34 .25L .40L 1.64L
.31 .25L .40L 1.64L
.25L .25L .40L 2.28
1.55 .48 .40L 1.97L
.25L .25L .60 1.36[
3.22 .78 .40L 1.00L
.25L .25L .40L 1.70
.69 .33L .44L 1.40L
16,96 4.27 .67 1.24L
.55 .22 .40L 1.29L
.80 .25 .40L 1.19L
4.10 1.62 .5OL 2.77L
.82 .20: .40L 1.26L
1.00 .61 .40L 5.61L
.25L .28L .40L 2.76
.24 .25L .40L 2.14L
.25L .25L .74 1.70
11.04 2.57 .43 1.33L
.98 .27 .40L 1.28L
.60L .30L .40L 1.79
.25L ,25L .40L 2,89
.50 ,25L .40L 1.68L
.79 .35 .40L 1.42L
.69 .29 ,40L 1.00L
.25L .25L .60 7.07L
.25L .25L .59L 1.39
.50 .25L i 1.14L 1.66L
.25L .25Li .78 2.80
I
V L
Flux Corr A Confusion R































































F C C )4OO000000




























































































































































































































































*Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I;
Uncertainty
Coords SM] SMN 8 12 ,am
I b (') (") (*)
,8+17 I 8 .22
19+ 18 I 0 .25L
,1 +19 I 7 9.22
b5+161 6 3.33
=3+19 I 7 .26L
17+t7I 5 .27L
P4+15 I iS 5.44
I1 +19 I 8 .25L
F2+19 I 8 .51
)9+18 I 6 5.47
11+19 I 15 .30
)6+16 I 1 .54
)8+17 I 1 .37
)2+19 I !8 .25L
)7+161 !0 .29
)1+19 I !5 .75L
)4+t5 I H .38
t7+16 I _7 ,19
10+18 [ 16 .25L
t5+151 14 .26L
)0+18 I )2 .34L
}1 + 18 I .>4 .25L
:19+17 I }2 .25L
)0+t81 !0 .25L
)2+19 I 8 .69
)9+17 I `=7 .79L









99+ 17 34 .25L
97 + 16 54 .68L
96+ 16 43 25L
D3+ 19 22 .44










94 + 14 3g .25L
96+15 t5 .251.
97 + 16 3E .25L
00+17 _ .48
96+15 24 ,25L
00 + 17 E 36.23
95+14 E 5.42
00 + 17 2_ .25L
01+18 4( .25[
02+18 2; ,25[
























102+ 1E 7 .25
97+1E 7 ,74
103+1E 5 .3g
98+1, = 6 .2£
96 + 1,_ .4C
99+1( 5 27
101 + 1; 37










2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion
11o
/
Flux Density ] Flags

































































































































































































































































































































































Declination: + 60"- + 70 _
Associations
Sep























































































































































































































































































































































































6 I _ 3:
91 E 11
5 = 4 13(
61 ' 31 11
15 13 151





























































































97+13 J 11 10 88


























1.08 ! .25 .40L'
.16 ! .25L .40L
34,82 J 20.06 2.89
.25L; ,25L ,40L
.25LI ,25L .40L







.27L1 .25L ._ J
.28L( ,25L _, ,
1.60 ] .93 .40LI









.38 I ,25L .4OL/
.12: .4OLt
,25L .40LI








.63 I .14: .40LI
,25L .4OLI
.25LI ,25L .40LI






25LI ,25L 1.52 I
.49 .40LI
1 65 I .52 .4OLJ
.26LI .25L .4OLI




133 [ .33 .40LI
,25L .40LI
.25Lf .39L .4OLI
13.50 J 8.34 1 21 i








29.84 l 11.61 1 B1 1
7OLI .68L 41LI
25L .44LI
,25L] 25L 38: I
.25LI .25L .4OL[
1 83 I .42 .4OLI



















































































































100 _,m; 10) High
FIags
V L
Corr A Confusion R S
Coef R Flags* S 2
AAC& 8601200000 JAACF 7602001000
AAAE 6601000000 29 i
I d O 9600000008




ABJ F 4601003000 = ,














I H B 9660000006
AAAE 9501000008 44



























































N B F 9502000010
5J M _15010O0008 i
J B _O0000000
C 9501000008 I
=,B M _o00002000 ]
ME] A 5601101060 l
]H _401000008 J
_ll CG 7701101000 _
B I _)402010018 ;
B D _5O00O0008
B' _1601000008 I
E D K 9400000008
dB A B ;)504002328 6
_1JI ' 4400000008!
_H C 0704010000 i





# T Name Type
I 13 18799 K5
1 2 DO 38309
2 ! 9 U11540
1 _ 2 DO 38338
5, 13 18817MB





2 j 13 18828 K5
11 13 18829K2
4 I 3 RAFGL 2570
1 i 2 DO 38389
l J 13 18843 G5
















1 J 13 18870 05
i









_j,41 20284+640513 18897 A5
I
1 [ '41 20297+6037
1 I 13 18906 K52 DO 38541
5 I 1 BF CEP
I
I
2 I 13 18915 K5
tl 13 18917K2




21' 2 DO 38605









































Right Ascension: 20h32"17'-20h44m17 `
Declination: +60°-+70
Posilion (1950) Flux Density Flags ] Associations
Name Galactic Uncertainty (Not Color Corrected) V L I Ca 8 a _ Coords SMJ SMN 0 12 _m 25 p.m 60 _m 1O0 ,_m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep




20328 +6351 B 18926 85
20329 + 6431 L, 20329 + 6352 14
20332 + 6929 A
20332 + 6035 _ A q
20333+6000 14 18929 K0 70
20336+6109 E 5 11 127 HI M+ 10-29-006
2 A J BX CYG 3
20337 + 6536 1 7 A I DO 38638 103
20338 + 6557
20340 + 6744 8 E, DO 38637 9820341 +6713 9 E
20341 + 6037 3 J 20339 + 6744 1
20341 +6137 5 11 3
20342 + 6055 2 a, l DO 38642 111
• 9. 3E
20343 + 6437 111 3.20346 + 6651 • -I E
20347 + 6307 • .' 2. U 11600 150
. ' 2. E
20351 + 6158 . ii 3.
20351 + 6948
20351 +6314 - .' 1.
20352 + 6930 .: 2.,
. d
2035346742 , 41( 7.3" tBB 18941 G5 68
20353 + 6334 - .; 4 2._ 20353 + 6742 14
20354 + 6729 2. 1.; z 20354 + 6333 4
20355 + 6033 5., _A
20355 + 6343 ._ .Z 9.; 20354 + 6729 7
20356 + 6216 J 2.-¢ 8, I A
' X2035 + 637 14
•, .4 2J :E 18945 8820357 + 6910 .; .E 1 ._ G
20358 + 6859 ,; .; .4 I.,¢ F
20359 + 6745 .' 1 .C 1.8 7.1 A
20360 + 6514 .! .r, .4 1 .E 20358 + 6745 720361 +6148 D
20362+6806 .'_ .2 .5 2.,_ K
20362+6504 .; .2 .4 9._
•_ .2 .4 2.C 20363 + 6807 1
20362 + 6040 " .2 .4, 4.2 DO 38677 130
20363+6410 1_ .3 .4q 1.2 B 18949 K5 80
20364 + 6822 3.4 .9 ,4J 9,1 A I 18952 MA
20364 + 6337 .4 .2 ,41 2.2 85
20365 + 6811 .9 .2 .4( 2.6 I
20366+6555 .4 1.1 13.4{ 37.1 A_ Ul1604
20366 + 6657 .2 .2_ .41 2.5 123
20367+6925 .3 .2! .4," I.O
20367 + 6034 .4 .2! ,4( 13,4, H 18956 GO 7020371 + 6225 .7 .3_ .4( 1.9 E3
20372 + 6048 .2 .4( .4( 4.71
20373 + 6733 .2: .2! .4C 3.4
20373 + 6719 .7_ .2; .4£ 8.9! 3 F DO 38693 10620375+6617 .2: .2,= .4C 9.5;
20379 + 6739 DO 38699 110
20379 + 6814 .8; .1 c ,40 7.4" ] 20379 + 6739 3
.54 .31 97 9.0. = ] k
20382 + 6038 .2_ 20379 + 6813 7
20383 + 6050 .3") .66 4.6( CF
20386 + 6604 .4; .2£ .44 4,6; ) C
20386 + 6303 -2,= .25 .40 1.8E
20386+6751 5.1_ 2.52 .35 2.51 _B
,2`= .25 10.89 43.51 ;A 20386+6751 1420386+6311 .4-= .25 .40 10.43
20387 + 6513 .2= 18974
20388 + 6324 .25 .40 2.37 81 -
.4C .25 .43 11.05 E 20389+6325 4
20388+6032 .25 .401 15.41 =j DO 38713 10320389+6851 _4_ .45 .40l 1.71
20392 + 6019 I
.45 .25 .401 14.43 I 18979 F520393+6107 .72 .37 .401 3.04 60
20393 + 6505 I
20394 + 6614 .75 ,18 .401 1.94
20395+6723 .25 .251 .40[ 2.06
A5 .301 .40[ 8,84 20395+6723 3
20395+6714 .25 .25J .40[ 2.82 LDN 1147
20396+6404 .66 .34 .40[ 7,381
20398 + 6126 2.73 1.23 .28: 2,691 D i
20398+6854 .25 .621 .40L 1,83 I
20400 + 6630 .25i .31 [ 1.68 2.69 A,
20407 + 6001 .321 .251 .37 3.481 C I
20410+6157 .29 .251. .42L 4.72[ I 18989 91
20410+6710 .601 .68[ .57L 2.27 F( LDN 1147
20410+6142 .30 .25L .82L 4.87[ M DO 38758 111 -
20411+6116 .49 251 .40L 3.17[ 18990 8220411+6459 .251 .25L 1.27L 1.42 3f
20413+6644 .72 .16: .40L 7.51L 18994 G
20415 + 6640 .40 .25L .40L 9.13L 86
p
20417 + 6153 .86L .30L .49 4.89L - E
20423+6736 .25[ .25L .40L 4.26 E 20424+679620424 +6045 .36 .20 .40L 3.17L B
20424 + 6301 .60 7.98 5.72 _2.33: _ E 19003 B5 78
20425+6628 .37 .25L .40L 8.56L I_ 19004 A5 55
20426+6039 1.59L .46L .40L 4.89 r"
20428 + 6315 .94L 25L .66 7.99L )
20429+6414 .35 .25L .40L 2.15L
20430 + 6044 .25L .25L .40L 5.11 i E
20431 +6959 .25L .84L .42L 2.14 )C
20431 +6007 .44L .25L .40L 3.27 B 20431 +6007 8
20432+6052 .36 .25L .40L 2.71L 4F _
20432+6258 25L 29L 1.45 5.99 iB
20433+6612 .53 .25L A0L 1.79L fJ
20435 _ 6259 .42L .25L 93 3.04L
20439+6201 .25L .25L .44L 4.39 IA 20439+6201 8
20439+6245 .25L .26L .65: 4.80 C
20439 + 6448 .25L 1.74L
.49LI _21 i _c
20442+6934 .94 23 .40L 2.18L
20442 _-6t39 1.58 ].26 .73 19018 K0 65 =4.11L D 19019 K0 35













20447+6024 46.0 5 97+11 9 8 25 3
20448+6525 52.1 25 101+14 53 9 25 2
20449+6206 59.9 12 98+12 5 3 : 22 3
20453+6746 23.6 36 103+15 5 3, 59 4
20454+6423 27.6 57 100+13 8 5' 20 4
->0458+6940 48.8 49 105+16 48 25 179 2
20458+6400 49.3 43 100+13 10 8 25 3
.>0458+6007 52.3 53 97+ 11 55 15 30 2
20459+6538 58.5 53 101+14 22 17 t8 3
.>0461+6024 1.7 19 97+11 19 8 159 2
.>0464+6127 29.0 8 98+11 11 8 8 3
.>0466+6417 37.9 46 100+13 29 20 171 2
.>0466+6310 41.1 33 99+12 16 12 143 3
.>0472+6033 16.5 43 97+11 34 8 26 2
.>0473+6640 18.0 1 102+14 63 8 49 3
.>0475+6032 33.5 28 97+11 19 10 24 3
->0478+6653 50.4 47 102+15 8 8 8 3
.>0480+6315 1.2 12' 99+12 9 7 75 3
.>0482+6919 13.2 49 104+16 17 8 174 4
20462+6220 15.4 23 99+12 8 6 150 3
.>0484+6309 27.9 39 99+12 9 6 151 3
.>0485+6228 35.4 47 99+12 23 3 73 3
.>0486+6930 36.4 40 105+16 102 24 126 2
.>0487+6214 43.3 17 99+12 28 19 18 3
.>0491+6447 6.3 57 101+13 11 10 28 4
Z0491+6146 7.4 28 98+11 26 9 157 2
.>0493+6917 21.9 31 104+16 82 29 127 2
->0493+6504 22.0 27 101+13 11 10 14 4
20495+6757 30.3 21 103+15 76 29 128132
.>0503+6006 19.6 41 97+I0 18 311
,0503+6210 19.9 11 99+11 13 10 149 3
._0506+6138 37.9 48 98+11 9 8 111 3
20509+6330 56.4 52 100+12 20 15 171 2
,0511+6242 9.4 56 99+12 11 10 172 3
,0514+6801 28.8 23 104+15 36 24 134 3
,0517+6840 44.6 22 104+15 8 7 95 5
,0519+6118 56.1 9 98+11 32 21 36 2
,0520+6828 2.5 11 104+15 101 35 129 2
20520+8003 4.7 14 97+10 7 5 175 3
,0521+6222 9.7 8 99+11 15 13 166 3
,0522+6158A 17.9 2 99+11 10 9 23 3
,0524+6121 25.0 35 98+11 42 15 31 2
,0525+8659 33.0 8'103+14 12 6 5 3
._0528+6544 49.5 26 !102+13 15 9 6 3
,0529+6239 54.4 59 99+11 13 8 59 3
,0531+6722 10.7 7 103+14 49 O8 49 3
._0532+6237 16.254 99+11 33 1 27
,0534+6624 25.4 51 1102+14 15 10 178 33
,0535+6606 30.2 57 '102+14 19
,0535+6729 30.2 25 103+14 10 9 164 3
,0537+6417 47.5 54 101+12 9 8 101 4
,0539+61135741098+108 61643
,0539+6935 59.9 52 100+12 25 17 139 2




,0544+8946 25.538 105+16 13 91604
,0545+6650,012s103+146 4 183
,0545+,037,16698+10 8 4 19,;0545+8102324798+1010 , 21i9
,0548+6405,81,6101+126 3 14i4;0548+,o535131098+1018 3 180i3;0550+,,180.34101÷127 4 134;0550+63443622100+1215 8 1613
._0553+6932 19.040 105+16 15 12 1544;0556+63067753100+1221 81643
.>0556+6596 37.83 102+13 12 6183
->0558+8033 51.2 41 98+10 9 8178 3
->0559+6653 56.5 27 103+14 11 10 168 3
->0559+695758.254105+1629111784
.>0559+6207 59.1 17 99+11 29 19 146 3
.>0559+641659651101+127 4 54
.>0562+,04015.71498+1023171412:05,,+690925715105+1540161282
.>05,,+650326.631101+1315 8783:0566+674937137104+1417 8 1632
.>0567+665144146105+156 3 1705
.>0568+6343 50.5 48 100+12 26 20 22 3
.>0572+6734 12.9 .I 104+14 9 8 4 3
.>0572+6915 15.2 11 105+15 18 12 155 5
.>0574+6112 24.6 23 99+10 24 16 139 3
20574+6215 29.6 5 99+11 13 10 148 3
.>0577+6602 42.8 38 102+13 18 9, 1 3
.>0578+6102 49.5 46 98+10 49 20 30 2
.;'0580+6218 0.4 58 99+11 49 20 30 2
20581+6427 1.0 32 101+12 8 7 100 4
->0586+6447 41.8 3 101+12 44 30 145 2
->0587+6837 43.7 43 104+15 26 19i 21 33
.>0587+6802 47.7 58 104+14 85
.>0589+6411 57.7 20 101+12 8 6 86 4
.>0590+6631 0.5 43 103+13 46 11 16 2
.>0590+6222 3.9 34 100+11 26 12 28 2
.>0591+6118 1.1 4 99+10 13 10 155 2
.>0592+6613 14.4 6 103+13 29 6 4 2
.>0595+6633 31.2 54 103+13 32 17 12 2
->0596+6136 37.1 1 99+10 10 9 28 3
F']ux Density
H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
¢x _ Coords 5MJ SMN 0 O 12 y.m 25 /,tin 60 /*m
(s) ( ) l b (') (") (') N (Jansky)







































































































100 p,m Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Coef R Flags'
3.23L B BJ 9601000000
2.16L C C 8600000000
2.39L DC AA 6 8701000000
57.92 BACE AAAA 9 9421101008
2.14L BC AB 0 8601000000
2.32 C E D 2502000000




3,84L F B F
















3.06L CC AB F 9 3600000000
2.36L B BGi 7600101000
5.10 CCCD DBCA 1 7580022310
2.29L BC AC 4 3700001000
7.92 F C E G E 9501000340
1.77 F K E C 6600000100
4.57 DC N HB 4500010210
2.98L B B F GJ 9601000000
4.44L F Ct 6500000000
1.62 D C 4500000000
2.47L CC BB K 2 9601000000
2.71 D C 9800000008
13.86L CC CAE 3001100116
3.12L C CH 7702000000
3.47L BD BBC 0 8600011000
12,02L F E K N 9400000008
3.17L BD BD 6 5500010000
3.43 D MF HB 9800000008
2.06L BB D ABG 1 68000000006.08 J B 9500000000
1.84 D K G 9`00000100
6.26 DCED BAAA 0 3`01000008
3.06L B K BE 6700000100
2.95L B B H 7,01000000
5.90 FC LKGC 8601000000
7.22 ECB BEAB 5401000200
2.19L B AE E 2600000000
3.33L BD BB 4 4,01110000
3.83 C L ND 5600000000
3.66L C BE 6601110000
2.03L B CJ L 1600100000
2.55L CBB AAAH 9 1600000000
2.53L S BGM 3600000000
2.53L B BI 9601010000
3.93L BD AF 0 7601020000
15.59L C D 9402211328
2.68L B D D 7600100100
2.96 CBC FEAB 2600000000
2.63L B AE 6600010000
7.50L D FFC 9501111328
4.80L C BK 8500010000
15.44L BF AID 0 9401200008
4.80: DD F S 9600110208
2.50 EBD DAB 4500100100
2.43L DCC AAB 8 5801000000 29
4.75L BC AB 6 9700000000
4.95L CB BAC 8600000000
14.52L BBB AAAC 5 9500000008 44
6.OOL D G B B 9600010000
2.`0L BCD ACB 0 9701002000
7.92: C F ' H F B 9544111438
2.61L B KJ B 6600000000
328L C I GB 9602000200
2.17L BC ABF 5 7501001000
3.95L BC ABN 0 9701000100
3.00L B D C G E E 4600000000
3.26 CB' KED 3601000200
5.60 C F E D 7500000000
3.29L BBB AAAB 1 9700000000
5.09 C M L DD 97010102003.39 C 3500000010
3.09L B CK I 4702000000
10.32L F E 9601000008
2.03L BC AC 0 7800000000
3,27: DF GC 9701000108
4.19L B BD 4700000000
3A4L B EBD 6600001000
8.90 D I I C 9601000000
4.10L BD BD 0 5503100100
2.06L B L B 5501000000
6.60 C L J B 9500000000
6.07L C MBB 5502000100
2.20L BB AB 0 9700000000
I
2.50 F HC ' 7701000000
4.04 D MF C 9700000008'
926L BBB BAB 5 9602200128
3.88L B BLEE 9604010000
3.54L C G 4500100000
11.31 F C ME D 5501025330
16.61L C C 9501000008
3.56L D D H E 5502000000
4.21L C F B E 4500100000
13.20L B BF G 9501010008
C
S 2 # T Name Type Mag
13038836 11 98
I_ 19024 14 88
1 *41 20449+6206 4 7
2 "41 i 20453+6746 6 15
1 13'19030 6 85
2 '41 20458+6007 5 4
2 "41 20461+6024 5 2
1 9 Ul1636 70 160
2 "41 20472+`033 19 10
1 "41 20473+6640 20 8
4 * 2 13038892 48 106





1 13 19056 2 87
1 13 19059 7 77
i
2 "41 20502+6006 52 8
2 13 19067 2 91
1 *41 20521+6827 45 4
3 °41 20520+6003 10 13
2 2 DO38993 79 88
4 1 32 X2052+669 45 4
2 13 19086 7 88
1 '41 20531+6721 59 8
1 2 DO 39020 78 95
1 1 FO CEP 39 5
2 13 19092 3 85
1
2
3 "13 19093 K0 6 8G
2 12 ZG 2054+64 16 153
3 '13 19094 5 85
2
1 13 19097 K0 6 73
4
2 "41 20545+6946 42 14
1 1 FQ CEP 29 3
2 13 19100 4 87
2 1 13 19107 7 81
4
1 "41 20553+6932 30 12
4
1 19112 K5 3 75
1 0039073 56 95
_'41;20564+6909 2_ [i13' 18124 ' 9¢
3 * 2 13039100 88 9E
;4 "13 19127K2 3 7C
i4 °t3 19129 K5 5 71
3 *41 20571+6914 28
l
4 "41 20567+6837 8
9 " 1 FTCEP 26
1 2 DO39130 78 10:
F 1 32 X2059+623 16 1!
1 13 19147 K0 8 7;
'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, `0, 100 p.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
113




20596+6830 39.3 4 104+15 28 14 2 3
20597+6800 421 13 104+14 25 3 16 3
20599+6755 56.7 11 104+14 19 3 53 3
21003,6954 23.8 52 106+15 54 24 130 2
21004±6014 25.7 29 984 9 9 8 96 3
21004+6022 26.9 25 96+ 9 6 4 11 31
21006+6329 39.0 11 101+11 30 14 143 2
21007+6330 44.6 34 101+11 20 12 28 2
21009+6758 58.4 15 104+14 9 5 7 4
21011+6240 8.3 59 100+11 40 32 5 3
21012+6319 15.1 41 100+11 24 14 30 2
21013+6652 19.3 24 103+13 20 3' 15 3
21013+6509 19.3 301102+12 36 8170 2
21015+6507 30.3 54 102+12 25 20 167 3
21015+6757 32.1 15 104+14 27 5 36 2
21015+6826 32.2 4_104+14 8 8 90 3
21016+6414 39.6 13 101+12 24 10 1 4
21017+6742 44.2 24 104+14 11 7 159 3
21018+6156 153.3 32 99+10 79 17 29 221019+6457 55.7 102+12 19 9 1543
21020+6235 5.4 25 100+11 13 12 173[3
21022+6302 15.9 58 100+11 41 27 212
21023+6029 18.G 10 98+9 52 15 29 2
21023+6754 21.5 41 104+14 10 9163 3
21025+6541 30.7 40 102+13 32 22 141 2
21025+6801 34.3 5 104+14 22 6 15 2
21027+6747 45.5 11 104+14 8 8 78 3
21031+6006 11.7 33 98+ 9 21 13 165 2
21034 t-6047 24.1 20 99+ 9 48 3 33 3
21034+6819 27.8 13 104+14 11 10 164 3
21035+6730 35.2 45 104+14 8 5 2 3
21036+6002 37.0 17 98+ 9 12 9 144 2
21036+6441 40.4[52 102+12 20 10 141 2221037+6806 43.121 104+14 32 15 15
21039+6004 54.017 98+ 9 [ 6 4 180 3
21039+6758 58.4 12 104+14 25 8 50 3
21040+6409 3.1 27 101+11 19 t6 145 4
21040+6530 3.1 21 102+12 34 8 59 3
21040+6129 3.3 7 99+10 52 23 35 2
21042+6121 14.2 21 99+10 9 7 82 3
21043+6634 21.2 20 103+13 35 8 55 3
21043+6507 2t.6 46 102+12 44 30 156 2
21043+6722 22.0 8 104+14 28 16 6 3
21045+6150 30.5 41 100+10 31 26 12 2
21045+6714 33.4 39 t04+13 16 8 10 3
21047+6032 46.1 t3 99+ 9 26 15 26 3
21048+6342 52.6 19 101+11 11 8 71 4
21049+6411 54.8 41 101+tl 9 5 12 4
21049+6243 56.9 t4 100+10 t0 7 23 3
21051+6356 7.4 t7 101+11 9 8 27 4
21056+6838 39.6 32 105+14 9 8 5 4
21057+6118 45.0 51 99+ 9 9 7 81 3
21059+6157 55.4 38 100+10 35 23 41 2
21060+6241 1.4 11 100+10 51 3 69 3
21060+6149 4.7 8 100+10 267 3 51 3
21061+6202 6.7 12 100+10 63 23 27 2
21062+6204 15.2 31 100+10 35 16 146 2
21064+6847 24.6 44 105+14 9 8 3 4
21064+6649 25.5 58 104+13 52 3 18 2
21065+6340 32.1 27 101+11 30 8 24 3
21066+6225 38.5 59 100+10 10 9 30 3
21066+6201 39.9 28 100+10 54 9 29 2
21066+6028 41.9 15 99+ 9 38 8 29 2
21070+6839 2.1 36 105+14 33 31 110 2
21070+6051 2.2 24 99+ 9 6 5 3 3
21071+6905 7.4 2 105+14 18 8 9 4
21074+6054 24.9 35 99+ 9 15 10 150 2
21075+6747 32.6 14 104+14 39 25 175 2
21075+6742 35.2 32 104+14 64 33 12 2
._1076+6728 36.7 54 104+13 58 35 18 2
.>1076+6301 39.4 53 101+10 9 9 98 3
.>1077+6106 43.1 25 99+ 9 9 7 66 3
.>1078+6431 48.6 54 102+11 16 14 167 3
.>1079+6130 59.0 18 100+ 9 22 16 150 2
.>1081+6205 8.0 20 100+10 23 8 153 3
.>1082+6353 12.0 21 101+11 8 7 112 4
21083+6335 23.8 30 101+11 44 13 28 3
21086+6534 36.4 36 103+12 16 11 176 3
21086+6222 40.9 49 100+10 11 11 2 3
21087+6557 45.1 51 103+12 8 4 22 3
Flux Density Flags
H
Galactic Uncertainly C (Not Color Corrected)
a (_) C_mrbdS SMJ SMN (O) ON 12 /.tm 25 /xm 60 p.m(s) (') (") (Jansky)
;'1088+6617 53.3 12 105+14 6 3 85 4 752.93
21089+6102 57.4 49 99+ 9 6 4 170 3 1.32
21091+6120 11.7 50 100+9 43 21 33 2 .95L
21093+6225 23.6 7 100+10 27 17 32 2 .41L
21095+6145 34.2 57 100+ 9 11 8 87 3 .34
21096+6529 37.1 22 103+12 11 9 165 3 .80
21096+6954 38.4 21 106+15 60 28 130 2 .25L
21096+6127 38.8 23 100+ 9 t0 6 152 3 2.03
21097+6228 43.3 52 100+10 27 19 148 3 .25L
21097+6407 43.3 16 102+11 60 8 19 2 .26L
21097+6557 44.5 6 103+12 9 9 178 3 .76
21097+6949 46.6 38 106+15 38 36 26 2 ,25L
21099+6005 54.5 23 99+ 8 22 8 73 3 26
21100+6630 1.4 8 104+13 22 8 67 3 .43 1
21102+6420 16.6 2 102+11 11 6 154 3 1.49
21104+6358 28.5 24 102+11 44 13 22 2 .38 !
21106+6132 36.0 28 100+ 9 19 12 148 2 .30
21108+6928 49.2 50 106+15 53 18 1 2 .29L
21108+6415 50.1 38 102+11 48 24 20 2 .34L











































.25L I .28L .40L,29 .25 .41
.25 : .25L .40L=
.45Li .25L .80












,57 i .20 .40L
.28L; .46L .44L





















.22: .46 3.69 1
I


























1(30 pm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
25L .40L : 3.38 D FB 9700000008 [ 3 "41 20597+6829
.82 4.48 55A3L DF KB B 9603323118 [ 6 *23 OCL0235
.59: 16.98 I094.91L DF ECCA 9141224218 ! I1 '23 OCL 0235
.25L .48L 2.36 C L C 9601000000 i
.16: .44L 5.40L DE BF 0 9602000000 J
2.32 .71L 5.97L AB AAC 1 6601000000 i
25L 42L 356L D H 9601110000 1 13 19155 K5
.62L .40L 3.81L D EJ G i 9601110000
76.77 637.72 1094.91 DBCD DBBB 21 9225445338 F .>7 " HZCEP
.25L .40L 4.61 C D i 6601010000
I
.31L .55 4.81 DC GFB ! 7681001300 4
.42 I .40L 3.08L BC ABL 3_ 4600000000 2 * 2 DO39171
.95L=_ .44L 2.67 C BNC t 9700100110.25L .40L 3.98 C MJ EB 9600100210
4.25 48.07L 1094.91L BC BBKB 9206466538
10.40L BC AB 1 9600000008
6.25: C D J L F E 9600000008
5.83 FDD HCAA 9701003008
5.03 E DDB 9600010008
3.58L C BB 9600001200
4.76L C C 3600010000
4.07 C E F G 750301 t 100
11.97 C I D 8500001110
15.46L CD EC 0 9605255308
2.93 C F I C 8600000000
25.17 CCCE EDCA 2 9543154328
16.03L BB AAF 0 96010100081
6.74L C MDC 9701110100
8.35 BF GDB 9600100208
15.82L B B 9400000008
I
4.37L BC AA F 0 9602000000
10.62L C BI F 9602110100
5.50L C BJ 9603011200
8.29 D HC 9700000018
5.68L BB AC 3 9701210000
14.01L B CEH I 96000001061
9.71L C HDB 9501214458
2.68L C C 8601000000
5.11L C DB 9702011308 i
15.03L BC ACEC 1 9504013428 _
2.35L F BC 5600000000
2.45 F I C 9600000000
5.95 B KHB 9501000100
14,49L D EC 9503010006
3.37L C E G 9600100000
5,08L D E 8702000100
16.40L B CD 9400000008
12.94L B BFEI ' 9501222348
3.40L BC AAE ' 0 9700001000
15.37L B B F 9500010008
l
3.47L C A K I 9600000000
14.81L DC ABG 5 9602111108i
6.73 F NHE 9602132330
6.21 C FHC 9501011310
5.90 CC I DB 9601000108
12.31 DD C GF 9502233330
8.14L E HI DF 9602333330
3.26L BD ACG 2 9601000000
5.50 D t DB
4.94 C DB
4.25L B B D
4.95L F B H
44 06L : D G C




















15.16L i B D A D 0 9400000008
18.90L BC BB i 0 9501000008
11.63 F t D I 9582011330
15.79L! C CB _ 9602000008
8.17 ! F HMDD 9600011120
18.73L! C BF 5500200008
4.45 D DHC 9600000008
2.78L! B KBB 2700001000
3.84L! B BF 9701100100
7.11 CCBB EBAA 1 2501202010
15.32 BBCC AAAA 7 9511132200 15
t7.56L CC AA 0 96O100CO08
16.68L D L D 9602000108
5.63L' C ED 9500100300
t7.10LF DK F 950320000C
3.17L BD ADHH 0 3701000000
2.59 C I B 5600100030
13.67L B B I,AA F G t 960320330C
5.86 El DB 9580100200
4.66 D ii J HB 3600100008
2.53L B D !AC 1 2600101010
3.10 El HGF 46O0100030_
28.6OL C EI NF 9502000118
373L C CML i 3600000100
2.69L BB AAK 1 9801100200
16.45L D _ i_ 9501210008
13.16L E = L B 96O012130C
3.40 D F C ;7600000008
7.79L C F GB 9601200210
5.78L C F i 196010001001
F 4 23 DG 167
4 "41 21015+6825
2 4 "41 21017+6742
1 13 19165
8i'16 13507
6 ;'23 LDN 1174





























8 1 321 X2108+620
1 2 DO 39277
21'41 21086+6534
2 _ _ DO 39287Ul1689




1 13 19236 K0
8 1 32 X2109+698
















































Position (1950) Flux Density
H {Not Color Corrected)
Name Gatactic Uncertaimy OC
a 6 a ,5 Coords SMJ SMN 0 12 _.m 25 v.m 60 _tm
h m. , , (s) (') I b (") (") (') N (Jansky)
21114+841028.049t102+11 5223 _ 16 2 .26L .25L! .47
21115+6515 34.5 50 103+12 9 9 178 3 .51 .25L .40L
21116+6404 37.9 29 102+11 21 8 94 3 .37 .25L .40L
21116+6346 38.7 1102+11 19 8 153 3 .25L .25L .57
21117+6637 47.3 40 104+13 50 8 17 2 .28 .25L ,40L
21120+6058 5.2 58 100+9 10 8 67 3 .37 .25L .40L
21125+6126 34.5 54 100+ 9 15 13 2 3 .25L .25L 1.00
21125+6919 34.8 48 106+14 14 6 I 3 3 .32 .25L .40L
21126+6618 36.6 52 104+12 6 3172 3 1.40 34 .40L
21126+6138 _9.1 53 100+ 9 7 5 _172 3 667 2.62 .97:
21126+6411 41,3 48 102+11 14 11 168 3 .46 .25L .40L
21127+6402 42.2 59 102+11 29 21 18 2 .45L .25L .40
21127+6847 463 14 105+14 60 24 145 2 .25L .651 .47L
21128+6741 48.4 31 105+13 40 15 111 3 .30L .25L .32:
21128+6033 52.G 10 99+ 8 41 8 33 2 ,34 .25L .41L
21131+6013 7.6 33 99+ 8 19 3 31 3 ,25L .25L .95
21131+6346 11,6 25 102+10 20 8 68 4 .39 .25L ,40L
21132+6949 14.7 13 106+15 6 8 179 3 ,66 .25L .40L
21133+6209 18.5 37 101+ 9 14 10 148 2 .56 .25L 1.46L
21133+6009 23,1 3 99+ 8 54 15 32 2 .38L .25L 1,00
21136+6746 41.6 50 105+13 71 12 17 2 .24 .25L ,48L
21137+6126 44.5 52 100+ 9 24 3 34 2 .26 .54 3,66:
21137+6432 46.4 28 102+11 11 t0 165 3 .54 .25L .40L
21140+6125 3.8 59 100+ 9 8 8 24 3 .37 .25L 2.16L
21140+6354 4.3 35 102+11 16 8 172 3 .53L .20 .48:
21141+6010 9.C 1 99+ 8 12 9 30 3 .52 .22: .40L
21144+6417 24.3 19 102+11 77 18 20 2 .87L .25L 52
21144+6119 25.5 9 100+ 9 24 12 147 3 .86 .20 1.38L
21146+6620 40.5 16 104+12 17 8 65 3 .40 .25L .41L
21146+6005 41.8 56 99+ 8 12 8 72 3 .5t .25 .40L
21147+6113 44,6 24 100+9 44 12 33 2 .25L .71L .88
21147+6851 45.6 3 106+14 21 8 10 4 .45L .25L .54:
21148+6353 52.1 36 102+10 23 8 170 3 .24 .26L .40L
21149+6059 56.4 25 100+8 14 12 17613 .36 .17: .40L
->1150+6418 0.4 41 t02+11 39 17 21 2 .25L .25L .85
21151+6648 9,0 26 104+12 12 9 3 3 ,84 .24 .40L
21152+6105 14,2 20 100+8 26 11 36 2 .31L .16: 1.06
21152+6709 17.1 3 104+13 18 12 8 3 .25L .25L .92
.'1153+6842 22.8 18 106+14 9 3 10 4 3.68 10.76 4.26
.>1156+6001 40.4 36 99+ 8 37 9 36 2 .25L .48L 1.47
21156+6344 40.8 7 102+10 29 8 173 2 1.39L .25L .69
21161+6141 6.8 49 100+ 9 8 5 159 3 .49 1.87 12.28
21162+6039 12.1 44 100+ 8 16 12 13 3 .41 .25L .40L
21162+6252 13.0 39 101+10 26 8 23 3 .25L .25L ,36:
21162+6025 14.2 33 99+ 8 60 8 67 3 .25L .25L .45
21163+6023 18.8 16 99+ 8 33 12 17 2 .26 ,25L .43L
21163+6243 23.7 39 101+10 8 6 103 4 1.01 ,28 ,40L
21164+6412 27,0 13 102+11 27 11 166 3 ,25L .25L ,70L
21165+6507 35.7 10 103+11 23 10 t45 2 ,58 .27L ,40L
21166+6656 38.3 7 104+12 48 25 175 2 .25L .25L .61L'
_.1f67+645f 45.6 tO t03+1f fO 8 163 3 .46 25L .40L
21169+6804 54.4 52 105+13 16 3 8 4 .25L .68 11.75
.>1169+6131 573 37 100+9 11 10 176 3 .30L .28 .88
.>1169+6842 58.2 30 106+14 8 3 6 4 1.57 3.48 4.13
21170+6550 1.0 28 104+12 49 17 21 3 .25L 25L .70
;1170+61061 8100+8 1,36 25, 25, 50,21170+6134 5.0 34 100+ 9 157 .43 .25L .40L
.>1172+6822 14.2 13 105+13 42 27 7 3 .27L .25L .41L
21172+6058 17.2 18 100+ 8 10 7 t3 3 19.24 5.10 .77
21173+6321 19.7 16 102+10 9 5 15 4 11.40 3.56 .95
21173+6122 21.2 59 100+ 8 12 9 12 3 .25L .25L 1.11
21174+6222 243 24 101+ 9 7 5 174 4 7.22 1.71 .40L
21174+6754 25.5 58 105+13, 35 21 179 3 .25L .25L .51L
21174+6918 29.0 21 106+14 ' 22 8 148 2 .59 .25L .40L
21176+6436 37.6 9 t03+11 49 16 20 2 .25L .25L 3.27
21178+6334 48.9 40 102+10 27 20 165 2 27L .25L .42
2t179+6138 54.3 43 101+ 9 7 5 168 3 1.16 .54 .42L
21179+6546 54.5 40 104+11 11 9 7 3 .43 .25L .40L
.>1180+6136 2.8 2 100+ 9 14 8 4 3 .29L .25L 1.00
21180+6156 5.0 41 101+ 9 77 17 34 2 .41L .25L .80
21181+6518 8.1 29 103+11 9 5 165 3 3,23 1.25 .40L
71161+62f1 9.2 60 t01+ 9 ? 3 32 4 13.65 6.74 1.11
->1182+6113 12.4 29 100+ 8 9 6 161 3 7.38 3.16 .80
.>1182+6355 15.9 41 102+10 39 12 22 2 .29L 25L .44
.>1183+6016 18.2 34 100+ 8 29 22 166 2 .63L .25L .52
21183+6439 20.1 48 103+11 15 6 11 3 .71 2.31 14.52
.>1184+6016 24.2 8 100+ 8 46 8 33 2 .26L .25L .64L I
.>1184_-6648 24.7 42 104+12 10 9 1 3 .51 .25L ,40L
.>1188+6520 51.2 50 t03+11 32 14 19 2 .25L .25L .66
21189+6025 56.5 4 100+ 8 11 3 19 3 2.52 .72 .59
21189+6431 58.2 14 103+11 42 17 19 2 25L .25L .67
21190+6751 3.618 105+13 48 27 8 2 .25L .25L .45L
21191 +6349 8.429 102+10 48 20 20 2 .61L 25L .6121191+,04610.0=1800+810 1010213 79 25L 40,
21192+6032 17.0 36 100+ 8 12 9 23 1.36 .34 .40L
21192+6848 17.1 55 106+14 70 8 58 3 .25L .25L .40L
21193+6429 20.9 6 103+10 10 6 173 3 2.46 1.18 .40L
21194+6129 27.8 27 101+8 18 12 165 3 .29L .25L 1.12
_.1195+531"i 34.2_42 102+ 10 31 3 79 4 .25L _47L 57L
21195+6124 35.9 42 100+ 8 7 5 6 3 1.44 37 .40L
21196+6356 37.4 16 102+10 75 18 18 2 .25L .25L .72:
21196+6543 37.6 59 104111 35 12 161 2 .81L .60L .38
.>1196 _ 6443 38.3 4 103+ 11 35 20 150 3 .25L .25L .66
.>1197+6356 42.5 22 102+10 22 6 155 2 .62L 25L .64
21197+6905 43.8 7 106+14 62 25 3 2 25L .25L .40L
21197+6158 44.5 49 101_ 9 39 7 34 ! 2 28L .27L 1.51
21199+6049 59.3 39 100+ 8 12 9 17 3 25L .25L 1.27
21202,6835 17.3 10 106+13 99 3 53 4 .25L .20 .40L
21203+6329 21.5 31 102+10 11 9 7 3 .91 .37 .40L




I00 v.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
6.25L C HE 9600102308
2.66L B B E 5700000000
15.86L E CI M 9401001008
4.28 D D C F B 9400000008
4,22L C D 6500010000
18.94L B B J t 5600000008
4.86 C D E C A 960000020C
10.33L C DJ 9500010008
3.25L SC AC 2 5600000000
10.20L ABE AACD 1 950321330C
16.64L B B H 9400020008
14.66L D H EG 9400000008
2.38 E J GB 5600000000
3.99 EC KD8 9600000000
t3.07L F D 9600001008
7.11: CD GEC 9702101108
17.34L C B N 9300010008
12.20L C AK 4400010008
t6.73L C AD I 950000000C
20.63L C LCB 9604212318
5.12L C B 9601000000
Sep
Name Type (") Mag
2 1 13 19249
1 2 DO 39358
2 13 19256 K2
3 3 RAFGL 5590S
1 2 13 19257 GO
1 2 DO 39347
1 2 DO 39361









23.87: CFDD EE DB 0 954223344C 97 9
17.19L C BI L 9500010008 3 68
24.05L B C J I 950223444C
20.95L F C GCB 9300101008
14.15L BC BCL 0 9605200108
13.98L C M CH 9503124438 F
12.65L BD ABF 1 960221342C
3.17L B CF 9701000000 1 13 19277 6 85
14.15L CC BD 0 9604100108
7.31: DD HCD 974220232C I
4.54 DC N CA 9600000208 4
20.85L D DD 9401100008
8.44L BD BEDE 0 9603135538 3
8.96: CD J KCE 9644133438 F 1 32 X2114+643 81 16
3.41L BC AE 0 9601000000 1 "41 21151+6648 9 3
10.75 DF D E E F B 9643044338 3 1 32 X2114+610 154 3
4.10L B KGB 9500000000 1 "41 21152+6708 55 2
358L 3BB AAA li96C,0010000 1 13 19283 A 4 80
6.48L F I DC 9644110528 I
6.56L C G CE 9401100118
53.44L BBC CAAB 5 940614643C
18.21L B DE 9400010008 5 88
4.31 DD GII D 9700000008 21 8
18.21L C CF 9600100008 _
13.62L C E 9500100008
10,51L BC AB 1 9501000008 3 "13 19290 2 85
6.20 C L GC 9601010008
18.42L C B M 7500100008
3.41 D I C !9601000010
:20.72L BD =9600000108 34 125
33.53 BCBB KAAA 6301001000
13.21L CC FCBF 8602111118
2.59: BBBE AAABI 0 8640000000
6.55 F C E GB 4600100100
3.64 E DC 9800000008
18.18L B B K J 9602102008 4 77
3.22 C G C: 9602000000
11.17L BBB AAB 0 9610000008 17 3 67
3.07L BBB AAA 1 9600000000 47 3 _ 85
8.79: E C ME DB 8602045448 96 15
12.56L BC AAD 1 9602201108 4 25
3.77 C DB 9500000000
I0.13L C 8 KGD ! 9501000008 81 962294 D 9583143518
4.17L C DB 8601000108
t6.50L BD ABBS 1 4504112108 4 65
3.25L C B K 3600230000 4 75
6.48: DD GJ CB 4704113208 I
19.58L D E 9540112128 29' 4
11.37L BC AA I 0 6501100008
13.15L_ 8BB AAA 0 9401000208 16 25 3
13,68L BBB AABD 8 9400000118
17,78L D C 9403000008
8.16L C L J DD 9603100128
23,53L BCE SCFE 0 9502224438 14 51
3.61 Fi MFB 9702100118
3.32L B 'IB F 9600010000 61 95
9.80L C BC 5502100008
7.92L BCC AACH 0 7605001008 3 77
6.77L C DE 9603101208
3.25 C HC 9601000000
3.96 E D MI E C 9603001418
12.20L B BCF 8602000008 4 83
14.32L 8C AB 09502001008 7 61
4.24 D D 7601000008
13.10L BB AA 0 9502101208
5.49 CF MKCC 5502023318 4
4.53 C K HF B 9600000100
17.96L BC AC 3 6402023318 4 1 13 19340 3 85
6.09 F D CB 9501101318 4
14.22L C F H 9401000008
18.10L C F FB 9600100308
13.13L C NL BC 9401100318 4
3.90 D B i 9600000008
1122L D J CD i9644117338
1015L B F AJ 7701000008
5.49: F D BHE 9601100128 8
2.52L CE AB 5 9703000000
13.46L B B H M 9603000008
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 #.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
9 1 32 X2113+614















6 " 1 CS CEP
F 5 13 19313 B3P
2 * 2 DO39459
t 13 19323 K5
4
1 13 19330






a 8 a _ Coords







































































































SMJ SMN 0 0
C) C) (') N
Declination: +60°-+70 -




25_m 60vm 100 /Lm Flux R S A Set,
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R S 2 # T Name Type ([ Mag
19352K2 75
19354 65 :









































Right Ascension: 21h29r"29'-21h38m09 ' Declination: +60°-+70 °
Position (1950) Flux Density
Name
ham. 8e r
21294+6831 29,2 30 106+131 25 15 29 3
21296+6014 36.4 17 101+ 7 30 8 70 3
21297+6202 46.3 35 102+ 8 8 8 16 4
21298+6542 50.6 3 104+11 26 15 24 2
21299+6639 54.1 32 105+11 35 13 22 2
21299+6557 55.4148 105+11 27 12 20 2
21300+6414 2.0231 103+10 13 10 11 3
21300+6855 3.9'52107+13 34 18 10 2
21300+6007 4.826101+6 14 10 53
21301+6740 9.1112 106+12 9 6 174 4
I
21301+6306 9.629103+ 9 18 91663
21302+6621 14.228105+11 36 3 713
21302+6013 14.3'35101+7 12 8176321303+6118 20.0=28101±_ 47 24 322
21303+6903 23.5'53107+13 52 81683
21304+6153 24.258102+ 8 45 14 293
21304+6522 24.511104+10 15 11 63
21308+6520 49.650104+10 29 16 232
21309+6507 55.758104+10 g 5 103
21309+6245 56.110102+ 8 11 81773
21309+6456 56.228104+10 10 5 123
21309+6132 57.520102+ 7 29 201642
21312+6238 16.52102+ 8 9 91763
21313+6029 20.831 101+ 7 10 I 6 273
21313+6645 21.033105+11 16 10 223
21314+6713 25.436106+12 23 8 913
21315+6159 30.650102+ 8 13 81124
21316+6133 49.1 9102+ 7 10 ; 3 353
21319+6113 59.516101+ 7 14 10 343
21320+6343 4.352103+ 9 g 5 33I
21321+6620 7.635105+11 2218 9931
21321+6836 6.247107+13 25 31043
21326+6429 38.9 8 104+ 9 11 5 7
3
21327+610047666 101+7 7 4
21328+6355 53.7 2 103+ 9 28 15 24 221329+6539546 41 106+10 31 17 166 2
21329+6722 54.7 37106+12 30 8 168 2
21329+6826 59.648107+12 35 98 2531
21329+6216 59.741 102+8 13 16_ 3i21332+6638 12.9 35 105+11 10 9
21332+6201 16.2 16 102+ 8 9 8 23 4
21333+6603 23.756105+11 508 69
21334+6630 24.66105+11 13 9157
21335+6932 31.544 107+13 38 16 6 2
21336+6832 37,7 62 105+11 g 55176 33!21336+624541046 103+6 23 25
21337+8126 48.1 52 102+7 1_ 89833333121338+6238 51,2 103+ 6
21336+604052062101+710,,30'2424,1,,,.°,o,o,o,,.+,o
21344+6449 27.047 104+10 24; 8 5 2
21348+6825 49.6 36 107+12 14 I 4 39 4
21351+6803 6.8 22 106+12 36 I 9 42 3
21351+6016 10.3 32 101+6 34 15 167 2
21352+6437 13.8 28 104+ 9 14 9 11 3
21362+6600 17.1 21 105+10 27 17 28 221355+635733.036 lC_+9 18 11 15 3
21357+6335 45.5 8 103+ 9 58 3 72 321357+614s45537 102+7 36 23 23 221358+6051482 18 102+7 10 9 36 3
21358+8204 50.7142102+7 10 6 134
21360+6756 0.1 i50 106+12 11 3 33 4
21368+6037 3.7:37 101+6 42 25 171 2
21361+6257 6.4:50 103+6 6 8 21 3
21361+6_0 7.9i40105+1022 13 1612I
21363+6636 19,71 3 105+11 1411 273
21364+6934 26.8:14 108+13 64 8 66 3
21365+6845 33.829 107+12 51 8 74 3
21365+6151 34.9 20 102+ 7 9 3 324
21368+6736 40.3 28 106+12 i 23 9 11 4
21368+6802 46.6 i 4 106+12 20 10 41 321368+681451.0.1o01+616 6 10,3
213,+,,2752c36104+931201531268+° 06 4.,54105 102, 23321369+604166. 42102+6131124,3
21369+6124,8.8,26102+730 6 664213 0+653246105+1012 6 1321371+68 10. 30107+1276 3 59321373+672418. 40106+11133124213,4+035628.,101 +9163143213 4+680327.567101+6861840221374+0`0926.1.34104+810 3170321374+62406.,6 103+66g 6 762
21375+6831 _31,_ 15:107+12 40 8 69 221376+691734_ 6 107+1312g 8 57 3
21376+613237.830 102+7 23 6 74 421377+600542_ 2 107+13 16 6 6 321377+682646.141107+12 16 7 13
21378+6213 48.3 42 103+ 7 11 9:11 3
21379+6246 55.8 30 103+ 6 10 5 177 3
,1380+6035 3.03102+6 27 81792
21380+6025 3.3 44 101 +6 25 868 3
21380+6726 4,7 19 106+11 36 18 21 2
21381+6225 6.2 30 103+6 23 11 4 3
21381+6830 9.023106+11 10 81803
H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
ct 8 Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 am 25 ,am 60 ,am







































































































ICE, ,am Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Cocf R Flags*
5.36 C JHB ]9701000116
3.14L C BEc BM 870211000011.51L B 95000100087.85 D D 9604013308
17.81L C DB 9500100018
9.43L E DD 9600101338
14.07L BD B 3 9501000008
4.76 C D C 8600000016
4.28 F 8 D E A C 8700002000 :
13.74L BBB AAB 1 9500000006
12.06L B ;._ 65000100086.48 CF CC 9600100106
3,54L C 'BJ 7700111000
2.94 CD C 95000000003.54 6600001008
2.76 B _ FB 4600001000,
17.37L B ;I C 9600100018
5,00: DD J DC 9800100018
13.97L ABC ;AC li95011000184713.76L C 9500000008
13.45L BS AAE 019601000006
3.31L C ABB 12650100000012.22L OC 85681000063.06L ABC AAE 7602010000
890 FF GBA 9502010128 8
18.0`L C BH ' 9500000008
3.15L BD AB 1114700002000 2i2.37[ BB AAD 5600100000
3,63L C BD K 6601000000
11.46L BC AAM 1 9501102008 21
10.09L C L D C 9602010228
5.14 BBDD MEEB 970100010810.38L AAEH 1 5500001008
3.64L CD BC 0 6600010000
3.19: C D D I E 9701000008
5.26 F
MKC 968000010813.44L C 9500000006
4.01 D I B 9601000216
2.55L B C 2700010000
24.66L S B GI 9501011006
2.50L SC AB 1 3600000000
I4.51L D I J E 9500100108
15,19L C AE 9502101008
11.34L C KDE 8503010008
19.59L BC AC E 0 9502102008
17.50L DD ABFH 0 7501101008
2.68L B BI G 8600010000
14.12L BC AA 0 9501681008
2.81L BBC AAA 0 5500000000
3.17 E C 9801000008
4.88 C D L E B 960200000814.04L F 9500112206
10.52 CC KEC 9603000318
3.93L D BG J 5681000000
16.49L C B 9504125328
13.17L F C H 9500100008
4.74L BBC AABD 0 9614001108 01
6.72 DD MDBB 9603111318
4.44LIB D :(_ EC 660000010015.86 9503020018
5.15 D GC 9601100108
IFC7.72: C 6582001336
4.47 M_ 96000010082.13 E 5501000000
3.82L F D BFD 5 2501000000
3.06L eBB BD G 3501000000
68.15: ! C DDGC 93422874585.27 E J O 4500000000
15.34L _B A E 9500000008
16.12L O D 9601000006
20.95L C I AC 9601001208
15.05L B CF J 9500000008
4.19 E FEB 9680000018
2.56L BC ABM 4 3681000000
8.53L E EB , 9580100318
9.89: C C MOB 95030003183.38L L I B 6800000000
4.10 HFD 9600000008
3.01L C CI 9700000000
4.48L C C H K 5500000000
3.84L B CFM 5600010000
15.75L B B E 9700000008
1023L C F BCG 90,11034188.68:] BDE 9682101158
5.30 I F J BS 9603012318
4.93L D J C 66000000OO
8.63L SB AADN 1 9500000008
2.92 C O M C 95000000086.04L E B 9600200016 I
3.95L C DE 9601000128 I
i!
3.19L CC BC F 2 6601001000
10.84L BE eo 1 9500001008
9.11L CD ABLH 1 9500q00008
2.0,L DCE BCE 0 2600011000
13.67L BC AD 1 9400000008
4.16 F DCC: ,5500000100
3.84L B AGEE F i 568100000014.60 C I 9500101138
8.84: EC DC 9400000328









8 23 LDN 1176
8
Sep









1 13 19510 K0
1 13 19511 K2
1 2 I)O39826
5 213039823
41 23 LDN 1199
1 2 DO39839
1 1613807- B9













C 1 32 X2135+639
1 1319528 K0
F 4 23 CED 194
1 13 19534 K0
















1 23 LON 1140
1 23 LDN 1135
8




"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Exlended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 p.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
117
Right Ascension: 21h38m10"-21h45m29" Declination: +60°-+70 °









12.47L BBC AABD 0 9700000008 05
14.97L BE ABM I 9401000008
1120L BB AA 4 9500001008
2.16 C G D 6600100000
12.99L BB AAGK 0 9501000008
1534L BC AB 2 ' 9500000008
2.50L BC AA 0 5700101000!
16.20L C CE I 9500100008
3.74 C J C 8601000000
19.51L CB BBE 9401001008
3.11 E I F C 9602000008
V L C
F]ux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type
4 2 DO 39929





























6 1 32 X2139+663
2 13 19577
6
Name H (Not Color Corrected)
Galactic Uncertainty C8 Coords SMJ SMN 0 12 p.m 25 t._m 60 /_ma 8 ct
h m. , , (s) (") I b (") (") (*) N (Jansky)
21361+6533 10.41 114 6!43 8.40 2.60
21382+6802 13.3 8 8 90 ! .63 .17:
21382+6811 15.8 10 4 178 3 4,19 1.17
21363+6133 22,1 42 26 178 2 25L ,25L
21384+6744 26,9 8 3 177 4 2.46 1.18
21385+6737 33,4 12 4 179 4 2.40 .61
21389+6037 59,8 7 5 20 3 1.60 ,59
21390+6322 2.2 39 19 26 2 .42L 25L
21391+6118 9.6 33 21 165 3 25L 25L
21392+6634 1120 t2 9 t4 3 .25L ,31I
21392 + 6833 117.4 34 23 15 2 ,46L .73L
21393+6810 21.9 36 17 10 3 .25L .25L
21394+6321 24.0 10 9 12 3 .44 .25L
21394+6621 28.2 14 3 176 3 .28: .47
21394+6820 28.9 27 16 14 2 .25L .25L
21395+6151 31.1 108 3 65 3 1.13 .18:
21396+6605 41.6 15 8 176 3 39 ,25L
21396+6612 41.7 19 6 14 3 26L .34
21397+6125 44.8 31 8 35 3 .31 ,25L
21397+66t8 47,9 15 8 i 34 9 .25L ,25L
21400+6155 4.6 32 8' 11 2 .22 ,25L
21400+6228 4.7 33 18 1 3 .25L ,25L
21401 +6158 9.0 44 23 22 3 .25L 25L
21401+6627 11.1 10 9 11 3 I ,60 .19:
21402+6013 12.0 5 32 3 i 1,88 1.03
21403+6454 19,6 14 89 3 .44 .25L
21403+6413 20.4 35 _ 3 ! .28 .25L
21404+6608 26.4 11 8 =v 31 .41 .43
21404+6834 27.5 ,._ 14 178 3 .25L .25L21404+6216 28,6 12 25 2 .29 .42L
21405+6739 32.8 21 8 81 4 .28 .25L
21406+6639 41.1 13 8 3 3 .45 .25L
21406+6929 41.1 40 20 6 2 .45L ,25L
21407+6121 42.6 46 21 12 2 .70L .25L
21407+6330 47.9 30 16 169 3 .25L .25L
21408+6809 50.7 30 17 15 2 .72L .25L
21409+6734 56.5 65 18 25 2 25L .25L
21409+6430 59.8 9 i 5 4 3 3.12 .75
21410+6540 3.6 56 3 65 3 .69L .26L
21411+6031 6.0 97' 27 36 2 .25L .25L
21412+6416 13.1 36 8 66 3 .30 .25L
21413+6003 18.6 51 t8 38 2 .51L ,25L
21413+6131 19.6 8 3 137 4 10.11 4,33
21416+6556 36.6 t7 9 4 2 .52: 12,39
21417+6254 42,9 27 9 t66 3 .25L .25L
21417+6155 44,1 16 10 18 3 ,39 .26L
21417+6363 46,5 27 8 171 2 .22 .25L
21417+6645 47.0 34 8 65 3 ,28 25L
21418+6544 50,2 37 15 24 2 .76L .25L
21418+6552 53.2 10 5 403 14.78 78.96
21418+6602 53.3 37 23 19 2 .31L .26L
21418+6849 53.5 16 7 8'3 1.46 .37
21419+6113 58.7 42 23 29 2 .25L ,55L
21419+6543 58.e 12 6 133 .72 ,40
21419+6639 59.5 23 10 179 2 ,37L .25L
21420+6806 5,6 18 9 170 3 ,25L .25L
21422+6151 14,6 17 3 97 3 2,57 1,64
21422+6301 !16.9 17 12 6 3 .31 25L
21423+6650 20,9 16 10 1 3 30 .25L
21425+6746 32.9 29 9 19 3 .25L .25L
21426+6556 39.8 48 20 26 2 .39L .27L
21426+6546 41.4 53181242 .26L .25L21427+6739 44,1 24 74 .29 .25L
21430+6217 4,5 158031 ! .53 .25L21431+6222 6,8 11 3 2,38 .75
21431 +6753 7.9 41 3 164 .38L ,27L
21431+6850 8,7 61 371632 ,26L ,25L
21432+6024 12.4 9 8 86 3 .50 27L21433+6232 22.0 1 i 5 177 3 2.13 .52
21434+6307 24.0 10 9 173 3 .73 .35
21434+6121 28.2 13 8 179 3 .29 .25L
21435+6213 30.6 19 8 96 3 38 .25L
21436+6356 39.1 9 4 175 3 2.07 ,58
21436+6631 39.3 56 15 24 2 .34L t,08L
21436+6735 40.0 10 9 176 4 .57 .19:
21437+6228 47.5 26 14 11 3 .34L' .25L
21438+6539 49.8 14 7 14 9 .25L .29
21438+6745 51.3 50 14 14 2 .26L 25L
21439+6403 58.5 87 33 25 2 .25L .25L
21440+6053 0.5 7 3 23 4 3.72 1.06
21440+6658 5.3 27 14 21 3 ,25L .25L
21441 +6555 9.1 28 8 25' 2 .25L .33L
21443+6546 18.:' 11 8 20 3 .97 .27
21443+6340 22.E 26 12 159 2 ,31 .25L
21444+6409 27.8 33 32 61 2 25L .41L
2t444+6146 28.8 8 3 t 3 3.03 1.88
21446+6335 32.6 13 9 168 3 .78 .34
21445+6321 32.9 1t 6 i 166 3 3.64 1.79
21446+6612 40.2 25 12 13 3 .25L .25L
21447+6603 44.6 24 11 20 3_ .25L .25L
21447+6804 45.6 66 18 14 2 .25L .25L
21448+6801 48.6 14 9 6 3 .64 .26L
21448+6333 49.2 16 11 171 3 .25L .25L
21449+6619560 2,! 20 272 38, 33L21451+872483 184 12.83 839
21451+6433 9.9 11 9 12 3 .84 .21
21453+6038 22.t 11 8 90 4 .53 .17:






.62L 5,23 C GF C
.40L t2,16L B BG H
2.72 6.77: F FCD =FAB 37 8
.44 5.53L C DD
,40L 2.22 CD F ACHE
.55L 33.89L B B BC 1 92
t,67 9.13: CCD FBBC
,40L 3.55L C DL H
2.30 19,80L C AC
.40L 3,77L C E L
.55L 5.02 C L KB
.40L 4.18 D
,40L 16.98L 8 F 4
,51L 13.07L B B
.42L 3.22L C
.41L 12.96L B





.42 3.99L C N F D 9601000008
,45L 3.04 C J HB 9600000000
,41L 4.12 B L F C 5601000000
.47 13.77L C B 9501100018
,49 10.32L C CE 9600110008
,40L 15.6,4L BC AAL D 0 9500001008 2 4 TMSS +60323 23 30
.64 871 FD G FG! 8500001100
.49LI 3.65 C E D 8601000000
.43L 16,06L C B F 9500000008
.58 17.99L C GFE 9401002208 4 13 19594 B5 3 I 85
.81 2.32L ABB AAB 0 7710100000 16 2i 4 TMSS +60324 30 I 27
8.38: 1209,92L F FD EABB 91 9202245538 F 3! 22 BFS11 2371 600
.44L 3.96 E NCA !9601000008
.40L 3.21L C CF 9601100000 13 19599 5 91
.49L 4,09L C B K 66000000001











3 4 TMSS +70178 45 23
.94 5.89L F D 9601212200
687.66 1214.73 FBCC CBBA 9 9254247330 F 9 7 LKH 234 64
.57L 6.73 F HC 9805012208 1 23 LDN 1183 365
.40L 9.47L BC AB 119502000008 1 13 196091<2 2 73
.42L 2,83 C K B 8600000000
,96L t0.33L CC BAGA 4 _501312100
.68 5.79 DF CC 9601011118
.68 7.74L C MGCA 9500301438 C 1 32 X2142+681 97 12
.43L 2.62L BB AAFt 0 8501100000
A2L 17.47L B BG 7400000008
A5L 15.10L D DF 9500000008
.71 7.41L E E B 9502101438 C
2.15 21.19L F E F B 9641124118 2
.80 4,95L F F D 1602125100
.40L 19.18LIB DF 9401110008
.72L 29.50L BF BAI F 0 9502011238 C
,42L 3.19L B AH 9602110000 2 13 19615 5 87
,44L 2,83L BC AAC 0 9600000000
.96 8,68 BD MDCB 9641100418 4
,40L 2,72 F L F 9601000000
.40L 3.78L B B DJ 5700010000
.40L 15.20L BC _BKL'0 9400000008 1 13 19619 6 90
,40L 2.80L BB AA 0 9700010000
.40L 4.27L C B 5600000000 1319620 5 88
,42L 9,34L D C HE 8603110000 2 13 19621 B2 2 60
.40L 3.04L BC AA FI 0 8600000000
.61 19.96L C DF 9602000008
,40L 1699L BD AD D! 09401110108
,64 3.06: CD CC 9500100000
2.69 5.13L CC DAA 4600000100 2 23 OCL 0241 470
,46 11.55L E CI 9402000108
,9tL 6.37 D HF 5501001240 C
.52L 3,68L AB AACL 2 5600000000 4 13 19624 A2P 3 45
,60 4,98L C L DA 9601100118
1.63 8.27 CC HCA 9500004008
.40L 3.84L BD AC 0 4700000000
.50L 4.12L C C 8600001000
.55L 7.66 F HCF 4582001230 C
.47L 2.89L BB AAG 0 6700000000
.42L 2.94L BC ABE 1 7600101000
.37: 3.35L BBD AAC 1 9600001000
.76 9.26: DC K NED 9842011318 4
5.71 CD FCB 9600001008
3.07 D A 9602100018
12.36L B B DHt 9500100008
3.08L C EA 6600101000
25.76L D J F G 9601000108
3,32: BBBE AAAC_0 9643001108
3.06L B D A C 0 3600000000
4.79L mBC BB F 0 3601000000
14.03L F HF 9500100008
4.62L E D I 3600000000
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
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1 !i
Right Ascension: 21h45m31'-21h54m18" Declination: + 60 °- + 70 °
_Name
ham o6
Position (1950) Flux Density Flags Associations
OCH (Not Color Corrected)
Galactic Uncertainty V L C
¢: _ Coords SMJ SMN 0 12 /Lm 25 _.m 60 t_m 100 _.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
(s) ( ) 1 b (') (') (') N (Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags = S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
21455+6553 63
21455+6250 .48L X2145+628
21456+6422 16.54 RT CEP
21456+6737 .56





21464+6545 ,41L DO 40168
21464 +6614 .40L
21469 + 6224 .40L
21469+6020 .43L DO40182






21478+6802 .40L 19662 K2























21501 + 6141 .42
21501 _6130 .40L
21501 +6742 .44L
21501 +6429 52L 19683 K0
21502+ 6048 .40L
21503 + 6945 .40L
21505+ 6439 .46L 19687 K0
21507 + 6909 .40L
21507+6434 .64L
21508+6005 .36: 19693 K0
21509+6234 2.72 RAFGL 5646S
21511 +6437 55L
21512+6703 .66L



















21529 +6057 .40L 19730





21535 +6146 .53L 19734 K0
21535 +6654 .43L
21536 + 6740 .48L
21537 +6601 1.22
21537 + 6616 .46L
21537 +6225 .52L
21537 + 6435 13.34
21537 +6218 .43L
21538 + 61t8 ,47L 19738 K5
21538 +6329 1.26
21538 + 6824 .42
21539 + 6023 ,48L DO 40405
21539 _6t03 .48L
21539 + 6916 .40L
21540 +6339 ,5fL
21540 _ 6341 .86L
21541 +6638 ,54L
21542 +6504 .49L 19742 B2
21543 +6221 .46L


































































































































a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 0
(s) (") I b (') (') (')
22.358108+11 13 I 8 1
23.151107+10 151 8 16
17.050105+ 7 33 111 29
t7.322105+ 7 16[ 7166
1.536105+ 7 62 [ 18 2714.5 v 105+ 7 10 [ 5 t5
17.741 107+9 231 8 174
29,6 24 104+ 6 6 [ 4 9'
35.6 51 106+ 9 17 [ 8 78J
t4.0 i 7 105+ 7 13 ] 8 1801
_1 24 108+10 19l 10
_4 7= 34 107+ 9 33 I 20 174 I
54.Bi 40103+ 5 53 | 8 741
3.2131 105+ 7 11 T 8
b.3t 43 104+ 6 11 I 8 -
7RI59 107+ 9 11 I 6 141
12.8117105+ 7 19 I 7 1Bt
13.811107+10 11 I 5 121
18.9123105+ 7 20 118 35 I
19.3145103+ 4 21 I 8 821
26.0149107+10 72119 24]
31.3138105+ 7 181 71631
)2.2143104+6 191 81681
34.9140108+11 30 I 8 7Sl
=14129 107+ 9 401 3 1751
L41t 3105+7 141 81701
$5.8133 108+11 20 I 14 181
_'tTt59 103+ 4 151 8 1751
[,9.9112 107+ 9 18 I 8 741
o.41 0 105+ 7 9 I 4 18l
4.2142 105+ 7 12 I 5 131
4J5140 107+ 9 9 I 5 13l
9.0134 105+ 7 20 [ 14
M 7125 105+ 6 10 [ 5
12.6126 103+ 5 9[ 8 171
$0.7152 106+ 7 10 [ 9 11
_,3.0112 105+ 6 16 [ 10 191
o.3149104+ 543 [ 22 13[
z=J27 106+8 i 141 8 21i
13.4151 105+ 7 31 [ 12 26[
14.8149 106+ 7 11 I 6174[
155l 0105+ 7 9 I 3180[
731158103+ 4 26 1111651
.>6.319105+6 201121721
30913104+ 5 8 I 8 25I
_11113 107+9 131 8 hi
=71 t 58 104+ 6 70 123 311
38.318104+5] 9l 4 12[
$2.9130 I06+81 8] 4 12[
t7.319108+10] 71 1311781
58.9149103+ 4 27 ] 14 t71[
13.8132106+ 815 ] 9171 [
15.9116108+10; 11 [ 5 :_
.>0.9121 106+ 8 14 [ 9177]
.>1.3154108+11 11 I 61741
_78133109+12 42 1181681
37.610104+ 5 12 I 4 24 I
39.4137104+ 5 25118 201
t8.3141107+10 271161571
_1.5155104+ 5 12 I 8 '
_19153109+11 28125 271
_.2157107+ 9 16 110171 I
5.6.2] 5109+11 69119 161
56.5115104+ 6 12 I 8
58.2145105+ 7 10] 8 -,
" "51109+12 17] 3 lnt
zMi54 105+6 18] 91711
15.212104+ 5 17 I 8 _ql t
25.4150104+ 4 25[ 141781
]83] 7109+12 13[ 8
|9.5120108+10 21 ] 7 pll
_4.B119104+ 5 18 t 8
syt31 108+ 9 31 t 14 166
7RI57 104+5 10J 5 175
8615107+9 10t 5 4
12.915107+ 8 15 [ 9 1
15.834109+12 24 ] 10180
26.516106+10 18 ] 8 16
31.846106+ 7 30 ] 18 11
33.026104 + 4 171 7174
36,7 2104+ 5 9 [ 8 6
38.818 104+ 4 10 I 9 12
49.552 105+ 6 151 6 28
53.641 106+ 7 34 I 3 31
7.953 104+ 5 24 116 21
21.4 3 106+ 7 101 5 9
23.133 105+ 6 161 6 28
23.840 108+ 9 64 131 14
30.148 106+ 8 17 110 5
39833 106+ 8 102 120 19
41.519 105+ 6 32 18 178
46314 106+ 7 35 13 51
53.143 106+ 7 11 I 8 180
54.66106, 7 16[ 8 6
57.411105+5 5824 181.749109+11 18
7.656104, 5 11 [ 8 4
8.427104+ 4 27 [ 18 33



















































































































































































































































































































Corr A Confusion R S
Ccef R Flags* S 2
_21 --BBG 3600011000
BCMG 9603100110
G D B 9542314428 E
AAA 21 2600000000 01
I CGCI 9501000108
AAA I 1 I 9400000008 17
BNK 4601000000






BC i 8500200008ACG I 1600001000AAC I 1700000000
HCC I 9600211238
AAK I 11 96010OO0OO
HDHD 94811123360] 86O010O000
J B 4502000010A A 01 060000O000
B 1600000000
C M 7600000000




ABFBJ O] 8601122338 A
AA I 11 16O0111000
F L 840010O006




AB I 1 I 3600011000
AA G 01 6511010108
HNEC 8700111000







B K [ 1500OOOOO0
AAD I 01 7600000000
D F H t 3502000000
A A A 1 I 5600000000









A A ,01 0600000000
BG 1 15601021000
B I 5700000000
BAA 3 I 5501120008
AAB I 31 4602000000
CIE DB ] 78001000009400000200
AAE I
2600000000io31460000000066000100O0
C F K 6502120008
A E F 7600000000
G , 8500000000
C E I C t 5602000000
BBM t 2 1700000000
AFJ I 0 8701000000
A A J I 106O0000000
FFB I 5502102216 4
_EBI 6500000100A 0 36 00000
A A A I 2 060000000(] 17




J I EB I 5602134318 5
ADFD 9 6301134108 1
BD G 6300100008
A B 7 38000010(3£
c ] 57010OO00£
ABI 7 460102000£ 1
F F C t 580000000£
B E 1 460002100£









A 4 1319762 K5
A
i
2 i 2 DO 40529
1 2 DO40530
5 13 19773 MB
1 13 19779
1 2 DO40555
1 2 DO 40563
1 2 DO 40564
2 1319785
3 13 19789 K5
1 2 DO40583
1 1 BG CEP
1 13 19795
1 1319800 K2
1 2 DO 40604
2 13 19803
1 2 DO 40611
1 1 BH CEP




1 13 19818 K0
1 173105












































Right Ascension: 22_03m23'-22hllm09 •
Position (1950) Flux Density
Name
a 8
h m, = ,
H
Galactic Uncertainty C
o 8 C_orbds SMJSMN 0) O 12 _m(s) C) C) C) ( _,
22033+652423,3 6 107+8 11 9 10 3 ,56
22o33+671223.719 lO8+1o 18 8 18 3 .25L
22034+823229.527 105+6 12 6 170 3 7.41
22036+820236.3 6 105+5 18 8 171 3 .42
22036+625038.6 7 105+6 12i 3 14 3 21.97
22038+8034 39.8 4 104+4 6' 4 14 3; .83
(Not Color Corrected)










I00 u.m Flux Corr A Confusion
Uncs Coef R Flags*
7.36L C BF 3700000000
3.97L B G B E 9600000000
5.56L AB AA 3 [ 0700000000
10.30L B CG ; 1600201000
5.45L BBD AA8 0 0601100000
30.11 BBCC AAAA 0 3502010000
L C
22037+6206 43.2 38 105+ 5 26 12 172 2 .33 .25L 1.21L
22037+6845 44,1 19 109+11 14 8 14 3 ,40 25L .40L
22037+6320 45.2 9 106+ 6 13 9 i 16 3 ,49 .25L ,60L
22038+6227 51.9 53 105+ 6 12 9 i 175 3 .70 .20: .54L
22039+6215 56.4 35 105+ 6 13 7 174 3 14.77 7.26 1.45
22039+6426 57.8 59 106+ 7 25 15 3 2 .29 ,45L .99L
22040+6247 1.6 56 105+ 6 10 3 6 3 1.49 .33 1.01L
22040+6304 2,8 37 106+ 6 29 3 86 3 .25L ,28L 1.49
22043+6045 22,1 12 104+ 4 9 4 5 3 1,74 ,60 .52L
22043+6159 24.0 33 105+ 5 20 12 17' 3 .25L ,25L 1.23
22044+6124 29.1 43 105+ 5 11 8 25 3 .40 .14: ,74L
22045+6028 32.1 3 104+4 12 8 178 3 .39: .47 ,62L
22045+6306 32,8 58 106+ 6 12 5 21 3 11.69 13.57 3.17
22045+6435 35,6 50 106+ 7 25 16 11 2 27L .25L 1.18
22047+6326 45.1 14 106+ 6 10 9 11 I 3 1.01 30 .72L22048+6924 51.3 3 109+11 35 17 3 .25L ,25L .56L
22051+6425 7.9 27 106+ 7 14 10 9 3 .42 ,15: 1.29L
22051+6445 8.9 46 107+7 54 11 28 2 .45L .29L 1,96
22052+6642 13,5 33 108+ 9' 18 8 14 4 ,49 ,25L ,51L
22052+6823 15,1 24 109+101 14 9 174 3 ,55 ,25L ,40L
22053+6636 19.5 108+ 9 35 19 176 3 .25L .36L .92L
22055+6446 30.2 33 107+ 7 27 14 31 2 .73L .25L 2.16L
22055+6000 31.6'10 104+ 4 62 12 30 2 ,23 .39L .71L
22055+6305 35,2'12 106+ 6 27 14 29 2 .43L .25L 1.53
22056+6513 36,0 29 107+ 8 11 8 5 3 .51 ,25L .61L
22056+6206 38,7 36 105+ 5 14 6 175 3 6.82 3.69 .94
22056+6004 41.3 45 104+ 4 9 4 15 3 1.53 .53 .53L
22057+6449 42.4 9 107+ 8 25 12 16 2 .25L .25L 1.18
22059+6326 584 24 106+ 6 17 8 29 3 ,35 ,25Li 1,11L
22060+6018 5.4 16 104+ 4 8 8 95 3! .81 .40 .53L
22061+6437 11,9 36 107+ 7 35 8 67 2 .28 .25L .83L
22064+6406 29.5 34 106+ 7 28 8 72 3 ,80 .25L 1.08L
22065+6120 318 31 105+ 5 23 12 175 2 .26 .25L ,60L
22066+6912 39.3 30 109+11 21 11 5 3 .28L .25L .57
22067+6352 47,7 41 106+ 7 13 7 9 3 1.38 .35 1.13L
22068+6100 51,9 51 105+ 4 16 8 17 2 .49 .25L 2.13L
22069+6433 54,4 15 107+ 7 17 8 17 2 .39 .25L 1.09L
22069+6939 59.6 31 110+11 39 8 I 19 2 .27 ,25L .40L
22070+6006 0.6 32 104+ 4 29 11 175 2 .90L .31L 1.50
22070+6115 1.8 10 105+ 5 8 8 19; 33 .87 .51 2.32L22071+6057 7.3 29 105+ 4 8 115 ,g8 ,38 2.651
22072+6252 14.6 55 106+ 6 64 12 29 2 ,43L .57L .97
22074+6055 27.8 34 105+ 4 8 7 117 3 ,72 ,23 2.75L
22075+6500 32.6 18 107+ 8 28 12 52 2 ,25L ,25L 2.32
22078+6002 53.7 7 104+ 3 18 11 24 3 .25L ,25L 2,23
22079+6039 55.7 6 104+ 4 9 4 180 3 1.71 .42 ,63L
22079+6739 56.3 45 109+10 30 14 10 3 36L _ ,25L .53
22079+6201 59.2 39 105+ 5 30 10 169 3 .42L ,52L ,97L
22079+6538 59.9 27 107+ 8 37 12 8 2 .43L ,56L ,83
22080+6250 1.5 55 106+ 6 18 3 20 3 .59L ,43: 3,92:
22081+6054 10,2, 54 105+ 4 12 8 90 3 .55 .25L 2,60L
22083+6657 18,2 12 108+ 9 23 10 19 2 .33 ,27L ,40L
22083+6316 21.C 45 106+ 6 19 8 19 ; 3 .26L .25L 2.54
22084+6452 25.3 3 107+ 7 21 12 169 2 .25L .37L 1.51
22084+6139 26.1 31 105+ 5 103 21 32 2 .26L ,25L .86
22084+6146 28,0 49 105+ 5 _r_ 18 32, 2 .40L ,25L 1,0922085+6154 32.3 16 105+ 5 ' _v 16 31 2 .25L ,33L .81
22085+6222 34.6 24 106+ 5 21 8 23 3 _61 .25L .92L
22087+6418 47.834 107+ 7 44 10 29 2 .49 .25L 1.77L
22089+6512 55.4 56 107+ 8 16 3 180 3 .25L .27 .93L
22089+6331 58.2 47 106+ 6 11 9 18 3 .48 .25L 1.03L
22089+6926 59.1 36 110+11 12 8 15 3 .51 .17 .40L
22091+6549 11.1 44 108+ 8 22 3 24 4 .25L ,25L 1.29
22094+6925 26.0 7 110+11 31 15 174 3 .25L .25L .32:
22094+6309 29.1 20 106+ 6 15 5 15 3 .26L .64 2.65L
22095+6953 30.1 8 110+11 14 8 179 3 .71 .14: .54L
22095+6335 34.6 51 106+ 6 15 8 12 3 .26L .42 3.01
22097+6519 43,9 56 107+ 8 26 15 1 3 ,27L .25L 1.38
22097+6612 46.9 28 108+ 8 26 3 107 4 .28L .25L .87
22098+6548 50,5 10 108+ 8 42 16 6 2 ,67L ,52L ,77
22099+6531 58.9 40 107+ 8 32 19 162 2 ,25L ,25L 1,19L
22101+6350 9,5 56 107+6 36 14 17 2 .52L .25L 1.44
22101+6536 11.0 56 108+8 33 13 30 3 ,25L ,25L 1,69
22103+6523 19.6 24 107+ 8 61 19 29 2 ,35L ,51L .88
22103+6341 21.2 37 106+ 6 18 10 23 3 ,33: ,53L 6,11
22103+6030 22.8 39 105+ 4 12 6 4 3 3,82 ,90 ,55L
22103+6139 23.7 30 105+ 5 31 3 31 3 ,27L ,25L 1,28:
22104+6549 24.0 57 108+ 8 46 18 30 2 .32L 1.13L ,89
22104+6542 26.1 56 108+ 8 11 i 5 1 3 2.16 .54 .65L
22104+6009 29,0 25 104+ 3 15 ; 10 9 3 .45 .25L 2.11L
22105+6314 30,6 8 106+ 6 50 12 32 2 .36 .25L 4.88L
22105+6808 31.8 26 109+10 34 I 3 176 3 .30: .25L .47:
22105+6331 31.9 31 106+ 6 92 18 33 2 .92L .25L 1.62
22106+6256 40.8 16 106+ 6 89 14 31 2 _ .31L .25L 1.05
72108+6425 48.4 21 107+ 7 18 8 14 3 .25 .25L .94L
->2108+6302 48,6 31 106+ 6 11 5 7 3 19.26 4,71 3,82L
->2108+6156 49.1 17 106+ 5 60 14 34 2 .66L .25L 1.28
.>2108+6028 50.8 31 105+ 4 10 4 6 3 1.87 1,53 ,55L
->2108+6818 51.3 46 109+10 48 30 166 2 ,25L .25L .52L
->2108+6008 51,4 2 104+ 3 13 3 6 3 1,23 .40 1.95L
.>2108+6022 51.5 49 105+ 4 19 10 7 3 .29L .15: 1.57
.>2109+6505 54.8 31 107+ 7 19 11 34 2 .33L .37 2,47:
._2109+6206 57.0 33 106+ 5 50 22 177 2 .51L .25L .87
._2111+6224 9,3 49 106+ 5 12 8 15 3 .72 ,31 2.84L
8.25L C C M 2600100000
2.39L C CN 7600000000
40.48L B B I 5400000008
598L C D B D 0700000000
6.15L BBB AAA 2601000000
18,31L E C 2601000000
7.12L CD ADFB 8 0901100000
12,23 F C CC B 0500100300
6,12L BC AA 0 1700000000
10.69 CC CECB 2700013100
633L CD CDD i 3 2500010000
6.24L CC CAD 0 2701000000
33,32L BBC AAA 9 4410100308
13.76: DC I HC 2601011210
55.23L BE AD 3 6500000008
2.78 F H F B 6700000008
16.63L FD _CGL 1 2602011000
17,87L C L C 5601100300
4.53L C AN 5600110100
3,09L iC C G 86000000006,72 E GGC 5600110100
15,79 ' C H EC 6602200200
7,61L C E K 3600002000
12.19: EE FDFA 2844000308
6.28L B BD 5710000000
5.92L ABC AAB 2 2701000100
6.36L BC AA 4 3700002000
11.84L F EC 5602200210
74.22L E CCG 5502000108
7.29L BC BB 0 0702000000
15.19L C E 2600101000
61.44L E BF 2400100108
10.25L E G 2800000000
4.45 CB LLCB 1601001300
68,48L BC ACGB 0 5501000008
40,72L C B 050021000C
55,63L C CEF 4403100008
6,02L C D J 9600100008'
9.92L F HCB 1601001110
31,66L BB AA 0 160010000C
28.62L BC AB 4 050021000C
45,16L D F B 160010020C
27,06L CD BB 0 050031000C
14.64: CC J FB 5641000200
17.79 CC EBE _0603003340
6.88L BC ABI 0 i 1801000000
3.08L C B 4601000000
11.39 D MGA' 3601000000
8.66L F ' G 1703000000
19.43 F F D ! ECBA 274022330C
29.70L D B D 250200000C
6,63L C DG 2500000000
56.94L B G B D 1700000008
41,70L C HHCB 2500011008
11.42L E G 4700000000
8,20L I D K B 4700000000
10.29L C C D B 3600000000
6,88L B BEE 2701000000
73.26L F 3303000108
9.19L C BFB 3700011100
57.21L D BCC D 170000300812.77L CD 0 7502100108
11.08: DC I DDB 5601111218
3.72 DE I FB 4601100108
38.08L D II B F 270000330C
9,07L BE AFKD 0 9501011108




11.91 D E HD
77.57L C I D
23.47L E F H
12.57L E FKFG
40,94 'F EE EGFC
8.87L SC AA
12.43 FE F CB













36.41L BC AB F 3 5401025538
28.55L B DF 260010000C
54.77L C C 270100100C
5.06 C FC EEDB 5602001000
64.03L D GC 1700000108
35.51L D MB L 4800000000
64.37L C D 7400110218
43.80L BB AAC 0 480010000C
11,16L C M BB 4700000000
6,56L BC AA 4 1800332200
4,51 E LJ G 5600010110
27,75L BC AB 4 360110100C,
6.87L EB HHC 1840043300 i
50.74 FFC EEBF 3505053430 i
10.36L D E 37001000001
26.21L BD BD 4 SSO020000CJ
I
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60, 100 _.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
Declination: +60°-+ 70 °
Associations
Sep










































































































































a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 8
(s) (") I b (") (") (')
2.9 !2 107+ 7 58 3 75
2.4 !8 105+ 4 17 9 71
7.t 18 107+ 7 19 9 66
8.2 0 I06+ 5 11 6 12
7.8 !2 105+ 4 23 10 32
9.1 13 106+ 6 24 11 70
1.7 .)4 t06+ 6 21 3 10
2.1 ._6 t07+ 6 16 9 25
5.5 H 106+ 5 40 9 32
8.8 13 t09+ 9 19 8 77
7.1 8 09+10 14 9 7
9.2 12 106+ 5 9 9 14
3.1 -)5 106+ 6 31 8 77
9.e 19 108+ 8 23 10 26
5.4 39 106+ 6 17 3 53
5.4 71 105+ 3 66 14 32
6.0 $4 10+11 25 14 78
8.0 36 106+ 5 44 19 69
9E -)3 107+ 6 23 7 4
0.9 I1 10+11 21 11 68
2.4 17 10+11 19 3 21
4.4 15 106+ 8 30 12 31
4.E 37 10+11 14 10 78
7.C 35 105+ 4 69 13 33
9.1 15 105+ 4 10 5 1
1.5 )1 106+ 5 12 9 12
0.1 ._2 105+ 4 15 6 70
1.? _7 108+ 8 22 14 11
0.C 15 108+ 8 58 11 20
7.E .>1 105+ 3 26 12 25
:9.E 36 10+11 24 13 2
2._= 13 105+ 4 40 12 33
4.1 ._8 106+ 6 14 6 18
6.; 3 t064 5 20 3 95
,3.C }9 105+ 4 84 14 32
,6.£ 17 105+ 4 11 8 15
3.C 54 106+ 6 t6 9 12
8.5 1 107+ 7 27 10 31
8._ 31 107+ 7 9 3 9
1.1 15 108+ 8 73 18 32
1._ T9 107+ 7 41 8 78
1.z 44 108+ 6 2t 13 73
8.1 58 106+ 4 16 t0 8
9.E 39 105+ 3 17 8 18
!0.; 7 105+ 4 28 3
!2.1 21 109.+ 10 39 8 176
!2.," 15 106+ 4 52 21 33
!3.E 28 107+ 7 35 8 1
!5.; 41 107+ 7 61 3 34
!7.( 53 110+11 27 11 6
!8.' 27 107+ 7 29 14
10.' 4 t07+ 6 20 3 91
12/ 30 109+ 9 21 8
_0." 20 105+ 4 14 5
_5.' 40 106+ 5 10 4 e
19.! 48 105+ 3 8 4
i2.l 44 105+ 4 14 8
37.! 1(3 106+ 5 11 5
$8., 6O 107+ 6 40 8
_8.! 45 108+ 8 36 12
3: le 105+ 4 14 6
8.! 4 110+10 32 19 lZ
tl.i 5e 105+ 3 14 3 1,',
17..' 3E 110+11 12 8
18.' 2C 108+ 7 24 15 1(
.)0J 1c 107+ 7 80 3
>.0." 31 109+ 9 12 8
>.1., 21 110+11 48 18
.M." 42 110+11 45 8
_5., 55 106+ 4 10 5
.>5:11 107+ 6 13 3
28: 5-= 106+ 5 49 10
31: 2E 105+ 3 12 4
33. 4; 108+ 7 19 g
35. 3; 105+ 3 22 7
40. 4.¢ 110+11 19 10
42. 4; 106+ 4 14 8 1_
43. 2_ t08+ 7 110 19
5t. 4( 106_- 4 22
52. 3! 110+11 31 14 16!
53. 4" 105+ 3 9 _ 31
55. 3! 108+ 8 26 C'
9. I 106+ 4 8
10. 41 106+ 5 3e
17. 3; 110+11 12 £ 11
22. 5( 106+ 5 1c ,¢ 1_
24. 5) 107+ 6 25 E
24. I 106+ 4 1_
26 t 107+ 5 2£ 1;
26. 51 107+ 7 1,_ .= 2
26 4 106_- 4 5; 2(
30 5_ 107+ E 1E
34 1_ 106+ 5 1-" _ 1
46 41 106+ 4 1C .= 17
48 1 107+ E 1(- I
50 3 107+ 5 1( , 17
55 31 109+ _ 13
0 ,4_ 109+ _ ! : 7
8 14, 108+ E 1( I 1






















25L .25L .94 [
.25L .25L 3.04LI
26L .27L 235 I
.25L .33 .73 I
.36 .28L .50:1
.26L .25L 1.59 I
.25 37 .48:1




.25L .25L .69 I
.29L .25L .98 I
.26L .25L 1.4
.26 1.26L .40Li
.32L .35L t.60 I
.64 .33L 2.53LI
.31L .25L 2.39 I
1,05L .36L 1.47 ]
.67 .25L 2.66L]
.33L .26: 9.52:1
.40 .18: 1.37L J
2.30 1.05 .91L 1
.36L .73L .58 I
.33 .25L .84LI
.35L .25L 1.24 I
.31 .33 2.74L1
.22: .25L t.45 I
.25L .25L 1.80 I
.39L .25L .47LI




.94L 1.28L .92 I
.33L .31 2.29 I
.29 .25L .45LI
9.59 4.35 2.30L ]
1.72 .99 2.45L I





















































16.91 [ DCC CDA
32.75:[ DBF DFC
18.58 I ED GDB
3.45L t F C
I
10.73L I ' E




8.89L F F E
13.14 F GB
45.00L D J DB
8.15L DD BC
5.22: : DC ;GFB






8.87 ED J HC
30.01L C CE
30.83L D MCD
11 86L " ;J





50.64 . _EFB44.47L[ IDDE
44,76L] i D 'A;DG
6.OLLI F MCD
49.30L I
34_95L I D CA
2820L I 3D ;B
14.27L ; C _,GBB
49.21L C FBB
3.53 F -I HD
28.36L D J CG
t2.71L _.
16.85 D El C
12.36L] D (DFC
1188' I DO .LFB










40.64: .3D F ]CGF
12.41L 3C .3AH
15.41 {3 J I B
11.63 ECC DDC
4.63L _C _C
3.08 [3 MJ C


















66.63L B B D
26.28L EC BC
33.79 E r G C C
47.42L CC CBAE











Flux Corr A Confusion R S



















































































































































































































































































15.8 14J 107+ 5[ 18
21,-= uilO5+3) lOi
,24_7 106+4110
)27.C 44 105+ 3 14
31.2 231 109+ 8 r 27
32;. u 110+101 14
'32.E 39 106+ 4 13
36.c 331110+101 80
41.1 41 i 107+ 5 J 10
1
49.5 451 106+ 5 I 14
51.1 501 t07+ 5 7
59.8 t7= 106+ 4[ 16
2.1 - - 105+ 3 f 24
2.9 141 109+ 8 ] 11
9.3 461 106+ 4 [ 26
15,3 241 107+61 10
24.0 37[ 107+ 5 I 13
24.8 :4_ 106+ 4 I 13
25.5 4. 107+ 6 I 59
28.5 106+ 4 9
31.4 30] 107+ 6 I 13
33.6 ,4 . 107+ 6 I 18
34.2 _= 107+ 51 23
353 tgf 107+ 5 I 28
36.4 141 105+ 3 I 11
52.0 14t 106+ 4 I 46
57.1 541 106+ 3 I 14
1.5 20l 107+ 5 ] 28
6.3 35I 107+ 5 I 26
8.3 30l 106+ 3 I 55
8.7 22J 107+ 5 I 26
11.6 121 108+ 7 I 78
14.2 571 107+ 5 ) 14
17.0 tgt 105+ 3[ 42
18.7 13] 107+ 6 1 17
19.7 107+ 6 [ 16
20.5 108+ 7 I 59
23.3 501 106+41 59
23.8 _1, 106+4 I 281
25,5 :41 107+ 5 I 10
31,1 Pl I 109+ 9 ) 55
31.4 301 106+ 31 161
32.6 47_ 109+ 6 I 9 )
33.2 431 107+ 5 I 11 ;
34.1 271 108+ 6[ 501
35.0 221 107+51 20]
37.1 108+ 7 I 97 I
38.7 106+ 4 I 16 I
38.8 :4_ 107+ 5 I 17 I
45.3 n_106+3I 10
49.9 501110+10 I 151
50.7 331 107+ 6 I 13 I
54.8 40( 106+ 3 ( 30 I
55.7 lp[ 107+ 5 I 14 1
567 401 107+ 61 20l
582 35[ 109+ 8 I 33 J
3.0 391 107+ 5 $ 24 )
6.1 56i 107+ 6 r 25 I
6,7 341 108+ 6 I 12 I
10.5 _t i 106+ 4 I 9 '
12.3 161 107+ 6 I 20
14.9 _r i 106+ 4 ] 28 I
16.8 pt I 109+ 8 I 15 I
16.8 _1 [ 110+ 9 I 34
17.4 108+ 7 26
17.9 291 107+ 5 18 1
25.4 _ _ 108+ 6 32
29.5 271 107+ 5 I 23
30.6 _1 t 106+ 3 22
321 25[ 107+ 5 20
33.4 481 107+ 5 I 21
35.6 351 107+ 6 ] 17
37.5 591 107+ 5 t 56,
37.7 261 106+ 3 I 25
40.5 41i 107+ 6 I 14
41.5 --- 108+ 7 ] 33
43.3 _1 1 109+ 9 ] 70 ,
43.8 321 108+ 6 f 12
46.4 106+ 4 I 14
46.7 491 109+ 8 I 26
48.2 108+ 6 I 18
53.5 131 1084 6 I 44
56,3 _' 108+ 61 30
57.7 211109+81 13
59.8 Rll 106+ 4 ] 14
2.0 131 109+ 9 ] 24
3.0 pt I 106+ 4 [ 10
6.2 441 107 + 5 I 21
8.8 35r 108+ 6 I 32
186 16_ 106+ 41 34
18.8 atl 1061 4 I 35
20.2 1074 51 17
272 201107+ 61 13
28.7 501 106 _ 4 [ 15
31.0 ,,. 109+ 81 29
32.5 431107_ 5 I 11
33.7491108+ 7] 10
36.8 55t 107 _ 5 I 64





























13 34 I 2








































































12 Fm 25 _m 60 ,u.m 100 p,m
(Jansky)
.94L .69L I .90 [ 42.00L
,25L .40 J 2.12L J 32.51L
.25L 2.22 } 6.94: ] 32.54L
2.29 4.59 ] 9.81 [ 25.23:
.46 1.67 ! 927 ] 35.81
.34L .25L J .79 I 37.23L
.79 .;'1: I .40L] 2.72L
.83 .21 .73; 38.55L
.37 .25L .40L 3.66L
308.35 ]1540.32 !11232.05 113463.47
.48 .25L I 2A9L I 22.80L

























































































a_ t .61: I 36.13L
.43: i 22.93L I 61.80:
l! ! .45L I 22,40L
.25L I 1.43 I 40.07L
4.40 $ 61.59L I 31.70L
.20: I 2.32L I 15,63
.31L I 1.59; I 31.58L
.38L] 1.82 ] 53.01L
10.52 I 2.19 I 29.91L
.22: I 3.21L I 42.22L
.96L I 3.83 I 56.44L
.4_ I 22.25L I 70.54L
.35 I 3.84: I 22.09:
.25L ] 2.71L J 29.28L
.25L ( 1.15 I 18.00L
.36 I 2.71L ] 15.48:
.32: I 4.11LI 57.72L
.26L I 2.94 I 18.22L
_" _ 1,28 I 26.13L
.32 I 4.35L I 42.29L
.25L I .95 I 8.42L
.96 I 56.33: I 259.18L
.93L I 2.73L l 30.90L
.33 I 3.97L I 45.74L
32: I 19.88L I 127.65L
.25L I 1.39 I 13.56L
.28L I .95 I 9.36L
.25L [ 2.42L I 11.93
2,21 l 65.93L I 216.49L
.25L I .63L I 4.78
.25L I 1.32 I 12.18:
.33 $ .54L I 24.78L
.99 I 20.18L I 46.37L
.25L I 1.93 I 65.00L
.50 I 3.7011 259.18L
.25L I 1.60 I 15.15
.25L I .69L I 50.78L
1.28 I 15.46L I 2905L
I R7 I 2.33: I 9.42
1_; I .40L I 11.33L
23.29 m 187.22 1 414.89
25L [ 1.08 [ 8,03L
3,82 I 20.18 I 55.23L
"" " 8.41L I 50.07
.25L I .65L I 20.66L
32: I 2.22 $ 45.89L
1.34 I 11.49: I 132.65L
.36 I 3.68: I 33.02:
29 I 3.24L l 28.93L
1.09 r 187.22L I 414.89L
,25L I .74L I 43,96L
.20: I .53L 1 31.46L
25L I .58L I 6.07
.25L I 1,46 I 13.83
1 61 I 14.23 I 55.23L
_ _ 4.40L I 37.69Li
_7 '. 6.74L I 42.35L
.25L I 3.18L I 9.57
.38: [ 6,74 I 58.00L
_, , 20.18L f 46.37L
4_ ( 6.25L I 50.07L
.25L ! 1.43 I 36.81L
.25L I 1.23 I 14.73L
56 i 3.32 I 43.50L
.27L I 1.16 i 7.43L
.25L I 90 I 8.12L
.29L I 293L ] 3&78L
.z5 I 3.34 I 11.11L
.25LI .86 I 11.41:
"--" : 3.42L I 67.72L
.22: I 2.12: I 38.10L
.32L I 1.61: I 17.65
.36 I .6lL { 2426L
20 i 135 I 26.11L
25L I 1.15 I 8.09
83 i .55L I 36.71L
.2bL 1 1.69 _ 17.37:
,25L I 3.42 t 21.13
2_ i 1.06 l 26.19L
- " " .86LI 31.33L
• - " 4.73L I 47.58L
1.06 l 1.57: I 39.92L
_" = .82L I 3t.84L
.33L I .47L ) 17.93L
297 I 3732: I 103.82:
aH I .75L I 810L
1.13L _ 2.23 I 50,05L
25L I .87 I 20.76L























































































































# T Name Type (")
1 13 1 20002 65 17
1 32 l X2217+613 106
1 2113041174
8601001000 16 14117 K0
0 911804863CI76
960211000C 22 $140
0 94C714433C 8 1 32 X2217+632
9601124318 2
75C328454C 1 23J LDN 1184






0 961201130CI31 4 3J RAFGL 2887
3 660111120C
980305440C 2
970623601C 2 22J $140
980624423C 8
4602100OOC 1 23JLDN 1164
970010110C
570322310C 1 23 LDN 1184
0 970814433C 8 1 32 X2218+627
980412110C
9503011108 I 231 LDN 1184
970813711C
1701000000





6803020228 1 13 20022
970223420C
7 953656932C 8 1 32 X2219+630
9701001420
7643000218
6 5601000006 1 13 20025970311342C 8960000020C














0 900232732C 8 2 13120031 K5
9 930346644C
5601312008
0 6501110008 2 13 20035 A2


























































































a _ coo,.dsSM_SMN 12_
.% .6, i<s) -o p)!o
22217+6751 '43,4! 47 110+ 9 15 g 16 3 1,00
22217+6220 44.4'25 107+ 4 13 9 3 3 .81
22218+6232 50 1,26 107+ 5 27 t0 34 2 .49
• i
22218+6021 50.3= 13; 106+ 3 26 16 38 2 .25L22218+6656 51.3! 109+ 8 22 11 168 2 .33
22219+6323 59.G 2 107+ 5 39 10 167 2 .25L
22219+6018 59.4 25 106+ 3 23 12 179 2 .40
22219+6313 59.9 50 107+ 5 12 6 3 3 .50L
22220+8001 0.3 17 106+ 2 11 9 22 3 .48
22220+6326 4.5 27 107+ 5 43 8 35 2 .91L
22220+6419 5.6 7 108+ 6 I _ 3 77 3 .30L
22221 +6244 7.5_45 107+ 5 [ 3 36 2 .42L
22221+6002 8.0 31 106+ 2 _'5 8 1512 .54L
22223+8535 18.2 51 109+ 7 i 13 8 18 '4 .39
22224+6228 24.8146 107+ 5[ 42 10 33 2 .32L
22224+6735 25.9'46 110+ 9 29 11 44 3 .42L22224+6242 26.0157 107+ 5 30 Q 36 3 .25L
22224+6713 27.8 13 109+ 9 35 6 1 3 .25L
22225+6638 31.1 i17 109+ 8 22 9 4 3 .25L
22225+6530 31.6'47 109+ 7 98 18 30 2 .25L
22226+6301 37.6 28 107+ 5 27 10 33 3 .25L
22226+6456 38.3 tl t08+ 7 11 4 7 3 .61
22226+6726 41.3 18 110+ 9 20 13 41 3 .25L
22227+6322 44.5 0 107+ 5 13 8 6 3 .44
22228+8707 50.1 1 109+ 8 24 8 7 3 .27L
22229+6102 57.1 48 106+ 3 9 i 8 28 3 .61
22229+6634 58.7 1 109+ 8 15 7 7 3 1.06
22230+6246 2.2 46 107+ 5 18 ; 8 54 2 .65
22230+6117 3.9 57 106+ 3 32 13 37 2 .50L
22230+6407 5.4 39 108+ 6 17 10 22 3 .30L
22231+6702 7.3 41 109+8 33 15 183 2 .34L
22231+6320 11.0 33 107+ 5 30 10 34 2 .31
->2232+61295.637 107+4 49 3 35 2 .25L
->2233+6135 19.3 7 107+ 4 8 8 29 3 ,59
22233+6116 19.4 52 106+ 3 27 13 171 2 .36L
.>2233+6734 20.0 14 110+ 9 29 8 16 2" .27
22233+6925 21.4 52 111+10 14 4 32 3! .25L
22233+6245 22.4 33 107+ 5 78 12 34 2 .28L
->2234+6634 28.9 25 109+ 8 41 14 168 2! .38L
->2234+6237 29.1 23 107+ 5 32 3 86 3! .25:
]2234+6301 29.4 6 107+ 5 16 7 2 21 .37L
22234+6847 29.9 3 110+10 17 10 t0 3 _ .34
22236+6905 36.6 12 111+10 14 9 6 3 .39
->2237+6134 42.4 33 107+ 4 35 12 36 2 .87L
22237+6434 45.1 40 108+ 6 13 8 36 3 .51
22237+6310 46.3 40 107+ 5 35 4 34 2 .25L
22237+6149 47.8 42 107+ 4 18 11 5 2 .32
->2238+6234 48.9 43 107+ 5 15 3 7 3 .25L
->2239+6602 59.3 8 109+ 7 21 33] .25L22240+603825 27 106+3 16 9 179 .8722241+63646.724 107+5 11 5 25 3 9.32
22241+6504 6.9 54 109+ 7 16 8 91 4 .25L
22241+ 57.13110,+2 16i!152,022241+6421 10.8 48 108+ 6 4 79 .27:
22242+6534 12.1 21 109+ 7 26 I i 4 33 .3022243+6319 226 59 10,+ 5 30:1 17 .45L22243+8900 23.2 31 111+10 13 _ 1.21
22244+6938 29.9 25 111+10 18 8 20 3 .28
_2247+6542 45.1 33 109+7 154 3 73 41 .52L
I
22247+6328 46.5 11 108+5 21 10 177 2! .25L
:2248+67025 431,0+615 682t,33 3,22246+60,3615 0, 3 1 12.04
,2249+.11.33010,+8 2018; .4234 22250+6129 2.2 40 107+ 4
]2250+6713 2.8 12 110+ 8 49 15 21 2 .59L
->2251+6431 8.0 13 108+ 6 39 8 34 2 .51L
_.2252+6327 12.1 41 108+ 5 8 3 13 3 1,77
->2253+6039 21.9 57 106+ 3 15 9 3 3 ,45
->2254+6412 24.5 13 108+ 6 17 3 39 4 ,6t:
->2254+6206 25.8 10 107+ 4 17 ! 8 26 3 ,42
22254+6139 27.1 27 107+ 4 10 8 8 3 ,86
->2254+6512 28.1 29 109+ 7 48 8 31 2 .31
]2254+6452 28.4 32 108+ 6 14 ! 8 180 3 .55
->2254+6809 29.7 52 110+ 9 13 6 13 3 4A6
>.225546445 30.2 58 108+ 8 18 8 120 4 .35:
->2255+6641 34.3 52 109+ 8 79' 13 25 2 .42
>.2255+6254 35.5 23 107+ 5 34 6 35 3 .42:
>.2256+6227 36.1 25 107+ 4 12 9 11 3 .49
22256+6247 36.5 56 107+ 5 55 3 83 3 .25L
22256+6135 36.7 32 107+ 4 50 13 35 2 .44L
22257+6413 44.4 51 108+ 6 14 8 12 3 .52
22257+6452 45.2 25 109+ 6 17 8 18 4 .25L
22257+6316 47.2 57 108+ 5 67 10 34 2 .40L
22258+6315 49.2 12 108+ 5 11 9 20 3 .55
22258+6800 499 28 110+ 9 28 13 18 2 .30
22259+6217 57.4 44 107+ 4 11 5 1 3 5.65
22261 +6356 8,1 38 106+ 6 26 9 28 3 .38L
22262+6231 12.423 107+ 4 23 12 51 3 .24:22282+6401`4.42o108+6 44 3 24 2 .47L
22263+6057 22,4i31 107+3' 37 20 10 2 2.08L
>.2263+6438 22.8 14 108+ 6 10 3 15 4 1.57
22264+6050 26.8 1 10,+ 3 26 3 180 3 .25L
22264+6225 27.7 5 107+ 4 50 3 84 i 2 .25L
'2264+6131 28.5 39 107+ 3 13 3 52 3 .36L22_5+6226 30.731 107+4 57 10 35 2 .61
22265+6610 34.3 67 109+ 7 12 9 9i3 93
22265+6311 34.5 47 108+ 65] 17 9 263 .39L22266_640, 36.031 108{- 29 3 104 3 .49:
22266 ._6401 36.3141 108+ 6 29 3 116 4 .43:
Declination: +60"-+ 70 °
F[ux Density Flags Associations
(No( Color Corrected)







































































































100 _m P'lux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Ccef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Typ_ _'¢ Mag
2.89L BC BB 0 9701000000
41.46L B AEG 960212101C 2 DO41277 2t 10£
31.91 F DE FHFD 968223433C
14.14: FD DEE 86C2233538 1 32 X2221 + 603 30
24.22L F CHF 9501230118
16.48 E, CEA 990021210C
6.40L E D F N 6703132530
66.62L F CCCB 978323432C 1 23 LDN 1201 71
8.32L BD CB 1 7701100000
37.65L EO J F B 980121210C
1.73 , 42.25L, E HHBF :
5.43L 43.98L D DCBF
1.32L 9.01L D CCD
.67L 26.88L B B
2.93 38.80L F D DDB
.59 4.33 CD CDDB
4.47: 38,40L OF jJ BEB
,46 4.90 OD,_ MGC
1.84 13.89 CC FBEB
.71 24.41L C L OJ
3.45 30.21L DO HCBC
3.70L 37.85L i 8D ABGF
.63 5,44 : FD CCB
2.61L 37,55L C BCC
.87 7.15 ED'J GEC
.70L 55,26L B B F


















65.45 CCFF BDBB 1 950314331C
1t.12L C GBH 8600100308
38.51L D GEHC 9684t5554C
7.15L F D EC 9601001208
37.19L: F DMEc_ 980210030C9.05 O ; 9700000208
36.87L BD BBJ 3 950010010,
11.12 E FIND 7600100308
3.31L C B I 9700231110
6.40 CCC GABB 2581023320
65A5L O MD D 950314431C
6.07L O KCB 6700100008
26.49L CCD HBAE 0 960013562C
23.59L F J FDC 0 960541530C2.85L BD CC 56000000002.85L CD CF D 3600101000
22.58L F FI CB 9500100108
39.42L ED CD 0 96020001;IC
37.84L F EEl 960631531C
31.98L C C F 9500000008
16.70L C FCBG 970013441C
47.99L DF GGBD 970000200C
8.76 DCC FGDA 0 56010022086.17L CE BD 8700010000
35.471 AB AAHJ 1 960511320C
31.51L C BA 780100120C
7.31: CBCC AAAB 5 6631000000 41
16.16 FCEE ECEB 0 980115440C
31.56L D DH 370200000C
24.17L E CGA 964110112C
3.10L BC 'ACEMD 1 46001010002.17 C 860O000000
7.74 CD [J NBC 190000000C
16.41: F E EGD 974042353C
25.91L C D 9400000008
36.92: BBDE AABB 0 64A2101338
8.04 D L GGD I 5601001108
41.65L BD BF I 0 8500000008
21.35L C M B 6400000008
12.96 DDD GCCC 580300440C
29.91L BB AADF 2 964052363C
6.19L B CMK 6701000000
15.34: FDOD FDDD 0 974324450C
37.97L D BDF 9600000108
41.26L BD AEH 10 6502101308
32.91L C CJ I 770200000C
45,o c io°2.70L AB 6600000000
37.46L F C 760020220C
31.03L CD FD F 0 9502000008
37.0,L FFF DEB 1 952236771C
57.04L B 8 D 950324410C
23.31 E HEFB 968312330C
26.58L C J E 850210120,
56.76L B C H 950544571C
25.58L DE GDE 970220640C
43.00L _ AAFEC 960131411C960221210C
37.63L _C O 03.20L _ D 8700000000
2 13i20048 K2 6 8_
1 2'DO41322 42 9_
1 2 DO 41328 49 10£
B x2223+81393$145 423 540£
4 DO 41338 67 9C
20054 AO 9
2
5 131 20060 MB 3 71
1 3 RAFGL 2901 9
3
1 13! 20066 K0 7 77
1
8 3 7 3G 71 62
2 1 131200718 6 8E
1 2 DO 41407 37 10£
4 1 13 20074 K0 6 6_
1 1!i 20076 G5 11 B;2 1 20075 B0 5 5£1 BQ CEP 57
I
1 1 23! LDN1204 414
1 _ 13 I 20077 K2 5 8123 LDN 1203 240
4
1 23 LDN 1206 544
4708L BE] AA 0 9503001218
4.28L 87.73L' D DFC 954026464C
1.25 9.19L' CDC EGBH 9704154100 1 32 X2226+625 52
4.02L 72692L F ECF 620537554C 1 23 LDN 120, 370
.73 12.96L D L F 86000001004.07L 41.02LeE ,AB ,0 570121110C 1 2 oo41435 62
.99 7.81: OC ! F BB I 7700000100
2.20 47.27L F B F B l 9505223308
1.55 8.39: F D HCCB 8603010008 29 I
.95L 12.33L F C C 9704344400 1 7 AS 492
.80L 33.02L CF ADF 0 3401133528 1 13 20087 4
3.24L 13.09; O O JFBE 970211511C
5.77L 58,67L DF CDDH 453637455(; 1 23 LDN 1206 180
4.19: 124.09L EFE DBCC 0 740347554C 1 23 LDN1206 522
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing: 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
124
1 Ii
Right Ascension: 22h26m37'-22h30m40 "
Position 0950)
Name
h m, , , (s) ( (") (") ( N
22266+6442 37.0 29 109+6 14 3 14 4
22266+6845 37.2 52 111+10 12 4 16 3
22266+6349 39.6 39 106+ 5 14 3 29 4
22266+6356 41.8 51 108+ 6 10 4 16 4
22267+6012 43.7 26 106+ 2 13 5 10 3
22267+6244 46.7 22 108+ 4 9 5 43 3
22267+6124 47.7 28 107+ 3 20 6 169 2
22268+6122 53.9 25 107+ 3 22 3 101 3
22269+6111 55.7 57 107+3 13 5 13 3
22270+6459 0.8 15 109+ 6 29 3 29 3
22270+6754 1.9 35 110+ 9 46 26 165 2
22270+6900 2.3 56 111+10 14 9 11 3
22270+6256 2.4 29 106+ 5 25 9 34 3
22270+6436 3,7 33 109+6 26 10 34 2
22271+6300 7.5 42 108+5 14 3 119 3
22271+6120 11.5 17 107+3 23 3 100 3
22271+6024 11.6 43 106+ 2 18 8 9 3
22272+6358A 12.2 21 108+6 11 5 17 4
22272+6216 13.7 13 107+ 4 13 9 14 3
22272+6145 15.4 24 107+ 4 52 13 36 2
22272+6423 17.3 20 108+ 6 18 9 175 2
22272+6159 17.3 43 107+ 4 58 16 35 2
22272+63586 17.8 23 108+ 6 11 3 15 4
22273+6301 22.3 6 108+ 5 23 8 19 3
22273+6414 22.6 56 106+ 6 26 3 17 4
22274+6125 25.1 14 107+ 3 23 15 39 2
22275+6459 32.5 7 109+ 6 13 4 20 4,
22275+6232 33.1 23 107+ 4 12 3 32 3
22276+6435 37.1 45 109+ 6 17 4 29 4 ;
22276+6402 39,2 7 108+ 6 24 3 4 4 i
22276+6451 40,5 36 109+ 6 16 6 180 4
22277+6256 43,1 47 108+ 5 20 9 26 3
22277+6433 44,6 23 109+ 6 24 3 27 3
22276+6223 46.6 10 107+ 4 26 11 23 3
22279+6910 56.5 2 111+10 13 9 5 3
22280+6405 1.1 41 108+ 6 26 3 10 3
22280+6043 1.6 13 107+ 3 56 21 36 2
22280+6233 2.1 38 108+ 4 13 3 9 3
22281+6450 6.5 19 109+ 6 16 8 25 4
22281+6126 10.3 1 107+ 3 19 11 36 2
22281+6533 11.1 1 109+ 7 14 3 142 4
22281+6503 11.8 50 109+ 6 12 9 23 4
22282+6419 14.3 43 108+ 6 25 13 177 3
22282+6117 14.8 20 107+ 3 11 3 12 3
22282+6621 14.8 40 110+ 8 21 11 23 3
22282+6754 16.1 57 110+ 9 15 9 9 3
22282+6358 16.2 56 108+ 5 24 3 92 3
22282+6757 17.1 59 110+ 9 71 13 27 2
22283+6247 18.6 43 108+ 4 23 3 5 3
22283+6541 20.4 21 109+ 7 34 8 13 3
22263+6633 23.1 51 110+ 8 15 5 2 3
22285+6023 319 12 106+ 2 21 8 177 3
22286+6500 40.6 7 109+ 6 15 7 20 4
22287+6137 44.8 26 107+ 3 11 5 12 3
22288+6605 51.5 13 109+ 7 23 11 179 3
22289+6126 55.3 16 107+ 3 20 11 35 3
22289+6253 55.4 12 108+ 4 33 3 90 3
22289+6108 56.0 29 107+ 3 38 8 94 3
22289+6426 57.9 58 109+ 6 21 11 15 3
22289+6508 58.0 59 109+ 6 66 12 33 2
22290+6341 0.6 31 108+ 5 11 3 10 3
22290+6412 4.8 56 108+ 6 12 5 17 4
22290+6049 5.7 45 107+ 3 14 8 36 3
22290+6244 5.7 3 108+ 4 25 12 179 3
22290+5854 5.9 39 111+10 43 14 12 3
22292+6930 12.5 5 111+10 55 22 25 2
22292+6455 16.8 6 109+ 6 24 8 4 3
22293+6504 22.7 45 109+ 6 41 3 28 2
22293+6451 23.4 46 109+ 6 19 3 91 4
22293+6147 23.6 8 107+ 4 15 9 178 2
22295+6500 30.3 54 109+ 6 14 6 29 3
22295+6511 30.7 42 109+6 17 7 24 4
22295+6411 32.5 33 109+ 6 92 8 29 2
22295+6232 33.8 55 108+ 4 26 t7 179 2
22296+6333 36.6 28 108+ 5 10 3 10 3
22296+6559 37.4 20 109+ 7 22 12 4 2
22297+6239 42.6;31 108+ 4 17 8 102 3
22297+6525 44.6 _16 109+ 7 26 10 24
3
22298+6505 51.4116 109+6 83 76 4
22296+6403 52.3 5 108+ 5 21 12 180 3
22298+6427 52.7 15 109+ 6 33 8 25 I 3
22298+6502 53.7 2 109+ 6 19 9 168 4
22299+6458 54.4 6 109+ 6 50 14 34 2
22299+6435 54.$ 20 109+ 6 12 4 180 4
22299+6500 '56.3 11 109+ 6 16 9 30 3
22299+6708 57.5 21 110+ 8 12 3 17 3
22299+6337 58.2 57 108+ 5 t0 9 11 3
22299+6440 59.3 37 109+ 6 22 7 11 2
22300+6449 0.1 20 109+ 6 32 3 60 4
22300+6027 1.5 52 107+ 2 16 8 7 3
22301+6312 5.9 29 108+ 5 17 8 14 3
22301+6454 9.4 20 109+6 31 17_ 34
22302+6334 12.6 13 108+ 56 50 36 4
109+ ; 180
22302+6516 17.3 16 3
22303+6524 20,7 59 109+ 7 20 29 3
22305+6050 31.1 31 107+ 3 24 13 36' 2
22305+6505 33,4 55 109+ 6 20 8 169 2
22305+6503 34.8 32 109+ 6 34 11 21 i 2
22306+6340 36.6 57 108+ 5 34 8 99 3






100 p,m Flux Cow A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coer R Flags ° S 2 # T
(Not Color Corrected)
























3.54L 11.12: BD E ACEC 2 980122110C
12.37 25.93 BBBC AAAA 5 5300000010
1.62 39.91L BFE ACBB 0 954013200C
31.17L 726.92L BB AAB 2 820145765C
6.84L BB AA O 3600000000
287.36 BBDF AAAA 0 738313321C
42.90L F CDJ C 7504253338
54.68L C CHE 7404353338
30.41L B AELD 7401023206
28.41L D CCBD 974714542C
3.62 D C 6601001000
3.32L BD AB F 0 4600020000
33.44L DD F DCE 960536765C
38.73L CC CD 0 370156444C
29.15: CCC DBCC 96C233634C
32.52L F MDI B 75A5344338
5.65L B B I 0600000000
726.92 BCC J AAA 826144544C
45.17L BC ADDF 0 9503001206
9.23: DD E B 7700001108
i
25.37L CEE CFED 0 370324321C!






































































































3.02L 37.20L C BGEG 960223644C=
1.80 36.99L D L HC 960202131C!
2,15 23.54L D E GGC 7504286338
929L 75.79L F D EDB D 8 96E515554C
99L 6.82L C B DC 9802234310
12.85L 6650: CC C ECDD 1 36E226445C
378.36L 72692L F F ACCI 91 722356853C
I
34.47L BC CDCI i970225454C
39.43L DE ECD 964333363C
73.53L CF CCHG 4 360135445C
14.63 CB J KFC 9701100200
3.09L BC ADKB 0 4600000000
39.79L D GF DC 962325991C
4.74 C MC 8600000200
9.84L B CDEC 9704214310
34.47 DDD F CB B 978125554C
20.65L C J CC 4601154008
11.88 E DD J CEC 690223540C
68.97L BC AB 4 960114232C
16,06 D F DGB 974112531C
62.62: CDCC ECCA 3 5441045308
13,00 DC DE I B 9542044306
4.00L CC BEB 0 5700121000
35.12L F CCBI 664420430C
3.50L D B E 5700121000
10.28L C DJ 9700101300
36.10L D C 570200000C
25.75L BC ABI 1 9500001008
6.61L O CC 0600001000
68.97 EC F ECDB 9 960135551C
13.89 CCCD CAAA 1 3600000008
9.37 D HHDC 990003530C
43.59L B C 2501000008
10.20L C MDE 9741100400
8.98L C K E C 9601000100
10.49: EF J GBA 970332520C
54.47L E BJ 960344731C
33.28LB B AAF 1 950100210C
31,72LCE DEBC 0 960447777C
8.86L E CJ 7500000210
10.04L C J DO 9700101000
3.59 D GC 5600000000
3.26 O O 9601000000
68.97LICF ED 2 960348940C
23.38L E EFC 974364651C
35.49L DDD CCBG 9 977339974C
38.99LB CC 3502000108
42.69L 3o4.57Loc AMHG 941689982Ci14.07L 232.35L ECFB 6 94F435641C6..56L 38,97L MC 960436657C
14.42L C HME D 8600001000
32.49L BDD BCF 1 950213640C
31.93L C DBI 970113200C
10.38L B BC 6700002000
56.02L C EBEH 770722420C
32.54L CF CC 0 972593692C
13.33 E MEEA 970311241C
38ALL CE ACJ 0 960344300C
210.98L FFE BDAD 9 952699773C
80.29L DF LBNJ 1 960879943C
40.35L CEC BCBB 9 960625632C
21A8L 174.49L F DBI G 950899983C
.65 20.33L BBC AAD 0 2600000008
3.45L 33.78L BC AB i3 960023530C
30.41L 161.96L F CDOCI 950768856C
65.37:!DEFF CCCD_9 960659985C
6.40L B B 3600000000
40.28L B C 96022133OC
59.88: BFEE BBBC 8 966549974C
16.02 D GFC 970223530C
78.75L F E DFCG 760422400C
60.48L CC EEGD O 77O924610C
8.17L C FHCC 5702000000
77.72L E CBEH 962369651C
88.17L D DHF H 960799861C
61.13L C B 950011000C L31.82L D EBJ 970679942C









3 I 22 $141
1 i 13 20091K0
I
1 2 DO 41464
1 23 LDN 1209
1 13 20093 M0










1 13 20095 G5
2 23 LDN 1206
1 1 BS CEP
1 23 LDN 1209
1 23 LDN 1206
i 1 23 LDN 1209
1 t3 20104 K5













1 13 20110 G5
4 8
8 7
4 1 32 X2228+626
I 23 LDN 1209
2 23 VDB.66N 154
8 1 23 LDN 1208
4 1 13 20121
2 22 $150




8 1 23 LDN 1208
1 39 VRO62.22.02
1 13 20126 G5
1 23 ! VDB.66N 154
[
2 22 $150
2 22 I $150
1 1 BT CEP
2 22 S150































a _ Coords SMJ SMN 8 O 12 p.m
ham. • 8t (s) ( ) 1 b (") (") (') N (Jansky)
22307+6501 42.6 51 109+6 20 3 115 4 1.14 .44:
22307+6436 44.2 5 109+ 6 20 11 38 3 30: 39
22307+6721 46.3 29 110+ 8 15 9 14 3 94 23
22307+6440 46.3 8 109+ 6 51 15 30 3 .28: .34
22308+6347 50.3 41 108+ 5 42 21 36 4 .38L .25L
22309+6427 55.1 18 109+ 8 17 3 116 4 .31L .23
22309+6443 55.7 9 109+ 6 22 12 169 2 .57L 34
22309+6517 59.9 35 109+ 6 15 8 17 3 ,23: .30 3.40:
22310+6537 2.0 56 109+ 7 17 3 25 3 .25L .45 2.44:
22310+6508 5.6 33 109+ 8 30 10 13 2 .47L .31 3.75L
22311+6512 11.0 58 109+ 6 28 10 31 2 .28 .26L 3.09:
22311+6402 11.0 2 109+5 35 8 29 3 .29 .19 3.57L
22312+6630 12.737 110+ 7 27 t4 178 3 .40L .25L 1.04
22312+6527 12.9 58 109+ 7 20 10 4 3 .33L .37 4.78L
22312+6327 13.057 108+ 5 27 8 26 3 .26L .27L 2.12
22312+6505 15 1 44 109+ 6 82 11 34 2 1.18L .32 1.83L
22312+6520 16.E' 7 109+ 6 21 3 9 2 .45 .79L 597L
22312+6157 17._ 13 108+ 4 18 9 5 2 .25L .55 .97L
22312+6336 17.E 45 108+ 5 66 10 35 2 .44 .37L 2.97L
22313+6449 ]19.7 49 t09+ 6 68 19 27 2 .45L .15 2.43L
22313+6525 22.C 6 109+ 7 17 3 31 3 .39L .58 8.41L
22313+6045 22.6 12 107+3 29 11 39 2 .25L .35L 1.21
22313+6545 !23.1 42 109+ 7 46 12 24 2 .46L .25L 1.93L
22314+6639 24.5 10 110+ 8 12 6 8 3 10.51 5.01 .98
22314+6456 25.5 31 109+ 6 25 3 82 4 1.75 .41 2.50L
22314+6146 27.5 1 107+ 3 61 11 36 2 .45L .25L 1.85
22315+6654 :31.4 55 110+ 8 23 10 179 2 .58 .59L .51L
22315+6559 32.3 2 110+ 7 23 3 1 3 .25L .25L 2.45:
22315+6353 34.6 2 109+ 5 40 3 90 4 .25L .25L 1,56L
22316+6939 37.6 18 112+10 16 8 16 3 .40 .25L .40L
22316+6257 40.5 26 108+ 4 37 8 102 3 .24 .25L 1.04L
22316+6446 41.7 18 109+ 6 66 15 2; 2 .47L .33L t.14
22317+6546 46.3 34 110+ 7 12 8 _ 3 .82 .34 2.32L22318+6040 49.1 56 107+2 12 8 3 .47 .46L .69L
22318+6005 51.6 2 107+2 14 7 1I 3 .39L .44 2.60
22318+6319 53.4 39 108+ 5 9 8 1, 3 .95 .32 .58L
22319+6532 57.(_ 29 109+ 7 16 8 15 3 .42 .67 2.39L
22320+6521 6.(_ 27 109+ 6 20 3 :178 3 .93 3.02 11.10L
22321+6303 10.5 17 108+4 16 9 29 3 .79 .20: .62L
22322+6534 15.6 20 109+ 7 19 9 7 2 .48 .25L 159L
22323+6347 18.3 22 109+ 5 49 12 29 3 .32L .25L 1.47
22323+6325 20.9 49 108+ 5 36 18 180 2 .83L .29L .85
22323+6433 21.5 52 109+ 6 33 13 34 2 .81L .25L 1.14
22323+6735 21.8 59 111+8 42 19 174 2 .27L .26L .60
22324+6317 27.9 18 t08+ 5 15 8 8 3 .43 .25L .59L
22325+6935 31.2 34 112+10 75 8 73 3 .27 .25L .40L
22325+6440 31.4 23 109+ 6 24 8 30 4 .32L .43 1.38:
22325+6810 32.9 49 111+9 25 8 7 3 .25L .25L .97
22326+6336 36.2 17 109+ 5 27 14 31 4 .25L .25L 2.23L
22326+6014 39.4 6 107+ 2 12 9 10 3 .85 .23: .57L
22327+6739 43.5 58 111+8 22 12 175 2 .90 .19 .40L
22327+6455 46.2 54 109+ 6 31 3 89 4 .29L .25L 1.60
22328+6450 49.1 44 109+ 6 25 3 35 3 .37 .25L 2.57L
22329+6019 54.4 t7 107+2 13 9 20 3 .43 .25L .76L
22329+6744 57.7 37 111+8 14 65 _] 23 3.71 2.13 .6822329+6316 59.C 35 108+ 5 67 t .29L .25L .88
22331+6457 7.4 41 100+ 6 29 11 31 3 .25L .25L 1.73
22331+6719 10.7 4 110+ 8 21 4 27 3 .32L .25L .90
22332+6424 13.2 28 109+ 6 31 16 26 3 .29L .13: 1.84:
22333+6559 23.3 29 110+ 7 48 14 169 2 .46 .25L 1.20L
22334+6525 28.9 56 110+6 14 4 13 3 .40L .81 4.44
22334+6002 29.5 5 107+ 2 28 6 172 2 .68 .25L .90L
22335+6603 31.1 15 110+ 7 13 9 4 3 .52 .33 2.32L
22335+6501 35.(_ 12 109+ 6 26 3 3 4 .25L .25L 1.53
22335+6507 35.5 50 109+ 6 55 3 68 4 .25L .25L 1.09
22336+6912 37.5 1 111+10 33 8 91 3 .32 .25L .40L
22336+6855 38.1 9 111+ 9 13 5 10 3 1.63 1.96 17.73
22337+6530 42.748 110+ 6 12 3 11 3 .39 1.02 2.31
22337+6002 47.856 107+ 2 12 5 1 3 t.35 .97 .75L
22338+6453 49.1 18 109+ 6 39 16 27 2 .28L .25L .63
22338+6323 52.727 109+ 5 tl 5 10 3 1.31 .55 .87L
22338+6742 52.9 59 11t+ 8 40 19 27 2 .25L .25L .50
22339+6429 56.1 28 109+ 6 9 4 12 4 2.79 1.72 2.50L
22339+6424 59.724 109+ 6 14 9 9 4 .46 .25L 2.66L
22341+6749 6.434 111+ 8 36 24 173 2 .25L .25L .40L
22341+6057 7.323 107+ 3 12 9 16 3 .75 .t8: .72L
22341+6126 10.4138 108+ 3 28 3 92 3 .25L .20 2.66
22341+6320 11.920 109+ 5 20 13 8 2 .25L .25L 1.50
22342+6959 13.9 4 112+10 t5 9 10 3 .41 .25L .40L
22342+6752 17.537 11t+ 9 54 3 82 2 .25L .51L .64L
22343+6719 19.237 111+ 8 15 9 5 3 .67 .23: .44L
22343+6949 22.3 18 112+10 18 9 37 2 .47 .25L .75L
22343+6706 22.5 18 110+ 8 21 9 11 3 .25L .25L .78
22344+6338 27.930 109+ 5 10 8 17 4 .69 .30 .78L
22345+6958 32.0!40 112+10 1 24 .25L .25L .56:
22346+6453 38.6!16 109+ 6 27 4 .47 .25L .67L
22347+6527 42.2 24 110+6 35 14 24 2 .39L .25L .67
22347+6023 42.5 2 107+ 2 15 8 36 3 .39 .25L .88L
22347+6137 44.9 8 108+ 3 19 4 29 3 .43L .25L 2.11
22348+6631 49.5140 110+ 7 13 4 3 3 .59 .32 2.47L
22349+6t30 56.549 108+ 3 21 3 10 3 .75L .27L 2.22
22350+6459 0.5 47 109+ 6 14 9 15 4 .48 .25L .67L
22350+6943 3.9 54 112+10 25 15 t9 2 .25L .68L .70
22351+6305 7.7 24 109+4 34 16 176 2 .29L .25L 1.28
22351+6611 8.4 18 110+7 21 3 11313 .28L .25L 1.28L
22352+634015.852109+523 33 26 .25L .25L 1.8722352+6101 17.3 28 108+3 14 9 23 .66 .25L .71L
22354+6923 25.0 23 112+10 17 9 4 3 .44 .19: .40L
22354+6805 25.1 11 111+ 9 30 8 91 3 .25L .25L 1.25
(Not Color Corrected)




100 p.m Flux Corr A Contusion R S A Sep
Uncs Coef R Flags" S 2 # T Name Type (") Ma
1 2 DO 41546 66 8
1 13 20139 K2 3 7
4.00L 25.14L BF ACD 0 971778651C
8.24L 51.77L CD HDCB 1 960539543C
.40L 3.36L BC AE 1 4600000000
8.24L 161.96L DD FGD 3 956457652C
1.23 40.10L E K DA 750210020C
6.84L 41.39L F EHC 950327865C
3.02L 161.96L E J D 950245423C
58.34L COD DCCF 0 764366811C
16.22: FFD MCBA 98053464tC 1 23 LDN 1214
33.03: F F BCFB 87025642OC
35.94L C F EFCF 870548821C
38.36L CE DD 1 960120020(;
28.09L C ME B 960000000C
41.47: F F EDEC 672354440C 1 23 LDN 1214
11.51 FD EECB 978304440C 1 32 X2231+634
52.66L D L DE I 960246640(3
53.30L C BBCG 765566931C
56.33L C A 0400010008 2 2 DO 41571
39.80L C CK G 940201100C 1 13 20146 K0
24.15L E I 970211800(3
60.48L F EBEB 550584540C 1 23 LDN 1214
9.23 CC LLBC 5601100200 4!
10.88 D E I B 984410450C I
25.51L ABC AAB 0 8500000(0(3 4 3 RAFGL 29206
22.73L BC ABE 4 970532420C 1 13 20148
35.26L C MDD 1501000208 41
14.13L D BI 7502000008 1 13 20149
15.66 F F L EB 980202333C 2
9.31 D DDB 970100010C
2.75L D BJ 9600100000 1 13 20150 +++
10.10L C DG 7700000000
34.26L E EC 970120600C
21.95L BC ACH 1' 980410461C
8.85L B BJ 3601100200
9.79: CCF J BAC 4600000108
8.00L BC AC 0 9700100000
21.62L EC DBEG 9 570130120C
23.88L FF BAAB 9 670661731C
I 2 DO 41585
1 23 LDN 1214
1 23 LDN 1214
8.93L BD BD 0 5700000000
23.15L C BKC 970130000C 2 t3 20154 K0
49.95L C L N B 940000000<3
13.55L F FI B 9702000000
52.69L D CB 940001220C 6
4.70L D DC 9602100000
7.91L B BK 9701200000 1 17 3142
2.38L B AH 9600100000 1 2 DO41608
11.39 CCD HBCC 96Cl11331C 6
2.79: BC FBA 8600001100
10.06 F GEC 774200130(:: 4
29.05L BD BD 0' 6500000008 1 2 DO41601
4.37L EE AF 0 9601100000
26.86L E F C D 5742324558 1
23.02L B BHCE 970233342C 1
28.06L C CL 6501000008
3.46L ABC AAB 0 9611100000
13.37L C B 9702101200
19.03L C I DB 6780125468
6.27 CB FFDB 96021012CO
11.78 EFD FFCB 970423463C
25.24L E FJ E 970011000C
16.12: FCE CAAB 580205642C
33.88L C BEGD 7500112208
24.32L BE CB C 6 950011000C
19.03L E GC 47C3124778
12.67 CE L CC 2806042428
2.61L E CI 4602000000
56.78 BBCC AAAA 0 6380002010
13.60: CBDC BAAC 2 984315543C
31.79L BC AAKH 1 7500112208
27.25L C C 7501201038
9.20L BC ABDJ 0 9702123310
6.31L C ED 9400100010
33.45L AB AA 1 950102231C
43.05L C BC 950223131C
10.21 D I C 8580100240'
8.89L BC AD 0 3600000000
12.05L DC D E A 2500002400
11.77L C DCH 9701122100
2.84L D CI F 9601111340
7.89 F HED 7600100230;
16.88L BC AD 1 9500001008
4.60L D CFCC 9682010330
5.34 DC I EC 9600000108:
9.75L BC ABH 0 9702100200
42.17L D GBK 950111221C
6.08 CC EE 9401111340
24.44L B BE 7500100008;
35.64L D DC 1702121108
49.00L B B 3400000008
14.25L F EKDD 5503123310
21.89L BC BCFE 2 860101000C
20.03 BC FFDC 5502024410
29.68L B BF 3501000008
4.98 CC HCC ! 9501100100
14.67L D H : 7600101100
8.07 F J J FB 970200110C
10.75: CC EB 8702201300
7.67L C BC 3700100000
2.16L BD BD 2 9601000000








C2 1 32 X2233+650+ 689






1 13 20171 K0
8 1 32 X2234+678
C 1 32 X2234+699
1 1 "41 22348+6137
5
1 13 20176 K0
1 16 14252





























"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS--I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
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i:I | i
Right Ascension: 22h35m29"-22h42m37 '
Nanlc
ham. • f
Position (1950) Flux Density
H (Not Color Corrected)
Galactic Uncertainty C
a 6 Coords SMJ SMN 00 12 ttm 25 v.m 60 /_m




100 p,m Flux Con" A Confusion R S
Uncs Coef R Flags*
C
AS 2 # T Name Type Ma l




1 13 20182 K0 4 7
1 17 3144 75
44.51L B B L 7410200308
10.79L BBD ABG 2 8703101400
8.49 CC MCB 1901001108
8.78L BC AA 0 1600000000
10.91 CD J HCB 0801023308
7.60L BBC AAB 1 1700100000
10.43L Coi MDCA 67001001005.94 9601000008
32.82L BB AA 0 7501100108
13.88L BC ACI 1 7600000000
25.97L BC ABL 3 5500000008
10.40L CD CC
5.38 FD CB
8.75L B D A D























1 "41 22367+6137 52
BDI 5602101100 2 13 20189 K2 4 8
AC 5701000000 2 13 20190 A2 6 5
I CJ 5702100710 i
G O 9702000428 ,
O 4801100200 1 "41 22371+6119 I 2
AC 0 9700000000 1 1 BVCEP 23 3
AA 0 5800001000 1 "41 22373+6156 49
AAG 0 1500000O08 i
KB 7600000000 i
9.05: DFCC BBAA 0 6601101300
25.67 CB EGHD 5500001420 C 1 32 X2237+614 72
10.77L C FHBI 5703200710 4
10.95L D I J FB 4700001300
9.58 CC J BA 9742000318 4 2 7 +661532 88
20.17L BC AA 0:9700100008
2.46: CC AB 6600000100
10.74: ED GCC 960000110C i
20.23L C F D 5500000210
10.83L D E 4603160000
28.76 BBCC AAAA 4 2580110210 94 4 2 11 PK107+ 2.1 30 1-"
1 "41 22385+6203 48 2
1 *41 22385+6038 11 2
1 2 DO 41769 55 11
1 °41 22388+6141 38
15.59L D BC 5801000000
3.30L BD BD 1 96OOOO0OOO
8.32L BC AB 0 2700000000
27.53L C BC 9701100008
3.36 F C GC 9500000000
26.43 CC NKGD 5404101210
9.29L C MH B 4700000000
25.94L BB AAB 1 950100000C
13.31L BE BC 0 5601000100
31.21 L C E D D 2502003308
22.99L BC ABHE 0 0500001008
26.62L D B 1500000008
10.08L CB AAD 6 2701100000
15.21L D KI E 5801100200
18.04L F C 5502101110
37.01L B AG 4600000008
2.13L BBC AAB 9 9600000000
11.73L FC CB 0 0600000000
10.76L CD BE 3 0600000000
7.25 C J C 4601000000
29.84L C MOC 4400100008
18.47L D C 5800100000
4.43L ED BDG 4 9701000000
14.03L B CK 4600000000
19.41 CB GHC 7700023320
15.91L EC HCEC 3701000300
29.71L CB CAA 1500002008
4.62: BB D AAGC 0 9700002008
10.38L B FCC 6700100300
7.50L BC ABF 0 2500110000
11.62L C CL 56OOOO0000
9.06L B ADC 2700010000
41.23L BB AA 0 1500100108
2.77 C J D 9600001000
13.31L B BH 1602100000
2.22L D C N 96OO0O000O
16.83L B C 2500000000
11.70L C D 3602100000
19.62L BB AAM 2 4500000008
18.18L E DED 6701047630
9.32L BC AB 4700001200
25.97L BC ABGJ 6501113118
15.95 F ANADC 270000020011,10L BC 0 5805022210
11.63L C B B 4800000000
17.06L BC AAM 2 6600100008
1 "41 22389+6119 9 3
6 1 32 X2238+649 15 6
i
1 13 I 20203 3
5 "391pK 107+02.1 92 i 06,"
4 I
1 "41 22391+6136 17 1
1 1 BW CEP 5 3
1 "41 22403+6115 55 4
2 "41 22401+6203 24 8
4
2
4 2 "41 22405+6012 24 6
1 13 20210 F8 5
1 2 DO 41838 26 1(
1 7 MWC 657 43
1 "41 22407+6245 30 12
1 DO 41853 25 1'
"41 22410+6241 19 3
1 "41 22412+6204 19 6
1 i°41122411+6034 10 3
1 "41 22415+6046 37
1 i°41 22415+6210 37 3
1 i 13 20215G5 4
2"41 22417+6154 9 4
"41
1 22421 +6133 40 1
2 "13 20221 K2 5
6 ° 1 DG CEP 2 3
1 2 DO 41890 88 1(
1 32 X2242 + 658 133 7











Z2354+6003 .44 .25L .88L!
22355+6341 1.89 .52 1.28:
22357+6521 .25L .35L 1.00
22357 + 6230 .92 .60 .90L
22357+6537 .44L .33L 1.48
22357 + 61 0O 9.12 5.83 .94:
22357+6308 .34L .25L 1.26
22358 + 6712 .38L .25L .80L
22358 + 6006 4.53 2.04 .82L
22358 + 6330 1.04 .20: .75L
22359+6447 1.t5 i .38 1.26L
22360+6259 .43 _ .20: 1.05L
22361 +6701 .25L I .25L .48:
22361 +6044 .66 .16: .75L
22364 + 6432 .30L : .25L 1.43:
22365+6527 .25L .25L 1.89
22366+6541 .25L .29L 1.46
22366+6123 .82L .64L 1.22L
22366 + 6423 1.62 .70 2.81L
22366 + 6137 .70 .28L .97L
22368+6400 .58 .25L .78L
22368+6319 .46 .25L .88L
22370+6353 .25L .25L 1,01
22371 +6717 .25L .25L .97L
22371+8119 .25 .25L 1.35L
22371 +6922 .69 .19 .40L
22372+6155 1.40 .57 .90L
22373+6501 3.18 1.89 .61L
22373+6830 .25L .62L .49L
22374+6359 .27: .40 4.09
22374+ 8130 .28L .25L 2.82
22376+6352 .36L .25L .90
22378+ 6340 .25L .28L 1.28
22378 +6645 .25L .25L 3.54
22378 + 6547 1.13 .50 .51L
22380 +6858 .25L .25L 1.73
22381 +6608 .25L .25L 1.16
22382 +6133 .46L .25L 1.54
22382 +6350 .71L .56L .76
22384 +6101 3.56 35.20 48.98
22384 +6203 .71 .25L 1.22L
22385 +6751 .56 .27 .40L
22385 +6038 1.10 .34 .83L
22386+6541 .72 .25L .49L
22387+6819 .31L .25L .60L
22387+6141 .25L .29L 2.51:
22388+6341 .28L .25L .83
22389+6614 11.89 6.90 1.24L
22389+6119 .43 .18: 1.08L
22390+6459 .25L .25L 1.91
22390+6533 1.42 .42 .56L
22390+8521 .24 .25L .68L
22390+6101 3.22 2.14 1.09L
22391 +6127 .33L .37L 1.69
22391 +6136 .32 .25L 1.30L
22393+6000 .67 .26L .82L
22394+6930 5.61 3.07 .60
22394+6246 .37 .51 1.05L
22395+6253 .60 .25: .96L
22395+6418 .25L .25L .95L
22397 +6438 .28L .33Lj .84
22399+6127 .26 .25L 1.51L
22400 +6744 .60 .20 .47L
22401 +6115 .42 .25L 1.O6L
22401 +6203 .25L .28L 1.83
22402 +6231 .25L .13: 1.64
22404 +6450 .36L .52 1.35
22404 +6705 1.96 .84 .44L
22404 +6011 .25L .28L 1.96
22405 +6436 1.31 .34 .66L
22405 +6023 .42 .25L .84L
22406 + 6337 .64 .25L 1.02L
22407 +6008 6.05 4.28 .91L
22406 +6951 .28L .63L A2L
22406 + 6245 .43 .59L 1.09L
22406+6924 .38 .25L .40L
22409+6316 .33 25L 1.19L
22410 +6241 .40 .25L .81L
22411 + 6543 2.34 L20 .62L
22411 + 5204 .25L .33L 2.04
22412 + 6034 1.17 .60 .73L
22413 + 6553 .89 .36 .65L
22414+6045 .31L .25L 1.87L
22414+6209 2.77 .83 1.26L
22415 + 6224 .65 .27L .58L
22416 + 6711 2.64 .72 .51L
22417 + 5155 .25L .25L 1.88
22419 + 6559 .25L .25L 1.18
22419 + 6749 .38L .25L .53
22420 +6217 .28L .51 4.99
22420 + 6133 .49 .25L 6.09L
22421 +6821 .21 .25L ,43L
22422 _ 6256 .57 .29L .76L
22422 + 6714 .31L .31L ,53:
22422 + 6114 2.39 .58 1,08L
22423 ÷ 6127 17.54 5.27 2.56
22423 t 6531 1.29 .39 .48L
22423 _ 6546 25L .17: 1.47
22424 46855 .28 .25L .40L











22.75L BC AB 0 7500000008
11.37: i cECC FFCB 85011323283.29LI CF 26000000O0
10.69L C C 0700000000
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 p.m: 10) High Source Density Region.
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ham. 5 (s) (P') Coords SMJ SM'N• t b ('3 (.3 ,, N
22427+6155 43.4 48 109+ 3 58 11 37 2
22427+6506 45.6 42 110+ 8 14 S 21 3
22425+6139 50.2 43 109+ 3 25 9 2 3
22429+6455 56.4 40 110+ 6 49 8 94 2
22429+6134 57.2 35 109+ 3 10 5 14 3
22429+6033 59.2 1 108+ 2 20 8 32 3
22429+6221 59.2 51 109+ 3 14 9 20 3
22431 +6000 10.5 35 108+ 1 17 3 20 3
22433+6147 18.8 57 109+ 3 11 8 10 3
22434+6131 25.4 51 109+ 2 28 3 102 3
22434+6751 25.8 30 112+8 15 7 12 3
22435+6942 34.3 46 112+10 13 8 15 3
22436+6800 39.1 27 112+8 38 8 23 3
22437+6321 43.5 19 109+ 4 14 4 23 4
22437+6528 45.2 10 110+6 14 5 20 3
22437+6359 45.8 3 110+5 26 9 33 4
22437+8742 47.1 41 112+ 8 20 11 13 3
22438+6019 51.6 33 108+ 1 13 9 11 3
22439+6203 57.4 43 109+ 3 17 8 10 2
22440+6542 4.5 57 111+8 27 3 12 3
22441+6305 8.2 571 109+ 4 12 3 25 4'
22442+6516 12.9 21 i 110+ 6 18 9 17 3
22442+6317 13.1 6 110+ 4 43 8 94 3
22442+6457 13.4 2 110+ 5 28 11 t0 2
22442+6501 15.5 39 110+ 6 51 9 25 2
22443+6132 21.6 55 109+ 2 15 3 7 3
22444+6647 25.4 9 111+ 7 14 9 39 3
22445+6455 33.5 29 110+ 5 62 14 29 2
22446+6151 38.3 451 109+ 3 11 5 10 3
22446+6404 41.40i 110+ 5 36 8 88 3
22447+6539 46.6 39i 111+ 6 30 12 2 3!
22449+6150 59.1 21l 109+ 3 19 3 10 31
22450+6029 2.0 291 106+ 1 17 8 11 3 i22450+_'_55,_I08+253 16 412_
22451+6154 6.221i 109+3 9 4 31 314!22451+6354 9.8 461 110+ 12 15
22451+6100 11.414 109+2 13 91 23 322453+62z_2043 109+3 14 3 1102
22453+643720829110+5 _ 14 2922453+6146 23.3 7 t09+ 3 3 114
22454+6744 28.4 9 112+ 8 15 9 11 3
22455+ .33512 110+522457+6055,6856 111+722457+6100,7422 109+2 11 3 193
22459+_0_,4, 36 112+8 40 9117322459+604459231 109+2 25 7
22460+6341 2.9 19 110+ 4 13 3 21 4
22460+8111 3.4 53 109+ 2 13 5 24 3
22461+5320 9.0 36 110+ 4 31 12 178 2
22465+6049 32.4 54 109+2 32 9 40 2
22465+6118 32.6 28 109+2 _ 38 21 322465+6017 33.5 30 t08+ 1 1 39
22465+6433 33.9 53 110+ 5 61 16 29 2
22465+6908 34.9 44 112+ 9 15 7 15 3
22460+8942 37.1 37 113+10 13 5 12 3
22467+8147 45.0 0 109+ 3 22 12 8 2
22467+6151 45.1 33 109+ 3 32 16 _ 38 2
22460+6240 51.0 26 109+ 3 11 5 20 3
22469+6053 55.8 41 109+ 2 104 8 85 3
22469+6442 56.1 19 110+ 5 96 8 84 3
22470+6110 2.1 57 109+2 38 8 88 3
22470+6005 2.2 34 108+ 1 17 10 4 2
22470+6726 35 52 t12+ 8 60 3 1 2
22470+6328 3.8 5 110+ 4 33 8 30 3
22472+6346 12.9 59 110+ 4 30 14 179 2
22472+6153 13.4 15 109+ 3 32 3 18 2
22472+6645 16.2 45 111+ 7 18 10 10 3
22472+6657 16.4 12 111+ 7 27 3 9 3
22472+6550 16.9 16 111+6 48 15 22 2
22473+6200 19.0 42 109+ 3 23 8 38 2
22473+6018 19.3 33 112+ 8 31 12 17 3
22473+6058 23.1 29 109+ 2 44 9 42 2
22474+6039 24.4 26 109+ 1 43 14 39 2
22478+6202 49.4 10 109+ 3 24 20 56 2
22478+6556 53.5 10 111+ 6 13 4 18 3
22479+6244 57.2 0 110+3 13 8 9 4





(Net _ Corrected) v L
25 ttm 60 _m 100 /_m Flux Corr A Confusion R S
(Jansky)
22480+6002 0.9 1 108+ 1 11 5 19 3 141.89
22480+6056 3.3 37 109+ 2 17 10 44 3 .30
22480+6008 3.7 9 112+8 36 11 17 2 .34
22480+6533 4.5 30 111+ 6 18 9 11 3 .4822482+6129 112.9 34 109+ = 12 8 32 3 .61
22482+6059 17.8 13 112+ 7 34 12 174 2 .43
22484+6505 25.7 5 111+ 5 13 4 20 3 6.98
22485+6134 31.2 47 109+ 2 21 7 8 3 .41L
22485+6224 31.8 6 110+ 3 37 8 88 3 .36
22466+6028 36.3 30 109+ I 10 8 38 3 .85
22488+6444 51.0 26 11t+ 5 25 20 36 3 .25L
22489+6130 57.0 2 109+ 2 12 5 20 3 20.07
22489+6359 57.2 3 110+ 4 12 5 81 4 46.38
22489+6505 57.E 40 111+ 5 15 4 t71 3 1.23
22488+6148 56.3 46 109+ 2 8 4 19 3 4.61
22489+6107 59.9 56 109+ 2 12 6 21 3 .25L
22489+6427 59.9 23 111+ 5 36 8 17 3 .30L
22490+6028 0.8 20 111+ 7 13 5 8 3 1.31
22490+6043 4.5 18 109+ 1 23 6 42 3 .54
22491+8109 9.C 46 109+ 2 14 9 7 2 1.05
22491+8313 10.5 23 110+ 4 19 8! 30 4 .34
22492+6255 16.9 40 110+3 t7 3 141 4 .29L








































































































Uncs Coef R Rags* S 2 # T Name Type Mag
1.67L 14.17L C BMF 9601000000 16 80
.55L 20.60L B BH 0500010008
3.12: 19.46 DED FCB 98C10034OC 53 12
.59L 10.23L C CD 4601000000
3.71L 51.45L BB AAKB 6 740223520C 47
10.52 22.60: EFD FEGB 3603023400 11 7
1.05L 12.76L B BG 4801000000 28
3.91 22.21 C CC GEDB 3600021308 23
5.89L 55.99L BE AE I 0 970010010C 183
6.07L 23.22 CE D FCFB 650215632C 218 15
.40L 3.191. CD AAE 4 6801000000 44 3
.40L 2.81L BC ABKK 0 8700000000
.67L 4.38 C D EC 3700000100
1.14L 10.15L BD ABI F 7 2601110000
.62L 22.75L BB AAJ 0 7500000008 2 4 TMSS +70189 11 2_
.75L 7.42L D HHG 1700020000
.48L 4.11L B C C 7700010000
.60L 38.23L C BN 5600000008 3 "23 LDN1205 576
2.22L 23.38L C D 7700011200
1.33 7.40: BD FCB 8600100008








14.06L BC AB O 3701001200
27.50L CD BCH 0501000008
10.26L B EK 2600110100
8.08L C D G 4601100000
7.661. C BF 3601100000
24.80 CDFE DDEA 0 690302442C
4.57L CD BE 5 7702010000
7.48L C DC 6501100000
14.05L 414.74L F J BFE 840425443C
.84L 8.60L C CI 1600000000
.91 25.12L B C 7500100008
133.10L 273.30: CF E HCDD 0 650436643C
68.11L C CD 2500100108
16.31: CC KEFC 2701034220
476.60: FDFD FDBC 64C323443C
7.74L B iAF 0700000000
10.78L B JAD 1601122310
14.74L C HCD 6901000300
8.6OL C F K C 5500(00000
63.63L BCF AAAC 7 604612120C
3.65L BC ABJ 0 6700000000
8.27L C L E C 5601000000
4.47L B B A B 0 5700000000
54.93L AB AA 0 4501t1020C 17
3.24L C ' B 1801000000
27.18 FCC FECC 1641165430
40.96 CCCBICBBA 9 1460044420
47.41L CCC CBA 0 34010020OC
10.49 OF GHB 1600000200
11.14L EC MGC 2702134400
76.19L BF BD D 0 450000000(3
40.65L E F I 2602000308
10.56L E D 5503010100
2.61L BC AB F 0 1600000000
2.76L CBC AAA 9 1600000000 29

















43.60L D K F D





















2 1 "41 22429+6140
2 2 "41 22430+6135
7 2 "32 X2242+605
1 "41 22429+6221
5 2 *32 X,?.243+600
2 "23 LDN 1210
F 2 "32 X2243+615
1 1 ZZCEP
1 13 20236 G5
F 2 "32 X2243+615
C 1 32 X2245+618 208 1;
C 1 32 X2245+618 165 1_,
t 13 20241 K0 8 8£
C 2 23 LDN1211 68
2 13 20243 5 87
3 1 "41 22451 +6100 21
4 1 32 X2245 + 624 72
1 "41 22452+6146 41
5 • 1 GR CEP 46
2 2 "32 X2245+607 75
F 1 32 X2245+636 43 IE
2 2 "41 224150+6111 5 1E
4
1 "41 22465+6118 24
1 "41 22466+6017 39
1 2 DO 42025 60 10E
2 "41 22467+6146 9
3 "13 20253 K0 4 61
1 "41 22470+6005
4
29.97L BB AAC 0 8401110008 18
15.53L BD AD 0 5600000000
3O.81L C BG 8501111008
41.94L ABC AAAA 1 1600211008 69
68.93L C CG 750120000C 2 *23 MRSL 109+01/1 594
4.54L C DF 1500000000
7.34L BD CC K 0 1600000000
56,21L D BDF 570010020C 4 I "41 22482+6129
5.46L F CI 6600001000
6.78L BB AAF 1 3500101000 1 1 BXCEP
75.50L D KI B 440010020C 4 1 "4t 22486+6135
93.90L C D 9701000OOE 3 "41 22485+6224
53.07L CC AD G 1 940013321C 1 "41 22485+6028
11.69 DB FFF 5501001200
74.18L BBC AAA 1 541030010C 23 3 3 RAFGL2969
9.88L BBD AAAC 7 1601000100 22 4 1 VXCEP
6.98L BC AAFD 1: 3500101000
43.98L BB AA 0: 490000020C 1 "41 22489+6148
40.70L E BBA 470010000C 1 "41 22489+6107
7.32L C I EB 4600100000
4.12L BC AC 1 5600000000 1 13 20277 K2
39.51L BD BAKC 0;958236562C 2 "41 22490+6043
49.17L B BFL [470010000C 2 " 2 1:)O42089
17.46L B CL I 3801100000
25.17 ECC FCED 1 5701003520 E48.91L AB AAB 950000000C 3 "17 3166
9 3
1 11 PK 111+ 6.1 3
4 1 32 X2247+669 18 4
1 "41 22473+6200 13
3 13 20260 F5 12 71
4 1 "41 22474+6056 36 _.
1 "41 22473 + 6038 53 7
2 "41 22477+6201 28 8
4 13 20268 K0 2 3_
1 "41 22480+6244 51 3














"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-t; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
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22497 + 6435 46.6 42_22497+6208 47.3
22498+6250 49.1
22499+6119 58.8







22505+6619 33.6 _22506+6508 37.1



























































































Galactic Uncertainty C (Nel Color Corrected)
Coords sM.r SMN @ O 12 Fm 25 Fm 60 p.m IO0 p.m Flux
l b (") (") (') N (Jansky) Uncs
110+ 5 24 8 123 .34 .2BL .68L 7.18L B
110+ 3 24 ! 113 .27L .25L 1.73 17.59L D111+ 5 24 223 .25L .34 .62L 6.40L C
109+ 2 13 _ 183 1.36 .34 5.04L 73.73L BD
111+ 6 14 86 093 3.98 1.99 .54L 6.13L BB109+ 2 17 1 .42L .25L 3.40 39.65L E
110+ 3 13 9 133 .49 .26L 1.40L 20.08L B
109+1 4811 422 .51L .32L 2.94 15.98: EF
110+3 24 81763 .28L 1.11L 17.66L 53.06 E'
111+ 5 24 11 10 3 .38L .25L 1.37 8.50L C
111+ 5 13 8 163 .77 .30 .60L 5.54L BC
110+ 3 19 7 412 .98L 1.11 5.87L 69.94L D
110+ 3 34 11 142 .28L .25L 1.33 13.93L D
109+ 2 11 8 203 .83 .39 5.46L 54.11L EIC
111+ 6 21 8 103 .90 .19 .57L 6.62L BD
110+ 3 69 3 882 .46 .47L 3.57L 21.84L E
110+ 4 11 4 254 1.07 .29 .89L 12.86L BC
109+ 2 15 9 293 .36 .25L 5.07L 80.25L C
109+ 1 21 9 92 .33 .25L 4.58L 48.89L C
110+ 3 33 11 12 .58L .37L 2.07 54.14L D
110+ 4 88 21 292 .28 .25L .94L 11.70L C
111+ 6 57 15 262 .44L .25L .84 6.66L C
111+ 5 5921 173 .25L .25L .64L 11.12 C
110+ 3 11 5 243 .45 1.62 5.58L 67.0OL EC
111+ 5 13 3 153 .66 .16: .83L 7.30L BD
110+ 2 56 6 392 1.31 1.2OL 76.07L 56.40L C
109+ 2 22 8 403 .31: .49 3.97 99.38L CEE
112+ 8 25 8 173 .43 .25L .40L 3.49L B
110+3 31 10 393 .54: 1.00 12.99: 83.98: CFEE
113+ 8 33 29 29, 2 .46L .25L .47L 5.17 D
109+ 1 65 13 61 ' 2' .27L .34L 2.02L 12.79 D
110+ 2 5 3 873 2.25 2.98: 88.33L 447.01: FFDFD109+ 1 38 9 422 .29L .23: 2.43 13.83L
113+10 26 8 42 .28 .25L .40L 11.95L C
109+2 13 6283 108.45 93.30 16.68 15.27 BBED
110+ 3 8 413_! 3 1.61 4.86 13.11: 104.62L ECE110+ 2 9 2.70 2.30 5.21L 49.19L BC
11o+3 18 8 14__ .47 88, 4.osL 5_27L.110+ 2 43 1, 40 ! , .45 .92L 5.54L 72.77L F
111+ 4 16 9 22 i 3 .97 .43 .79L 8.22L CCI
110+3 1910 [ 31, 3 .48 .99L 9.26L 83.36L F
113+9 30141793 .25L .25L .55 3.41 DC
110+ 2 10 5 J 2213 .26L 2.68 5.97L 48.84L C
111+ 6 14 9 25l 3 .66 .38 .52L 5.72L BC
111+ 6 14 5 10_ 3 3.26 1.45 1.62 6.52L BBD
111+ 6 46 8 2j 2 .26 .25L .51L 6.68L C
111+6 56191782 .25L .25L .60L 8.72 F
110+3 5212 302 .43 .54 6.25L 58.gOL 0(3
110+3 14 7 103 .31L 1.42 20.54 44.78 DDC
111+ 4 13 6 223 1.43 .47 .56L 6.11L BE
113+ 8 54 8933 .25L .26L .85 3.10L B
110+ 2 58 1_ 423 .85 2.09 34.74L 484.50L DO111+ 6 13 [ 18 3 1.35 .47 .52L 5.68L BF
112+ 7 43 14 '1180 2 .33 .58L .72L 5.87L C
111+6 13 6 I _5 3 68.15 33.55 8.24 4.59L ABC110+ 3 11 5 3 2.07 1.92: 34.53: 210.21: FFFF
113+ 8 14 8 27 3 .55 .25L .48L 4.27L B
109+ 1 12 521i3 3.10 1.06 17.05L 50.87L BC
110+ 3 21 6 40' 2 .62 1.84 21.48L 257.23: CD F
112+ 7 18 3 16 3 .25L .69 4.12 8.66 CCB
110+2 12 86 18 33 1.48 1.73: 6.51: 91.93L EFF111+ 4 18 .39 .20: .65L 7.20L BD
109+ 1 10 5 233 112.11 92.30 17.05 50.10L ABC
110+ 3 15 7 243 .27L .92 4.91 51.61L DO
112+ 7 68 8 i 83 3 .38 .25L .45L 4.18L B113+ 9 26 203 .49 .25L .40L 16.13L C
109+ 1 18 3100 3 2.53 .77 17.05L 67.48L BC
110+ 2 12 3 1102 .48 .4.3L 4.79L 51.63L F
112+ 7 38 5 62 1.70L .25L .40L 7.28 E
112+7 26 10 1i 2 .37L .25L .69 9,61L C
29 3 .25L .75L 8.72L B
111+ 6 16 .47
113+ 9 11 15 2.74 1.70 .40L 2.49L BB
112+ 7 35 24 6 3 .25L .25L .51L 9.47 C
110+ 2 11 4 113 1.62 .52: 4.83L 65.30L BD
113+ 8 71 13 242 .23 .25L .40L 4.48L C
110+ 2 28 841J3 .99 .58 6.90L 58.48L BC
110+3 22 8 40 '3 .34 .29L 1.73L 84.21L C
110+2 15 8 _ 43 .39 .25L 5.74L 73.27L B110+ 3 12 .30L .55 6.57L 81.48L C
109+ 1 12 6 233 .25L 1.30 5.37: 36.15L BC
2210 193 .38 .25L .40L 21.45L C
13 453234 1.04 .49 6.50L 70.00L EC11 6.23 3,051. 6.04L 69.10L B
24 14 8 3 .25L .25L .68L 11.05 B11 1 10.95 25.89L 12829.36L 20471.19L C
23 3 17 3 .31 ,25L .62L 6.19L C FD
221 1 .26L .25L 1.59 52.32L
7616 _,_]2 .25L .26L 1.91L 14.3535 8 .41 .25 .44 3.74L E
11 5 4 3 2.35 3.05 5.68L! 57.56L BE3
5 19 3 1.92 .54 .51L 22.48L BC
15 27 2 .40L .26L .63 9.10L C
14 31 2 ,93L .66L 2.93 8,59L C
5 15 3 11.24 820.35 12829.36 20471.19 CBCB
17 31 2 .45L .25L 1.23 15.48L D
8 25 2 .49L .32 12829.36L !20471.19L E
3 18 3 .26L .25L 1.06 9.76 DF
5 22 3 .25L 2.59 10.20 6.38L _ CC
4 31 3 45.01 34.07 6.54 49.10L BBC
15 36,3 .29L .41L 2.85L 17.27 O
Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) st 12, 25. 60, 100 Fro;
V L
Con" A Contusion g S












O8 C 870135435E 8































BBH I 1 9601121000 1





AB 9 i 2801000000
GBD 12680o0o000
CBBH 0768634322E
ABI D 69601121000 1
CN 5601010010
AAA 9700011000











AA L 1 9401t1101C
BFHD 670537521E
HI C BC 5600100120 85500200020 8
DM 8600010000
AAG 0 2600000000










A A G 1 770332342E
GI C 7500001410 4
CA 811754344E C
CHDE 460210O0O0





J F 570210450O 6




HBBJ 5841203400 46AAA! 2 950100O31C 27
NDKC 960213430C 3
10) High Source Density Reglon.
C
# T Name Type
2 "13 20281 GO 3 8C
1 23 LDN 1216 448
1 1326283 G5 3 67
2 "41 22496+6037 8 4
2 "23 LDN 1216 535
3 "23 LDN 1216 510
1"4122499+6119 26 ._




I "41 ! 22504+6404 38
15 "1320269 15 91
13 2629O 8 8_
231LDN 1215 484
I oo42137 73 9(
* LDN 1216 599
J 1 23 LDN 1236 367
3 "23voB._N155 95
1 "4122510+6034 31
_ * 32 DO 42141 B4 9(I "2 LDN 1216 526
"1326299 B 7 9(
1 "41 22513+6224 15
i 1 23 LDN 1216 594
5 "1326300 B 6 8(
1 32 )(2251 +658 68
1 "41 22516+6220 31
2 "41 22517+6215 37 1!
1 "41 22517+6406 6
1 32 X2251+658 62
1 1326303 5 81
1 3 RAFGL 2985 6
12 73G112 84
;4 "41 22523+6201 20
1 "41 22523+6359 31
15 " 3 RAFGL2987 26
2 "1320316 5 9(
4 " 7 3G 113 74
1 32 X2252+670 48
1 32 X2252+670 88
3 "4122532+6154 25
2 "32_ X2253+681 33
1 13; 20325 GO 0 8(
"41 22538+6101 17
"1320326 K5 3 7C
• DO 42204 67 111
22.1+68 1522541 +6012 38
4 1*41 22541+6205 I
I "L_3 22543+6145 9LDN 1223 437
1 323 X2254+642 126 E






Galactic Uncertaint (Not Color Corrected)
.a _5 a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 25 _m 60 t_m 1OO p.m
h m. . _ (s) (") 1 b (") (") (') (Jansky)
r110.22548+6147
• , !12829. 20471,
22549 ¢ 6009 109 • .! '5 58.!
22549+6909 113 5, 2.( . 10.;
22550 + 6409 111 _ -, .' 1.1 8;
22550 + 6258A 110 _ .: ." 2. 101 .;
22550+6613 1124 "! ._ ! 6.(
22550 + 6318 111 _ ._ £ 1. 58£
22550 + 6159 110 _ ., .2 13,( 105._
22551 + 6221 110 _ 29.( 121.4 1630.' 3009.£
22551 +6227 110_ 2.1 14., 41.a
22551+6139 110_ 15.{ 152._ 899/ 763.¢
22551 f 6033 109-p., ,4 2._ 13.4
22552+6047 110 ,_ ,E .2 5,-c 61.1
22552 + 6352 111 _- .5 .2 c 8.5
22552+6218 110+ 3.4 3.1 1630.1 3009.6
22553 + 6501 111 + .S .2 .7 31.4
22553+6418 111 + ._ .2 6.C 19.4
22554 + 6542 112 + 1.I .5 .E 5.5
22555+6213 110+ .3 11.7 173.8 233.9
22555"+ 6158 110 + .2 .8 5.3 51.5
22555+6412 111 + .3 .2 1.9 9,1
22556. 6222 110 + .6 .8_ 11.2 3009.6
22556+6215 110+ .8 11.71 200.4 75.4,
22556 + 6053 110 + ,2 ,2_ 3.1 68.6
22_56 + 6021 109 _ .6 .41 2.7 19.8_
22557 +6113 110+ .9 .3! 59 55.3_
22557+6220 110+ 1.2, 3.1! 64,3 3009.6!
22558 + 6024 109 + .2 ,2! 2.9 18.3'.
22558 + 6105 110 + 3; .4( 3.5 19.2:
22558 +6931 113 + .3 .2-_ .4_ 12.2!
22559 + 6031 110 + 1.0: .4E 1.6: 64.4,
22561 +6305 111 + 2! .41 1.31 70.1(
22561 _- 6807 113 + .6l .51 .6_ 6.0.¢
22561 _ 6216 110+ 2.8" 7.8; 173.8! 61.6_
22562 + 6141 f 10 + .2t .37 5.8' 49.6,E
22562+6124 110+ 3! .2_ 2,4" 67.9-."
22562+6750 113+ .3-_ .25 .5( 4.0E
22562 + 6606 112+ .6( .25 I, 1" 8.7"_
22562 + 6527 112_ .5Z .25 .5,_ 7.7_
22562+6310 II1+ t4.1:, 7.03 2.4,' 54.0£
22562 + 6542 12 + .3_ ,25 6( 6.23
22563 + 6934 13 + .48 .25 .4C 13.35
22564 + 6402 11 + .45 .25 1.4_ 14.57
22564 ,- 6224 10+ .51 .74 20.92 102.31
22566 + 6214 I0 + .49 1.04 4.8E 76.06
22566 + 6248 11 + .33 .54 2.01 69,3 t
22566 + 6407 11 + ,45 .25 .81 7.14
22567+6220 10+ .66 ,97 9.6_ 84.37
22567+6714 12+ .28 .25, .91 5.15
22567+6t13 10+ ; .30 .36 2.58 22.81
22568+6554 12+ _ .25 .251 .92 10.03
22568+6141 10+ ; 1.84 15,87 20.82 46.54
22568+6049 10+ .44 .251 9.92 92.62
22570 +6347 11 + , .25 251 1.45 9.93i
22570+6308 11 + : .44 .261 1.40 51.261
22570+6317 11_- : .29 .25l 1.83 16.40:
22571 +6211 10+ _ .39 .54 5.08 102.341
22571+6213 10+ ; 30 1.05 10.87 59.15:
22571 +6456 12+ ! ,251 .25l 1.29 9.72
22572+6207 10+ ; 1.181 34 5.93 56.711
22572+6549 12+ ( 1.45 .48 .59 5.021
22572+6227 10+ " .64 .60: 15.74l 114.14l
22574±6609 12+ ( 9.00 29.47 20.64 7.19:
22575+6337 t 1+ z .251 .25[ .861 14.81
22575+6158 10+ -" 37 .81 10.85 38.13
22576+6227 I1+ 2 .821 .77[ 29.46 151.481
22576+63t3 I1+ 2 .44 .25L 1.221 54.25[
22577+ 6230 11+ 3 1.38 9.72 35.69: 211.30[
22577+6209 10+ 2 .61 .28: 3.47 65.371.
22577+6805 13+ 8 .96 .32 .411 22,20L
22578t 6357 rl + 4 .25[ .25L 1.36 9.73
22579+6628 2+ 5 4.28 1.74 .641 6.95L
22579+6025 0+ 1 32 .25L 1.38[ 14.77L
22579+6605 2+ 6 1.34 .36 .411 7.62L
22580 + 6523 2 + 5 ,53 .25L .73[ 38.20L
22580+6705 2+ 7 1.17 .35 .46[ 16.71L
22580+6439 1+ 5 .29L .25L .88 47.91L
22580t 6214 0+ 2 .33L .42 4.09L 67.38L
22581 +6222 1 + 2 .68 .53: 7.02L 14.14L
22581 +6727 3+ 7 .25L .25L .53L 5.02
22581 +6352 1 + 4 .50 .42 7.07 27.99
22582+6219 1+ 2 1.16 .92 7.68: 36.61L
22582+6205 0+ 2 .28L ,27 2.94: 66.74L
22562+6143 0+ 2 27L .25L 2.50 63.77L
22583 + 6620 2 + 6 .57 .26L .49L 11.98L
22584+6946 4+ 9 f,42 .47 .4OL 10.10L
22584+6638 2+ 6 .31L .25L .69 19.22L
22584+6421 1+ 4 .27L .35L 1.16 14.58L
22585+6402 1+ 4 _1.14 43.54 10.45 7.42L
22585+6214 1 + 2 .37: .94 10.91: 67.30L
22585+6300 1 + 3 1.71 1.77 1.16L 70.13L
22585+6957 4+ 9 .54 25L .40L 2.48L
22586t 6157 0+ 2 .45 .63 11.43L 68.07:
22587+6726 3+ 7 .47 .17: .43L 4.90L
22587 + 6232 1 + 3 .33L .25L 5.65 77,64L
22587+6225 1 + 2 .90 1.42 21.09 97.35
22589+6611 2+ 6 .26L .25L .83 22.80L
22589+6236 1+ 3 .70 26: 2.57 67.91L]
22590±6410 1+ 4 .25L .25L 1.77 9,68:
22590+6046 _+ t 3.93 2.16 1.36L 14.86L
Declination: + 60 °. + 70 °






























































































































































"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Source





























































































































Right Ascension: 22h59mO4'-23hO3m14 '
Position (1950) Flux Density Flags
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Calm' Corrected)
a _ Coords SMJ SMN O O 12 p,m 25 pm 60 pm
ham. Q8, , (s) (") I b ('3 (') (') N (Jansky)
22590 + 6406 1 ,59L .25L
22590 + 6249 4 1,06 .30
22590+6255 15 5 33 3 .35 ,61
22591 +6240 14 6 13 4 .30L 1.52
22591+6658 30 11 179 2 ,40 .25L
22592+6038 39 8 42 2 .49L .27
22592+6222 29 11 39 2 .99L .43
22593+6751 12 5 16 3 2,20 .71
22593+6226 28 8 39 3 .43: .93
22593+6401 i 11 5 21 3 .63 .83
22594+6105 17 9 283 .44 .25L
22594+6117 10 5 263 32.77 22.14
22594+6158 55 8 422 .44: .34
22595+6217 15 4 _ 44 C_ .7922595+6207 10 4 3" 4.4822595+6301 12 8 4 1108 .35
22595+6111 30 3 993 .29L .29
22596+6525 43 14 343 .31L .25L
22597+6515 15 9 193 .59 .26:
22597+6353 27 14 312 .57L .25L
22597+6149 42 9 402 .25L .40
22597+6227 12 7 284 .95 1.29
22598+6158 57 19 432 .26L 29L
22598+6123 14 3 143 1.51 .59
22598+6232 25 6 274 .31: .25L
22599+6224 23 12 233 .39L .26
22599+6347 22 11 232 .31 .25L
22599+6136 17 9 224 .39 .57
23000+6256 13 6 423 .34L .27
23000+6700 42 18 332 .27L .25L
23001+6109 54 9 412 .25L .21
23002+6332 15 9 203 .B0 .47
25 14 332 25L .18:23002+6424
8930 11
.>3002+6210 42 2 .32L .28
.>3002+6529 8 6 2 .28 .25L
.>3003+6725 21 8 11 3 .35 .25L
._3004 + 6148 18 3 35 4 .27: .23:
->3004+6300 11 3 16 4 .94 1.35
23005+6920 45 21 37 2 .74L .,44L
!3005+6451 39 14 42 .27L .25L
.>3006+6304 22 6 42 1.27 .25:
._3006 + 66O4 23 9 93 .25L .25L
.>3007+6207 15 8 174 .28L .70
22 7 3 .26L .33->30O7+ 6138 2
.>3007+6222 17 10 234 .47: .53
.>3009+6216 9 3 184 .30: 2.60
.>3009+6113 52 14 402 .33 .46L
.>30og+6213 1064 19 i .27L 1.17
.>3010+ 6356 14 23 .95 .30
.>3010+67_ 62 %, 1_ 27L 25L;301o+6347 16 88 25L
13011+6526 32 10 25 .27 .25L
!3011 +6126 13 17 .43: 5.77
!3011+6534 49 21 180 .42L .25L
73012+6323 42 9 I 5 2 .36L .25L
!3014+6443 58 21322 .70L .52L
!3014+6214 347 383 .30L .53
73014+6206 45 3 324 .49: .87 4.59
,3014+6447 24 16 19 3 .25L .25L 1.30
,3014+6523 _7 3 233 .25L .81 7.22,3015 + 6309 28 .48 25L .81L
73015+6651 19 213 .25L .25L .70
,3015+6556 47161783 .27L .25L .58
26182!3015+6426 28 .25L .25L 1.01
!3015+6102 189 L_ .27L .49 3,19L
 016+6212 3 4 .6o 1.21
,3016+66. 11 ,5 3 4.50 1.13 .5.,
 3016+6131 12 4 .57 1.12
,3016+67 25 10 373 .31 .25 .61
,3017+6912 2, 442 .25 .25 .51,
,3017+ 7 10 5 303 3.12 2.67 51. 
,3017+ 46 57 12 312 .25 .25 1.16
!3018+6113 19 13 563 .27: ,31: 3.69:
!3019+6640 124 11 I 3 1.86 .89 .63:
,3020+6951 35 18 _,_ 22 .24 .25L .40L,3020+6128 711 .49L .37L 206
!3020+6258 35 13 1 2 .31L .36L 1.37
!3021+ 6432 47 18 3512 .65L .25L 1.04
!3023+6345 369 13 ! 3 .27L 25L .96
!3024+6415 14 8 20 3 .66 .48 2.71L
)_02" + 67_" 15 3 _' 3 28+52 i"m4_ _e70
13025+6429 23 3 22 3 16.51 9.43 1.26:
 3025+62,. 12 6 273 136 29L 64L
 3o25+6352 12 4 ,77 60 236L3025+61. 12 45 55 1536 3025+6 01 2512153 25L 72
'3025 + 6319 133 183 5.36 1.67 3.16L
3026+6,06 37 ) 3 22 26 69,
'3026 + 6027 32 1 43 .30L .42L 2.59
3027+6212 11 8 16 4 .51 .89 5.91L
3028+6224 44 14 34 3 .28L .20 7.51L
3029+6229 18 10 16 2 .58 .33L 3.83L
3030 + 6715 19 9 25 3 .43 .36L .49L
3030+6236 63 14 342 .31L .26L 2.113030 + 6156 11 22 .40: 1.25 15.36L
3031+6003 12 5 303 .35 1.00 5.76
3031 + 6211 : 103 184 .25L 1.46 6.32
3031+6142 20 8 244 .32: 25: 2.89
3032+6618 44 21 63 2 .25L .35L .84
v L C
I00 pm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coer R Flags* S 2 # T
36.89 C OBHD
1.05 10.33L C CC
1.22L 54.63L BE) AB
4,11 54.09L ECD DBAA
2.92 72.21L BC GDD
.52L 24.85L C BH
2.82 14.06L DC HCB
5.70: 97.35L FF ODC
.44: 4.52 BBEC AAGC
9.08L 97.35L CC CB 1
5.24 15.36 BCCC 8BBA
7.35L 76.03L C B
4.08 48.65L BBC AAA
3.33 59.36L FFE EEC
g.45L 55.73: CE D GEFC I
4.04 80.64L BBC AABC
1.23L 62.40L B F A E
2.36 91.35L OD GCA
1.01 9.96L C G DE!
.47L 25.37L BE AB
1.43 31.94L D MF C
3.01 56.23L DC ECB
10.22L 48.07 EE D BBCC
5.10L 23.86 E F F B
6.38L 50.47L BC AA
3.70 92.64L D B DEB
9.08L 95.85L D _DL I2.92 32.03 C
6.38L 64.88L CC DBDF
2.47L 13.82 C FiGBAB
.57 7.53L D E C
2.73L 22.43: E E FHD
3.38L 30.66L DF BB
1.28 18.71L EE HCDG
7.80L 84.69L F K G F
.81L 34.51L C DLKD
.49L 6.47L C BKD
2.98 64.18L FFF GBBD
1.31L 56.85L BB AAD
.58L 4.44 C ME MD
1.10 33.36L I C D
.6OL 30.91L BD ADI
1.09 5.92 CB AC
6.84L 92.07L C ABG
7.33L 52.41Lj F CA













.87 31.04L D E




44.10L B B G
9,01: i DE HC
19.94L C I ECC












50.36L D E B
13.52L C GDC
34.91L D H E






34.05 CF D FCBB
6.8O CC ADCB
32.44L BB AA
34.08L C C M
21.99L C J GC
60.99L B B B A
90.58L E HO
62.89L C BDF











"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Exlended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60. 100 pro; 10) High Source Density Region.
2 *32 X2259+6O5
1 i *41 22591+6249
2 "1320365 B8
"32 X2259 +640










1 23 LDN 1216
"4123000+6348"16 14394
1 "4123000+6256
1 32 X2300 +611
1 32 X2300 + 644
3 "32 X2300+629
21"1320384K0




1 "41 i 23010+6347
I
1 "41 23011+6125
1 "41 I 23014+6215
1 "41 23014+6207







1 "41 23021 +6258
4 •1 CE CEP
2 •1320405K0
1 1 CD CEP
1 32 X2302 +619
1 "41 23027 + 6508
1 "41 23027 + 6027
1 °41 23028+6213
2 ° 2 DO 42470
1 7 AS 505










































Right Ascension: 23hO3m16'-23h07=45 . Declination: +60"-+70"
Position (1950) Flu.x Density Flags Asaociatiom
Name H (N_ Co_ C.octecte4) V L C
O 12 /_m 25 /_m 60 p,m 100 /zm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A _e_hm.CZ • B (J=msky) Uacs cf R Flags" S 2 # T Name Type M_
23032+6132 .28L 4.68L 45.97L C C 68001104OC
23032+6232 .53L 5.34: 29.37 FED CEFD 460226553C 1 2 "41 23033+6232 12
23032+6018 2.52 15.64 39.04 BCC I BFE 17C0013330 A 4 *22 BFS19 120
23033+6650 .25L .41L 22.73L B B 5400000008 13 20412 91
23033+6457 .30 .74L 37.5.4L CO CB J 1 4402010108 "41 23033+6457 3
23034+8539 .25L .92L 41.42L C BCNF 5501100108
23034 + 6257 .34L 3.82 44.67[ D L D B 364324620C 2
23034+6445 .25L .68L 32.98L C C 4_, "41 23034+6445 1
23035+8256 2.43 4.59L 44.61L CB AA 8 460344730C 2 2 *32 X2303+629 2
23038+6708 .25L .42L 4.38L B BI 7600010000
23036+6023 .25L 2.53 15.65L D N E , 1800210100
23036+6333 .25L 1.58 54.10L E DB 944111000C 1
23036+6049 .27L 6.40L 51.75L B AM 670100000C "41 23036+6049 3
23037+6135 .25L 5.54L 63.60L D BC 670010000C
23037+6756 .96 .51L 5.17L BB AAD 0 1700100000
23037+6251 .27 2.85 37.81L DC DCBI_ 470113530C 2
23037+6210 1.27 80.74L 113.95L FC AACA 8 96422348JC 3
23037+6213 4.33 80.74 197.75: CBEC ABAA 0 85F045555C B 1 "41 23038+6213 15
23037+8145 1.81 5.79L 65.37L CC AA G 5 470101130C 4 1 "41 23037+6145 3
23038+6401 1.29 4.6OL 31.42L C MCH 750223333C F 2 *32 X2303+640 15
23038+6215 4.95 80.74L 72.24L D B D 860235665C B 1 32 X230_+622 1123039+6623 .25L .52L 26.49L E D 5401000008
23039+8855 .24 .40L 2.94L BD AB 0 9700001000
23040+6256 .51 14.47L 45.13L C EHJ 460345630C 2 1 32 X2303+629 2
23040+6023 .26L 2.84L 20.98L F CJ M 1800222400 1 °41 23041 +6024 1
23040+6921 1.28 AlL 3.45L BB AAFE 4 9604000100 1 1 CFCEP 3
TJ042 + 6258 .25L 2.68 18.94L F GGCC 470243511C 2
.;_042+6000 53.46 542.70 864.10: BBEE BBBA 0 833423433C B 3 *22 BFS18 60
._042+ 6700 .41L .71L 4.48 D MDD 8501000000
Z3043+6020 .30L 2.86: 27.02 DC HGDB 1701212300 1 "41 23043+6020 8
._3043+6036 .49 6.50L 57.28L BC AA 1 670111021C 1 "41 23043+6036 3
._3044+6646 .25L .80 6.32: CC M BA 5601000008
._3045+6215 .93 2.78 60.75L BDE BAA 9 650343453C B 2 "41 23045+6215 3
.P3045+6332 2.76 29.93 54.10 BBCC BAAA 0 940113100C 1 32 X2304+635 1
._745+6742 .32 .40L 3.97L BC BC M 1 3700010000
!3045+6523 .25L 1.52 8.42 CC GFCA 8700000208 4 1 "41 23046+6524 12
.>3046+6313 .52 1.24 31.48L CO GBCC 950000200C 2 1 °41 23047+6313 3
.>3046+6756 .25L .72L 13.37L C D GI 1500000000
!3047+6158 .40L 2.02 61.85L D LCB 870000000C
._3048+6017 .56 1AOL 11.75L BC AA 6 1801112100 2 2[3042518 103
._3048+6038 _ _ 5.06L 56.93L BC AB C 0 660111021C 3 "13 20428 90
.>3050+6222 i=, L i 7.47L 75.90L C D 550423660C 1 13 20431 86
._3050 + 6250 .53L 1.67 45.03L E GCF 460201210C
Y3050+6229 .53 3.92L 60.92L BC BB 1 760120220C I "41 23051+6229 1
._3051+6050 .51 4.63L 61.38L C J ADF 760102433C B
!3053+660t 32L .51L 20.61L C DF E 4501010008 2 "13 20435 8_
._054+6136 .42 6.2tL 27.27L BE AB C 0 580022470C 3 1 "41 23053+6136 1
!3054+6421 .25L 1.07 34.04L D CH 650000030C 4 1 "41 23053+6420 4
!3054+6912 .25L .65 4.25: CC F DC 9602000100
!3054+6224 .53 5.31L 18.83 BF D BBFB 8 i 885232530C 1! 1 "41 23054+6224 1
C3054+6732 .25L .54 15.69L D GH 5500223410 7
_3055+6455 .25L .59L 33.00t D CD 840210010_ 1 "41 23056+6456 3
.'3055+6237 .30L 2.49 103.39L D FC 730100010C 1 "41 23056+6237 6
._3055+6000 1.01 11.32: 23.42L CD FACD 970721421C 2 2 "32 X2305+600 2
!3055+6319 .25L 2.73L 15.25 D M C 950100130C
!3056+6402 .25L 4.36L 30.B3L B BF 750000100C
!3056+8728 .25L 1.34 11.44 CC EGD 6541223410 7 t 32 X2305+674 7
!3056+8207 .24 2.66L 20.87: BC D ABED 1 580202764C E 2 13042542 103
_056+6015 .25L 6.07L 20.81 C D BDL B 670203350C' 3 °41 23056+6015 3
!3057+6215 .40L 1.88 53.33L D GD 550120223C A
!3057+6003 1.56 6.85L 53.49L BC AADEI 0 970410331C 2 3 * 4 TMSS +60386 29
!3058+6451 .25L 1.48L 9.92 D GB _ 860110020C "41 23058+6450 4
_3058 + 6352 .25L 1.28 25.59L D D CC 740010100C
!3058+6632 .25L .55L ' 5.71L C C I 2600010000
:3058+6032 .75L 6.47L 17.25 D Dt B 580100330C 2
3059+6356 .39 2.80L 25.891. BC ABH 0 740010100C 3 "13 20441 K0 63
3061+6733 .55 .44L 4.30L BC ABMJ 5 4600211310 5
3062+6111 .51 7.60 23.95 CCD HBBB 880012422C 1 "41 23062+6111 15
3062+6211 .32 3.76L 53.16L C KBAI 570123973C E 1 "41 23061+6210 12
3062+6430 .25L 2.84L 31.78L C D 950100010C 1 "41 _23061+6430 1
3063+6221 .32 3.93L 24.07: F E FCCB 974415552C
3063+6529 1.47 .59L 27.001 BB AAFA 3 7501001108
3063+6342 .25L 2.98L 38.07L B BI L 940000000C 1 "41 23064+6342 1
3064+6711 1.19 .43L 4.34L BB AA 3 7601000000
3065+6213 2.12 3.76L 26.89L BB AAEC 5 482122633C A 1 "41 23065+6213 3
3065+6607 .23 .58L 4.49L BD BCI J 8701000000
3065+6108 .26L 5.37L 57.64L B BL 970012422C 2 2 DO42567 106
3065+6122 1.33 74.99L 149.67L C FABC 670025564C F 1 °41 23065+6121 2
3066+6729 .25L .47L 6.23L C CEF 7600122210 7
3067+6126 .38 4.67L 36.03L CD BBHH 7 670012443C 1 "41 23067+6126 11
3068+6556 .25L 1.16 25.6tL C EFB 4500000208 4 1 "41 23069+6557 12
3068+61t7 405 : 74.99 149.67 'ABDE CBBA 3 762013532C 49 F 1 "41 23068+6117 15
3068+6238 .25L 3.31L 45.63L 'D B 9601120t0C 2 "13 ' 20447 1<2 70
3069+6232 .25L 7.38L 73.21L 'C BE 950305340C 1 13 ' 20449 K2 75
3069+6044 .61 5.01L 57.84L BC ABF 2 970212434C 1
3070+6642 .67 .40L 4.29L BC AA O 2600011000
3071+6033 .89 8.98 33.64 FDE CAAB 872300321C
3071+6042 .35L 6.22L 70.92L B ACG 960212433C
3072+6150 .34 4.91: 28.73L CDD FFDD 1 884214562C 3 1 "41 23072+6150 6
3072+6335 .51L 1.31: 12.74 DD I DD 964000221C 2 "41 23072+6335 4
3073+6545 .48 .45L 20.50L BC AB 2 3600101108 1 13 20458 86
3074+6611 .25L .97 9.02 CE J GBB 8600100000 1 23 LDN 1240
3074+6729 .17: .40L 4.40L CE BF 5 66001000003074+6051 .36: 3.99L 58.89L BD ABL o J980023334C 1
3074+6111 .25L 4.97L 5t.16L C CL 970000000C 3 "13 20459 91
3074+6419 .25L 2.77L 29.95L C B 550000000C 1 13 20460 86
3075+6952 .29 .40L 2.94L BE BD K 3 16001100001
3076+6631 .74 .94 5.76: CDCC CABC 4 5500000000
3076+6205 .25L 1.65L 14.46 D HEC 480110351C
3077+6501 1.24 2.12L 36.16L BB AAF 2:750000000C 1 "41 23078+6501 7
*Confusion Flags: t) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
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6 a S Coords 5MJ SMN .9
ham, , , (s) ('*) l b ('3 (') (') N
23077+6707 45.2 19 113+ 6 14 6 16 3 .31
23078+6146 50.9 32 111+ 1 26 11 37 3 .25L
23078+6951 51.7 29 114+ 9 32 12 29 2 .28
23078+6518 52.3 23 113+ 5 8 8 121 3 .35
23079+6320 55.5 3 112+ 3 22 8 99 3 .81
23080+6130 2.1 59 111+ 1 23 11 2 2 .63L
23080+6058 3.9 12 111+ 1 10 3 30 4 7.76
23081+6120 7.6 14 111+ 1 11 3 34 4 2.22
23081+6043 7.7 23 111+0 16 6 21 3 .281.
23081+6344 9.3 18 112+3 29 16 28 2 .25L
23081+6219 11.9 49 112+2 24 12 10 2 .28L
23082+6833 13.219 114+ 8 21 8 22 3 1.00
23082+6247 15.1 44 112+ 2 16 8 21 3 .57
23063+6746 21.0 43 114+7 14 5 17 3 1.83
23084+6802 25.3 24 114+7 19 8 11 3 .58
23084+6209 26.1 15 112+2 19 9 15 3 .25L
23084+6050 29.5 42 111+ 1 42 13 43 2 .26:
23085+6723 33.5 22 114+ 7 13 4 17 3 .46
23085+6106 34.g 18 111+ 1 15 6 27 4 .43L
23085+6411 35.2 39 112+4 21 7 32 3 2.75
23086+6149 38.1 19 111+ 1 24 8 102 4 .38
23086+6307 40.aS 38 112+ 3 12 8 23_4J3 .4123086+6325 40.8 50 112+ 3 13 4 11.05
23087+6416 44.1 25 112+4 15 3 24 3 1.32
23088+8351 52.2 24 112+3 31 12 11 3 .25L
23088+6014 !53.7 41 111+0 16 4 203 .38
23089+6256 59.5 31 112+ 3 12 5 15 3 2.05
23091+6211 9._= 18 112+2 12 5 18 3 .32
23092+6114 14.5 37 111+ 1 12 3 132 4 .70
23093+8242 21.3 36 112+ 2 12 5 23 3 5.04
23093+6111 23.4 46 111+ 1 45 3 37 3 .54L
23094+6910 25.5 6 114+ 8 38 8 15 3 .25L
23094+6424 27.,_ 53 113+ 4 31 8 35 3 .35
23095+6547 35.E, 48 113+ 5 34 3 15 3 .25L
23097+6144 45.5 24 112+ 1 33 11 35 2 .34
23097+6031 46.0 9 111+0 20 3 15 3 A31.
23098+6912 50.9 16 114+ 8 32 8 51 4 .28L
23099+6107 57.0 30 111+ 1 25 8 96 4 .62
23099+6324 57.4 49 112+ 3 52 8 92 3 .27L
23099+6342 59.7 51 112+ 3 30 8 26 3 .37
23100+6210 3.2 4 112+ 2 23 8 21 3 .33
23100+6134 3.5 46 112+ 1 13 9 26 4 .72
23101+6447 6.8 19 113+ 4 53 22 2 2 .28L
23101+6013 9.2 37 111-- 0 14 5 14 3 .25L
23101+6217 10.5 23 112+ 2 14 8 15 3 .95
23102+6317 16.8 53 112+ 3 57 14 31 2 .25L
23102+6041 17.7 51 111+ 0 12 3 36 4 1.79L
23103+6245 20.2 60 112+ 2 28 3 32 3 .25L
23103+6109 21.6 16 111+ 1 10 3 36 4 1.53
23104+6630 25.4 18 113+6 58 18 34 2 .45L
23104+6916 26.8 44 114+ 8 14 8 27 4 .50
23105+6007 31.2 6 111-0 26 3 24 3 .33L
23105+6103 32.6 54 111+ 1 21 10 36 3 .26L
23105+6219 34.2 52 i 112+ 2 38 12 34 3 .39L
23105+6046 34.9 29 111+ 0 71 10 44 2 .94L
23106+6446 37.9 51 113+ 4 38 8 114 3 .27
23106+6340 38.3 53 112+ 3 14 4' 27 3 30.74
23106+6420 39.8 34 t13+ 4 19 10 18 2 .69
23106+6205 41.7 47 112+ 2 29 8 i 32 3 .34L
23107+6547 46.6 18 113+ 5 18 9 i 30 3 .37
23107+6058 47.9 38 111+ I 13 8 36 4 1.01
23108+6018 48.2 24 111- 0 12 5 11 3 11.21
23108+6613 48.9 49 113+ 5 35 19 8 3 .25L
23108+6750 53.4 47 114+ 7 13 5 22 3 1.40
23108+6408 53.831 113+4 13 5 19 3 1.20
23110+6648 1.2 13 114+6 12 5 17 3 6.77
23110+6937 2.2 51 115+ 9 13 i _ 2; _ 4.72
23111+6641 6.3 9 114+6 25 12 3 .43L
23111+6125 10.0 59 112+ 1 24 _ o 106 o .64
23112+6414 14.7 48 113+ 4 28 i 6 13 3 .29L
23113+6255 18.1 46 112+ 2 19 3 30 3 .25L
23113+6027 19.2 21 111+ 0 t3 7 16 4 .55
23113+6350 19.2 11 112+ 3 15 8 27 3 .70
23113+6107 21.3 30 111+ 1 13 3 34 4 2.65
23113+6013 22.1 58 111- 0 13 5 11 3 6.66
23113+6113 22.6 56 112+ 1 12 3 21 4 116.01
23113+6001 23.1 10 111- 0 37 3 99 2 .51L
23113+6234 23.5 13 112+ 2 13 4 20 3 1.50
23113+6126 23.7 55 112+ 1 93 3 92 4 .36L
23114+6301 24.8 59 112+ 2 16 8 45 2 .31
23114+6236 25.4 38 112+ 2 49 10 33 2 .51L
23114+6447 27.1 10 113+ 4 14 8 33 3 .76
23115+6252 32.7 42 112+ 2 16 4 39 3 .81
Flux Density
(Net Celor Corrected)
25 _m 60 _tm
(Jansky)
.41 10.66 14.43 CCCC CBAAD 0 6501000000.33 3.62: 23,40L CD DEDB 980234461C
.25L' .47L 3.86L C 3500110000
.27: .83 34.30L CDE BBF 0! 8400121008
.28 2.74L 41.77L,BF ABCB 1 65000000OC
.30L 3.30L 16.20 ABC D LEGB 690010081C4.02 2.20 52.05L AAA 1 980100011
1.44 5.38L 54.23L BB AA 3 880110000C
.78 11.84 45.10L CD BB 780011351C
.25L 1.10L 9.59 D HB 960100000(3
.32 1.44: 51.52L DF FBCB 870100341C
.26: .40L 3.731. BD :AC 1 1600001000
.32 3.30L 37.75L BD BC 0 940120010C
.46 .41L 4.98L BB AAGH 2 2601001000
.25L .48L 4.32L B BG J 5601000000
.42 6.88L 55.75L C B 970211440C
.34L 1.92 45.98L C D FFB 980023305C
1.91 6.98 9.22 CBCC AAAA 0 7501010000
.33 6.42 27.32 DED HBCB 970100452C
.94 2.35L 26.95L BC AAE 0 750110000C
.22: 5.77L 87.4`L BD BC 0 960113141C
.25L 3.30L 35.48LI B B 750100000C
4.20 .84 26.59L BBD AAC 0 950100100(3
.28 2.55L_ 24.35L B D AC 0 460010000(3
.25L 1.12 10.30: CC HDC 860200010C
.41 6.38: 28.80 CEDC CDCA 980102331C
.66 2.84L 32.86L BB ABE 0 740101230C
.88 3.16 16.85 BBDE DADC 0 990111430C
.25L 6.76L 51.93L B A E 880110231C
3.45 2.94L 37.06L BB AAA 0 740110120C
.53L 2.36 65.17L C HC 880120231C
.25L .44L 3.19 D MDB 7701100000
.25L 3.09L 35.87L C D 650010020C
.25L A8L 7.43 C F KC! 2600000008
.27L 5.58L 78.23L E CI 980201000C
.32L 2.58 53.18L C DFA 260300130C
.25L .66 4.14L C BF 7600101000
.63 7.45L 51.08L CC BA L 1 880031252C
.31 3.31L 34.67L C B 940200010C
.25L 1.15: 25.05L C F CFCM 950210000C
.25L 6.23L 60.32L C E 970311020C
.32L 5.98L 61.25L D BB 98000000(0
.25L 2.38L 9.22 E J D 960020030C
.84 4.52 39.12L C D KA C E 880024335(3
.28: 4.92L 46.41L BD AS 1 970211020C
.25L 1.45L 13.73 D FB 960100121C
1.01 11.09 18.80 CCC LBBA 784100230F
.14: 2.41: 14.75 EDD FEB 768300330C
4.93 7.45 105.00L BBE AAAH 1 770131021C
.25L .79 6.77L D C 8600000000
.21 .40L 3.371. BC BCGB I 6700011000
.41L 2.97 75.99L D I B 970114333C
.42 4.93L 47.17L C AD 680253351C
.25L 1.99 39.12L C GJ B 970211010C
.96L 2.00L 14.91 D I HHB 680100130F
.25L 2.65L 30.15L D BH 850130010C
14.38 3.98 25.69[. BBC AAA 2 950312010C 15
.25L 3.10L 35.54L D B 750020000C
.44 2.64 16.941. CC J CBA 990200240C
.26L .47L 4.98L B SF 7600000000
.54 4.98L 51.54L BD AB 0 880437450F
7.90 6.27L 46.64L BB AAFH 7 270022465C 01
.25L .48L 7.12 C NJ D 9601000110
.51 .40L 3.90L BC AB 2 9700000000
.57 1.17: 7.47: CCEE AABE 1 960301110C
1.78 .43L 4.29L AB AA 3 4610000000
1.30 .B8 3.38L BBB AAB 2 1600000000
.25L 1.01 5.02L C MJ C 5600000000
.50: 5.65L 51.50L FE DCCC 4 880129622C
.25L 1.87 27.34L E HGDG 650312343(3
.29 1.57 34.75L CC B B E 560111250C
.84 8.65 40.36L BDE FCBD 3 184208755(3
.25L 2.60L 29.20L B B NG 950121000C
7.16 238.18L 14138.21LIEE AAD 9 611715654C
3.73 3.15L 45.96L BB AAC 1 471030043C 01
751.71 7073.11L 14138.21L CB CBBD 4 811555555C
.33 5.63L 48.22L F D D F D 970327622C
.59 2.41L 35.85L BC ABE 2 860022432C
.52L 6.10 67.04L D GECO 986249342C
.29L 2.73L 30.67L C SF 550210010C
1.23L 1.80 46.62L D KC 860123654C
.40 2.09L 25.83L BC AB F 2 750220010C
.26L 2.87L 43.18L B :A E C 550311130(3
3 1 "41 23079+6146
1 1 2 DO 42601
1 °41 23079+6320





I00 ttm Flux Con" A Confusion R S A Sap







t 13 20469 K5 8 8O
4 1 "41 23082+6247 26 7
1 2 DO 42620 46 90
1 2 DO 42624 73 93
6 1 "41 23083+6208 56 3
1 *41 23085+6050 9 3
6 2 * 2 DO42625 33 115
3 ° 1 CH CEP 74 3
1 "41 23O86+6307 4
3 2 DO 42627 79 9_
3 1 23 OCL O256 300
4 1 "41 23090+6256 23 3
6 1 "41 23091+6210 21 7
2 1 "41 23093+6114 53
2 *41 23094+6242 39
2
4 1 *41 23095+6425 40:
1 "41 ! 23097+6144 15
4
1 "41 23099+6324 28
i3 " 2 DO 42669 36 9."
1 "41 23t00+6210 4
1 "41 23100+6134 28
4
1 23 OCL 0256 427
1 "41 23101 +6217 6
2 1 "41 23104+6042 56 I ld
1 "41 23102+6245 37
2 ° 2 DO 42677 62 i 10(
2
6 * CK CEP 23
1 "41 23107+6420 18
1 "41 23107+6206 50 ld
1 "41 23108+6018 25
1 "41 23109+6408 14
4 13 20496 MA 3 7:,
3 1 "41 23112+6414 18
1 "41 23112+6255 35
1 "41 23112+6026 57
2 " 2 DO42713 58 10(
E
1 2 DO 42721 52 9(
E 3 22 $158 53 60(
2
1 "41 23113+6301 47
3 1 32 X2311+626 178
1 "41 23115+6252 8
23115+6050 33.8 35 111+ 0 10 3 38 4 5.07 1.55 4.06L 55.53L BB AA 4 970120010F
23116+6111 36.9 57 112+ 11 4 33'4 242.72 1780.90 7073.11 14138.21 ABBC _AAA 0 819555555C
.57 .27: 4.83L 75.74L F E B B 980135333C
23116+6142 37.5 23 112+ 34 10 _i4223117+6100 44.2124 111+ 19 7 .97L
23118+6125 48.8 52 112+ 14 3 39 4 1.0223116+ 54924, 111-0 15 6 143 .23116+ 0355143, 111+024 9 403 88,
23118+6116 51.5 51 112+ 19 3 46 2 5.80
231t8+6123 52.(; 24 112+ 19 5 37 4 .40L
23118+6110 53.3 56 112+ 13 4 25 4 63.80
23118+6041 53._ 35 111+0 40 17 35 2 3.50L
23118+6147 53.9 10 112+ 71 11 33 2 .90L
23119+6348 55.1 27 113+ 3 52 20 31 2 .34L
23119+6157 55.2 58 112+ 13 5 12 3 2.75
23119+6232 56.1 1 112+ 2 29 3 20 3 .27L
23120+6116 2.3 27 112+ 46 3 43 2 4.15
23121+6626 '10.3 3 114+6 37 36 157 2 .26L
.45 9.28L 37.24L F H B D B 880446731F
.75 27.57L 115.72: CO E CCI E I 6 840448542C
.59 3.06L 34.58: DC F BBED!7 982027432C
.52L 2.89 19.36 DD HDDC 980107334F
18.25L 42.47L 324.58L F DHGH 750548954C
2.54 43.13L 132.10: C F EDFE 863345442C
268.67 7073.11L 14138.21L BA AAE 2 611559755C
2.71L 3.67 25.36L F I BI 980147366F
.28L 3.34 95.77L D L B 970214132C
.25L .93L 7.12 D DB 960110000C
.91 1.64: 20.17L SCE AAEE 981001331C
.28L 1.72 36 07Li D FC 870220110C
35.22L 192.66L 1891.13L B FAEG 630568954C
.73L .59L 9.53 F DGF 9503000130
"Confusion Rags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 p.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
3 " 4 TMSS +60391 25
E 5 "22 : S158 133 60(
8 1 *41 23116+6142 16
1 *41 23118+6126 38
1 "41 23118+6006 37
23116+6123 20
E 4 *22 $158 249 60_
6 1 "41 23118+6157 22
E 3 22 $158 275 60
8 1 32 X2311+664 76
133




8 a 8) Coords SMJ $MN 0 0ham. . , (s) ( ] b (") (") (') N
3122+6058 27 112+ 1 t5 3 39 4
3122+6324 32 112+ 3 13 3 28 3
3122+6657 43 114+ 6 41 8 10 2
3123+6203 23: 112+ 2 18 6 13 3
3123+6559 1 113+ 5 33 19 ; 34 2
3123+6103 35 112+ 1 12 5 29 4
3123+6117 38 112+ 1 17 7 16 3
3123+6407 19 113+ 3 14 5 17 3
3124+6109 49 112+ 1 25 9 4 4
3124+6650 38 1t4+ 6 74 20 32 2
3124+6038 58 111+0 12 4 33 4
3125+6014 33 111-0 33 3 114 3
3125+6438 24 113+4 21 10 263
3125+6047 3_55 112+ 0 11 3 3543125+6225 t12+ 14 4 22 3
3126+6423 39 113+4 15 5 183
3126+6317 30 112+ 3 36 160 8 323126+6824 17 114+ 7 17 28
3126+6028 35 111+0 10 13 36'3127+6431 43 113+ 4 63 361 4
3127+6002 16 11t--0 28 10 9 2
3127+6457 46 113+ 4 67 28 36 2
3127+6356 18 113+ 3 12 4 t9 3
312e+6737 42 114+ 7 47 8 99 3
3129+6115 6 112+1 15 4 17 3
3129+6231 56 112+ 2 18 6 35 3
3130+6144 48 112+1 18 725 3
3131 +5500 113+ 4)132+6716 114+6
]132+6148 32 112+ 1 26 3 107 3
3t32+6t12 45 112+ 1 j 12 8 39 4
3133+6143 2 112+ 1 i 15 9 20 3
3133+6050 47 112+ 0 10 3 34 4
)134+6131 20 112+ I I 13 5 18 3
)134+6936 12 115+ 9 29 3 7 4
}135+6555 56 113+ 5 28 19 33 3
)135+6542 8 113+ 5 35 17 11 : 2
)135+6748 7 114+ 7 52 29 19 2
3136+6627 35 114+ 6 33 t7 12 2
)136+6111 47 112+ 1 11 4 29 4
)136+6131 18 112+ 1 14 5 19 3
)137+6730 14 114+7 16 5 20 3
)137+6017 36 111-0 20 3131 4)137+6105 112+ 20 5414
)138+6449 40 113+4 17 6 18 3
)138+6940 41 115+9 41 29 352
)138+6116 29 112+ 1 15 6 32 4
)138+6444 45 113+4 71 19 38 2
)138+6124 49 112+ 1 31 3 97 3
)138+6400 19 113+3 23 9 33 2
)138+6204 57 112+2 13 4 12 3
)139+6010 53 111- 0 22 12 12 2
3139+6405 34 113+3 25 10 14 3
,140+6042 33 112+ 0 20 3 42 4
.140+6121 22 112+ 1 11 4 31 4
,140+6200 13 112+ 1 23 7 26 3
.140+6354 58 113+ 3 16 4 22 3
,141+6030 43 112+ 0 11 5 25 4
]141+6008 43 111-0 32 10 45 2
]142+6844 52 115+ 8 35 8 14 2
]142+6140 47 112+ 1 21 9 37
1142+6115 49 112+ 1 68 11 34
1143+6036 57 112+0 16 3 33
1143+6041 24 112+ 0 9 3 31
]143+6349 7 113+ 3 19 8 21
1143+6103 20 112+ 1 15 i 6 31
1144+6059 42 1t2+ 0 18 9 22
1144+6556 13 114+5 38 15 6
1146+6022 14 112-10 29 18 45
.146+6124 112+ 17 3 23
1146+6407 23 113+3 23 15 14
H46+6136 30 112+1 49 12 35
H46+6109 56 112+ 1 11 3 34
H46+6003 11 111- 0 48 3 47
H47+6942 14 115+ 9 33 15 8
H47+6009 38 112- 0 10 3 24
1147+6725 24 114+ 6 30 3 13
1148+6836 24 115+ 8 16 3 27
1149+6100 3 112+ 0 29 8 115
H49+6145 8 112+ 1 19 7 53
1149+6349 32 113+ 3 16 9 21
1149+6114 43 112+ 1 13 5 33
1150+6650 24 114+ 6 32 4 10
1151+6026 17 112- 0 27 1. [ 65
1151+6305 59 113+ 2 21 10 16
1151+6400 58 113+ 3 13 4 21
H52+6233 2 112+2 17 3 17
1152+6034 21 112+ 0 11 4 33
1152+6150 34 112+ 1 25 15 38
1153+6736 22 114+ 7 31 19 34
1153+6946 2 115+ 9 133 3 84
1153+6557 14 114+ 5 43 t5 180
=153+6938 45 115+ 9 11 3 133
_153+6059 58 112+ 0 23 10 26
:153+6217 46 112+ 2 11 4 18
;153+6022 33 112- 0 22 8 117
:154+6120 24 112+ 1 22 10 26
;154+6328 46 113+ 3 13 4 26
;154+6454 26 113+ 4 31 13 7
;155+6145 5 112+ 1 17 9 16





Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
(Not Color Corrected) V L C
12 pm 25 _tm 60 t.tm 100 /.Lm Flux Corr A Confusion R S i A Sep
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (') Mag
.51 .98 5.71L 49.95L DD CAE 0 970317321F
.25L .81 3.17 17.61L BC AAD 960100000C 1 "41 23123+6324 26 7
.33L .25L .61 9.19L C F 3601000000
.27L .34L 2.31 41.09L E I BBD 970300220C 6 1 "41 23123+6203 19 4
.44L .25L .79 7.61L C GC 9600100000
.81 1.66 14.73 44.97L CCC BAAB 9 984519951F
.87 1.21 27.21: 93.22L CDF EDCC 0 676555721C 2
10.46 3.63 2.94L 35.70L BB AA 3 650110000(3 15 1 "41 23123+6406 34 3
2.13 1.18 30.93L 14138.21L CD BBE 9 813438300F
.78L .25L .65 6.89L C D 4601000000
3.09 1.19 4.70L 35.08L BC AA 3 970325130F 1 "41 23125+6039 47 1
.44L .42 4.56L 50.65L F GI ED 370114330C 1 "41 23124+6014 30 4
.52 .36 2.53L 24.71L ED BB 21 960100110C 1 "41 23124+6437 38 3
1.16L 4.65 28.59L 68.73L B FDEE 2 974424645F
.94 .22: 3.23L 37.12L CE AFGF 0j970213571C 3 1 "41 23125+6225 14 2
8.92 6.65 1.66: 2002L BBD AACG 0 !, 760011244C C I "41 23126+6423 26 1
.44L .23 1.08L 42.06L D F D I 9401 10000C
1.12 .23 .46L 4.31L FD AD 0' 4600010000
1.41 .38: 4.30L 51.59L BE AC 0 970420231F 3 "13 20508K 5 90
.38L A5: 1.04 28.62L ED FB 950100112C 1 "41 23128+6432 49 6
.40L .29L 2.56 39.28L F L B B L 980123132C 1 23 MRSL 111-00/2 440
.25L 1.78L 2.66L 9.70 D FDC 660310021C 1 "41 23128+6457 19 6
9.18 2.52 1.99L 23.21L AB AAD 1 950100000C 5 "3 RAFGL3052 25 13
.25L .25L .77 4.90L C N CE 5600002000
.55: 1.97 12.52 82.56L CED BABI 1 670434410F
1.85 1.39 2.32: 35.42L BCD AAD 0 974413340C 1 1 "41 23130+6232 51 t
.37L .65 4.90L 41.54L D GBG 984143841C 1 "41 23130+6144 2 1
.40L .25L .79 36.27L D O 9502100218
.47 25L .53L 4.44L F DFI 3700000000 1 2 DO42772 76 113
.36L 1.76 6.50L 32.12L E FCFE 990121320C 1 13 20516 26 90
1.14L .88 18.76L t11.04L C HBDG 970538850F
.90 .25L 3.79L 30.85L C BE C 990023520C 4 °22 $161B 483 3300
44.87 581.51 2111.89 2693.68 BBCC AAAA 0 938425635F 81 4 "22 $159 106 420
4.83 13.47 171.53: 441.33: BBEE BABA 1 634135242C 3 22 $161S 226 3300
.25L .27L .69 13.72 FC KEEE 6580050430 D 1 32 X2313+696 62 13
.25L ,16: 1.04 5.61L FB FDB 9642102100
.25L [ .25L .85L 7.60 D HEC 9500000008
.25L .25L .43L 7.68 D D E 6602001300 4
25L 1.02L .73L 5.77 C MGB 9601000000
1.66 3.13: 45.17 111.63L CBC CBAB 7 973627650F 1 "41 23137+6111 22 7
4.47 44.76 160.41L 44.22L BB AAA 0 750125342C 4 "22 $1615 277 3300
2.93 .89 .45L 5.36L BB AAFD 0 3600000000 1 2 DO42782 62 130
.86L .52: 4.25 52.28L ED HDCF 970436722F I
1.50L .97 4.79L 49.79L F C C M 980746963F I
.74 .60 2.46L 14.56: BC E 3BDD 0 760201420C 6 2 *32 X2313+648 82 6
.31L .53L .50L 9.70 F KN F 4680162640 D
1.20L 1.75 45.17L 538.40L C EABB 958517872F 1 "41 23138+6115 35 6
.25L .25L 1.24 25.17L E B 960211320C 6 1 "41 23138+6444 29 4
t.12 1.99 289.23L 538.40L CD AAAB 7'650517954C 8 1 "41 23138+6124 13 3
.25L ,34 3.30L 46.22L D MDI E 940343443C 8
101.77 67.61 12.68 15.78: BBEF AAAC 1 994422352C 27 1 5 2 DO42787 30 126
.30L .42 8.23L 60.59L F MEBJ 270521754C
.25L .25L 1.44 27.22L D GEBH 750133332C 8 1 32 X2314+640 128 8
.78: 1.12 12.76 115.92L FEC EABC 8 954456655F J
7.21 25.93 289.23 538A0 BBDE AAAB 0 858548944F 8 2 "32 X2314+613 75 _ 8
.5B: .41 12.68L 32.28L CE FGBE 0 960434342C 1
1.43 .38 2.38L 24.80L CC ACHL 2 960234432C 1 °41 23140+6354 43 1
.71 1.06 9.60 44.69 CCDC BAAB 1 971204652F
,46L .21: 8.23 38.76L DE I BD 380520533C
.21 .25L .5OL 5.36L D F K 3500000000
3 .60 ,93 13.70: 40.65L CFD DDCB 6 964322341C 5 13 20531 58 43 65
2 ,84L .55 45.17L 538.40L E CC 950647863F 8 1 13 20529 18 91
4 ,94L 1.31L 28.41: 115.92 DD DBFB 1 964348784F
4 8.51 5,82 12.76L 115.92L BB AABD 4 950347875F 4 " 2 DO42805 68 110
3 .35 .25L 2.96L 16.50L C DI FF 960233441C 4 2 "41 23142+6348 30 1
4 1.09L 3.42 40.82L 240.52L C CCGG 1 950565744F
2[ 1.11L .84 7.77L 153.58L F BBGC 950454785F
2 ! .26L .25L .68 20.12L C H D 9502202008
21 .82L .98L 5.88L 32.70 D L C 960326340F
3 .52L 4.70 289.23L 538.40L C DBGB 856347864F 8
3 .25L .25L .96 11.92: DE KJ CC 960010023C 8
2 .31L .50 5.64: 34.86L ED HGDJ 860641641C 3 22 $161B 585 3300
4 .83L 1.71 17.89 40.44L CD EACH 0 982625686F
3 .25L .38: 3.18 62.50L F F F F B 374532430C
2 .30L .25L .99 22.87L F HBF 5502314310 2
4 24.49 12.99 4.07L 28.18L CD AA 9 980122100F 22 4 3 RAFGL3061 28 16
3 .25L .25L .62 7.26 CBM EB 3600000000
3 8.92 3.88 .71 3.32L B B D A A B 4 160(X)00000
3 .66 1.10L 4.73L 55.86L C B 970639995F 1 "41 23150+6100 50 1
3 .64 .60 20.35L 45.38L CF FCFB 0 85C525364C 2 "39 RICH 60 11 559
3 .96 .48 1.15L 28,62L BC ABD 1 950221231C 4 1 "41 23149+6349 30 3
4 3.40 7.40 59.86 101.73 CBDD BAAA 0 975514662F 2 1 °41 23150+6114 14 7
.98L 1.51L 1.16 9.57: FC HMEB 7602001530 C
.95L .52L 4.41L 23.04 E FEDC 0 97A249450F
3 .32 .25L 3.16L 28.23L C D H 750111231C 6 1 °41 23150+6305 54 3
3 1.57 .71 1.20L 25.59L BB AAC 0 650100100C 1 "41 23151+6400 10 1
3 ,63 .27 2.87L 10.12: BC F BCDC 1 980101020(3 1 "41 23153+6233 43 3
4 22.24 25.07 147.44 227.10 BBDF AAAA 2 958036343F 721 2 • 7 MWC1080 44
3 .25L .25L 2.84 22.44: DE J EDD 964324354C
3 .25L .25L .50: 7.97 DC HC 2500000000
4 .27L .25L .61 6.43 CF FMCC 6601100210
2 .45L .25L .81 19.00L C HC 9500101008
5 .25L .56 3.73 17.85 CBC BBAC 45C2113510 6
3 ,88: .72L 12.62L 43.19 E E CGFA 970327671F
3 10.71 6.23 1.84: 33.63L BBO AAC 6 960111100(3
4 .59 .79L 5.03L 66.39L D BG 950154280F 1 13 20540 K5 2 80
3 1.42L .36: 5.35 53.80L EE I CC 980311541F 2
3 .49 .43 2.51L 6.68: BC D BB D 0 960110000C 1 °41 23153+6328 42 3
3 .25L .25L t.10 27.44L C LBB 9500000008 1 "41 23154+6453 30 4
3 .49 .16: 9.31L 48.33L BE BGC 0 950527664C
Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours
1 ! I




Coords SM] SMN 6 0 I2 _um
Name
ham. ,5. (s) () I b C) C) (') N
23155+6139 35.3127112+ I 16 3 423 .25L
23155+6242 35.8! 51113+ 2 15 5 263 1.06
23156+6135 36._ 54112+1 31 3 232 .82:
23156+8922 39.335 11538 15 =8 304 .83
23157+6708 46,31114+6 14 u 42_316a 1.04231ss+666548._16114+8 58 17 2 .25,23158+82o 48,4112+I11 4 3 ,.24
23158+,007498, 1t2-0 33 32:3158+6116 50.C 56112+ 1 19 .53:
23159+6133 59.43011231 33 8 203 .61
23160+6320 0.125113+ 3 24 9 343 .69
2316036017 0.251 112- 0 17 3 173 1.09L
23160+6536 4.219 t14+ 5 11 5 173 3.63
23160+6127 4.424112+ 1 24 13 263 .40L
2316236011 16.517112- 0 23 11 404 .39L
23163+6511 22.143113+ 4 31 13 123 .25L
2316336313 23.026113+ 2 39 9 323 .43
23164+6135 25.645112+ 1 41 20 393 1.01
23164+6347 26.447113+ 3 20 7 213 .34L
23164+642128.15111334 i 3817382 .31
23164+6352 28.536113+3 24 8 35i3 .59
23165+693832.153115+825 530i4 .25L23165+671633.948114+617 818 1.14
23165+6750 34.217114+7 14 6 143 3.43
23165+6449 34.554113+4 3018 16i2 .25L
23165+6150 34.834112+ 1 18 3 1513 .25L
23166+604639.0481123025 9 53 .85L
231673601844.021112-020 1123_03j i .74L23167+605746.047112+015 5 1.17L
23168+615748.623112+ 112 4 1.14
23158+6339 49.4 53 113+3 16 9 26 3 .73
23168+600752.734112- 029 8192 .27
23169+605355.310112+0183374 1.74L
23169+612658.31112+1573362 .45L
23170+6014 1.919 112- 0 21 11 23 3 .33L
23171+6457 8.92611334 20111 163 .36
23171+6032 11.941 112- 0 63 3 964 1.07L
23172+6134 12.149112+ 1 19 7 182 .54
23172+6227 13.658 113+ 2 12 5 243 28.31
23172+6901 14.21811538 25 8 164 .32
2317336519 19.720114+ 4 74 8 91 3 .33
2317436810 29.914115+ 7 12 4 123 27.96
2317536418 31.250113+ 3 21 11 253 .25L
23175+6236 32.349113+ 2 30 10 133 .31L
23175+6242 35.416 i 11332 22 9 162 .35
23176+6606 39.923114+ 5 57 26 152 .99L
23176+6031 40.516112-0 11 4 31 4 1.40
23176+6828 40.719115+ 7 30 13 312 .25L
23177+6211 46.3221113+ 1 12 5 223 23.63
2317736341 47.00113+ 3 50 16 102 .25L
23177+6208 47.3521113+ 1 20 8 133 .26L
23178+6458 51.0371114+4 33 3 143 .29L
23178+6735 51.02411437 17 10 21 3 .91
23178+6952 53.650115+ 9 17 3, 155 .25L
142317836515 53.828114+ 4 34 .456
23179+6059 5461411230 15 3 27 .49
23179+6622 55.5 51114+ 5 19 8 _ 23 .53
23179+5834 58.5 17115+ 7 8232] 5 2 .49L
23180+6141 3.2 48 1127 1 15 5! 16 3 5.B3231817_00 81 7 112-1 14 8 35 4 .66
23181+6822 8.7 25 115+ 7 18 8 22 3 .58
23181+6928 11.4 55 115+ 5 55 14 33 2 .2523181+654911,559 114+5 17 8 12 3 6.,m
23182+6638 12.5 23 114+ 6 25 11 12 3 ,25L23182+_8 12.716 114+5 29 6 1093 .3723162+674913,930115+7 19 10 19 3 4523182+661316.648 11537 21 10 18 3 .26L
23182+6257 17,5 19 113+ 2 22 10 26 3 ,25L23183+623119513 113+2 15 8 25 3 1.11
2318336151 23.445113+ 1 12 4 213 8.11
23183+6156 23.423113+ 1 11 4 173 3.66
23184+6734 25.844115+ 6 20 9 183 .98
2318436410 27._ 11 113+ 3 25 10 63 .25L
23184+6424 28.134113+ 4 31 12 143 .50
23184+6652 29.33011436 15 8 473 .50
23185+6055 30.E 2411230 10 4 574 28.49
2318536715 31.54811436 12 5 193 6.85
23185+6326 32.850113+ 3 13 4 243 .56
23185+6644 33.E 2811538 78 8 944 .29L
23186+6222 40.7411332 43 3 173 .25L
23187+6141 46.145113+1 24 4 323 25L
23187+6723 46.326114+ 6 40 19 10, 3 .25L
23188+6049 48.510112+ 0 16 3 3914 .75
23188+6101 51.941112+ 0 42 31003 .75L
23166+6740 52.812115+ 7 16 9 193 .51
23186+6018 52.62112-0 25 12 323 " .27L
2318936011 54.(] 47112 0 12 8 364 .71
2318936144 56.12011331 23 10 112 .30
23190+6036 0.510112- 0:23 3 363 1.06L
23190+6021 3.558 112 0 ' 14 5 36 4 .66
23190+6110 5.032112+025 3343 .25L
23192+611716.151112312110 56 3 .29L
23192+6105 17.017112+0 16 6 24;3 .52
23193+6005 18.444112- 1 11 4 27 i_ 2.17
.:'3193+6603 22.338114+ 5 15 8 36 +48
23193÷6642 23,4 59 114+ 6 20 3 171 3 +97
231951_6356 31.7 35 113+ 3 13 9 2313 .77
2319676521 39+0 47 1147 4 63 16 35 12 .26
.)3196+6418 40.821114+ 3 22 12 493 .35LI
-)3198+6510 48.239 114+ 4 26 8 22:2 .32
Declination: 360"-+70"
Flux Density FlaBs Associations
(Not Color _)







































































































IC0 _m Flux Corr A Confusion R S , A
Uncs Coe[ R Flags" S 2 # T Name Type
96.26: CFF HCEO j 8503376338 2 "4123155+6139
32.31L BD AD 019602000108 4 "1320541
82.95: CFFF CDED 28544666438
3.78L CC ACF 05702001000 1 1320545K5
5.25L BC AB C 05706000000
8.44 EC MOF 4641001330
21.O4: BC O ABLD 29884222938 31 2 [3042850
32.38 £)CFE CBEA 06641357348 2
16.28: DFCF DCBC 7990234432F 2
55.67L EF CGB 0_ 9803463428 1 "4123160+6133
33.50L BD BF 09503010008' 1 "4123160+6320
33.71L FF ECBE 960175964F
6.27: BCDD AAHC 99680000008
73.01L F FCFB 9702155418
40.58L D BCD 9801469678
10.24: CO JDFC 9601012166
43.92L B CEDC 8504121108
62.77L C E ABE 9712453518'
10.88 DED CBBB 9603012208
25.56L C E B E 8501011108
26.32L C AG 8503113408
8.32 CE KGA 4602110310
4.59L BC ABJ I 5700000000
4.75L BC AA 026O0000O00
12.72L E FCE 9600124328
35.19L CC EBA 8600000008
19.39 F GFDB 980223672F
16.72 FEE CDAB 998046866F
44.96L CC MBCD 974025331F
24.871_ BD AB I 9601100208
31.35L BC BB 0850010000(3
47.55L C E _ +9802110208
48.18L C H D BG 960027372F
38.45L F D E CC 9802011408
31.58L F L D i9802442348
42.58L C BEJ 9661110008
14.03 C KEB 974011241F
33.69L CF CCH 019805342628
19.89L BBD AABC 11950111221818
4.27L C DFG 66OO000OOO
25.32L C DE 9501100008
3.77L BBC AAAB 3 470010000044
10.63 DC KDC 6640100308
39.31L D D B 96021100013
38.23L, E i EG 9661110208
4.65 E IJHI D 9600100100
51.07L BC ABK 2960021241F
15.16 EC GC 4581111330
24311L BBC D AAAH 09402210338296.71 E B 8700000008
16.13 i C'AABB 9602110338
22.73L D FDD 9600110008
4.43L BF BBI 0 4600101000
9.90: BC LDB 9680001468
21.82L O BEGD 9500100008
313,42L CEE CBBJ 0 940232300F
4.39L D B C 7700O000OO
3.65 C G 3601010130
32.29L BB AAE 0 6604210208
30.09L C BF 9704000008
4.39L C BG 3701000320
4377L E FI K 5601000000
5.09L BBC AAD 0 7600000000
5.38L C KEDB 7600000100
4,49L C DEN 7600100100
5.42L B AD 7600000000
4.72L DB 'HDA 6601000000
16.38 DC DHDB 4700012308
33.28L DD ABJ 0 960220110(3
32+62L BCE AAD 9 9600100008
32.83L BB AA 0 960010000(3
5.84L BD ACG 1 3600101000
8.03 D FCB 770000110C
11.40 C F C CA 6681212308
5.26L BD BB 06601000000
313.42 CBCE CCCB 949523333F 51
4+84L ABB AAA 0 6600000000
66.58 BCDE BCBA 37480031308
4.10 DF I BC 3601000000
9.41 C MGB 9601000108
8.18: DD J CA 9902200108
5.98 B HCD 56OO0000OO
313.42L DEF BBBB 3 940833000F
54.55L FC BDB 97412151 IC
4.34L BC BB 0 2700001000
12.04 O KJ GC 9900152448
40.19L B ADG 9600221108
32.64L C C' 980120010C
34.82L D GAC 970215432F
61.32L B BE' G 9782142648
16360 D EHB 990325552(3
13.51 DF FCCB 0'9942155808150+29L BF B FDI 960224543C26+49L CB AAG ; 9600258428
4.98L B BDMM 7700000000
4.93L D AG 9600000000
23.22L BD BE 0 9501000008
30.00L E F 8502000008
3026L D F E C 5501000108










1 1320552 15 83
2 2 "41 23165+6348 44 7
2
4
51 13 20554G5 2 48
5 2 ' "32 X2316+648 36 5
°41 2316636151 57 4' 23 ASS31 420
1 "41 2316636018 34 6
2 2 "23 ASS31 323
I "4I 23166+6157 4 3
21 23 ASS 31 78
1 "41 23169+6125 50 3
*41 23171+6032 31 12
8 *13 20558 K5 5 70
2 DO 42889 79 120
1 "41 2317536418 19 12
1 "41 2317536241 57 1
1 "41 23176+6030 27 1
C 1 32 X2317+684 65 12
C
5 "22 S162 362 2400
C
5 *13 20567 K5 5 65
1 1320568 F2 6 66
C
6 1 °41 23182+6257 14 15
1 '41 23184+6151 20 3
4 13 20572 K5 4 63
1 2 DO 42923 80 110
6 2 *32 X2318+644 14 6
A 7 "1 MPCAS 38 4
5 1 32 ! X2318+634 4 5
I
I "41 I 23167+6222 56 4
1 "41 23188+6141 14 12
4 "22 $162 375 2400
3 22 $162 432 2400
9
2 "1320577 K0 4 73
3! 1 2 DO 42932 90 86
311 "41 23193+6005 18 3
1 2 D042943 53 113
1 2 DO 42938 75 100
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 /_m; 10) High Source Density Region.
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23231+6426 11,5112 114+ 3
23232+6615 15,6157 115+ 5
23233+6346 18,317 114+ 3
23234+6233 28,8 2 113+ 2
23234+6434 29.2 55 114+ 3
23235+6840 31.5 49 115+ 7
23235+6109 36.0 32 113+ 0
23236+6855 37,7 60 115+ 8
23236+6040 39.8 55 113- 0
23236+6009 41.9 7 113- 1
23237+6003 44,1 11 113- 1
23237+6654 44,5 33 115+ 6
23237+6351 45,1 22 114+ 3
23237+6046 47,2 22 1t3- 0
23238+6239 48,6 8 113+ 2
23238+6311 51,3 46 114+ 2
23239+6710 54,4 4 115+ 6
23240+6157 4,1 47 113+ 1
23241+6955 63 58 116+ 9
23241+6037 9.6 16 113- 0
23242+6549 12,5 44 I 114+ 5
23243+6537 18.8 43 114+ 4
23243+6613 22.7 57 115+ 5
23244+6006 27,6 38 113- 1
23244+6659 29.2 32 115+ 6
23244+6322 29,8 56 114+ 2
23245+6948 33.8 24 116+ 8
23246+6231 39.4 60 113+ 2
23247+6036 !45.3 25 113 0
23247+6604 45.9 36 115+5
23248+6641 52.5 1_ 1t5+ 2523249+6242 54.8' 114+
23250+6520 3.8 25 114+4
23250+6505 5.4 52 114+4
2325t+6201 10.3 9 113+ 1
23251+6142 10.6 55 113+ 1
23251+6339 11.5 10 114+ 3
23252+6431 16.2 31 114+ 3
23252+6010 16.7;30 113- 1
23252+6100 17.8 6 113+ 0
_ux Density
H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Celer
Coords 5MJ 5MN 80 12 pm 2, vm 60 /_m 100 _m Flux
lb C) C) (') N (J_y) Uncs
113+ 2 41 10 38 2 .30 ,25L 1.45L 30.61L C
114+4 16 8 19 3 ,51 .25L .62L 22.311 B
112+ O 34 9 19 2 .67L .31L 1.85 52.36[- D
113+ 1 11 4 21 3 17.33 15.15 3.48 27.38L BBC
115+ 6 42 8 108 3 .31 .25L .6OL 7.20{. C
113+ 0 18 8 14 3 ,29L .27 5.15L 15.47: D C
112- 1 19 3 41 4 A5L ,25L 1,96 55,65L D
112- 0 16 10 41 3 .27L ,261. 2,03: 11.85 DC
114+ 4 77 28 12 2 .25L .50L .54L 8.51 F
113+ 3 19 10 41 i 3 ,42 ,59L 1.42L 23.22L B
113+ 1 30 12 8 2 .25L .25L 1.26 9.13 CD
115+ 7 21 9 15 3 .38 .25L .48L 4.35L B
112+ 0 28 5 27 3 .25L ,22: 2.99 49.96L EE
112- 0 40 15 36 2 .83L .72L 1.42 56.91L F
113+ 20 3 28 3 .25L .25L 5.15 11.42: EC
115+ 8 17 10 13 3 1.03 .41 .46L 5.13L DC
113+ 2 26 23 37 2 .37 .32L 2.70L 13.86: C F
112+ 0 17 9 49 4 .22: .37 2.35: 17,52 CDFE
113+ 39 8 104 3 ,25L .25L 1.22 48.79t. D
114+ 4 15 5 22 3 1.95 1.18 .48L 5.03L BB
113+ 1 13 9 24 !3 .88 .48 1.86L 26,80L BC
115+ 7 18 8 3214 .36 .25L .50L 5,87L B i
113+ 1 13 5 27 3 1.30 .64 2.76L 11.73: BC F
114+ 4 24 16 57 3 .25L .25L .77: 9.37 CD
112- 1 11 3 28 4 1.12 .31 3,561. 37.O8L BC
112- 1 11 4 29 4 1.93 ,55 4.25L 40.26L BC
115+ 7 15 9 56 3 .41 .25L ,49L 4.34L B
115+ 6 26' 1: 34 3 .47 ,25L .5OL 4.43L C113+ 1 17 I 26 3 .66 .27 2.59L 33.23L CC
113+ 2 18 ! 6 21 3 .36L .35 2.31 16.80L DC
112- 0 67 3 96 3 ,25L ,27 2.65 28.06L DF
113+ 0 18 5 18 31 1.12 ,34 2.81L 53.63L BC
112- 0 16 3 42 4 ,37L .53 4.26: 14.79: CDF
113+ 3 22 8 27 3 .76 .24: 3,01L 25.78L BC
116+ 8 15 8 30 5 .91 .23 .40L 16.52L BC
113+ 1 59 8 97 3 .39 .25L 2.88L 38.50L O115+ 6 18 o 15 _ .49 .25L .44L 4.53L C
113+ 0 18 9 26 3 .42 .25L 2,5OL 35.63L E
113- O 18 9 30 4 ,43 .25L 4,17L 67.29L!B
115+ 6 69 17 33 2 .25L .25L .56L 4.92 C
113+ 0 23 8 20 3 .25L .25L 2,52L 12,80 C
114+ 5 52 14 4 2 .26 .25L .56L 7.151 C
113+ 1 10 3 34 3 2.32 1.14: 3.13L 39,16L DC
114+ 5 15 6 22 3 2.78 .69 .46L 3.59L BC
114+ 3 26 9 37 2 .83 .30L 1.92L 26.72L C
115+ 7 50 19 33 2 .36L 1.32L .67L 5.88 C
115+ 6 35 16 25 2 .24 .25L .53L 8.00L C
114+ 4 16 8 21 3 .53 .25L .50L 5.10L C
113+ 2 17 8 21 3 .83 ,24: Z72L 30.25L BF
113+ O 15 8 31 i 3 .96 .20: 3.53L 30.21L BD
114+ 5 22 10 19 3 .40 .25L ,54L 5.12L C
113- 0 24 8 19 3 .28L .25L 1.41 62.41L D
113+ 1 10 3 24 3 25.19 5,89 1,02 23.48L BBC
113+ 0 18 8 26 3 .25L ,25L 2,92L 13,72 F
113- 0 57 10 35 2 .31 ,25L 1,41L 32.87L C
114+ 2 13 5 24 3 .26: .74 2.06 7.98: CCCD
113+ O 18 3 21 3 2.29 .63 2.63L 29.69L BE
113+ 1 15 9 20:3 .40 .25L 3.26L 45.36L B
113+ 0 18 7 28] 3 1.36 .59 3.38L 28.59L BC
113-0 t8 3 27J 3 3.76 1.68 3.13L 40.02L BB
36 25J 3 .25L .25L 1.80: 9.73 DC28 3 1.94 .53 .45L 4.27L BC
15 35 2 ,33 .51L 2,39L 23.30L C
41 15 8 2 1,72L .25L 1.23 11,44: EF
16 6 25 3 21.54 23,14 6,93 25.80L BBC
17 3 27 4 1.15 .29 .45L 4.38L BC
24 8 20 3 ,40 .25L 3.22L 34.35L B
15 8 23 4 .53 .23 .751. 4.55L BC
18 5 30 3 1.37 .43 3,10L 33.92L BC
12 4 24 3 1.97 .69 3.49L 39.71L BC
35 3 27 3 .27L .25L 1,13 11.39L D
20 8 20 3 .51 .25L .58L 5.83L D
13 6 20 3 .95 1.13 13.53 45.95 CCCE
19 6 20 3 .28L .25L 1.69 38,41L F
17 8 36 3 .33: .17: 1.86: 26,32 CEEE
15 3 25 3 .63 .40 3,55L 25,75L BC
23 8 36 3 1.12 .26 .45L 4.85L BD
40 17 11 2 .25L .25L .79 9.36L D
44 16 70 3 ,25L .25L ,47: 5.19 DE
29 10 39 3 ,26L .25L 1,85 35,15L C
38 14 39 2 .51L ,25L .70 6.07L F
24 3 24 3 .25L ,25L 1.81 5,43L B
23 3 122 3 .25L .25L .71 6.90 DC
12 4 34 4 2.24 ,60 3,28L 31.59L BC
64 35 37 2 .43L .25L ,63L 5.57 D
21 8 26 3 .56 .25L 2.45L 29,04L B
32 10 15 3 .25L .25L .63L 4.24 C
21 10 23 3 .25L .25L 4.36 29.73: FD
17 8 20 3 .70 .54 3.97L 27.05L BC
42 9 26 2 .58L .25L .52 5.69L E
32 24 29 2 ,46L .69L .49L 3.55 E
33 17 14 2 .38L .26L 2.42L 17.89 E
16 t0 13 3 .75 .22: .50L 5.OOL BD
16 9 26 3 .53 .31 .50L 4.70L BF
39 14 12 2 ,27 ,61L t.05L 21.03L C
26 8 24 2 .25L .21 1.05: 29.52L DE
16 9 28 3 .91 .23: 2,35L 20,92L BD
26 13 37 2 .25L .25L 1.54 13.02: CC
12 5 20 3 29.44 25,07 4,76 32.87L BBC
22 6 38 3 1.31 .33 2.50L 26.95L B D
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2)
F'hgs Autociations
V L C
Corr A Confusion R S A Seo
Coef R FlaBs* 5 2 # T Name Type ("_ Mag
DEEB 76OO002OOC ',
B J L 8501302218 1 13 20586 4 80
L A 96O02OO00C
AAA 3 98OO00010C
C K 4600000000 1 2 DO 42961 56 120
HCAD 99C212462C
C 970121031C
EF E B 970204341C 1 [
D D 8703202320 4
BGE 750101OO0C 1 "41 23205+6356 17 3 j
GB 9700000206 4
DKML 5700000000 1 13 20590 I 85
F B 964220320C 4
FC 98(X)O4331C 1
HBB 998112442C 2 "23 OCL 0260 558
AB 0 3600001000
EJ FE 75011OO10C
DCCB 0 974013331C 7
FBC 85030OO00C "41 23208+6157 53 4
AA 0 7701000000
AAG 0 960311322C
CL E ' 5600000000
AAI E 0'770312153C 9_!2 "32 X2321+617 : 70 9
FGHE ' 7703111230 4 32 X2321+652 ' 145 4
ABD 2 970110100C 2 DO42993 26 86
AB 1 970011213C A 2 DO 42997 74 ! 105
B N 37OO10OOOO
CDG 5601000000
BDI L 0 960300051C
GDAG 280023333C F 1 "41! 23214+6305 40 8
J BBC 960213351C 1
ABGC 0 560301100C 1 2 13043002 80 103 =.
CFE 970013461C !
ABGE i 0 060011OO0C
AC E 4 9400000008 1 13 20605 3 85
D 550402143C g
!CD 7700010000
CEF 980000030(3 2 13 20606 3 80
BI G 950021250C




AB 6 5700201000 1 2 i DO 43013 72 88
ADL 050011OO0C 2 "13 20611 K0 4 87
I HB 1600000000
J 7602000000 1 2 DO 43020 11 98
BF F 9700010000
AD 1 450100000(3 2 *41 23224+6252 7 3
AD 3 960133030C 1 13 20612 3 92
B B E 5700201000
B 950031120C
AAB 0 i 8501200008 17 7 13 20614K5 5 51
G F B 684201033C 1 23 OCL 0261 420
CBL 96OO31142C
CBAD 0 37OOO0t10C 3 *23 LDN 1246 47
ABE 7 961133120C 4 13 20618 6 87
CI 550130030C 1 "41 23229+6155 19 3 =
AB 7 670133000C ! 3 V433 CAS 47 3
AA 1 , 970231010C
DA 27OO00020C 4 _"
AB E 0 6700201000
CI 060202000C "41 23233+6345 35 4
L GCi 55O0O10308
AAA 0 250100000(;
AB 0 4601010000 13 20622K0 6 70






CBBB 8 051204333C F 2 "32 X2323+638 88 15
GGB 960200000(3
BDCB 7402t4353C 2 °41 23238+6239 17 13








AA 7 9601OO151C 2 13 20632M0 4 83 "-
M GI 6600000010 i
BE 350001000C 1 "41 23245+6322 18 1
F F B 9501002008 2
HKGA 7403013338 2 1 "41 23246+6231 33 8BB 0 _96O121222C
D 8700000000
G GG 6700000000
! CJ B 5543033438 3
BD 0 7701000000 I 13 20640K0 21 70
BDL 3 9700000000
El HF 8500111328 1 °41 23252+6201 55 1 "
KBC 96OOOO01O8 _=
AD 0 260100000C 2 "13 20641 K0 4 73
I EC 6601140410 5 32 X2325+645 96 5 l
AAA 0 96002OO50C 29 2 DO 43103 70 106
AACD 7 97011OO30C I
CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
136
_:1!I
Right Ascension: 23h25=24s-23h31m05" Declination: +60"-+70"
Position (1950) Flux Density Flags Associations
Name H
Gitact_c U_cc'camty _)
a (8,) Coords SMJ SMN 8ham..5, (s) I b C') (') (') N
23254+8958 24.1 23 ! 11649 37 14 28 4
23255+6433 31.5 7 11443 57 16 13 2
23255+6234 32.2 34 114+2 31 13 23 2
23256+6229 36.7 8114+1 15 3 27 3
23256+6034 41.8 25 113--0 29 9 14 2
23257+6131 42.9 27 113+ 1 17 7 18 3
23257+6212 46.7 39 113+1 60 21 37 2
23258+6010 48.0 13 113-1 27 4 19 3
23258+6555 48.6 11 115+5 22 12 21 3
49 13 34 223259+6_8 58.1 3 1152 6
23259+6012 58.7 24113-- 1 15 5 21 3
2326046106 3.234 1132 0 42 8 106 3
2326046101 5.3 29 113+ 0 15 4 28 3
_3_+++s,o1 13.8, 112+9 15 _ ,+*1
2326456313 25.1 38 114+2 20 5 23123_+6015 25422 115+5 18 6 18!323_+6017 255 8 113-1 29 9 173
23264+6102 27.02 113+0 24 8 24 3
2326446134 28.4 3 113+ 1 37 6 15 2
23284+6022 28.5 45 113-- 1 12 5 45 3
23264+6022 28.81511557 49 6 101 423265+8146,4548113+114 9 273
23 +=54,6146114+4g 2123266+8152 36.3 18 113+ I 16 10!
23266+6558 41.9 46 t15+ 5 15 9 26 3
23268+6854 49.7 24 116+ 7 18 4 32 4
23268+6536 50.8 25 115+ 4 16 8 1321 3
23268+6602 51.7 41 115+ 5 15 4 22! 3
23269+6105 54,0 48 113+ 0 24 8 32 3
23270+6410 1.0 18 114+ 3 16 9 23 3
23270+5423 33_3 114+3 22 9 2+ 323271+_.3 113 8 11453 15 6 29 3
23272+6434 17.5 53 11443 16 9 29 323273+_3 _914 113-1 23 3 25 3
,_++,4+_, _s.3,, 114+4 19 , _,
2327446510 _'8.5 38 11544 15 5 11 3
2327556201 31.2 41 1145 1 11 3 23 3
23275+6308 )1.4 32 114+ 2 17 3 21 3
23275+6553 32.1 22 115+ 5 60 16 38 2
23275+6328 _12.5 48 114+ 2 28 11 11 2
23275+6332 =32.7 54 114+ 2 53 15 38 2
23275+6058 _,+5 6 115+6 26 5 14 3
23276+6011 40.1 35 113--1 14 8 24 3
23277+6742 45.7_ 52 115+ 6 22 11 25 2
23277+_2 ,6238 114+_ 22 13 24 323278+6000 52.81 113-- 13 5 213
2327846140 53.2 47 114+ 1 52 22 17 2
23279+6432 55.7 46 1144 3 27 10 30 3
23279+6608 56.1:32 115+ 5 52 23 12 3
23281+6148 10.331 1144 1 35 6 10 2
23291+6759 10.9 20 116+ 7 59 6 34 2
2328246441 15.3 22 115+ 3 52 8 37 2
23283+6011 18.(] 46 113- 1 28 10 30 3
23283+6238 21.3 10 114+ 1 26
6211223283+6642 '22.3 13 1154 5, 76 9 38
23285+6521 31.5 52 115+ 4 76 15 38 2
23265+8730 33.5 14 115+ 6 36 27 117 =2
23266+6150 36.5 51 114+ 1 11 4 26 3
23287+6252 42.2 3 114+ 2 14 9 25 3
23287+6819 47.3 52 116+ 7 12 8 31 4
23269+6234 54.749 114+ 1 73 6 100 3
23289+6115 58.342 11440 17 6 37 3
23289+6746 58.3 59 11646 29 26 167 3
2328946149 59.7 , 114+ , 58 8 39 2
23290+6436 0.8 29 115+ 3 32 20 37 2
2326146314 6.4 2 11442 16 9 23 3
23291+6359 7.8 56 114+3 20 3 20 3
23292+6616 14.4_ 115425 41 23 35223263+6307 23.C 114+ 55 25 43 2
23293+6526 23.7=26¢= 115+4 15 9 24 323294+6801 26._ _= 118+ 7 20 10 24 4
23294+6046 29,5t13 113-0 I 12 4 25 3
23295+6016 31.747 113-1, 14 5 52 3
232'97+6246 47.23736 114+ 2 18 621323299+6345 54.1 22 1144 2 36 8 383
2329956141 58.7 11451 13 6 28 3
2330056149 3.259114+ I 11 4 263
2330156316 6.74511452 14 5 213
23301+6350 8.7 21 114+3 24 11 243
23301+6232 9.(] 29 114+ 1 81 17 36 2
23302+6025 16.8 26113--I 31 14 113
23302+6222 17.e 1611451 14 8 30 3
23302+6601 17._ 42 115+ 5 23 6 34 3
2330356410 19.3 42 1155 3 36 17 39 2
23304+62013 26.2 6 114+ I 34 14 1552
2330446147 26.7 15 114+ 1 11 4 243
23305+6423 32,128 115+ 3 21 9 23; 3
23305+8956 34.C 44 116+ 8 22 8 31 [42,.L+,'.+_+_I+"35._15 115+9 '+9 18 ,51P_
23306+6136 37.3:3411450 16 3 28 3
2330646031 38.727 114-1 15 8 15 3
23306+6018 39.2i49 113--1 23 9 46 2
23307+6729 42.2 50 116+ 6 14 8 30 3
23307+6106 45.5 2 114-- 0 31 16 25 3
23308+6316 52.8 47 114+ 2 30 8 24 3
23308+6645 54.0 17 115+ 5 23 8 20 3




(N_t Color Corrected) V L C
12 pm 25 p.m 60 p.m |00 vm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags" S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
.47L .25L .42 5.18 CC DFA 9602101008
.25L .46L 1.14L 11.87 D FGI C 6600140410 5 1 32 X2325+545 46 5
.94L .25L 1.40 29.74L F F FD 5402001228 1 "41 23255+6233 39 4
4.42 2.61 .72L 31.51L BB AA 0 6502000008 1 "41 23256+6229 35
.36 .25L 3.67L 42.64L F D G 960021141C 1 16 14582A2 9 9<;
.89 .62: 8.31 42.14 FFEE DEIDA 9 464133330C 7 1 32 X2325+615 41 7
.71L .25L 1.09L 12.01 E K KC 5504011428 1 "41 23258+6212 28
.25L .25L 1.71: 10.02 CO CC 980030150C
.32L .25L 1.10 5.33L B GE A 7600000000
._) .25L .77L 4.60L C EJ F E 8701000000
2.84 +95 3.44L 27.19L BC AADC 2 970123261C 8 1 2 DO43117 40 115
.49 .25L 2.87L 34.27L B B 670020320C 2
1.39 .36 3.12L 29.88L BC AB 2 970130320C 2
8.98 40,28 134.45 174.33: BADD AAAA 0 731002111C
.25L .25L 1,46 8.54: :coDE BB 860021240C 2
.53 .15: .43L 5.54L BC 0 7700000000
.25L .25L 3.55L 25.10 DD E L HDC 970004442C 8
.25L .41 1.36: 24.97L BC 970020320C 2 1 32 X2326+610 73
.29L .25L .98 43.75L F l B 7602311208 4
2.84 4.54 39.13 79.59: BBED AAAA 1 958114661C 8
.28 .25L .69L _ 8.45L B D 1600000000
.43 .25L .73L 29.51L C OEI 6500000008 1 "41 2326646141 43
.25L .39L 1.09L 8.72 D KFD 6601021010
.38L .30L .76 32.81L C J C 6500000008
.64 .25L .49L 4.37L C BGKG 7601101000 13 1 2 [:)043130 90 8_26.73 36.43 42.54 17.97 BBCC AAAA 0 2410000000
.52 .31 .48L 7.55L CC SCDF 1 4601020000 1 1 *411.71 .47 .46L 3.75L BC AB 5 7700101000 1 13 20656 4 9<:
.44 .25L 2.94L 32.48L C AK 600010320C 2 2326946105 10
.53 .25L 1.92L 23.97L B B EI 850202110C
.41 .25L 2.00L 14.59L C BHCD 760001311C
6.13 2.15 476L 5.24L CB AAB 7 6601101000
.79 .27 .52L 5.25L BD BC 0 5700100000
.25L .28L 1.92 13.78: FD DDB 76Cl11351C
g 87021010001.98 .80 .561. 4.50L 8C Al_ I5.05 1.53 .49L 5.08L BB AAG 3700000000 3 4 TMSS +70195 18 27
1.81 .83 .80L 25.34L BC AAC 0 5400001008 I '41 23274+6202 55
.55 .27L 1.11L 21.03L C BFDC 950002351C 2 1 "41 23274+6308 41
.32L .15 .49L 7418L E DE 8601000000
.36L .57L 1.36: 11.64 FF HI BB 770111232C A
2+63L .33L 1.03 34.28L D LGBJ 750111254C A 1 32 X2327+635 100 lC
+25L .25L .91 10.60 BB GCB 5601000000
1.03 .44 3.24L 37.44L BE AC 4 860021020C
.24 +34L +61L 6.71L C CD 37(30000000
.25L .25L 1+94L 17.24 D DFGC 954111161C 1 *41 23278+6303 41 1-"
101.51 75.88 19.23 28.26L BBC AAA 1 852134431C 1 2 3:RAFGL3109 14
+25L +25L 1.66L 12.73 E GD 3701000208 4
.25L .25L 1.01 30.93L C B 650123120C
.32L! 25L .41L 6.9t D C FE 7700010010
36 .25L .79L 47.60L C CKC 3400200008
.32 .25L .63L 9.13L F E 1600000100
.24 .25L .6OL 7.47L! C D 6601000000
.36 .25L 3.45L 38.23L C CI H 960020000(3
.25L .61L 5.27L C BFJ G 5700000000: L .25L +96 21.43 D MD 3501100108 4 1 "41 23282+6237 42
.39L +25L .48 6.62L D B 9601000000
.42L .25L .59 6.23L C B 3600000000
.25L .25L .63L 5.71 D I F F 3700010100
2.83 1.05 .51L 34.06L BB AA 0 4500200008 2 * 2 1:)O43196 48 101
.93 .52 1.90L 26.27L BC AB I 3 940334324C 9 1 "41 23267+6251 9
.54 .24 .57L 6.85L BC BB 6 1700001000
.26L 25L 1.28 30.13L C E 4501100208 4 2 "41 _23289+6234 10 1;
.95 .35 2.55L' 26.75L BC AB 3 560000000C
.25L .25L .55L 7+84 C I E 2700000100
.33 .26L ,54L 49.06L' D D 2400200008 1 13 20677 K0 21 77
.25L .56L 2.18L 0501 F FI B 560110130C 4
.77 .36 2.02L 19.76L BC BB D 0 950200000C
.25L .23 1.48 6.15: FCD CBA 970000250C
.25L I .25L +46L 5.83 C F 7701000000
.43L _ .25L 1.14L 8.09 D NL DB 968311221C
.94 +62 .47L 4.90L BC ABK 5 4600000000
.25L .32 1.60 7.00L CB BD 0602003400 6 1 32 )(2329+680 64
1.60 .85 2.79L 47.73L BB AA 4 970000000C 1 "41 23296+6046 57 3
.71 1.75 16.18: 34.75 BBDE CBBA 5 968103332C
.39L .29 2.73: 26.15L DD CEDC 950212341C
.29L .25L .95 29.72L D L DC 960000010C 1 1 DY CEP 77 3
1.08 .37 1.851. 32.57L BD ABJ 8 360100120C 3 * 2 1:)O43233 5 1046
10.07 3.31 11.81 28.69 BBCC AABA 0 154110030C 4 8 1 DSCAS 79 3
.70 4.58 15.74 t5.33 BBCC BAAA 1 950220212C 8
.37 .25L 2.52L 40.31L F D CB 950100010C
.26L .70L 2.61L 9.54 D L C 96000003OC 1 "41 23301 +6231 42 8
.68 .66 8.83: 54.63: FFDF CCDC 3 86A222330C 1 23 LDN1245 298
.70 .25L .59L 29493L, C BD 2461000108 2 "41 23303+6222 32 3
.28 .25L .46L 5.07L! C CH 6600000000
.67L .25L 1.33L 11.62 E K FB 960110040C 4
.41L .25L .69 39.50L D C 1501000108
11.36 59.07 26.60 30.89L BBC AAA 0 250020160C 4 2 "41 23303+6146 32 7
.57 .25L 2.24L 33.90L B AD 850100100C
.39 .20: .48L 17.85L CO BB 1 6500000008
.25L .56L 2,09L 9.80 E H DC 960120040C 4
.58 .25L 2.42L 25.64L gFD BJ KD 460110246C 2 *13 20694K5 11 801.60 2.93L 88.76L 718.94L DCDD 730435323C 2 22 $163 180 600
,45 .22 4.22L 47.60: F DGHE 0 960225632C
.90 .24 ,42L 6.52L CF BC 9 5800000(X)O
.25L .25L .92: 10.03 DD HEB 480000231C 4 1 °41 2330846106 29 8
.38L .30L 1.23 20.54L E GDC 950120100C
.85 .35: .52L 5.21L DD BD 0 8700000000
.79 .24 .52L 6.45L CD BC 2 4800000000 1 2 [:)043264 61 120
113- 1 21 10 21 2 .38 .27L 2.50L 20.61L D BGGG 960123112C 1 13 2(]699 K0 7 72
1154 3 16 3 27 3 1.73 .61 .95L 23.18L BC AAED 0 950000120C 4 1 23 OCL0267 105
Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) al 12, 25, 60, 100 /.=m; 10) High Source Dens_ Region.
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Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Cowected) V
Coords SM, I SMN 8 O 25 p.m 60 p.m I00 pm Flux Corr A
l b (") (") (') N (Jansky) Uncs Coef R
Declination: +60"-+ 70 °
Associations
L C
R S A Sep













23328 + 61 O5 8
20713 K0 73
23329 + 6115 5
X2333 + 646 15
$167 120
X2333 + 653 6
V438 CAS 3
20722 90
X2334 + 65O 3
20726 K2 61
X2334 + 644 6
DO 43360 101























Galactic Uncert_nt y C
O 12 _m
Name
a ,8) Coords SM3 5MN (0ham. ,8, (s) ( 1 b C) C) ) N
23370+6207 5.5 9 115+ 1 12 3 25 3 1.66
23370+6054 5.9 5 114-0 32 8 136 3 .34
23371+6143 7.0 34 115+ 0 23 8 25 3 .39
23371+6028 7.9 7 114- 1 22 8 28 3 .25L
23371+6333 9.1 49 115+ 2 22 9 32 3 .34L
23373+6904 19.0 48 1t7+ 7 33 8 21 3 .27
23373+6550 21.1 39 116+ 4 17 9 31 3 .71
23373+6516 22.0 51 I 116+ 4 51 8 106 3 .26L
23374+6145 27.2 16 115+ 0 29 7 24 2 .38L
23375+6900 31.8 4 117+ 7 30 11 36 2 .26
23376+6611 36.7 116+ 34 1 24 3 .25L
23376+6304 37.3 15 115+ 2 16 19 3 1.10
23376+6532 39.8 31 116+ 4 54 19 13 3 .25L
23376+6050 40.0 19 114-- I 24 8 42 3 .92
23377+6328 44.1 20 115+ 2 24 i 115 3 1.0523377+6059 46.6 22 114- 0 12 25 3 2.30
23378+6134 50.4 14 115+ 0 21 38 3 1.01
23378+6340 51.3 58 115+ 2 20 13 13 3 .31:
23378+6521 52.2 12 116+4 24 8 17 3 .63
23379+6140 55_3 46 115+ 0 20 3 27 3 .40
23379+6048 56.8 40 114-- 1 22 9 14 2 .25L
23380+6026 2.8 48 114- 1 39 3 106 2 .39
23380+6324 4.7 56 115+ 2 14 9 28 3 .98
23380+6138 5.0 57 115+ 0 26 8 39 3 .48
23380+6057 5.8 6 114-0 31 8 113 3 .61
23381+6535 6.5 26 116+ 4 20 10 16 3 .68
23381+6505 6.7 2 116+4 15 6 24 3 .49L
23382+6440 13.1 56 116+3 44 17 18 3 .25L
23382+6053 15.£ 45 115- 1 31 5 20 2 1.46
23382+6347 15.8! 46 115+ 2 15 8 38' 3 .51
23382+6135 16.1 3 115+ 0 45 11 40 2 .42
23382+6709 16.9 9 116+ 5 63 12 77 2 .25L
23382+6047 17.4 1 114- 1 37 3 42! 2 .36:
23383+6518 20.(; 20 116+ 4 17 3 16 3 1.55
23384+6101 27.1 21 115- 0 16 3 87 3 .42
23384+6045 29.5 4 114- 1 20 3 38 3 .42:
23384+6806 29.6 54 116+ 6 12 8 25 _ 4 .8423385+6053 30.1 43 115- 1 13 3 53! _ 5.05
23385+6336 30.4 26 115+ 2 32 8 31 2 .36L
23386+6331 36.9 2 115+ 2 42 8 100 3 .41
23387+6838 46.(_ 53 117+ 7 16 8 31 5 .68
23388+8247 48.8 57 115+ 1 67 18 41 2 .41L
23388+6804 53.(; 51 117+ 6 25 13 26 3 .28L
23388+8112 53.7;36 115-0 29 3 35 3 .43L
23388+6222 53.6 54 115+ 1 18 9 30 3 .57
23389+6353 55.9 35 115+2 20 9 19 3 .33L
23389+6640 56.5 28 116+ 5 71 21 41 2 .38L
23389+6915 58.g 41 117+ 8 30 8 34 4 .60
23389+6529 59.6 55 116+4 15 3 22 3 10.18
23390+6524 4.11 3 116+ 4 14 5 26 3 3.62
23391+6035 6.1133 115- 1 11 3 26 3 1.98
23391+6106 8.8 37 115- 0' 21 9 30 3 .25L
23391+6336 11.8:24 115+ 2 15 5 32 3 1.10
23394+6044 24.5158 115- 1 20 3 21 3 .29L
23394+6315 27.2155 115+ 2 33 12 15 3 .25L,
23394+6136 27.5 6 115+0 35 16 18 2 .27L!
23394+6634 27.9 41 116+ 5 22 10 25 3 .32
23394+6256 29.1 54 115+ 1 21 10 21 3 .54
23395+6358 33.8 31 115+ 2 16 6 22 3 .83
23395+6237 35.6 52 115+ 1 26 19 16 2 .25L
23396+6249 37.853 115+ 1 36 10 22 3 .25L
23396+6414 40.4 44 116+ 3 50 23 38 : 2 25L
23397+6214 45.6 38 115+ 1 16 6 26 3 .46
23397+6230 46.6 42 115+ 1 21 10 19 3 .37L
23397+6447 47.9 5 116+ 3 27 11 50 i 3 .25L
23398+6040 49.5 19 115- 1 17 8 4213 .38L
23398+6522 50.9 30 116+ 4 14 5 26 3 3.19
23399+6414 58.3 13 116+ 3 14 6 28 3 12.57
23400+6227 3.6 22 115+ 1 18 6 19' 3 1.71
23400+6320 4.0 57 115+ 2 17 6 27 ' 3 1.25
23400+6120 5.9 27 115- 0 14 5 28 3 1.41
23401+6124 7.9 6 115 0 17 3 33 3 1.76
23402+6349 12.9 14 115+ 2 16 9 30 3 .42
23402+6050 14.2 22 115- I 36 8 24 2 .26
23402+6855 15.2 45 117+ 7 17 3 35 5 1.02
23402+6440 17.2 31 116+ 3 16 3 32 3 3.08
23403+6038 23.6 3 115- 1 19 6 24 3 .40L
23403+6746 23.9 38 117+ 6 14 8 28 4 1.03
23404+6024 25.7 45 115- 1 20 8 30 3 .54
23404+6540 27.9 60 116+ 4 19 4 30 3 1.44
23406+6153 37.3 32 115+ 0 32 10 32 3 .33L
23406+6513 39.0 10 116+ 4 14 5 19 3 I_66
23406+6537 40.2 11 116+ 4 38 12 36 2 .40
23407+8132 42.4 18 115+ 0 34 8 114 3 .50
23408+6434 49.4 45 116+ 3 35 10 27 3 .25L
23408+6416 50.4 14 116+ 3 42 8 109 3 .32
23408+6309 51.2 7 115+ 2 17 8 30 3 .73
23406+6149 52.1 58 115+ 0 25 6 20 3 .38L
23408+6536 53.6 58 116+ 4 28 13 17 2 .29
23410+6307 4.2 9 115+ 2 22 11 25 3 .27L
23411+6211 6.3 54 115+ 1 75 18 39 2 .30L
23411+6054 6.9 9 115- 1 14 9 23 3 1.11
23411+8824 9.0 47 117+ 7 14 8 33 5 .55
23411+6007 9.6 23 115- 1 41 8 42 2 .28L
23412+6400 13.7 29 116+ 2 38 3 103 3 .40
23413+6049 19.0 13 115- 1 16 5 24 3 2.18
23414+6227 26.0 43 15+ 1 16 8 24 3 .63
23416+6255 38.4 43 15+ 1 22 10 25 3 .40
23416+6130 39.1 43 15- 0 12 4 30 3 373.03
P'Iux Density
(Not Color Corrected)









































































































100 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Coef R Flags"
2.22L 19.47L BC AA 0 960000100C
2.99L 48.71L C CH 960113631C
7.60L 153.79L FE ECEA 0 740333532C
1.32 26.05L CC NCAM
2.96 14.18 CDD DCCA
.49L 4.32L B C
.44L 5.44L B C C AC
.79 24.10L F B
6.87L 153.79L F F H F B
.65L 7.29L C C
3.31L 6.93: B F !Sl C
.71 4.65L C E
2.30L 27.03L BC AC












3.58L 30.59L FC EBBB 8 960532311C
1.67L 20.10L BD ACI 1 950325221C
53.25 74.84L CBD BBAA 0 960433511C
14.81 86.88: EFEE DCDC 8 545727652C
3.08L 18.87 F D DDGC 954415573C
.60L 6.09L BC CDHC 0 8700111000
9.16: 38.77L EDC DDBD 6 654434541C
3.83L 54.51L C BB 960932644C
2.45L 40.86L C CC G 960415435C
1.61L 19.83L BC AB 0 95O023121C
5.65L 57.75L CF CBGE 9 558434650C
2.7BL 937.93L DD BB
.48L 6.22L DE BE)
10.79 16.16 BCC FACB
.g7L 7.25 C I GEC



















































.51L 582: BCEFE AA F 01.01 5.64:; GI BC
.55: 3.26: BCCF AADE 0
.61L 7.40L F F E
57L 27.02L B B
.62 6.41 DD DB
.54L 22.89L' C B H
.50L 19.74L B BD
1.19 29.56L C HBA
.60L 7.78L C D
.87 22.86L D C D C B
.59 23.45L C E C
2.33L 22.12L BC AC
.89L 9.60L B A G
.77 19.72L D D
1.93L 9.81L B CKI C
2.70L 25.57L BC AB
.46L 25.89L B AC
.54L 20.55L C B NH






20.32L B AE H 960214353C
24.51L CF CC 4 660445331C8.25L c KOCF _0100310054.51,CF GCC 31_0935453C
4.76L BC AAJ 0 9700211000
22.07 CDED DBBB 0 974213621C
54.51 CE E CCCC 0 960935331C
11.18L CE AE 0 2700104100
937.93 CCED EEDB 9 931323343C
22.20L F DO 950331121C
21.25L D CB 4 950230130C
6.67L BC AC 4801010000
20.26 E L GDC 6500001008
11.00L F CG ! 2700104100
7.95 C GA 9901 I0000C
18.51L CD BB 8600002008
10.52 E CEFA 970311120C
5,78 C L J B 6500000O00
8.85L B B 5601000000
8.61L CBC AAAG 9601000200
20.74 BBCC AAAA 85Cl110000
184.29 CBFD CABC 94C424443C
24.20L CD GBB 970110201C
24.69L BBC AAAG 0 95O031110C
35.60: FE DBCA 960516412C
8.02L D FBB 960100000C
18.57L C C 560OOO0OO8
6.76L C B 7500100000
22.74L ED BC 3 8500000008
5.97L CBE BAAC 0 970211110C
8.64: FD ED 9641122318'
6.99: CC GDB 7700100008
5.17 D I C 9702101008
13.86 ECCD DEBB 4 6603033118
11.19: CF GECA 9601114328
8.15 CC LCB 8602000338
3662L D E E B D 960433232C
5.09L BBC AAA 0 9701112000]20.67L BB AA 9602201008 17
24.37L BC AACD 6 7501114328
i
5.92: BBCE AAAD 0196000000OC
26.68L BC AA 0 650010100(3
24.87L BD AA 4 371010100(3
23.25L B B I 950021000C
8.94L C EKHC 980104232(:;
6.04L BC AB 0 3701000000
17.91L CE AAG 9 9502110008
17.95: EDE J FBA 960221220C
9.31L_ BC AC 1 6600000000
27.11L DC CO 1 960000000C
C
S 2 # T Name Type Mag
2 1 CZ CAS 56
7 3 22 S165 299 60(:
2 1 V441 CAS 82
1 2 13 20760 3 85
8 1 32 )(2337+637 123
7 2 22 $165 247 60C
4
1 1 32 X2338+634 35
1 2 22 $165 293 60£
4
6 1 32 X2338+650 19
4
8 1 13 20767 17 8G
2
4
2 3 13 20773 6 9_
4
4 1 32 X2338+605 149 4
2 22 $166 294 600
2 13 20783 4 88
1
3 1 32 X2339+622 24 3
8
2 22 $166 43 600
2 1 13 20788 5 91
4 13 20791 M0 4 68
I 7 3G156 68
2 13 20793 K2 3 65











5500122108 2 1 2 DO 43492
0 6501000008870021000C 1 13 20799
4700001000
950000020C
970010000C 1 2: DO 43498
0 970010000C
9500000008 1 2 J DO 43505
75OOOOOOO8 I
1 5492011038 69 8 6 I=PZCAS
















u _,) Coords SMJ SMN (8)ham. • 8 (s) I b (") (") N
2"3417+6632 46.8 1 116+ 5 15 5 30 3 1.42
23418+6042 50,6 38 115-- 31 3 42 3 ,25L
23418+6558 53,6 55 116+ 4 17 8 28 3 .47
Z3418+6439 53.7 46 116+ 3 26 14 6 2 31
23419+6153 58.8 15 115+ 0 106 26 40 2 .38L
_J419+6757 58.9 32 117+ 6 57 17 37 2 .80L
23421+6341 7.1 58 116+ 2 30 10 14 2 .26L
Z3421+6940 9.3 4 117+8 24 9 58 3 .27
_J423+6652 22.1 36 117+ 5 39 4 31 4 =25L
r3423+6730 23.4 5 117+ 6 15 3 31 4 1.93
.)3425+6644 30.7 16 116+ 5 25 8 112 3 .96
.)3425+6619 32.6 41 116+ 5 40 11 20 3 .25L
.)3425+6715 32,9 4_ 117+ 5 28 22 32 2 .25L
t3426+6409 39,3 47 116+ 2 32 12 42 2 .28L
.)3426+6010 393 10 115- 1 13 9 i 33 3 .91
,)3427+6336 42.8 58 116+ 2 52 25 32 3 .38L
-)3427+6855 47.7 57 117+ 7 49 27 6 2 .25L
.)3428+6333 50,2 31 116+ 2 20 8 30 3 ,63
.rJ429+6630 55,3 54 116+ 5 32 21 33 3 ,25L
.>3429+6545 57.3 36 116+ 4 22 9 23 3 .41
!3430+6804 2.6 15 117+6 39 13 38 3 .25L
.)3431+6345 6.8 49 116+ 2 44 3 37 3 .25L
.)3431+6204 12.0 16 115+ 0 18 4 21 3 7.08
.w'J432+6443 13.6 13 116+ 3 26 8 24 2 .71
._433+6242 20,6 57 116+ 1 20 9 19 3 ,69
!3433+6819 24,(; 56 117+ 7 45 13 11 2 ,38L
!3434+6316 27.2 24 116+ 2 31 13 16 2 .38L
!3435+6729 30.1 36 117+ 6 16 8 34 4 1.13
!3435+6527 32,g 34 116+ 4 52 15 17 2 .7OL
3436+6306 41.C 35 116+ I t6 5 29 3 1.22
._3436+6011 41.2 14 115-- 14 5 32 3 15.32
._3437+6055 43,3 37 115-- 12 4 26 3 1.75
!3437+6106 43,8 29 115-- 81 8 42 2 .30L
!3437+6419 44,8 29 116+ 3 14 5 33 3 2,60
!3437+8223 46.1_27 116+ 18 6 21 3 1,32
13437+6402 46.2 58 116+ 2 22 12 34 2 .22
!3437+6747 47,1 52 117+ 6 29 12 39 3 ,30L
!3438+6244 48.8 29 t16+ 34 11 12 2 .35
!3438+6101 51.8 29 115- 1 17 9 32 I 3 ,58
!3439+6632 54,8 50 117+ 5 17 3 27 3 1.41
_J439+6036 59.5 59 115- 1 19 8 28 3 .37
3441+6401 87 25 116+ 2 16 8 27 3 .55
13442+6133 14.4 46 115-0 48 3 22 2 ,37L
13443+6644 19.9 56 117+ 5 16 3 28 4 1,57
13443+6425 21,2 31 116+ 3 33 13 8 2 .39
13444+6117 29,2 10 115- 0 24 8 34 3 .41
:3445+6125 31.9 16 115- 0 75 16 39 2 .83L
3445+6304 34.1 52 116+ 1 19 8 38 3 .36
:3446+6324 40.0 22 1t6+ 2 25 i 10 23 2 .88
3446+6523 40.1 40 116+ 4 41 : 3 20 3 .25L
:3,7+6053 47.8 26 115--1 19 8 23 3 .28L
!3447+6716 47.9 25 117+ 5 112 4 31 4 7.513448+6101 52.9 58 115--1 9 29 3 .52
3448+6120 52.9 20 115-- 0 3ei 3 117 3 .25L
3448+6010 53.4 41 115--1 15 I 6 34 3 4.62
3449+6256 55.7 51 116+ 1 18 9 31 3 .41
3449+8735 56.7 56 117+6 44 3 19 2 ,50L
3449+6208 59.5 4 116+ 0 16 9 26 3 1.09
3451+6714 9.3 28 117+ 5 16 9 31 4 .48
3452+6025 14.2 56 115- 1 14 5 24 3i 3,47
i
3452+6623 17.2 3i 117+ 5 17 10 28 3 1.06
3453+6058 18.4 38 = 115- 1 48 18 33 2 ,42L
3453+6452 22.1 56 116+ 3 30 11 19 2 .66
3453+6630 23.8 43 117+ 5 14 8 153 3 .47
3454+6125 27.1 47 115 0 63 17 41 2 .25L
3455+6731 30.4 41 117+6 18 8' 37 4 .43
3455+681933.32117+612 3 I 29 1.193455+622135,48116+113 263 1.49
3456+642740352116+32210263 ,25L
3456+6140 41.8 60 116--0 32 8 29 3 .30
3457+6744 45.8 36 117+6 13 8 35 5 .82
3457+6045 47.1 13 115- 1 14 5 29 3 9.5734,_+_00 s32 6 117+4 37 13 29 3 95
3459+6736 55.3[ 46 117+ 6 59 11 76 3 .30L
3459+6016 55.7 7 115- 1 33 11 42 3 .38L
3461+6059 6.E 35 115- 1 13 4 35 3 1.37
3461+6833 8.7 33 117+ 7 16 3 34 5 3.60
3461+6829 11.1 14 117+ 7 13 8 31 5 .54
3463+6503 21E 15 116+ 3 17 9 33 3 .80
3463+6156 123.4 13 116+ 0 14 6 21 3 2.86
I
3464+6506 !257 57 116+ 3 16 3 24 3 .23:
3464+6807 '26.8 55 117+ 6 24 10 22 3 ,27
3464+6049 27.1 57 115- 1 15 8 28[ 3 ,64
3465+6514 30.8 6 117+ 3 21 9 28 i 3 .44
3465+6818 32.9 14 117+ 6 80 17 18 2 .25L
3466+6124 36.(] 25 116-O 19 8 38 3 .47
3466+6105 36.e 20 116- 1 18 9 35 3 .97
3466+6727 38,4 3 117+6 15 3 122 5 ,26L
]467+6823 44.2 23 117+ 6 11 3 28 5 5.77
]467+6110 46,5 5 116-1 21 9 41 3 .33
]468+6539 49.8:16 117+ 4 20 5 29 ! 3 ,52
i
]469+6039 54,735 115- 1 17 9 25 3 .67
]469+6013 56.1 38 115- 1 24 7 18 3 .34
]469+6523 56.7 21 117+ 4 20 9 30 3 .44
)469+6735 59.1 12 117+ 6 27 9 33 4 ,29L
3469+6520 59.6 3 117+ 4 52 3 99 3 .,50
]470+6050 0.1 15 116- 1 45 8 41 2 .25L
]470+6026 1.3 59 115- 1 35 8 22 2 .26
3470+6803 4.7 37 117+ 6 76 8 43 2 .25L
3470+6023 5.0 4 115= 1 19 7 33 3 .31L
Flux Density Flags
(Not Color Cen'ecte4) V L
25 p,m 60 _ 100 /_m Flux Corr A Confusion g S









































































































5.92: C CD CFDA
31.05L D C















5.52L BD AB K 0 9701002010
7.3O C GB 960OOOOOOC
28.85 E D 850415574C
5.38L O BC 97O1OOOOO8
27.51L BD AB I 0 970012010(3
7.05 D GELC 760121132(3
3.35 F MC 3800OOO0OO
20,75L BD BBC 0 650110021C
6.91 C L ED 96OOOOO1OO
6.05| C B 8600000000
15.07 CF EFD 3601000620
9.29 D D J FFB 870100330C
16.52L ABC AAB 0 5501000008
19.16L CE AF 0 8500000(308
20.17L CF BC 8' 8500110008
11.86L C MDD 2700001210
5,30 D E B 9601000008
41.67L BC AD O 660128477C
8.53L C C 3600000000
19,25L CBC AAAB 0 4500000008
30,86L BBD AACE 0 870212022C 16
16.72L BB AA E 1 6600OO0t0C
4,88L D EC 3900100108
17.73L BB AAG 5 9600000008
22,14L BC AD 2 860000000!
16.17L C B G 9600110008
12.56: DE F CB 460501052C
17.8OL B B F 9600110008
3630L B B B 5500200208
6.14L BC AB 1 9600100100
33.47L B CD 95OO00000C
28.63L C BHI 8500110008
28.72L D KCF 6501000108
36.24L BC AAH 0 970100000C
19.64L D B G 9602000008
26.05L B CDFC 2700102018
28,19L D CB 4500135448
25.35L B CL 6501100008
19.54L CD AB 0 7500000608
10,12 C GC 2700000O00
C
S 2 # T N_ne Type Ma 8
2 13!20810 3 87
2
4
C 1 32 X2342+668 21 12
1 "41 23425+6618 42 12
A
1 2 DO 43557 38 106
8
1 "41 23430+6631 5O 8
1 39 4CP65.32 58 178
41
6[ 1 32 X2343+637 28 8
• EH CAS 33 3
1 23 LDN 1252 485
2 3 RAFGL 3145 31 11
1 13 2O833 7 88
13 20837 G5 2: 73
13 20840 35 80
F
I
30,40L C FBBB 5501002318 4
33.38L ABD AAC 0 9500101OOC
17.81L E B J 6600101116
9.65: CE CFEC 4740223338 F
353.79: BBDD FDBA _0 94C203332C 44 F 1 32 X2344+601
19.89L B F DI EF 6501130328 D 2 13 20847
48.82L E CI B 670243474C 2
23.53L BD ACF 0 4401101108 3 "13 20848
41.44L B A H 940010100C
30.61L BB AAC O 940110130C
23.81L BC AA 0 950000000C
16.35L F BE 5600312218
2t.16L DD BD 0 5500000008
23,72L EDcD BC 0 950100000C12.60: DE E 5601035438
56.15L C BCK 760020000(3
7.26L BB AAE 2 6800100010
17.92L BB AA 1 9600000008
19.71L D LGA 7601000008
28.34L C BG 5500000008
44.37L BD AB O 340110020C
19.95L BBC AAB 0 560000031C
26A6L F D L 8501OO000C
44,08L F E J DC 680220120C
11,28 DDF CCCC 960201330C
19.47L BC AC 2 460011010C
7.59L BB AAK 3 8800101000
6.46L BB AB 7 7800201100
16,84L CC AA 0; 9500100008
26.37L BB AAF 01 550000100!
7,48 DDBC EFAB 0 9600200008
42,49L B B E 650030102C
24.63L BC BB 2 560030100C
3O.37L D CE 8400010008 !
7.71 D F B 770020021C
22.96L C ABE 4601000008
29.83L BE AC 0 5601000208
24.99 F F C F E El 754114542C
33,14L AB AAC 4 750110021C
35,23L C BG 4500100208
6,09L CC CC G 2 2801000000
22.36L C A H 970000000C
14.39L C E DEFD 950112221C
5.24L C CI j 2801212000
37.52L C KDDC= 460201040C
31.86L BE BEKF 0 8601125328
18.94L O D Co601301OOC
34.32L O D 960014341C
46A5L D C G 580146673C




1 "41 23453+6623 42 3
4
I "41 23453+6630 46 3
F
2 13 20853 A0 3 50
t 13 20855 7 83
2 2 DO 43640 56 110
2 4 TMSS +60424 30 28
2 13 20863 3 85
1 "41 23461+6833 8 I
1 "41 23461+6829 11 1
4 "13 20869A2P 2 55
2 13 20871 5 82
6
4 4 "13 2O873MA 5 80





5 32 X2347 + 603 32 5
'Confusion Rags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
140
_! l i
Right Ascension: 23h47=05'--23h50m39 '
Position (1950)
Name
. , (s) ( i b (') £3 N
23470+6607 5.0 30 t17+ 4 54 12 40 2
23471+6048 8.4 39 116- 1 13 3 28 3
23471+6802 9.4 34 117+ 6 15 3 63 5
23472+6636 12.1 60 117+ 5 62 13 40 3
23472+8213 15.7 22 116+ 0 40 16 11 2
23473+6248 18.3 41 116+ 1 72 13 42 2
23473+6816 21.1 20 117+6 11 3 28 5
23474+6659 24.6 3 117+ 5 18 8 30 4
23474+6409 25.3 29 116+2 27 11 25 2
23474+6243 26.0 55 116+ 1 38 13 15 2
23474+6320 28.9 9 116+2 25 9 44 2
23475+6309 30.9 47 116+ 1 30 8 32 3
23475+6750 33.9 5 117+ 6 42 8 26 3
23477+6049 44.3 30 116-- 1 11 4 29 3
_78+6523 48.819 17+16111 54 13 7 27 323478+6711 49.6 17+ 37 13 43 2
23478+8248 50.7 28 116+ 1 15 8 28 3
23479+6327 57.0 55 116+ 2 16 6 32 3
23479+6709 58.1 27 117+ 5 28 7 43 2
23480+6450 0.7 6 117+ 3 28 13 29 3
23480+6340 2.2 1 116+ 2 24 12 23 3
23480+6718 3.8 36 117+ 5 17 6 30 4
23481+6640 8.4 6 117+ 5 37 3 106 4
23481+6754 7.0 52 117+ 6 58 3 120 4
23481+6154 7.3 4 116+ 0 14 8 28 3
23481+6704 8.2 49 117+ 5 8 3 144 5
23481+6145 9.1 40 116+ 0 45 13 111 2
23482+6524 12.5 14 t17+ 4 27 3 25 3
23482+6135 15.1 54 116-0 15 5 22 3
23482+6410 15.5 49 116+ 2 41 18 41 2
23482+6617 16.5 32 117+ 4 15 9 32 4
23483+6819 19.3 9 117+ 8 12 4 27 5
23483+6458 20.7 35 117+ 3 26 10 31 3
23483+6325 21.1 27 116+ 2 20 3 25 3
23483+6034 21.2 18 116- 1 33 14 20 2
23483+6724 21 9 52 117+ 5 16 3 31 4
23483+6209 !22.3 32 116+ 0 20 3 20 3
23484+6621 26.¢ 8 117+4 34 12 26 3
23484+6521 '27.5 58 117+ 4 18 8 29 3
23484+6442 27.7 48 117+ 3 39 14 41 2
23485+6152 31.8 2 116+ 0 16 6 21 3
23485+6006 33.5 36 116- 2 32 11 29 3
23485+6329 35.e 37 116+ 2 i 34 13 54 3
23486+6336 39.4 26 116+2 19 6 24 3
23486+6713 41.C 14 117+5 22 3 _i43657 8 3 4 4
23487+6112 42.7 8 116- 1 34 3 28 : 3
23487+6752 43.4 51 117+ 6 28 3 36 5
23488+6810 53.9 117+ 6 21 5 37 5
23489+6054 57.6 10 116- 1 28 9 31 2
23489+6235 59.5 7 116+ 1 15 6 30 3
23490+6515 0.6 29 117+ 3 45 3 40 2
23490+6140 0.6 29 116- 0 18 6 19 3
23490+6159 0.7 54 116+ 0 15 6 24 3
23490+6051 5.0 32 116- 1 45 18 40 2
23491+6748 6.2 7 117+6 18 8 32 5
23491+8243 9.1 57 116+ 1 14 5 29 3
23491+6953 10.0 50 118+ 8 21 7 18 3
23491+6626 11.7 53 117+ 5 20 5 35 4
23492+6732 13.7 40 117+ 6 15 3 37 5
23492+6858 15.4 17 118+ 7 33 12 15 2
23493+6230 22.1 50 116+ 1 13 4 32 3
23493+6041 23.4 39 116- 1 19 8 33 3
23493+6738 23.8 37 117+6 29 8 75 4
23494+6023 24.0 34 116- 1 24 3 21 3
23494+6344 24.1 40 116+ 2 30 9 31 3
23494+6113 25.1 10 116- 1 73 18 41 2
23494+6155 25.5 17 116+ 0 22 5 28 3
23494+6006 26.3 38 116- 2 25 11 31 3
23494+6713 26.3 46 117+ 5 21 6 28 4
23494+6256 26.5 31 116+ 1 19 8 29 3





Flux Density Flags Associations
23496+6131 36.5 33 116--0 13 4 24 3 368.99
23496+6420 37.5 23 117+ 2 18 3 27 3: .25L
23496+6645 38.4 56 117+ 5 22 3 39 4= .35L
23496+6812 39.2 25 118+ 6 17 3 118 5 .29
23496+6618 41.2 7 117+ 4 16 5 31 4 13.00
23497+6103 43.7 59 116- 1 17 8 34 3 .90
23497+6137 45.7 43 116- 0 62 22 43 2 .45L
23498+6215 49.2 30 116+ 0 13 6 25 3 .92
23498+6113 49.4 38 116- 1 21 9 32 3 .72
23498+6600 49.7 34 117+ 4 28 13 i 22 2 .35
23,00+67 ,0243:117+° 18 33;34 25:23501+6122 10.3 34 116- 16 40 .27:
23501+6127 11.8 32 116- 0 16 8 40 3 .91
23502+6634 14.5 9j 117+ 5 24 7 39 3 .46
23502+6828 16.6 29! 116+ 6 21 7 26 5 .32
23503+6340 18.8 52 117+ 2 22 12 21 3 .28L
23503+6814 20.0 23 118+ 6 31 3 40 4 .29L
23503+6657 22.6 33 117+ 5 36 8 104 4 .43
23503+6905 23.9 56 118+ 7 57 26 7 2 .25L
23504+6802 24.7 46 118+6 17 8 20 4 .26
23504+6735 26.4 14 117+ 6 25 3 33 5 .28:
23504+6043 27.0 27 116- 1 12 4 31 3 75.07
23504+6012 28.7 4 116- 2 14 5 31 3 5.39
23505+6025 35.5 35 116- 1 13 3 30 3 2.81
23506+6224 37.0 57 116+ 1 14 4 30 3 3.77
23506+6001 37.9 58 116-2 21 6 42 2 1.05
23506+6429 39.0 21 117+ 3 26 11 28; 3 .25L
23506+6005 39.8 38 116- 2 16 5 33 3 1.60
(Not Color Cocr_t_l)







































































































100 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Coef R Flags*
22.41L C O 970000000C
19.06L CC AD 1 860130130C
31.94 C FHB 684138773C
24.43L D KB 950001210C
5.54 DD GEB 9600000006
22.73L C C 9500233408
48.67L BB AA 1 750110200C
61.22L FF EDBB 0 864339645C
24.56L E CJ D 3600100208
6.01 CD GFDC 9700133408
23.11L C CE 8501000008
21.71L C HDB 9500001008
33.17L D GC 784127898C
23.19L ABD AAFE 0 870130131C
33.63: CDFD BBDB 0 5580345338
38.28L E D K 980268867C
19.61: DECC EDBA 8 9511133308
16.46L BC AB 4 9501234318
61.63L CE EAB 0 972369968C
10.73 FE JGEB 8701011408
23.76L B BC 7500100008
34.97: BC F DCCE 5 886125851C
10.95: FDE HECB 960113431C
41.25L C J EB 780457575(:;
18.26L CDC ACC 7 4500111008
61.63L DFE CCBC 0 978536634C
8.16 D KDB 3601011308
32.16: DDCF BBAC 0 5600233338
25.41L BB AA 0 1600000008
7.80: CD LCD 3700000208
25.53L BB ACK 0 9500100OOC
30.79L AB AA E 2 752200200C
6.38 CD ! CB 8700111308
37.54L DDF DFDB 7 84C0134318
30.48L E GB 970314344C
17.24 FDD FDBA 89C205970C
19.91L BC ABK 0 8502022008
28 93L' D F C 960010010C
30.13L B AB 6400333338
9.41 CD J FA 4700000108
15.68L!BB AAGJ 5 9500111108
7.75: DD J DCB 970110141C
37.54L E CGFA 74C3357618
17.60: FECD FDBC 0 7502133308
53.45L D H C B M 570253470C
37.15L E DDD 870211120F
13.82L ED HGGB 9701123638
32.14L FDC EEEB 684247586C
33.97L D E B B E B 78C32586OC
28.53L C CG 950010000C
16.25L BBD AAB i 3 9600100008
21.191 D F D 9501010008
24A3L CC AAJ 0 1501101008
19.28L BC AB ' 0 9501110108
25.37L D KC 850010000C
51.84L B AD 870121000C
16.75L BBC AAA 9 7601001008 43
3.71L BC AAGE 0 7800000000
8.20 CD HBA 980010040C
15.43: FD D ECBB 0 66E027990C
6.87L C :C 8802010200
15.61L BBB AAA 2 9600100008 44
20.07L CC BB 3 960121011C
45.67L C K EC E 360032330C
20.17 F C NBHB 978205543C
25.35L C E F 7500000008
15.76L D F F 9602333438
6.33: DED NFBB 9700100108
31.33L C BEEE 960020012C
20.05L C EBF 680131250C
21.52L B ABF 8501000008
19.48L BC AB 0 6501100008
C
A S_
S 2 # T Name Type (") Ma 8
1 "41 23471 +6607 16
B
2
7 1 2 DO 43676 62 10_




8 1 23 OCL0280 311
4 2 DO 43690 85 95
F 1 32 X2347+653 12 15
8
7 1 32 X2347+628 22 7





1 "41 23481 +8153 7 3
4 2 "32 X2348+617 28 4
F
3 13 20892 6 8_
4
1 "41 23482+6618 37
1 "41 23482+6818 55
6 1 32 X2348+649 34 4
7
9
1 2 DO 43712 60 93
1 "41 23484+6621 9 3
D
2 "1 BBCAS 13 3
7 1 32 X2348+634 54 7
1 "41 23486+6656 40 5
A 1 32 X2348+611 94 1C
8
1 °41 23490+6810 50 2
2 t EO CAS 7 3
2 * 2 : DO 43721 21 88
1 2 DO 43722 70 103
1 7 1+6236 90
1 2 DO 43720 52 95
I "41 23491+6626 20 5
1
1 2 DO 43734 34 106
A
1 "41 23494+6155 4 4
1 2 DO 43740 80 96
11.73 AACC AAAA 2 1621102008 27 4 3 RAFGL3165 37 3
6.01 CCC I BCA 2800003308 6 1 32 X2349+643 18 6
41.27L CF HCCF 860529576C 9 2 "41 23496+6646 16 3
33.97L CFF CEAD 0 87C337850C 2 "41 23496+6812 7 3
19.85L BB AAB 2 870000000C 5 * 3 RAFGL 3170 18 13
23.01L BC AC 0 9501100008
21.07L C G 1502101008
35.25 FFCD BBAA 9 9520023208 3 1 32 X2349+622 9 3
16A8L CE BD F 0 9601131328 2
20.77L C E I 660001000C 2 °2 DO43743 71 98
35.59L CCC EBAB 6 480013630C 1
20.38L CDC KEDB 1 7601254448 A
24.18L BC AB 1 6600214008
37.20 EEEF DCFC 0 760525443C_ B 2 "41 23503+6633 52 8
13.89 CEDC DBCB 0 560012540C 2 2 "41 23503+6829 40 8
14.12: DD DC 65C1213528 2
55.89L D HBDE 960224731C
37.24L C C H 770020051F
4.03 E HFD 9700000310
13.65: CDDD DCDC 0 894446993C 1 23 LDN 1264 216
24.07 CDFC DFCB 880211640C
8.27: AACD AAAD 1 973110131C 29 4 6 13 20912 3 90
399.48: CBDD BCCD 2 930604555C 8 2 22 $168 84 420
33.27L BB AABM 2 960213452C 1 13, 20915 K5 2 68
t73.30 BBDF CBAA 0 9300165438 E
24.70L FE AAFK 9 9600202108
7.00: DD NJ DC 1800100108
55.05: BBCF AAAA 9541334218 1 39 OZ+684
"Confusion Rags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 p.m; 10) High Source Density RegJon.
84 1415
141
Right Ascension: 23h50m43"-23h54m40 _
Name
a 6
h m. * )
!3507+6230 43.7
!3507+6122 47.3
!3508 + 6619 48.7
!3508 + 6243 50.0
!3508+6536 51.5
!3508+6335 527
!3508 + 6759 53.1
!3508+6629 53.3
!3508+6807 53.6
!3509 + 6129 57.8
!3509 + 6249 59.6
!3510+6331 1.E
!3511 +6646 69









!3514 + 6820 26,4
!3514+6005 26,7
!3514+6653 27,1
!3514 + 6358 28.8
!3515+6014 31.8
!3515+6016 33.8









!3520 + 6632 2.7
!3520+6342 4,1
!3520 + 6649 5.4
!3521 +6639 63
!3521 +6127 7.1
!3521 + 6924 11.7
-)3521+6610 11.8
-)3522+6133 '12.1
-)3522 + 6242 13.4
-)3523+6148 18.9
-)3523+6456 19.3





.)3525 + 6434 31.1
-)3525 + 6954 33.9
-)3527+6537 42.9





.)3529 + 6229 57.5




?3532 + 6247 158
.)3533+6843 19,3
.)3533 +6510 21.2
.)3534 + 6354 24.1
-)3534+6514 25.1




.)3535 + 6011A 35.0
._3536 + 6646 36.8
23536 + 6305 37.4
23536+6244 37.9
23537 + 6031 44.8













23545 + 6645 30.3
23545+6441 30.6
23545+6508 34.1
23546 + 6041 36.5
23546+6701 37.(J





a 6 Coords SMJ 5MN O O 12 _¢m
(s) (") lb (") (") (') N
6 25 3 9.29
16 29 3 .25L
10 41 3 .25L
8 72 3 .40L
18 43 2 .26L
21 46 2 ,25L
3 30 5 .33L
8 39 4 .75
10 42 5 .28:
12 42 3 .46L
9 30 3 ,54
10 32 2 29
3 31 4 1.58L
8 10 2 .76L
8 106 3 .34
12 38 2 .26
8 30 3 .26L
3 37 5 .26L
3 31 3 1.32
8 33 3 .69
9 26 3 .70
7 24' 3 .25L
8 421 2 .39L
5 27' 3 25L
7 28 i 5 ,83L
5 26 3 1.36
7 70 2 .49
3 30 3 L21
9 16' 3 .32L
3 159 4 .48
16 42 2 .40L
10 26 3 ,45
3 30 3 41.60
8 43 3 ,31
11 14 2 ,32L
3 63 5 .28L
5 37 3 .40
6 27 4 ,37:
3 104 3 .25L
3 34 i 4 1,10L
I
6 39 ! 4 1.71L
3 32 ! 3 .27L
8 22 ! 3 .47
3 32 ! 4 1,69
8 26 [ 3 .44
10 41 2 25L
3 44 i 2 .26L
8 32 3 65
7 19 3 ,32L
3 19 3 ,32:
14 16_ 2 27L
3 27! 3 1.19
13 28! 3 .26L
8 37 _ 3 25L
11 21 3 ,25L
[ 12 42 2 .44L
j 10 30 3 .82
] 9 33 3 .47L
] 9 33 3 .49
t 8 45 5 .38
I 3 28 3 ,25L
] 16 43 2 25L
] 3 43 3 ,45:
I 17 42 2 .39L
1 ' 16 41 2 .70L
/ 12 41 2 .29L
] 5 31 3 1.59
I 10 32 3 .25L
I 12 41 2 .56L
t 13 43 3 .34
/ _ 8 19 2 26
| 11 25 3 .34| , 8 33 3 .44
| , 4 33 4 1.98
/ ; 6 38 4 : .47L
/ ; t0 40 2 .27L
| 10 40 3 1.67L
] = 8 33 3 1,05
L 8 28 3 .25L
; 9 30 3 1.03
L ; 3 30 3 .28L
| _ 9 20 3 .37
| _ 8 28 3 ,65
| ) 5 41 3 ,85
| l 7 20 3 .56
| I 5 34 3 2.47
| _ 7 30 3 .26L
] _ 9 32 3 .84
| _ 4 34 4 1.10
) 8 62 3 64
/ ) 10 23 4 .25L
| ! 13 19 3 .46L
/ I t4 44 2 ,35L
| i 8 42 3 .35L
| I 3 37 3 25L
| t 4 30 3 22.70
| ._ 1t 25 2 25L
| _ 3 37 4 1,16L
| ) 3 30 3 ,35L












































































































100 _m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
Uncs Coef R Flags' S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
406,38 CCDC CBBB i 9 9231156348 t4 E 1 32 IX2350+624 29 14
20.38L C J FFF 6601166458 A 1 32 IX2350+613 62 10
22,74LI E HDD 654220091C 1 "41 23508+6619 14 3
17.88L D F CF 7602101308 4
6.69L C BD 5701000008
17.54L C J C 6502200008
44,77L F D CBB 782242733C 1 23 LDN 1264 303
37,20L CD BCHF 0 560535262C 8 3 "13 20917 K5 1 83
1 23 LDN 1264 564
A
4 1 2 DO 43777 59 108
1 "41 23510+6646 27 5
1 1 "41 23510+6817 28 4
1 3 2 DO 43764 18 113
2 "23 LDN 1264 500
1 17 3208 15
2 13 20923 B0 2 70
2209 CDEC DEOB 88C235751C
20.49L D F BC 6601023138
A3L 2240L B B I 6600201308
.52L 28.01L F DJ 6401110008
1.88 36,98L C FJ B 960201120F
4.76L 24.21L F DF B H 970558841C
,56L 25,02L C D E 9600000008
1.55L 20,53L D B 660222090C
.69L 5,28 CE D HE e 96000000083.10 35,07L BCB )70367971C
.50L 406,38L BD AC 4 9202242008
2.41L 26.04L B A K 950000020(3
1.78L 20.27L B A B 950030100C
2.93 18.47L CC BA 960244541C
4.76L 30.89L E L DE 870567741C
3.55 1995L CD BA 960220330C
3.00: 16.55 CC 'MB DB 984112263F
2.93L 15.39L BC ABDG 1 970221441C
30.79L 100.95L CF F DCB 5 940436642C
100.95 BCFE DCCAI 0 94D214433C
43.34L D GBG: 7802102t0C
6.13: BE C BDGB 0 590222020C
24.77L E DE GG 8605033128
25.88L D CK 9601000008
18.04L CBC AAA 7 5700000008 14
24,18L C CK 8600000008
23,41L F GCF 770468740C
39.54L D F CBH 970378741C
10.55: CDFE ECBC 0 8744154218
16.05 F F e HCBB 0 470215652C
5.50 DD CD 970000030C
29.88L F FC 974110220F
23.52: F DF E CA B 970205743F
7.70: CE DF 6700100108
2.94L B B I 9800000000 ;
21,70L BB AB 0 560110010(3
22,82L B BFM 4600100108
14,84L C MBD 7641252106
5.57 D DB 9600000008
18.03L BD BB H 0 9600001008
34A7L F B DC 760456981C
17.15L FC CBCB 4 680457870C
424L C HCF 7801100210
26.08L BC AAH 0 9500000008
15.22L D HE DC 970110110C
5,50 CC GBC 6800000008
3.55 F BC DBC 3600000200
24,97L F J D 9600000008
24.47: DDCD BBBC 0 55C1013448
20,74L F H DF 8641241108
22.39L B BD 7600100008
39.39 CCEF CCBB 0 )7Clt5551C
10.92 DC M CB 974003331C
5.16L C E GE B 9701000108
23.20: F F DACCA 964434586C
25,62L C B 3602000428
9.67 DE MHEC 960101333C
7,07L F J GDC 9601000108
4,17L BBC AAE 0 7800111000
18,19 E I B 970223253C
18,60L C L BJ 7603100008
12,77L E DE CGCC 2 970334443C
22,36L C DD 7601100008
29,30L C D 8600101008
24.29L C CL 970010000C
25,65L CB AAD 8 460001110C
23.35 CC HF DA 974234461F
20,98: D E DF E 960404665C
53,28L D F B D 974213224F
4,34L B D A B K 8 5700000000
7.15 DE J HEB 8700111000
16.23LIBC AB L 0 9512363118
24.87L C GCC 950110310C
5.12L B _C HC 9701000000
19.26L BD AD 0 960020000C
23.35L FDD BBBI 8 970255580F
9.82: ED F BDL B 6 960210120C
17.93L BC ABF 0 6502202108
17.67L; F E GB 964100410C
5.29L' BC DC 9800130000
18.69L BC ABDFI 2 960110211C
20.07L ED EDL : 4 950225333C
7,83: CC DCC 870000020C
2847 F J HFC 470012232C
24.56L F CCDE 960114553C
32,41L EC DDB G 970112440F
7.72L BD J CDC 970110000C
755.66 1059.54 BBBC DAAA 0 6262155628
1.20 13.11: DD K E D , 9602131328
3.17 33.31L E GB D 774015640F i
2.99 21,96L CC BA 960130010C_
t.20L 18.79L C CBF F 76030552181
1
4 13 20924 B2 4 92
1 2 DO 43792 38 99
2 ;'23 LDN 1264 534
1 2 I"4123515+6614 17 1
1 13 20927 B0 8 73
1 1 "41 23517+6822 20 1
1
1 °41 23520+6632 30 2
1 "41 23520+6649 34 7
8 2 *41 23521 +6639 30 2
2 13 20933 9 86
3 "13 20931 31 85
2 13 20932 B0 5 7I
4
1 "41 23522+6823 32 2
4
E! 1 32 X2352+634 30 I0
1 2 DO 43816 41 98
41 1 "41 23527+6814 29 6




3 1 32 X2353+687 94 3
F 1 32 X2353+638 117 15
2 "41 23535+6610 39 3
2 °41 23535+6634 35 15
6
2 °41123540+6629 13
2 2 2 DO 43839 62
1 32 X2354 +626 34
1 "41 23543+6546 35
°41 23545+6645 36
23 LDN t260 61
3 2, 3 RAFGL5623 89
2 2 23 LDN 1266 161
3
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
142 ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY.














23551 +6054 6.71 45
23551+6707 8.7 18
23551+6650 8.8 14





















































23581 +6343 7.5 36
23581 +6425 8.2 33




















23589 +6341 57.9 3
23589+6711 58.9 37
23590+6056 3.2 43
23591 +6547 6.8 29
23591 +6352 9.0 17
23591 +6744 10.2 12







Coords SMJ SMN O O
i b C) C) (') N
116- 1 86 21 42 2
117+ I 22 11 33 2
116- 1 15 5 34 3
117- 0 15 4 26 3
116- 2 40 8 34 3
117+ 3 63 3 42 2
117+ 2 43 17 40 2
117- 0 31 13 36 2
117+ 3 15 3 39 3
117+ 3 16 4 31 3
117+ 1 13 3 29 3
116- 1 18 6 32 3
118+ 5 16 3 371 5
118+ 5 42 9 42 3
118+ 7 22 3 19 3
118+ 4 18 8 33 4
117- 0 21 8 27 3
117+ 2 25 11 19 3
118+ 4 20 3 30 4
117- 1 24 10 25 3
117+ 2 17 7 33 3
117+ 1 45 13 19 2
117- 1 33 8 32 3
117+ 3 18 4 34 3
117+ 2 22 3 29 3
117+ 0 16 3 26 2
118+ 7 24 9 21 2
118+ 5 51 3 38 4
117+3 17 5 29 3118+ 4 15 33
116- 2 30 11 32 2
118+6 17 88 20 3117+ 3 32 117
118+ 6 18 9 27 4
118+ 4 68 16 42 3
117+ 3 57 3 27 3
117- 1 13 5 30 3
118+ 4 14 3 33 4
117+ 1 25 8 24 3
118+ 7 49 17 24 3
118+ 6 13 3 65 3
117+ 1 34 11 28 3
117+ 2 24 3 31 3;
117- 1 42 8 31 2
117-2 73 21 45 2
118+ 5 25 3 30 3
118+ 4 15 5 36 4
118+ 5 10 3 76 5
117+ 3 26 3 33 3
117- 2 2O 8 34 3
117+ 1 16 6 29 3
118+ 5 11 3 74 6
118+ 4 26 8 31 4
118+ 5 30 11 41 3
117+ 2 16 6 30 3
117+ 2 17 8 39 3
118+ 3 47 8 17 2
117+ 2 39 8 30 3
117+ 0 14 5 33 3
117+ 1 32 11 16 2
119+ 8 34 8 27 3
117+ 2 16 3 33 3
117- 2 14 4 39 3
118+ 6 28 3 19 3
118+ 3 17 8 43 3
118+ 4 17 8 64 4
118+ 2 27 14 39 2
117- 1 34 8 43 3
117+ 2 38 11 20 2
118+ 2 21 9 31 3
118+ 6 19 6 18 3
118+ 5 24 8 42 5
118+ 4 13 4 72 5
117- 1 13 3 37 3
118+ 2 31 7 41 2
118+ 5 13 4 29 5
119+ 7 15 5 18 3
118+ 5 29 3 103 4
118+ 5 23 6 43 4
118+ 6 21 9 20 3
118+ 4 26 3 30 4
118+ 2 15 5 35 3
118+ 4 19 3 32 4
117- 2 17 5 35 3
117+ 0 25 11 38 3
116+ 2 24 9 44 2
118+ 5 64 8 33 4
118+ 2 17 9 38 3
118+ 5 26 7 42 4
118+ 2 35 3 107 3
117+ 2 18 8 24 3
118+ 5 17 3 30 5
117- 1 17 5 39 3
118+ 4 17 8 142 3
118+ 2' 16 5 27 3
118+ 6 27 8 21 3
117 0 13 8 36 3
117+ 0 13 5 32 3
118+ 2 17 5 30 3
118+ 2 23 8 26 2
Hours Confirmed Small
Flux Density








































































































_00 Fm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
Uncs Coef R P-lags* S 2 # T Name Type (") Ma t
8.39 E L D 8600100208 I6.66L C EGCB I
25.34L BB AADD 1 • I 9 7
18.51L BC AA F 0 I
34.34L C I L C
15.72L F BFJ
16.81L D KJ BH
21.66L C EE 8 7
1059.54L CD CDFK 2
t4.03L CCC CAB 0
4.95L BBD AAG 1 85 11
19.26L BBD AABH 0 352
27.24: CF EGBB 440
35.84 F CC 589
24.91L BCF AAD 1
18.60L BD AB 0
2394L B BG
• i6.18: BEFF BECB 0i
199.59L DF I CCE 45 3
4.35: CD HFAB 592
7.34: FC D BBED 1 970110020(; 4 I
8.19L C DJ 6700100000 ] 1 2 DO43882 71 11
5.04 C D J F B 4700000008 I
19.79L BC ABEC 1 970222030C 4[
28.37L E KDFB 96C333364C 2 1 32 X2355+642 62 2
20.37L F E 4500010008 _ 2 "13 20965 6
8.26L F BCHD 970112422C A I
33.79L D FEC 990100320F 1 23 LDN 1266 264
16.38L EDD CBAC 9 9601144108 2 1 32 X2355+650 35 2
19.48L BDC AACG 2 968120200(; I 1 "41 23559+6540 10 3
I
25.42L D CM 960120010C I ;
29.33L BC ABF 0 470001030C I 1 "41 23559+6806 9 3
25.31L C CM 960020010C |
28.62L BD AC 5 380100000C I 2 " 2 13043903 15 1;
7.83 E HFD 970120310C I I
8.40 i O ,I ,B 9701011426 8l I
24.41L'ABC AABC 1 950000010C l 1 1 EUCAS 36 3
199.59 ABCE CBAA 0 84A225554C F[ 4 "16 14766AE 5 I ld
4.26L BF BDH 0 4700000000 |
5.58 E MDC 980000010(3 I
i
19.00L BBC AAAC 0 580112230C 3 I
6.49 ED J DC 4701100200 4 I
17.72L BD AB 3 960145073C /
21.58L D D A 960010000C | 2 13 20972F5 9
8.22 D EC 970100052C I ,
36.13L D CB 984422453F i I I19959 BBC AAB 5 944210100C 3 °16 14794EA 4 1!
840.85: _CCDF ECCA 0 945766744F | 2 °23 LDN1268 186
7.70L D F MCA 970010030C 4 /
24.74L B B 960000000C / 2 13 20984 K2 9
/
4.86L BC AC 1 4600000000 / 1 13 20985 K2 =476-2
1136.56L FE BBI D 9 933977945F 8 / 2 "23 LDN 1268
29.46L C HB 960010020C / 1 "41 23572+6554 i 16 4
30.28L D E E B 980425743F / !
51.63: FCCD'DECA 2 cj4C113332C F| 1 32 X2357+636 15
4.35L B C KF 1701133320 F| 2 13 20986 ,' 12
23.19L F D 9602001308 | i
23.8OL D K B 960223212C / I
21.78L BC AB 0 6500000008 | 2 ° 2 DO43934 11 1'
7.39L E BC 3600010100 / i
/
3.13L B K B 9800000000 /
20.53L BC ABED 3 960725530C | 3 2 DO43936 64 I
28.48L BB AAD 0 950200020C / 4 I 13 20989 M2 2
39.02: CC O DDFD 1 874113443C | I
21.86L CD CFK 0 860210130C | !
21.97 D ECGA 56C313431C | 2 *23 LDN 1267 187
24.63L F EE 960113510C /
16.79L C B G 750100031C 4/
4.05L C D 3700033310 F/
25.46L CC DCF 0 960535653C, /2 22 $170 501 12,
I
/
13.05 FFDD CBAA 9 582303520C_ |
22.02 D EF EBBA 894221330C / 1 "41 23582+6731 37 8
34.80: BC D ABGD 2'764548731FI | 2 ' "23 LDN 1267 264
21.46L BD AAL 0' 2400000008 i / 1 17 3213 28
14.70L OF CEC '976636576CI / 3 22 $170 313 12t
795.90L C D CCDB 3 55C476866FI 8j
20.99L BC ABBD 1 860100010C: ] 2 13 21000B9 17
55.39L CD DBBG 1 975798970FI | 2 23 LDN 1269 18488.66E DEEBCC0 9_56944F
22,71L C BHF 370011000C / 3 13 21001 15
I 4
10.45 CC J GCA 780100020(3 | 1 "41 23586+6616 26 4
60.22L BEF CCBG 0 950545443C I | 3 22 S170 504 12_
i0.31 DFCB ECAA 974010080C 4/ 4 °32 X2358+660 54 4
21.18L BBC AAA 1 961211020C 23 / 7 13 21002N0 5
14.09: DCC GEDD 6582034348 F/ 2 *32 X2358+621 57 15
62.46L F D F BE 950124234C | 3 16 14801 50 1_
795.90L DE BBI H O 550596976F 8| 1 32 X2358+672 114 8
17.71L BC AAD 1 950220011C /
29.66L D CCH 2 970797800F | 1 23 LDN 1272 442
102.24: DE F DB D 7 942455434C | 4 22 $170 102 12t
4.65L BEE BFFD 0 4700001000 |/
795.90L F CEFD 9 750599976F 8!
i6.89L BFC ABE 4 4502031208 5; 2 13 21009A5 3 56
18.35L C E 970210030C 1 "41 23591+6547 19 1
5.28: B C BHI F 970000001C
30.29L B BE 890000000C 2 "41 23591+6744 9 3
23.08L BCD ABCE 0 8500000008 1 2 [3043982 61 11
5.66L BBB AAA 7 1701000000 14
16.83L BBD AACH 0 960000001C
19.16L C BC 960664542C 3 22 $170 82 12t






a 8 Coords SMJ SMN O O 12 p.m8
h-m - , (s) (") 1 b (") (") (') N
->3592+6716 15,3 17 118+ 5 12
.>3592+6235 16.1 24 117+ 1 27
.>3592+6937 17.9 29 119+ 7 18
.>3592+6305 17,9 51 117+ 1 14
.>3593+6320 18,4 57 117+ 1 20
.>3593+6000 21,3 53 117- 2 21
.>3593+6640 22.1 3 118+ 5 17
!3594+6940 24,1 34 119+ 7 48
3594+6827 24,2 17 118+ 6 42
.)3594+6754 27,8 8 118+ 6 21
.>3594+6728 28,6 2 118+ 5 17
.)3594+6645 29.8 14 118+ 5 23
->3595+6420 31,2 57 118+ 2 28
.>3595+6242 32.5 53 117+ 1 24
?3595+6708 33,4 56' 118+ 5 17
.>3596+6948 37.2 30 119+ 8 48
.>3597+6822 42.9 45 118+ 6 20
.>3597+6025 43,5 29 1t7- 2 15
.>3597+6700 46,3 29 118+ 5 46
.>3598+6437 53,5 18 118+ 3 31
Flux Density Flags
(Not Color Corrected) V L C
25 p.m 60 /xm 100 _m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
1.28 795.90[ DEE CEDA 9 753599965F 8 2 5 CEPHIV-15
.2B 7,40[ C D 3600000000
.254. 9,99: O GI HD 9680132438 9
,79 24,19 CCC BBBB 8 36C1023330 B 1 32 X2359+631
.82 78,10 CCF B'ABC 9 14C1243330 F 1 32 X2359+633
1,15 21.02l BD AB 7 950103333C A
1,51L 88.661 DC ECCH 5 662459944F 1 °41 23593+6639
,25L 8.87'. FD D MGD 9680122438 9,40: 23.79l DF B 1 770435720C
,67 28,77[ BE ABH 0 880000011C 2 "4t 23594+6753
,59 23,51 BC DCBA 3 994237970C 1
,52 26,15[ CF F DCG 8 762396943F 1 "41 23595+6645,35L 22.30[ GDC 960673251C 3 22 $170
,55 7.65[ F CH 3600000000
3,53 38.80[ FE CBI 9 992498940F 5 "16 14805
,27L 6,02 J FB 9701200318
.53 37.52[ BBcB BFHH 470423620C 1 23 LDN12738.85 17.06[ AAJ 0 650000000C 18 4 13 21020M01A7L 27.31[ FCB 980252800F 4 23 LDN 1272
















*Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
144
!1 i1
Right Ascension: 00N)0=02"-00h07=09 `
Position (1950)
Name
a 8) Coords 5MJ SMN (_)ham. • 5, (s) ( I b (") (") N
00000+5850 2.6 14 117-3 77 20 25 2
00000+5111 4.223 115-11 34 9 35 2
00002+5436 17.71116-7 29 21 57 3
00004+5711 26.6 25 116-5 17 8 41 3
00005+5516 32.5 59 116-7 22 8 34 3
00006-1-5410 39.941 116-8 40 8 49 4
00007+5524 46.7 8 116-7 14 4 35 3
00007+5847 47.(] 53 117-3 18 0 30 3
O(X)Og-1-5446 55.7 51 115-7 20 5 39 3
0OO10+5837 0.6 37 117-3 31 8 33 2
00012+5642 15,1 42 116-5 57 8 38 3
00014+53. 24,Q 38 116-8 25 8 45 4
00014+5127 28.923 116-10 22 11 43 3
00014+5242 29,(] 19 116-9 37 22 47 4
00017+5221 46.9 5 116-10 66 24 55 2
O0018+5803 48.41117-4 55 11 32 2
00016+5g34 51,, 8 117-2 29 4 34 3
(X)016+5233 53.1 18 116-- 9 : 43 18 61 4
00016+S419 53.9 30 116-8 19 8 54 300019+_056145 118-6 25 6 453
00020+5236 1.6 44 116- 9 65 14 51 3
00020+5335 4.8 26 116- 8 37 8 52 4
00020+5515 5.5 33 116- 7 i 16 5 35 3
00021+5113 7,1 22 116-11 15 8 39 3
00021+5340 g.C 20 116-8 38 17 43 3
00023+5814 18,7 14 117-4 25 10 23 2
00023+5546 20.7 41 116- 6' 25 8 36 3
00023+5521 21,e 19 116- 7 71 16 32 2
00023+5054 23.7 14 116-11 89 12 54 2
00024+5753 25,7 49 117-4 40 24 23 2
00024+5700 26,1 46 117-5 87 31 44 2
00024+5310 27,5 49 116-9 36 28 36 2
00025+5808 35.e 48 117-4 41 8 34 2
00026+5531 CO.(] 9 116-6 39 8 30 3
00027+5109 42.9 13 116-11 37 13 33 2
00027+5906 44.2 6 117-3 41 24 44 2
00027+5411 45.2 6 116-8 44 14 26 2
00027+5713 47,(_ 51 117- 5 40 30 80 3
00029+5548 54.(] 38 117- 6 55 8 41 3
00029+5541 56,2 9 116-6 44 8 30 3
00029+5253 59.2 37 116-9 37 8 52 4
00030+5525 4.C 50 116-7 17 9 33 3
00030+5609 4,3 1 117- 4 41 16 23 2
00031+5918 7,C 20 117-3 52 16 45 2
0o032+523716.58 115-g 56 6 42=400032+5445 17.1 18 118--7 19 5 _ _I
00033+5406 ;21.3 15 116-8 40 21 58 300034+_55_.7 12 116-7 34 9 43 3
00036+5803 ;3.8£ 9 117--4 26 6 31 3
00036+5445 39.3 47 116-7 41 19 40 3
00038+5809 39.3 30 117--4 16 9 35 3
00037+5244 ¢3.E 25 116--9 36 6 103 4
00037+5952 $6._ 24 117-2 29 8 39 300038+5846,9.436 t17-3 35 13 26 3
o0038+562832.(]46 t17-8 25 9 35 30oo40+582o0._ g 117-3 31 15 43 2
o0o40+57452.(]37 117-4 17 9 34 300041+52108.5so118-10 15 9 42 3
00042+5650 13._ 48 117-5 78 25 31 2
00042+5412 16.1 23 1t8-8 36 12 27 2
00045+5830 33.¢ 33 117-3 18 8 36 3
00045+5941 34.5 34 117- 2 25 8 34 3
00046+5655 51._ 16 117-5 18 8 39 3
00050+5229 1.3 44 116-10 22 8 67 4
00050+5430 1.8 24 117- 8 69 27 42 2
00050+5949 5.7 49 118- 2 47 8 114 3
00050+5958 5.8 33 118- 2 30 3 34 3
00051+5551 9.7 36 117- 6 31 28 37 2
00052+5654 12.4 10 117- 5 76 8 111 3
00053+5221 18.9 30 116-10 43 8 36 4
00053+5323 19.8 26 116- 9 33 9 43 3
00053+5244 19.9 24 116- 9 19 5 50 4
00055+5251 30.3 7 116-9 33 8 69 4
00055+5844 31.9 27 117--3 38 16 34 3
00056+5226 41.3 16 116-10 23 5 51 4
00058+5522 52.3 53 117--7 28 8 130 3
00058+5656 53.6 17 117-- 5 36 13 31 2
00059+5514 57.8 5 117--7 20 10 36 3
00062+5950 12.4 47 118--2 21 4 32 3
00062+5455 17.4 34 117- 7 61 28 45 2
00063+5647 18,8 4 117-- 5 17 5 34 3
00063+5721 20,3 20 117--5 53 8 36 2
00064+5138 29,6 49 116-10 57 24 56 2
00065+5652 32,2 20 118-- 3 15 5 34 3
00065+5033 34,9 2 116-11 17 8 43 3
00066+5451 37.1 47 117-- 7 21 6 41 3
00066+5901 39,7 41 118-- 3 36 18 25 2
00067+5626 43,7 6 117--4 29 14 29 3
00067+5722 44.7 37 117-5 40 8 118 3
00068+5805 48.8 28 117-- 4 33 15 73 2
00068+5908 50.5 23 118- 3 54 3 113 3
00069+5150 54,6 4 116-10 29 10 52 3
00068+5012 55.7 33 116-12 16 5 42 3
00069+5117 59.6 15 116-11 15 3 40 3
00070+5756 0.2 30 117-- 4 15 3 35 3
00070+5107 2.5 28 116-11 31 11 57 2
00070+5253 3.0 29 117- 9 25 7 48 3
00071+5144 6.2 52 116-10 30 8 54 3
00071+5857 7.4 31 118-- 3 49 22 32 3













































































































100 pm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
19.62L E NC 9600000008
5.10L C D 5300000008
2,51 D K C 650O000018
2.21L BF BJ L 0 4600000000
2.05: BD D BDFC 0 6600000008
2.61 D MDKB 9600000008
2.30 BBCF AAAB 1; 5611000008 22
17.15L IB C BECK 9600000008

































13.95L IC D H
2.73L C EB
I0,70L BE ACI
5.49L B I FAC
5.26 F CEC
2.24 D M C
15.87L D D
6.85 CD EBC
3.74: D F C NO
7.06L BF BB
1.78L 8 DBI
5_27L C E CJ








4.59 D H D
1,97 C J D
2,38 E K EC
12,11L F AD
3.74 D J G
2.10L C D J
4.85 D EC
12.53L C N B
4.98 C NL D
3.41 D ED
4,26 C GDB




















2.53 C I B
6.63L BB AA
2.90 C MF 8
1.87L BC BC
12AOL B C BEC
2.73 C MD
12.67L B B I
6.82L B B I
24.61L D C F
5.58 CD LEB
2.48L C CJ
7.28: E D MB C
13.22L B AC
Declination: + 50"-+ 60"
Associations
Sep
Name Type ("_ Ma
13 21026 G5 21 8
1 "41 00003+5436 23
1 2 [:)0 44023 60 I 10
I
5 1 YCAS 6
1 13 21039 K5 9' 7
2 i 4 "13 21042K7 4: 8
4
8
4 1 2 [:)044061 50 11
4
2 2 [:)044066 39 11
4 1 32 X0002+536 78
C
2 13 21063 K5 3 (]
1 13 21064 K2 14 (]
C 1 32 X0002+555 53
C 1 32 i X0002+572 38
1 13 21074 K0 2
1 13 21076 K0 5
2 2 [:)0 22708 51 11
1 1 FK CAS 34 3
3 13 21085 G5 0
8
8.10L BC iAB G I 9500101008
2.11 D FE 7600000000
10.38L C D 7401110148 C
17.21L BC AE E 3 850012232C A 3 13 21103F0
19.64L C AE 940120020C 4 1 2 [:)0 22737
1.83L BC ABN 0 8601110000
5,11L C AFLE 8501112428 1 13 211O8G5
1.67 C M C 9500000000
24.02L C B 850000000C
8.66 D MHFB 860102353C A
1.68 E DC 96000OO0OO
3.20L C C D 7602210100 1 13 21112K0
3,18 E MKGD 9500001028
8




34 45.40 CO CA 9680000418 4 1 321 X0005+533
2.34L ABC AACB 3 9600001118 4
3,95 C KKB 9601100418 4
5,04 C M EC 9600000318 4
5,13L BC AAMC 8 9501212728 4
2,15L D ABcE 9600000000 1 2 [:)022775 72 1(2.26L C 7600010000
2.85 CB EAC 950O000O00
19.13L D HBB 650000031C 4
2.19 E KB 95OO10OO00
2.49L BB AA M 0 5600000000
3.53 D I C 7501100128 8
1.52 D C 9600000008
12.66L ABB AAB 2 9601000218 19 4 5 13 21133F5 2
4.90L BD AD 0 3400000008 1 13 21136K7 3
1.89L BB AADG 1 9600100000
17.55L D J KD 9600100108
5.52 FC GFB 9600000208
12.32L C BD D 7401100128
4.39: FE F DC 9601131326 98
8.04: CC L CD I 9601010428
5,16L C C K 9501110008 I 2 DO22813 39
1.0,4L BC AA 2 1601002000
4.64L CC AAF 9 9300000008 2 2 [:)022814 64
11.27L BBC AAAD 2 9500101008 2 1 MQCAS 68 3
3.90L C CF 9401010008
2.36L BBC AAAD 0 9600000008 29
5,13L B BJ J 7500100008 1 13 21145K0 14
4.60 D L GC 9700200008
13.66L BC BC 1 950001010(:;





ct 8 Coords SMJ SMN 0
h%..8, (s) (") 1 b C) C) (• N
D0071+5806 9.7128 117- 4 42 8 35 2
00071+5245 11.927 117- 9 32 19 38 4
D0074+5751 25.714 117- 4 25 8 47 3
30074+5830 25.911 118- 4 25 9 38 3
30075+5856 30.3 20 118- 3 21 9 35 3
_0075+5435 32.1 55 117- 8 23 3 42 3
00075+5215 33.2 8 117-10 102 25 57 2
00075+5351 33.959 117- 8 33 20 42 3
00076+5944 36.1 55 118- 2 22 8 42 3
00078+5617 41.9"52 117- 6 19 7 32 3
00078+5138 52.0 3 117-10 15 3 51 4
_0078+5327 52.3 45 117 9 58 27 34 2
00079+5827 56.0 32 1t8- 4 23 12 43 2
_0080+5358 3.5 43 117- 8 30 25 45 2
)0081+5100 6.4 8 116-11 21 9 36 2
)0081+5829 9.0 38 118- 4 20 7 36 3
)0081+6O53 10.8 55 116-11 21 3 38 3
[)0081+57t2 10.8 46 117- 5 19 6 32 3
30082+5641 15.3 44 117- 5 20 8 38 3
30084+5131 28.0 20 117-11 14 4 42 4
30084+5921 29.6 59 118- 3 23 i 9 35 3
30085+5718 30.1 38 118- 5 14, 5 35 3
30085+5308 35.2 8 117- 9 26 8 49 3
)0085+5215 35.4 48 117-10 15 ' 3 41 4
30086+5602 38.1 13 117- 6 30 ' 16 38 3
30087+5033 43.6 43 116-12 38 8 43 2
30087+5841 46.8 2 118-4 24 t5 46 2
:)0087+5833 47.9 9 118-4 14 5 29 3
)0088+5349 49.3 15 117- 8 53' 25 27 2
)0089+5528 54.2 60 117- 7 40 11 48 2
)0089+5929 54.7 3 118- 3 36 I 8 115 3
)009O+5223 0.2 36 117-10 50 15 53 3
)0090+5431 0.5 28 117- 8 21 9 56 3
)0090+5935 6.0 25 118- 3 42 10 25 2
)0091+5659 7.0 51 118- 5 53 12 23 2
)0091+5622 7.7 5 117-6 57 15 27 2
)0092+5330 13.7 7 117 9 51 29 47 2
_)092+5146 14.8 8 t17-10 19 8 54 4
)0092+5229 15.1 49 117-10 39 14 44 3
)0092+5028 16.6 24 117-12 36 8 131 3
)0094+5610 26.0 58 t17- 6 41 17 46 3
)0094+5444 26.9 35 t17- 7 41 8 126 3
)0095+5917 30.6 51 118- 3 5t 19 47 2
:)0096+5702 37.5 26 118- 5 37 10 25 2
_O96+5912 38.0 53 118- 3 55 14 47 2
:)0097+5901 46.0 17 118- 3 38 11 75 2
_)098+5700 50.5 16 118- 5 57 27 48 2
_0098+5459 52.3 12 117- 7 20 8 39 3
30099+5743 59.6 54 118- 4 16 9 35 3
)0099+5008 59.9 58 117-12 24 9 45 3
)0101+5657 6.7 1 118- 5 20 6 32 3
:)0101+5853 9.3 51 118- 3 21 8 37 3
)0102+5112 14.5 25 117-11 15 5 40 4
)0t03+5839 18.4 31 118- 4 21 8 33 3
:)0104+5352 24.9 36 117- 8 21 , 9 56 3
30105+5947 33.5 34 118- 2 34 13 37 2
30105+5902 34.2 43 116- 3 53 15 46 2
[30105+5537 35.7 51 118- 7 24 10 43 3
30106+5133 36.6 8 117-11 26 8 42 4
30106+5828 39.5 27 118- 4 30 i 11 36 3
30107+5615 45.9 55 118- 4 46 8 35 3
)0108+5621 51.6 32 118- 4 58 8 35 2
:)0109+5719 54.9 20 118- 5 27 16 34 3
:)01O9+5609 56.5 40 t18- 6 18 8 37 3
)0111+5054 7.1 4 117-11 28 8 54 4
)0111+5920 10.1 58 118-3 22 15 68 3
)Ol12+5943 16.7 21 118- 3 13 3 46 3
)0115+5451 32.2 8 118-7 19 6 44 3
)0115+5500 35.2 t6 118-7 19 8 40 3
)01t8+5915 48.4 51 118- 3 20 9 38 3
)0116+5324 53.5 20 117- 9 20 5 63 3
)0120+5339 1.3 56 117- 9 17 5 55 3
)0121+5820 6.1 39 118-4 46 8 122 3
)0121+5303 6.7 7 117-9 27 8 44 3
)012t+5731 8.3 13 118-5 36 14 27 3
)0121+5746 10.0 19 118- 4 41 12 44 3
)0123+5258 18.9 12 117- 9 21 6 42 3
)0123+5347 22.4 58 118- 8 22 8 59 3
)0123+5604 23.2 7 118- 6 39 11 46 2
)0t25+5929 31.9 40 118- 3 20 3 47 3
)0126+5951 36.9 46 118- 2 15 8 48 3
)0126+5339 39.7 55 118 9 16 4 58 3
)0126+5937 40.4 1 118- 3 27 10 40 3
)0127+5437 44.6 35 118- 8 21 5 46 3
)0128+5852 49.1 54 118- 3 30 9 47 2
)0128+5206 50.7 52 117-10 48 34 50 2
)0129+5513 56.5 20 118- 7 57 6 120 3
)0130+5731 0.5 54 118- 5 24 6 32 3
)0131+5716 10.5 0 118 5 18 9 37 3
)0132+5151 15.5 52 117-10 27 8 146 3
)0132+5753 17.5 35 118- 4 48 21 25 2
)0133+5521 18.7 7 118- 7 38 8 44 3
)0133+5143 18.9 9 117-10 56 8 40 3
)0133+5824 21.4 14 118- 4 27 15 46 3
)0134+5553 24.5 14 118- 6 24 g 38 3
)0135+5507 30.4 42 118- 7 22 8 42 3
)0136+5133 36.1 36 117-11 67 32 36 2
)0137+5243 45.5 31 118-10 19 5 37 3
)0137+5340 45.7 0 118- 9 22 8 60 3










































































































(Not Color Corrected) V L C
25 ttm 60 ttm 100 v.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A




.40L 13.43L D ,_" H 8501132328 C 2 13 21146K7
.40L 2.27 C JJ u 9600000108
.41L 16.10L F _-C 9500000008
.41L 12.57L B IF 9501201108
.45L 15.6OL EF CB 7 9600100008 1 1 BECAS
1.05 1.45L BBC AAA 6 560t000000 14 4 1 TTCAS
.40L 1.78 F I B 9600000028 8
.37: 3.47 DC MKEC 9600000120
1.89L 21.99L C BDH 740040000C t 13,21154 K0
.98 5.96 C CD CCCC 7500031338 D 2 13!21158K5
.40L 5.05L B ADGG 6300100228 8 1 13 21163 K0
.40L 2,78 F MG C 9600000000
4.66 45.12L E CFE 9401222548 C 1 23 VDB.66N 001
.40L 2.81 D D 9602001330
.40L 4.56L F B H 8300110008
22.29 75.06: FCCF HCEA 2 9350233548 D 2 13 21171 B8
.40L 3.41L BF AD F 0 6300110008 1 13 21174K5
.40L 8.59L BC AB L 0 6500000008
.40L 9.16L B BDL 4500000008 1 13 21175K0
.97 7.43L CB BABA 7401101108
1.43 9.80 DD KI DB 9601013306 2 1 32 X0008+593
.40L 9.06L BC ABFD 0 6401001008 1 13 21176K0
.40L 7.06L E CGNH 9500000008 1 13 21180 K2
.40L 5.34L BC AA F 1 9500001008
.40L 2.80 C HGC 9601000108
.40L 1.26L C B 0500000000 1 13 21182 K0
.93: 13.14 DE EC 9681101108
182.80 BBCE AAAA 3 9301141338 63 D 2
2.32 C MC
6.6OL C B D
13.51L B ACMC
1.75 D M KC




2.72 C L E
1.38L_ B CB J












940OO00008 1 2 DO 22865




6400200008 1 13 21193 F5
9500000008 1 2 DO 22872
9500000000
9500000119 1 2 DO 22878
9600000108 =
0600020000 1 1 13 21199 K7
4








4500001000 1 2 DO 22903
10.50L BC ACJC 7 3400001008
1.07L C AHH 0600000000 1 21 DO 22905
13.63L BC AB 0 3400101008 2 13 21208 K2
14.48 BE FFCC 9781044338
4.15L:BB AA L 1 2300000008 1 13 21213K5
17.20L B BK 6501000008 1 2' DO 22911
1.93L CD BF E 0 97010000GO
9.24L F HE 8600001428 C 1 32 X0010+597
14.68L D GE 9601126348
9.47L CF CCF 0 9400000008 1 1 V4OaCAS
1 13 21217 K5
B
1.64L B B E F

























1 13 21219 K7
1 13 21224 K0
1 13 21229K2
2.24L BC AA H 1 5602010000 1 2! DO 22969
15_75L C BD C 9501011208 177.92L BD BE 1 6500100008
6.64L F HEB 2500101308 4 1 6
3,83 FC J BB 2500002108
2.46L ABB AABF 0 7600100218 4
1.73L C BHG 4601010000 1 13 21247G5
9.21L C BJ 9601111108 2 13 21246K7
4.59: BECC DECB 0 9600121508 4
17.23L C BD M 9601132338 9 1 13 21251K7
2.10L BC ABCC 1 3601010000 1 2 DO22993
17.03L CD CD 2 9501011208
6.55L BBC AAAE 0 9510000008 29
96O1OOO408
8600000240 C
9501000128 8 2 2 13023001
2500201518 4 1 32 X0012+575
0 9400010008 2 2 DO23007
7502000120
3,97L C BBJ E
2.01 C I B
4.10L F C G
6.64L F KEFB
8.82L BC AC
2.97 D I H B










9502001318 4 1 16 00110
9502000008 1 2 DO 23009
6502000010
9780000538 C
9500000006 1 17 7
74OOOOOOO8
650OOOOOOO
4 7502102008 1 2 DO23022



















































"Confusion Rags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighbodng Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
146
:.! !!
Right Ascension: 00h13=50"O0h19"55 ` Declination: +50"-+60"
Position (1950)
a 8
ham.. _. ($) (") [ b (") (") (') N
00138+5900 50.e 11 118--3' 35 15 47 2
00138+5636 51.5,_ 1,8-6 _1_ 46 2
00138+59, 52._ 118-3 _ 2' 340 825 5 4 4
00141+5957 9.1 9 119-2 2834 3 _ i200142+5757 12.5 118- 4
00142+5243 14.2 45 118-10 88 22 49 i 200142+5715 14.6:12 118- 5 15 5 37
00142+5738 17.423 1t8-5 36 8 33 3
00142+5939 17.853 119-3 30 8 33 3
00142+5218 17.8'38 118-10 62 8 118 4
00143+5957 23.7 37 119-2 68 18 50 2
00145+5927 31.9 23 119- 3 36 3 28 ' 3
00145+5604 33.3 17 116-8 23 10 35 3
00146+5849 38.543 119-3 59 23 35 2
00147+5913 42.1 25 119-3 40 3 41 3
00146+5000 53.1 38 117-12 18 3 45 4
00149+5306 55.2 31 118- 9 42 8 48 3
00149+5708 55.5 31 118- 5 64 8 49 2
00149+5059 59.3 29 118-11 47 17 34 4
00150+5326 4.5 2 118-9 19 8 58 3
00150+5140 5.8 46 116-11 41 9 31 2
00151+5427 9.5 6 118-6 55 8 42 3
00151+5952 9.8 35 119-2 33 3 117 3
00152+5852 14.5 34 119- 3 17 8 39 3
00152+5131 17.7 36 116-11 44 13 42 3
00153+5454 23.0 37 116- 7 26 3 40 3
00154+5051 29.0 8 118-11 251 3 128 4
00155+5804 30.1 36 119-4 32 3 34 3
00155+5536 31.4 12 118- 7 35 ! 8 42 3
00155+5311 32.5 28 118- 9 29 10 43 3
00155+5616 35.2 56 118- 6 24 18 45 3
00157+5752 43.7 27 119-4 23 11 65 3
00157+5340 44.3 25 118- 9 31 12 66 3
00159+5239 59.7 25 118-10 17 10 59 3
00160+5335 1.4 36 118- 9 9 3 88 3
00160+5638 2.5 22 118- 6 40 25 51 2
00160+5837 3.7 48 119- 4 37 12 36 3
00160+5825 5.7 42 119- 4 34 8 40 3
00160+5848 5.8 31 119- 4 18 5 44 3
00161+5820 7.1 43 119- 4 18 4 42 3
00161+5813 7.7 7 119- 4 17 7 33 3
oo181+573310.31_!11,-_ 17 8 45_I00 2+57297 9- 59 15 8
00162+5153154371,16-1059 17 32_!00162+510917,052=118-1157 12 30
00162+511317.03118-113o _ 413!,_+50020 3 5!118-122 300163+57272178 119-5 18 , 363001,,+584427_36119-4 81 12 452
001,,+5145_,212118-1133 11 45300165+5751, 5 21119-, 50 6 312
00166+5948 38.6 551 119- ._ 27 8 29 3
00168+5727 50.5 49 119- 5 22 8 I 46 3300168+5221 50.9 15 118-10 37 8:46
00169+5712 57.4 53 119-5 19 61 37 3
00169+5205 58.6 9 118-10 16 7 43 4
oo170+542303 5 118-8 61 351533oo170+57883444119-4 19 9 39300171+574075 9119_5 24 9 383
00171+5525lO659118-7 23 8 43300172+523417231118-1078 14 49200173+513619938118_1127 9141300175+552o,1022118-7 53 6 323
00175+5902 35.2 6 119-3 18 5 39 3
00176+5930 36.8 1 119-3 48 17 47 2
00176+5839 38.0 42 119- 4 40 16 37 2
00177+5900 ,4.8 45 119-3 15 4 41 3
00178+5733 49.0 119- 65 24 15 379 615 51 5 _ 32 122 3
00178+5917 52.5 4119-3 88 22 49 2
00179+5433 549 4 118 8 50 22 34 3
00180+5242 11. 20 118-10 42 3 42 3
00182+5135 =13.4 21 118-11 35 20 43 3
00183+5415 181 15 118- 8 46 24 51 3
00193+5223 '18.31 55 118-10 43 21 49 3
00183+5609 119..¢ o 119- 6 37 16 50 2
00184+5342 29.5 38 118-9 30 8 39 3
00195+5720 30.6 43 119- 5 20 6 35 3
00196+5813 37.3 6 119-4 47 20 39 3
00186+5128 39.2111 118-11 24 8 49 300186+5104 39.4 56118-11 26 9 37 3
00166+5940 40.4133 119- 3 13 3 37 3
00188+5857419 6 119 3 2o 9 37 3
00167+5040 45,0'10 18-12 20 6 41 3300188+5955 49.1 21 119- 2 13 1143
00188+5703 ,53.2 7 119--5 25 11 35 2
00189+5251 :57.3 11 116-- 9 9(:1 29 36, 2
00189+5556 57.E 11 119-6 38 12 382
00189+5753 57.8 38 119-4 59 34 432
00190+5858 2.8 18 119-3 16 6 41 300190+5402 3.8 25 119 8 44 u 52!00195+514630_21118_1128 9 48330195+59573 480119_242 15 40300195+59513 _2_1193 5791 272
30196+5916 39.1 56 119-3 54 20 512
30197+5854 43.3 55 119 3 18 5 41 3
30197+5513 43.3 59 119- 7 64 24 32 2
30198+5551 48.4 2 119- 7 20 9 34 3
30199+5710 55.4 6 119-5 15 5 34 3
H
Oa]actic Unc¢rtainty C
Coords SMJSMN 0 [O 12 y.m
Flux Density
(Not Color Con'ectM)






2_ .59L .87:i L .25 .79
.59L .25L .40L
2.45 I 1.25 .46L






























































































100 y.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
5.54 CE'I OC 9601000406
4.00L 0 OF 9702000428 4 1 32 X0013+886 156
10.25L O J F BC 9580122448 9
6,93 CD J EA 9600000538 C
17.71L E F El CC 960110020C
5.35: DDI L EB 9501021508 4
1.91 D' L GC 6600101008
6.11: BB E AAJE 1 9400101338 C I 32!X0014+572 116 I.:'
4.54: EC KFB 9680000208
19.57L B B N 9500101138 8
1.98L'DF BCMD 0 9601000008 1 21 (3023033 32 9."
21.12L D F CC 95O110020C I
6.86 D I J EC 9602000318 4
8.48L BD BCJ I 0 9600001008
4,45 O' I C 9702000008
5.35 C C E C 9700000328 8
1.15: BB EIAAIFE 1 0500000000 32 321DO23051 28 912.26L C C 9700000000 1 21272 K5 4 8_
11.60L E IICI 94000101081.79 E J A 450(X)00000
2.28LIci BEHJ 5702010000 I 131 21275G5 I 8.:
2.01L C BM 5500000000 1 13 21274 K5 32 8E
3.05 C M HB 9600000108
8.20 C BOB 970301140C
12.40L BD BC 0 9500000008
2.73 D GB 5480000330
2.72 CD BAD 760O0OOO08
1.24LIBC ABcDi21[ 2500000000 I 2 DO23066 36 12£7.15 CE 9581022318 2
9.76L B BS 9500000008 3 13 21284 K7 17 8£
1.991 C BK 8700010000 1 2 IX:) 23065 51 10E
2.16 C E B D 9700000208 4
5.03 CO FFA 9501112208
3.63 B FKB 5584100150
4.15: B DC BKI D 9584021218
1.83L BC CAA 4604101030 1 11 PK 118- 8.1 27
3.69 D MHD 9602000438 C
5.95 DC GFB 9601046428 3 1 32 X0016+586 13
4.62 C i FC 9601101318
14.37L BC !AD 0 9601111008
I
12.58L BBC [AAC 0 9501201408 16
18.45: DCC FDCB 94C1003338 B 1 32 X0016+581 117 11
9.76L BC BA J 0 9500200208
3,56 C C D =BMICB 9500300308
7.59L C [G 9300(X)0008 11321292K0 8 7,
1.92L ICLN 3500100000 1 2 13023090 60 11(:6.41L 7400100008
1.11LIDD BB I 0600000000
9.32L !BB AA F 2 9401300308 1 2 DO23093 64 10C
5.88 D D LC 9701122028
7.03L IB A C 9400000008
I0.44LI C i! DE 9400110338 8
17.67L B CF 950321010C 1 13 21298 K2 1 8E11.91L i o AH 9401210208 I 2 0023102 76 10£
1.98 i DD GFC 9400000108
9.64L DC 'AB[ H 1 95100CO008 1 2 0023108 74 100
6.97L iBC AA 0 9300000008
3.37 E '( L B 9600000018
11.46L C ACCI 9502110328 8
9.26L D B EJ 9500000008 1 2 _OO 23110 36 108
10.06L'BD BB 0 4401101008 1 13 21305K2 16 78
7.53L E EK 9502201528 1213065.72 B BDHI 9402001238 2 2 13 K5 13 8;'
2.65 D EC 3601100008
29.21: CB F BABE 0 9400133338 F 4 9 U00192 8
12.17L O HJ BF 950211144C
12.12L C C D 9500000428 C
71.25: BBCD BABC 0 9380133338 F 3 6 0010 28
C 1 32 X0017+575 92 12
1 13 21313 G5 4 67
5.06: FC FC
9.60L B A I
13.68L C G
2.79 F DC
7.74: CD J DD
7.57L D CC
3.11 F I J B
10.32: DD KLDF
4.85: CE KHFE
7.12L C FL H
10.95L BC AB















5,48L BC AB 1 9401001008
16.64: BBDC AABB 0 95C201033C 45!
15.76L B AD 9501112308
4.66L SBC AAAC 0 4500000008 14'
8.65: ECDD CABB 1 964101400C
9.92L C C 5500000008
2.93 E KD 9600000208
7.01L E E 9600000008
3.94 D N BB 9500000218
4.32 BCCD ABFA 0 i 9601112308
7.57L C CC 9401010228
4.13: EC J CB 9480100408
6.77 C GFB 960001112C
5.74 F E EC 960013154C
4.53L C F B 5601000408
12.16L ABB AAB 5 9601000008
3.39 D BC I GD 95000102087.83L CC 0 9502011128
8.41L BC AA 2 3500100008
3 1 32 X0017+527 60 3
B
C 1 32 X0018+881 50 12
1 2 DO 23147 86 91
4
1 2 DO 23159 36 96
5 1 MZ CAS 15 3
4 2 1 FQCAS 57 3
4 2 [3023164 71 118
1
1 13 21323 K7 7 88
1 13 21324 K2 2 76
4 1 32 X0019+589 42 4
4
3 2 DO 23184 44 96
4
1,
1 1 V409 CAS 29 3
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 ,u.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
147
Right Ascension: OOh21PO1'-OOh26"'25 ' Declination: +50°-+60 °









































































































Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected) V L C
a 8 Coords SM.I SMN 00 12 Fm 25 pm 60 pm 100 u,m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sop
(s) (") I b (") (") (') N (Jaflsky) Ones Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (") MJg
46 56 119- 6 38 112135 .35 .25L .40L 9.08L C BE 0 45000000085.3 5 119-8 33' 130 3 .50 .25L .40L 6.89L B C 9500100548 8 1 13 21334G5 1 7,.
8.5 28 119- 6 21 8 47 3 .63 .25L i .40L 8.25L C B K 9500100218 1 2 DO 23196 75 9(
9.2 43 118-11 30 9 40 4 .33 .25L I .46L 6.82L C DEDB 9401000106 1 2 DO 23201 77 121
17.4 9 119- 6 25 I2 36 3 .25L .25L .68 5.41 CD DC 8680100218
18.6 2 119-10 54 27i 34 2 .25L .25L .97L 3.12 F ED 9500000118
18.8 481 119- 4 45 3135 3 .25L .25L .65 5.23: CC KCB 9701000626 C
22.1 59 119-11 36 14 41 4 .25L .25L .40L 3.60 C DLe 9400000308 4
30.1 23 118-11 24 8 40 3 3.87 98 .40L 6.23L CC AAJC 0 9401000008 3 I 13 21341M1 8 81
31.5 56 119-7 16 5' 42 3 427.63 178.80 2438 9.72 BBCE AAAA 5 9580II1328 15 4 6 13 21343M7E 1 6(
30.4 10' 119- 3 12 8 43 3 .94 .23 .42L 15.15L _8Dco AD 0 5500001008 2 13 21348K7 ,6' _40.3 4 119- 6 21 3 74 3 .25: .26L 2.18 13.57: CJ SB 8401033338 F 1 2 DO 23216 5 i 1
46.1 35 119-9 16 8 40 3 .78 .17: .40L 6.21L CF BH F 6 9400000008 1 2 DO23223 65 10(
46.2 20 119-10 15 3 71 3 .25L .25L 1.24 9.24: CD GFB 9480112448 2
5.0 21 119- 6 57 12 49 2 .55L .25L .55 8.02L O O CD 7500000008
8.3 13 119- 6 18 8 39 3 .91 .17: .40L 10.68L DF BC 0 8520100008 1 2 DO23229 73 10E
11.4 5 119- 8 32 8 50 3 .43 .25L ,40L 7.58L C C HH 9501000008 2 13 21357 K7 7 i 9C
t7.8 47 119-10 32 14 I 46 3 .26L .25L .63 6.35: CC DB 9460111468 221.9 14 119- 7 46 122 .41 .25L .40L 9.00L C CB 9400000008
24.9! 17 119- 6 37 11 41 3 .30 .25L .40L 12.22L C C H 6500110006 ,1 13 21361 K2 13 7,=
25.6146 119-11 37 15 51 2 .25L .25L .73 2.31: CD L DB 9580201508 4 I i 2 DO 23233 81 101
28.4 34 119- 5 17 8 46 3 .63 .35 .41L 9.43L BF BCG 1 9501001008
33.6 13 119-11 54 17 41 2 .31L .46L ,45 7.45L C JE 19500101408 4 1 16 0015685 24 5,=
34.3 43 118--12 17 8 40 3 .77 .25L ,40L 1.40L B AD 4500000100 1 2 DO23236 57 t01
37.3 38 119-6 18 6 36 3 1.06 .59 .40L 7.16L CC AB C 3 8500102008
36._ 19 120- 3 ' 20 14 28 3 .25L .25L 39 3.75 CC: J DB 5701000318 4 1 32 X0021+594 89
40.1 49 120- 2 40 13 32_ 33 .55 .25L 1.99L 16.13L F EL EH 950000000C 1 16 00154- M3 61 15,"42.8 51 119-12 46 20 47 .25L .25L .40L 1.97 C D B 7600000100
45.1 45 119-11 41 17 36 2 .77L ,25L .80 3.17: FD d FB' 9501100508 4
45.8t16 119-12 62 8 42 3 .25L .25L .44L 2.77 B I DBi 5580000300 4
48,451[ 119- 4 27 13 33 3 .25L .25L .43L 5.12 C HD' ! 9601000008
50.5!50 119-10 76 18 51 ' 2 .26L .25L 8.97L D.45 9300000008K EC=
50.9 21 119- 6 46 12 30 2 .32 .25L .40L 10.77L F C I 7500000008
51.2155 119- 8 21 6 45 3 3.03 .71 .40L' 7.52L SC AA J 3 9500000108 3 2' DO23249 36 9._
51.8!57 119-9 49 0 63 2 .25L .25L ,57L 2.67 D FB 960100O008
56.9 17 119-6 33 11 33 2 .30 .64L .77L 12.73L C S K J 9503110208
59.9 26 119-11 39 15 47 3 .25L .25L .52 3.66L C EB, 8582000638 8
6.3 1 120-4 27 8 135 3 .81 .26: .41L 12.92L, BF iAD 09600110008 1 2 DO23255 25 9£
7.9 23 119- 7 37 15 32 3 .25L .25L .41L 3.41 Dj FBI 9580001320 C
9.9 37 119-12 41 34 47 2 .29L .25L .40L 1.33 cF, F6601000100EI15.3 46 120-3 16 5 30 3 6.84 3.01 .48: 12.82LICC AAD 9 950000000831.6 19 120-4 49' 8 122 3 .25L .25L ,71 5.05: GEE 9700110008
33.5 40 119-11 35 163 37 3 .25L .25L ,45: 3.84 CF AjMAGA 950000033835.5 30 119- 9 36 I 47 3 1.05 .54 .40L 5.54L CC 2 9501000008
37.4 13 119- 9 65 19 37 2 .40L .25L .48L 2.08 E i MCi 9600001008
43.3 32 119- 7 19 9 43 3 .82 .27 .40L 2_06L BC BD J 0 7600000000
54.0 24 120- 3 39 _ 14 31 2 .30 .25L .52L 12.59Li D EF 9501000008 1 2 DO 23273 32 9E
56.9 26 120-4 44 17 35 2 .37L .25L .67 7.13L E FC 9501201618 4 1 32 X0023+582 58
58.1 2 119 8 20 6 43 3 3.22 .81 .40L 2.90L BC AAI D 0 9501000008 1 13 21387 K2 2 6_
59.0 58 120- 3 21 10 40 3 .64 .25L L58L 18.84L B BH 940001021C 1 2 DO 23275 82 1CE
59.9 15 120-5 16 5 42 3 3.22 .90 .41L 891L BC AAF 0 9501000008 2 13 21388M1 4 7;
60.0 50 119- 8 20 I 16 50 2 .25L .54L .45 3.01L E NEC 9500200548 C
2.4 18 119- 8 28 24 51 2 .37L .25L .39 6.86L C I 9500100548 C
19.4 38 120- 4 23 10 41 2 34 .30L .41L 15.00L C EJ K 9400000008
21.0 27 119-10 34 9 35 2 .25L .25L .34: 3.03 CC GB 9500000208
22.4 48 119- 7 20 8 39 3 .88 .25 .40L 2.00L BD ABJ F 2 9601000000 1 13 21392 K0 4 7-"
258 25 119- 6 22 9 32 3 35 .25L .40L 10.71L B AB 9500000008 1 13l 21394 K5 9 8C
27.3 7 119- 6 22 8 40 3 .66 .17: .40L 15.03L BD BE 0 9400000108 1 131 21395 GO 3 6;
29.4 49 120-5 17 8 39 3 .72 .27 ,41L 10.84L BD BE 2 9400002008
I
34.7 14 119-10 48 10 30 2 .39 .25L .40L 9.91LIc EL 9400000008 1 21 DO23290 56 9E
i
37.4 57 119 9 18 9 46 3 1.16 .36 .40L 6.47L BC AB O 9501001008 1 2 _DO23293 81 10E
40.6 58 119- 6 48 16 32 2 .25 .25L .61L 13.92L E G ED 9500100008
44.0 2 119-12 22 3 35 3 2.88 1.39 .40L 1.30L BB AAK 1 5700000000 1 2 [:)023301 35 115
45.7 29 120-5 17 3 49 3 1.24 .49 .40L 11.72L BD AB F 0 9511112108 2
47.2 26 120- 3 33 18 36 3 .52L ,25L ,69L 5,63 D HI CC 950000141C 4
46.6 11 119 11 35 17 39 3 .25L .25L .52L 3.63 C HEC 9501000548 8
49.5 9 120- 4 33 19 34 3 .25L .25L .69L 3.51 F M J B 9601000408 4
5r8 25 I _ = 5 43 13 38 3 .25L .25L .48L 3.40 C "MGB 4500000008
13.7 1 119-- 8 49 19 46 3 .25L .25L .40L 2.95 O J I D 9580100020
14.5 38 119- 9 56 13 49 2 .30 .25L .40L 2.30L C D 9501100000
227 46 120- 3 46 14 26 2 1.41L .25L .79 18.51L C GFBB 9400100208 4
23.7 59 120-3 22 11 41 3 .54 .25L .61L 14.88L D BFBE 6401011208 1 2 DO23311 70 11C
25.1 8 119- 7 35 22 31 3 .25L .25L .47L 2.27 C DLC 9600000200
30.0 10 120- 5 34 6 134 3 .27L .19 .69 8.36L OB OCD 4400000008
33.6 50 120- 4 27 8 44 3 .25L .18 1.74 6.56L DC GEBD 9640103408 4
36.5 57 120- 3 22 9 41 3 .58 .25L .40L 14.87L B BE 9500100008 1 13 21412K0 9 7_=39.9 56 120- 3 16 5 35 3 3.81 1,44 ,42L 17.46LI _S AAB 1 9500000006
41.0 14 119- 9 28 8 43 3 .84 .37 .40L 6.60L CC AB 0 9403000008 1 13 21414 K2 37 87
42.6 53 119- 7 50 32 50 2 .29L .25L .40L 2.55 D E KG 9501100540 C
43.0 15 120- 3 20 3 35 3 2.23 1.61 .40L 16.47LI BB AAM r o 9500010008
50.1 33 120_ 2 16 6 39 3 7.95 2.37 .59 9.32L BBE F AAEF i 1 5400010208
528 7 t19-6 48 26 44 2 .25L .50L .45L I 2.14 GC 0 9500000100.7:34 20 6 29 11 62 3 25 60 6 5 BDFC N EB 6 81 32 C 1 32 X0024+559 69 1;8.253 120- 5 17 8 49 3 .60 .23: ,40L 10.19L BCI 5400110448 C
10.855 119-10 41 16 52 2 .25L ,25L .65 7.34L C EOG 5400212696 E 1 321 X0025+525 122 la
19.1 1 120- 3 17 9 35 3 .63 .26 .40L 14.80L BC 3CG 0 9500000008
20.9 12 120- 7 24 8 46 3 .73 .13: .40L 1,47L BE AG 0 95011(}0120 4 1 13i 21420K5 5 8_
21,4 34 19-10 36 16 37 ! 2 .27L .32L .69 6.33L C GAN 5402313696 E 1 32 ) X0025+525 119 1,_
27.9 3 120- 5 32 19 31 3 .25L .25L .40L 4.85 C I FD 9500110440 C 1 32 X0025+573 61 1;
I
22 6 36 3 .29: 1.29 3.85 2.49L CCC CAAE 0 8601000000 2 11 PK 119- 6.1 3 13_30.4118 120- 7
38.6:51 119-10 20 9 67 3 .62 .25L .40L 7.44L B BEJ 9401000008 1 2 DO23352 83 101
39.6'39 119-10 64 8 49 3 .34 .25L .40L 7.79L C DI 9401000008 1 2 DO23353 68 101
49.238 120- 3 35 10 49 3 .26L .25L .82 13.26L C O 7400000009
59.0 32 120- 6 14 5 41 3 .76 1.12 30.56 108.46: BBCD ECAA 1 9241033428 7 1 32 X0026+564 40
2.6 29 120- 4 38 19 37 2 .32L .25L .40L 4.17 D J E LBi 9601000228 4
4,2 30 120- 3 93 24 49 2 .43L .25L .46 15.82L C C ' i 6401100008 1 23 OCL 0294 466
6.1481205 5810492 .47 .25L .40L 13.78L E D 5400010006 I 1321428G0 20 7;
18323120-10 23 5 47 33 1,27 .41 .40L 1.47L BC AB J i 18600000000411 2 DO23366 78 13(25.2 18 19 12 20 8 45 .77 ,15: ,40L 1,36L BD BF 9601000000 2 DO 23369 66 9E











Right Ascension: 00h26"41'-00h34m34 '
Position (1950) Flux Density
Name H (Not Color _)
Galactic Uncertainty C
a .8 Coords SM3 SMN 0 O 12 _m 25 y.m 60 /_m
ham. • B, (s) () I b (") ('_) (') N (Jansky)
00266+5147 41.8 27 119-11 32 8 47 3 .50 .25L .40L
00269+5032 57.5 17 119-12 32 29 63 2 ,26L .28L .40L
00270+5703 4.2 32 120- 5 44 25 19 2 .27L .25L .47L
00270+5058 5.8 27 119-11 110 31 53 2 .52L .25L .42L
00271+5724 6.5 55 120- 5 37 13 41 2 .50L .25L .79
00271+5550 9.8 1 120- 7 31 8 43 3 .44 .25L .40L
00275+5941 30.7 29 120- 3 22 9 40 3 .24: .44: 1.77
00279+5956 54.3 25 120- 3 53 18 52 2 .47L .25L .71
00279+5647 58.4 21 120- 6 45 11 48 2 .24 .25L .45L
00282+5506 12.5 31 120-- 7 50 14 31 2 .27 .25L .40L
00282+5530 14.3 52 120- 7 30 8 31 3 .34 .25L .40L
00282+5525 17.6 35 120- 7 22 6 39 3 1.16 .29 .40L
00284+5849 24.9 8 120- 4 73 3 124 3 .25L .25L .40L
00284+5937 29.3 11 120- 3 19 3 45 3 1.07 .27 .40L
00285+5334 34.6 12 120- 9 45 18 41 3 .25L .25L .43L
00287+5603 43.9 8 120-6 24 12 35 2 .31L .25L .70
00288+5958 49.2 36 120- 3 30 12 32 2 .88 .32L .40L
00289+5233 55.9 48 120-10 15 3 82 3 3.09 .76 .40L
00289+5737 56.5 42 120- 5 23 8 45 3 .47 .25L .40L
00290+5609 1.9 13 120-6 58 22 48 3 .25L .25L .40L
00290+5415 4.5 10 120-8 29 12 46 3 .43 .25L .98
00292+5904 12.5 40 120- 3 20 9 38 3 .49 .38 .40L
00292+5543 17.4 5 120-7 30 8 42 3 .61 .25L .40L
00293+5243 22.2 44 120-10 37 10 32 2 .29 .25L A0L
00294+5332 25.0 16 120- 9 24 i 6 46 3 2.10 .53 .40L
00296+5035 41.9 36 120--12 61 25 54 2 .25L .25L A0L
00297+5127 45.1 7 120--11 23 9 39 3 .80 .25L .40L
00297+5322 45.6 3 120-- 9 45 9 45 3 .28L .25L .57
00298+5311 49.8 8 120- 9 25 9 42 3 .34 .25L .40L
00298+5045 52.4 36 120-12 37 21 54 2 .25L .25L .63L
00299+5915 57.7158 121- 3 31 16 55 2 .25L .40L .51L
00300+5052 0.1 52 120-12 17 5 70 3 14.45 9.00 1.24
00300+5350 0.g 37 120- 9 20 5 40 3 1.27 .34 .40L
00300+5501 2.9 18 120-7 19 6 39 3 2.68 .94 .40L
00300+5846 3.8 0 121-4 38 11 50 2 .27 .25L .93L
00301+5323 11.9 15 120- 9 J 58 29 51 2 .25L .25L .57L
00302+5143 14.0 4 120-11 53 8 42 2 .31 .25L .40L
00302+5702 14.1 120- 5 13 5 43 i 3 1.61 .71 .40L
00304+5437 24.4 17 120- 8 20 8 46 1 3 1.82 .40 .40L
00304+5853 25.3 10 121- 4 28 8 36 _ 3 .26 .25L .44L
00304+5846 27.5 42 121- 4 38 13 41 _ 3 .25L .25L .67
00304+5341 27.9 45 120-9 20 5 42 3 1.58 .39 .40L
00305+5048 30.2 26 120-12 34 8 144 3 .25L .25L .40L
00305-t-5058 33.5 18 120--12 315 9 48 3 .39L .25L .6100_÷_0, 36., 2120- 8 31 3 42 3 .25l .25L .72
00306+5844 37.C, 50 I 121-- 3 47 22 45 3 ,39L .25L ,79
00306+5042 40.5 1 1120-12 32 13 51 2 .30 .25L .40L
00308+5217 48.3 31 120-10 20 8 63 3 .77 .19: .40L
00309+5759 58.0 1 121-- 5 23 12 38 3 .96 .28L .40L
00310+5756 0.1 22 121- 5 16 7 33 3 2.17 .58 .40L
00311+5936 9.5 40 121-3 28 8 38 3 .42 .25L .46L
00312+5348 12.042 120-9 27 9 39 3 .O8 .25L .40L
00312+5439 15.3 26 120-8 30 _ _45' .55 .25L .40L
00312+5617 17.9 24 121- 6 31 12 40 2 .32 .25L .40L
00314+5422 24.4 19 120-8 40 20 48 3 .25L .25L .40L
00314+5738 24.5 41 121-5 49 13 27 2 .39 .25L .40L
00314+5951 28.7 30 121-3 40 12 50 2 .97L .25L .75
00315+5145 31.354 120-11 77 14 46 2 .25 .25L .40L
00315+5631 34.7 411 121-6 36 16 39 2 .25L .25L .54
00316+5120 36.9 42 120-11 28 16 40 3 .25L .25L .40L
00316+5950 40.0 4 121-3 34 9 31 2 .31 .25L .40L
00317+5954 43.4 34 121-3 49 18 48 3 .25L .25L .66
00317+5033 44.4 34 120--12 44 21 62 3 .25L .25L .40L
00317+5112 46.6 27 120-11 _(_ 8 41 3 i .86 .49 .40L00317+5644 47.9 39 121-- 6 1 46 3 .26L .25L .58L
00317+5634 47.9 27 121- 6 24 11 37 3 .25L .25L .75:
00320+5919 0.9 11 121- 3 37 19 30 2 .42L .25L .45L
00321+5826 8.7 0 121-4 30 8 46 3 .78 .27: .40L
00321+5140 11.3 21 120-11 52; 8 50 3 .37 .25L .40L
00323+5636 19.0 41 121- 6 19 8 43 3 .72 .30 .40L
00324+5845 24.7 51 121- 4 19 8 39 3 .25L .25L 1.42
00324+5236 28.0 60 120-10 17 4 40 3 4.28 1.34 .45L
00327+5333 46.6 36 121-9 74 8 122 3 .25L .25L .41:
00327+5743 47.9 51 121- 5 25 8 33 3 1.36 .45 .40L
00328+5719 51.8 2 121- 5 59 30 51 2 .25L .OSL .59L
00326+5813 52.0 41 121- 4 24 6 40 3 .78 .44 .40L
00329+5837 56.1 42 121- 4 18 3 41 3 .31L .54 5.30
00331+5738 11.6 7 121-5 22 3 33 3 2,15 .76 .40L
00332+5508 17.947 121-7 29 8 44 3 .46 .28L .40L
00333+5829 18.037 121-4 50 8 44 3 .39L .25L .46
00334+5700 27.9 29 121-- 6 32 8 46 3 .82 .18: .40L
00335+5945 33.5 28 121-- 3 27 3 48 3 .34 .25L .40L
00335+5001 34.5 36 120-12 66 21 51 2 .25L A5L .43L
00336+5318 36.g 54 121- 9 28 15 42 3 .25L .25L .56
00336+5638 37.4 9 121- 6 41 15 30' 2 .25L .32L .57
00337+5437 45.6 39 121-8 55 25 50 2 1.O8L .62L .40L
00337+5814 '46.426 121-4 36 12 34 2 .36 .25L .41L
00337+5408 !47.4 32 121- 8 23 9 46 3 .59 .25L .40L00338+5627 149.7 121- 6 34 19 56 3 .30 .25L .40L
00339+5859 55.1 2 121-4 46 8 38 2 .58L .55L .67,
00339+5440 58.152 121- 8 19 3 48 3 1.96 .49 .40L
00339+5855 58.81 425 121- 4 22 10 32 3 .62 .28 .40L00341+5640 8.4 121- 6 17 3 40 3 1.71 .82 .40L
00341+5337 98 11 121- 9 25 9 43 3 .71 .21: .43L
00341÷ 611021121_6 24 58 39 25, 40,00342+5456 12.8 26 121-- 8 18 2.52 .59 .42L
00342+5345 14.2 46 121- 9 28 14 35 2 .25L .25L .79
00343+5849 23.8 53 121- 4 58 20 31 2 .64L .25L .40
00344+5829 25.9 56 121- 4 18 6 41 3 1.59 .50 .40L
00345+5325 34.2 40 121-- 9 22 7 38 3 8.25 3.00 .70








































































































Corr A Confusion R S A Sop
Coef R FlaBs= 5 2 # T Name Type (") M= 8






EDD 4 944OOO33O8 2
HBA 8400010108 1 23 OCL 0294 364
C 3400001008 1 13 21465 G5 1 7
J G 45OOOOOOOO
C 3600100000 13' 21468 K2 5 7
AC 0 3500100000 13 21471 G5 1 6
L HC 9600000208
ADI 0 9501000008 2 2 D023416 57 9
FC 5500000300 4 32 X0028+535 27
F DD 9480111338 C
DE 9402230308 5 4 13 21482 K7 11 8
AA O 9601001000 3 13 21486 K0 I 5
BE 950100OO00
I ! D 9501012458 C
CCEB 3600001300 4 11 32 X0029+542 28
BB 0 96OOOOOOO8
BG I 2600000000 1 13 21492K0 1 7
C 9600000000 1 13 21494 1<2 10 7
AB 1' 6601000000 1 13 21496K2 6 7
D 86O2OOOOO0





AAA 1 9502000008 15 4 2 DO23463 24 11
AC 2 3500000000 1 13 21506 K2 3
AAJ 0 4400000008 1 2 [:)023461 65 1;
C FH 9500210348 C 1 7 3Gt91 62
F E 7500100200
E 3400000008 1 2 DO 23465 61 lC
AAK 1 760000O0O0
AB 0 3500001000 2 13 21512K0 11
C 9500010008 2 13 21513 K5 14
CMFA 9601110338 C 1 32 X0030+587 124
AB 0 5500000000 1 13 21515 K5 8
C 9581000048 8 1 32 X0030+507 63 8
KBD 9501000008 I
FJ BB 9501011428 4 1 32 X0030+560 105 4
N DF 9501065348 7 1 32 X0030+597 104 7
DN 9500100018 1 2 DO 23477 89 1(
A C 0 5502000000 1 2 DO 23487 60 1
AC 9501102008 2
AB O 9501102008 2 2 13 21519K7 2
C K ' 95O0000008
CKN ' 4600000000
13 21522 K0 18
BJ i _940(_)00_ 1EJ
M KB ! 2680000110
D 9501030000
F C 9401221118





HL C 6601000040 8
AB 0 96000OOOO8
J FB 58010OO3O8
J CC 5500202328 8
JJ B 7600000008
ADME 0 9500000008
CE K 3400000008 1 2 DO23511 81 1;
BDF 0 6500001328 8 2 2 DO23514 76 1
G AF 9680101338 8 2 23 LDN 1286 400
AAC 0 3600000000
I CB 9501000218
AB 0 7400100008 2 1 V382CAS 65 5
I I E 4400000320 C 1 32 X0032+573 55 12
'BBI F 0 9601110358 C 1 32 X0032+582 111 12
'DABB 9600023208 3 2 23 ' LDN 1286 458
:AA 4 7401100008 1 2 DO23535 35 1
DDDD 940000000894O1OOOOO8
CC I 0 361101O000
CM G 9402021328 D
DFB 9580101510 4
J DD 95O1OOO508 4
JCD 7701211430 C 1 32 X0033+566 98 12
HC 9601101008
E 9500000008 1 13 21558 K2 3 81
BF 6400000008 1 2 DO 23554 61 1
C 5601000008 I 2 DO 23556 85 1
DB 970010O1O8 ]
AB H 2 9502101008 1 13 21562K2 5 72
ACM 1 9501200108
AA 0 8701211430 C
BD 'BCFH I 0 9500101318 3 13 2156683 10 36ICM I I 8801211430 C
CC DIAAEC 2 9500000008 13 21569K2 7 76
E C C 9400000628
C DBI 97O211OOO8
CC AB O 9601102218 4 2 2 DO23566 58 96
BBC AADF O 9500000228 C 4 2 DO23568 52 1






a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 Itm8¢1
hm.. , (s) ( ) l b (') (') (') N
00347+5853 ]45.3[37 121-4 29 10 30 3 .37
00347+5755 1467 9 121--5 35 19 52 3 ,25L
00347+5628 47.1 40 121- 6 65 8 119 3 .37
00349+5402 58.1 =57 121- 8 44 20 51 2 .25L
00351+5256 11.C 25 121-10 23 7 48 3 1.67
00352+5829 14.4 16 121- 4 24 8 49 3 .46
00352+5116 14.5 56 t21-11 56 22 41 2 .26L
00352+5655 16.6 35 121- 6 20 7 38 3 2.03
00353+5234 18.4 35 121-t0 35 16 51 2 t.33L
00353+5449 18.8 50 121- 8 46 16 34 2 .29L
00353+5907 20.2 48 121- 3 20 3 36 3 .25L
00355+5323 32.9 25 121- 9 65 30 51 2 .25L
00355+5701 34.7 45 121- 6 28 8 40 3 .29
00358+5328 49.5,58 121 8 I 42 15 34:2 .25
00358+5259 51.8!41 121-10 i 22 6 49 3 L35
00359+5003 59.834 121--12 34 19 39 3 .25L
00360+5841 2.0 6 121-4 21 8 37 3 .68
00361+5911 7.2 19 121--3 18 5 44 3 2.64
00362+5924 13.0 15 121- 3 18 4 43 3 25.50
00362+5234 15A 28 121-10 41 3 45 3 .25L
00362+5819 16.7 11 121- 4 16 5 42 3 .54
00363+5807 20.1 17 121-- 4 56 15 34 2 .27
00363+5945 23.1 39 121-- 3 93 15 50 2 .41L
00363+5841 23,2 5 121-4 29 18 44 3 .25L
00365+5459 32.6 52 121- 8 41 20 45 3 .39L
00365+5951 33.3 48 121- 3 22 9 36 3 .25L
00365+5709 34.1 7 12t- 5 20 6 36 3 1.29
00368+5903 50.5 40 121- 4 39 8 44 2 .25L
00369+5527 55.5 13 121- 7 27 18 37 3 .25L
00369+5423 56.6 23 121- 8 33 11 47 3 .36
00370+5753 1.7 20 121- 5 24 3 47 3 1.1100370+5107 2.3 3 121-11 37 _ 1, 47 3 .25L
00371+5239 9.5 6 121-10 34 8 50 3 .39L
00371+5232 11.1 44 121--1( 108 24 52 2 .25L
00372+5945 13.7 15 122- 3 19 3 47 3: 1.34
00372+5931 15.2 49 122- 3 17 5 46 3 1.67
00374+5949 24.3 39 122- 3 51 14 33 2 .30
00374+5911 27.2 24 122- 3 49 8 129 3i .63
00375+5528 30.9 12 121- 7 18 4 48 3 _ 1.92
00375+5914 32.4 24 122-3 18 4 46 3 9.13
00375+5325 35.7 45 121- 9 83 29 47 2 .45L
00376+5815 37.1 14 121- 4 28 10 39 3 .42
00376+5615 40.0 49 121 6 17 6 44 3 64.57
00378+5534 49.3 39 12t- 7 22 3 53 3 .50
00379+5916 55.1 11 122- 3 26 9 40 2 .67
00379+5520 57.7 22 121- 7 18 8 48 3 1.04
OO379+5443 59.5 54 12t-8 39 17 41 3 .54L
00379+5055 59.6 51 121-12 35 13 45 2 .27
00383+5244 22.4 15 121-10 35 12 45 2 .62
00384+5642 24.9 44 122- 6 21 7 36 3 6.41
oo385+5133 30.1 45 121-11 65 10 52 2 .26
00385+5908 31.2 15 122- 3 26 5 45 3 .84
00385+5650 32.7 37 122- 6 49 16 35 2 .25L
00385+5948 34.1 15 122- 3 16 5 39 3 2.59
00386+5522 37.8 59 122-- 7 34 19 39 3 .25L
00387+5339 43£ 58 121--9 47 12 36 2 .29
00387+5439 43.1 48 121--8 38 8 47 3 .37
00387+5531 43.4 56 122- 7 43 20 52 2 .42L
00387+5430 47.4 9 122- 8 26 8 39 3 .31
00388+5728 52.3 19 122- 5 16 9 42 3 1.02
00389+5853 58.E 32 122- 4 17 3 42 3 2.23
00391+5547 6.5 32 122- 7 40 14 38 2 .36
O0391+5540 8.2 28 122- 7 54 8 53 3 .34L
00391+5341 1t.8 2 122- 9 25 8 48 3 .97
00392+5013 12.3 45 121 12 21 11 51 3 .33
00392+5255 13.5 9122-10 31 8 44 3 .32
00392+5125 14.058 121-11 44 48 ._ 3 .25L00392+5011 17.7 32 121-t2 I 39 1 l .25L
00393+5142 19.1 4 121-11 30 8 63 2 .26
00395+5817 30.9 33 122 4 81 21 54 =2 .31
00395+5850 31.3 45 122 4 22 8 51 3 .48
00396+5014 36.4 45 121--12 34 12 39 2 .99L
00396+5019 37.3 35 121--12 26 8 50 3 .25L
00397+5613 43.1 42 122- 6 30 9 44 3 .47
00397+5949 45.7 8 122- 3 44 5 43 2 .28L
00397+5307 46.0 12 122- 9 20 13 51 3 .25L
00397 + 5957 47.0 9 122- 3 24 11 34 3 .29L
00401 +5558 6.7 58 122- 7 44 17 34 2 .25L
00401+5332 9.8 37 122- 9 34 18 42 2 .25L
00403+5501 18.6 21 122- 8 23 8 38 3 _53
00404+5218 29.4 32 122-10 74 27 41 2 .35L
00405+5016 30.5 0 122-12 25 19 49 3 .25L
00405+5024 35.1 7 122-12 33 ; 10 46 3 .25L
00406+5308 39.6 57 122 9 38 8 46 3 .56
00406+5234 41.7 1 122-10 78 25 47 3 .25L
00407+5208 46.8 3 122-10 31 13 51 3 .25L
00408+5933 49.4 51 122- 3 17 3 47 3 11.78
00408+5442 51.5 17 122- 8 18 5 75 3 .25L
00408+5731 51.8 31 122- 5 46 8 41 3 .25L
00409+5944 56.0 5 122- 3 20 8 43 4 .73
00410+5019 3.7 5 122-12 40 25 47 2 .25L
00411+5839 6.4 37 122- 4 15 5 45 3 2.86
00411+5301 7.7 23 122-10 75 13 51 2 .30
00411+5528 7.8 3 122- 7 60 14 40 2 .28L
00411+5801 9.1 18 122- 5 37 3 34 3 .25L
00412+5140 13.6 31 122-11 61 26 51 3 .25L
00412+5536 16.3 25 122- 7 43 12 53 2 .45L
00413+5450 19.7 31 122- 8 53 8 125 3 .25L
00413+5742 20.4 56 122- 5 54 16 30 2 .25L













































































































100 vm Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Coef R Flags"
15.19L D DDE 9502010008
3.73: CC KEB 5602001138
3.53L D CM 8700000000
2.26L D EH 8600101528
2.33L BB AADJ 0 9601000110
15.10L C CL 9500100008
193 D I A 5500000218'
2A8L BCC AAAE 2 7600000000
2.18 C GFKB 7600000110
3.64 E C 9600000008
5.95 D MEGB 9681000208
2.23 C HI D 9600000010
3.29L C B 560OOOOO0O
3.37L D G 960000001O
1.85L BC AA 0 9601000100
2.49 C MG B 6580000010
11.86L E BHK 9500100218
33.48 BBCE AAAA 1 94C1001108
11.56L BBC AAA 2 9501000008 16
5.04 D H B 550CO00320
15.78 BCCDBAAA 0 3500001008
19.52L C F D G
12.32L D I EC




3.75 C J F B
7.21L! C DF G
14.901 BD AF
3,57 CC HEB

















10.87L BC AAE 0 9500000008
14.82L D C E 9401100018
14.68L C BI CF 9500300108
8.63L BD _AA 9601101108
10.55L BB AAE 0 9520200008
2.40 D FFC 9601000100
14.24L B C E J 5500000008
2.63L BBC AAA. 0 3800000000
5.85: D E ADDD 9702001208
10.49L C BCE 9500100008
8.53L BC ABH 1 9600001108
3.51 F I JC 9600001108
6.80L D G 7400010008
2.10L C CL 5600000010
2.52L BBD AABC 0 3700000100
6.62L C C 9500001108
I0.43L E BEI M 9500010008
3.48 C J EC 2800000000
















4.45 C J F B









7.42L F H DB
16.17L C BM
12.84L D L E F
5.74: CD FED
5.78 CD G CB
17.77L D FJ i
2.23: CD CD !
9.38L B B G
2.70 D C
7.54L E F DE
2.03: CD GAB
7.69L C B D
2.98 D HI C


























6.27 BBCC AAAA 0 4610000108
12.47: i DCD BBC 9583035468
3.91 C MD 1501000300
15.84L B BD 5500000008
1.96 C J EB 9601000518
9.86L BB AAF 0 9602000008
8.76L C E L 9500110008
13.14L E DC 9501021128
4.88 CF K FC 9601000408
3.49 D K HJ C 9501001448
9.84L D NBD 9702013308
3.45 E HDC 9600102008
3.71 F MDC 5500000318
7.06 CE I KDB 9580001538
C
A Sop
S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
1 13 21575 K0 7 8(
8 1 32 X0034+578 82
2 1 FX CAB 831
2 DO 23603












1 2 DO 23642





1 13 21624 K7
2 13 21627 K7
4
13 21635 K7




6 [ 2 39 4C+50.03
6
2 13 21644 K5
8
C 32 X0039 + 531
C
2 13 21655 K5
1 "41 00404+5218
2 9 ; U00460






































"Confusion Rags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
150
El ! I




_)0414 + 5443 28.9 20



















































00443 + 5451 22.8 461
00446+5509 37.1 1

























00461 + 5732 8.8 46
00461 +5101 100 43
00461 +5532 10.3 8
00462+5001 12A 25
00462+5542 15.9 3
00463÷ 5648 18.8 9
00463+5243 19.3 2









00470 + 5231 4.1 54




Coords SMJSMN 8iOi b C) C) (')
122-10 59 23 50
122- 6 34 15 45
122- 8 24 6 28
122-10 32 17 44
122-12 50 8 45
122- 7 36 12 42
122-10 82 24 41
122-12 59 10 48
122-10 27 14 44
122- 8 48 8 46
122- 7 19 7 40
122- 7 19 3 47
122- 3 27 8 42
122- 9 16 5 45
122-11 59 36 54
122- 6 76 8 120
122-- 7 40 19 45
122-- 4 17 5 38
122-- 4 15 4 46,
122-- 8 39 13 46
122-- 11 22 5 43
122-- 6 19 9 431
122- 3 15 4 45
122-11 29 9 441
122- 5 35 13 39
122- 7 23 7 36
122- 5 30 9 45
122- 4 57 20 39
122-10 33 14 49
122- 5 18 6 44
122- 4 18 8 51
122- 8 20 8 53
122-12 20 3 46
122-11 53 37 55
122- 8 18 6 46
122-12 24 9 46
122- 6 17 8 52
122- 3 19 3 47
122- 4 24 8 51
122-12 46 11 46
122- 7 96 15 55
122- 3 91 14 50
122- 7 31 11 43
122- 5 38 27 53
122- 8 34 14 ,I 43122- 3 33 128
122-10 27 18 i 45
122- 8 43 8 37
122-10 42 8 41














24 i 20 25
























































































(Nol Color Corrected) V
12 I.¢m 25 p.m 60 vm 100 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R Rags"
3 .25L .25L .40L 2.70 C J K B' 9681000008
3 .25L .25L ,48: 5.16 DD J J B 9602025338
3 .25L .52 2.65 8.97: CCC CBAA 9581203206
3 .25L .25L .36: 4.70 E C E C 9500011428
3 .25L .25L .40L 1.84 D E EC 9601000008
3 .39 .25L 1.47L 15.43L C E 960000000C
2 .26L 1.07L .40L 3.00 D ND C 9500000028
3 .25L .25L .43L 2.67 C E B 4500000008
3 .25L .25L .40L 5.62 D G C 9580000048
3 .34L .25L .64 10.67L C CBB 95C1202338
3 7.33 15.13 217.00 469.73 BBCC CCBA 8 J 9103044438
3 .25L .69 2.14 6.62: CCC AAB 96C0100458 :
3 .44 .25L .40L 14.52L D B 2500201008
3 16.30 6.01 1.49 6.20L BBC AAA 3 9500000008
2 .25L .31L .40L 1.69 D F D 9600000018
2 .32 .25L .43L 5.75L D CKI G 3900000000
2 .25L .25L .61L 5.37 D LDD 970100041C
3 .80 .56 .91: 9.86L CCD ABEB 0 9500143318
3 2.57 1.09 .40L 13.04L BB AAE 0 9500000008
3 .25L .25L .60 3.61 CC F B 9600100208
3 1.74 .81 ,40L 8.07L BC AAD 0 94001010081.07 .46 .40L 2.70L BD AB 2 3800000000
1.16 .48 .40L 15.00L BC AB li 2500201008
.42 .25L .40L 8.06L B BJ 9400101008
2 .27L .25L .62 4.38L C F I DE 2400000210
3 1.69 .63 1.26L 19.60L BC AB 0 960000000C
3 .41 .25L .40L 2.87L B C 2900010000
2 .44L .25L .75 10.87L D DDC 9500000108
3 .25L .25L .44: 3.24 CC E B 9600000328
3 3.73 1.12 .40L 2.68L BC AA 0 2601000320
3 .49 .25L .40L 10.13L B B J E 9501000008
3 .52 .25L .40L 8.83L B AJ H 9400010338
3 2.67 1.75 .40L 4.62L BB AAE 1 5500100008
2 .27L .59L .40L 2.46 F MGC 9600000116
3 1.22 .47 .40L 7.29L CC ABM 3 9500000006
3 .87 .22 .40L 4.60L BD ABL 0 5500100008
3 .58 .25L .40L 3.41L B AH D 2910000000
4 1.57 .49 .40L 12.50L BC AB 0 0500100008
3 .62 .25L .40L 11.15L B AFI D 9501000008
3 .25L .25L .54 6.69L D B D 9400000008
2 .32 .25L .40L 11.38L C D 9500000108
2 .19 .26L .44L 14.83L C F G 0500000006
3 .70L .19: 1.99 13.97: ECF IHDBE 9500102338
2 .25L .25L ' .40L 2.24 F C 1600000000
2 .40L .25L ' .69 8.72L C B 95002000081.18 .31 .40L 13.79L BD AC 0 1500100008
3 .25L .25L .40L 3.62 C B 9600000008
3 .32 .25L .40L 9.07L C C N 9500200008
3, .26L .25L .40L 2.54 C DC 9600000318
1.40 .39 1.03L 9.38L BC ABF 0 970000000C
31 .25L .25L .54L 2.51 C F A 9600000108
2 .52 .25L .40L 7.90L C C 9400100028
2 .31 .30L .40L 13.14L D CI 9500100108
4 .72 .25L .43L 14.62L B BO 4500131008
4 .26L .21: 1.17 13.41L EB EB 1500001408
3 .79 .34 .40L 6.79L B D B B 9500200008
3 .25L .25L ,42L 4.33 F C CC 9682000428
3 1.23 .30 .40L 4,44L DC AC F 9 9500012008
3 ,25L ,25L .89 2,01 CD I CB 9500000008
3 1.03 .28 .40L 1.92L BC ACFG 0 1700000000
3 .25L .25L .40L 2.91 F I B 9580000028
3 ,25L .21: 1.90L 1262 D E i FDEB 96C026645C
3 .25L .25L .70: 5.39 DE KMCC 980112132C
3 .27L .25L .40L 3.05 BBC F _G BB 85000000083 11.69 4.44 .81 7.27L JAABK 0 9500000008
3 .25L .25L .52 2.75 C D I GC B 9680000538
4 25L .25L 1.01: 8.93 ECI HDB 950113130C
3 25L .25L .40L 2.27 C! NB 9501000008
4 .25L .28L 1.26 8.58 BC HF DC 0641023538
6 .32 .25L 1.63L 6.82: C CEHEE 958111144C
2 .25L .25L .57 1.82L O CDI 7400001008
3 .25L .25L .40L 2.36 D I C 9600000016
3 .26L .25L .40L 3.92 C E B 9501000148
2 .26 .38L .40L 7.81L D FI L 7500000008
3 .99 .22: .40L 702L ED AC 2 9501101006
2 .72L .25L .SO 10.13L F BB 9500100418
2 .30 .34L .40L 5.16L C DD 9401010008
3 .76 .27L .40L 2.99L C BJ 3900000000
3 ,96 22: .40L 12.07L BE AD 0 4400000008
2 .39L ,25L .49 16.41L D CK 9500100208
3 ,36L ,25L .78 5.76 CD HI DB 9580100418
4 .56 .25L 1.69L 9.51L E BHJ H 955126262C
3 7,61 1.75 .40L 1.84L BB AAI I 1900000000
3 .25L ' .25L .42L 4.44 D J B 9581100008
3 .33L' .25L .40L 4.46 C GB 9700001406
3 3.11 .61 .40L 4.02L BC AA H 0 2400000008
2 .30L .28L .60 3.19L C FGCD 9701000308
3 6.12 1.67 1.31L 12.91L BB AA 1 970000000C
I 3 .27L 25L .46L 3.80 D E DD 9500000008
2 .25L .31L .67L 3.79 E FCD 9602100108
2 .37 .25L 1.89L 11.26L C C 960000010C
3 .25L 1.01 3.96 8.96 BCC MAAA 9200001028
3 .25L .25L .40L 2.77 C KD B 9580000016
3 .33 25L .40L 6.61L C HLM 5300000008
2 31 25L .42L 5,48L C F 9400000018
2 .25L .25L .40L 4.17 D E 9401000130
4 25L .24 1.76: 13,25 DCE NCCB 95C102443C
3 .25L .20: 1.11 10.43L FD EDD 9601011418
3 .25L .25L .40L 2.09 D C 9501000008
3 25L .25L .69: 6.58 F D I B 9500100436





























Name Type (") Mal
l
21671 K0 8 8
LDN 1296 141
LDN t295 98
32 X0041 +555 81
32 X0042 + 551 147
X0042 + 558 16
GV CAS 16I
00425+5201 22
1 "41 0O427+5205 60
1 11 PK 122- 4.1 22









1 1 V412 CAS







2 13 21693 G5 5
1 13 21694K2 5
2 * 2 (3023759 16
2 13 21698 K2 21
1 1 131 21697 K2 3
4 1 32 X0044+597 12
1 V413 CAS 55
8
2 2 2 [:)023765 81
4 9 U00486 311 1,
2 13 21710 K7 5 1
8 *41 00450+5223 39
3
1E





2 [3023790 71 II
2 "13 21727 + + + 1
3 13 21729 69 18
2 2 13023789 10 14




1 2 [:)023797 62 11
4 13 21738 M0 2 70
1 2 [:)023803 47 98





Right Ascension: 0(P47'=Og"-00h53=14 ' Declination: + 50 TM + 60"






. , (") (") ,, N
00471+5803 9.9 28 123- 5 27 23 61 3 .25L .25L
00472+5909 17.2 20 123- 3 50 14 48 31 .39L .25L
00473+5951 19.1 39 123- 3 45 8 53 3i .67 .22:
00474+5543 28.7 29 123-7 48 8 125 3 .30: .25
00475+5702 33.0 2 123- 6 21 6 49 3 1.72 .59
00475+5641 34.7 19 123- 6 26 10 43 3 .37 .25L
00478+5956 40.7 52 123--3 17 8 47 4 1.09 .41
00477+5534 43.2 9J 123- 7 36 15 49 3 .25L .33L
00477+5047 44.4 25i 123-12 85 32 55 2 .25L .25L
00478+5605 53.6 48 ! 123-- 7 62 8 I 46 3 .25L .25L
00480+5843 1.6 1 123- 4 46 16 75 4 .26L .25L
00480+5720 3.6 20 123- 5 21 8 53 3 .95 .27
00480+5426 4.0 46 123- 8 90 26 54 2 .40L .25L
00481+5037 6.0 41 123-12 35 21 44 3 .25L .25L
00481 +5913 6.8 52 123- 3 30 8 48 4 .35 .25L
00481+5820 7.1 5 123- 4 21 3 41 3 1.09 .56
00481+5226 8.3 3 123-10 21 6 47 3 2.33 1.29
00481+5853 9.9 50 123- 4 53 3 50 4 .25L .25L
00482+5933 12.6 53 123- 3 33 8 49 4 .33 .25L
00482+5049 15.8 56 123-12 43 28 57 2 .25L .25L
00484+5305 27.8 60 123- 9 31 23 52 2 .25L .42L
00484+5954 28.21 5 123- 3 21 8 47 4 .42 .25L
00487+5118 43.9'_ 123-11 17 285 562493 .28 .2800487+5148 473',, 123-11 107 .69L .66L
00488+5543 48.8 8 123- 7 20 5 49 3 6.70 3.71
00489+5820 54.8 13 123- 4 74 18 52 2 .26L .25L
00489+5618 56.4 9 123- 6 20 7 40 3 .52: .94
00489+5656 57.2 20 123-- 8 25 8 56 3 .64 .26L
00489+6609 59.C 27 123- 6 30 5 54 3 .29: .30
00490+5030 2.8 10 123-12 37 10 47 3 .52 .25L
00490+5624 5.7 52 123--6 126 3 121 3 .25L .45
00491+5504 9.4 49 123--8 32 17 42 3 .25L .25L
00492+5618 12.3 9 123-6 25 7 35 2 .94 1.08:
00492+5604 13.1 44 123- 7 34 3 36 3 .30L .25L
00492+5614 14.C 48 123- 6 19 3 74 3 4.43 6.31
00493+5559 21.1i33 123- 7 i 24 9 42 3 .91 .19:
00493+5927 21.5 14 123- 3 15 4 80 4 10.26 3.16
00494+5045 24.255 123-12 29 8 69 2 .29 .25L
00494+5617 27.8 28 123- 6 15 5 45 3 1.80L 13.36
00494+5135 29.0 34 123-11 32 16 53 3 .25L .25L
00495+5900 32.5 3 123- 4 36 3 43 3 .25L .25L
00495+5256 33.5 11 123-10 53 15 55 2 .45L .25L
00495+5603 35.0 30 123-7 53 3 46 3 .42L .46
00497+5403 45.9 45 123- 9 64 19 49 3 .25L .57L
00498+5605 48.7 17 123- 7 16 8 49 I 3 .92 1.18
00498+5908 49.9 22 123- 3 35 3 48 4 .25L .25L
00498+5708 53.5 9 123- 5 24 8 50 3 1.04 .25
00499+5955 54.7 9 123- 3 18 10 46' 3 .41 .25L
00499+5422 56.1 42 123-8 36 18 44 3 .25L .25L
00500+5920 2.0 3 123-3 37 15 37 2 .22 .55L
00500+5258 4.6 34 123-10 23 9 52 3 .55 .25
00501+5004 8.5 9 123-13 57 14 56 2 .27L .29L
00501+5854 11.9 13 123- 4 35 12 33 2 .36 .25L
00502+5617 12.2 35 123- 6 33 8 40 2 .51L .56
00502+5635 13.8 60 123- 6 49 10 34 2 .26L .36L
00503+5612 19.8 11 123- 6 32 3 43 2 .27L .27
00503+5117 21.1 29 123-11 59 25 53 2 .25L .25L
00503+5220 21.6 29 123 10 26 8 48 3 .56 .25L
00504+5529 24.9 56 123- 7 31 8 43 3 .31 .25L
00504+5641 28.2 25 123-6 34 10 48 3 .41L .27L
00504+5957 29.0 36 123- 3 15 3 47 4 2.61 .76
00504+5625 29.2 8 123- 6 62 8 56 2 .58L .62
00505+5804 32.5 20 123- 5 61 25 55 3 .25L .25L
00506+5622 36.5 46 123- 6 30 7 56 2 .59 1.61
00506+5224 38.9 53 123-10 16 4 51 3 41.18 35.51
00506+5543 40.3 58 123- 7 24 ' 14 68 2 .30L .25L
00507+5610 42.3 12 123- 6 15 ! o 68 3 .46: .74
00507+5857 42.4 37 123- 4 17 I 3 47 4 1.79 1.19
00508+5612 48.2 41 123- 6 71 8 124 3 .34 .46
00508+5254 52.4 14 123-10 31 18 55 2 .25L .43L
00509+5620 57.7 1 123- 6 22 3 44 3 1.17 1.51
00509+5555 59.5 48 123- 7 38 3 46 3 .25L .25L
00510+5618 1.2 6 123- 6 20 5 46 3 .25L 3.25
00510+5611 2.2 29 123- 6 25 3 43 3 .70 .76
00511+5524 11.1 37 123-7 32 9 39 2 .66 .15:
00512+5444 15.4 42 123- 8 100 24 57 2 .36L .30L
00512+5604 17.1 29 123-7 49 9 56 2 .43L .32
00512+5625 17.3 0 t23-6 21 9 45 3 .70 .81
00512+5617 18.0 7 123 S 18 6 47 3i 1.98 10.84
00513+5620 22.9 1 123- 6 57 14 57 21 .70 .65L
00516+5633 38.8 46 123- 6 28 10 46 3 .25L .27
00517+5857 42.3 28 123- 4 19 6 48 4 _25L .25L
00519+5552 55.7 16 123-7 54 7 56 2 .20: .18:
00519+5817 56.1 41 123- 4 14 4 47 4 9.20 3.01
00520+5402 0.6 48 123- 9 41 26 48 3 .25L .25L
00520+5842 1.3 8 123- 4 16 4 i 49 4 6.88 1.57
00522+5700 12.5 21 123- 6 22 3 i 48 3 3.02 .87
00522+5818 17.8 54 123- 4 42 15 54 3 .25L .25L
00523+5919 20.2 40 123- 3 28 3 39 4 .25L _25L
00523+5905 22.8 58 123- 3 43 8 44 4 .25L .13:
00523+5911 22.8 58 123- 3 38 8 49 3 .30 .25L;
00524+5438 24.8 25 123- 8 28 24 52 2 .25L 28Li
00525+5213 30.5 6 124-10 65 19 47 2 .31L .25L
00525+5336 34.8 4 124- 9 23 6 45 3 1.26 .42
00527+5954 429 34 123 3 31 10 44 3 .25L 25L
00529+5610 56.0 22 124 6 23 3 44 3 .25L .12:
00529+5219 !56.7i 55 124-10 30 23 42 2 .25L 25L
00530+5450 2.3 53 124- 8 26 8 48 3 .60 .25L
00531+5221 11_8 57 124-10 35 tl 45 3 .37L .25L
00532+5743 14.C 35 124 5 16 4 44 4 2.71 .69
Fla_ Associa6ons
(Not Cele¢ Correctd) V L C
25 /.tin 60 pm 100 p,m Flux Con- A Confusion R S A Sep
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R Rags" 5 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
.40L 2.40 D C 9600000008
.76 16.87L D C 95010(X)00C
.40L 12.27L BF AF 3 9501000008
1.79L 8.52L EE CC J 0 960101000C
1.32L 9.51L BC AA 0 280000000C
1.34L 14.21L B BCNF 980000000C
.40L 12.02L BC ABN 2 9501000008
.84 5.52L E FEA 9680131618
.40L 1.70 D K H 9501000130
.92L 4.23 D FJ D 980122140C
1.49L 3.63 C FC 970010010C
.40L 9.63L BD AB I 1 2400000008
A0L 2.07 E B 9600100008
.40L 3.50 D DB 9400000020
1.75L 14.39L B C F M 950033532C
1.21L 4.40L DC ABDD 0 958110042C
.40L 5.60L BC AA 2 9400000018
.61: 4.89 DF DB 96C102241C
1.78L 18.79L C BKKF 850110022C
.40L 1.74 D D 9401000140
.85L 2.09 C LI D 9601000008
.4OL 13.32L C B i 9500010008
3.88 11.18: CCCC EBEC Ol 94C1034338
.40L 1.84 D N B 9600010008
.62: 7.93L BBD AACM 0 960100011C
.49 2.96L D DE ': 9601000008
16.46L 1165.93L FE DBB 1 940245655C
1.83L 10.45L B BD 680100(XX)C
2.85: 18.37L EDE FCCC 0 980522020C
.40L 1.42L B B M 9400000000
3.57L 24.33L D J B F D 980011222C
,48: 4.59 F C F C 9500000208
329.57L 1165.93L FF CBD 9 930334546C
3.06 16.23L E F DC 984254352C
329.57L 1165.93L BD BBBF 7 930455545C
2.5OL 12.41L BD ADI H 0 950143233C
.63: 9.22L BBE AABB 2 960300061C 17
.40L 1.68L C C 9401000000
















3.99 C J GB 9580000118
9.70 D HB 950010240C
7.56L E KD 9500000108
36.93L F GC E A 964246433C
3.02 C B 9600000008
36.93L CCD EDCB 0 969158764C
5.O3 C J E B 960000030C
14.36L BD BD 1 570000000C
16.60L C BCK 8500000008
3.49 C GE B 9400000018
12.18L C HJ 900130000C '
2.77L BD BDGD 0 9680000108
1.36L C FCC 0501000000
















































23.93L E HFBC ' 980011310C
81.74L D DC ' 960277844C
1.55 C DC ' 86OOOOO020
6.71L B BC 9500000008
13.86L C CN 94011002OC
7.59 EC MFEA 994111341C
11.37L BB AAK 0 6510000008
35.71L D DB MG 940236640C
2.95 D H C 9600000008
35.71LI FC DBE 0 940366441C
5.34L BBC AAAD 0 9410000008 29
6.97L E B B 950321122C
93.00L FFF GCCA 967246844C
11.98L BB AA 1 950001000C
81.74L CO DBG 960263210C
2.68 C BEB 9600000218
8.83L BC DCF ; 3 982246443C
5.18: E F C D 980023244C
10.24L B F A C 960253553C
93.60L CC CBGB 3 960234532C
10.56L DO ,BF 2 950110135C
2.65 C iJ I B 9500000100
10.60L CD FBC 974212430C
77.62L FC IDDFB 0 932136633C
218.23: BBDC BAAE 1 950135343C
10.55L F CCD 980166444C
11.16: DED LCED 990213353C
5.33 EC M EB 968001042C
5.21: CDDE ECCC 0 968012223C
10.12L BBC AADC 4 9580100428
3.48 O GHC 948OOOO12O
11.54L BB AA 0 950010132C
9.65L BC AA 1 96000000(0
6.96 C GC 9500100438
7.35: DD FGCB 9680111308
10.42L ED HB 950223354C
17.13L C C 750132422C
3.15 C F D 9401000340
3.4t D J HC 9500100228
8.66L BC AB 1 7300000008
4.97 C D H B B 4600000308
10.13 D E EEC 988305562C
1.94 D FB 9600100118
130L B BCLF 9601010100
6.57L C DE 9401100118
9.50L BB AAD 6 3400000008
2 13 21753 M0 7 88




8 1 13 21769M0 6 9O
2 13 21772 M0 4 88
F 3 13 21775 A0 29 61
1 GZ CAS 11 3
2 22 $184 492 2400
1 IY CAS 7 3
1 13 21780 G5 3 75
3 22 $184 497 2400
5 22 $184 364 2400
3 22 $184 456 2400
2 13 21785 K5 1 72
4 13 21786 M2 2 82
4 22 $184 266 240O




1 13 21804 K5 8 88
2
1 2 DO 23865 55 98
4 22: $184 425 2400
5 7 1+5615 40
2 3 RAFGL 125S 11 18
1 23 CED003 561
1 23 CED 003 449
4
3 22 $184 530 2400
9
3 22 $184 570 2400
1 23 CED 003 576
8
1 2 DO 23861
51 22 $184
3 I
3 ! 22 $184
1 23 CED 003 504
1 23 CED 003 536
2
6 1 W CAS 9 4
8
5 13 21Q32 K0 3 50
3 13 21836 K5 5 72
8
1 1 HI CAS 66 3
4
B
1 2 DO 23902 53 106
4 13 21846 K2 1 63







a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 0 O
ham. ,8, (s) (-j I b ('3 (") (') N
oo532+53- ,89 4o 124-9 36 13 41 300532+_,6,7.23o 124-4 43 13 57200533+550316049 ,24-6 24 3 45 3
oo534+5o1924636,24-12 66 3, 52 2
oo534+59,5 24.925i ,24-_ 32 11 55 4535+ 92332.432124_ 14 3 495
00536+5707..8 13124_536 182,1_32oo ,+5532,.6 o 77,
oo536+_ ,0.038124_417 3 _ 4
oo_+59,84o.6,124_3 2o 1, 574
oo537+524343.943124_,061 81293
oo537+_746.47 124-4 89 8 , 3oo5_+5553,1.647124_719 3433
oo_9+_2155.53, ,24_6 15 5 ,8 3oo539+_1555.615:,24_8 70 1, 402
oo_0+5,351.715124_1, 11 ,3 2
oo_0+5,,32.2 6124_569 5,24 3
oo543+545119, 8124_819_ g00.,3+5701207_, -64400.,3+51281057124_.3410533
oo543+_05721.247,24_12. 37432oo54,+_42598,24_6 26,0 513
0054.4+5301 25.9 58 124-10 28 11 44 3
00544+5158 26A 12 124--11 21 4 53 3
00544+5609 28.1 4 124-- 6 17 5 45 3
OO545+5108 33.0 60 124-11 30 9 55 3
00545+5932 34.1 18 124- 3 21 8 47 3
00545+5853 35.0 4 124- 4 25 8 53 4
00546+5611 36.3 47 124- 6 32 13 34 2
00546+5808 41.0 4 124-4 16 4 79 4
00547+5659 43.0 22 124-- 6 32 8 51 3
00548+5318 48.9 32 124-- 9 30 10 39 3
00550+5923 2.g 53 124-- 3 40 3 36 3
00550+5917 5.7 43 124-- 3 22 7 53 3
OO551+5613 7.6 26 124-- 6 27 10 43! 2
00551+5754 9.0 34 124- 5 27 8 53 4
00552+5518 16.5 44 124- 7 30 15 51 3
00555+5353 30.5 31 124-- 9 19 7 48 3
00555+5617 34.6 7 124-6 35 14 47 3
00557+5935 42.2 44 124- 3 50 10 52 2
00557+5551 44.3 11 124- 7 32 27 67 2
00557+5612 45.9 5 124-- 6 22 7 44 3
00558+5602 52.6 27 124-- 7 19 5 491 3
00559+5939 56.7 4 124- 3 31 3 48 4
00559+5930 57.1 31 124- 3 27 14 44, 3
00559+5541 58.7 53 124-- 4 28 10 84 4
00560+5716 3.5 27 124-- 5 23 9 43 3
00561+5745 10.4 31 124- 5 32 8 54 4
00562+5719 14.1 31 124-- 5 21 11 44 4
00562+5519 117.3 4 124-7 21 6 49 3
i
00563+5815 19.7 32 124- 4 50 17 55 3
00554+5013 26.1 27 124-12 71 24 59 2
00554+5416 29.6 28 124- 8 20 5 47 3
00565+5050 31.6 29 124-12 89 8 128 3
00565+5434 33.1 46 124- 8 44 8 47 3
00565+5610 33.8 26 124- 6 20 8 45, 3
00565+5129 33.9 35 124-11 51 32 55 2
00565+5640 35.5 27 124- 6 37 12 43 3
00566+5502 37.1 59 ,24-8 22 83 _1 _oo_+ 932 49.020124-3 43
oo_+5137 152.643124-11 18 _ 5200569+5605 55.6 11 124- 6 37 44! 33
00570+5522 1.3 34 124- 7 32 8 40 3
00570+51,2 3.8,32'124-,, 22 5 56 3
00570+5403 4.7 16 124- 9 21 10 46 3
00570+5636 6.0 29 124- 6 21 8 54 3
00571+5223 0.7 51 124-10 20
00572+5106 14.1 48 124-11 19 3
oo573+_17 18._55 124-4 51 19 53 2
oo573+57,6213 0 124-5 27 1, 42 4
oo574+5152_.2,14124-11 29 99 51,_00574+5120 28.3! 18 124-11 27 51
00574+5037 29.61 =124-- 12 33 44
00575+5439 34.4 124-- 8 29 42
00576+5520 36.7 16 124-- 7 3
52.7 39 124-10 54
00578+5214 14 48i 3300578+5620 53.5 35 124-6 16 49
00579+5344 $8.0 6 124-9 27 11 45 3
00580+5644 3.2J 52 124- 6 56 16 48 ! 2
J
00581+5129 I 6._ 8 124-11 46 21 47300581+5414 8.E ' 124- 8 41 25 49 3
00583+5743 18.1 _18 124-- 5 24 9 53 4
00583+5010 :20.Z 42 125--12 39 32 45 200583+5354 124.C _ ' 124-- 9 44 8 38 2
00584+5841 24.E 18 124-- 4 20 13 43 2
00584+5626 25.9 34 124- 6 49 8 131 4
oo_5+59, _1.9 1124-3 41 8 51'3
oo685+5_234.939124-3 . 20 42 2
00586+5224 383119 1124--10 32 8 41 2
00586+5020 40.61 1 125--12 65 10 57 2
00587+5847 45.9 2 124-- 4 40 12 53 2
00588+5534 152.3] 15 ' 124-- 7 26 9 52 3
00588+5844 53.5' 15 124-- 4 17 3 45 4
00589+5743 ;57.5 43 124- 5 16 4 53 4
00589+5659 58.3 12 124- 6 21 8 53 4
00590+5137 1.4 22 125-11 26 12 46 2
00590+5621 2.E 46 124-- 6 23 3 51 4
00591+5705 7.7 30 124-- 5 20 8 47 4
"Confusion Flags: 8)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended
Declination: + 50°- + 60"
Flux Density Flags Associitions
(_'o_ C_,.Olo¢Corrected) V L C
12 p,m 25 p,m 60 /_m 100 _m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
.25L .25L 1.01 2.37 CO HJ A| 7601000008
.25L .39L .55 8.4OL C ! DO 9500101458 8
1.56 .49 .40L 2.38L BC ABJ 0 9601000000
.28L .57L .40L 1.65 F H 2400000000 1 10 M+08-02-019
.23: .25L 1.52 19.34L E C BFCD '94C2387558 9 1 32 X0053+692
14.21 4.54 1.31 11.17L ABC AAA 4 , 9501300008
.35 .25L .40L 11.15L C CF 19600000008
.40 .25L 1.39L 11.5OL C C '950000000C 1 13 21854 K5
5.19 1.24 1.50L t0.76L AB AAHG 1 950000100C 4 13 21855K0
.25L .25L 1.54 19.34L C HJ DR 94C2445558 9
.35 .25L .40L 9.42L C DK N 9400000118
.25L .25L .40L 3.43 D J C 9601000008
.34 .49 3.77: 14.75: BCCD CCBB 0 95C024345C 8 1 32 XOO54+558
2.73 .91 .57L 8.94L BC AAG 4 9800110208
.51L .33L .79 11.05L F EHDD 9801153528 9
.30 .25L .40L 1.38L E C 4600000000
.38 .25L .40L 11.40L C B 9400100108
1.76 .83 .40L 1.77L BB AA 0 96000O()000
.25L .25L .40L 3.28 D FCC 9780100608 4
.25L .13: .99 1.73 ECF BHCD 4500000100
.96L .61L .40L 1.59 O L H 4500000000
A3 .25L 1.41L 7.98L C B 940000OO0C ! 2 2 DO23912
.79 .27L .40L 7.74L B AE 8401100008 1 13 21870 K0
2.25 .60 .53 5.14L BCC AADI 0 9400000108 1 13 21871 K2
.49 1.26 6.65 28.12: BBCD CAAB 2 95Cl155248 8
.56 .25L .40L 1.41 D CH 5500000000 13 21672 5
.37 .25L .40L 19.83L C C 9500000008 2 DO 23915
.43 .25L .40L 15.07L B B 4500000008 ,i 1 2 DO 23916
.35L .29 1.34L 23.58L F H F J F 9500256358 8 [
35.40 20.69 5.02 4.74: BBCC AAAD 2 9681000108 14 3 3 RAFGL137
.50 .25L .40L 8.95L B CF 9600100608 4
.69 .25L .40L 7.45L B AFL 9300000008 1 13 21879 K7
.26L .25L .80 5.41: CE CC 9700110208 4
1.51 .40 .40L 12.49L CF AC 7 9501320008
.49L .57 7.67: 111.48L DC FEED 9340366248 9 1 32 XOO55+562
.53 .38L .40L 11.11L B BGI 9400010008
.25L .25L .40: 3.65 F E J E B 9600000410 4
10.30 6.62 1.44 6.75L BCC AAA 2 9300000008
.29L .25L 1.13 111.48L F E B E 9342233238 1
.25L .32L 1.02 6.64 E D L DA 6601200408 4
.25L .25L .40L 2.92 D O A 9801000108
.25L 5.71 66.32 111.48 DCD CABA 9304434248 9
,30L .22: 2.89 9.45 ECE DECA ' 9602053318 2
.41L .25L 1.02 8.09 CD KEC 6741100408 4 1 32 XOO55+596
.25L .25L .77 6.64L C DCE 8600100008
.25L .25L 132 12.34: CC FLEC 6681145548 B
.37 .25L .40L 12.02L B BG 9401141608 5
.43 .18: .40L 11.12L BE BEI O 6 7400010008
.41 .25L .40L 4.35: C C CO E 9581141408 5
1.23 .52 .62 1.90L BCC ABBC 0 9601000000
.25L .25L .40L 3.58 C LEKB 9600000008
.25L .61L .40L 1.44 E C 8600000000
1.14 .29 .40L 2.12L BD AD 3 5500OOOOOO ,
.42 .25L .40L 1.58L B CJ H 6601010010 2 i 13 21897 K2
.40L .25L .67 2.43L C J E C 4600000000
.25L .30 1.97 9.88L DF BBB 9602302208
.25L .25L .40L 1.95 C E 7600000040
.39L .25L .63 6.99L C J J C 9600100008
1.21 .32 .40L 2.19L CC AB 5 8600001000
.41L .25L .68 16.65L C L CD 5500200018
3.57 1.62 .40L 1.48L BD AA 1 6600000000: 2 2 [3023949
.25L .25L .92 9.88L F GDD 9683202308
.25L .25L .40L 3.08 C KC 9680100010
4.58 2.89 .40L 1.19L BB AAJ 2 96_01OO200
.99 .52 .40L 1.63L BC BB O 2 9500002100 2 I
.81 .34 .40L 7.28L BF AC OI 9600101008 2 1 HLCAS
1.14 .30 .40L 8.92L CO AB 8 I 5400000008 1 2 DO 23950
.28L .25L .61L 2.83 D HB 9600000108
.67 1.21 10.90 17.40 BBCC BAAA I 9300100400 4 I 2 13 21910 86
.76L .61L ..48 11.87L E EG 9500100116 I
.25L .25L A.4L 3.44 D NCC 9601000208
.54 .25L .40L 1.57L C B 5601100100 1 13 21912 KO
.57 .25L .40L 1.65L B BE 8600000000 1 13 21913 K5
.28 .25L .40L 8.34L C C 7401010008
.26L .30L .46L 1.32 C DCD ' 7500000100
.27L .55L .57L 1.81 C L K D 3600000000
4,64 2,16 .40L 1,88L BB AAE 3 5600100000 1 HM CAS
.25L .25L .40L 2.80 O L J C _ ' 4600000228 C
21.14 7.77 2.40 5.14L BBC AAAL I 9700000008 16 13 21917 M5
.38 .25L .40L 1.72L C B H 9500000000
.38L .25L .36 9.88L C E 9400000008
.25L .25L .58: 3.76 DC GE 6500000540
.25L .25L .50L 3.83 B E F, 8580000220 4
.98 .60 .40L 9.51L BC AB 4 5400100008
.25L .26L .43L 1.88 C NJ D 5600000000
.27 .36L .40L 2.67L F BD I 9400010000 I I OWCAS
.25L .25L .90 11.88L C CDO ! 85C1036778 1
.41 .25L .40L 8,54L C CG 9500000008
.32 .2_L .42L 11.50L 8 BGHKIE 26001OO308 4 I "41 00585+5943
.28L .25 .41 12.73 D 3600100308 4 1 32' X0058+597
.35 .25L .40L 7.0IL C C J 3400000008
.25L .25L .40L 1.91 C CO 6601000020 8
.28L .39L 1.40 16.77L E CDF 5400237358 1
.97 .37 .40L 2.12L BD 8CFE 0 5600011000 I 13 21933 M0
1.06 ,59 .56L 16.77L BB ABEE 3 5480137448 1
4.28 2.53 .47 9.92L BBC AAB 5 9400100008
.56 .31L .40L 10.96L B BFH 9500000208 1 1 V416CAS
.25L .25L .69 4.57 C D' K C [ 9402000558
1.35 .59 .40L 7.75L BC AA F 3 9601000208 4
.55 .25: .43L 9.87L BD BDK 0 9500010108
Sources (51) at 12, 25, 60, 100 p.m; 10) High Source Density Region.















00591+5603 8.0 35 124-- 7 23 8 54 3
00591,1.5821 9.0 28 124-4 35 3 80 4
00591+5848 11.0 44 124-4 23 15 45 3
00593+5831 18.8 52 124-4 33 8 524
00593+5200 19.731 125-11 32 15 "3
00593+5836 23.3 6 124-4 16 3454
00593+5046 24.0 1 125-12 30 13 50 3
00594+5525 28.644 124-7 39:11 572
00595+5901 33.9 4 124-4 21 3504
00595+5141 34.359 125--11 27 8433
00595+5215 35.332 125-10 99 33 412
00596+5807 41.8 43 124-4 29 10 50 3
00596+5630 41.9 23 124-6 23 8 50 4
00597+5451 42.4 8 125-8 36 8483
00598+5517 50.1 57 125-7 58 81283
005,+5923 55.8 13 124--3 30 8 46 3
01000+5258 2.1 56 125--10 20 6 51 3
01000-1-5104 2.1 24 125--11 82 23 47 2i
01000+5352 4.1 31 125-9 44 19 43 3i
01000+5158 6.0 54 125-11 41 8 42 2;
01001 +5346 6.7 125-9 24 2_i _6 )01001+5143 10.5 5_ 125-11 110_8
01002+6252 12.8 21 125--10 48 3
01002+5458 16.0 38 125-8 41 23 58 3
01002+5849 16.1 17 124-4 32 851 4'
01003+5914 23.455 124-3 48 23 552
01005+5701 30.3 38 125-6 29 ._i _ 401005+5037 31.813 125-12 40
01005+5821 33.5 33 125-4 48 14 43 3
01005+5838 33.6 26 125-4 17 3 45 4
01005+5316 35.0 45 125-9 19 5463
01OO6+5853 53.556 125-4 29 8503
01010+5214 5.7 5125-10 20 7 50 3
01012+5650 13.752 125-6 18 9 45 4
01012+5348 15.3j53 125-9 26 8 49 3
01012+5043 15.5' 20 i 125-12 46 8533
01013+5109 22.7 20t25-11 77 8 47 3
01014+5401 25.1 13 125- 9 57 24 45 2
01014+5644 25.6 21 125-6 34 18 38 2
01014+5410 26.5 59 125-8 41 8 58 2
01015+5700 31.'/ 45 125- 6 27 18 39 3
01015+5918 33.5 47 125- 3 43 1 49
01015+5344 34.9 26 125- 9 22 2
01016+5646 39.3 56 125-6 57 16 56 3
01016+5746 40.7 47 125- 5 64 13 551 2
01017+5436 42.2 43 125- 8 104 37 44 2
01018+5310 49.4 22 125- 9 79 35 47 2
01018+5211 52.4 7 125-10 22 10 47 3
01021+5310 7.8 20 125--9 28 8 48 3
01022+5816 14.6 5 125-4 51 3 39 3
01022+5611 14.926 125-61 20 3 54 4
01022+5822 16.8 42 125-4 51 8 50 4
01022+5614 17.4 34 125-6 31 8 48 3
01023+5254 20.4 25 125-10 38 25 49 3
01023+5233 20.8 38 125-10 35 8 58 3
01023+5923 20.9 53 125-3 22 6 49 4
01024+5653 24.8 57 125-4 36 8 50 4
01024+5810 26.8 23 125- 4 19 3 48 4
01025+5632 30.5,33 125-- 6 31 16 59 2
01026+5329 36.8r5o 125-9 57 27 55 2
OLO26+5651 4t.1'35 125-6 33 8 128 4
01027+5645 45.7 5 125-6 23 12 49 3
01029+5635 54.2 9 125-6 36 17 58 3
01029+5201 55,1 9 125-11 39 22 j56' 3
01029+5752 59341 125-- 5 42 3 _ ! 3
01030+5653 0.5 37 125-- 4 28 9 52 3
01031+5321 7,0 12 125-- 9 37 8 57 3
01031+5728 11.9 56 125- 5 41 16 49 3
01032+5636 15.4 15 125- 6 27 14 55 2
01033+5347 19.0 22 125- 9 14 5 52 3
01033+5743 23.4 48 125- 5 56 19 49 3
01034+5717 26.8 57 125- 5 21 3 54 4
01034+5847 28.0 39 125- 4 57 3 127' 4
01035+5002 33.0 20 125-12 51 8 55 3
01036+5625 37.1 60 125- 6 20 8 49 4
01036+5942 37.4 21 125-- 3 32 9 40 2
01036+5610 38.7 3 125-6 48 11 56 3
01036+5924 39.8 27 125- 3 18 4 42 4
01037+5552 44.6 6 125- 7 25 8 54 4
01037+5301 47.8 4 t25-10 22 I 3 48 3
01039+5438 54.4 44 125- 8 39 11 46 3
01039+5526 55.0 30 125- 7 62 16 48 2
01039+5640 57.4 5 125- 6 14 3 51 4
01040+5018 0.7 59 125-12 38 9 52 3
01040+5918 1.2 16 125--3 27 4 48 4
01041+5828 6.7 42 125- 4 20 7 48 4
01041+5313 11.2 57 125- 9 22 5 51 3
01042+5623 12.7 4 125- 4 28 14 43 3
01042+5639 16.3 34 125- 6 59 t7 45 2
01042+5938 t7.7 15 125-3 24 12 40 2
01043+5239 19.3 35 125-10 45 8 50 3
01043+5322 20.4 11 125- 9 t6 8 51 3
01043+5959 22.1 21 ] 3 45 8 42 3125-
01044+5722 24.8 29' 125- 5 81 27 55 2
01044+5503 26.0 14 125- 7 61 26 38 2
01045+5423 32.8 9 125- 8 32
01045+5701 34.7 12 125- 6 22 8 55
01046+5832 38.3 13 125- 4 39 13 35 2j
I
Declination: + 50°-+60"
Flux Density Rags Assoc_.tions
H
Galactic Uncertainty C (N_t Colo¢ _)
a ,8) ]C_OrbdS SMJ SMN (0) [2 p.m 25 _tm 60 j.tm(s) ( (") ('3 [8 (Jansky)
.87 .20: .4OL
.25L .25L .62



































































































[00 ttm Rux Corr A Confusion R $ A
Uncs Coef R Rap" S 2 # T
5.95L BD ADH 3 9700000008 _
5.18 OC! HEB 9700100316'
16.51 E:JHFD 948t13567C
17.36L C BFH 9401100108
4.04: CD K CB 9561000408
11.19L I BBD AAC 0 7500100(08
230 DC ECBD 9500010310
2.58L C C H 5601010000
14.72L BD AC 6 960100(X)0C
4.48 DE GF C 9483000668
1.63 D D 7600020440
11.11L C CB 9400000008
7.04L CE ACME 0 7601000008
2_14L CE DH i 4 4500010000
2,63L C E 460001O000
12.69L C DM 76000000(0
1.31L BC AAC 0 97000(0000
1.44L D EF 9600000000
3.91 C F D 8400100320
10.46L C BE 9401100108
2.82: CCC BAD 4480100130
2.69 D J I C 9681000548
1.62L BBF AAC 9601000000
3.19 B B J KND 460000020015.42L B 960014054C
3.81 E J C 978000030C
6.22 CC H EB 9500012548
1.60 96OOOO0OOO
3.70 F Gt E 9701001008
6.45: ABDE AAEB'0 958000263C
1.62L !B C lAB 6 9600000000
21.45L rc C J 950114041C
5.20L'BB AAD 0 9500001108
10.29L C BD 9402200008
1.82L BD BCH 1 4601100000
1.57L D B H 7600000000
1.86 C L C 9501000100
3.25 D KD 7400000120
10.95L C DB 9500200008
3.00L CF CA F 0 6601020010
4.19 C KGB 9600012428
2.18L BB AAG 1 5500000000
6.58 D CCB 9O0012072C
2.79L O L G 56011000(_
3.10 D CC 96002000O8
15.47L E C 9401001108
2.44 D K E 75OO00013O
1.57 C D 6700100100
7.62: CC F DB 9481003648
1.96L B BCCH 6700100100
4.66 FD NEB 9701100318
8.36L BC AAI 1 2500110008
14.28L D ECL 9504004618
8.23L B CDH 8500110008
2.75 C ! F F 6600000000
2.09L C CG 5601000OOO
9.28 CD MBB 9_3010062C
17A8L C B 960322252C
10.30L BB ABK 1 9401100118
10.61: FE LEEC 95C1255988
3.65 D GHC 650OO0OO08
10.18L C BB L 9500100448
4.74: DC KI FC 9600200648
6.15: DE M! HC 9681213648
2.70 OC J BB 9600000318
6.35L D HJ CB 9500101318
13.22 CC J DB 96C521162C
3.94 C LECA 6500000118
4.50 D EB i 9581000308 i
4.73: CD H CA 9602103548
1.99L BC AAJF 4 4600000000
3.46 C B 9600000108
9.41L BB AA 2 9400001008
8.98 E FB 960211310C
1.31L C BI 4600_,
11.41L BD BEM 0 6500010008
10.75L CC AC 0 8600(0)0008
10.55L E D 7500000008
276.15 BBDC CBCA 7'922306651C
2.2tL BD BE I 0 2600010000
1.92L FE BDHN I 9 4700000000
2.05L C DD L 5500000000
2.58L C N C 760()O(X)0(X)
8,32L BC AAI 2 9600100008
1.12L B BEL 26OO000000
13.29L ODO EEBB 8 954223310(3








3.42 E K C
2.48 C L C
2.02L B BFLL
2.22L B AB G
















1 13 21937 K0
4
4 3 13 21938 A3
2 DO 23976
2 13 21942 K2
9
1 2= DO 23980
1 2 i DO 23981
1 13 21947 M9
C 1 X0100 + 538
C
4 13 21951 M0
4
1 13 21953 K0
C 1 32 X0100+570
2 13 21956 K5
1 2 DO 24002
4 13 21967 K2
1 13 21971 K0
I 2 DO 24010
8
8 1 32 X0101+521
2 13 21992 K7
6
1 2 DO 24027
3
F 1 32 X0102+565
_2
4 1 32 )(0103+520
2 1 23 LDN 1310
4
1 13 22007 K7
7 1 32 X0103+594
1 13 22015 K0
1 13 22016 K0
2
; 4 13 22021 K0
8
C 1 32 X0104+526
1 1 V417 CAS
C 1 2 DO 24057
4
2



















































a ._ Coords SMJ SMN 0 12 /_m
h_m..5, (s) (") I b (") (") (') N
01046+5846 39.3 59 125-- 4 17
01047+5818 44.2 42 125- 4 32
01048+5755 49.2 44 125- 5 54
01049+5507 55.4 24 125- 7 81
01049+5918 57.3 20 125- 3 21
01051+5849 7.7 51 125- 4 18
01051+5439 9.1 38 125- 8 18
01052+5903 13.3 50 125-- 3 25
01052+5831 16.6 41 125- 4 53
01053+5641 22.4 37 125- 6 40
01053+5829 22.4 31 I 125- 4 23
01054+5009 24.6 24 126-12 30
01054+5922 25.0 48 125- 3 18
01054+5736 27.1 54 125- 5 17
01055+5822 32.8 43 125-- 4 64
01056+5752 37.6 8 125- 5 37
01057+5931 42.5 37 125- 3 28
01057+5054 44.0 46 126-12 31
01057+5350 45.6 28 125- 9 25
01057+5737 45.6 10 125- 5 53
01057+5131 45.7 16 126-11 29
01058+5532 52.8 7 125-7 42
01059+5840 57.41125-4 38
01062+5908 16.137 125-3 27
01062+5547 16.250 125-7 39
01085+5011 31.245 126-12 83
01065+5849 31.6 10 125- 4 19
01066+5647 40.3 49 125- 6 17
01066+5255 41.C 53 126--10 29
01067+5930 43.1 5 125-3 42
01067+5421 43.2 42 126- 8 27
01067+5827 ,.3118 125- 4 9901067+5552 46.7 35 126-7 19
01067+5755 47.5 4'125--5 32
01067+5235 47.8 27 126--10 98
01067+5409 47.7 20 126-5 58
01067+5941 47.8 51 125-3 32
01068+5608 49.8 27 125-6 42
01068+5428 50.9 20 126-8 21
01068+5457 51.1 32 126-8 15
01069+ 5949 59.6 9 125-3 55
01069+5745 59.6 19 125-5 38
01069+5520 59,9123 126-7 34
01072+5006 14.5158 126-12 27
01073+5058 18.613 126-12 42
01073+5711 22.0i39 125- 5 55
01074+5956 26.1 30 125- 3 30
01074+5026 26.2 18 126--12 60
01074+5912 27.6 19 125- 3 I 24
01076+5925 41.2 26 125- 3 92
01077+5500 43.2 10 126- 7 22
01077+5211 47.0 45 126-10 72
01077+5916 47.7 4 125- 3 27
01078+5226 53.1 23 126-10 36
01080+5327 2.3 38 126- 9 20
01080+5453 3.6 4 126- 8 21
01082+5717 17.1 36 126- 5 20
01083+5849 20.1 25 126- 4 21
01083+5742 20.5 39 126- 5 50
01084+5744 25.9 19 126- 5 38
01084+5640 28.1 24 126- 6 16
01084+5158 28.4 49 126--11 86
01084+5941 29.0 53 125- 3 32
01085+5955 31.8 40 125- 3 23
01086+5119 37.2 20 126-11 60
01088+5943 40.1 57 125 3 20
01089+5834 55.2 53 126- 4 39
01069+5517 56.0 59 126- 7 29
01090+5130 1.8 22 126-11 2O
01090+5941 2.5 28 126- 3 21
01091+5819 10.3 44 126- 4 57
01092+5710 12.2 8 126- 5 20
01093+5637 21.6 27 126- 6 64
01093+5434 23.9 15 126- 8 15
01095+5836 32.1 11 126 4 36
01095+5524 34.5 45 126- 7 57
01095+5352 34.9 19 126- 9 51
01096+5926 38.747 126-3 82
01097+5312 42.0 19j 126- 9 55
01097+5520 424 ol 120- 7 23
01097+5211 46.8 41 126 10 15
01097+5944 47.3 231 126-3 31
01098+5936 49.1 47 il 126- 3 29
01098+5316 50.6 1 126- 9 36
01098+5104 51.5 41 126-11 99
01099+5655 55.4 9 126- 6 17
01099+5530 55.9 12 126 7 51
01100+5935 0.4 13 126- 3 30
01101+5719 9.1 28 126- 5 22
01101+5357 9.6 9 126 9 38
01101+5725 11.5 32 126- 5 91
01102+5824 13.2 9 126 4 24
01102+5049 _14.7 53 126 12 27
01103+5821 18.4 57 126 4 64
01104+5151 24.7 17126 11 35
01106+5837 36.3 20 126 4 20
01106+5633 390 i 47 126- 6 39
01107+5631 42.6 48 126 6 45
31107+5956 42.8 52 126- 3 28







































































































1(30 _m Rux Con" A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Fla_* $ 2 # T
8.46L AB AACJ 1 19so11134oc!
5.75 FD MI FB 9681002418
4.62 C I DC 9701000418
2.93 B HKEj 8500100100
10.77 ECiDFFBI 964116341C
4.90L C E ADDB 964031661C
1.80L B C A B 0 46OOO00000
5.95 DC FI DC 978011250C
8.72L E ; F F G 9702365568 I
4.76 I CC I LEB 9600001108
6740. c EO DCEO 94c226646e
1 36L E D G 3600000010 I
21.24L ECC jEFBA 0 95C0396718'
9.81L i C IH CE 9400223648
10.14L FF _GBC 9600015438
3.24 D MGC 9700000318
21.24L D MGC 9501023428
1.03L BD ACH 0 5600000000
8.97L C CHH 5512000008
9.18: E E 8 DE 9480223648
1.41L BC AA L I 2 4500000000
3.04 C D i 86O1OOO4OO
3.23 DC L CB 7801000208
4.62L CC IBCEFI 0 970111232C
2.84L B IBC 4700000000
1.48 C I HE _ 2600000030
7.29L BB 'AAD 0 960000100C
11.99L BE JAB G!0 9500000008
8.49L, B F _CG 0 5401100208
2.79: iC DB I B 9700000008
2.06L C E G 25O0000000
3.66 D E C 9700000228
2.38L BE AB ,0 4700000000
3.35 I DCIM DB 9601000008
7.35L C 'E G 9400000128
2.80 : DB KEB 2600000000
9.09L = C : HDL 9700001628
3.36 B MI C 1601000300
1.71L BFE ACI 0 2600000000
2.17L BB AAHC 0 4600001100
5.49 D C B 9701000238
12.65L B F C 9400000008
3.15L B C H 9602010010
1.32L BC AB 4 2600000000
2.78 C DFB 6500000410
3.25 D GFFB 9500000108
6.51: CC HED 9682001448
1.75 D G F 4600000000
5.79: DC J DDC 9682005668
3.86 D H B 9700000008
2.07L BF BC D 0 6600011100
2.24 D LB 9601000008
4.94: BC F ABED 1 9700102348
3.25 E K I C 9500000008
3.34L CBC AAAB 21 8510001008 44
2.43L BD AD 1 7600000000
44.78 DFCC DDBB 9 9201144458
9.15L BB AAFB 2, 8600000008
16.22L C CG D 5400100008
2.83 D C D 9600100008]
8.49L CB AA 1 I 3501000008
2.43 D HC I 9500000028
20,63L E DCD J 9580265368
11.09L BC AB 3J 9601102008
1.54L C DH J 7600000000
20 63L D E DC ] 9400232338
4.33 CC GDBB i 9600100208
2.97 B GCD ] 9600000100 I
1.38L BBF AADH 6l 6600000100
20.63L BC AB 01 9401242338
I
3.47 D EB: i 9702001208
6.07: BD C ACEE 3 9581000508
3.21 F NFB I 9600000308
1.81L BBC AAB 21 3600001000
4.25 DD F B J 9502100208
4.37 B NI D 9500110440
2.46 D: G! [ 8600000020
3.77 E C i [ 9700010008
I0.20L C DG I I 5400010008
2.52L B BFDF [ 9680110340
I i
2.37L BBC AABE 0J 9541000108 l
10.tlL C DDG I 9501010008 I
11.52L BD BC 2_ 9401100008
10.24L C BI [ 74oo11oo08r
1.19 C J C J 5600000000
12.23L B BCE J 9401000008
3.11L C E J 9500000330
11.42L BF AD 01 9401100008
I0.09L BC AAH 1 19400102018
2.71 F MB[ 18600000000!
2.29 D D [ 9600002008
10.06L BD BD H 119500101208
4.53L CD ADMJ 0 [ 2400003008
3.11 E NFC ! _ 9701100108
4.39 E C ! C C / 9580000320
5.79 CD i LDC |9603113338
10.89L D 'C J 9400100008
13.88L C 'DJ |9400100008
11.94L D GD | 9400101648
2177 B F DC / 6600000200
I
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 p,m; 10) High Source Density Region.
Declination: +50"-+60"
Associations
Name Type _"'_ Mag
i
I
22024 G5 3 [ 52
I
X0105+584 138 11
X0105+ 594 4_! 11DO 24070 91
DO 24078 62 95
22034 K2 6 83
DO 24077 66 101
X0106+501 9 8
DO 24091 82 93
22042 K0 6 85
r
22044 KO 3 70




DO 24101 69 105
;22065 MO 8 81
DO 24107 47 98
2207O A5 2 45
)(0108+572 66 15




22092 K0 6 81
I
22095 K5 10 I 81
V461 CAS 45 3
22099 K5 4 i 75
22101 K7 2 85
22102 K7 6 88
)(0110+518 51 12
)(0110+,586 30 14
22109 K7 6 82





Galactic UncertaintyCoords SMI SMN 8 C 12 _m
Name
a b
ham..S. (s) C) 1 b ('_ ('3 (') N
01109+5833 58,2 56 126- 4 39 10 421 2 .46
01110+5604 0.7 46 126- 6 19 8 51 3 .78
01110+5544 1.8 48 126- 7 21 8 44 3 .79
01110+5856 5.9 25 126- 4 21 9 44 3 .38
01112+5038 14.2 59 127--12: 65 25 57 3 .28L
01113+5528 21.5 0 126-- 7 89 36 46 2 1.54L0m3+5419 22.124 128-6 13 4 58 4 2.3001113+_o8_.e _ 128-8' 39 28 81 2 .251.
01114+5550 27.0 19 1286- 7; 26 8 46 3 .47
o111s+_9 3o.e 8 1_-8 _ ao 39 4 .25L
01115+5937 31.112128-3 31 14 433 .25L01118+562341,81!o 128_426 8 433 .72
01117+5,284811_128_328 7 45i "o8!
0.18+_, _.1 128_5i48 24 _, ._
011_+.53 4.16 128_3!61 15 45 .25_,121+ 0,8.4 __3 = 7 . ._01121+_58.532127_12_, 747 .25_,01122+5,,_12.,491_-5 ,4 3 . ,.7001122+57_15,,36128_558 _ 131, .2801123+5924 20.525 128- 3 18 . 48 I o 1.18
01123+5300 21.328 127-- 9 31 8 54 3 .42
01124+5128 28.0 43 127-11 33 9 56 46
01125+5513 32.5 4 126- 7 63 26 46 :25L
01125+5749 32.8 40 126- 5 26 9 47 3 .99
01125+5726 33.0 29 126-5 22 8 44 4 .58
01125+5637 33.1 38 128- 8 26 8 48 3 .36L
01128+5850 48.4 22 126-- 4 49 8 44 ' 3 .50
01128+5213 52.7 44 127-10 69 16 43 2 .27
01129+5818 56.6 2 128- 4 41 8 47 3 +38
01129+5258 57.4 36 127- 9 17 9 54 4 .80
01130+5858 1.8 26 128- 3 33 8 47 3 .63
01130+5514 3.2 14 126-- 7 28 10 48 3 .57
01130+5802 4.4 43 126- 4 50 12 45 3 .38L
01131+5500 11.8 49 128- 7 24 3 51 3 1.29
01132+5337 14.8 18 127- 8 29 10 48 4 .25L
01132+5958 17.9 10 128- 2 19 4 43 3 1.49
01133+5007 19.7 5 127-12 56 I 8 52 3 .25L
4a!01133+5616 21.2 18 126- 6 13 48 3 .37L
01133+5607 21.9 51 128- 8 20 I 5 48 4 1.14
01134+5444 24.9 20 127- 8 48 13 44 2 .38L
01136+5650 37.5 24 126- 6 27 ' 10 47 3 .40
01136+5734 38.1 33 12_-5 601 28 50 2 .30L
01136+5159 38.8 52 127-10 39 I 8 54 3 .60
01137+5908 47.8 45 126- 3 39 I 11 75 3 .31L
01139+5544 56.5 49 127- 7 58 I 8 47 3 .25L
01140+5552 5.1 43 127- 7 25 i 8 47 3 .45
01142+5539 14.0 15 127- 7 27 ! 8 49 3 1.07
01142+5609 14.4_ 127-76 22 23 504 1.8601142+5581 14.7 127- 78 2 51 3 .25L
01143+5722 18.5 5 12_- 5 24 10 44 31 .79
01143+64o822.351 127-8 le g ,_ 4 ,5o
01143+5127 23.4 33 127-11 20 12 57 3 .53
011.+5629 27.8 22 t27-6 76 8 137 4 ,25L
01145+5902 30.934 126- 3 18 6 44 3 21.64
01145+5718 32.1 33 126-5 35 8 51 3, .39
01145+5813 33.119128-4 60 33 36 2 .43L
01148+5622 38.1 5 127- 6 19 8 53 4 .73
01146+5144 40.852127--1133 I 8 483 .50
01148+5906 50.9 7 126- 3 37 8 75 3 .25L01149+561958.358 127-6 55 13 51 2 .23
01150+5701 3,949' 127- 5 44 10 533! .38
01150+5732 5.322127- 5227 443 72.17
01152+5838 13.4 50 128- 4 29 16 49 3 .25L
01153+5715 23.8 25 127- 5 52 10 42 2 .37
01155+5809 35.4 18 127- 4 78 12 50 2 .31
01156+5930 37.4 57 126- 3 17 5 41 3 1.72
01156+52138.25112",,-10_ 8_ 47 31 .251_
01157+5400 42.9 6 127-8 U5 2/ 60 3, .25L0115_+585743.756 i_- 3 30 9 47 31 .43
01157+5753 43.8 42 127- 5 19 5 48 3 1.88
01157+5522 46.1 53 127- 7 23 10 45 3 .41
01158+5312 ;3.5 37 127- g 94 1 .29
01160+5610 2.0 22 127- 6 82 258 5_341 .37L
41 37 12 49 3j .25L01160+5117 2.5 127-11
01t60+5126 6.0 127-11 86 37' 47 2 .37L
o1161+55_ 7.4241127-8 37 87 53 _i 35L01161+5612 9.0 171 127-- 6 67 1. 42 _ .25L
01161+5025 9.1 45 127--12 29 9563 .54
01161+5738 10,4 17 127--5 48134t3 .300110,?.+_216.625 127-4 21 .92
o11_+so5217.o33 127-11 _ 3 55 3 2.56
01163+5604 18.9 . 127- 8 ._ 4 .So 41 14.83
01163+6440 20.328127- 844205517, 64 i3' .43L
01165+5627 30.5 20 127- 6 17 : 51 .42L
01165+5951 35.1 49 126- 3 68 841 ,31
01167+5146 42.0 46 127-11 6 _ 2.3001167+5722 43.4 17 127-5 22 1 3 .69
01167+5802 43.8 45 127-- 4 22 4 45 3 2.86
01167+5135 45,9 53 127-11 43 19 53 3 .25L011_,+5816,,057127_440351492 .25,
011_+5651,_9_0127_635 31,63 1.3001156+5715_2.,43127_524 71, 3 4.27
01169+5758 55.0 7 127--4 23 3 _(_ 33 3.211 1+_g7341 27_849, 5_01171+5_07534127_109312592 21
01172+5746 16.6 17 127-5 ._ 19 _ 2 .46L1 4+5742_1 27_5 29
01176+_94175o_;127_9 _ 9301177+521343.9 127-10_ 2_ 5858 .25L
01178+5208 49.2 51 127-10 19 3 55 4 1.01
Flux Density Fli_
fN_ Co]_ CornK'_=3









































































































100 ttrn Flux Con" A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coer R Flap" S 2 # T
8.12L F D J 9603113338 A 1 13 22112
9.79L BC AB 3 7500100008
10.13L BD BGD 0 3401000008 1 13 22114K5
7.99L B B F 9600020008 ' i 1
1,87 D K C 4680000008 ;
3.00 D NH F 9501000000 i
1.95L BB AA I 8600000000
2.44 D J C 9600000000 i
9.68L C CI 3401000008
3.65 D MGD 95OOOO01108
S,.-p
Name Type (") Ma 8
10 _ 92
10 ' 77
5.24 UD GHC 9501001338 C 1 32 X0111+595 85 12
12.651. C AFGD 9500100228 ' C
9.97L BB AA 2 9421100008
3.09 D C 9600000O081 ; I
3.82 D CL D 9600000008' l 1 23 OCL0319 86
3.39 C O F B 2601000308 4
3.37 DCC CAA 1500000000 2' 12 ZG 112+50 48 156
8.18L BC AAH 1 95010000081 1 2 [7024167 16 91
3.04L C B 65OO102OOO1
3.81: BC E AAHE 0 95011003081 4
1
9.28L B C 9400101008 i
1.26L C BG 5700000000 1 13 22130 KO 10 77
3.02 C J C 9501100O00
1.59L CC ABN 1 5500102000 1 1 V463CAS 46 3
7.49L B B! E 6500010008 13 22133 K5 6 80
11.28L C /I CF 8400000018
14.51L C A J I 9403110438 8
2.73L C E I SS000OO000
7.57L BF BC 0 9500020008 1
7.57L BD BB L 0 9400101008
;
10.BOL B BD i 9400000108
2.OOL B BI 9501100000 i
2.44L C AH! 4500000000!
2.10L BC AB 1 6600001000 2 13 22138 M0 8 80
2.69 8C NJ BA: 2501000100
11.64L BC AA 1 9401000008
2.11 C CFBD 9600000208 4
11.73L [3 KCL 3503000008 !
7.92L BC AC C 1 4501000008 I _ 1 VZ CAS 7 32.94L C 660o00o000
2.58L D BG 5600010000 1 13 22142 K7 9 85
1.23 O O i 870OOOOOOO
1.59L C AD 96000000003.55 co,cGee _OlOoo_ i
3.29 D' KJJC '501110108
3.09: E DiCFGD 2580010008 1, 2 DO24184 13: 98
8.80L BC AC 0 9400100008 1 13 221521(2 8' 75
11.43L, BC ;AB 2 3401000008 2 13 22151K5 5; 77
4.70 D E HD 9500000238 C
2 13 22164 61 3 751.67L CD ABB 6 9600120000I
3.14L; CJ GcJ _oooo2oo
1.65L BB BFGFI 5eooOOOOO03,64 ' 7500000010
9.25L!BBC C AAAK 0 9501000318 22 4 1 BQCA$ t6 3
2.13L B Ol 9700120000
2.23 D I F 560OO000OO
2.29L BC AD 1 9500210000 1 13 22159 K0 3 67
1.65L B B 9600010000 1 2 DO 24196 45 96
4.13 D J EBC 9601100538 8
2.72L] C CG D 9500210000
2.30L B BMM 7631000000
2.50L BBC AAAC 0 9620000000 41
4.58L C LEB
2.13L D C
2.60L C C E
10.08L CC AB I L 02.72 C C
3.30 C BJEI F9.57L B
1.80L BC ABE 1
9.86L C EB9.51L C
2.83 C HC
2.95 EC FCB
2,69 B F8.77L ILF ED

















2 13! 22163 K0
5 13 22165 MB
C 1 32 X0115+586






5.18L CB2.42L D K 8600000000 I t3 22179 K5 7 90
11.66L BC !ADFC,0 6400101208
4.77L BB IAAE 2 25OOO0OOO8
2.17L BBC AAB 1 9620000210 18 4 4 13 22182M2 2 81
2.70 C G B 9600000008
2.79L C ,I EDD 8500000000
3.47 C F C 9601000208
2.18LIBB AABC 1 9600000000
2.53LIBD BCJB 3 7631000000
2.01L BC AAM 4 5600101000 3 13 22188M 3 85
3.15 C C 9680000120 8
2.61 D EH 4631000010
1.95L 'CC AB 4 7700000000
2.26LiBB AA 2 5601100000 4 2 i DO 24230 32 931.75 C 0 7600101000 3 1 22191 FSP 3 52
2.51 C J C 9601000000
9.37L C O 9400001008
2.53L C GC 860O10000O
2.52L C D K 96O010000O
7.89L BD AE 0 9400000118 8 1 2 [:)024248 74 103
2.51 O I KI C 9601101OO8
6.04L BC AB 1 9501101008
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) ConfuSion Processing: 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
156
I I i_
Right Ascension: 01h17=51"-01"27m01 •
Posilion (I950)
Galactic Uncertainty
a 6 a 8 Coords 5MJ SMN 0






































































































Flux Density Flags Associations
12 u.m
(Not Coloe Cm'rccted,_ V L C
25 _m 60 tJ.m 1(30 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags = S 2 # T
*Confusion Rags: 6)-g) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 ,_m; 10) H/gh Source Density Region.
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a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 0(1 5
hm. ° , (s) (") I (') C) (')
01270+ 5931 1 128- :. ,d
01273+5908 128- _ ,t
01273+5753 128- _ ,4
01274 +5943 128- 4 E
01275+5607 128- ._ E
01275 + 5634 128 2 4
01275 + 5455 129 2 4
01277 + 5037 129 1 3 5
01278+5331 129 = 5 5
01278+5657 128- 2 4
01279 + 5445 129 2 4
01281+5956 9 128- 1 4
01282+5705 128 : 1 4
01282 + 5942 128 : 1 5
01282+5730 128-- : 2 4
01283+5621 128 ( 4 4
01283+ 5542 129- _ 2 4
01284+5011 129 1; 8 5
01285+5349 129- I 9 5
01285+5056 t29 1 6 5
01285+5452 129 _ 2! 4.
01285+5054 129-1 3; 5,
01287+5309 129- 4 2 4,
01287+5110 129-1' 2 5,
01289+5853 128 .' 31 4
01289+5029 129-1-' 4! 5:
01290+5355 11 129- I 11
01290+5600 2. 129 1 3' 4_
01290+5642 2. 129 ! 71 13
01290+5300 5. 129- ! 2t 5.
01293+5215 129 11 3t 64
01295 + 5350 129 ( 3, 4!
01295+5156 :; )29-- 1( 4( 5'
01296+5746 .! 128- z _ 41
01297+5437 129- ; 5( 4(
01300+5903 5., 128 _ 4; 5;
01301+5944 8.. 128- ; 3._ 4,
01301+5533 9.; 129- 7 2.¢ 5(
01301+5804 0. 128 4 2" 4;
01302+5441 4.! 129 7 2; 4[
01302+5729 7.: 129 5 21 4 <,
01302+5559 75 129- 6 51 4_
01303+5906 128- 3 5z 4z
01304+5624 129- 6 2"_ 4c.
01304 + 5320 129 9 7£ 5E
01304+5232 _ 29- 10 8£ 5E
01305+5949 = 128 2 3:' 4;
01306+5858 128 3 18 47
01307+5356 129- 8 5t 5E
01308+5829 ( 128- 4 25 84
01310+5728 _ 129 5 2_ 48
01310+5752 ; 129- 4 4g 51
01310+5449 ( [29 7 20 48
01315+55t0 ; 129- 7 35 49
01315+5909 ( 28- 3 19 48
01315+5210 ; 30-10 30 53
01317+5820 ; 29- 4 37 43
01317-f 5804 C 29 4 24 43
01317+5044 1 30 11 56 54
01317+5205 E 30 10 19 53
01317+5858 E 28- 3 60 42
01319+5134 E 30-10 58 15
01320+5754 1 29- 4 29 48
01320+5525 29 7 80 53
01322+5717 29- 5 94 45
01324+5515 29 7 50 50
01324+5154 30-t0 19 53
01326+5932 29- 3 21 ¢7
01326+5722 29- 5 30 $8
01327+5957 28- 2 27 ¢8
01327+5837 29- 3 39 17
01329+5344 30 8 59 17
01330+5816 29- 4 20 t7
01331+5359 30- 8 54 t7
01335+ 5337 30- 8 35 17
01336+5646 29 5 29 17
01337+5423 30- 8 30 16
01337 + 5704 29 5 31 t7
01337+5530 29- 7 29 15
01338+5702 29- 5 53 t8
01341 +5823 29 4 37 17
01341+5448 30- 7 75 [2
01342+5012 )0-12 28 _4
01344 + 5535 29 6 33 _3
01346+5754 29 4 37 )8
01346 + 5324 30 9 66 [5
01346+5710 29 5 35 )6
01347+5814 29- 4 65 16
01347+5436 30- 7 31 _0
01348 + 5743 29 4 17 _2
01348+5543 .8 29- 6 32 ;9
01350+5510 .5 30- 7 36 _9
01350+5852 29- 3 32 L6
01352+5713 29- 5 31 ;3
01353+5429 30- 8 27 ;2
01354+5800 3 ->9 4 26 ;7
01355+5211 )0-10 70 .9
01355+ 5045 )0-11 71 ;1
01355+5009 ;1-12 44 15
















































































































































































































Flux Corr A Confusion R
Uncs Coef R Flags* S
8 c [A B 38000000(
B ACI 65010100(
D K B 760100001
C CF 47001000(
D E 86020012(:
B C A A 9500OO20(
B CF E 96810014_
B C F 84000110C
I GJ 86000001C
B C A B K 950000045
B C A B 960000000
B C A A D 570000000
3BC AAD 940110013
3 O A C 47001000C
3 C A B 360000100
870000011




3 D A B t 960001100
3 Bt L 940111021
968100044
]D ABJ 950100011
: E E 950000000
HJ 856000023
B A A 870000000
] B L 650000000
D F 960200000
]B AB 960000100
I J J _ 960000010
I M DI 760000010




C HI El 770100010_
; E A E 940000000;
[ C A A M 860000001_
[ C _ A G 370100001_
IBB &AA 36011OO20_
I NHI 878100010_




)D 3 H ) 87000001 O(
;CC[ _AG[ 7600101411
[ H G { 770000000(
D[ ND[ 5700100321
;C _,.BF E 370110020(
[ J FE 560000010(
C _,A f' 370000000(
D( J BI )60000000(
C k A F E 750000100(
F HDE _6811OO001
( D E /'70100OO 1(
) E F 3701OO000(




C : D B _600OOOOOC
C _ C )6000OO00_
E E C 1700000008
) _50000OO08
C _C h t500001008
C _A 1600000008
E _D H 1600000008
D _B L C- 1700000OO_
C B i4OO000008
C L I C ;5OO000108
C _A F )701000000
; E ;701000OOO
C J 8 ;500000208
C ,CEE )500102208











C I ED 780001120
D D E DC 600000008






3 C D 8O00010OO
600010000
D F 600000000
C F B N 600100000





































Name Type (") Mag
22338 K5 72
22342 M0 85
DO 24410 4 108
_BG 0127+ 53 10 408
DO 24419 3 101






































a ,8 iC_OrbdS SMJ SMN (9)O ]2Froham. ,S, (s) ( C) C) N
:)1360+50_5 2,3 14 131-12 63 15 55 3 .33L
:)1361+5123 8.5 7 130--11 42 27 46 2 ,66L
31362+5415 14,7 41 130--8 26 3 51 3 2.90
31363+5239 22.0 41 130--9 37 8 52 3 .71
_i_4+5927 25.413 i_- 3 23 4 46 3 i.=
_I_,+55,7 _.8_ 13o-6; _ I_ 51,3 1.2349 3 .39L':)1364+5452 27.339 130- 7
:)1364+5242 27.7 16 130- 9 48 29 57 2 .41L
31365+5614 32.9!42 130- 6 56 12 45 2 .28
31366+5238 39.5159 130-9 21 6 52 3 2.55
:)1366+5357 41.4 130- 8 12 52 3 .25L
:)1368+5038 49.3 131-11 63 41 82 2 .25L
31368+5718 51.7 129- 5 32 16 55 2 .26L
31369+5228 54.6152 130- 9 56 8 53 3 .30
_)1369+5520 58.0!34 130- 7 36 11 47 2 .42
[)1370 + 5336 0.5 47 130- 8 25 7 50 3 5.13
31370+5810 0.9 16 129- 4 70 8 50 3 .25L
:)1370+5714 1.9 8 129- 5 72 18 48 2 .32L
01370+5939 3.0 4 129- 2 58 19 49 3 .25L
[)1372+5350 14.1 45 130- 8 31 9 51 3 1.10
01372+5129 14.7 54 131-10 54 15 51 2 .25L
31373+5153 19.3 1 131-10 34 10 53 3 .76
01376+5813 38.4 31 129- 4 32 9 47 3 .53
31376+5319 41.0 3 130- 9 28 6 48 3 !.20
31377+5433 43.4 42 130- 7 30 8 50 3 .39
01377+5934 43.7 49 129-2 65 21 54 2 .25L
:)1378+5807 48.9 9 129- 4 43 11 45 3 .36
:)1380+5022 1.1 8 131-11 39 14 50 3 .25L
:)1380+5610 5.1 52 t30- 6 114 17 55 2 .27
31381+5432 7.3 16 130- 7 47 3 51 3 .43
31381+5858 7.4 4 129- 3 3t 8 48 3 .94
:)1381+5732 11.1 2 130- 4 42 8 51 3 .62
:)1382+5248 13.6 34 130- 9 52 8 48 3 .43
31382+5339 15.7 47 130-8 33 26 57 2 .33L
31382+5641 16.2 7 130- 5 36 10 50 3 .62
31383+5614 20.4 36 130-6 33 21 55,_33 2.83[)1383 + 5719 22.1 34 130-5 42 .45
31383+5736 23.9 45 130-4 27 18 55 2 .27L
31384+5039 25.1 26 131-11 23 3 55 4 1.18
I)1386+5436 37.15 49 130-7 24 9 52 3 .48L
31387+5333 42.3 40 130-8 57 14 49 2 .28
01388+5740 53.5 45 130-4 33 8 43 2 .36
01389+5828 55.9 3 130-4 29 26 12 3 .25L
01389+5607 57.4 41 130-6 89 24 55 2 .64L
01389+5822 58.4 28 130- 4 46 16 54 2 .25L
01391+5119 9.£ t9 131-11 24 7 54 3 .28L
01392+5445 12.9 21 130- 7 68 8 50 2 .26
01392+5245 15.5 31 131- 9 33 27 56 3 .25L
01392+5416 :16.3 54 130- 6 42 20 51 3 .25L
01393+5428 '20.160 130-7 22 14 47 2 .25L
01393+5901 21.9 12 129- 3 62 11 44 2 .2401393+5402 !22.E 130- 8 30 3 52 3 .25L
01393+5200 123.9! 35 131-10 36 17 51 3 .25L
01395+5357 :)1.2 48 130- 8 54 8 52 3 .43L
01397+5615 _,5.7 36 130- 6 27 6 50 3 4.70
01399+5107 54.3 57 131-11 54 27 57 2 .46L
01399+5512 55.1 14 130-7 44 12 48 3 .47
01399+5947 57.2 14 129-2 47 18 48 3 .25L
01399+5906 50.0 45 130- 3 19 3 47 3 1.43
01400+5922 0.0 60 129- 3 29 3 51 3 1.12
01402-1-5833 15.4 1 130- 3 24 6 51 3 6.88
01402+5602 17.1 27 130-6 50 30, 45 2 .57L
01402+5436 17.4 26 130-7 35 17 57 2 .25L
01404+5t15 26.7 52 131-11 20 41 52 3 3.62
01405+5026 31.1 15 131-11 20 7' 53 4 7.61
01405+5446 31.5 43 130- 7 24 11 80 .25L
01406+5825 36.7 55 130- 3 36 3 ._ 1.5601406+5021 40.2 49 131-11 33 3 .79
01406+5700 40.8 45 130- 5 58 10 46 2 .42
01408+5605 49.1 13 130-6 32 10 52 3 .45
01408+5533 52.6 17 130-6 60 21 52 3 .25L
01409+5616 596 33 130-6 33 10 50 3 .61
01410+5412 2.7 3 131-8 26 8 50 3 .26L
01413+5125 21.5 31131-10 21 9 52 3 .25L
01413+5459 23.4 541 131- 7 50 33 54 2 .74L
01414+5308 25.0 01 131- 9 60 17 49 2 .31
01414+5604 27.1 4L 130-6 24 9 49 3 .25L
01414+5726 29.8 53 130- 4 25 8 48 3 1.00
01415+5724 32.0 47 130- 4 24 14 49 3 .25L
01415+5609 32.1 52 130- 6 28 12 50 3 .25L
01416+5145 41.8 10 131-10 51 22 53 3 .25L
01417+5346 44.1 6 131- 8 45 18 45 2 ,25L
01417+5454 45.0 21 131- 7 53 8 49 3 .44
01417+5944 47.9 42 130- 2 18 11 44 3 .25L
01419+5637 54.2 4 130- 5 23 3 53 3 1.00
01419+5342 56.5 5 131- 8 36 8 52 3 .91
01420+5002 1.7 24 132-12 49 8 52 3 .85
01423+5526 18.9 42 131- 6 27 4 50 3 1.41
01424+5638 25.4 12 130- 5 72 13 46 2 .23
01425+5333 30.2 48 131 8 66 36 57 3 .25L
01425+5056 30.3 33 132-11 38 18 55 3 .25L
01425+5719 32.2 9 130-5 34 10 49 3 .23:
01425+5127 34.8 55 131-10 61 21 49 3 .25L
01425+5844 35.3 44 130 3 26 15 54 3 .25L
01426+5500 37.3 27 131 7 40 3 49 3 .25L
01426+5708 37.6 4 130- 5 43 8 46 3 .25L
01427+5557 46.2 56 131 6 50 18 47 2 .25L
01427+5746 47.4 50 130- 4 44 24 51 3 .25L
01425+5311 53.8 41 131- 9 37 3 53 3 1.07
Flux Density Flags
(Not Color _)







































































































I(30 _m Flux Corr A ConfUSiOn R S A
Unos Coef R Rags" S 2 # T
1.47: CC MBC 4600100000
1.25 C K I C 3700000220
6.54L BB AA 1 350O0OO008
1.80: B C AGFE 4600200430
8.42L BC AB 0 9500OO0008
1.77: BD D ABEB 0 6500000008
7.95L C E
2.30 D D
5.32L C CH F
1.45L BD ABI
7.40L C C N
3.84 CD FCA














5.20L BB AABC 1 7400000008
2.24 C G 7800000000
14.80L D E 9500203108
3.11 D LI HC 7600000318
7.48L BC ABH 2 6400001008
1.48L C KCG !700000010
1.39L BE AFML 0 17000000(0
1.94L C BK E ;800100000
7.34L BD ADM 0 5400000008
9.83L B BNJ 9600120208
3.11 E F C 76000OO208
1.52L F D N 680013O0(_
1.40 CC FED 5500001000
9.33L C G )501101418
6.15: C F C DC 8680222408
9.80L B A F F 4500000008
15.92L B ADK 9600200328
1.79L C CL 4601000000
1.99 E C 55000000O8
3.46L B D BCEF 9681001208
5.35: BBCC AAEC 3 )681201418
15.92L C C )401222508
5.51L C I DBE )700100118
1.29L BD AC 0 560OO0OOOO
9.05: CD GEDB 8600031408
6.43L C E I 3400000008
8.31L C B JF 9600000118
2.17 C E 5700000510
2.39 D KC 6600000008
1.88L D CJ 3700100310
9.29 BFF FBBA 3400002200
7.00L D E 7500000008
3.36 C GCD 4581000130
2.66 D I MB 9700000228
5.32 ED CC 4681110518
13.09L C D 9500000008
4.24: ECC DAA 9680100028
4.27 C F I C 460_)00320
6.90L C B 7500100008
8.39L B B E A A E 0 9500000008
1.53 D D 26OOOO0O0O
9.51L C D I 9500010008
2.93 B GB 8700OOO000
6.83L BC AB F 4721000008
9.38L DD AB 3 5600001008
7.33L BBE AAAK 0 9501000018
2.50 D BG D 9600000238
9.22L D DC 5601122338
1.64L BB AAGH 2600000100
1.52L BBC AAAB 2 2600100100
11.63: CO GGGB 7502012318
7.73L BE AC 0 9500000008
1.56L BD AC F 3 0600100100
7.11L F CFDI 9601000008
8.96L DD DFI 3 9500100338
3.11 E GC 9600000238
10.82L B BH 9500010008
5.32 CC I KCA 9500001408
2.01 CC HGAB 5600000000
3.25 E C 9600001218
9.64L D 94000000O8
6.24 DCE J FAA 9500200458
8.49L B AEKF 9500121548
7.86 E :DDHB 9500221548
8.24L C E A C 9500100258
2.32 B GI C 7501000010
2.68 CD KCC 8700100308
8.49L D C 9501000218
6.45 DC I I GC ;9681000100
6.10L CE BE 0 9510100108
9.99L BD ADG 0 I 7500101008
1.10L B AC ! 5600000000
8.15L BC AB 5 i 9400020028
9.28L C EJ I L l 9400200008
2.52 D B ' 2500000008
2.69 D J C 9600000228
6.82L CDC EBBH 2 9501000008
3.10 C HFC 5601000420
10,83L C KCCB 9500214408
7.47 DE DBD 9581000548
3.37 DD CI C 9700000448
2.38 D I B 9500000238
3.83 C K B 9600000458
7.47L C AD F 6500010008
"Confusion Rags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 Fm; 10) High Source Density Region.
Declination: +50"-+60"
Associations
Name Type (Se_ Ma8
8
1 1 EU PER
C 1 13 22480K2
1 19 31
: C 1 32 X013O+527
C 2 13 22483K7
1 2 IX) 24585
4
4 I
l 1 2 DO 24594
4 13 2249_ K2
4
2 13 22497 M2
1 2 DO 24604
2 13 22505 K2
1 2 DO 24614
1 13 : 22506 K2
4
1 2 0024618
1 2 DO 24619
4 1 32 X0138+562


















1 2 DO 24644 87 9E
1 17 74 60
4 1 32 X0139+584 94
4 1 13 22520 B9 8 61
6 2 11 PK130-10.1 29 121
8 1 32 X0139+527 95
I
5 1 32 X0139+540 112
C 1 32 X0139+520 21 1;
4 13 22538 M0 5 81
1 1 V477 CAS 29
1 1 V476 CAS 28
1 13 22541 G5 10 6;
; 3 3 RAFGL 4132S 12 11
A
i 4 13 22551 K5 3 6;
5 °13 22554 BOP 2 4 '
2
1i 78 161-1 22659 5 11 •DO 24686 85 111
1 39 OC+568 54 141,=
4
2 13 22565 M0 17 8(
4 1 32 X0141+541 26
1 2 DO 24717 63 01
1 1 2 DO 24716 49 10:
1
1 13 22586K0











C 1 32 X0142+514
6 1 32 X0142+587













a 6) Coords SMJ SMN (O)ham. ,B, (s) ( I b (") (") N
Flux Density
(Not Coler Corrected)
25 _.m 60 p,m
(Jansky)
I
01429+5730 58.3!15 130--4 31 10 5513
01431+5430 11.8 34 131- 7 53 14 471 2
01432+5951 17.5 8 130- 2 29 27 70 _3
01432+5658 17.7 42 130- 5 52 20 51 ! 3
01434+5119 27.4 53 132--10 23 10 53 3
01436+5311 40.8 20 131--9 26 7 54 3
01437+5645 47.4 25 130-5 61 12 47 2
01438+5710 51.4 32 130--5 23 20 50 2
01439+5746 56.8 17 130--4 20 8 49 3
01439+5117 57.7 21 132-10 48 8 52 2
01440+5753 0.0 35 130-4 22 8 49 3
01440+5240 3.4 48 t31-9 55 12 50 2
01440+5036 5.1 40 132-11 31 8 53 3
01441+5848 8.4 25 130- 3 23 3 48 3
01441+5127 10.3 12 132-10 52 13 59 2
01443+5035 21.1 53 132--11 39 26 45 2
01443+5339 23.1 43 131- 8 32 9 57 2
01444+5804 24.9 3 130-- 4 55 3 54 3
01445+5738 35.4 15 130-- 4 37 15 45 3
01446+5839 36.1 3 130-- 3 23 16 57 3
01446+5602 39.4 55 131- 6 20 3 56 3
01447+5924 47.4 6 130-- 2 22 10 51 3
01448+5122 48.5 59 132-10 43 10 52 3
01448+5421 52.6 55 131-- 7 58 14 47 2
01449+5909 54.9 32 130-- 3 41 30 52 3
01450+5259 3.4 54 131-- 9 43 15 57 2
01451 +5754 8.7 25 130-- 4 57 21 47 2
01451 +5347 10.8 38 131-- 8 37 19 56 3
01451+5920 11.2 26 130-- 2 41 9 51 3
01453+5818 19.0 20 130-- 3 33 8 52 3
01453+5849 20.5 7 130-- 3 36 10 51 3
01453+5852 21.9 46 130-- 3 64 i 8 51 2
01454+5732 25.6 17 131-- 4 28 8 49 301454+5224 26.7 1 132-- 9 32 I 1_ 53 3
01454+5738 29.0 53 131-- 4 42 8 49 3
01456+5428 38.6 29 131-- 7 40 8 53 3
01456+5353 39.3 28 131-- 8 23 12 49 2
01457+5445 43.4 8 131-7 30 25 49 3
01457+5354 47.7 25 131- 8 37 t8 52 2
01459+5950 55.1 10 130- 2 32 12 51 3
01459+5922 58.0 34 130- 2 25 13 46 3
01459+5810 58.5 21 i t30- 4 66 24 56 2
01460+5557 1.1 26 i 131-6 31 9 53 3
01460+5236 1.2 41 i 132- 9 62 18 50 2
01460+5333 1.8 81 131- 8 43 9 51 3
01461+5128 8.1 45! 132--10 46 9 53 3
01461+5356 11.2 231 131- 8 49 10 52 3
01461+5519 11.6 8 131- 8 41 11 50 3
01462+5343 15.0 42 131- 8 29 6 53 3
01462+5t02 18.0 41 132 11 59 16 58 2
01463+5339 20.0 39 132- 8 20 10 53 31
01463+5458 20.8 39 131- 7 74 27 47 21
01464+5539 25.9 44 131-- 6 76 22 55 3
01465+5309 31.6 37 t32- 8 46 15 51 31
01466+5300 38.8 35 t32- 9 26 14 45 3!
01466+5817 39.7 52 t31-3 3211 5031
01467+5223 44.9 58 132- 9 50 8
01467+5339 45.6 45 132- 8 22 6 [
01467+5851 46.4 22j 130-- 3 60 19 48 21
01467+5320 46.8 46 132- 8 52 8 50 3i
01468+5255 50.5 31 132- 9 56 24 58 2
01468+5816 51.9 49 131- 3 34 8 141 3
01468+5325 52.6 58 132- 8 30 8 52 3
01470+5558 4.4 10 131-6 45 8 52 3
01471+5843 6.5 58 130- 3 41 14 51 3 i
01472+5331 13.4 37 132-8 60 19 48 2i
01472+5458 14.0 16 131- 7 38 10 51 3
01472+5329 14A 44 132- 8 18 5 53 3
01472+5048 15.8 3 132 11 53 26 52 3
01473+5156 18.4 59 132-10 75 16 54 3
01474+5630 25.5 55 131- 5 36 8 52 3
01474+5317 27.7 60 132- 8 24 10 51 3
01474+5813 28.5 13 131--4 27 3 50 3
01474+5416 28.6 24 132- 7 25 9 52 3
01475+5204 30.1 46 132-9 28 8 54 3
01475+5713 33.7 54 131 4 28 8 52 3
01475+5901 34.7 23 130-3 57 8 54 3
01476+5548 37.9 34 131- 6 50 10 50 3
01477+5141 43.3 2 132-10 36 10 48 2
01477+5826 44.4 4 131- 3 73 25 46 2
01478+5242 48.8 12 132- 9 42 181 57 2
01479+ 05757431132_11341101_4+5337 _.3 lg 132-8 16
o1_÷5001 29016 132-9 ,_ 19 51 301465+5408.2 9 132-7 35 8=53 3
01466+551738.31 131-6 28 8i_014666+5923 39.9 32 131- 2 34 17 =
01466+5242 40.7 28 132- 9 40 18 [ 51 3
01487+5453 42.6 46 132-- 7 30 7 I 53 3
01489+5406 55.1 55 132- 7 41 8 52 3
01489+5438 56.4 2 132-- 7 104 28 46 2
01489+5643 58.1 39 131-- 5 20 9 51 3
01489+5704 59.0 26 131-- 5 44 8 54 3
01490+5353 1.0 50 132-- 8 25 6 53 3
01491 +5928 6.6 3 131--2 24 10 51 3
01491+5504 6.6 57 132- 7 39 8 54 3
01491+5735 11.8 28 131- 4 34 8 55 3
01493+5919 23.7 13 131-- 2 48 17 5t 2
01496+5925 38.7 44 131 2 45 20 49 2







































































































1(30 /_m Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Coef R Flags"
4.69 EDI ECA 9600022408
8.34L C ] FG 8601000008
3.64 C J KCD 9700000220
2.30 C J HC 6700000218
5.53 FC EEEA 9500100308
5.61L BC AA 0 45(X)000008
9.20L C C G 9400000008
3.92: FD HI B 9603011328
3.31: BD D AEJC 2 9600000548
8.42L F C 9401100008
7.47L BB AAG 0 9500100438
7.93L C A M 9500000008
5.01L BE AGNF 0 9500100008
3.32L CCF ABCC 1 ' 9700001108
6.94L C B












16.18 DE MI GD
10.12L! B A E
9.23L' B B E
6.36 DE DA










2.09 D J C
C
S 2 # T Name Type Mag
2
2 13 22610 K7 3 9(
C




8.42L D B K
14.24L B CGFC




3.13 E L B
2.26 D B
6.16 DC BB
4.95L C N C B
11.75L C F
2.83 D LCD
71.67 CCCF BBCA 9 930023333C
9.43L C GEl D 8601041218
20.15L F MJ C 930023420C
7.78L C KE 9503100518
10.71L B BE 9501100008
20.15 DFED BCBB 9 944023350C
2_86L D MMA B 9500000008
4.00 DC KHFB 7700001508
6.13 E B 940111060(3
8,24L D CI D 9501000008 1 13 22661 K0
20.15L CBE AAAF 0 935113360C 26 3 5 13 22663 M5
1 13 22620 K0 2 7C
2 13 22621 K7 11 8_
1 17 84 N 14 14C
1 13 22622 K7 8 8.=






95C0154666 B 1 32 X0144+566 103 11
4 9400000008
3600100008 1 13 22629 1<2 4 8(
8 9500110108
5800000008 1 2 1:)O24800 58 11,=
9700000208
7401000008 1 13 22633 K0 17 8;
950313O1O8 1
6581O13548 E
9600100118 2 13 22638 M0 7 9(
9501000108
9680100318
9600100308 2 13 22641 K7 7 8.=







9600001300 4 1 32 X0145+598 21
9644042558 3
97OO0OO0O8
BBJ 6 8400000008 1 2 DO24629 87 12_
9500000_208
944201132C
9500010008 I 2 DO 24837 79 111
5400211328 I 2 DO 24630 47 11(
9600010208 4
3 730030210C 2 1 1 EVPER 22
95OOOOOO08





9501100008 1 2 DO 24844 80 1t.=
940OOO12O8
B 1 32 X0146+536 69 11
1 1 32 X0146+588 87
3
2 13' 22658 K7 2 87
3 1 32 X0146+534 35
8 8.=
3 8_
t 13 22668 K2 9 7.=
2 13 22669 K5 4 7E
1 2 DO 24859 76 t0_
1 2 DO 24868 71 9E
2 16 00627 66 140(
2 13 22678 F5 13 5_
2.08 D D
2.83 D J F B
2.11L B BE
6.23: DD j ABBD6.68L B C , 0
7.36L B !B D
9.39L B i B E
1.61L B BDG
8.28L C N G
2.72 D G D
9.83L C BE
2,19 D C




















C 1 32 X0147+509 60 1;
2 13 22686 K7 6 8E
C
1 2 DO 24896
4
4 1 32 X0148+549
2 13 22695 M0
6.50L BF BCM 0 6300121008 66 91
3.40 CC LKBB 9600000108
8.46 EE HC 9481110458
4.04 CC GBFB 9601000308
3.74: CCCC EEJC 1 9501003408 25 4
9.01L C CGM 7300121008 15 87
2.07 D F C 9600000008
1_80L DD AC 0 2600000000 3 1 EWPER 28 3
1,84L B D I 1500001000 1 1 BX PER 35 3
4.12L BB AAEF 0 9600000000
5.47 C EE BGDD 9402111868
6.82L D BD 9500100108 2 13 22699 BO 13 75
5.66L BD BC J 3 5500101008 1 1 V350PER 81 3
7.54L C L C 9401000008 I
11.34L D ND 9300210558 1 39 OC+583 59 1415
5.79L B CD K 950100021C 1 16 00640- K7 43 100
"Confusion Rags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confm'ned Sources PW').
160




01497+5238 45.2 59 132-9 34 19 54
01500+5654 1.1 49 131-5 55 8 51
015O0+5054 3.2 15 133-11 22 10 55
01501+5225 7.0 17 132-9 39 8 53
01501+5641 8.4 8, 131- 5 54 12 57
01504+5615 25.0 2 131- 5 34 8 52
01504+5953 25.8 38 131-2 11 3 168
01505+5400 31.56132-8 28 753
01505+5903 31.7 44 131-3 52 8 51
01505+5940 33.4 49 131-2 31 8 501
01506+5429 40.4 43 132-7 43 10 49
01507+5340 ¢2.1 17 132- 8 53 20 52
01507+5239 42.3 43 132- 9 28 12 58
01508+5152 48.6 18 133--10 25 7 56
01509+5740 59.9, 47 131-- 4 22 10 52
01510+5130 4.4 18 133-10 47 8 56
01511+5703 6.C 6 131--5 22 6 51
01512+5953 16.7 8 131-- 2 40 8 55
01512+5555 17.7 26 132- 8 50 15 52
01515+5632 33.1 58 132- 5 30 21 60
01515+5003 33.1 133-11 32 3 57
01515+5620 34.6!12 132- 5 18 9 52
01516+5407 37.9 49 132- 7 60 11 58
01516+5958 38.8 9 131- 2 31 13 49
01518+5819 52.3 39 131- 3 44 12 55
01518+5356 53.9 19 132- 8 42 10 53
01520+5346 5.4 30 132- 8 83 34 50
01521+5711 6.9 14 131- 4 29 '_ 3 55
01521+5224 9.8 46 133- 9 32 7 55
01522+5901 14.6 35 131-- 3 32 12 52
01522+5557 16.8 28 132- 6 70 27 49
01523+5541 24.0 31 132- 8 31 6 54
01524+5115 27.7 14 133-1( 63 27 60
01525+5126 33.2 38 133-10 45 8 54
01525+5201 35.2 57' 133- 9 67 17' 51
01527+5946 47.3 24 131- 2 30 7 54
01528+5957 50.0 33 t31- 2 73 8 54
01530+5941 3.9 53 131- 2 28 7 90
01530+5148 5.4 52 133-10 31 6 55
01531+5900 10.1 51 131- 3 22 6 54
01532+5646 17.1 21 132-- 5 24 4 51
01532+5904 17.4 4 131- 3 55 3 137
01533+5612 23.9 32 132- 5 50 15 48
01535+5300 31.C 6 133- 8 106 19 59
01536+5214 36._ 40 133- 9 28 6 55
01536+5110 37.E 33 133-10 28 10 53
01537+5921 42.1 60 131- 2 34 3 89
01537+5100 147.E 17 133-10 28 6 54
01537+5915 47.6 40 131- 2 53 11 5101533+s8344814313t-3 23 7 48
01538+5422 51.8 38 132-- 7 70 20 55
01540+5047 2.1 25 133-10 I 28 12 84
01541+5958 9.8!26 131-- 2 23 7 53
01542+5843 17.3 52 131-- 3 41 3 52
01543+5222 21.234 133-- 9 56 21 50
01544+5736 24.6 5 132--4 63 28 58
01545+5723 30.6 7 132- 4 68 13 48
01545+5932 32.8 54 131- 2 25 8 54
01545+5651 33.4 23 132-- 5 54 12 48
01546+5956 38.4 43 131- 2 36 8 54
01546+5711 40.2 13 132- 4 50 8 48
01547+5157 43.1 45 133- 9 48 14 53
01547+5632 45.3 41 132-- 5 96 25 52
01547+5922 45.8 28 131-- 2 24 6 55
01547+5402 46.7 20 133-- 7 33 8 53
01547+5034 47.2 31 134--11 36 10 54
01548+5555 48.4 8 132-- 6 65 16 52
01548+5051 53.3 15 133--10 32 14 49
01548+5421 53.7 51 133-- 7 37 10 55
01550+5901 0.3 301 131- 2 24 6 I 54
01551+5458 8.5 19 132-- 6 27 5 55
01551+5825 9.3 21 132-- 3 41 10 52
01552+5250 12.8 7 133- 8 45 8 55
01554+5732 28.7 3 132-4 28 9 50
01555+5125 31.2 4 133-10 56 9 52
01555+5239 ,2.6 10 133--9 23 7 54
01555+5055 35.49134--10 24 10 85
01556+5851 38.0, 52 132--3 39 28 59
01557+5759 43.71 42 '132-- 3 21 8 53
01557+5208 47.7 49 133--9 22 7 54
01560+5607 2.C 30 132-5 48 12 53
01331+5035 6.3 12 134-11 57 22 58
01561 +5945 8.6 52 131--2 23 7 54
01562+5434 15.2 49 133--7 20 5 85
01563+5855 22.4 7 132--3 30 7 54
01563+5926 22.7 59 131--2 42 30 65
01566+5711 41.438 132-4 67 28 49
01567+5359 44.334 133-7 40 11 49
01567+5530 47.441 133-6 26 9 51
01568+5751 51.0 35 132-4 33 26 54
01569+5133 58.534 134--10 30 13 82
01571+5125 10.947 134-10 81 18 52
01571+5050 11.2 0 134-10 21 11 81
01572+5844 15.5 33 132- 3 27 6 55
01572+5240 16.5 14 133- 9 125 26 60
01573+5900 19.9 37 132- 2 46 9 55
01573+5221 20.3 26 133- 9 58 12 53
01574+5346 25.0 35 133- 7 23 7 54
01574+5822 29.2 26 132- 3 30 7 54





































































































Small"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed
Flux Density
('Not Color Corrected)
25 _m 60 _m tCO p.m Flux
(Jansky) Uncs
.25L .40L 2.11 C
.25L .55 1.35L C
.27: .40L 6.60L B D
.26L .40L 8.48L B
.64L .40L 2.26L g E G
.25L .40L 8.61L
1.92 3.34: 9.86: BCDD AADC
1.60 1.15L 5.69L BB AAJ
.25L .40L 9.85L C D
.37L .57L 4.62 E L F E B
.25L .40L 2.11 C AB
.25L 1.09L 2.10 C E C
.25L .49L 3.83L C C GG
2.63 .47L 1.71L I B B AACB
.23: 1.78 5.68 ECE FDAB
.25L .59 3.79 DC FNDB
1.71 .33: 1.29L BBD AAC
.33: .40L 11.37L BE ACM
.25L .58 9.34L C HKCF
.25L .51L 4.60 C EFFC
I
.72 .40L 5.21L BC !A_
.19: .40L 5.51L CD D
.25L .40L 2,57L C C E
.25L 1.31L 7,52 D FGC
.25L .5OL 2.35 C B B B
.24: .40L 1.10LED BB
.63L .40L 1.77 C D
.79 .40L 1.56L BC AAEF
.25L 3.01 4.37 CC L I AA
.30 .40L 8.53L CC BBGG
.63L AOL 2.51 F C
.52 .40L 9.07L BC AB
.66L .52L 3.42 C KJ D
.25L .40L 1.62L C BC
.25L .45 2.36L C J DD
.85 .40L 11.47L BC AB
.25L .53L 3.24 D E B
.55 .4OL 9.33L EC ABEE
.63 .40L 1.53L BC AB
5.05 1.39 7.28L BBC AAA
.66 .40L 2.01L BC AA
.41 .4OL 9.93L CC ACM
.27L .60 7.26L D GD
.60L .40L 1.96 D HA
.39 .40L 6.49L B D A B
.25L .40L 1.86L D C J F F
.30L 4.87 26.64 BCcCE EDDB
.54 .40L 6.00L AB
.25L .60 13.68L C G O
.25L .64 6.92: CC GLCB
.57L .40t 2.21 C LFNF
.25L .82 343 CC HFCB
.73 .40L 10.39L BC AB
.25L 1.t0: 5.89 CC GDBC
.25L .45L 1.91 E E B
.25L .45L 3.88 D I D
.25L .45L 2.02L C H
2.43 .33L 9.89L BB AAF
.25L .77 2.15L D L B
.25L .46L 12.06L B A I
.25L .40L 2.47 C J C
.25L .62 1.75L F CC
.83L .40L 2.14 E GI B
.44 .78L 8.79L CC ABHF
.27L .40L 1.42L C BBI D
.26: .40L 5.35L CF BC
.25L .40L 3.28 D L C
.53L i .40L 3.89 E DNBB
.25L .40L 1.83L D C D
4.03 .83 8.62L BBC AABI
4.96 1.11 8.24L BBC AAA
.25L .40L 1.77: D E AD C
.25L .40L 6.88L B BH
.32 .40L 1.58L BD AB M
.25L .40L 2.15L C C
2.70 1.85 2.16L BBC AAAD
.25L 1.18 7.30 CD FCC
.25L .40L 3.30 C J FB
3.05 .77 6.57L BBC
2.11 .49: 1.10L CBD
.25L .67 7.05L C
.25L .40: 2.60 DC
.67 .49L 8.99L BC
18.71 2.82 2.21 BBCC
.94 .40L 8.30L ' B C
.34L .54L 3.04 D
.25L .40L 1.94 C
.59L .40L 1.72 C
.3t .40L 5.73L BC
.25L .40L 2.02 C
.25L .67 4.76 E E
.25L .40L 2.55L C
.25L 1.04 9.49: C C
16.11 2.89 4.95: BBCE
.25L .40L 2.22 D
.25L .40L 10.23L D
.25L .40L 1.59L C
.73 .40L 1.24L BC
1.82 .40L 6.58L BB
.60 .40L 9.80L BC
Flags
V L
Corr A Confusion R S
















































































AAAA 2 9481001000 15




BC 5 8401003008 2




AAAD 3 8500100378 26
C 7500000008
B B F 7500000008
E 96O00OOOO0
AA 1 6600000000
AAGK _' 7400000008ABGK 8501001008






2 13; 22709 K7
2 13 22711 K5
t 2 DO 24940
8 5 2 DO 24938
3 13 22717 M5
2 13 22720 K7
C
2 2 DO 24955
2
C 1 32 X0151+514
8 2 13 22731 K7
C 1 32 X0151+565
3 13 22736 K2
1 13 22740 G5
1 t3 22741 M0
1 BZ PER
2 13 22753 B3
C _
2 13 22755 K5
C
1 13 22760K0
1 12 ZG 152+52
8 1 X CAS
2
2 1 V481 CAS
13 22777 K5
F 32 X0153+593
1 2 DO 25043
F 1 32 X0153+585
2 13 22785 K5





2 13 22798 K5





2 7 133-8 1
1
1 2 DO25103




E 1 32 X0156+515
1 13 22836 K2
1 1 CD PER




Right Ascension: 01h57'=36"-02_[)4=56 •
Posirloo (1950)
Name H
O=lactlc UncertainZy i C 12 Fm
a 8) Coords SM] SMN 6 :ham, o5, (0 ( I b (") (") (')'N
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)




1(_ pm Flux Corr A Confusion _ S2 # AUncs Coef R Rags"
01576+5551 36.460133-- 5 39 11 472 .27 .25L
01578+5108 37.317134-10 35 9 583 .99 .25:
01577+5316 47.5 45 133- 888 _1212 .41 ,63L01578+5517 48.552133- 6 81 25 ; 2 .25L .25L
01579+5015 55.053134-11 25 8 56' 3 .42 .65
01579+5025 55.159134-11 43 14 522 .40L .25L
01579+5203 57.257134-, 35 10 563 .68 .25L
01579+5500 59.441 133- 6 50 8 532 .63L .25L
01580+5803 0.040132-3 18 6 543 22.25 6.39
01580+5401 3.150133-7 50 26 543 .25L .25L
01581+5811 7,8 12 132-- 3 38 8 52 3 .46 ,27L
01582+5913 14.49132-2 49 8 563 .43 .25L
01582+5735 16.349132-4 24 7 553 3.53 1.10
01582+5435 16.5]14133-723 10 553 .47 .25L
01583+5918 19.5 0 132- 2 55 14 53 3 .25L .25L
220i 133_025 7.. 45501584+5243 26.2 134- 8 37 11 .25L .25L
01585+5445 32,0 133- 6 53 26 52 ,25L ,59L
01585+.5305 34.39133- 8 45 8 553 .28: .44
01588+5816 50.347132- 3 64 21 53 I 3 .25L .25L
01588+5207 53.332 t34- 9 28 8 553 .25L ,25L
01589+5414 56.238133-7 42 10 563 .38 .25L
01589+5219 57.77134-9 29 7 583 3.23 1.01
01592+5750 14,0 20 132- 3 28 i 4 54 3 3.47 1,36
01592+5945 15.020132- 243 15 55 3 .25L .25L
01592+5541 15.332133- 6 5721 553 .25L .25L
o1560+._s 213 45 133-5 101 _ 5, 2 .40L .51L
01595+5821 31_2 45 132--3 23' 9 55 3 .99 .53
01596+5340 36.6 20 133-- 7 73 ' 35 50 2 .76L .61L
015_+5435 37.7 33 133-- 7 45 6 5,4 3 .25L .25L
01596+5703 41.8 48 133- 4 21 9 53 3 .68 .29
o15.7+5157 46.319 134-, 24 8 58 3 178 .89
01597+5459 47.1 31 133--8 24 6 54 3 70.76 28.42018_+573857.157 132-4 32 7 55 3 141 .41
01599+5032 57.236 134-10 24 8 57 3 .82 .31
02001+5009 8.651 134-11 21 6 59 3 2.01 .87
02001+5900 10.1 47 132- 2 55 14 53 3 .25L .25L
02001+5133 10.6 24 134-10 75 12 60 2 .37 .27:
02002+5024 16.8 36 134--11 67 23 61 2 .28L .25L
02004+5844 27.4 56' 132-- 3 30 12 54 3 .32 .25L
02007+5157 43.6 26 134-- 940 13 51 2 .34 .25L
02007+5015 45.7 3 135--11 61 14 54 3 .25L .25L
02007+5315 46.613134-8 31 8 55 3 .92 .34L
02010+5718 0.136 133-4 74 27 49 2 .27L .56L
02010+5229 1.724134- , 5210 593 .53 .25L
02010+545"1 3.4 55, 133- 8 25 8 87 3: 1.08 .35
02010+5127 3.7 121134-1o 59 12 55 2 ,33 .25L
02012+5000 12.5 51 135-11 42 10 55 3 .42 .25L
02012+5836 13.140 132- 3 33 8 593 .46 .25L
02012+5718 14.4 5: 133- 4 31 9 55 3 2.19 1.05
02013+5411 21.7 0 134- 7 54 8 55 2 .42 .25L
02013+53_3 21.927i 134- 8 46 9 553 .25L .25L
02014+5543 25.1 2133-5 42 27 533 .25L .25L
02014+5305 29.554134- 8 49 10 593 .40 .25L
02015+5825 31.551, 132- 3 46 14 543 .25L ..25L
02015+5138 33.059! t34 , 61 81433 .31 .25L
02015+5301 33.716134-B 35 8 593 .59 .23:
02016+5802 36.60133-3 21 6 553 6.64 3.18
02019+5903 54.624132- 2 54 14 553: .25L .25L
02019+5946 57.351132- 2 47 15 552 .39 .18:
02019+5257 59.160134-8 46 13 573 .38L .25L
02020+5024 4.352 135-11 35 11 543 .30L .25L
02021 +5720 6.958133- 4 47 18 543 .25L .25L
02021+5522 8.5 17 133-- 6 34 20 60 2 .25L .25L
02021+5638 10.848133- 5 4522 _ 553 .25L .25L
02022+5402 13.612134- 7 65 8 i 54333 .31L .25L
02023+5042 18.911135-10 54 9 562 .31 .25L
02023+5956 22.0 11 132- 2 31 17 55 .25 .25
02024+5916 29.221133- 3 24 1256 .25L .25L
02024+5917 29.7 2 132- 2 70 22 50 2 .62L .28L
02027+5603 $6.845 133 5 27 1.84 .51
02029+5426 59.452 134- 7 11 60 ! .76 .29L
02030+5818 3.655 133- 3 39 8 55 3 .25L .25L
02031+5211 10.241 134- 9 42 8 56 3 1.02 .21:
02031+5355 11.1 1 134- 7 122 42 61 2 .27L .25L
02032+5636 12.243 133- 5 19 6 53 3 1.21 .41
12 59 202032+5956 ;17.027132- 1 81 .50L .25
02033+5924 19.421 132- 2 65 19 51 2 .28 .25L
02033+5504 '_1,8 36134- 8 _ 2_8653 .37 .25L02034+5730 28.856 133 4 53 .45L .25L
02035+5200 30.718134--9 6122 59 2 .72L .62L
37 11 573 .37 .25L
02035+5408 328 ._ 134- ;o2o_+55oe 3e.91 133- 4010 543 .53 .25L
02036+5832 40.855133-3 24 7 573 3.94 t.18
02037+5512 $6.430134- 6 56 19 543 .25L .25L
02038+5.307 50827134- 8 35 ' 23 51 3 .25L .25L
02038+5359 53.410 134- 7 22 6 563 1.52 .75
02039+5556 55.812133- 5 60 13 61 2 .33 .25L
02040+5003 4.9 9135-11 51 10 583 .54 .25L
02041+5926 10.814133-3 37 t7 592 .25L .25L
02041+5441 11.827134- 6 20 6 533 2.00 ,84
02043+5629 19.(_ 0133-5 42 25 533 .25L .25L
02043+5722 21.553133-4 56 8 553 .26 .25L0_,_+_Ol 21._38 133-3 44 8 57 3 28 25L
02044+5945 26,3 59 132- I 34 15 59 2 ,25L .36L3 7+5601 133_22, 7 553 14.75
32048+5957 52.3 33 132-1 26 7 _ 3 1.51 2.39,,, 27 34_7 4 2 7
.40L 6.97L C CM 9400000008
.40L 7.49L BD ABE 0 .500000008
.40L 9.03L C CJKE 9501000008,
.40L 1.59L C B L _00000000 !
.4OL 2.24 D C 9500000008 !
5.04 8.97 FCCD BBAA 1 9480002233
.71: 2.79 CD CC 9501000108
.40L 1.08L B BE I 3601010000
1.29 2.52L C NCAB 9600000018
1.25 6.01L BBC AAA 0 950000010844
.4OL 4.20 C F M[ 7481000440
.4OL 8.96L C BDH 3500000108 I
.40L 10.05L B CE H 7501111108
.43L 1.16L BC AAF 08700000100
.40L 2.84 C F CKLD 9401020330
.51L 4.47 D EB : 9500111208
.71 5.69L BBC AAB 0 7400000008
1.3t 2.17 CC FBA 6500000008
.27: 1.90 DF JFC 9400(XX)O00 i
.40L 1.21L EC CB 0 Se00000000 !
.40L 3.54 C CB 250O001108
1.75 1.68 CC . AD 3500000000
.40L 1.30L C BJ J 9600000200
,35: 1.43L BCF AACF 0 6601002100
.44L 6.19L 88 AAG 0 9501100208
.60 5.91 CE DC 9500000318
.40L 2.93 D KK C 9500000138
.40L 3.21 D C 9500000330
.53L 2.05: BC D ABDB 03600002208
.40L 1.57 KFF: 65OOOOOOOO
.40L 3.06 F DC 9401000130
.40L 1.31L BC ACL 0 7701000000
.40L 1.13L BC AA O 3500000000
4.23 5.30L CBC AAAC 0 _ 950000101826
._L! 5.19L BC A. F 0 .500010008
.51L 2.50: BD C ADFB 09501000308
.40L 4.22L BC E AAI DI 5
.43L 2.93 L C 9601000018
.40 1.85: DF CC D, 6
.41 7.17L C MFB 9400000008
.41L 3.16: C D CK DI 9601000008
.40L 3.31L C D 4400000000
.40L 4.94 E I MC 9583000558
.40L 1.08L B AB ] 7600000000
.40L 1.81 E C ] 8700100008
.40L 1.49L C B F GE 7600010000
.40L 1.53LiCD ABMK 2 9601001000
,40L 6.08L C E 9500000008
.40L 7.93L' C B H 9400000008
.45L 9.38L C C DC 9400010108
.40L 1.81L BC AAKF 1 6700100008
.40L 1.93L C D 9600010000
.4OL 2.44 CI , FB 5500000010
.40L 2.35 D] H C 9400000008
.40L 1.84L O C F 6500100000
.90 4.09 CD FD( 9500000128
.40L 1.29: C D FDHE 9600000000
.40L 1.10L BD BF 0 6500200100
.62 4.23L BBC AABE 1 9601100668
.33: 3.63 DD HFFB 9600000108
1.65L 12.74L CF ED 5960101061C
1.09: 2.21 CB MEAA 5400110100
ED CC 8500OOO548
.70 3.66: C CJ
.40L 1.94 GC 5700000008
.40L 3.55 D £) 9401000308
.40L 3.16 D FC 6500000120
.38 1.26L C I[HD EC 3600000100.40L 4.35L C 9500000008
,33; 4.38 F E L F B 9500000208
1.22 5.49: C O D B 9._82000308
.53 14.52L D 1 KG 9400000208
.40L 2.59L B B E B 9600010008
.40L 5.93L BC AB 0 5400001008
.40L 1.37L C BDG 7600000000
.97: 3.74 DD J EA 95£;1000616
.40L 1.49L BF ABF 0 3501000000
.44L 1.22 D J 8600000010
.40L 1.71L BC AB I 0 4600001000
1.54L 10.29L F C 960322210C
.40L 15.92L [C B K K 9400000008
.40L 6.61L IC ;E M 9401000008
.40L 2.83 C D 9700000028
A0L 1.78 E H B 1500000000
.40L 1.23L D F D 3600010000
.40L 5.80L B BEKF 8500000008
.40L 8.47L BC AA 0 9402000108
.40L 3.17 C L I B 9501000018
.40L 1.43 8 L E 4400000000
.40L 1.00L BC AA 0 9601001010
.40L 5.19L jD CF 8500010008
.40L 1.51L B BI J 8600010000
,58 2.37: CD BB 9681000208
.40L 2.09: BC D AACE 2 9600000008
.42L 2.3g C L ! E 3600000220
.40L 1.72L C D 0700000000
A0L 5.95L D F 9500000008
.98 5,65: DD J DC 974114050C
1.31 7.71L BBC AAAH 0 9591200118 27
13.75 45,06: CBEE BAAA 4 95C003631C





Name Type ('3 Mag
22840 K5
2 1322843 KO
A 3 9 UO1493A
1 1322846 K5
2 "12 ZG 158+55
1 71G 139
C 1 32 X0157+540
1 1322850 K7
2 1 BT PER
4 1 32 X0158+545AI
2 132285988
11 I TYPER






1 ! 2 DO 25208
I
1 : 16 00709
1 1 C,,GPER
1 1322898 K0
1 2 DO 25231
1 2 DO 25224
1 1 CL PER
i
132 X0202 + 566
1 2 DO 25255
4 1 321 X0202+592
1 2 DO 25263
1 1322921 MO
3 2 DO 25265
1 2, DO 25279
1 2 DO 25282
1 1322934 i_
* 1322936
1 2 DO 25292
i





3 3 ' RAFGL 298S
2 1 32 X0204+599























































Galactic Uncertainly C (N_ Color
a 8 Coord$ SMJ SMN 0 O 12 p.m Z5 p.m 60 pm
ham. S, (s) (") I b (") ('3 (') N (1=_sky)
02049+5829 12 54!3 .39L ,30L 1.2602051 + 5811 58 _ 1.52 .44 .40L
02052+5330 12 52 1 2 .64 ,27L .40L
02052+5513 16 54 3 .25L ,25L .5702053+5133 57' 32,94 16,89 3.20
02053+5828 34! _6 3 1.66 .61 .40L
02054+5113 1 _ 3 ,29L ,25L .54
02055+5853 3 .34L ,25L 1.12
02056+5048 15 2 .26 ,25L .COL
02056+5339 3 .27L .25L ,COL
02058+5719 8 56 3 ,25L ,50 .40L
02059+5447 19 53 3 .25L .25L .COL
02059+5948 15 60 2 1,12L .25L .88
32060+5300 8 55 3 A6 .25L .COL
E)2060 + 5622 8563 .25L .25L .COL
0--+5645 10 56 3 .58 ,26L .COL
_)2064+5955 8 53 3 .25L ,25L 1.25L
E)2065+5923 3 54 3 .26L_ .28 1.68L
02065+5842 11 54 3 1,01 ,22: .COL
32067+5955 g 56 3 .76 ,25L 1,55L
)2067+5405 8 55 3 .82 .25L .40L
32067 + 5921 89 _7j3 .25L .25L .96:)2067 + 5336 1.01 .23: ,40L
)2068+5619 6 56 3 19.37 10.87 2.23
)2068+5635 23 59 I 2 .25L .25L .73L
)205,÷5803 97 _i3s .54 .25L .COL)2069 + 5240 1.23 .33 .40L
)2070+5743 8 56 3 .38 .25L ,40L
)2072+5132 9 57 3 .53 .25L A0L
)2072+5338 8 58 3 .40 .25L .COL
)2075+5846 11 56 3 .56 .29L .40L
)2077+5114 14 58 3 .26L ,25L 36
)2078+5837 22 57 3 .25L .25L .COL
)2079+5921 8 56 3 .49 .37L 1A6L
)2080+5852 8 56 3 ,75 .36L 1.57L '
)2081+5205 8 58 3 .51 .25L ,COL
)2082+5855 7 56 3 1.71 .47 1.57L
)2082+5702 10 56 3 .55 25L ,COL
)2083+5848 8 55 3 .37 .25L .COL
)2086+5908 12 53 2 .41 .25L 1,31L
)2087+5848 10 56 3 1,05 .22 .40L
)2087+5022 12 62 2 .78L .25L .66
)2088+5532 25 60 2 .25L .25L .48L'
)2092+5533 18 55 2 ,27L 1,43L ,40L
)2092+5228 10 58 3 .41 .25L A0L
)2094+5418 13 56 3 A2L ,2I: .63
)2096+5639 22 51 2 .25L ,25L .66L
]2097+5407 9 56 3 .28L .25L .40L
)2098+5857 tl 57 3 .57 .25L 1ATL
)2099+5310 9 57 3 .25L .31L 1.42
)2100+5838 21 55 2 .25L ,56L .45L
)2100+5950 15 60 2 .26L .25L .85
)2100+5433 20 55 3 .25L .25L A0L
)2100+5244 9 58 3 .40L .25L ,61
)2101+5819 8 56 3 .74 ,15: A0L
)2101 +5647 34 52 2 .25L .56L ,93L
}2101+ 5513 8 56 3 .59 .32L ,COL
)2101+5249 7 59 3 4.70 1.02 .40L
)2102+5049 6, 59 3 2.62 .64 .40L)2102+5618 1 62 ! .28 .68L .40
)2104+5117 24 51 2! .col .25L .SOL
)21o5÷5942 )o _ 33 .25t .25, 1.11:)2105+5739 14 ! .63 .25L .40L
)2107+5952 1 ! .31L .25L 2.54L
)2108+5416 29 62 .25L .25L ,72L
)2109+5340 103' _56_ 31 .46 .25L .40L
)2109+5956 _ 3_ .26L .31: 1.68)2109+59oo 23 21 .28L .25L SOL
]2109+5743 18 61 2' .25L .25L .SOL
I
)2110+5706 27! 57 3 .25L .25L .40L
)2112+5939 3158 33 .20: .51 3.37)2113+5723 14i 58 .44 ,25L .40L
_2114+ 5134 9 56 3 .92 .36 A0L
)2115+ 5640 13 56 3 .25L ,25L .40L
b2115 + 5922 20 55 3 .25L .25LI 1.33L
12116+5451 7 55 3 1.67 .49 .33:
12116+5754 8 55 3 4.13 1.58 .49
12116+5946 3 54 3 .50 .50 5.20:
12117+5906 10 61 2 .38 .25L = 1,78L
b2117+ 5559 8 57 3 7,40 6,75 .93
,2117 +5854 28 5_ 33 .25L .25L A0Lt2118+ 5938 .25L .37 3.37L
,2116 + 5320 12 53 2 .26 .25L .40L
,2119+5941 15 52 2 .40L .81L 2.24
,2119+ 5731 18 59_9 3 .44L'59 .25L'25L .40AOLb2119+ 5800
,2120 + 5216 83 58 3 1.31 .36 A0L
b2123 + 5803 _ .34 .25L .40L
=2123 + 5704 19 ! 3 25L .34L .40L
,2124+5127 ! 881 2 .27L .25L .42_2124+5140 1 56 38L .81L .35
,2124 + 5514 55! 3 25L .44 2.90
_2125+5437 32 54 .25L .25L .40L
,2125+5339 12 58 3 .25L .25L .81
_2127 + 5434 10 58 3 .78 .38 A0L
,2129 + 5802 11 53 2 A4 .26L A0L
,2130+5509 6 56 3 2,57 319 33.202131+5_ 17 59 3 .25L .2SL .56
2131 + 5851 9 58 3 t.59 .79 .40L
Declination: + 50"-+60"
Flux Density Flags Associations
v L C
100 Fm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R FlaBs" S 2 # T Nine Type _e¢ MIg
11.26L C DBD 960110223C 8
3.68L BC AB D 1' 9500000118 4 "13 22959A2P
1.22L C DF 8600010000 1 2 DO 25325
2,36 DC E B 9500000208 4
2,26 DBCB AAAC 0! 1500000000 15 5 2 DO25330



















2.37 O K MB
12.49L E I I C
1.74L C O |
2.40 E K C
1.80L C B F
7.54 C FFB
8.52L 0 E E
9.40L BE ABH 0 9401000008'
15.52L B BGN 560110030C
1.46L D B E M 9500000000
I
6,35 CD K BB 950220152C!
1.08L B E A D 0 76O0000000
6.67L BBC AAAH 0 8400101006 16
3.13 C d E 9502000110
6.75L B B H 65O002O008
1,02L BC AB 0 46000000O0
7.72L C CK 8601000008!
1.17L E CK 1400000000
1.52L D E K 7600000000!
9.37L B BDFL 9400000008'
1.46L C KKDC 1601000000
3.01 D HHC 9601000008
11.12L D BBD 950110020C
12.63L B AD 9soo2oooocI
1.30L B B H 05O000O00O
11.60L CC ACLC! 0 950020000C
I.S4L B B, 197oooooooo!
12.53L B DC L! 9400401008
10.25L C B 950000SOOC
9.49L BO AB I 1 9400201338
1.48L C CBI 2600000000
2.75 D I A '
2.65 9600100018E B MHBiH , 96001000181.01L C l 3500000000
I 13 22975 KO
1 13 22988 K7
1 13 22991 A
1 13 22990 K5
2 13 22993G5
3 13 22994 K5
1 1 13 22997 KO
1 13 22998 K5
3 * 2 13025360
2 13 23002 K7
2' 2 DO 25365
1 CT PER
1 39 4(3+52.O4
1 13 23023 K2
1.37L EC FEBH I 4500010100
2.82 D B O' 5600000218
1.61 B I C 6500000000
9.08L D BE 950010031C
233 CC FAA 0400000000
2.47 ! IBB 960000000813 89L D E 225454C
EC 25800000183.09 D
1,31L ECD J B 250010000011,21L B B! 0 9500000008 12 13 23044AOP
4.41 B LGI G 9600000630 C 1 32 X0210+5677.60L B F 9500000008
1.09L BC AA L 1 0600100000 2 13 23046K5
1.31L BC AAJ C 4 4700000000 2 13 23047 K0





1 13 23041 K0
1 10 M+09-04-004
1.72 C HD 4600000000
6.15 CC HEB 974001150C
4.93: DDC EB CBDD 94020005483.27 I DAA 3600000000
14.24 E EHFB 960126940(3
1A5 C L D 5501000010
1.52L C B H E 4500000000
14.81L FE EEB 970126663C
4.10 D J HB 968000121C 1 23 OCL0348
2.51 D HB 9601000218
I
2.50 C i M D 9700000020 8 1 231 ASS 42
13.97L1.64LCCCFE 1BHFCB 0 964137532(;66000000001 21.43L C AA , :0 5500000000 1 DO 25477
3.24 C H B 4600000GO8
3.53 O NHD 970000000C
6.98L BCD ABDG 0 9500021008 1 13 23085K0
3.61L'BBC AACC I 9500100218 1 2 DO25472
29.69L COF OCCA 0 gS,41364&3C 1
1397L 'E O I 740000100C 2 13 23084 K2
















9.661. C F D
1.21L CC AB
9.95L C CJI G
2.61 E I E
2.08: CF CG
1.70L C J DF
8.52L CC I AAB
2.05 D GJ E


















1.40L FD AB H 9 3600100010
9.12L C BG I 9502110038
96.42 BBCC DBBA 2 9280033308







C 2 13 23055K0 81
8 1 23 OCL 0348
1
1 13 23087 KO
1 1 32 X0211+597
2 " 1 CZ PER
8









6 1 16 00765
Z 1 32 X0213+551




"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) a! 12, 25, 60, 100 #.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
163






ham. 8, a p,) Coords 5MJSMN 0
. (s) ( i b C) C) (') N
02131+5951 10.5 8 133-1 40i 15 52 3 .28L
02131+5421 10.926 135-6 511 13 59 31 .31L
02132+5419 15.4 2 135-6 48 14 51 2:, .35
02132+,26 16.552 134-2 49 8 56 3l .35
02132+5446 17.7 231 135-6 43 24 58 3, .37L
02133+5644 23.3 5 134-4 59 e 57 3 A6
02133+5011 23.9 50 137-10 29 9 58 ,26L
02134+5117 28.2 47 136-- 9 54 8 57 .41
02135+5817 33.5 50 _ 134-- 3 34 6 59 3.69
02139+5403 545.7 49 135-- 6 35 33,149 2 .28L
02139+5509 58.5 32 135- 5 55 26 62 2 .25L
02142+5804 13.2 40 134- 3 85 23 50 2 .29L
02143+5852 22.0 1 134- 2 26 3 80 3 5,90
02143+5538 23.6 18 135- 5 53 8 57 2 .33
02144+5740 26.2 5 134-3 28 7 57 3 2.64
02145+5717 31.6 3 134-3 27 6 58 3 1.74
02146+5028 36.1 57 137-10 59 13 63 2 .25L
02.148+5630 37.2 4 135-4 27 13 60 3 .25L
02147+5833 46.8 14 134- 2 27 5 61 3 2.13
02148+5823 486 30 134- 2 49 13 58 2 .36
i ,
02150+5550 0.4! 15 135-5 31 7 57' 3 1.22
02150 + 503_ 0.7i 6 137-10 25 7 593 3+93
02150+5403 1.61_ 136- 6 26 12 61 3 .4102151+5013 6.5 137-10 20 12 88 3 .25L
02153+5711 20.725 135-3 25 8 57 3 44.97
02153+5507 22.C 7 135- 5 39 10 58 3 .66
02155+5148 32.g 31 136- 9 80 21 55 2 .25L02155+5903 35.6 58 134- 2 25 15 3 .2.5L
02158+5928 37.! 25 134- 1 35 11 53 3 .54
02156+5049 38.5 21 137- 9 23 14 58 3 .25L
02157+5843 45.4 51 134- 2 20 5 60 3 10.37
02158+5101 53.2 35 137-9 29 8 60 3 10.29
02158+5446 53.3 32 135- 6 40 9 55 3 .36
02159+5921 54.8 43 134- 1 40 10 55 3 .64
02159+5810 59.1 7 134- 3 19 3 59 3 3.51
02159+5631 59.4:58 135- 4 57 17 91 3 .28L
02160+5947 2.5 0 134-1 36 9 57 3 .63
02160+5539 5.1 3 135-5 44 8 57 3 .44
02161+5825 11.3 0 134- 2 31 8 59i 3 .96
02161+5625 11.7 47 135- 4 45 22 91 3 .25L
02162+5326 13.2 16 136- 7 46 15 58 3 .25L
02162+5531 15.1 22 135- 5 49 26 58 3 .25L
02163+5903 22.3 46 134- 2 25 10 58 I ) 1.1202164+5122. 25.9 6 137- 9 81 35 63 .25L
02164+5519 28.1 1 135- 5 35 10 60 3 +83
02165+5907 30.3 48 134- 2 24 6 57 3 2.34
02165+5314 30.6 20 136-- 7 23 6 55 3 3.96
02165+5750 34.7 18 134-3 30 9 60 3 .71
02168+5311 36.4 49 136- 7 57 18 58 3 .25L
02166+5230 41.5 52 136- 8 31 " 13 58 3 .25L
02166+5617 4t.8 4 135-5 44 21 56 3 .25L
02167+5809 42.8 25 t34- 2 18 10 59 3 .26L
02167+5926 43.6 28 134- 1 22 5 55 3 12.04
02168+5018 53.0 9 137-10 43 14 56 2 .25L
02169+5554 56.2 57 135-5 68i 26 62 2 .25L
02169+5645 56.6 47 135- 4 31:8 58 3 21.28
02169+5608 59.2 19 135-4 42 21 59 3 .37L
02170+5024 2.9 53 137-10 58 15 58 3 .40L02170+5820 3.6 59 134- 2 43 59 3 .42
02170+5220 4.3 33 136- 8 66 30 57 3 .25L
02171+5943 9.3 44 134- I 61 8 137 3 .25L
02171+5048 11.9 53 137-9 52 18 59 3 .25L
02173+5602 23.9 5t 135- 4 55 12 61 2 .33
02174+5914 26.7 31 134- 1 64 17 60 2 .25L
02174+5655 27.0 44 135- 4 27 5 58 3 t1.17
02175+5845 30.8 24 134- 2 20 7 59 3 1.98
02175+5510 32.4 50 135- 5 46 8 58 3 .71
02176+5926 36.3 46 134-- 1 27 10 57 3 .58
02176+5901 37.3 7 134-- 2 40 11 55 3 .75
02178+5212 49.9 50 137-- 8 56 12 57 2 .33
02179+5023 54.3 31 137-10 24 4 59 3! .33L
i
02181+5827 7.5 134- 106 1 61 .33
02181+5738 7.8 3 135- 3 22 61 12.79
02181 +5950 8.6 23 134-- 1 35 9 55 3 .54
02181+5256 8.9 19 136--7 29 9 56 3 .91
02162+5425 12.6 56 135-6 30 9 57 31 .51
02183+5230 21.335 137--8 38 5 57 31 .88
02183+5304 22.5 18 136- 7 29 3 58 3' 1.23
02183+5700 22.7 53 135- 3 43 12 56 2 .63
02185+561631,010135-45618563 AOL
02185+5622.35.133135-428 il 60 33 48.7102196+5856 40.3 1 134-- 2 24 57 2.64
02187+5024 43.7 29 137--10 42 60 3 .36:
02187+5913 45.2 11 134-1 41 8 56 3 .70
02188+5536 50.0 57 136-5 39 8] 59 3 1.25
02196+5652 51.0 51 135-4 23 6 j 56 3 74.44
02188+5500 52.5 2 136-5 65 27 603 .25L
02190+5704 0.0 55 135-3 24 18 54 3 .25L
02190+5003 5.6 55 137-10 19 6 613 3.27
02191+5355 9.3:40 136-6 25 6 57 3 3.34
02192+5956 12.113_8 134- _ 27 10 56 3 .3402192+5821 14.5 135- 20 6 59 3 339.40
02192+5005 17.1 7 137-10 29 10 57 2 1.39L
02193+5701 20.7J 7 135-3 35 8 593 .41
02193+5859 21.33] 8 134--2 58 19 53i2 .25L
02193+5511 22._ 13 136- 5 36 13 57 3 .35
02193+562322744 135-4 44 _ __157_ 33o2194+59_28.528 134-, 35 o_ _Io .2.L02195+_2 32, , 138-10 49 21 6o 3 25L
Declination: +50"-+60"
As=oci_t_onsFlux Density Flags
(Not Color Cm'rected) V L C
25 _m 60 p.m I00 Fm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
(JImsky) Uncs Coef K Flags* S 2 # T
.25L .56 5.22 CO L DB 9700001218
.25L .56 1.55L C J A 4500100000 1 2 DO 25614 67 11_
.25L .40L 2.19L O FCGH 440010(0)00.25L .40L 12.45L C 9500100008
.25L .40L 1.79 D C 9600000008
125L 140L 6.53LTB :CC 5501000008 1 "41 02.154+5644 34
.27L .70 3.72: [, DO F B B 9682000368
.25L .40L 1.42L D DHG 4700000000 1 13 23118 G5 9 8_
1.34 .42L 9.94L CB AAD 0 9500000008 2 2 DO25513 59 91
.50L .40L 1.15 C E 5500000000
.25L .48L 2.17 D GC 9701000008
.25L .40L 3.49 E K D 7600000008
18.06 5.39 8.97L CBC AAA 9 9600000128 4
.33L .40L 8.01L D EK 9500001008 1 13 23142 K0 5 78
.63 .40L 7.33L BC AA 0 9_II_ 2 13,23143K0 5
.42 .40L 2.33L BC ABI C 0 9700000008 3 "13 23149K0 8 6_
.25L .72 3.47 DC DB 2682001550
.25L 1.50 8.9Q _BcCE FI FB 9400021338 C 3 "32 X0214+564 67 12
.95 .40L 8.49[_ AAI F 0 9601000008 1 38 OD+525 73 1415
.71L' .40L 12.10L C C 9500000008
.45 .40L 5.43L BC AB H 4 8500000008 2 * 1 DFPER 10 3
1.30 .54L 3.07: CC D AACE 0 2601001340
.25L .40L 1.90L D B 4500000000 1 13 23163 K0 28 77
.28L .75 3.01: OC KHCB 9681102328
31.29 5.23 2.67: BBCD AAAC 0 9501002238 29 C 6 " 1 BUPER 6 3
.35 .40L 4.25L BF BB J 0 9500000008
.25L .43 1.66L C F O 1500000000
.25L .82 4.24: CD CE 9600000456 C 1 32 X0215+590 71 12
.25L .40L 10.59L B BG G 8401020008 1
.25L .56 2.43 CC I CC 6601000620 4
7.15 2.15 10.69L BBC AAA 0 9561001228 14 8 3 13 23183K6 2 82
4.10 .57 1.15L BBC AACH 1 6700000000 14 4 4 TMSS +50056 38 2B
.25L .40L 1.34L C C 8600000000
.26L .44L 14.31L D BH 5401000108
1.54 .40L 8.59L BB AACG 0 5501100468 C
,25L .56 7.92L D FHCC 6402000008 I
.25L .40L 9.13L B BH H 9700010008 1 13 23192 G5 3 73
.25L .40L 5.72L 6 C 8500000008 3 "13 23133K5 11 90
.16: .50L 9.71L BD ABL 0 9510001008 1 2 DO25557 16 91
.25L .48L 3.45 E CKC 8561000108
.25L .55: 3.07 CC CC 6501000320 CI I 32 X0216+534 61 12
.25L .40L 2.50 D K C 9600000008 I 1 "41 02162+5531 19 8
.35 .40L 10.57L BC AB 0 9500100328 4
.51L .40L 1.72 C D 3500000000 8
.26L .40L 5.25L B B B 9500100128 3 2 DO 25573 67 100
.64 .40L 12.38L BC AA 1 9400100108
1.69 .40L 1.11L BB AA 1 6600100310 4
.27: .40L 8.35L BD ACMN 1 9500(X)0008
.25L .40L 3.81 B KGC 5500100310 4 1 32 X0216+531 40 4
.25L .60 2.54 CC GDB i 2400000100
.25L .40L 2.37 D GD 9600100128 8
.25L .99 5.09: CC FDCD 7680111456 C
8.75 2.22 10.19L 8BC AAA 0 7400000108i50 3 13 23203 K5 5 83
.25L .73 3.66: CD, FBi 968100O468
.25L .40L 1.88 BBC Dj BI 960000oo08 1"41 02169+5555 17 813.90 2.85 6.88L A AA 03400000008 44 5"13 23207K5 671
.25L .40L 2.50 D B MH D ,1000296 4
.25L .64 4.23L C BH 9600000008
.25L .40L 12.71L C O G ! 9500000008 2 2 DO25577 48 100
.25L .34: 2.50 DC J FEi 2500000120 8
.25L .57L 3.55 D F B 9801000008
.25L .40L 3.12 B ME C 6600000000
.67L .40L' 6.63L C Ol OB 9401000008
.25L .51L 3.58 BBC D 86000001084.74 1.12 4.49L AAA 1 9520100108 150 5 "131 23217 K5 4 77
3.58 32.44 61.79: BBCD AAAA 0 9381030218 1 1 32 X0217+567 75 1
.31L AOL 10.50L E BF 9400000008 1 13 23220 K0 13 75
.25L .40L 10.40L B BF 5400000008 1 13] 23223 K2 3 88
.27L .41L 12.99L' B ADJ 9500100008 1 13 23225 K0 5 75
.25L .40L 2.02L D C 1600000000 1 13) 23230 K2 35 86
.25L 2.06 17.03L C HBG 9403052648 3
,74 .40L II.73L BC ABM 1 9500200008
.25L .42L 11.07L F DB 8500000008
9.39 2.37 6.22L BBC ,AAAN 0 6501100008 15 3 13 23234K5 3 80
.25L .44L 13.38L _BC BFCB 9600000008.35 .40L 1.00L AB 1 1600000000
23 A0L 1.31L BD 0 5500000000
.22: A0L 1.00L BE ADJ 01600000000 1 13 23242 K5 1 88
.35 .40L 1.35L cEBC A B 0 3600000000
.20: .4OL 5.52L BG E 0 9401000008 2 13 23243A2P 4 65
.25L .56 3.00L D MFGB 9681100218 1 "41 ro2155+5616 5 15
30.66 6.87 6.73L BBC AAAC 0 9500100008 25 5 *13 23250M3 3 76
.72 .40L 10.89L BC AAK 2 8501100008 1 13 23253 K5 4 71
25L 5.65 33.31: E CD HI EB 9282065438 3 2 10_M+08-05-005 115
26L A0L 9.97L C BE 9500000008
.35 .79L 6.02L BE ACH 0 9400110528 C 3 '13 23256A2P 14 51
47.82 9.93 2.86 BBCC AAAB 1 9510000008 26 5 13 : 23257 M4 5 85
.25L .4OL 2.25 F I MGD 5600000000
.25L .40L 2.61 D FA 9502100008
1.42 .40L 5A3L BF AA 0 9511301248 C
2,22 A0L 1.20L B8 AA L 4 35oooooooo I 2 1 DI PER 29 3
.25L .42L 17.07L B CO 9600000008 I233,23 40,59 14_ ABCCaAAA 1 5411_1826 4 1323261M5 6 71
.84 .40L 4.47L D AA 9501201356 C
.25L A0L 10-82L C CE 9400311008 2 13 23263 A0 6 76
.25L .46L 3.47 D GB 9701000008
.25L .40L 7.36L C BEJ 7300000008 1 2 DO 25633 59 103
25L .40L 6.66L D CM 9500000008 2 "13 23264 K0 5 83
.25L .40L 3.44 E LC 9601100108
.25L 40L 3.56 E DC 9580201458 C 1 32 X0219+500 87 12
Name Type _'_ Ma 8







































































02243 + 5333 22.3 8




02246 + 5130 39.2 6
02247+5935 42.6 3o'02247 + 5O04 44.6
02248+5656 50.0 39

































H CNot Cele¢ Corrected)
Galactic Uncertainty C
Coords SMJ SMN 9 O ,2 Fm 25 p.m 60 pm 100 p.m Flux
It, (") (") (') N (Jansky) Uncs
135- 3 18 6 60 3 9.10 2.79 .78 6.76L BEC
135- 3 26 10 61 3 .75 .19: .40L 6.99L BE
134- 1 25 3 56 3 2.14 .99 .40L 10.81L BC
136- 6 37 10 59 3 .83 .23: .40L 1.31L BF
136- 7 36 11 59 3 .40L .25L .84 2.01 BB
136- 6 56 25 59 3 .25L .25L .40L 2.22 C
136- 5 ; 23 11 61 3 .86 .24 .58L 2.86 DF C
136- 4 : 65 18 59 2 .30 .25L .4OL 6.07L C
137- 8 45 12 56 2 .24 .25L .40L 3.17L C
135- 3 59 19 59 3 .25L .25L .42L 1.88 D
135- 1 18 6 56 ! 3 6.40 3.54 .45L 8.45L CB
136-5 23 8 593 1.15 .43 .40L 6.10L BC
134-1 29 7 1, .35 .40L 1064L=BE135-2 51 20 .28L .61L A2L 302 ' D134- 1 24 7 2.93 .96 .40L 6.47L' BC
137- 8 35 10 59 3 .25L .25L .95 2.03 DB
136- 6 44 23 64 2 .41L .27L .40L 2.69 C
135- 2 43 8 57 3 .63 .25L .40L 9.04L C
136- 4 83 12 64 2 .27 .25L .40L 7.37L C
135- 2 46 21 62 3 .25L .25L 1.19 16.00L F
135- 3 25 5 62 3 18.53 13.25 3.54 1.72L BBC
137- 8 49 8 59 3 .39 .25L .40L 7.77L B
136- 4 46 8 62 3 .59 .25L .40L 7.71L B
135- 1 63 20 50 2 .25L .25L .40L 3.05 E
137- 6 30 6 61 3 1.13 .52 .40L 1.08L CC
137- 9 37 8 57 3 .26L .46L .40L 2.40 C
135- 2 42 8 57 3 .25L .49 .40L 14.76L C
135- 3 27 11 58 3 .92 .47 .48L 7.47L BC
138- 9 30 12 60 3 .25L .25L .90 2.48: CC
138-10 30 5 63 3 16.12 3.92 .57 4.85L BBC
135- 2 58 14 57 3 .25L' .25L .62 10.17L C
136- 6 59 34 57 2 .25L' .48L .49L 1.58 C
137- 8 33 11 59 3 .25L .16: 1.05 7.86 FCC
135- 1 35 8 64 3 .57 .25L .42L 12.13L B
135- 3 35 18 64 2 .26 .25L .49L 2.87L C
137- 7 20 8 59 3 .25L .24: 1.73 8.26 DCC
135- 3 30 11 58 3 .26L .25L .64 2.71: CD
137- 8 49 26 52 2 .68L .70L .62L 2.60 F
137- 8 27 12 59 3 .25L .25L 1.12 1.91L C
136- 5 115 30 64 2 .25L .25L .40L 1.63 D
137-- 6 33 16 62 3 .25L .25L .40L 3.42 B
135- 2 23 6 58 3 2.73 2.89 1.19 7.68L BBC
135- 1 43 8 62 3 .25L .26L .77: 8.30 DD
137- 6 70 14 57 2 .48 .25L .40L 2.58L C
135-2 60 8 140 3 .25L .25L .34: 3.12 DE
137- 6 51 18 59 3 .25L .25L .40L 2.64 C
137-8 21 5 59 3 10.05 2.90 .95 2.41: BBCC
135- 2 30 17 63 2 .27L .27L .70 4.16 CD
138- 8 34 10 58 2 .82 .30L .40L 6.36L C
135- 2 30 6 58 3 .25L .25L 2.16 10.21: CD
136- 4 45 23 621 3 .25L .25L .45: 1.89 DD
136- 5 46 8 54:2 .28 .25L .40L 1.35L C135-i 30 11 6o 3 .42 .45 .84 15.69Loct
136- 4 45 8 61 3 .70 .32L .40L 6.41L B
135- 2 29 7 55 3 1.65 .56 .40L 9.84L BC
135- 2 59 10 56 3 .3BL .25L .93 11.60L C
135- 2 21 7 60 3 .30: .52 4.64 18.07 FDCD
137- 8 36 22 66 3 .29L .25L .52 2.10L C
136- 3 22 7 63 3 4.05 2.29 .46: 5.91L BBC
135- 1 20 5 62 3 2.30 .51 .41L 9.72L BC
137- 6 28 6 60 3 2.24 .97 .40L 1.21L BC
138- 9 41 11 60 2 .37 .25L .40L 6.60L C
135- 2 23 6 59 3 7.00 5.48 .72 9.14L BBC
137- 8 46 tl 59 3 .25L .25L .49L 4.21 C
137- 7 26 7 57 3 2.62 1.49 .51L 1.39L BB
138- 8 25 6 59 3 1.72 .46 .40L 7.12L BC
135- 1 20 11 56 3 .25L .25L 1.04 20.10: EF
138-10 39 10 60 3 .56 .25L .40L 5.52L B
136- 3 26 8 60 3 1.05 .40 .40L 5.62L CC
138- 9 56 10 56 2 .45L .25L .47 5.61L D
137-6 50 28' 54 3 .27L .34L .41L 1.92 C
137-7 22 7 59 3 2.45 .60 .40L 1.44L BC
135- 2 27 6 60 3 1.19 .65 .40L 8.23L BC
138- 9 20 5 60 3 56.98 23.55 4.27 2.34 BBCD
137- 5 39 11 69 3 .49 .25L .40L 1.17L B
138-- 8 75 16 56 31 .27L .25L .56L 3.03 C
138-- 9 36 9 60 3 i .25L .25L 1.07 2.26 CD
135- 1 28 5 57 3 :25L .15: 1.15L 9.15 E D
135- 1 60 22 64 2: .73L .25L .53 13.07L D
137- 6 66 19 57 3 .25L .25L .40L 3.06 C
137- 5 33 10 59 3 .79 .25L .40L 1.32L B
136- 4 30 8 62 3 .76 .25L .40L 5.44L B
135- 2 93 19 64 2 .70L .37L' .41 10.02L C
135- 1 24 6 60 3 2.29 .73 1.89L 12.33L BC
136- 3 44 8 61 3 .54 .25L .53L 10.17L B
137- 6 50 13 61 2 .23 .25L' .40L 1.57L C
135- 0 37 3 57 3 .25L .25L' 2.02: 6.48 CC
136- 2 91 26 58 2 .25L .SOL' .40L 2.17 E
137- 5 50 10 65 2 .58 .25L' .4OL 1.52L C
136- 3 47 18 59 3 .25L .25L' .40L 3.08 C
136- 2 69 11 58 3 .25L .25L .40L 2.83 D
139- 9 49 8 62 3 .40 .25L .40L 8.46LC
135- 1 73 i 18 55 3 .25L .25L 1.09L 4.81- D
137- 4 46 8 60 3 .58 .25L .40L 8.12L;B
137- 5 29 i 8 62 3 1.05 .43 .40L 1.14L BC
137- 4 39 18 59 3 .25L .25L .40L 2.67 D
137- 6 39 11 59 3 .46 .25L .40L 1.51L lB
136- 3 35 11 60 3 .87 .39 .40L 6.32L BF
136- 2 39 8 60 3 .53 .25L .40L 7.55L C
136- 1 26 5 61 3 .29: .41 2.47 7.37 CECC





Corr A Confusion R S A Sop
Cocf R Fla8 s* S 2 # T Name Type (") Ma8
AABG 9 9500211008 4 13 23269K5 12 82
BF 0 9500000008 1 13 23272K0 3 75
AA 0 9411100108
BE 1 2500000000
L BA 2600000000 I 12 ZG219+53 7 151
i Jc 65ooooo2o04
iAFDE 5 9481000320 C 3 13 23283GOP 39 65




AC 2 9400001008 1 2 DO25660 47 116
 i765o10000187600000008




DG 9500000008 3 13 23304 82 39 61
L EB 9402123338 7 1 32 X0221+579 56 7
AAAC 2 9601000118 15 4 13 23309M0 10 83





B G 9402123338 7 1 32 X0221+579 96 7
ABF 4 9501001008
F BB 9682000138 8 3 9 U01869 63 156
AAC 0 9510001008 18 4 13 23319 K5 1 48
E I 7500000678 8 1 32 X0222 + 582 105 8
BE 45OOOO00OO
HC C 54(30036440 F
BEG 9500000008 2 13 23327 K0 11 70
G ED' 9601100008
CBC' 3420157540 F 2 1 DN PER 42 3
NJCB 9601123648
H KE 8501001000
EKC 5640157640 F 1 32 X0223+524 101 15
C 7601000000
J DA 940000OO10





AABC 0 8500000108 44 4 4 TMSS +50061 27 26
KCO 9602000208
BB 5400100318 4 1 13 23338 M2 7 93
KHEA 9501054438 3
EEB 9600000208 4
DK H 7600000000 1 13 23344 K7 34 88
BBC 4 9401300218
A G 94OOOOOOO8
AA 1 9501100008 I
L CC 8541221336 ! 9
EHBA 0 6500148648 B
L DD 7500100400 4
AAC 3 9501000128 8
AA F 3 9602111348
A A 0 7700000000
C 9500010008 1 13 23353 F0 5 62
AAB 1 6501021138 9 1 7 1G 172 81
HDC 7480100500 4 1 32 X0224+522 29 4
AAFM 1 5600000000 1 DQPER 17 3
AB 1 6400001108 2 13 23356 M0 1 87
NFFD 8401411348
A F 6500000008
AC N 0 9500001028 8 1 DR PER 67 3
BD 96O1000208 4
MHD 9601000100
AA K 2 1500001000 1 13 23363 K2 8 78
AA 0 6500000008
AAAC 4i 9600000008 15 4 RRPER 4 4
BL 8600000000 1 13 23364 K0 3 83









B KG 9401100008 1 t3 23374A2P 12 72
C 8601000000 1 t3 23381 G5 11 81
L DA 974000030C
KB 9600000008






ABKE 1 1600001000 1 13 23389F5 9 71
HC 8501100448 C
DH F 8600000000 1 13 23390 M2 6 95
B D 0 25O3003208 6
B E N 8500000008
FCAA 5 9500023008 3 1 32 X0227+587 16 3
pm; 10) High Source Density Region.
165
Right Ascension: 02h27=47"-02h34=54 ' Declination: +50"-+60 °
Position (1950)
Name
, , ('3 ('3 .) N
02277+5748 47.114 136- 2' 30 7 so 3
022,6+6553,0536137_4_ 5 59387514765,7 88 7
02279+5_0356748139_7 23 9 _!__0 7512_ 2 82 67 2002_0+55624.332137_437 23 572022617571811.22136_332 6 82302_275_412.53138_746 19 _ 202_275,_214.056135_1,8 15 64202262+572815.532136_348 6 583
02_752471927 138_751 t0 57202_751_ 2655139_9 42 14 813022.+5_ _07,136_8 26 6 593022_,+5245_,215t38_7 57 12 59202295+5922_0721135_, 51 6 6130225o+593637816135_118 3 _ 40_75147 3950 138_9 76 2, 6o2022_+55o,40956136_138 11 573
02289+5404 57.3 57 137- 6 22 6 62 3
0229075801 3.4 8 136- 2 54 13 SO 2
02291 +5044 7.6 39 t39- 9 49 23 56 2
02291+5616 11.0 13 137-4 40 11 SO 3
02292+5939 12.5 59 t35- 1 33 9 61 3




























02293+5748 21.0 51 136- 2 19 7 60 3 173.05
02294+5648 24.3 48 136- 3 38 8 61 3 .71
02294+5104 26.2 3 139- 8 47 14 61 3 .25L
02296+5806 37.2 25 136- 2 25 8 61 3 .79
02296+5053 39.4 58 139- 9 79 20 57 3 .28L
02297+5605 42.7 51 137- 4 49 12 82 3 .62
02298+5301 53.7 6 138- 7 40 8 61 3 .43
02299+5823 56.6 42 136- 2 35 18 60 3 .63L
02301+5706 8.0 21 136- 3 38 9 60 3 .65
02302+5858 18.3 33 136- 1 25 _ 5 64 3 1.74
02305+5832 31.5 37 136- 1 291 8 59 3 .44
02306+5224 37.1 60 138- 7 57 8 60 3 .78
02308+5757 51.5 49 136-- 2 26 9 62 3 .59
02308+5609 53.9 15 137-4 55 8 56 2 .41
02309+5638 56.3 3 137- 3 92 35 65 2 .SOL
02310+5741 3.1 31 136- 2 56 16 59 2 .32
02311+5447 6.7 57 137- 5 38 9 SO 3 .56
02311+5t45 11.9 49 139- 8 57 21 59 3 .25L
02312+5016 14.3 101 139- _, 96 20 62 2 ,36L
02314+5942 24.4 19 136- 0 29 7 56 2 4.03
02314+5837 27.1 39 136- 1 53 19 SO 2 .25L
02315+5500 34.6 59 137- 5 50 14 56 3 .26L
02316+5555 41.4 35 137- 4 27 7 61 31 8.65
02317+5626 43.9 31 137- 3 32 7 62 3 3.74
023177580t 44.0 47 136- 2 22 12 57 31 .25L
0231775614 44.3 7 137-4 79 27 58 3 .25L
02318+5909 48.8 271 136- 1 51 t4 56 2 .40L
02319+5122 54.7 31 139- 8 52 12 SO 3 .3302320+5512 1.9 141 137- 4 47 28 55 .25L
02320+5949 3.7 16 136-0 22 9 61 2, .94
0232275817 17.4 53 136-- 2 26 10 58 3J .40023237._2819.053 138-8 36 10 62 3 .51
02324+5755 24.9 40: 136-- 2 67 19 56 31 .25L
02324+5830 28.4 5 136- I 51 15 56 2i ,25L
02324+5542 28.8 47 137- 4 31 18 56 21 .25L
0232475751 29,7 31 138-- 2 45 14 51 2J .25L
I
02325+5657 33.9 8 136-1 23 6 59 31 2.17
02326+5315 37.7 53 138-6 22 6 63 3 19.5202327+521842.412 139-7 37 8 so 3 1.4202328+s20150.748 139-7 32 8 62 3 1.00
o23_,75926_.0 27 138-I 28 6:58 2 ,46
02329+5724 58.9 43 137- 2 83 19 57 2 .71L
02330+5556 2.1 7 137--4 24 20 57 3 .25L
02330+5558 4.9 45 137- 4 33 7 61 3 1.50
02331+5635 9.1 46 137- 3 103 34 64 2 .25L
0233275901 16.1 8 136-I 63 1658 2 .25L
02332+5541 16.8 49 137- 4 27 3 62 3 1.94023_759_ 19.721 136-0 39 3 59 2 .7702333+593o20.833 138-0 22 6 60 3 .35L
02333+5144 21.1 34 139- 8 37 9 59 3 .86
023337552324.03 136-4 27 14 65 _ .so0233475531 24.4 53 137- 4 40 121 63 = .25L
o23_7561527.0so 137-3 65 9 81 2 .26L
02334+5345 29.3 20 138- 6 48 11 63 3 .42
02335+5110 33.554 139- 8 53 8 62 3 .4002336+592737.545136-0 21 9 so 2 .91
02336+595240.12o 136-0 52 8 63 2 ,_
0234075414 1.4 51 138--5 42 8 61 3 .83
02340+5525 4.1 18 138- 4 95 35 65 2 .25L
02341+5817 6.4 9 136--2 58 8 SO 2 .37L
02341+5245 8.0 34 139- 7 34 9 _ 3 1.0302_,3759,,_651 136-0 28 10!_. _ 25,0_,375714_444 137_233 _0,562 25,02344+5,,5_314 138-0 30 3 so2 118_023457_ 3279137_3 5510812 45
02345+5422 34.6 19 138-- 5 22 7 62 3 33.85
0234775811 42.2 25 137-- 2 21 6 60 4 1.33
02347+5238 42.3 17 139-- 7 50 8 62 3 .49
0234775931 44£ 59' 136-- 0 35 14 57 2 .25L
02347+5906 44.5 1 136-- 1 34 3 60 2 .25L
02347+5036 44.8 56 140--9 79 12 66 2 .42
02347+5649 46.8 47 137--3 26 5 65 3 38.85
0234775016 47.5 28 140- 9 23 7 60 3 3.32
02348+5454 49.5 25 138- 5 50 8 62 3 .32
02348+5644 49.5 20 137- 3 85 19 55 2 .34L
02349+5737 54.5 56 137-2 25 9 62 3 .85
Flux Density
(Not Color Cocrectd)








































































































100 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
7.75L BC ABEE 1 7500100008
7.53L B DNME 7401300338
2.09L CE ADNI 0 9500000208
1.02L BBF AAD 1 5600000000
7.12L C L CF 5500100008
3.29 D E C 6500200338
9.88L BD AC 1 9400000108
2.23 F B 5400000000
5.SO E H C D 970210030C
7.57L D CJ 8500100008
1.69L E BO 7501100000
2.78 CC NEB 4500000208
4.62L BC AABE 1 8400000008
1.69L E B 7501100000
4.45 C MJ B 970000000C
33.81L BC ABJ E 0 958024432C
2.57 D C 9501000428
6.47 EE L DC 958000031C
1.09L BBC AAA 0 5700001000
8.44L C D 5400000008
1.91 D L B 66OO000008
7.03L B BC 6400000008
16.86 F MDGC 968104532(3
2.45: CF E BCLC 0 9500100548
9.86 ABCC AAAA 2 4561000008 42
1.69L BD AC 0 7600000000
3.37 CD CB 4500000318



















2.08 D J B
7.67L B BF
1.34L C BGHF
3.19: B CD M DE I7.94L BF El
5.25: BC E ABI C 2
13.82L BD BEH 0
B.21L B AC
10.50L D BC
2.10L C C F
2.33 C FGE
9.59L F F






1.33L CB AAH 0 8600000000
1.43L CC AAH 1 9700000000
3.76 CE CA 9500000108
2.22 C EFC 8600000100
3.52L C HBC 5600000100
7.36L C CL 9400110008
1.47 C K D 3600000010
17.64L CE BF 0 950012042C
14.24L C C 3400020008
1.13L BC BC 0 8600000000
2.83 F C 9600111208
7.74 D GCB 970011341C
2.49 DC E D 4600000200
12.29L DC DC 9400111208
3.39L BD AC 0 6700000000
1.49L BBC AAAB i 2 6500000000
1.26L BC ACI ; 4 6600001000
1.36L CC ACJ I 0 8500000000
13.62L CED DDB 4 85O024532C
9.65L F E D 9400000008
3.19 FC FD 2600100320
1.26L B D A C I 1 7700100320
2.34 D H D





1.43L ;D BD I
1.29L C M C K
2.13 C C
1,30L D D L
63.05L B E
21.02L O BFI L
1.26L BF AB
1.54 F E
3.74L D E F E
1.00L :BC AC


























2,44 BBCB AAAB 0 2500000000 23
16.96L BD AAG 6 7400000008
1.65L C BM L 2400000000
6.36 F E L DA 950001230C
8.65 C F B 6501000300
1.37L F C 3501000000
2.51: BBCB AAAD 4 4621100000 27
1.31L BC AA 0 3500000000
1.65L C DJ K 1601000220
2.46L C D 56O0100O00
12.28L BC BB 1 9400001008
Sop
Name Type (") Ma g
1 13 23394 K5
C 1 32 X0227+559
C
1 13 23402 KO
4 1 "41 02282+5943
1 13 23403 B3
7 1 "41 02286+5938
4
4
1 4 TMSS + 50067
2 1 DU PER
1 1 LR PER
7 1 "41 02291+5940
4 1 32 )(0229+518
1 3 RAFGL 341
4
2 2 DO 25658
2 t3 23423 B5
4 1 13 23430 K0
1 13 23435 K5
I "41 02313+5942
;2 "17 107R8,C5






4 1 7 15963
1"41 02326+5857
23457 M0
1 1 EF PER
F 2 22 $191
C 1 32 )(0233+559
C 2 "13 23464K0
1 "41 0233375901
4 * 13 23469 K2
F 3 "32 X02337595
F 3 °32 X0233+595
1 13 23470 +++
1 2 DO 25939
1 "41 02334+ 5531
1 1 EG PER
F 1 *41 02336+5927
3 2 13 23474F0
1 °41 0234175525
4
1 1 "41 02344+5957
C 2 7 1G 186
1 "41 : 02345+5608
1 3 RAFGL 5076
1 16 00877 M
1 "41 02347+5932
4 2 "39 LHE064
2 13 23485 K5
4 13 23484 M2



















































"Confusion Rags: 1) CIRRUS-t; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighbodng Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
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;1 i




a 8 Coords SMJ SMN e. O
ham. • 8, (s) ('_ ] b (") (') 1") N
02351+5533 7.4 1 138- 4 28 7 64 3
02351+5630 9.g 13 137- 3 18 6 63 3!02351+5849 10.6 6 136- 1 28 I0 59 3
02353+5854 20.5 37 136- 1 32 13 59 2
02354+5837 27.4 31 136- 1 32 8 61 3
02356+5237 39.1 17 139- 7 26 t3 63 3
02357+5421 43.219 138- 5 59 8 62 3
02357+5846 46.59! 136-1 3714 662
02358+5928 48.89136- 0 19 5 613
02369+5230 56.356 139- 7 27 6 633
02360+5922 4.254136-- 0 23 3 603
02360+5029 4.21714O-9 4912 582
02361+5817 6.471137--1 4613 512
02361+5457 11.825! 138- 4 67 8 643
02362+5540 14.253138-4 29 8 643
02362+,00,14.4,, 14o-9 37 1_! _02363+5946 20.859136- 0 25
02364+5214 24.736139-7 31 10 6562 l02366+5558 )6.246138- 4 33 10 ! 302366+5845 40.342137-1 23 7 593
02367+5334 14.155139- 6 55 8 ! 623
02367+5155 47.731139- 7 28 6 64
02368+5836 50.226137- 1 4321 59
02368+5955 51.52136+0 29 3 633
02368+5402 ,2.418139--5 5411 603
02369+5014 ,5.7, 5214O- 9 3710 633
02369+5703 55.843 137- 3 2910 662
02369+5417 56.352138-5 23 6 633
02389+5815 5_24136137- I 45 8, 59202370+5705 : !46137- 40 9 672
02371+5849 6.129137-1 3011 562
02374+5915 25.710 t36-0 5727 542
02374+5447 26.£ t4138-5 62 12 643
02375+5557 31.052 138- 3 40 26 87, 2
02375+5500 32.(] 4138- 4 23 7 643
02375+5655 35.324137-3 37 10 643
02376+5341 37.816139-- 6 66 12 6313
02378+5518 51.333138- 4 20 10 65 i 3
02378+5713 53.131 137- 2 76 14 662
02379+5724 55.1i49137- 2 18 6 6212
I
02380+5243 0.410139- 6 54 13 643
02380+5650 0.56 138- 3 24 8 633
02381+5923 8.124136-0 23 3 633
02381 +5559 8.4 5138- 3 28 6 643
02363+5908 22.7 137- I 30 8 623
02384+5542 25.535138- 4 59 19 613
02384+5053 28.910140-8 56 11 643
02385+5716 34.137137- 2 38 3 613
02386+5722 41.449137-2 82 8 602
02387+5219 43.248139- 7 42 8 613
02387+5437 46.424139- 5 33 3 633
02388+5102 52.221 140- 8 29 3 65 302389+525758.752139-6 42 22 63 3o2389+5747,,.813137_239 8 64 3
02389+5620 58.015138-3 4812 632
02390+5311 3.712139 6 9321 67 2
02390+5823 4.69137-1 41 16 592
02391 +5959 9.236136+0 33 8 623
02392+5847 17.110137-1 38 8 632
02393+5011 18.59140-9 28 7 633
02393+5537 19339138-4 2814 602
02393+5952 21.02136+0 20 9 593
02394+5318 27.347139-6 29 8 633
02398+5718 48.837138-2 3415 593
02400+5936 5.336137- 0 4910 613
02400+5252 5.915139-6 40 9 643
02401+5010 8.212141-9 3210 653
02401+5923 8.442137-0 25 7 623
02401+5726 9.656138-2 4311 642
02401+5119 1.54140-8 4431 592
02402+5849 13.127137-1 30 e 603
02402+5747 14.515137-2 45 8 662
02403+5724 22.54138-2 3412 652
02404+5149 26.259140-7 37 8 633
02405+5644 31A 6 138- 3 49 10 61 2
02406+5650 36.848 138- 3 67 11 56 2
02406+5824 39.520, 137- 1 54 13 61 3
02406+5346 40345 139- 5 35 10 63 3
02406+5458 49.135 139- 4 18 5 66 3
02408+5100 49.640 140- 6 43 8 64 3
02408+5431 50.534 139- 5 44 8 64 3
02410+5722 0.051138- 2 37 10 623
02410+5849 0.5 8 _ 137- 1 32 5 653
02411+5205 8.935140- 7 57 13 652
02412+5130 17.148 140- 7 34 27 69 2
02413+5618 18.413 136- 3 50 21 62 3
02414+5752 28.342138- 2 31 7 632
02417+5137 42.140140.- 7 65 16 652 I
02417+5528 42.249139- 4 51 8 673
02417+5245 46.731140-6 4620 672
02418+5707 48_619138-2 59 38 6432102418+5904 52.558137-0 35 62
02419+5239 54021140-6 50 8 653
02419+5651 158.641138-2 30 20 603
02421+5306 6.717140-6 5421 623
I 9.130 137- 1 29
62g02421 + 580802422+5008 13.959141- 8 41 11 6502422+5832 14.942137- 1 25 60 3
02424+5955 29.112137+ 0 77 13 542
02425+5102 32.331 141- 8 40 14 623
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (S1) at
F]ux Density Flags
(Not Coler Celxected) V
12 p,m 23 p.m 60 _m 100 ttm Flux Corr A Confusion
{Jansky) Uncs Coef R FlaBs"
2.07 .56 .40L 1.16L BC AB 0 8700001000
23.06 8.92 1.94 1.57L 8BC AAA 0 4600000000
.76 .50 .47L 3.76L BC BB 2 8600200100
.33 .25L .70L 4.11L C C G 7600100000
.38 .25L .41L 4.10L O ]E 9600010000
.25L .25L .84 1.57 CC I AC 2400000000
39 .26L .40L 1.57L' C CG 2600000000
.25L .25L 1.14L 3.79 C BB 8600100100
11.27 4.90 4.75L 24.51L BC AAD 9 940121022C
1.46 .63 .40L 1.17L BC ABM 3 2500000000
25.73 18.47 4.45 5.94L BBC AAAD 0 5710100100
.40 .25L .40L 1.84L C B 2400010000
.34 .25L .40L 17.17L C D 3500000108
38 .25L .40L 1.34L C CB 1601000000
1.42 .45 .40L 1.53L DC AB M 3 8700000000
.58 .57L .4OL 1.28L C CH M 7500000000
.37L .45 3.28 15.76L D O B C B B 960205564C
.61 .51 .40L 1.34L BC BB 3600022000
.25L .41 .70 1.44L CC GBB 7700001100
.25L .22: 3.29 11.82 ECC EBA 9580001200
.50 .25L .40L 1.89L F B 2600010000
13.93 7.03 .94 1.63L CBC AABD 03600000000
.25L .38L .65L 5.63 C H MC 9600000000
4.75 2.33 3.05L 35.32L BB AA 960110020C
.28L , .25L .63 1.26L C N G B L 2700000000
.47 .25L .40L 1.31L C BF F 4501000000
.99 .40 .4OL 6.87L CC AABCG 375001300063.10 1.32 .44L 1.42L BB 01501000000
.25L .26L .85L 3.71 C E GB 9600000200
.63 .25L .40L 9.33L C B 7400130008
.30L .25L 1.10 7.59L F ,GCE 9600001200
.25L .39L .97L 9.33 C NFH 7701022230
.40 .25L .4OL 1.59L C D 2600000000
.25L .25L .40L 2.19 I D D 6600001100
5.36 1.98 .54L 1.36L CB AAF 1162001X)000
39 .25L .40L 12.00L B CC 8500000008
.33 .25L .40L 1.93L :C C J 1600000000
1.07 .67 .40L 1.72L BC AAKE 4 5600000000
.31L .25L 1.14 10.77L D E CC 9400001308
.62 1.93 4.09 7.05: BBCC BAAA 03581010108
.39L .25L .76 1.63L C B B 5500000000
.50 .25L .31: 8.73L B E BI CM 7500010208
3.62 9.24 93.36 226.61 BBDD BAAA 0 9180143348
1.22 .44 .40L 1.49L BC AB 06700000000
.34 .25L .57L 4.20L C C 7700000000
.25L .25L .46L 2.52 B MMCA 8600010000
.47 .25L .40L 1.57L C CG 5500000000
.25L .26L 1.64 6.23 CD DDB 9501111308
.26L .25L .73 13.37L F E 7400200008
.47 .25L .4OL 1.53L B BF 0500000000
1.31 .76 .40L 1.64L BC AA O 0 2600001000
.25L .33 2.55 3.85 DCB GCAA 8400001010
.25L .25L .40L 1.87 C K A 8500000000
.55 .25L .44L 5.25L B BE G 7502000200
.38 .25L .4OL 8.67L C DH 2501000008
.25L .25L .40L 2.65 F H C 2600000000
.28L .25L .70 6.57L F F D 7602000400
1.01 .32: 3.16L 33.66L BD ACG 2960001X)00C
,65 1.17L .40L 3.69L F BI G 7500000000
1.58 .44 .40L 1.31L BD AB 2 9500000000
.25L .25L .77: 5.58 DC CB 8501000300
.25L .32L 3.69: 21.89 DD J CCA 950304764C
1.95 .54 .40L 1.28L BC ABN 0 2600000000
.29L .25L 1.28 12.771- F MI DE 7400023448
.47 .51L .73L 51.99L C BCE 9300120328
2.89 1.92 .40L 1.52L BB AAD 2 9600000000
.31 .25L .40L 1.51L E BE 9500000000
3.83 2.17 .41: 29.45L BBE AAD 08600000008
•30 .25L .51L 20.74L E F 5400100008
.30L .66L .53L 1.75 C MC 6600000000
.44 .25L ,44L 4633L C BG 3200000008
.65 .27L .4OL 2.87L F CB 3600000100
.25L .25L .74 3.80L C BB 7601210118
.51 .33 .40L 1.46L CC BDD 1 6600000000
.70 .29: .40L 11.58L CO BC H: 1 9500100008
.43 .25L .43L 15.50L C CI 9500100008
.28L .25L .73 7.72L D BECE 7681000530
1.01 .27L .40L 1.38L: C I 260000000011.70 20.81 7.28 2.94 BCB AAAB 86500000010
.35 .25L .40L 1.79L: C BHM 3600010000
.82 20: .40L 1.25L: DO BC 02500000000
.35 .25L .59L 22.17L C D # 7402210108
1.24 .40 .4Ot 46.57L B C A B 0 2200000008
.37 .26L .401 t.83L C CF 2600010000
.64L .32L .44L 1.73 O E C 6600000_O0
.44L 25L .42: 3.15 DC EKBA 5600000108
1.78 .49 .42L 3.29L BD AA 0 2500001000
.25L .29L .40L 2.08 E C E _I0
.30 .25L .4OL 1.92L C DID 7600000000
.25L .43L .40L 2.82 C B E D 9601000110
.28L .25L .61L 4.85 D J DC 8700000106
1.40 31: .40t 43.16L BF IAC 2 5500000008
.69 .25L .40L 1.92L D !AD 9600000000
38L .25L .80: 6.06 CC DC 8601000108
.25L .25L .40L 1.98 B H K C 9600000000
.40 .25L .40L 4.31L E _FJ N 5600000000
.48 .25L .40L 1.82L C C I G 5500000000
3.63 1.11 .51L 3.94L BC AAG 0 4600000000
.39 ,88L 3.81L 25.LXJL E 'E H 580132232E
.25L 25L .65 1.43: C C F C C 5600000000











Name Type (") M_
VZ PER 21 3
02351 +5849 7 1
02352 + 5854 46 I
23496 K0 18 75
02358 + 5928 24 3
GPCAS 14 3
23502 MO 12 95
23583 F5 7 8O
El PER 14 3
X0236+587 107 4
TMSS +50071 25 26
DO 26O38 4O 98
X0236+570 81 1
23516 K0 17 70
23527 K7 11 90
EM PER 8 3
1G 191 75
A0238 + 59 2
02383+5908 23 ! 3







DO 26094 5 100
02401 +5849 3O 1
DO 26095 30 115
23573 G5 11 91
23577 K5 10 86
02409+5849 23 3









2425+5301 33.731 140- 8 51 10 63 3
2425+5013 35.6 10 141-8 87 27 67 2
2426+5452 36.1 13 139- 4 87 25 59 2
2426+5922 41.9 45 137- 0 44 8 57 2
2428+5908 48.6 16 137-0 62 16 52 2
2428+5257 49.4 12 140-6 26 6 65 3
2429+5204 57.6 14 140- 7 44 8 85 3
2429+5514 58.3 139- 25 3
2430+5656 3.7 _55 _i 19 65138- 44 i 66 2
2430+5821 3.8 37 138- 1 31 17 59 2
2430+5540 4.9 6 t39- 3 40 12 60 3
2431+5731 11.2 34 138- 2 28 8 64 3
2433+5t59 21.3 41 140- 7 34 12 i 85 3
2433+5424 23.2 59 139- 5 35 5 66 3
2435+5218 34.1 13 140- 6 68 8 i 64 2
2436+5209 36.9 52 140- 7 91 23 68 2
2437+5451 43.6 25 139- 4 26 9 66 3
2437+5754 44.5 59 138- 1 18 5 62 3
2437+5815 45.7 30 138- 1 43 10 60 3
2440+5656 1.2 8 138- 2 69 22 80 2
2440+5408 2.1 24! 139- 5 24 10 67 2
2441+5128 6.1i60 141-7 39 14 64i 3
2441+5422 8.9 14 139-5 87 27 60'2
2441+5249 7.7 12 140-6 49 8, _6_ 332441+5344 9.C 20 140-5 19 1
2441+5628 9.2 40 138-3 75 8 58 2
2442+5410 15.3 28 139- 5 40 22 62 3
2442+5206 17.7 43 140- 7 30 7 66 3
2443+5340 18.5 58 140-5 48 8 65 3
2445+5128 31.0 54 141- 7 97 32 62 2
_445+5442 34.7i21 139- 4 40 12 62 3
-)446+5759 39.231 138- 1 i 25 7 61 i 3
.)447+5811 42.4 5 138- 1 48 12 603
._447+5447 43.2 46 139- 4 36 29 84 3
.J449+5458 56.8 52 139-- 4 51 14 61 2
._449+5955 57.7 43 137+ 1 44 7 57 2
.3449+5713 58.1 35 138- 2 22 5 63 3
)449+5t52 59.4 59 141- 7 ! 40 25 64 2
:'450+5332 0.9 32 140- 5 69 i 27 62 3
.)450+5032 1.4 51 141- 8 25 i 7 64 3
.='450+5816 4.3 60 138- 1 41 12 58 2
.='450+5256 4.6 t9 t40- 8 32 10 66 3
!450+5953 5.1 4 137+ 0 36 3 59 2
!451+5357 9.9 42 140- 5 23 6 66 3
!451+5957 11.2 34 137+ 1 43 13 55 2
.)452+5944 17.5 18 137+ 0 33 12 59 2;
.)453+5104 19.0 5 141-- 7 50 8 64 3:
!453+5552 20.7 5= 139-- 3 24 i 9 97 3
!453+5748 23.7 19 138-- 1 23 4 61 3
!454+5547 24.8 31 139- 3 69 16 63 3
!455+5649 31.6 28 138- 2 33 3 63 3
!455+5951 35.2 24 137+ 0 41 10 58 2
!455+5808 35.2 51 138- 1 37 10 59 2
!456+5559 37.4 39 139 3 36 8 61 3
!487+5621 46.6 32 i t39- 3 31 12 61 3
!458+5652 48.8 37 : 138- 2 28 3 65 3
!458+5052 49.2 39 141- 8 41 11 63 3
!459+5146 54.3 46 141- 7 44 11 65 3
!460+5022 2.2 49 141- 8 84 31 68 2
!460+5929 3.2 10 137+ 0 16 7 97 2
!460+5152 3.4; 5 141- 7 50 8 64 3
1461 +5603 6.3 2: 139- 3 36 9 61 3!461+5936 7.1 137+ 0 70 9 57 2
_462+5426 12.1 42 140 4 38 11 65 3
1462+5902 12.1 21 138-- 0 80 9 58 2
462+5548 14.6, 4 139- 3 26 10 59 2
463+5612 20.5 2 139- 3 67 17 65 2
463+5949 23.4 13 137+ 1 56 8 59 2
464+5326 24.3 25 140- 5 48 8 66 i 3
464+5703 24.8 56 138- 2 29 19 65 ! 2
464+5236 27.3 20 140- 6 86 19 59 2
465+5014 32.4 39 141- 8 76 33 68 2
465+5719 34.1 57 138-- 2 44 18 61 2
466+5538 38.0 43 139-- 3 23 3 100 3
467+5552 43.8 43 139-- 3 32 6 66 3
467+5432 47.6 56 140- 4 27 7 63 3
468+5840 52.0 47 138-- 0 22 7 59 2
469+5646 55.1 35 139 2 17 4 64 3
469+5946 56.1 25 137+ 0 22 I 9 99 2
470+5825 0.2 47 138- 1 56 i 10 58 2
470+5541 2.8 23 139 3 24 5 643
470+5536 5.7 36 139- 3 23 5 64 3
471+5430 6.2 4! 140- 4 37 12 62 3
472+5407 12.1 35 t40-5 61 24 65 3
472+5358 12.6 10 140-5 66 8 65 3
472+5710 12.8 17 139- 2 22 7 62 3
472+5227 16.4 42 141 6 80 31 62 2
473+5237 18.0 9 141- 6 49 15 66 2
473+5738 18.8 57 138- 1 28 8 57 2
473+5152 19.3 44 141-- 7 21 6 65 3
i
473+5936 22.3 27 137+ 0 53 ' 11 56 2
474+5901 24.1 32 138-- 0 32 6 59 2
475+5704 30.5 26 ; 139- 2 28 10 62 3
475+5323 31.31 59 : 140 5 85 27 68 2
,75+5250 32.159 140-6 39 26 57 2
,76+5529 36.1 39 t39 3 18 6 =6_=3
.76+5950 '37.4 54 137+1 25 o I ;3_,1 ¢
175+5850 40._ 22 13_-- 0 57 12 57 2
'77 + 5_46 43.C 60 137+1 28 6 592
'77+5549 45.5 31 139 3 22 12 693
Declination: + 50"-+60"
Flux Density Flags Assoc_tions
H
GaIacdc Uncertainty C (Not Colo¢ Corrected)
a 8 Coords SMJ SMN . O 12 _.m 2, /zm 60 _m






































































































100 _m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Seo
Uncs Coef R Flags" S 2 # T Name Type (") Ms 8
1.57L' B BD 9600100000 I 13 23594 K2 3 81
1.96 E D E 55OOOOOOOO
3.91 C K I C 6501000020 8
27.78L E AC 5600000008
6,99L D t B 3600000108
1.38L BD AB L 9600101000 2 13 23597 K5 3 8_:
1.53L B BM 7500100(X)0
2.04L CC AB 0 8602022000 3
6.21L D GC 7601000108
3.83 C C F B 4780000200
10.73L C iOE 9300000008 1 13 23600G5 8 7E
12A9L C !BJ 8500000008 1 13 23601 B2 25 71
1.58LIB AF 7500100000 1 13 23604 K7 9 94;
1.61L BC AC 0 4_
2.53L C A E 5402100000
1.68 C C B 65O10OO000
1.60L BD AB G 1 6600010000
2.57L CED AAEF 9 0600000100
3.81L C CNGD 3700000000
5.05 D HHC 9701000108
5.26 ECC BDC 4581104330
2.35L D HDF 9600100000
2.52 D I FE 4401100300
1.59L BD BC 0 960O000000
2.53L B BG F 6600110000
28.17L F E 7400000108
5.34 C J I C 4580104330
1.35L 8BC AAC 0 6500100000
1,85L B BF F 8600110000
2.68 F K E 9500100000
2.10L C DF 5700120000
3.17L BC AB 3 0600000000
4.47L C B 2601001200
2.77 C N H 6500120000!
2.77L C EM 6500010000
56.54L CF FBCF O 940335320C
10.24L BC AAB 9 9601100108
2.t6 C C 8501000000
2.57 C D C _ 8600000000
11.41 OCC FBBA 4400023000
8.85 OC LGCB 3500002200
1.33L DD AD 0 96OOOOOOOO
52.86: C E CDBF 848234320C
1.921 BE BB 76000000OO
81,40L F F F C 460244420E
42.77: CE D FDDD; 3 3481032328
1.72 D F C 4600000000
11.31: DD ECDA 9681213438
3.13L BC AA 0 0600000100
24.89L C F I C 9501213538
14.39L BD AC 0 9400110008
55.17L CD CB 0 940431110C
7.73: CCDC CBAA 0 3501000000
17.19: DD J MBB 96C1024448
13.37: CO EJ FB 8502001338
11.48L BD AC 0 9500110008
1.69L B BLI 3600010000
1.86L C B 8500110000
2.26 C E 150OOOO000
77.79L BBC BCHE 0 2501022228
1.60L C HBB
13.17: D DO D CO




16.61L C N DD
4.74L 100.29L C ACL
.40L 1.92L BE AC
.40L 4.64 D B












2.75 C MEE ; 85000000106.56: C 9600100338
69.35 BCCD AAAB 0 6481212530
8.10: CC DFC 9580001518
7_56L BBC AABH 0 9500100008
7.93L BC AA 0 2601000000
5.01 BBCC AAAA 6 2610000008 28
100.29 DFE DBFB 960522442C
10.881 FD AG 0 3601101100
14.77L BBD AAAE =0 55E2212430
2.15L BBD AAB i 7 6801201210
2.72 CC IF BC 86001000082.81 E 9600000008
9.56L C D G 9400000008
9.44L BD BCFC 0 9500111108
2.20 D F 1500000000
1.75L C MCD 4501000000
531: !BBDD AAAE 0 5501000008 25
1.23L'BBC AAAE 1 7601000200 15
46.47L F FDB 860211223C
40.12L BB AAF 1 1500000108
16.79L B BDI 9500010008
2.84 D GL E 9600000000
2.36 C D C 8501000120
12.45 DDD GCCB 8601023320
31.03L D CBA 980322541C
11.31L F H 1701100100
107.58L DCE BBFE 6 940416553C5.22: DD DC 9601000218
E 1 32 X0244+541 59 14
4
1 17 121 70
1 t3 23611 A0 42 73
E 1 32 X0244+541 112 14
2 13 23615 M2 7 83
1 13 23616 1(2 3 83
2 13 23622 K2 4 71
2
3 4 9 U02270 16 148
6 32 X0245 + 583 99 6
1 13 23627 K0 3 76
8
4 13' 23631 K0




8 2 16 00934- A2 82 88
2 13 23637 F5P 4 65
2 2 DO 26238 73 118
I 13 23638 M0 5 90
2 22 $198 68 540
1 2 DO 26244 52 113
1 13 23641 K0 36 83
1 17 t24 89
17 125 88
5 13 23647 M7 2 81
8 4 13 23655 K0 7 40
4 2 DO 26272 56 90
3 3 ' RAFGL 4228S 15 13
3 3 RAFGL 4027 40 13
8
4 1 32 X0247+555 56 4
4








Right Ascension: 02h47=46"-O2hS3m48 '
Pc,si|ion (1050) Flux I_nsizy
N=me H CP(_ Co1_¢ Corr_c_d'J
Galactic Uncerlzinty C_
,) Coords SM] SMN 8 12 vm 25 p.m 60 p.m 100 _mhanl. • 8, (st_ ( l b (') (') (')!ON (Jansky)
02477+5040 46.5141141- 8 2511 673 .25L .25L 1.49 3.18
02478+5854 48.057' 138-- 0 31 10 582 .45 .25L 1.10L 10.07L
02476+5505 51.7151140-4 54 8 642 .29 .25L .40L 2.40L
02479+5915 55.0 11 138+ 0 48 10 58 2 .84 .98L 5.11L 64.03L
02,,8+ 5845,,139_2 , 33 97 28 ,0, 1338L02479+5302 59.1 140- 5 38 1 .33 .25L .40L 2.04L02480+5104 3.810141- 7 89 11 2 .27L .25L .52 2.11L
02481+5647 7.049' 139- 2 39 8 633 .73 .25L .4OL 14.89L
02481+5922 12.047138+ 0 52 9 582 .84 .36L 4.68L 40.03L
02482+5912 13.1 49 = 138+ 0 40 8 I 59 2 .66 .41L 2,63L 52.56L
I
02482+5249 14.638,141-6 31 8 67 3 1.47 .37 .49L 1.96L
o2_3+53312o.o5, 5140- 5723663 .31L .25L .41L 2.o802483+571921.54:139-2 5412 592 ,25L .23: 2.38 8.39:
02484+525325.o5_!141-6 52 8 66 2 .30 .25L .77L 1.58L02485+5641 33.8 139-2 7311 643 .25L .25L .40L 4.24
02_e + 5528 4013 38 139--3 25 e _e 3 b_L '_5L i._ 8"_
02487+5416 46.0 52140-- 4 44 8 662 .80 .41L .40L 9.66L
02467+5522 46.023140- 3 23 5 6713 1.69 .67 .42L 3.13L
02466+59386 49.827138+ 0 821_ 57 ,= .51L .39L 2.67 32.57L02488+5348 50.223140- 5 26 6413 13.50 3.73 .71 7.44L
02466+5123 50.520141- 7 26 6 673 1.74 1.13 .40L 1.40L
02488+5922 53.81138+ 0 34 13 652 .25L .45L 3.56L 18.76
02488+5830 54.0 34 138- 1 24 6 60 2 2.63 1,15 .91L 7.66L
02489+5915 55.823138+ 0 59 14 552 .44 .31L 4.12L 47.37L
02489+5310 58.124141- 5 46 3 663 1.22 ,30 ,40L 1.65L
02490+5259 4.75141- 5 48 : 22 663 .25L .25L .4OL 2.05
02491+5011 9.139142-8 5232 692 .25L .29L .40L 2.40
02491+5534 11.057, 139- 3 3720 663 .25L .25L .49L 4.47
02491+5031 11.0591142- 5 5511 673 .57 .22: .40L 2.17L
02492+5412 16.2171140-4 36 7 662 3.58 1.03 .40L 9.74L
02493+5748 18.46138-1 70 12 592 .35 .25L .64L 4.58L
02493+5350 19.029140- 5 30 8 853 .89 .28: .40L 10.54L
02493+5428 21.6 55 140- 4 39 23 65 3 .25L .25L .40L 3.42
02493+5 141_ 35 8 13 6,, 12, 3.0502494+5302 26.1 141 - 46 3 .79 .25L .40L 1.69L02495+5540 35.850 139- 3 68 18 2 .27L .25L .44 2.65L
02496+5516 3622 140-3 30 8 64 3 .25L .25L 1.88 5.29
02466+5838 [38.5447 138- 0 47 8 582 .50 .26L 1.30L 14.11L48.1 140- 4 51 18 62 .25L .40L02498 + 5401 2 .25L 2.95
02498+5845 54.024138- 0 50 8 602 .71 .38L 1.29L 15.39L
02499+5752 57.0!84139-1 49 10 662 .51L .31: 233 13.80:
02502+5739 16.6' 14139- 1 21 7 61 = 2 3.45 1.56 .41L 4.15L
02504+5954 24.844138+ 1 50 13 582 .34L .58L 2.19 25.84L
02504+5700 24.948139- 2 5711 582 .83 .32L .49L 25.22L
02504+5614 28.353139- 2 66 13 571 _ .25L .25L .95 13.70L02_+5749 26.82 139-i 52 o 62, .25L .36L .8, 4.58_02_+5917 2,17138+0 31 669; 2 4.80 1.38: 2._t 35.66t02505+592531.716 138+o . 15 57 2 .31, ._t 1.86 _.11t
02505+5027 34.712142- 6 63 9 673 .25L .25L .91 1.72L
02505+5758 35.8 5139- 1 40 13 57 ! 2 .45: .25L 5.42 40.50
02506+5233 41.3 31 141--8 _ 16 673 7,42 1,87 m40L 7¢_Lo2 o7+ o3 16 39-3 2 591 .31L . 6L . 0L 322
0_ _ + _7_ _ _ _ _39-- _ 26 _ 58 _ '_ "_ ._ _'7_L
02_ + _57 52._ 4_ 142 -- 47 38 3 _7 3 1"13 "31L .4OL ' m61L
02510+5041 1.131142- 7 4612 673 .37 .25L .40L 1.66L
02510+5137 4.C 8142-7 2412 692 .28L .20 .68L 1.82L
02510+5759 4._ 59 ; 139- _ 25 8 602 .84L .26 3.17 5.99L02511+5950 ' 6.843138+ 5410 612 .43 .25L 2.40L 14.76:
02511+5222 i 6._ 15141-6 34 10 673 .41 .25L .40L 884L
02512+5930 116.0 57 138+ 1 56 3 58 2 .39L .27L 1.94 19.55L
02514+5211 27141- 6 26 6 673 1.83 .51 .40L 6.98L
02514+5936 57138+ 1 22 9 592 .52 .78 5.71: 29.76:
02515+5413 38140-4 23 29 _31 3 .55 .30 .40L 14.90L02516+5142 39.2 21 142-- 6 46 1 .36L .27L .78 2.35:
02516+_8 ..528139- 2 _ 2_ 571_ .48L .32L .65 15.34L
02517+5804 44.3 10139- I ,_ _ 61 , 3.48 .99 33L 8.67L
02519+6916 54555138+ ? 4011 572 A8 .37L 3.90L 41.21L02519+5052 57.2' 25142- , 51 12 64 ! _ .34 .25L .40L 2.08L
02519+5944 59.59138+1 34 8 582 .39L .84 5.30L 23.84L
02519+5940 _159.8 48138+ 1 2813 61l' 2 .27L .50 6.31L 34.58L
0_2,o+_I'0 0.:_3r I,(2- 6 ,58 2f 63 3 .25Li .2'5L .,_OL 3.01
02522+5222 ,14240141--6 8421 592 .25L .25L .40L 2.40
02522+6748 ;15.46139-1 66 7 612 1.39 .34: .58L e.6OL
02524+5714 27._ 7 139-1 19 13 59 2 .25L .26: 1.25: 3.80:
02524+5949 29.427138+ 1 43 3 582 .55L .67 11.43L 118.68L
02525+6640 31.418138--0 55 7 562 1.03 .66L .77L 11.48L!
02525+5743 33._ 50139-1 81 10 612 .34 .25L .54L 8.31L
02526+5348 '37.8 27141- 4 5339 592 .58L .64L .40L) 2.40
02526+5212 39.C 49141-6 46 12 653 .25L .29L .48 4.35
02529+5949 52.818138+1 34 3 562 .80L .59 13.47L 128.63:
02529+5704 55.250 139-- 2 45 15 59 2 .28L .38L .96 13.53L
02530+5843 197139-- 46 13 572 .36L .31L 1.83 15.5002531+5721 118 i 139- 34 6 632 11.83 3.74 .68: 4.53L
02532+5519 14.46140-3 39 9 663 .34 .25L .40L 1.97L
02532+5840 14.(5 45139- 0 59 14 572 .29L .26L 1.10 16.88L
02532+8426 16._ 30141-4 22 5 663 66.54 31.46 7.12 3.95
02532+5023 17.E 48142- 7 18 7 66, 3 .31L .42 373 8.37
02533+5035 18.C 39142-7 32 6 673 1,10 m21: .40L! 7.06L
02533+6620 115.138140-- 2152 10 592 .35 .25L .40L 11.64L
I
02533+5103 18.8] 32142-- 731 7 683 4.47 1"16 .40L 1.47L
02533+5647 19.924139-- 2 26 8 582 .31 "25L .61L 21.34L
02533+5953 20.848138+ 1 4614 552 .57 "55 13.17L 119.39L
02533+5124 23.854142-- 7 4435 69; 2 .41L .25L .40L 2.05
02534+5231 27.946141- 6126 7 663 1.84 .69 .40L 6.90L
02535+5718 30.1[40139 1 = 6610 62 i 2 .40 .25L .56L 6.53L
02535+5555 32.714140-3129 7 592 11.85 6.50 1.66 3.47L
02536+5939 39.137138+ 1! 3310 582 .36: .66 8.96L 36.26L
02538+5126 48.958142- 7 7727 65 i 3 .25L .25L .40L 3.33
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 Fro;
Declination: + 50°-+60 -
Flags Associ&tions
V L C
Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
Uncs Cocf R Rags" S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
CBIcGAB, 1.500000000 1 12 ZG247+50 153C 1701100000
C O G 9500010000
D BC 440111000C
CO BC 57400100008
C AFCB 9500000000 1 1323660 K2 8E
D EB 2500000000 1 2 [3026295 101
B AFJ 8400100008 2 2 DO 26290 101
C AB 670122133C
C BJ M 340011000C
BC ABD 1 _5700100000 1 1323665 K2 7{
CH EC 8500000000
DDD BBC 8606000008
C D KM 56OO10OO00
D MJ C 7600000008
CC GCBB ' 9580102110 1 7) iG 209
F CD G 8401100008 I
BC AADH 0 9701001000 1 2jD02_05 111
E LCB 870311122C I
BBC AABJ 0 9500000108118 4 13 23869M5 9(
BC AAL 0 O6OOOO1OOO
O J GB 460031043C I
BC AB 0 4800000000 1 16,l 00968 14_
C D 440010000C
BD AE 0 9601000000 1 1323870K5 7{
B C D 75001000O0
C F 9500000110
C GD 8700001410 4
FE CD 50600000000
BC AA 0 8400100008 1 17 127N
D B E 2500000000
DD BF G 1 940OO001O8
F C 66O000OO08
CC HI AA ; 4401000008
B BF 7600100000
C C E H 7700000400FAB 96 21 :
C CK 37O0000100
C D: B 960O0O0OO8 IBD 2700000200 1 1952
DDD=ECBB 2501121200 4
FF AABI_c 93600000000E 670000110C
C BE 94O0001OO8
C A 7501000008
C BB i 36OO10OOOO
BD AA 0 1140000000C 1 17 128
E B L 470020030C
C CB 6700000010
D DD C FC 5380132320 E 1 32 X0250+579 1_
CB AAM 0 7300000008 5 13 23685+++ 4(
E M B 6600000008
C CBG !8501001008
. _B 4_000000 1 1323_ Ko 6.'
C EE ,5600000000 1 2 DO 26373 IOE
F KHN 2500000000 I 100PER
DD OEA 5640122220 E
c E,. 660 01 1c;  !00 59 101B CE _ 5_oo_ I 23669,_ 88
E N BL 470112333C
C J MB 6500000000
BC AB G 0 9400100208 4
ECDE DBAD 0 374313633C
BD BA 8 8400000008
CC EBC 6500000006 1 9 U02380 16(
F EL 7401001248 8 I 32 )(0251+567
CC AAI 0 5500000000 I 2 DO26383 116
C BFL 240000100C
C CM 5701000000 1 13 23702 G5 81
D EB 470123324C
D DGG 470223434C
C I GO 6500000020 8 I 32 XO252+.50r
D_ B 9600000008
CD AC 2 4500100000 2 13 23706K5 81
DDC I BC 16000_000
F HDIF 460236525(3
E ACMF 570100O310 113 ! 23710 K2 91E H 450O100O00 1323712 0 7_
C ° KI C G 7601000000 3219601000548 C 1 X0252 + 522 1=
F F HCKF 35A226845C
D ED 4500O0O208 41 71+57106
B BG 3700000000 ; 1 2 DO 26423 11_
CC FKDF 5701100210 I 1 22 BFS25 12(
BCC AAO 0260110000001 3 41TMSS +60106 2_
C CHM 6700000000
C I CG 8601100210
BBCD AAAB 19510000008 i 16 4 1 ER PER
CCC DBAA 54010000O8
BD AC H 03501O00008 1 13223720K5 8E
C C I 7500000008
BC AAEK I 0 5600000000 5 1323721 K5 65
C E DE) 6500000008 1 2 , DO 26430 91
CD CDDF 0 268313322C
E EG G 2600100130
BC AA 0 7500000008
C E 2501100000
FDC AAA 9 160000000015
EF FECB 7268216331C 3 1 32 X0253+596 3
C E 3600100350 C






02538+5959 49.4 10 138+ 1 27 B 65 3
02538+5409 52.2 28 141- 4 50 11 62 3
02538+5159 53.4 12 142- 8 93 26 69 2
02541+5000 10.5 1 143- 8 59 15 67 3
02542+5726 17.0 20 139 1 39 6 62 2
02543+5414 20.132 141- 4 60 8 66 2
02543+5434 21.335141-- 4 32 8 633
02543+5226 23.658142- 6 73 12 682
02544+6829 28.929140- 2 76 I128 582
02550+5955 1.930138+ 1 41 I 369 2
02551+563411-2 48140- 2 _37! 461202552+5937 12,5 25 138+ 1 64 3
02552+5168 16.3 5 142-6 24 66 2o2563+54o819215 141-4 54 33 64 2
025_+57_ 19.5_i 139-1 37 10 6o 202553+51o820.280142-7 33 8 = 3'02553+572523.648139-1 33 lO 61 2
02554+5616 24.1 36 140--2 34 21 56 2
02556+5900 41.735 ! 139+ 0 69 11 61 2
02557+5138 44.625142-6 24 6683
02568+5350 50.2t0 141-4 5710:632'
02560+5727 0.851139-1 28 6612
02561+5725 9.142139-1 38 16i2582+51 62,5 1142_6 0102562+ 11662, 1,0_2912o59202_+5921 _1.20 138+1 42 s 63 302_+59. _415 136+1 22 7i 63 202567+5, 507 t38+131 3 633
02568+5610 50.57140-2 44 7622
02568+5931 52.516139+1 34 6933
02570+5844 0.142 139+ 0 32 7 64 3
02570+5718 0.326140-1 28 6612
02570+5757 0.9' 17 139-1 38 8 58 2
02570+5602 4.8 18 140- 2 27 6 62 2
02572+6812 15.31140-2 4416602
02572+5209 ;16.88142-6= 35 3563
02572+5635 17.516 140- 2 58 8 632
02573+5010 23.145143-7 37 8 653
02573+5525 23fi 51141-3 9720612
02574+6821 127.._ 32139-0 2611 612
02575+5213 32.515142-6 5312 652
02575+5351 34._ 55141-4 63 3 622
02575+5639 35.53138+ 1 2614 643
02576+5741 41.711140--1 3215 582
02580+5038 0.1 30 143-7 56 88 6_ 2302681+5522 7.120141-3 58
02561 +6824 9.633138-0 3914 2
02582+5542 !14.854 141- 2 114 3 147 2
02682+5420 15.538141- 4 42 20 622
02682+5507 16._ 32141- 3 90 31 622
02_+5_ 26.128141-3 42 10 61;2
02565+5840 30.5 42 139+ 0 49 15 57 2
02586+5244 40. t_ 5 142--5 35 9 64 3
02588+5926 41.7 43 139+ 1 34 8 68 3
32687+5745 45.g 36140- 1 431264 2
02590+5601 2.5 57 140-2 49 15 62 2
02591+5626 8.3 16 139+0 50 8 67 3
02593+5412 22.3 48 141- 4 12
02593+5436 22.7 58 141- 3 24 2
02595+5546 32.1 26 141 --2 13 89 6_ l 202597+5547 42.7 54 141-- 2 33 1
02597+5740 45.5 16 140- 1 39 5 65 3
02598+5938 51.0 48 139+ 1 33 8 70 4
02599 + 5839 56.1
02599+5527 57.51355139+0141__332_7116862 23
33000+5551 1.2 16 141-- 2 69 3 62 2
:}3000+5911 2.0 42 139+ 1 37 3 64 3
:)3000+5240 2.6 20 142-- 5 41 9 64 2
:)3001+5937 11,0 13 139+ 1 38 8 69 4






)3008+5637 50.431140- 1 23 66313
:)3009+502556.925143- 745869 I 2:)3010+5650 0.222 143- 7 60 19 _3
[:)3010+5650 5.3 29 140- 1 26 10 64 i 3
:)3011+5622 8.532 141--2 37 12 623
_3011+5315 9.7 43 142- 4 37 10 61 2
33012+5942 14.4 22 139+ 1 29 3 71 4
)3013+6826 20.2 45 141- 2 42 10 62 2
)3014+553t 25.7 30 141- 2 31 9 64 2
)3014+5226 27.6 6 143- 5 33 7 64 ' 2
:)3016+5959 39.3 28 139+ 2 40 3 70 3
)3017+5537 43.8 54 141- 2 58 20 62 2
:)3017+5968 44.2 12 139+ 2 29 3 56 3
:)3017+5630 45.9 41 141- 1 27 j 6 63 3
I
)3019+5552 55.434 141- 2 33 3 65 3
)3020+5926 3.225139+1 3714 693
)3020+5057 3.3 56 143- 6 54 i 35 64 2
)3020+5734 4.1 56 140- 1 32 6 69 3
)3022+5409 13.0 20 142- 4 39 5 63 2
)3022+5905 14.3 49 139+ 1 26 t2 63 4
)3022+5754 15.7 42; 140-O 47 3 67 3
)3025+5712 31.6 13 140- 1 42 10 65 3
)3025+5545 32.5 7 141- 2 26 17 72 3
)3026+5817 40.9 55 141- 2 30 11 62 3
Declination: + 50"-+60 °
Flux [_nsity Flags Assodations
H
Galactic Uncertainty (Net Coler _ed)
¢¢ s SMJ SMN 8 C 12 Fm 25 ._m 60 p.m
(') (8) ]C_)Orbd (') (') (')N (',sky)
.69 .32L 3.59L I



























































































.29L .25L .65L i








100 vm Flux Corr A. Conf._sion g S
Uncs Cocf R Flags t
35.79L B ADGD 980313110C
I0.01L C NBC 6400000308
2.82 D I LC 8601000008
10.44L ! C C 6300000008
4.72L: BD AAB 74701000000
2.3OL D GCA 76O00003O8
8.39L BC ABHG 8400000006
2.16L C OK E 8500000008
5.78 E HD 7631000108
12.40 E K CB 890200020C
6.67 CDD BDB 6601001208
32.35L ED AAJ 956001000OC
2.14 D HC 6600000008
2.57 D D 4600000008
6.55L BE AB ! 346OO0000OO
1.93L B BF i 3700000000
6.62L DD AB [, 4 4600000000
3.96 D L L B 6600000108
6.73L C DAC 6801000000
2.10L BC AA L 2600000000
3.24L F E I 5561000000
5.75L BB AAK ! 04600100000
5.63L FC AAE 0 4600100000
1.76L DF BD 8 170O0O0000
7.15L D rDE 7600000000
9.24L C AE 1800000000
40.55L DE EBBB 4 770133343C
41.20L B lAD H 580120030C
3.09L CD !BE] 2470O10000O
32.67L BD AB 0460100000C
5.48L BC !AA 37800000000
i
5.05L ;C D 'AC 0 2700000000
6.35L CO AD 15500000000
3.09L IBBC AAB 25700000£)00
5.26L F FD 4631100000
14.06 COOO _BCFF 064C2143550
5.35L C BF 460OO00O0O





65.39: C D CEGD
5.67L C HD
3.58 C KDB
3.89L C D K
7.18: CC EHCB
3.94 F D F
3.14 D L E 0
3.56 F GC
6.19L C CC F
11.67 D GEGE
2.07L B B E
37.30L B BGJ
6.99L C D
7.22 CC G ED
5.47L C B F
10.74 DC FFC
3.50 C C B MB
4.50 D L D
13.15: EDD BCA
10.33 D N NB
5.29L B AEI
28.53L R BFI





























3.64L BD AA L 1 4700000000
8.22L D AB 980010112C
15.28 CO HEC 7801010628
1.78L CD AB 1 2600001000
30.93L C BE 1£)00140008
2.74 C L C 6601001000
9.26L C B B 3700000000
8.40 BD CFCA 4800000108
5.54 C EC 9600000110
2.15L C B 2601000000
32.11L B J CB 9500000008'1
3.70: BDCC AAAB 9 180O001000_29
3.71L C BH L 9600000O00
3.56 C AGGLB 96810001204.53L BF 0 1901000000!
6.23 EC CC 760010010C
2.25L BCC AAB 2 : 1600000000 19
29.96L BD AB 3 !380100000C
15.38L C BB 470O20000C
21.0OL B B J18560100O0C
1.78L BC AA 0 5600001000
15.93L D BCBFI 460113144C
19.35L E DI 950101010C
11.95: B E AF E 360113144C
15.28L BC AA 0371010000(3
17.13L BD AC 0970300O80C
7.87 DD FEC 4901012438
3.67 EiCBLD 960100021022.52L E O80O00O00C
2.63L DCC AAB 786OOO001OO 29
12.37 CCj^LEC S50O00O4165.89L D 3800000000
21.35L C BFM i 170100000(3




5 2 # T Name Tylx' (') Msg
4 2 1323730A0 8 8;
4
2 2 (3026464 32 11(
4 1 32 X0255+565 43
1 2 DO 26476 89 111
2 13 23749 K5 4 75
1 2 DO 26498 69 10(
1 2 DO 26497 6 9(
A 1 "41 02565+5955 23
t 2 DO 26504 13 9(
1 1 OR PER 85
F 5 1323763B5 10 5_
C 1 32 X0257+501 110 12
F




1 2 DO 26558 82 110
i 1 32 X0259+557 1t4 8
12 "13237821(0 8 81
2 * 2 DO 26583 50 93
8
8
1 1 "41 03001+5937 16 3
1 "41 03006+5930 58 6
1 °41 03008+5840 22 12
2 13 23787 M0 14 90
14 13 23789 + + + 1 30
1 "41 03012+5942 5i 3
1 2 DO26617 77 I 115
I 2 [3026318 421 120
3: 1323790K5 3 75
D 2 °41 03016+5959 23 i 14
I
DI2 "41 03017+5968 7 1
3 1323791K0 2 50
!2 13 23793K0 4 65
E 1 32 X0301+594 135 14




i:! I i l





03028+5445 53.8 55 142- 3
03029+5143 59.0 31 143-- 6
03030+5458 2.3 42 141- 3
03030+5526 3.0 53 141- 2
03030+5532 4.3 33 141- 2
03030+5622 4.8 39 141- 2
03031+5825 7.4 48 140+ 0
03031+5823 9.8 42 140+ 0
03031+5949 11.5 12 139+ 1
03032+5639 12.6 32 141- 1
03032+5339 12.8 24 142- 4
03032+5910 17.1 50 139+ I
03035+5819 33.2 21 140+0
03036+5003 39.5 _: 144-- ;03037+5819 46.7 140+
03038+5141 48.7 45 143- 6
03038+5756 51.2 25: 140-- 0
03038+5046 52.1 18 144-- 609039+591294.324 140+103039+5_ _.8 12 141-2I
o_o+so38 1.9 8J144-8
03040+5112 4.2 24] 143- 6
03041+5135 7.8 34 143- 6
03041+5533 11.9 10] 141-- L030,2+5242193,6143_5030,2+,,,016239140+10 042+5748176. 140_00 043+50,0191131,,_6030,9+57532165140_0
03045+5620 30.3 28 141- 1
03045+5913 30.9 55 140+ 1
03045+5612 31.1 6 141- 203046+524737.334 143-5
03046+5733,37,446140-003048+s9oo412 140+
03047+_2742__ 141-141-03047+5535 _48.E ._,_ 1
03048+5655 49.E 21 141-- 1
03048+5802 50.6 52 140+ 0
03048+5753 52._ 9 140-- 0
03048+5624 53.31 22 141-- 1
03049+5109 '57.1 37 144-- 6
03050+5637 0.3 5 141- 1
03050+5638 0.7 42 141- I
03051+5429 7.1 16 142- 3
03052+5810 12.7 12 140+ 0
03052+5710 13.g 12 141-- 1
03052+5551 17.(_ 18 141-- 2
03052+5704 17.(] 0 141- 1
03053+5517 21.5 48 142-- 2
03053+5834 22.2 60 140+ 1
03055+5701 32.452 141-- 1
03055+5116 34,(] 155 144--6
03056+5656 38.1i51 141- 103057+5944 43.3 139+
03057+5812 44.4135 140+ 0
03057+5639 45.Q, 33 141-1
03057+5732 45.4 4 141-0
03057+5635 45.5 53 141- 1
03058+5941 48.7 29 139+ 2
03059+5829 57.5 38 140+ 1
03059+5852 59.4 33 140+ 1
03061+5727 6.0 55 141 003061+5705 8.7 24 141-
03061+5617 10.0 45 141- 1 i
03061+5524 10.5 22 142- 2 =
03061+5450 11.5 13 142- 3
03061+5754 11.7 36 140+ 0
03062+5621 12.941 141- 1
03062+5702 14.7 17 141- 1
03062+5742 15.1 38 141- 0
03062+5634 17.I 29 141- I
03063+5735 19.0 52 141- 0
03063+5922 22.2 44 140+ 1
03063+5404 23.8 18 142- 3
03064+5638 26.9 56 141- 1
03064+5837 27.0 14 140+ 1
03065+5243 35.4 12 143-- 4
03065+5627 36.0 21 141- 1
03066+5829 41.3 19 140+ 1
03068+5009 48.0 9 144- 7
03068+5407 48.6 18 142 3
03068+5746 49.8 46 141- 0
03068+5918 52.2 52 140+ 1
03069+5802 55.4 49 140+ 0
03069+5401 58.9 58 142 3
03071+5813 6.8 46 140+ 0
03071+5957 1.4 2 140+ 2
03072+5734 16.9 27 141- 0
03073+5608 24.0 31 141- 1
03074+5202 298 11 144- 5
03075+5742 33.7 53 141 0
03075+5808 340 57 140+ 0
03078+ 5820 52.6 53 140+ 1
03078+5138 53.6 48 144- 5
03079+5420 59.4 40 142- 3
03080+5732 1.0 38 I 141 0
03081 + 5728 10.5 57 ! 141 0
03082+5838 12.4 25 140+
03083+5618 18.6 4! 141 - I
H
Unccrt.aint y C
SMJ SMN O O
('_ £3 (') _N
6310 63 2
56 11 64 2
t9 5 85 2
34 9 87 3
19 6 101 3
25 11 64 3
25 3 70 4
3 71 4
48 9 65 3
i
67 ! 11 62 2
54 3 147 4
16 5 68 4
111 28 89 2
38 3 62 2
31 8 83 2
49 8 64 2
28 4 68 3
35 6 65 3
23 8 66 3
38 9 68 3





78 13 69 2 I
I
38 19 66 2
21 6 67 3
56 11 65 2
45 8 89 4
33 13 68 4
26 6 66 3
65 18 65 2
34 3 72 3
23 8 68 4
42 9 71 3
40 14 6940 . 65 3
81 12 70 2
2748
51 18 75 2I32 69
382O
33 10 68 3
22 4 71 4
40 3 7O 4
47 17 64 2
24 3 69 4
34 10 70 4
28 8 69 4
24 6 69 3
40 8 70 4
21 10 70 3
13 3 15 4
44 12 69 4
25 8 71 4
40 7 72 4
55 8 71 3
35 5 68 3
39 8 67 3
44 12 69 3
21 9 73 2
33 8 68 3
2O 3 68 4
23 11 75 4
29 12 62 I 2
18 3 70 4
52 13 69 3
33 8 65 3
20 5 69 =4
26 3 106 4
39 20 64 2
24 6 71 3
43 13 72 3
33 25 63 2
87 21 73 2
32 9 64 3
31 10 67 3
30 4 69 4
28 ! 3 67 3
29 8 69 4
77 ' 15 76 3
31 5 71 4
21 8 69 4
39 9 65 2
20 3 69 4
35 3 73 3
32 3 73 4
33 7 65 2
24 6 69 3
20 3 109 4
31 8 72 4
40 8 72 4
17 6 69 4
I_ux Density Rags
(No{ Color Cecrecte¢l) V
12 vm 25 p.m 60 p.m 100 Fm Flux Corr A Contusion
(land;y) Uncs Cocf R P'l_gs*
.46 .25L .64L 4.08L C C I 6800000000
.39 .25L .40L 3.07L D F 6601000000
2.94 1,54 .40L 4.14L CC AA 0 6600000000
.80 .28 .43L 3.53L BD ABF 0 8703100010
239.68 185.39 35.08: 36.61L BBD AAAC 6 958222244C
.25L .27L 4.93L 38.30 D F F H B 560115553C
.44L .42 5.44 6.83L FC DFB 1803344300
1.95 .57 .81L 9.50L BE AC C 2 0702444400
.76 .18: 2.60L 7.76: BEFD E BOLE 0 660000020C
.25L .33L 2.62 13.34: HCC 67O026641C
.54 1.32L .40L 2.52L C CD 2600000000
.31L .28L 2.16 15.77L C KI ED 58Cl123648
31.02 396.07 1056.26 1297.25 BBBB AAAA 1210351610
.25L .25L .52L 2.38 D GB 7600000000
2.66 5.50L 1026.62L 1294.08L B DDCB 920246261C
.55 .33L .401. 3.45L C BK C 5600000000
.32 .41L .78L 8.20L F CI 5700110000
10.36 4.44 ._3 2.38L CCB AAAI 9 9600000000
.25L .25L 1.10 15.77L C ED 4880034888
.62 .25L 1.68L 36.81L B BH G 95O023545C
.40 .25L .40L 2.61L C C 8600100000
.25L 1.13L .40L 3.64 C LJ F 6600000010
2.41L .26L .44L 2.59 D I G 3600000000
.25L .40 5.21 5.33L E C D B K 9740235570
.34L .40L .49L 2,72 C F MO 1700000000
22.62 13.02 2.92 34.51L BBB AAAE 3 9500000008
.25L .25L 1.95 6.57 CC J HCA 5744210400
.68 .39 .40L 1.83L CO BBK 8 7610100100
.25L .24: 2.72 7.81L FC CB 5703352520
.46 .52L 2.12L 21.86L F DI 870213238C
.43L .25L .73 42.27L D E 4600021978
2.05 5.13 8.85 20.72: BBDD [AAAB 9781O0144C
.73 .25L i .40L 2.71L D BE 1706000000
.40L .30L 1.40 29.46L C I jEBG 560100000(3
.25L .27L ; .97: 10.91 CC B 8600000428
2.04 .61 2.31L 19"73LIBCci AAO 0 460332441C
.72L .29L 1.03 6.82L OF 9742022550
.47: 37: 11.17: 83.44L IF F F E D E E 368228767C
.51L .26L 3.12: 15.07 rB CD'EAEB 974205441C
.87 .26L .84L 7.62L l iA 5702282840
.25L .25L 2.35L 10.10 E EC 694232430C
1.46 .82 .40L 1.91L BC AA 0 9600000000
1.88L .32 2.14L 111.29L D MB 260328457C
1.22 1.O3 23.35: 111.29 FCFDDBBC 5 264428356C
.68 .28L .40L 4.50L C BH 3600010000
.57 .36L 1.14L 29.76L F BED 960303000C
.31: 39: 3.76 27.85L FFE DDCB 0 57C224550C
.50 .25L 1.82L 21.32L B B 960101021C
.49 .56 9,76L 36.38L DD BECB 7 472034541C
.71 .35 .43L 4.21L ED BB 3 9800000000
3.68 1.07 2.78L 34.41L AB AA 0 950301D43C
.54L .36: 9.76 50.12L EC GABL 364138841C
.37L .26L .40L 2.67 C KC 8600000000
.32L .47 7.06L 68.68: F D ECMD 358129663C
.41 .46 34.19L 38.57L CC CB D 8 970235446(:;
.68 .25L 4.11L 37.23L B B CB 960202000(;
.57 A5 11.76L 111.40: CF F CABE 5 668219566C
.36 .28L 10.43L 39.04L B CFC 570013310C
.29L 2.73 14.32: 111.29L C F L D D 662237445(3
1.63 2.27 34.19 99.25: BBCC BAAB 2 96A235446C
.46L .28 1.98L 33.55L F MGFE 960010130C
1.01 .46 .63L 28.79L BC ABM 0 9500000008
.44L .28: 3.2O 20.13 DCD F DAC 570011243C
.25L .52 8.62L 33.41L [3 BF 570129965C
.27L .25L 2.03 31.47L C BF 780011030C
.38 .25L .51L 5.31L C BHHB 9700000100
.32L .25L .77 4.62L C GKBC I 5601000100
.34: .30 2.81L 20.35L DD DFI C 3,1 768025535(3
,80 .42L 2.28L 35.28L B AO i670025460C
.70 .98 11.39L 91.18: O E CDCD 1 55F129975C
.54: .95 11.56: 58.36 FDFF FEEB 8!466125660(3
.49: .38: 24.10 692.58L FFE EGDB 9 74C034674C
2.60 2.58 33.66 83.81 BBED DCBA 1 564004410C
.26L i .28 .66L 29.9OL D E 2601223508
.80 : .40: .40L 4A4L BD AB E 0 5501101010
7.45 23.06 300.35 69238 BBDC EBCB 1 547114554C
.25L .25L 1.73: 9.76 E D L CB 970112150C
38 , .25L .65L 2.95L E BHI E 1501000000
:51_ I 26: 2.46L 17.75L DD BBOJ 0 984025390C
.44L i .38L 1.18 44.74L D DGC 960001310C
I
.25L ,goL .40L 3.88 D I C 6501000000
.25L .27L .40L 4.25 D L C 4501201010
.43: .41L 5.59L 33.21 E F COl A 1478514670(:;
.26: .43 2.38L 14.34L CD FCMB 0 570124643C!
.25L .25L 1.98L 11.31 B GB 970104540C
2.07 .60 .40L 2.52L BC AB 0 5600202000"
.45 .25L 2.68L 39.79L B C J 96033O011C
.25L .28L 1.83L 9.80 C F E B 960200020(3
.39L .42L 2.9O 12.48 CO BGBB 580101165C
.41 .34L 6.63 35.22 C DC EFOB 974105335C
.48L 38: 2.81 2.61: ODD NEAB 5601000008
37.97 8.63 2.71 12.84L BBC AABE 0 580221151C
.25L .38L 2.63L 13.38 C DGEA 974125641C
.26L 32: 3.14 32.70L EC MDCB 964227565(::
27L .53: 3.67 4.69 CCD NBAB 9600001018
1.82 .54 .40L 3.98L BC AB 0 4600001000
.90 2.42 9.91 19.06 BBCC BAAB 3 650111044C
33 .25L 2.68L 36.50L B B 540211020(;
.42 .25L 2.40L 30.6tLj B B L 96001O0O0C
.60 .47 15.29 58.85 ICDCD FDDB 778005434C



















































Name Type ('_ Mag
I
DO 26657 i 72! 113
IO PER 34 3
i
03030+5823 : 37 303031+5949 I 35
BFS27 i291 54O0
4 "22 BFS26 26 240
l
2 22 BFS26 I 110 2401 2 DO 28677 83 116
i2 2 [:)028682 84 129
1 32, X0303 + 555 116 10
1 2, I:)026689 i 70 111
4 l" 3l RAFGL440 43 11
1 *41 03043+5752 16 6
1 2' DO 26697 88 123
I 2j DO 25638 83 I08
"41 I 03046+5900 16 813 23830 K0 1 80
2 "32 )(0304+580 62 3
1 "41 03048+5752 18 1
1 13 23835 K5 5 85
1 13 23836 K0 8 81
1 "41 03054+5835 39 2
1 32 X0305+ 596 26 15
1 "41 03059+5852 40 3
I 39 ' 4CP56.05 67 178
1 "41 03063+5743 55 15
1 "41 03063+5736 44 3
1 "41 03063+5922 23 2
3 RAFGL 509O 12
"41 03065+5837 50 12
1 "41 03067+5828 48 4
I
1 "41 03068+5803 23 8
I
1 "41 03071+5813 ! 13 1
I
"13 23858 R5 2 75
32 X0307+581 [ 107 7
r
1 17 132 57
I °41 03079+5732 57 15
2 "13 23869 K7 87
4
13 23870 K2 16 85
I
171
Right Ascension: 03H)8=25"--03h13"37 ,
Position (]950) Flux Density
Name
ham. • 6,
03084+5951 25.0 4 140+ 2 24 3 68 5
03084+5812 27.3 51 141+ 0 29 8 71 41
03084+5017 29.658 145-- 6 56 15 62 2
03085+5303 31.4 0, 143-- 4 36 8 67 3
03065+5650 34.6 49 141- 1 35 11 69 4
03085+5046 34.733 144- 6 50 10 65 2
03085+5658 35.7 59 141- 1 53 14 66 3
03086+5828 36.040 140+ 1 49 3 69 4
03086+5253 36.3 11 143- 4 45 10 66 3
03086+5833 37.8 57 140+ 1 67 14 61 2
03086+5921 41.0 25 140+ 1 50 8 70 3
03086+5809 41.7 59 141+ 0 48 8 71 4
03067+5624 43.9 6 141-- 1 40 3 70 4
03087+5557 44.8 41 142- I 23 3 71 4
03087+5822 47.6 5 140+ 1 45 3 68 3
03090+5800 0.549 141 + 0 22 3 71 i 403090+5838 2.7 38 140+ 1 45 v 69 .4
03090+5716 3.2 10 141-0 45 17 , 2
03090+550g 5.9111142- 2 40 11 62 2
03091+5844 7.1' 42 140+1 40 12 69 5
03091+57, 8.333141+0 3410 714
03092+5735 15.g 47141--0 17 5704
03094+5530 27.158142--219 569403095+5945 33.755140+21071. 1117030.+.1908.,1141+115 6 ,350 +5808372. 140÷217 3 7160-,0.+5.,39237,4o+2 15 5 72,
03096+5311 40.5 7 143- 4 29 5 68 30_+5839 40.6,11140+1 19 4 71 5
o3o_+52o951._37i,.-5 . 17 . 3b
03098+5809 53.5128 141+ 0 36 3 70 5
03099+5645 58.7 24 141- I 29 6 73 4
ooo9o+513259.26 I.-5 46 1o 85 3
03100+5739 1.2140 141+0 27 : 70 403100+52155.932 144-5 62 1 62,2
03101+5821 10.058 141+ 1 19 3 715
03102+5444 13.760143-- 2 21 3 70 i 403103+5151 22.115144- 5 31 11 67
03104+5205 29.335144- 5 55 3 683
03106+5920 41.03140+ 2 44 8 726
03107+5801 42.1 .50141+0 23 7 735
03107+5323 45.723143- 4 40 10 683
03107+.30 46.238143--3 42 28 603
03107+5826 46.36141+ 1 21 ' 6 705
03108+5459 50.744142-2 28 g 714
03106+5140 52.6521,-5 29_i 12_663203109+5134 55.839144-5 722
03110+5751 1.142141+0 27 3 715
03110+5523 3.151 t42-2 24 3 744
03110+5832 5.424141+1 3t 8 653
03111+5908 tl.65140+2 17 3 736
03112+5302 12.19144--4 2819653
03112+5819 13.322142-1 32 4734
03112+5135 17.450144-5 5519672
03113+5238 16.931144-4 4319652
03113+5947 19.526140+2 38 3 705
03113+5958 22.550140+2 3610 713
03113+5441 23.755143-2 24 3714
03114+.45 26.2 , 143--2 23 8 724
03114+5653 27.739:142--0 08 3734
03114+5,6 29.511142-1 57 8753
03114+5844 29.946, 141+ 1 16 5736
03115+5522 34.1 5 i 142-g 1_6 1_ 722 i03116+5857 08.335142- 69
03116+5951 40.236140+2 32 3 736
03117+5833 42.957 141+ 1 29 13 75 4
03118+5309 48.5401144-- ._ 42 1_ 69303116+5915 48.6 140+ 2 36 117 I
03118+5828 49.545 141+ 1 21 81156;
03118+5829 5t.153141+ 1 63 13702 _
03119+504456.127145-63291703
03119+583257.557141+1 45 ij 75503119+5657 57.724 142- 0 23 69 403119+5855 58.41 1 142-- 0 43 66 3
03120+5502 2.2 17 143-- 2 55 12 73 2
03120+5150 3.2 29 144- 5 31 8 64 2
03121+5957 9.8 17 t40+2 39 3 73 6
03121+5950 11.3 47 140+ 2 16 11 80 6
03122+5211 16.7 44 144-- 4 30 14 66 3
03125+5944 30.6 57 140+ 2 23 3 ! 75 6
03125+5850 33.0 44 142- 0 35 8 I 72 5
03126+5045 36.8 13 145- 6 27 7 70 3
03126+5816 38.518 141+ 1 39 3 67 5
03126+5315 39.1144 144- 4 23 8 70 3
03126+5734 40.1 49 141÷ 0 29 12 65 2
03127+5812 46.2 52 141+ 1 19 5 72 6
03130+5705 2.754 142- 0 40 17 _1113
03130+5548 3.2;25142-- 1 51 8 73:4
03130+5845 4.224141+1 25 8 746
03131+5541 9.; 35142- 1 25 4 724
03131+5211 10.51144- 4 4625 6412
03132+5909 14.714141+2 9512 722
03132+"27 17.422143- 2 33 8 69403134+5958 25.5,44140+2117 5 731 t
03134+5905 28.627141+ 2 86 11 76,12
03134+5252 29.46017144- 4 33 8 71; 303135+5750 08.1 141+ 0 50 10 642
03135+5953 30.712140+ 2 21 3 727
03135+5743 31.318141+0 63 81552
03136+5930 37.954 140+ 2 37 81tl 4
H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Celor Corrected)
a 6 Coords SMJ SMN O 0 12 p.m 25 /.tin 60 ;/.m








































































































100 /_m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
Uncs Coef R Flags" S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
25.60L'CC ABGE 9 631000100(3
29.77L BE AEEF 0960312310C
1.63L ! DO FCE15.6O B
12.01 EC BHCB





28.13L D G B
38.13L B CF












30.51L BB AAG 3 450000060C
27.57L E J BD 960406100C
30.55L BC ABG 7860100110(3
29.,L C L B 960133453C
8.80 D GC 480000020C
6.16L ED BB 17802000000
23.00L C CD 080110220C
28.18L DC MBBD : 860000010C
33.08L BB AAF 81,0300220C
7.861- ABB AAA 11 6712000000 22
5.96 C B 9 970310100C
35.18: BDC JBCC 86C208758C
25.87L BBC AAA 950100000 14
22.00L BB AAED 1 , 9502t0100C
14.38L BC AB I 7400000008
22.75L BBC AAAE 4 968124599C 14
5.88L E E E 9500130538
23.78L C J ECE 860100020C
40.93L BE CE 0750100000(;
5.17 C t D 9500000230
43.47L C BD 940210032(3
12.53L D NI C 7500030618
53.11 CBCE BAAB 5 85C219999C
4.80L BB AA 3 8600000000'
9.47: CD LKFE 9601000228
5.33 DD K EB 9600100008
7,04 FCC HGDB ' 670002210C
22.07L BB AB 2 080000100C
14.92L B A FE 7400000008
5.26 C KH 5500000020 ;
84.01 BBDD BAAC I 95C129769C
7.76L C BGE 4500000000 i
6.08 D L I B 4602223320
2.70L F . HC 4700121320
11.70: DO J J CD 970003582C
5.14L BC ABI 04700100000
84.01L F EBC 950139999C
17.17 BBCC CARB 3_954001360C
12.03L
IC L E I 7400000008ACFBE 0 350000000C46011213103761L CCDF6.20:
3.22 C D K B' 260100000827.90L GDB 750224674C
27.90L G 950248996C
5.07L B_C GBAAAE 0 6530120000 i 14
5.05L BD BC 06500120000 '
44.16L B BFEC 550335566C
9.69L C DC 2701000000
26.58L CBD BAAB 4632214663C
9.32L C BI 6700100000
44.16 O CC BF FC ! 0550146789C27.90 CB D BBGB 660155995C
26.59L C DKFD 960050999C
16.44L C EFBE 7400000008
7.21 E NB C 670102120C
25.40: CCCC DBDD 0 96F159989C
27.13: E F FEF 960059999C
2.53L IB BHK 1600010000
30.99L C LEBG 960159999(3
44.16L BB ACHH 0 542126779(::
44.16L F B CE .0156789(3
6.74L' D C K 5500000000
8.92L D C 9601101028
32.29L C MCCG 8,119999C
27.90L B 0 E A B E 664023993C
5.92: CE I I CC 9600000228
27.80L BF AB 3860010020C
47.31L C DDG 450020000(3























37.13 ABDC AAAB 2 95C327962C
26.44L F C F 750021271C
15.17L B BE 9500000008
40.97L C C 640020140C
37.13L FB CBC 850210290C
2598L E E 950010030C
24.28L El CDJ 560201080C
1 1323872 K2 3 83
I "41 03085+5833 19 1
3
1 "41 03087+5810 13 1
1 32 X0308 + 563 143 7
3 1323875 M6 1 72
1 "4103090+5800 5 3
1 1323878 K2 6 81
1 "41 03092+5753 57 5
5 1 GH PER 4 3
ol 1 32 X0309+521 40 13
1 "4103099+5645 10 3
81 "4103100+5739 7 1





71 32 X0311+578 94 7
2
1 2 DO 26844 27 116
1 "4103111+5619 31 7
9
i 3 RAFGL4260S 11 15
B *23 VDB.66N 010 393
F I 32 X0311+587 63 15
B 2 23 VOB.66N 010 270
8 1 23 OCL 0375 286
1 13 23899 K5 39 82
4
I 13 23902 K5 3 85
B 5 "13 23903AOP 6 58
B 2 23 ' VDB.66N 010 148
91 23 OCL 0375 383
1 23 OCL0375 51
1 23 OCL 0375 374
2 "23 VDB.66N010 424
3 1323914 K0 1
6
4 1 32 X0312+532 16
I 13 23917 B5 20
6
21 23 DG 012 246
_4j 3 19 55 89
















a S Coords SM.T SMN 8
ham. .8, (s) (J 1 b f') C) (')
03136+5547 35.8 2 142- I 36 10 ;I 71
03136+5618 39.4 42 143- 2 22 41 72
03138+5323 41.2 49 144- 3 37 11' 76
03137+5751 43,6 38 141+ 0 37 13 j 77
03137+5845 43,7 38 141+ 1 85 8 75
03137+5800 46.2 43 141+ 1 17 3 88
03137+5718 46.3 32' 142+ 0 24 10 7103137+5339 47.0 59 144- 3 33 74
03138+5621 53.6 47' 142- 1 34 12 69
03139+5043 55.8 43 145-- 8 51 34 65
03139+5149 59.1 81 145- 5 27 9 68
03140+5312 1.2 501 144- 3 62 18 I 78
03140+5_14 1.9 59' 141+ 1 39 13 ! 112
03140+5848 2.8 33 141+ 1 82 25 i 77
03140+5314 3.5 8' 144- 3 39 12 ! 68
03141+5143 8.4 5 145-- 5 34 g i 71
03142+5610 14.4 15 142-- 1 29 9' 72
03142+ ,188t, 14,+ : 1,07503143+5739 19.5 141+
03144+5932 27.0 25, 141+ 2 41 10 73
03144+5950 28.5 32 140+ 2 43 10 73
03145+5735 34.5 19 142+ 0 23 10 70
03146+5003 40.225 144-4 42 8 68
03147+5413 42.2 131 143- 3 25 8 68
03146+5810 52.1 23' 141+ 1 81 3 160
03150+5812 0.5 59, 141+ 2 37 14 73
03150+5305 3.1 36' 144-- 3 63 17 70
03150+5002 5.1 25_ 146--8 48 8 _ 75
03151+5645 6A 52 142--0 30 71 75
03151+5446 9.5 40 143- 2 21 5 71
03152+5740 14.2 57' 142+ 0 21 3 71
03153+5407 19.1 24] 143-3 23 9 71
03150+_44 209 8' 142-0 22 5 71
03154+5622 24,5211 142- 1 24 81 72
03154+5831 24.8 24 141+ 1 12 3' 72
o3154+5325 277 o 144-3 18 s 71031r_+5622 203 _ 141+ 1 44 . 74
2403154+5041 29.6 19 t45-- 5 64 87
03155+5500 30.2 0 143- 2 48 17 73
03155+5404 32.6 52 144-- 3 48 9 i 73
I
146-- 6 23 5 6703155+500o 33.823
03155+5936 35.0_ 141+2 41 45 7303156+5628 40.8 141+ 1 15 73
03156+5113 42,0 46 145- 5 21 5 7103157+5041 44.844 142-0 42 8 :,3
03157+5717 47.9 29 142+ 0 36 23 67
03158+5218 49.2 55 144- 4 39 8 74
03158+5506 51.7 _ 143-12 70 3 15903160+5741 3.1 3 142+ 87 15 7703181+5108 8.7 145-5 71 15 74
o31_+55o9 14.839 143- 2 48 8 74
03162+5626 17.1 40 141+ 1 21 8 75
03163+5332 20,1 9 144-3 31 16 66
03163+5650 20.3 45 142- 0 85 12 72
03164+5440 24.2 5 143-2 46 10 71
03164+5912 25.031 t41+2 21 8 74
03154+5038 25.5 54 145-5 35 8 71
03164+5639 29.7 371 141+ 1 16 9 75
03165+5430 31.8 23] 143-- 2 38 8 75
03165+5521 35.2 25 143- 1 27 6 73
03166+5256 39.1 13 144- 3 34 9 71
03167+5848 46.1 45 141+ 2 1; 5 73
03167+5840 46.5 4: 141+ 1 8 7203168+5613 49.5 10! 143- 1 26 , 73
03168+5657 53.5 7 142--0 24 5 75
03169+5247 55.2 381 144- 4 27 26 7703189+ 5618 55.3 141+ 41 3 74
03169+5741 56.8 41 142+ 1 35 e03169+5913 57.3 lOI 141+ 42 12
03169+5340 59.5 441 144- 3 45 361 67
I
03170+5501 5.8 27 143-- 2 36 3 157
03171+5421 7.1 4>_ 144-2 32 8403172+5039 13.4 148-5 55 2
03172+5301 14.8 21 144-3 25 22 87
03173+5802 18.9 4 142+ 1 35 9 75
03173+5238 23.7 8 145-- 4 85 24 60
03173+5636 23.9 11 141+1 19 7 113
03174+5452 24.532 143--2 50 11 74
03174+5247 27.5 57 144- 4 19 5 73o3175+535732.4 3 1,,,- 3 Ig 5 73
03178+595941521 141+3 20 3 7403!.+5158 45055 145-4 57 15 7103178+502251315 1_-6 49 10 7003178+5654.025 141÷2 20 3 74
03178+5232 59.9 49 145-- 4 22 4 7203181+545911.34 1,3-2 26 10 75
03181+5202 11.9 6 145--4 59 11 66
03182+5704 163 31 142+ 0 24 7 113
03182+5444 17.3 401 143- 2 17 9 74
03182+5755 17.8 29 142+ 1 31 11 72
03183+5109 22.3 46 145- 5 16 4 71
03184+5708 28.7 49 142+ 0 16 8 77 _
03185+5258 35.6 35 144-- 3 44 9 77 I
03186+5618 37.6 23 142+ 1 38 13 78
03186+5505 39.4 35 143-- 1 26 8 74
03186+5948 39.8 34 141+ 2 46 8 152
03187+5757 43.2 56 142+ 1 68 185 7403187+5136 44.9 36 146-- 4 34 73!
03188+5830 50.4 37 143- 1 45 8 73 ;
03188+5908 51.5 32 141+ 2 29 9 74
"Confusion Rags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended
Declination: +50"-+60"
Flux Density Flags Associations
H
C (Not _ _ed)
O 12 vm 25 v.m 60 pm |00 /zm
N (.lansky)
.36 .25L .61L 6.77L1.62 .89 .54L 6.62L
4 .37L .37 .73 5.66
2 .36 .29L .86L 24.37L
5 .44 .31L 2.46L 36.41L
5 .25L ,25L 1.85L 15.28
6 .29L .35L 1.03: 12.07
4 .83 .32L .43L 4.45L
4 .29 .26L 2.84L 46.36L
2 .25L .25L .43L 3.71
3 .48L .25L .69 6.56
2 .43L .35L .64 13.96L
3 .31 .25L 2.34L 26.99L
2 .25L .97L 2.10L 10.71
3 .25L .25L .74 8.54:
3 .47 .2gL .40L 2.72L
5 .98 .15: 2.55L 37.81L
8 .72 .28L 2.35L 28.05t.
.25L .25 1.66: 12.98
6 .31L .25L .95 25.27L
.50L .17: 1.07 24.71L
.32L .25L 1.28 34.36L
3 .38 .25L .42L 17.33L
4 .38 .30L .44L 3.98L
5 .45L .25L 1.03 7.49
6 .25L .40L 1.87L 9.21
3 .25L .25L .65L 4.77
2 .30 .37L A5: 2.25L
6 ,25L .16: 1.15 40.22L
4 8.67 3.71 .78 4.48L
6 ,32L .25: 2.54: 19.17
4 .83 .43 .40L 4.78L
6 1.21 .31 2.77L 36.78L
.51 .25L 2.50L 37.26L2.03 38 1.00: 26.80L
4 1,02 .68 ,48L 2.39L
5 38 .25L 2.58L 33.87L
3 .25L .25L .40L 3.93
5 .42L .25L .80 6.08
3 34 .37L .51L 4.261.
2 1.66 ,4g .40L 2.86L
5 .41 .25L 2.53L 24.81L8.22 2.81 2.70 24.28
3 19.59 10.32 2.17 2.22L
8 .47 .21 2.81 L 46.07L
2 ,69L .55L .80L 7.50
4 .46 .27L .40L 3.63L
5 .25L .25L .62L 7.80
3 .26L .25L 2.78L 10.08
.45L .20L .53 3.72L
5 .43 .25L .48L 8.09L
7 .59 .25L 3.18L 30.53L
3 .70L .28L .40L 5.07
2 .44L .25L .81 42.19L
5 .25L .25L .69 7.85
7 .57 .35 2.84L 24.62L
3 .76 .26L .4OL 2.44L
4 .87 .35: 1.39: 21.24L
5 .42 .25L .48L 6.22L
8 .92 .22: .49L 6.20L
.51 .25L .40L 2.95L
.70 2.44 10.12 19.15
4 .75 .34 1.51: 26.32L
.96 .46 2.43L 27.8011,79 .49 2,78 29.74L
.25L .25L .89L 5.62
.25 .25 2.02L 10.46
.90 .22: 2.30L 35.07L
.25 .25L 1.79L 23.53L
2 ,58L .26L .45L 3.46
8 .25L .25L 1.43L 11.32
5 .51 .25L .47L 5.34L
.25L .25L .40L 4.42
3 .25L .25L .63L 7.43
6 .25L .25L .89: 8.96
2 .25L .27L .41L 2.55
8 .25L .25L 2.64 11.70:
3 .25L .25L .70 29.69L
3.45 1.65 .63: 3.62L1.50 A1 .47L 3.68L
8 1.13 .28 2.31L 24.78L
2 .30 .25L .45L 2.98L
3 .43L .25L 1.03 2.35L
7 .BO .23 .84: 10.66
4 2.53 .90 A0L 3.56L
8 .25L .25L 1.95 10.37
2 .23 .25L .40L 4.01L
6 .25L .35 2.77: 28.35L
6 .26L .22: 1.89L 8.84
5 .37 .25L 2.70L 33.71L
4 3.16 .82 .40L 2.23L
6 .$4: .27 4.03L 26.31L
.25L .37 1.50 5.75
.28L ,25L 1.06L 6.83
6 1.12 .49 1.97L 23.72L
.52 .28L 2.44L 31.46L
.38L .25L .98 20.37L
4 90 .45 A0L 2.79L
,27L .25L .73 6.57L
.61 .25 3.02L 36.73L
Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 p.m;
V L C
Flux Con" A Confusion R S A Sep
Uncs Coef R FiaKs' S 2 # T Name Type ("_ Ma 8
D CM 4700100000
CB AAGG 0 7701000000
CBD GCBD 750O1000O8
C BFEG 550120110C
B DG G 850010061C 4
C MCGB 568115197C 8 1 32 X0313+580
EB HGEB 964000071C
C AG 9600010000
C C C 1_
F KO 3600000120 8 t 32 X0313+507
OC B HB I 136o0o00300 l
D FKCE 9401122308 5
C C DF 750110000C
E MKC 960120061C 4
FD H FE 7501122308 5
C CGN 4700000000 1 131 23932 K2 8_
BD AEG 1,040O00000C
B ADC 1360111030C 1 13; 23934 K7 8_
ED DFB 754126797C
C DB 950000041C 2 22 $202 999_
DC LCBH 960O00120C
C H C B 944228999C
B C I 9400110008 1 2 1:)O26915 101
B DBF 4501000000
DC GDBB 970110040C
C E E O 670O00O85C C
C JKCC 9600110100
D D FDD 2600000100 13 23944 53 5.'
FB GBA 940120010C
ABC AAB 1 27O000O100
DCC FDDB 165C107899C
BC ABE 1 35OO11OOO0
BC AC 1 940121010C 1 13 23948K7 82
B BG 6401010O0C !
BBE AAC 8 950220()40C 4
BB AAH 1 9600000000
C BF 950010000C
O D 76O0O000O0
CC J KCC 3500100000
C BE 3500110000 1 , 2 [:)026941 12(
FD AB G 5 2501000000 1 2 DO26942 11(
C B L MF 850201050C !
BB AAG 8 960140020C' 80 4
BBC AAA 0 2700010000 15 3 4 TMSS +50093 2(
BD BC 0 940121000C
E CJFC 970000071C 4
B BD 9600000000
8 DBE8 8600100000




C J I EB 7501000210
E D 950201052C 8
CC E O 3701000510 4
BB BBK 3 560012000C 1
B AE 960100OO10
BEE ABA 0 960040720C 6
C A 3501000200
CO AG 0 9700000000 2 13 23960K0 71
B B K 8702000020 2 13 23961 K0 9(
BBEC AAAA 5 95El16487C F
BFD ABD 0 954040790C 6, 1 32 X0316+566
BC ABF 4 440101000C
BD AC 0 940225093C F
D EF 9602101220
B MI F B 960000092C 8
BF AF E 0 956053302C 2 1 13 23967K0 7(
D B 460012000C 1
D ! F 9500000110
C EJ FC 958100081C,
B BG 2902(X)0000 '
C FD 9601000110
C NHE 8562001250 C 1 32 X0317+530 1;
DC DFEB 978116885C 9
D D 9700000010
BC BAA 96Cl10594C E 1 32 X0317+565 1;
E O 950000000C
BCC AAEF 0 8702111120
BB ABD 2 4601023000 3 I 13 23970M0 8(
BD ACGK 1 760333380C 1 2 [X) 26975 10(
D D 8600010000
C LGBC 960OO00OO0
3FDE ADBD 0 56A103676C E
BB AAM 0 9700000000
CB ECB 950000060C ! 4
O D 960000o00o IAC E F C D 954076899C '
D C CEDC 964011170C 2 22 $203 270(
C DHBC ;960220060C 1 13 23982 [<2 8;
I
BB AAL 0 ! 1700002000
DD BDDB 6.5C159999C] B 1 32 X0318+571 11
ECC BBD 7602101110 IC H EB 970223391C, 8
BC AB 3 940010010C
B AK 960010O52C 1 2 [:)027000 10._
D A 960320060C
BF BB 3 6600120O00
B L C 9601000000
B BCM 950113000C 1






Coords SM$ SMN _ O ]2 /,tina 8
ham, • 8, (s) (') l b (") ('3 (') N
03188+5452 51.8 53 143-2 21 6 74 6 A7L
03188+5438 52.830 144-2 37 16 76 61 .34L
03188+5052 53.6 6 146- 5 36 15' 74 31 .25L
03189+5623 56.5 201 143- 87 70 .32
03189+5542 57.0 143- 1 21 75 .25L
03189+5139 58.1 36 145- 4 40 8 75 4 .63
03189+5550 59.6 30] 143- 1 17 3 74 7 4.46
03191+5904 10.0 18 141+ 2 40 61 71 4 .30L
03191+5657 10.2 2_ 142+ 0 19 6 78 7 .58
03192+564213.6 451142+143- 0 _ ii 757_ 16.88
03192 + 5736 t6.8 1 65 3 .25L
03192+5814 17.5 11 142+1 70 7 .26L
03193+5732 19.6 39 142+ 1 13 69 7 .25L
03193+5441 23.8 18 ! 144- 2 46 3 = 74 5 .2BL
03194+5825 26.341142+ 1 9212 74 5 ,29L
03194+5746 28.8 11 142+ 1 39 8 112 4 .28L
03195+5832 35.242142+ I 20 9 757 1.60
03196+5803 38.8 27 142+ 1 109 26 78 2 .25L
03198+5717 51.742142+ 0 37 6 673 .25L
03199+5403 64.1135 144- 2 31 18 107 4 .25L
0319g+5755 58.5 31142+ 1 2210 747 ,37L
03200+5042 3.5 32 146- 5 46 8 68 3 .25L
03200+5832 4.04142+ 2 7615 732 .39L
03201+5442 6.4 I0 144-- 2 21 6 75 6 .30:03,01+5.0 1314,_216 3 737 49
86i 703,01+ 59,1.63714,_1 17 4 75, 13.7703,0,+57 14.011142+16o 7803,02+5510,4.511144_128 3 746 .27 03,03+5740 .931 142+114 473i, 3.,
03,03+ 022055143- ,, : 751_742103 + 03 2651142+.,8 . 76 . 201
03 + 05 , 145-3 26 ,2 29L03,05+5922 33.2 34 141+ 2 12 .29L
03205+5223 33.8 3 145- 4 22 3 71 6 5.47
03,05+5501 35.5 37 144- 1 13 4 73; 7 1.20
03206+5434 36.3 57 144- 2 18 3 75 7 1.59
03,07+5800 46.4 53 142-p 1 18 6 73 7 25L
03,08+5518 49.2 29 143-- 1 26 7 77 7 .25L03,08+54o049.85 1.-2 52 1t 1084 .39L
03208+5812 51.0l 6142+I 17 6 796 1.83
03209+5449 54.84' e 144-2 55 6 767 .36
03209+5541 56.6,37 143- 1 18 4 75 7 1.37
03209+5000 58.655 146- 6 33 25 7112 1.93L
03209+5914 58.8 59 141+ 2 26 6 70 5 .29L
03210+5724 0.155142+ 12512776_881i .41
03210+5508 0.5 19 144- t 20 6 .25L
03210+5309 5.4 21 145- 3 70 10 .34
03210+5522 5.4 22 143- 1 54 11 76 i 4 .29Li
03210+5619 5.6!25 143- 0 26 3 76 i 7 1.29
03211+5459 6.1 21 14"-- 1 30 6 76 5 .37
03211+5316 8.9 59 145- 3 31 9 74 6 .68
03211+5812 9.3 55 142+ 1 29 14 75 5 .25L
03211+5001 10.6 37 146- 6 30 16 70 3 .25L
03211+5835 10.8 43 142+ 2 16 3 75 6 2.17
03211+5446 11.6 51 144- 2 27 10 79 5 12.67
03212+5630 14.7 30 143-0 24 6 74 7 .25L
03212+5725 14.7 18 142+ 1 26 10 74 6 .38
03212+5128 15.8 36 146- 4 23 5 74 5 1.83
03213+5627 18.8 59 143- 0 33 10 110 4 .33
03213+5801 19.6 7 142+ 1 30 8 76 4 .29L
03213+5831 19.7 3 142+ 2 19 3 74 5 1.04
03214+5435 27.3 10 144-2 40 11 109 4 .29L
03214+5448 28.1 50 144-2 39 3 74 3 .43L
03214+5400 29.0 25 14"- 2 80 3 72 5 .29L
03215+5622 32.3 36 144- 1 `0 3 75 7 1.03
03216+5730 37.0 37 142+ 1 50 i 10 76 5 .27L03216+5601 37.3 29 143-0 28 76 7 .52
03216+5657 41.3 39 143+ 0 29 8 74 7 .58
03217+5449 4.3.6 3 i 144- 1 37 8 77 5 .42
03217+5503 ,.029,14,-: 87 10 785 .39L
03218+551149.9 491 144- 48141135 .25L03218+5717 53.9 143+1 15 475 7 = 2.t6
03219+5913 58.7 51 j 141+ 2 27 8763 .46L
5213 24 74 6 .6503219+522559.2 145- 8
032`0+5623 0.I 19 143-0 42 8 75 4' .29L
03220+5004 0.5 43 147-5 28 27 174 4 .25L
03220+5542 2.0 37 143- 1 21 _ 74 i .95
032`0+5823 3.8 53 142+2 28 1 78 : .25L
03221+58036.123142+120 70 .33L
03221+52106.925145-4268746 .51
03221+5914 11.7 16 141+2 32 14 77 2' .28L
03222+5129 131 32 146-4 34 26j102 5 .25L
03223+5501 19.0 5 14,- 1 30 16 78 5 .25L
03223+5839 122.8 60 142+ 2 26 3 _ 73 5 .46
03224+5557 24.959 143-0 17 4 75 7 4.24
03225+5137 30.3 30 146- 4 57 18 72 2 .42L
03225 + 5049 32.4 58 146- 5 70 14 74 3 .26
03226+5430 40.2 21 144- 2 21 3 74 7 .24:
03226+5025 40.8 17 146- 5 27 9 73 5 .66
03227+5824 467 7 68 7 .29L
03228 + 5834 493._ 142+2 14
1142+ 30 2_ 72 5 .24:03228+5913 49.7 56 _ 142+ 2 64 74 .44L
03228+5445 50,E 1014,- I 32 6 74J7 .26L
03229+5408 55.727'144- 2 5612 723 .25L
03230+5132 2.4 5 146-- 4 42 11 74 3 .31
03230+5908 3.5 41 142+ 2 11 8 19 6 .46
03230+5936 4.5 18 141+3 18 3 115 6 1.85
03231+5751 7.(] 45 142+ 1 21 8 75 6 .72




(Not Color Corrected) V L C
25 _.m 60 /.tm 100 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name
.90 5.34L 14.95: B D !1 AAD 970126985C B
.25L 1.46 7.63: DE BD 874110020C 2 22 S,03
.25L .40L 2.62 C L C 8700000000
.26 3.08 10,09 EBD FCAB 870110030C 4
.25L 2.31L 36.21L C CM 340001000(:;
.25L 1.87 7.61L B I EB 9600000300 4
.25L .40L 2.90L B BN F 5600120000
1.52 .62. 7.03L ABC AAB 1 3700000000 1 17 140
.25L .75 27.31L IBD D_ EC 960010010C
.18: 2.18L 40.16L BD F 0 740101042C
9.60 3.86 32.39L BCB AAAB 8 740000000C 4,_
.25L 1.29 31.39L D HBD 964230299(3 A
.25L 1.02 34.66L B HBH 954134373C 8
.25L 1.06 12.70 DD KHAB 968110399C 8
.25L 1.40 20.01L B H BD 960027697C
.25L .84 23.03L C H B 860110020C 4
.27L .83 27.62[ C E B 950100001C
.33 2.08L 19.45L BC AD I 0 960110030C 4 1 13 239961(0
.25L 1.91L 6.49 D EC 980002110C
.25L .68 6.15L C E G B C 9702002930
.25L .74 5.91L C BD 3402000100
.25L 2.01L 16.05 C CGGC 97C313999C 2
.25L .40L 2.64 E C 9600000010
.25L .71 33.07L D B 950110010C
.50 8.06L 64.22L CC CB D 4 940229987C
1.04 8.06 64.22L BBC CCCC 7 946229987C
5.14 7.92L 55.08L AB AAEB 2 950137897C 32 B
.25L 2.37L 27.06L C BFHD 960228998C 3
.25L 1.85 55.08L C E H B G 9.50011890C 2
2.09 1.17 29.40L ABE AACH 1 966111295C 2
1.06 .52L 5.04: AB C AALE 4 3700002000 2 4 TMSS +60116
.87 1.94L 20.50L AB AAH 1 960227875(3 3i
.29L .55L 3.05 D F C 9600000000
.42L .73 29.16L D HC 860300(X)0C
2.25 31 3.42L BCC AAC 91 3500000000
1.54 17.62L 55.08 CB C AAAA 3 95D037786C B 1 32 X03`0+5506
.58 .72: 29.48L BBE AAC 7 660200000C
.25L 1.60: 18.50 DD MBEC 978027677C 3!
.24: 1.32 10.54 DCC J CBD 978013472C B
.25L .69 9.71L C J CG 8801000200
.63 1.96L 10.00 BF E ABDB 2_ 990121020C
.35 1.96L 854.32L EC DC F 319`0347978C F 1 32
.60 ,53L 6.92L BIB AA 2' 7700000000
.27L .47L 3.16 D I DE 9601100010
,20 2.92L 18.01 D C DDDB 97C305865C B
.56L 1.63: 5.71: E OC BOOB 97002,0500
.35 4.16L 19.17L C FCCA 96C012980C
.25L .48L 5.23L C E I 9600000000 1 2 DO 27052
.39L .78 6.71L C ECF 9702255720
.30 .57L 7.11L BC AB 4 3600000000
.25L 2.00L 55.08L O CH 950017610C ! 3
,27L .41L 5.67L B BG 7601000000
.25L 1.46: 10.10 EC KDB 970020020C
.25L .40L 3.75 E H B 9602100010
.63 2.15: 13.83 BCCC ABEB 3 98C024971C_ 1 1 2 [:)027040
43.08 496.47 854.32 CACD CDBB 2922149999C 1 ; 3 22 BFS31
.23 1.62: 31.63[. CC CEDC I 230212170C 32 X0321+565
.27 2.46 9.83L BDB BCBB 0 9700321500 1
.64 .40Li 2.53L BB AA E 6 3500000000
.25L 2.66L ' 32.71L B B 130212170(3 5
.34 2.53L 33.80L C F B F 980012582C
.25L 2.03L 26.40L C BDED 570128961C 1 1 13 24017 K0
.25L 1.03 29.26L C CA 660110000C
.44 496.47L 854.32L D DGE 9,0149999(3 F
.25L .77 6.62L C HEB 7800000200
.36 .59 8.88 BBCC ABFE 1 9702145000 3
.19: .94 20.71L EB KCBD 96O211t4GC
.25L .55L 6.29L; B B F 3700000000
.29: .50L 7.14L CC BDG 4 9601000000 1 2 13027060
.56 7.69L 854.32L CD EBGE 2 82E219967C
,25L 1.03 36,73L C BC 960136595C F
.25L 1.23L 8.56 C ECC 9701,0190C
1,26 .48L 10,68 AB B AAI E 1 9681010720 C
.31L .95 32.06L D F G B 970115564C 9
.28L .40L 3.73L B BD H 1500020000 1
.26L .69 10.01L C DBB 2601000000
.25L .40L 3.64 C GG 9601000130 8
.21 .38: 4.91: BCDF ACDC 5 6702000000
.25L 1.40L 8.37 D j E H B 870115795C F
.25L 1.12 9.26 C D HFCC 970000151C
.33L .40L 2.84L B BCL 2500000000 1 13 24025 K2
.32L .93 37.96L D GB 960012371C 1
.26L .40L 4.12 B NCF 4401100110
.21 1.96L 19.55L I D H C G F 848238695C F
.23: 4.04L 22.51L BE_ CEFK 5 970147891C 6
1.69 3.74 4.93L ABB AAA 3 2640000100 2 13 24029 K5
.33L .41 2.89L C GEH 4500000100
.25L .40L 2.90L D F I 7600000000
1.21 4.16 10.15 CBBC EAAB 0 t82000630C 2
.27: .40L 2.08L CD AC H 2 9600000000 1 1 BGPER
.30 2.3t: 17.15 DCE DBDB 98C215895C F
1.06 4.04L 27.71L D C F A A I 87C342993C C
.40L 2.41L 6.95 E J FB 980111230C
.27: 1.57 25.72L DB HCB 560110000C
.25L .50 7.12L C HB 5900000000
.26L .40L 3.68L C DC G 2400000000 1 13 24037 F5
.25L 2.66L 34.15L B B F 960130050C 1 2 DO 27081
.76 2.25L 26.13L BC AAHD 8 760210280C
.35 2.78L 25.86L BD BA 5 960020491C 4
.31L .40L 3.22L D BF 8502000000




































Right Ascension: 03a23=I0_03_27=32 =
Position 0950)
N_e H
Oa]nctk: Uncertainly COa 8 Coords S_JLI SMN 8
(s) (") i b £3 (") (') N
10.5!23 143+ 71
76
16.7 146- 4 54 _ 65
17.3 25 1,- _l 51 o_ 87 2
23.457142+g4.C! 14 42+ 2 3
768 7624., 1,3-0 37 103
7
27.3 146- 4 I 31
11528.3 43 142+ 2' 17
29,5 18 143- 0 33 6 77 7
33.1;56 142+ 1 18 3 751 7
39.0 33 142+2 16 23 116 3641.246 142+2 21 1 1201
43.222 146-4 56 12 7912
45.3 14 144- 1 40 8 73 I 5
46.2 12 142+ 2 48 10 78 3
47.7 30 145- 3 72 18 69 2
48.1 5 143-0 25 9 7718
49.6 49 142+1 18 3 ._12653.0 52 141 +3 23 14
53.5 32 141 +3 19 14 76 3
54.6 5 142+2 34 8 115 5
5.6 37 142+3 53 11 80 2
11.1 38 143+0 33 10 76 3
13.1 3 143+1 20 3 76 6
18.1 13 142+2 181 8 117 5
19.0 8 142+2 15; 3115 7
20.0 33 143+0 49 8 74 2
21.7 41 142+2 33' 3 116 6
23.8 4 141+3 13 8 113 6
28.3 O 146-5 28 3 75 6
29.6 40 146- 4 42 12 76 6
35.7 49 142+2 8i 8 23 4
36.0 33 142+2 73' 8 66 2
37.7 17 142+ 2 31 11 80 2
3863; 142+;2410,16349.2 142+ 33 114
50.4 24! 146- 4 14 3 75 7
51.0 34, 143+ 1 27 9 116 6
51.3 43 144- 1 35 3 69 5
52.6 58 147- 5 29 8 74 6
55.2 32 146- 4 60 12 78 4 !
56.9 146--4 42 239 73 ;59.8 3 141+ 3 11 114 !
01 4143+0 1173913.1 53 1,- 1 76
4.9 55 143- 0 , 9 ! 75 3
6.4 27 142+ 2 14 6 , 78
10.4 17 144- 1 29 8 74
17.0 8 147-5 39 32 78 2
177_ ,,_-_ 49 2316817.9 142+ 15 3 111
27 4 I 74 622.6 38 144- 1
22.724 144- 1 24 19 78 2
25.9 38 146 4 97 31 70 2
30.5 47 142+ 3 18 3 109 6
131,0 52 147-- 5 32 8 76 6
i33.a 33 143+ I 27 8 115 6
33.g 0 142+ 2 36 16 77 3
137.1 5 142+ 2 24 8 109 3
38.3,55 142+ 3 27 5 113 8
42.2 41 145- 2 45 12 75 4
'46.51 25 143+ 1 55 22 63 2
51.7 24 142+ 3 38 5 64 5
53.7 25 142+ 2 17 4 115 5
54.31 0 146-3 23 5 77 7
3.8'16 143+1 59 9 119 4
7.1 9 143+2 47 8 161 4
9.E 23 147-5 19 8 75 6
9.5 21 142+ 2 12 6 113 5
9.6147 1,-1 37 48 77 415.E 34 142+2 39 1 67
17.E 20 144-0 33 46 76 3618.2 60 142+2 71 1 76
18.6 42 146--4 47 13 108 4
19.4 38 142+2 44 15 76 3
24.2 18 1.- . 14 3 76 6
33.(3 15 146-3 23 14 75 7634,0 25 146- 3 28 76!
36.6 43 142+2 21 9 115 5
37.7 12 143+ 1 16 4 1151 639.3 i_u 144- 0 25 8 113 6
39.911 142+ 2 22 4543.4 06 6114142+ 2 33 i 62
43.7;34 143+ 1 35 10 119 4
44.0 7 145- 2 26 3 76 7
45.5 3 146-- 4 31 10 76 4
46.7;15 142+3 25 28 111 4651.2155 142+ 21 45 114
51.7 52 143+ 2 37 11 67 4
57.4 23 142+ 2 33 7 110 3
1.1 47 145- 1 15 5 76 6
5.2'21 147- 4 21 8 75 7
15.5 40 144- 0 54 8 78 4
20.0 25 143+ 2 24 3 114 5
22.8 21 145- 1 32 9 77 ! 5
24.8 36 146- 3 51 12 73 i 2
27.3 32 145- 2 25 7 74 =429.9 54 145- 3 45 12 74 I






































































































*Confus,_n Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed SrnallExtended
Flux Density Flags
(N_ Cola¢ Czerzet_ V
12 p.m 25 p.m 60 /.¢m 10O p.m Flux Con" A Confusion
(Jansky) Unos Coef R Rags*
.25L .25L .57: 9.12 DB HGCE 9700010300
.34 .25L .40L 2.81L C A G 6601000000
.25L .58L .401. 2.07 D F M( 4602000000
.28L .25L .71 6.33L D N CG 300100000C
2:96 1.05L 207.46L 95.30L C CBAA 950226173C
.25L, 1.17 716.89L 784.91L D AAC 930331552(3
.69 .25L .51L 4.701- B BE 2610000000
.51 .20: .40L 3.60L CO CDK 1 2501000000
SO 1.81 5.66 784.91L BBB CAB 7 934204270C
:48 .25L .54L 5.43L B CC 2601101000
3.16 69.91 207.46 346.57: CACD AAAA 5 95E226173C
82.39 278.36 716.69 784.91 AABB AAAA 2 '937433762(3
.25L .29L 2.39L 13.54 C KCEC 980336793C
.21 .25L .42L 5.22L C E 7500000000
.43 .25L 2.10(. 35.41L C CC g60000000C
.29L .25L 1.81: 22.30 E F J E C 970431394C
.20 .28L .54L : 6.04L C F 6500000000
.52 .37 .43L 5.44L BC BBCE 21 2601101000
.25L .69 1.82 13.19L CB NBBB 978110130(3
.29 .25L 2.56L 5.12L D E DE 98(X)00010C
.25L .25L 1.05L 6.82 E HHB! 630013060C
..L .38L 5.93 33.39L C L CB 960121220C
.89L .25L 1.01: 7.19 uD _M DB! 680010050C
.32 .25L .47L 5.58L C BG Ci I 7501130100
1.50 .45 .SOL 5.35L BB ARE ' 0 9700002100
.63 .20: 3.39L 35.44L DO BE 0 960335234C
.69 1.42 2.74 23.62L I BBC AABA 6 _966335294C
.45 .34L .63L 6.59L = DJ ! 7501130130
.35: .42L 6.00L 27.71 F D EDEA 970413540C
.98 .34L 2.25L 21.13L B AFEJ 960231670C
1.23 .35 .40L 2.73L BD ABJ 1 7600001000
.33 .25L .40L 3,05L _B CD 4600010000
.31 .24 2.49L 36.85L F D DC F 970659977C
.35 .25L 2.74L 37,54L C E C 960338484C
.28L .19 ,85L 11.90L D KEEH 988314941C
.25L .23L 7.60L 18.33 E I MDJ C 978330231C
.48 .31L 3.32L 34.23L B ,CCI 630313021C
1.53 .47 .70 2.93L BBB ABA 5 4600113100
.31: .96 2.94L 28.79L BB CAE 3 960200000C
.25L .25L _>,021 6.90 B F B 960020151C
.61 .36 .48 2.16L!BFC BBCG 3 6600002000
."L .25L ,48 3.76L BBCBF D 4500113000
.25L .29L .40L 3.44 I FD 9500000100
3.23 .91 1.67L 22.25 ! AAI 5 630452791C
.2gL .25L 39 5.58L FI D 1500000100
.41L .25L .83 26.88L C L I C 940020000C
.37 .25L .59L 6.51L E B 1600000000
.50 .52 9.24L 78.95L CC DCGF 7 966359877C
.26L .25L 1.38 26.05L B HA 940000300C
.25L .25L .40L 1.83 C O 7500000000
.25L .52L .46L 3.43 C L I D 2400000000
.44 .. 5.30L 52.98L CD DBEB 9 97C247887C
.25L .25L 1.65 26.30L B BAB 940010140C
.25L ,26L = 1.76L 6.08 O HC 96023015IC
.29L .29L .43L 2.17 F E 8600001100
.25L .25L 1:54: 6.24 E O GE B 984230691C
.23L .25L .95 3.59 BC HNAB 8600000010
.SO .26L .72L 7.73L B BE 4801000000
.40L .29 9.62L 37.56L E EDB 970249777C
.36 .28L 3.24L 39.85L C CJ 960424743C
.29L .35 1.71 7.73L DC HBBE 780230151C
.29L .25L .67 4.44L B B E 0900000000
.37L .25L 2.30L 9.70 E ii DC 980000010C
.25L .25L 1.31 10.18L D J CC 988206642C
4.60 2.71 6.08: 36.79L ABO ABBF 960323743C
.25L .25L .65 5.17 BB FDDA 9581000100
C B 960200023C.31L .25 3.89L 57.19L jC
.33 .32 3.87L 44.34L CDL 973010002
.52 .25L .40L 2.36L i B !AD C 7600020000
1.07 1.15 10.76 56.17 FCED DFCC 9 964447966C
.44 .25L I 2:85L 26.14L B B 75101000(0
.45 .,L 2.29L 45.18L F ECBD 940158674C
.25L .25L 1.15 8.35 CB HECC 1601101410
.44L .26L 1.29 48.02L D J C 960000000(3
.34L .25L .57 4.57L C DO 9600100000
.26L .19: 1.09 30.69L FC NI CG 970230120(::;
5.74 1.41 2.41L 22.82L AB AAG 2 750010000C
.25L .33L .36: 6.09 CB DED 9581000210
1.06 .21: .40L 4.20L BD AB M 1 7600001000
.25L .25L 6.55L 32.79 C EHB 940039_
1.04 .35 .75L 6.79L BB ABCC 0 6603000100
.32 .43 .57L 5.15L CB DAEC 5, 1601101110
.38 .36L 4,06 56.17L D F FDCB 964057475C
.52 .38 3.92: 42:57L EFC EDCA 8,940059582(:;
.25L .38L 1.31 13.11 CB GFC 5741202810
.86 .25L .40L 4.05L C ADE 3600021210
.27 .25L .42L 4.21L C CI 9500120000
.47 .28L 1.73L 18.87L B BF 970110100C
.27L .27L 2.66L 21.20 E HED 978145575C
2:5L .25L 94: 12.20 EC DB 978010040C
.,.-'.-?9L .33L .94: 6.57 CD EDC 980300020C
.25L .41 1.64 22.12L CB KCAA 940200000C
.98 .41 .40L 3.10L 8C AC D 2600000000
.41L .25L .70 23.13L C CG 340000000C
1.39 .38 2.48L 37.04L BC AC 0 960211230C
.68 .25L .42L 21.18L B BG 9401001008
.25 .63L .48L 6.01L C E M 9400000000
.30L .25L .67 9.28: FE EGCE 7630223838
.35 .25L .40L 4.10L B CE 9501000000
2.19 1.07 1.90L 19.87L AB AA 0 960130270C




R S A S_
S 2 # T Name Type ('") Ma 8
2 ! 3 RAFGL 5095 88
69 2 I 3 RAFGL 5095 17
73 1 3 RAFGL 490 3 10
3 i 39 4CP55.06 55 178
I 2 0027104 8 115
, i'41 03239+5953 26 5
1 23 VDB.66N 014 344
2 13 240501(2 8 77
3 22 BFS29 563 1800
1 1 BH PER 10 3
6 "13 2405489P 3 43
1 "41 03251+5833 25 15
2 7 237146 78 I
I 22 Fs2322 BFS29 1800
2 '*23 VDB.66N 014 301
I i
92:122 BFS28 283 120024061 A0P 4 4701
1 "41 03261+5829 25 7
3 13 24064 A2 7 50
2 13 24065 K5 9 75
13 24068K0 5 7322 BFS29 542 1800
1 32 X0326+574 38 6
1 "41 03267+5946 7 1
2 22 BFS2g 537 1800
1 7 +58610 8
3 "13 24072 K7 8 90
1 2 D027192 55 98
1 32 X0327+541 75 14
1 °41 03275+5923 14 2
175
Right Ascension: 03h27m32J-03h32m01'























Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
a 8 Coords SM] SMN 0 O 12 pm 25 p.m 60 p.ra
(s) (") 1 b (') (") (') N (Jansky)
V RL Si C100 p.m Flux Corr A ConTusion A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
19.70L BF AE 1 950000000(3
9.25L BC BBK 3 5800120000
8.46 F H C 970101021C
6.22 CBB GBAA 960O00200C
25.34L BC ABM 4 95031OO40C
13.80L ABB AAA 71 6401000008 44



































.26L i .43 3.45L





























































































3284+5056 12.16L CB AAB 2 9401144008
3285 + 5419 20.47L B N E D 9500010308 !
3286+5440 23.47L C GC 940000000C
3267+5425 6738: DBD LCAO 96001000081
3287+5146 3.41L BF BFHE 7 7600000000
3288 + 5908A 4.71 D D K C B 980300010C
3288+5100 2.86: BD C BBNB 9 9601134008
3289+5228 17.56L D F 9400210008
3289+5818 23.48L D HDDD [ 978120212C
3290+5132 3.05L SB AAE 5 i 7600001000
3290+5724 44.76L D DM 9402165638 i
3291+5226 17.77L C CB 9401110008
3291+5346 19.86L BB ABF 2 3400000008
3292+5806 10.60 C E EBGC 19800100OLC
3292+5234 18.06L BB AAC 1 94011000081
3292+5919 5.00 DD J EC 1980000020C
3293+5500 22.42 BBBC AAAA 0_65001120OC
3293+5220 5.45 F I KC 9501000008
3294+5844 7.74 CC G FA 9602331308
3295+5944 13.24L C DJKBGI 97412100OC3295+5419 22.53L B 9400000008
3296 + 5440 24.85L C D MB D 9400100008
3296+5723 44.76 FECF DDEB 9482185748
3297+5741 49.12L B CI M 9601000008
3297+5413 19.19L C FDD _ 9400000008
3297+5626 6,43L BD AB 6 0600120000
3298+5758 26.86 CFCC DCBAi 9 960104313C
3299 + 5241 5.54 B E H C 9600000000
3299+5305 5.60 DB GEC 4600000100
3299+5846 28.18L C DJ F 9500330308
3299 + 5646 5.70L B BK 0700100000
3299+5519 27.24L B CI 3500100008
3300+5608 5.15LI BD AEG 0 1701000000
3300+5555 5.53L DB HCB 2601100100
3301 +5940 16.74L D L DB 950021040C
3301 +5750 41.31L F F 9600001228
]301+5203 17 16L C GEF 9500000008
3301+5658 23.13L ACC AAA 9 9501000008 43
]302 + 5355 22.53L i C D G C 4300000308
i
]302+5934 15.97L C C L 950011OO0C
]303+5228 6.59: CD E ADKC 2 9502020218
3303+5643 5.80LI C GL BC 0702200000
]303+5850 17.60L D BD 9501000008
]304 + 5148 11.78L D O 9500000008
]304 + 5633 538L C MC I 0702000000
]304+5114 13.60L C BEHD 9503010008
]305+5414 4.84 D,[C GC 86000000083306 + 5911 16.94L C 970000000C
]306+5431 16.69L BB AA I 3 8501001008
3306+5825 16.95: CBBE DCDE _0 9545026878
)307+5248 3.65L C CE 7600120000
)308+5423 17.03L CEB AAA 0 8502101108
3308+5130 16.43L BB AAJE 5 9511010008
)308+5152 4.59 D H D 9601000008
)308 + 5254 7.54 D B L F E 7580110320
)308+5544 6.03 D J J C 2681000008
]306 + 5530 16.53L C [L D 3500000008]309+5952 23.96L E E 75000000OC
]309+5206 23.66L C CE F 9400000006
]310+5423 13.52L ,CE ABB 8 8512101108
]311+5105 5.15 ]BD D LJC 9601000008)311 +5623 4.30L AAB 8 0702001000
3312+ 5925 15.63L C E B 950100120(3
3312+5454 1498L AB AACF 4 3501000008
3314+5804 13.99L F !B GHBB 9401000008)315+5048 18.59L BD 0 9500110118
]315+5307 5.17 CC J BB 6600000100
)316+5530 18.96L BB IAAJ 2 5702000008




Name Type (") Mag
21
1 "41 03276+5855
A 1 32 X0327+599
1 2 DO 27206
2
3 1 32 X0328+509
4 1 13 24081 B5
I 39 LHE091
I




F 1 32 X0329+573
2 i 13 24098 F5




1 13 24103 A0
4 1 2[DO2720O
1 13 24105 A0
5
1 13 24108 K5
F 2 13 24109B8
C
2 13 24111 F5
1 13 24114 K2
i317 +5432 5.05 E KGC 5603000118
)317+5716 33.54L C IL KEF 9401100968 C1317+5213 3.60 C C 9600000008
1318 + 5105 3.54 O F B 9700000008
1318 +5259 8.24 CB DB 7580000100
_318+5835 17,36L B BJ 9500100238 C
1319+5015 3.06L BB AAB 13 5600000000 I1319+5320 21.41L C E 4400000008
)319+5953 17.68L DC IBCB 6600000OOC 1 11 PK 142+ 3.1 10
1320+ 5943 15.30L ; 650200041C 4

































a ..8 Coords SMJ SMN # O 12 /.tm
horn. ,8, (s) _-; I b C) C) C) N
351 147-3)3320+5131 3.1 2010774 .37)3321+5437 9.214145- 86121163 .27
33321+5902 10.0 51! 143+3 40 9 61 3 .33
33322+544814.418145-15012773 .28
:)3323+5007 19.9 11 148-4 28 19 6O 5 .25L
)3323+5207 21.4 39 147-3 34 8 77 6 .42
)3325+5849 31.1 20 143+3 41 19i 74 2 .30L
)3326+5038 37.0 18 148-4 25 8: 78 5 .31L
)3326+5245 41.3 59 146-2 20 3 110 6 3.80
)3327+5719 42.4 27 144+ 1 29 5 73 4 1.55
)3327+5738 43.7 31 144+ 2 45 8 79 5 .35
)3328+5101 52.2 23 147- 4 44 11 75 3 .29
)3328+5437 53.7 52 145- 1 31 9 113 5 .27L
)3329+5318 56.8 48 146- 2 46 15 75 4 .35
33329+5544 58.1 34 145+ 0 49 10 74 3 .26L
)3330+5629 5.2 28 144+ 1 92 35 82 2 .37L
)3331+5929 6.1 38 142+ 3 41 8 66 3 .40
)3331+5219 7.8 24 147- 3 54 16 109 5 .25L
:)3331+5425 9.1 6 145-- 1 48 10 74 4 .32
33331+52t6 10,1 40 147-3 30 8 112 6 .80
33331+5515 11.0 19 145- 0 38 i 18 67 2 .25L
33331+5243 11.8 27 146- 2 34 8 74 4 .34
33332+5503 16.7 27 145- 0 16' 5 113 5 1.26
33333+5830 22.8 15 143+ 2 28' 8 71 5 .49
33334+5507 27.6 60 145-0 52 23 117 3 .30L
33334+5327 29.4 7 146-2 41 20 74 3 .25L
03334+5010 29.6 15 148-4 74 24 68 2 .26L
:)3335+5140 32.9 16 147-3 37 6 75 6 .25L
03335+5358 34.3 17 146- 1 41 9 72 4 .26L
03335+5535 35.5 32 145+ 0 59 18 7t 3 .28L
03336+5457 39.1 19 145-0 28 6 113 6 .25L
03337+5808 46.6 18 143+ 2 39 14 62 2 .21
03338+5554 53.1 28 145+ 0 38 3 76 5 ,26L
03339+5251 59.4 3 146-2 32 13 110 4 .31L
03339+5405 59.8 23 146-- 1 37 12 112 5 .55L
03340+5646 3.2 46 t44+ 1 41 10 70 3 .32
03340+5930 3.8 54 143+ 3 15 5 74 4 1.54
03341+5640 9.3 22 144+ 1 30 10 79 4 .36
03341+5500 9.6 31 145-0 20 5 114 6 .42
03341+5219 9.7_11 147-2 58 8 113 5 .25L
03341+5435 10.(] 30 145- 1 _ 2_8 1_ 6 .3603341+5548 11.4 19 145+ 0 i 2 .41L
03342+5857 15.7 53 143+ 3 74 8 151 4 .41
03342+5024 16.9 48 148- 4 86 9 79 3 .31
03343+5730 22.9 53 144+ 2 37 12 113 4 .27L
03346+5107 41.8 56 148- 3 24 9 111 6 .58
03348+5854 49.5 38 143+ 3 14 8 74 4 .97
03348+5247 50.2 30 147-- 2 85 25 80 2 .25L
03348+5548 53.16 22 145+ 0 46 13 64 2 .95L
03350+5058 1.e 27 148-- 4 86 13 73 2 .24
03350+5438 3.3 11 146- 1 29 3 78 5 .64
03350+5924 4.E 11 143+ 3 24 11 75 2 .29
03351+5301 9._ 56 147- 2 23 4 110 5 1.87
03352+5930 13.1' 1 143+ 3 44 3 72 4 .25L
03352+5056 15.2 56 148- 4 44 8 110 5 .27L'
03352+5444 16.9 4 146- 0 42 3 78 3 .25L
03352+5906 17.3 14 143+ 3 35 8 78 4 .55
03353+5611 18.3 53 145+ 1 21 9 74 5 .97
03353+5544 18.6 21 145+ 0 48 3 74 4 .29L
03353+5333 20.4 14 146- 1 51 14 76 2 .26
03353+5550 21.7 4 145+ 0 21 6 77 5 3.72
03354+5621 25.4 46 145+ 1 66 13 78 2 .28
03354+5217 26.7 24 147- 2 48 17 74 4 .25L
03354+5916 27.5 eO 143+ 3 14 3 77 4 1.54
03355+5945 31.8 7 143+ 4 34 8 77 4 .63
03355+5429 32.3 6 146- 1 23 3 111 6 1.28
03355+5516 33.5 23 145+ 0 65 16 81 3 .25L
03356+5718 37.4 39 144+ 2 26 8 65 4 .74
03357+5155 42.0 20 147- 3 24 16 78 2 .24
03357+5040 47.6 11 148- 4 80 25 68 2 .25L
03359+5205 54.5 12 147-- 3 25 9 110 5 .6O
03359+5158 59.2 34 147--3 23 3 110 5 7.64
03360+5348 2.3 45i 146-- 1 28 8 75 5 .73
03360+5819 2.8 19 143+ 3 37 8 72 2 .50
03361+5543 6.0 35 145+ 0 71 12 74 2 .6OL
03361+5704 9.8 24 144+ 2 46 8 75 3 .34
03361+5056 9.9 49 148- 3 21 4 110 7 2.22
03361+5007 11.5 2 148- 4 26 8 108 5 .78
03362+5856 15.0 10 143+ 3 19 4 76 4 6.67
03363+5606 20.6 10 145+ 1 41 13 71 4, .25L
03363+5121 21.9 36 148- 3 60 18 78 3 .25L
03364+5102 27.6 13 148- 3 20 4 110 6 1.09
03366+5120 37.0 48 148- 3 23 10 76 3 .60
03366+5540 38.6 28 145+ 0 36 13 77 2 .26
03366+5136 40.3 46 148- 3 52 12 77 2 .33
03366+5536 41.1 14 145+ 0 22 7 76 5 .61
03368+5120 49.2 42 148- 3 25 11 75 5 .73
03370+5853 0.7 45 143+ 3 28 3 69 3 .40
03370+5411 0.9 24 146- 1 21 5 77 5 .34L
03371+5708 6.6 60 144+ 2 76 28 75 2 .25L
03371+5353 9.4 31 146- 1 35 8 73 4 .33
03372+5356 13.1 25 146- 1 76 23 67 2 .25L
03372+5939 14.5 39 143+ 4 70 3 75 3 .25L
03372+5307 16.1 56 147- 2 20 5 112 5 1.43
03375+5933 33.6 43 143+ 4 31 9 107 3 .43
03377+5720 42.9 48 144+ 2 29 9 71 3 .53
03377+5120 47.1 35 148-3 15 i 4 111 6 54.05
03379+5207 58.2 22 147-- 2 18 i 5 112 6 ,54
03380+5532 5.8 41 145+ 0 20 5 77 4 8.92
03381 +5347 7.5 38 146- 1 201 3 77 5 1.82
Declination: + 50"-+ 60"
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Color C.mcected)







































































































16O _m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (") Ma 8
i
15.89L B CH H 9501000008 7 1G254 46
19.93L C D KF 6404000138 8
23.09L C C 950001000C
20.50L C BK 1500000008
4.41 B MJ MC 4501000000
18.93L B BDN 9500000008
23.95L F K D 9502000406
4.34L B CB 9600012000
3.76L ABD AAEC 6 7602002000 2 3 13 24t20K5 3 7
19.44L CD ABG 2 8500010218
23.06L B CJ C 95OOO0O008
22.07L C D E F 9500000008
6.03: CCC ECCE 5682000038! 8
21.49L B C B 5400000008 ! !
28.61L C HB 3401010008 i
3.51 C I J E 3600000000
15.68L C BE 650023372C F
6.72 C KHFC 8681210008
20.02L B FFK 5400000006 1 2 DO27331 64 11
15.71L BD ABK 0 9501210008
26.47L C I D 4500000008
19.34L B CGL 8501102008 2 1 13 24122 K2 11 8
19.26L BB ABD 3 3602101008
15.61L C BH 9500000008 1 13 24125 K2 2 8
5.17 E C 3702100008
16.50L C HC 5400000008
2.29 D EB 8601000000
6.77 CC GDC 9500000118
5.31L B I BB 2601000008
22.16L C F 5600000O08
7.52 BB DCBA
14.32L D E D
5.90 CD M BB
5.19 C GMS
20.11L B MFB
5.00L C C E
3642123608 4
8400000018




13.99L BE AAE 2 9400000108
5.05L B D 3600000000
24.32L CCF BAF 7 3502113508
4.65 DD KCD
.77 16.99L CCC BBBH
.95 23.23L D HE
.40L 16.92L! B AKK
.41L 3.39L: C BI
1.21 19.24L D CFG
.41L 19.48L D BB E
.78L 12.68L BF ADI
.52L 5.09 E MB
7.44 98.08: FF GFI C
.46L 15.42L D K
.40L 19.55L DE AC














.40L 16.23L BB AAE 4 5502001008
.68L 5.92 C L DD 9500101408
1.13 16.67L B EBB 6502100008
A5L 5.70 C B 7700100008
.42L 16,95L B BM F, 7501000008
.42L 4.56L BD AAD 4 9720011000
3,04 21.54L FC GKC I 6602311238
.40L 18.t8L C GE I 8501010008
112.49 268.56: CBCD DCBA 5 53F0376748
.82L 4.84L D CJ 5600000000
4.95 C J GB 4501000008 ,
4.74: BC C AAI C 2 9600110108
14.51L C ABF 9400000008
24.06L BE ACM 6 9500101008
6.61 D CJ DC 3800000OO8
3.56L B AFI 9700000000
16.96L C FE 4403100008
2.46 F L F C 9700000000
15.54L CF BC 0 4402100008
15.52L ABC AAB 0 3402100008 01
17.66L BC BBCF 5 6401101008
15.84L C BC 8401000006
7.73L E HCBD 4701101208
4.76L D C C 6503000000
16.09L BB AB 0 7502010008
2.93L B BC N 9601000000
12.41L ABF AAEE 3 7500100008
5.79 B K D 9700000000
5.09 CE AB EBr_ i 968224013818.02L BB 0 6401021008
10.50L D E BE] D 9502240138
22.64L C B F 6500253308
16.56L D C 9400000008
22.64 BDCC BEBA 0 8500156508
14.73L D BFI 9501240138
12.49L C BFND 7501200108
12.89 BBB HAAA 7500000008
3.98 D L C 6600000000
23.05L B DC 5400100008
6.41 D DD 5500100008
4.02 F J HD 96O10000O8
17.52L BC ABD 8 4501100008
15.15L B B 9402100008
3.21L C BEI 6600001000
7.16: ABBC AAAC 1 7582000018 42
17.14L DBB BAA 1 5401100108
16.79L ABC AAAJ 0 9600000208
6.47: BD D ABGD 3 9500103008
65 11
6 3 13 2413165 5
8
4 1 2 DO 27350







2 BK PER 10 3
1 19 59 4 11
1
3
7 1 32 X0336+556
1
10 7
1 13 24159 K0
5 3 RAFGL 507




*Confusion Rags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 6O, 100 _m; 10) High Source Density Region.
177








C) C) (e) N
Flux Density
03381+5227 9.310 147- 2 33 3 75 4
03381+5441 11.743146- 0101 28 812
03383+5211 21,728147- 2 29 13 785
03383+5409 23.843146- 1 3419 692
03384+5349 26,018146- 1 5913 723
03385+5757 30.252144+ 2 42 i 9 662
03385+5541 32.652 145+ 1 25 ' 9 75 4
03385+5927 34.130 143+ 4 16 4111 3
03385+5948 34.738 143+ 4 19 5110 3
03385+5656 34.844 145+ 2 19 4 114 4
03385+5236 35.322 147- 2 60 9 79 4
03386+5117 38.326 148-3 48 3 74 5
03386+5956 40.530 143+ 4 33 10 107 2
03388+5127 51.732 148- 3 43 12 70 3
03388+5208 52.223 147- 2 42 8 77 4
03389+5144 55,817148-3 54 10 77 4
03389+5724 58,019 _ 144+ 2 20 10 733
03390+5419 5,9 1 146- 0 53 14 793
03392+5227 13,539147--2 26 9 775
03392+5239 14.5 0147-2 21 4 775
03392+5001 15.450149- 4 72 1881 3
03392+5434 16,450146- 0 41 11 703
03394+5705 28,832145+ 2 31 8 i 733
03394+5653 28.860145+ 2 22 6 703
03395+5933 35.343 143+ 4 20 81173
03395+5257 35.410147- t 30 13 724
03396+5230 40.4 3147- 2 23 9 775
03396+5839 i_.5 _ 1"+ 3 63 8 71203396+5111 141.6 _ 148- _ 26 3 785
03397+5951 45247143+ 4 3518 693
03397+5625 45.6 t3 r145+ t 24 8 694
03399+5641 54.48145+2 17 5684
03399+5620 55.537145+ 1 30 641601
03399+5928 59,533143+ 4 23 9110_ 3
03399+5034 59.810 149-- 3 40 6 73 3
03400+5141 0.2 5 148-- 2 26 9 77 5
03400+5313 1,752 147-- 1 39 14 73 3
03400+5309 2.245 147- 1 44 8 79 4
03400+5906 5,234 143+ 3 91 24 64 2
03401 +5721 7.721 145+ 2 44 8 68 2
03401+5901 8.E 54 143+3 28 8 113 3
03402+5112 16,629 148-- 3 46 11 79 3
03405+5244 30,218147--2 43 18 682
03405+5549 32.2 _20145+ 1 48 15 692
03406+5813 38.456144+ 3 66 12 672
03407+5605 43.556145+ 1 31 18 744
03408+5332 52.023147- 1 35 8 743
03408+5911 54.029143+ 4 55 101052
03409+5307 54.144147-t 39 8 723
03409+5728 55.151 145+ 2 69 12 752
03410+5241 2.63147-2 29 5 7614
03411+5044 8.036149-3 53 43 75i303411 +5609 10.751145+t 13 105
03411+590011.626144+344 8771303412+5432 12.4 18 146-0 49 12 71 3
03412+5422 16.8 36 146-0 31 13 73303413+5 19.622146+122 5733
03414+5345 25.642147-1 22 7 76130 18+52,3943147_169 8712
03417+5201 43.138 148-2 37 8 76 4
03417+5315 46.4 28 147- 1 43 8 75 3
03419+5429 55.5 47 146- 0 30 7 73 3
03420+5229 1.3 24 148- 2 21 3 76 4
03420+5114 3.4 59 148- 3 29 8 77 4
03421+5909 7,7 36 144+4 20 8 113 3
03421+5225 9,2 21 148-- 2 30 9 77 4
03421+5136 10.7 19 148--2 43 8 73 3
03422+5632 13.1 28 145+ 2 24 10 69 2
03422+5542 13.7 24 146+ 1 37 9 68 3
03422+5345 17.3 0 147- 1 28 5 76 3
03424+5411 24.526147- 0 30 B 773
03424+5719 24.552145+ 2 5719682
03424+5124 29.03148-2 5412 783
03424+5530 30.059146+1 4015 752
03425+5925 32.438143+ 4 9822642
03425+5449 34.837146+0 7417 713
03426+5129 38.948i 148-- 2 28 5 774
03426+5209 41.528' 148-- 2 22 18 68 3
03427+5708 44.0 10 145+ 2 19 5 72 31
03427+5232 45.955 148- 2 49 9 76 3
03428+5846 53.03144+3 27 81143
03429+5106 55.423149- 3 38 8 764i
03430+5529 0.97146+t 8915 662
03431+5057 8.118149-3 5016 764
03431+5135 10.515148-210540 6921
03431+5649 11,858145+2 4211 7031
03432+5610 12.856146+1 40 875 3'
03433+5335 18.818147-1 33 6743
03433+5619 19,239145+2 28 9:693
03433+5254 19.337148-1 27 7 , 76 3
o 453+52311.236146-125 67692418147_13925752o3,34+53142425147-15o1o773o + 16 285 1,+3 19 5 3+ 6341, +1 35 9 713o 435+5 ,0869147_o611o7o3
o3435+,,313414,+o 32 5 763o 35+595733.,19143+ 19 5 763o +5939 23143+43333603o  +5135 38146_23519712
(N_ Color _








































































































100 _m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (') Ma 8
.53 5.43 CD MCA 7500001208
,40L 6.78 E NHC 7700000008
.76 5.25 BB HJ BA 6601200108
,80 19.18L D KDD 6501001768 C
.67 27.54L C EKDD 9440103008
,40[. 2.20L D FI 17000(X)000
.55L 14.34L B BFH 9601011008 1 1324168K7 1 91
6.27 2.79L BBD AAAC 9971010200842
.35: 12.51L BBC AAD 0950200033816 C 4 13241691<0 3 6(:
3.20 10.53 BBCB 3AAA 07501021110
.62L 26.78L C CLC 5301000308 4
.62L 6.81 D F FC 6500110008
1.05L 5.72L C IDGFE 9603000238 8
,55 21.35L C ! HEO 8400100008
.40L 19,78L B :B 6400100106 1 1324172 K0 2 8i
.96 6.68 CC GB 5500000408 4 1 32 X0338+517 4 4
1.19 2.19: DCC CDD 5601002300 6 2 132417588 20 8C
.96 24.70L _ EC GCB 6502200678 8
.73L 24.23L BEI ABK 26300000008
3.73 12.05 CBCB CBAA 3 5400012308 6
,40L 3.33 C L B 4601100010
.81 9.23 FC HBB 6600000508 4
.40L 2.71L C CG 8600010000 1 2 DO 27461 78 11E
.43L 3,13L BB AAG 08600000000
.64L 12.33L BF AGL 3 9502000008
,92 9,01 CD DC 2500000526 C 1 32 X0339+529 115 1,_
.40L 20,05L BC AC 1 6400000008
.64 13.19L C BC 9501000008
.34: 20.22L BDC ADEB 2 3400020008 1 1324181 K7 1 85
.67L 4.89 D M MD 9601000018
1.16L 3.60L BB ABF 0 5500100000
,41L 3.11L BB AAL I 6600000000
.40L 3.30L BD AC 0 4600010000 1 2 [::)027472 55 11E
,64L 11.64L C ACND 9501001008
.46L 3,29: C F BKI F 5501010010
.41L 17.97L BC ABK 4 3400000008
.50L 24.15L C D 2401110008
.49L 20.31L C DI 2500110008
1,04L 3.78 E HFB 9601100008
.40L 4.31L E EF K 3500000000
.40L 11.22L D CC 9501100008
,43L 20.52L C C 2400030008
.41 16.09L C D 4400100208
.461_ 4.64 E FJ B 9600000008
,40L 3.08L F C 3500000000
.45: 5.38 DB KEHB 8581001408
,44L 20.48L B AD 6500010008
.46L 13,31L C C 9501000008
.46L 23.63L C B 4400000008



















































22.57L BC ABM 44401100108
4.68L C DL D 7500000000
13.35L BED AAA 88421101108
13.24L F CEL 9502000008
9.41 D GJ EC 9600000238
4.77: CC KCC 9601000106
16.57L BC AB 09500000008
16.10L CC AB 0 9600001008
20,50L C DJ F 34010000OE
5.17L C BCM 4601000(X'0
18.31L B BBL ,5500000108
18.93L BBC AAAB 2 8500010218
20.07L BBC ABCC 0 4400111108!
4.67L B AB 5600010000
11.30L BD AB 0 ; 9501010008
24.32L BD AFI B 64400111108









4.74 O ! F
2.91L D CG
15.46L D BM
13.86L C D ACCB
8 1 32 X0341+545 47 8
1 2 DO 27495 80 116
1 7 1G 260 49
4.00: BD C BD C 0' 5602000000
5.60 C CC HBB8 9601021008 1
18.42L BB AAEC 2 9500000008 4 13 24202M2 4 61
16.10L B BJ 5500000008
3.43 D D 25('0000000
4.68L C CI K 5501100000
20.66L D B 6400100008 : :
2.36 F F HC 9700000000
15,50L _ C CE 8500000108
AAM 2 4600100100
E BGC 2581001348 146 12







5600000000 1 2 DO 27533 73 95
9401110108 1 21:)O27536 53 116
864OOOOOO8
2.74L BE ACG 1 4602011000
16,41L BC AAJ 1 4600112108 8 29
18.33L BBC AAB 0 8401000108 16 2 3
12.94L D DD 8601201438 108 6
27.52LIDF BBI F 0 6400000008
1.94L CCC AAB 8 5601000000
10.88L B BI F 9501110008 1 2 DO27543 59 lOB
21.06L C I BJ 6502101438 8
14.59L C AC 7500000008
2.16L BCC AAD 1 9700000000
3.80 D MME 9700000110
5.32 C I C 6501100210
C 1 32 X0342+521
213124206K5
23 4 TMSS +50104
3 1 UU PER
8 1 32 X0343+537
'Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
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a e_ ct ,8, Coords SMJ SMN 0 12 Fmh m , ($) () 1 b £3 C) (') N
03436+5747 36.1 23 145+ 3 34
03436+5223 40.5 36 148- 2 33
03437+5503 42.4 58 146+ 1 26
03438+5_17 50.6 36 144+ 4
03438+5632 51.7 58 145+ 2
03439+5012 57.0 38 149- 3 29
03439+5925 57.8 44 144+ 4 2O
03439+5237 58.8 50 148- 1 39
03,14o+51Ol 2.9 38 149- 3 34
03442+5036 12.7 6 149- 3 53
o3442+5315 14.7 51 147- 1 71
03442+5359 18£ 53 147- 0 48
03445+5344 35.(: lO 147- 0 32
03445+5807 35.g 58 145+ 3 1703446+5035 38.1 z 149- _ 38
03447+5219 45.4 21 148-- 2 5503447+5422 48.01 _ 147+ 0 32
03448+5607 51.81 5 146+ 1 55
03448+5545 51.S 35 146+ 1 19
03448+5111 52.2 20 149-- 2 46
03449+5041 56.5 31 149- 3 27
03449+5113 56.8 24 149- 2 44
03449+5843 58.5 33 144+ 4 41
03449+5857 58.8 11 144+ 4 43
03451+5830 g.(] 57 144+ 3 24
03452+5301 15.3 50 148-- 1 27
03452+5448 15.4 33 147+ 0 37
03454+5311 24.2 26 146- 1 69
03438+5238 40.5 13 146- 1 81
03457+5718 45.9 26 145+ 2 82
03458+5054 51.5 49 149- 3 32
03461+5348 7.7 57 147- 0 62
03482+5549 14.5 36 146+ 1 67
03482+5047 14.9 52 149-- 3 58
03482+5213 17.8 27 148-- 1 85
03463+5331 18.555 148-- 0 38
03463+5310 20.7 45 148-- 1 56
03463+5803 22.3 38 145+ 3 23
03464+5207 24.939 146- 2 37
03464+5226 29.8 29 148- 1 18
03485+5009 34.2 27 150- 3 49
03465+5752 35.5 t2 145+ 3 44
03465+5653 35.7 5 145+ 2 38
03466+5307 39.7 13 148-- 1 49
03466+5118 40.8 17 149- 2 55
03467+5926 48.9 35 144+ 4 30
03467+5357 47,6 11 147- 0 39
03468+5436 51.4 53 147+ 0 96
03468+5742 52.0 22 145+ 3 45
03468+5236 52.5 32 146- 1 74
03468+5456 53.1 31 147+ 1 42
03469+5833 59.0 23 144+ 4 30
03470+5002 0.3 38 150-- 3 2O
03470+5326 1.6 31 148- 0 66
03470+5911 2.2 16 144+ 4 73
03470+5351 3.2 52 147- 0 32
03471+5852 8.4 45 144+ 4 47
03472+5755 13.5 7 145+ 3 49
03473+5109 18.8 40 149 2 24
03473+5601 19.7 43 146+ 2 41
03473+5049 20.9 6 149- 2 52
03473+5725 21.4 18 145+ 3 20
03473+5055 22.2 17 149- 2 74
03474+5323 28.7 9 148- 0 65
03475+5611 31.3 4 146+ 2 33
03476+5606 37.1 21 146+ 2 36
03476+5220 37.9 18 148- 1 42
03478+5007 51.0 33 150- 3 69
03478+5121 51.8 1 149- 2 24
03478+5017 52.7 33 150- 3 46
03479+5055 58.8 55 149- 2 27
03480+5033 0.7 27 150-- 3 36
03480+5414 0.8 36 147+ 0 37
03480+5500 1.8 16' 147+ 1 65
03481+5338 10.8 12 146- 0 19
03481+5347 11.0 21 148- 0 5003482+5528 15.4 19l 147+ . 32
03483+5255 22.2 381 148- 1 5703483+510922.6 149- 32
03483+5739 23.731 145+ _ 21
03494+5038255 1,0 37 +5535 7,15 46+ 44
03485+5311 30.9 25' 148- 0 27
03485+5807 32.5 25 145+ 3 40
03486+5125 37.3 56 149- 2 75
03487 +5028 47.6 40 150 3 42
03488+5452 48.8 51 147+ 1 49
03488+5350 52.8 28 148+ 0 45
03491 +5512 9.7 33 147+ 1 27
03491+5907 10.9 21 144+ 4 58
03491+5200 11.2 38 149 1 25
03492+5248 15.0 55 148- 1 51
03492+5155 17.6 56 149- 1 26
03493+5122 19.2 23 149 2 56
03494+5114 27.7 42 149 2 31
03494 + 5204 299 11 149 1 20
;)3495+5034 316 16 150 2 27
03495+5247 32.9 2 148- 1 41
03496+5259 36._ 21 148 1 24
03498+ 5327 50.C 44 148 0 22
Flux Density
(Not Colo¢ Cowectd)






100 tim Flux Corr A Confur6on R S A




CN 7501000008 1 23 OCL 0385
E 4601000000
A L 4600000000 1 13 24223 K2
AAAK 3 9500100338 14' 8 3 4 TMSS +60128
BBHF 9500000208 4
Name Type _ Ma 8
ACK 0 7600000OOO





DG G 5600100210 4 3 13 24231 I]8
L BDD 8501OO0128
EGK 460O000118
F C 9500000208 4
EBBA 0 9201343308 7 1 32 X0344+557
CL 8600100000
AAA 2l 7500000008 24 4 13 24237M4
BD 8600100000 1 13 24235 K0
E BE 67GOO002O8 4
CKcK 770010021814010000084
AAAD 2 9502000108 01 4 4 TMSS +50107
L D 6700000108
E 9500000005
i_ I 9600000008 1 23 OCL 039454OOOOOOO8
;I AB 0 i 960000000C950000000616 5 1 APPER
HLDC 8600000008
CE C 95OOOO0O087401100008
I GDB 980001332C 2
C 9502111108
B A 8701000000
HI DC 7501100118 I
GDB 7401021338 ol 1 32 X0346+524
B L G 94OOOO00O8
GB B 9600000000
B E 94010(30008
K K E B 9602100208
B 96OOOOOOOO



















B H 970112041C I9500120008
CI 970010000C







I BI 980010030C 1 39 CR 54T062 112 178
I C I 6601100OO8
AB 2 6503200008 1 2 [3027620 11 121




BB C 0 66OO000OO(;95OOOOOOO8
J CB 9802O2050C
CC 96021125OC 4
7502000008 1 2 _ DO 27630 27 108BI M
E CD 7641124308
E DO 8582021528 1
AAAA 2 82C2012110 2
ACDO 4500010108 I 13 24267 K2 11 70





D EB 96O10O02O8 4
ECEB 970111163C C
AD K 9 9600111008
D B 9601000O08
F A A B 4600223028 B
NHCC 970121443C 8 1 32 X0349÷528 102 8
AC 0 3600100018 1 17 162 57
BF 6601101008
FCG 7601124658 A 1 32 X0349+512 82 10
BABA 0 3640123028 B 1 32 X0349+520 82 11
AAAC 0 3500001108
FEA 960021443C 8
A A 2 960224644C
CDC 940223343C
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12. 25. 60. 100 y.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
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a Coords 5MJ SMN 12
.% .", c,_(_) ,b c'_ <'_ ,.oo
03500+5325 0.5 13 148-0 35 6 70 2
03501+5304 9.6 13 148-0 38 9 77 2
03502+5830 15.9 23 145+ 4 54 13 71 2
03503+5706 19.4 40 146+ 3 40 12 72 3 ;
03503+5514 23.1 28; 147+ I 33 10 71 3
03503+5107 23.8 23 150-2 46 8 76 3
03504+5426 27.9 I 147+ I 83 15 69 2
03506+5118 36.2 50 149-- 2 20 7 75 3
03506+5712 39.3 24 146+ 3 27 9 115 3
03506+5646 41.6 21 146+ 2 27 8 74 3
03507+5433 ,s.3 13 147+ 1 38 20 71 2
03507+5433:47.,_ 55'147+1 37 12 70 3
03508+5728 49.(] 59 146+3 44 20 89 2
03509+5735 54.4 53 145+ 3 73 8 78 2
03510+53Ol 3.e 23 1_-o 33 8 73 3
035.+5721 e.c 42 146+ 3 35 4 73 3
03512+5549 12.7 37 147+2 42 18 72 3
03512+5227 15.2 13 t49- 28 5 74 3
03513+5657 18.8 46 148+ 3 48 15 69, 2
03513+5711 21.5 41 146+ 3 40 13 74 3
03514+5312 24.8 23 14a-o 34 e 74 3
03515+5652 30.2 25 146+ 3 34 3 77 3
03515+5249 30.5 32 149- 0 63 3 74 3
03516+5336 37.1 50 148+ 0 26 7 75 3
03516+5749 41.8 47 145+ 3 27 10 77 3
0_517+5340 45.2 3 148+0 31 8 73 3
03517+5934 46.1 28' 144+ 5 55 18 77 3
03515+5341 48.6 13 148+ 0 33 14 74 2
03518+5707 53.4 49 148+ 3 33 14 75 3
03519+5654 54.2 44 146+ 3 21 14 ; 114 3
03519+5955 54.2 8 144+ 5 61 20 78 2
03519+5731 54.8 42 146+ 3 24 7 77 3
03519+5718 55.7 44 146+ 3 50 9 75 3
03520+5705 0.2 43 146+ 3 35 11 71 3
03520+5929 0._ 41 144+ 5 44 8 77 3
03520+5214 4.3 30 149- 1 47 9 72 3
03520+5726 4.4 13 146+ 3 65 9 76 2
03521+5356 7.(] 53 150- 2 30 8 75 3
03521+5555 9.7 47 147+ 2 58 23 79 2
0352t+50t7 11.4 48 150-2 65 27 71 2
03522+5031 12.058 150-2 i 43 8 74 3
03522+5130 12.825 150-- 29 14 73_ 3
03523+5301 19.6 30 149-- 0 37 10 72 3
03523+5608 22.7 19 147+ 2 45 10 108 3
03523+5328 23.2 5 148+ 0 53 19 70 2
03523+5343 23.4 29 148+ 0 22 7 73 3
03524+5204 27.3 3 149-1 31 12 110 3
03524+5633 27.8 50 146+ 2 20 5 108 3
03525+5711 33.4 45 146+ 3 24 7 78 3
03525+5327 34.2 12 148+ 0 49 13 70 2
03525+5737 35.3 40 146+ 3 44 ; 3 77 3
03526+5309 36.3 26 149-0 37 8 72 3
03526+5412 37.3 59 148+ 1 40 11 73 3
03526+5318 39.0 32 148-0 42 22 78 2
03527+5146 43.3 41 149 1 70 15 72 2
03527+5051 45.3 31 150- 2 31 7 75 3
03528+5142 51.7 50 149- 1 89 19 71 2
03533+5033 53.8 7i 150- 2 48 10 75 3
03529+5345 54.8 49' 148+ 0 27 6j 74 303530+5117 2.7 15 153- 2 23 8 ; 75
03530+5051 2.9 3 150- 2 39 9 = 74 3
03530+5436 3.8 22 148+ 1 28 7 72 3
03530+5306 4.2 29 149- 0 70 8 74 3
03531+5730 9.2 26 146+ 3 35 17 72 2
03532+5451 17.5 2 148+ 1 40 8 73 2
03533+5754 23.3 35 146+ 4 75 8 77 3
03534+5402 26.8 3 148+ 1 21 8 72 3
03534+5741 27.2 5 146+ 3 34 3 74 2
03535+5325 30,2 12 148+ 0 46 11 74 3
03535+5555 31.9i37 147+ 2 70 8 78 2
03535+5032 33.4 20 150- 2 51 20 76 3
03535+5411 35.0 28 148+ 1 39 2t 74 3
03536+5206 39.8 47 149 1 23 11 108 3
03537+5106 44.0 22 150--2 37 9 70 2
03537+5526 47.1 50 147+ 2 20 6 72 3
03537+5814 48.0 25 145+ 4 18 3 76 3
03538+5221 48.0 25 149-- 1 43 11 73 3
03538+5130 53.6 19 150- 1 26:18 78 2
03539+5919 54.5 40 145+ 5 32 ! 20 69 3
03541+5355 11.9 2 148+ 1 56 17 74 3
03543+5032 18.3 55 150- 2 47 10 75 2
03543+5147 22.4 19 150- 1 50 8 73 3
03544+5431 24.6 2 148+ 1 26 6 70 3
03544+5743 26.9 12 146+ 4 25 17 80 3
03544+5827 28.2 7 145+ 4 33 26 70 3 i
03544+5651 29.9 38 146+ 3 42 8 79 3
03544+5732 29.9 54 146+ 3 48 22 _ 79 3
03546+5533 38.0 22 t47+ 2 22 6 73 3
03546+5505 39.6 47 147+ 2 39 8 74 3
03547+5440 45.9 58 148+ 1 35 5 73 3
03548+5350 49.846 148+ 1 47 16 73 3
03548+5039 52.(] 11 150-- 2 79 14 711 2
03548+5113 52.2 54 150 1 65 19 7t 2
03549+5602 59.9 39 147+ 2 26 6 78 3
03550+5706 1.9 46 146+ 334 3 73 3
03553+5614 5.3,41 147+2 I 60 23 74 3
03550+5752 5.533 146+4 21 5 77 3
=550+5121 59 25 150-1 35 3 75 3
33551+,04 9.6 46 146+4 34 4 77 3


















































































25 p.m 60 vm 100 /_m Flux Corr A Confusion R S
(Jaftsky) UI1cI; Coef R Flags"
t_33._L D
95. 771 D B _ 950325656(3D 960123333C
2.28L B B 4701000000
8.07 CO FGEB 8531100433
16.34L C CD 7_
18.33L BE AC 3 7500000008
20.59L E C 450000000C
6.53 BCDD AAFA 4 9701001418
7.48: CF HBD 9501001318
15.67 CCD HAAD 6480044248
11.74L C E 850010000_
11.81L C KHBC 7500100008
8.10 E L CC 8402022528
14.84L D B 6501001128
14.54: CCF GBAB 970110332C
5,32 CD DCB 8541001718 I
5.83 D EJ C 9680000030
15.83L BC ABE 0 2700000108
12.87L F E G 7400300308
7.62: DD MFCB! 9540101328
15.79L CC AA 970222313C
12.87 DDE J HCB 6581223528
7.03 E 8 980000020C
26.8OI BB AABE 2 968026546C
2.48L CD BEFD 3701010000
31.94L C D CFBD 950125667C
3.13 D L I B 66O010OOO8
26.92: F F GD B 940126656C
17.99: CF I I EC 9400316333
12.87L D FDBB 7401101308
2.63 C !L MD 55OOO0O0OO
10.87L BB AAB 5 9400111308 01
Associations
6.58: CE I DC 7500000418
13.18: FDF GBBD 8440215428
2.23L B BC 8700100000
16.58L C D 0600010008
10.68L E CHE 9400110208
11.54L CC AB 0 9501000008
5.79 D L L D 7602000030
3.48 C E C 9700000000
13.82L BF AE 6 7500000008
7.33 DD FHC 3600100418
15.60L C BG 970000000C
2.34L D E B H 6701010000
4.58 D HB 980111021C =
150.57: BBDE AAA/ 8 92B3066658
8.62 CC BFB 068100031e
3.35L BC AAA 8 2601001000
10.99L BBC AAB 9 9500002418
17.21L D D E
12.67L C BDGF
t9.52L D BC

















32.50 CCCF DBBA 0 9540022308
18.33L B CF 9500110008
11.86 BCCD BAAA 0 6500011008
23.83L C D 960010000C
6.06L C EBE 8581110618
4.32 D EC 66OOOO0OO8
3.17L D D J 4500000000
40.91 CCCF ECBA 0 9400013308
6.23: CD I CB 8682000638
5.61 DE L DA 970000001C
3.85L F CF H 7601000000
5.22 E CB , 8601000218 i
6.76 D E L D 9601001518
8.32: CC EEC 9681001333
13.73L E C 9600000008
2.90L BC AA 3 0600000000
1.98L CC ABG 1 6600001000
19.29L CC AB 7401001108
16.51L D DB 8500000008
2.92 C B 9600000000
C
S 2 # T Name Type Ma 6
2 13 24282 K2 85
2 22 $204 57_ 240O
B 1 32 X0350+567 10( 11
8
8
1 39 4C+53.08 11; 178
2j 22 $204 39_. 2400
8
2 22 $204 36E 2400
5 1 32_ X0351+568 41 4
4
A 1 321 X0351+536 172 10
A 1 32 X0351+536 41 10
A 1 32 X0351+536 115 10
2 3 22 $204 558 2400
4
5 13_ 24303M2 7 86
2 22 S204 152 2400
2
1 13 24307G0 8 65
2 22 $204 583 2400
8 1 23 LDN 1337 175
1 2 DO 27704 61 101
4 1 32 X0352+515 16 4
2 22 $205 91 7200
4
2 1 3 RAFGL 5107 41
2 i 22 $204 523 2400
4
13 24310 K7 13 85
2 22 $205 420 7200
C 1 32 X0352+517 122 12
C
1 13 24314 F5P 8 55
2 1 32 X0352+537 6 2
7 1 32 X0353+512 10 7
2 22 S205 466 T200






















.46L 4.37 C C C 9700100108
.68L 5.26L C B J C 7601000118
.48L 3.86 C N B 9700000008
24.73 79.19: FCCD ECCA 2 73C0023308
1.09 6.41: DD FB 66C1000433
.40L 3.97 C I E 7601000340
AOL 11.73L BD BD 0 2500000008
1.68 11.88L D L DB 6581001648
,40L 2.36L BC ABI L 1 0700000000
.40L 3.05L B CE 4601010000
2.93 4.38 DCB BAA 9600000000
.67 17.84L D HNDB 9540100208
.47 12.55L C HDC 9700000208
.74 15.57L C HEG ! 9601000208
.57 2.47L BBC AAC 31 6600000000
1.57 3.05 E D E DB 5640004508
.40L 3.07 C I B 4600010400
.40L 3.18: BC E AAFB 0 2500000000
.40L 15.11L BC AB 1 7500010008
.40L 1.84L BC AA 6 4600000000
.40L 3.14 E L DF 7600000030
7 1 32 X0354+545 7 7
8
8
1 13 24322 K7 17 87
8
4
7 AS 78 6
6 i _ 32 X0355+571 10 6
4 1 32 )(0355+562 34 4
1 39 OE+591.5 117 1415
3 "13 243261(2 4 75
8 32 X0355+590 74 8
•Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
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h a,-m 8 a ")5 Coords 5M.I SMN O O 12 pm
. , (s) ( z b ('3 C) (') N
03552+583317.31=2145+4 87 1..470 z ,28
03553+5841 21.0 4_087145+ 4 74 zu 78 _ .25L
03553+504121.7 150-2 42 24 77 2 .41,3553+57453.3 46+ 3o 121173 . 5,03564+515824.1 150-1 44 lO 74 3 .49
o3564+53224.611 149+o 38 14 72 2 .35
09564+572926158 146+3 43 1=379 _ 25,03555+5949 32.3 32 145+ 5 31 v 77' _ 2.02
09559+570854.29 146+3 25 8 78 3 ,94
03560+5224 2.943149- 0 27 8 74' 3 .25L
03_0+50353.219151-2 23 9 78 3 .41
03581+51_8.248150-I 38 I0 73'3 .25,
03561 +5912 9.131145+ 5 27 7 76, 3 4.71
03581+512411.148IS0-i 3o 8 743 .70
03561+s_511.8_ 145+4 98 1o 7g 2 3._
o35_+s_5 _.33o147+3 27 7 79 3 .25,
o_s_+531427.012149+o 23 14117,2 .92,
03564+5116 29.655150- I 27 7 74' 3 .25L
03585+5350_.9 8 15o-2 45 8 74 3 .g3
o3_+5355 41.831148+I 3o 3 733 1.25
o3_+5531 52,oso147+2 58 881_!783 .3503568+5611 53.7 52 147+ 3 31 3 !.02
03589+5112 54.1 36 150- 1 29 8 ' 75; 3 1.80
03589+5t48 54.6 34 150- 1 48 10 75 3 .78
03570+5255 2.7 30 149+ 0 43 8 76 3 .65
03571+5827 7.9 36 146+ 4 28 7 78 3 .54
03572+5201 15.4 31150- I 4610 751 3 .5203572+5509 16.1 21 146+ 2 21 78 45.33
03573+5302 18.2 45 149+ 0 52 9 76! 3 .39L
03574+5830 25.1 4t 146+ 4 51 10 77 3 .38
03574+5856 26.9 8 145+ 5 67o3575+5818,0.737146+457 1429 127L
.31L
09575+5922 ,1.8 58 145+5 28 8 75 3 6.4503575+5334 34.0 52 149+ 1 20 _ 741 _ .84
03575+5101 35.1! 16 150- 1 44 16 77j 2 .36L
03575+5338 ,5.8 13 149+ 1 73 11 79' 2 .47
03576+5313 41.2 2 149+ 0 19 4 115 3 .68
03576+5256 41.7 2 149+0 24 10 74 3 .25L
03577+5343 43.8 34 149+ 1 35 9 74 3 .94
03577+5231 44.C 5 150- 0 51 8 75 3 .37
03577+5802 44.3120 147+9 68 15 78 2 .28
03577+5311 45.9 22 149+ 0 41 9 75 3 .25[.09577+5140 46.0 150-- I 50 8 7"6 3 .33L
03578+5827 53.6 22 147+ 3 42 8 77 3 .40
03579+5701 55.6148 147+ 3 51 8 73 2 .36
03579+5021 56.5 10 151- 2 19 6 75 3 .40L
03579+5420 57.1 8 148+ 1 28 5 76 3 1.21
03579+5756 !57.2 i 21 146+ 4 57 22 71 2 .28,
03579+5024 59.3 37 151-- 2 64 13 76 2 .32
03580+5417 0.3123 148+ 1 22 5 75 3 .44
I
03581+5600 8.7131!147+ 3 48 8 79 3 .69
03582+5458 12.0 16 i 148+ 2 25 10 77 3 1.02
03582+5718 112.2' 17 146+ 4 28 5 76 3 1.69
03582+5147 113.1 41 150- 1 32 10 74 3 .:_IOL
03583+505703583+5911201 9"46 145+
1 5 31 8 77 3 161
: 1-158 14 712 .25,
035_+50552o._ 149+i 2o 5 753 2,13
03584+5217 26.3 47 150--0 19 8 112 3 1.26
03584+5337 272 11 149+ 1 31 10 74 3 .25L
03584+5307 _27.3 5 149+ 0 22 5 116 2 .25L
03587+5847 '43.2 7146+ 5 52 8 80 3 _6 l03587+5546 44.e 28 147+ 2 56 20 75 3 : L
03587+5236 47.5 10 150+0 62 23 7B 2 .25L1
03589+5228 56.2 41 150- 0 35 14 76 3 .25L
03590+5558 5.C 52 147+ 3 89 13 73 2 .37
09592+5642 113.3 11 147+ 3 84 26 76 3 .25L
03592+5605 14.C 26 147+ 3 43 10 77 3 .72
03594+5804 28.4117 146+ 4 52 3 78 3 .40L
03594+5435 29.0' 13 148+ 2 52 8 79 2 .63
03595+5110 '31._ 41 151- 1 17 8 77 3 5.17
03595+5136 32.3 24 150-1 70 13 73 2 .24
03595+5702 34.4 53 147+ 3 25 6 76 3 4.82
03595+5047 35.1 2 151-1 35 11 75 3 .37L
03586+5306 38.3 2 149+ 1 33 8 77 3 .58
03596+5200 41.1 11 150- 0 45 8 75 3 .26L
03596+5626 41.5 30 147+ 3 33 10 76 3 .52 I
03597+5143 42.3 17 150-1 23 6 112 3 .25L _
03597+5435 44.5 43 148+ 2 27 12 74 2 .58
03598+5310 49.C 50 149+ 1 31 10 74 3 .74
03598+5235 51.1 58 150+ 0 25 6 77 3 .28L'
04000+5052 4.¢ 35 151-1 21 5 77 3 5.61
04002+5901 16.2 6 146+ 5 38 8 78 3 1.60
04004+5458 24.8 9 148+ 2 26 6 77 3 2.49
04004+5114 26.1 45 151- I 15 5 111 3 2.77
04004+5025 27.8 52 151-1 30 3 76 3 3.13
04004+5547 28.C 13 148+ 3 26 6 76 3 10.72 I
04005+5647 30._ 59 147+ 3 22 9 76 i .45L04005+5536 32.2 16 148+ 2 63 12 73 .3604005+5708 32.4 34 147+ 4 70 23 80 .47L
04_+_6 36._21 147+9 38 13 782 .32
04006+5038 37.4 23 151--I!I 56 24 778(_22 .30LI04007+5349 42.4 41 149+ 11 57 8 .27L
04007+5111 44.4 27 151- 20 6 3 1.98
04008+5831 50.3 147+146+5l492_323 2iO4OlO+51o7  6+58238 '0,009+5759 76i 4242 146+ 4 1
. 151- 1 18 7 113 .30L
D4010+5118 0.5 42 151-1 20 7 7B 3 1.76D4011+5935 9.8 5 145+6, 66 92 76 I . .43L
04012+5714 15.7 34 147+4 94 25 70 2 .59L
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9)
Declination: +50"-+60'
Flux Density Flags Ac_ociations
(Not _ Coereeted) V
25 p.m 60 _.m IQO /a.m Flux C.off A Confusion
(Jsnsky) Uncs Coef R Flags'
.68L .44L 2.75L C CJ L K 7600000010
.25L .40L 3.01 D B 7500000000
,25L .58L 5,49 D B 9802000208
.26L 1.50 8.05: CE' GHEB 74C3000638
.25L .42L 24.66L B B 9501001108
.25L .43L 14.60L C CL 9400000008
.44L 1.16 10.81; DE HDFB 6400101548
.72 .40L 1.92L BD AAI H 1 7600001(XX)
.71 .40L I0.29L DO AA E 9 5500002308
.45 3.42 8.27 CCD EBAA 6600(302308
.25L .44L 3.13 C C BMEC 9600000000
.25L .40L 2131 O t B 5500133308
2.24 .97 2.14L BCE AAA 9 6611000000
.72 4.29 23.31L CDC BCE 8 5500133308
.99 .60L 11.20L 8 D A S I 0 95000(_008
.96 2.64 3.93 CCC CEB 1600003300
.25L .74 4.36 CO KLDO 5602012318
.43: 3.59 5.41: ECD CAC 7801121308
.61 .43L 15.99L DO BE 3 8601000108
.30 .40L 15.74L BO ASK 0 9500000008
.25L .4OL 2.49L C C 2700000000
.44 .40L 2.55L BC AB M 4 2_00010000
.66 .40L 17.99L BC AS 5 9600200008
.25L .42L 22.20L C BE 9701011008
.35L .46L 18.55L B B F I 3500000208
25.62 BCCE IDCBA
.50 5.64 0 9300133338
.25L .42L 19.19L O 81 9600000108
34.69 5.39 2.25L BBC AAA 9 2620000000
.26 .58L 10.55L D L CC 4600000108
.25L .40L 25.62L E CF 9300133338
.76L .40L 2.19 C D B 3601000000
.25L .68 8.42L C 9400000008
1.65 .40L 1.94L BB AAE 4 5600100000
1.53 6.91 11.71 FBCC BAAA 1 7501100008
.36L 1.64L 9.96 E J( G8 970310000C
.25L .40L 11.71L D BK 7501200008
1.04 34.39 135.25L FDC CEGB 7 52C0334338
.37L 2.27 7.19 CC DBS 4600000308
.26 .40L 14.36L BE AC 2 7501100008
.25L .47L 20.60L D C JE 4501000208
.91L .49L 4.24L C FH HI 2500100000
.50 .46L 135.25L C C i 5201334338
.51L 1.02 20.66L C LDBB 4700000OOC
.25L .40L 2.22L O CE 5500011000
.25L .40L 9.91L CCC C _ 450100000880 9 0 18 43 BCA ! 964 123300
.36 .40L 14.27L BC AC 0 4400112008
.25L .43 6.65L C ED 8501000108
.30L .43L 5.33L C E 5801123300
.86 6.60 14.27 ECCD BAAA 0 6400112008
.25L .4OL 3.16L B CE 5600100000
.27L .40L 2.51L B BE 4800000000
.55 .40L 9.80L BC ABG 1 5400010008
.25L .79 8.79 CE G CB 7800010348
.93 .57L 1.96L CC AAJ 1 3600000000
.42L 2.49L 13.39 F KGD 970212331C
.63 .40L 12.18L BC AB 0 6601002008
9.57 41.46 91.13: FBCDIDCBB 0 4461039338
.36: .80 3.23: ECE DCE 5742001308
.31L 1.68 9.76: DE DES 5504000508
.25L .76L 9.34L S A H 6400000008
.25L .59L 3.71 E KNCC 1500000020
.25L ,63L 4.74 ID _ C C 4700000008
.29L 1.02 4.85 CD I EB 3701010108
.26L .40L 3.08L D F 6600100000
.25L .4OL 3.96 C M KC 5600010020
.27: .40L 2.66L BF BDK 4 4600000000
.26L .41: 5.38 DC MGDC 9581000658
.28L .42L 13.73L F BM F 6510120008
58.62 450.44L 778.82 BB C GEl C 0 8272O3433C
.25L 1.94L _ 26.58L C E 570000000C
1.52 .40L 9.16L BC AADD 3 3401001008
.27L 1.78 11.41 ED LCC 960003220C
.25L .40L 15.10L C CF H 4401100408
.45 .62: 15.79L CC BCG 6531000008
.25L .40L 2.78L B BD E 5501010000
.59 4.43 11.31 DDC ECBA 3801012OLC
.28L 40L 9.48L IE 8HE 6700120008
.35L .52L 4.56: . C BFI B 4600100308
.76 3.32 5.51 CCC FAAA 6601001008
14.76 195.86 275.18 CCCE!BAAA 9 848003230C
.41 .40L 2.09L: BF ASH 0 11_)0100_00
1.24 .40L 3.07L BC AA 0 5900000000
8.56 46.06: 105.10 CCDE BAAC 2 54f395434C
1.01 .40L 3.35L BC AA 5 5700000000
6.45 .93 12.15L BBC AAB ' 0 74000(30008
.25L .91 5.78 CC K BB 5502000000
.25L .40L 12.66L C C 9600000008
.25L .52L 2.38 E C 9601000008
.25L .42L 2.87L C OK 5500000000
.53L 1.17L 5.67 D MJI F 4702002520
.25L .77 15.94L E KJ B 7600200448
1.37 5.36L 105.10L BC AAF 3 640325823C
.28: .40L 7.70L BF AG H 7 9400010008
.66L .40L 2.25 D E B 5500000100
.38L .40L 5.35LI C CC C 6500000008
.48 2.85 15.06L DE GDBH 884110300C
4.27 11.73 105.10L DEE C AAAA 9 658106330C
.25L .46L 3.14 EE 95(X)000_00
.25L .40L 2.79 F F B 9500000008
Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at
L C
R S A Sep
S 2 # T Name Type ('_ Mag




1 2 DO 27769 24 11.=
1 17 167 N.C5- 8
* 2 DO 27791 33 91"22 BFS33 80 6¢
4 '22 BFS33 15 6£
1117 168 81
1 32 X0358 + 567 73
03564+5116 8 la
170 N: 72 15._
03568+5112 1503569+5148 9
X0357+584 39 11
4 AG CAM 28
B i 1 32 X0357+532 64
t 13 24.350 G5P 6
4
i 2 13 24349 G5 18
B 1 32 X0357+532 92
I "41 : 03577+5140 29
7 i 2 *32 X0357+503 14
2
I °41' 03579+5024 38
1 "41 03582+5147 20
1 7 AS 79
1 32:X0358 + 522
2 13 24357 B3
I 2 DO 27847




















2 "41 ! 04005+5026
3 41TMSS +60137
1 13 24389 K2
1 13 24390 G5
1 "41 04006+5037





















Right Ascension: 04h01m26"-04_05m28 " Declination: +50"-+60"
Position (1950) F_ux Denshy
Name H
Galadic Uncertainty C (Not Celoqr Corrected)
a _ Coords SMJ SMN 8 O 12 tim 25 ttm 60 /_m 100 it. F]ux
h_m, e 8, (s) ( ) I b ('3 (') (') N (Jansky) Urlcs
04014+5059 26.7591151- 1 29 67731 125 .32: 1.87L 13.82L BO
04014+5213 27.225 i 150+ 10 26 4 773' 1.12 .44 .57L 13.85L CC
04015+5353 31.08149+ 26 7 773 .64 2.34 9.09 12.69 IBBCC
04015+5436 32.149 _ 149+ 2 24 7773 2.38 6.06 90.10 t47.91 BBCD04016+550856,711 14e+2 29 7! 77 3 .70 72 6.10 29.23Bcco
040t6+5310 40.6 7 150+1 45 13170 2 .33 .25L .56L 17.59LC
04017+5446 44.6 36 148+2 28 7 I 77 3 1.78 4"60Li26 56.05 171.07 CCDE04018+5947 48.335145+ 6 35 12753 .39 . .40L 2.55L D
04018+5110 51.1 24 1511 32 13 74 3 .25L ,33L 1.03L 7.77 E
04019+5043 54.613151- 1 44 13 722 .42L .38 .70: 14.26L DD
04020+5909 1.0 26 146+ 5 35 8 75 3 .86 .27L .40L 2.151_ O
04020+5017 2.71151--1 27 4 783 ,48 .86 3.56 11.82 BCCC
04020+5058 3.3;11 151-1 20 8 77 3 .31L 2.08 16.82L 38.65: C O
0402t+5621 6.948 147+ 3 31 8 773 2.65 .75 .4OL 2.96L BO
04021+5152 8.47150- 0 36 8 723 1.06 .25L .45L 11.93L 8
04021+5118 9.331151- 1 22 6 753 1.09 2.63 9.2_L 43.81L SB
04021+5119 tl.259151- 1 30 6 1t24 2.09 2.35 6.22L 43.81 BC E
04022+5823 _12.'/ 23146+ 5 42 14 7513 .25L .25L 1.01 4.04: CE
04022+5154 '14.332150-0 64 20 802 .93L .261- .82L 4.81 E
04022+5348 17.121149+ 1 30 6 77i 3 1.41 .55 .50L 5.01: BC E
04023+5609 21.g 10148+ 3 30 12 7713 1.00 .50 .40L 2.50L BC
04023+5817 22.212146+525 12 77i 3 .25L .25L 3.06 12.92: DD
04023+5439 23.121149+ 2 37 14791 2 .55L .25L 1.10 9.36L C
04024+5919 28.832148+ 5 5821 80! 2 .53L .25L .49 3.O6L O
04025+5832 31.5 50 146+ 5 25 8 77' 3 2.15 .72 .40L 8.34L BC
04026+5433 37.0 149+ 2 59 79 .41L .25L .68 13.06L C
04026+5757 37.7 146+ 4 I 70 762 .25L .56L .48L 2.63 D
04026+5t31 38.227151- 0 24 10 743 .25L _35L 2.97 13.63: ED
04026+5105 38,825 151- 1 68 8 783 .27L .25L .90 17.77L D
04026+5818 39.421146+ 5 34 16 802 .25L .25L .84 4.77 DE
04026+5352 41.125149+ 1 44 7 763 1.20 .33: .40L 12.05L BE
04028+5012 50.5'60 152- 1 39 8 763 .91 .25L 1.84L 22.97L B
04028+5040 52.055151- 1 72 17 762 .40L .25L 1.09 20.85L O
04029+5536 54.2!10 t48+3 2512 773 .25L .25L 2.87 11.75: CE
04029+5443 56.442149+ 2 38 19 762 .34L .25L 1.70 16.49: EE
04029+5916 56.919 146+ 5 40 11 75! 33 ,60 .23: .40L 2.62L BE
i
04029+5304 59.215150+ 1 32 8 77 2.10 .71 .40L 11.29L BE
04030+5451 1.822 t49+ 2 34 8 77, 3 .28: .39 6.85 18.48 COCO
04030+5022 5.434152- 1 23 6 76 I 3 .25L .94 4.70 9.97 CCC
04030+5000 5.859152- 1 18 8 77' 3 .43: .41 12.99 54.47: EFDD
04031+5328 7.216149+ 1 40 8 773 .99 .42 .40L 12.40L BO
04031+5636 7.49147+ 3 66 8 793 .56 .25L .40L 2.72L C
04032+5504 13.632148+ 2 25 7 773 1.79 .49 .40L 17.61L BO
04032+5047 16.548 t51- 1 44 14 753 .25L .28L t.23L 6.36 O
04033+5439 18.055149+ 2 48 12 733 .25L .25L 2.47 19.70 DE
04033+5351 19.1 7149+ 1 52 12 793 .26L .25L .77 12.19L C
04033+5103 20.6 5151-1 28 8 763 28: .76 4.58 14.67: ECDD
04033+5120 21.023151- 0 45 14 733 .35 .30L 1.74L 403.30L C
04033+5417 22.925149+ 2 42 8 773 .79 .25L .40L 11.36L B
04034+5116 24.944151-0 21 6 763 5.08 32.34 290.38 403.30 BBCC
04034+5010 25.423152- 1 21 5 773 1.93 2.90 5.50 19.23: CCDD
04034+5601 26.243148+ 3 3011 773 .51 .30 .40L 1.95L CO
O4034+5107 27.257151- 1 23 10 763 .25L .32: 2.69 11.44: EEF
04035+5929 30.227146+ 6 30 6 773 2.59 .57 ,40L 2.17L BC
04035+5832 30751146+ 584 14 812 .32 .25L ,48L 10.39L D
04035+5355 32.637149+ 2 7024 722 .35L .46L .61 4.60L D
04035+5449 33,6 33 149+2 99 15 77 2 ,47L .44 2.51L 18,48L O
04036+5119 37.35151-0 4_22_8 742 .28L .25L .91 403.3OL E04036+5123 41.617151-0 743 .48L .25L 1.13 403.30L O
04037+5022 46.538152- t 24 7 763 .25L .54 3.44 15.90 CEE
04038+5433 49.838149+ 2 29 131143 .37 .48 1.19 5.37L CFC
04038+5041 51.42151-1 62 13 712 .38L .32L .95L 5.71 CCC D04038+5437 53.5 35 149+ 2 32 7 77 3 .43 .90 3.92 19.70L' !
 39+5 .9 35149+2 763 25' 25' 114: 683 .!0,,039+5113556 o 51-0 3 99, 200 489 0 c
04039+5304 56.650150+1 3810 773 .67 ,26: .40L 15.93L BO
04040+5657 1.037147+ 4 31 8 763 1.49 ,47 ,40L 2.37L BO
04040+5107 3.836151-1 20 7 763 .25L .52 2,09 8,761. DC
04041+5325 7.67 i 150+1 51 8 77 3 .25L .25L 1.26 4.75 CD
0,0 2+ 4,12.2 1149+22, 3 773. .25L .47 4.00 40.0  i
04042+5200 12.538i 0151+ 39 9 74 3 .57 .27: .40L 10.88L DO
04043+5644 19.121 i 147+ 4 30 10 773 1.50 .42 .50L 2.40L'BC
04043+5245 21.538! 150+ _ 36 12 753 .36 .25L .40L 14.051 C
04044+5110 27.446" 151- 0 30 309 723'3 .25L .32: 1.68 15.85: EEF
5_0 21 783 .25L .28L .40L 3.22 C04044+5858 28.0 146+ 5 63
04044+5500 29.542149+ 2 27 1 7831 .25L .55 2.02 11.02L EE
5 023 30 821152- t 21 11131 47 1.00 16.37L 97.53: CC D
04045+5055 35.2 151 -- 1 42 3 ' 75 .6OL .25L .77 6.15L C D04046+5213 41.933 15t+0 30 23 87 3 .25L .25L ,44L 3,87
04046+5759 41.9 3 147+ 5 31 8 77 3 1.04 31 .40L Io.ogL BC
04048+5431 53.1431 149+ 2 34 22 82 2 .33L .55L 1.65 9.701 D
04,9+564254.63_ 148+ 5651!i 71 !i .56 .25L .40L 2.08L F
04049+5400 54.9 149+ 49 1 78 .64 .25L .40L 11.34L B
04049+5051 56.6 151- 1 29 75 .25L .44 1.94 28.35LI CE
04050+5500 0.355149+ 2 26 9 7831 5.10 t.24 .85L 3.73: rBC E
04050+5454 1,3 16 149+ 2 36 1_) _ 75 31 .25L .25L 1,41 6.50: ED
04050+5243 3.016150+1 .48 .25L .4OL 14.94LIC
"15; 12 i
040 +51173.6 151 0 30 23 2 .25 .37 .55 4.09.4.,33 146+4 87 18 75 .33 .26, .40 2.40 c
 051+5 4 7.040 148÷5 36 10 7, .2704052+ 3113.618I49+2 26 16 8o3 .25L 2.,2 14.22:
04052+5946 13.837145+6 31 6 773 1.41 .37 .4OL 1.00LIBC04052+5941 14.431 146+ 34 29 833 .25L .25L .4OL 3.56 , D
04053+5047 20E 12152-1 28 12 763 .25L .25L 6.79L 28.35 D
04053+5806 122:_ 12147+ o 34 9 763 1.t4 .54 .40L 3.58L!CF
04054+5321 24.e 11 150+ 1 54 13 783 .00 .25L .40L 11.82L B
04054+5617 25.456148+ 3 35 12 763 .85 .31L .40L 2.04L C
04054+5441 25.547149+ 2 48 11 763 .34 .25L 1.55L 8.79: C F
04054+5411 28.1 56 149+ 2 65 8 77 3 .51 ,25L .40L 12.96L C
*Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours
Rags As._ociations
V L C
Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
Coer R Rags* S 2 # T Name Type (') Mag
AC H 0780013333C B
ABKJ 38500020008
BAAA _ 8601000108E B A A 9420033008
BBAA 0 9681122526 O 1 32 X0401+551 27 13
D 3400000008 2 1324401 K2 8 88




BEL 4600010000 1 13 24405 K0 3 80
BBAB 0 960103222C 9 I 32 X0401+503 97 g =_
J DFD 478014445C B 1 32 X0401+5Og 45 1 =
ABI G 04600000000
ADKE 6600100208 4 2 13 24406 M0 5 87 =
BDFH 2 460124331C 3 7 1G278 42
AADB 0 468224331C 7 2 7 1G278 77
CS 7400100108




D D 8704113008 4=
J F 6500100000 =
ABHK 08400001OO8
AAAA 05380030108 11 32 X0402+532 10 1 _=
D 8701000208 4
GC 7600000008
MDB A 38C001330C 6'
C 57002030OC J mi
DA 1 i17400211508 4 mACF , 5600100008 2 1324411 K0 12 63 -
BEJ 950100040C 2 1324412 A0 4 42 -
J C D 870200030C j
LKAB 9501000438 4 1 32 X0402+556 i 58 4 m




LAAA _O1_1C 2 i --
=l
FCOA 658003231C 7 1 32 X0403+500 47 7 ll
BBJ 0 5501000008
B 3600000000 1 1324416 K0 15 72 BI
ACLG 3 9600000008 1 2 DO279:34 J 45 95 --
JFB 790100050C I I _.
FC 6641333338
JJBC 3600100008, i
FBAD 0 480111530C; 2
DH E 440032240C 2 ----
AE l 6701000008 1 2 DO 27937 65 108
CAAA 34004223OC 2 2 22 SFS34 44 300 _.
AAAB 0
1758100030C IBC 1 _ 8700000000
GFBC 48801353OC 2
ABM 19600001000
D L 5400000008 i
GMDB 3700100308 4 i
EC 66O1212308 i
H 8400322408 2 I
O OB 8401300108 !
!
BAD 96C000t01C
EBCG = 0 8702101008 i
LI EB 990000010C I
ABIAAC 0 65O3211118
I
978 o11 , 13,o
E BB 7400229538 A
BC 0 3501010008 1 13 24423 M0 2 87
AAMD, 78600001000
DEAF 00C0134438 8
H AA 5601000008 I "4104041+5325 13 6
[
EBDD 64C2234648 31 32 X0404+547 120 I 3
SC G 37800011008
ABH ! _ 4500100000 1 1324427 K5 2 83
CHM 2400011008 1 *41i 04042+5245 37 1
COD 8780122538 8 1 32 X0404+511 82 8
M C 9500000000
EBBA ,0A021265C 1 23 LDN 1390 265 I
ECGD 1950414333C F 1 32 X0404+503 19 15
J CE 66000000088900110218 I
ACDDE 1 55001000085601121348
IB 2501200000 1 2 [:)027964 68 93
B D 26OOOO0OO8
B D 470120320C 2
AAFB 0 989020t43C 3 4 ! TMSS +60139 27 25
,ELBC 9700OO032C 1 23 LDN 1390 343
!C 3400010008 1 "41 04050+5242 28 7
GDB 8901OO0318
ID 25011O0O0O
AD E 07001000000 1 1601468 M3 18 101
HOD 97Cl12265C 1
:AC 2 9500100000 2 13 24436K0 10 65
MDHF 9480100020 8 1 32 X0405+5,0 120 8
I B 770121340C 2
ABKD 04600001008
BC 4500000008 2 " 2 0027979 79 113
BDMH 1600000000 1 13 24441 K5 9 82
C J C 970010032C 1 13 24440 F5 7 62
SM B 2501000008












































































































'H (Not Color Corrected)
Galactic Uncertainty C V L C
(S) I b (") ('*) N (Jansky) Uric; Rags*







































































Position (1950) Flux Density
_H (Not Color Cen'ecte_
O=]actlc Uncert_nt y C
a B Coords SMJ" SMN O O 12 /.¢m 25 /_m 60 p.m





































































































04118+5412 51.6 30 150+ 3 44 9 82 3
04119+5624 54.7 26 148+ 4 87 18 74 2
04119+5205 57.9 28 151+ 1 26 15 76 3
04119+5848 58.9 24 147+ 8 38 11 80 3
04125+5908 31.7 13 147+ 8 62 i 25 70 2
04127+5659 43.7 37 148+ 5 60 8 75 3
04127+5030 45.9 9 153- 0 26 7 83 3
04127+5055 46.6 44 152+ 0 59 ' 20 80 2
04127+5707 48.0 4 148+ 5 31 7 77 3
04128+5329 ,_.1 21 151+2 40 14 81 3,
04129+5744 50.1 16 1,m+5 22 8 91 3
04130+5147 4.5 58 1524 1 29 13 73 2
04131+5533 8.555 14944 43 13 77 3
0413345853 18.0 15, 147+ 6 39 12 ;'6 3!
04133+,£>242 26 8 613i19-33.151+ 34 7;6204134+5044 24.4 153+
04135+5042 35.3 11 1534 0 38 15 78 3
04136+5035 41.2 14_J 15340 29 26 82 304138+55o7492 150+ 146 83
0413845213 50.8 44 1524 1 65 16 73 2
04138+5231 51.7 10 15142 22 12 78 304139+5205 54.5 45 152+ 1 31 78
04139+5252 54.8 54 1514 2 43 10 80 304139+5421576 0 15o+3 26 8 77 304140355181159 149+4 34 8 81 3
04141 +5908 8.9 34 147+ 6 23 8 74 4041,,+5237281361514222 9 7830,1.450,0 153_0 43 9 823
04148+5.600 373 58 1504 3 98 23 82 2
04t4645318 38.4145 15142 30 9 79 3
0414645251 39.7 2 1514 2 42 9 781 3
04147+5030 42.1 34 15330 41
04147+5323 45.338 t5142 44 11 3
04147+5230 46.2. 42 151+ 2 53 t5 79:3
04147+5309 47.0 18 151+ 2 51 o ;'8l
04148+5632 49.8 16 149+ 5 64 26 83 _ 2
04148+5526 50.5,38 1494 4 35 10 79 3
04148+5947 53.4 50 148+ 7 54 19 73 3
04149+5210 56.7 11 1524 1 78 t7 ;'4 2
04149+5320 57.3 5 1514 2 56 3 74 2
04149+5731 59.8 6 148+ 5 19 6 82 3
04150+5204 0.4 39 152+ 1 29 11 1161 3
04150+5234 0.6 42 t51+ 2 59 10 78 I 3
04151+5545 6.9,27 1494 4 32 6 78 i 3
04151+5228 9,219 152+ 2 37 11 79 3
0415245831 12,9 22 147+ 6 60 28 68 2
04153+5349 18.5 47 1514 3 33 8 79 3
04153+5738 26,5 31 148+ 5 29 10 74 3
04153+5441 23.5 44 1504 3 23 7 81 3
04154+5602 24,8 27 149+ 4 27 6 82 2
0415445321 25.7 48 151+ 2 40 10 79 3
0415445114 29.6 11 1524 1 41 8 78 3
0415545031 31.1 41 1534 0 31 14 79 3
04155+5107 32.0 59 1524 1 42 10 79 3
04155+5345 32.1 11 1514 3 71 24 75 2
04156+5244 37.6 8 151+ 2 48 11 80 3
04156+5552 37.7 43 149+ 4 22 6 81 3
0415645251 39.3 23 1514 2 27 3 81 3
04157+5042 46.2 10 153+ 0 29 12 78 3
0415745517 46.5 9 150+ 4 49 8 79 3
04157+5304 47.6 t7 t51+2 22 9 79 3
04159+5302 55.6 17 1514 2 20 5 79 3
04159+5300 56.6 35 151+ 2 46 8 80 3
O4159+5510 59.4 52 150+ 4 39 [ 8 79 3
0416045441 1.6 29 150+ 3 63 t8 83 2
04160+5137 2.2 14 152+ 1 27 9 79 3
04160+5858 3.6 31 147+ 6 53 42 85 2
04161+5828 8.9 27 i 147+ 6 24 8 78 4
04162+5642 14.2 1 1494 5 61 14 80 2
i
04162+5354 14.2 111 151+ 3 51 11 78 31
04163+5342 23.4 38 1514 3 44 10 80 3
0416445116 27.7 6 152+ 1 60 8 78 3 i
0416445701 279 46 148+ 5 29 8 79 4
04164+5048 29.8 2 1534 1 32 3 78 31
0416545109 32.451 153+1 50 11 79 3!
04165+5324 34.2 53 151+ 2 54 81 3j
04165+5210 34.8 38 152+ 2 34 82 31
O4165+5802 35.0 50 148+ 6 41 9 77 3
04165+5046 35.6 26 15341 33 9 75 2
04166+5841 37.9 51 147+ 6 14 3 78 5
04166+5719 39.4 18 148+5 18 6 74 4
04166+5050 40.0 39 1534 1 76 15 80 2
04166+5611 40.5 2 149+4 24 6 82 3
0416845138 42.0 ! 21 1524 1 32 7 81 3
04167+5253 46.7 38 151+ 2 22 7 79 3
04167+5559 46.9 1494 4 28 i 82
04167+5150 !47.2 533 152+ 35 1 81 _
04168+5643 53.1 6 1494 5 27 78 3
04169+5042 155.9120 153+ 1 32 3 81 3
i !
04169+5635 57.7134 1494 5 27 8 78 3
0417145651 7.0 46 1494 5 70 10 77 2
04171+5015 8.3 33 153+ 0 29 9 79 3
04171+5629 9.7 2 149+ 5 51 12 79 3
041;'145t22 10.2 59 152+ 1 38 8 80 3
04171+5937 11.1 37 1474 7 34 8 76 4
D4172+5008 12.6 11 1534 0 39 9 79 3
D417245032 17.5 11 153+ 0 55 15 79 3
D4174+5651 25.3[59 1494 5, 57 30 76 2
D417545058 30.7 54 1534 1 24 t2 80 3
Flags Associations
V L C
100 .urn Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
C IAH 19700OO000O
9 r HB 116oo1ooooo
U I GAH J 4600001110
BF CE 0 3600O10000
F N D 5600000000
cl E I 4eOlOOO10o
BBC IAAA 41550100000C 44
E I MB I_
BC JAB 0 J 4700000000
C iDM 1680101O00O
BC ABGK 3] 5501010008
D i^B El I 6701000000
C AA I 4700000000
C CBI I 6500000000
BD ABFD 1 i 961002423C 1
BC AA 21 550010051C
EE DDB [ 560010030C 4
BD AAEB 8 / 550010030C 4
I F KGD | 9700000108
DE B DC I 2700100210
D H GB [1950103142C
CD AC 0 J 3800000000
B AE | 2600(X)000C '
CFCF BCCD 4177810O0208 4
BC AA I i 9600001008
BD AC H 0|5700010000
DD EBAG /260110210C J
C AE [ 4601000000
E I C / 9701000208 J 4
BBCC AAAB 0_44A3252950 _ 3
I
D BGED 1950122000<3 i
B BFH 15800010000 :
BC BBI H 0|850101000C I
DD BC 2|4701233320 1 3
E B / 960043110C I
EF BB L 9|760110010C I
C KHE 176O0O0O000
BE BE 3 | 3700000000
FC MFI F 14700000100 _ i
C DBC 12801100100
D DMDC |4481243550 3
BBD AACD 1|4601100000 i
EC MCA ] 2601100100 '
C GCC [2601202t0C
ECC CBAA |5600001030 ; 8
B B F J 960133344C F
D B i 5601010000 i
B BG i 950010000C I
BC SB 013601100000i
BBC AADF 0|96C0120668 _ 01 4
/
CC AA 3 [ 4701010000 j
E DEC /958112332C; i 2
BD ACE o/4_)00o00C ] ,





: BBDD GDBA 2192C:104332C
C j HB /840100123C 8
/
B B /9,_oooo_!
CC CC F 21940133333CI A
EB EBHC 0 |94A133333C _ A
BD CD H 01940133333C A
CCD CDB I |9500003308 _ 6
C G DC! |9600010358 4
BCD AAAF 9|3700001100 16
DI C HI /ssoooooooo
B BC [5601030000 1
D ic / ooooooo
DC NGDA /960000030C 4
ED!FFDA |96021t211C
B AKJ 1 350000000C
BD B C E G 0 ]6600000000





D B F /;,5o142444C B
I /
BBB AAA 0 J56000000_ 14
BBC AAAD 4 ]5600000000
D C G 1 750232562C B
CBCB DAAA 0|5500000000 ;
BO ABH 0|2800001100
C D ADJC I 950011240C
CO ACK 0[5602000000 I
B B I i4602000000 j
B A F K [6700000000 I 1
BB AA 01750220000c ;
!
BE F AC E 0|5600000100 1
ED E HE |5580100550 C 1
B AG F |4600010000 ;
C BF |5600001000 '1
B BE 117OO1OO100
C C J ] 9400000008 ;
BC AB 01 6700000000
D MI HB 1760100020C 4]
D HFE 155801oo670 ! Ci
C C F L65oo21oloc ii
Name Type _ Mag
I
i
SY PER 9 4
24511 M0 2 51
24512 A2 43 ! 5£






24527 K5 24 81
i
24531 A2 5 45
X0414+533 138 3
24532 K2 15 83
24533 G5 11 80
24534 G5 3 8_
DO 28161 14 106
i
0414945210 I 6 4
i
X0414+533 5O 3
04149+5205 1 29 13
04149+5234 I 18 4
04152+5228 58 1
RAFGL 43355 77 I5
[:)026174 11 106
24537 K2 3 81
r
i
04155+5243 I 35 3
MWC 84 16 115












PK 149+ 4,1 3
24545 K5 : 30 80
I)O28198 i 42 118
HY PER 69 3
2455OK0 ! 4 77
X0417+568 124 12
24554 K2 I 10 81
1:)O28204 i 62 106
24557 K7 I 12 90
24556K2 13 72
X0417+568 I 46 12
[:)028218 I 53 108
i










a .8 Coords SMJ SMN 0
ham °a, (s) () 1 b C) ('9 (') N
04175+5315 30.9143151+ 2 129 6 813 1.82
04175+533235.323151+33797831 .25L
04175+512035,43153+1688803 ,42L
04176+5308 38.51151+2 55 3793 .25L
04179+5951 55.643147+ 7 18 3 785 57.42
04181+5029 6,3115153+ 1 57 18 742 .27L
04181+5801 6,838148+ 6 43 11 785 .34L
04182+5628 13,8135149+ 5 34 9 824 ,89
04182+5548 14,5i45149+4 30 11 783 .56
04182+5010 16,4119153+0 28 101143 .70
04182+5724 16.91'41148+5 41 12 802 .33
04184+5255 24.2112152+2 64 31673 .51L
04184+5049 28.1 '51 153+1 2716 763 .31
04185+5026 32,455153+1 4312 813 .25L
04186+5251 40.731152+2 47 8 833 .76
04186+5143 41,531152+1 20 7 823 1.68
04186+5357 42,022151+3 34 9 783 .87
04187+5754 45,158148+611829 822 .26L
04187+5302 46,2144151+2 26 t0 773 ,25L
04187+5058 47.344153+ 1 79 17 762 .27
04187+5546 47,349150+ 4 32 9 834 .51
04188+5528 49.742150+ 4 65 14 793 .26L
04188+5040 50,7 1 153+ 1 41 13 822 .37
D4188+5149 51.8 44 152+ 2 80 18 76 2 .30
D4188+5510 53,843150+ 4 52 11 823 .36
D4189+5146 56,855152+ 2 33 6 803 .45
34189+5023 57,3 6 t53+ 1 47 8 81 3 .43
D4189+5405 59,8 5151+ 3 39 151202 .25L
04190+5436 3,6 1 150+ 4 44 3 783 1,28
04191+5459 6,816150+4 36 3 793 ,25L
04191+5439 11,248150+ 4 5623 782 1.07L
04192+5254 13.352152+ 2 45 141143 ,25L
D4192+5348 16,117151+ 3 48 15 772 .46L
34195+5633 30.823149+ 5 23 3 804 1.23
34196+5036 37.039153+ 1 30 3 823 1.36
34196+5512 41.834150+ 4 77 20 823 .25L
D4197+5754 45,416148+ 6 68 28 852 .36L
34198+5129 51,350153+ 1 79 12 762 .40
)4199+5840 57,254148+ 7 33 9 814 .62
_4200+5145 0,919153+ 2 83 16 732 .30
34200+5442 2,059150+ 4 46 16 823 .25L
)4200+5313 2,851 151+ 3 32 10 793 .50L
04201+5842 7,449148+ 7 26 10 845 ,75
34201+5004 9.611 154+ 0 6321 772 ,58L
)4201+5009 11,714154+ 1 63 12 81 2 ,31
34202+5752 15,836148+ 6 2620 734 .25L
34203+5149 22.417153+ 2 39 11 783 .29
34205+5004 30,2 2154+ 1 64 15 802 .65
34207+5108 42,129153+ 1 93 20 81 2 .25L
34207+5548 42,949150+ 5 17 3 785 4.81
34207+5445 43,718150+ 4 36 119 823 .25L
34207+5513 46,235150+ 4 18 14 794 .25L
34208+5522 50,316150+ 4 57 8 753 ,30
)4208+5024 51.810154+ 1 86 3 792 ,25L
34209+5345 54.4 2151+ 3 56 8 842 ,28
34209+5845 55,147148+ 7 48 B 794 .49L
34209+5842 55,2 t2148+ 7 65 26 793 .44L
34209+5835 56.0 I 148+ 7 59 8 615 .39L
34210+5043 3.051 153+ 1 54 11 793 .99
34211+5713 11,0 38 149+ 6 20 8 79 5 .96
34211+5111 11.621 153+1 43 I 61132 ,25L
34213+5831 22.8 49 148+ 7 40:12 76 3 .35
_214+542926,716151+4 23 10 61 5 .25L34218+543737.436 151+4 23, 9 79 5 .25L34216+54Ol38,728 151+3 39 9 80 5 ._
34216+5225 40.54152+ 2 79 9 5442 .25
34216+5007 41.1 34 154+ 1 23 7 81 3 3.0834218+57095t2 45 149+6 80 12 83 3 8,L
34218+5634 51,851149+ 5 53 8 783 .29
34218+5249 54,058152+ 3 32 5 824 1.59
34219+5306 55,03152+ 3 34 _ 8 784 .25L
34220+5340 0,819151+ 3 36 _ 8 815 .77
34220+5822 2,4 7148+ 7 2823 915 ,25L
34220+5451 5,036151+ 4 57 22 833 ,25L
34222+5212 14,527152+ 2 43 8 824 ,49
34224+5356 24.635151+ 3 2815 804 .26L
34224+5259 28.8 41 152+ 3 22 10 82 4 .63
34225+5930 31.2 39 147+ 7 35 10 76 4 .43
34225+5005 32.0 45 154+ 1 36 6 80 3 2.19
34225+5939 35.2 54 147+ 7 33 11 81 4 .34L
34227+5149 45.056153+2 7018813 .25L
34227+5009 46.1 4154+1 31l 10 803 31
)4229+543155.546151+422 I 9 814 .25L
)4229+5447 57.340151+ 4 4812 785 .40
34229+5513 58.93150+ 4 50i 8833 .37
)4229+5139 59.317153+2 34_3l 6834 2.22)4231+5015 7.232154+1 8824 .66
34231+5153 9,323153+2 30 7 813 2.44
34232+5454 14.117151+4 23110 805 ,83
34232+5000 18,018154+1 38 8 814 ,40
34233+5620 19.211 150+ 5 34 8 82 5 .47
)4233+5803 23.9 45 148+ 6 24 10 76 5 .27L
)4234+5052 24,7 45 154+ 1 64 14 81 3 .25L
)4234+5421 26.752 151+ 4 35 8 77 5 .44
34234+5042 28.843154+ 1 48 12 824, .44L
)4234+5240 28,9 1 152+ 3 28 20 753 ,25L
)4235+5638 31,72149+5 28 5 775 ,25L
34235+5742 34,118149+ 6 26 8 755 .52
)4236+5604 37.35150+ 5 25 8 764, ,98
)4237+5114 44.324 153+ 2 39 7 82 4 2,09
Flux Density FlaBs
(Not Color Cerrected) V L








































































































12.56L BC ABH 2 560000000C
10.63L DC EC 950110250C
17,67L D F BC 250010010C
4.99 ED FI DA 670000010C
8.36L CBC AAAB, 9 9531000008 42
13.6OL E BG 880210010C
2,26L B DFC 7500000400
2,80L BC ABHG 26600001000
1.79L BD AC ; 0 2700100000
3.87L BE AD M 0 7801000000
16.12L C CK 0400010008
5.72 C C D GB 800110142C18.80L C EEBB 644000030C
4.07: DD J BA 870020010C
17,60L BD ADGD 0 9502101728
85,52 BBDD AAAA I 1 12A0223200
t3,37L BD AC H 7950111030(3
2.31 D F




15.39L C ;F5.66L C
14.21L C D F
6,07 DCDC DBBB:0
18.27L D B
3.86 F E B
12,45L SC ACKc i 05.92 D
18.94L C L KHE
4.08 DD GEC
5.28L D M BF 960100042C
8.80L BC _ABG 0 5301001008
15.09L BF AC E 2751000000C
3,70 C C 9700000218
2.42 F D 6500100000
4,59L C CK 0600010000
2,24L BF BB F 3 4600141000
4.72L D D 2600110200
3.98 C I A 8701000408
8.17 EC GFEB 5582010328
2.51L CC IAC E 6 4600131100
3.40 D [ J D 7600201000
4.32L CF IBE 0 7600201000
4.07 C I KD 6481100000
2.87L C C BCBF 3600110200
3.44L C AE 7600201000
4.59 D HGC 8600000138
2.25L CBF AADC 80701000100
6.08 O MC 9602000208
3.24 D bMDB18.56L C
5.39 D CD
12.31L C ND




4,02: D F F D
8.80L B O











































2.31L C D L
13.07L BD AB 1
21.52L C I CD
19,51L B AC F
3,21 C . MDC
5,17 E IH FD
16.38L D CF
4.43 C:I LLB 9600000008
12.80L B ;AFI 8501001318
1.97L C [B F J 7600000000
2.93L BC ABCF 0 5600100000
2.20 CC KECB 9600000100
5,13 C DKD 6701101008
2.42L B BL 4600200000
6.52L C C KFB 96C020091820.48L B CLC 950110001810.79L B 95_0100008
13.68L BC AAD 24600001008
2.88L BD 'BE 04700101000
10.91L BE 'AB 3 8501101008
4.95L B lAD F 9681000028
2.44: C F C F G 4600000000
I
2.09L B ICE C 1600001000
2.30: CE KFAB 9600000108
6.39 DC L DB 9501000108
12.77L BF B BC 1 950010000810.82 I HAB 9500000008
4.46 C GI C 9601000008
6.00 DCC LCAA 5401000008
8,97L BC BB H 15400011008
2.83L !S AC H 3600001000
14.92L BD AB F 3 9502000008
C
S 2 # T Name Type Mag
1 17 203 50
4 I 32 X0417+535 77 4
1 3 RAFGL 5118 43
4 1 32 X0418+580 30 4
1 39 BG 0417+52 97 408
1 "41 04187+5528 18 4
1 "41 04188+5510 21
8
2 "23 LDN 1399 459
1 "41 04192+5439 22 4
C
4




C 1 32 X0420 + 532 60 12
1
4 1 13 24588 A2 3 6"/
8
1 "41 04207+5549 17 7
4
1 "41 04209+5522 40
C
D
1 13 24592 A3 17 92







1 17 207 8
4
O 1 13 24602 K5 2 86
1 *41 04219+5451 51 e
4
2 1324609 M1 6 8_
1 2 DO 28297 24 120
1 2;0028300 67 111
1 17210 33
2 1324617 K5 5 7E
*Confusion Rags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60, 100 p,m; 10) High Source Density Region.
2 1324623 K5 1 82
185




h m ° , (s)
04238 + 5336 50.$
042404 5459 1.7
04240 + 5652 1.8
04240 + 5428 4.1
04241 _ 5029 8.(2
04242+5331 17.1
04244 + 5447 24.5
04244 + 5612 25.7
04245+5157 30.4
04245+5617 31,6
04245 + 5057 ]4.7
04246 + 5247 37.6
04246 + 5428 ]7.5
04246 _ 5313 ]8.6
04248 + 5503 18.2
04250 + 5920 0.E
04251 +5138 7.0
04251 + 5938 7,6
04252+5549 16.3
04252+5306 17.2
04254 + 5058 ->4.0
04254 t 5227 ._4.2
04254 + 5255 .>4.8
04254 + 5502 .>6,7
04254 + 5831 ->7.8
04255+5753 35.1
04256 + 5054 38.3
04256 _-52O0 39.7
04256 + 5258 10,0






04260 + 5556 0.5
04261 + 5045 7,1
04261 + 5221 7.3
04261. 5307 10,0




04266 4- 5I 11 37.8
04266 + 5429 38.2
04266 + 5228 ¢1.8
04267 _ 5220 t31
04267 + 5232 ¢4.4
04267+5724 _.7,3
04268 + 5852 52.5
04269+5220 55.E
04270 + 5233 3.4
04271 +5326 9.5






04274 + 5223 25.5
04274 + 5811 ->8.Y=





04277+ 59188 45. 3
04278 + 5743 _,8.1
04278+5248 51,1




04284 + 5420 25,_
04284 .4-5436 27.£
04286 + 5940 36.2
04287 + 5544 46.._
04287 + 5503 46., =




04292 + 5835 13._
04292+5140 14.(
04293+5241 21,;
04294 + 5220 25J
04294 + 5200 27."
04295 + 5252 30.E
04295 + 5622 32/
04295 + 5643 34.;
04296 + 5037 36.1
04296+5414 38.;
04297+5118 48.(
04298 + 5422 49._
04299 + 5138 55,
04300+5727 0J
04300 + 5955 02
04300+5243 1,l
04304 + 5435 24.(









































57 153+ 3 i
47 152+ 3















17 5 1117' 5
59 8 83 3
33 12 772o 5 78! 
39 13 82 3
18 3 8OI 5
21 5 7q_ 5
45 8 7t_ I 5
53 8 8O I 3
61 10 7_ i 3
42 14 831 3
38 8 781 4
19 12 76i 4
46 13 7R I 2
42 16 80i 3
75 39 721 2
18 5 7Qt 5
29 15 _" 3
84 t9 831 2
33 14 781 4
50 12 1_41 3
17 7 _'4
24 5 78 I 4
41 16 78 I 3
21 6 76 I 4
58 33 7BI 2
24 6 7_ I 5
46 18 7O] 2
32 18 761 4
31 8 83 ] 5
22 7 79 I 4
32 5 811 5
47 15 7RI 2
20 6 78 ] 4
44 9 761 5
28 9 "7"/I 5
46 8 78 I 4
40 12 11181 4
27 11 77 I 4
74 15 82 I 2
20 7 76 I 4
56 8 78 ] 4
44 12 791 4
27 6 79 ] 4
87 22 821 2
36 7 78 I 4
36 11 821 3
4I 3 781 4






















































40 8 791 4
21 9 7_ 1 2
21 8 7_ I 5
32 3 ,_1 5
82 25 _ 2
95 22 82! 2
31 14 80J 3
23 15 7a 2
30 10 7oi 4
36 10 7_ I 4
17 11 841 3
26 9 761 4
64 15 80' 2
29 3 80 5
41 19 82 3
52 12 76 3
44 13 76 3
44 8 79 3
96 12 73 2
33 16 75 2
32 22 78 2
23 141120 4
34 7 79 4
72 14 74 2
33 16 83 3
55 8 76 3
37 7 76 4
54 22 80 3
71 19 78 2
45 8 80 4
34 8 78 5
71 17 83 2
55 19 82 3
36 14 82 2
43 8 78 5
21 6 77 5
49 8 79 4
30 9 78 5
27 6 78 5
66 21 80 3
30 6 79 4
23 6 78 5
30 13 83 2
49 10 78 3
, 4o 11 80 4
I 55 17 75 2
I 2t5 6 77 4
k 59 13 72 2
t P7 17 82 3




12 vm 25 _m 60 _m 100 Fm
(Jansky)
.68 1.21 9.76 18.79 |
.32 25L .40L 13.26L 1
.25L .46L 1.17 2.43:[
326 .95 .44: 4.26:
,27L .25L 1.01 3.47
.30L 27L 1.22 18.79L
.25L .25L .48 6.58
.69 .25L .40L 2,37L
.40 .25L ,40L 1916L
.40 .29L .40L 2,10L
24 29L ,52L 3.29
.25L .30: 1.22 5.22
,25L .25L ,68 6.62:
.31 .28L .46L 11.71L
.25L .25L .40L 2.91
.80L .63L .41L 2.12
2.04 5.26 43.48 64.59
25L .25L .51 2.13L
.25L ,25L .54L 2.29
.25L .27L .40L 4.41
.31 .25L .40L 15.59L
.31L .25L 2.36 15.49
3.12 2.24 .81 12.51L
.25L .26L .45L 3.71
t.65 .51 .40L 9.04L
.27L .25L .66L 1.68
6.73 i 3.95 1.02 11.87L
.42L .41L .50 12.59L
25L ,37L .65 6.63
.68 .25L .40L 16.94L
.25L .21: 2.65 12.86:
.25L .25L .76 5.73
.27L _ .33L ,45L 1.51
4,24 1.20 .52L 12.22L
.45 i .25L .40L 9.95L
.53 I .16: ,40L 1,93L
.49 .30L .40L 14.50L
.38L .25L 2.80 29.15L
.41Li 25L 1,26 15.80L
.40L .29 .44L 14.01L
J
5&68L I2g 34.58 7.71 3.95
,25L .50L 3.42
.25L i .25L 1.29 3.42:
1.24 .47 .47L 3.99:
,54L .25L .55 4.59L
,25L .54 2.07 18.27L
.42L .36: 11,19 80.29L]
,25L .25L 1.17: 18,27 I
.55 25L .41L 2,20L[
.29 .28L .40L 2.56L I
1
.45L .47 8.76 107.24Li
.25L .25 3.36 22.30LJ
1.43 .46 .40L 12.73L[
.42L .75L .51 1093L I
.44L .37L ,49L 3.20
.25L .25L .91 6.26
.47L .37: 13.95 107.24L
.45 .26L .41L 17.79L
,25: .53 A2L 43.77L
.33: .52 12.22 79,07L
.71 .27 .40L 8.36L
.23 .35L .40L 2.78L
.31L .24: 3.46 22.30L
.25L ,25L .61 9.68L
.42 .25L .40L 14.47L
.29L .27L .93L 4,07
25L .30 ,83 4.32:
.47 ,34L .40L 1,65L
.51L .25L .93 9.39L
.25L .70L .40L 2,87
.25L 25L .89 9.39L
.41 .23: .40L 4.92:
,32 25L .54L 15.53L L
.25L .41L .86 7.05: I
.68 .25L .41L 14.81L]
.25L .22: 2.07 4.46 I
.25L .27L .43L 2.38 I
.25L .36L .40L 3.68
.56 ,25L .40L 10.77L
.72 .43 .40L 11.88L
.29L .25L .47 10.51L
.30L .27L .49L 3.62 I
.47 .27L .44L 2.69L
.62 25L .40L 13.47L
9.19 2.50 .36: 8.81L
.37L 26L ,88 12 51LI
.86 .23: .40L 14.44L!
1.18 .26: .40L 18.08L
.26L 25L .41L 2.63
1.02 .35L .40L 1.85L
1.21 2.23 16.09 32.45 i
.25L .30L 1.23 816:
.35 .25L .40L 1236L
.30L .25L .68 5.11
.28L .29L .49 &70L
2,82 135 .40L 1,85L
.34 ,30L .52L 3,48L
.25L 25L 92L 6.34













































































































































































































Declination: + 50'- +60 °
Associations
15 79 I 4 .25L.......... .25L ,44: 4.52 DB HC 5500111410; X0430+559
2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
Sep
Name Type (") Mag
X0423+535 10
24628 M0 85





















































SMJ SMN Oa 6 .C_oords !O 12p.m
ham..a, (s) C) _ C) C) (') N
04304+5027 25.2 25155+2 4414
04306+5428 37.639152+5 32 7
04306+5517 37.939151+5 5419
04306+5619 39,9 26 150+6 36 17
04306+5556 40.128151+6 27 9
04307+5529 43.6 22 151+5 19, 6
04307+5209 45.011153+3 27 : 7
04308+5243 51.251153+4 6919
04308+5033 52.522155+2 34 8
04308+5347 53.915152+4 31 3
04309+5038 56.351155+2 27 6
04310+5955 0.3 1; 148+ 8' 271004310+5016 2.5 155+ I101 22
044310+5717 5.413150+7 40 8
04312+5005 12.510155+2 5317
04312+5240 12.843153+4 41 3
04312+5525 17.523151 +5 3514
04313+5644 20.321150+850 17
04313+5433 22.412152+5 4214
04314+5919 25.39148+8 61 18
04314+5453 28.334151+5 2615
04315+5250 32.630153+ 4 30 4
04315+5249 33.62361153+ 4 91 1604316+5446 36.1 152+ 5534
04316+5030 36.935! 155+ 2 6412
04316+5154 37.2 57 i 154+ 73 25 1304316+5711 40.451150+ 4410
04317+5155 47.916154+ 3 18 6
04318+5912 49.359148+ 8 26 8
04318+5243 52.952153+ 4 39 9
04319+5004 57.721155+ 2 62 13
04319+5056 59330154+ 2 30 3
04320+5252 1.256153+ 4 28 16
04320+5659 2.932150+ 7 46 9
04320+5320 4.914153+ 4 57 9
04321+5646 6.1 1150+ 6 55 8 ;
04321+5305 9.351153+ 4 25 3
04322+5208 13.313154+ 3 28 10
04323+5246 21.840153+ 4 57 8
04324+5718 24.54150+ 7 37 9
04324+5208 24.95154+ 3 18 604324+5102253 1_,+04324+5050=20.93_ 155+23 4128804324+510_28.739 154+3 23 8
04325+583615 14g+_ 72 1704325+50134313_155+. 27 2_04325+551035.023151+5 26
°4326+5260i,o, 11 153+, 75 19
•,327+543242,57152+5 22 604327+5514,474, 151+5 26 12
04327+505845.2431_0+7 40 9
o4327+523346613153+4 75 8
_,329+591656245 149+8 74 3004329+504758_21155+2 18 804329+504558457 155+2 23 6
,330+51055, 3 1_,+3 74 1904331+51376, 1615,+3 30 14
•,331+52117, 2 154+3 38 734334+503924_581,0+8 50 1104334+515425,361_,+3 71 9
_,334+524225,31153+4 21 6
_,334+55152743 151+6 27 13
_,335+511033.2311,+3 21 604335+59143 ,32146+8 57 10
°4336+54093 ,29152+5 34 8
_4336+5139,181_,+3 32 6
_4337+540142,51 152+5 _7 8
_4337+5247_49153+4 37 10
_4339+503852,57 155+2 48 12
_4338+542652.848152+5 40 10
_,341+501083 8 155+2 22 10
_,343+505118.,_ 155+3 44 12)4344+5303295 153+ 35 13)4345+571732.354150+7 74 28)4347+571g43.854 150+7 60 22
_4347+522744.938150+7 37 9
34347+5323 45.250 153+4 50 11
34347+5053 45,8 49 155+3 32 7)4348+55294 .3'24151+8 32 19
34350+5813 1.2;15 151+ 6 50 12
)4350+5251 5.e 14 153+ 41 67 13
)4353+5642 19.6 5 150+ 7' 50 17)4353+551220.434 152+5 26 16)4353+52572o.71o153+_! 21 11)4353+5444 21.5 42 152+ 35
)4353+5112 22.1 247 155+ a t 82 1_)4354+5415 26.0 152+ 5 37
)4355+5330 32.4 41 153+ 5 47 16
)4355+5012 32.6 47 155+ 2 28 8
)4355+5540 33.3 16 151+ 6 35 8
)4357+5402 42.7 0 153+ 5 75 24
)4356+5954 49.1 34 148+ 9 119 38
)4358+5502 50.8 45 152+ 6 92 16
)4359+5053 55.7 23 155+ 3 36 18
)4359+5929 57.0 15 148+ 9 23 5
)4359+5258 57.656153+ 4 35 7
)4359+5825 58.856149+ 8 53 8
)4359+5322 59.533153+ 5 28 10
)4360+5738 209150+ 7 66 13









100 Fm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Unos Coef R Flags' S 2 # T Name Type _¢'_ Mag
26.29L C J EEl 9500000408 4132 X0430+504 5_911 46.82 CC HBC' 9540000738
17.04L C FF, 9400100918 1:23 LDN1405
2.56 C J D 8680000100 I
1.89L BC BAH 1 5600111410 i
tl.06L 8B AAF 2 9500101108 F
10.36 CCC FCAA 9500002108
4.78 D LB 8681111408
14.19L CCR CCAA I 9500132538
11.98L DD AC 7 7400001008 1 2 DO28398 87 123
14.19L COB EFAA 19500133438
1.93L BC AAC 1 3600001000
14.47L F E G 9603205638
1.86L E AC 1601010000
4.60 E HGB 970O000008
16.18L CF IACC 9 9501110418
2.78 BCI ECBC 9680102108
4.20 C J C D ,7500000020 [
5.23 CC= ' 9501000548
2.95 DD I FC 5600000208
I
3.95 C OFB] 9601000238
12.57L BO ABHF' 1 0501100538
16.14L C E D 0401100538 C4.42! L C 9600000138
11.64L C CL 9500001008 I
25.12L F , AAAB 8581146668 1 32 X0431+519 t 53 15
2.02L B !AF 1600000000 1 1324703 K2 11' 80
25.12 BBCF'BABA 085C1145668 1 32 X0431+519 47 15
6.79 COCO FCAB 05501000008 ' ,
12.86L CF ABHG 9 9501100018 =
i
6.59L I C CC 9600000008
13.65 I CCC CBCC 6600014408 2 393C122 ; 115 159
6.21 CE ECD 0500000938, _ 1 32 X0432+528 ; 68 12
2.11L BD AALE 0 1500000000 I
=19.47L D D 5400000308
2.04L iaB AE 6500000010 t i
12.03LI_D F AB 58601023008 Ii 2 2 DO 28415 77 ! 1289.13L I DB 9500102708 1 32 X0432+521124 6
14.65L C 8 8600100208 2 132471155 16 80
2.45L C C 1601010000
5.82 BBFC AADB 2 9640102808 1 32 X0432+521 27l 6
644.56L BBC AAAB 5200135528 _ I I
656.50L B ACF 4200200018 ' I
644.56 BBBC AAAA 6 5200122658 80 1 3 RAFGL5124 101
4.09L E D G 2500000000 I
4.32 F D 98000O00O8 I I
12.23L BC AAFG 4 9401202308 I
3.93L E DB 9600100528 C
35.68 88CE AAAA 94C1000428 !
4.90: F E D GO 9601102308 4 1 39 CR 54T070 77 178
1544 85001100o8
8_60 c :A GB 9210244448FF_ 2_'s211 76 12o834.75L BB BDEB 7100244448 i RAFGL 5125 75
15.03L O HD 8601021978 D I
15.00L C KBD 6501001208 4 !
7.62 CCCC ICBBB 7580022408 7
1.71L D DH 6600000000 1 13 i 24719 K5 7 88
13.34L C C 5600000008
11.21L BC AAC 3650210O008
4.93ic_ E H s _00002081612_ _A_ 0 97 2 017,8
14.29.. %,^ 34o0100008 113 247_035 11i 8_9.33 ccc 65020 3 4 , x0,33+_.1 7211.49_,co **0 _010024184 2 2 DO29443 62 120
9.74L BF AC G 0 8501001008 I
14.55L F CH 6502110008 2 13 24722 K7 32 I 85
22.62L O E B 5600200208
9.96L D AFH 9500030108 1 1 13 24726 K2 2 82
i
7.64: CC I BB 9701000408 4
17.48L FC J EB 9600011628
4.60: CF MMCB 9600100208 J
3.32 D C 9600100200 4
2.47 C I I B 9600100200 4 I i
1.58L CC AAH 39701000000 I I
16.72L C D 9400000008
8.13L DD ABI D 3 9700011828 2 *41104347+5053 10 3
3.48 O LJFB 9601000318
i
2.73L C B 2600000000 '
i
10.88L F A 9501100028
3.74L C E I 5500000000
3.13 CE N AB 9680100218
6.20 CD F CB 9540101568 I 81 32 X0435+529 142 6
12.19L BE AD 0 9500000008 1 2 DO28462 43 95
12.25L C BG G 7700030008 I 1
11.97L CC AB 09400000108 i
7.24: DO EHC 8400100338 8
14.83LFE SAB 77oloo_2o8i 4 _ "4; o4356+5o12 48 4lO32LC ^KE 940oo0_8 Do28465 12 lO6
4.44 C H C 96000001(38
2.24 D K E 7500000100
14.96L D C 9400000008
5.221.81LAB D AABFHB 13 96000001009701001008 1 "41 04359+5053 33 8
13.02L 8C AA H 9500101848814 13 24743 KO 2 52
1.80L C D 3600000000 j
16.59L C BGK 8301000208 2 13 24744 F0 4 53
1.68L C CE 9700100000 I
7.39 DE N GC 9580101848 81
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($I) at 12, 25, 60, 100 vm; 10) High Source Density Region.
187
Right Ascension: 04h36"og"-o4h44"39 "
Position (1950) Flux Density
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty C
a _ Coords SM3 5MN 8 O; 12 p.m6(x
hm. - , (s) ( ) I b (") (") (') N
)436175607 9.9 38 151+8 77 33=' 79 2 .43L
"36115100 11.4 48 155+ 3 32 ,,+ + 77 _. +35L
m6++m16 12,o19 Im14 36 8 79 9 2.24
)43335314 20.1 40 153+ 4 98 20 75 2 .34L
)4363+5223 21.1 32 154+ 4 54 18 80 2 .44L)47+5100 z6.545 155+3 s+ 11 76 2 +45
)4366+5022 '36.836 15513 29 3 113 3 2.87
_366+5934 41.1 31 148+ 9 50 8 75 3 .25L
_4367+5734 42.e 6 150+ 7 42 11 78 3 .72
_4367+5811 43.(_ 21 149+ 5 30 8 77 3 .74
_1367+5119 45.0 18 155+ 3 72 10 80 2 .81
_36715546 45.4 9 151+6 40 11 78 3 .89
_4367 + 5231 47+04_ 154+4 30 9 _!23 .25L
_.367+5001 47+4 153+ 4 64 15 .69L
436815021 48+2 32 155+ 3 29 8 77 3 3.02
4368+5150 50.9 5 154+ 4 63 14 77 3 .28L
4.368+5603 52.5 21 151+ 8 26 7 77 3 2.80
4370+5854 2.8 16 149+ 8 30 10 78 4 .31L
437015123 3.6 t3 155+ 3 43 _ 9 79 3 .94
437115748 9.2 45 150+ 8 37 8 78 3 .25L
4372+5038 15+8 17 155+ 3 89 31 77 2 .25L
4373+5958 21+0 38 148+ 9 35 8 78 4 .61
4374+5300 26.3 20 153+ 4 39 14 77 3 .26L
4375+5018 33.8 57 156+ 3 59 8 78 3 .31L
4378+5413 36.5 38 153+5 28 7 76 3 .25L
4376+5315 38.5 8 153+ 5 22 14 78 3 .25L
4377+5544 45.8 14 151+6 59 17_ 77 2 +26
438315158 19.5 36 154+ 4 56 8 79 3 .36
4383+5306 23.8 17 153+ 5 57 8 77 3 .25L4384+5056 26+0 155+ 3 55 9 78 3 .51
4384+5957 26.7 30 148+ 9 93 36 69 2 .25L
438515819 30.7 53 150+ 8 37 6 79 3 1.36
,1388+5722 38.2 11 15017 23 6 7_713 17.974387+5418 47.7 48 153+ 5 16 2.O0
1389+5040 58.8,32 155+3 44 10 78 3 .52
_1392+5743 14.735 150+ 8 44 8 78 3 1.09
$393+5752 19.8 45 150+ 8 t 54 27 75 3 .43L
,gin+sin2 36.0 3 155+3 36 6 79 3 m
139735516 44.7 59 152+ 6 73 12 76 2 .34
439715201 45.4 44 154+ 4 63 9 79 3 .67
,9.8+503650836 153+5 46 9 77 3 ._
*399+5544 54.3 37 152+ 7 52 13 79 3 .35
,3_+53o7 34.822 i_+ 5 113 30 80 2 .32,
,999+5237 s+.457 I94+4 87 22 75 2 +30L
139935257 56.6 2 154+ 5 24 6 77 3 3.20)401+5+2224257 IS0+8 71 14 77 3 .35L
¢404+5202 26.3 19 154+ 4 83 13 76 2+ .42
N01+5148 27.1 54i 1551 4 23 7 79 3 1.55
405+5254 30.5 35 154+ 5 86 25 80 2 .88L
405+5026 35.2 1 156+ 3 45 22, 79 3
40615122 40.1 34 155+ 4 67 14 77 2
40715414 42.3 1 1531 6 79 18 77 3
407+5436 46.2 25 1531 6 61 23 78 3
409+5830 57.9 6 150+ 8 115 31 76 2
409+5119 59.5 29 155+ 4 35 8 79 3
$10+5217 1.660 154+ 4 25 6 77 3
¢1115300 8.E 22 15415 31 22 74 2
112+5604 17.1 2 152+ 7 0+ 11 77 3
,14+5312 '27.3 35 154+ 5 60 32 77 2
,15+5859 33.3 35 149+ 9 42 17 76 4
11515031 35.5_ 10 156+ 3 28 6 79 3
11715841 42.221 150+ 9 i 38 18 72 3
11715743 43.2 17 150+ 8 j 27 6 79 4
[1715456 45.440 152+ 6 80 24 78 3
11815924 49.7 57 149+ 9 51 12 72 3
11915142 58.6 14 155+ 4 44 12 76 2
120+5412 3.2 15 153+ 6 33 14 118 3
120+5317 4.3 20 154+ 5 72 36 76 2
;2115857 7.1 7 1491 9 21 7 74 4
_2215533 14+4 53 152+ 7 34 5 79 3
i23+5547 20.5 56 152+ 7 46 9 78 3
L23+5608 21.8 43 152+ 7 34 5 79 3
;23+5423 23.0 36 153+ 6 31 6 79 3
_24+5102 29.8 1 1551 4 48 8 78 3
25+5808 32.3 58 1501 8 37 10 77 4
.25+5100 33.7 21 155+ 4 44 10 77 3
3615813 41.3 39 150+ 8 43 8 78 4
2715831 42.5 11 150+ 9 73 16 75 3
2815214 48.0 53 155+ 5 45 18 77 3
2815107 49.9 16 155+ 4 31 6 I 78 3
28+5246 52.7 22 1541 5 31 8 80 3
28+5322 53.3 49 154+ 5 100 32 77 2
0443015351 5.1 31 153+ 6 34 12 77 2
04431+5743 8.C 51 150+ 8 36 10 77 4
04436+5256 41.4 3 154+ 5 _ 20 79 304436+5834 41.4 34 150+ 9 29 80 = 2
0+437+5028 44.8 50 156+ 4 48 12 77 2
0+438+5640 50.3 10 1511 8 41 8 78 4
04438+5936 50.7 24 149+ 9 31 13 73 2
04439+5852 56.9 56 150+ 9 78 16 75 3
04440+5505 4.1 37 1531 7 ! 63 13 81 2
04440+5924 5.5 32 1491 9 24 6 75 3
01441+5615 9.6 46 152+ 7 46 12 78 3
0444215100 13.4 53 156+ 4 53 12 75 2
0+442+5402 16.5 46 1531 6 56 13 79 3
0444315813 20.3 33 1501 9 43 11 74 2
04443+5818 23.9 13 150+ 9 35 8 78 3
04445+5349 31.5 39 154+ 6 77 13 77 2
0+445+5535 34.1 40 1521 7 28 7 79 3 3.31






























































































































































100 pm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Unc+ Coef R FlaBs* S 2 # T
2.39 C J F 3600000000
14.86L D EFAJ 9500100118
10.00L BC AAG 3 95(_10O008
21.54L D K E 9300000008
16.48L E F 0+00201308
14.93L C B D 9500100008
469.70: BBCF AAAD 3 8233134340
2.44 D CHC 8600000000
2.0+L CE BF 8 ! 9700100000
1.O0L CE BD 0 3602O00000
12.95L C BGG 7500101001
10.22L B AG J 5501010008
12.19 CCE FCCB 9400124338
.67 14.68L D D 9400100628






4.68 i C E
2.18L C BC
7.71 C F EC
8.57: DDC HBAB
15.97L CC MBBF
7.01 EE _JFD8.97L C
17.80L C B



















13.32L BF ACM 1 9500001008
1.64L BBC AAA 0 5700000000
10.29L BC AA 0 9401101038
2.42L B BE 56O0010000
1.52: BE F AEHD 0 6700000000
5.33 C NHJ C 6501000340
2.53L 8 BC 5701010000
2.25L C CD 56O00000OO
I5.49L D BKM 7401000008
2.51L B AC 9600000000
1.50L C BK 260OOO000O
3.34 D D 9600000010
3.04 D C 9600OO0018
10+28L BB AAK 0 9500100008
1.65L D L CL 2700000000
14.37L D F 7401000008
4.00L+ BDD ABBD 0 9500000108
3.46 D J C 945OO1OOOO8
3.23 C M HC 56OOO0OOOO
11.541 D EF 8400110008
3.61 D K L B 9600000108
3.39 D I B 9500000208
2+89 F C 9700000118
15+80L D C K 0+00110008
9.64L BC AB 3 9401001108
4.17 F HFC 9602010208
1.98L F C K 0600000000
3.83 E MGB 7600000210







AAI K 0 7700001000
D G D 5500000028
1.85L E DEG 2700010000
11.16L E BIG 0+01000001
5.94: CO J ED 9580100548
5.60 E K K E 6680000340 i
7.01L BE ABGM 0 6500100238
1.49L B C A B I 0 4600002000
1.89L C BE 3600000000
1151L BC AB L 0 1500000000
7.71L CD AAD 9 9400001008
10+84L C C N 8400220008
5.95L B J GBE 9600200448
2.13L B BF 9600120000
8.28L B L B I 9600100448
2.68 C K E B 9700000008
5.02 E K C 9500000008
2.98: CDCC ACBB 0 9600100108
13.44L 'DE AB
2,45 D M D
1.88L C A F
1+68L C B H F


















3.96L BC ABKF 7 4500102300
1.71L B C 35O00000O0
2.73: C D CL G :8601000010 _
6.50 C DO 7582000450
7.54L C DHI I 8600110008
8.22L C BK F 8600100008
2+39L C DL 8600000000
1.54L BC AAF O 4600001000
9.53Lj B BC 7501000008
I
Name Type ('_ Ms 8
I "41 04361+5100
2 "13 24747K0
F 6 "22 $212
I 13 24754 K7
I 2 DO 28486
I 13 24755 K2
D 1 32 X0436+525
F 6 "22 $212




6 1 23 LDN 1415
4
2 13 24772 K5
1 23 LDN 1415
C 1 32 X0439+578
1 13 24785 K5
1 2 DO 36539
2 DO 28547
2 DO 28548
1 23 LDN 1425
C 1 32 X0441+590
8
C 1 32 XO4421541
8 1 32 X0142+502
C





1 13 24815 K2
C
1 13 24818 K5
1 13 24827 GO
1 13 24829 A2
4 2 2 DO 28595
4 13 24837 K2
23 LDN 1422
13 24840 KO
2 13 24844 K7


































o ,8) Coords SMJ SMN 0 0 12 ktmhma 6 (s) ( I b (') (') (') N
04448+5756 52.4 13, 150+ 8 51 17 73 4 .26L
04449+5117 54.7 30 156+ 4 50 20 78 2 .25L
04448+5833 55.0 24 150+ 9 48 13 74 2 .36
04450+5357 2.0 20 153+ 6 48 10 80 3 .64
04450+5521 2.6 24 152+ 7 35 21 77 3 .27L
04450+5937 4.1 29 149+10 29 8 76 3 3.13
04451+5000 9.7 13 157+ 3 78 8 80 2 .32
04453+5928 20.3 47 149+ 8 38 12 77 3 .62
04453+5010 20.9 9 156+ 4 35 29 171:2 .44L
04454+5343 24.8 30 154+ 6 38 35 171 i :> .44L
04454+5347 29.4 23 154+ 6 33 8 78 3 1.26
04454+5538 20.5 32 152+ 7 32 23 77 3 .25L
04455+5903 30.5 50 150+9 28 11 74 3 .25L
04455+5119 32410 156+4 25 7 80 3 8.94
04456+5300 136.5 60 154+ 5 26 18 81 3 .25L
04457+5629 47.2 13 152+ 8 37 9 79 4 .63
04458+5343 49.1 59 154+ 8 64 21 78 2 .25L
04461+5024 11.444 156+ 4 49 18 78 2 .49L
04463+5812 20.6 93 150+ 91 43 9 75 3 .6204464+5637 25.4 152+ 8 ! 49 35 72, 2 .27L
04464+5552 25.9 2 152+ 7 28 8 79! 4 2.93
04464+5204 29.5 155+ 5 60 10 80 3 .37
04467+5213 43.7 21 155+ 5 26 12 79 3 .68
04467+5317 46.6 18 154+ 8 66 20 80 3 .25L
04468+5019 48.6 27 156+ 4 30 6 78 3 3.86
04470+5846 5.4 47 150+ 9 35 20 76 3 .25L
04471+5417 6.4 16 153+ 6 93 23 81 2 .78L
04471+5209 9.4 7 155+5 33 7 80 3 4.29
04471+5614 10.1 7 152+8 36 5 78 4 .96
04471+5705 11.0 33 151+8 31 8 77 4 .56
04472+5123 14.5 0 156+ 5 67 14 81 2 A0L
04474+5630 25.4 49 152+ 8 43 8 77 3 .47
04474+5220 27.7 21 155+ 5 69 27 79 2 .26L
04475+5129 33.1 47 156+ 5 48 21 79 3 .25L
04477+5832 45.t 58 150+ 9 102 13 74 2 .31
04478+5739 48.2 28 151+ 8 29 7 76 3 1.40
04479+5116 56.5 25 156+ 5 83 241 79 2 .40L
04480+5151 5.6 31 155+ 5 64 19 78 2 .25L
04481+5210 11.2 11 155+ 5 64 12 79 2 .28L
04482+5502 12.4 12 153+ 7 45 8 77 3 .54
04482+5357 14.5 15 154+ 6 36 24 76 3 .25L
04483+5732 19.5 59 151+9 40 10 77 3 .59
04484+5033 29.1 3 156+4 62 13 80 3 .39L
04485+5116 34.7 35 156+ 5 65 12 81 2 .39
04486+5108 37.4 50 156+ 5 37 10 80 3 1.04
04487+5835 42.8 8 150+9 84 23 77 3 .25L
04488+5218 51.1 5 155+5 40 12 80 3 .35
04489+5400 54.3 6 154+ 6 57 14 78 2 .31L
04490+5050 2.2 42 156+ 4 63 19 81 3 .26L
04492+5145 14.6 14 156+ 5 42 16 78 2 .41L
04492+5329 17.5 28 154+6 45 11 =8(_ 3 .5604493+5114 22.,_ 46 156+ 5 85 19 ov oJ .25L
04495+5535 ;35.4 51 153+ 7 25 3 80 4 2.49
04496+5822 38.5 19 150+ 9 26 8 77 3 3.13
04498+5028 48.3 49 157+ 4 31 7 80 3 1.39
04500+5603 5.8 18 152+ 8 36 10 76 3 .63
04501+5500 6.9 33 153+ 7 88 20 73 2 .25L
04502+5006 12.2 44 157+ 4 51 14 80 3 .36L
04502+5943 14.2 34 149+10 68 8 78 3 .25L
04504+5221 27.3 6 155+ 6 56 10 79 3 56
04505+5326 35.45_ 154+6:6512 13 78 2 .5304506+5114 38.5 156+ 5 10 80 3 .45
04507+5957 42.1141 149+10 47 19 78 3 .25L
04507+5538 44.156 153+ 8 37 12 79 3 .55
04507+5214 45.4 5 155+ 5 87 26 82 2 .25L
04507+5549 46.9 43 153+ 8 92 30 73 2 6.32L
04509+5118 54.4 58 156+ 5 48 12 79 2 .63
04510+5510 1.7 46 153+ 7 39 16 75 2 .32
04510+5600 4.334 152+8 64 11 75 2 +46
04511+5510 11.2 0 153+ 7 51 14 75 3 .25L
04512+5617 14.8 59 152+8 57 12 76 3 .32L
04512+5345 16.3 1 154+6 38 27 75 3 .25L
04513+5417 19.9 25 154+ 7 35 21 73 2 .26L
04513+5635 22.9 58 152+ 8 52 11 77 3 .60
04514+5031 24.7 55 157+ 4 48 12 81 3 .25L
04514+5640 24.8 35 152+ 8 40 8 76 3 1.12
04514+5435 28.4 53 154+ 7 25 7 78 4 1.63
04515+5844 34.6 16 150+10 33 8 77 3 1.82
04516+5125 39.0 21 156+ 5 104 24 78 2 .25L
04517+5523 42.8 46 153+ 8 37 10 78 3! .81
04517+5614 48.0 7 152+ 8 34 3 77 3 2.34
04518+5655 48.9 50 152+ 9 52 9 I 77 3 .59
04521+5401 9.2 43 154+ 7 36 17 74 2 .69L
04521+5247 8.7 26 155+ 6 69 11 80 3 .34
04522+5630 14.7 6 152+ 8 32 7 77 3 2.21
04523+5803 19.2 5 151+9 57 9 79 3 .55
04523+5131 23.1 26 156+ 5 73 21 78 2 .25L
04524+5351 24.6 2 154+ 7 36 18 76 3 .25L
04525+5704 32._ 32 152+ 9 37 11 79 3 .64
04525+5007 33.5 49 157+ 4 50 10 80 3 .91
04526+5823 372_30 151+10 40 11 78 3 .25L
04526+5448 140.8 49 154+ 7 34 11 79 3 .7204526 + 5544 41.6: 153+6 28 7 77 3 3.97
04527+5602 42.2 58 153+8 47 34 79 2 .25L
04527+5221 43._; 31 '155+ 6 50 9 80 3 .41
04528+59O2 48.7 34 150+10 26 7 77 3 22.35
04529+5242 56.7 14 155+ 6 48 19 78 4 .25L
04530+5157 1.3 46 156+ 8 27 19 77 3 .25L
04530+5126 2.5 10 156+ 5 20 7 81 3 1.66
04531+5305 7.5 33 155+ 6 66 19 78 4 .25L :
"Confusion Flags: 8)-9) HoLes Co_flrmed Small
Declination: +50"-+60 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected) V L C
25 _m 60 /,tin 100 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type
.28L .40L 2.91 C N CI i] 3680000220 C
.39L .57L 3.69 D FHD: 6600000118
.25L .66L 3.47L C D GCI 9701000108
.35 .40L 1.83L BD BD 0 9700010000 23 LDN 1422
.34L .40L 2.26 C C F D 4500000000
.84 .40L 1.85L BC AA 2 7601001000 2 4 TMSS +60146
.33L .40L 2.08L F DG H 6501000000
.30L .40L 2.56L C BD J 5600001000 1 13 24850K5
.28L .40L 2.67 C G 3600000000
.25L ,44L 2.41 D K F 9600201010
,26: .40L 1.gel CD AC 2 9700201010 1 13 24852K5
.25L .40L 2.88 C NGFD 4500000120 8
.25L 1.49 3.92 CD J AA 9500000108
7.08 2.29 i 251 BBCE n AAAB 3 9600000008
.25L A3L ' 3.87 ! _ B F B 9680000238
.25L .40L 1.76L B EICE 2500010000 1 13 24855 K7
.30L .40L 3.21 C L C 9600201010
.25L .58 2.89L C J D 4500000000
.27: .40L 9.41L BD BC M 0 9500001008
.25L .40L 1.88 D N D 1500000000
.83 .40L 1.59L BC AA 1 4600001000 1 2 DO 28645
.25L .45L 14.46L B BMJ 9400010008 1 13 24859 K2
.25L .40L 9.67L C BEI C 4501110018
.25L .40L 3.15 C MC 9680000120
1.O0 .40L 1.70L BC AAJ 6 3600000000 2 13 24863M0
.54L .41L 2.69 C J K I B 9700000108
.64L .40L 2.57 D C 9600000008
1.07 .40L 7.27L BC AA 0 4500100008 3 13 24867M0
.31 .40L 1.53L;DF BB J 1 2701011000 t 2 DO28667
.25L .40L 1.92LB BI G 1600010000 1 t3 24868 K7
.48L .68 8.49L C HC 9601000008 1 23 LDN 1435
.25L .40L 1.37L C AHN 1600010000 1 2 DO 28673
.66L .43L 2.25 E C 5700000008
.25L A0L 3.73 D HJ D 9600000008 1 23 LDN 1435
.25L i .40L 8.64L C D 9600200538 8
.84 .40L 2.39L BC AAKC 5 2600000100
.29L .44L 3.12 E C 9701010008
.46L .40L 2.91 E I B 9601000018 1 "41 04481+5151
.25L .44 8.58L E C 4600000008 1 "41 04481+5209
.25L .40L 2.11L C CGJ D 9600000O00 1 2 DO 28680
.25L .40L 2.21 D K C 8600000000
.25L .40L 2.08L B BI E 3700010000 I
.25L .57 1.98L C ML C 7601000200 4
.25L .40L 9.39L C B 9500010001 1 13 24889 A
.25 .40L 1.84L BD AC F 0 4700000000
.25L .40L 4.64 E L J C 9600000208
.25L .40L 8.51L D E D 9600000008
.25L .54 2.65L C E BC 4601010000
.34L .57 2.57 DD KDC 5600000000
.25L .58 8.13L C B 9501000008 2 "23 LDN 1438
26: .40L 1.51L 6F BC E 2 9500011000
.25L .40L 2.36 D I B 9700000008
1.14 .46L 1.58L BB AAI 8 5601000000
.99 .40L 10.17L BC AAK 0 9600200008
.79 .40L 1.55L BC AA 3 3700000000
.30L .40L 2.05L C BD 4600000000
.59L .40L 2.56 D DIE 9601000000
.25L .62 2.05L C F C B ] 2501000000
.33L .42L 3.65 C L KHF 7500000210
.25L .4eL 8.70L B A C 9601100008 13 24900 M0
.26L .40L 2.15L E AN 8601000000 1 19 83
,23: .40L 10.68L CD DC 8500120008
.48L .40L 2.25 i C I MC 8600000000
.25L .40L 2.07L' D B F l L 6600000000 2 13 24903 K5
.68L .40L 2.53 E E B 9700100008
.25L 2.57L 2.03 D KFLB 5600000000
.25L .40L 13.02L C CG 8501110028 8
.25L .85L 2.50: D D B KD 7500100420 4 3 13 24904A0
.25L .47L 3.19L F E 5600000000 1 2 DO 28718
.25L 1.39 3.06 CD MKDB 6500100520 4 1 32 X0451+551
.19: .88 2.19L EC MDB 6700110000
.65L .40L 4.03 C 'J G E 3400000030 8
.26L .45 3.38L O CJ 2600000000
.25L .40L 2.07L D BHI 6600100000
.25L .96 3.95 CD MBB 4600000100
,33 .40L 2.06L BD AB 1 6600100000 2 13 24913K7
77 .57L 1.73L 'BC AAJ 1 3700000000
.53 .40L 7.41L BD AB H 0 9601001008 1 2 DO28726
.32L .41L 3.87 D I LC 7680000008 1 23 LDN 1438
.32 .40L 1.92L DD ABI F 7 5600010000
.64 .40L 2.23L BC AB O 0 4700100000 1 13 24917K7
.25L .40L 1.97: C F BG I 6602000000 1 2 DO28734
.25L .44 3.06L D C 460000000(
.25L .40L 7.92L C BG J 9400010008 2 13 24919A2
.62 A0L 2.03L BC AB 0 570000000( 1 2 [3028747
.25L .4OL 1.73L C DC 360100000( 1 13 24921 K7
.31L .51L 4.58 D FKB 9601000108 4 1 23 LDN 1438
.35L .69L 3.70 C L D 5580000000
.37L .40L 2.12L C BD F 8601000000
.25L .40L 2.18L B AE 6700000000
.27L .40L 5.93 C GJ B 9681000438 4
.34 .40L 1.40L CD BC K 2 4700000000
.98 .40L 1.78L BC AAE 0 ' 6601001000 2 13 24925 K5
.26L .41L 2.87 C KE 5700000000
.30L .41L 9.53L C AH 9500000008
5.13 .79 5.79L BBC AABG 0 9501000338 17 3 13 24927M0
.25L .41L 3.32 D NGC 9500011028 8
.30L .40L ' 2.66 E E DL C 9600000008
4.06 9.10 15.79 EDCF AAAB 9 9581000038 6 2 16 01774
.25L .67L 4.18 C; L C B 8500000028 8





































































































































Position (]950) Rux Density F
H (Not Color C.errected) V
Galactic Uncertainty C
a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 8 O 12 p.m 25 p.m 60 p,m 1(30 pm Flux Corr A
(s) (') l b (') (") (') N (Jansky) Uncs Coef R
20.7 36 154+ 7 26 10 78 4 .83 .26L .40L 1.63LIB BC
20.7 58 155+ 7 52 11 77 3 .60 .29: .40L 1.49L BF BJ 138.2 1 152+ 9 8 80 3 13.56 6.15 1.11 2.27 BD AAAE 8
49.3 55 157+ 5 55 19 76 2 .45L .25L .56 3.12L D DL
49.7 54 152+ 9 58 31 74 2 .28L .26L .4OL 2.42 C D
50.0 5 152+ 8 35 27 76 3 .25L .31L .40L 3.92 D KFJ G
54.9 34 156+ 6 62 ! 13 81 2 .38 .25L .40L 8.53L E CK
5.9 24 151+10 30 i 8 79 3 .39 .25L .40L 5.16L C E E
9.8 20 150+10 51 8 78 3 .40 .25L .40L 7.21L C CH
10.5 24 152+ 9 42 34 74 2 .25L .25L .40L 3.17 E C
20.7 10 153+ 8 53 9 79 3 .77 .40L .40L, 10.96L B ADN
36.1 43 152+ 8 39 11 78 3 .50 .25L .40L 2.01L B B
39.3 38 153+ 8 56 11 79 3 .65 .25L .40L 9.25L B BDM
3.5 10 156+ 6 43 8 80 4 .89 .27L .40L 8.67L C BC
4.6 26 153+ 8 31 8 79 3 1.23 .34: .40L 9.O6L BD ACL
11.4 7 156+ 6 96 13 60 3 .43 .25L .40L 9.45L C CMKE
14.6 40 156+ 6 29 18 78 4 .25L .67L .40L 3.26 E HNC
14.9 11 151+10 60 8 79 3 .35 .73L .40L 1.88L C CK
29.349 156+ 6 44 17 78 i 4 .25L .29L .40L 4.42 D FI KB29.6 40 156+ 6 104 23 75 .57L! .26L .4OL 2.70 D G C
31.1 12 157+ 5 29 8 79 4 1.37 .39 .40L 2.22: BD C AB C
38.1 52 150+10 51 9 81 3 .55 .25L .40L 6.88L B AENN
43.4 1 155+ 6 43 12 77 3 .41 .20: .40L 2.08L EID BGJ
46.5 36 157+ 5 58 15 79 2 .34 .30L .40L 7.39L C BH H
47.1 51 155+ 7 29 8 80 3 3.97 .98 .40L 1.89L BC AA
50.5 47 157+ 5 39 25 77 2 .25L .33L .40L 2.67 D C
54.3 52 157+ 5 58 8 81 3 .34L 26L .87 2.10L E LGBG
56.1 17 156+ 6 25 8 79 4 .27L .32L 4.88 11.08 CC LDAA
15.E 47 154+ 8 33 10 78 3 .95 .31: .40L 2.15L BE AD
19.E 43 151+t0 21 5 80 3 4.95 2.15 .40L 1.53L BB AAG
20.e 21 154+ 8 53 1 76 2 .46 .32L .40L 2.22L D CH
26.6 52 152+ 9 53 28 83 2 .33L .30L .40L 2.24 E J E
40.6 28 153+ 9 22 7 81 3 1639.56 634.69 134.31 38.56 CFDD AAAA
42.3 10 154+ 7 86 10 63 2 .40 .35L .67L 2.30L C DJ I
49.3 17 157+ 6 58 12 78 4 .72L .25L 1.01 8.78L O J AN
!53.4 48 157+ 6 46 15 81 2 .39 .25L .44L 10.25L C C
3.9 4 t52+ 9 1 78 .25L .25L .40L 3.18 C B
6.3 53 154+ 8 31 79 3 .25L .30 2.80 2.76 FCC CAB
6.7 41 154+ 8 79 17 80 3 .32L .25L .40L 2.84 C FEB
_.I 13 155+7 46 23 79 32! .25L .25L .46L 1.91 c N B31.6 58 152+ 9 36 11 81 .25L .25L .79 2.07L C HCI
32.8 42 i 152+ 9 51 8 77 2 .44 .25L .68L 2.84L F D M
42.2 371152+10 97 30 82 2 .25L .64L .40L 2.00 C DB
47.4 37 157+ 5 25 7 80 4 1.16 .20: .40L 8.05L BD AC
51.5 11 157+ 6 83 14 78 2 .26 .27L .45L 8.55L C D KJ
9.9 4 154+8 44 28 82 2 .63L .44L .40L 3.26 C JM E
10.6 55 156+ 7 34 8 79 3 .25L .25L .40L 3.77 C F B_
18.7 46 155+ 7 24 6 80 3 2.75 1.23 .40L 1.64L CF AADE
25.8 51 152+10 57 6 80 3 .31 .25L .40L 1.78L C O
43.5 41 153+ 9 43 29 76 2 .25L .25L .40L 2.64 E D
45.3 17 155+ 7 47 8 81 3 1.08 .31L .40L 1.77L B AD
54.7 25 153+ 9 37 8 83 2 .85 .25L .40L 2.13L C AJ
59.2 49 150+11 70 14 76 2 .43L .39 .69: 7.29L FF FD
4.2 34 153+ 9 52 17 78 3 .25L; .32L .40L 3.19 D G C
11.4 57 151+11 64 26 76 2 .25L .29L .43L 2.43 D EGB
23.2 9 154+ 8 49 21 83 2 .20L .25L .48L 2.82 D D
23.3 32 157+ 6 33 6 81! 3 2.42 1.09 .40L 8.74L BC AA30.036 156+ 7 54 21 81 .25L 28L .40L 3.12 E K D
31.444 158+ 6 16 4 81 4 33.56 11.01 3.02 2.78: BBCD AAAB[
45.7 3 154+ 8 37 8 80 [ 3 .25L .25L 1.11 3.22L B GAB
52.320 154+ 8 28 12 80 2 .67 .35L .40L 2.72L C BC J
57.8 3 152+10 69 12 76 2 .30 .25L AlL t.65L C F
1.9 50 158+ 5 45 9 81 3 .87 .45 .40L 1,61L BC BB
1,g 9 157+ 6 61 27 81 2 .31L .53L .40L 2.50 E C
3.2 23 157+ 6 34 8 80 3 .45L .26 1.73 3.86 DCO NCAB
23.8 19 158+ 6 44 8 82 3 .57 .25L .40L 8.25L C BJ
25.5 4 150+11 53 12 77 3 .25L .25L .79 2.43L C GFBB
28.6 54 154+ 9 53 27 79 2 .25L .25L .40L 2.41 D D
44.E 0 153+ 9 70 37 83 2 .28L .26L .40L 2.11 F E
45.7 51 154+ 9 36 17 79 3 .25L .25L .40L 3.42 D C
57.1 39 153+ 9 75 23 80 3 .25L .25L .40L 3.63 C KEC
2.9 26 157+ 6 49 28 79 2 28L .25L .40L 2.53 D I D
3.1 39 156+ 7 30 10 81 3 .84 .54 .40L 1.94LiBF BC L
45.7 17 151+11 19 5 81 3 1.98 1.39 2.24 9.02L=BBC AABF
50.1 15 151+11 28 5 81 3 1.92 .58 .40L 8.32LIBC AA I
52.0 19 152+10 47 31 76 3 .25L .32L .40L 2.90 C M H
52.2 50 155+ 8 25 4 82 3 5.65 1.52 .58: 1.50L BCD AAB
53.1 23 157+ 6 64 13' 77 2 .33 .58L .42L 1.40L E FI
53.1 56 157+7 46 10 79 3i .44 .32L .40L 1.35L (3 DG L
54.6 6, 155+ 8 51 11 82 3 .38 .25L .40L 2.38L C CD
55.6 25 153+ 9 20 6 81 3 11.46 3.92 .72 1.74L BBC _,AAJ
10.1 60 154+ 9 33 22 83 3 .25L 25L .40L 3.26 C C
14.1 13 155+ 8 36 8 168 3 .62 25L .40L 1.90L B B F
22.3 11 154+ 9 41 8 82 3 .42 ,25L .40L 1.82L B B
26.2 31 158+ 6 34 11 80 3 .25L .25L 1.29 3.76 CC! MAB
26.7 38 156+ 7 51 8 83 3 .42 .25L .40L 1.74L D CJ M
28.5 46 153+ 9 54 9 81 3 .58 .25L .40L 1.92L C BM
31.5 15 154+9 30 9 81 3 .60 .42 .40L 1.50L BC BD C
39.5 23 154+ 9 66 26 78 2 .25L .25L .40L 2.71 D B
44.3 53 157+ 7 46 9 81 3 .95 .33L .40L 1.89L B AE
47.1 23 157+ 6 49 10 80 3 .26L .25L .85 1.96L C BE
47.4 53 165+ 8 56 11 82 3 .46 .25L .40L 1.70L B BI
55.5 11 154+ 9 48 34 75 2 .33LI .25L .40L 2.83 C H E
0.8 29 151+11 112 11 84 2 " .36 .25L .44L 11.56L C E H
1.3 34 151+11 71 24 74 2 .25L .20L .57L 2.08 E KB
4.9 55 155+ 8 35 24 82 3 .25L .25L .40L 2.86 D KE C
6.7 24 157+ 7 37 9 82 3 .92 .29 .40L 1.38L BE AB
7.1 6 153+10 34 29 77 2 .25L .25L .40L 2.25 C MC
6.0 45 153+10 56 19 79 3 .25L .27L .40L 2.93 C HMB






Declination: + 50 °- + 60 °
Associations
Sep











































































ham..8, O) C) I b
05033+5016 _- 6





05041 +5530 + 9
05041 +5232 + 7
05043 + 5642 _-10
05045+ 5726 _-10
05045 + 5953 + 12
05048+5131 + 7
05051 +5932 + 12
05053 + 5857 + 11
05053+5616 +10
05054+5156 '+ 7
05054 + 5947 + 12
05056+5236 ;+ 8
05058+5517 _+ 9
05059 + 5639 + 1C
05059+5648 +1C
05O61 +5338 _+ E
05061 +5910 +11











05078 + 5656 3+ 1
O5078 + 5323 6 +
05080 + 5838 2+ 1
05080 + 5814 2 + 1
05084+5916 1 + 1
05089 + 5415 ;5 +
05090+5605 4+1
05091 + 5139 ;8 +
05092 + 5351 ;6 +
05094+5122 ;8+
05096 + 5417 _,5+
05098 + 5655 3 + 1
05098 + 5609 ,4 +
05099 + 5057 38+
051(30 + 5758 i2 +"
05102 + 5340 56 +
05105 + 5202 57 +
05107 + 5953 _1+
05107 + 5920 H +
05109 + 5321 56 +
05111 +5611 _4+




05125 + 5353 56+
05126 + 5752 53 +









05132 + 5239 157 -
05132+5331 156-





























Flux l_,sity Flags S_'I
(Not Color Corrected) v L
Uncertainty 100 _mSMJ SMN 0 [2 _m 25 _m 60 _tm Flux Con" A Confusion
(.) (.) (.) (Jansky) Uncs Cocf R Flags= S #
.28L .40L I Z.03 D C
5.00 .40L I 1.52L E
.91 i.04 I 1.75L H
1.34 .4Ot ] 1.62L O
1.44 .4OL ' 1.37L
1.98 .40L 1.98L _/
.25L .40L 2.20 F E
.36L .75 1.49L ; H
1.32 .40L t .68L
.25L .40L 2.77 C C
1.47 .40L 1.18L
.31L .78 2.64L :) ;E
.25L .40L 1.90 I" "E
.44 .40L 6.94L
.41 .40L 1.55L
.39 .40L 2.40L J
.25L .40L 2.13 [ [
.251. .40L 1.79 [ (
.25[ .40L 2.69 [ L (
.36 .40L 2.381.
.34 .40L 1.69[
.31 7.85 [0.22 CI BJ
.47 .61L 10.20[ F
.33 .43L 2.041 L I
.631 .49 1.811 C C_
.341 .40L 2.12 I
.351 .72 1.231 C B]
.25 .401 2.72 i
.25 .40t 3.69 K
.40 .40[ 1.71
.25 .401 2.94 J
!26.88 ?2.39 23.01 D A
.25 .81 2.44 C .IB
1.11 .401




.42 .40 1.41 I K
.2E 1.1E
.2!
.81 .40 ) ;





1.1_ 1.2 [) 3f
.2! 2.4! D 3
1.5
.4 SI J(








3.._ 1.1 C A
.; 2.;
2! .5 1.; C A
; 4.1 E B
.: 2J
1,; )
.; 6.1 7.' C ;AH
"; 1._ [3
1,; IC
459. 22.( )8 !A
1.; _r'1.
1. ;C _,6
2: 4J 8. C _c






158 1 C ,.3[
159 1. F(
153 3 (
153 1 B A,
158 2
153 1
158 3 BI A(
154
1 C D

















































































Right Ascension: 05h17=S2"-0Sh34"41 '
Position (1950) Plus Density
Name Galactic Uncertainty CH
a 8 Coords SMJ SMN e O 12 /_m
ham. • 8, (s) (') | b (") C') (') Oand_Y)
05178+5713 52.4, 154+124012823 .27L .26L 1.07
05179+5405 54.8148 8_11156+10 61 26 2 .71L .25L .42L05180+5628 3.2 154+11 41 14 3 .25L .30L .61
05180+5708 5.835154+12 70 27 812 .27L .25L .38:
05181+5925 7.40152+13 44 12 833 .79 .26L .40L
05182+5939 17.733152+13 48 38 742 .79L .54L .40L
05186+5241 39.037158+ 9 42 11 823 .50 .25L .40L
05186+5119 39.830159+ 8 74 16 612 .44L .25L .60
05186+5409 41.322156+10 45 13 833 .28L .25L 1.12
05191+5729 7.541153+12 55 12 802 .42 .55L .41L
05191+5928 9.659152+136490 31 _12 .25L .45L .40L
05193+5853 19.8 41 152+1341 1013 83 i 3 1.00"41 .34L'25L .40L'40L
05195+5802 31.6 _ 1155+11
05195+5645 31.7 _ 154+12 48 8 823 .60 .25L .40L
05195+5319 35.055157+10 4211 84' 3 .89 .25L .4OL
05196+5010 36.7j 27 160+ 8 31 9 83 3 6.54 1.70 .40L
05198+5256 53.7_ ._, 157+ 9 31 10 _85 3 .53 .26L .40L
05199+5729 56.3 7154+12 45 13 2 .46 .25L .40L
05199+5025 57.e 19 160+ 8 75 t3 : 2 .92 .25L .40L
05199+5455 6O.C 17156+11 31 7 843 1.56 .36 .4OL
05203+523619.4,_ 1_+ 930 10 84 3 1.10 .54 .40L
05204+5211 28.4 6_22 158+ 9 ' 33 10 85 3 1.06 .33: .40L05206+5959 37.0 151+13 61 7 863 .36 .46L .40L
05206+5136 40.g 159+ 943 10 843 .60 .25L A0L
05210+5408 2.44157+1060 14 852 .32 .26L .40L
05210+5947 3.5 r17152+13 5015 852 .26 .25L .40L
05211+5522 8.4_ 1 155+11 38 6 833 1.57 38 .40L
05211+5044 10.243159+8 5832802 .25L .27L .51L
05213+5430 22.239156+11 5411 842 36 .71L .47L
05218+5601 5133 155+11 59 25 832 147L _ .25L .40L
05222+5340 12.144 157+t0 59 14 822 .47 .35L .40L
05222+5016 14.10160+ 8 39 1084 _ .26:
.57 .40L
05222+5749 t4.3117153+ 12 6018 82 .63L .25L .5O
05222+5613 17.211155+12l 53 10 85 .42 .29L .40L
05227+5557 47.637155+11 691284!3 .25L .25L .40L
05228+5120 53.654 159+9 8517822 .26 .30L .40L
05231 +51,5 10.6 40159+ 9 591088_5133 "654405231+5004 11.957160+8 27 6 29. L
.2_L 1.54
14.51 2.11
05236+5730 41.453154+12 5541 802 .25L .25L .40L
05245+5134 34.635159+ g 54 9 883 36 .25L .40L
05251+5544 6.840155+12 31 9 863 .25L .32L 1.65
05252+5959 13.65g 152+14 40 8 863 .55 .25L .40L
05252+5556 14.353155+12 6725 833 .25L .25L .40L
05253+5907 22.98153+13 59 10 863 .57 .25L .40L
05259+5135 58.215159+ 10 22 6 863 5.54 2.72 .50
05260+5807 1.647 t53+13 35 23 853 .30L .50L .40L
05264+5034 26.213160+ 9 41 12 853 .41 .25L .49L
05267+5459 42.711156+11 74 12 863 .34 .25L .40L
05267+5215 47.930159+10 44 12 853 .25L .25L 1.17
05269+5356 59.21t 157+11 46 16 852 ,26 .26L .40L
05270+5337 5.712157+1t 7736 822 .25L .30L .5OL
05272+5114 12.642159+ 9 41 10 653 36 .25L .40L
05273+5813 23.24t 153+t3 77 33 802 .88L .66L .64L
05274+5058 25.919160+ 9 3612 853 .27L .28L .68
05278+5005 49.5 t6161+ 9 54; 23 673 .25L .25L .75
05278+5343 5O.445157+11581 15 872 .35 .27L .40L
05279+5059 56.630160+ 9 46 10 853 .94 .26L .40L
05279+5811 58.142154+13 34 32 88 2 .25L .39L .40L
05279+5112 58.1 3160+101777 8 842 .33 .26L .40L05280+5401 5.958157+11 3 863 1.11 .50 .40L
05261+5231 t1.139 t58+10 40 26 623 .25L .25L .40L
05282+5711 13.310154+13 65 10 842 .42 .25L .40L
05287+5012 43.638161 + g 21 9 863 .88 .36 .4OL
05290+5929 5.523; 152+14 54 8 873 .40L .25L .81
05292+5247 13.35' 158+1t 31 25 882: .25L .25L .40L
05294+5143 28_8 7159+10 56 22 842 .29L .25L .34:
05296+5751 35.936154+13 36 8873 .74 .44 .40L
05298+5233 5t.812 = 159+11 37 9863 .65 .26L .40L
05298+5650 52.831 155+13 43 8 673 1.02 .36 .40L
05299+5428 57.129157+12 56 887 3 i .40 .25L .40L
05300+5307 2.736158+11 42 11 882 1.98L .56L .65
05301+5623 6.448155+13 37 8 8831 2.22 1.29 .51L
05301+5248 9.847158+11 464_ 952 i .28L .25L .40L
05305+5748 31.4 11 154+13 39 883 I; _ 1.25 .28L ,40L6 3 2 9 2 42 8 1 31 3 9 30 .
05307+5256 47.7 21 158+11 70 _ = .41 .25L .40L
05308+5115 53.3 30 160+10 72 9 87 3 i .46 .25L .40L
05309+5740 57.258154+13 51 9 873; .34 .25L .4OL
05310+5617 2.717155+13 66 12832 .55 .46L .40L
05311+5607 9.42156+1361 25882 .25L .71L .40L
05316+5452 30.539157+12 23 6 i 673 9.59 3.93 36
05316+5530 37.644156+12 57 8 i 863 .76 .2eL .40L
05317+5733 45.223 154+13 80 12 69 2 .32 ,26L .40L
05324+5423 28.0 51 157+12 32 7 I 67 3 10.45 2.62 .40L
o53_+_16 41, _ 161+1o , 12186 3 "_L "25L 1m3_
05326+5937 41 6 69 153+14 60 38 I 69 2 .25L 125L ,40L
05327+5121 452 7 16o+io 57 5 97 3 135 35: 40L
05329+5200 ,58.942159+11 43 8 87 3 92 .29L .41L
05331+5910 9.619153+14 52 9 873 .25L .25L ,88
05332+_27 133:33155+13 43 11 87 3 .34 ,25L .40L
i
05336+5407 _1.2i._ 156+12 29 6 87 3 ,25L .37 4.75
05337+5802 44.3 32 154+14 50 7 89 2 55 .25L .40L
05338+5251 49.822159+11 33297888432 .25L .63L .40L05340+5233 0. E 11159+tl 46 18 25L .25L .42L
05340-t-52514A 13159+11 32231 2 .25L .62L .40L
05342+545616.,_ 23157+12 5310 88 _ .65 .25L .40L
05343÷5723 2275156+14 52 8 8_ 33 .55 .27: .40L05344+5223 27.C 0159+11 552 .25L .28L .40L
05344+5017 27.412161+t0 5013 842 .33 .26L .40L
05346+5052 41.137160+10 5412892 24 .35L ,40L
(No¢ Colo_ Corrected)
25 /_m 60 pm
Fla_
V L C
100 vm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags' S 2 # T
1.27L C J A 960010OO0O
134 O J O 6600OO0000
1.98: CC KFCB 7600000100
1.74: DO OF 9600100000
1.28L C AG G 6701000000
1.47 E D 8600OO0030
1.68L D B K 25O0OOOOOO
1.14L E B 2500O00000
2.44L C NEAC 5500000020
1.70L O BH 3600020000
2.10 D C 56O0O0OOOO
1.72L C CC M 1600000000
1.39L B AEF 7600010000
1.56L D BC 9600020000
1.57L C SJ 16000OO00O
1.26L BC AAL 0360OO00OO0
1.60L B BG E 3600000100
1.96L F D 3600O20000
2.57L C F 3500OO0000
1.67L BE ABMD 0 2600000000
1.71L BC ABKJ 2 2501010000
1.83L BD ABGK 0 3500001000
1.57L F CC L 6600000000
1.01L B BG 0601010000
2.08L C E F 46O0OOOOOO
1.37L C F 5O00000(_0
1.41L BC ABKM 0260100000(
2.17 D D 5500000020
1.25L C D 06O0OOOOOO
2.56 C GD 5601000010
1.35L C BN F 1600000000
1.23L SD CC G 0 3600000000
1.64L C C 56O0OOOOOO
1.16L D CDJ 96000OO000
2.35 C KC 55000O0000
1.9tL C OK 0600010000 i
1.63: C C A C 0500000000
2.08: DCC[ AAAC 9 660001010822
1.52 D G 7600000000
1.35L C BE 0600010000
3.63 CC BHAA ' 0500000000
1.35L E B F 3600000000
1.94 C M J D 5500000000
BFI E 2600000000
1"36L BBCD JKB I
1.20L AABM 0 06OO0OO000J
1.62 _ 7600000000
2.36L C GE 15601000106
1.29L C CC :960000000805OOOOOOOOJ
2.20: C DMBB'
1.63L F L ' 4600000010
1.63 E L K F 2500000020
1.30L B CE K! 3600010000
1.86 D, MF : 6601100030
1.60L C FBKI 3600001000
2.71:1.48LC DD EHCB 26000000005581000208
1.52L B D BCI H 36000000001.99 E 6500000030
1.94L D AFB J 036000000001.24L I CC 3700001000
2.26 D ! C 9600000478
1.40L F E 4600000000
1.45L S C AB C 23600000000
1.45 CC C SD 2600000000
2.99 E B 6602000126
2.12 DC M FB 1600000100
1.10L SC AB I 2 7600001000
4.04L C BE C I 8681001448
1.30L BE AF i 02400000000
1.17L C B J 1601000000
1.49L D HECE 7700000000
1.34L BC AALF 0 3500001000
1.04L C 1600012000
1.05L BD I 0 4700000000
1.59L C iC J 8801010000
1.70L B B J 2500(300020
26000100001.33,.   ooooo1.12L
191 E C 2500000000
1.04LIBBC AAB 3 1600000000 14
1.47L F CE 1500000000
1.59L IC B 2500010000
1.27L 86 AAH 1 2500000000 17
2.16 CB AC 1500000000
1.24 D E 6600000000
1.23L BD AC N 0 1600000000
6.5OL F ADL
2.11 CC L BB
1.34L C DG H
6.95 DCC J AAA
1.46L C C































1 13 25166 G5
1 2 DO 29192
1 13 25167 K7
4 1325168 M0


















4 AC AUR 55 3
1 2 DO 29310 34 96
1 HQAUR 13 3
1 2 DO 29348 83 96
1 39 OG+545 93 1415
6 i
1 13 25226 G5 1 76
, !
t
1 2 0029373 87 120
1 1325237 K0 8 75
8 i i
1 1325238G5 ; 23 75
2 1325241 GO 30 55
1 12 ZG 529+51 70 156
2 13! 25254 K5 9 65
21325263 M0 5 88
1 1325266 K0 18 73
8 1 13 25267 K7 5 85
3 3 RAFGL774S 16 18
1 1213' DO 29444 75 1036 725276 K5 60
1 13 25277 K0 4 76
1 13252841'(0 8 70
4
4
1 13 25288 G5 12 85








Right Ascension: 05h34m44'-05h49r"58 '
Name
. , C) C) ,, N
05347+5656 44.5 39 155+13 49 8 07 3
05350+5221 5.3 40 159+11 46 26 90 3
05351+5650 g.0 25 155+13 44 8 88 3
05354+5448 26.0 59 157+12 41 12 87 3
05355+5008 34.5135 151+10 41 9 88 3
05355+5242 34.7:38 159+11 38 3 87 3
05356+5234 39.8 29 159+11 55 13 86 3
05356+5551 40.2 29 156+13 43 11 88 3
05361+5048 9,5 59 161+10 49 10 87 3
05362+5152 14.9131 160+11 75 15 85 2
05365+5431 31.2 46 157+12 56 11 87 3
05366+5047 37.615161+11 88 8862
05366+5232 40.139159+11 6912873
05368+5244 51.543159+12! 40 11 873
05372+5531 16.214157+13 5412883
05373+5327 21.439158+12 37 3873
05374+5209 24.720160+11 5117863
05374+5515 25.314157+13 57 8883
05375+5247 33.5 t7159+12 47 , 883
05376+5057 39.(_ 25161+11 5515 883
05376+5138 39.826 160+11 24 7 883
05378+5447 50.234157+13 3610 883
05378+5718 51.717155+14 6615 873
05384+5525:26.37157+13 3410 873
05385+5404 _3399158+12 41 14 863
05387+5002 46.71162+102 4411 893
05387+5722 _,816155+14 5235 923
05387+5633 46., 30156+14 19 6 883
05389+5211 57.832160+12 28 6883
05389+5049 59._ 12161+11 6614 883
05392+5800 12.E 15154+14 31 6893
05392+5011 13.E 30161+11 37 7 893
05393+5359 18.121158+12 27 7 89=3
05394+5O40 27.547161+11 3310 883
05394+5516 29.322 157+13 59 8 89 3
05399+5256 56.512159+12 22 9883
053,+5052 56.84161+11 3731 802
053.+5804 59,450 154+15 73 38 902
05401+5717 8.649155+14 4610 893
05402+5703 t7,329 155+14 53 13 893
05403+5046 18.854161+11 7910 902
05404+5311 27.623159+12 7630862
05405+5713 32.322155+14 4510 893
05407+5148 44.417160+12 5810 893
05408+5758 49.350155+15 6432 893
05409+5153 56.823160+12 3525 873
05410+5444 2.152158+13 41 9893
05411+5110 11.530161+11 19 6893
05413+5834 18.345154+15 5310893
05414+5840 25.651154+15 20 5 893
05415+5341 32.755158+13 8333 862
05415+5647 35.024156+14 36 6902
05416+5410 39.7 0 t58+13 76 8 883
05424+5316 27.137i 159+13 30 24 ! 832
05425+5308 35.946159+12 31 21 832
05427+5021 45.037162+11 37 8' 893
05427+5846 47.1 2154+15 25 5 893
05429+5537 56.346157+14 59 8 872
05430+5130 2.710161+12 50 10 893
05430+5605 4.937156+14 29 7 903
05431+5331 7.635159+13 39 27 902
05433+5037 19.420161+11 54 12 893!
05434+5004 28.215162+11 22 6 893
05434+5631 29.529156+14 20 6 893
05435+5428 30.439158+13 42 9 903
05437+5621 42.545156+14 366893
05439+5924 54.95153+16 63! 1 892
05439+5011 58.134162+11 23 = 6 893
05440+5022 0.135162+11 28 6903
05443+5011 18.533162+11 77 9902
05444+5444 26.140158+13 488893
05444+5037 27.45161+11 4613 893
05444+5504 28.648157+14 6319 892
05444+5952 29.915153+16 8640 872
05449+5656 55.821156+15 48 8 903
05456+5059 40.742161+12 3622 862
05457+5256 46.442159+13 6412 912
05458+5952 53.343153+16 80 14 90 2
05458+5121 53.8 35 161+12 31 11 90 2
05460+5104 1.443161+12 51 12 88 3
05460+5421 1.9 50 158+14 88 8 86 2
05469+5130 58.3 5 161+12 31 6 90 3
05472+5449 17.2 19 158+14 106 24 86 2
05477+5420 44.9 59 158+14 50 11 86 3
05478+5822 51.2 19 t55+16 78 8 88' 2
05479+5721 55.253156+15 17 58 _ 405480+5927 3.0 54 154+16 42 12 !
05481+5920 11,7 19 154+16 34 8 90 4
05485+5001 31.5 11 162+12 70 35 91 2
05485+5053 33.4 0 162+12: 55 12 91 2
05485+5045 35.8 57 162+12 " 24 8 90 3
05488+5301 53.512160+131 53 23 88 2
05489+5640 55.546156+15 i 48 8 884
05489+5319 57.211159+13 _ 50 8 883
05490+5757 4.E 11155+16 23 3 884
05491+5017 7.g 9162+12' 60 8 903
05496+5857 36.222154+16 60 9 822
05497+5551 42.144157+15 17 3 874
05499+5043 57.832162+12 37 8 894














































































































100 /_m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
1.21L B BC 26O0OOOOOO
3.43 E L GC 9681000008
1.15L CC ABI 0 2400020000
1.00L C BC L 0600010000
1.36L B H 1501000000
4.89L E ACL 0 9600000008
5.04L D BE 9600000108
1.04L BO BCL 0 1600000000
1.29L B BH J 0700110000
6.38L D ,CL 8600000008
1.25L C !F J E 0500000000
1.55L C F 0600110000
5.31L C CJ CD 9600000008
7.30L BD AO 08500000008
1.97: CF FAB 1500000000
1.02L D BFK 2700010000
4.21 D B 9681000008
1.03L BF BD ; 0 1600000000546L C DF 9600001008
2.12 CC BB 06OOO00000
1.14L BBE AAG 0 1801000000
1.06L BD AC 00500000000
2.61 DF G DB 3580000200
1.28L CC BC L 0 0600001000
1.56 CC I AB 1601000100
2.64 CCj BA 1400000000
2.28 D D 35(XX)00040
1.27L BD ACI K 0 1600001000
4.69L B C A B 0 9600200008
1.86L C D 1600000000
1.0OL BC AB I 0 4600001000
1.32L BC A B
2.65 OCC JBAB
1.30L D Bi D
1.18L C CGFH
1.14L DD BFI
1,52 C E F
2.36 O L G

























1.23L BB AAC 2 2700000000
1.03L C J B 4600000000
30.34 ECCD CBAA 0 i 2200003000
2.05 D FHME 8600000010
1.57L C BL K 0600010000
1.69 C HB 2501000000
3.90 O I I F 9501000000
1.82 C F C 9401000000
1.55L B BB J 2601000010
1.00L BC AB L 1 2620011000
1.59L D F 0500010000
1.29L B AE N 3700000000
9.13 CC HDAA 0300000000
1.60 C E C 960000000O
1.88: CD FBB 4600000000
1.07L CC ABM 02700000000
1.0OL BBC AAAE 1 050000000027
1.19L B AC 2600000000
1.00L BC AB 00500001000
1.27: DF DD 2500000000
1.35L BCD AABC 52610101100
1.96: BCCF AACF 12500001020
2.37L C B
1.66L E B H F




4.51 E iO I C
1A8L C I1.38: F D1.58L C BE CC
1.08L C K MC L
2.15L C CHI
1.23L CD AC
1.32 F I C
1.47L D C















1.12L CBE AAAF 7 0500010000 16
1.28L FC FCBD 1501011000
1.09L B BF 0500010000
1.71 D D 4582000040
1.35L C BG I 1500000000
1.17L B B 1500010000
1.45 C GI HC 1400000000
1.00L D B E L 05000000OO
1.29L D CH 25OOOOOOO0
1.34L BC AB E 0 1400012000
1.44L C BH 5600010000
1.28L C C 0400020000
1.00L BD ACLK 00500010000
1.55L BF BD 1500000000
1.01: BBCC AACD 0 3601000200
Declination: +50"-+60"
Associations
Name Type _"_ Ma 8
1 1325296K0 15 77
1 13 25302 M0 33 90
1 2 DO29513 65 93
2 1325307K7 3 87
1 2 DO29529 24 88
1 1325314 M0 7 93
1 2 0029536 36 116
1 1325315 G5 15 76
1 2 DO 29537 58 101
3 13 25319 K0 42 63
222 $218 65420_
I 20029546 38 9_
4 2 DO29551 40 8_
1 20029550 71 9(
4
8 1 32 X0538+573 76
l j25333Ko 8125336 M0 9(
1 2 DO 29574 63 9(
I 13 25342 K0 6 7;
I 13 25341 G5 11 7=,
1 2 DO 29586 37 12"
C
1 2 DO 29585 76 81
81 32 X0540+532 116
1 1325349 K2 9 7!
8
:C 1 32 X0540+519 138 11
2 1325352 KS 15
2 21:)O29616 3O
1 10 M+ 10-09-001 146
2 2 10 M+10 09-002 137
I 2 DO 29619 56 8(
2 1325366 K0 5 6_
1 1325371 G5 3 6!
3 9 U03354 38 15_
1 13 25376 KO 17 7_
1 1325377 K0 5 6!
1 20029655 65 11_
83 2 DO29668 17 11
1 2[:)029673 19 11
2 13 25383K7 10 g!
1 1325390K5 3 8'
8 1 32 X0545+509 66
1 1325398K0 14
2 9 U03359 21 15
2 1325411 G5 1 6:
6
1 2 [:)029727 56 10
2 1325422 K5 5 8,
8
1 2 DO 29743 18 10
1 1325427 G5 6 8
1 13125429K5 5 9
21 13 = 254301<2 6 7
1 13i 25431KO 15 8
2 13125435K2 7 8
1 131 25437 K7 27 8
1 25441KO t2 8
4 1 0029769 55 10






a 5 a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 8 O 12 ttm
h m_ . , (s) ('_) I b ('3 (") (') N (Jansky)
05501+5147 7.0 3 161+13 83 8 89 3 .36L ,25L .58
05502+5824 17.4 1 155+16 31 10 88 41 .41 ,25L ,40L
05504+5207 24.9 16 161+13 49 8 88 3 .32 .33L .40L
05504+5952 27.9 44 153+17 79 10 91 3 .32 ,25L .40L
05506+5541 38.8 50 157+15 38 9 86 4 .52 ,25L .40L
05510+5019 4,0 1 162+12 51 10 88 2 ,36L ,27L .62
05514+5154 25.0 12 161+13 42 10 90 3 .27L ,25L 1.08
05515+5327 33.7 7 159+14 21 4 89 4 6.21 1.62 .40L
05516+5258 38.5 15 180+14 31 10 89 4 .36 .25L .40L
05518+5430 53.0 16 159+14 30 8 89 4 .41 .29L .40L
05519+5819 55.4 60 155+16 44 35 85 2 .25L .30L .51L
05519+5324 57.£ 55 160+ 14 46 12 88 4 .42L .25L 1.26
05522+5135 16.4 17 161+13 34 9 89 4 .43 .25L .40L
05523+5425 '18.E 36 159+14 16 3 88 4 1.14 .28 .40L
05524+5319 29.E 43 160+14 46 9 90 4 .45 .25L .40L
05528+5132 53.7 25 161+13 47 8 90 4 .51 .27L .40L
05529+5556 55.3 32 157+15 25 9 88 4 .88 .24: .40L
05536+5923 40.C 18 154+17 39 10 85 2 1.07 .31L .40L
05538+5148 49.5 58 161+ 13 25 9 85 3 .73 .17: .40L
05539+5422 55.4 27 159+15 82 27 88 2 .67L .56L .4OL
05541+5050 11.4 58 162+13 21 9 88 3 .42 .25L .40L
05542+5038 16.4 40 162+13' 37 9 89 4 .44 .27L .40L
05543+5002 20.924 163+13 20 5 85 3 31.38 21.51 4.36
05545+5430 31.646 159+151 27 8 89 4 .95 .34: .41L
05547+5133 44.6 8 161+13 i 51 36 85 3 .46 .25L .40L05547+5135 45.5 46 161+13, 40 1 88!3 .25L ,25L .68
05552+5438 16.1 6 159+15 84 21 84 12 .83L .25L .42
05552+5425 17.2 159+15 34 10 87 3 25L .25L 1.16
05554+5416 24.7 56 159+15 28 6 89 3 11.68 2.68 .42:
05555+5114 30.7 58 162+13 61 20 87 2 .25L .33L .40L
05556+5923 37.5 58 154+17 59 10 86 3 .33 .25L .40L
05556+5432 41.5 41 159+15 29 6 88 3 1.72 .41 .40L
05561+5952 7.6 60 t54+17 23 5 88 3 1.25 .27: .40L
05563+5527 20.5 9 158+15 29 7 89 3 6.50 2.46 .42
05563+5655 21.2 18 157+16 31 9 86 3 1.02 .32 .40L
05564+5449 28.1 36 159+15 32 12 87 3 33 .28L .40L
05565+5246 33.5 16 160+14 76 9 89 2 .47 .25L .40L
05565+5301 34.9 40 160+14 25 5 89 3 2.11 .84 .40L
05567+5333 44.0 28 160+15 69 22 87 3 .27L .25L .44L
05568+5442 53.1 0 159+15 22l 11 89 2 .67 .44L .40L
05569+5105 56.4 20 162+13 32 3 90 3 1.73 .39 .40L
05572+5752 14.6 16 156+16 31 9 86 3 1.03 .25 .40L
05574+5531 26.9 4 158+15 33 8 88 3 .54 .41L .40L
05575+5505 32.0 18 158+15 40 9 87 3 .56 .30L .40L
05577+5318 42.4 18 160+15 43 9 86 3 .41 .30L .40L
05579+5518 55.0 57 158+15 28 6 87 3 2.95 .68 .40L
05579+5816 58.3 24 155+17 60 11 88 3 .45L .25L .69
05582+5029 14.4 41 163+13 35 8 86 3 ,41 .25L .40L
05583+5308 20.3 0 160+15 34 9 89 3 .72 .20: .40L
05588+5701 48.8 11 157+16 43 8 89 3 .89 .37L .40L
05592+5203 16.1 16 161+14 39 11 87 3 .25L .33L 1.65
05594+5345 24.3 571160+15 60 10 86 3 .45 .25L .40L
05595+5932 34.4 26i 154+17 22 10 _ 32i .63 .19: .40L05596+5728 38.6 13 _156+17 83 12 .34 .25L .40
05597+5036 47.0 52 163+14 23 6 88 3 6.26 1.62 .40L
06002+5737 15.5 48 156+17 51 14 87 3 .26L .25L .71
06002+5057 16.1 19 162+14 39 12 87 3 .25L .25L .77
06005+5750 32.2 51 156+17 22 5 I 88 3 2.70 .72 .40L
06006+5923 41.3 49 154+18 39 6 87 3 1.51 37: .40L
06009+5844 59.9 21 155+17 40 8 89 3 .50 .25L .40L
06013+5603 21.1 24 158+16 44 8 89 3 .47 .25L .40L
06016+5224 39.2 38 161+15 21 9 88 3 .96 .58 .40L
06017+5154 44.6 24 162+14 83 9 85 2 .85 .26L .40L
06018+5242 53.5 58 161+15 49 14 87 3 .28L .25L .46
06024+5534 25.4 16 158+16 65 14 87 3 .43L .25L .54
06024+5211 28.5 49 161+15 40 27 86 2 .25L .63L = .40L
06025+5934 31.7 34 154+18 67 8 89 2 .25 .51L .40L
06034+5210 28._ 16 16t+15 30 24 87 3 .45L .54L .49L
06036+5124 37.8 54 162+15 32 8 65 4 .41 .25L .40L
06037+5659 43.8 28 157+17 25 6 88 3 1.09 .30L .40L
06039+5211 57.2 13 161+15 39 33 172' 2 .25L .25L .75L
_O40+5758 1.3 2 156+17 28 5 88 3 1.15 .49 .40L
)6041+5215 8.5 51 161+15 35 17 91 2 .29 .37L .44L
36043+5857 19.4 53 155+18 79 16 84 2 .23 .25L .40L
36051+5558 9.6i20 156+17 39 10 88 3 .41 .25L .40L
36051+5429 10.3;26 159+16 64 27 86 3 .25L .25L .40L
_o052+5017 15.6156 163+14 33 5 86 4 .81 .48 .68L
06052+5802 16.2 i 9 156+18 66 12 89 2 .29 1.60L .43L
06055+5856 34.240 155+18 27 8 87 3 3.78 .91 ,40L
06056+5023 39.9159 163+14 36 5 87 4 .25L .24: 1.09
06062+5814 17.4i20 156+18 39 8 90 3 36 .25L .40L
06064+5910 26.745 155+18 60 11 88 3 .49 .25L .40L
06065+5047 31.252 163+15 29 14 90 i2 .25L .25L .61
06065+5125 32.3 34 162+t5 23 10 87 3 .25L .25L .57
_:_68+5038 48.9 31 163+15 43 9 87 .48 .25L .40L
36070+5337 1.2 50 160+16 40 9 88 .75 .29L .40L
36071+5400 6.7 27 160+16 96 21 86 .25LI .61L .89L
)6071+5702 10.4 11 157+17 38 8 90 .60 .25L .40L
:)6072+5714 14.1 I 157+17 36 14 92 2 .32 .25L .40L
)6075+5542 31.1 3t 158+17 58 17 88 3 .25L .25L .40L
)6076+5821 37.8 41 156+18 62 10 90 2 .40 .33L .40L
)6075+5350 48.9 39 160+16 46 8 91 3 .55 .25L .40L
)6081+5022 8.9 52 163+15 90 32 90 2 1.07L .25L .40L
)6083+5014 19.8 25 164+15 29 6 87 3 5.99 2.34 .36:
}6084+5132 25.8 1 162+15 31 11 90 3 .25L .25L 1.20
]6085+5953 30.8 57 154+19 25 6 90 3 1.94 .46 .40L
)6091+5531 7.6 43 159+17 35 7 88 3 2.76 1.42 .40L
)6098+5111 46.6 12 163+15 25 6 90 3 1.40 .38 .40L:
)6100+5514 5.7 31 159+17 29 19 55 2 .28L .59L .46L
)6103+5042 19.5 45 163+15 24 6 90 3 3.11 1.59 .4OL
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)




I00 /_m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep



























1.21L B BG L
1.44L C I D
3.81 CC MBA
1.OOL BB AA
1.61L B C L
1.34L C B C
1.55 F MI C
1.66 CC I L AC
4.82L B C F
1.17L BE) AC
1.50L B BH K
6.22L C B H
1.00L BD BD
1.74L C AD M
4.47L BD BD
1.32 D D




7.12L D B I
1.67L D FCC 7600100008
2.06L C J G 240010000(
3.64 CC _GAB 1300000010
1.00L BBD AAE 0 1500010000 19
1.65 D J A 9600000008
1.19L C B 0500000000
1.tlL BC ABJJ 1 2400101000
1.OOL BD AC 0 0400000000
1.00L BBC AAD 0 1400000000
1.OOL B F B B 0 0400000000
1.00L F CJ 2500000000
1.70L F E F 0500000000
1.01L CC ABEcJl 1 16000000001.62 D 150000000O
1.00L C AM 2500000000
6.33L CC ACI 0 9500200028
1.00L BD AC I¢ 0 0500000000
1.45L B BG H 0400010000
1.07L E AD 1500OO00OO
1.40L C C L L 2500000000
1.00L CC AA M 0 1500000000
1.41: CF KLCD 0401000000
6.42L F CG 9500000008
1.11L BE AD 0 2500010000
1.04L C AD J 0400000000
2.55 CD CBB 6500000000
1.1tL C B K 1500000000
1.17L BE BDEF i 0 0500010000
1.00L C D 0500000000
6.07L BC AA 9501000008
2.17 DC iE BB 0400000000
3.61 CC MGBB 9500000018



















1 13 25444 K5 4 88
3 13 25447 AO 8 52
1 2 13 25450 A2 4 48
3 9 U03375 49 146
3 13 25454 MO 0 77
1 13 25457 G5 5 77
1 13 25462 K7 6 90
2 13 25469 K5 4 67
1 13 25470 K2 7 83
1 13 25476 K2 16 62
1 13 25477 G5 1 70
1 13 25488 K0 7 78
1 2 [;)0 29831 86 103
1 2 [;)0 29837 47 91
12 ZG 555+54 6 151
4 13 25502 K0 2 38
2 [;)0 29862 61 96
2 13 25505 K0 8 62
2 13 25512 K2 2 80
i 13 25516 G5 5 73
2 I 13 25519 K7 18 , 88
2 DO 29883 38 111
2 12 ZG 556+53 46 ' 156
2 [;)0 29888 81 106
2 13 25520 K2 6 81
2 13 25522 K5 2 90
13 25523 K5 8 85
2 DO 29894 11 90
1 Z AUR 2 4
2 13 25527 K5 4 80
1 13 25530 G5 10 65
1 13 25536 K7 2 90
2 13 25538 K5 19 90
4 13 25540 M5 4 87
2 9 U03392 74 136
2 13 25550 K5 12 80
2 13 25551 KO 2 70
1 13 25555 KO 13 78
1 2 DO 29956 83 98
1 13 25561 K0 23 85
1.OOL DC AB










1.03L D AD J
4.49 D GE
1.00L BF AB
1.78L E E K
2.33L D J I M
1.11L B BK
1.39 D B
C 1 32 X0603+521 32 12
2 13 25576 K5 4 90
1 13 25577 K5 6 90
4
1 2 [;)0 30014 64 121
1 2 [;)0 30013 89 103
1 13 25592 K0 8 70
8 1 32 X0605+544 41 8
1 2 DO 30029 43 103
3 13 25597 K0 4 53
1 13 25603 K0
1 2 [;)030066
13 25608 K0
2 13 25611 F8
8
1.OOL BC ABD 1 0700100000
1.39L C CL 0500000000
1.00L BC AA 1 1400000000
1,22 DBC ECAD 1600100000
1.11L B CG 0500000000
2.11L B CGCN 1300000000
1.57: D F A B 360000000(
2.58 CC CB 5400000010
1.56L B DDDG 3400000000
1.02L D BH 1600010000
138 D GB 2400000000
1.00L B BBJ 0400000000
1.12L C BF 05000000001
2.79 C N D 4300000030 =
1.34L C CD 0501000000
1.32L B BF 0500000000 1 13 25614 G5 9 83
1.49 F G 1400000000 1 12 ZG 608+50 31 1561.02L BBD AAD 4 1500000000 2 [;)030097 69
2.63 CC BB 2500000100 i 2 9 U03417 17 156
1.00L BC AB 0 0600000000 2 13 25616K5 7 85
1.00L BC AAN 2 5402000000
1.00L BC ABHJ 0 1600000000 2 13 25630 K0 1 62
1.14 C F D D 5400000000
1.00L B C A A F G 0 2600000000







Right Ascension: 06h10_26"-06h28m48 '
Position (1950)
Name
a Coords SM] SMN
ham. 8, (s) (_) 1 b (") C') (0)N
06104+5747 26.4 23 157+18 32 8 90 3
06105+5108 35.7 1 163+15 71 18 90 2
06107+5124 43.8 35 163+16 46 8 89 3
06107+5537 47.4 20 158+17 46 13 89 3
06110+5003 2.2 8 164+15 37 13 87 2
06110+5507 2.3 23 159+17 24 6 91 3
06112+5335 14.0 36 161+16 26 6 91 3
06113+50t3 21.8 0 164+15 49 11 88 3
06114+5814 27.7 45 155+19 33 4 90 3
06120+5212 4.7 12 162+16 37 9 89 3
06121+5645 6.9 5 158+18 24 4 91 3
06132+5233 14.9 39 162+16 44 11 90 3
06136+5014 41.9 9 164+15 74 17 89 2
06140+5438 3.4 4 160+17 80 16 90 2
06141+5220 7.6 3 162+16 85 13 87 2
06143+5043 20.2 60 164+16 50 10 89 3
06145+5934 35.8 471155+19 46 10 81 2
06148+5632 53.9 50 158+18 45 10 90 3
06150+5235 2.1 3 162+17 58 14 89 3 i
06151+5616 9.2 43 158+18 31 10 90 3
06151+5901 11.6 53 156+18 51 9 90 3
06152+5101 17.5 43 163+16 34 8 91 3
06152+5947 17.8 26 155+19 61 8 82 2
06153+5029 118.1 52 164+16 26 6 89 3
06155+5952 30.61 37 155+19 54 8 91 3
06155+5716 31.3 29 157+18 25 5 89 3
06156+5752 41.6 13 157+19 31 10 90 3
06157+5349 43.E'47 161+17 77 12 87 2
06158+5052 51£ 29 164+16 71 16 91 2
06160+5254 4.4 6 162+17 44 9 92 3
06175+5232 32.8 39 162+17 24 5 90 4
06175+5054 34.4 10 164+16 36 14 91 3
06176+5923 37.1 45 155+20 83 15 90 2
06177+5328 42.6 35 161+17 32 8 91 4
06177+5021 46.3 3 164+16 63 17 90 2
06180+5726 4.4 35 157+19 43 10 91 3
06162+5149 14.2 15 163+17 34 5 89 4
06165+5735 33.2 3 157+19 27 9 91 3
06187+5134 44.3 0 163+17 42 7 89 3
06188+5700 49.2 6 158+19 36 5 91 4
06191+5026 11.9 164+16 47 9 91 2
06192+5722 17.2 52 157+19 27 9 91 4
06196+5025 39.5 35 164+16 91 14 88 2
06198+5315 51.9 16 161+18 23 7 89 3
06203+5941 18.9 48 155+20 75 11 87 2
06203+5657 21.7 17 158+19 29 9 91 4
06204+5106 27.9 15 164+17 38 9 89 3
06207+5100 45.9 21 164+17 30 10 89 3
06210+5318 5.1 13 162+18 40 7 88 3
06210+5148 5.7 34 163+17 27 6 89 3
06211+5245 9.3 10 162+18 68, 13 89 3
06211+5744 10.8 35 157+19 29 i 3 82 4
06212+5139 139 39 163+17 41 8 89 3
06218+5433 49.3 25 160+18 40 8 59 3
06220+5423 3.4 43 161+18 53 16 91 2
06221+5031 7,1 14 164+17 22 7 89 3
06222+5616 12,3 48 159+19 61 12 88 2
06224+5848 26.4 45 156+20 37 10 90 4
06224+5826 26.6 50 157+20 21 5 91 4
06225+5906 30.1 25 156+20 29 7 91 4
I
06226+5957 39.6 44 I, 155+20 69 17 91 2
06226+5657 40.6 10 158+19 50 8 69 3
06228+5830 50.9 10 156+20 25 12 90 4
06228+5228 53.6 41 162+18 76 15 89 3 !
06231+5415 7.1 48 161+18 108 31 88 2
06231+5647 9.6 40 158+19 56 7 89 3
06232+5256 ,12.929 162+18 58 12 89 2
06232+5423 15.3 6 161+18 58 ;: 89 306234+5448 !258 40 160+19 89 4 91
06236+5343 140.4 40 161+18 33 7 89 3
06236+5245 41,6 47 162+18 27 9 89 3
06235+5735 52,1 37 157+20 59 8 90 3
06243+5425 23,5 6 161+19 28 1 89 3
06244+5859 24.3 38 156+20 32 8 90 3
06245+5743 34,6 14 157+20 60 17 89 2
06247+5236 44,(_ 11 162+18 56 14 90 3
06248+5228 50.6 52 163+18 36 9 90 3
06249+5602 59.0 27 158+19 31 6 90 3
06250+5919 1.2 4 156+20 23 10 88 3
06250+5438 1.4 47 160+19 34 12 89 3
06250+5447 1.8 55 160+19 93 17 691 2
06257+5906 45.9 32 156+20 50 9 89 3
06258+5935 52.0 21 156+21 65 15 89 3
06262+5722 12.5 30 158+20 91 16 88 2
06262+5543 17.6 53 159+19 48 13 90 3
06263+5314 19.4 15 162+18 28 8 90 3
06264+5936 28.2 20 156+21 56 20 88 3
06264+5811 28.8 56 157_-20 43 10 90 3
06266+5148 39,4 51 163+18 26 7 90, 3
06269+5325 57.1 27 162+19 98 14 92! 2
06271+5124 8.7 31 164+18 38 12 90 3
06271+5143 8.8 3 163+18 37 9 90 3
06272+5348 12.8 41 161+19 65 12 92 2
06276+5042 36.5 20 164+18 44 12 91 2
06280+5306 2.2 43 162+19 50' 13 92 2
06284+5752 27.0 50 157+20 36' 7 91 3
06264+5847 28.1 5 156+21 67 7 89 3
06286+5059 39.0 43 164+18 49 7 90 3
06288+5857 48.3 30 156+21 56 10 91 3
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100 tim Flux Con" A Confusion R S
Uncs Coef R FlaBs*
1.26L BF AC/L 0 0400000000
1.34L D C 1500000000
1.00L B BC 1600010000
2.64 CE EAB 4300000000
1.00L C A 1500000000
1.02L SC AAM 0 5600000000
1.00L CBC AAB 7 3600000000
1.16L B BD 0500000000
1.18L BB AAEE 2 0500011000
1.04L BD AD 0 0700001000
1.05L BBC AAC 0 0500000000 18
1.47L B B F 0501000000
1.48L D MH C D 0500000300
1.34L C HC 2500001000
1.48L C F 0500000000
2.54 CC / J BB 14000000001.66L E 0500010000
1.23L R _/BE 04000000001.11: CD 0500000100
1.141 C 0400000000
1.00L BE AEF 0500000000
1.06L BE AS 0 1500001000
1.28L C C 0401100000
1.02L,BBC AAB 0 1500000000 17
1.00L BE AC 0 0400100000
1.01L BC AAA 1 0600000000
1.00L,BC AB G 0 0600000000
1.66L C E N 0400010000
1.58L D CC 24O0000000
1.52L C DI H 0500000000
1.30L ABE AABG 7 0600000000 01
1.73 CC B B 0400000200 4
1.13L C GL 0400000000
2.07L B AI G 1500000000
1.97L C MGDH 1400000000
1.00L E CG O6OOOOOO00
1.59L C B K 0400000000
1.72 B CC ABAB 0500000000
1.00L C C 0501000000
1.92L BD ACDL 1 0500000000
2.11L C DH J 1400100000
1.85L D ECBBE 15000010001.57L C 150010O0O{
1.12L SC ABJ B 0 1600000000
1.13L C FJ G 0501000000
2.38L B AC / 0430000000
1.04L BC AA 0 1500100000
2.33 CC FAB 240010000(
1.30L BD BC K 5 1600000000
1.14L BC AAHN 1 0500000000
1.72: CC KBB 1500000100
1.46L BB ABI 2 1401000000
1.18L B C 1500000000
1.00L S D A E 1 3600000000
1.09L F E G 3500000000
1.02L BC AA 0 1500000000
1,00L C B H 0400000000
1.38L B B KL 1500000000
1.30L ABC AAB ! 0 2400101100 18
6.29 CC JEAA 2300000100
1.26L C I MDE 1500000000
163L COB BC G 0 04000000001.43:! D AB 1300101100
1.58L C KDC 1500000100
1.38 D D 250O000000
1.12L B BG O5OO000000
1.00L F CGL 2601100000
1.02L BF AC 0 3600000000
1 80 F H 3400000000
1.15L BBC AAAL 2 0500000440 C
1.22L B B J 2500000000
1DOL B AD K 1400000000
1.00L BE BD 2 3600010000
1.00L B AB 1500000000
1.00L E GHEB B 15000000002.28 CC 1400000010
1.49L C 1500000100
1.00L BD AA I 0 0500000000
1.00L BF BD F 1 0500000000
1.04L C BK 3500010000
1.54L C DH 3500000000
1.34L CD AB H 0 1500100000
1.05L C MB C 2500000240 8
1.17L F FJ 0401000000
1.00L B AEF 1501000000
1.00L BC ABK 6 1600000000
2.22 C HGF C 3400000230
1.00L BD AC 0 0400000000
1.00L BE AFLF 1 0501000000
1.46L E F D 0500000000
1.14L D DDC 1500020000
1A5L BC AA I 1 0500000000
2,10L C DK 0500000000
1.24L C AF 0500000000
1.00L D CH 0601010000
1.00L CE AD 0 04020000001
1,00L C B D 0500000000
1.10L B BDG 0501010000
1.01L C B 0500000000
1.09L C B ME 0500000100
C
A
S 2 # T




Name Type (") Ms 8
25633 K0 2 76
ZG 610+51 1_0 15625635 K5 83
TMSS +50161 6 29
DO 30158 89 96
25640 K2 6 77
25641 MB 3 76
25650 K0 7 82
25660 G5 2 75
25662 K0 14 70
25665 A0 9 43
DO 30233 53 106
25668 K5 19 73
OH + 526 14 1415
DO 30240 27 103
DO 30250 62 115
25677 MB 5 85
25678 A2 3 60
25681 F5 0 53
25685 K2 15 81
25688 K7 3 85
DO 30285 30 93
25693 K0 9 66
25695 K5 26 66
25696 K0 4 80
M+08-12-022 94
25703 K5 7 92
25708 K0 18 75
25710 K5 4 72
M+09-11--013 42
25716 K0 5 73
25724 K5 2 90
GO AUR 42 3
25731 A3 5 57
25734 K2 7 81
25733 K2 4 55
ZG 622+59 34 135
U03465 54 153
25736 K5 8 86
25737 K5 3 90
DO 30389 85 ; 105
TMSS +50166 31 24
25741 K2 10 83
25745 K5 11 81
25747 K0 15 86
ZG 624 + 52 52 155
25752 G5 5 71
DO 30431 77 105
25755 M0 18 88
25758 G5 9 76
25756 GO 16 61
25763 M2 16 90
X0625 + 596 149 8
25770 K2 16 73
U03473 86 160
25771 G5 17 60
25776 K7 3 91
25780 K7 3 87
25782 G5 22 77
DO 30513 37 108
25797 K5 4 80
25799 KO 18 76
25801 K0 10 80
25803 K2 11 82
DO 30526 68 120
' 195




06295+5743 35.647158+20 65 14 912
06296+5145 37.928164+18 63 8 903
06300+5914 4.016156+21 51 10 913
06303+5523 23.434160+20 30 5 923
06311+5029 7,015165+18 67 18 go 2
06311+5246 10.950163+19 39 8 913
06318+5852 52.17157+21 35 9 933
06325+5655 31.137159+21 6012! 91306325+5227 32.6 58 163+19 46 8 91
06326+5511 39.1 23 160+20 32 11 92 3
06330+5356 5.2 19 162+20 53 8 91 3
06331+5625 7.222159+20 591922 3
06337+5929 44.5 32 156+22 37 8 93 3
06338+5333 51.7 36 162+20 58 8 91 3
06339+5714 56.4 7 158+21 28 10 91 3
06341+5031 9.?58165+19 7011 932
06341+5114 ,1O.E 43164+19 26 8 91 3306341+5125 11 7 164+19 42 91
06354+5808 26.3 25157+21 43 12 92 2
06356+5402 37.9 59 162+20 58 tl 92 3
06358+5351 48.(6 17 162+20 58 11 92 3
06363+5954 19.3 49 156+22 3
06364+5203 28.5 10 164+19 2__ ; 9192 3 110.37.25L
06366+5008 39.3 58 166+19 50 93 .42L
06371+5319 ROme._ 162+20 i _41 .53L.25L06379+5132 58.5 9 164+19 i 7 3 1.48
H
Galactic Uncertainty C






















06381+5944 6.2 47 156+22 28 7 92 3 1.86
06382+5340 16.1:40 162+20 66 12 92 3 .38L
06383+5021 18.341 165+t9 33 15 92 2 .30
06385+5108 33.8 5 165+19 63 14 93 2 .29
06385+5713 35.3 20 159+21 33 11 94 2 .54
06385+5803 35.837158+22 60 9 923 .61
06386+5428 38.254161 +21 72 10 833 .46
06387+5040 42,834165+19 83 9 923 ,41L
06387+5531 45.925160+21 23 6 933 21.90
06389+5657 56.7 46 159+21 32 7 92 3 .25L
06391+5729 7.6 54 158+22 32; 10 91 2 .63
06391+5021 8.6 7 165+19 77 10 91 2 .39
06394+5621 28.1 t4 159+21 32 3 93 3 1.79
06401+5659 98 4' 159+22 25 5 93 3 5.32
06401+5320 10.0 521163+20 30 6 92 3 1.22
06402+5757 15.5 451158+22 31 5 93 3 8.95
06405+5248 33.6 56 163+20 77 12 92 2 .42
0_407+ 5537 46.6 5_ j 1_0Jt-21 53 9933 .59
06411+51567.9 731 164+206720,32 .43L06412+530814.51163+20498923 2.42
06413_-5137 ,9.6 I 184+20 51 : 92 3 .48
06418+592950.543156+225312933 .5806420+5145 4.9 40 164+20 52 92 3 .25L
06425+5713 34.3 23 159+22 42 6 94 3 2.58
06426+5208 37.7 52 164+20 48 7:2 3 .5006426+5320 38.5 3 163+21 53 22 2 .54L0_27+_0_ ,6024 156+2040 11 93 9 410_30+s049 2544 165+2063 7 93 3 .76
0_40+55,527_ I=+22 43 1o _, 3 7106441+5129 7:g 165+20 35 6 93 3 1.36
06446+5250 1.._ 17 163+21 50 11 93 3 .26L
06451+5008 7C ,_ 166+20 28 6 93 3 1.6106453+5914 8:? 157+23 40 g 941 3 .38
I
06459+5349 55.4 36 162+21 27 7 95 3 1.30
06459+56823 57.9 41 158+23 46 15 95, 2 .25L
06466+5357 39.4 35 162+22 29 10 941 3 .43
06466+5742 41.1 24 158+23 60 13 94j 2 .30
06467+5040 42,2 25 166+21 52 8 93' 3 ,67
06472+5922 17,3 157+23 39 7 95 3 2,28
06475+5054 30.7 51 165+21 75 9 93 3 .65
06478+5550 48.2 23 160+22 64 12 96 2 .32
06479+5943 59.7 21 156+23 _ 14 95 2 .41L0_9o+5203 4.2 164+21 _ 93 3 49
06483+5406 20.0 17 162+22 34 12 96 2 .35
06486+5539 36.3 28 161 +22 59 15 94 3 .25L
06486+5930 40.7 36 157+23 26 7 95 3 1.78
06487+5502 42.1 53 161+22 56 9 96 2 .55
06488+5714 50.3 20 159+23 56 14 94 3 .25L
06489+5239 57.5 23 164+21 73 20 94 2 1.50L
06491+5552 9.2 35 160+22 33 9 94 3 .67
06494+5426 25.9 30 162+22 51 19 94 3 .29L
06501+5327 6.1 2 163+22 101 12 94 3 .48
06506+5025 38.0 5 166+21 38 8 94 3 .25L
06510+5441 3.8 6 162+22 84 10 96 2 .49
06510+5519 4.7 18 161+23 60 12 94 3 .40
06523+5016 23.9 15 166+21 53 6 94 3 .74
06529+5737 57.1 44 159+23 26 7 95 3 4.67
06529+5629 57.3 22 158+24 28 6 95 3 5.30
06530+5117 4.1 53 165+22 126 14 96 2 .24
06533+5040 21.3 21 166+22 81 13 94 3 .29L
06533+5823 23.4 41 158+24 29 7 94 3 1.48
06542+5531 14.5 3 161+23 42 11 94 3 .83
06546+5333 37.5 22 163+23 60 17 95 3 .25L
06548+5652 53.3 28 160+23 59 12 94 3 .54
06551+5935 8.7 17 157+24 56 13 96 2: .43L
06552+5956 12.853 156+24 48 13 95 2 .25L06552+505_15.942106+22 3o 10 94 3_ .44
06557+5238 45.234 164+22 41 7 96 3 i 1.87
06560+5611 0.3 22 160+23 23 7 96 3 1.70
06560+51075.059106+22 74 14 _ _ ._L
06562+5244 14.2'24164+23 65 14l .30
06571+51208.717165+2287166 ' 95 i .42L06571+552410.57151+2322 96 18.03
Flux Density
(Not _ Correctea)








































































































I00 /zm Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Cocf R Flags*
.68 .9.3: DF cF CD 0400000100AOL 1.59L C 05000O0000
.40L 1.0OL B ABAJ M 2500000000
.40 1AL C ] 2 1400001000
.64L 1.43 'D F L BB 1300000000.40L 1.00L CJ 1600000000
.40L 1.00L A G 0600000000
.71 .82: BD HBD 0500000000
.40L 1.03L B ADM 0400000000
.40L 1.03L IC ADF 0400000000
.97 1.16L CC CBG 050(X)0(X)(_
.81 1.62: BC DBB 0401000100
.40L 1.00L iO BF 1500020000
.40L 1.15L FD BD K 0 2501001000
.40L 1.00L B BL 1400000000
.4OL 1.03L O EF 2500010000
.69 1.00L BBC AAB 2 0500000000 01
.40L 1.00L BD AB 0 0500011000
.40L 1.16L D BEN 1500000000
.40L 1.58L E CK 0400000000
.40L 1.18L C CG i 050000(0300
6.39 2.55 CBCD AAAA 91 1401000000 27
.88 2.44 CC LMBB 0300000000
.32: 1.95 EF GLDC 1400010000
.49 2.13L C DI 1300000000
1.49 2.18 CD GBC 0401000110
.40L 1.02L CF AA F 9 0500000000
.40L 1.00L BC AB 0 1500000000
.67 1.35L F CA 0501000000
.40L 1.59L E F 1400000000
A0L 1.39L C E 0400000000
.4OL 1,16L C AH 0400000000
.40L 1.00L C B 1500000000
.40L 1.26L C CJ L 0300000000
1.11 1.32L C AO 0400000000
.92 1.00L BBD AABM O !0400000000 17
2.06 3.67 ECC CAA 0400001000
1.04L 1.00L D B OF 0500000000
.40L' 2.58L C CI 1301010000
.40L 1.00L BC AAE 2 0500000000
.4OL! 1.00L BC AA 4 0401000000
.40L 1.00L BD ABL 0 0300000000
.54: 1,00L BBC AAC 4 1400000000
.40L 1.09L C C L 0400000000
.40L LOOL BBDDD BL 0400010000.39: 1.24: J GBG 0400000000
.40L 1.01L AB H 2 0301000000
.40L 1.01L D CD J 0400000000
.40L 1.60L B BH G 0500010000
.54 1.86 CC J E B 0300000100
.40L 1.00L BD AAMD O 0400000000
.4OL 1.07L B AD H 0400000000
.76L 1.47 D G B D 2300000000
.40L 1.00L C BN 0500010000
.40L 1.13L B AC 0500000000
.57L 1.00L EF ADH 0 0400000000
.40L 1.00L 'CC AB 1 0400001000
.72 1.03: CC BC 2400000000
.40L 1.02LBC ABMI 0 15000000(X)
.40L 1.09L B CG 04010000CO
.40L 1.00L CC BC 5 0400000000
1.06 2.20 CC I AC 1200000000
.4OL 1.00L B CD 0400000000
.40L 1.13L C DF 0400000000
.40L 1.01L B B GG 0600000000
.40L 1.00L BC AAL 1 0400000000
.40L 1.34L B BE 05_
1,14L 1.39L F CJ H 0400000000
.63 1.5OL C K C E 0300000000
.40L 1.02L C CG 0400000000
.40L 1.00L C CG 0400000000
.49 1.55: CF MCC 0401000000
.4OL 1.00L B C A B K O 0400002000
.40L 1,36L C B H 0400000000
.58 2.58 CC 1 DB 0300000200
,39 1.04L C J I E I 0400000000
.40L 1.00L O BEF 0400000000 i
.39 1.11: F D J GD 0301000000
.40L 1.00L C D E 0400000000
1.86 2.68 F C C BAA 0400000000'
.41L 1.93L C A CI 0300000000
.40L 1,22L C C L 0300010000
.40L 1.00L B B H H 0500020000
,53L 1.33L BC AADI 2 0500000000
,40L 1,00L BB AAMN 0 0400100000
.40L 1.32L D ] C 0400000000
.43 1.04: BcCC ] CB 05000(300(30
.40L 1.00L 'AB 4 0400100000
.40L 1.0OL BC ABLG 0500000000
.40: 1.31 DC J CB 1500000000
.40L 1.00L B B F 0500000000
.67 1.65 C E A D 1200000000
.90 1.44 C C B B 1500000000
.40L 1.14L O BH G 0400010000
.40L 1.00L CF AC K 0 0400000000
.40L 1.00L CC AC K 0 0400000000
.65 1.17L C J BD 04000'00100
.40L 2.16L C C L 0300000000
.57 1.40L D GCC 0500000000
1.34 1.00L CBF AAAH 9 0300010000 16
C
A Sep
S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
1 30 7ZW 076
2 13 25612 K5 85
5 13 25614 K0 6.=
1 13 25830 K0 ' 7E
2 12 ZG 633+56
1 1 13 25844 G5
1 13 25845 F5
1 2 DO 30652
3 13 25650 MS
1 2 DO 30647
1 1325861 G5
2 1325862 K2
1 2 DO 30686
4 t U LYN
3 9 U03506
3 6 A5637 + 53
I 13 25882 K2
1 13 25884 K0
2 13 25887 KO
1 13 25888 1(5
1 13 25889 K2
1 13 25891 F5
5 13 25893 M2
2 13 25900 K2




2 13 25932 K5
3 13:25939 A2
1 12 ZG 642+51
131 25947 G5131 25948 K5
1 25955 K5
5 i 25963 F5
1 13 25977 K5
1 13 25983 G5
1 13 25984 K2
2 13 25994 MO
1 16 03232- G5
1 13 26003 K2
1 16 03235- K0
2 12 ZG 648+ 55
2 13 26012+++
4 3 9 U03574
I 2 DO 30952
2 10 M +09-12-005
3 "13 26028K5
i 6 AO850 + 50• 13 26036 M0
13 26037 K5
1
6 13 26050 K2
4 13 26051 GO
1 12 ZG 653+50
2 13 26059 K5
4 °10 M+09-12-015
2 13 26076 K0
1 12 ZG 655+59
I 13 26079 K2
1 13 26083 KO
2 13 26085 K2
3
































































Flux Density Flags Associations
H
Nam¢6 Galactic Uncertainty OC t'No_ Coler Corrected)cz 8 Coords SM/ SMN 0 12 _m 25 y.m 60 y.m
h°m. , , (s) (') I b (") (") (') N (Jar=sky)
06580+5110 5.5 56 166+22 39 7 95 3 .25L .40L 1.78
06582+5257 17.0 33 164+23 31 9 96 3 .83 .28L .40L
06583+5413 21.2 58 162+23 27 6 96; 3 1.38 .54 .40L
06583+5138 21.6 26 165+23 51 8 96 3 .50 .25L .40L
06589+5001 55.1 47 167+22 42 8 95 3 .49 .33L .40L
06589+5800 57.2 15 158+24 42 7 96 3 2.33 .55 .40L
06590+5414 1.7 55 162+23 46 8 97 3 .37 .25L .40L
O6590+5051 2.0 46 166+22 34 6 95 i 3 1.06 .61 .40L
06590+5458 4.5 19 162+24 44 9 97 3 .91 .20: .40L
06590+5128 5.4 25 165+23 26 5 95, 3 1.05 .28: .40L
07001+5121 6.4 37 166+23 _ _ 94122 .60 .37/ .49L07013+5339 19.6 7 163+24 94i .27L .32L .40
07015+5623 33.6 1 160+24 47 9 971 3 .67 .25L .4OL
07016+5952 36.3 43 157+25 40 3 99 3 1.38 .24: .40L
07016+5617 40.9 1 160+24 56 197,3 3 .25L .25L .45
07022+5341 13.7 34 t,+24 86 8 96 3 .40 .25L A0L
07030+5439 5.2 35 162+24 39 10 _ 3 1.04 .22: .40L07034+5152 27.439 165+23 23 3 1.99 .53 .40L
07037+50o742.3_ 157+2545 8 98,_ .25L .30: 1.30o 043+,o,5 31; ,, 3612 61 2 , 25, 40L
070.+5118 ,,,+2365 13 ,,07045+5127 35.3 166+23 35 3 .81 .26L .40L
07050+5711 6.0 _30 160+25 50 16 96 3 .39 .31L .40L
07056+5626 36.8; 57 160+25 58 12 97 3 .39 .25L A0L
07056+5647 40.6 5 180+25 60 14 97 3 .25L .25L .64
07057+5137 453, 50 166+24 55 10 96 3 .43 .25L .40L
07057+5503 i47.2 5 ! 162+24 76 15 97 3 .34L .25L .58
10 97 3 .52 .36L .40L07062+5726 13.6 8 159+25 59
07062+5247 116.7 51 184+24 73 16 97 3 .32 .34L .40L
07065-_5927 31.2 10 157+26 39 12 97 3 .40 .25L .40L
07066+5435 41.7] 25 162+25 48 13 98 3 .25L .25L 1.04
07068+5644 50A 45 160+25 54 13 97 3 .43L .25L 1.05
07069+5908 54.5 46 158+26 56 10 95 2 ,31 .25L .40L =
07063+5024 22.2 42 167+24, 15 5 96= 3 1.07 .27: .40L
07087+5553 44.2 11 161+25 83 11 99 2 .45 .25L .40L
07094+5130 29.5 50 166+24 30 5 97 3 24.98 6.59 1.03
07096+5327 40.1 58 164+25 51 12 _ 3 .47 I' .25L .40L
07097+5048 43.9 48 167+24 70 14 _ c .31L_ .31L .48:
07099+5418 54.1 26 163+25 22 9 99 2 _ .31L .40L
07099+5942 57.(] 40 157+26 74 17 160 I 2 12/L I .25L .44
070,,+5,o459122162+2537 27 = 24: 2.071_+560o_.1 29182+26 89 1 .75L 25L .67
07106+5503 40.2 33 162+25 67 13 97[3 .38L .25L ,90
07111+5951 7.1 49 157+26 66 12 98 3 .44 .25L .40L
07111+5723 8.7 12 160+26 28 6 9913 2.67 .69 .4OL
07113+5742 22.4 50 159+261 51 20 _ 3 .43L .25L 35:07115+5,332.,35157+26316 _ o 8407116+513  (]17,,,+25465399638 52452.9162+25256 3112 33
07123+5528 23.8137 182+25 72 15 9813 .45L .25L .58
07125+5435 31.CI28 163+25 25 12 99'3 .25L .25L .91
07127+5517 47.6!31 162+26i 66 14 98 3 .25L .25L .79
07136+5213 39.1 165+25 ! 24 2.57 .65 .40L =
55 14 .32 .26L .40LD7137+5339 46.(] 17 154+251 1
°7144+5206 29.5 57 165+25 _ 32 9 9_ .81 .51 .40L07147+5534 43.0!33 162+26 47 12 lw .25L .25L 1.24
D7148+5015 52.0159 167+25 66 15 98 3 .25L .25L .$6
97149+5814 57.9 50 159+26 37 9 99 3 .25L .25L 1.53
97151+5926 10.4'49 157+27 30 8 99= 3 .25L .33: 1.66
07152+5913 16.6!23 158+27 31 7 99'3 2.15 1.22 .42L
07153+5832 18.6129 158+26 29 6 99 3 3.62 1.13 .40L
D7155+5432 30.5 30 163+26 34 19 96 2 .40L .30L .54
07155+5920 31.1 45 158+27 36 7 99 3 2.10 .48 .4OL
_)7155+5947 33.4 23 157+27 24 5 101 3 2.88 .72 .40L
D7159+5601 56.3_31 161+26 55 14 99 3 .25L .30L .49
07159+5159 56.9 27 166+25 24 9 96 4 .91 .30 .40L
°7164+5046 26.6 18 167+25 49 10 97 4 .25L .27L .78
D7164+5301 29.4' 4 164+26 46 7 96 4 .37L .17: 1.09
07169+5221 58.7 44 165+25 52 3 97 4 .44 .27L .40L
07173+5417 20.4!29 163+26 68 16 95 2 .30L .25L .42
D7179+5108 54.738 167+25 43 5 96 4 .79 .31L .40L
07181+5554 7.3 4 161+26 28 5 97 4 11.75 3.14 .49
07182+5217 16.2 39 165+26 53 13 99 3 .25L .25L .60
37155+5701 34.2 3 160+27 52 11 100 3 .38 .25L .40L
07186+5256 39.5 7 165+26 51 5 96 4 .42 .25L .40L
07187+5613 43.4 50 161+27 72 10 100 3 .69 .25L .40L
07195+5057 32.132 187+26 17 6 96 3 1.98 .82 .52L
07203+5803 22.5 54 159+27 32 7 100 3 .27 .51 3.48
°7203+5536 23.3 47 162+27 31 3 97 4 .42 .25L .40L
_7207+5740 42.7 26 159+27 57 11 100 3 .76 .29L .40L
07207+5327 43.8 59 164+26 34 6 96 3 5.00 1.68 .40L
[:)7208+5446 53.9 43 163+27 74 12 98 3 .36 .25L .40L
_)7209+5229 55.9 55 165+26 21 5 96 3 2.10 .59 .40L
37209+5647 56.1 27 160+27 97 18 97 2 .27L .25L .46:
07210+5159 3.7 10 166+26 40 6 96 3 7.43 1.99 .46L
37211+5711 7.6 41 160+27 34 6 97 4 .25L .25L 2.03
37212+5638 18.0 36 161+27 33 5 97 4 1.56 .40 .40L
:17214+5515 27.2 31 162+27 33 7 97 4 .25L .25L 1.12
37218+5319 48.3 22 164+26 106 31 97 2 .63L .63L .40L
,7225+5418 31.3 14 163+27 421 10 (_ 4 .37L .26L .77:17226+5915 39.1 9 158+28 1 1.34 .35 .40L
37227+5934 47.6 45 157+28 38, 7 100 3 .25L .40L 2.65
:17235+5134 31.8 41 166+26 45 5 97 3 .97 .29 .40L
37242+5234 13.3 25 165+27 32 i 7 97 3 .25L .25L 1.50
:17250+5516 5.0 50 162+27 42 ; 7 97 3 2.31 .50 .53L
_7252+5051 12.7 11 167+26 37 I 9 98 2 .59 .38L .40L
37252+5745 13.3 35 159+28 29 8 99 4 .51 .28L .41L
_7254+5508 29.0 10 162+27 50! 11 97 3 .25L .25L .54
)7258+5903 53.5 15 158+28 32 8 98 4 .25L .32L 1.75
°C,onfuslon Flags: 6)-9) P,o_s Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($11 at 12, 25, 60,
V L
100 /_m Flux Con" A Co,fusio, R S
Uncs Coef R Rags* 5 2
3.58 CC DAAi , 1400000000
1.00L B AE O50000O0OO
1.00L BC A8 0 0420000000
1.00L C BJI H 0500010000
1.00L C BG i ,0500000000
1.00L RD AAH ' 3'2400000000
1.0OL C C 000O0O10OO
1.00L BC AA ; 5 25000000001.00L 8D AE N , 0400000000
1.0OL R E A E 2 O5000000O0
1.0OL O BC 0502OO00OO
1.30 F KNG ' 1400000000
1.00L B BJ 0400101000
1.00L BD AE 1 1500010000
1.26 DD J DC 0400100100
1.10L C B 1500000000
1.0OL BD AC K 1 0400O00O00
1.00L BC AAG 0 2400011000
2.77 FDB GJAA 0301000000
1.62 C C F D ,2400000000
1.51 CE: LLCC I 1400000000
1.00L C BGNG 1500001000
1.00L C DFLM! 0400010000
1.00L C GCEBDI 03000000001.58 CC 030O000O00
1.12L B CC GI 130OOO0OOO
1.47 DC HCB 1400000100
1_07L C B C 0400000000
1.t2L C EC M 0500000000
1.00L B CI G I 0300000000
I
2.21 CC AB I 0300000000
1.43; CC NGBB 0300000100
1.19L E B L 0300100000
1.0OL BD AC 0 0400OO00O0
1.25L C C 0401000000
1.0OL BBC AAB 0 0500000100 18
1.00L C CI N 1500000000
126: O O B A I 0200000000
1.69L D DGL F O40O00000O
1.41L C DF 0401000100
4.83 FCC I GAA 1240100120 6
1.51L C BC I 0300200130 8
1.00L C CD ; 0540100130 8
1.12L C B I 0400010000
1.OOL BD ABEcII 1 15010010001.04 OC I 1400000000
1.00L BC AA O 0400000000
1.00L B BH 0500O00000
1.0OL CC AB 1 0500100000
1.0OL C KECG 0500100000
1.80 CB LAB 0400001100
1.26: CCI J BB 0500000000
2.73 3cCBj ,.,KI AB 04000001001.0OL , AB,._ O 0300000000
1.32L C FL 0400010000
1.04L ICO ABI M 3 0300001000
2.28 CC AB 0401000000
.86: CD! BC 0500000000
3.50 CC HAA 0300000000
3.47 FCC CAA 0300111000
1.0OL BC AAEH 0 0500000000
1.24LBC AA C 0 0400000000
1.20L E FC O400000000
1 00L IBC ACG 1 0500101000
1.0OL BC AA 0 O5O10O1000
1.60 CC DBB r o4o0oooooo
1.0OLiBC AC I 3 0300000000
1.83 BB HAB 0400000000
1.O4:J DBC NFAB 1301001000
1.32L B BH M 0300020000
1.41L C AI 0400000110
AE L 0500001000
1.OgL BBcDc D KBD 0300000000
1.05L AAEF 7 0500000000 18
1.13
1.30L C B K 030000O0001.09L 13000000001.26L D 0500000000
ABH 0500002000 2
I.OOL BC EBAA 3 02000100008.85 CCFC1.0OL C 04OO00OO00
1.0OL B !BB I 05O00O0000
1.00[. BC AAH i 0 0500000000
1.13L C B O4O0000000
1.37L BE lAB M 0 0400001000
1.01: CF DC 0300000100
1.0OL BB 'AAE 0 0501000000
2.86 C C A B 03OO000000
1.03L BC !ABJ 0 0400000000
2.08 SB :M BB 0400000000
.98 D 'L I F 1400001000
1.59 CC MJ BB 0400000100
1.00L BCcc =AB 0 14010000004.13 J DAA 13O0000000
1.0OL BDcc AD 0 04OO0000004.02 GAA 0300000000
1.14L BC ABHM 3 0400002000
1.0OL IC BK 0500010000
1.16L =_ BEJ I 0401000000
1.33L C L B C 0400000200 4
2.57 CC L A B 0300000000
100 p.m; 10) High Source Densi_ Regiofl.
C
# T Name Type
2 121ZG6_+51 62 15(
1 2 [:)031135 71 11(
1 13 26107 K0 4 7,=
1 13 =26115 KS 4 6_
1 13 _,26116 K2 5 7E
1 13' 26119 G0 6 7E
2 13! 26121 K5 20 8_
2 13 i 26120 K5 1 8-"
1 13l 26131 K0 19 73
13 26141 KO 5 6,=12! ZG 701+56 41 152
2 131 26148 K7 19 8(13 26157 M2 7 8(
2 13 26161 MO 3 BE
3 gi U03681 52 14_
3 U03684 67 14_26172 K5 9 8(
1 13 26175 K0 32 8_
I 2i DO 31256 43 11E
3 9 U0370O 9 15,"
1 13 26186 K0 11 71
1 2 DO 31262 29 10,',
1 13; 26193 K0 27 7(
1 121 ZG706+54 25 15(
1 13' 26197 K0 5 7.=
1 13 26212 K0 28 87
2 13' 26215 G5 8 8£
5 13 i 26223 MO 3 5£
2 12 ZG 709+50 62 151
1 12 ZG 710+55 34 15::
2 12 ZG 710+55 45 152
1 13; 26245 K0 20 7;
I 13 26244 MO 2 7.=
3 13 26248 K0 2 5,"
1 131 26249 K0 13 7(
2 131 2626O K0 4 6C
3 12 ZG 714+55 28 15"
1 10 M+ 10-11-020 65
4 9 U03789 72 13_
2 2 DO 31402 87 11E
1 13 26274 K2 15 6_
2 13 26275 MO 4 8E
2 12 ZG 716+56 44 151
1 12 ZG 716+50 30 15E
1 13 26290 K2 13 7_
2 13 26299 KS 5 65
6 "13 26301 M5 1 75
2 13 26308 K2 4 B5
1 13 26309 K2 18 77
2 "2 0031459 79 111
4 9 U03828 67 126
I
2 13 ! 26330 K7 11 85
1 13 26332 KS 5 81
4 13 26333 K2 1 58
2 13 ' 26337 K2 2 75
I 13 26343 K2 1 72
1 12 ZG 724+52 28 150
2 13 26363 M0 5 90
1 13 26352 K5 4 8O







































































































Coords SMJ SMN 0
















































































































































































Flux Corr A Confusion



















































































































































































,C 26455 K0 80
I 26456 MO 85
I 26457 K5 83
i 26459 K0 61
=C 26463K2 80
) 26462 K5 85
) 26467 K0 68
_ 88
;L 26469 K2
: 26474 A2 50
26479 K5 83
ZG 739 + 55 150
E ZG 739+58 156
£
)_ ZG 742+53 148
( 26498 K5 70















K 26532 K2 83
B 26535 F5 60
N 26534 M2 83
,B 26536K5 73
,B 26539 K0 71
,G
J
I 26541 K2 73
_B M+09-13-077
1:)O31919 103
k6 26555 M0 88
_E U04072 146
ZG 750+56 153








( 26583 K2 82
BI ZG 753+56 148
U04108 150
BI PK 164+31.1 140
U04111 131
C 26598 M1 91
A
J 26603 K2 77
B M+10-12-047
07559+5058 168 1 i : i iL
07565+5521 163
07566+5752 160 ' 26618 F2
07568+5241 166 B IB
07571 +5911 158 I















































































































Coords SMJ SMN O



































































































12 p.m 25 p.m 60 _m
(Jansky)
,25LI .25LI 1.92 !
LO; 1.98 I .40L
.92L .25L I .46
.44 .25L I .40L
.26L ,25L I ,43L
1.24 .54 I .40L
.45 .25L I AOL
.47 .25L I .40L





































































































































































































































































































, , o : ,2.°• , (,) ( ] b £3 £3 !
08310+5249 1,1 29 '1=+37 75 25 1108 2 .71L
o_14+522227.g35 lee+37 76 12108 2 ,33
08323+5001 20.822169+37 40101073 .25L
06325+5745 31,7 30 160+37 39 151102 .25L
08325+5222 33.4 32 1=+37 71 18 108 2 1.75L
08327+5328 43.419165+37 i 26 6 1064
08328+5148 53.42167+37 7816108,i : L08332+560012.3 162+3731 I0109, .71
08340+5212 4.5 167+37 6011105 .30 '
08344+5105 24.9142168+37 26 71083 .25L!
08346+5947 36.3124157+37 72 7108 _ 3 .69
08346+5334 37.940165+37 32 81073 2.05
08350+5139 3.823167+37 38 71083 .68
08352+5306 17.94165+37 37 71073 2.17
08353+5826 19.424159+37 68 71083 .49
08355+5253 35.120166+37 37 81073 2.22
08364+5613 24.426182+37 93241072 .25L
08367+5155 42.551167+38 59 81073 .42
06370+5136 5.t 28167+38 46' 101102 .81
08372+5018 13.752169+38 23 61083 1.84
08374+5915 24.6 1158+37 27 71093 .57
08375+5222 34.325166+38 33 81083 .25L
08383+5629 23.858181+38 96 191062 .42L
08400+5023 2.79169+38 25 51074 .35L
08403+5901 22.921158+37 42 i 13 3 .25L
08415+5233 34.024166+38 73151072 .451.
08416+5517 37.358163+38 551 121083, .25L
08418+5319 52.337165+3833] 131093 .26L
08422+5405 15.056164+38 35 I 61093 1.17
08423+5243 22.1 t 166+3886 201072 .26L
08427+5259 45.327166+38 42 101083i .56L
08452+5630 16.6 47l 161+38 76 o 107 2l .38
08456+5328 39.143165+39 47 101083 .25L
08464+5150 24.839j167+39 93 111063 i .55
08466+5351 41.316164+39 38 131084; .25L
08467+5812 42.636159+38 49 221102 .27L
08475+5833 35.124158+38 29 t0,1104 .45
08480+5242 5.817166+39 70 10 i 1063 1.97
08482+5247 12.128166+39 55 141073 .51L56460+504,8.62o160+4041 911073 ,74
08488+5851 49,9 28 158+39 33 8 110 3 .41
08490+59t4 4.158157+39 9212 1102 .29
08493+5222 Z3.19 166+40 87211052 1.37L
_5+57oo 35.93o16o+3933 6 1103 1,59
08500+5130 0.85651167+40 24 91073 .35L08508+5751 _4.0 ,159+39 39 14 5 2 .26L
08513+5308 20348165+40 60 171082 .29
08515+5149 13t.129167+40 77 141082 .40L
08517+5855 44.(; 26158+39 4_2223 ,1112 .25L08521+5001 9.848169+40 r107 a .56
08531+5217 6.551166+40 35 81073 .25L08531+5704 9.352160+39 26 1081 1.85
08541+5259 6.65165+40 37 71073 2.95
08542+5132 17.417167+40 4510108_ 3 .25L
08543+512019957167+40 85111062 .37
08543+5252 22.8116165+40 42 71073 1.18
08547+523843.6J 6166+40 31 6 1083 1.64
08550+52043.520 1=+40 50101083 .25L
i 8.2 57 2_910732 .29L08551+5820 26.222 t58+3908554+5357 47164+40 42 108 .30L
08554+5823 27.717158+38 34 51104 .61
08560+5554 2.E 14161+40 44 141104 .25L
08563+5358 18.924164+40 62 71083 .54
08563+5639 21.243 t6t+40 60221052 .40L
08567+5241 44.4!26166+41 36 131083 .25L
08568+5215 49.832 1=+41 98191092 .88L
08570+5052 5.6123_4168+41 42 81083 .25L08575+5324 34.6 165+41 241108 .25L
08589+5733 59.219159+40 62241102 .39L'
08592+5248 12.9'19165+41 57 91083 .25L
08595+5856 34.7 57157+40 31 4 110l 4 1.70
i
08537+so_745.033169+41 3s 66IO813 1._08599+5316 54.6 28 165+41 41 108 3 .
o_o9+520e._.342 i=+41 41 6 lO83 .25L
09010+5148 1.244167+41 45111083 .25L
09013+5238 19.127166+41 851711012 ,40L
09020+5136 1.430167+42 42 9 1083 .25L09056+590436.536157+4o so 8 1093 .39
09036+5150 36.910167+42 46101763 .47
09036+5054 41.3 51 168+42 51 26 110 2 .25L
09047+5116 43.758167+42 25 71093 2.19
09048+5517 53.0 21 162+41 72 9 109 3 ,31
09053+5146 20.5 28 167+42 37 7 109 3 1.16
09054+5402 29.7 58 164+42 27 12 1093 .25L
09065+5015 33.946169+42 51 81733 .25L
09086+5854 41.254 157+41 5414 111 2 .30
09091+5708 7.952159+42 69101072 .66
09092+5535 17.2 15 161+42 69i 8 110 3 .54
09094+5906 26.5 27 157+41 8616 1t22 .27L
09109+5253 54.845165+43 641 71103 2.24
09114+5335 24.228164+43 54281092 .25L
09114+5134 29.52167+43 37101103 .25L
09121+5657 8.20160+42 35 711031 11.47
09122+5205 13.257166+43 42 111103 .25L
0912545909 34.649157+41 91 381102 .79L
09125+541334.7 _ 163+4340 71103 .74
09129+5958 55.534 t56+41 40 1i 1tl _i .36L09135+501535.914168+44621109 .25L
09140+5741 3.9 158+42 43 111 .46











































































































100 /_m Flux Corr A Confusion R $
Uncs Coef R Rags*
1.00L C H 1401O00000
1.02L C B N O40O000O0O
1.48 CF KBC 0400001000
.88: CD DO 2400(X_100
1.18L D HGDB 1400000000
1.00L BD AC 41401901000
1.58L F GBI 0300000100
1.001- C BB i 14OO00000O
1.03L C C ' 0500OO0000
2.60 CC EAB 03O0000000
1.19L CE BH H I 02500000000
1.00L BC AA 01400001000
1.00L B B K 04OOOOO00O
1,90L BC AA 03300011000




1.00L DD AA 9
1.05L C B I
1.47: BC L B C1.00L DD
7.08 BB FCAA
2.37 CC J GAB
1.00L C DG
1.32 CC MLBC
1.00L D F E
t.00L C AD
1.56 D GBB
1.73 CC E AB
1.00L C CDJ
1.12: CF LBD
1.43L C CHJ G
.67: CDIEJAB1.07L H K












1.89 D L O
1.00L C B E K



































1.00L BC AC L 5 O4C0190900
1.00L CC AAH 1 0300100000
1.01: CD I BC 0300000000
1.00L C C 030OO00O00
t.00L BD AC 1 1390100000
1.00L BD ABH 3 1400002000
1.33 CC M! BB 0300000190
1.95L C F H 0490100000
5.94 CC I CAA 02O000O000
1.11L B BFJ 0500100000
1.73 FDB DBB 0300000000
1.90L B B 0400000000
t.00L C DC 0400000000
3.26 CD JBA 1100000000
1.30L C B E 0300000000
3.11 CD LMBB 0300000000
1.80 CD G BC 02OOO0OOOO
1.22L D MB G 0300000000
1.74 CC GB B 1200000000
1.14L BC AC 1 040000(3000
1.00L BF AE 1 0300000000
1.00L B B M K 0300000000
1.75 ECC DAB i 0300001000
2.50 CD EBC 1300000100
1.15L C B 1400000000
1.49 CO BC, ! 0400000000
1.00L E B 040O000O00
1.00L B B 0301010000
1.39 E HJ C 1300000000
1.00L CC AA 1 : 1400000000
1.00L C D GI 0300000000
1.00L BD A E 0 0300000000
2.98 CC MHBB i 0200000000
2.94 CCIDHAB 120O100O0O
1.90L C E G 1400O000OO
1.90L B BLL 0301O00000
1.55L E BD 1200000000
1.00L C K B K 13000001 20
1.00L BD ABN 0400000000
1.60 F EDG 13OO000O00
2.56 CC I BB 0100090100
1.00L BBD AADD 0 0300001000 17
1.65 C C H A B 0300000000
1.12 F AGFI E 14000002101.00L B 0390000090
1.0OL C DFBH 0401900000
1.64 C D B D 03OOOOOOOO
1.00L C CE 0400000000
2.91 [ DC GCB 0200000100
As._xxtiations
C
S 2 # T Name Type Mag
1 I 13 26917 G5 40 77
2 DO 32391 83 93
2 DO 32390 32 118
I
2 I 1326924 K2 5 83
1326933 K0 14 71
i 13 26934 M2 10 91
1326935 G5 7 56
1326938 K2 6 ' 8531 13 2694oKo 2 65
1' 1326941 K7 18' 86
2 1326946 K0 8 60
i 2 12 ZG 836+56 60 151
1326954 K0 8 : 81
13 26959 G5 6 ! 70
1 X UMA 8 4
13 26901 G5 7 = 70
5 9 UO4544 74 123
3 9 UO4549 82 141
10_i 581 ,so
.+c_-15-o19 46
2 13 26989 K5 3 83
2 12 ZG 842+52 37 148
2 13127903 K2 80
13 27016 81
K0 10
13 27018 M1 23 90
1 2iDO32549 44 123
1 13127022 K0 34 83
5 9 UO4645 84 103
2 12 ZG851+57 74 156
1 13270421(0 25 75
1 "41 05515+5149 21 12
6 * 9 UO4666 31 121
1 1327046 K5 0 85
3 9 UO4671 10 136
1 13 27052 K2 3 71
1 2 DO32597 77 113
1 "41 08543+5132 19 12
3 "1327060 K2 20 83
2 1327061 M1 3 95
2 1 2 I)032604 32 113
2 "12 ZG855+52 51 153
5 9 UO4695 67 123
2 1327069 K2 7 83
3 9 U04705 77 156
1 1327075 K0 5 77
3 9 U04713 40 136
3 9 UO4719 30 150
3 12 ZG 857+53 55 155
1 2 [:)032646 82 98
413271905 3 91
13 27101 K0 13 70
1' 12 ZG901+52 38 155
4 9 U04749 77 136
2' 13 27127 K0 6 76
2 I 9 U04778 51 141
DO32702 64 I 105
1 27134 K0 16 i 80
!2 1327136 A3P 4 45
4 9 U04796 50 131
13 271681(0 14 77
1327170 KO 5 70
13i 27171 K0 28 72
4 13 27179 K2 4 80
1 121 ZG 911 +53 62 146
2 12 ZG 911+51 51 146
6 13i 27185 K5 2 55
213:27191A5 17 46
4 6iA0912+59 11
  ]z 913+so 14 14627201 K0 21 75
5 9, U04906 12 133
_J

























































































































Coords SMJ SMN O




25 p.m 60 /zm [00 _tm Flux Corr A












































































































12, 25, 60, 100 /zm; 10) High Source Density Region.
Declination: + 50"-+60 •
Flags ] Associations
V L C
Confusion R S A Sep









































ZG 943 + 54 156
U05241 140















































-).5' _2+50 I 72 5 I
L1 ;74491 45 91
,.7 ;6+51 I 36 01
r.7 ;5+ =, 31 3 i
_,31 ;9+49 1 97 9 I
5.7 11+50 I 31 BI
).8 i3+48 I 79 18
4.2 11+50 I 73 10
L3 _8+50 I 65 7
2.3 i8+50 I 55 _7
3.8 i3+48 I 61 I1
45 12+46 I 40 9
B.1 16+50 I 56 7
53 _3452 I 63 14
9.7 i8+50 I 62 I1
5.2 15+52 I 50 10
D.1 i2+48 I 20 6
5.6 _6+50 [ 30 7
5.6 i8+51 [ 78 6
98 _4 +53 I 35 9
2.6 _.6+50 I 30 6
1.0 ._2+52 I 71 13
3.6 i84 51 I 38 9
3,2 ._1+48 [ 43 7
96 59+52 I 75 10
6.6 59451 1 43 8
0.6 52+52 I 40 9
1.9 57451 I 37 10
8.6 59+52 I 70 7
3.1 59+52 ] 27 8
8.6 56+51 I 3t 4
3.E 58 + 52 I 30 7
7.2 54 + 50 I 67 11
2.2 53+50 I 89 20
'3.7 60+53 t 21 6
6.3 59+52 I 33 7
7.9 51 +53 [ 63 15
8.7 52+53 I 59 10
1.4 52+50 I 75 tl
9.fi 53+54 I 55 11
0£ 57+52 ] 75 9
t5.E 50+49 I 34 5
_8..£ 63+54 t 32 11
i0J 50+501 57 6
i7.( 52+50 I 66 8
16.f 56+52 I 27 8
10.1 60+54 t 67 17
7.( 59+53 I 55 13
!3.( 54+52 1 18 5
) J
.8., 54+51 I 5E 8
2.; 62+55 I 3; 6
6.( 54 + 52 2_ 11
->2" 56 4 53 3_ 6
12.; 57+53 I 64 9
10J 59454 [ 4E 9
57., 52+52 I 3z 8
8J 564531 8_ 11
)-5.' 57454 [ 6( 13
9J 53+52 t 3( 4
39._ 57-_ 54 [ 2; 7
59. 56+54 I 2; 6
31: 46451 t 4,¢ 9
93. J56 + 54 I B( 26
38. 152453 1 3:
8. 151+52 I 5: 11
50. 159+55 l 3[ 7
46. [53+53 I 2_ 5
57. 161 +57 i 4! 12









































































10432 + 5737 15.


























152453 I 3 7
148+51 [ 2'
150453 [ 2' (
152+53 | 7 1E
147451 I 5
155+55 I 7_ 13
148452 I 4,
160+57 I 5: 1_
160457 I 3_ £,
153+55 [ 9 1_
151454 [ 2 (
147+52 f 2 1
158+57 f 5 1;
146_ 52 } 5 t"
159+58 I 3 (
147+52 I 5 11
156+56 [ 4 I
156+56 1 4 !
150+54 I 4 I,
153+55 I 2 !
t56457 t 9 11
150454 J 4 t;
152+55 I 5 !
150+54 I 3 i
153+55 I 2 I
151+54 E
156457 I 3 ;
159+68 _ j 1
149453 ,4 ,
154456 ,d
Declination: + 50*- +60"
Flux Density
(Not Cdor Corrected)































.36L 25L i .53
1.96 .47 I .54L






































































100 ,_m Flux Corr A Confusion R 5
Uncs Coef R Flags"
1.80L F HCC 0301000000 !
1.00L B AO( 0201010000
t.00L C D 0400000000
t.37L B BB M 0300000000
1.17L C C 0300000000
5.61 O E C C A A 0100000000
1.15 C C E 1300000000
1.00L t E D H 03000000001.00L 'B G 0300000000
1.27 E D E B 1300000000
1.11L D D 2300000000
1.48 C D E B C 1200000000
1.00L BC AB E 0 0400000000
.99 CC J BD 0300010000
1.62 CO I BC 0400000000
1.15: C D C B 0200000000
t.OOL BB _AA_2 _ 0 0300000000 !
2.05 BCDE AAAE 0 0400000010 17
1.00L B AGI t 0500010000
1.00L B B F I 0200000000
1.15L BE BH N 0 1500000000 j
1.36L D I E C 0300000000 /
.62: C C J A F 0300000000
2.40 B B E A B 0200000000
1,40L C D 1300000000
3.32L C CJ I 1200010000
1.00L C B 0301010000
2.05L D B I 0200000000
1.00L B BE 1300000000
1.00L C ,'1K B G 0400000000 j
1.17L BC ACNJ 1 0400000000
2.96 B B H A A 0200000000
2.15 CC M BA 2400000100
1.65 C H D 3400000010
8.27 CCC GCAA 0200001000
3.11 CD GCAA 0300000000
.91 : C D N C D 0300000000
1.00L B AE 0401010000
2.03 EC I CC 0380000000
1.63 CC BC 0300000000
1.14L IC iB L 0400000000
1.01L B ] E L L 0300000000
1.42 B C B B 0400000000
1.00L' CD BF 0 0300000000
1.00L D B 2400000000
1.00L C CMK 1400000000
1.30: C D F E 0400000000 I
1.75 C E B B 0300000000
1.00L BC AB 2 0300001000!
1.38L C D MM 0200000000
1.00L CC AB 1 I 0310000000
1.13L C D D C 0200000000
5.49 CCC EAAA 1200000000
1.57L C BE G 0 2300000000
1,71 B D B C 0300000000
1.00L BF AE F 0100000000
1.13L C CL 2500000000
1.00L C DE i 2500000000
1.00L BC ABML l j 0300001000
41.76 CBCD BAAA 1' 1181010000
1.00L BC AA 0 1500000000
1.00L DC DBF 0300000000
1.12 F C 1501000010
1.00LiBCcF AAJ 0 0300000000
.95: CBF 0200000000
1.00L BB AA 1 0500000000
1.00L [BC AB 2 0300000000
1.00L C AH 1400000000
1,34 CC[ EBA 0100000000
6.65 CCC FAAA 0100000000
1.00L BD ACK 0100000000
t0 02O0000OOO1.00k BC A_C E 0300000000 i
1.75LI O C N 0300000000
1.59L E FBC/ 0300000000 _1.05L C
I 0301000000
1.00L C BDBD 040100O000I
1.351.01: EGOBCI E!MjBBI 0300000100
1.31L C 0300000000
1.00L BC AA 0 0300000000 I
I
1.00L BC AB 0 2400000000
1.55 CC CBD 0300000000
1.55 CC GBB 0280000000
1.00L BC ABI K 01 0300000000
1.32 DF GFB 3300000000
1.00L B B MJ 0400100000
1.00L BD AD M 0 0400100000
1.01L C B J 0400000000
1.00L BB AADL 0 0400000000
2.98 CC CAA 0200000000
1.34: I F E C D 0300000000
1.19L B B 04000_X;_30
4.46 CC GAA 0200000000
11.16 IFCCC DBAA 0100002000
t.00L B BDM 0300000000
1.00L BD IAA ; 2 0400000000
1.00L C ,AGM 0300000000
1.00L C AG 0100000000




S 2 # T Name Type (") Mai
I
2 12 ZG 1002+52 ] 42 15
I 1 13 27518 KO I a 7
2 13 27519 K2 3 8
1 13 27521 K5 13 B
4 9 U05459 73 12
I 13 27535 K0 8
I 13 127539 K5 17
2 12 i ZG 1006+54 5 1-=
i
2 13 27546 K2 16 I
1 131 27562 K5 7
I




4 ! RAFGL 1402S 12
2i 13 27578 K5 20
1 13 ' 27582 K5 11
:1 I 13 27591 K2 4!
! I
1 I 10 M+10-15-058 80
1 13 27597 K2 15
1 13 27599 K2 13
1 13 27600 GO 12
1 13 27601 KO 4 75
1 13 27606 F8 41
2 13 27609 K0 9 61
1 10 M+09-17 056 49
4 9 U05569 71 1
3 9 Lu05613 22 1
g U056f5 33 15
1 13 127635 M4 15 95
3 g U05631 53 1
1 13 27642 G5 11 70
1 13' 27648 K0 7 _ 70
t _ 13 27660 K0 _ 3 72
12 ZG 1026+52 25 153
1 12 ZG 1027+52 i 26 156
2 13 27670 F5 20 47
t 13 27671 K2 4 73
I
1o +09_17_0,9 3;AI029+54
1 13 27677 K5 2 85
! 4 9 U05733 I 67 146
2 t3 27696 F0 2 51
= I
1 13 27699 K2 20 78
1 13 27707 K0 7 66
8 9 U05786 54 110
i 4 13 27724 K0 3 56
1 2 i DO 33395
i
2 13 ' 27736 M3
2 "13 27742 K5
4 '1103127751 K0M +09-16-016
7 ' ' 91 U05860
1! 13 27759K5
5 13 27760 M0
1 '41 10438+5636
4 6 A1045+ 50
: I 27 MKN 154
2 13 27767 K5
3 13 27791 05
4 t3 27793 K0
i 3 12 ZG 1048451
4 9 U05977
1 13 27805 1<2
3 6 A1049 + 59
2 13 27809 KO
2 13 27810 K0
4 13 27815 K0
3 9 iu06008
4 9 U0600913 27820 KO
7 9 U06021
2 6 9 U06024
2 2 ] DO 3348413' 27828 K5
2 ; t3 27831 G5

































10547+5937 _46 146452 ( L_ 2 .50L .25L .43 L
*Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-1; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
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a 6 Coords SMJ SMN O O 12 _m
(s) ('3 I b ('3 £3 (') N
Flux Density
Name (Not Color Corrected)
h a._ra 6 25 p.m 60 _mo r (Jansky)
10550+5143 1.237156+58 30 10120 .40L
10563+5209 20.08156+58 31 6121 .40L
10567+5910 46.530146+53 29 9123 .40L
10570+5110 1.917157+58 23 6119 3.48
10573+5643 20.116149+55 24 5120 .40L
10574+5146 28.520156+58 35 9120 .40L
10583+5756 22.848148+54 40 13120 .49
10586+5258 38918154+57 37 12121 .40L
10586+5639 50.713 149+55 18 5119 .63
10592+5856 15.015146+53 30 5123 .40L
10595+5328 34.6126153+57 47 14124 .40L
10597+553043.528 150+56 5011121 .40L10597+5926 ,5.9 146+53 19121123 1.02
11003+574118.418148+54 24 8 '119 .40L
11006+5334 31.£ 40153+57 6812121 .56
11006+5951 41.8 54 145+53 60 22 43 .34
11011+5005 9.526158+5947 13 _119 .62
11020+5956 1.935145+53 39 13123 .76
11020+5340 3.(310152+57 51 14 ,121 .71
11021+5115 11.954156+5984 15124 .40
11026+5647 37.939148+555815121 .52
11029+5236 56.41 154+5824 8121 .40L
152+57 '11029+5407 58.613 30 120 .40L4
11035+513931.143155+59461237' .e9
11036+5621 41,7150 149+55 25 7 122 .40L
11036+5338 41.923152+57 71 141212 .60
11041+5127 8,5143155+5939_9161212 .4611048+5542 51,636 149+56 19 126 2 .38
11053+5405 22,7 36 151+57 57 16 120 2 .55
11059+5929 59,1 9 145+53 29 8 122 4 .40L
11063+5808 18.049146+54 34 91224 .40L
11064+5138 25.849154+59 22 6124 .53:
11068+5422 52.142151+57 29 8120 .40L
11060+5339 4.524151+59 39 7122 1.10
11085+5556 35.244148+56 23 8123 23.55
11087+5351 43.020151+58 55 10121 1.00
11092+5736 12.152146+55 4814123 .74
11095+5347 33.357151+58 581_ 4432 .5811104+5644 25.256147+56 33 122 1.67
11107+5541 43.27148+5750 131233 .80
11107+5307 44.217152+59 79161242 .40L
11109+5007 57.044 156+61 50 51233 .40L
11112+5558 13.950148+56 43111203 1.09
11119+5517 55.125148+57 3681243 2.07
11120+5035 0.854155+60 38101223 .90
11127+5829 42.21145+55 35' 131233 .40L
11132+5302 16.523151+59 51 81233 .40L
11139+5500 56.1 54 148+57 57 13 127 2 .60
11139+5948 59.713 143+54 42 81254 .94
11149+5144 58.349153+60 35 61232 2.28
11154+5401 29.519149+58 52 8122 .60
11156+5617 36.256147+57 5111272 1.1711156+5628 39.94146+57 55 121 .40L
11157+5257 42.620151+59 4813122 62L
11161+5330 9.045150+59 4715127
11162+5707 12.357145+56 2514125
11162+5909 14.934143+54 32 10123 .40t
11164+5802 27.64144+55 48 18124 .44:
11167+5351 43.944149+59 49 12123 1.39
11180+5506 5.925, 147+58 317 125 .31:
11181+5326 12.039150+59 22 61223 6.69
11194+5920 26.154143+55 27 111233 1.54
11195+5939 33.9171142+54 42 141243 .64
11208+5406 50.351 ! 148+59 22 71223 2.39
11210+5825 1.119143+55 53 S 1223 .60
11212+5310 17.2331149+60146251272 .60L
11217+5551 45.220146+58 94 16128 2 42
11228+5759 38.029143+56 32 101253 1:33
11227+5127 45.519151+61 78 161272 .89L
.40L11231+5607 9.124145+57 26 6125
11232+5145 15.62115_+61 54 13123 .75
11236+5503 40.735146+56 40 5124 1.77
11238+5925 52.953142+55 266 125 3,61
11243+5530 21.110146+58 72 9 1129 .40L
9 12511244+5954 25.4 20 141+54 56 .86
11244+5347 28.2 48 148+59 25 9 124 .40L
11247+5709 42.8 9 144+57 24 126 14.04
11257+5850 ;42.1 18 142+55 25 125 2 105.82
11258+5806 52.1 32 143+56 56 15127 .49
11262+5647 13.5 29 144+57 24 8 51 .84
1263+5724 23.128143+57 44 10129 .92
1265+5147 33.443150+61 24 13122 .71
11274+5527 24.126145+58 96 18129 .34
11274+5438 26.915146+59 32 3128 .40L
1277+5143 45.748150+61 68 19121 .56L
1285+5523 35.54 145+58 55 14129 .86
11286+5724 40.434143+57 32 6127 .40L
11298+5320 50.628147+60 65 14 129 .81L
11298+5313 52.445147+60 44 11129 .69
11310+5324 5.3 8 147+60 24 7 124 2.66
11323+5503 20£ 45 144+59 34 95 ,1_2276 .40L
11326+5755 38.7 32 141 +57 27 1.39
11328+5828 48.8 46 141+56 29 10 129 .40L
11330+5713 1.0 49 142+57 23 8 i123 1.65
11330+5448 3.3 9 145+59 37 7 126 2.00
11339+5507 55.4 39 144+59 54 12 125 .56
11340+5434 2.7 29 145+60 39 9 129 1.45
11342+5526 14.4 18 144+59 74 27 126! .40L
11344+5542 26.0 56 143+59 30 10 126 .40L




[00 vm Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Cool" R Flags*
1.00L BF AC 0 0400001000
1.00L 'BC ABM 0 0300001000
1.00L B BG 0101000000
4.68 CBCC EAAA 1 0300001000
1.0OL B C A B 2 0320000000
1.00L B D A E 0 0300000000
2.03 FC M CB 1280000300
1.11L C B F 0300000000
1.0OL ABD AAA 1 0300000000
1.00L BC AS F 0 0100001000
1.62L D E 02O0000OOO
1.00L C BF 1300OO0000
1.33 CD DAC 1200000120
1.04L BD ADG 0 1200000000
1.00L C M C D
•75 CD J FE 0301010000
1.92 CO BC 1400000000
2.00 CC J BA 1300000000
1.69L C C C 0200000000
1.16L C FDF 0300000000
1.82 D F D B 0300000000
1.00L B AF F i 0400010100
1.00L BC AAM 0] 0400001000
1.31 CC GBB 0401000000
1.00L BD AD 1 0300000000
2.37: CF BB 0200000000
L93L E DC 0300000000
1.00L C EE 16O0000OO0
1.24: CD KDB 0300000000
1.00L BE BF 01200000O00
1.13L B CF 0300000O00
1.00L BBD AAEE 00400000000
1.00L C CL 0101000000
5.13 BB LEBA 0100000300
61.31 CBCC CBBA 1 0180033300
1.00: CD BB 0300000100
1.00L E _ CM 0300010000
1.00L C MF B F 0302000210
2.69 CC KFAA 0200000000
1.16: CC I BC 0380000000
1.40L C D M 0400000000
1.01L D BI 0400000000
2.78 CC J HBA : 0200000000
6.47 DC HEEA 0100000310
2.46 C C D B 0200000200
1.56L F F K 0100020000
1,05L C CF 0401000000
1.47 CC DC 0200000000
2.28 B D E A B 0200000000




S 2 # T Name Type Ma$
2 13 27850 K2 9 73
3 1327858 KO 13 6,_
1 13 27861 K2 3 72
1 10 M +09-18-065 107
2 13278671<2 3 8E
2 13 27868 G5 12 65
44 9 U06096 15 13_
1 1327875 K0 2 71
4 1327876 A0 1 23
3 13 27877 K2 10 67
1 13 27876 K0 25 77
8
1 13 27884 1<:5 6 78
4 9 U06127 42 14,3













7 5 9 U06225




2 12 ZG 1111+55









1 2 DO 33646
1 1327983 KO
4 9 U06330
1 4 TMSS + 60209
7 6 9 U06360
9 U06385






1.20L C I BC I 0400000000
1.36L C MA H 0200000000
1.12L O C 0400000000
2.07L D CKMK , 0500010000
1.88L E BGI 0400000100
1.00L C HCF ' 0300000000
1.00L B BE 0300010000
1.70 FC EC 1100000000
2.44 CC HFAB 1380000100
1.00L BCD AAEJ 3 0300000000
24.98 CCCC CCBA 0 0140033200
4.60 CC FGAA 0100000100
1.55 _ EJBC 02000001005.45 CC L DAA 1200000000
1.52 BC 0600000100
1.24 D ° BB 1500000000
1.00L I BBB 0300000100
2.96 CC M 0401000000
t.97 F L I CC 2200000000
1.00L CC ABK 0 0400000000
1.63: CF CB 2200001100
3.48 C C GA B 0200000000
4.79 CCC EAAA 0200001000
2.04L C CG F 0200000000
1.99 CD NEBA 0300001000
1.98L CE AB J i_ 030000100029.54 BCCC AAAA 0180000000
111.16 BBCC AAAA 40100001200
1.13L C LFCC 0600000000
1,41 BC BB 1301000000
3.28 CC 'J ECA 0300000000
1,02L C HBE 1300000000
1.00L C F 0300000000
1.33L BE AFC 0 0401000000
t.45 C H E D 1200000000
1.92: E C BB 0201000000
1.00L BC AS 0 1400001000
2.93 C HCCB 1200100000
1.37L EE KCCB 1381100000
7.76 CCC MBAA 1200002000
1.20L BC AB I 0 2201000000
4.08 BB I GAA 1200000000
1.00L CE AE 0 0400000000
2.10: DDC CAB 0300001000
3.46 CC I AA 1100000000
1.69: CE I BB 3300000010
5.57 EDC DI CA 1180001000
1.53 F HE8 3200000010
1.45L D C 0200000000
1.04L BC AB L 0 0300000000
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 p.m; 10) High Source Density Region.




416 9 ! U06472
3 12 ZG 1125+58
4 91 U06484
1 10! M +09-19-087
2 1328038 G5
2 12 ZG 1127+51
1 10 M+09-19-I02
2 13 28044 K5
7 9 U06524
13 9 U06527
2 4 9 U06547
2 13 26064 G5
4 12 ZG 1132+57
3 13 28066 K2





1 13 28075 K7







































































ta 8 Coords SMJ SMN 8 O 12 /amBa
hm. * , (s) ( ) 1 b (") (") (')IN
l
1352+5953 16.0125 139+55 26 10 128 .25L
1365+5430 33.3138 144+60 46 20 130 .25L
1366+5632 38.3i54 142+58 38 6 127 .25L
1373_,5853 20.6 33 140+56 71 23 129 .25L!
1379+5338 56.3 35 145+61 35 4 123 .25L
1381 +5628 11.2 59 142+58 53 8 59 .35L
1388+5659 53.8 21 141+58 20 9 127 .73
1390-;-5527 1.1 1 142+59 20 5 126 3.63
1400+5303 2.2 34 145+61 i 25 8 125 .25L
1404+5617 28.1 57 141+59 41 4 129 1.66
1407+5259 46.8 10 145+61 58 14 123 .26L
1412+5519 133 7 142+60 55 28 131 .27L
1417_,-5556 46.3 3 141+59 62 12 132 .25L
1427+5548 44.5 23 141+59 71 16 132 .39L
1428+5915 51.3 17 138+56 30 9 128 _25L
1432+5028 16.8 38 147+64 30 10 121 .25L
1436+5237 37.4 23 144+62 87 8 120 .37
1436+5443 40.9 47 1142+60 42 8 126 .49
1437+5537 43.0 25141+59 94 12 132 .27
1437+5212 44.8 45 145+62 65 9 120 .28
11437+5540 _,5.7 50 141+59 83 14 129 .27L
1442+5554 16.6 16 141+59 23 5 127 4.48
1443+5830 20.9 56 138+57 27 6 129 10.721446+5243 41.5 42 144+62 66 11 120 .25L
_1449+5614 54.441 140+59 I 19 5 128 .32
1449+5755 58.930 139+57 39 7 129 .25L
11459+5548 59.035 140+59 54 12 132 .29
1 1460+5931 60 58 137+56 97 27 134 .25L
1465+5621 35.1 55 140+59 81 17 133 .25L
1468+5813 51.7 14 138+57 47 9 129 .25L
11475+5431 35.4 52 141+61 31 8 127 .86
1480+5537 4.3 13 140+60 28, 14 128 .36L
11481+5206 7.8 9 144+63 36 ' 11 123 .25L
I481+5525 11.7 16 140+60 47 9 128 .25L
IIr482+5141A 13.1 24 144+63 16 5 122 4.13[482+5141B 17.6 50 144+63 93 15 125 .44L
1483+5213 20.4 53 143+63 46 15 123 .26L1484+5521 27.8 29! 140+60 30 12 128 .25L
11485+5856 32.9 1 137+57 42 26 1128 25L
1488+5434 49.7 23 141+61 34 11 129 .28
II 490+5852 0,9 17 _137+57 59 34 134 .25L
496+5012 38.2 30'145+65 57 3 122 1,12
IF 500+5429 5652 141+61 36 11 124 i .25L
506+5835 36.2138 137+57 27 22 1091 1.07L
I 511+5236 11.e 25 142+63 33 7 124 I .25L
512+5358 13.1 20 141+61 23 4 123 I 4.51
513+5957 21.8 29 136+56 68 3 1301 .41
523+5014 19.1 2 145+65 50 12 124] .25L
523+5846 21.1 20 137+57 36 7 132j 25L
1 531+5535 85 53 139+60 31 9 1271 .25L'
I
I 533+5652 229 31 138÷59 29 5 1291 2.11
538+5524 51.910 139+60 27 6 1251 .481 537+5734 44.723 t37+58 23 8 64 I .25L
64.53
549+5339 58.2 1 140+62 33 12 124J .30LIi 538+5808 54.0 59 137+58 15 4 128J
3.96
582+5452 15.0 16 138+61 61 19 1251 .37L11554+5252 29.7 26 141+63 31 6 123 I
1
_ 28L i
020+5314 4.3 8 138+63 42 9 128 I .25Li1!586+5456 37.2 27 138+61 63 8 125 I
020+5039 4.6 10 141+65 38 11 124 .39
111023+5240 21.3 29 139+63 81 ' 11 123J .42L1.74
026+5500 40.7 58 137+61 42 11 1271 25Li,!024+5033 266 47 t41+65 26 7 125 I
028+5037 49.3 60 141+65 32 8 126[ .32:




, 345+5906329 134+5749i10134/ 37,
i 48+5754,8,554134+5949 8131i.27 355+5402 33,3 37 137+62 25 8 128/ .42L
355+5236 35.6 54 _ 138+64 54 16 128 | .25L
[2 365+5357 31.2 8 137+62 48 10 128 / .38
r2 370_. 5839 5.4 41 ! 133+58 21 5 ! 132 / 1.66
372+5648 14.9 91134+60 44 14 128 / 2.52L375+5757 34.6 24134+59 49 14 128J .22
380+5834 3.8 53133+58 31 7 134| .25L
12383+5204 21.6 15137+64 58 14 128| .30
r2 D85+5045 34.439;138+65 25 8 126[ .43:
I,_387+5409 45.8 41 '136+62 53 9 127 / 29
12[)88+5342 53,7 24 136+63 66 11 ,126| .38
I ,C:}90 + 5800 4.0 57 133+59 39 8 '129| 25L
12 [)92 + 5719 15.7 57 133+59 18 5 128| 3.52
!2}92+5000 15.7 55 139+66 60 14 128| ,29
_2_)98+5558 49.6 58 134+61 42 8 126i .73
102+5213 13,2 26 137+64 35 12 129| .37
102+5754 16.1 38 133+59 74 19 128i .69L
106+5155 40.(] 4 137+64 37 13 127| .30L
116+5448 41.3 10 134+62 25 5 127 / .86
l /
118+5551 54.0i12 134+61' 44 10 126 i 1,12
122+5342 13.8 55 135+63 34 5 126| 1.42
122+5956 16.6 30 131+57 25 19 143 / .37L
126f5913 41.9 21 132+58 41 8 133| .47
128+5808 50.4 7 132+59 25 20 132| .48L
129+5259 56,5 51 135_64 51 8 127| .28
129+5718 57.8 36 133+59 29 4 127| 2.42
131 +5528 11.7 45 134+61 46 14 129 i .25L
134+5459 25.5 12 134+62 50 8 128| .25L
140+5150 1.1 14 136+65 40 13 128 1 .25L I
Declination: +50"-+60 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected)







































































































100 am Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
2.38 BC HJ AB 0300000100 3 9 U06600 40 13_
1.25 D DF ' 1300000000
8.07 CC: EBA 0100000300 4 5 9 U06615 58 121
1.33 Ei Ft C 2400000000 4 9 U06629 38 141
2.94 C C H A A 0180000000
1.77 CC H 88 0301001100 4 9 U06640 73 13E
1.01L_CE BG I 0 0400000000 2 t3 28098K7 2 91
1.00L BC AA 3 2100000000 4 13 28101 K5 5 63
2.04 CB FAC 0400000000 4 9 U06676 43 146
1.00L BD AB 0 0300001000 2 13 28109K5 9 77
1.44L C I BF 0400000000
1.02 F L C 2301001000
1,77 DC BD 0200000100
1.611 D C H 0300000000
2.00 DBB LCAB 1400000100
2.51 CC NAA 0200000000
1.10L C C 0500000000
1.00L B B M 0400000000
1.19L F C 3300100000
tOOL C C 0400020000
1 54L C C 0300100000
1.OOL BC AAJ 0 0300000000
1.08L BBE AABG 0 0400000000
1.17L C HAE 0400000100
11.39 DCCC CAAA 0 1101011000'
3.42 C C F A A 0300000000
1.63L F C M 1200000000
1.48 C E E 2500000130
2.05 C D B 2301000100
1.06L C LCD 0400000100
1.00L B _ A DGI 0300000000
1.31: FC! ENDB 1201000000
3.13 BC DB 0400000100
1.91 DC DCB 0281100200
1.00L BC AAFE 0 0501101100
1.13L D C 0500101100
1.26 C E E D C 0500000000
1.67 BF CAC 0201100200
2.48 C HKC 5401000160
1.04L C E K H 0300000000
1.50 E M H 5500000130
t.00L C ACE 1300000000
1.96 CC J GBB 0300000200
1.17 C GL MD 5500000050
19.52 CC NDGB 1200033340
1.00L BB AA 0 0400000000
1.50L C B G 0500000000
2.04 C C C A A 0300000000
6.30 CC FEBA 5300002200
3.91 DBB EEAA 1300000000
1.00L BC AA 0 1500000000
,98 C E M B C 1401000000
16.00 BCCC BBAA 0 1281013000
1.67 BBCC AAAB 0 0400000000 16
9.37 DC L GC 1180000330
1.00L BC AAG 0 2500000000
1.36L E D 13001000001
I.O0L C J BF 1400100000
i
1.99 CF AB 1500000000
1.00L C CF 1600001000
1.00L C A D I 0700000000
1.00L BC AB 0 1600100000
1.00L C DBC 1301000100
14.74 FCCC FAAA 0 130010300051.72 CCCC FCBA v 1200033300
1.00L C iC 0400010000
236 FC AC 3401000100
68.50 BBCC AAAA 0 0101000000
.95: CD DF 0400000200
1.48L C J B E 0400000000
1.16L C E BE 1401000100
1.25: CD ML BD 0300010000
.96 DE BC 0500000100
1.20L D B 0300010000
1.08L B C A B K M 0 0300002000
1.33 CC K CC 1300000000
1.45L C C I F 0400010000
4.26 C C D A A 0300000000
1.14L C C F 1300010000
43.24 CDCC FEBA 0 0280023300
1.13L C D 0500000000
1.24L E F J 0400000000
2,18 CC K CB 0300000000
1.00L BC AAK 0 0400001000
1.27L F BH 0501000000
1.21L C AHG 0200000000
1.56L C B 1301000000
1.26L C B B 0400000000
1.37 D K BC 1400000000
25.94 BBCC AAAA 0 0180000000
1.00L BD AE 0 0200000000
1.83: CD E AA K 1 0200001000
1.17L D DG 0300000000
1.00L D AI i 0500000000
2.22L F GC i 0300000000
1.27L F CE 0300000000
1.00L BC AAD 0 0300000000
1.43: CE J BB 0401000000
1.42: CF H BC 1400000100
.92: C D B F 1400000000
4 9 U06690 51 15G
4 t_ 'M+09 19-165 1254 'U06710 73 146
2 27MKN1455 8
5 9 U06732 31 135
5 9 U06742 83 131
1 13 28132 K5 26 88
2 13 28133 K5 14 86
2 13 28135 K0 21 82
1_ 1 13 28136G5 12 75
3 13 28142 K0 10 53
1 WWUMA 7 3
5 12 ZG 1144+52 18 156
5 9 U06765 41 126
3 9 U06767 31 138
13 28152 K0 38 82
10 M+ 10-17 077 127
, 2i 6 N3898 10; 120
13 28157 K0 4 68
4 9 U06813 38 141
4 9 U06815 54 125
4 9i U06819 17 148
3 13 28160 M0 2 72
2 3 RAFGL 4829S 48 I8
8 9 U06823 35 133
1 13 28162K0 2 86
1 13 28172 K2 8 73
1 10 _ M+09 20-020 101
"41 ' 11505+5835 14 4
F 5 9 U06870 58 108
5 13 28179 A0 3 25
t "41 11523+5014 10 14
4 6 * 9 U06884 30 121
5 * 9 U06904 58 128
3 13 28191 K0 7 58
26 *9 U06918 72 116
4 13 28194 M6E 1
C 5 9 U06937 15 106
2 DO 33883 86 101
2 10 M+09- 20-062 29
2 10 M+09-20-081 39 1
2 DO 33910 68 105
3 39 40P52.25 701 178
2 13 28237K5 9' 75
25 9 U07075 61 128
7 7 9 U07081 56 111
1 13:28241 F5 15 70
5 9 U07096 46 118
2 12 ZG 1204+56 9 156
2 12 ZG 1204+59 35 t53
1 10 I M+ 10-17-146 69
2 13 28259 K0 14 80
2 2 13 28265 M2 2 85
3 9 U07144 26 143
1 13 28269 K0 8 76
3 9 U07167 30 138
1 13 28279 K0 14 75
7 6 9 U07183 82 118
1 2 DO 33950 81 96
3 9 U07191 65 136
3 13 28291 K5 2 65
2 13 28298 K0 6 75
I 13 28303 K0 35 75
1 10 M+ 10-18 007 163
9 9 U07241 47 130
2 t3 28306 K0 5 82
2 13 28309 K0 14 62
13 28312 K5 16 81
10 M+ 10-18 012 20
13 28316 K0 20 75
4 t3 28315 A2 1 33
2 10 M+09-20-133 50












a 8 Coords SMJ SMN O
ham. o5, (s) () I b ('3 ('3 (') N
12141+521t 11.3 12 135+64 67 10 127 312143+_3 21.643133+6o 38 8 126312146+521836941135+8, 37 14 1283
12150+5328 1.7 11 134+63 21 6 128 3
12162+5453 12.930 133+62 3310 127 3
12175+5423 34.6 34 133+62 59 13 130 312181+su0 98 33 132+e0 37 1311"03
12183+5813 22.4 19 131+59 29 13:127 3
12183+5822 23.0 7 131+59 20 5 130 3
12184+5808 25.9 31 131+59 26 4 128 3
12190+5730 4.2 14 131+59 69 8 130 3
12191+5846 11.7 33 130+58 32 12 132
3
12202+5337 16.6 43 132+63 33 130 3
12204+5019 24.8 21 134+66 40 11 131 2
12213+5426 22.7 26 132+82 70 12 126 2
12214+8346 25.7 25 132+63 64 17 132 2
12215+_03_.8 49130+5944 10129,2
12218+5150 36.1 20 133+65 32 9 132 2
12226+5703 41.0 g 130+60 23 5 '128 3
12226+5243 41.7 10 132+64 59 15 1131 2
12227+5446 47.857 131+62 32 17 131312229+5347sg..'.11131+81 ,m 131
12231+5018 7.243 133+67 50 9 '135 3
12232+5532 14.4'22 131+61 57 12 1127 2122a0+534736957130+61 58 1711"03
,2239+3451,7 51131+62 71313122,0+ 08151,0+81761966212242+523617751t32+6458121363
12243+562O 19.5 47 130+61 39 17 127 2
12244+5128 254 56132+65 35 9133 2
18 130+61
12252+5559 13.0 19 5 129 312252+5346 17.1 _10131+63 47 1 1,0
12260+5345 2._ 9 1131+63 64 18 132 2
12273+5732 21._ 34 129+60 31 8 1,0 3
12276+5840 37.5 52 128+58 46 10 130 3
12276+5148 40.9 38 1131+65 53 8 138 3
12277+5902 44.1 38]128+58 34 6 1133 3
12282+58t4 12.2 50 128+59 68 20 133 2
12282+5124 15.(_ 56 131+66 63 13 139 2
12283+5735 20.6 0 128+60 32 8 131 3
12283+5321 '20.8 58 130+64 38 13 132 2
12290+5814 24 23 128+59 27 5 130 3
12325+5138 32.8 7 129+66 40 11 139 2
12334+5651 28,1 30 127+60 51 12 133 2
12337+5044 45.3 50 129+66 42 15 139 2
12338+5706 52._ 1 127+60 37 9 132 3
12341+5945 7.C 41 129+58 17 4 132 3
12356+5507 38.E 31 127+62 38 3 139 3
12364+5521 24.7 44 127+82 28 9 139 3
12366+5645 41.1 31 126+59 17 5 132 3
12380+5607 3.5 19 126+61 17 5 131 3
12390+5926 1.E 45 125+58 28 8 135 3
12402+5716 16.2 24 125+60 22 6 134 3
12413+5908 21.5 54 125+58 55 8 134 3
12415+5510 ;30.77 24 125+82 55 14 140 2
12422+5625 117.4 25 125+61 51 13 t38 2
12432+5500 15.9 38 125+62 35 7 136 2
12466+5901 36.(; 18 124+58 49 8 133 3
12477+5501 46.6 42 123+62 34 5 142 3
12483+5919 18£ 51 123+58 41 8 134 4
12491+5800 8.2 15 123+59 "0 7 135 3
12492+5738 14.5 51 123+60 58 12 140 2
12516+5705 40.3 36 122+60 37 3 143 3
12518+5613 50.2 34 122+61 22 3 139 3
12525+5902 35.77 51 122+58 34 8 139 3
12532+5836 13.8 49 122+59 31 5 136 3
12534+5627 25.5 57 122+61 31 6 144 3
12340+5766 4.7 39 122+60 24 6 143 3
12341+5421 7.3 49 121+63 55 14 145 2
12574+5336 27.1 53 120+64 65 16 146 2
12585+5638 35.4 11 120+61 29 4 144 3
12589+5504 57.(_ 13 120+62 46 9 146 3
12595+5713 31.1 4 120+60 42 10 143 3
12595+5010 33.(; 15 119+67 52 8 124 3
13013+5347 18.6 47 119+64 54 8 131 4
1,014+5145 28.2 53 116+66 64 15 120 2
13021+3413 10.3 29 119+63 34 9 146 3
13025+3407 30.1 42 119+63 36 9 146 3
13034+5319 25.8 50 118+64 48 19 128 2
13040+5926 5.1 60 119+58 51 13 144 2
13056+5203 39.8 14 117+65 68 5 121 2
13o62+5o54 14.8 43 116+66 19 14 125 3
1,074+5345 25.633 117+63 24 4 127 2
13080+5818 4.3 43 118+59 31 8 144 3
13o99+5638 58.6 39 117+61 17 4 149 3
13107+5209 45.4 29 115+65 37 8 124 3
13114+5656 26.6 33 117+60 80 8 150 2
13115+5139 31.6 42 115+65 48 12 1"0 2
13119+5705 58.6 44 117+60 38 4 1_ 4213125+5503 32.540 116+62 19
13127+5443 46.8 57 116+62 10 8 54 4
13135+5440 35.1 11 115+62 31 11 138 3
13149+5520 58.3 115+62 55 15 144;1315 +5001 27.5 23_4 2 87 I _ 28
13155+5804 33.7 44 118+59l 7 15213176+520640,1113+65521
13176+ 1411a1112+ 241012988ii13189+5734 56._ 1 115+59i 59 15 15313207+5200 45.6 112+65 44 127
13208+5134 52.4 57 111+65 27 127
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)
12 Fm 25 _m 60 _m 100 Fm
(Jlmsky)







































































.25L .25L .98 i
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Flux Con" A Confusion R S A Sep
Uncs Coef R Flags" S 2 # T Name Type (') Mag
Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 vm; 10) High Source Density Region.
13 28323 K2 17
13 28327 K2 4
13 28332 K0 3
1_ UO7402 1128346K2 2
12 ZG 1219+66 59
13 28358M0 5
13 28359 M0 2
13 28364G5 34






10 M +O9-20-174 43
13 28386K2 5
10 M+09-20-175 105
10 M + 09-20-180 104
13 28389 K2 3





t_ M+o9-21-003 147U07659 66
91U07667 41
13 26432 K0 1
13 26440 K2 24
131 28441 K2 2
13 26444 M4E 2
13 28458G5 11








13 28525 K5 5
13 28531 K2 1
13 28532 KT 7
I
131 28538 M2 6
13 28539 K0 15
"13' 28552 M2 13
13 28553 A0P 4
UO9040 67
U08051 52
* 13 28665 G5 4
• 9i U06058 44





12 ZG 1301+53 14
13 28624 K2 14
26626 K2 16
ii ZG 1304+59 3913 28644 K2 23
M+09-22-017 141
9 U06243 36
13 28661 K0 7
1 UW UMA 5
13 28677 G5 10
13 28680 MO 7
6 A1312+55 9
g I)034319 481 28695 K0 17
13 287061(2 2
13 28707 K0 22
13 28716 K0 4
9 U08393 61


































































a 8 Coord$ SMJ SMN 8 O 12 /.tm8¢t
hm. * , (s) () I b (') (') (') N (Jansky)
13212+5254 15.4 43 112+64 55 13 153_91 32 .25L .26L .6013219+5511 55.4 6 113+62 67 6.56 1.60 .42L
13226+5123 50.3 12 110+65 49 9 127 2 .40 .25L .40L
13228+5957 53.7 14 115+57 45 e 146 2 .45 .34L .40L
13232+5514 13.2 55 113+61 44 6 124 2 1.65 .33L _55L
13234+5350 28.3 30 112+63 58 17 1262 .43L .25L .61
13235+5951 33.5138 115+57 25 11 106 2 .25L .40L .98
13238+57t3 49.240 114+60 40 9 139 2 .27 .32L .40L
13239+5730 58.939 1t4+59 79 12 153 2 .25L I .25L .47
13246+5202 36.t 7 110+64 63 8 134 2 .58L .70L .57L
13246+5958 38.5 49 115+57 40 11 148 2 .25L .33L 1.16
13254+5945 25.4 55 115+57 43 12 147 2 .31L .25L .97
13256+5731 38.2 31 113+59 16 5 150 4 1.45 .71 .54L
13271+5629 6.3 30 112+60 8 4 109 4 .41 .25L .40L
13272+5326 17.3 12 110+63 58 8 132 2 .39 .25L .40L
13277+5840 43,9 27 113+58 28 8 155 2 .25L .29L 2.35
13278+5551 50.7 12 112+61 44 15 146 2 .32L .25L .57
13321+5208 11.4 43 108+64 64 16 128 2 .77L .25L .73
13340+5012 1.0 44 105+66 37 11 87 2 .41L .25L 1.01
13345+5256 35.5 32 108+63 21 4 131 21 1.94 .57 .4OL
i
13346+5t32 38.5 40 106+64 69 8 129 2 .38 .79L .40L
13352+5250 14.7 53 107+63 32 4 131 3! 2.88 .81 .40L
13357+5058 42.9 6 106+65 27 5 128 2' 5.55 1.39 .40L
13372+5203 16.1 32 106+64 32 6 127 2 2.18 .58 .40L
13375+5310 32.5 37 107+63 43 11 134 3 .36 .53L .40L
13381+5911 7.1 21 111+57 42 31i161 2 .45L .65L .40L
13384+5045 26.6 57 104+65 22 9 _ 127 2 .49 .25L .40L
13384+5326 28.0 43 107+62 40 10 134 2 .33 .25L .40L
13387+5301 45.4 40 107+63 58 10 131 2 .71 .25L .40L
13388+5456 50.3 3 108+61 20 6 135 2 34.07 8.66 1.46
13395+5625 34.6 16 i109+60 46 8 113' 2 .25L .38L .46
3397+5555 47.5; 27 109+60 29 9 131 i 2 .29L .28L 1.51
3406+5558 38.3 54 109+60 38 8 134 2 .82 .29L .40L
3408+5937 53.4 52 111+57 26 15 157 2 .25L .25L .48:
3422+5445 13.1 4 107+61 36 8 132 2 .39 .25L A0L
3422+5553 15.2 9 108+60 25 5 137 3 .98 .25L A0L
3428+5608 5t.4 14 108+60 12 5 131 3 .31L 2.33 23.70
3433+5607 21.g 55 108+60 12 8 134 3 .28 .25L .40L
3453+5802 22.3 2 109+58 29 18 111 2 .65L .25L .43
3468+5234 50.6 38 104+63 61 18 130 2 .27L .25L .39
3469+5833 56.242 109+57 10 9 1 4 .25L .25L 1.34
3472+5337 12.6 16 105+62 75 35 132 2 .27L .25L .57L
3461+5507 10.5 5 106+60 9 5 131 3 6.46 1.74 .40L
3489+5656 57.1 49 107+59 15 15 152 3 .25L .25L .48
3503+5839 19.7 12 108+57 19 14 104 2 .24 .25L .40L
3504+5653 24.3 41 107+59 23 18 96 3 .25L .25L .41
3514+5234 27.5 5 102+62 16 5 131 2 12.69 3.30 .65
3517+5911 43.4 43 109+56 39 10 140 2 .39L .25L .54
3519+5746 58.5 3 107+58 15, 13 114 3 .25L .25L .61
3526+5434 39.9 29 104+60 10 10 112 3 .25L .15: 1.32
3530+5854 4.7 40 108+57 7 3 45 4 .25L .22 2.34
3536+5945 36.5 5 109+56 9 7 134 4 .25L .25L 1.01
3543+5846 196 31 108+57 21 8 t45 3 .25L .28L 1.08
3544+5959 24,9 12 109+56 27 20 66 3 .78L .25L .27:
3550+5408 3.0 16 103+61 8 8 104 3 .70 .25L .40L
3551+5449 11.7 46 104+60 13 5 128 3 2.47 .70 .41L
3551+5944 11.8 8 108+56 8 6 50 4 80 .21 .40L
3555+5953 35.1 11 t08+56 22 11 127 3' .22 .25L .40L
3560+5345 1.3 21 102+61 9 8 102 3 .60 .20 .40L
3578+5616 48.5 57 105+59 12 10 i 126 4 .25L .28: .83
3581+5242 9.6 25 101+62 24 8 163 3 .25 .25L .40L
3588+5002 48.7 1 97+64 75 12 125 3 .81L .25L .40L
3591+5934 8.4 12 '107+56 11 6 144 3 .52 1.64 10.40
4004+5603 26.1 16 104+59 23 18 123 3 .25L .25L .35
4007+5430 ,2.9 41 102+60 9 5 113 3 .30L .65 4.95
4012+5428 13.852 102+60 18 7 1313 .25L .24 1.60
4012+5916 17.(_ 41 107+56 13 12 155 3 .25L .45L .84
4013+5435 22.4 46 102+60 22 8 131 3 .52L .30 3.85
4016+5438 40.1 38 102+60 28 14 134 3 .37L .12: 1.27
4019+5433 55.5 21 102+60 9 5 126 3 .40 1.93 9.65
I
{024+5141 26.7 42 98+62 10 3 129 4 1.37 .37 .40L
$026+5239 39.3 17 100+61 11 9 t27 3 .55 .28L .40L
t027+5438 42.8 8 102+60 9 3 75, 3 ,25L .25: 1.81
|032+5353 13.5 29 101+60 19 11 128 3 .25L .25L 1.12
1036+5645 36.2 32 104+58 27 8 161 3 .72 .25L .40L
1037+5519 45.5 55 102+59 31 14 133 3 .32L .25L .51
1039+5137 59.4 46 98+62 15 10 121 4 .25L .25L .75
1040+5426 4.6 37 101+60 10 8 132 3 .44 .25L .40L
1045+5057 30.4 46 97+62 14 6 125 4 .23 .40 3.66
1047+5832 46.5 40 105+56 21 3 159 4 .40L .51L .46
1049+5332 54.4 55 100+60 10 8 111 3 .52 .25L AOLI
1056+5606 41.1 3 103+58 15 10 125 3 .34 .25L .40L
IO56+5520 41.8 20 102+59 31 17 120 2 .42L .25L .55
|072+5934 12.3 27 106+55 10 5 152 3 1.13 .29 .40L
|080+5230 4.7 16 98+61 44 tl 131 2 .19 1.42L .54L
|084+5904 25.9 23 105+55 19 16 114 3 .40L .25L .53
|085+5450 31.8 33 101+59 21 6 133 2; .53 .84L .40L
|088+5336 53.3 26 99+60 12 8 103 3 .40 .26L A0L
|094+5846 27.2 57 105+56 10 8 172 5 .76 .15 .40L
L097+5521 47.0 30 101+58 27 18 119 3 .25L .25L .31
H05+5034 32.9 54 95+62 17 8 115 3 .27L .47 2.31
_116+5201 41.4 21 96+61 8 4 116 4 1.22 .32 .40L
1121+5820 8.4 53 104+56 8 4 138 4 2.81 .76 .40L
1122+5800 18.0 9 i 103+56 10 4 135 4 .25L .22 2.16
1127+5430 47.2 50 99+59 51 8 135 2 .30 .25L ,40L
1138+5056 50.641 94+62 22 13 112 3 .44L .25L .65
;138+5113 53.E 26 95+61 24 8 103 2 .26 .25L .40L
;143+5655 23.1 10 102+57 21 12 1124 2 .33 .26L .40L
_143+5135 23.2 55 95+61 11 8 124 3 .78 .17: .40L
144+5310 25.2 11 97+60 13 4 129 4 1.97 .56 .40L
FlagsFlux Density
t'NOI Color Corrected)




100 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Set)
Uncs Coef R Flags" S 2 # T Name Type ("_ Mag
1.26 CC LBF 0300000000 6 9 U08416 35 t5E
1.29L BC AAGJ 0 0400000000 8 13 28737A2P 2 2_
1.04L D F 0300000000 2 13 28747 K5 16 87
1.00L C DG 140000CO00 2 DO 34374 8 9_=
1.56L B ABKL 0301000000 3 13 28751 A5 7 4(
1.41 CC CD 0400000110
2.07 CC LAB 1401000000 2 10 M+IO- 19-071 35
1AlL C DJ K; 0400000000 13 28753G5 8 61
1.08L C K CG 0400000000 3 6 A1323+57 11
1.04 CHLBD 1300010000 1 10 M+09-22-061 57
2.05 CC I AB 1300000000 2 12 ZG 1324+59 29 15_
1.87 CC E BB 1400000010
IOOL BB AAH 0 0400000000 I
1 00L! C BD 0500000000 1 131 28774 G5 7 7E
1.54L] v B 1302000000 1 13 28775 K0 6 7_
5.36 CC DBA 0200000200 4 6 9 U08490 31 11E
2.79L F BE 1200000000 2 12 ZG 1327+55 53 151
1.69L O J J DO 0200000100 2 "27 MKN 264 1
3.06 CD LFAA 0201000000 3 9 U08593 18 144
1.23L BE ABKF 2300001100 2 13 28813 K5 2 7C
1.15L C OM 0300000000 1 13 28814 K0 24 77
1.0OL BC AA 2 2300001000 4 13 28816 1(5 4 6_
1.00L BC AAD 0 0300000000 4 13 28819K5 1 65
1.09L BF AA 0 0300001000 1 13 28831 K2 7 65
1.00L C El 1400021000 2 13 ' 28832 A2 17 52
92 C DD 2500000100
1.00L C B 0300010000 4 13 28836 F8 33 62
1.00L C D 0400000000 1 13 28837 K2 7 70
2.05L C AD H 0300000000 1 13 28842 K0 17 68
1.58L BBC AAAE 0 0400011100 6 13 28843M0 2 47
1.39 DD GBD 0301(300000 3 10 M+09-22-097 46
4.39 CC HMAA 0300000100 13 9 U08678 33 135
1.03L C AF 0400COO000 1 13 28858 K0 13 70
1.24 CF CD 1402010200 4
1.45L C D K 0200010000 1 13 28870 1(2 7 80
1.00L C AB N 0500000000 2 13 28871 K2 2 81
22.31 BCC EAAA 0100110000 7 9 U08696 33 150
1.48L C DI 0400110000 1 13 28878 F5 8 63
1.00L C CF 1400000000
1.00L D K F E 0400000100
1.99 CB MAA , 0402000000;
1.54 D KD 14O0000000!
1.00L AB AADJ 1 2300000000
1.00L D GBN 0400000000
1.07L C D 0300010000
.85 CC NHCC 0400100000
1.10L BBC AABK 0 0400000100
1.00L C A 0300000000
1.02: DF BF 1301000100
2.74 DBB FAB 0200000000
4.63 OCC BBAA 0300011000
3.57 BB GGAA 1200001000
2.26 CC BBA 0301000100
1.55 CC H CB 1401000100
1.04L B BEFH 0601000000
1.00L BC 'AAt H 2 0400010100
1.00L IBE rBCM 0 1300020000
1.00L 'B C F 140OO00000
1.00L BD BD N 0 0600010000
1.45 FBD LEAC 0102001200
1.00L C F E K 0400000000
1.31 F GNKC 1500000200
20.49 BBCC BAAA 0 0100011000
1.48 CC BB 02O0OO0OOO
6.57: CCF CAAB 2502001100
1.00L CC NDB 2702001100
1.20 BE MHBC 0500000100
30.72 DDC DCCF 2283136440
1.COL DF FC 2602134430
18.35: BBCF BAAB 2 2304035430
1.29L BD AC H 3 0500000000
1.00L B BCE O3OOOOO000
2.54: DCD CAA 2502001110
4.78 CC FEDA 0500000420
1.12L C BFK ! 0400010000
i.00L C AF ' 0300000000
1.21 CC C'LNBAJ ' 04000001101.00L C 2601010000
10.13 CCBC'EBAA 1 1200011100
1.07L B HCH 1300000000
1.00L B BFK 0601000000
1.00L C C 0301000000
2.00L C M CC 0300000100
1.00L CD AC 9 1401001000
4.08L C DHHL 0201000000
1.00 CC BD 1200000110
1.00L F BJ F 0301000100
t.O3L C CEC 0301010000
1.00L BD AD N 0 0200000000
1.15 CC J DC 0400000000
5.75 FCC JBAA 0100000000
1.OOL BC AC 0 1400002000
1.00L AB AAI D 3 0301001100
5.04 DEIB DDAA 0100010100
1.50L C BI 0401000000
.85: DF J FBB 1400000000
1.27L C D N 1401000000
1.04L E DH 2400010000
1.00L BD AD 0 1300011000
1.00L BB AAE 2 0600001000
J
2 13 28899 M0 7 81
4 13 28922 MB 70
5 "9 U08834 46 138
3 9 U08843 22 136
4 9 U08852 6 128
4 9 i U08866 40 131
4 13 28940 1(2 1 81
3 "13 28942 K5 2 70
1 13 28943 K5 2 81
1 22i D_ 34523 26 1051 34526 55 100
4 1 12 ZG 1357+56 5 156
1 13 28968 K2 6 85
5 9 U08937 74 126
4 9 U08958 36 131
3 "41 14007+5430 5 7
4 "41 14012+5429 10 6
F' 7 9 U08981 77 88
F 2 39 4CP54.30A 34 178
F 3 "41 14019+5433 2 7
1 13 28995 K7 4 85
13 28997 K0 0 76
5 "10 M+09-23-030 11
C 7 " 9 U09013 34 118
13 29004 K0 2 71
*41 14037+5519 5 12
4 * 2 DO 34559 60 106
3 6 N5480 5 126
1 13 29009 K0 6 70
1 2i DO 34567 40 105
5 ° 9 U09036 21 140
1 13 29019 K0 2 65
I °41 14081+5230 16 1
1 2 DO 34577 76 105
1 13 29030 K2 4 80
2 13 29033 K2 6 68
2 12 ZG 1409+55 32 153
2 9 U09097 72 133
2 3 13 29046 A5 4 45
3 t3 29052 M2 1 81
4 9 U09115 9 141
1 2 DO 34599 14 101
1 13 29062 K0 6 75
2 °13 29070F8 5 65
3 13 29071 A5 3 48
2 13 29072 M2 1 85
'Confusion Flags: 1) CiRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH):, 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
206
;I !1_
Right Ascension: 14h14=50"-15hosm19 "
Position (1950)
Name
a 8 Ihm. e
H
Galactic Uncertainty C
a 8 Coords SMJSMN _ O 12 /_m(_) () I b C) C) )
14148+5531 50.5 47 100+58 12 8 135 3 .84
14153+5446 23.0 28 99+58 19 13 133 2 .26
14157+5751 47.5 35 102+56 12 t0 134 4 .25L
14158+5858 51.6 47 104+55 12 12 118 3 ,25L
14159+5205 59.9 18 96+60 18 8 118 3 .68
14169+5410 56.2 12 98+59 11 7 123 3 1,41
14177+5237 45,8 52 96+60 13 8 99 3 .37
14182+5657 12.5 25 101+56 17 13 133 3 .25L
14210+5754 0.5 10 t01+55 12 8 136 3 .53
14212+5402 12.5 13 97+58 15 3 130 4 7.94
14229+5351 54.7 481 96+58 60 8 168 3 .25L
14230+5645 4.3 33100+56 28 8 162 3 ,46L
14232+5317 15.2 581 96+59 34 8 174 3 .47
14233+5110 18,6 5 93+60 14 8 122 3 ,70
14234+5204 28.6 39 94+60 11 3 113 3 3.00
14245+5818 35.3 38 101+55 5t 8 152 4 .37
14248+5250 50.9 57 95+59 25 8 5 3 .58
14248+5148 51.0 35 93+60 26 16 92 3 .25L
14267+5723 46,0 44 100+55 55 8 155 3 .25L
14268+5004 52.C 4 90+61 14 6 120 3 1.87
14278+5931 52.7 2 102+54 14 12 147 2 .26
14288+5255 50,8 38 94+58 21 11 122 3 .25L
14289+5941 57,8 28 102+53 10 8 147 6 .25L
14293+5528 21.3 4 97+57 23 t7 73 2 ,39L
14298+5622 53.6 43 98+56 10 9 179 3 .54
14306+5808 37.5 19 100+55 9 5 110 4 ,64
14307+5007 42.3 29 89+60 26 12 121 3 .25L
14309+5537 56.7 6 97+56 13 3 114 4 6,85
14310+5617 2.5 21 98+56 8 6 85 4 ,38
14313+5838 21,0 34 100+54 11 9 137 4 .34
14315+5640 35,5 1 98+56 80 23 65 2 .25L
14318+5307 50,3 35 94+58 10 9 120 3 .59
14323+5643 21.9 52 98+55 22 12 89 3 .34L
14327+5717 46.2 7 99+55 20 13 51 3 .39
14330+5546 1.8 18 97+56 36 17 113 2 .18
14341+5305 7,8 19 93+58 8 4 110 3 1,32
14342+5336 17.5 26 94+57 34 8 170 2 ,36L
14349+5900 57,6 39 100+53 9 6 136 3 ,36
14352+5443 13,5 48 95+57 26 10 72 3 ,25L
14353+5504 20,5 18 96+56 11 9 90 3 .45
14361+5727 7.6 51 98+55 12 10 120 4 .32
14370+5429 3,7 32 94+57 13 11 106 4 .25L
14378+5339 48,4 161 93+57 10 9 115 4 A9
14379+5420 57.4 48 94+57 29 21 99 2 ,66L
14390+5343 2.7 3 93+57 9 8 175 4 .25L
14393+5227 23.7 1 91+58 17 10 122 3 .63
14394+5332 285 57 93+57 11 6 91 3 .25L
14395+5810 _35.7 26 99+54 15 9 136 3 .39
14400+5733 1.6 37 98+54 56 16 141 2 ,42L
14402+5609 13.4 54 96+55 23 15 116 3 ,26L
14408+5500 50,8 54 94+56 9 3 92 4 10.43
14410+5415 0,C 50 93+56 28 22 130 4 .25L
14416+,,14394398+53,4 128 3114417+5400 46,4 16 93+56 12 .48
14420+5905 4.255 99+53 11 10 23 4 ,25L
14422+5336 14.5 37 92+57 21 15 95 3 .25L
14425+5619 33.4 2 96+55 8 5 115 4 5.13
14441+5147 6.9 20 89+57 9 5 109 4 .25L
14441 +5036 7.4 4 88+58 32 14 119 3 .25L
14449+5649 56,5 33 96+54 10 9 122 4 1.03
14450+5443 3.8 47 93+55 28 8 5 2 ,28
14451+5626 9.3 29 96+54 10 9 102, 3 .25L
14454+5100 28,3 45 88+58 11 9 93 4 ,94
14459+5825 56A 58 98+53 9 7 128 4 ,25L
14466+5249 40,3 59 90+57 11 8 110 4 A8
14473+5112 18,7 43 88+57 57 41 133 2 ,30L
14475+5426 35.1 15 93+55 11 6 96 4 1.87
14477+5524 47,1 15 94+55 14 12 103 3 ,41L
14479+5134 56.1 48 88+57 28 8 89 3 .26
14481+5016 9.3 35 86+58 35 26 71 2 .25L
14490+5154 3.5 32 89+57 19 8 89 4 .34L
14491 +5144 9,6 3 88+57 12 8 100 4 ,74
14493+5510 21.4 38 93+55 8 6 28 3 ,95
14494+5736 25.8 56' 96+53 9 7 45 5 ,66
14499+5910 59,5 54 98+52 8 5 674 .25L
14501+5929 9.5 51 99+52 95 4105 4 5.3414509+5059 55.558 87+57 2 2131 I .25L
14513+5051 21,5 4 87+57 33 17 i 97 2 25L
14514+5230 _'6.0 7 89+56 13 8:99 4 .55
14519+5216 54.2 38 89+56 29 17 80 3 .25L
14526+5942 51.0 59 98+51 10 8 146 4 .54
14543+5608 22,_, 37 94+54 6 4 99 4 1,25
14553+5714 21.5 42 95+53 23 8 83 2 ,21
14554+5407 25,1 32 91+55 22 13 116 2 .28L
14565+5705 35.E 15 95+53 28 18 ,122 3 .38L
14566+5018 41.1 9 85+57 12 8 11 5 1,00
14580+5511 5.8 46 92+54 8 7 35 4 ,48
14581+5258 11.6 36 89+55 84 26 129 2 ,25L
14591 +5410 6.0 3 90+54 19 11 78 4 .28L
14591+5011 9.114 85+56 14 8 114 5 .25L
15004+5037 27.3 19 85+56 23 16 91 3 .25L
15009+5149 56.7 3 87+55 16 5 127 3 1.24
15016+5048 41.5 29 85+56 15 8 120 4 .38
15019+5613 59.1 49 93+53 8 6 61 4 .84
15043+5634 20.9 57 93+52 59 20 62 2 .58L
T5043+5754 225 41 95+51 13 11 117 4 .25L
15047+5756 45.8 33 95+51 9 9 20 4 .37
15048+5444 50,6 52 90+53 6 4 84 4 2.79
15051 +5557 7.1 14 92+52 8 4 79 4 .32
15053+5540 19.1 15 92+53 14 10 79 3 .26
Flux Density Flags
(N_ Color Corrected)







































































































100 vm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
1.00 c .9o0019o0i I11!1.01L C F 0100010000 ,
2.00 BB L BA 0200000100
1.69 CB NBB 0202000100 1:
1.00L B BGKL 1300000000 1'
1.00L BC AB 0 0300001000 1'
1.00L B CF MM 0400020000 1:
3,74 CC G DA 2200000200 I " I
1,00L B BEJ 0400000000 1,"
1.00L CBD AACE 4 0200001000 1,"
.84: DC BC 0200000000
1.00L C L BD 2401000000
1.18L B iBM 0300010000
1.00L C ADL 1300000000
1.00LBC AA E 0 0301001000
1,01L C CD M 0401000000
1.00L B B G M O3OOOOO0OO
1.22 DC G CD 0200000000
,75: DCC GEBD 1501000000
1.00L BD ABL 0 1400012000
1.0OL C DEL 0301010000
1,54 BD BA 0300000100
3.24 BB EHAA 0240000100
1.08L C E O 0300000000
1.00L CE AFFG 0 1400010000
25,42 CBBB BBAA 4 0102054000
2.43 CC BA 1300000100
1.00L BB AAEM 0 0200000100
1.17L C B J 1300000000
1.00L C C I 04OOOOO000
.93 C LB 1300000010
1,00L B BJ H 0401010000
1,18: CC BC ' 1300000110
1.00L E CL ' 1501000000
1,20L E D 03010000O0
1.0OL BC ABJ 2 0300001000
.98: CD M BB 0300000100













1.00L B B H









1.00L C BI 1300000000
1.00L BBC AAD 0 1111010000
.81 CC J KED 0100000100
1.04L E] CE I 0101000000
1.00L B AE 1100000000
1.60 FBB ECAB 0201000010
1,73 CB CA 1100000200
1.00L ABC AAEL 0 0300000000
4.07 BBB AAA 0200000000
1.20 CC AC BBL 46000100001,00L BC 1 0101000000
1,00L D F M 0100000000
3.22 BB KAA 0200010000
1.00L BF AD 2 7500021000
2.77 BB EAA 0100000000
1.12L B B 0100010000
.72 E G MJ 3400000010
1.00L BB AAJ M 0 0100001000
1.19: CD CDCC 1100000100
1.04L C E C 4400000000
1,40 C J G' 2400001150
2,21 C B _J B A 2400000000
1.00L BC AD H 0 2500000010
1.00L B C A D _t 2 0300000000 1
1.00L CD AD 0 0302000000
5A2 BB MEAA 0100000000
1A6L AB AAHE 0 0301001000
.81 D LI C 3500100110
1.00L F BF 3501000000
1.00L CE BDJ F 7 0500010010
1.41 C C D B 3402000010
1.00L B AC K 0201001000
1,00L BB ACM 0 0200000000
1.00L F H 0300000000
1.06 CC BE 0300000100
1.00L C F E 1300000000
1.0OL B C A C K 1 0300000000
1.goL B 8 E 03OO0OOOOO
.73 C B 130O0O0O0O
1.15 CC GECB 2380000000
2.18 BB BA 0200001010
1.31 DC EA 1300000010
1.0OL CE ABL 9 2400000000
1.03L D BDK 1400010000
1.00L BD AE I 1 0101010000
1.26L F F E 1200000000
1.42 BB MLBB 0201110200 I
1.00L B BFAI 0301110200 I
139L BB AB G 0 1310000000 I
17,08 CEBC DBAA 0 0101012000
1.00L C DK 0400000000













































































































































































































































15055+5641 34.9 40 93+52
15058+5256 50.9 3 88+54
15060+5311 5.8 5 88+54
15063+5138 18.2 43 86+55
1.5064+5456 25.2 37 90+53
15067+5014 44.5 43 84+55
15069+5750 58.5 52 94+51
15070+5229 2.4 9 87+54
15075+5113 32.5 14 85+55
15077+5243 43.1 4 87+54
15076+5843 53.9 56 95+51
15080+5329 1.2 55 88+53
15084+5711 28.3 t5 93+5t
15093+5532 18.9 8 91+52
15095+5214 32.6 19 86+54
15099+5005 B0.0 24 83+55
15102+5914 12.9 30 96+50
15105+5959 32.4 46 97+50
15107+5044 44.9 38 84+54
15109+5307 57.7 0 87+53
15113+5134 19.5 53 85+54
15123+5027 19.3 32 83+54
15126+5247 37.4 28 87+53
15132+5435 17.0 49 89+52
15140+5541 2.5 58 91+52
15140+5055 4 9 30 84+54
15143+5107 19.2! 19 84+54
15146+5629 e,0.8 36 92+51
15153+5535 22.5 27 90+51
15160+5307 3.g 39 87+53
15171+5858 8.8 28 94+49
15176+5640 30.2 0 91 +51
15175+584t )4.6 2 94+50
15176+5216 38.(; 51 85+53
15176+5942 40.t 8 95+49
15176+5817 40.E 43 94+50
15182+5648 _15.8 1 92+51
15186+5208 36.g 16 85+53
15187+5226 47.5 30 85+53
15195+5050 34.g 48 63+53
15206+5021 30.3 5 82+53
15208+ 5552 49.4 2 90+ 51
15232+5423 13.8 t7 88+51
15233+5029 20.E 22 82+53
15237+5547 44.g 6 90+50
15238+5908 48.2 29 94+49
15240 + 5046 2.4 6 82+ 53
15242+5911 13.2 17 94+49
15243+5237 20.3 8 85+52
15250+5213 1.5 34 84+52
15261+5502 7.1 12 88+50
15261+5029 9.;' 13 82+52
15265+5311 32.4 25 86+51
15267+5543 47.4 4 89+50
15268+5254 49.4 47 85+51
152t38+5826 51.2 38 93+49
15289+5052 56.0 49 82+52
16293+5943 19.2 51 94+48
15296+5451 38.5 35 88+50
15299+5254 56.0 42 85+51
15300+5019 1.912 81+52]
15303+5156 22,3113 83+5115303+5720 22.4 91+49
15304+5438 29.9 24 87+50
15310+5028 2.3 34 81+52
15313+5802 22.4 57 92+48
15322+5314 14.1 50 85+50
15322+5643 15.3 34 90+49
15328+5661 49.4 1 90+49
15328+5722 50.7 26 91+49
15329+5631 56.3 11 90+49
t5334 + 5008 25.7 11 80+51
15336+5009 41.9 38 80+51
15339+5405 56.0 15 86+50
15343+5950 16.7 37 94+47
15344+5915 28.2 48 93+47
15358+5525 48.2 31 88+49
15359+5003 55.8 17 80+51
15362+5440 14.2 18 87+49
15368+5933 51.4 13 93+47
15369+5722 59.7 33 90+48
15371+5035 6.5 8 81+51
15371+5315 9.3 31 85+50
,5374+571129417 0o+,m
,5_7e+534737231i 85+49
15377+5737 46.2 23 91 +48
15380+5957 0.1 16 94447
15360+5805 2.6 7 91+48
15385+5929 35.8 17 93+47
15387+5814 47.2 23 91 +47
15389+5724 55,5 57 90+48
15401+5217 7.7 19 83+50
15405+5954 32.8 46 93+46
15406+5537 37.5 35 88+48
15406+5013 39.5 44 80+50
[5412+5541 112.9 34 88+48
15414+5230 26.5 50 83+49
15414+5328 26.8 39 85+49
[5423+5343 21.7 42 85+49




SM.I SMN (.8)C) (") N
134il 8327'-8 6_ .30
32 72 2 .25L
22 12 60 41 .25L
12311431.16
12 _136! 1.46,_ I 115 ] .25L99 ! .25
5 3 1109 5 .36:
i
30 20! 69 2 .57L
7 93 7.37
10 51119 4 .28:
16 12 83 4 .25L
56 8 161 4, .26L
10 67186 4 8.529 363 .84
13 4 : 140 4 .25L
34 8 79 3 .25L
8 8 92 4 .41
14 10 84 5 .25L
29 14 125 4 .41
9 8 133 4 .30
16 12 75 3 .24
13 6 133 3 .25L
17 8 88 3 .25L
12 8 83 4 ,82
28 11 138 3 .86
9 5 115:3 .33
12 8 107 5 .25L
15 8 139 3 ,51
20 14 67 2 .81L
10 131 1.0512 88 .25L
8 ' 133 3 2.02
12 I g "
112 .25L
19
37 162 3 .27
14 9 4 .43L
25 8 90' 3 .25L
20 9 82 4 .25L
9 78154 818 35 .98
23 9 103 4 .27L
10 g 15 3 .36
13 5 135 3 23.51
10 5 90 4 2.11
16 9 135 3 .50
17 10 117 3 .25L
11 5 120 3 2.62
12 9 96 4 .48L
17 11 102 2 .27
8 4 103 3 7.56
1t t0 108 4 .25L
7 3 94 3 1.32'
32 2O 139 2 .83LI
20 12 112 3 .25L
10 9 166 3 .49
27 12 84 2 .62L
10 9 106 3 .60
28 12 110 2 .2035 172 .25L
9 9 89 3 .31
6 4 104 3 2.50
43 28 9t 2 .25L
10 9 111 3 .25L
10 8 121 3 .42
9 6 117 4 .25L
15, 12 66 4 .25L
12 10 68 4 .32
5 3 120 4 1.41
62 12 126 2 .25L
11 8 107 3 .76
7 4 85 3 2.01
9 7 39 3 .75
33 20 67 2 .25
26 23 98 2 .40L
48 tl 122 2 .27
8 5 110 3 2.11
12 9 138 3 .25L
35 8 154 4 .28L
10 5 110 3 1.28
18 13 89 3 .30L
8 6 23 4 .73
21 13 99 2 .25L
6 5 88 3 4.73
38 30 144 2 .25L
111115 .25L39 62 .40L
16 8 155 4 .25L10 84 .57
13 1_i'39 43 .26L22 88 ,39L
25 10 ! 92 3 .63L
18 8 154 4 .66
27 14 74 2 .26
21 8 97 3 25L
43 19 81 2 .28L
9 8 100 3 .50




2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing;
(Not Color Cocvecte_ V
25 p.m 60 Fm 100 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion
(]_ky) UII¢'_ Co¢[ R Fhq_*
.59L .401. .57 C L C 1301000000
.22 .40L 1.13L BC AC 1 0300000000
.25L .40L 1.0OL C CH I 0300010000
.25L .40L .81 D F 4300000100
.25L .53 2.12 FD ALcBB 1302100200
.25 .40L 1.00L BD 0400003000
.34 .4OL 1.00L CC ABME 0 0300000000
.25L .50 .85 BD HI BC 1400000100
.25L .40L 1.24L O F K 1300020000
.24 2.16 7.09 FCBB GCAA 6 0100003100
.79L .29 1.38L i co-. J DG 0300000000
2.49 .53 1.00LIBB_ AADH 1 0310000000
.25 3.35 9.21 FCCC FCAA 0 0101023100
.25L .71 2.08 CB J EBA 0401000000
.25L .35 1.O6 C (3 D B 1300000000
2.62 .40 1.00L BBC AAEN 0 0400000000
.25L .4OL 1.00L B AE 0300002000
.13: 1.09 5.35 DCB GDBA 1200000310
.25L .45 1.05: CE DC 0400000000
.25L .40L 1.00L iB B O 0400010(X)0
.25L .65 1.91 BB MBB 0400000100
.25L' .40L 1,00L C D F 0301110000
.25L .40L 1.00L ]B C 0401010000
.25L .40L 1.00L E DL F 1401000000
.33 2.72 7.43 CCC I CAA 0300001100
.25L .62 .65: BF MHBI 0400000000
.16: .40L 1.00L CF AD 7 0300000000
.93 10.04 36.01 FODC BBAA 7 3161134210
.49 4.34 15.45 BDCC DAAA 8 0201022100
.25L .64 1.38 B B F B C 0300000000
.25L .40L 1.00L B AD 0301010000
.35L .59 1.53 EC KFBC 13010001G0
.24 .40L 1.00L BD AB 1 0301000000
.33 .83 1.48 DBC BAC 0200000000
.61 .40L 1.00L BB AB 1 0300001000
.25L .40L 2.22L B B D 0201010000
.25L .51 .86: CF BD 2400000100
.25L .40L 1.35L B DC M 0201000000
.25L .69 1.01 BC FBB 0301000100
.25L .43 1.29 CO MBC 0400000100
.25L .59 .93: B B K BC 0400000000
.25L ,40L 1.02L B AEKH 1 i 0400000000
.23 .40L 1.00L BD AEJ M 0300002000
.25L .47 1.41 BC J L BB 0300000100
.25L .40L 1.00L C BF 1300000000
5.78 .96 1.00L BBB AAAK 0 0400100000
.59 .40L 1.00L BB AB 1 0400001000
.25L .40L 1.00L C BO 040011000(
.25L .73 2.57 BB BA 0100000000
.66 .42L 1.0OL BC AAF 11 0300002000
.26L .53 1.00L C FFCH 0200000100
.25L .40L 1.19L F C 0400000000
3.61 .58 t.00L ABC AABL 2 0200000200
.25L .84 1.63 BC L AB 1300000000
.38 .40L 1.00L BB ABI 1 0200001000
.52L .34 1.00L D MJ DD 0300000000
.25L .62 1.93 BF J HBB 0300000000
.25L .40L 1.10L B BI N 0402010000
.25L .38 1.01L D EE 0301000000
.28 .40L 1.00L B D B D K 9 , 0300000000
.25L .40L 1.00L D E 1_
.25L .58: 1.37 DC CD ' 1300000000
.25L .4OL 1.00L C B 0300000000
.71 .40LI 1.00L BC AA 0 0301000000
.62L ASL 1.19 DI GC 1301000000
.20: 1.00 1.50 BDBE CAB 0301001000
.25L .40L 1.00L B N L 0200000000
.23: t.87 5.13 DBC L DAA 0100000000
.25L ,54 1.95 CB; _ BA 1200000100
.31 .40L 1.00L C B L N 0301000000
.33 .40L 1.00L, BD AB J 5 0300010000
.2sL .57 81-,. oF BE 04oo1oo1oo
.17: .40L 1.00L BE ACBL 0 1400100100
.47 .40L ' 1.00L BC AB 0 0300001000
.13: .40L 1.00L BD BD 0 1500GO0O60
.25L .40L 1.22L C D 1300000000
.25L .39 1.00L D F H 0400000000
.35L A0L 1.07L C DM 0400010000
.55 .40L 1.00L BC AA 0 0300003000
.25I. .61 2.49 BD,DLBB 3401000100
.25L .47 1ATL B A'LCB 0 1200000000
.30 .40L 1.00L B D A 0400002000
.25L .48 1.00L B H C F 0300000000
.24 A0L 1.00L DD A D 9 1200000000
.25L .85 2.06L C BG 0200000000
1.O6 .40L 1.00L:BC_ AAJ 0 0301010000
.25L .40L 1.70 I C L C 4400000340
.26 .40L t.0OL BFr AC G 0 2400001000
.25L .98 6.20 BC MCCA 3201010300
.25L AOL .82 C C 3400000000
,25L .54 1.00L B GCE 0301000000
,25L .40L 1,00L Ic B C 0302000000
.25L ,89 2.75 ' 88 MAB 2300000010
.25L .62 1.00L C HBC 0301000000
.25L .44 .78: CC DD )400000000
.25L .40L T.OOL B BF 0300000000
25L .40L 1.70L C F K 0300010000
.25L _59 ,96: CC L BB 2201000000
.25L .42 1.16 EC J BC 1202000000








# T N=me Type
• 6 111099
3 13 29410 KO
M+1_- 25-0_.
Ut_738
_ 13 29420 KO





3 4 ITMSS +50241
U09759
2 12 ZG 1509+52
5 13 29436 M0
2 13 29439 K5
3 9 U09768
1 10 M +09-25-033
t 13 29443 KO
2 10 M+09-25-036
i
1 13 29459 M0
4 9 U09797
1 39 GB 1514+50.9
1 13 29464 G5
5 9 U09801g U09805
2 13 29475 KO
1 30 7ZW 593
2 13 29479 K0
3 13 29480 K5
2 13 29481 K5
I 39 WE 1517+56W1
2 13 29487 A3
3 12 ZG 1519+50
2 13 29500 K5
1 13 29514 K0
1 10 M+08-28-025
1 13 29519 K2
5 13 29520 K0
1 13 29521 K5
3 13 29523 K7
3 9 U09853
2 13 29526 K2
1 "41 15260+5502
1 13 29534 K2
2 4 TMSS +50244
4 6 A1528 + 55
1 2 DO 34967
2 13 29553 K5
2 12 ZG 1529+54
2 6 A1530+51
1 13 29559 K2






2 131 29575 M1
13 295791<2; _,53 Ko
3 "13 29_5K513 29587 K7
14 6; A1535+552 DO 35025
5 :'13 29597 K0
5 * 9 U09948
2 13 296O0 G5
13 29607 MB32 X1538+599
4 "13 29609K0
5 " 9 U09969
5 " 9 i U09971
2 13 29623 M0U09985
2 13 29625 K5
2 15 5857 BgpSi
2 12 ZG 1542+53
1 13 29636 K2










































































Coords SMJ SMN O O 12 ,ama 8
h_m-- .S, (s) (") 1 b £3 £3 (') N
Flux Density
15436+5700 36.660 89+47 34 21 772
15437+5156 *,2.826 82+49 18 9 982
15439+5249 57.156 83+49 21 91623
15440+5718 4.136 90+47 52 161372
15442+5524 115.7,20 67+48 8 31113
15453+5808 :18827 91+47 85 231382
15453+5537 122.2!41 67+48 8 31023
15455+5655 30.421 89+47 18 131042
15464+5531 24.449 87+48 22 81643
15464+5938 27713 92+46 26 121352
15465+5943 33.715 93+46 7 51353
15466+5009 38.726 79+49 20 81743
15468+5552 52.216 87+47 i 16 151092
15474+5052 25.7 8 80+49 9 31174
15476+5807 37.315 90+46 16 11124 _4
15478+5014 49.730 79+49 34 9 852
15479+5121 58.3461+49 13 101043
15481+5623 7.C 1688+47 9 8 21:3
15492+5036 14.73980+49 2714 663
15495+5545 31.43987+47 1813 lO53
15495+5709 34.313089+47 26 8 94 3
15501+5214 10.7i351 82+48 12111004
15503+5717 22.7:2589+46 13 31253
15511+5558 6.529 87+47 10 61013
15511+5300 9.61483+48 12101023
15515+5045 30.841 80+49 3517 832
15522+5542 12.251 87+47 48251132
15536+5716 41.51489+46 22151123
15538+5218 51.65282+48 14 8 294
15542+5030 16.06079+48 24 141123
15543+5557 23.23987+46 15 101163
15545+5802 35.4690+46 9 8 33
15548+5505 50.148 86+47 12 91313
15565+5453 31.55885+47 29 91303
15569+5818 54.38 90+45 18 12 762
15570+5437 1.25685+47 61 81583
15571+5615 7.21087+46 15121153
15576+5001 38.82278+48 25 8 883
15576+5126 41.44081+47 12 10 944
15577+5O46 43.54680+48 16 10 843
15583+5317 20.33483+47 14 8 43
15591+5406 10.82684+46 13 81263
160o2+5539 16.23786+46 13 91223
16oo8+5303 48.61483+46 10 5 974
16008+5644 53.120 88+45 62131272
16009+5842 55.6690+45 7 41123
16016+5119 38.44780+47 12 8 963
16020+5321 0.31683+46 16 81324
16021+5124 11.341 60+47 30221152
16022+5932 14.548 91+44 7 31404
16027+5913 45.136 91+44 8 81334
16o28+5038 50.6379+47 11 3 973
16o35+5542 32.31386+45 3020 862
16046+5414 39.65284+46 19 131034
16052+5334 17.63583+46 16 101334,
16065+5622 33.23087+45 9 91053
16o70+5735 4.643 88+44 78 161312
16077+5018 46.738 78+46 14 11=816080+5302 5.7382+45 19118 ,v 31
16083+5557 19.72886+45 9 81743
16086+5619 37.153 87+44 1010 963
16091+5447 7.514 84+45 9 8 119 4
16092+5310 15.6 25 82+45 14 8 103 3
16100+5001 2.934 78+46 18 10 100 2
16102+5818 13.0 17 89+44 15 12 118 3
16104+5235 24.0 4 81+45 12 4 128 3
16104+5858 29.336 90+43 14 8 135 3
16111+5757 6.7 48 89+44 17 15 101 3
16115+5953 33.6 47 91+43 15 12,125 4
16119+5529 59.4 28 85+44 19 12 101 4
16126+5940 41.3 45 91 +43 16 8 ! 129 3
16128+5231 49.942! 81+45 20 12'112 3
16136+5559 52.742 86+44 39 8 : 105 2
16150+5110 5.227 79+45 16 81Go 3
16156+5509 36.6 45 85+44 37 16 79 2
16162+5021 13.3 58 78+45 77 8 165 3
16164+5952 24.8 32 91+42 9 5 138 4
16164+5926 29.826 90+42 14 9 144 3
16165+5219 35.4 3 81+44 89 24 118 2
16173+5534 19.4 30 85+43 30 13 86 3
16181+5454 11.6 36 84+44 12 9 113 3
16182+5957 12.918 91+42 10 10 65 4
16185+5743 35.4 46 88+43 26 20 79 2
16191+5244 6.8 29 81+44 27 15 123 3
16195+5953 30.7 8 91+42 18 8 167 4
16197+5306 46.7 35 82+44 51 8 162 3
16198+5136 51.121 80+44 13 8 115 3
16198+5753 53.2 35 88+43 23 14 130 3
16199+5126 54.7 47 79+44 23 8 106 2
16200+5140 0.5 20 80+44 16 10 103 3
16203+5607 22.8 21 86+43 19 10 145 4
16204+5814 27.4 10 88+42 35 23 109 2
16205+5512 35.5 4 84+43 16 10 105 3
16205+5659 35.7 38 87+43 9 6 99 4
16206+5446 39.6 18 84+43 29 14 90 3
16209+5029 57.5 13 78+44 13 5 105 3
16210+5509 4.3 52 84+43 15 12 95 3
16214+5133 29.1 8 79+44 31 14 92 3
16219+5023 54.5 21 78+44 28 8 99 3
16221+5401 6.1112 83+43 13 10 103 3
(Not Color Corrected)









































































































100 _m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
1.28L D O 0300000100
1.55 DC J BA 0300000000
1.09L C C 03OOOOOOOO
1.00L C K DF 0100000000
1.00L BB AA D 0 0100(X)0000
.81 C FB 1100000000
1.00L AB AAGM 0100000000
1.00L C DI 0100000000
1.00L B CCG 0100010000
1.00L C D 0400101000
1.00L 8B AB 0 0400101000
1.04L B AF H 0401000000
1.05 CO DB 01OO0OOOOO
1.49L BB AAFE 0 0200001000
1.00L B EBF 1300001000
1.06L C D H 04O0O00O0O
134 B C MA C 03OOOOOOOO
1.00L BO AE K 2 0100011000
.63: CF DO 0400000000
1.90 BB KBB 0100000000
1.0OL C G D E 0400000000
2.00 CBC BAB 0301000000
1.00L ED AC I 0 0401000000
1.00L BB AAH 0101000000
1.00L B !B 0300010000
1.191 D CB 2301000000
2.01L F F 0100000000
1.33: CE NBC 0300000100
2.19 BC DBA 0300000000
.91 CC MBD 1302001100
1.00L B BG N 0400000000
1.00L B BN 0501000000
1.00L B BG 0201000000
1.00L :BC ADK 00201100000
1.45L i C BB 0401000100
1.00L C D H 0100000000
1.00L :B E 0401011000
1.OOL ;C D L 0400020000
4.77 DBC FBAA O240000000
1.00L D A 0400020000
1.00L D CC 0300000000
1.91L C DF 0100010000
1.00L BC AB 1 0301000000
1.00L AB AAI 20300000000
1.00L C D 0401000000
1.00L BB AAI I 0401000000
1.00L D BG 0400000000
1.00L B DLGI 1101000000
1.42L O CF 0300000000
1.00L AB AAD 00402001000
1.00L B BGG 0301001000
1.00L BBC AAD 2 1401001000
1.00L C MCG 0300000000
1.11: CD NBD 0300000000
2.37 BC J MAA 1201000000
1.26L B BGK 0300010000
1.24L C C 0401000000
1.00L BD BE 0 2400000000
I .OOL C B C 1400020000
1.00L BC ADJ 00300000000
1.01L B BF 0401002000
1.00L BD BE 1 0300010000
1.00L BD AECJ 00400000000
1.00L C C 1400000000
1.55 CC HKBB 0401000100
9.98 CBCC CAAA 0 0201000000
1.01L B CCI 0401000100
1.00L C KCD 0500000110
1.17L C HBH 1401000100
1.21 DC BC 1201001200
1.00L C C HH 0400020010
1.51 CC I CC 0200000000
1.17 C BB 1300000000
2.75 DBB I EAA 1200000000
1.02L D N CF 2200000100
1.00L D L C 4501000000
.90: ABBF AAAC 2130100001018
2.66 CB GFAB 0302001210
1.10 C HD 1400000100
1.00L C FH 1300000000
1.00L BD AD 0 1300001000
1.00L CF BC 6 1300000000
1.19 CC NDB 2301000000
.77: CE HCC 1501000100
1.03L C AJ 0301000000
.90: CO DC 2200000000
J.OOL B BH 0400120000
1.04 C C D B 0400000000
1.23L F F 0300010000
2.58 BE CBA 0300110000
1.79 BB KAB 1201100310
1.53L D E 0300000100
2.45 CC KBBA i 1200000220
1.00L BB AAGH 00210011000
.70: CD EC 1100000200
3.47 CBB HBAA 2300001000
1.05 CC I AD 13(30100220
1.00L C MF E 0400000000
1.00L O C I L 2300000000
1.61 DBC GFAC 0300001100
Sop









2 12 ZG 1546+55
1 1329680 K2
2 12 ZG 1549+50
1 12 ZG 1549+55
1 10 M +09-26-021
1 1329695 K5
2 1329698 K0
1 2 DO 35094




2 12 ZG 1556+58
1 1329732 K5








1 13 29764 K5
4 1329765 F8











1 13 29838 M0




1 12 ZG 1612+52
2 12 ZG 1613+56
1 12 ZG 1616+50
7 1329874 MB
4 5 9 U10331
2 12 ZG 1616+52
1 1329888 K5
1 2 DO 35237
3 9 U10347
1 1329901 G5
1 1 t329907 G5
1 1329909 IC?.
1 10 M+09-27-020
4 1 10 M+09 27 021
4 4 9 U10358
2 i 1329914 M1
42! 10 M+09-27-023
2 I 12 ZG 1621+50



































































"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 _m; 10) High Source Density Region.
209




Coords SMJ SMN e O
1 b C) ('3 (') N
a
h% ._, (s) (_)
16221+5238 6.849 81+43 19 12 121 316226+s01837.268 78+44 13 9 1083
16226+511840.6]5 79+44 11 9 86!_16229+551656.112684+43 13 6 96
16232+5526 t5.3157 85+43 27 13 83 2
16234+5314 24.91 3 82+43 18 11 112 3
16241 +5248 10.6126 81 +43 21 12 90 2
16256+5139 37.6 57 79+43 20 12 101 3
16260+5821 2.7 19 68+42 26 11 125 3
16263+5447 23.2 51 84+42 72 18 120 2
16267+5142 45.0 6 79+43 12 8 106 3
I6267+5153 480 4 80+43 52 8 161 3
I6274+5130 26.6 58 79+43 11 6 t02 3
16274+5151 27.4 35 80+43 31 8 171 2
16275+5820 34.8 51 88+41 17 12 76 2
16285+5719 35.7 49 87+42 18 8 170 4
16289+5805 56,9 57 88+41 24 14 t12 4
16298+5007 49.6 57 77+43 39 8 83 2
I6300+5114 1.5 30 79+43 54 13 110 2
16304+5756 25.0 38 88+41 8 7 53 4
16307+5944 47.3 31 90+4t 31 16 135 4
16312+5832 13.8 38 88+41 t9 8 174 4
16316+5014 37,1 45 77+42 11 9 101 4
16318+5318 51.7 8 81+42 21 12 95 2
16320+5030 1.7 16 78+42 25 12 90 3
16320+5334 4.5 47 82+42 31 8 79 2
16323+5554 21.6 44 85+41 17 9 116 3
16327+5220 45.9 25 80+42 8 8 106 4
16330+5946 1.6 43 90+40 19 15 144 4
16330+5255 3.4 44 81+42 17 9 112 3
16340+6252 3.4 52 81+42 11 6 119 4
16341+5607 6.8 10 85+41 11 8 110 3
16350+5608 0.4 40 85+41 90 24 122 2
16353_5249 21.5 60 81+41 15 8 116 4
16355+5221 32.3 22 80+41 27 8 169 4
16357+5550 43.7 0 85+41 31 19 79 2
16361 ¢5903 8.7 19 89+40 10 8 98 3
16362+5815 15.7 55 88+40 10 6 113 4
16364+5551 27.9 20 85+41 15 10 109 3
16369+5606 59,5 45 85+41 8 4 134 3
16372+5617 139 29 88+40 33 18 I23 2
16377+5055 45,0 36 78+41 10 8 93 3
16377+510g 47.g 19 78+41 10:8 102 3
16395+5328 34.429 81+41 98 33 77 2
163g6+5609 36.630 87+40 12 10 101 _16396+5615 36.9 43 85_-40 12 100
16400+5129 3.5 43 79+41 60 20 107 2
16402+5325 16.g 59 81+41 57 32 123 2
16404+5910 25,2 39 89+40 11 6 120 4
16407+5130 44.0 35 79+41 31 14 92 3
16407+5136 48.0 31 79+41 30 16 100 2
16409+5446 59.9 57 83+40 14 8 146 4
t64114.5001 8.4 51 77+41 38 6 85 2
16418+5435 49.6 21 83+40 9 5 97 4
16418+5459 51.7 45 83.+40 9 3 106 4
16419+5042 58.0 28 78+41 22 10 105 3
16423+5722 21.6 54 86+40 21 12 110 3
16424+5235 27.9 36 80+40 31 8 92 3
16427+5200 47.0 38 79+40 26 8 175 3
16443+5652 20.5 16 86+40 10 4 115 3
t6444+5810 24.8 29 87+39 12 9 116 3
16446+5417 41.5 47 82+40 94 36 122 2
16447+5844 47.2 41 86+39 16 9 111 3
16451+5317 6,3 t5 81+40 27 15 80 2
16451+5942 6.8 36 89+39 8 6 149 5
16458+5529 49.4 54 84+40 9 6 94 4
16460+5910A 3.2 51 89+39 13 10 110 3
16460+5336 5.4 53 81+40 19 8 88 3
16460+5219 5.9 48 80+40 22 6 24 3
16461+5830 9.2 33 88+39 15 12 130 3
16468+5200 49.0 56 79+40 17 g 103 3
16468+5024 52.2 22 77+40 21 8 95 3
16471+5734 6.7 33 86+39 11 8 137 3
16473+5528 23.7 33 84+39 9 8 116 4
16473+5753 23.6 58 87+39 8 4 7 3
16481+5935 &7 22 89+39= 8 8 126 '4
16482+5300 13.8 6 8I+40 25 8 169i3




16489+5101 54,4 0 78+40 17 9 91 3
16492+552812.4084+39178264
16495+5838 31.4,59 88+39 2t 14 93 3
16495+5344 34.7 5 82+39 23 58 131 316495+5216 35.6 55 80+39 58 2 111
16496+5112 40.3 42 78+39 44 14 97 2
16498+5616 50,8 2 85+39 20 8 115 4
16498+5624 51.4 46 85+39 18 10 103 4
16499+5958 55.4 5 89+38 28 27 164 3
16501+5051 8.4 20 78+39 16 10 95 316501+5948 ti.8 10 89+38 14 11 _t09
16503+5407 21.4 0 82+39 17 11 90 2
16505+5328 35.2 14 81+39 43 34 I 74 2
16507+5424 47.2 48 82+39 t3 9: 104 3
16509+5943 68.7 15 89+38 59 36' 5 216613+5559 19.7 84+39 27 19 94 3
16514+5439 28.3 41 83+39 16 10 102 3
22 94 3 I80+39• 3516514+5232 29.7 8
'Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I;
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)
12 _m 25 _m 60 _m 100 _m
Oansky)
.44L I .25L .56 1.4;
.48 ! .25L .40L 1.0C
.58 i .25L .40L 1.0C
.47 ' .25L .40L 1.0C
.25 .25L .40L 1.0(
.25L .25L .72 1.27
.31 I .25L .40L 1.0_
.25LI .25L .61 1.5_
30 .25L .40L 1.0C
25L .25L .32 i .BE
,45 25L .50LI 1.0c
.25L .30 .36:1 1.0C
1,20 ,32 .4OL ! 1.0C
.25 .25L 40L i 1.0C
.25 .25L .40L I 1.4C
.31 25L .40L ! 1.1C
.25L 25L .47 I 1.24
.27L 25L ,31 I 1.34
22 .56L .40L i 1.12
.63 ,25L 1.40L 1.01
.25L .25L 82 2.57
25L 25L .75 2.22
.59 .26L .40L 1.0C
.g4L .25L .47 1.37
25L ,54L .52 1.62
29L .25L .41 1.0£
.37 .25L 40L 1.0C
.64 ! 25L .40L 1.21
.28 ! .25L .40L 1.12
.25L .25L .66 1.17
.25L 25L 2,22 5.1C
.60 .25L .40L 1.0C
.25L 25L .40L .94
.33 ,25L .40L 1.0E
.28 .SOL .40L 1.03
.25L .25L .46L 1.01
.39 .25L .40L 1.1E
,25L ,22 2.02 &71
,26 ,27L ,40L 1.0C
3.20 ,77 ,40L 1,0C
.19 ,26L ,4OL 1.34
,61 ,25L .40L 1.01
.96 .21 ,40L 1,0£
.25L .75L .40L .83
.45 .25L .40L 1.9£
,4I 25L .40L 1.0C
.39L .25L .40L 1.62
.94L .36L .40L .97
.25L .29 2.43 3.7_
.25L .66L .40L 2.22
.26L ,25L .54 2.4_
.2SL 25L .98 1.5_
.31 .25L .40L 1.4_
6.15 3.20 61 1.04
130.82 73.05 12.19 4.5E
,25L .25L 82 i 1.0E
.25L' .25L .51 i 1.1E
.31 ,25L .40L 1.1£
.69 .25L .40L 1.01
1.32 29 .40L 1.01
1.00 .30 .40L 1,01
25L .25L AOL; 1,1_
.83 25L .40LI 1,1E
,21 25L .40LI 1.3_
,25L .15 1.74 3,51
.95 ,18: .40L 1,04
.25L .25L 1,46 i 3.4£
25L .25L 1.64 2.8i
25L .25L .62 1.01
.25L .25L .67 2.0;
.25L .25L 1.02 1.61
.32 .25L A0L 1.01
.46 i .25L .40L 1.01
.54 i .27L .40L 1.01
62.83 i 23.74 3,71 1.5_
.29 ! .25L .40L 1.3_
.67 i .32L .40L 1.01
.25L ! .25L .71 1.8_
.25L i .18: 2.87 3.3(
.32L: .64L .33 1.41
.31L .25L .42L 1,3_
,26 .25L .40L 1._
.64 .29 .40L 1._
25L .25L .96 3.1_
.25L .25L .54 1.01
.25L .25L .54 1.2_
.25L .25L! .45 .9'
.34 .25L' .53L 1.0;
.32 .25L .60 .9_
.45 .25L .40L 1.0,
.25L .25L .40L t._
.42 .25L .40L 1._
.25L .25L .56 1.5(
.34 .25L .40L 1.9_
.25L .50L .62L 1.3_
.68 .25L .40L 1.01
.26L .61L! .40L 1.4
.25L 25L .48 .9
.39 .25L .52L 1.9,
.34 .25L .40L 1.01










R S A Sep


















































































































































Confirmed Sources (PH]; 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW),
! i i




a S Coords SMJ SMN 0 O
ham. ,8, (s) () 1 b (") (") (') N
16515+5108 133.9 35 70+39 25 8 86 3
16522+5334 12.454 81+39 45 28 95 3
16529+5156 58.7 54 79+39 20 9 97 3
16530+5033 3.5 9 77+39 14 9 97 3
16541+5301 11.1 12 81+39 22 12 96 3
16547+5435 42.4 26 83+36 52 S 175 2
16548+5006 *,9.5 56 77+39 15 6 96 3
16549+5946 57.8 20 89+38 34 18 43 3
18549+5330 158.9 9 81+38 12 5 100 3
16552+5505 16.4 59 83+38 26 16 97 3
16559+5305 155.9 23 81+38 37 27 116 3
16559+5158 58.3 29 79+38 13 9 91 3
16560+5858 4.5 29 88+38 39 8 33 2
16565+5228 34.2 40 80+38 27 13 85 2
16565+5355 34.9 50 82+38 15 4 110 3
16566+5952 37.5 13 89+37 14 8 131 4
16569+5302 58.6 21 81+38 44 26 117 3
16572+5643 18.1 30 88+36 12 4 119 4
16573+5301 19.1 44 80+38 48 30 65 2
16575+5735 35.1 49 86+38 lg 9 138 4
18575+5456 35,1 30 83+38 39 12 160 3
16577+5900 44.0 30 88+37 11 7 113 4
16577+5223 47.6 1 80+38 15 3 95 3
16578+5710 48.2 27 86+38 24 16 104 2
16570+5949 40.5 39 89+37 12 11 108 4
16578+5448 51.0 9 83+38 13 3 161 3
16579+5952 58.3 18 89+37 33 16 47 2
16584+5645 26.0 41 85+38 12 4 102 3
16586+5608 37.0 28 84+38 40 18 97 2
16586+5223 39.9 25 80+38 15 5 109 3
16586+5255 40.5 18 80+38 60 40 111 2
16589+5307 55.6 0 81+38 16 10 100 3
16599+5827 56.4 45 87+37 30 8 54 3
17001+5244 6.6 43 00+30 40 0 112 3
17002+5153 13.5 36 79+38 25 12 96 3
17003+5845 20.9 22 88+37 117 8 108 3
17005+5337 30.8 56 81+38 23 8 94 3
17007+5439 42.1 59 83+38 44 8 171 3
17009+5022 58.341 77+38 37 8 92 3
17012+5300 16.74 80+38 21 12 96 3
17014+5100 25+7 43 78+38 30 8 166 4
17024+5512 27+8 52 83+37 30 11 94 3
17028+5317 50+7 53 81+37 39 8 105 3
17028+5817 52.8 46 87+37 10 3 110 5
17038+5816 51.552 87+37 33 12 114 2
17041+5636 8.2 14 85+37 18 12 100 2
17042+5432 17.8 10 82+37 16 7 97 3
17043+5253 21.8 27 80+37 36 16 106 4
17047+5611 44.8 59 84+37 13 8 116 3
17049+5822 54.7 24 87+37 26 14 92 2
17050+5744 2.5 12 86+37 9 5 93 3
17053+5731 23.6 46 86+37 17 16 1_ 2217058+5013 53.846 77+37 58
17061+5908 8.8 20 88+36 15 8 36 5
17063+5819 21.9 58 87+36 12 8 138 3
17063+5319 23.4 59 81+37 24 19 158 4
17068+5549 50.3 54 84+37 16 9109 3
17074+5419 29.5 27 82+37 14 8 112 5
17077+5209 43.4 9 79+37 113 8169 3
17080+5212 4.7 44 79+37 38 8 93 3
17090+5702 0.6 11 85+36 62 81613
17090+5206 2.8 55 79+36 14 3 106 4
17090+5117 3.6 9 78+36 14 4 88 2
17091+5433 9.1 13 82+36 35 8 166 3
17094+5058 27.9 33 78+36 39 14 95 2
17101 +5659 7.1 39 85+38 17 10 158 3
17102+5653 16.6 58 85+36 43 16 85 2
17109+5205 56.3 42 79+36 18 8 104 3
17120+5755 2.5 9 06+36 10 3 106 3
17129+5112 57.5 52 78+36 36 14 92 2
17132+5313 14.3 51 81+36 18 7 90 2
17144+5915 28.3 22 88+35 56 8 155 3
17147+5151 47.3 32 79+36 41 8 89 2
17154+5250 28.7 15 80+35 25 11 80 2
17156+5551 40.7 55 84+35 39 8 165 4
17150+5326 48.8 28 81+35 26 10 82 2
17164+5506 29.5 27 83+35 14 8 109 4
17169+5223 54.0 22 80+35 34 11 90 2
17173+5723 21.8 43 86+35 33 8 125 3
17174+5057 27.7 21 78+35 36 10 86 2
17179+5444 54.3 50 82+35 25 12 90 2
17185+5756 303 53 86+35 16 8 66 5
17206+5326 !40.3 2 81+35 18 6 88 2
17216+5907 36.9 25 88+34 13 8 109 6
17225+5203 34.0 19 79+34 51 17 91 2
17230+5519 0.7 24 83+34 19 9 153 2
17230+5907 0.8 55 88+34 5 3 120 7
17236+5836 37.8 16 87+34 71 22 85 2
17238+5712 52.6 35 85+34 72 15 67 2
17242+5249 17.2 58 80+34 26 11 85 2
17245+5851 _33.3 26 87+34 20 8 70 6
17250+5546 2.6 24 84+34 14 9 88 3
17251 +5939 7.1 31 88+34 32 8 100 4
17253+5114 18.3 14 78+34 27 8 87 3
17256+5637 40.4 50 87+34 26 8 67 5
17257+5904 44.1 42 88+34 9 8 87 6
17259+5155 54.4 38 79+34 16 8 89 3
17259+5653 59.1 16 85+34 36 14 136 3
17260+5608 0.5 13 84+34 36 18 70 3
17272+5012 15.6 9 77+34 18 4 85 4
12
Flux Dcnsit y
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended
(Not Color Corrected)
_m 25 Fm 60_m 1O0 Fm
(Jansky)
.25L .25L .49 1.52
.25L .20: .40L 1.45
.25L .25L .60 1.04
.25L .26 1.55 3.20
.25L .25L .70 1.71
.24 .81L .40L 1.OOL
5.19 1.30 .40L 1.OOL
.28L .25L .25 1.05L
6.57 2.91 .50 1.14L
.25L .25L .37: 1.71
.25L .25L .40L 1.53
1.03 .28 .40L 1.00L
.25 .25L .40L 1.07L
.27L .25L .54 .94
1.41 .64 .40L 1.00L
.30 .25L .40L 1.07L
.25L .25L .40L 1.65
1.21 .67 .50L 1.00L
.53L .25L .40L 1.64
.26L .25L .71 1.OOL
.25L .25L .43L 1.17
.30 .44 7.43 23.58
1.26 .33 .40L 1.OOL
.41L .25L .37 1.65L
.25L .25L .65 1.66
2.27 .61 .40L 1.00L
.21 .25L .44L 2.04L
1.93 .44 .40L 1.00L
.25L .25L .37 1.30:
8.96 3.71 .55 1.00L
.25L .25L A0L 1.28
.88 .17: .40L 1.OOL
.25L .25L .32 1.OOL
.25L .25L .40L 1.52
.25L .23 .42: 1.OOL
.25L .25L .32 1.64L
.32 .25L .40L 1.00L
.26 .25L .40L 1.33L
.33 .25L .40L 1.OOL
.25L .25L .80 1.80
.48 .25L .40L 1.OOL
.25L .25L .42 1.50
.28 .25L .40L 1.00L
.25L .08: 2.49 4.05
.46L .25L .26 1.61L
.37 .73L .40L 1.29L
1.28 .32 A0L 1.00L
.31L .25L .46 1.03L
.67 .25L .40L 1.OOL
.39L .98L .39 1.OOL
1.43 .65 .40L 1.00L
1.53 .54 .40L 1.OOL
.45L .25L .28 1.50L
.46 ,25L .40L 1.09L
.57 ,25L .40L 1.35L
.25L .25L .40L 2.33
.93 .25 .40L I.OOL
.83 .13: .40L 1.OOL
.25L .25L .33 1.51L
.25L ,25L .55 .93
.25L ,25L .47 .99
1.21 .34 .40L 1.00L
1.74 .58 .50L 1.0OL
.24 .25L .40L 1.0OL
.25L .25L .70 1.43L
.25L .25L ,86 1.75
.74L .25L! .39 1.27L
.83 .26L A0L 1.OOL
13.31 5.39 .84 1.26L
.25L .25L .66 1.46
.25L .53 6.29 7.98
.24 .25L .40L 1.02L
.37 .31L .40L 1.0OL
.37 .25L .63L 1.29L
.31 .25L .40L 1.00L
.33 .62L .40L 1.19L
.63 .25L .40L 1AOL
.26 .25L .40L 1.32L
,19 .25L .40L 1.00L
,36 .25L .40L 1.00L
.25L .25 1.36 2.01
.25L .25L .59 .97
6.01 1.41 .40L 2.37L
.25L .25L .66 1.35
.25L .25L .43 1.68
.46 .25L 1.34L 1.10L
1.62 .60 .40L 1,00L
.32L .25L .44L .88
.48L .62L .25 1.87L
.39 .25L .52L 1.00L
.26L .25L .55 1.06
.43 .25L .40L 1.00L
.39L .60L 28 .75
,34 25L .40L 1.00L
,25L .25L .45 .85
.33 .25L .40L 1.00L
.88 .23: ,40L 1.00L
.42L .25L .42 1.26
,32L 25L .40L 1.59
1.48 .41 .40L 1OOL
Sources (S1) at 12. 25, 60, 100 _m;
Flags
v
Flux Corr A Confusion
Unos Coef R Flags*
CF I LBB 3301000100




C D K 34000000OO
BB AAD 0 O4OOOOOOOO
C E D H 3500000000
ABC AADG 0 9500000010
FC J DC 4300000100
D F 5501000150
BC AC 0 0500000000
C BM 1500000000
CC CC 1700000000
BB AAEG 3 2600001000
C CF J 13O0000000
C F 4580100140




BCEC DAAA 1 0102012200
BC AB 0 2601000000
F C F O4OOOOOOOO
BC OI BA 1301100110
BB AAI 0 4401001000
E EHJA 1201100110
B F A B 0 0500002000
CE BC 0300000100

































































DC ABLC 0 0401001000
C EG 1300000000
E EB B 0300000000
CB FBB 1403000000
D E 1303100000
B A F 0400011000
ABB AABH 1 0502000000 16
CC CB 0500000000
CCC LAAA O2OOOOO0O0
C E J 0400000000
C DG 0400000000
C DI MG 0300000000
C C 030OOl0000
O D I 1500002000





BC L BC 1500010100
"41BC AAFK 0 1300000000 13
BB BC 2302100220 C 2 10
DC E B O3O0OOO100 39
B BGM 0201010000 1 2
AB AAL N 3 2300101000
F E E 2400000000
O A F 0400000000
B C 1 0400000000 1 13
BB LHBB 3341000200 5 9
B CH G 0400010000 2 13
DE GAD 2401000000 3 9
B D KH 1400011000
BC I KBB 2401000000 3 "10
C A N L 33020 loo00 1 13
BD AC 0 0400000000 1 13
DC KKDC 0402000100
C H J C 5401000540 8 1 32
BB AC L 0 0400001000 3 "13
10) High Source Density Region.
Associations
L C
R S A Sep
5 2 # T Name Type (') Mag
1 12 ZG 1652+51 79 153
2 12 ZG 1653+50 35 156
1 13 30159 K7 4 83
5 13 30161 M0 3 66
2 4 TMSS +5026O 9 28
4 9 U10621 38 146
1 13 30172 K0 0 78
1 12 ZG 1656+52 44 155
2 13 30178 MO 6 9_
2 27 MKN 891 10
3 9 U10644 53 148
4 6 9 U10647 85 141
3 13 30185 K5 2 8C
1 10 M + 10-24-080 101
3 9 U10648 24 153
2 13 30186 M0 3 83
1 2 DO 35539 20 93
2 2 13 30190 K0 1 6(:
3 9 Uloo55 30 153
2 4 TMSS +50261 37 2E
8
1 13 30195 K0 3 71
8 1 32 X1700+527 93
1 29 *PG 1700+518 1 154
2 12 ZG 1700+58 44 15_
1 13 30212 K0 20 7E
1 13 30213 K0 2 7E
2 12 ZG 1702+55 20 14E
1 t3 30225 K0 18 8C
10 M+ 10-24--095 13113 ! 30236 K0 1 7C
3 13 i 30239 F5 8 5(:
1 13 ; 30244 K0 9 71
1 13 130255 K5 3 87
13 i 30257 K0 2 7£32 i X1706+ 533 113




1 13 ! 30272 M3 2 8e
4 13 ' 30275 K8 11 87
2 12 ZG 1710+57 23 15t
1 13 30209 M0 4 88
4 13 30298 M5 2 91
1 "41 17132+5313 19 1E
2 13 30316 K5 4 8E
1 13 30317 K2 2 77
1 13 30322 K0 1 71
2 "13 30324K5 7 83
1 13 i 30326 K0 2 7E
1 13 30330 K0 9 8C
l
1 13 i 30335 K2 8 82
17165+5756 43 1,t
! 30354 K5 1 6£
M+ 10-25 012 26
U 10839 44 14E
DO 35732 21 81
30380 GO 2 6E
U10855 39 141
30385 M0 9 , 8E
U 10859 30 15Ei
M+10 25-032 40 '
30388 KO 5 ' 8-"
30390 K5 2 ' 8C
X1726 +561 ; E









































































































Galactic Uncertainty OC8 Coords SM3 5MN 0 12 p.mG










45 79 + 33 3
14 80+33 4
32 88+33 5
14 79+33 j 4
33 88+33 J 7
37 78+33 ] 4





82+33 [ 388+33 [ 2
47 89+33 J 5
40 84+33 I 4
33 83+33 J 4








43 81 +33 5
45 80+32 5
35 78+32 4
_6 78+32 J 476+32 I 4
19 83+32 I 6
I
4; 53+32 578+32 4
46 86+32 688+32 4
31 78+32 3
84+32 685+32 6
30 80 + 32 5
2 844+32 6
39 85+32 I 7
!
12 85+32 684+32 3
36 87+32 t 2
39 88+32 3
60 78+32 4
43 85 + 32 7
5 78+32 3













28 89 + 32 3








































































































































Flux Con" A Confusion R S!Ut_ Coef R Flags* #
.72: CF LGDE 0400000000
1.67 FBB I DAB 0400002010
1.79L C C G 12000OO0O0
1.33L O I AD 1500001100
1,25 D H H 5400110100
1,00L B B F H 0500000000
1,0OL BC AC 0 0400003000
.g6: BD I CD 1500000100
1.09 C J C E 4400000010















Name Type (") Mag
2 12 ZG 1727+57
2 13 30409 G5
3 "10 M+08-32-007
1 13 30414 K5
2 3 "13 30415K5
1.01L BBC AAAH 2 0431000000 18 4 13 3O429G0
1.00L B A J 2510100100 4 2 °13 30431 K0
1,0OL EE CH 0 0400012000
1.80 FBB JEBB 2400100200 4 4 * 9 U10889
,89: C FD BEBD 2500000000 3 "10 M+08-32-009
3.79 CBB EDAA 0400000000
1,27L AB AADJ 3 1400101000 3 13 30434 K2
1,00L C L DE 4500000000
1,00L C B 2500010000 2 "13 3O437G5
1,32 E CGE 2401102440
1.38L B DHI I
1.19L C DK
1.00L 'B BL G
1.82 I_ O ,B1.02L D B C1,01L' C
1.19L C I CCE
I .OOL B C
1.56 BB J BBB
1,09L C L J D
1.00L'BD AB
1.60 'EECB AAAA 9 0401001000 25
1.00L'DBC AAAM 1 0300000200
1.00L IB BE K 0501000000
1.00L'BD BC M 0 1500000000
1.00L'BC AC F 2 0502002000
1,30 CD L DD 2601000000
1.27 BD MBB 2500000100
1.95 B B J B B 2500000OOO
1.43L BD ACMF 4 1400000000
1.23 BB I CB 1401000100
1.00L B BI 15OOOOOOOO
2.67 AABB AAAA 3 2330000000 28
1.54 BB KDBB O4OOOOOOOO
1.06L D C 0500010000
3.38L BE BEF 2 7300020016




1.10 BD K CB
1.481 B GDBE
1.631 _ F1.001 B E F
1.43 EBC EAB
t.001 B D BBLK1.17 GLB
121, o.94 DA
.86 L GD
1.03L _ CE1.00L F AD
2.32L C
BDH
1.00L B CD ABBDE1,00 BB D
1.12L
1.52 C DC/LAB
1.33L _ DL17 F
1.00L B I FBD
1.00L C BK 2500000100
1.53 C B KC A 0400000000
1.36L F I 0400000000
1.00L DD FBBI 0400000100
1.00L BB AC 2 0200002000
.70 F E 1300002020
48,67 AABB AAAA 3 31E3103500 05
2.94 DBB CAA 0400000100

























3 °13 30441 K5
3 3 13 30450A5
3 °10 M+I0-25-061
1 10 M+09- 29-011











1.18L D iBI H









2 13 30484 F2
3 3 RAFGL 1987
1 I AO HER
2 13 30475K2
1 12 ZG 1735+50
1 1 AO DRA
2 12 ZG 1736+55
1 13 30486 K5
4 1 TYDRA
1 10 M+ 10-25-070
1 13 30487 K2
1 13 30488 K0
3 12 ZG 1737+57
4
1 13 30504 K2
1 13 30503 K7
4
1 13 30509 K2
4 9 U10942
2 13 30514 K2
1 13 30519 K5
2 13 30521K2
2 2 13 30522 K0
2
1 13 30525 K0
1 10 M+08-32-015
3 9 U10965
2 13 30538 A0
2 2 13 30544 M3
_ 10 M+09-29-021"13 30548F8P
2 12 ZG 1743+56
1400000000 3 9 U10971
2400000000 1 13 30553 K5
1600000000 1 13 30555 K2
15OOOOOOOO
2501000000 1 13 30565 K5
1400010000 1 13 30566 K
1500020000 2 13 30571 K7
4401000210 4
2500000100 2 12 ZG 1746+54
1400000000 3 9 U10989
0400010000 2 13 30576 K0
2401000000
1301000100
0400000000 1 °41 17484 + 5624
2581000000 2 9 U10993
03000001 CO
2301000000 1 12 ZG 1747+52
0501000000
1400100010 3 ° 9 U10996



























































"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processfng; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
212
ll! _





a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 0
ham..8, (s) () l b ('3 C) _J N
17474+5611 27.556 84+31 37 [ 8 943 .50L
17474+5012 28.645 77+30 17 8101 5 1.04
17476+5,047 52.236 78+30 g 8 6 _ .45
24 178417480+6513 1.3383+31 8 .41L
17482+5301 15.23981+31 91685 .33
17483+5809 20.7587+31 13 51614 1.69
17487+,650 42.22385+31 11 4898_5 4 i 1,0617487+5637 43.0 42 85+31 17 .25L
17489+5217 59.556 80+30 86 33 652 .90L
17490+5400 0.4 9 82+30 37 8 886 _ .28L
17492+,_1 12.25 65+31 30 lO 70311 _39L17454+51152s.9 13 78+3o 81 7, .38
17494+5655 29.55385+31 14
17500+6O46 4,92078+30 11 314_ _1 1.71,25L
,7 ,+5107 29.,23 78+30 1 .2817 +,929 39.27 96+31 39; .71,175o +,24950928 8o+303o ,o 4, , 6L17511+. 67150 6,+3017 18041 45
17526+965240.44785+3010 1775 168,
17,28+, 52.8396+3041 133 .25,17528+5703 53.747' 85+30 7 96 11.77
17532+5430 17.042 82+30 30 8 i1643 ,51
17544+5558 27,636 84+30 19 11 913 .26
17545+5457 33,6383+30 48 8 ! 873 .26L
17546+5057 39.710; 78+29 O 4112O _ .4017546+565041.012167+3o 54 4v 11o. .25L
17547+5124 43.4 41 79+29 10 g I= 6 .34L7s54+,120 26, 35! 9+29 7 lS511
17556+,813 37.4 221 87+30 10 3 176 5 196.96
I
17857+564o 42.73oi 87+30 22 8 96 5 .26L
17565+5440 31.8 6] 83+29 15 4 82 4
175_+5953 53.7 53' 89+30 32 6 98 4
17572+5452 15.72583+29 12 3 824
17573+5620 18.63285+30 5820 792
17574+5936 24,03488+30 11 41735
17582+5723 13.25796+30 29 81634
17583+5150 18.63980+29 73 1016
17583+5654 18.9596+30 31 1/ 161 ;J
17583+5613 20.5 51 85+29 37 18 67' 2
17584+5845 28.8 46 07+30 12 8 4 5
17887+5188 _7,9 3 80+29 27 e 86 2
17589+5240 55.7 7 50+29175,,+524,,16 8 81+20 20
17599+5320 55,344 81+29 25 81963
18004+5657 24.259 85+29 23 8 91, 4
18015+5101 35,37 79+28 58 81172
1,o16+5041,3.74,78+289:i::18024+5655 29,14685+29 17 7 i
18027+5234 47,9, 3880+28 44 81525
18029+5301 59.51981+28 27 8 85 i 3
18031+5819 9.9 5687+29 3812 ;601
3





18043+5156 13 8110014218045+5430 i32.4' 28 83+28 8 5
18046+5019 36.0151 78+28 14 8105
46 o19651+,732631 96+20lO1418051+5721 :11.211 86+29 34 4
18052+5038 14,24578+28 3732 622
15056+5113 37,711 79+28 4431
16057+5048 12.152 79 + 28 9 100 418057+5620 _3.g 11 87+2910230 81
18058+5040 49.05_ 78+27 6029 77318(161+5749 7.4 96+29 2524 302
18063+5749 23.C 53 96+28 59 29 77 2
18064+5347 ,27.856 82+28 27 8 85 3
18066+5201 37.1980+28 38 91032
18066+5824 40.44187+29 46271592
18073+5757 22,41487+28 3026823
18075+5909 34.(] 38 96+28 52 19 69 3
19677+5017 46.32478+27 46 8732
15078+5758 52.41387+29 21 7753
18083+5359 20.82982+28 15 91134
18083+5602 21.16 29 84+28 53 9673
18085+5114 32.1579+27 10 8954
19690+5746 1.3396+28 491473315091+5106 8.2 0 79+27 23
18091+5615 9.61885+2828 91963
18095+5416 30.1 25 83+28 9 3 89 5
18096+5400 40.54282+27 101_30 +,555 84+29 33
18098+5143 52.7 35 80+27 14 139 4
18100+5714 2.1 4 318103+5232 23.2 3 96+28 2_ 88 L_ 4
81 + 27 9
78+27 18 70 ! 216107+5032 46,951 79
18108+5218 48,29 80+27 128 114
18111+5202 6,4153 80+27 14 3176 14
18111+5242 8.81581+27 10 8 884
18114+5334 24.114 82+27 13 9 894
18114+5645 26,133 85+28 32 7 723
18116+5804 39.8;43 87+28 71 8 792
18118+5055 49.721 79+27 35 261013
18119+5504 56.4110 83+27 15 8 755
16122+5137 16,814 80+27 18 101054
18123+5053 21,2!35 79+27 49 24 723
18126+5754 40.031 87+28 20 8 764
18127+5340 44.412 82+27 15 81024










































































































v Llog .am F[ux Corr A Confusioa 5 ,
Uncs Coef R Flags'
1.0OL O J EDC 0400000000
1,0OL B C A B 0400004000
1.00L S S J I M 3_ i
1.17L B CE 1500000110
1.0OL B CE 0402001000
1.0OL BB AAM 2401001000=
1.0OL BC AC 0 0400001000 I3.76 OCS BAA 0381100530
.79 D E EH 2301000000
1.01 SC HOB 1500000000
1.41L D AB 0400000430'




S 2 # T Name Type C') Ma8
1 "41 17474+5611 27 14
2 13 30587 K7 3 91
2 1330591 A2 0 = 51
1 2 DO 35939 47 101
2 13 30596 K5 2 75
C
1 "41 17489+5400 11 12
C 7 6 A1749+56A 6
1 1330605 K0 3 71
1.24L BB AA G 0 1501001000
1.00L BS EBCH 0401011000
1.06 D I D 6400000100
1.00L B OL K 0400010000 1 ' 13 30611 K0
.96 D J E 7400000000 3 9 Ul1029
1,00L C H B F 03000(X)000
1,0OL CE ODKE 0 1401000120 8
1.00L ABB AABM 0 350100020019 3 1330631 K0
1.29 B C 84OOO0058O ! C
1.0OL ABB AAAE 1350100010015 3 2 DO35969
1.39L B 8 F I 0300000000
1.00L C C 1501021000 2 1330645 F0
.66: CO BC 0400000000
1.00L 8 BG 04O0000000
.91 C F 1400000000 i
1,16L B G BE 0400000000 1 "4117546+5124
1.78 AABB AAAB 1041001000018 5''1330653 K5
5.65 BBBB AAAA 902030341004527i" 1 TDRA
1.04L B NBD t,_oooo0oo I
1.0OL BE ABG 80300000000 2 i 1330659K5P
.97 EE G CG 3500000100
1,0OL.89BC D AADKc 80400002000i3400000000 21 VDRA
1,0OL BB AB M 0 35210010001
1,61 CB CB 4401000100
1.00L ABC AAO 6 3400000000 3 ; 1330671 M2
.88 CC I CF 2500100100
.97 D I C 34000000001 3 I 9 Ul1085
1,00L BE BEG 0 2501010000 1 1330674K2
1.00L O C F 3400000100
1.00L B BF J 3401000000 1 13 30682 M0
1.11 DC F OC 3300010000 !
1,0OL C FF 04010000001.o3Ls eJ E 05ooo1oo10 1 1330703Ko
1.00L O GH I 1500000000j 1 "41 18015+5101
1.00L B BCI r05olOOl0oO 12j'13 30712K01.25L B D AI EE i 2600000010 1330720 K5
,94: BC HBE 2400000000
1.00L C CK !14Ol0oOlOO 2i 12 ZG1803+53
1.10L C O [ 1500010000 1 i 1610186- M0
.81 C C 3400000000 I
1.0OL B CODE ' 040O00000O
1,27 C J F 3400000110
1.0OL BC ACHF 1 2401003000 2 1 13 30739 K0
1.0OL BE AC 0 1401010000 1 13 30743 K51,0OL BF ADKI 6 ' 0500010000 1330744 K7
1.18 C M F 5400000000
1.12L BC AB M 2 5501000000
1.27 C O I : 4401000210 4
,91 C C 3401000010
1,0OL BC ABG 0 5500001000 2 13 30751 K0
1.12 O G D 5502000220 4
1.48 C KNB 4400000210 4
2.39 F K L F 8481100570 4
2,07 O O 5481100560 4
1.32L C NC C 1400000000
2.11L C E I_ 1300000000 1 13307621(2
2.55 D L C 5402000340 C
2,0O D GHB 9400101360
,72: CF F F E ! 0500000000
.92 D K D C 3400000000
1.45: BC F=AC E 08500101140 1 1330770K5
1.0OL C OGI 1400011000
1.00L F 01 J 2501000000 1 13 30774 K2
1.30L BE SBI M 0 7500001000 2 13 30777 K7
1.00L C B 4600000O00
2.15 C JFB 94820001401.0OL i BD AC 01,01011000 1 1330783 K2
1,0OL BC F ABAcBC 21401001000 11 13] 30784K02.11 BB 1300000110 "4118096+54002400000'0201,43
1.0OL BBC BABI 3500010000 1 1313o792 K01,0OL 2 1330797 M2
1.14L BC BC I i Oo 04o00000001401000o00
1.96L E I DG 14O0000OO0
1.GOLf B B 0400010000 1 1330803 K2
1,0OL BB AB 20510002000 2 2 133O805M0
1.0OLIC BG J 0401000000 1 13 30806K5
1.13L B LBD 0401000000 1 "41 18113+5334
1.0OL C BF 2400000000 2 13 30810 K7
.88 F BD 14O0000000
1.70 C J DC 6482000460 4
2,17 CBB HBAA 1403001100
1,46L B ICK G 0500010000
1.71 C I _-' 5402100460 4
1.06L BD IAC F 0 1,5000000001.27L B :CO ',= 0410000000 2 13 30826 KS








































"Confusion Rags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (81) at 12, 25, 60, 10O Fm; 10) High Source Densffy Regk)n.
213
Right Ascension: 18h13 "01'-18h37m03,
Position 0950)
Name[ ,% Gahctic Uncertainty0
- - a Coords SMJ SMN 12 Fm
ham. o8, (s) ( 1 b ('3 C) )
18130 + 5703 -27 ,25L




18138 + 5628 p27 .25L
18 t 42 + 5407 F27 .61
18144 + 5032 v 26 .27L
18149+5316 t-27 .47
18153 + 5534 _-27 ,40L
t8156+5112 _-26 .94
t 8156 + 5653 1-27 .25L
18167 + 5634 t- 27 .64L
18171 + 5342 _ 26 ,32L
18171 +5752 +27 .27
18181 +5926 +27 .32
18182+5237 +26 .64
18184+5436 +26 .25
18186 + 5930 + 27 1.46
18187+5119 +26 1.40
18194+5015 +25 .74L
18196 + 5030 + 25 Z7.03
18200 + 5449 + 2E .57
18202 + 5513 + 2E 38|
18203 + 5116 + 2E 2,03
18205 + 5226 + 2E ,251
18208 + 5506 + 2( 2,66
18209+5100 _+2"= 1,68
18216+5117 _+2"= +251
18221 + 5404 L+ 2( .23
18223 + 5927 I+ 2; .27
18227+5715 i+2( .36
18230 + 5023 )+ 2! .76
18232 + 5846 I+ 2q .43
18232+5647 )+2_ .25
18233 + 5023 t + 2: ,85
18233 + 5438 } + 2_ .53
18241 + 5735 ?+ _ .73
18246 + 5025 ) + 2 .25
18248 + 5053 ) + 2 7.8A
.2E
18248+5009 0+2 .2=




18259 + 5451 4 +,¢ .4(




18264 + 5425 3 +; .34
18265+5715 ;6+;
18265 + 5700 _6+; "¢
18266 + 5355 13-F; .3




18269 + 5304 }2 + 1.0
18270 + 5930 }9 + .E
18272+5711 }6+ .1
18272 + 5157 31+ .3
18273 + 5830 38+
18278+5136 BO+ "<,
18282 + 5949 89 + "_
18285 + 5551 85 + i(
18294+5121 80+ .I
18284+5003 79+ I::,301 + 5223 81 +
18304 + 5033 79 +
18307 + 5204 81 + "(,
18307 + 5423 83 +






18320 + 5455 84 q
18325 + 5009 79 q
18327+5140 81 _
18328+5218 81 - 2
18329 + 5950 89 -
18331 +5739 87-
18333 + 5144 81 - 12
18333 + 5853 88
18335 + 5OO4 79
18335 + 5949 89
18337 + 5108 80
18338 + 5600 85 1
18338+5410 83
18339 + 5728 87
18343 + 5913 89
18346 + 5751 87
18353+5149 81
18353 + 5950 89 1
18353+5515 84
18353 + 5347 83
18357 + 5758 87
18360 + 5011 79 i
18365+5154 81
18365+5402 i 8318370 + 5942 89





(Not Color Corrected) l
60 I00
i



























































































Flux Corr A Confusion


























Declination: + 50 °. + 60"
Associations
CA Sep




































































P ]1039 F8P 5O
_E _8 31040 K2 85
J 31048 M1 82
}F 31051 K0 53
_E _E Ul1284 153
3E 31
X1833+576 8
F 31055 M0 66
4E _I
3 _P M+08-34-O07









C C ZG 1835+59 156
31071 M3 87
B A ZG 1835+53 153
X1835+579 8
B A 31077K2 75
C A
85
_B L__ 1078 K5
Processing; 4) Ne_hbodng Houm Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) NeighboringWeeks Confirmed SourCes PW).
I II
Right Ascension: 18h37 =14'-18h55=28'
Position (1950)
Name Galactic Uncertainty
8 Coord$ SMJ SMN O
ham. o8, (s) ('3 t b C) C) (')
18372+5O48
18373+5712 -24
18374 + 5523 -24
18374 + 5747 -24
18377 + 5217 -23
18379+5739 -24
18380+5748 -24
18380 + 5737 .24
18382 + 5535 _24
18383 + 5253 _23
18385+5008 F22




184O3 _- 5350 t- 23
184O4+5322 1-23
18405 + 5459 + 23
18407+5156 +22





















18451 + 5930 ) + 2
18453 + 5937 ) + 2










18480 + 5236 _2+ ;
18481 +5123 _1+:
18481 + 5244 12 +:
18483 + 5325 13+:
18485+5817 )8+:




18495 + 5632 36+
18499 + 5541 36 +
18501 +5614 B6+
18502 + 5100 81 +
18504 + 5254 83 +
18504+5919 89+
18506+5801 88+




18514 + 5021 80 _-
18517 + 5231 82 _.
18518 + 5449 95 -t
15519 + 5038 80
18520 + 5035 80-1
18522 + 5459 85 -_
18523+5341 84-4
18524 + 5822 88
18525+5518 85-
18528 + 5725 87 -
18530 + 5222 82-
18531 + 5031 80
18531 + 5250 83
18532+ 5609 86
18533 + 5128 81
18534 + 5238 83
18534 + 5501 85
18536 + 5306 83
18538 + 5827 89
18539 _-5852 89
1854 t + 5007 80
18543 + 5435 85
18544 + 5433 85
t 8545 + 5203 82
18548 + 5337 84
18551 +5635 87
18552 + 5251 83




12 p.m 25 Fm 60 _m
(Jansky)
i











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Coords SMJ SMN 0
] b C) C) (')
! 83*21 7( 2 [ 6
F 89+2; 3_ _ I 4
i 83+21 3,' 2;
88+2, ' : j 584+21
85+21 _ I ! 6
83 + 2C 2,_ ! 6
88 +2:, 2<, 11 5
81 +2C 2; : 6
80+1_ 2( ' 6
81+213 1,c ! 6
87 + 22 74 21 4
83+20 5£ 2( 6
90+22 8E ( 15
81+19 1,E _ 6
86+21 £ _ 7,
89+22 11 ,¢ 1:
9O+22 33 2,= 10
85+21 8 E 16,
90+22 26 2E 9=
84 + 20 27 E 5
84+20 70 37 6(
88+21 7 4 4_
85+21 53 14 5_
82+20 29 8 6(
87+21 8 7 5!
87+21 77 t0 6;
85+20 22 3 6(
88+21 19 16 8;
87+21 32 24 131
85+ 20 36 8 6(
83+19 46 5 6_
88+21 24 23 4,"
83+19 31 9 61
85+20 122 8 6::
89+21 49 29 416
84 + 19 37 8 6;
89+21 106 8 141
82+ 19 24 3 6(
87+20 30 10 5_
89+21 31 3 53
83 + 19 24 9 6'1
81+18 22 5 61
89+21 24 12 56
89+21 32 3 5,4
85+19 24 9 6C
81+18 24 14 77
83+ 19 31 6 6,1
85+19 21 3 67
81+18 23 12 1,4
87+20 30 18 65
81+18 37 15 7(3
82+18 32 18 15
85+19 67 8 62
87+20 9 8 161
84+19 30 8 64
87 + 20 28 9 56
86+20 21 6 61
83+ 19 33 12 64
87+20 8 8 119
83 + 18 30 9 66
89+21 10 4 52
81+18 56 13 65
89+20 11 9 50
85+ 19 43 31 50
83+18 44 11 63
83+18 45 3 66
83+ 18 26 5 67
84+19 41 8 66
86+19 49 12 50
90+21 12 9 55
85 + 19 20 8 60
88+20 32 12 54
82+18 99 29 61
65+19 32 30 54
88 + 2O 6 3 55
89+20 62 31 46
89 + 20 36 9 46
88 + 20 9 8 39
88+20 12 9 22
86+ 19 46 10 65
82+18 28 10 61
85+19 19 26 65
84+ 19 39 14 57
85+19 62 24 68
91+21 41 8 58
89+20 16 7 54
83÷18 58 23 66
81+17 14 10 77
82+18 19 4 67
i
88+20 38 8 49
89 _;20 44 18 55
89 _ 2O 9 4 51
87_ Ig ; 23 8 58
88_19 8 8 63
844]_1 64 11 66
88+20 ! 11 7 55
89_ 20 ] 59 29 35
BS_lU ! 51 34 47
B_,*1_ i 12 4 53
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)
12 _m 25 pm 60 #m
(Jansky)
.401 25 t ._8
.25 ,25 [ .561
251 ,25 .4OI
2.57 .62 I .401
1.20 .49 .401


























































































.31 i .25L ,40L









































































































FI.,s tlv _ cFlux Corr A Confusion A
















































































































































































































































Name Type (") Mag
31284 K0 ! 3 56
31296 KS _ ,_ 72
31298 M2 _= 87
31304 G5 3 63
ZG 1859+50 56 151
31323 G5 3 55
Ul1389 40 136
31331 M0 2 85
X1900+539 41 8
RAFGL 4243 30
31337 K2 18 63
31348 KO 26 77
31355 K2 5 86
31361 K5 13 75
31366 K5 15 82
11735 21 1300
31387 K7 4 85
31395 K5 12 77
31400 K0 8 75
31403 K2 8 83
U11407 67 13t
31410 K0 9 77
31409 K2 5 85
31411 K0 9 78
31413 K0 5 58
31421 M0 7 90
X1907+ 5O3 25 12
19080+5011 17 12
19081 +5106 43 12
31428 K7 1 86
31429 K5 13 85
31435 K2 8 75




























a 8 Coords SMJ 5MN 0
(s) (_ I b C) C) (')
19139+5307 58.9 20 84+ 18 21 9 61
19140+5642 4.9 421 88+19 10 91 76
19141+5732 6.2 52 89+20 55 44 50
19141+5518 7.7 38 86+19 2_ 1_; 5219143+5948 22.4 27 91+20 ; 53
19145+5042 35.8 35 82+ 17 54 9 65
19146+ 5920 39.0 2 90+ 20 15 3 22
19147+5004 45.5 8 81+ 17 16 4 64
19148+5636 48.4 53 88+ t9 27 3 56
19148+5718 51.7 34 88+ 19 54 37 54
19149+5621 54.1 2 87+19 17 4 16
19149+5129 56.C 21 83+ 17 36 9 65
19150+5731 0.E 45 89+20 42 27 58
19152+5445 17.3 52 86+ 18 46 18 58
19153+5732 21.3 25 89+ 19 49 32 139
19153+5844 21.4 49 90+20 30 21 27
19155+5917 33.5 34 90+20 39 8 145
19156+ 5534 41.1 55 87+ 19 46 12 54
19157+5159 46.2 16 83+ 17 35 23 69
19159+5316 57.4 36 84+ 18 17 5 62
19159+5406 59.3 42 85+18 32 8 146
19159+5827 59.3 50 90+20 32 30 17
19161+5001 9.8 45 81+17 33 9 18
19163+5115 18.2 15 82+t7 11 5 67
19164+5218 28.1 43 83+17 53 18 64
19164+5923 29.1 9 90+20 10 8 55
19165+5548 34.2 38 87+ 19 77 8 54
19168+5751 53.8 9 89+ 19 63 _ 10 46
19170+5918 2.2 37 90+20 29 12 59
19172+5008 12.4 6 81+ 16 21 3 21
19172+5554 14.5 6 87+19 45 19 56
19172+5046 17.9 52 82+17 34 8 63
19174+5959 24.3 27 91+20 43 19 52
19174+ 5209 27.7 12 83 +17 32 13 66
19179+5626 56.1 46 88+19 46 22 48
19182+5214 12.9 13 84+17 45 25 50
19184 +5346 24.3 23 85+18 32 10 53
19184+5930 26.3 18 91+20 47 8 44
19185+5938 30.2 12 91+20 35 81 48
19185+5229 35.8 55 84+ 17 43 10' 61
19190+5250 4.7 5 84+17 45 19 23
19192+5014 '13.4 4_ 82+ 16 25 5 69
19192+5522 16.6 6 87+ 18 49 29 61
19193+5732 21.2 59 89+t9 7 3 51
19193+5523 22.9 48 87+18 65 19 471
19197+ 5225 45.G 38 84+17 28 25 401
19197+5727 47.8 26 89+19 7 4 50 !
19199+5411 54.C 31 86+18 46 _ _19200+5843 4.4153 90+19' 42 2 1
19202+5543 13.2 52 87+18 ! 46 10
19203+5257 23.3 32 84+ 17 11 8 111
19205+5740 30.8 12 89+19 7 3 56
19207+5347 44.7 20 85+ 17 47 10 65
19207+5130 45.0 14 83+16 24 20 75
19207+5120 45.1 40 83+ 16 55 24 55
19208+5338 53.2 21 85+ 17 19 8 18
19209+5617 59.8 21 88+ 18 20 20 26
19211+5201 6.0 15 84+17 12 4 64
19212+5125 16.7 50 83+16 32 16 61
19213+580220.05289+1940862
i






19218+5458 53.8 15 86+18 26 3 56
19219+5655 57.6 11 _ 88+ 18 30 8 49
19220+5725 1.3 3 89+ 19 98 27 63
19220+5309 4.3 58 85+ 17 28 8 55
19221+5546 7.1 11 87+18 46 10 55
19222+5233 t5.7 59 84+ 17 41 15 54
19223+5312 18.9 49 85+17 29 15 53
19228 +5553 48.6 12 87+18 21 9 53
19228+5853 50.4 27 90+ 19 9 8 27
19231+5139 11Z 17 83+ 16 23 8 64
19232+5008 14.3 30 82+ 16 9 5 65
19233+5030 20.8 14 82+ 16 70 24 59
19233+5230 23.8 26 84+17 20 8 57
19235+5325 30.8 18 85+17 35 10 61
19237+5419 44.5i53 86+17 17 4 571
19238+5515 50.217 87+ 18 16 4 56'
19238+5417 50.8 55 86+17 25 11 56
19238+5305 51.9 5 85+17 24 8 52
19238+5933 52.3 31 91+ 19 17 8 147
19243+5940 18.5 9 91+ 19 15 8 50
19243+5707 19.0 45 89+ 18 13 3 56
19245+5045 32.2 1 83+ 16 16 4 63
19245+5142 35.9 41 83+ 16 42 22 63
19246+5340 38.3 25 85+ 17 65 40 60
19249+5504 56.2 49 87+ 17 81 14 59
19249_5807 56.4 18 90+ 19 58 25 56
19249+5447 58.5 7 86+17 17 8 56
19250+5233 1.2 3 84+16 47 15 61
19251 +5406 11.0 14 86+ 17 53 28 62
19252+5002 14.4 29 82+15 39 28 79
19253+5723 21.3 471 89+ 18 16 8 26
19254+5354 26.8 441 86+ 17 39 32 59
19255+5512 31.2 51 87+ 17 19 17 60
19255+5126 33.9 5 83+16 39 14 57
Nux Density Flags
H
C (No! Color Corrected)
O 12 pm 25 pm 60 _m [00 pm Flux Corr _ Cohesion
N (Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags'
.84 .43 .40L 1.00L BC 1 370100000i .26 .25L .40L 1.76L B 24000111_
2 .27L .25L .40L .81 D 950000033_
.25L .25L .41L 1.86 3500000011
B
:54 .22 .40L 4.03L'BC 3 9410001001
3 .29 .25L .40L 5.03L C 640000001_
8 2.26 .59 .40L 4.52L AB 3 7401003001
3 13.72 7.48 1.02 1.00L BBC 0 350100000
4 .33 .25L .40L 1.30L B 140000000(
2 .70L .85L .41L .98 C 950000000(
4 .25L .31 2.71 3.88 CBB 040100200(
3 .52 .15: .40L 3.87L BD 0 7401001131
2 ,25L .25L _40L 1.10 C 950010057(
3 .25L .25L .45L 1.79 D 850_011_
2 1.58L .25L .63L .96 F 950010034(
2 .25L .25L .40L 1.43 F 950000011(
7 .25L .55L .40L 1.67 D 95020110_
2 .21 .25L .40L 1.09L E 250000000(
2 .27L .25L .40L 1.64 A B C D 850000001 (4 9.88 2.35 .35: 1.00L 0 160000000(
13 .28 .25L .40L 7.02L C 540000000(
4 .25L .25L .40L 1.53 B 940000001 (
3 .25 .25L .40L 1.00L C 150100000(
5 3.17 .84 .40L 4.16L AB 0 _40000000_
3 .25L .25L .40L: 1.40 C
8 .79 .21 .40L 5.33L ac 4 _40010314,
3 .26L .25L .40L 1.28 C 848100002(
2 .31 .25L 1,06L 1.89LF ,0001100(
3 .25L .2SL .40L 1.16 E ,50000000,
3 1.56 .34 .40L 1.00L BC 1 ,50101000(
3 .25L .25L .40L 1.38 C 340000101(
3 .37 .25L .40L 1.00L a 260202000(4 .25_ .25L 4OL 1.85 D _OlO6o1_3 24 25L 4OL 16OLIC _o_00_
3 .25L .50L .70L 1.33 C 340000000C
_i .25L .25L .45 1.97 C )500000OOE
B
.25L 25L 1.05 1.88 BE 15000000{X
4 .26L .25L .37 5.79L C )30000000E
4 .27 .25L .40L 4.65LIB _000000_
4 .27L .55L .43 1.33L B
_000000_
3 .25L .25L ! .40L 1.84 C )60100021G
3 1.33 .34 .40L 1.00L BC 2 _50000000G
2 .45L .52L .40L 1.80 ABC E 150110024G6 8.96 2.34 .39: 1.00L 5 15200000O
2 .25L .40L .40L 1.72 C 150110Cl240
4 .25L .25L .40L 2.05 D ,501000166
6 1.59 .72 .40L 1.00L BB , '50001000_
2 .29 .25L .40L 1.50L C Jsooooooo_
2
.25L .25L .40L .77 D !501000000
2 .24 .55L .40L 1.53L C ;500000000
3 .58 .27L .40L 5.16L B )301000008
7 1.89 .48 .40L 1.00L BB _; 1510000000
2 .32 .25L .40L 1.49L D _600000000
3 .31L .25L .34 5.57L C _00101008
13 .25L .25L .40L 1.80 D _580000008
3 .73 .38 .40L 1.34L BC _601001000
4 .25L .25L .40L 2.23 B _482100340
5 1.42 .35 .40L 5.00L CB b402000008
4 .25L .25L .40L 1.72 C _o81000018
3 .20 .52L .40L 1.00L D 501000000
2 .25L .58L .40L; 1.03 C 500000010
5 .25L .25L .40LI 2.06 C ,501001018
3 .25L .25L .4OL 2.44 C 481100360
7 1.31 .75 .40L 1.08L BB ;500003000
4 1.23 .61 .40L 1.00L BB 5OO0OOOOO
2 1.34L .25L .30 1.46L F 500100100
4 .52 .31L .40L 1.42L i B 500010000
24 .42 .25L .40L 1.09L B 501020000
.25L .26L .40L .99 C 500100200
2 .32 .25L .40L 5.84L C 400110108
4 .30L .25L .50 3.85L B 400000008
3 .25L .25L .40L 2.15 C 601000118
2 .25L .25L .36 1.73 C D 500110108
4 .25L .25LI .98 3.07 iBC B B
5O0O0OO0O
6 .84 .22 .40L 1.00L' 502001000
4 .48 .25L .40L 4.99L B 500010008
5 564.96 191.00 16.16 4.27 AABB 471020000
3 .25L .25L .40L 1.27 E 60OOOO0OO
3 .49 .25L .40L 6.34L B 400000008
3 .26L .25L .65 5.63L C 400000018
2.08 .54 .40L 1.09L BB 502101000
1.42 .31 .40L 3.93L BC 301000008
2 .29 .25L .40L 2.46L D 502101000
3 .41 .25L .40L 7.t9L C 4000000_
6 .66 .17 .40L 1.22L BD 501001000
6 .85 .23 .40L 1.00L BC 500002000
5 3.75 2.11 .40L 1.00L AB 500000000
4 2.85 .75 .40L 1,00L AB 500000000
2 .25L .25L .40L 2.44 D 501000018
2 1.70L .59L .40L 1.30 D 300000000,
2 .21 .25L .40L 5.88L O _00010008 i
3 .25L .25L .40L .99 C _.6O000060 I
4 .72 .17 .40L 4.77L B D _00010008I
2 .70L .25L .33 7.28L C ' $00000008J
2 .37L .25L .40L 1.11 E = _1000000]
3 .25L .25L .40L 1.I5 C I _1001100]
5 .53 .11: .40L 1.05L BF Y01110110]
2 25L .25L .46L 1.31 D: i00100120 I
4 .25L .25L .40L 1.57 _ _00000008
3 .25L .25L .40L 3.91 00000220
















































8 Coords 5MJ 5MN 0 O 12 /,tin
Name
8 a
ham. • , (s) C) | b C) C) (') N
19256+5934 39.0 20 91+19 20 8 43 5 .37
19256+5159 40.3 11 84+t6 11 9 64 4 .40
19256+5341 4L6 31 85+t7 16 5 59 4 1.70
19258+5357 49.0 42 86+17 35 21 53 2 .25L
19258+5348 49.0 21 86+17 56 27 53 3 .25L
19259+5724 594 7 89+16 33 ! 24 46 3 .25L
19260+5441 0.624 86+17 29 ' 27 34 2 .25L
19262+5048 17.311 83+15 4212 593 .26L
19263+5527 18.23287+17 2818 584 .25L
19264+5t23 28.14 83+16 5230 672 .25L
19264+5020 29.01482+15 46 8 604 .25L
t9264+5416 29.41586+17 20 5 564 .25L
19269+5215 54,347 84+16 50 8 ,_ ! .25L
19269+5239 56.627 84+16 13 .66
t9269+5817 58.9_ 90+18 25 _ 47 .25L19269+5247 57.7 85+16 32 593 .25L
19270+5703 0.1 57 89+16 40 48026 57 _ .25L
19270+5440 3.0 28 86+17 140 .41
19270+5218 5 0 4 8 29 26 78
19273+5706 18.24789+16 79 5921 .25L
19278+5939 50.5 91+19 30 536
28 86+17 77 583 .25L19282+5433 13.7 7
19282+5452 14.5 87+17 35 24464 .25L
19284+5137 26.422] 84+15 17 3 583 1.93
19287+5528 42.0987+17 18 41584 2.23
19288+5218 48.5 84+16 66 81513 .25L
19290 + 5830 0.2 90+18 13 11 .26L
19291+5518 7.8 87+17 15 .63
19291+5031 10.9 83+15 8 644 8.30
19293+5704 20.8 , 89+t8 17 3 556 1.51
19295+5307 30.2 85+16 4211 573 .25L
19295+5656 32.93489+17 56 7 593 .23
19296+5028 37.760 83+18 9 8 644 .79
19296+5005 39.8682+15 32 16 562 .26
19296+5220 40.21 84+16 9331 832 .26L
19297+5930 45.43591+18 14 3 575 .86
19297+5528 45.55487+t7 8 81095 .47
19298+5643 48.55 89+ t7 4430 622 .25L
19299+5359 57.52786+16 19 4 534 .28L
19299+5011 59.85582+15 7 4 644 4.00
19300+5913 1.94091+18 14 8 506 .78
19301+5134 7.19 84+15 25 8 523 .36
19301+5537 11.013488+17 11 3 56'5 1.91
19302+5828 17.154 90+16 13 8 205 .63
19303+5509 23.827 87+17 17 8 53 5 .90
19304+5057128.4 83+15 _, .) .92'25_
19306+5555 [38.0 88+17 58 25 643 .25L
19307+545619307+ 33 [42.442.45348786++17164354 2413 5856 2 .28L'42L
19307+so3743_13 63+15 9 9 66!,4 1.o2
19313+5225 18731 85+15 28 4 643 1.54
19313+5246 122.E 17 85+16 24 9 264 .43
19314+5205 28816 84+15 44 10 672 .48
19314+5123 129.E 45 84+15 23 8 543 .53
19315+5137 30.,q 29 84+15 70 26 522 .37L
19315+5742 32._ 21 90+18 44 401362 .26L
19315+5848 33£ 47 91+18 9 3 306 7.60
19317+5526147.6 87+17 73 2 26,19316+_1 5o.6 66+1_ 35 .25L
19319+514358.5,1 84+15 58 14 57 3 .25,
19321+51t87.9,412 84+15 7026 533 .25L
19322+5306 117.4! 39 85+16 3924 483 .27L
19323+5551 22._ 22 88+17 23 8 255 .25L
19324+5004 24.816 82+14 31 8 6603 .61
19324+5316 28.447 85+16 16 8 544 .95
19326+5643 39.144 89+17 2620 5864 _25L
19327+5722 44.49 89+17 19 8 496 .77
19327+5901 45.554 91+18 63 20 362 .18
19327+5501 47.825 87+16 54 20 522 .25L19328+5826 52.8 66+17 19 4 575 .67
19329+5341 55.447 86+1624 3 594 .25L!
19330+5411 1.411 66+16 i 56 8 633 .27L
19330+5107 2.135 83+15 10 8 554 .61
19331+5420 7.32 66+16 24 6 545 .35
19331+5346 10.(_ 44 66+1616 4 574 1.70
19333+5756 21.851 90+17 19 3 575 .66
19335+5822 30.520 88+17 2922 613 .25L
lg335+5555 '33.34 88+ 17 31 19 585 .25L I
19337+5223 46,8 22 85+15 23 4 57 4 1,241
19339+5409 55.45586+16 7727 612 .25L]
19339+5359 57.(D 5 66+16 50 14 56 4 ,25L!
19340+5344 3.92886+16 4295 612 .25L
19340+5318 4.3 5' 66+15114 4 58 5 .47
I
t9341+5154 6.8 44 84+15 27 9 5514 .68
19341+52t0 8.7 40 85+15 45 t2 5513 .27
19342+5820 13.528 88+17 62 18 513 .25L
19343+5211 21.945 85+15 49 9 622 .33
19345+5530 34.39 66+16 15 8 545 .56
19345+5007 35.230 83+14 26 6 613 1.05
19345+5626 35.848 89+t7 52 8 563 .25L
19347+585t 42.056 91+18 11 3 567 4.71
19348+5153 50.050 84+15 47 9 584 .38L
19349+5411 54.613 66+16 j 34 3 57 ] 5 .25L
Flux Density =Flags
(Not Color Corrected) V L C
25 pm 60 p.m 100 tim Flux Corr A Confusion R S A










































































































1.61 C I D
1.81 E G C
1.00 C MB
1.60 D K C
1.26L C F CG
1.g3 C E I C
1.78 F H D
2.04 C KGC
4.10 CBB BAA
1.89L O B E
4.79L DD AD
1.28 C L e
2.49 CC AB
.99 F F
5.58L D C K E





5.67L B B E
1.23L C B D M
1.73 C B
1.8t C HB
A E J E 0 0500020000
A K E 9400000008

























1.29L BB ABFH 0 9600001000
4.76L BC ABI I 2) 9500001008
5.38L BB AA 1 7500101148
2.06 D J C 9581000008
.81: BF MJ RH 3401000000
6-16L BE AE G 0 7400000008
1.00L eBB AAB 0' 5600100000
1.00L AB AA 1 9500001000
2.03 C H EC 3601000008
1.08L E CGK 9400000000
1.04L BB AC J 4 9600100000
1.27L C F 8601010000
1.56 D D 9600000118
1.00L BC ACJ J 0500000000
7.63L E BC H 9400210038
1.13 C KC ' 9603000550
8.23 CBC DBAA 1,9480012458
1.31LAB AA K 1=6600000000
1.00L BC AC L 8 1500000000
1.23L C BH E 96OO0O00OO
5.06L ABB AAAD 3195OO001008
1.00L BF AFLF 1 35120000OO
4.92L BC AD H 3 9500011008
2.42 F I MB 5500110028
1.00L BD AD 3 5600001000
1.91 D GGC 9500000028
8.23L D J C 7400000008
1.47: CE NBD 9601000008
1.09L BD AC 35600000000
4.82L BB AB 3 9400002008
7.02L C BC 2401000008
2.84L CE CDKL 0 9500200026
1.14L B BE
1.82 D G O
1.00 D J
1.00L ABB AAC 3
6.17L C J C
1.76 D L C
1.65 E E D
2.05 C D E
1.55 C E C
1.51 C MI DC
3,54 D I GB
1.17L C B
4.72L FE AB



























1.00L BD ABG 0 3500000000
1.42L C F 2500000000
1.42: CD KHC 7600000008
5.59L B BFH : 9401000108
2.69 DC L I B 9600101318






C HL! Oi 9600000366
AA I 38400003008
E ! D _OGO00008
BH E 4600001000
BB J 0 6500001008
F 9401110008
1.47 E LB 9600101118
7.22L D F H 6401110008
5.44L BF AC E 6 9401011008
1.00L BD AD 0 3600100000
2.09 E E C 95800(30338
1.00L AB AAC 1 2500000000
6.42L B ECB 8401000008
2.03 B CKB 9661000008
Name Type
1 I 13 31663 K2
8
1 10 M +09-32-OO4 127
8
8
8 1 32 X1926+503
3 9 Ul1443
1 "41 19269+5215











1 "41 19276+5604 16 4
8
1 2 13037328 21 100
1 1331696K5 2 76
3 "13 31702A2 4 38
8 3 "13 31704K7 5 90
1 °41 19289+5218 58 8
1 13 317101=2 18 80
2 "13 31711 K0 1 67
3 4 TMSS +50298 14 29
1 13 31717 K5 3 75
1 13 31729 K0 31 80
2 13 31730 K7 2 83
2 "1331732 K2 6 85
5 9u11453 46 143
3 1331737K0 2 56
1 "4119300+5134 27 3
3 "13 31741 +++ 10 65
I 18 7621 K1 7 13 66
2 "1331746 K2 7 68
1 °41 19303+5525 58 8
3 "13 317481(5 9 90
8'
2 13 31753 MO 2 80
2
1 2 DO37425 51 98
3: 4 TMSS +60266 29 28
1 "4t 19316+5520 60 8
8
4
4 1 32 X1932+558 21 4
1 2 [3037443 19 98
2
8 1 32 X1932+567 97 8
1 t3 31775 K5 10 90
1 2 [3037466 22 116
I 13 31778 K0 4, 70
4
1 13 31782F5 1 55
1 13 31783K7 13 85
4
1 13 31785 M0 3 90
C
13131792 K0 6 651
1 2 [3037493 71 105
C 2 13 i 31804G5 3 65
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
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_:l !! _
Right Ascension: 19h34"55'-lgh44m06 '
Position (1950) Flux Density Flags
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color C_,reded)
a _ Coords SMJ SMN e O 12 /_m 25 p.m 60 I_m
ham. 6, (s) ( ) I b (") (") (') N (Jansky)
19349+5248 59.9 io 85+15 28 A3 .25L .40L
19350+5006 5,7 22 83+14 35 _ _ 3 1.79 .32: .40L193.+.53 27,1 42 87+16 27 ' .42 .25L .40L
193,+5005 28.7_ 83+14 17 451 6353 104.92 52.19 11.8919354+5451 29.7 87+16 15 58 1.03 .61 .40L
19356+5321 39.2 86+15 12 4! 5_2 ) 2.09 1.19 .40L19357+5209 42.5 22 85+15 89 2 .25L .25L .40L
19357+5127 43.99 84+14 75 23 I 59 2 .25L .25L .45L
19357+5544 47.3 26 88+16 24 3 55 6 .53 .25L .40LI
19358+5046 52.3 24 83+14 11 9 ,I 59 4 .27 .25L .40L
19359+5827 59.9 42 91+17 26 8 ! 141 5 .25L .25L .83
19"`o+5,,o4_ _+1, 46 1,__ g 1352' 4025' ._,4°Lg'`0+_,8 38 8g+171
1g'`1+,22665187+162o , 59: 69 28 40,
19362+,,26122_5287+1626 o 6o, ,2 26, 40L
19,82+5441132 87+162, 11 ,5 25, 25, 28:lg_,3+69"2`o0 g2+165616482 ``, 25L 32g'`,+,,,0 250 87+1814 3! 575 515 133 ,lg3_,+,,2631587+16 6722 , 2 26, .25, 31
19_+_,6 3761687+163617 584 41, 25, ._193_+551336.86 _+16 19 4 ``. .25L .25, 1.2319366+_,5 39130 89+17 20 3 57 5 103 .,1 40,lg366+5227 4Ol 3 85+15 22 5' 58 4 1.o7 .3, .,0L
19366+5220_.11 85+16 _ 2,. 54.2 .25L 1.23L .4OL1g_+5107 53.614 94+14 _ .53 .25L .40L19371+_24 g.4,, 91+17 23 8 - 5 .66 .25L 4oL1_71+5_710.55 8,+1640 2, ,84 .27, .25, .40_
19372+500817.82183+14_ ,28I_ 26,8' 25,17:4=4°'lg,74+551, _4828 88+16
lg,75+,51 33.626 87+16 21 8 53 5 ._ .25, .,0,lg977+5125,5.127 64+14 28 6 59 4 .41 ._L ,OL193_0+53325.317 _+16 2o 8 58 5 ., 1, .,OL19382+51o313.825_+14 ,0 9 57 4 .66 .Ig 4OL19382+so4415.23, 83+14 54 10 59 2 .23 .28L .40Llg,_+52_ _.420 66+16 ,8 8 6o 4 .26c .25c .4319"`5+521630.522 65+14 49 24 52 3 .25c .25L .40Llg385+52513 42 85+1637 1g ,, 4 .25, .25, .40,19,'`+5822_7242``+16 59 12 ,02 .24 .53, .4o,
,g3``+5755,18 , ,0+1724 2o 495 .25, 25, 40_
lg38g+5915,g391+17 30 8463 45_ .25, 8319389+5,02_7g5968+1_12 3_8 10, .3o .40,1g3_+5,7 1727``+16 24 4 586 .52 25, .40_19,92+5010757 _+13 42 ,g 752 25, ._5, .40,lg394+,011_g97 83+138, 18 ,,2 .25, .25_ 40_1g,g5+514232.5, ,,+14 42 35g4 .39 .25, 40,19395+521333.96 65+1482 27 554 .25, 25_ 40_193g5+``16,4953 89+16,9 3 `` 4 3o 25, .40,193,,+5044,,.346,,+13 67, 592 .28 .25_ .40_lg,'`+63,, ,0539 87+16,o936 672 .37_ .25_ 108,
1g39,+595g,3918 g2+1613 81464 .3, 25, 40,lg397+_,0,6g25g,+, 25 8 612 .25, 25, .40,19,,9+5015,2.733_+13 24 8 ,,4 .47 25_ 40_1g,,_+5142, 8_, 8,+1429 5,04 .5, 25, 40_19400+51355439 84+1442 13 5g2 3o 25, .40_19401+51427.02 8,+, 2o 5 244 25, .14: 21819401+562610.41289+1652 3 584 ,0, .25_ .5419403+5"`0lg914 86+1631 lg ,04 25_ 25, 40_19404+5,924.037,,+18 6, 29 ,02 .25, .25_ 42_19404+,024_755 83_-132, 8,4 .74 28, .40,
19404+59212g.g43g2+1734 14 553 .32, 25_ 481,,05+52,23113o 8_+14_2 8 264 25, 25, .37:
19407+5433 45.522 87+15 22 3 58 6 .47 ,25L .40L
19408+5139 48.038 85+14 24 11 5_77 3 .26L .25L .4019406+``58 150535 89+16 ,2 .36 .28L .40L
194og+51_57.415 85+t4 lO 381_ _ ,o .25L 4oL19409+5520 57.7 36 88+15 16 37,88 10.46 1.66
19409+5249 58.945 86+14 60 12 61 5 .25L ,25LI .40L
19410+5304 1.1 43 86+14 23 14 65 5 .25L .25L .40L
19415+5145 32.8 37 85+14 22 3 61 5 .62 .25 .4OL
19416+5454 A,1.5 24 88+15 13 3 58 6 2.41 .65 .40L
19417+5448 ¢3.4 I 87+15 33 30 140 2 .38L ,25L .40L
19418+5028 49,2 10 83+13 40 16 64 3 .25L .25L .40L
19420+5545 1.531 88+15 14 3 59 5 4.36 1.25 .40L
19421+5244 11.4 36 86+14 19 8 59 5 .82 .37 .40L
19422+5349 13.2 26 87+15 37 8 52 4 .35 .25L .40L
19422+5515 14.223 88+15 52 9 62 2 .25 .25L .40L
19422+5753 16.2 42 90+16 21 8 60 4 .44 .25L .40L
18423+5302 18.059 86+14 41 16 87 3 .25L .25L .39
19423+5727 23.6 30 90+16 13 3 50 4 1.26 ,58 .40L
19424+5056 24.1 45 84+13 21 5 59 4 2.72 ,75 ,40L
19425+5809 33.8 6 91+16 56 9 43 2 .20 .25LI .40L
19426+5559 36.3 18 89+15 13 3 58 5 .53 .62 5.83
19426+5655 38.3 18 90+16 15 3 58 5 .94 .21 .40L
19427+5635 42.7 58 69+16 29 21 47 4 .25L .25L .40L
19430+5352 1.0 36 67+14 14 3 58 6 1.14 .32 .40L
19430+5422 2.533 87+15 36 6 61 4 30 .25L; .40L
19431+5104 8.3 8 84+13 57 14 61 2 .20 .49L .40L
19431+5301 9.232 86+14 93 18 68 2 .21 .25L .40L
19431+5813 11.3 52 91+16 11 4 58 4 10.74 3.94 ,81
19434+5304 26.6 37 86+14 30 8 151 5 .25L .25L .40L
19434+5636 26.941 89+16 21 4 54 4 1,43 .33 .40L
19434+5024 27.9 11 84+13 16 5 60 4 4.93 39.33 46.79
19435+``39 31.3 45 84+13 48 g 59 4 33 .25L .40L
19438+5639 49.8 26 89+16 25 3 58 5 32 .25L .,4OL
19438+5548 52.9 59 89+15 68 21 60 2 .29L .25L .22:
19439+5643 54.7 33 88+15 5 3 145 5 3.93 1.04 .40,
19439+5433 57.5 30 87+15 13 4 59 6 1.69 .50 .40L
19446+9410 2.8 16 87+14 17 8 59 6 .25L .25L .45
19441+5318 6.0 38 86+14 20 12 59 5 .25L .25L .40L
V
[00 Fm Flux Corr A Confusion
Uncs Coef R Flags*
3,54L C BGGE 9500000008
1.41L B BI C 4600000000
1.07L BC AB 01 1600200000
5,27L B D M 7400111008
5.60 BBCC AAAA 8 1400100000 22
1.95 DB BI C

















CL s I ^ _p
S 2 # T Name Type (") Ma 8
1 13 31813 G0 3 66
3 13 31815 F5 3 45
1 13 31820 K2 2 78
8 "13 3182254 3 55
4.49L BB AAH 4 8400111008
1.14L CO AAO 91 4600001000
1.`` C C 860000O0O8
2.48 D E D 6500000118
1.13L B BH 2601000000
1.31L B DC N 2600011000
.83 BD AD 2400000000
1.33L O G G 1600011000 1 "41 19359+5731
4.69L BC ABH 8 9500101008 2 "16 12233-
5.65L 8C AS 7 9400210008
6.30L B CM 9400210008 1 2 DO 37553
7600000110
2400000000 2 12 ZG 1936+59




A8 H 3 9500103008 2 "13 31835F5
AD 6 37110O00O0
0 LEB 6600000008
BDK 5701010100 2 "13 31840K0
AD 3500000000 1 13 31842 K5
D L J C 6502010338
BK K 1 2600000000 1 13 31846 M0
C MB 9501010320 C
BCMC 4602010240 C 3 13 31850F5
BG E 8500000008 1 13 31856 M0














5.83L CO BD F 1 6400011008 I 1 13 31863K71.40L BC AEL 0 4500002000 "41 19382+5103
1.66L C E D 3600000000 2 °13 31865 KS
1.501. C B 2600100000
2.25 D HI O 6500000118
1.95 B EF D 2600100020 i 8
1.72L C DL 7500001000 1 2 [:)037611
2.13 B F GC 1400000010 I
i
1.25: CC O BE 9401000000 l 1 12 ZG1938+59
1.28L BC AB M 5 7600013000 2 13 31878M2
1.00L B BF 4600000000 I 1 13 31880 K0
1.78 F F 4600100000
1.61 0 FD 4600100000 1 "41 19395+5011
8.83L B 8 F 4501210108 1 39 WK4t4
1.74 _B C HB 55000000181.1OL C J 2601020000 i I
1.94L F O G 35010000(30 4 "10 M+08-'`-001
1.22 F SG 96O1OOOOOOI
1.22L B BGHH 15000000O0 !
2.38 D G D 3401000150 8 1 32 X1939+586
1.34L B AD K 360O00000O 2 *13 31888 G5
5.76L B BKD 3501210118 I 2 9 Ul1464
5.20L C D G 3502100018
5.75 DDC EAA




1,67L C ML DB
2.81 DC HED








3600041000 I 1 6 "18 7651AG27
15C0000000 I
9_2000228 ; g
66OO0100O0 1 1 V369 CYG
1_1100018 I
5600010000 1 13 31_5K2
350O110008
1.01L ABB AAA 1 26100(30000 18 4 13 3191_MB
2.25 C G J B 9500000018
2.17 D K C 9501000008
5.21L BC BB F 1 0500000008 I
1.07L AB AB 1 3600100000 )
1.14 C I F 3600000000
2.30 C G B 9502000108
1.00L AB AA 1 2600000000 I
5.10L BB ABGE 3 9401001008
7.95L C C J 9402020008
4,24L B E E 4400020008
1.10L B BI E 35000100GO
2.28L C DE 9500110128
I
1.00L CB AB G 0 3600000120 I
1.12L BB AA I 0 5600000000 I 3 13 31926M0
1.92L C E I 1400000000 I
15.89 BCBC BAAA 0 6300012000 2 4 9 Ul1470
1.0OL BC ABLG 4 ``20000000 2 13 31933G5
1.58 B FD 350000000O
6.97L BC ACL K 1 9401000008 ) 1 13 31941 M0
1.33L B BE 96000110¢0 ;
1.54L F DG 3600000000
7.56L D E d 9400110418 1 4 1 13 31945K2
1.00L ABC AAB 2 1600000000 171, 13 31946 M55
I
2.33 C KHD 9580111418 !4
1.26L BD AB 2 3500110000 l ' 1 13 31949K7
21.32 AACC AAAA 0 7240002218 4 6 13 31951 P
5.01L E DC 8501000008 1 13 31953 K5
1118' _ BE H 3501110000 2 13 31955M0
1.09 CC K HB 6500100000
1.00L AB AAE 0:5600001000 3 13 31956M01.07L BB A8 H 1 4601002000 2' . 2 [:)037712
4.36 CE KDCB 9482001788 4
1.94 E J B B 9500000008
1 1 V754 CYG
2 13 31917 M2
2 °41 19417+5028
2 13 31921 M3
1 16 12363
1 1 1 V972 CYG









































*Confusion Rags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12. 25, 60, 100 t_m; 10) High Source Density Region.
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h n.-m 8 a ")_i Coords SMJ SMN 00 12 _tm
. , ($) ( | b (") (") (') N
19441+5454 8.3 18 88+15 19 4 59 5 .68
19441+5652 11.648 90+16 49 36 442J 1.35L
1_t48+84_ 3o.691 68+15 30 g 58 4_ .35
19445+5142 32.82785+13 15 6605 .24
18445+5234 33.9 50 68+14 26 9J 57 4 .46
1m45+5188 34.2 22 85+13 30 91 83 3 .z3
19445+5604 34.549 89+15 30 41 57 3 .74
19446+5516 37.223 688+15 19 4 594 1.75
19446+5746 39.77 90+16 32 10 663 .34
19446+5131 _40._ 34 85+13 22 8 575 .62
19448+5549 :50928 89+15 98 30 5212 .26L
19449+5128 58.149 85+13 67 31 572 .25L
19452+5418 15.156 67+14 20 8 655 .62
19453+5240 22.730 68+14 15 4 595 2.46
19455+5435 30.913 68+14 4721 584 .25L
19455+5245 34.211 86+14 31 860 5 .34L
19456+5004 36.454 83+12 54 12 632 .30
19430+5309 40.0 7 86+14 432858 3 .25L
t9457+5251 44.711 68+14 i 14
19458+5007 48.3;2083+12 134322 (_ 5 .25L16 .25L
I
19459+5647 57.710 90+15146 12 452 .25L
19460+5624 0.7!51 89+15j 18 3 534 1.45
19461+5504 8.030 88+15 50 8 51 .47
19462+5451 17.917 88+ 14 3525 57 .25L'
19463+5059 21.5 2 84+13 20 8 59 .66
19463+5250 22.917 68+14 23 3 _ 6 .5619464+51t2 25.827 85+13 51 8 _ ! 2 .24
19464+5647 27.85 90+15 24 10 45 .68
19485+5505 30.014 68+15 75 7 60 .41
19485+5146 30.622 85+13 73 14 692 .21
19465+5347 30.633 87+14 37 3 596 .35
19468+5105 48.150 84+13 20 4 605 .48
19468+5559 49.624 89+15 4612 592 .27
19471+5455 11.49 68+14 38 8 553 .25L
19472+5822 17.154 91+16 57 8 462 .26L
19473+5239 21.459 68+13 17 I 3 606 .80
19473+5251 21,7 56 86+13 34 17 60 5 .25L
19473+5917 23.6 55 92+16 29J 9 68 3 .2518474+5309251 I 68+14 13_ 3 6o 8 400
19475+5622 31.223j 89+15 50 8 452 .58
19475+5045 31.831:84+12 24 3 595 .25L
19476+5011 37.06 84+12 14 4 276 .25L
18476+5655 38.26 90+15 41 10 462 1.01
18478+5645 48.133 90+15 41 16 422j .28
19480+5505 0.6 38 88+14 26 2 I .61L
19482+5526 15.4 12 88+14 65 .31
18483+525201568+13 216, 41 26,19484+5102 26.9 25 85+12 59 .38
18484+5540 27.5 41 89+15 32 8 65 4 .39
19484+5034 28.51 17 64+12 28 10 61 4 .25L
19486+5035:40.1 84+12 41 24 562 .25L
18488+5011 52.4 _ 84+12 36 12 28 6 .25L
19489+5431 56,3 22 86+14 20 58 3 1.30
18490+5032 1.129 84+12 49 8 553 .33
19490+5549 3.C 43 89+t5 39 3 584 .44
19492+5122 12.C 37 85+12 17 3 275 3.44
18492+5034 _17.E 38 84+12 14 4 595 1.30
19493+5520 20.338 68+14 25 8 573 .60
19493+5130 21.0 16 85+12 36 25 58 4 .37L
18494+515528,4665+13793 26L19496+521740,4 86+13 5 26,18497+.2845.6768+. . 8 533
19499+5936 56.45592+16 48 831 _ ,_ .25L +6233  47 86+13. i 6L1950,,+ 294711 +12 16 6 265 61
19505+5333 30.1145 87+13 13 3 56 4 5.04
19505+5008 33.3684+12 25 9 255 .25L
19506+5448 36.2;3788+14 7525 552 .25L
19506+5756 40.5091+15 2610 542 2.12L
19506+5145 41.828 85+12 62 26 662 .68L
19509+5254 58.141 86+13 30 12 594 .25L
19511+5013 9.3 45 84+12 59 18 60 3 .35L
19512+5914 16.35992+16 73 8 _ 32 .33L19513+5511 18.05868+14 32 ' 1.22
19513+5954 19.52493+16 57 8136!4 .25L
19513+5319 21.6587+13 5712 612 .28
19515+5400 35.51 87+13 47 354_9133 .6819516+5719 37.031 90+15 43 3 .25L
19516+5249 39.617 86+13 62 13 502 .53L
19516+5612 40.858 89+14 18 3 604 1.34
19518+51t4 5t,823 85+12 29 17 635 .25L
19522+5802 12.7 1 91+15 10 4 58,3 2.01
19522+5756 12.7 8 91+15 21 9 614 .25L
19522+5125 16.754 85+12 31 27151 2 .25L
19522+5134 18.028 85+12 21 4 61 6 .57
19523+5629 18.236 90+14 25 9 583 .68
19523+5136 19.2 t6 85+12 2118 823 .25L
19523+5015 22.054 84 + 11 25 6 555 .55
19523+5101 23.719 85+12 18 8 615 .86
19524+5343 27.81487+13 47 43 492 1.18L
19525+5524 30.550 89+14 72 20 512 .26L
19525+5127 34.2 9 85+12 26 13 594 .25L
19525+5105 34.320:85+12 15 3 616 .91
19528+5431 53.440 68+13 26 3 57 3 1.12
19529+5247 57.041! 86+13 41 24 67 4 25L
t9529+5127 59.145185+12 31 25 67 3 .28L
19530+5033 (}.126 I 84+12 50 16 62 5 .25L





(Net Col0¢ C_rect_) V L C
25 /_m 60 /_m 100 tim Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 I_ T Name Type (') Mag
21 .40L 4.76L BF E _08400010008 11331960M0 2 8;
.53L .40L 1.43 F E 5500000010
.oooooo .45 .40L 1.19L B : I 11801003000 2
6.21L 94O120O038
.25L AOL ! I
.25L .40L 5.74L C rBH M 94OO010O08
.19 , .40L 1.26L D 'BCH,07601001110B 11331965K5 5 _
.80 .40L 4.67LrBB :AA 1 7400001008 1 1 V982CYG 5
.25L .40L 1.00L E CJ L M 0600000000 1 1331968 K0 7_
.25L I= .40L 1.51L !B AE i 1612100000 r
.51L ! .40L 1.02 C K F 4500000010 [
.54L I .40L 1.12 C D 1602100000
.25L I .40L 3.74L B AGI D 9400320888 5 1 1331979 K0 9 67
.72 .40L 4.68L AB AAI I 39500100016 I I
.25L .40L 1.84 C B 75(X)000108 1 1331988 M0 '
.25L .64 6.30L B K J A 9400300008 !
78L C C D 950011 08 : 23 87
.25L .40L 1.50 D L C 9601100109
.25L A0L 2.13 B EB 9600210028
.25L .34 4.73L C BF 9400110008 ]
.31L 1.21 3.12 DC FAA 2500100000 3 9 I Ul1477 21 15.3
.78 I .43L 1.68L BB AAEF 16600001000
.27L I .40L 5.19L C BI 8400130008 i 11 1331993K2 14 83
.25L i .40L 1.80 D MI D _ 8500000028 j
.17 .40L 1.50L BC ADD t 2600000000 2 1331997M0 5 85I
.17: .4OL 6.15L BG BC 4 9400110008
.25L .40L 1.70L D D 3600000000 1 13 32000 K0 16 81
.25L .40L 1.17L C BDH i 4600100000 I 1 1332001 K2 4 7(]
.25L .40L 4.67L C C j 8400130008 1 1 213037765 23 105
.33L .40L 1.43L DM 18600000000 21332003K 791
.25L .40L 8.goL i C i 940001O008 , 21332002M0 7 9¢.13: .40L 1.22L E BGH 03700010000 ' 1 1332008 MO 3 87
.47L .40L 1.19L CJ 5500000000
.25L .40L 1.88 E ! HFC 7580000208 41
.25L 1.24L 1.68 E J D 3500000000
.47 .40L 5.46L BB AA 4 9400025008 3 1 1 V755CYG 18 3
.25L .40L 1.09 C G C 950(X)0(X)18
.25L .40L 1.75L C E 3500000000 1 1332016 GO 14 66
2.02 .50 4.42L ABB AAB 18400000008 1 1 V756CYG 19 3
.26L .40L 1.31L D BE 3601OO0090 1 1332018K5 5 70
i J
246 F.  74o01 109] ]
• 27 2.44 4.46 C B CAA 8409102008] 2 9 Ul1485 12 145
.29L .40L 2.t4L C AC G 4501000000 i I 1 13 32022 M0 16 90
.26L .40L 1.52L _ F i 4500000000 1 1332024 K7 5 85
.63 AOL 5.42L BB ABMI 1,9400025008 33 1332028M2 3 87
.71L .40L 1.90 oi C I 7500000008 I
.25L .40L 6.62LJC BH 4401010008 11612463 171400
.25L .40L 2.25 E / D i 9500100008
25L .40L 6.75L_ C I B GI I 7401000008 I
.25L .40L 1.52L B BH L' 4601000000 1 39 OV+580 821415
.25L .65 I 2.40 BC GBB 9500210008 12! 9 U11486 45 155
.25L .60L I 2.17 D KF O 9500321008 i
3
.26L .68 1.59 B J BC 75011O0O05
.40 .40L r 4.85L C ABD 09500001108, 2 1332037K5 9 78
.26L A0L : 6.47L D : 94OO332O08 3
.27L .40L 1,381 B AH I 3600010000 'I 13 32040 K 13 90^
.c ^^FG , 362100o00o I : i
1.86 .36: 1.14L
.49 .40LI 580L _B FABIJ I 59410122008 3
.25L .40L 5.87L BCKC 4400000008 1 13 i 32041 K2 11 I 77
.25L .40L 1.57 C C 5600000000 i
1.49 i .34: 1.21: ABCC=AACO, 1 9610000108 6 13! 32042K2 5 51
.25L ] .47L 1.09 D I F 8600000000
.25L I .61 1.00L C EBG 7601000000
.25L J .48L 2.87 C DC 9601000230 C
.25L J .53 1.62 BC J CA 4600001000 2 12 ZG 1949+59 67 156
.25L .31 5.95L C C 9400000008 i
.2t .40L 5.50L CF BE 0 6403002008 2 1 1332063K5 8 61
1.90 .58 1.23L FEC AAD 96601000000 2 1 j BS CYG 14 3
.25L 1.27 2.72 BB KKAA 9501000008 I
.25L .40L 1.68 E O 9600000000
.25L .64 2.90L C HNBC 7500000110
.25L [ .40L .gO D M D 6600000000
.25L ' .40L 2.22 C B 9500000228 8 I
.25L I .39 8.02L C CD 7400010008
.25L .40L 1.51 E H 6502000160 81 32 ' X1951+592 84 8
.42 .40L 1.45L CC AA C 0 i 46COO01000 41 1 CUCYG 14 4.25L .35 1.67 F C L DC 4600000200
.25L .40L 1.65L F C , 9500000000
.22: .40L 4.52L BD BEKG 0 2400000008
1.12 2.84 DO KGBB i 0500000000 I 4 9 Ul1492 30 141.2_L
q
i
.25L .48 6.97L E C 18400000008
.56 .40L 1.22L BC AB 21 3600000000 C 1 1 V392CYG 25 3
.25L .46L 2.92 C H HC 4500000338
.53 .40L 1.08L BC AB 16600100000 1 1332084 K5 2 75
.25L .41L 2,64 C L C 6500110030 I
.45L .40L 2.05 C G E 6500100040 8 I
.25L .40L 1.45L B B E I E 5600100000 i
23 .40L 1.47L BD AC 15600010000 1 1 V544 CYG I 47 3
.25L .40L' 1.26 E CF B 6600100000!
.25L .40L 8.42L D C F 6300000008 j
I
.17: .40L 5.21L BC ADJ 03402154008 311332087 K2 2 78
.25L .65L _ 1.82 D E KJ i 5500000100
.46L .46L 1.94 F G F ! 4600000110
I
_25L waOL 2.43 L 8D M D 7500200040 ,
.45 .40L 6.50L BB AB 1 4301155008 3 1 ' 32 X1952+510 j 98 337 40L 1,33: BC E ABND; 2 6601101240 li 13 32095M2 88
.42L .43L 2.79 [3 ! K CC ! 4500000228 C I I
25L 40L,171-- ci:  85OO1OOO3025L .47L 1.59 i 1600000C08 J,25L .40L 1.20L B 5600000000 13 32099 K7 ! 5 i 88
J






























a 8 Coords SMJ SMH e O 12 tim
(s) C) I b C) C) (') N
19531+5435 49 29 53 12
19533+5857 26 9 5514
19534+5114 84 13 61 I 2
19536+5756 18 8 57 2
19537+5438 24 24 33 3
195._+ses9 61 33 49!19538+5303 87 7 59
19539+5050 28 3 61 5
19539+5549 36 33 48 2
19539+5928 16 9 32 3
19540+5632 25 8 55 3
19540+5137 38 32 174 2
19541+6121 56 15 65 2
19541+5748 16 8 57 2
19542+5239 29 4 59 4
19543+5218 26 8 57 4
19543+5901 34 30 56 2
19543+5807 13 3 59 2
19546+5309 61 6 58 3
19547+5041 16 3 31 5
19547+5415 18 5 58 3
19547+5645 54 8 66 2
19548+5748 39! 8 161 2
19549+5842 11l 3 48 4
19550+5323 70 11 61 2
19550+5530 57 20 53 2
19552+5339 31 5 59 3
19553+5630 _0_! 33 35 219553+5039 1 23 62 2
19554+5935 16 3 44 3
19555+5322 96 22 56_3 2 i19559 + 5302 22 3
19559+5831 31 12 44 3
19566+5222 73 3 60 3
19567+5132 20 3 59 4
!9568+5605 18 8 57 4
19571+5403 36 31 51 2
19571+5922 27 25 148 2:
10571+5811 84 3_3 31 i
,9 72+515 59
,9575+5953 : g19577 + 5031
19578+5016 16
19579 + 5440 32 55
19580 + 5236 47
19584+5025 24 46i _
19535+5200 17 4 57
19586+5146 39 17' 60 3
19588+5032 40 8 61 4
19590+5303 64 29 58 2
19591 +5030 31 8 58 4
r9592+5539 23 5 56 3
19595+5006 51 3 61 3
19596+5239 52 35 _ 58 2
19598+5322 52 9 55 2
._0002+5953 97 33 30 2
!O0O3+5320 53 8 55 2
._0004+5426 54 10 65 2
!0005+5305 121 28 57 2
._006+5024 30 3 60 4
.>O009+5136 37 14 59' 2
!0010+5454 25 8 52 3
.)0011+5513 23 5 57 3
_0013 + 5603 46 10 44 2
!0015+5127
.'O016+5808 L_ 114 6040 _
.J0016+5236 68 39 55 2
!0016+5344 43 11 55_9j2!O018+5010 23
_0019+5224 27 10 57 2
_0020+5930 21 9 33 2
_Q25+ 5041
 o20+5724 g
 o27+5553 3, 7 g!0028+5419 24 12
!0028+5108 26 9 58 3
_029+5531 55 11 47 2
_033 + 5441 28 8 56 3
_0034 + 5126 25 9 58 3
_034 + 5546 34 11 43 2
_0037 + 5208 39 6 56 2
_0037+5002 21 11 57 3
!0037+5141 24 3 60 3
_0038+5022 17 12 56 4
!0039 + 5604 36 10 42 2
_)041 +5013 34 8 59 3
_041+ 5010 63 18 28 3
_0042+5025 60 8 59 2
!0043+5301 25 22 42 2
_044 + 5750 13 3 42 3
_0044+5927 76 23 33 i 2
!0046+5740 20 12 37 3
0047+5025 46 4 57 2
'0048+5255 27 9 62 3
:0048+5916 35 10 33 2
O049+5301 33 5 61 3
0052+5743 74 8 48 2
0053+5126 30 9 58 2
0056+5912 53 10 32 2
Declination: +50"-+60'
Flux Density FlaBs Associations
(Net Color Corrected)







































































































100 vm Flux Corr A Confasio_ g S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type
2.60 D J LC 6601101370
257 B EC 6480100340
1.46LI C DNN 7500000O00
1.40L jC BJ 5601020020
2.78 C N E 6680000260
2.18 D 1 E 6480200370
1.88L C C G 8601010110
11.00L B CJ E 2300010008
1.52 D J D 3600000200
1.44L C AC 9600001000
1.37L_ B AD F 5600011000
1.15 C E 7600000000
1.76L F 'GG O 7500001000
2.04L C C L G 5600000OOO
1.691 C BHJI 8600000000
1.64L B BOG 7500000000
1.22 C O 6500100440
1.16L BD AB 0 3600000000
1.31L B BI I 6601000110
5.16L BB AAJ 2 1402111008
1.05L BC [ABH 2 3600000000
2.00L E B 5500000000
1.32L C BC 3600100000
C 1 32 X1953+546
C
C
C 1 32 Xlgro3+589
1 13 32106 K7
2 13 32108K2
1 1 Vl167 CYG
2 13 32110 K7
2 13 32114 A3
C
2 13 321161<0
1 1 V1014 CYG
2 13 32118K7
1.57 ,ABCC AACE 0 8501000200 16 4 5 13 32122K2
1.58L D DJ 8500100000
1.58L C EG 1600000O00
1.29L BC AB 0 5600000000
1.35 F CD 5601000000
1.43 F F D 5502011 000
1.41L BC AA F 1 4600000000
1.84 C D C 7500100000
1.58LIBF CB L 1 5600000000
1.65L 'C C 9600001000
1.56 C I GC 4600000000
1.20L DCC AAE 9 4601020000
1.69L IB SC 56010000006 F D E 4 0
2,07 F F 4501000110
1.50 C BD 2600000000
1A6L BCB ABA 6 3600003000
1.59L CD AA 1 3600020000
1.43L CF AC 0 0700000000
2.31L C O 3601000000
1.80 DBC HCBC 2600002000
2.OSL C CFEJ 7600010120
1.29L B C D 36O0000000
1.41L BC AC 0 1700011000
1.89L'BBC AAAB 1 7600000000 21
2.37 E K GC 4500000100
1.94L B C K 1601120000
1.38 D I D 66010000O0
1.41L B C F 5701120000
1.77L BB AAE 3 2701001020
1.96L C BJ H 1600000000
1.83 D G 8601000010
1.21L C BF 4700100000
2.32 C MF 1500000000
1.71L C BF 5700100000
1.97L C C C 6600000000
1.93 F K F 8600000000
1.96L B B E N 2600000OO0
2.17L C C 3501010000
5.03 C L HC 7600100350
1.92L BC AA _ i 77010000002.00L CF BC 16000000001.19L CF BBJ I 2700000000
1.54 CD J EBB 4600000000
1.30 C E 56OO0000OO
2.27L C F D C 4500000000
2.11L BC AC 1 2010000000
1.53L CC BB 0 3500000000
1.37L BC AD 0 36000000001
3.55L C C 150000OO00 I
1.38L BD BC G 1 0600001000
1.97L BCC AABC 0 3700000000
2.01L C EMG 36OOO00000
1.21L 8F AD 0 1600000000
3.20L C B 7500000000
1.94L B BCE 4600O000OO
2.02L B B C H O600O0O000
2.19Lc DEJ !770o000000
IAIL BD AB 0 10600001 _
3.01 CC LLBB 3601100110
1.60L BB AAJ 0 06000000O0
3.56 F CC DHCB 1602120210
3.02L C B E I 360000000O
3.02L C BD I 2601100100
3.03 CEIDKED 3601100200
4,10L D BI C 1600210110
3.04 C DFC 3400101010
I
1.58L BC IAA 0 4700000000
3.05 E i C 4500000009
1.86L E E F 4601001100
2.92L CF CJ K 0 1600100000
1.80L CC BB 8 4501101000
1.99L!CF CDMG 0 5501111008
1.73L B BM G 7500200010
1,58 D F 4601000100




4 13 32132 M3
1 1 V757 CYG
1 13 32150K0
2 3 2 DO 37946





2 13 , 32178 M0
5 13 32182 MB
1 1 1 BT CYG
I 1 13 32192K213 32195 M3
1 13 32202 K7
1 13 32205 K2
1 1 V760 CYG
2 13 32217 K5
C
1 1 V1030 CYG
1 13 32229 K7
I_ Ul151032236K5
1 13 32241 K2
1 i 13 32250K7
1 13 32253 K2
1 13 32264K2
1 13 32266K2
1 13 32271 M0
4 13 32272 M0
17322,5.0DO38057
2 1 ; S CYG
I 1 V761CYG
I _ 00380752 1 32286 F5
























































20081 +5317 8.8 48




20082 + 5923 16.7 7
20083+5016 19.8 31
20086+5025 39.1 18
20086 + 5922 40.5 4
20087+5722 43.2 49
20088+5154 53.1 42
20091+ 5139 88 40
20091+5311 188;3220091+5214 11.8
20093 + 5444 123.9
20094+5340 125._ _'_
i




























20131 +5308 9.4 1
20131+5334 11.1 3
20132+5501 13.7!_7720133+5646 21.3




20137 + 5324 47.6
20138+5519 49.2!4620138+5649 51.9 51
20139+ 5359 56.3132


















































"confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I;
Flux Density Flags Associations
H
Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected) V L C
SMJ SMN 80 12 Ftm 25 /xm 60 Fm |00 _m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
(") (") (') N (Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 !# T Name Type (") Mag
37 7 , 3 ,46 .25L .40L 1.40L D CE H 1700000000 ! 1 13 32293M0 24 8_
43 9' 33 2 ,50 .25L .40L 1.87L B CD B 7701010008 1 13 32205K5 3 8E
46 25 30 2 .25L 25L .40L 2.85 D C 6501000008
38 9 33 2 1.11 .48 ,78L 192L BC ASK! 0 5700000000
39 11 57 2 .43L 25L .90 4.37L C L BA 6600000000
45 12 56 2 .43L 1.21L .97 4.73[ C GBB 8600000000
13 8 27 3 .96 .29 .40L 2.30L BO AB 0 2700010000
20 5 44 3 37.42 20.43 2.81 1.43L BBC AAAH 0 7510000000 4 1 V555CYG 11
34 8 44 2 ., .27L .4OL 1.96L C BD G 9701,1000 1 13 32301 K2 2 8(
881,4 .70 .27 .40L 2.48L BD BBN 0 8700000000 14 2 DO38107 629121 3 47 2 6.72 2.01 .40: 1.40: BCDD AAEE 0 9700000000 13 32307M0 8,=
28 6 31 2 .25L .32 222 4.13 CCD CAA 5501000008 1 t2 ZG 2006+59 30 15(
70 27 32 2 .45L .B8L .40L 3.12 D EHE 3600000020
39 12 32 2 .49 .70L .40L 6.64L F DM 2500001008 1 13 32313G5 12 7_
9 8 149 3 .36 .25L .40L 12.93L C DFJ 7500000008
43 13 49 2 .30 .25L .41L 2.46L D D 1500110000
34 8 59 2 .95 .24: .40L 2.86L BE BD G 0 5600000000 1 13 32314 K7 15 8(
38 9 33 2 .84 .45 A5L 7.32L BE BBL 0 6,000_8 1 1 V762CYG 68
8 7 178 3 99 .23 .40L 2.15L BD AD 0 1600110000 1 13 32315K7 1 8;
39 10 57 2 .51 .25L .68L 3.80L C CGI 1600000000 I
I
38 9 33 2 .89 ,19: .40L 1.87L BD BC 0 5500000000 1 13 32317M0 19 8_
83 26 46 2 .56L .53L .40L 2.68 F MJI D 9500000000
32 18 43 2 .25L .70L .51: 4.59 CC KFD 9600000130
23 6 . 2 1.19 .32 .48L 2.07L BC ABF 0 2700001000
73!4123 812 .25, .25 11.97 94010212200 32  +532 1,28 9 332 1.05 .. 1.89,00 1,701oooooo 16
45 23 29, 2 .36L .25L .40L 2.21 O HC 6581000000
33 8 48 2 .77 .24: .40L 2.31L BE BH 0 9601000000 1 13 32322K0 3 6,=
87+10 36 8 59 2 .44 .33L .40L 2.37L C CE 16OOOO0000
93+14 25 5 31 2 2.44 1.25 .40L 7.99L 9C AA 0 5400100008
85+ 9 41 9 56 2 28 .29L .48L 3.64L F BEL 8600000000
86+ 9 43 10 59 2 .43 .25L .58L 3.82L D AL 8600000000 1 2 DO 38131 32 9(
93+14 42 9 31 2 1.03 .25: .40L 7.77L BD AC N 0 4500100008
92+13 29 9 36 2 .47 .25L .40L 2.24L D D I 2500010000 1 13 32329 K2 3 7;
87+10 30 89 _5_1 2 .78 .51 .4OL 1.74L BC BB 0 07,0000, 1 1 Vl180CYG 7187+10 41 : 92 ,27: .40L 3.13L EF BE 0i 0600000000 1 2 [3038140 74 9(
88+11 50 10 "2 .41 .25L .45L 323L C E F ! 9600000000
87+10 23 5 61 ! 2 5.94 1.46 .40L 2.12L 9C AA 1 0600000000 13 32334 M0 1 7;
89+12 41 18 48 2 .25L .25L .40L 3.66 D HB 1601000000
88+1t 24 8 48 i 2 2.72 1.49 .4OL 2.37L 9C AA 0 9700100000 1 16 12881 16 140(
I
88+10 24 9 ,: 2 .70 .79L .41L 2.94L C BF 1600000000 2. 13 32337 K5 4 87
86+10 33 9 59 2 .54 .18: .40L 2.96L DO AC 0 160O0O0O00' 1 2 0038149 36 9_
88+11 37 31 41 2 .25L .54L .51L 4.20 D KE 9700100000
65+ 9 30 25 70 2 .25L .25L .56L 2.68 D I E 8600000100
91+12 23 8 48 3 .39 .25L .40L 1.56L D DH 9701000000
87+10 28 3 59 2 1.67 .39 .40L 2.49L BC AC 0 1700001000 1 13 32345K2 11 7E
90+11 74 29 47 2 .2BL .25L .41L 2.38 C NMB 9500000000
91 + 12 44 28 48 2 .25L .27L A0L 2.38 F D C 5600000000
89+11 35 8 50 2 3.79 1.78 .63L 3.21L BC AACD 0 9600000008 1 1 V558CYG 47
87+10 22 5 59 2 1.75 .45 .40L 2.69L BC AB 0 0500000000 1 13 32348M0 35 8_
86+ 9 57 8 59 2 26 .67L .53L 4.66L C DH i 4500000000
87+ 9 41 3 58 2 1.68 .36: .40L 2.63L 90 AA 0 ' 1700001000 _2 13 32354 K2 7 6_
90+11 12 11 161 2 .44 .57L 1.21L 2.93L D C K 9500000000 1 13 32361 K7 2 8.=
91+12 40 6 39 2 2.66 1.40 .81L 1.76L 9C AAF 0 6601.1000
90+12 27 18 89, 2 t.74L .25L .48 2.42L D L CF 9501000000
89+11 34 3 49 2 .25L .25L 1.09 4.83: DF MCB 9601100318 4
94+14 59 20 32 2 .25L 25L 1.21L 2.33 D I C 8,1000008
92+13 40 10 38 2 .49 .36 1.05| 1.85L DF BBH 0 0500000000 1 1 V766CYG 54
90+11 48 28 63 2 .25L .40L .40L 2.05 F J B 9502000100
90+11 35 8 49 2 .82 .25L .40L 2.45L C BE 9501100000 1 131 32377K0 6 6_
91+12 44 8 38 2 1.11 .27 .40L 2.14L BD AC 1 2600000000 3 13' 32378A3 8 4;
91+t2 28 6 36 2 1.14 .37 .40L 8.16L CO 98 0 5501000018
87+10 43 8 " 12 ., 1.04L .45L 4.12L F I CN 0500000000 1 2 [3038200 31 9E
87+10 23 9 59 .54 .25L .40L 3.01L C C 0600000000 2 131 32382 M0 4 9(:
93+13 76 20 32 .37LJ .25L .52L 2.50 C DA 4600000000
91 + 12 66 10 37 .32 .26L .40L 8.19L D DH 9400000008
93+13 20 6 34 5.12 3.25 .44: 2.28L BC AAC 0 4600100000
89+11 43 9 43 .74 .23: .40 7.21 CE lAG 1 8500000008
88+10 25 17 49 .25L .25L .50L 5.53 D, GC 9600100000
89 + 10 62 30 45 .77L .69L .42L 2.47 C' J C 9600000000
C! 9 950100011090+11 37 24 4912 .25L 25L AOL 3.29
9t+t2 30 17 29 !2 .65L 25L .40L 3.05 OjG EF 7600000000 I
88+10 34 19 451 2 25L .25L .35: 3.61 DC _ FC 9780100000 I
94+14 7 5 431 3 21.23 14.49 2.28 2.57: 9BCF AAAC 0 6600000008 28 3 4 TMSS +,285 30 2E
93+13 I 46 8 126 2 .25L .25L .40L 3.72 C EGE 7600000000
88+10 35 24 541 2 25L .25L .SOL 4.03 C GC 9601001000
93+13' 50 9 33 J 2 .91 .42L .40L 2,271 C BC 6600100000 1 13 32389 K2 16 72
89+10 58 25 46 2 .25L .25L .41L 4.72 C JIO 9680000000
90+11! 32 24 4;i2 .25L .25L .53L 2.29 E EB 950000000092+12 38 25 .25L ' .61 40 3.02 D K L C 8600000000I ]89+1t42 9 292 61 40,! 831,.c I,, 0740000000621332392,0 3 7;90+ 11 8 8 .86 .25L .4OL 1.68L_ C 90 9600100000 1 13 32393 KO 3 65
91+11 14 14 91 3 .25L .25L .50 2.20 DD FCB 95,100008
90+11 28 10 48 j 2 .97 .19: .40L 2.17L: CF AG 0 9502000000 1 13 32396 M0 6 8793+13 43 12 35 .27 .25L .40L t 95Lz F C KE 5501100000 1 13 32395 K2 16 80
90+11 78 24 54 2 .30L .65L .55L 3.77 C K EC 9600000110
87+ 9 28 3 58 2 1.27 A4L .40L 2.63L E A9 D 0500000000
93+t3 52 33 37 2 .25L .25L .40L 320 I c E 6502100020
92+12 21 8 38 2 1.14 .70 .40L 3.23L BC AB G 0 9600102000 2
89+t0 34 10 48 2 1.81 .54 .40L 2.24L BD ABF I 0 9600000000 1 1 Vl190 CYG 74 3
91+11 8 5 40 3 1.21 .27 .40L 9.50L BD AlE i0 6500000008 1 13 32433 K2 4 6889+ 10 91 18 49 2 .25L .25L .40L 2.51 F KE 9700100000
89+10 118 42 48 2 .41L .25L .40L 2.94 D H 9600100000
92+12 16 14 36 2 .27L .29L .68 2.81L C L9 ,I0 960000000090+ 10 26 7 51 2 1.49 1.03 .40L _ 2.38L 9C AA 9600001000
91+12 26 9 38 2 .46 .25L .53L 6.32L EC iCJHHA 650111000891+11 18 5 19 2 2.02 1.06 .68L 6.07L D ABD 0 7501100128 888+ 9 54 8 51 2 .39 .25L .41L 3600000000
2.11LIC89+10 36 9 53 3 .90 .25L .40L 2.37L BF 8600000010 1 13 32446 M0 2 81
90+ 10 30 8 52 2 .67 .25L .40L 2.03L D IBG 9600100000 1 13 32450 K7 7 87
2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
222
T_I I l
Right Ascension: 20 h16=5(P-20h28,.48, Declination: + 50'-+ 60 °
Position (1950) Flux Density Flags
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected) V
a _ Coords SM] SMN 0 O 12 ;am 25 _tm 60 ttm 100 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion
ham. • 8, (s) ( ) I b (") (") (') N (Jansky) Uncs Coef R Rags"
20168+5418 50.7 8 90+10 23 8 48 2 1.50 .71 .40L 1.67L EC AA
20169+5938 54.6 5 94+13 8 7 41 3 3.24 1.27 .40L 1.62L BB AAL
20171+5923 10.8 9 94+13 8 7 116 3 1.63 .88 .40L 1.93L BC AA H
20172+5737 12.9 58 93+12 44 9 33 2 .57 .25L .40L 2.13L C AC J
20172+5640 12.9 1 92+12 7 5 37 3 3.21 1.37 .41L 2.46L CB AAH
20173+5355 18.3 19 89+10 97 32 49 2 .25L .25L .40L 2.86 D E
20173+5857 20.9 56 94+13 13 11 35 3 .33 .25L .40L 2.13L C CK
20176+5231 38.5 24 88+ 9 56 10 51 2 .59 .32L .48L 3.68L C BE
20177+5336 45.6 37 89+10 88 17 50 2 .32 .25L .40L 3.08L F HN
20178+5725 50.7 4 92+12 50 23 35 2 .25L 25L .42L 4.18 C I D
20178+5642 50.9 18 92+12 8 9 127 3 .49 .19: .40L 2.15L BD BD I
20179+5919 '55._ 50 94+13 10 9 30 3 .88 .25L .40L 1.86L B AG
20179+5331 57.(_ 56 89+10 38 11 55 3 .67 .31: .40L 3.07L CF AC
20180+5439 0.E 52 90+10 75 53 52 2 .30L .25L .40L 1.76 D B J E20181+5934 6.3 5 94+13 44 10 35 2 .31 .25 .51L 2.61L C
20181+5650 11.9 44 92+12' 85 23 36 2 .25L .50L .62L 3.97 D MKEC
20183+5405 18.7 28 90+10' 34 18 52 2 .25L .26L .55L 3.64 C I FC
20183+5415 19.5 _ 90+10 I 41 v 51 2 .51 .39L .85L 2.81L C DHNC
20184+5634 27.9 51 92+11 37 12 36 2 .30 3.71L .40L 2.50L E EM
20187+5712 42.1 47 92+12 53 12 38 2 .25 .25L .40L 2.53L C c
20190+5459 1.8 21 90+10 12 8 38 i 2 1.06 .37 .40L 2.31L BC AB
20191+5326 11.1 10 89+10 22 8 571 2 3.89 1.06 .34: 2.40L BCD AAE
20192+5416 15.2 21 90+10 38 11 54 2 .43 .25L .44L 2.92L C CH
20192+5951 16.6 38 95+13 58 34 34 2 .39L .591 .43L 1.76 F C C20193+5605 23.2 15 91+11 40 13 37 2 .25 .25L .71 10.63L C
20194+5852 28.4 1 94+13 11 8 36 3 .36 .25L .40L 2.56L B CG
20197+5345 42.4 6 89+10 46 3t 51 2 .25L .40L .42L 2.64 C H E
20198+5249 50.4 26 89+ 9 60' 13 51 2 .23 .25L .40L 4.86L D B I
20198+5214 51.7 60 88+ 9 45 ' 10 50 2 .35 .25L .43L 3.50L C O H
20199+5226 56.5 42 88+ 9 44 ! 11 49 2 .41: .33 .40L 2.74L CE BC
20201+5926 11.8 42 94+13 23 16 32 3 .36L .25L .45 2.49L C II GDB
20202+5808 17.6 53 93+12 49 24 35 2 .25L .25L .43L 4.17 E ABGD20203+5512 22.0 34 91+10 18 5 36 21 1.72 .44 .40 9.12L BE
20204+5251 26.4 36 89+ 9 38 7 55 3 1.32 .50 .40L 3.26L BCcc AB20204+5934 29.9 35 94+13 61 12 37 2 .25L .25L .92 3.47 MBA
20205+5215 31.5 2 88+ 9 38 13 49 2 .45L .25L 1.05 3.57L C MB
20206+5836 36.3 43 94+12 48 29 38 2 .25L .25L .40L 2.26 E E
20206+5720 36.9 34 93+12 21 12 42 3 .25L .25L 1.50 4.35 CB CA B
20206+5230 37.4 31 88+ 9 104 39 57 2 .28L .25L .42L 2.58 E HG
20209+5943 57.0 59 95+13 14 13 111 3 .27 .25L .40L 2.13L C D
20211+5239 8.4 8 89+ 9 28 21 46 3 .34L .25L .60 2.34 CD GKBD
20211+5250 8.7 32 89+ 9 66 24 48 2 .39L .25L .38 3.94L C D
20212+5151 16.2 19 88+ 8 20 7 52 2 21.27 10.01 1.71 3.t4L BBC AAA
20213+5756 18.0 37 93+12 10 8 114 3 .54 .25L .40L 2.19L B A
20213+5910 22.9 35 94+13 9 6 37 3 3.42 1.97 .40L 1.49L BB AAE
20219+5548 54.8 20 91+11 41 10 36 2 .55 .84L .40L 10.44L C CK
20220+5721 1.E 48 93+11 9 9 127 3 .53 .25L .40L 2.01L B AF
20221+5244 8.C 0 89+ 9 27 16 52 2 .25L .80L .69 5.49 CC KDC
20224+5810 26.5 43 93+12 9 9 6 2 .28L .30 2.59 7.99L FC GBAA
20226+5743 38.C 48 93+12 67 27 37 2 .25L .57L .63L 3.82 C I J B
20227+5605 43_2 8 92+11 19 5 39 2 2.35 .64 .97 7.99L BCC ABB
20227+5503 46.1 9 91+10 19 4 37 2 7.17 3.28 .67 6.85L BBB AACD
20230+5839 4.5 41 94+12 12 6 33 3 7.79 4.03 .88 1.37L BBC AAAG
20231+5239 7.9 22 89+ 9 57 20 58 2 .25L .25L .51L 3.14 C EA
20231+5508 9.5 5 91+10 18 18 176 2 .25L .25L .49L 3.10 D EB
20232+5929 13.7 33 95+12 11 10 30 3 .41 .26L .40L 1.58L C BB
20232+5809 16.61._39 93+12 10 9 34 3 .92 .23 .40L 2.44L BD ADD
20234+5957 26.2,,- 95+13 =, o 39 3 .29 .25L .40L 2.31L C CM
20234+5444 28.5 30 91+10 24 9 37 2 .50 .16: .42L 2.65L BF BE
20234+5813 28.5'43 93+12! 75 36 42 2 .71L .25L .40L 2.03 C G LD
20235+5451 30.5 0 91+10 73 9 36 2 .43 .25L .40L 2.59LC B
20236+5948 40.4 47 95+13 10 8 119 3 .33 .25L .60L 1.43L El C,, L
20240+5515 1.1 45 91+10 42 9 37 2 .45 .25L .40L 10.20L C c
20241+5210 6.8 32 88+ 8 59 14 56 2 .25 .29L .46L 8.09L C BE
20242+5647 16.5 39 92+11 8 6 32 3 6.55 2.73 .56 2.17L ABC AAC
2O245+5557 32.1 43 92+10 43 4 38 2 1.64 .35 .40L 2.75L BE) AC B0 23 5 9 1 7 21 9 25L 25L ,40L 3 27 D
20245+5158 33.5 47 88+ 8 35 10 56 3 .55 ,40 .40L 4,62L FE BC
20247+5221 45.4 2 89+ 8 45 13 57 2 .36 .32L .40L 3 71L C CH M
20249+5120 54.7 5 88+8 53 8 52 3 .34 .25L .54L 4.71L ID DG
20249+5633 56.1 39 92+11 51 29 38 2 .30L .25L .40L 2.69 C FI D
20250+5725 1.242 93+11 31 19 36 3 .25L .27L .41L 4.45 O HLEB
20252+5926 17,351 95+12 52:2'6 36 2 ,25L .25L .40L 2.37 C 5
20253+5534 22.9 51 91+10 23 5 39 2 20.28 10.71 2.44 10.27L BBC AAA
20254+5526 26.7 50 91+10 52 22 40 2 .25L .2BL .40L 3.59 DD MHE CD20255+5717 30.7 24 93+11 30 24 40 2 .94L .25L .75L 5.64
20257+5210 42.4 11 89+ 8 32 9 58 2 4.65 1.75 .51L 4.04L BC AAK
20259+5151 57.0 22 88+ 8 22 7 55 3 8.98 4.04 1.04 5.85L CCC 'AAAB
20262+5903 14.1 32' 94+12 14 8 37 3 .34 .25L .40L 3.48L C D
20262+5103 15.2 14 88+ 7 23 10 54 3i .60 .25L .57L 4.70L B BC H
20265+5548 35.5 0 92+10 57 43:47 2 .25L .25L .53L 3.70 C NDMD
20266+5540 40.0 6 92+10 2_ 40; 39 2 .27L .55L .40L 2.18 C GF20268+5816 53.1 50 94+11 1736 .25L .25L .40L 4.24 O G C
20270+5802 1.8 26 94+11 19 17 I 33 3 .25L .25L .45: 3.50 EB MHB
20272+5159 15.0 39 89+ 8 43 12 58 2 .47 .25: .46L 6.03L CF CC L
20272+5904 15.7 8 94+12 34 28 36 2 .25L .34L .48L 4.40 C I MG
20272+5724 17.1 31 93+11 28 11 31 2 .42 .56L .40L 2.34LC C
20274+5101 25.7 2 88+7 31 7 573 1.86 .54 .70L 6.52L BC AA
20274+5633 29.2 52 92+10 11 9 88 3 .44 .25L .40L 2.60L C DJH
20278+5048 49.1 11 88+7 30 10 56 3 .52 .30L .61L 6.47L C BCL
20278+5758 52.4 20 94+11 10 9 35 3 .49 .25L .40L 2.07L B B, LM
20279+5451 55.3 49 91+ 9 21 4 41 2 1.40 .46 .40L 2.17L BC AB
20279+5835 58.5 38 94+11 15 14 293 .26L .25L .54 2.44L C A
20281+5854 8.8 58 94+12 74 27 38 2 .76L .64L .49L 2.32 F KEC
20284+5541 25.6 0 92+10 11 9 118 3 .30 .25L .40L 2.09L B CKMC
20284+5455 27.1 47 91+ 9 37 6 41 2 2.70 .54 .40L 3.26L BD AB
20285+5636 35.4 13 93+10 9 8 114 3 .81 .30 .40L 1.77L BC BC
20286+5400 36.2 51 90+ 9 27 9 40 2 1.14 .61 .40L 3.04L BC AB
20287+5612 47.Q 30 92+10 77 24 41 2 .25L .25L .40L 3.18 C L D
20288+5641 48.6 38 93+10 14 10 35 3 .32 .25L .40L 2.55L C BF







# T Name Type ('3 Mag
1 CN CYG 4
2 13 32457 K0 85
13 32464 K7 90
2 13 32470 K5 82
1 V364 CYG 3
1 V560 CYG 3
1 1 _V770 CYG 3
3 13 32491 K5 63
1 13 32492 K7 90
2 "13 32499K5 75
1 *41 20199+5226 3
1 1 Vl193 CYG 3
1 13 32504 M0 82
2 12 ZG 2020+59 156
1 9 Ul1545 165
4
!2
• 1 V365 CYG 3
V771 CYG 3
9 Ul1554 153
4 TMSS +60289 29
2 DO 38400 113
13 32544 K2 75
1 DS CEP 3
13 32559 K2 80
2 DO 38418 106
1 V561 CYG 3
*41 20249+5120 3
5 1 V372 CYG 3
1 2 DO 38447 106
1 13 32623 K5 80
1 2 [3038478 116
2 DO 38488 98
223










































































































(s) C) 1 b
49/ 3E 94+11
57._ £ 92+1C
8._ 5_ 88+ )
9.1 3`= 95+1;
14J 35 94+11
18.'. 3£ 91+ G
20J 5 88+ "/
21.' 1C 95+ 1:.
23._ 42 91+ S
25.'. 11 94+11
36J 51 93+1(_
42.( 44 91+ g
46.! 22 94 + 11
47,1 45 93+11
49.( 54 93+10
49,', 46 87 + 6
58,; 41 95+12
7,; 15 92+10
9.: 54 88+ 7
10., 39 87+ 8
11,' 20 88+ 7
20.; 54 93+11
32.; 23 93+10
33.:. 23 88+ 7
35,; 9 88+ 6
45J 7 94+11
53.; 16 9O+ 8
55( 43 94+ 1|
56._ 53 94 + 11
55 14 92+ 9
122 15 93+ 10
13..= 29 91+ 9
13,.= 42 92+10
14.1 29 88+ 6
16.C" 12 93+10
18.-. -_1 95+11
23£ .1.5 91 + 9
26.C 5 88+ 6
33£ 10 88+ 6
44.4 56 87+ 8
46.4 5 91+ 9
52.1 .>7 88+ 6
1.2 )0 94+11
4.3 18 92+ 9
]4A -)8 92+ 9
20.7 Z7 91 + 9
30.1 ]3 88+ 6
386 ]7 92+ 9
52.6 )5 94+11
55,3 0 88+ 6
16.C }0 95+11




0.4 _7 89+ 7
3.C 18 91 + 8
5.3 i4 91 + 8
9,8 ._6 96÷12
t8,g 2 92+ 9
>.1,3 I0 91 + 8
-)4.9 13 91 + 8
)65 19 94+11
_7.3 ]7 89+ 7
_7.7 ]3 91 + 8
1.7 ]0 93+10
40 _6 96+12
7.3 i4 90+ 8
)0.1 !4 96+11
)0.4 L9 90+ 7
}3.0 ]3 89+ 6
10,3 i4 90 + 7
122 _9 93+10
13.6 _4 93+ 9
17.6 _8 90+ 7
8.4 H 89+ 6
8.7 l0 94+10
9,4 !8 89+ 6
t2.3 _2 93+ 9
15,9 7 91+ 8
-)0,4 3 95 ¢ 11
.)5.3 15 95 + 11
)1.5 !1 93+ 9
}6.6 18 94+'f0
}99 _6 89+ 7
12.3 5 90+ 7
18,4 _2 94+10
_7.4 3 89 + 6
9.0 _7 90+ 7
[1.1 5 95+11
r9.5 4 95¢ 1t
13.3 2 92+ 8
17.0 ;6 91 + 7
12.8 I1 93+ 9
13.1 i6 94 _ 9
14.0 4 934 9
i0.5 _2 95 ._ 10
i12 il 89÷ 6
_5.8 !5 94 _. 10























































































Declination: + 50 °- + 60"



















































































































































v LicFlux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep










































































































































































318L CBC AAB 0
6.33 D I J HE
21.22 FDE EGGD
3,O0L BD AF 0
2.27L O O D




3.10L BBD AAB 0
8.75L BD ABKG 0
3.81L B C GE
2.57L BC AB 0
2.65L C B
3.20L B C
1356L C ' KC
2,15L CBD AAD 0
1.91L BB AAE 0
10.41L D HFB
12:16L! BC D AA O
HF
2.22L BC ACL 0
127,91 BBCDIAAAC 6
2.B7L CE AF 0
11.10 FCICAAA
3,11L CD ACJ 7
3.05L JBCC AAA 9




2.03: ] BDI J AC
603LICC AA 0
3.10LID DL G







3.75LI CD ACGF B
3.01 I C I I. B
5.49LIBDF BBD 1
8.96LIBC AA D 0
26,56 [cCCC! AAA5.56L] CC
368L] C CJ









5=;'r' tBBCF AAAB 4
11.50: I EDI EEC
2.16LtBE AE 0
3,08 | D l H F
t9.18LI 3 3M
5.29LI BBC "_,AA 0
5.24L IC 3
• 13.12 JBBCCI_AAA 0
2,69Li 3 3J
2 24LI 3 31
11,16LID EH












































































*Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Conlusion Processing; 4) Ne_hbor_j-_Qur_ Co_fir[n_,_our,,G_s (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW)
224 ORIGINAL PAGE IS OE tOOR ._'U^I.,-_.,.,.,-_v
.OF, POOR QUALITY
i! |i









































































































8 Coords SMJ SMN 0











































































Flux Con" A Contusion
Uncs Coef R Rags* S #
1
i

































Right Ascension: 20h43m49"-20h49m34 ' Declination: +50°-+60 °
Position (1950) Flux Density
Name
.I
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not C.elor C_rrected)
5 a _ Coords SMJ SMN 0 0 12 pm 2S _m 60 _mham. a (s) ( ) I b (') (") (') N (Jansky)
20438+5011 49.4381 89+5 ; 2615432 .30: t.74 3.13
20438+5755 50.655 95+ 9 1 1 115 .28L .25L .65
20439+5219 56.737 90+ 6 21 11 422 .25L .25L .64
20439+5129 58.45290+ 5 1815 363 .40L .25L .78
20440+5853 5.9096+10 8 71313 .68 .27L A0L
_0,,1+572984,_ ,,÷, 8 5 363 20, 61 4=
_,41+51216524 ,0+5 18 13 33i3 25L 25_ 13220,42+592812.019,_+10 10 8 234 62 81 40,
_-2÷5917 15439 ,,+10 32 19135_3 25, 25, 58,
_2+_5 1784 89+4 14 121343 20_ 25, 169
_,2+5854 17,4, 94÷9 14 7 3, 3 _0, 38 242
_0,,2+_03417_41 60+5 12 9 1432 73 18 93,
_.,3+_3 1g.,13 94+9 11 9 223 53, 25, 116
20449+5045 22.C 41 89+ 5 35 15 432 .29L .25L .64
20444+5205 24.946 90+ 6 9 8 433 .63 .17: .50L
20444+5106 25.(3 0 89+ 5 34 3 573 .44 .13: .65L
20444+5909 27.54996+1050132872_i2 .25L .25L .45LJ20444+5319 28.818 91+ 8 121 .25L .25L 1.50
20445+5237 35.157 91+8 5516 _!2 .47L .42L .99L
_7 + _ _2b_ m 38 _0 + 5 4_ 26 k25L B25L 1B58L
20448+5248 54.(339 91+ 6! 7 4 36 3 1.5o .36 1.14,1
20449+5213 59.838 90+ 6 8 8 423 .90 .52 AlL
20450+5619 0.4i17 94+ 8 9 9125_ 3 .47 .33 .40L
20450+5258 2.3'22 91+ 6 5226 41 ' 2 .25L .25L _55L
20450+5228 2.8!32 91+ 6 3920 442 .3gL .25L .58
20450+5505 4.244 93+ 8 12 11 363 .36 .29 AOL
20451+5202 11.525 90+ 6 19 8 443 34 .25L .50L
20452+5739 17.259 95+ 9 9 61213 .gO .29: AOL
20454+5632 24.814 94+ 8 22 14 442 .29 .25L A5L
20454+5729 28.29 95+ 9 71 22 422 .26L .25L .46L
20,54+5938 28.855 96+10 25 ' 22 943 .25L .25L .40L
20458+5241 37.77 91+ 6 12 i 121603 .29L .22 .74
20458+5746 39.146 95+ 9 5722 422 .32L .54L .49L
20457+5022 42.5 50 8g+ 5 10 9 148 2 .66 .34L .65L
20457+5806 44.137 95+ 9 5l 41393 t.69 A5 .40L
20457+5035 46.752 89+5 15' 8 583 .44 .25L .67L
20458+5813 48.352 95+ 9 5 41443 16.69 4.54 .73
20458+5032 49.946 69+ 5 8 8673 .60 .25L .64L
20458+5025 52.73189+ 5 6 516931 1.97 .87 60L
20459+5253 54.3 58 91+ 6 9 7 943 .74 .35 .48L
20459+5045 54.714 89+ 5 8 61323 .52 .31: .60L
20459+5015 58.127189+4 7 311314 20.33 11.37 2.00
20460+5954 0.258197+10 9 9i 274 1.09 .32 .40L
20460+5939 1.822 96+10 37 28 432 .26L .27L .44L20_0+51473,615!9o+5 10 8,1073 .32 2o ,_l.
_60+_38 5.28 92+7 24 22,31 3 .25L .20L .39:
_2+5_07 17.84291+6 10 i 1152 .75 .37, .51,,_+,0,5 2102, 89 5 8 :: _ 111 20 8,,
_.+5016 _3 _ 69+4 8 ... ,6 50 58,
20463+5351 23.527 92+ 7 7 5 343 7.31 2.57 .54
20463+5213 23.920 91+ 6 g 81283 .98 .24: .57L
20465+5451 33.524 93+ 7 19 17 402 .26 .25L .44L
20466+5122 36.139 90+ 5 6 5373 3.89 1.35 .40L
20467+5344 45.139 92+ 6 40 11 422 25L .25L .71
20468+5953 49.6 5 97+10 9 7 203 .25L .25L 3.41
20468+5358 52.344 92+ 7 16 9 41 i 3 .27 .25L .52L
20,70+5027 2.931 89÷ 4 59 12 462 .28L .48L .93
20470+5342 3.833 92+ 6 70 11 41 _ 2 .20 .56L .60L
20472+503t 16.432 89+ 4 10 101513 .45 .25L .64L
20475+5110 i35_ 53 90+ 5 9 g _1313 .62 .29 .63L
20475+5415 !35.859 92+ 7 47 37 t492 .38L .63L .67L
20476+5126 36.416 90+ 5 20 .22 25L .70L
12 147 _20476+5043 38.145 90+ 4 16 13150 .29L .25L 1.45
20477+5402 42.845 92+ 7 8842 3 .60 .25L .45L
20477+5311 44.4 46 91+6 50 10 41 3 .36 .25L .57L
20477+5020 47.e 36 89+ 4 6 313614 13.07 5.66 1.58
20478+5232 49.0,18 91+ 6 98 127 _3 .go .29 .57L
20478+5652 49.5!55 94+ 8 3526 4312 .26L 1.16L .40
20478+5705 52.8143 95+ 8 167 39 ' 3 .25L .31L 1.66
20479+5116 54.333 90+ 5 5 3 25!3 2.56 1.02 .54L
20479+5336 54.449 92+ 6 9 5 403 5.09 4.85 .75
20479+5035 59.9 44 89+ 4 6 5 153] 3 4.69 1.24 .54L
20480+5018 0.626 89+ 4 2311145; 3 .29L .25L 2.9OL
20480+5712 2.010 95+ 9 15 9 423 ..58 .14: .40L
20480+5021 4.433 89+ 4 48 91302 .43 .25L .71L
20480+5107 4.947 90+ 5 13101582 .25 .25L .87L
20481+5227 6.845 91+ 6 8 6 293 .27L 1.11 4.40
20481+5723 11.8 5 95+ 9 26:21 343 .20L .31L .40L
20482+5820 14.035 94+ 8 10 9 333 .98 .27 .40L
20482+5402 15.026 92+ 7 68 i 21 422 ATL .25L .51
20462+5755 16.326 95+ 9 2321 43 .30L .25L .44
20483+5341 23.932 92+ 6 10 i 10 363 .48 .16; .52L20484+5008 29.253 89+ 4 5, 203 9.00 8.13 1.74
20485+5827 32.52 96+ 9 25 114 433 .35 .25L .40L
20486+5107 36.634 90+ 5 8 61353 .81 .20L .52L
20487+5557 45.24 94+ 6 11 9 403 1.01 A5 .40L
20488+5037 49.553 90+ 4 8 31314 1.50 .69 .67L
20488+5339 50.61t 92+ 6 17 10 433' .96 .39 .53L
20488+5904 52.255 96+10 19 141662 .28 .25L .43L
_60÷513653.6_ g0+5 5 4 383 1.02 .:_ ._OL
_60+511655.959 go+s 12 121582J .20 25L .75L
20490+5638 3.515 i 94+ 8 26 16 ! 4121 .44L .25L I .72
20490+5834 4.3 34 97+10 6 4 180 3 .70 3.61 5.22
20492+5306 13.959 92+ 6 22321 146 .32 .25L .54L
20494+5010 24.327 89+ 4 1683 .85 _ J 1.62:
20494+5043 28.851 90+ 4 9 61543 .92 I_L, .87L
20495+5323 30.654 92+ 6 128 1593 .28 .27L .56L
20495+5919 31.12_4496+108961_ 4 .64 37 .40LA1 .31L .51L20495+5212 34.6 91+ 5 9
Flags
V L
100 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Cocf R Rags*
5.45L FBC CAAD I 0 9701000000
2.98L C 1 BE! 7602000000
9.08L D CB 4602001100
7.19L C BB CEG 66010000003.93L C 7681012000
2.41L BC AA O 9600001000
7.22L D NO 7600000200
3.22L BB BA E 2 5702101000
409 D;C DG 9700120110
15.41L C GEGC 9582000210
3.66L CC HCAB 9640100000
24.92L CF ABDJ 0 7582000000
4.43L C L J CH 9602001200
13.41L D E 7603001210
5.37L DO AFOE 3 8502020000
7.60L BD D iCEHCI 0 67010100004.O1 MHC 6700000000
3.52: CF J DD 9601000200
9.95 C MFGC 9601011100
12.87 C GE 6684000310
6.93: BC C ACOB 29503012110
5.43L B B A B 6700000000
3.50L BC BBM 09602010000
8.73 C M EF 9601001110
10.93L C EC 3601000000
3.02L CD CB t 3700000000
5.52L F CD 8501000000
2.96L DO ACI 1 9600010000
3.99L C O 9600000000
2.66 C GB 96010O0000
5.25 C J C 9701100010
7.90L DC F C B 9602000000
2.56 CJK B 96000000_)
8.62L iC AH 8700100000
2.22L BC AAG 09701001000
12.32L IC C JE 8601100000
2.32L ABB AAB 0460100100017
8.531 'C BD 9700100000
6.03L BB AA 0 9600100000
5.93L DC AB D 0 9601001000
7.71L BD BD 2 6602101000
8.84L BBC AAA 3 9622101000
3.58L BC ABJ O 4700001000
4.52 F G G 9702100010
6.11L BF CB 0950100000(
4.98 DB NHE 26O0000OO0
7.64L B AC 9602000010
8.17L BC AA 16600101000
8.52L BC AB 717602101000
3.54t BCD AAB 9J 9701000000
I
7.60L BD AD C 116600000000
4A3L C CG 4600000000 i
5.02L BB AAJ 19700000000
5.05L C J A 9602110100,
21.25 BC AA 2500000008
5.57L C B 96010C0000
12.51L C HB 6600100000
7.88L C EDE 9602110100
10.62L B A 6600100000
7AgL BD BB 3 8601000000
2.85 C I GD 7700000000
9A4L C F 9600000000
8.78L C E C 7600000200
4.54L B CC 8700100000
5.62L E CFF j 9600100000
12.80 BBCB AADC 9 7502200200!14
9.32L CC AB L 0 9600100000
3.83L D GDG 6601000000
3.39L B EAB 3600000000
9.34L CC AA 8 9701000000
4.23L BDD AAB 9 9700000000
772L AB AAF 0 7600000000
10.50 I E EHC 660220020(3
3.06L DE BD 496O0000OO0
8.62L! C C 7602200200
10.18L D E 9600101000
7.951 EIC EAAA _)00110000
3.85 C J J B 9601000000
3.16L BC 'AEFE 0 9711011000
4.54L C NBFB 9700100000
3.54L C J DL 86O000O000
4.02L BD BH, H 29711111000
38.8OL BCC AABC 9840100040C
3.37L !_ DD G 1702000000
6.82L 'BF 96O1111O0O
3.58L B AB 05701002000
9.72L EF AAE 95622024000
4.14L BC ACE, 09702111000
6.19L D F K 2601000000
5.50L CD AB 8 9701000000
11.18L C D 9600100000
4.30L C DD 860100O100
CBCC BAAC 1 i 5702OO0000
9.38L6"272"69:DDD D DELED 6 i 96010100009603°00100
14.54L DFD AABD 9 962201210C
8.61L O AEOl 5603012000
6.79L C CHNB 9601_
3.40L BB AAK 1 2700001000




S 2 # T Name Type (") M=t 8
1 11 PK88+ 4.1 4
I
1 391BEN64 71 17E
22 13132862 GO 4 4.=
4
1 1332867 K7 5 8,_
4 1 32 X2044+565 11 4
4 2 13 3287083 15 9(;
2 2 13 32877 KO 4 63
1 20 LDN 1038 557
1 13 32888 K7 10 88
5 1332890F8 5 72
1 213038850 75 98
1 2 (3038846 79 118
3 "1332892K2 3 77
1 1332896M0 5 85
1 CC CYG 7 3
1 13 32897 G5 5 62
2 213038868 27 123
1 *4120468+5953 27 12
1 7 198512 46 I
4 1 7 AS 445 15
1 13' 32913 KO 4 71
3 41 TMSS +50343 13 27
4 13 32919 K5 4 75
1 13 32920K2 18 85
1 2!13038900 63 101
4
2
3 1 2 DO 38906 43 108
2 23 CED 184 79
2 "41 20490+5935 30 13
1 1332931 K5 7J 85
1"41 20494+5919 12 3
1332934 G57 70















a 8, Coords SMJ SMN 80 12 pm
ham. • 8, (s) ( ) I b C) C) (') N
20495+5116 34.7 7 90+ 5 12 12 174 3
20496+5557 37,1 7 94+ 8 13 10 38 3
20497+5449 45.4 27 93+ 7 23 13 145 2
20497+5517 47,8 58 93+ 7 14 9 39 3
20495+5803 50.8 33 95+ 9 13 9 41 3
20495+5445 52.8 4 93+ 7 10 10 36 3
20499+5756 54.5 3 95+ 9 17 11 39 3
20500+5214 3.4 4 91+ 5 11 10 35 3
20500+5351 4.5 38 92+ 6 22 10 42 3
20501+5056 11.2 52 90+ 4 45 19 45 2
20503+5323 21£ 6 92+ 6 10 10 48 3
20503+5607 22.3 43 94+ 8 22 8 55 3
20503+5142 23.E 37 91+ 5 12 11 156 3
20504+5251 26.8 45 91+ 6 59 14 45 2
20504+5106 29.C 7 90+ 4 5 4 3 3
20505+5230 31.9 16 91+ 5 36 33 1173 2
20505+5021 35.9 25 90+ 4 8 5 ;149 3
20506+5212 36.6 51 91+ 5 18 12 145 2
20506+5734 37.5 8 95+ 8 16 10 36 3
20506+5046 37.9 55 90+ 4 12 10 148 2
20506+5810 137.9 57 96+ 9 10 9 39 3
20507+5752 42.0 26 95+ 9 14 11 26 3
20507+5406 45.4 26 92+ 6 18 12 148 2
20508+5254 i49.2 20 92+ 5 66 24 45 2
20508+5344 50.5 13 92+ 6 28 11 41 3
20509+5112 55.8 32 90+ 4 63 22 45 2
20509+5445 55.9 23 93+ 7 25 13 43' 2
20509+5427 59.7 2 93+ 6 7 6 21 3
20510+5059 0.5 17 90+ 4 32 14 46 2
20510+5108 3.3 39 90+ 4 9 7 108 3
20510+5314 5.4 48 92+ 6 9 8 49 3
20511+5638 8.6 24 94+ 8 17 5 44 3
20511+5525 9.4 26 93+ 7 59 25 43 2
20512+5613 12.2 16 94+ 8 15 9 43 3
20512+5827 12.5 49 96+ 9 20 15 33 2
20512+5042 14.2 34 90+ 4 23 16 136 4
20512+5312 15.8 50 92+ 6 16 9 42 3
20512+5726 16.3 57 95+ 8 55 11 40 2
20513+5251 19.2 4 92+ 5 8 6 22 3
20513+5058 20.8 0 90+ 4 8 6 120 3
20513+5000 21.0 24 89+ 4 8 8 173 4
20513+5137 22.6 59 91+ 5 15 12 32 3
20513+5428 23.0 59 93+ 6 8 8 73 3
20513+5026 23.3 17 90+ 4 10 5 149 3
20514+5331 24.3 58 92+ 6 6 5 159 3
20514+5653 24.4 49 95+ 8 11 11 35 3
20515+5646 30.3 35 95+ 8 10 8 116 3
20517+5415 45.6 35 93+ 6 23 11 46 2
20517+5002 46.3 53 89+ 4 45 14 132 2
20517+5119 47.2 41 90+ 4 8 5 90 3
20518+5525 48.3 551 94+ 7 23 15 34 2
20519+5125 54.7 57 90+ 4 66 14 45 2
20519+5138 58.7 53 91+ 5 9 6 64 3
20519+5805 58.7 11 96+ 9 15 9 41 3
20520+5221 2.3 13 91+ 5 40 18 44 2
20521+5117 8.7 9 90+ 4 60 18 46 2
20521+5125 9.1 39 91+ 4 67 16 44 2
20522+5546 17.6 12 94+ 7 8 6 117 3
20522+5829 17.7 7 96+ g 10 8 29 4
20523+5201 18.8 43 91+ 5 7 6 166 3
20523+5302 19.6 32 92+ 5 8 6 18 3
20523+5131 20.3 6 91+4 5 4 168 3
20523+5015 23.8 59 90+ 4 56 13 45 2
20525+5331 30.2 32 92+ 6 24 16 18 3
20525+5608 30.2 59 94+ 7 7 6 25 3
20525+5315 31.8 39 92+ 6 7 6 3 3
20526+5958 41.0 21 97+10 10 6 181 3
20527+5019 43.1 57 90+ 4 58 11 48 2020527+5658 43.6 44 95+ 8 27 ! 24 179
20527+5026 47.2 44 90+ 4 13 11 149 2
20528+5017 51.5 28 90+ 4 9 5 46 3
20529+5334 54.3 31 92+ 6 8 6 166 3
20529+5051 56.4 51 90+ 4 5 3 19 4
20529+5707 55.5 45 95+ 8 12 11 100 3
20529+5101 59.5 36 90+ 4 8 6 67 4
20530+5641 0.1 34 95+ 8 28 15 26 2
20530+5124 1.4 49 91+ 4 44 8 45 2
20531+5327 9.7 25 92+ 6 25 20 159 2
20531+5412 11.3 8 93+ 6 28 16 34 2
20532+5035 12.5 27 90+ 4 62 13 48 2
20532+5516 13.2 15 94+ 7 11 8 1 3
20532+5106 13.8 59 90+ 4 54 9 133 2
20532+5424 14.3 t4 93+ 6 15 14 157 3
20532+5842 14.9 43 96+ 9 26 20 25 3
20532+5554 15.8 6 94+ 7 9 6 39 3
20532+5618 16.3 37 94+ 7 62 13 42 2
20532+5728 17.4 48 95+ 8 8 5 104 4
20533+5001 21.7 54 90+ 3 9 7 22 4
20533+5501 23.4 37 93+ 7 12 8 31 3
20534+5213 25.3 35 91+ 5 28 14 36 2
20534+5843 27.0 53 96+ 9 25 19 34 2
20535+5105 31.0 12 90+ 4 5 3 147 4
20535+5153 31.2 8 91+5 6 3 149 3
20535+5032 31.9 26 90+ 4 25 14 151 2
20535+5202 33.7 40 91+5 9 7 105 3
20536+5157 40.3 7 91+ 5 34 11 45 2
20537+5847 45.2 28 96+ 9 60 20 31 2
20537+5149 47.6 36 91+ 4 64 15 44 2
20538+5855 52.6 39 96+ 9 36 23 27 2
20538+5931 53.7 20 97+ 9 14 13 20 3
Flux Dcnsit y
(Not Color Corrected)
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100 Fm Flux Con" A ConFusion R S
Uncs Cocf R Flags =
10.24L C ELJ H 9600110000
4.47L B D 3600000000
4.32L C CH 1600100000
4.25L DO BCGE 6500000000
2.72L BF BJ I O 5601020000
4.25L CD BB D 3 3700100000
3.85L B MKAA 6600000100
10.92L B C 7504211110
3.96L C DD 9701010000
9.78L C F D 8600000000
4.67L C AHJ 9602000000
4.03L E AF 4700010000
9.30L B EG 9701000000
8.08L C ECB 9602100000
7.04L ABB AAC 1 9600100000 18




























7.33L CC BDK 3 9701200210
4.89L F CD 9602100000
3.81L C CC H 2701010000
5.58 C GF 6502100000
4.25L C CH 4700000000
4.07L C CJ 5601000000
14.73 CB HEG 8582123330
8.34L BD AD 4i 9602100000
4.03L C D L 3600000000
6.49L BB AAE 0 9601100000
7.99L EB FBBJ 8602100100
52.96L BD CBM 0 950210010C
16.23 F O FFI C 9501216420
4.93L B B 6603 IOOGO0
32.90L BE AC E 5 540000210C
5.04L BBD AAB 4 9603000000 17'
4.30L C DKI C 8700000000
3.35L DD BGI F 0 2701000000
7.91L F BDDB 6603011110
12.86L D KCC 970220020(3
8.55L'BC AB 0 9701100000
9.56L C J CC 7504100100
11.64L D E B 96001000O0
6.97L B BE 9605123100
3.73L BCE AAEH 0 4600001000
11.35L D LFD 9643000310
16.87L C D 9601100000
13.09 C I DC 9600201000
3.89L BD ABJ 6 9600000000
4.49L C iC M 6600010000
13.15: DCCD CBBB 5 9601012318
6.79L BDB AAAB 9 9601000000
5.79L BC AAHC 4 9600201000
9.52 DD LNFC 770110000(3
6.14L C KC 7602101000
3.46L BC AAE 2 2701000000
6.79L BC AA 9600000000
5.62 CC LGAA 3601000008
9.42L C B 9702110000
5.00L D J I KJ 9601000000
10.08L F ASK 9700031000
31.74L BS AAD 3 650120000(3
3.93L BC AB 5703101000
5.76L BB AAHC 2 9611001000
3.58L B C 9600000000
9.78L BF AHL 8604200000
4.02L F B 9700000(300
14.40L C C 9601000000
6.71L C FK 9602000000
7.00L D C 4601000000
10.78L C D 9700100100
4.69L C C 5600000000
9.05L E K C 7602202000
3.91L D EB 76000000O0
4.42:; OF GE 5602201310
3.92L BCC AAA 9 66000000_42
4.33L C B H 0700000000
3,04L BD AD 0 5600000000
40.34L C LEBE 750100110C
6.39L C D 4601000000
55.33L F F 9400000008
5.23 BDC E, L HHE 568130131011.90L AAB 5 7602102000
41.62L BC ABJ 3 9512211108
11.94L C C 9702100000
34.48L CC DBB 9501001108
11.73 CC GB 9603211108
5.04L C GC 5502112530
11.74 D EA 9603101008
5.28 CC KEC 5603011320
5.05L C GBB 0600100008
C
A Sop
S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
2 131 32937M 5 95
2 13 32938 55 5 78
1 1 2 DO38932 55 106
2 13 32942 F0 14 90
13 32946K5 1 87
3 13 32947 M2 3 93
13 32949 K5 7 91
4
2 13 32956 MO 5 85
4
1 13 32958 K7 6 81
1 19 667 1 108
F 1 32 X2051+507 60 15
1 16 13386 EA 2 123
4
E 2 39 CR 54T524 108 178
2 1 13 32960 K7 5 87
1 17 2941 35
4
1 2 DO 38985 65 101
6 1 2 DO 38986 81 12£
1 13 32979 M0 5 9(:
2 "41 20526+5958 4
1 13 32983 K0 24 77
1
1 13! 32985 K5 4 77
1 2 DO 38998 22 9,"
23 LDN 1037 137
2
13 32990 A0 7 81
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at t2, 25. 60, 100 Fro; 10) High Source Density Region.




23 LDN 0992 347
23 LDN 0992 569
8
23 LDN 0992 443
2 '41 20538+5931 28 1,
227
Right Ascension: 20h54=O1'-20h58=01 ' Declination: +50"-+60"
position (195o) Flux Density
NiLme
ham. .B,
20540+5632 1.6 50 95+ 7 53 19 44 2
20540+5049 2.2 17 90+ 4 9 8 48 3
20540+5457 5.5 7 93+ 6 78 18 43 2
20541+5316 9.8 41 92+ 5 55 14 41 2
20541+5553 10.4 48 94+ 7 9 6 36 3
20541+5625 11.8 28 95+ 7 23 18 13 2
20542+5220 15.2 36 91+ 5 6 5 180 3
20543+5826 18.7 1t 96+9 18 17 149 2
20543+5052 19.7 17 90+ 4 8 4 136 2
20543+5013 19.8 13 90+ 3 12 12 2 31
20543+5618 20.6 6 94+ 7 68 13 44 2 I
20543+5859 21.6 1 97+ 9 29 8 51 3
20544+5949 24.8 47 97+10 6 5 180 3
20544+5110 25.8 3 91+4 8 6 80 4
 0.,+ 03328406o+41:,  16720545+5301 33.5 0 92+ 5 71
20545+5207 35.3 60 91+ 5 9 7 145 3
20546+5002 36.5 51 90+ 3 12 10 154 4
20546+5745 =371 58 96+8 15 12 35 4
20546+5054 '38.4 12 90+ 4 9 5 142 2
20546+5647 38.4 18 95+ 8 108 17 41 2
20547+5044 46.3 40 90+ 4 9 7 78 3
20548+5032 50.e 8 90+ 3 11 8 181 39 245 4 3 24 2 5 7 47 o
20,,,+,4o,58120 93+610 ; 36120549+5511 56.5 11 94+ 6 12 421
20549+5223 56.6 6 92+ 5 10 8 84] 3
20549+5015 57.2 12 90+ 3 10 9 140:4
20549+5206 58.539 91+ 4 10 t0 102 3
20550+5158 0.0 34 91+ 4 6 5 153 3
20550+5756 1.2 20 96+ 8 33 29 21 3
20551+5714 8.4 26 95+ 8 11 9 26 4
20552+5126 13.6 22 91+ 4 52 13 45 2
20552+5152 13.8 8 91+ 4 11 9 6 3
20552+5308 14.5 16 92+ 5 10 10 25 3
20552+5337 16.9 4 92+ 5 11 10 158 2
20553+5208 21.3 30 91+ 4 7 6 165i 3
20554+5011 24_750 90+3 80 15 1482
20554+5030 25.0 12 90+ 3 24 16 139 3
20554+5541 25.5 57 94+ 7 9 6 33 3
20554+5639 28.5 29 95+ 7 70 17 44 2
20555+5019 30.3 59 90+ 3 6 5 28 42o557+,_1643.932 93+8 8 6 3o 3
20857+_6 45.6is 95+7 29; 2_ 1,_20557+53ot45.833 92+5 6 lzo
20557+5016 46.5 21 90+ 3 6 ! 4 24 4
20558+5004 48.0 6 90+ 3 37 9 48 2
20558+5551 49.8 2 94+ 7 13 13 173 3
20558+5052 49.9 14 90+ 4 9 7 113 3
20559+5150 54.6 44 91+ 4 49 16 42 2
20559+5832 55_3 46 96+ 9 11 8 30 4
20560+5210 0.0 15 91+ 4 10 9 68 3
20560+5401 2.5 42 93+ 6 8 7 125 3
20560+5519 4.9 40 94+ 6 11 11 119 3
20562+5653 12.9 6 95+ 7 31 13 41 3
20562+5013 14.1 26 90+ 3 11 10 32 4
20563+5455 20.9 32 94+ 6 14 10 33 3
20563+5804 22.2 446i 96+48 1_ 23 5 320563+5115 23.6 91+ 58 3
20564+5241 26.6 24 92+ 5 20 17 156 2
20564+5815 27.1 21 96+ 8 30 20 142 2
20564+5918 28.4 3 97+ 9 9 6 91 3
20564+5325 293 12 92+ 5 10 8 177 2
20565+5003 34.5 26 90+ 3 7 5 39 4
20565+5636 35.4 36 95+ 7 58 25 44 2
20566+5046 137.1 5 90+ 3 76 14 44 2
20566+5006 37.5 11 90+ 3 310 3 57 3
20566+5130 40.8 52 91+ 4 73 17 44 2
20567+5125 ¢29 4 91+ 4 81 16 148 2'
20568+5217 49.6 46 92+ 4 7 6 163 3
20568+5251 49.7 59 92+ 5 12 t2 12 3
20568+5511 50.2 59 94+ 6 10 9 ! 27 3
20569+5043 55.e 35 90+ 3 18 11 45 3
20569+5137 56.1 47 91+ 4 10 10 69 3
20570+5021 0.E 25 90+ 3 7 5 33 4
20570+5038 3.1 29 90+ 3 27 3 110 4
20570+5523 5.1 26 94+ 6 9 8 87 3
20570+5603 5.4 8 95+ 7 51 t3 44 2
20570+5843 5.7 60 97+ 9 12 9 12 4
20572+5850 15.2 1 97+ 9 28 16 29 2
20573+5005 18.5 53 90+ 3 87 8 61 3
20573+5221 18.6 10 92+ 4 8 5 139 3
20573+5514 18.8 11 94+ 6 36 26 157 2
20573+5330 19.7 21 93+ 5 9 8 120 3
20573+5151 23.4 58 91+ 4 9 6 82 3
20574+5310 24.8_53 92+ 5 10 10 165 3
20574+5120 27.1 20 91+ 4 12 9 138 2
20575+5218 31.6 23 92+ 4 7 6 1641 320575+5210 34.3 40 92+ 4 13 156 i
20575+5429 36.0 10 93+ 6 ' 19 15 32 3
.>0576+5510 38.0 51 94_ 6 7 5 32 3
.>0577+5530 43,7 57 94+ 6 7 6 32 3
.>0577+5052 45.6 41 91+ 3 75 17 45 2
.>0577+5924 46.1 58 97+ 9 15 9 22 3
.>0577+5022 47.4 21 90+ 3 66 18 48 2
.>0577+5400 47.6 43 93+ 5 9 8 69 3
.>0578+5350 49.6 51 93÷ 5 8 6 160 3
.>0578+5313 53.5 36 92+ 5 11 10 169 2
.>0579+5310 58.0 43 92+ 5 9 6 152 2
.>0580+5208 1_1 11 92+ 4 16 14 159 3
H
Galactic Uncertainty C ('No{ Cole¢ Corrected)







































































































1OO ;tm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags" S 2 # T
3.16 Cl J A ! 9703000000
7.57L C AC D 9603131000
5.56L C F C 86O2O0O000
9.24 C C D 9600000000
3.96L BB AA G 1 7600000000
4.90L C E 26O0000000
42.49L BC AB 1 8401000008
5.00L D E 76O2OO0OOO
9.02L CE AA 0 9602344(X)0
10.71L D CD 9705100000
4.22L C EKJ 2600000000
3.65L C C K 6601000100
16.64L BC AA D 0 2501000008
12.29L BC BB 5500000100
17.25 FC HCC 9601111200
6.58L BE AC 0 8702001000
30.54L C EAC 7502101118
7.54L BE BBt 0 9700000000
4.11L BE BGB 0 3600110000
13.00L CO AB 0 9501334000
5.22 C B I 96O1OOOOOO
7.34L CCC ABE 0 9701001000
9,04L iB :B K 9602222200
13.12 BBBB AAAA 8631110100 27
4.79L :C CHF 260000OO00
5.02L 'DC BC 3 7601011000
37.99L C B E 650O0OO008
10.19L FE BCJ 9 8607100000
5O.53L D CHD 7502201218
22.84 CCD KBCB 6542013318
4.37 E HC 9600000008
4.00L C F BA 9602000100
11.74L C EGB 7601000108
57.15L F D HH 7402000108
5.46L B BM 9700000000
9.38L D B I 7600000000
43.48L FBC BAA 2 7503100108
9.35: CC MFBB 8601100000
14.90 D FGC 9603021200
3.64L BC AB 0 7600011000
4.33 E N HB 9602000000
15.29L BD ABME 8i 9606102100
4.5,4L ABC AAD 3 1600000000 17
3.83L C ! C 9602COO000
5.71L C BB 7701000000
7.56L EC AB 6 8612201000
14.12L C FEEC 7600012100
3.92L C CFMD 6601000000
11.33L C BG 9610000000
40.74L D HC 6503100108
4.12L BC AC 4 6601000000
35.56L DC GCB 5503000008
7.45L B BG 2601000000
4.89L CD CD 0 8600010000
5.89 FC H DD 9600000000
7.07L C CJJ 8700100000
4.E6L C CI 7603OOO000
5.56 C MNCD 9600000008
10.48 O J B 6601000308
12.74L D G 4600OOOOOO
4.44L C C I 26010000OO
13.62L B BD 9601000008
6.34L CBC CAA 0 5600000100
70.69L B B C A A A B 3 948224443C
3.77 C I LFC 6601000000
14.72L C KL D 9500100100
70.69L ED DBBA 0 948314442C
10.39L D GH 0500101308
64.73L C C H F 0301000208
10.70 BBBC BAAB 0 3622100008
6.14L B CDI 3700000000
5.00L B CFLD 9500100000
13.42L D CMH 9601200000
5O.56L B ,C 1400001208
8.68L BB AAG 0 9601000000
16.16 E FHE 9602101320
4.65L CC CC 9601001000
5.1OL,C E 3601000100
3.6OL B BFJ D 6600010000
3.49 D DB 9001000008
43.71L D KB 950210000C
8.96L FF CABD 9 7603201100
5.01 D F I B 9400202000
6.48L B D A C 1 5600000000
47.58L CO AF 0 2400000008
6.57L BD BC 0 3601220000
45.75L F BF 8403100008
9.62L CC HBBF 8624101100
35.39L C BA 3500100008
7.68L D D 5600000000
4.90L BB AA 1 9500102000
4.08L AB AADD 1 5500000000
I0.68L C NHD 4600100000
8,60: DC J EEC 9603113108
8,15L C C 7700000000
4.94L BC ABI 1 9701000000
8.28L DC AA 6 9601001000
6.64L BD BDJ 0 2601222000
6.90L BD AB 0 i' 1601222000
44.90L B DC i 3400100008
1 I 17 2943
4 "13 _32999 K5
4
I 23 OCL 0207
1 23 OCL0207
4 2 13 33004 F0
1 23 LDN 1002
6 1 32 X2055+519
1 11 PK95+ 7.1
1 13 33009 Mt
4
1 2 DO 39041
1 17 2947
2 13 33018 M0











Name Type (") Mag
8O
4
1 23 LDN 0985 296
8
1 13 33039 K5 7
1 13 33040 K2 8
1
1 23 LDN 1003 567
1 23 LDN 1003 239
2
t 23 LDN 1053 150
2
1 23 LDN 0985 171
1 1 32 X2057+531 113
1 1 32 X2057+531 96
1 23 LDN 1003 109






















Right Ascension: 20h58=04'-21h02m19 =
Position (1950)
Name
a 8 Coords SMJSMN #
hm.a •6, (s) (") I b (") (") t') N
20580+5433 4.9 14 93+6 7 5 40 3
20580+5544 5.7 38 94+ 7 9 5 41 3
20581+5121 6.8 48 91+ 4 8 7 72 3
20581+5841 8.0 49 87+ 8 12 5 31 3i
20581+5914 11.8 32 97+ 9 8 4 4 3'
20583+5228 2O.2 32 92+ 4 9 7 70 3
20583+5222 22.643 92+4 29 9 45 2
20584+5501 24.0 18 94+ 8 6 3 177 3
20584+5509 26.4 26 94+ 8 17 14 165 2
20584+5922 28.7 56 97+ 9 17 9 33 3
20585+5844 31.5 16; 97+ 8 12 4 26 3
20585+5222 31.9 45j 82+ 4 13 5' 138 2
20586+5439 36.4 61 94+ 6 68 12' 44 2
20586+5802 39.3 35 96+ 8 42 21 I 42 2
20588+5215 48.8 22 82+ 4 7 5' 25 3
20588+5211 49.2 8 92+ 4 9 9 153 3
20588+5341 51.4 30 93+ 5 12 8 155 3
20588+5804 52.4 12 96+ 8 64 24 32 2
20589+5244 57.8 45 92+ 4 12 11 22 2
20590+5221 3.1 33 92+ 4 25 10 137 2
20590+5529 4.7 11 94+6 107, 22 44 2
20590+5420 4.9 49 93+ 5 6 5 24 3
20591+5019 7.3 7 90+3 32 14 137 2
20591+5214 10.4 17 92+4 11 8 150 2
20592+5113 15.9 21 91+ 3 71 13 44 2
20593+5244 19.7 50 92+ 4 9 9 159 2
20593+5121 20.9 55 91+ 3 7 5 156 3
20593+5155 22.01 45 92+ 4 81 17 48 2
20593+5753 23.4119 96+ 8 14 13 11 3
20595+5046 31._ 26 91+ 3 78 11 149 2
20595+5009 32.3 53 90+ 3 7 5 32 4
20596+5156 _.364 22 02+ 4 10 9 79 3
20596+5248 137.¢ 40 92+ 4 19 10 150; 2
20596+5412 37.2 44 93+ 5 21 16 148 2
20596+5322 38.1 26 93+ 5 15 12 151 2
20596+5214 40.1 19 92+ 4 28 16 t50 3
20596+5028 40.7 24 91+ 3 8 6 2t 4
20596+5016 41.E 40 90+ 3 83 17 150 2
20597+5132 47.7 3 91+ 4 57 15 47 2
20599+5029 54.E t4 9t+ 3 8 3 42 4
20599+5122 57.2 54 91+ 3 9 6 95 3
20599+5120 58.3 55 91+ 3 44 17 45 2
20599+5117 59.9 60 91+ 3 7 5 31 3
21000+5345 1.6 26 93+ 5 8 6 23 3
21000+5848 5.3 41 97+ 8 i 11 9 29 3
21001 +5922 8.8 45 97+ 9 27 18 19 _3
21001+5055 9.3 51 91+ 3 7 5 6 4
21001+5311 9.4 45 93+ 5 13 12 24' 3
21001+5418 10.7 27 93+ 5 10 7 31 3
21002+5954 t4.1 32 98+ 9 28 11 30 2
21002+5901 14.2 6 97+ 8 24 3 154 3
21003+5832 18.735 97+ 8 18 14 11 2
21003+5149 18.9 22 92+ 4 12 10 141 2
21003+5350 19.7 26 93+ 5 18 15 15 2
21003+5242 19.7 45 92+ 4 16 15 8 3
21004+5731 28.2 42 96+ 7 24 19 21 3
21005+5119 31.5 15 91+ 3 6 5 25 3
21005+5652 32.6 35 95+ 7 15 8 37 4
21005+5217 32.7 1 92+ 4 8 4 152 3
21006+5009 37.6 43 90+ 3 70 14 150 2
21007+5537 42.2 39 95+ 6 9 7 124 3
21007+5113 44.0 17 91+ 3 73 16 48 2
21007+5036 45.5 43 91+ 3 6 5 172 4
21008+5957 51.5 9 98+ 9 19 16 14 2
21008+5930 53.5 48 97+ 9 6 4 16 3
21008+5235 53.8 34 92+ 4 7 4 145 3
21009+5127 56.7 22 91+ 3 9 6 84 3
21009+5906 57.8 25 97+ 8 13 5 28 3
21009+5227 57.9 53 92+ 4 11 9 147 2
21009+5936 57.9 39 98+ 9 6 4 15 3
21009+5031 58.9 7 91+3 9 9 166 4
21010+5023 1.8 32 91+ 3 13 9 37 3
21010+5000 4.7 31 90+ 2 11 7 36 4
21010+5110 5.7 52 91+ 3 55 11 45 2
21011+5430 11.046 94+5 19 14 150 3
21011+5528 1L7 4 94+ 6 75 3 47 2
21012+5000 16.4 6 90+ 2 45 10 150 2
21013+5021 20.0 29 91+ 3 8 5 33 4
21014+5432 24.1 0 94+ 5 13 12 161 2
21014+5001 25.4 14 90+ 2 8 5 33 4
21014+5006 26.1 25 90+ 2 13 8 180 2
21014+5250 26.5 14 93+ 4 8 4 92 3
21015+5618 31.5 54 95+ 7 12 8 29 3
21015+5419 31.8 13 94+ 5 17 12 163 2:
21015+5004 33.053 90+2 83 10 150 2
21015+5918 33.9 53 97+9 8 5 28 3'21016+5724 36.9 33 96+7 4u 22 44 <i
21017+5402 42.1 18 93+5 23 19' 4 2
21018+5601 48.044 95+8 12 10 932
21018+5735 48.228 96+7 30 17 1442
21018+5009 48.6 7' 91+2 7 3 90 4
21018+5643 50.8 45 95+7 9 9 126 3
21019+5031 56.5 52 91+3 6 3 10 4
21021+5412 6.3 52 94+ 5 114 8 57 3
21021+5446 6.4 42 94+ 5 10 8 161 3
21022+5946 13.7 30 98+ 9 6 4 14 3
21022+5205 14.8 44 92+ 4 9 5 155 3
21022+5305 16.5 8 93+ 4 7 6 176 3
21023+5957 19.0 49 98+ 9 8 6 82 3





(Not Color Corrected) V
25 /J.m 60 ;tin I00 p.m Flux Con" A Confusion
(Jansky) Unos Coef R Flags*
5.02 3.62 ,74: 4.59: ICCCD AAAF 8 41_1_
1.38 .34 .40L 3.69L IBC /AC O/36000OLCO
.51 .25L .81L 44_.43L IB /BDK / 9404010001
29.30 14.63 2.29 13.76L =BBB |AAA 9| 7500100001
6.01 1.42 .59: 13.48L BBD |AAE O| 95200010_
,30 .82 1.08 8.13L CCB |CABD 11660002330_
.25L .38 2.30 8.80 DDB/ FCB | 864532330_
1.56 .40 .55L 4.75L BC /ABHE 11960200100_
.27 .72L .5OL 7.14L E ,FJ / _ooooo_
.53 .26 .40L 25.18L DC /CO 7194O2100001
.35L .48 1.52L 11.19L F |BBBJ
.25 .56L .51: 5.83 CC / FEC
.27L .25L .91L 5.34 D/ NB 196OO1OOOO1
.64 2.98 8.22 9.55L CBC /AAAB 6/860221010_
.29 .46 .65L 6.97L CC /DB 0/670121010_
.25L .67 5.65 12.58 ECCIEBAA 1860100230(
.25L .25L .40L 5.12 D| C / 9600100001
.47 .25L .45L 8.05L F ,CD ,56001000_
.36L .27 .85L 10.74L E / CC / 7_860_33_
.28L 1.14L .50L 3.52 C, , B
1.50 24.45 44.27 35.43 BBEDIBCBA 1115620,3320(
.63L .32L 1.46: 13.57 CDIJ FDC 1770100000(
.27L .42 1.14L 7.52L D [ CB /670131120(
.32L .25L 1.43 13.71L F /N CC 19600112421
.58 .28L .93L 8.47L C /BB 1460020000(
.45 .25L .98L 41.32L B /BDGB | 7505212621
1.75L .25L .85 11.25L E |MLDH | 860011120(
.80 .20: .40L 18.88L DF /BB 8l 940200100_
.42L .25L 1.17 76.84L C [J DB 19401000001
! /
1.15 2.80 6.55 39.84L CBC iAAAB 71960010000(
.31 .25L 1.32L 10.31L B ICJ H 1660011120(
.37 .25L .98L 10.22L C ]B H 1460010000(
.2O .26L .75L 9.72L D 11 L |560001000(
.33 .25L .75L 7.45L C ]D 1360200010(
.27L .25L 1.04L 9.89 El FHD |860110130(
.39L 1.02 4.19L 10.46: C DIDADB 1670010441(
.27L .25L 1.26 70.82L D | O 1750200000(
.42L .25L .98 ,.12L C , D I ssooooo20(
.27L .72 2.57 39.75L BC /I BAH 1664010441(
.84 .40 .74L 45.14L BC /Be 3|7504,41532!
.46L .25L 1.76 50.72L F / F 1 840452653!
7.22 3.40 .79L 51.47L CC IAA 9|840242521!
1.74 .55 .40L 6.22L DC /ABH 8/8700(X)0(_(
.92 .27 .40L 12.87L CC lAB H 41950220020(
.25L .25L .58L 10.64 Oil HKC / 950100001!
4.24 1.54 1.06L 39.76L BB IAACH 0165O000100(
.28 .25L .60L 8.38L C |C N 126OOOOOOO(
.38 .14: .68L 6.32L CE /DDFE 0|660201000(
.30L .25L 1.12 8.54L C /N DB /970001231(
/ /
.25L .25L .47: 6.29 DD/ EFC 1960110000(
.26 .25L 2.11L 3.30L D |O E 1470000000(
.27 .27L .86L 42.87L C |DEM I460201100(
.31 .25L .68L 11.11L C [OF 186OOOOOOO<
.38L .25L 1.36 6.35L c / EEC 1570100030(
.44L .25L .54 23.61L F / B / 940000000(
2.23 ,60 .52L 41.05L BC IAA G 0185o33231ff
.40L ,18: 1.41 4.01L CB |LCC i 1960100030(
.99 2.58 7.52 10.97L BBC |AAA B 0,870101300(
.36L .21 4.25L 40.81L O | A I 195O000010C
/ I /
.71 .39 .4tL, 3.99L BC lAB I 8146OOOO1OO(
.46L .25L 1.21 64.26L D [ LB I |940220010_
2.40 11.23 60.20 101.24 BBCE [AAAAJ 1 |241200001C
.95L .25L .69 11.31: CD/MGHI ] 1860112251(
18.26 10.39 5.19 9.12 BBCDIAAAA j 0/964100010E
1.21 .44 .91L 5.20L BC IAC I 0|77010000(X
.89 .42 .72L 45.22L BC AB I 2J750100100E
1.47 .62 .74L 13.08L CD AADBI 9|968110220_
.44 .25L .93L 10.80L C BMEEI 1770200010(319 145 41, 2697L 8 12 .010001 
/ I /
.44 .25 3.93L 37.59L CC (:;B I 51 560200000C
.45 .25L 3.94L 45.02L B 8C I 185o010000C
.36L .81 11.81L 46.96L C HBA I t952232620C25L 33L 117 4152L C _aBEI |85o3110106
.26 .25L .61L 6.32L F El I i 360211000c
.45L .62L .52L 5.08 C _C E I /5600000_
.49: .74 11.81L 39.82L FC DBG I 0|950242620C
1.14 .68 3.25L 50.65L BB AAM I 61 860010000<:
.38 .25L .54L 6.81L D _F I 145o211000C
t.12 t.71 11.81 39.82 BBCC AAAA 11950242520(:
I I /
.25L .37 3.26L 39.17L D IRE I 196012222_
.63 .22 .76L 7.61L BD BB t 1 1280100000¢
.27L .30 1.35 6.89 CEE HCCD I 1240100322(]
.29 .25L .60L 6.05LIC D N I |460100000G
.27L .32 11.81L 39.82L E CE 1 t 950242210C
6.57 6.66 61.94 10753 BBCF AAAA I 0i9381022108
.47L .25L .50 5.76L C E I 175000()00_
.23 .69L .47L 10.08L O DK i 1 4c_<)ooooo
.30 .25L .60L 4.69LC C H , i o6ooooooo_
.22 .25L .48L 20.93L F G I |6400100008
I /
.91 .20: 2.51L 37.99L BE ADH I 0195O120000C
.57 .25L .40L 4.38L C BM I i 9600100000
2.50 1.71 2.79L 40.95L EC A A I 91 6620022OOC
.28 .58L .61L 8.61L D EF E I 16000OO000
.41 .25L .52L 8.18L B B I I / 5600010000
2.68 1.11 .57L 6.60L BB AAC I 6|9701000000
.39 .51 6.37 18.03 CCCD CBAA I 2|9700022200
1.52 .30: .90L 11.26L BF AC t 0 | 4601100000
30 .16: .58L 5.65L BE AHD I 21 9701000000
23.90 33.74 86.90: 198.96 BADF AABAI61936216643CI /
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 Fro; 10) High Source Density Region.
Declination: +50"-+60 °
Associations













































































































































•Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing:
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)
25 pm 60 _m 1(30 Fm
(lansky)
.41 2.85L I 42.4
,26L .80L I 39.2
1.23L .43L I 4.9
,28 .44L I 4.3
.30 .4tL I 19.6
.25L .56:1 5.2
1.91
.31L 3.60L I 37.0
.68 3.27L I 36.7
5,38 .72 I 4.3
1.03 .45L I 3.8
.98
.25L .51L I 5.4
45.45 9.93 I 8.0
.70 2.89 I 5.3
1.10 2.76L I 198.9
.43 .47L I 4.4




.48 .40L I 4.2
.37 3.05L I 33.0
25L 4.44L I 45.5
5.19 21.99L I 39.2
69L .50L I 3.9
1.56
1.55 .45L I 4.9
1.49 3.16 I 11.4
.47 .41L I 4.1
.25L 4.30L I 11.5
109,09
_26
,46 3.81L I 27.5
_96
25L .96L I 9.0
.28 .66L I 7.5
,25L 4.20L I 42.5
.25L
,25L
.25L .47L I 5.1
,16:
.62 .54L I 7.7
.41
.43 .47L I 5.3
3.60 1.76 ] 42.3
.25L .46L I 4.g
,73L .60L I 3.9
.38 4,48L I 51.9
.87L
21 3.84L I 38.3
.32: 6.49L I 417.4
.51L 4_77L I 49.E
.23 3.62 I 16.9
.51 55L I 7.4
.85 3.49 I 14.E
.49 162.82L ] 417,4
11,56 t59.22 ] 417,_
1,33 8.61: t I8.2
.25L 3,11L ] 42,1
.26L 1.01 ] 6.E
.27L 1.76 I 36.£
.44
.25L .63L I 5,9




.25L 1.32 I 622
,25L .55 I 5.-=
.95 4.05L I 44,;
.82 10.62 I 38.(
.25L
.20 4.OOL I 44.C
.27
.25L .48L ] 23,(
.25L 10.62L I 53.;
.25L 1.77 t 52.,c
3.68 1.20 I 7.{
,54 3.67L I 57.,c
.20 2.99L I 17.;
.25L 3.35L I 47.(
.25L .58L I 6.;
.59 4.22L I 41.z
.30 3.67L I 57.E
.25L .67L T 11 .(
.38 3.95: I 40/;
.25L
.14
.25L 3.66 I 15.,'
.25L .94L I 12.l
.51
.25L .62 I 4.!
.31L
.22: 3.47L I 43.,
36L
.25L










































































































4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources
Declination: + 50% + 60 °
Associations
L C
Confusion R S A Sep



























































































































































21071 +5105 7.4 43













21074+5133 25.5 43 !


















21081 +5133 7,7 9
21081+5108 8,7 49
21061 + 5004 8,7 57
21081+5900 9.6 40
























21091 +5959 6.2 53
21091+5426 6.4 39
21091+5631 7.4 38

















Coords SMJ SMN O O
i b £3 C) (') N
98+ 6 13 I 3 34 3
91+2 241 8 36 2
93+3 7 5 164 3
94+ 5 26 18 48 2
93+3 76 14 45 2
92+ 3 8 6 10 4
93+ 3 8 6 170 3
96+ 6 41 14 46 2
95+ 6 47 22 43 2
96+ 6 14 8 41 3
96+ 7 2O 11 16 3
93+ 3 8 5 167 3
92+ 2 15 14 179 2
97+ 7 10 3 13 3
98+ 8 13 8 31 3'
,,+6 7o 4692+ 3 170
94+5 10 10 82 3
91+ 2 76 12 152 2
93+ 3 9 8 61 3
92+ 2 24 9 152 2
96+6 30:17 27 3
92+ 2 2O 15 30 2
93+ 4 71 15 46 2
94+ 5 9 7 110 3
91+ 2 86 21 46 2
94+ 5 17 12 39 2
93+3 12 2_ 167 396+ 7 28 51
98+ 8 12 5 28 3
93+ 4
92+ 3 7 6 21 3
92+ 2 10 9 173 4
95+ 6 41
94+ 4 7 5 150 3
91+ 2 40 10 i 46 2
98+ 8 29 13 37 2
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9} Hours
93+3 20 7 44 3
93+ 3 7 3 57 3
91+ 2 10 7 34 3=
94+ 4 9 6 75 3
94+ 4 9 7 124 3
91+ 2 7 3 31 4
95+ 5 15 11 42 2
94+ 4 14 10 41 3
92+ 2 9 6 20 4
95+ 5 9 7 95 3
94+ 4 9 8 166 3
97+ 7 7 5 166 3
93 + 3 22 5 143 2
98+8 29 8 68 2
92+ 3 19 7:154 3
92+ 2 14 3 80 3
91+2 9 3 80 4
98+8 9 9 14 3
95+ 5 9 8 46 3
98 + 8 28 3 67 3
94+4 5 4 29 3:
94+ 4 10 9 81 3
95+ 5 9 9 36 3
98+ 8 11 8 25 3i
92+2 12 7 153 3'
91+ 2 33 17 50 2
94+ 4 9 8 116 3
93+ 3 7 4 149 3
93+3 5 3 27 4
92+ 3 13 7 32
92+ 2 15 9 14
97 + 7 67 2
97+6 23 19 21293+ 3 8 15
92+ 2 12 10 172 4
97+ 7 15 10 23 3
93+ 3 9 7 12 3
97+ 7 15 11 29 3
94+ 4 9 6 31 3
g4+4 9 _11oo391 + 2 13 73
99+ 8 12 9 27 3
94+ 4 9 7 71 3
96+ 6 81 26:45 2
92+ 3 23 11 46
91+ 2 8 5 6
92+ 2 59 11 47 i
97+ 7 38 22 35 2_
94+ 4 14 10 162 2
93+ 3 8 6 25 3
93+ 3 6 4 159 4
92+ 2 13 6 176 3
96+ 6 59 7 35 3
95+ 5 10 8 45 3
91+ 2 19 3 76 3
94+4 5 4 7 3
96+ 5 21 16 35 3
96+ 6 40 8 37 3

















































































(Net _ Can'ect_,_9 V
pm 25 pm 60 pm 100 p,m Flux Corr A
(Jansky) Uncs Cocf R
,25L ,25L 1.87 5.25L 8 F A
.28 .40: 8.14L 52_61L CF 'DBBB 6
1.06 3.45L 34.91L BC A 0
.25L 1.08L 9.53 C i A n E C
.25L 4.00L 21.14L C D L
1.28 3.36L 39.47L BB AAFC 1
.41 3.75 35.46L CE J BBC
.25L .69 7,05L C L F B B
.25L .64: 5.14: DD KF
.2O 1.19 6,73 ECC DDFA
.25L .77: 5.62 DC J DC
.48 4.76: 28.15L FFE BBA 9
,25L 4.66L 73.95L C E L
4.15 .54: 3,92L BBC AAC 1
,24: .82L 6.36L BE CEBC 0
1,02L .57L 6.65 D M B
3.44 3.10L 27.72L CB AACD 0
.25L .67L 7.29L B B K
.26L 3.37L 58_58L C CJ
.26: 4.76L 43.64L BE IACH 0
,59L 1.65L 47,44L F OF B
.25L .54: 7,05 DE L I DC
.25L 2.18L 31.43L D DIG
.57L 1.29L 12.86L C H
.38 .50L 6.57LTCC BC D 1
.25L 1.28L 10.08 D F EB
.25L .65L 6.60L C D
.50L 10.62: 38.03L F F DAC
.25L .62L 4.21 C B
.81 .54L 7.28L BB AA F 0
.25L .67L 12.77L C J C
.17: 1.88 10.2OL DB FCA
26.94 6.59 24.04 BADF AABC 2
.26L 5.29L 81.73L B BB
.25L 3.79L 40.04L S ADI
.52L 3.42L 17,69 D I C
.47 ,59: 5.86L BCC BBE 2
1.06 13,35 30.15 DCCF AAAA 0
,19: 3.92 35.72L DE GECB
.69LI 1.11L 4.07 E NDD
56.61: 1452.81: 3485,05 BDBC CCCB 9
14.70| 1664.5gL 3485.05L B _CACB
.65 2.89L 35.33L BC _,BH 0
.29L .71L 11.96L B BCF
,31 .57L 6.19L BC AC J3
15.69 244.68L 674.52 BB E DDGB 0
.25L .42L 5.77L C B I
.25L .65L 9,37L C B
.42 4.46L 43,37L BC ABGD 2
.42 .54L 5,07L BF AB 0
.52 1.32: 10.771.. I CC F AA
.48 .40L 3,47L CC AB 5
5.59 3,10L 3485,05L C LC
.25L: ,60 6.17Li F G B
.25L 3.01L 44.13L IC C DG
.48 4.04L 47,67L'BD 'AA C 0
1.20 3.40L 674,52L BC AA 1
,27 .49L 5.54L CD CB 7
1,511 ,42L 5,78L B ICG
.34L 3.50 28.70 FC i DDB
,53 .45L 6,29L BC AB G 1
.25L 1.31L 10.70L B BKB,25 .60L 8.74 C I
.25L ,6OL 6,43L B 8C
5,10 3,54L 37,12L BB _AAE 0
.25L 1.04L 10,20 D i DB
.25: .48L 7.66L BD !ABB 51.86L 4.50L 3485.05L B ' E
.49 3.71L 35,2OL BC AAFB 0
.29: 4,06 54.13L FD GBC
.25L 2.84 38,89L C GBCB
28.71 5.88 13.59L BBC IAAAC 9
.25L 1,10L 9.42 D KGF
.37t .74L 7.07 F H F B
1.62 6,90: 31,58L BBF AAEB 0
.60 5.05L 50.36L DC CAC 1
.25L 1.37 13,48 CC E OC
.98L 3.12L 52,56L B B DO
.25L .80 3.56L B H B B
.30 1,85 7.65L DC E BA
.46 ,25L .73L 11.01L !B C B I
,25L .32 2.87L 42.24L J CD
.63 .19: .52L 8,07L BF BE 7
.96 .60 .69L 7.51L BD ABFD 1
.48L 1.56L .76L 6.54 D GJ MD
,38L ,24: 12.34L 54.13 D E CCFC
1,01 ,30 3.45L 13,37 BCDD ABAD 0,25L .29L 2.18 31_38L DBC
.25L .46L .57L 6.79 C KJ D
.30 ,251 .79L 11,99L C D
.54 1.29 13.93: 31.58L BCD BBAA 0
.55 1.04L 1,79: 46.43L B F B I B
.89 .24: 3,10L 36.06L BD AC 0
.25L .251 .76 6,94 CD F EC
.47 .25L ,46L 6,13L C BL
.32: ,63 2,87L 35,17L CC DAAC 1
1,89 .40 .61L 7.60L BC AB 0
.58L .25t .93 6.84L C DG
.28L .25L ,73 20,02L C NE
4.13 2,31 2,20L 44,24L BB AAC 1




Confusion R S A Sep














7600000600 3 4 TMSS +60304 60 32
9602010000








5800000100 1 23 LDN 1022 489










960120O42C 6 1 13 33170 K7 5 87
960300031C 8
1600000100
5704224000 3 3 39 4C+53.47 47 17_
960351330C
5801000100
913534445E 50 F 1 32 X2107+52t 60 1_=













































960313452C 8 1 2 DO 39266 73 113













100 p.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
231




a ,S Coords 5iJ SMN 0 Of 12 p.m8¢1








































































































(Not Color Corrected) V L C
25 pm 60 pm 100 /.tin Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
$129 84oo
LDN 1060














Right Ascension: 21612=25=-21h15"_B '
Position (1950) Flux Density Flags
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Cerrorted)
h a.-m 8 a 8 Coords SMJ SMN O O ]2 p.m 25 jtm 60 Fm
. . (s) ('3 I b C) C) (') N (J=m_y)
21124+5117 i25.313 93+ 2 11 8 24 .62 .26 3A3L
21124+5247 26.36 94+ 3 7 31453 .80 7.68 19.45
21125+5919 34.C 50 98+ 7 12 10 173 .31 .25L .68L
21126+5108 37.816 92+ 2 ' 88 15 462 .40L .25L 1.47
21126+5516 38.442 95+5, 17 131642 .26L .25L .76
21126+5211 38._ 56 93+ 326 3 492 .45 .75 7.44:
21126+5426 39.413 95+ 4 9 8 663 .47 .25L .51L
21126+5333 39.816 94+ 3 8 61363 .57 .18: .87L!
21126+5318 40.528 94+ 3 5 4 193 3.78 2.71 2.55L
21126+5120 41._ 39 93+2 13 111623 .66 .25L 4.45L
21127+s_ 43831 _+6 12 10 :_ .39 .26L .61L21127+5200 44.8 5 93+2 11 . 162 _ .35L! .47 3.77:
21127+5321 45.8 35 94+3 13 : 13_ 22 .35_2 .25L 2.85Li21127+5751 48.B 97+ 6 38 . .31L .40L
21128+5830 48.732 98+ 7 I 15 9o 1623 .25L] .25L 1.97L'21128+5936 49.340 99+ 8 21 1 1313 .30L .25L 1.05
46
.25L .78:
21128+5637 51.8 96+ 6 20 1593 :25L21126+5734 51.626 97+ 6 110 29
21129+5157 55.547 93+ 2 31 1 153 .89L 3.88L
21129+5046 59.248 21 .2792+ 2 84 :25L 2.83L
21130+681740i8 95+51 534 248 126 69:21130+5918 4.7 _ 98+ 7 7 3 35 i = ,28L .69L 2.48
211,0+530 5.039 ,+3 8 5 10, 3 .55 2.31L
21130+5316 5.0!25 94+ 3 6 428'3 1.78 .45 2.29L
21130+5241 5.8156 94+ 3 29 14 482 .36L .31L 8.50:
21131 +5117 7.822 93+ 2 62 17 472 .35L .25L 1.50L
21131+5802 8.2152 97+ 7 9 81013 .42 .32L .40L
21131+5221 8.926 93+ 3 8 6 203 .93 2.67 28.56
21131+502_ 9.929 92+ t 17 10 6 I 3 .35L .25L 1.30
21131+5640 10.427 96+6 7 51702 4.39 1.13 .92L
21132+5256 12.137 94+ 3 63 10 472 .23 .25L 1.40L
21132+6250 14.1 7 94+ 3 13 101784 1.03: .25L 1.75
21133+5005 22.425 92+ 1 25 101613 .40 .25L 3.37L
21134+5112 28.95 93+ 2 13 101633 .51 .25L 3.64L
21134+5104 29.62 92+ 2 32 13 514 .59 .31L 1.26:
21135+6545 30.4 46 96+ 5 78 29 462 .76L .64L .82L
21135+5200 31.315 93+ 2 5 3 194 18.29 9.02 1.57:
21135+5206 31.946 93+ 2 14 10 363 .25L .40L 7.71L
21135+5149 33.046 93+ 2 7 4 344 3.67 1.40 4.02L
21135+5038 33.580 92+ 1 12_ 10 333 .27L .51 4.25L
21135+6934 34,8 26 99+ 8 2211 352 .25 .28 1.08L
21136+5317 36.7 58 94+ 3 8 6 83 .25L .26 4.86
21136+5705 37.736 97+ 6 7 5 73 18.17 5.72 1.35
21135+5810 39.3 4 98+ 7 9 I 8 273 .28: .39 .42L
21136+5157 40.115 93+ 2 8 4 194 1.01 .81 3.46L
21136+5051 40.725 92+ ; 15 i 10 283 .33 .25L 2.5OL
21136+5130 41.513 93+ 2 1310 34 .33L .48 2.80:
21136+5610 41.931 96+ 5 43 137 482 .37L .25L .80L
21137+5312 42.110 94+ 3 83 12 462 t.23L .25L 1.31
21137+5237 45.534 94+ 3 44 8 472 .28L .62L 3.17
21137+5606 46.35 96+ 5 9 ] 81214 .85 .39 .44L
21137+5105 46.633 93+ 2 20 _ 111593 .27L .25L 1.73
21137+5226 47.1 8 94+ 3 8 3 443 1.87 229 34.69
21137+5920 47.6 34 98+ 7 26 3 61 3 ,28L .33L 2,16
21138+5054 51.651 92+ 2 10 8 133 3.66 1.69 2.65L
21139+5241 54.624 94+ 3 8 31734 .37L .29 7.49L
21139+5258 55.323 94+ 3 9 71183 .52 .25L
21139+5601 57.358 96+ 5 7 4 34 1.63 1.18
21139+5226 58.421 94+ 3 19 8 413 .30L .58
21148+5950 0.441 99+ 8 30 8 742 .43L .25L
21140+5904 1.420 98+ 7 26 181782 .51L .62L
21140+5349 2,2 26 95+ 4 11 5 154 3 .32L .31L
21140+5406 5.514 95+ 4 8 61273 .41 .25L
21141+5133 7.1 6 93+2 9 51804 .36 .46:
21141+5431 7.614 95+ 4 9 9 383 .44 .25L
21141+5454 8.9 9 95+ 4 41 14 432 .42L .25L
21141+5945 9.642 99+ 8 25 15 283 .25L .25L
21141+5158 10.314 93+ 2 56 81542 .37 .74
21142+5222 14.410 93+ 2 59 6 482 .29L .67L
21142+5725 16.538 97+ 6 8 8 333_ .40 .25L
21142+5349 16.9 1 95+3 7 41543 25.95 t0.28
21143+5159 20.6 40 93+ 2 15 9 40 3 ,38 .85
21144+5430 24.1 57 95+ 4 5 4 31 3 1,20 14.83
21144+5037 25.743 92+ 1 8 6 2741 1.19 .35
21144+5224 27.260 94+ 3 44 12 493 .70 .37L
21144+5734 28.335 97+ 6 18 8 653_ .98 .74
21145+5509 31.133 96+ 4 6 5 353, 1.31 .39
21145+5152 33.117 93+ 2 15 3 394 .25L .92L
21145+5124 34.22293+2 14 .84L
21146+5134 38.524 93+2 15_ 8 2_3421 .63L
.36 .32:
21146+5707 40.726 97+6 6 5 83 ! 4.27 2.6121147+51394251893+2 17 3 173 26L 57L
21147+524643 20"+ ,3 85 1781704131396° 93,4
21147+522321147+501645.244"628!51! 94+92+2 9 8168 33!' .88 .43
¢, 119 , .47 .3821147+5459 45.4 28 95+
21147+511045.85] 93+ 21_ 16; 194 65.61 47.9621147+5235 45.8 94+ 19 _] .25L .25L
21147+5611 46.6 571 96+ 5 10 8! 88 4 .52 .14:
21147+5534 47.1 5i 96+5 17 14 313 .29 .25L
21147+5229 47.9 ! 94+ 7 45 1244i . 9 ,921148+5402 48.4 95+
21148+5233 49.226 94+3 7 4 _ 3 4.33 2.3421148+5441 52.534 95+4 6 1 .71 .32
21149+5350 55.156 95+ 3 6 41573 4.98 1.42
21149+5215 56.030 93+ 2 17 8 392 .48 .34:
21149+5026 59.545 92+ 1 30 14 482 .25L .25L21149+5947 59.721 99+8 26 322 .41 .30
21150+5644 0.26 97+5 9 7 142 2.21 .67
21151+5232 8.911 94+ 3 10 6 413 .47 .63
V L
I00 Fm Flux Con" A Confusion R S
Uncs Coef R Flags*
58.03L BD ABGC 095021(300(0
17.72: BBDE AAAB 0970626252E
9.39L B B 9702124320
40.67L D CC 960020040C
5.13L F EB 46OO10OOOO
23.93L CDF DBCD 0874426812E
34.11L B BF 3501000008
7.94L CF BI J F 05800110000
28.53L BB AAE 0550021100C
62.60L B A J 950420010C
27.88L B CE 5411110008
82.72L E E F C O 9503626408
56.03L C C 650021100(3
5.24L B BC 2801110000
10.95 D I DA 970000120(3
7.62L C DDD 7703002100
7.26 DD FB 6602210008
302L BB _BF 2 1701001000
82.72L' F F G 950372530E
37.01L E DC 96031036OC
6.52L BBC AAD 0 4500100000
20.35 BcCC FFC 960213543039.09L AB 3870110310C
27.99L: BC AB 0450031100C
48.19 EE KGEB 9504064728
8.73 B D GNJ A 870410020C4.79L A K 1800000000
95.83L CCE 3AAB 295C2235538
41.59L E CLCH 950010130C
30.05L BC AAF 03402200008
41.60L O B H 950523241C
12.32 C DC LGBB 970310240(3
42.44L B B 750100011C
48.79L B BI K 850220040(3
14.39: B EE BI DC 964222320C'
4.75 C F C 450000O00O
43.71L ABD AADG 1 951241332EI22
37.59 F KBFB 964624571E
33.51L CC AAC 9964343452E
44.06L C E B F F 950203352C
I0.46LI CD DCGI 16702111110
11.95: I DCE HDAA 6600102OOC
4.93L CBB AAA 5200100000018
455L CC CC 40800001000
43.93L! B C AAEI 19511545248
15.54L B CCGB 970221531C
39.02L DD L CD 960333650E
3.77 C J E 7601100000
27.86L D B 670110100C
42.03L D E F B 950414552E
59oLIBe AAJ ' 19760020000041.59L] D HGBB 850222230(312430L! BF F DBCB 75C223342E
17.26: FE DECC 968304643C
47.45L BB AA D i 0 950232410C
26.26: F C 964424652C
C
A

















































30.34L C C 9502200118
29.30L D DC 94040000OC
10.69: CC J CAA 3703100200
43.93L B B L 1401000008
23.22 DEDDIFDDA 3 97C134771E
26.46L O :C 3500140008 1
6.00 CE GGB 2702000008
8.38: CF J HB 9603200318
35.61L CC D BAD 0 9603535448 E30.90 I C B D 754220020E 1
4.69L iB' CN 2700000000 1
i
BB iAAB 371520020016 5
8.88L]BDD _ 0 970253644E,CABC19.20
91.55: BBCC AAAA 83400140008 1
31.34L!BB ABEC 1950012252C
36.13L D BBDD 27601441428
4.49L IB C AA 02601001000
7.33LICC ABEL 34600001000
22.81L D F BB 974224342E 8
10.18L D BE 9800201318
46.25L FC EBCE 960416782E
5.01L ABF AAB 03742000000
30.04L D J BF 9603135538
22.37 BBDC BAAB 0974311361C
22.60L BCD ABB 3960100120C
34.20L'CC BA H 06602220208
27.83L BC AB 0 2500000008
36.96L BBC AAA 8 951100100E 42
22.80 F D B 974635655(:;
6.43L BF AF 3 8600000000
6.36L C DJ 4500000000
55.11L FC BAAB 2 966238473(3
35.74L B B D 4600000008 1
44.60L BC AAEF 8950647574C
25.00L BE AB 92500001008
7.02L BC AACJ 5!0703101000 1
1692:CD F BBHC2,_,_o125354EB 2
10.37 D F C ' 970210330(3 2
22.36L CF BBB 39603100118
8_11L BC AA 0 1601001000 2
32.16L CF EBAE 1 1960557453C




Name Type (") Mag
1 2 DO 39339 77 11(






1 23! LDN 1072 ,540































































































































































































































































































































*Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighbori_












































31.1 £ I E




























9.99 " [ F E
26.07 : F E (

































































































































































Name Type (") Mag
3011 198



























































o 5 o 6M,5MN 0 ,2..,h m. o , (s) () (") (')
21176+5824 52.8 41 98+ 6 8 5 174 3 24.48
21179+5735 56,3 25 98+ 6 13 10 7 3 .40
2t180+5312 1.2 44 94+ 3 13 ' 11 33 3 .29
21180+5239 1.3 9 94+2 9 7 127 3 1.07
21180+5806 1.3 49 98+ 6 14 7 31 3 1.08
21180+5135 3,7 13 93+ 2 8 6 118 4 .78
21180+5440 4.6 40 96+ 4 9 9 27 3[ .42
21180+5250 4.9 47 94+ 2 9 9 9 3 ! .75
21180+5727 5.9 17 98+ 6 67 14 39 2 .45L
21181+5345 6.2 491 95+ 3 7 3 43 3 .34
21181+5004 6.9 10 _ 92+0 8 4174 4 9.61
21181+5019 8.3 30 92+ 1 83 23 47 2 .77L
21181+5406 11.0 43 95+ 3 5 4 11 3 2.37
21t81+5514 11.4 16 96+ 4 6 3 41 4 33.63
21181+5704 12.0 25 97+ 5 14 10 157 2 .38
21182+5956 17.3 25 99+ 7 24 15 151 2 .36L
21183+5207 20.0 42 94+ 2 26 15 161 3 .30L
21183+502t 20.3 19 93+ 1 45 14 47 2 2.75L
21183+5025 20.6 11 93+ 1 8 6 107 4 .84
21183+5455 21.7 58 96+4 9 6 163 3 3.65
21183+5400 21.9 58 95+ 3 13 11 161:2 .30
21183+5139 23.232 93+2 11 10 4'4 .46
21183+5918 23.e 9 99+7 30 3 83 3 .25L
21184+5547 24.4 56 96+ 4 7 3 28 4 1.29
21184+5146 25.1 49 94+ 2 12 7 42 4 .41
21184+5507 26.9 7 96+ 4 9 6 159 3 .98:
21184+5559 27.2 34 97+ 5 7 3 32 3 .88
21184+5839 27.4 35 98+ 6 13 3 168 3 .28L'
21184+5246 28.4 50 94+ 2 67 18 47 2 .36
21184+5945 29.4 60 99+ 7 14 12 7 3 .25L
21185+5512 32,1 35 96+ 4 27 12 43 3 .33L
21185+5802 32.1 39 98+ 6 11 11 17 3 .59
21185+5046 34.1 39 93+ 47 8 161 : 2 .23
21165+5314 34.3 6 95+ 3 9 8 92 3 .36
21185+5151 34.4126 94+ 2 8 6 19 4 .68
21186+5538 37.7 2 96+ 4 52 12 31 2 .19
21186+5301 39.8 34 94+2 38 13 154 2 .65L
21186+5118 40.5 20 93+ 1 58 12 49 2 .43L
21187+5800 42.7 5 98+ 6 31 24 171 2 .25L
21187+5202 43.8 20 94+ 2 16 10 35 4 .31L
21187+5053 45.5 27 93+ 1 12 9 33 3 .47
21187+5109 45.5 57 93+ 1 26 8 76 3 .29
21188+5858 49.2 53 99+ 7 6 4 6 3 .80
21188+5517 51.0 0 96+ 4 10 8 15 3 .49
21189+5130 55.4 23 93+ 1 35 12 156 3 .32L
21189+5736 57.2 57 98+ 6 9 9 20 3 .44
21189+5220 59.6 25 94+ 2 8 4 40 4 2.34
21190+5157 2.2 43 94+ 2 7 5 26 4 .97
21190+5725 5.6 40 98+ 6 6 3 4 3 .93
21190+5310 5.7 59 95+ 3 11 8 163 3 .45
21190+5140 5.7 39 94+ 1 7 5 12 4 39.23
21190+5026 5.9 47 93+ 1 48 15 47 2 1.23L
21191+5224 6.0 41 94+ 2 43 19 46 2 .25L
21191+5609 7.3 7 97+5 8 4166 2 17.31
21191+5212 7.7 19 94+2 23 9155 4 .74
21191+5253 9.4 29 94+ 2 11 7 160 31 2.84
21191+5128 10.0 15' 93+ 1 15 11 178 41 .27:21191+5904 10.2 28! 99+ 44 31 .40L
21191+5018 11.0 57 93+ 0 19 11 162 3 .33
21192+5804 12.8 55 98+ 6 50 21 37 2 .25L
21192+5006 14.5 40 92+ 0 10 9 171 4 .70
21192+5151 15.2 27 94+ 2 8 6 17 4 .60
21192+5918 15.7 24 99-1- 7 52 14 30 2 .43L
21194+5013 24.8 29 93+ 0 12 9 173 3 .37
21194+5619 28.0 42 97+ 5 33 3 74 2 .25L
21196+5445 36.4 6 96+ 4 9 5 162 3 2.40
21196+5037 39.4 8 93+ 1 8 7 96 4 .55
21196+5006 39.7 47 92+ 0 74 21 47 2 .89L
21196+5453 '40.8 44 96+ 4 9 8 78 3 .83
21197+5825 42.0 33 98+ 6 43 16 36 2 .25L
21197+5553 43.6 48 97+ 4 23 15 158 2 .52L
21197+5145 44.8 51 94+ 1 71 8 155 2 .42
21197+5443 45.8 31 96+ 4 57 12 45i2 .6021197+5046 46.3 56 93+ 1 7 _ 19 [ , 2.42
21197+5415 46.£ 12 95+ 3 8 5 163 3 .51
21198+5131 48.C 39 94+ 1 25 9 157 2 .70
21198+5824 50.4 46 98+ 6 9 9 18 3 .71
21198+5132 50.7 47 94+ 1 22 10 47 2 .57
21198+5147 53.4i60 94+ 1 12 8 71 4 .92
21199+5516 54.4; 4 96+ 4 56 12 33 2 .28
21199+5834 54.9 25 98+ 6 12 6 37 3 .28L
21199+5149 56.3 44 94+ 1 59 15 47 2 .51L
21199+5211 57.7 51 94+ 2 19 3 168 3 .32L
21199+5732 58.0 32 98+ 6 33 12 32 2 .30
21199+5130 59.1 11 94+ 1 55 13 50 : 2 .26L
21200+5231 0.0 31 94+ 2 10 8 49 3 .38
21200+5842 1.9 32 99+ 6 19 10 155 2 .51
21201+5607 6.9 59 97+ 5 12 10 31 2 .35
21201+5758 11.1 30 98+ 6 118 3 61 3 .26L
21201+5153 11.5 56 94+2 36 10 155 2 .77L
21202+5354 13.6 17 95+ 3 22 17 166 2 .31
21202+5907 13.6 55 99+ 7 42 3 63 3 .25L
21202+5157 14.2 53 94+ 2 7 5 31 4 8.88
21202+5939 14.3 19 99+ 7 8 , 5 26 3 7.15
21202+5202 16.1 12 94+ 2 45 9 156 2 .37L
21203+5430 22.0 52 96+ 3 7 5 8 3 .86
21203+5746 23.5 22 98+6 30 12 3B 2 .25L
21204+5251 25.1 24 95+ 2 7 6 19 3 3.55
21204+5204 26.3 44 94+ 2 11 9 19 3 .42:
21205+5158 31.6 43 94+ 2 25 8 156 3 .92
Flux Density Flags
(Not Color Cerrected) V L
































































.25L .95 24.05L C N B A
.25L .52L 35.31L B C
.25L 1.12: 13.20 CD I J I C
.56 2.07L 29.16L CC AA
.27L 2.55L 28.16L B BD
.39L .6OL 5.34 D J L F B
.20 2.41L 25.55L BD AE
.25L 1.26 47.62L C E
.25t .83 t0.49L C EGC
.27L 2.91L 32.29L C CD



























.25L 406.50L 714.58L B
Uncs Coef R Flags"
41.71L BB AAK I 9501020208
7.01L E B N 3600000000
35.32L B B 450440050C
38.93L BC AB 2 960212011C
45.41L BE ABLC 0 9401111008
41.31L B ACF 950254430E
35.55L :EC BAF 1 5500010008
32.201 C AD 950111010C
8.10L C FGC 3602000000
12.15 CCCD EDAA 2 7701002308
23.92L ABD AAA 2i 9500000208
6.27 D C 860211120C
30.39L BBC AAD 1 8501011008
33.71L BBE AAAI 2 6413t2445C
8.89L C BC 7600000000
6.96L C I OF 9700000108
42.61L D L C D 960206O30C
20.24L D F L C 850021120C
34.24L CE BD 8 950011110C
23.88L BB AA 1 350210000(3
36.61L C E 8500000008
41.27L B B F B H 950335520E
13.05 DC I LC 9601021208
6.34L BB AAHE 1 3600001000
57.25L F D DBDC 0 954238933E
152,48: CCDD CCBA O 44C3045.43C
7.13L CF ADDF 6 3502020000
24.43 FF DEEC 960202332C
32.38L F E 196001000OC
29.47L DC EBK 9601001108
29.93L EE J DBD 554317986C
6O.95L CD BB O 0 9400300108
37.19L C DFB 95000000(0
41.25L C BJ 650320000C
57.25L BCD BAAA 0 950226873E
8.36L C B 2601000300
31.88/ E MDB 650600020C
31.89L D BI 960011031C
55.37L F GDC' 9400200108
49.78L F F C D 964321032C
34.71L C CBL I 95010000OC31.83L C 950012030C
15.67L BBD AAAG O 972013343C
43.63: CCDC FBCB 3 55C213744C
39.26 D E EDBB 960127762C
24.82L B AG 7500010008
35.49L CC AAFG i 9 960520253C
38.80L FFD BAAA u 964226762C
5.14L BC ABNF' 0 5700002000
61.79L BC CCC 0 5402200OOC
408.21 BBBE_AAAA 0 93A502454E
6.62 D I F C 970000032C
19.06 E GC 96C520252C
7.87L BBC AAA 2 1502102000
81.59: CDCC BCCA 0 954235542C
47.22L BB AA 0 960100000C
39.26L CDF FFCB 0 964023552C
46.25L F C F E A G 9502032428
31.15L C C K 6500000006
79.22L C EC 9401000218
24.46L BB AB 1 7501111208












33.99L CBC AAA 2 950200000C
24.92L C B L F 9502000008
17.54L CC BCHF O 974123441C
35.06L BC BBLG 3 9503212108
22.48L C E BCE 960323341C
32.02L CC ABF 1 960130130C
32.46L F E 450000000C
1495 CC KEBB 9605022408
28.83L F L D 96O230020C
38.70L D F C D _960559472C
21.22L C CI KF' 6600000008
11.21 D J F C' ' 970223342C
47.82L B BFL 960111010C
70.45L F B 9403212308
10.24L C B 1601010000
53.95L F MHBF 8403021218
406.50L 714.58L E E F B K 920264463C
I
.67L 41.00L I D L 9500000008
.83 8.19 FD GDC 9600000108
406.50 714,58 BACC CAAA 925245844C
.76 15.92L BBD AABC 0 9602000008
406.50L 714.58L D GCC 920569984C
1.84L 20,88L EE AS G 9 150301101C
1.12 13.25: CE DDD 7601113218
t.64 34.13L BBD AAB 0 940200100C
7.89: 33.00L FDD CFDB 5 966556742C
;B D B H 921368974C
S 2




# T Name Type ("_ Ms 8
i




1 33323 K2 67
1 X2117+537 4
; 33328 MO 90
= 33329 MB 71
1 DO 39447 116
1 X2118+551 15
1 X2118+589 4BFS7 300
1 DO 39469 105
1 PK 93+ 1.1
3 TMSS +60316 22
II 21194+5013 I21195+5620 4







Right Ascension: 21h20m33'-21h23m17 ' Declination: +50"-+60 °
Name
Position (1950) Flux Density
HI (Not Color Corrected}
Galactic Uncertainty CO!8 Coords SM] SMN 0 12 _m 25 p.m 60 /_m
ham e 15, (s) (") 1 b (') (') (°) N (Jansky)
21205+5744 98+ 6 25 13 28 2 .27 .25L
21205+5813 98+ 6 27 20 167 2 .26L .27L
21206+5042 93+ 1 90 10 161 2 .21 .62L
21206+5053 93+ 1 8 4 3 4 1.92 .55
21206+5825 98+ 6 14 3 33 3 .25L .54
21206+5717 98+ 5 54 10 35 2 .25L .25L
21206+5151 94+ 1 81 10 156 2 .30L 36L
21206+5841 99+ 6 18 10 160 2 28L .34:
21206+5503 96+4 5 _ 40 44 4.11 1.4421205+5145 94+1 e 37 210 20.04
21206+5306 95+2 5 4 1673 4.76 2.59
21206+5829 98+6 21 15 10 2 .46L 50L
21206+5707 98+ 5 9 7 107 3 .60 .13:
21207+5157 94+ 1 35 11 156 2 .25L .43
21207+5200 94+ 2 46 10 49 2 1.11: .38
21207+5416 96+ 3 28 23 167 2 .32L 25L
21207+5550 97+ 4 11 5 14 3 .25L .25L
21207+5046 93+ 1 58 11 50 2 .25L .25L
21207+5820 98+ 6 1t 5' 28 3 2.86 1.96
21207+5203 94+ 2 29 9 150 2 .45L .35
21207+5524 96+ 4 12 8 76 4 .35 25L
21207+5338 95+ 3 9 6 1164 33 25L .12:21208+5059 93+ I 18 12; 42 .42 .25L
21209+5359 95+ 3 58 11 45 2 .28 .28L
21209+5019 93+ 0 45 8 51 2 .24 25L
21209+5123 94+ 1 28 15 _._ 2, .30L .25L21209+5616 97+ 5 32 21 28 .33L
21209+5141 94+ t 29 3 75 4i .33L .3321209+5805 98+ 6 26 I 32 2i ,25L .25L
21210+5333 95+ 3 9 8 92 3i .70 .25L
21211+5819 98+ 6 17 3 5 3 .25L 25L
21211_-5755 98+ 6 14 10 177 2 28 .25L
21211+5052 93+ t 62 15 48 2 A3L 25L
21211+5259 95+ 2 36 12 48 2 .25L 25L
21212+5027 93+ 0 7 4 15 4 .46 25L
21212+5011 93+ 0 58 83 _ 41 29L .31L21212+5428 96+ 3 8 1 3! .66 26L
21213+5805 98+ 6 14 1_ 76 21 .39L 25L21213+5211 94+ 2 18 4 4i .31 26
21213+5246 95+2 10 10 98 31 .35 .25L
21214+5508 96+ 4 11 8 42 4! .54 .25L
21214+5115 94+1 58 2 47 2 27L .25L
10 156 4 .47: .783621215+5212 94+ 2
21215+5532 97+ 4 15 10 169 2 .49 .25L
21215+5241 95+ 2 9 6 29 3 .37 .51
21215+5452A 96+ 3 16 10 45 3 .35 .41L
21216+5536 97+ 4 7 4 25 4 11.41 7.35
21218+5551 97+4 90 18 392 .41L .25L
21216+5454 96-_ 4 20 12 50 3 .33: .36
21218+5330 95+ 2 11 9 160 2 .36 .11:
21218+5t43 94+ 1 7 _ 4 18 4 2.32 1.27
21218+5218 94+ 2 8 5 178 4 12.86 6.95
21219+5315 95+ 2 18 8 3 2 .35 ,59L
21219+5425 96+ 3 16 8 154 3 .25L 25L
21219+5132 94+ 1 55 14 49 2 .26L .25L
21219+5152 94+ 1 8 5 33 4 .53 .41
21219+5233 94+2 8 6 25 4 2.54 2.51
21220+5415 96+ 03 24 3 13 3 .25L .25L21220 + 5020 93 + 66 t6 5 125L 62L
21220+5107 93t 1 39 10 50 2 29 .25L
21220+5613 97+ 4 8 8 123 3 t.00 .57
21220+5350 95+ 3 9 7 92 ', .75 .20
21220+5408 96+ 3 35 13 46 .41L .25L
21221+5050 93+ 1 15 9 170 28 25L
21221+5730 98+ 5 24 3 63 .71 ,22 i
21221 +5126 94+ 1 17 5 13 .25L 25L
21221+5211 94+ 2 23 12 40 .43L 27L
21221 + 5605 974- 4 53 3 63 ,42 .25L
21221 +5252 95 4- 2 13 451801 25L .19:21222+5013 93+ 0 7 36 1,18 .23
49 .42L .25L
21222+5139 944- 1 34 78=100 32 .88 .3921223+5422 96'r 3 9
21223+5447 96+ 3 9 8 87 3 .58 .31
"21223+5114 94+ 1 9 6 31 3 69,98 48.78
21223+5152 94 _- 1 38 16 157 2 .36 .25L
21224+5526 97+ 4 9 5 173 3 .78 .29
21224+5743 98+ 5 13 8 164 3 .32 .25L
21224+5011 93+ 0 12 3 79 4 1.13: .7521225+5013 93; 0 70 1 50 .82 27L
21226+5055 93+ 1 7 5 20 4 i .69 88
21226 _.5010 93 + 0 36 12 44 2 ,25L .25L21226 + 5138 94 + 1 88 14 50 .31L .25L
21227+5304 95+ 2 15 11 179 3 ,31L 25L
21227_5217 94+ 2 110 17 156 2 3tL ,46L
21227+5044 93 ,r 0 11 3 4 4 43 25L
21227+5536 97_ 4 30 i 16 16_ 42 .28L t.94L
212284- 5332 95 + 2 6 25L .5421229 + 5714 98 4- 5 1 9 176 2 35 25L
21229 + 5428 96+ 3 89 2t 48 2 25L 25L
21230+5211 94+ 1 11 8 172 4 .34 .25L
21230{-5323 95+2 8 3 154 3 1.23 1,97
21230_5359 96÷ 3 18 12 ; 3 27L 25L
21230 f 5146 94-_ 1 10 9 3 .73 .32
21231 + 5408 96+ 3 39 13 46 2 25L 25L
21231 + 5002 93 0 5 3 70 4 1,61 t,58
21231 +5246 95+ 2 9 8 120 3 .69 24
21232+5705 98+ 5] 12 34' 3 44.59 17.65
21232+5215 94+1 i 46 6 263 1.49
21232+5329 95+ 2 6 16 4 2.79 .72












29.89 34.30L BBC AAAB
1.50 22.19L ABC AACK
2.64 21.59L DF D FDHB
.47L 6.53L BFJ
2.60L 714.58L E B7.55L i 60.83L C BBEB
.62 21.78L E HFF
1.61 i 14.97 FD HI CB
96 6.36L D CG
.54L 34.44L BB AA C
6.43: 60.83L D F FCFC
i
2.76LI 31.93L BECD DC2.33 i 13.29 DAC
2.59L [ 34.43L CC D
.85L 41.51L CK F
1.91L 19.44L D E
.93 26.54L D B
.85L 10.16L C BLG























































100 _m Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2
31.78L F E DE 1500113218
36.43L C D BJ )602022216
29.51L D D HF '50110022C
28,81L BC AB _5001100OC
21.59L F C L B D B )603435508
9.51 DC DA _60001132C
33A5L D FEA _60220120C
8.67 FDE I HCD )702122318




















16.47 CD CB _1701122418
37.85L B D }512100108
12.29: CC HBDC }703122208
52.62L C 5503000008
8.97 D Dj DD )60011012C
10.58 D ECB 160200120C
27,58L I,BHCC )60101020C 21212+5027
22,64L C J DC )60000030C 21212+5011
5.79L BGF 9704120014





































































50.43L C DH H
25.65L B E B I J C
5.61 FC BADF38.27L37,65L B G
34.15L CBD DBAA
39.92: C ED EBEB
21.60L BCC AAB
10.48L C CC







30.49L BC BB E
34.40L ABC AABH
9.33 D GC
23.09L D J L C




27.03L CCcD DI DC26.75L ACGB
17.95 C HGC
50.16L E I DB
38.24L B I
20.14L CDD EBC





34.76L _ D G25.46L D BCHD
64.14L B DH G
29.41L CCB ABKF29.73 IA
2336 EBCCIBAAA
1.16L 8.67 D GFB
.99 42.70L D B
1.58: 13.98 CD E CB
.73 29,38L D MK C
2.51L 37,57L B BFEE
3 44 ! 1167:
3.00L 40.46L
2,12L 6.35 C; J B
3,30L 52,18L B BL
15.48 28.64: BCDD AAAA
1.00 2092L C L DE
1.06: 27.79L BDE ABC
1.09L 9.36 C F C
3035 71.96 BBCC CBAA
2.33L 24.07L BD BB F
3.50 28.36L DCC AAA
1.25L 39.17L BC AAGG
1.84L 25.96L BC AAB
,40L 20.10L BC AB

























Right Ascension: 21h23"18"-21h26m10 ' Declination: +50°-+60 °
Position (1950)





















21241 +5118 3 .41
21241 +5328 4 .24:
21241 +5253 3 .78
21241 +5238 4 1.03
21241 +5021 2; 28
21241 +5246 4 2.05
21242+5113 3 .26L
21242+5757 _i .6821243+5226 .66
21243+ 5152 2j .54L
21244+5505 2i .31L
21246+5007 4 .49
























21251 +5502 3 .41
21251 +5201 4 .43L
21252+5319 4 1.16
21252+5855 3 ! 4.D6























21259 _ 5447 4 1.01
21260+ 5702 2 .31
21260+ 5552 2 .50
21260+ 5402 2 .26
21260 +5931 3 19.17
21260+5007 4 2.41
21260 + 5110 4 .50
21260 + 5054 4 .25L
21261 +5509 3 ,25L
21261 +5147 3 .52
21261 +5438 3 .48
21261 +5505 2 .41
21261 +5534 2 1,24
21261 _5018 4 ,72
Flux Density Flags
(Not Color Coffered) V L C
25 _m 60 Fm 100 _m Flux Corr A Con_sion R S A
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 _ T
.25L .96 9.64: BF CB E C 7703230208
.25L 1.49 22.06L i D CC 850320250C
.25L 2.14L 21.86LIC C I E 950221000C
.47 2.29L 25.55LBDI AA 2 36010000(0
.93 2.50L 28.60L'CB AA 7 950110000C
.28L 2.36L 24A1L'B CC 950111100C
.39 1.93L 4.54L BC AB F 0 9800101204 '
.22 213L 71.96LICC BBHD 0 940353100C 1'
.30 2.53L 32.26LIBD ABO 0 950111000C
.25L .54L 30.98L 'C C 7603130208
2.76 2.46L 33.52L CB AAD 8 950100010C
.25L .87L 52.38L_B C I G 6503121038
.24 2.74L 2956L CD CD 0, 76210000OC
.25L 2.69L 28.29LIF B 350211001C 1
.25L 2.16L 7.83L C EGN 7700000104
.37: 2.56 14.05 F DO DB B B 360423334C 3
.25L 2,92L 28.84LC F E 960110000C
.22: 3.42L 34,13L BD AC 2 940100200C
.31 4.08 22.79L DCD BCAB 4' 864312212(]
.59 2.60L 29.55L 8C AA 0 960010000(3
.20 2.45L 26.25L DD BH F 31 950211210C
.37 3.69 27.15L CCC DBAB 0 840200200C
.59 3.67 9.42: CCCD BBAB 11960101030C
.28 2.40L 24.16L BE AD 9 950010110(]
.26LI 2.91L 26.61L C B 950100120C
.57 3.13L 31.86L BB AAI 2 950000010C
.25L _ 3.33L 9.39 D F DB 660110110C
.25L .69L 35.90L B B C 4602111028
.38 3.20L 35.59L BC AB 6' 551534222(]
.30L 1.84 11.89 DD L HCC 960410232C
.25L 1.84L 16.22 F GCC 364412552C 3
.31 2.19L 33.10L BC AB 5 960100210C
.38 6898L 143.34L CD EFBA 0 931106643C 2
.34 2.33L 32.82L CC BB J 1 750101220C
25L 2.92L 29.76L B B HB 75020t310C
.25L 1.06 24.48L F F CF EB 9602023008 3
.63 69.53L 120.67L F _ BGB 340223443C B
22: .77: 33.27L BCD ABD 1 95010000(73
.61 9.73 38.32 BCE HAAA 940102412C
.25L 2.10L 7.08L E DEF E 6704000204
25L .91 10.35 F D F E E 0701011420
10.26 69.53 120.67 EBF D BAAB 8 340223544C
.25L 2.18L 4.78L B BG 9701100004
.25L 1.03L 38.46L F D 7500000008
.17: .88L 34.42L BE AE 1 2501000008
.25L 3.96L 2929L B BE 950343553C
.25L 2.39L 29.59L D CI 960300000C
.21: 2.63L 33.85L CE BD 5 850211000C
.51 2.30L 25.15L BC AB C 0 850110000C
,84 8,56 24,35 BBCC BAAA 3 955421310C
,24 3.37 26.39: F EC GGEC 7540033338
6,99 2.94L 24.29L BB AAC 3 350201000(3 29i
.27L 3.15L 39.75L C CF 950011100C
.38 2.61L 31.30L CC ACK 5 960132100C
.35 2.77L 54.26L BD BCG 5 940010250C
.12: 1.46 24.51L F D GB B 8602000208












































7.80L C BJ 6714100204
9.06 O F ME B 960110230C
29.51L CC ABHD 4 750211000C
29.35L BB AACF 0 9601112328
9.23L D I B K 960233464C
27.61L B B EI 640310000C
5,38L BC AA 0 9800200004
12,03: BC D AAKD 1 970020330C
19.61L ABC AABE 1 960010022C
3666L CC CB 1 740310000C
45.13L C B F M 450120001C
26.37L D CG 5703101028
25.33L BB AA H 1 960011100C
37,09L B B B 950121110C
31.55L CCC BBAB 2 950120330C 2
26.13L B B DJ 960111020C
34.82L C L B 650201110C
6.39L DD E B D 7704111314 4
29.48L_F C CF B 960131010C
11.39: EE NI DB 3701102718 6
35.55LiDC D BB 0 950210342C
6
14.98L KCCA 970020020C
24.12LCF BB F 0 960216541C 9
6,48L BD AD 1 9702311104
28.34L BCcD AADD 4 960336584C17,46 MC B 7681111328
40.32L_ EF 850100000820.45: B D BAEC 5 965224674C F
32.57L CBC AAAE 1 9601002OOC
5,53L CB AA 2 8701000004
32.77LLC D 750000000C
22.45 DCCD DAAA 0 6601012108 2
8.85LIC FJ 7602000004
5.12L BBC AAB 1 9720000100 18
25.89L BB ,AA 0 940000010C
28.45L B C 950211110C
28,02L DB B BB 950220632C 6
21.24 DDE GECC 660222230C
36.18L'B D BCH 0 950323130C
650L CD BBD 3 8702311104
6.37L C !DE 6701010004
30.01L BC IAB 0 8600100108
71.52L BBC BAAA 4 950335784C F
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($I) at 12, 25, 60, 100 _.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
Associslions
Sep

























Right Ascension: 21h26 m11"-21h29m11"
Pc_sition (1950)
Name I a (_) GalactiCcoordsham 8 (s) I b
. g r ,








































21274 + 5439 _7 +
21275+5006 93-
21276+5200 95+









21280 + 5746 99 +










21282 + 5108 94 +
21282 + 5050 94 -
21282 + 5550 97 +
21283 + 5525 97 +
21283 + 5622 98 +
21283 + 5606 98 +
21283+5331 96+
21284+5414 96-f





21285 + 5533 97 H
21286+5010 94-
21286 + 5706 98 H




21288 + 5035 94-
21288 + 5247 95
21289+5759 99-





2129O + 5222 95
21290+5801 99
21290 + 5535 97
21291 + 5540 97
21291 +5858 100
21291 + 5236 95







(Not Color Corrected) I
12 pcm 2S pm 60 pm 100 p.m
(Jansky)
.32 .44 I 5.52 2.58
.26L .25L l 1.50: 9.61
.28L .46 t 2.02L 9.01L1
.25L .25L I .75L 9.48
1.17 ,29 I 2.9OL 7.38LI
.25L .25L I 2.62 4.30 I
.49 .16: I 2.70L 17.84L I
1.02 .29 I 3.12L _6.54L ]
.70 .25L J .64L i0.08LI
16.34 7.81 I 2.11 !7.57L
.53 .22 I 2.47L 9.28:
,53 .25 I 3.14L !5.84L
.44L .25L 1 1.00 10.24L
.45 27 I 10.07 t5.00
,26L .32 I .79 ._7,82L
.26L .25L I .83 ]2.65L
1.61 7.69 45.34 71.52
.26L ,26L 2.14 10.69:
_37 .25L .84L 43.78L
25L .25L 3.52 13.10
.34 .25L .65L 37.26L
.58 .28L .82: 43.04L
.35 .25L .50t 8.68L
,261 .25L .87 5.48L
.46 .32 2.241 5.80L
4.46 3.76 1.54 10.39:
.42 .30L 1.16 19.911.
.48 .30L 2,251 45.00L
.29 .29: 2.62 18.10 I
.34 ,25L 3.101 45,581.
6_83 25.29 .>38.06 _10.96
.54 .25L 2.72 ! 31.17[
.38 ,24: 1.85 44.141
.47 .22 2.20 7.761
.26 .25L .86 7.78
1.13 .36 2.28 26.481
.36 .25L .81 47.721
1.07 .38 2.30 6.611
.39 .25L 2.29 18.10
.48 .54 5.18 10.85
.25 .26 1.8_ 5.60
.51 .25L .52 25.94
7.5zl 6.33 2.2¢3 26.06
.3 E .251 2.7( 20.00
.8_ .721. 1.41 12.29
.2( .251 2,2( 13.58
.2( .251 1.5( 12.23
.2( .251 .6( 54.09
.3( .261 1.41 9.53
.4! .251 1.6; 26.7C
1.3' .34 .6! 33.97
.3: 2_2( 46.7(
2.9, 1.20 3.6' 46.3,=
.21 1.1, 10.7(
•2' .7: 4.9;
.2' .25 2.1 9.0,"
.51 .32 .6_ 31.9;
.2 .20 1.t; 44.6'
.5 .20 2.5 25.7
.4 .g, 7.4!
.2 .35 .7 28.81
.3 2_2 26.1
1.7 2.2 30.11
















:: .5 7.1 39.z







: .2 8. 32
1. 9J






























































































































21291+5941 190_5 14 j I 28. BE A'21291 +5158 i
























ot _ Coords SMJ SMN 8 12 /,tm6¢2
hm o , (s) ( ) 1 b (") (') (') N
1292+5040 16.0 24 94 0 11 9 12 2
1292+5833 17.0 30 99+ 5 14 8 71 3
1292+5923 17.5 32 100+ 6 17 10 i 156 2
1293+5007 20.0 24 94 1 70 20 49 2
1293+5535 21.5 34 97+ 3 8 5 2 3
1293+5530 22.9 18 97+3 15 73 84 31293+5311 23.7 55 96+ 1 8 107
1294+5704 27.3 2 98+ 4 82 15 37 2
1294+5512 27.7 32 97+ 3 11 9 168 3
1294+5114 28.9 20 94+ 0 6 4 5 4
1295+5017 31.2 5 94- 1 28 12 164 4
1295+5425 33.2 31 97+ 2 6 3 30 3
1295+5825 33.3 59 99+ 5 9 8 82 3
1295+5430 35.7 55 97+ 2 11 9 176 3
1296+5158 36.8 27 95+ 1 8 8 38 3
1296+5434 39.2 8 97+ 2 12 7 22 3
1296+5445 39.4 19 97+ 3 10 9 15 3
1296+5032 40.3 19 94 0 12 8 177 4
1296+5841 41.5 59 99+ 5 7 3 2 3
1296+5110 41.8 3 94 0 10 3 12 4
1297+5251 42.8 35 96+ 1 6 3 12 5
1297+5657 43.2 31 98+ 4 45 8 35 2
1297+5148 43.5 21 95+ 0 30 18 49 2
1297+5227 46.5 13 95+ 1 71 13 47 2
1297+5224 46.5 2 95+ 1 10 6 173 4
1296+5647 48.9 18 98+ 4 15 3 71 2
1298+5359 48.9 26 96+ 2 6 4 167 3
1299+5310 55.8 56 96+ 1 65 16 47 2
1299+5738 57,1 59 99+ 5 33 5 37 2
1299+5125 57.3 26 95+ 0 13 9 26 3
1300+5007 1.3 26 94- 1 26 17 23 3
1300+5102 1,5 17 94 0 7 5 8 4
1300+5715 4,2 11 99+ 4 49 3 39 2
1300+5150 4,9 52 95+ 0 10 6 41 3
1301+5738 6.7 15 99+ 5 43 3 70 3
1301 +5255 7,0 32 96+ 1 8 3 29 4
1301+5235 8.31 9 95+ 1 7 3 14 4
1301+5341 8,61 53 96+ 2 I3 3 72 4
1301 +5106 8,6 19 94- 0 8 3 81 4
1301+5339 8.6 27 96+ 2 7 4 42 4
1301 +5220 9,0' 33 95+ 1 10 7 177 4
1301+5003 10£ 50 94-1 76 13 164 2
1301+5116 11.1133 95- 0 tl 10 28 3
1301+5508 11.1 30 97+ 3 8 8 177 3
1301 +5112 11.7 49 94- 0 33 8 159 2
1301+5520 11.9 11 97+ 3 10 8 70 3
1302+5246 12.8 44 96+ 1 61 8 71 3
1302+5747 13.2 60 99+ 5 13 8 8 3
1302+5100 14.4 24 94- 0 21 8 77 3
1302+5028 16.325 94- 1 10 6 12 4
1303+5328 21.0 47 96+ 2 9 5 42 4
1303+5701 21.5 6 98+ 4 21 3 76 3
1304+5144 25.6 21 95+ 0 33 19 45 3
1304+5009 27.4 58 94- 1 6 4 172 4
1304+5136 28.0 35 95+ 0 9 5 35 3
1304+5949 28.41 5 100+ 6 30 15 38 3
1304+5501 29.8 34 97+ 3 23 8 176 2
1305+5744 32.8 12 99+ 5 13 7 29 3
1305+5300 133.3 11 96+ 1 10 8 17 5
Declination: +50°-+60 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected) V RL
25 btm 60 _tm 100 /xm Flux Corr A Confusion S(3ansky) Uncs Coef R Flags* 5
26.43L e CJ L 950412132C 1
55.53L B B B 741100021C
5.40L C A 8802010000
6.28 D FC 9702104618 6
74.29: E F F AA B 550224332C F
22.84L CF ECBA 474132102C B
20.45L BB BB 5 9500111008
50.93L E C 950120000C
25.38L F D B D 450512320C
119,58L BBF BAAA 8 94C234443C
8,15 FCC CDBB 9701111308
9,47L BC ACDB 0 2703000314
34,94L BD ACG 1 960000000C
7.24L CF DD E 0 2702100414
34.56L B A B 950020040C
6,23L FC KCAD 2701100204
27.66L E B L L 350000000C
21,01L C CG 950200000C
45.42L BB AA 0 4501001308
35.37L 119.56L FE DBAS 9 940543664C
25.85L CBC AAB 9 940311120C
28,45L F GDB 964533362C
9.96 D F S 970010000C
9.64 L D D H E A B 960120320C
46,44L BC ABC 0 940031320C
35.70L E F J E B B 964522352C
31.14L DC AA 9 4502001008
6.36 D K CC 9600111008
45.43: D F EDHB 960415531C
11,43: DC BD 974200130C
11,05 D E B 9702211228
174.98 AADD AAAB 0 930345866C
39,15L F F F DA 460320230(3
23,57L BC AA 0 1960020201C
35.02L C DBEB 1960536631C
27.25L BC AB D 0 941321110C
23.18L BB AADJ 1 951110211C
8.14 DEC DECB 4701112218
87.43L 174.98L BF BBBA 2 935445443C
.52L 38.83L BD ABG 6 5501112218
6.42 32.61L BBC AAA 2 950121110C!
.53 26.67L C M C 9601101018
2.80L 65.58L D C L 950350100C,
1.88L 20.93L B S L 550210000C
2.06 119.58L E e FBA 940352410C
2.21L 24.24L CC BBC 1 360201000C
2.61L 37.75L D D 940000000C
2.64 48.01L E GB 960413232C













91 25: [ 3.35L
.31 .19 , 2.30L
,75 .33L 2.91L
26L ,21 i 1.75
.44 .25L : 2.18L
.33 25L ' 2.09L





































.25L .25L , ,40L
.20 .25L i 2.27L
.55 .59: 5.80:
.46 .17: .54L
1306+5540 37.1 5 98+ 3 7 5 13 3 8.86
1306+5733 37.6 44 99+ 5 18 6 39, 3 .651306+5532 38.7 49 97+ 3 11 . 39! o .73
1306+5230 40,1 2 95+ 1 10 8 173 3 .27
1306+5656 40.2 46 98+ 4 66 18 37 2 ,39L
1307+5200 44.4 15 95+ 0 11 7 35 3 ,25L
1307+5613 45.6 16 96+ 4 34 9 40 2 .57
1307+5049 47.3 3 94- 0 7 4 5 4 4.15
1308+5112 48.3 18 95- 0 55 12 52 2 .31L
1308+5135 51.9 41 95+ 0 14 10 43 3 .39
1308+5710 52.7 49 99+ 4 25 3 39 3 68
1308+5034 53.2 24 94 1 12 6 179 4 .32
1308+5028 53.8 54 94 1 61 t6 164 2 .29L
1309+5552A 55.0 3 98+ 3 18 10 32 3 .25L
1309+5334 55.9 32 96+ 2 72 12 50 2 .25
1309+5153 58.0 36 95+ 0 10 6! 30 3 .25L
1309+5728 58.8 57 99+ 4 36 3 I 69 3 .35L
1310+5055 0.6 9 94- 0 9 3 , 86 4 .34:
1310+5651 2.8 261 98+ 4 11 3 1180 3 .54
1310+5452 3.1 43; 97+ 3 6 31170 3 6,79
1310+5945 4.4 14 100+ 6 11 9 158 21 .50
1311+5135 6.7 10 95+0 8 7 128 31 .86
1311+5403 9.6 14 96+2 16 8 180 2=4,{ .28L1311+5311 10.1 31 96+127 342 ,70L
1311+5426 11.6 56 97+2 6 4 174 4.06
1312+5104 12.3 45 94-0 7 52 4{ 2.34
1312+5405 12.838 97+2 7 3 164 3 i 62.74













































2599L CB LDAD 960111011C
8.77: CCBE DBAB 0 6600000108
33.11: CFDD CDCD 0 960523533C
7.44 C F B 970000100C
13.07L BB AAJE 2 960311121C
28.46L DC ABLE 1 960220220C
6.24 C B 8500101000
27.90L F F K 450000000C
24.07L CFF BeD 9 965616343C
26.70L BC BCGC 0 9401201106
Name
1312+5659 14.4 45 98+ 4 16 9 174 3 .32L
1312+5306 17.1 45 96+ 1 10 3 28 5 .25L
1313+5255 23.3 50 96+ 1 42 14 157 2 .29L
1314+5114 24.1 1 95 0 7 3 14 4 .43
1314+5429 25,4 46 97+ 2 23 13 166 2 .27L
1314+5802 26.4 30 99+ 5 40 12 40 3 .35:
1314+5805 28.4 22 99+ 5 10, 3 7 3 .33L
t315+5409 31.827 97+2 69 5 164 2 1,181315+5322 33,0 9 96+I 1' 14 26 .33
1315+5607 33.8 52 98+3 50 3 67 3 .25L
1315+5744 34.3 47 99+5 31 5 362 .45L
1316+5505 38.033 97+3 30 3 41 3 .43
1316+5216 38.6 15 95+ 1 27 12 12 2 .27L
1 2 DO 39735
958.05 BBBC CAAA 4 322304430C 2 11 PK 97+ 3.1
38.47: CCFE DBCB 9 956723650C
65.19 CCDE DCBB 3 254005520C 1 32 X2130+555
32.10L C EJ 950011012C 8
38.16L E KFC 960532732C
26.64L FD CAA 964110200C
2323L CE BCM 0 960300100(3
264.34 BBCF BAAA 0 930224664C 3 1 32 X2130+508
40.74L D F C 950154743C A
23.05L C CL 960020230C
62.94 ECEE CCDA 9 952335533C
36.23L C C J G 950312142C C
13.91 C L J I C 960023356C E
8.08L C J HEC 5801001200
28.03L D C 4601000008
26.64 F D HCBA 964213531C 7 1 32 X2130+518
46.50L D I BDD 950522321C
21.75 CCEC DBDB 0 964213643C
45.40: BDFE DDDB 0_960316754C
20.31L BBD AABC 0 361100000C
7.11L C S M H 7500000000
22,99L BC AS 0 960020110C
27.43L F DD 2601112408 4
19.46L C HG 9502100408 4
25.06L ABE AABB 4 750010000C 1 39 OX+552
34.20L BC AAED 7 950110040C
27,58L ABe AAA 0 1601213408 15 4 3 3 RAFGL2779
62,19L F E F C E B 968446750C
18.66 FF I HCB 950511521C
6.55: BeD EDBB 9703100408 _ 4
19.80L C LDD 9622314538 i A
28.78L BB CBA 2 950130350C
6,66 L D NC B 880010000C
37.39L FE CBDC 0 960536442C
37.39L D CBDC 960235452C
28.94L SD AA 0 1401101108
23.90L F GJ KK 7400000108 1 13 33525 K0
13.17 ED HCCA 860410540C 2 1 32 X2131+561
31.80L DE DCDD 95C601451C
3277L D B F I D 550220020C
7.69 D GF B 970200020C















1 i 13 33496 K0
I
1 I 2 DO 39715
2 13 33497 + + +
I
























































































21331 4-5240 7.1 52
21331+5340 10.7 17
21332+5751 12.6 13






21333 ÷ 5035 224
21333+5114 23.2
21334 + 5039 24.0
21334+5816 24.1
21334 + 5822 25.4
21334 + 5329 25.9
21334 + 5602 26.5
21334 + 5741 29.2
21335 + 5453 320
21335 + 5328 32.7
21336 + 5343 36.6




21337 + 5723 47.3
21337 + 5655 47.6
21338 } 5711 49.6
21338 + 5429 50.6
21339 _ 5442 55.1
21339 _ 5258 58.2
21339 + 5040 58.6
21339 _ 5619 58.6
213404 5308 1.1
21340 t-5813 3.8
21340 + 5339 4.1
21341+5101 7.9
21341 +5014 9.1
21341 + 5735 10,4
21341 + 5140 10.9
21341 +5501 11.C
21342+5324 12.3





Coords SMJ SMN O O
(") I b (") (") (') N
24 94- 1 7 3
22 99+ 5 48 8
13 99+ 4 24' 5
59 96+ 2 5 3
6 96+ 1 14 10
52 99+ 4 11 5
13 98+ 4 10 5
11 98+ 4 8 4
52 97+ 2 25 5
27 98+ 3 5
10 98+ 4 9 5
99+ 5 9 6
94- 0 10 9
99+ 5 25 3
97+ 2 54 20
95+ 0 12 11
95- 0 25 7
95+ 0 12 8
96+ 1 30 8
94- 1 16 8
99+ 4 8 3
96+ 2 19 14
96+1 8 8
99+ 15 20 2694- 118
96+ 3 56 14
98+ 3 9 5
97+ 2 10 8
99+ 4 21 8
95- 0 13 3
97+ 2 31 14
95- 0 12 8
98+ 3 8 7
99+ 4 45 6
95+ 0 10 7
97+2 ;98+ 4 1
98+ 3 18 12
98+ 3 61 19
95- 0 6 3
96 + 1 29 9
95- 1 8 4
98+ 3 12 10
96+1 9 8
99+ 5 152 3
96+ 1 16 11
95- 1 15 8
97+ 2 10 9
95- 0 30 12
95- 0 8 4
99+ 4 6 3
98+ 3 9 9
100+ 5 25 9
95- 0 18 5
96.p1
99+ 5 12 5
97 + 2 33 8
97+ 2 14 3
98+ 4 100 8
96+ 1 29 7
0 99 + 4 106 3
57 99 + 4 23 8
57 94 1 10 3
3495_0183143 94- 1 =
16 100+ 5 10 3
49 100+ 5 10 9
35 96 _- 1 7 3
1 98+ 3 9 9
l;i 99+ 1; 897+ 5
40 I 96+11 13 930 97 + 11 9
53 96+ 1 7 3
51 99+ 5 13 7
42 95- 0 9 8
Declination: +50°-+60 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
V L C
1(30 u.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags = S 2 # T Name Type
27.14L BD AC ! 2 960100000C
34.15L D F D 950947850C
7310L FC DBBC 9 956624442C
25.35L BC ]AA D 0 2601100008 !
2239L F C E 9501111318 A
4091L BBF AABD, 1 960323310C
2542 'BBDC AAAAI3 960000122C 21 1 23 LDN1085 95
916 'BDDD ACBEr3 970000130C 1 13 33526M0 3 9(
6.59 ! D L B i 380110000C =
6.86L'BC AAC i 0 9802301100
34,15Li C ,GEBC! i960947430C [
1044L D I DA 9604313518
22.02LIBB iAAHD 2 960020130C 1 2 DO39768 69! 11(
39.45L BC AB 0 940010000C 1 2 DO39772 52 I 11_
37.25L]BB 'BAA8 0 950732520C
34.16L E 'BF 950222120C
34.15 I D E ECCB 950632420C
2643LI D 'KJFJ 1600100118
41.15L C rc D 950000000(3
167.10L CFE 'DDCA 0 938252340C
E
32.49L BCC IBAAE 0 950000000C
18.84L B 'CB 9505210508
25,67L F D I 960200000(3
103.08LJCC BBBB 9 940744851C
24.68L F HC 2601000008
21.61LIB ADN 9501100108
21.19: OFCEBBDC 4 970325552C
8.44 D G C 970110230C 4
9.81L I C B 7800000000
7.61LIBBC AAA 2 5700100000 42 2 2 DO38779 51 10.=
I
27.71L B BG 360210010C 1 13 33533 M0 3 9C
213.45LICD DEGB 2 944754541C
291.03L IB B C F C 930244242C 2
23.95L I C BL 1401100118
167.10LIED EDCD 2 734043543C B 120.97L BC AC 2 250100100C 16 13792 44 15£
39.00LICED EBAJ 0 966644451C
31.98LIB B AA 0 950110000C [
23.96L CB AA 0 360100000C
11.06: FC KGBB 974010350C 2
38.69L[ DF DB 950130240C
9.48LJ C ED 6600000200 4 1 23 LDN 1083 338
219.91L/FC BAAC 0 93B277644C B 1 32 X2132+512 90 11
18.67LIB B F 9502201308
26.34L]CC BCDB 6 960131452C 4
8.80L ] B B N 8701000000
25.48LJ BC MAB 960200330C 2 1 32 X2132+524 119 2
40.06L ] DE FCB 950315452C
23.19L]C DCH 9501110108
10.29 I C E FBBB 874011464C 4
I
25.19LIE CL L 670110010C
10.57L| E DB 960020031C
333.46L/FF BCBB 9 92D246544C 14 8 1 32 X2132+512 89 11
304318,71 /BCFE AABB 9 954123633C 9 2 17 45
31.05LID B E 950210020C 1 2 DO 39793 47 108
54.11Ll DE HFB 964310310C333.48UBC BBJC1_920246544CB
21.97L/BC ABD 31 9502101208
2163L/CCC BBAJ 6 2641001008 I 23 LDN 1074 97
DF E BCI C 7 950413332C
38.65 I
45,07L | C LC 130200100827.56 | D G AC 970100000C
36.82L[ C FDCF 960221110C
29,50L| F E BE 9502020728
47.70LJCED DCBB 1 964223210C
1871L] DF CBB 950321553C 9
443,17L|BB AAE 5 920222331C 2 2 23 LDN 1048 369
33346L|CC DBI C 0 920222101C
443.17 |BACC AAAA 0 824131481C 79 6 1 23 LDN 1048 148
54,75L | E FFB 960322331C
56.69L /IC B C 1860010020C 1 17 3044 39
301.50L]BBD BACB 0 4201274648 E 1 32 X2133+534 23 2
6.58L ]B AC i 6700000000
43.40L i F L H B D 960502230C 2
20.64L |B C AAD 0 860000000C
127.94L|D E DCCB i 5301174648 E 1 32 X2133+534 59 2
32.92L [E B F 3500322328 4
18.25L[AB AA 7 9600101208 4 136.68L[CDF ICDEF 954523611C "41 21337+5801 43 5
30.80L/C D [CFG 0 950001000C
/
292,37 |ABCF AAAA 2 4382074858 F 1 11 PK96+ 1.1 17
3922L| D J E 960410041C 1 16 13802 12 143
15.87LIDFD CDCC 0 950203320C
47.70 |FFFE CCDA 0 960733331C
31.76L IC BC 960102000C
8.70 | D GF C 970000000C
27.61L / D FBF 9580100848 8 2443ATL / CD I CA 820121140C 23 LDN 1048 280
13.90 / EE HI CD 8643000320 1 23 LDN 1087 53
26 88L /B A E M 9500100318
/ I41.91 / DEE HCFD, 964528695C
259.37: IDBDE BAAB ! 0 3380343438 5
29.15LICCC AAA 9 950000030C 26 4
792 / EiF FB 980010131C
14 15 EBB D AA C 1 980300030C
57 90L i B IB F H D 940110321C
20.24L / C CC 360010000C
4.08Ll C . CE 7700000106
29.71LIBB AA 2 97010100OC
246.89LISB AAHC 2 5300243438 5
!
45 96+ 1 6 3
8 99+ 4 33 12
30 99 ÷ 4 26 3
40 99+ 4 10 7
53 97+ 2 10 8
12 97+ 2 47 1o55 96 + 1 23
50 95 1 9 3
8 98+ 3 42 1
22 96 ,_ 1 13
46 100_- 5 16 9
31 97+ 1 11 7
14 95 1 7 5
54 94 1 23 3
15 99+ 4 8 5
53 95 0 12 8
5 97 + 2 20 3
43 96 .r 1 88 17
1 97 _ 2 19 5








2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
240
],i_l ili




a .8 Coords SMJ SMN 8 O 12 /_m
ham..8, (s) (j 1 b ('3 £3 C) N
21342+5342 15.8 28 97+I 10 8 89 3 .86
21343+5819 18.0 43 100+5 14 9 1 3 .25L
21343+5629 18.7 22 98+3 13 7 177 3 .25L
21343+5514 19.1 18 98+3 18 11 166 2 .29
21343+5305 19.5 4 98+ 1 43 21 43 3 .25L
21343+5346 19.7 3 97+1 41 11 42 2 2.62L
21343+5136 20.1 24 95-0 17 12 25 3 .25L
21344+5630 25.8 33 94- 1 15 7 27 4 .42L
21344+5218 28.4 21 96+ 0 13 9 35 4 .42
21344+5814 29.9 13 198+5 9 3 11 3 3.95
21344+5608 29.932 98+3 56 141 37 2 .34L
21345+5213 30.2 35 96+ 0 10 3 : 16 4 .44
21345+5410 30.2 52 97+2 8 3 178 3 29.04
21345+5727 31.05, 99+4 32 13 36 2 .25L
21345+5706 32.3 36 99+4 16 3 179 2 .39
21345+5008 32.9 24 94- 1 21 14 17S 2 .34L21345+5527 34.2 43 98+ 3 8 , 167 3! .67
21345+58t8 35.8 10 100+5 22 7 32 3: .58
21346+5024 39.8 52 94- 1 9 4 171 3 .54
21346+5714 40.1 5 99+ 4 21 7 37 3 .74
21348+5132 48.9 36 95-- 0 52 11 48 2 .27L
21348+5502 51.5 7 98+ 2 8 I 5 126 3 .78
21349+5417 56.3 7 97+ 2 7 i 3 171 3 2.37
21349+5243 57.1 41 96+ 1 42' 8 50 2 .28L
21349+5149 57.7 17 95- 0 15 6 48 3 .32:
21349+5906 58.0 16 100+ 5 18 8 172 2 .30
21349+5357 59.8 57 97+ 1 14' 3 8 3 .31
21350+5006 0.4 43 94- 1 29 3 51 2 .46L
21350+5008 0.8 51 94- 1 67 11 161 2 .40
21350+5802 0.8 16 100+ 5 24 8 37 3 .32
21350+5158 1.6 26 96+ 0 10 9 38 3 .85
21350+5647 5.1 36 99+ 4 51 11 37 2 .33
21350+5606 5.2 11 98+ 3 14 8 36 3 .30
21350+5215 5.8 19 96+ 0 16 11 179 2 .33L
21350+5510 5.7 30 98+ 2 17 8 174 3 .28L
21351+5416 7.6 18 97+ 2 66 21 42 2 .25L
21351+5500 11.1 58 98+ 2 8 6 129 3 .55
21351+5625 12.0 26 99+ 3 9 5 14 3 .37
21352+5427 12.3 25 97+ 2 6 3 179 3 4.14
21352+5826 12.8 43 100+ 5 9 9 2 3 .62
21352+5109 15.2 11 95- 1 9 8 86 4 .68
21352+5715 15.259 99+ 4 11 6 19 3 .71L
21352+5123 16.2 46 95-0 9 5 167 4 1.67
21352+5018 16.6 26 94- 1 9 8 81 4 .56
21352+5610 17.C 3 98+ 3 23 8 14 2 .26
21352+5735 17.g 7 99+ 4 15 7 176 3 .25L
21353+5001 20.'/ 11 94- 1 50 11 53 2 .32L
21353+5527 20.7 20 98+ 3 11 8 168 3 .25L
21353+5114 23.9 14 95- 1 10 5 175 4 4.21
21354+5644 24.5 12 99+ 4 18 8 22 3 .39
21354+5442 25.C 7 97+ 2 5 3 31 3 1.17
21354+5823 28.5 5 100+ 5 20 6 35 2 .93
21354+5126 29.2; 2 95-0 55 11 165 2 .33L
21354+5116 29.918 95-1 10 5 173 4 .81:
21355+5336 32.2:46 97+ 1 11 8 101 3 .49
21355+5050 32.3 15 95- 1 7 3 178 4 3.44
21355+5939 32.4 30 101+ 6 11 11 19, 3 .58
21355+5135 34.314 95-0 11 . 178 . .44:
21356+5109 374 12 95-1 37 10 48 4 2.9021356+56183 99 100+8 10 5 253 114
21356+5511 40.0 21 98+ 2 8 5 179 3 .47:
21356+5450 40.8 29 98+ 2 8 4 168 3 1.842,357+5239,60,, 98+0 15 9 49 4 4321356+5_8, .057 ,+ 3 74 ,5 42 2 41_
21358+5430 48.3 38 97+ 2 21 9 41 2 .25L
21358+5818 48.6 53 100+ 5 18 8 34 3 .26L
21358+5020 51.1 38 95- 1 7 4 175 4 5.60
21358+5120 51.7 11 95- 1 8 5 2 4 .42
21356+5127 52.3 32 95- 0 8 5 , 178 4 5.50
21356+5954 54.0 27 101+ 6 30 13 157 2 .32L
21359+5556 56.6 15[ 98+ 3 11 6 27 3 1.06
21359+5106 58.1 55 95-- 1 13 3 1 3 .76
21359+5348 58.8 55 97+ 1 9 5 17 3 1.51
21359+5203 59.9 59 986- 0 24 3 41 3 .27L
21360+5411 1.8 8 97+2 16 8 166 2; .35
21360+5607 3.5 47 98+ 3 12 7 177 3 .30L
21360+5045 4.9 12 95- 1 11 7 14 4 .32
21360+5208 5.1 2 98+ 0 53 8 74 4 .37L
21361+5011 6.0 7 94-1 18 6 166 4 .76
21361+5600 6.0 4 98+ 1 11 9 176 5 .38
21361+5721 6.6 38 99+ 4 45 10 35 3 .36L
21361+5050 7.3 32 95- 1 7 4 6 4 1.55
21361+5719 8.6 57 99+ 4 13 7 179 3 .27L
21361+5402 8.6 43 97+ 1 43 3 75 3 .26L
21361+5446 12.0 48 98+ 2 12 8 9 3 .34
21362+5623 12.1 49 100+ 5 17 8 175 2 .48L
21362+5049 15.2 22 95- 1 59 12 165 2 .25L
21362+5730 15.4 42 99+ 4 8 5 8 3 6.61
21362+5006 15.8 13 94- 2 15 9 16 4 .33
21364+5222 24.4 6 96+ 0 28 8 50 3 .45
21364+5148 25.3 11 96- 0 12 9 44 3 .52
21364+5035 27.4 53 95- 1 18 _ 8 171 3 .25L
21364+5107 28.1 7 95-1 26 8 165 4 .25L
21364+5759 28.3 50 100+ 4 33 10 34 2 .56
21365+5145 31.9 53 96- 0 53 10 51 2 .38
21365+5113 32.7 18 95- 1 18 11 177 2 .26
21365+5614 34.2 21 99+ 3 78 14 38 2 .62L
21365+5713 35.7 14 99+ 4 11 9 17 3 .25L
21398+5008 36.1 54 95- 2 14 4 8 3 .25L
21366+5005 36.6 37 94- 2 9 5 29 4 .94
Declination: + 50"-+60"
Flux Density Fl=Ss Associations
(Not Color Cocreeted)






































































































|00 j.tm Flux Corr A Confusion 26 ,i#Uncs Coef R FlaBs= S T
22.41L B BJ D 4501334439
100.95L FE DDBC 950527564C
21.66: CDE HDCC :960137464C
38.17L D DJ i 456110010C
7.81 D KC 9600100438
17.40L C LGBC 2601102118
26.31L D FCB 950120320C
10.71 D FB 970010160C
24.78L B BF 960318554C
41.91L AB A,AK 1 950526675C
8.98L C C 79O0101CO0
83.34: BCCD CBCB 0:94E326454C
21.43L BAC AAA 4 973110100C 31
13.99 D KFB 974010141C
53.59L FF DEDE 9 960435533C
21.75L C I BD 970323340C
6.19L C AC 5703021200
80.34L CFF EFBF 952537565C
15.41L BC BBEC 2 970011262C
164.75: CCFF DAAC 4 950925664C
27.78L D C O D 940120410C
18.78L DE BD 0 560020000C
27.44L BC AAEG 0 980110230C
17.19t. C C 9501004308
20.64 EFEE DBAA 6 984222131C 1
40.51L C E K 7_
36.71L C CECD 97010100(0
33.64L D I MB 944220210C
24.16L F E B 980320210C
41.71: F DE FFDB 954514433C
24.93L B C A B F D 0 9r"_O02000C
33.12L C O H 980111120C
9.07L B D 7600201000
36.87L E MB B E 140326554C
32.72L C DCB 350110310(3
9.07 D K C O80210251C
24.02L C BN 460110000C
5.31:,CCBD OAAC 4 7701013100
40.94L BC AAF 8 )70120031C
34.50L C B F 980514443C
27.82L B BJ 980150000C
3.80L 313.85L D FB E 948843333C
24.01L BBE AAC I 981111430C
23.17L B D BCD 980120130C
7.79L C DJ 8600301000
31.31L EE CF 950100010C
22.39L D CD_ 950010200C
5.41L DD BBEi 5701010200
56.91L B AA 951234244C
39.75L C CED 860011000C
22.28L BC ABDF 2 980100121C,
75.44: EDEE CDEE 5 949838675C
23.17L D DC 980121330C
56.91 DBCC BAAA 0 95C133453C
20.49L BC BC 2 5501000008
18.56L BB AA I 950220322C
4.18L F BG 1601000000
32.68 CFFC DDEB 3 944032644C
21.77L FS AA 0 981161110C
20.72L CC ABME 1 980225452C
34.07 DBCC EBAA 0 5503223110
24.50L BC AA 3 760009830C
20.98L B B E 9600600008
24.10L D GB 960110100C
15.46L D BDO 970222222C
36.24L F F GB E 950326655C
24.91L BB AA E 3 980032733C
56.91L BBC BAAA 2 956222340C
21.45L BB AAC 1 980120100C
4.98L C B 6601000000
7.45L DC AB 7 7700000030
23.83L C AC G 950062454C
25.47L BC AC 0 750000000C
5.45 D FHHC 970110040C
17.52L C E GH 970110030C
12.18 FCC ECCB 7600104300
6.87: CEFE CBEE 1 980110352C
16.37L DC KCA 980110140C
72.38L BFF CBDB 3 954539864C
25.81L C BEHI 9502002338
34.60L D DCF 96012032OC
17.12L SBC AAEB 0 950230322C
33.98L C FDCH 970430310C
12.17L D LGCE 960200031C
25.62L C E EB 980220163C
36.37L E F E BA 950527853C
8.39 D EA 960120530C
31.99L BBD AAB 0 970110120C
66.34L CDE CCCB 0 95A157951C
16.05L CD CCJ 0 960211000C
25.84L CD BCE 0 95043310OC
9.05 C J MEA 980134692C
36.24: B E CEE 950045554(3
49.76L C CI 950110120C
40.28L C B K 940466452C
28.63L C C 950120542C
7.32L C L C 9700101000
31.45L C FBG 960220100(3
76.31L F GCC 952399984C
56.34L BBE AAAD 3 950149931C
Sep
Name Type (") Ma 6
4
2 "23 LDN1115 331
1 2 23 LDN 1090 160
E 1 32 X2134+522 190 I 14
2 "41 21344+5614 15 3
E 1 22 BFS6 57 t80
1 23 LDN 1081 269
1 7 AS 470 82
4
1 23 LDN 1118 220
8 1 32 X,?.134+572 184 8
2 2 17 3046 59 187
3 "41 21350+5802 9 7
E 1 32 X2134+522 188 14
2
2 1 23 LDN 1081 384
1 2 DO 39848 68 110




2 ; "41 21354+5644
2 "23 LDN1116
S




1 17 |049 47






2 13 33598 G5 5 61
4
1 23 LDN 1081 545
6 1 32 X2136+561 57 6
A
4
2 22 $124 379 4200
2 1 13 33599 M2 3 88
A
1 13 33601 AO 9 85
1 13 ! 33607 K5 44 83
2
1 1 GL CEP 32
2 22 $124 200 420£
B 1 32 X2136+511A 112 1C
2 "41 21365+5800 23
2 1 13 i 33611 K5 4 8E
I
4 22 $131 406 999£
2 22 $124 114 420<:
2 22 $124 83 420<:
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (51) at 12, 25, 60, 100 ,u.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
241




21366+5609 36.8 19 98+ 3 52 14 38 2
21366+5139 39.0 46 96- 0 14 3 27 4
21367+5541 42.5 54 96+ 3 10 8 175 3
21367+5024 44.0 21 95- 1 19 13 179 4
21367+5717 44.8 45 99+ 4 9 8 102 3
21367+5012 46.3 27 96-2 16 5 163 3
21368+5502 48.3 57 98+ 2 6 4 16 3
21368+5645 50.1 1 99+ 3 10 3 27 3
21368+5053 50.2 42 95-- 1 8 15 61 421368+5045 51.2 26 95-- 1 97 166_ ,_
21368+5456 52.3 47 98+ 2 7 5 179 3
21368+5710 52.6 41 99+ 4 21 12 27 3
21369+5142 56.5 51 96- 0 26 6 50 3
21369+5351 57.8 7 97+ 1 7 3 19 3
21369+5100 58 7 17 95- 1 9 8 177 4
21369+5330 58.8 3 97+ 1 82 15 43 2
21369+5003 59.6 50 94- 2 19 8 47 4
21369+5656 59.9 18 99+ 4 15 8 90 3
21370+5701 0.E 20 99+ 4 22 9 40 3
21370+5219 0.8 27 96+ 0 8 3 38 4
21370+5454 3.2 19 98_-2 12 3 179 3
21370+5329 4.3 58 97+ 34 16 25 2
21370+5127 5.(_ 48 95- 8 3 18 4
21371+5008 6.2 17 95-2 26 11 46 3
21371+5716 9.1 43 99+ 4 11 9 31 3
21371+5153 10.8 96-- 0 9 8 35 3
21371+5430 11.6 9 97+ 2 9 8 171 3
21371+5315 11.9 58 97+ 9 9 12 3
2t372+5517 13.9 2 98+ 2 11 3 71 3
21373+5714 t8.2 2 99+ 4 9 5 22 3
21373+5026 21.6 34 95-- 8 8 85 4
21373+5554 23.3 0 98+ 3 12 8 1 3
21374+5442 25.450 98+ 2 9 6 178 3
21374+5249 28.433 96+ 0 26 8 51 4
21375+5437 32.4 15 98+ 2 19 13 179 2
21375+5054 33.0 1 95- 18 13 34 2
21375+5737 33.8 54 100+ 4 21 8 7 2
21375+5730 33.9 14 99+ 4 9 4 24 3
21375+5532 34,9 27 98+ 2 8 5 2 3
21375+5919 35.2 8 101+ 5 10 6 168 3
21375+5052 35.6 26 95- 1 32 9 166 2
21376+5825 38,7 8 100+ 5 11 10 13 3
21376+5439 40.7 39 98+ 2 9 9 179 3
21376+5710 40.6 45 99+ 4 36 10 40 2
21376+5921 41.0 21 101+ 5 8 6 5 3
21377+5158 43.9 42 96- 0 26 9 48 3
21377+5832 44.3 29 100+ 5 7 5 10 3
21377+5207 44512 96-0 14 9 _ 421377+5124 45.1 12 95-1 2211 4i
H
Galaclic Uncertainty C
a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 0 0 12 k¢m


















































21377+5243 45.4 42 96+ 0 8 5 28 51 1.39
I21377+5042 46.9 49 95- 1 7 3 171 4_ 94.49
21378+5156 48.5 0 96-0 8 3 46 41 1.0921378+501149848 95-2 12 7 37 4 26L21378+660351629 29+3 15 6 4 3 27
21378+5514 53.2 14 96+ 2 8 6 110 3 .57
21378+5715 53.8 6 99+4 12 10 21 3 .38
21379+5106 55.1 57 95-1 10 3 176 4 .43
21379+5203 56.560 96--0 12 3 45 4 .31
21380+5810 0.7 35 100+ 4 12 5:25 3 1,1021380+5_ 38 30 96+2 13 9177 2 36
21381+55_0 89 2 96+2 22 141772 ,36L21381+s028 7131 95-1 30 14 s, 3 25L
21381+5114 9.6 561 95- 1 7 3 8 4 137
21381+5533 10.3 49, 98+ 2 7 4 1 3 4.69
21381+5000 11.3 451 95- 2 10 6 44 3 114.21
21382+57966 12.7 44: 99+ 4 9 9 28 3 .49
21382+5801 13.2 7 100+ 4 13 3 103 3 .25L
21362+5725 13.4 56 99+ 4 8 4 28 3 1.21
21382+5452 13.7 6 98+ 2 43 23 45 2 .29L
21382+5632 13.8 43 99+ 3 12 7 38 3 .31
21382+5229 15.1 49 96+ 0 19 8 138 4 .57
21382+5335 16.8 43 97+ 1 23 12 33 3 .26L
21383+5425 18.6 18 98+ 2 7 3 174 3 1.34
21383+5548 21.0 39 98+ 3 10 9 ,172 3 .50
21383+5014 22.9 26 95- 2 104 18 167 2 .64L
21383+5133 23.0 54 96-- 1 10 8 180 4 .39
21384+5100 24.125 95- 1 13 3 180 4 .29L
21384+5835 24.8' 55 100+ 5 44 12 37 2 .25L
21384+5321 25.(; 42 97+ 1 9 5 23 4 1.23
21384+5537 27.7 15 98+ 2 8 4 t66 2 2.55
21385+5123 33.5 43 96- 1 8 5 10 4 .39L
21385+5807 35.C 45 100+ 4 15 3 82 3 1.40
21385+5658 35.(; 1 99+ 3 51 9 36 2 .40
21385+5334 35.e 12 97+ 1 14 9 30 3 .52
21386+5239 36.5 52 96+ 0 26 3 78 3 .25L
21386+5922 37.9 3101+5 2_7 15 1_3 32 5.0421386+5049 39.3 27 95-- 1 .58L
21386+5042 41.1 50 95-1 46 13 167 2 .20
21387+5446 45.6 50 98+ 2 7 4 173 3 .95
21387+5746 45.7 43 100+ 4 12 4 175 3 .28L
21388+5130 48.2 56 96- 1 6 3 7 4 2t.O6
21388+5257 50.6:47 97+ 0 28 10 45 4 .39
21388+5059 51.8 3 95-1 63 14 166 2 .41L
21388+5141 52.2 4 96 1 37 18 55 5 .34
21388+6622 53.2 18 99+ 3 8 6 179 3 2.44
21389+5020 54.7 59 95- 2 32 11 167 2 .28L
21389+5054 55.2 6 95-1 29 7 164 2 .24
21389+5405 58.1 42 97+ 1 23 4 40 2 169.98
21389+5613 58.2 3 99+ 3 20 12 165 2 .30L
21389+5003 59.2 10 95- 2 11 7 35 3 3.49
Declination: + 50"-+60"
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected) V L C
25 p.m 60 p.m 100 ptm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A ,Sep































































































































































7.00L C B 7700203300 6
40.28L ODF CCAB 5 94E428846C
4.87L CE BC 0 6702000000
17.16 DE E DCC 974343764C
26.01L BCD BAC 0 970340100C
76.31 BC E BCFA 0 956548964C
30.44 BBCE BAAA 0 96C302202C
30.97L D E H B D B 764221343C
20.08L BC AABE 970310110C
8.53 D HB 970011120C
110.07 BBDF AAAA 0 966324322C
46.53L D B 96002120O(3
4028L DE EDCB 940559776C
23.09L CB AAC 0 950000100C
27.85L BD BC 960201000C
19.08L E FC 950010000C
36.50L F E B BB D 9602256t0C
45.38L ED BC 0 960311561C
9.65: DD CBE 870221441C
15.76L BC ADI D 7 960100000C
110.07L CDF DBBA 0 960333322C 3
19.75L C C Ii 750010000C
2038L BBD AABD J0 950301222C
76.31L D J DB 950148942C
27.61L DD BD 0 970222300(3
27ALL B BH 950105531C
27.57L B BHG 980211151C
19.75L BC AAK 9603000108
10.36: C O CGI E 960132034C
31.25L BC AA 970262300C
21.81L B AC 971310110C
7.42L DC ABK 2 5700000000
21.41 CDD EBBB 670526654C
18.53L BC AB 3 9500100128
17.59L D IBEEC 780435443C
18.651 F iCM B 970041250C
26.06L D CB 860201120C
34.05L AB AACD 4 850100020(3
7.26L CC AB 6704100000
39.20L CC AAB 0 9300102008
20.53L, C C E 960021280C
24.22L BD BCE 0 960230110C
44.23L C B GI 760545664C
25.30L D HB 960141100C
39.05L BC AAE 0 9301102008
28.33L C DBED 950014433C
38.55L CDD ABCC 8 950421040C
18.37L C DFB 950111123C
9.83: C D DFGC 868220043C
16.83L BB AADD 0 960111121C
34.59L CCD AAAD 9 967473352C 15
28.33 CCCE AAAA 9 950015433C
1875L EE CA 964141430C
6.76L B BJ 4702000000
33.11L BC BE 0 960122151C
50.04L BD CDE 0 96021110OC
94.63 BBDD BAAA 0 930121310C
9.58 CCCC EBAB 0 968211123C
2
5 1 GM CEP 88 3
2 22 $124 342 4200
A 3 "23 LDN 1101 575
1 13 33614 M0 3 81
3 1 32 X2136+549 42 1
2 5 22 $131 364 9999
2 22 $124 298 4200
2 4 "13 33619M0 9 88
2 3 "41 21369+5701 9 4
2 22 $124 300 4200
2 4 22 $131 158 9999
1 19 692 32 111
1 13!33623 K5 4 81




2 "41 21375+5737 7 3
1 11 PK98+ 2.1 28
2
4 22 $131 289 9999
2 1 23 LDN 1131 383
2 1 32 X2137+519 102 2
1
2 1 32 X2137+519 75 2
2i 5 13 33637 B3 17 65
1 13 33639 K0 3 71
1 13 33642 K2 3 67
2 ! 1 V645 CYG 10 3
3 "23 CED 195A 574
3 "13 33643 B5 5 87
9 2 °32 X2138+565 102 9
5
4 * 2 DO 39923
3 4 TMSS +60322
8.73L 425.20L BE AACE 1 920421211C
2.17L 19.60L C DJ 970030130C
.83 25.57L D B 950012053C
1.38: 9.94 DD LBED 970101241C
2.05L 13.08: BC F ABCD 2 960200632C
.51L 6.49L BB AADE 0 4603201000 i370.53 454.60 CC AA 932203242C= 32 A
3.14L 38.35L B BF 760010000C
3.51: 29.80L ED EBB 1960310341C
3.13L 42.11L CC ABL[ 0 851010020(3
1,52 30,85L E L C 970100020C
4.34: 35.73: CFEE CDCC 9 754333554C
1.75L 22.10L CC BC 5 960111010C
.78 20.53L C J A 950211000C
2.17L 21.61L BF AB 1 970300020C
.84L 5.21L BC BBH 0 4603001000
.89 18.35L D DG 960110010C
1.81L 17.28L C B I 950120110C
1.89L 94.63L C H B B C 938237844C 3
2.82L 17.05 D EGA 960402061C
1.71L 17.86L BB AA 2 850010010C 4
.77L 7.31L BC AAF 2 4703201000
1.30: 11.17: BDF I CDBi 85C012372C
7.65: 425.20L BDF ABDB' 3 927734652C
2.89L 34.95L C B 550000000C
1.83L 22.08L E DE 950111000C
1.11L 8.79 BBC o DC 970400033C
.92 27.80L AAAE 5 9403000008
.85 14.67L D E E C D 950236263C
2.21L 16.13L D F E 950531440C
4.23: 29.14: CDDF ABFB 9 98C-413343C 3
35 103
39 29
3.00 46.09L ED GEAB 950002211C 3 2 "41 21388+5749 36 7
1.53 14.28L BBC AAAD 651210132C 22 C 3 3' RAFGL 2791S 42 13
,62: 5.65: C DE B FC 7701110328 4
.87 27.25L D J EDI 960319675C 3
1.85L 17.44L C CJCF 950121120C
52.67 7484 BCEF AAAA 9 740210031C 2 "41 21389+5622 40 15
1.63 10.65L D L KCG 970102342C 9
1.15 12.56L CCC EBBE 0 960529464C 3
18.24 19.08L BBD AAAB 1 963412200C 24 4 13 33654 M8E 7 68
1.15 25.78L E BA 850210110C
1.98L 18.74L CB AAE 0 860121051C
*Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
242
i:1I!:
Right Ascension: 21h38m59"-21_41m02 "
Position (1950)
Name
_% 8, (,)(_) (") r)('_)N
21389+.3859.6198+228;3 813213m+50361756 97+1 12 10 19 4213m+_34 2.858 99+3 9, 6 3213oo+5831,.2 29 10116 9 9 26 3213oo+'0366038 95-I 16 9 54 4213oo+m0467 27 95-1 27i10 7 221391+8227 7.1_ _-o 9 8 33,21391+51117,639 96-i 7 , 173
21391+,,0897191001430101_15 2610 2 ,_-2
21391+580210,329100+,11631321391+5,071o,3396+2148 3321392+550,12114.12:189633921580_13412100142 10382
21392189121414910115, 3,1742321393+5008 18.140 95- 2 1 167 i
21393+5152 18.912 96--1 12 8 154
2139315116 18.9 37 96- 1 6 4 2t 4,
21393+8816 20.327100+4 14 10 1712
21393+5802 20.6 7 loo14 46 9 39 21
21393+8454 22.920 98+2 44 3 743i
213,,18128681096_, 8 , 22213,,155162 327961, 7 o1742139,+8,,428757100+59 9 23
21394+5028 29.438 95-- 2 12 8 7 4l
2139415813 29.629100+ 4 37 10 383
21395+5205 34.746 96- 0 10 8504
21395+5135 35.9421 96- 1 23 18' 132
21387+8217 42,3_i 96- 0 lSS 1_i 43 242139715813 43.0 100+
21397+5130 43.14112396-- 1 27 36116_ 221397+5312433 97+o 21
21397+5120 43.4 54' 96- I 23 8 64 321397+,0264,526 95-2 8 8 7 4
2139,+_ 45.8695_239 _ 61_97 8_9_.2,2 _+3 11 10213_+574448+56100+462 3 713
21398+5040 49.1 1 95- 1 44 9i 167 2
21398+5442 50.053 96+ 2 6 3l 37 3
213+m45503 58.3,8 98+2 8 4'17o 3
21399+5536 54.9 60 98+ 2 9 8 203
21399+8145 55.731 96- 1 35 8 75 4
213_+,0,4 55.96o 95- 1 16 3 173 4
219691_50 m.7,1 9612 96 13 40 2
2139915132 57.616 96- 1 6 4 264
21399+_19 579 96 99+ 3 81 10 41 2213991_3259.86199+311 7103
21,oo+57,92.2_100+430 0_1734oo+59.3 1 8 21 ,01
21400+8126 3.3 38 96- 1 73 13 52 2
2140015143 5.3'21 96-1 6133 !13353521401+5228 8.596 96- 0 20
21401+5027 11.3 4 95- 2 20 6 13i 3
2140115614 [11.329 99+ 3 11 17111681176;23
21402+5759 12.522 100+4 18 t17 3321402+5235 12.E 35 97- 0 17 I 7'21402+5653 13.E 50 99+ 2 8 112
21402+8009 16.E 13 95- 2 11 8 954
21402+5814 17.42710014 13 8 9' 3
21402+5904 17.51210116 23131732
21402+5823 17._ 2210014 2514 !16_ 221403+5057 18.742 95-1 13
21403+5237 119.E 0 97-0 13 8 5 3
21403+5253 20.244 97+0 31 3 432
21403+,018 20458 95-2 13 7 16l 3
21403+5203 '20.9 48 96-0 10 8 129;4
21403+5245 '21._ 54 97+0 'e 14 I_ 2221403+5428 23.e 56 98+ 1 11 :
21403+5435 23.91 98+1 8 3 773
21404+5308 26.C 52 97+0 10 9 34
21404+5816 26.1111OO+4 14 9 1_1_2140415731 27.7551OO14 64 36
21404+5640 28.441 99+3 9 5103
21404+5332 28.7t 97+1 9 5234
21404+5444 29.518 98+26 4 73
21405+5615 31.210 99+3 6317 402
21405+5250 31.316 97+0 9 6174
21405+5256 33.250 97+0 32 3 412
21405+5407 33.249 98+1 8 5133
21405+5429 33,6 0 98+1 8 4 172 3
21405+550733.8196+25114402
21405+5424 34.C 44 98+1 45 8 442
21406+6758 36.95945100+4 3513 37221406+5113 37.9 96-1 221217314
2140615516 40.733 98+21511 27 13
21406+5810 41.4 34 100+4 21 3 7'3
21407+5056 43.4 22 96-1 33 11 16712
2140715441 43.7 22 98+ 1 7 4 179 I 3
21407+5814 45.8,36 loo+ 4 26 3 733
21496+5730 50+9 19 1OO+4 8 3 84 13
21,_+5708 614 36 too+3 21 12 42!21408+5216 51+935 96-- 0 29 18 175
21408+8525 51.9 14 98+2 5 3 18 321408+522353533 96-0 11 5 2ol321,09+670e69.22o ,oo+ 3 11 9 31_3
21409+5040
95- 2 7 4 175 i 459"4'5 100+ 4 10 3121410+5821 1+0 21 3
._1410+5757 1.6 40 100+ 4 9 9 19 3
21410+5750 1.7 19 100+ 4 16 7 28 3


































































































































100 pm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef" R Flags* S 2 # T Name Typ_
1.49L 27.92L BD ABD O 970410230C 1 23 LDN 1084
1.92L 23.48L 'C CFC 950101000C
7.29: 14.78: CDF FBCS 564110340C 3 "4t 21390+5635
.40L 18.31L IB D BG 9400000008 1 1333657 K03.57L 21.76: i C DCBS 96823175OC 21 23 LDN 1059
1.82L 94.63L F E D G 9,0237752(3 E
5.80 38.63L jCCD BBBB 2' 95C235552C
1.59L 15.96L BD AC L 0 960004620C 31 1333658M0
8.44L 425.20L F IBB C 930956752(3 ,
55.67 109.55: BBFC AAAA 0 94D222523C 9 1 23 LDN 1059
144.62 425.20 IFEFF DAAA 5' 930624632C 2 "23 LDN1121
229L 44.92L C DK 960110230C 1 13 33660 K0
2.19L 31.42L C SD 9504 loo00C
144.62L 425.26L FD GED 0 930755632C
6.37 20.39 ECC GCAA 9441011128
1.17 15.36L O BC 960210032(:;
1.42; 15.70L CC CDG 9601OO343C
5.92 11.65: CBCE BBAB 0 i 968104410C
1.97L 46.71L C GCCD 950230110C

















































































B B E D 920544642C
15.43 D NDFB 984 loo232C
28.08 BCDC BBAA 2654233585C
16.ooL BC ABDG 0 9701oo120C
34.32L CC ABH 950110211C
21.51L E HBBB 964332321C
29.11 DFF BDB 964433420C
t8.29L DD RD 119501OO000C
19.33L E F j t 9502314318
14.96L SB AACJ 4960123222C
24.12 D F EDDB 960254330C
28.08L C D G BCC 9403346538
8.37 CC J EC 660200010C
17.76L DE FD 197OO02220C
18.01L BD AC O 1960221242C
14.47L DE DB 964213351C
35.52L SC ABI 0660100010C
10.06 FD I EEB 19742221"0C
16.73L D FB 964614864C
20.35 D F DCC6 _ 964100330C
26.23L BCE ABDC 950520220C
25.02L BF BDF 960610220C
20+39L BD BB 49"0010100C
10.41 DE ECC 970"02552C
20.01L O HB 960120040C
14.01L BB AAAC 29"04536208
24.39L ED EC 8,0113120C
37.77 EED GECA 5,0513332C
33.76L D MHD 960102251C
16.25L B CK 9512000008
28,08L C I C 9403422308
16.44L BB AAE 5 9580102018'
19.08L BC ABCG 0 950327333C
8.75 DC DC 870111131C
15.60: CC C DBCB 1 860124331C
53.79L D E 950130031C ;
33.11: DF F FCDD 3 9,0137656C =
4.76L BD BB 2 4713001000
18+44L C CBF 9600202OOC i
37.96L FF DDDF 9960364642C
28.60L C F S D 9502020238
34.60L C B 9503 t10OOC
14.94L S 3GCB 960033222C
31.06: CF E BDBC 0 !940126545C
8.55L D CKEB 9641323448
17.21L C D RFDC 960131150C
950OO100OC
BE EHAD 019OO210011CI
E F CBCA 960545544C
BBDE AAAC 1 971541230C
BF AD O 751200000C
F E BI C 960135652(3MF A 960520320C
BC AA 650000000C
AABD i 962420333C 28
AB C 950620230C
F HCCB 96OO14331C
20.59L BBB AAAC 5 7501113328 27
9.19: BB CDD EB 96822235466.89: AAHB 0 7OO110122C
44.19: BC E AABB' 0:960545544C
8.14 D DGC 960400032C
23.65L C E A E 0 979655445C
28.82L rDO I C 960140131C14.56 GDC! 978224576
32.76L D OK 970210000C
5732L CBDD AADC, 5952543743C 1414.94 GGEB 960023222C
245.79 1270.29L CBD ABBA 9928533233C
7.56 36.71L CDD BCBE O 960375954C
4.13L 25.92L 6C ABF 4 964610322C
3.18L _ 36.59L F AC 4OO120310C
.77L 4.17 DI EB 970110011C2.18L 29.37L BD ABJ 0961301212C
1.68L 15.OOL BC AA 09500110OOC
2.94L 30.,0L CC AAF 2 360010100C
1.96L! 17.20L'BB AAFG 1 966430111C
2.69L 48.55L C E 950310000C
6.56L 28.75L BC AAM , 0 960130220C
6.66L 49.61L F DBCB 954124441C
5.07: 4961L DCF GDAC 1 950124461C
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (S1) al 12, 25, 60, 100 ,u.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
E i 1 32 X21391518







li 1 23 LDN 1059
1'
3 " 2 DO 39958




2 "41 21400+575023 I_ON 1134
1 39 4C+51.46










C 32 X2140+ 536
23 LDN 10843 "41 21405+5615
_1,_ 3;_ss+60394X2140 + 529
1
8
1 1 17 3062
E
1 2 DO 39964
A 1 LDN 1084
26r.1333677BOP
2 1 i'41! 21409+5709






























ct ,S Coords SMJ SMN 9 O 12 ttmham, 8, (s) (_ i b C) C') (') N
!1410+5009 4.3127 8 5 1_6_18
!1411+5438 7.7]50 98+ 1 11
!141145914 10.5Jll t0145 26 18 t7534!1411+5332 10.9118 97+ I 16
_m2+ss3o _2.311799+3 2s i 72
!1412+5434 13.9154 98+ 1 13 8 167
!1412+5902 15.3J27 101+ 5 7 5 176
_1412+8419_5.4[_98+ 8 4 1
_1412+s00015.812s96-2 16 6 44
i
_1412+.4316.81=to1+51 12
_1413+5_ ._oj50 _+ 21 d 145
 141345814 415510344!
!1413+5442 .)1.2] 3O 98+ 1 175
!1413+5154 .>2.7] 5 96- 1 ] 10 8 42
9 170
!1413+5835 _.1|53 1014 4 11 1011414+5243 !4.8/26 97- 0 11 13
'1414+ 5234 !5.0J 23 97- 0 24 16
!1414+5047 _.8] 4 96- 2 85 11 167
:141445455 ._8.7[ 8 98+ 2 18 5 45
!
8
1414+._15 ._.3]40_,7+0 lO _ t_1414+5011 _.6129 95-
1415+5025 11.8/22 95-2 22 41415+5210,3.3/4696-0 11 10 20
1415+5131 L3.9J20 96- 1 14 10 35
1415+5337 15.4J35 97+ 1 14 ' 10 18
141_+5255 15.7|17 97+ 0 68 10 162
g; o 441416+5248 )6.2157 27 13 1_141645612 17.0152 o 10 J 6
1416+5547 _8.7J54 99+ 2 6 4
/
141645=. 1.o,12:1o,+5 i1:141745811 _3.2|47100+ 4
1417+5615 _i.2| 4 i 96+ 3 8 172
14t8+5403 _.2| 9 984 1 8 5 16
1418+5639 ;1.11 61 99+ 3 13 5 24
1419+5104 ;7.1|27J 96- 1 10 8 39
1419+5711 18.4j401 100+ 3 23 : 28_2 1:
141945832 _,8|58 1 1014 4 187142045425 0.7]41 ] 98+ 1
1420+5504 2.211 198+2 16 3 3
eo
1426+s041 3.0|39196- 2 19 1_ li!1420+5132 3.8/561 96- I 22
1421+5937 6.2/33] t01+ 5 25 10
1421-15135 7.3|35J 96- 1 57 20 47
1422+5825 2.1] 8] 99+ 3 11 5 4
142245249 4,2] 1 I 97- 0 10 7 12
142245357 5.5| 7J 98+ t 181 5 18142245739 5.6|361 100+ 4 4 177
142345801 8.9120 ] 100+4 14 3 82
1423+5242 0.7|41 ] 97-0 11925
t i
1423+5551 1.4135] 99+ 2 I_ 12 178142345328 2.01231 97+ 0 21
t42345458 '3.1120 j 98+ 2
142345322 3.4|48] 97+0 13 4 :_2_
1424+5821 4.7157 i 101+ 4 10 8
1424+5334 '8.8|56] 97+ 0 14 11 1831425+5747 1.1|581 100+ 4 10
1426+5209 7.61571 97- 1
1426 + 5532 9.41261 99+2 3
14264505098133196-2 2_ I_ 175i14266+5508 0.3]581 98+ 2 172
1426+5734 0.71421 100+ 4 10 8 7
t42645723 1.1]50_ 100+ 3 13 3 12
1426+5703 1.7J53 1 100+ 3 10 6 22
142745056 2.4158 1 96-2:22 11 521427+5901 5.8J 18J 101+ 5 26 84
1427+5401 6.6125_ 98+ 1 42 20 14
1428+5814 8.9]37] 100+ 4 31 3 74
i426+5R25 9.0154i101+4' 21 15 174
1428+5802 9.6J55/_¢ 1034 4l 13 7 165
142845301 9.9|12 1 97+ 0 i 18 175
1428+5346 0.717 ] 98+1 ,_ 11 162
142845333 1.3139 [ 97+ 0 11 15
39
142845528 4.0138 | 99+ 2 35 2; 461429+5058 5.1144 / 96- 2 62
3 179
_429+55345.112o|_+2 _ 1821731429+5016 5.8J2| 95- 2
1429+ 5111 6.7J 25 J 96 1 10 88
1429+5307 7.5}18 _ 97+ 0 30 20 39
i /
1429+5451 7.9127 | 98+1 15 13 42_142945455 B.4137 j 964 1 43
142945147 B.8123 | 96- I 24 18
1429+5805 89116 |100+ 4 17 12 2_143045155 0.1|4| 96 1
1430450037 0.4| 7] 96- 2 30
143045759 4.7[29 [ 100+ 4 3; 84 41
37r43o+5,445 5.1159 / 98+ 1 30 1o
1431+5802 5.6J 25 J 100+ 4 15 10
176
r431 +595I s.6plJ 102+ 5 15 79
t 1
1431+5337 _.5135] 98+ 0 _ 10 1691646
_431 +5740 1.4132 ] 100+ 4 2243245312 2.6119 / 97+0 11 165
432+5220 2.7150 | 97- 1 8 8 2943245016 5.6|3 / 95- 2 5
43245417 _.9J17| 964 1 22
175
433+5508 ].0131 ) 99+ 2 3i 33 170433+5455 _.2128 1 98+ 1
433+5837 )3{25|101+ 4 152 24
433+5628 26131 | 99+ 3 18 10
Flux Density F_slp
(Not Color Corrected)
25 pm 60 p.m
(]ansky)
30.19 03.86 BBED DCBA 5 94C045744C I 1 1 32 X214i+501
10.96L 52.75: F E FCDB 958425443C I
25.54L 207.35L FF BAGF 9 841634764C A
.64L 17.06L D DEM 9500001008 I
2.00{. 19.90L B D I 950310000(3 8 1 13 33681 K0
2.82L 34.71L C BCH 750100300C 3 '41 21412+5620
20.58L 62.04: OF F CDOC 01960523442C A I
1.4OL 17.41L BC ABHE 0 9605143318 2 3 13 33683 K2
1.96L 21.77L BC ABFF 01 970321104C I 1 13 33682 K2
v L C
100 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Cocf R 1Rsis* S 2 # T
2.01 17.15: CEFD ECBB 1 g64213341C
3.28L 23.35L BD AA K 9 960402110C
2.44L 13.00 D G J B 970401040(3
6.02L 34.54 E I HB I 950332543C
1129.41 1270.29 BBBC AAAA 0_ 923715455C
.46L 22.69L C C H 940001000_
3.54L 42.91L B BNM 960224320C
.45L 21.97L C B I 6501001018
.69 22.58L D C 950000000C
1.95L 22.44L C F M 950322043C
3.28: 30.03 OFFE CCBC 9 964323432C
1.59L 17.29L BB ACF 8 750000000C
1.95L 90.86L CB BA 0 930146654C:
1.20 12.51L BBE AAAF 9 962241465C
1.71L 12.47L CC AB 4 960000000C
.51L 19.57L C BMM 9501100008
1.4t 22.25L C GMA 950100000(3
.60L 25.52L F O , 9501001108_
1.47 82.86L C BEH I 7300112338,1
950014320C
8.24 21.48 FCCE BAAA 0 962310000C
2.04L 23.90L CC AB i
1.72 11.39: CF I GC: J9604133218
2.52: 34.54L DF FDB 950443673C
8.24L 25.74L C ACDH 950115430(:;
140.66 178.36: BBDD AAAA 0 738101120C
19.05LCDC CBDB I 3:850112740C
1903L B C D i i950030010836.09L B 760010010(3
49.90: _BEC AAAA; 0 958313640C 28
15.96L F J BC' 960521542C
13.08 FD EEB 964000220C
14.04L B DKI 660022030C
19.42L C J CD 9500200208
20.91L C BJ 9400000228
5.86 C HKHD 9600100208
31.35: CDDD DFBB 0 76C504733Ci
82.86 ECCD BAAA 9 83411223381561_BC ^^ 9 _0010303Ci
16.24_; _ CF_. 7 97031_1C35.52L ABC 60624645C i
15.69L C AEM 8500031008
27.14L D E B i? 960001010C21.04L C AB 950403403C
24.83L CBC ,BAAB 960320221C
16.24L BBBD AM 950310000(328.13L IAAA 0 966300220C 44
18.83L iC ' 0 950225720C23.07 IDBC BAAJ 970510100
21.84L CB EBAC 950214620C
15.23L CF BE E 850111210C
17.96L CB AAHD 0 970221333C
16.19L D CM 960002133C
25.09L BD ADD 3 960110300C
77.80L B AED 750212331C
12.66 DCF I FDB 774310563(3
22.29L BD BCD 960010330C
5.83: BD HHCB 9703322538
28.50L C B 950000031C
5.74 E HC 970000020C _ 4
20.66: FCFF DDCE 0 960212383C




































23.08L 129.38: CD E FCCB 0 _954653644C
.57: 5.15 DD DB 9600200308
2.13L 19.61L BC AA G 0 950210100(;
3,45L 15.53 FF C FCBA 91 954125930C
.73L 8.16 D CDD 960111353C
.53 12.29L F EC 9601211528
1.08 6.80: DF BCB 980211333(::
1.77L 15.04L F B , 960120001C
.45L 15.54L BE CC 0 9601100008
.50: 6.12 DD I I D 9600000518
3.41L 21.98L C BIB 964312513C
3.48L 21.76 F HJ BC 960542312C
.71L 5.40 B EDFC 9700000008
13.82L 66.60L EE HCGD 0 950534754C
.41L 19.44L BC AB L 0 9503001118
1.51L 17.91L BB ABI 4 840110100C
2.09L 24.00L DO RD 2 960564634C I
1.79L t9.59L D CFG ; 970413353C I
4.79L 50.69L F F A D E 950344744C
.40L 4.87: C D BEJC_ 9501120008
3.45L 10.91L D JCCC! 954255840C
2.05L 26.49L CE ADI 0 _6020010OC
.63 ! 6.85L D DJ 9601002438
.40L 15.53L B BD G 440(}010118
1.72L 12.47L BB AAF 2 960010000C
.75 I 24.96L D C 950100000C
1.62L 5.72 D D B 970410041C3.46LI 27.30L' D I E 960542412C
2.87L 33 13L BB E AA 0 960621333C28,59L I
1.40_ , KBB 760101122C i
AssociatiOns






1 39 DW2141+54 115 1400
1 2 0040010 21 110
1 13 33687 +++ 41 65
I 11 PK95- 2.1 29
1 13 33688 K2 4 75
1"41 2141645612 11 4
°41 21415+5547 36 3
3l'13 33690K7 5 86
1 i*41 21418+5639 18 3
li'41 2141945711 12 1
13 33693 M0 4 40
2 "41 2142145625 9 15
I 1 32 X2142+528 52 13
i
1 23 CED 197 51
L°41 21423+5551 31 1
i 2 DO 40038 84 105
i
i 2 "32 X2142+555 92 2
1 13;33708 K2 8 88
13 33709 K2 1 78
"41 21426+5734 15 3
2 3 "32 X2142+570 21 2
2
1 23 LDN 1130 150
1 "41 21429+5534 42 12
I "41 2142945111 31 2
1 23 LDN 1130
4
1 13 33717 K0


















































































































(s) C) I b
25.9[ 6 I 99* 3
26.11 8!100+3
26,7] 9 i H/- 1
27.4160 [ 1014- 5
29.5145 [ 99+ 2
30.2t 40 _t- n
34.1J 15 99+ 2
34.3125 97- 0
36.4110 100+ 3
38.81 9 96- 1
39.71 61 100+3
40.5119 100+ 3







_6.1 ]35 99+ 2
0.6111 100+3
1.5117 99+ 2








17.2] 13 100+ 3
19.6120 97- 0
-)2.0137 101 + 4
->2.3123 97- 1
->2.31 6 97- 1
.>2.51 4 97- 0
-)2.7127 101+ 4
-)5.0] 17 100+ 3
.>6.8133 96- 2
.>7.81 7 100+ 3
.>8.2143 96- 1




18.01 5 100+ 3
19.8153 96 2
11.1124 100+ 3
|1.9[ 48 97-- 1
12.2149 100+ 4
13.41 4 98+ 0
14.3156 102+ 5
|4.7159 101+ 4
i1.41 9 100+ 3
;1.8142 100+ 3
;2.7r 30 96- 2
;2,8]46 100+ 3
;3.3136 96- 2
;3.41 1 97 1









7.11 5 98+ 1
7.2[ 19 100+ 3








_1.3] 26 99+ 2
!3.1153 102+ 5
!5.5 42 97- I
_5.5 30 100+ 3
16.0152J 101+ 5





4.5] 46 97- 1
7.0119 96- 2
,8.71 2 96 2
,9.3146 96+ 0
9.61 9 96+ 1






































































































































































39 23.46: D E F
88 55.34: EFFD
10 15.64L B
4 100.21L FD ;
49 14.61L C
31 I3.31L BCC
16 5.08: BC D
I
179 67.331 F I
38 49,901 F E









18 53.08L EFF I
73 27.45L
47 5.22L
7 32.88 = r: I
175 61.54L F D I
180 75.28L
177 35.04: F F F I
39 17.971
19 4.051 FBB I
36 18.07L BC I
2 75,45 P, _: 1
9 17.96L BC ]
172 28.79L CD I
42 21.61L
85 16,45L DB 1
72 29.09L
175 27.62L BBC I
168 5.36 =H
48 7.15
Ill 14.48L BC J
3 20.83L
7 22.00L BC I
33 5.01L BE [
8 28.391 H ,
75 18.92: D DI
100 10.62L
76 16.33L DC I
6 11.13: FEDF
36 21.83: DEFF




12 v.m 25 Fm 60 Fm
(Jansky)I-- .42L I .48 2.69L
.37L ] .25 1.89:
8.18 ] 1.99 .40L
1.39 I .51 .40L
.28L [ .23 i 1.72
.94 I .58 .82
.25L I .25L 1.13:
.58 I .28 ! .44L
.58 I .25L 3.96L
.36 I .25L .43L
.34L I .47 5.33:
.68 I .25L 3.06L
.27L I .21: 2.37
.29 I .25L .49L
.63 I .21 2.04L
.28L I 1.03L .62L
.43 I .25L .44L
.25L I .25L 1.02
.88 I .34 .55L
.34L [ .37L .88L
.25L I .57 7.96L
.41 I .26: 1.80L
1.10 I .32 .38:
.25L I .25L 1.61
.37L t .16: 1.69
1.68 I 1.05 .40L
.40 I .25L 1.60L
1.18 I .39 1.85L
1.45 I .56 2.031
.25L I .251 3.98L
.31L I .251 3.48
.38 I .25L .41L
.99 I .37 1.66L
.55 I .251 .40L
.95 I .55 .40L
_46 I .501 .42L
65 I .41 1.15:
.47L I .53 34.75L
17.16 I 15.68 3.38
.29L I .16 3.48L
.39 I .25L .43L
.77 I .37 3.98L
.89L t 1.01 20.42L
3.01 I 11.34 34.75
.66 ) .53 3.03:
.38: I .63 20,42L
,25L I .25L .78:
1.42L I .79 34 75L I
1.40 I .54 .50L !
10.01 I 2.54 5.55L
.49 I .25L .44L I
.29 I .25L .42L I
.381 1 .26 3.53: '
.48L I .46 5.20:
.53 I .54 10.19: ,
.44 I .25L .43L
.30L I .83 3.98
.28 I .251 .431
6.71 I 2.19 1 na I
1.61 I .51 .aoL I
.54L | .43 8.67L I
.44 I .55 7.42L I
1.09 I .28 1.65L I
.251 I .25L 1.021 I
.35L I .251
.76 | 1.19 15.19 :
.34 I .25L 3.181 I
.78 I .481 3.69L ]
.40L I .25L _72L I
.271 [ .25L 290 I
.63LI .31L 4ILl
.36 I .28 5.55 I
.26 l .25L 2.55L I
.25L | .251 _:,] i
.251 I .31: 8.441 t
.27L I .33 2.68: I
.351 I .27 2.75L ]
.271 I .37 6.32: I
.31L I .25L ....
24.38 I 19.08 3.93 I
2.09 I .55 411 =
.55L l .59 21.82L I
2.27 I 1.26 163L I
.42 I .18 .4_L I
.34 [ .25L 2.14L I
.25L I .09: "-_'_":
.33 I .25L 2.46L I
4.66 I 4.34 1 oo )
1,66L r .251 ....
.25L I .25L 4UL i
.98 [ .51 .4UL I
.28 I .25L 2.43L I
1 95 J 50 ' 2.18L ]
.38 .14: i 411 I
.54 .25L ' 2.53L ]
.25L .44 i 3.28L I
.31L I .251 I ,z I
.77 I .61 171LI
.32: .49 2.85 I
1.09 [. "_ I 5.16: ,
Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($I) at 12, 25, 60,
Flags
V L
Corr A Confusion R S ICoef R Flags*
D A I 752623676(3 I
C S 750722464C I
AA 0 9500110218 8
AA 0 9400100128 8
HDBB 760000110C '











BG G 8001010218 8
L F B 5600210228 8
ACEE 0 9503121408
K O 0 970300163C
AD 650331421C
BC 0 971101010(3
ACDC 6 9701123468 B
I BH 760512334C
HEBC 9701000108
AAJ F 0 9402202008 2
CCHH 950200231C 2
A B O 3 950000000C
ABM 1 970221001C
I E C 968502335C
FEC 960421461C
D 9500111308 4
ABMD 1 950432222C I 1
B G I 440OO20008 J
AB 0 7000102228 J A
C H 9400010008 I
ABC[_ 0 954200110C I










C B B B 950247575C
AAI 0 3300000008






BJ DH 9612221248 8
N D B C 954258663C
DD 9502322348 A
AABH 5 4411010208
AAHC 0 9580201208 4
C C F E 950649563C
CCDJ 8 968738775C
AD 1 96042O010C













B B D 940258854C














C E 950320022C C
A B 3 950000000C
CE B 0 9510011008
B HE C _o0224262C
F C HC !)60030430C









# T Name Type (") Mag








! ] 16 13876 C
I I 23 LDN1129















1 23 LDN 1066






1 2 LDN 1066







































a Coords SMJ SMN 9 O 12 .urn
h_ ,8, (,) (_) I b C) C) (') N
21460+5631 4.7 100+
21460+5755 5.4 ._ 32 62 14 38 2101 + 10 6 14 3
21461+5340 9.8 53 98+ 0 9 75 42_! 321461+5355 10.7,44 98+0 19
2146215231 14.G 39 97-1 15 8 23
2146215212 15.e 32 97-1 12 7 14 3
21482+5707 116.E 59 1001 3 13 7 24 3
2146215126 16.8 12 97- 2 37 18 13 3
21482+5821 17.6 32 101+ 4 16 11 121463+532720_ 6 96+0 17 s 9
21463+5332 23.1 22 98+0 9 5 21421454+554528752 99+2 8 175
214_+_ 326 39 100+2 26 10 39 221466+55Ol36842 39+1 2o 3 176 3
21466+5147 38.C 16 97-1 8 8 105 4
21467+5508 43.7 10 399+ 1 8 8 175 ! 3
21467+5727 44.5 30 100+ 3 52 9 36 3
21467+5628 46.5 9 100+ 2 15 9 11 3
2146715101 46.8 38 96- 2 57 9 167 2
21466+5437 49.5 31 99+ 1 33 8 82 3
I
2146615134 50.CI35 97- 1 22 11 8i 2
21466+5817 51.320 1011 4 19 12 38 3
21466+5747 81.913 101+3 33 8 44 3
21468+5213 52.7139 97-1 41 13 42 2
21469+5240 54.1 5 97- 1 10 5 26 3
21469+5818 56.423 10114 28 8 42 2
21469+5830 57.930 10114 9 8 16 321469+5:,39591=2310013 9 4 25 3
2147015717 0.6 24 1001 3 50 8 72 321470151701.837 97- 2 33 12 42 2
21470+5409 3.6 51 98+0 51 17 41 2
21470+5527 3.8 6 99+1 12 6 176 3
21470+._._ 41 13 10013 15 _ 1121471+5252 6.8 34 96- 1 20 J lv 178
2147115014 9.0 25 66- 3 75 i 8 136 3
21472+5545 12.4 36 99+ 2 9 8 174 3
21472+5642 14.5 2 1001 2 13 I 8 9 3
21472+5812 14.8 1 101+ 4 13 i 5 11 3
21472+5508 15.8 20 39+ 1 9 9 5 3
21472+5754 17.8 55 1011 3 221 3 105 3
21472+5048 17.9 39 96- 2 90 3 83 4
21473+5839 18.2 31 101+ 4 35 15 42 2
21474+5545 24.3 55 1001 2 20 12 178 2
21474+5323 25.5 37 98- 0 54 7 45 2
21474+5554 26.4 16 99+ 2 16 12 177 321474151229.563 97-2 25 15 169321475+521130421 97-1 8 5 15 3
21475+5037 30.620 96 2 24' 16 8 4
21475+5800 31.2 27 101+3 11 7 7 3
2147515512 32.2 33 39+ 1 7 4 173 3
21475+830734154 96 0 23 13 41 2
2147515713 35.1 15 1001 3 19 11 33 321477+530845112 96-0 12 6 g 3
21477+5739 46.0 27 1001 3 11 7 11 3!214771532147230 96-o 9, 8 10 3
21478+5419 50.8 3 99+1 9 5 20 321478+s_9 512 4r 100+2 17 3 173 2
21479+5328 58.639 98--0 23 10 172 2
2147915510 59.1 47 9911 7 3 177 3
214601_0 0029 10012 9 5 7 31
i
21480+581521 8 lO214 22 8 11 31
43 3 92 3'2148o+5859 6.6 42 100+ 2
21481+5521 6.2 55J 99+ . 42 17J 40 3
21481 +5653 7.7 35 10013 10 6 11 3
21481+5505 9.3 56 99+ _1 24 181174_w21481+5951 10.5 55! 102+ 15 =
21481+5548 11.249! 39+2 15 3 80 3
2148215319 13.2 38 96- 0 9 5 18 4
2148215113 13.6 49 97-- 2 9 4! 5 4
21482+530915339 96 0 11 9 32 3
2149215136164,, 97 2 30 141170321,8215,6615813 3911 52 9! 36 2
21482+5543 16.6 43 39+2 10 8 5 3
21463+5606 19.3 3 100+2 ! _] 4 321483+5357 20.1 29 96+ 0 7 1 40 2
21454+5422 26.4 366 99+ 1 5 17 3
8' 2214541542626.9299+121 178




21485+5138 35.1 ; 97--2 13 3 85= 421487+5149 43.2 1 97- 1 31 15 174 3
21487+5106 ,44.9_ 97-2 18 9 172 32148715812 46.9 101+ 3 20 11 40 2
21466+5348 503 7 98+ 0 9 5 20 3
21496+5052 52=0 57 96 2 8 8 4 4
21466+5050 53.31 1 M-2 99 23 44 2
21488+5333 53.6 36 98- 0 88 12 46 2
21488+5436 53.9:20 99+ 1 11 7 26 3
21489+5511 54.4 57 99+ 1 19 11 3 3
21489+5940 5_.3 39 102+ 5 23 9 42 2
2148915301 59.2 23 98 1 9 5 22 3 110.94
21490+5332 2.E 43 98-- 0 10 4 5 4 .63
21490+5742 5.3 1 1011 3 15 9 24 3 .46:
21490+5138 5.7 53 97- 2 10 5 7 4 1.33
21491+5859 6.7 46 102+4 65 8 72 2 .24
21491+5758 7._ 1 101+ 3 52 13 41 2 .26L
21492+5546 12.C 16 100+ 2 10 9 11 3 .76
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)








































































































]OO .urn Flux Con, A Contusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
19.77L_F ol _o2o330c
27.63L CC DBAJ IJO 960415844C19.37L BD AAM 95021012088.30: BC F AAGF 760420132(:: C 1 2 1:)O40146
10.16L B BEHB 9500012008 2
5.54: DCD CBB 9501101008
31.66L FD GFCC 954334563C
5.34 DD M F8 9600100208
29.83 F E C D F D 958312334C
23.83L C BG E 9401003228 2
20.19L BB AADCI0 9504003428 2
26.67L BB AA 16 970110030C
26.85: i EF CGDC 958213663C
8.34: DD MFB 9801023428 A
18.96L C BJ 9400OO0008
24.63LIBC ABNF 2 9601100108
26.66L C D D BH 660211230C
23.79: CED DBDC 96A313465C
5.26 CD CB 9602011558 8 1 23 LDN 1073
26.46L D KL DB 950000(X)0C
21.58L E E 9400100108
26.18L F BGC M0431201C
19.51L D O BOCG 960624552C 9
5.77L C J CB 9501101008
13.62L BB AACJ 9401100008 4 2 DO40174
26.07L C BOG 960331511C 1 2 DO 40176
31.02L! BE CB 0 940011122(;
31.66L BB AAJ 0 950433130C
25.44L F E B 9603111 00C
11.61L E FB 9501202738
552  OlO00 6.27: DDF 970001011C23.25 EEB 954413441C
19.22L C E 7400000008
4.75 C KDGC 9603000228
16.80L BC AB K 0 950210031C
18.15: DEC ECA
17.90 FCE HDCD
26.61L C ACDc30.74L E
4.61 F BB
5.98 D MI B














18.48L BBC D AAAD 0 9400100118 434.71 KCC 9600010128
9.62 CD D BCFB 0 980322150C
32.27L BB AAJ 2 9601544328
5.46: DF E CC 9602121328
24.17L C K B E 960422242C
15.81L B BI G 9502221328
13.89: BFFF BBBB 1 965413563C
46.29L BC AEJ 3 9400243318
21.34L BC AADD 0 750200140C
12.65: F F GCBB 970245561C
25.71L C CJ 9403100008
32.27 CCCD BAAA 0 9601334328
20.94 BBDE AAAB 0 95820010OC
21.81L E EEC 550000000C
9.43 C MFB 968411140C
6.10: DO CE 9701012208
17.92: CEED DCBA 5 960034591C
32.27L B BCB 9500310218
4.50L F DF 6600000000
9.70L B CDDG 960412121C
46.29 BBCE AAAA 1 9400243311
12.09L BBC AAC 01 9400000008
19.29L B BH ' 8502120008
6.48 D E B 8600100328
21.69L C DGGG 9502000008
12.81L BDC ABB 0 960120131C
23.95L CO AD 2 950321020C
19.28L C G C 95000O0O06
18.51L BBD AAC 0 650210120C
20.5_L C O G 750210010C
24.47L B AE 960120122C
4.59L C B MD 6600100000
t7.34L BC ABF 5 9301000108
17.76L BE AB 1 961310000C
31.25 BBDE AAAA 0 96400100(X_
19.03L BD ACI 0 94011013081
5.04 C GI C 96010112281
13.00L C CI 9501110008
9.20 DO FB 960100121C
15.96L BC AAEC 2 9501101008
12.08L BC AB 1 9510202438
4.33 O LB 9600101118
19.27L C BEC 9402244418
I
24.18L 88 AAH 1 I 9500000008
10.01 CD ECC 9600000238
4.13 CC 8CA 7701110200
7.98 BCCE AAAA 9 9500000008 42
39.01: BCBC CCBB 0 9482144416
15.15: FDEF BCB 960223231C
18.61L CC AA 1 9400201008
22.76L D H 860100000C
19.57L O C D I 960502346C
19.69L CO AEJ 0 950140000(;
NIL,he Type _"_ Mag
1 °41 21473+5048
4













1 23 LDN 1144
1 17 3073 LR/N
1 2 DO40213
C



























h m. • r
Galactic Uncertainly
a .8.) Coords SM] SMN (e(s) ( 1 b C) C) )
21492+5558 12.1 42 100+ 2 19 8 97
21482+5641 14.4 57. 100+ 2 34 12 46
21492+5109 15.8 26 97-- 2 12 9 6
21492+5058 16.931 97.-- 2 32 14 179
21492+5030 17.5 10 96-- 3 25 17 48
21493+5500 20.637 99+ 1 11 7 8
21493+5931 20.7134 102+ 4 9 8 101
21493+5937 20.9 44 102+ 5 11 8 174
2t494+5147 24.9 97- 2 30 17 38
21494+5913 25.9 32 102+ 4 5 3 23
21494+5035 27..7 36 96- 3 54 12 170
21494+5732 29.6 37 101+ 3 15 8 2
21494+5238 29.9 7' 98-- 1 16 7 11
21495+57.16 31.0 22 101+ 3 10 7. 21
21495+5736 31.6 19 101+ 3 64 16 44
21495+5409 31.9 35 99+ 0 24 10 39
21495+5149 32.8 29 97-- 2 8 8 88
21495+5628 34.0 26 100+ 2 9 5 12
21495+5137. 35.8 8 97.-- 2 10 9 6
21497+5341 42.5 57 98- 0 10 6 27
21497+5610 47..1 56 100+ 2 16 11 5
21497+5430 47..2 24 99+ 1 8 5 24
21497+5231 47..3 29 98- 1 20, 13 12
21497+5435 47.6 2 99+ 1 10 8 110
21498+5103 51.0 59 97.- 2 28 15 12
21499+5312 54.6 45 98- I 11 I 7 15
21499+5714 58.9 58 101+ 3 8! 8 31
21499+5121 58.9 2 97- 2 57 16 45
21500+5154 0.8 19 97- 2 8 I 7 127
21500+5144 3.3 36 97-- 2 108 19 45
21500+5719 3.8 11 101+ 3 191 3 83
21500+5614 4.0 24 100+ 2 18 9 170
21500+5903 4.5 30 102+ 4 12 10 24
21500+5454 4.5 2 99+ 1 6 3 101
21500+5435 4.8 7 99+ 1 10 9 8
21500+5451 5.8 4 99+ 1 7 3 10
21501+5324 6.9 10 98- 0 10 9 13
21501+5052 9.5 20 97-- 2 51 17. 40
21502+5140 14.1 4 97-- 2 31 12 47
21502+5004 14.5 14 96-- 3 11 4 30
21502+5704 17.2 3 101+ 2 12 8 28
21503+5533 18.9 231 100+ 1 7 4 17.9
21503+5011 20.2 27 96- 3 10 9 30
21503+5633 21.7 23 100+ 2 12 6 27.
21503+5322 23.3 55 98- 0 11 8 96
21503+5631 23.4 18 100+ 2 10 5 32
21504+5239 25.0 10, 98-- 1 28 9 44
21504+5735 26.8 9 101+ 3 9 9 32
21504+594e 29.0 14 102+5 10 5 17.1
216o4+53_ _3_ 88-0 38 1;' 46
21504+5050 29,8 54 97.- 2 10 8 180
21505+5703 30.1 191 101+ 2 52 12 37
21505+5435 31.2371 99+ 1 e 4 13
21605+5730 314 9i lO1+3 14 1o, 17.6
215o5+so16 33.255 _-3 _ _ 3721505+525934.537 96-I 2 179
2150_+ 5643 40.455 100+2 27. 23
21506+5633 41.3 11 100+ 2 11 27215o7+841o42508 99+o 12 2421507+5316,3.648 95- 1 15 22
21507+8426,36 53 88+0 10 91 2121507.+5613 447.24 100+2 24 9 1021_07+5550,5.560 100+1 5 7 932150,+5924 ,5.628 101+3 11 71 1221508+5205492 5 97-I 44 24 17.7
215o8+5o_ _o.157. 98-3 20 3 88215o6+8425_3912 99+0 57 6 482150_+554,_7.29 100+1 8 , 177.21_09+565255648 102+4 13 51 2421 09+5628,7.21100+25512,42
21510+55032227 99+111 83 t,10,346 .53088_0 91221510+8448.3, 9,+1 56 14 4021510,56184.932=+2 8 4 1
21510+5919 5.7. 13 102+ 4 25 8 72
21511+5717 9.7 31 101+ 3 15 9 9
21511+5305 10.0 5 888- 1 12 8 12
21511+5214 10.3 18 98-- I 25 8
21511+5205 10.4 50 98-- 2 12 10 24
21511+5315 10.8 22 98-- 1 10 6 22
21511+5240 11.4 35 88- 1 53 10 42
21511+5138 11.8 49 97- 2 13 8 4
21512+5412 14.9 40 99+ 0 33 20 20
21512+5625 16.7 41 100+ 2 7 4 16
21512+5030 17.8 49 97-- 3 23 13 170
21513+5357 21.5 5 99-- 0 12 7 12
21513+5101 22.1 13 97-- 2 23 9 1
21513+5655 22.4 3 101+ 2 9 6 20
21513+5542 22.6 26 100+1 8 4178
21514+5558 26.3 32 100+ 2 9 9 179
21514+5222 126-;24 98-1 60 15 42
21514+5621 27.1 16 100+ 10 3 84
21514+8457 29.4 6 99+ 1 10 6 14
21515+5417. 3o._ 21 99+o 51 2_21515+5724 31.1 50 101+ 3 15 1
21515+5618 31.4 47 100+ 2 10 5 180
21515+5107 32.5 8 97- 2 48 8 91
21515+5257 33.6 40 98- 1 36 22 17.
21515+5359 33.7 29 99- 0 51 23 44,
21515+5345 34.2 35 99- 0 19 8 107'
"Confusion Rags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended
Flux Density
H
C (Not Color Corrected)
O 12 pm 25 p.m 60 _m 100 /am Flux
N (Jan_y) Uncs
13 .37 .25L 2.12L 22.99L D
I 2 .44{- .35{. 1.23{. 12.91 O
4 .44 .25L .40L 11.01L B
4 .25{- .25{- .631_ 5.12 E
3 .25L .25L .35 3.84 CD
3 .29L .14: 1.85 7.99 ECC
4 .69 .37 .45L 5.65L CC
3 .31 .25L .40L 5.19L B
2 .25 .25L .44L 18.44L D
' 3 1.18 .87 .40L 3.89L BB
2 .25L .25L .56 6.41: CD
2 .37 .25L 2.07L 22.14L C
3 .25L .25L 1.20 6.14 DC
2 .48 .30L 2.06L 32.47L IB
2 .38L .29L 1.11 32.97L D
4 .48 .25L .45L 23.44L B
4 1.00 .30 .40L 13.34L BD
3 4.25 1.95 .74: 17.37L BBD
3 .82 .50 1.89L 13.65L BC
4 1.04 .59 .42L 13.97L CB
2 .26 .25L 1.89L 22.59L C
3 7.45 2.25 .46L 20.61L CB
2 .36 .30L .53L 12.45L C
3 .60 .30L .4OL 24.05L C
2 .21 .71L .41L 17.91L C
3 .41: .50 5.0t 8.27 FCCE
3 .55 .39 2.26{. 26.17L DC
2 .251_ .25L .57L 4.33 D
4 .85 .34 .SOL 15A6L BC
2 .25L .63L .49L 4.59 E
3 .25L .29: 2.15 22.80L F F
2 .33 .25{- 2.57{- 19.88L C
3 .34 .25L 1.80L 21.92L c
3 1.45 .53 .48L 20.91L BC
3 .89 .41 .48L 20.60L BC
3 8.29 2.77 1.15 24.37L BBB
4 .56 .25L .47L 17.611 B
2 .43L .25(- .50 12.16L C
3 .64 .17: 1.67L 16.78L BD
4 6.39 2.59 .51 11.69L BBB
3 .56 .25L 1.95L 25.77L B
3, .so 1.o4 4.34 8.23: DSCF
4_ .69 .33 .40L 7.33L BD
3 4.38 13.35 265.68L 566.60L BC
4! .60 .22: .46L 18.80{- BE
3: 8.57 34.16 265198L 566.60L BC
.67 .25L .42L 11.53L C! .78 .38 2.07L 23.40L DC
3 .49 1.45 1.91 3.51: BDDD
21 .25{- .25{- .54 6.39L c
i
4 .82 .29 .43L 10.76L CC
21 .27 .25L 2.24L 21.7.6L C
3 8.42 6.45 .96 20.46L ABB
3, .7.2 :27: 2.65L 30.94L CF
;! ,40L .25L .51L 4.92 D
3 I .25L .25L 1.13L 9.22 C
3, .76 1.19 265.68L 566.60L C D
_1 .48 .25: .45L 15.80L iBE
.41 .17 .49L 5.21: CD C
CE
i3i .70 .20: .40L 21.7.5L
.25L .25L 1.79L 9.39 C
, 1.07. .75 1.74L 15.60L [BC
.37'L .29 2.18 5.17L;[ DC F
.87L .61L .47L 4.69
4 f.98 .80 .49L 9.63L _8C
2 .29 .25L .47L 20.29L E
3 13.73 5.22 1.09 23.94L B BD
.23: .24 1.34 15.69L CCC
.44L .25 2.84L 464.90L D
.51 .41L .45L 17.59L C
.28L .28L .61 7.26 DC
2 .26L 1.18L .62 17.16L D
3 2.82 1.87 1.46L 51.50L BB
3 ,33 .25L .43L 5,98L :C
.30L .25L 1.25 25.82L F
.31 .25 .40L 15.43 C
2 .29 .25L .53L 17.46L F
2 .62 .13: .55L 16.37L BE
3 2.22 .78 .46L 13.00L BC
2 .26 .25L .51L t6.42L C
3 .44 .25L .61 3.86: C DD
3 .25L .25L .60L 4.41 E
3 3.63 15.56 87.94 174.19 BBDD
4 .25L .25L .84 5.32: CC
4 .53 .17: .45L 15.12L BC
4 .25L .25L .90L 5.51 E
3 .65 .28 2.03L 22.81L BC
3 2.50 1.11 1.88L 19.33L BC
3 .59 .30L 1.81L 18.38L B
2 .25L .25L .71 6.65: C D
3 .35: .40 87.94L 174.19L FF
3 .25L .30L 1.83 7.21 CO
.89L .25L .51 20.42L E
.25L .28L 4.70 43.70L F
.43L .27 12.51L 51.50L F
.25L .25L 1.65L 3.78 F
2 .34L .25L .56L 4.06 D
2 .25L .37L .59L 6.22 D
4 .41 .25L .48L 19.19L B




Corr A Confusion R 5 A
Coef R Rags = S 2 # T Name
GE 95010100OC
HJ H8 960302231C 6
CDHC 9501120008 19600102548 C
M DC 9601001938 C
GFBA I 9601000308 4
8C [ 6 8700010000
8 J 97O0110200 4
HJ 9400121108 I




B D F B 950320200(7,
E B G 960212330C 1
BFM 9500100118
AD i! 9510232008 1AAB 880210020CA A H 940220000C
AAGD 3 9501012008
E 880110000C 1 2 CO 40251
AAG 2 8500221308 1
BFGC 9601012428
BCOB 9500320308 1 1 32 X2149+845
EG 940O1001O8
CBAA 9600010008
B C 1 880432652C 2
HB 960100010C
3CFC 1 9501103208 2 2 39 4CP51.46A
B 96O120O008
D C B 960343653C 2
B 960120000C
CJ F 550000000C
AA F 1 9502101208 1 24 50403 C
BBLD 4 9500220308 1
AAA 0 9502101288 05 3 4 TMSS +50403
8F 9500110008 1 2 DO 40267
MC 9500111106
BF D 2 94011000(0 1 39 CR54T526
AACD l O 9601001028 8 1 1 GU CYG
BEH 950013010C 1 1 32 X2150+570
ABBB 1 9602003308 6 6 13 33817A
BCNE 0 9500102238 A
AAAB 0 920223333C 6 1 32 X2150+565
BF 0 9501220018
BBAA 0 927333333C 6 1 32 X2150+565
C 9501220028 1
BS _ 95032103_AAD 9701001100
CC 9600141328 9
ABG 9 9821211108 1 16 13912





F B 880100030C 4
BBBF 4 920233333C 6 1 1 IKCEP
IBG H 8 9500200008
EEGD 2 9601113328 8





AAB 1 9601003138 A
D I 9501110008











AEI C 0 9401222338 D 1 2 {:)040302






BFKD 0 9500120218 1
NJHA 0! 984202140CEICGC 950100020
AAD 1 950010110C
BD 65011002OC I 13 338321<0






I L B 960312100C
J F C 9600000208 4
BJ D 9601221318 1
B 9402001328 C 1 13 30835A2
100 pm; 10) High Source Density Region.
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1528+5317 49.4 / 7
1528+5927 51.7114
1528 + 5621 52.3J 5
1529+5137 55.0124 97- 2
/
1529+5452 56.4[37 99+ 1
1530+5738 3.217101+ 3
1530+5937 3.8J47102+ 4
530+5114 3.9129 97- 2
53o+55o15712oi lOO+1531 +5323 95| 3 99-
!531+5709 9.7148 101+ 2
531+,56 10.7153100+ 1
532+534512212i 99-0532+5705 12.2t 34 101+
532+562; 124125100+ 02532+ 5141 14.tl 30198-
532+533; t4.3Jt3j 99- 0
532+ 521_ 16,11171 98- 2
532+,500,_ 17.61341 97- 3
533+5331 18.8J 39 j 99- 1
533+5625 19.7144 j 100+ 2
533 + 584,_ 20,2l 52 j 102+ 4
533+541= 20.4J461 gg- 0
533+ 573£ Z1.4J47 J 101+ 3
/ I
533+501E .>2.61381 97- 3
534 + 536E Z6.0[ 20199- 0
534+5603 Z98]2[ 100+ 1
535+5531 30.6J 51 J 100+ 1
535+504? ]1.7J21J 97- 3
535+562? }3.3J 9J 100+ 2
535+5239 )4.4|6196- 1
536+5647 )6.0J 43 J 101+ 2
536+531C )8.0153198- 1
536+ 5502 ,89j 391100+ 1
t J
536+5321 ]9.0i6 j 99- 1
537+5018 13.5]30] 97- 3
537+5602 14.2145 j 100+ 1
537 + 530_ ls.0119 ] 98 1
538+5738 t8.3J32 J 101+ 3 I
538_-521C $28J14 1 98- 2
538+5343 _3.7J52 1 99- 0
539+5216 _.4.6146 [ 98- 2 1
539+5821 _5.2[25] 102+ 3 I
539+53os,69j3 / 88-1
539+5214 i7.5J20| 98 2
540+5940 0.6J451 103_ 4
540+5744 3.5[ 14 | 101+ 3
540+5345 3.7j41 | 99 - 0
541 +5725 6.2|5J 101 + 2
54145736 70r52 | 101+ 3
541+5715 0.1j28j 101+ 2
542+5558 ,2.1142 / 100_ 1
543+5439 8.8117 ] 99+ 0
102+ 39,0130/543+5843 i
Flux Density
.59 .25L B ACJ G
25.59 10.65 BBC AAAD
.33 1.05L F B H
.28L .25L C O E
1.60 .89 BC F AAI B
1.08 .21 CF ABGF
.29L .25L FD G DD
,91 .17: BD ACG
1.44 .47 BD E ACDC
.93 .52 DF C BB_D
.25L .25L
.84L ,25L C F
.77 .25L C , B I
.27L .25L 8 j I J1 65 34 F ABDD
7.30 4.41 CBB I AAA
17.41 5.58 ABCEI AAAB
.26L .25L E C
ACEG
.57 .15: BDD IC CB31L 2 L
,25L .25L CC
.35 .27L !DI K
1.37 .46 BCC D AAE
,25L .25L ! H B
1.43 .80 BC AA
.47 .34 EE DBHG
.45 ,25L F CD
,32 .28L C BG t
.29 .53L C DL
1,31 .32 ElC AC F
.36 .63 FO OBO
,27 .25L C C D
1.30 40 BD ABHG
6.23 2.06 AB E AABC
.25L 25L CC AA
.64L .33L D CFF
.61 .25 CDC ABBK
.94 .39 BBC ABD
1.18 6.33 BBCE AAAA
.88 .54 BCC ABCF
1.13 .31 BC AB M
1.27 7.23 BBC AAAA
.35L .30L EF J GDC
2.98 12.65 BBOE AAAA
.25L .25L D F C




Galactic Uncertainty C (Net Coler Conrected) V L
a 8 Coords SMJ' SMN 00 12 Fm 25 pm 60 p.m 100 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S
(s) (") I b (") (") (') N (Jaltsky) Unc$ Cocf R
98-- 1 9 5 22 = 3 9.02 t4.28 BBC AAA
,,+o 3, 26r 38 25, g o99+ lO 174 .83 .33 o ^cl F
98- 58 15 40 2 .28 ,25L CFC F N97-2 11 9 8 4 .32 .35 CBI11 6 23 3 1.41 .62 AB
_79-2 31 161642 .42L .25L C KLED3103164 1.30 .61 BB AA
100+2 7323 1.71 18.37 CBDD AAAA
101+3188773 .62 .33L B BBK
97-218354 .27L .25L D CGFD
98- 114112231 .39 .25L B BCG
102+4 93364 1.34 .42 BC AB
102+46218422 .25L .25L O JC'
97-217101743 .25L .25L DC I CB
102+ 4 9 8 233 .83 63 BB BA
101+ 3 16 10 393 .26: 147 CFFE DCAB 3
.25L101+ 2 32 16 422 .25L FC iE i
102+ 3 25 10166 2' .30 .25L C E
98- 1 13 8 163 .45 .25L C E BEC
101+ 2 13 9 303 .60 .29: DD BCL
98- I 10 6 173 1.11 .33 BC AB
100+ 2 8 3 43 .77 .94 DFFF BACC
97-2 9 8 180 4 .80 .80 BB AAG
9g+ 1 9 4 180 3 1.55 .69 BC AAE
100+ t 7 4 6 3 1.47 1.45 BBOC CDBA
101+ 3 10 9 153 .74 .35 CC Be*
100+ 2 7 4 t33 13.44 11.16 BBEF AAAB
101+ 2 9 3 153 4.33 11.62 BBD AAA
98- 11712322 .26 .25L E BD
98-227121702 .28 .58L :F !O E97-3171130, .25L .25L DC MLCB
99- 0 11 921 3 .48 .21: :BF
99- 0 12 8 164 .74 .23: BF BE
99- 0 62 23 432 .25L .63L i O FFO
101+ 3 8 4 333 3.42 14.36 'BCEF AAAA
102+ 3 9 6 233 1.65 .46 BB ABF
101+ 226 8 lO62 .35 .25L D C
99- 9 4 9i 4 1.62 .47 BF ABK
100+ 1 66 13 41 2 .43L .25L D AF
101+3 14 7 176 2 2.32: 15.56 EFF BAAA
101+3 10 6 15 3 .25L .77 CFE DAAB
98- 1 11 4 26 3 1.32 .38 BC AB
102+ 4 9 5 34 _ 4 1.69 1.00 BB AA
100+ 2 11 8 993 .45 .25L B CI H
100+ 1 t3 9 52 .33 .25L C C
98-1 1210 153 .87 .25L B AK
102+ 4 4424 382 .25L .25L D E
100+ 2 1t 5 233 .38L .26 OFE GDBB
7 3 254 1.18 .45 BB ABF
4027432 .59L .25L E M L C
105 363 10.75 4.77 DB F AABB




27 144 36 3S 163
10 5 178 3
33 3 15 39 25 3
331 44 4
23 14 2 3;
74 1644 2
389 40 2
34 8 2ij7230 3
9 35 4'5 422


























Rags" S 2 # T Name Type Mag









960100000C i 1 21:)O40340 60 106
950203244C 8
94OO1O0OO8











95O230000C 7 MWC1051 25
65O33o2OO8
94C00333tC 7 32 X2152+ 556 19 7
960100000C
95O110100C974201041C9 16 13955 M0 63 1400






930324532C 3 32 X2152+574 83' 3
760100001C
95001010OC
9501135348 B 1 2 DO 40359 49 116
940013341C 7





950010000C t 2 DO 40358 71 110
9501000108 1 13 33857 K7 4 81
7603031200 5











960423230C 1 I 1 13 33863 K7 5 82






960452535C A 32 X2153+ 563 129 10
5501OOO0O8
9601100228448 1 V413CYG 9 3
960221130C 17 39 BGE 2153+57 83 4087400110108 t LWCYG 4 3












9501010228 1 13 33875 K0 4 67
960324243C 0
950032022C DO 404049502234318 3 2 2 55 106
9703120308 34 TMSS + 50410 20 22
640000001C 1 23 LDN 1139 94
9601101228
9503320308
7600000000 1 17 3085 37
950203202C El
9601134318 31 32 X2154+537 62 3
950211100C 1 173086 89




4600100008 1 13 33880 K7 4 85
*Contusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-t; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Ne_jhbod_j Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Nek_hbonng Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
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a .8 Coords SMJ 6MN 8 O 12 Fm
horn. ,8, (s) (") I b C) C) (') N
21_3+_05 1793 6.07
21543+5020 _4 I 3 2.6721543+5419 .33L21543+5054 1 I 3 .25L
21543+5048 53 3 .44
21544+5445 47 2 .31:
21544+5603 19 3 .25L
21544+5522 85 3 .25L
21544+54t7 101 4 3.28
21545+5752 6 3 .98
21545+5916 29 4 1.21
21545+5736 24 3 .94
21546+5226 30 3 .25L
21546+5317 37 3 .43
21548+5421 47 I 4 ..58
21546 + 5331 12 4 .70
21547+5834 29 I 3 7.02
i
21547+5855 14 ' 4 2.38
21548+5843 10 3 .28
21548+5623 22 3 1.32
21548+5615 1 3 .25L
21548+5747 30 3 2.65
21548+6121 3 4 .25L
21549+5610 16 3 .25L
21550+5558 74 3 1.04
21550+5013 32 3 32
21550+5644 179 2 .29
21550+5838 43 2 .56
21551+5500 4 3 1.87
21551 +5526 166 2 .g4L
21551+6508 14 3 .34
;'1551 +5937 25 4 .66
21551+5200 21 4 .34L
Z1552+5411 16 2 .23
21552+5407 26 4 2.39
21552+5610 1 3 .48
21552+5054 10 4 .56
21552+5556 4 3 1.18
21553+5631 172 3 .37
.>1553+5213 32 3 .47
21553+5939 177 2 .27
.>1553+5908 35 4 1.23
21554+5134 7 3 .31
21554+5015 34 3 1.48
21554+5803 4 3 .31L
215.54+5851 41 4 1.26
21554+5920 36 3 .35
21555+5956 97 3' .72
21555+5103 171 2 .29L
21555+5946 34 4 .47
21555+5859 42 2 .34L
->1556+5505 5 2 .28
.>1556+5521 180 3 .86
.)1556+5439 44 2 A6L
_1557+ 5229 24 3 .25L
.)1557+5117 46 3 ! ,25L
:155_+54_ 12 4 .65
.)1657+5333 23 4, 1.49
-)1558+5116 171 2i .25L
.)1558+5907 26 4 46.62
;1658+5350 16 3 ,25L;1556+5 09 133
;16 +614 479 .26 ._1559 + 5127 25L
.)1559+5721 25 3_ .77
.)1559+5240 _ 241 2'_6 L
.)1559 + 5207
.)1559+5620 39 21 :25L
.)1560+5852 ._
.)1560+ 6419 7_ 21 .
.)1560+5236 19 3 5.79
.)1560+5707 19 2 .29
._1560 + 6439 7 3 5.67
._1560+ 5301 9 3 4.98
!1561+56O6 32 3 1.66
11561 + 5403 178 2 .24
.)1561+5231 44 2 .25L
!1561 +5847 175 2 .28
!1561+ 5814 83 3 .29L
.)1562+ 5929 36 3 .31L
.)1562+5515 11 3 .34
.)1562+5448 19 3 .33
!1562+5205 18 4 .87
!1503+5630 21 3 84.30
!1564+5217
H564+5147 13 42 1.23'27
!1565 + 5452 _728_95324 .34.25L
!1565+5512 10,2_J_1565+5419
!1566+5051 45 2 .
,1566 + 5309 24 3 11.89
!1566+5923 4 2 .30
,1566 + 5601 39 2 .28
!1567+5846 1 3 .80
!1567+5627 74 3 .60
!1568+5030 14 3 .45L
!1568+5213 44 2 .25L
!1568 + 5426 43 2 .92L
!1568+5236 76
44 32 ,25
_1568 + 5538 .30
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Color C_._,rected)
25 p.m 60 p.m
(Jansky)
V L
100 _m Flux Corr A Confasio, R S
Uncs Coef" R Flags"
14.15L DD AABC 9 660120051C
g.95L BB AAD 0 7400000108
8.71: ECD EEB 9601333318
3.47 D HGGB 9601100646
10.48L B CH 9500110108
10.66L CD BHFK 0 9602000218
7.08 C GA 750120051C6.47 u I FGC 960010121C
16.98L AS AAEJ 0 9501313318
22.55L BC AC C 0 950014530C
19.81L BC AB 1 1500000008
59.47 CBEF BAAB 0 950314133C
8.09: DC GF E 9602000436
18.05L C BI J E 8500200316
5.90: ,..BE D ACGC 960033342819.21L! GJ 0 9500000008
15.61L BBB AABD 0 6621000008
122.49: BBCC BBAA 5 3342044328
31.21L C D 3402200008
18.21L BC ACI E 1 160210033(3
6.75 EC CDEEKI CA 564211232C252.20: GDCA 8 928213430C
4.96 I BOC DBCB 964110442C
18.18L! C HHBB 550221232C
23.90L' B D BD 0 740012110C 1
12.48L, B BE 8401100008
19.50L O O 950114122(:; 1
20.59L C BE 7601100008
24_71LjBC AAEH 0 9613001008
1824LI E LC F 950100010C
19.26L, CCC BOB 1 950310020C
4.86Ll E O B. 9 5710111000
13.46LI CC J EAJ 950002341C
22.08Ll F B G 950010000814.94L, AA 1 9502100008
12.84L DD BCHC O 560211231C
13.42L] B AE 9511000108
17.12LJ CC AC 5 750012110C
5.38: :D F BHHE 470210022C
12.88L C DF 950101020C
5.68L C CI J 5600111000
157.91L BCC BAAA 0 2253121438
12.53L C CGE 95O00OOO(0
9.77Lj B C ABLI 1 9401100008
5.61: I FCD FBAA 970010100C
21.90L BC AB 0 3500100008
26.42L C B 1502000108
5.41L BD AC 0 96OO000000
8.57L C F 9501000308
4.96L B D B F G I O 5700000000
9.64L O DE 2680001018
21.73L F EL 9503100008
19.95L BC AB 0 950100010C
4.95 D LDC 9701100118
8.83L D I HB 9602100338
9.42L D BE 950310054C
C
S 2 # T N='ne Type Meg
7 1 23 LDN 1107 455
6
4 236 1 LDN1107 305
6 I
1 "41 21545+5916 4
D 1 2 i DO40_.q3 25 111
7 2 t3 33891 M0 39
F 2 l'32 X2154+589 38 1.=
1 13 33893 K7 5 8_
I
7 2 22] BFS10 50 6(
6 2 7 235668 55 81
1
1 23 LDN 1107 211
2 2 DO 40446 68 10(
1 21 0040447 38 11E
I1
1 "41 21554+5851 19
1 2 DO 40456 84 9(
1 "41 21556+5859 26
18.27L CO AD 0 9501100108
15.95L BC ABKG 0 9500012208 2 1 17 3091 50
4.17 DO BB 960410033C 8
157.91 AACE AAAA O 1373121438 33 C 2 °32 X2155+591 81 I;
4.19 BD D FB 970000011817 05L BDJ O 5 2 00
4.68 CD MBA 960010020C
10.84L DD ECB 9503000OOC 1 11 PK 97- 2.1 62
19.87L DE ADCB 0 960200000C
5.28 D C FB 9701100128
36.57L DF AA 9 940321462C C
I
5.32 E I BFB 9701000218 I
25.6OL E D N 4400100008 2 *23 I LDN 1149 33
19.25L D C El 9500000318
11.55L BBD AAB 0 9602100126 2 4 TMSS +50411 20 28
24.34L C DMF 950100000C
14.84L'BB AAD 0 9600100018 1 17 3092 41
12.01L BB AAJ 0 9501000008
83.53 BBCD BAAA 3 9440032108 3 1 32 X2156+581 6 3
17.74L C EHM 9503100108
8.83L D DC 9681200348
15_76L C DN 3500100008 2 °23 LDN 1143 186
6.20 DBD DCBB 9600001208
33.77L C H DD 9400001008
23.60L D D E 950210341C 4
21.421. C BJ H 9501100006
36.57L BBD AAAB 1 94C521663C C
6.36 CCCC AAAA 9 9721111008 26 3 3 RAFGL2825 26 8
17.96L C CL 940110000C I 2 0040467 85 106
12.04L BC AB 1 ' 950020010C 1 1 DN CYG 15 3
29.33L E C 9501110008
7.94 CO RBB 9603203418 4
13.99L BBC AAC 0 9502100328 16 4 2 DO40493 86 96
9.55L D B 9403011208
11.79L BCC AAA gl 9500000008 15 2 1 MQCYG 20 3
i
=
64.42L F D 1401144006 3
13.04L D CN ! 750001000C I22.12L BC A6 0 5401314308 6, I "41 21567+5847 15 3
20.83L BD BC 0' 9501111006
2.72 D FLI B 9600000108
22.44L F D CCA 940220131C
3.92 D C 9701000338
13.84L C E 950110020C' 1 13 33929 K5 17 67
22,58L B C 940000000C
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 vm; 10) High Source Density Region.
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Right Ascension: 21h56mSO'-22h00m10 =
Position (1950) FlUX Density Rags
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color C0¢recte(I)
a 8 a _ Coords SMJ SMN (0) NO 12 p.m 25 p.m 60 p.mh m. o , (s) () 1 b (,,) (.) I (Jansky)
21568+5717 50.e 50 101+ 2 13 9 13 3 .35 ,25L 2.49L
21568+5336 52.7 30 99- 1 51 17 43 2 .38L 25L .69
21568+5910 53.1 22 102+ 4 34 8 39 3 .39 25L .47L
21569+5125 55.3 3 98-3 8 7 116 4 .81 .16 1.61L
21569+5923 58.3 40 103+ 4 7 4 38 4 1.63 2.07 30.82
21569+5842 58.8i46 102+3 11 3 126 4 .51 1.65 4.44
21570+5146 0.0!30 98- 2 8 4 t3 4 1.18 .45 .65L
21570+5437 1.9!39 100- 0 16 11 4 2 .28 .25L .47L
21571+5251 7.7_49 99- 47 14 42 2 .25L .25L .55:
21571+5515 8.9 58 100+ 0 9 3 5 3 1.69 .55 .40L
21571+5334 9.3 28 99- 1 32 8 44 2 .25 .25L .53L
21571 +5850 11.3 0 102+ 3 33 11 33 2 28 25L .71L
21572+5852 13.2 43 102+ 3 16 10 25 3 .26L .25L 1.24
21572+5708 15.1 41 101+ 2 22 13 16 2 ! .25L .25L .84
21572+5820 16.4 57 102+ 3 53 14 42 2 .92L .39L 1.46
21572+5203 16.6 49 98- 2 35 3 88 3 25L .25L 1.38:
21572+5805 17.2 26 102+ 3 12 8 21 3 .46 .25L .81L
21573+5813 19.6 53 102+ 3 11 9 37 3 .83 .22 .48L
21573+5239 20.5 23 99- 2 20 3 = 8 3 .26L .25L 1.2121573+5023 21.9 4 i 97- t02 8 82 3 .25 .25 .32:
21574+5453 25.6 31 100+ 0 11 9 24 3 .49 .25L .46L21574+5_6_.7 13 _,-2 57 3 46 2 .26L .33L .93L.
21574+5932 29.5 34 103+ 4 10 8 38; 4 .75 .39 .53L21575+5717 _0.4 5 101+ 2 9 29 .92 .61 1.70L
21575+5512 i33.3 13 100+0 21 8 5 _ 2 .70L .25L .60
21575+5411 35.3 37 100- 0 12 9 30 4 .70 .17: .40L
21576+5709 38.3 22 101+ 2 14 8 90 3 .65 .27L 1.71L
21577+5013 43.2 18 97- 4 62 16 47 2 .42L .25L .44
21577+5559 45.1 49 101+ 1 18 8 7 3 .34 .25L 1.75L
21578+5258 48.2 49 99- 37 21 8 3 .25L .25L .52L
21578+5114 50.7 35 98- 3 85 19 172 2 1.17L .25L .44L
21578+5315 50.8 0 99- 62 16 40 2 26L .25L .51
21579+5256
99- 9 4 29 3 1.20 .38 .42L52"2!3 102+ 3 I 8 5 38 3.38 1.41 t.7621578+5823 52.3
21578+5214 52.9 11 98- 2 33 18 45 2 .25L .35L 1.I5L
21578+5634 53.0 8 101+ 8 7 122 3 .74 .12: .46L
21579+5957 54.3 6 103+ 4 50 38 11 2 .37L .59L .62L
21579+5908 55.9 14 103+ 3 15 8 85 4 .48 .25L .56L
21579+5757 57.5 4t 102+ 3 58 19 43 2 .30L .25L .53L
21579+5701 58.0 53 101+ 2 18 9 180 2 .40 .25 1.89L
21580+5205 0.7 55 98- 2 74 25 43 2 .25L .25L 1.73L
21580+5743 4.0 42 102+ 2 14 9 5 2, .40 .14: .63L
21581+5035 10.0 14 97- 3 9 9 22 4 _ .83 .40 .40L
21581+5707 10.9 22 101+ 2 11 5 40 3 27.78 13.44 2.53
21582+5514 12.4 67 100+0 15 3 89 3 .25L 25L 1.8121583+5653 18.0 _, i 101+ ,= 25 8 80 3 .26L .25L 1.07
21583+5239 20.9 49 99- 2 12 7 13 3 1.70 .49 .55L
21583+5318 21.7 31 99- 1 40 21 t72 2 .25L .80L .54L
21583+5646 23.8 4 101+2 8 8 43 3 .74 .36 .52L
21585+5930 31.3 23 103+ 4 32 20 43 2 .41L .25L .59
21585+5219 34.2 55 99- 2 23 8 14 3 .26L .25L .83
21585+5912 35.3 26 103+ 3 23 11 25 4 .25L .25L .66
21585+591635750103+4 267 197 72L21586+5149 i36.8 51 98 2 9 2 1 1.671 .38L .60L
21588+5238 37.7 47 99- 2 22 14 18 3 .25L .25L 1.01
21586+5538 39.8 9 10t+ 1 8 4 178 3 1.25 .37 1.75L
21587+5246 44.0 50 99- 2 30 11 46 3 .25L .25L 1.15
21587+5421 44.8 18 100- 0 11 9 14 4 .74 .46 .46L
21587+5817 47.(_ 29 101+ 20 8 172 2 .32 .31L .61L
21588+5603 51.2 1 101+ 9 8 7 3 .50 .45 .40L
21588+5216 53.6:47 99- 2 12 10 17 3 .92 .45 ,80L
21589+5832 54.0'55 102+ 3 16 8 178 3 .25L .25L 1.43
21589+5955 54.8 37 103+ 4 9 8 7 3 .80 .27L .57L
21589+5515 55.3 9 100+ 0 24 8 41 2 .35L .37 2.67
21589+5125 55.5 58 98- 3 30 3 13 3 .25L .25L .52L
21589+5628 57.5 10 10t+ 1 6 4 26 3 1.28 .46 .41L
21589+5752 57.8 39 102+ 2 8 5 32 3 3.82 2.34 .45L
21589+5119 59.6 43 98- 3 8 i 4 20 4 .32 .52 4.79
21589+5440 59.6 20 100- 0 14 : 9 34 3 .68 .25L .44L
21589+5420 59.9 42 100- 0 72 : 8 90 2 .25L .25L .85L
21590+5237 1.5 29 99- 2 15 10 30 3i .45 .27 .58L
21590+5619 1.5 58 101+ 1 25 16 41 2i .40L .25L .65L
21590+5458 1.6 4 100+ 0 25 8 91 2 .25 .25L .55L
21590+5926 3.0 19 103+4 17 8 170 4 .34L .25L .95
21591+5102 8.7 52 98-3 8 7 128 4 .73 .29L .40L
21592+5550 13.9 10 101+ 1 7 3 12 3 .36 .62 4.54
21592+5002 16.3 4 97- 4 27 6 47 2 2.21 1.16 .40L
21592+5755 16.6 55 102+ 2 35 3 173 3 .25L .25L .82
21592+5440 17.2 30 100-- 0 26 12 173 2 .26 .25L .49L
21592+5414 17.6 50 100- 1 9 8 42 4 .83 .21 .41L
21594+5219 24.81 30 99- 2 20 9 45 3 .33 .22: .74
21594+5720 26.3 54 102+ 2 13 11 19 2 .60 29 2.12L
21594+5811 27.5 10 102+ 3 10 9 34 3 .54 .30 .48L
21594+5508 28..= 9 100+ 0 11 8 18 3 .79 22: .40L
21595+5418 30.4 5 100- 1 1t 7 15 4 8.t0 5.60 .75
21595+5229 31.7 3 99- 2 24 15 48 2 .36L .27L 1.t6:
21596+5344 36.5 21 100- t 27 11 41 3 .25L .25L t.03
21596+5216 37.5 17 99- 2 14 8 43 3 .38 .29L .63L
21596+5202 38.9 47 99- 2 22 14 27 3 .38 .25L 1.45L
21596+5324 39.9 26 99- 1 13 9 7 3 .49 .19: .4OL
21597+5432 45.236 100--0 i _ 8 18 4 .69 .29 .41L21598+5052 48.832 98 3 1 43 2 .26 .25L .40L
21598+5247 51.627 99-2 83 16 422 .75L .25L .40
21599+5112 54.8 13 96-3 59 15 1732 .25L .25L .47L
21599+5243 57.1 44 99 2 10 9 28 3 .89 .31 .73L
21599+5852 58.9 41 103+ 3 13 9 174 3 .78 .25 .50L
22000+5643 5.1 42 101+ 1 6 4 17 3 40.82 17.41 2.98
22001+5514 7.7 33 100+ 0 25 3 84 3 1.04L .26 4.98
22001 +5224 9.2 26 99- 2 27 12 25 3 .25L .25L .48:
22001+5930 10.5 31 103+ 4 27 18 22 2 .46L .90L .65
v L
100 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Coef R Flags*
Declination: +50"-+60"
Associations
29.28L D CH 950t11000C
5.31L C L CF 9601132328
23.35L B CF 1501000008
8.99L!BE BCFH 0 9.50011030C
6442 IBBBC BAAA 4 6401143008
4.73: BBCD BAAA 2 6601101008
12.09L BB ABF 3 950210100C
20.94L D CF 9500000008
5.09 DO DC 7700000418
21.62L BC AA 2 9502201308
14.65L C El 9501132228
26.70L C B E H C 5502233308
12.01 FD I BDB 5602123308
20.97L D B 95011000(0
10.46: CD HEDD 8682023348
6.54 CD N OB 960201230C
28.07L C B F N 6500000008
15.87L BD AD D 01 7601010128
9.94L F L DB 960220040C
3.44 DC B DB 9500000108
20.12L B S 9501000008
5.77 E MDC 960320230C
22.51L BC BB 3 9501000008
24.14L BC AA 0 950010000C
19.57L D C 9502200008
16.48L BD AD E 6 9500000008
21.47L B B D 940020000C
7.65L C C 9300000008
14.84L C CFGJ 540000000C
4.04 C J C 9700102218
2.43 D L J I B 9700000008
13.80L C C 9500000208
11.75L BC ABD 0 9601102318
10.82: BDDD AAAA 9 9602013228
3.12 D MDB 970110140C
23.18LI BE ABL 0 9500000008
8.79 F G 660000O010
2634L B B F 3500000008
6.43 C J KC 8701000008
17.34L CD DCHD 850100000C
4.80 E I D 9eO100050C
8.51L CD BGEC 0 7601101008
7.29L BC AB 2 9500000008
16.57L BBC AAA 0 950110010C 42
18.29L C FB 8501103418
18.93L C HBD 96000OOO08
13.57L BC ABC 5 9503147528
4.11 D I DA 9601100408
19.28L BC AAGE 2 9503000008
25.43L C C 6503100001
19.92L C J C 950112312C
7.78 DC J E B 6600100008
20.59L BC AAB 9 6500100008
3.66 E GGEC 970200210C
13.31L C HDC 9504367528
19.89L BB AC 0 940000300C
10.40: CC EGD 9603065416
13.15L CC ABLE 0 9501101108
16.44L D CGKDI 9502101108
16.66L CE BB 0 9400000008
12.53L BC ABC 2 950033543C
24.85L B G B C 6501000008
24.46L ! B AF 9500000008
13.30 FCE FCDB 9646117658
5.16 C K FB 9683012448
17.06L BC AB 0 9514203228
25.84L BB IAA E nO 96011002187.77 BBBC BAAA v 9603021448
16.27L B BFNH 9501200008
4.75 I D CD 9702301108
I
16.481 ED BBI 0 9503233208
5.97 D M CS 9601201008
21.24L C GB 9500000018
25.58L C F F D 4502000008
8.02L B AD M 9400010008
9.80: CCEC CAAA 2 650300412C
1.81L BC AA 0 9601000000
25.53L D CD 9601101328
16.40L C D 9501200008
17.97L DD ADJ 9 9501211008
4.90L CDD AECC 0 960214543C'
21.59L CF BEG 0 640001121C
33.08L BC BB 0 i 7500010008
18.66L CF AB 0 9601020008
12.83L ABB AAB 0 9602211008
7.32 DD EKCA 9603025508
8.07: CD GDB, 9681000408
12.20L S CDDD 950124443C
10.80L E D 950300153C
15.89L CE BI 0 9500000008
12.75L BC BC 3 9501210008
12.93L D C 9400000008
13.26L ! C B 9501220308
2.73 C F F B 9600000008
15.37L BC ABEG 0 9501320308
31.41L BD BB 0 3601000008
4.90L BBC AAAD 4 9601000108 23
29.59: DCD 'MCDB 9582044308
3.93 DD L GC 9601000308
9.27L C MCB 6600213428
C
A Sop
S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
1 2 DO 40511 70 11(]
1 2 DO 40508 71 123
3 1 32 X2156+593 23 3
1 "41 121589+5842 39 7
1 1 ' MT CYG 11 3
4
1 2 1:)O40520 72 111
7









A 1 "41 21579+5824 49 3
1 2 DO 40545 12 96
5 1 GN CEP 80 3
I 2 DO 40553 77 123
1 1 23 LDN 1091 358
1 23 LDN 1091 215
1 23 LDN 1091 435
A
1 "41 21588+5832 15 6
C 1 32 X2158+514 59 12
4 2 13 33968A0 5 77
1 713+57 19 81
C 3 9 !Ul1874 17 156
1 23 LDN 1091 152







2 17 3099 45










Name n_Galactic Uncertainty C
a B Coords SMJ SMN O O 12 _tm
ham. °B, (s) () ] b C) C) (') N
22001+5550 11.2 52 101+ 1 17 8 172 3 .36L
22002+5938 12.6 22 103+ 4 26 12 39 2 .30L
P2002+5002 14.8 51 99-- 2 43 3 45 2 .35
22002+5926 16.2 27 103+ 4 27 18 41 2 .25L
22002+5339 16.4 46 100- 1 26 8 16 2 .25
22002+5759 16.4 55 102+ 2 10 I 8 29 3 .63
22002+5812 17.1 40 102+ 3 12 i 6 15 3 .53
22002+5806 17.1 48 102+ 2 19 11 24 3 .25L
22003+5400 18.5 22 100- 1 63 11 167 2 .26
22003+5945 20.5 9 103+4 21 11 16 3 .30
22003+5952 20.9 13 103+ 4 8 3 25 3 3.21
22003+5319 23.3 29 99- 1 28 17 16 3 .25L
22003+5745 23.9 35 102+ 2 24 12 173 2 .30
22004+5249 27.6 0 99- 2 12 9 31 3 .58
22005+5428 30.2 16 100-0 12 6 13 4 11.78
22005+5538 30.3 56 101+0 15 10 177 2 .20
22005+5508 34.0 52 100+ 0 10 4 3 3 1.47
22005+5350 35.4 20 100- 1 64 18 167 2 .25L
22006+5939 37.5 42 103+ 4 14 4 22 3 .25L
22006+5440 37.9 17 100- 0 11 6 21 3 1.19
22006+5336 38.6 43 100- 1 10 5 17 3 3.68
22007+5142 46.4 49 98- 3 11 3 13 4 1.17
22008+5101 46.1 8 98- 3 9 5 19 4 1.25
22008+5733 49.646 102+ 2 9 9 22 3 .74
22008+5342 49.938 100-1 25 13 30 3 .28L
22008+5912 50.8138 103+3 11 13 95 4 1.0421 3 .36
22008+503250.8,_ 96-4i 16 lO 2_;4 .672_0_+.20 .638 100-0 _ i_ 25L2_9+5300 59.41_099-222010+_1 0648 97-4 118 9 46 28L
22010+51501.846 9g-3 24 3 5 4 62L
22010+5415 3.2 42 100- I 23 12 177 2 .2422OLO+57165.216 102+2 12 10 7 3 .5622010+57_,5.653 102+2 8 5 263 3.32
22011+5359 7.2 25 100-1 10 8 14 4 .4522011+53367.,_501oo-1 10 9 21322011+5_510._40101+1 6 6 103 .8822011+512511._30 96-3 31 9173 2 .342_013+63122.,37 99-2 30 8 00,3 .5o2_014+591124._1 103+3 67 17 38,2 .27
20014+,52 25._21100-0 9 5133 ,.68
22014+5413 25.8 45 100- 1 38 16 ;173 2 .71L
22014+5712 25.8 23 102+ 2 13 8 10 3 t.70
22014+5732 25.8 12 102+ 2 60 9 46 2 .23
22015+5914 32._ 22 103+ 3 18 8 97 4 .35
22016+5657 36.4 22 102+ 1 9 8 110 3 .98
22016+5026 37.7 29 98- 4 71 16 45 2 .25L
22016+5749 38.9 31 102+ 2 15 3 94 3 .25L
22017+5718 42.1 55 102+ 2 9 3 11 3 1.76
22017+5632 43.8 57 101+ 1 8 8 95 3 .74
22017+5228 47.4 32 99- 2 11 10 21 3 .79
22018+5459 49.2 29 101-0 18 12 175 2 .32
22018+5149 52.7 40 99- 3 9 4 5 4 2.57
22019+5954 54.5 59 103+ 4 9 4 9 3 2.04
22019+5515 54.8 20 101+ 0 9 3 6 3 1.76
22020+5321 2.2 28 100- 1 29 21 40 2 .25L
22020+5847 4.5 54 103+ 3 9 8 I 13 4 1.03
22020+5938 5.7 44 103+ 4 22 16 32 2 .25L
22021+5931 10.0 13 103+ 3 69 12 42 2 .25
22021+5117 11.2 10 96-3 42 15 173 2 .25L
22021+5536 11.7 121 101+ 0 37 13 43 2 .25L
22021+5756 12.0 17 102+ 2 12 10 15 3 .41
22022+5502 12.5 9 101-0 9 5 17 3 1.63
22022+5125 13.3 38 98-3 30 20 172 2 .25L
22022+5048 16.9 30 98- 4 19 8 6 3 .28
22023+5924 19.9 37 103+ 3 16 12 9 3 .30
22023+5249 21.6 27 99- 2 11 6 23 3 1.02
30' 3 28 3 .25L
22024 + 5257 26.8 30 99-2 3'!22024+5237 28.037 99-2 1 9213 .88
22024+5615 28.5 41 101+1 6122 3 .55
22024+5753 29.1 25 102+2 23 13 1782 .27L
22025+5129 30.9 41 99-3 12 3 3 4 .62
22025+5241 30.941 99-2 46 19 502 .26L
22025+5529 30.9 46 101+0 8 3 11 3 .89
22025+5003 31.3 20 98-4 33 20 48 2 .25L
22025+5420 34.6 30 100- 1 11 5 19 4 1.83
22025+5459 35.3 34 101- 0 20 11 33 3 .29L
22027+5239 44.6 22 99- 2 9 4 25 3 4.84
22028+5132 48.1 23 99- 3 30 3 179 3 .25L
22028+5916 52.5 23 103+ 3 20 8 78 4 .46
22029+5815 58.9 49 103+ 2 62 8 44 3 .33
22029+5330 59.0 26 100-- 1 12 8 15 I 3 .4822029+5923 59.4 9 103+ 3 53 3 36 .27L
22030+5704 0.8 38 102+ 8 8 121 3 .68
22030+5100 3.3 16 98- 3 10 8 21 3 .39
22030+5720 5.8 44 102+ 2 29 8 82 3 .37
22031+5117 7.0 4 98- 3 25 18 15 3 .25L
22031+5429 7.7 44 100- 17 6 7 3 .25L
22031+5353 9.(] 2 100- 11 8 180 4 .90
22031+5421 9.9'32 100-- 12 4 9 4 3.23
22031+5749 11.1 18 102+2 28 14 169 2 .37L
22032+5145 16.3 47 99- 3 27 8 16 3 .25L
22033+5937 19.3 21 103+ 3 11 3 20 3 2.68
22033+5458 21.7 56 101-- 0 38 20 45 2 .32L
22033+5540 22.7 45 101+0 25 8 82 3 .38L
22034+5138 25.5 52 99-3 30 12 173 2 .25L
22034+5811 28.5 7 103+ 2 10 5 32 4 1.93
22035+5435 32.3 6 100-1 10 4 26 4 1.05
22035+5243 34.3 28 99-2 34 13 4512 .25L
22035+5120 35.2 2 99-- 3 9 4 5 4 2.18
Flux Density Flags
(N_ Color Con'eeted)







































































































100 .u,m Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Coef R Flags"
17.93L F EDDB 9400124338
21.49L D K BB 5501124408
10.66L IC CDKD 9603121538
11.41L C EDF 5600213428
17.49L C ,FK 9500200008
22.8OL BD BEG 1 9601113338
32.94L B BE J 7501110208
10.49L D F F C 7700022438
12.69L C BM 9600210228
30.29L D D E 6501023108
20.30L BB AA 6500000008
4.83 DD HLCC 9600010008
28.53L F CK 7501000008
4,72: IDD F ABGE ' 0 970221010815.51L SBC AAC 9501212108
20.91L C CM 9501000008
18.46L BC ABJD 4 9502122328
5.04 F J I C 9600000108
13.13 CCD AAA 6600223308
13.65L BDC ADBG 0 9601102338
11.79L BB AAB 4 9600200008
9.82L BC BBJ 5 9502000328
2.40 BBCD AABC 2 9601001118
23.66L C B D
5.24 CO J KCB

















24.63L BBB AAB 0 9600001208
10.70L B BDME 9600000018
12.06L BD BB 1 9602211108
16.99L BD AD 2 9502010008
8.13L B CC 9500000008 !
3.84: CE E AC F 5 9702010118
28.28L C J 5600220008
18.08L BC AAC 0:9600101318
3.60: CD MHFB 9701100008
5.48L CD AB 9 2600112000
22.56L C D 6400100OO8
29.02L C D 6600120008
17.64L BC ABI I 7400000108
3.94 D D B C 9500000208
6.07 ED FDA 9701000008
3.47L BC AB 1 3700100000
16.89L BD AD 0 9503100008
2.98 BCCD ACI B 1 9701101308
21.30L'C A H 9500111108
8.64L BB AA 2 950O6O0008
22.73L BB AA 3 5500000008























3.93L C8C AAAD' 3 9601000008
4.98 DF I EC 9601000218
14.48L D AAJ 9501212208
16.22L BC ABI 0 9502011108
23.67L C GB 8600310438
8.73L B ADLC 9581264748
3.13 E L CB 9701212208
20.08L FE AA 9 9501113118
3.88 C F C 5500010420
11.51L BB AAFB 1 9601102008
19.00L C BD 9600311228
14.12L CB AA 6 9501212208
8.73L C GC 9403233438
30.56L B B K 7600000008
24.02L C DC 6500000008
9.85L B CFM 9500000008
6.59 DE FNEB 5802100308
4.71L BC AB 2 6501000000
8.82L B BK 9400100238
5.32L B BD 6601000000
5.53 E HI C 9502100408
5.82L C M EB 9703162458
10.90L BBC ABB 5 9602001208
11.27L BB AA E 0 9602100118
28.64L E K F D 7400000008
3.64: C D E DA 9682002978
26.97L BB AA 1 4503102108
3.61 D GL C 9800100008
27.44L C HI BG 9500000008
6.79: CD GFC 9501111658
20.17L BC AAE 0 8500100008
58.46: BBCD CBBA 4 94C1264538
11.38L D GD 9500001228
5.53L BBD AACC 3 9582200508




S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
7 1 32 X2200+558 17 7
3
D 1 32 X2200+530 51 13
E 1 32 X2200+594 71 14
A
2 ° 2 DO40612 82 118
A
3 1 °41 22003+5944 20 1
1 °41 I 22003+5952 36 3
2 13 33990 B0 5 55
16 5 1 DQ CYG 18 3
8
3 2 "32 X2200+596 45 3
A 1 2 DO40619 55 110
1 2[ DO40620 23 113
2 13 33996K5 3 90I
2 1"16 14008 86 151
2 "17 3103 36
1 2 [:)040649 37 116
1 °41 22015+5914 31 7
2 13 34004 M0 2 90
2 13 34008 M 4 88
4 2 13 34009 K2 4 75
1 16 14012 4 158
8
*41 : 22020+5936 49 12"41 [ 22021 +5931 12 2
C
9
9 1 39 OY+502.9 22 14tE
1 "41 22022+5924 29







2 1 DM LAC 22
2 "41 22028+5916 11
"41 22030+5816 52
13 34029 K5 5 8,l
4 3 *41 22030+5923 14 1;
8
2 °41 22033 +5937 29
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (S1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 p.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
251




a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 8 0





_2036 + 5306 19 3
_2036 + 5429 32 3





2038 + 5232 33 3
2G39 + 5328 26 3
2030+5651 180 ; 3
2039+5323 17' 3
2039+5024 12 3
2040 + 5034 36 3
2040+5126 6 4
2041 +5718 18 3















2044 + 5244 20 3
2044+5900 23 4




2045+5056 49_2046 + 5211
2046+5442 34 3
2046 + 5838 39 4
2046+5044 174 2
2046+5554 77 3
_046 + 5901 33 3
?O4745924 15
2047+5616 93 i 3
204745223 10t = 3
2047 + 5545 18 3
._048+ 5515 30 3
._048+ 5644 8 3
.;_48 + 5914 21 4
._049+ 5329 17 3
.)048+5115 4 4









_514 5813 42 3
!051 +5352 40 3
!051 + 5849 24 4
!051 +5848 39 4
!051 45234 119 3
!05145250 44 2
!051 45743 42 2
_051+ 5725 17 3
!053 + 5708 9 3
!053+5558 47 2
._54 + 52O2 44 2
_54 + 5835 36 4
_55 + 5842 11 3
_05.= +5356 9 4
_5! +5303 93 3
_0,5(+ 5249 20 2
_05( + 5043 20 4
_05( +5455 17 3
!05; + 5928 174 2
_05; +5615 84 2
!0S_ 45521 15 3,
!05¢. + 5349 8 3
!05¢. +5043 175 2
!05¢=+5719 44 31
!05¢. +5215 116 4 i
!05_¢ +5932 179 2
,05¢_+5110 13 4
,05¢_+5823 38 4
'06(: + 5032 29 3
OOC+ 5122 4 4
!061+5342 34 3
'061+5247 44 2
'061 +5745 27 3
'061 +5740 178 2
'061+5234 33 3
'Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3)
Flux Density Flags
(Not Color Corrected) V L
12 _,m 25 y.m 60 _m I00 ,=m Flux Corr A Confusion R
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R Rags* S
.2SL .30 3.90 S.f3 CBDII DBA
.30 .30L .60L 3499L C IDCI
,39 .28L ,63L 24.45L C I B D E
.75 .50 .40L 6.28L BB IAAHF
8.43 46.28 107.21 50.70 AACE IAAAA
.25L .25L 1.04 14.41L B IK BL
.42 .25L .40L 50.70L C ICH
A7L .31L 1.23 32.92L F ] DDC
.63 .42 .45L 10.05L BC IABEH
.73L .65L AlL 2.19 DI J GB
I
.62 .32 .41L 50.70L BC IBC
.42 .22: .40L 11.80L CD ICCG
32.44 11.49 1.46 3.27L BBC IAAAE
.73 .35 .44L 3.73L F D IBB
.85 .35 .40L 11.22L BC IBBKE
.25L .25L .40 3.67: FEIH ED
.47 .39 .40L 4.84L DF IBB K
.85 .72 .40L 4.99L BB /AADE
.76 .17 58L 5.32L CD IBD
t.48 .45 .59L 35.11L BF IAA
I
.35 .59L .48L 13.18L C |CK
.25L .25L .95 10.86 DE | HC
.31L .25L 1.35 11.52L C |DJ D
.OOL .25L .48 11.35L C | D
.81 .25L .48L 11.58L F |B L L
1.82 .47 .40L 6.52L BC |AA
.39 .25L .45L 8.58L C |EFFC
.34 .25L .41L 10.80L B |DI E
.45 .25L .4OL ; 16.82L B |CH F
3.14 1.78 .73: 8.40 CBDD/AACB
[
3.89 1.39 .61L 25.67L BB /AAFF!
,86 .25 .40L I0.59L BD lAB Ki
2,52 .86 .40L 19.61L BB /AA
.25L .25 1.45 4.28: DDD/ BCOI
3.34 2.25 ,57L 12.70L BB /AAE I
6.85 3.76 .93 17.03L ABC /AAB I
.31 .27L .40: 9.59L C 0 /CFECI
57 .36L .62.L 12.67L E /BFCMI
.25L .13: 1.76 7.55: DB C/GDA B I
.52 .25L .43L 20.36L D /BF I
.76 .27 .40L 6.98L BC |AA D I
.25L .25L ,53L 2.96 E| BCi
.30L .36 1.98 22.67: CCE [EDBD I
2.75 .71 .63L 33.05L AB AA J.
.58L .56L .50L 2.34 D i C I
.25L .25L .49 6.14: DD DDI
.34 .25L .56L 34.50L F iE I i
3.24 2.65 .79: 25.08L BBC AAD I
.72L .25L .63L 7.64 DMLCA I
.36 .25L .40L 11.84L C C M I
.29L .25L .40L 9.64 D G D I
1.11 .25: .44L 31.59L BD ADMCI
4.93 2.OO .53L 3.66L BB AAE I
40.50 31.84 5.82 19.36L AAB AAA I
L14 .58 .40L 10.63L BC AB I
1.87 .95 .4OL 2_85L BB AAHC I
.27L .13: .99 11.28L E B F B B I
.39 .25L A0L 27.72L B CE I
.38 .25L .59L 19.05L D CD l
.41 .25L .59L 10.12L F E J
I
3.53 1.39 .40L 5.87L BB AAGD I
.25L .25L .78L 4.75 D J BCJ
15.23 9.74 1.43 28.43L ABC AAB I
.25L .25L .47L 3.48 C HDCJ
1.04 .54 .40L 8.33L DC AB GI
.29L ' .25L .90 29.17L C EB B |
.51 .22 .40L 9.OOL BE BELH|
2.16 .48: .53L 105.gOL BF AA A|
.25L 5.22 51.59 94.00 BCC FAAA|
.25L .25L .40L 3.81 C KGCA /
/
.38 .31L .41L 11.41L F DE |
.25L 85L .54L 4.74 C E E /
.40 25L .50L 6.07L B CO /
.35 25L .58L 5.57L B CECD|
31L .25L .76L 6.62 D DFHBI
25L .25L .40L 2_68 D B l
.94 .24: .52L 35.24L BC AF |
.31 .25L .55L 26.09L B DF |
25L .25L .49 4.91: DO F F E |
.66 .25L .42L 7.78L F BG E /
/
.27 .25L .49L 14.28L C E |
3.26 .91 .40L 7.55L BB AAHN|
.26 .54 .81: 7.12: CCCF ABEF|
.47L .43: 2.05 41A9L DF BBI |
.31 25L .48L 21.57L D G i
.51 .34 .41L 24.88L BC BC I /
1.42 .88 .40L 10.27L BC AA /
1.04 .45 A0L 7.40L CD CC |
187 .92 .50L 3.65L BC AA /
.25L .25L .B3 5.59 BC CA /
/
.34 30 51L 27.OOL FE CB F/
.47 .25L .40L 7.69L B CEt |
1.60 .99 .57L 26.13L BB AA /
.46 24 .40L 9.12L BD DC |
.60 .25L .40L 7.01L B BFN /
1.14 .76 .40L 9.59L BC AA |
.29L .25L .42 4.10L D E F |
1.27 .56 .61L 5.55L BC ABG /
34 25L .58L 6.81L C D /



















































a 8 Coords SMJ 8MN O 0 12 p,m
(s) ('3 I b C) C) (') Nham =S,
.)2061 +5808 3 2 .25L
22061 +5430 13 4 .25L
22062+5646 98 3 .49
22062+5110 88 4 ,41
22063 + 5931 171 2 .59L
22063+5329 16 3 .41L
22063+5834 38 4 3,45
22064+5540 14 3 .35
22064+5616 16 3 3.17
22064+5340 9 31 1.68
22064+5218 16 4 .43
22(_5 + 5358 24 4 1.38
22065+5536 44 2 .25L
22066+5112 175 2 .25L
22067+5250 46 2 .27L
22068+5130 179 4 .43
22068+5822 10 3 5,55
22068+5154 88 3 .45L
22O68+5629 48 2 .35
22068+5311 24 3 .67
22068+5212 28 3 .39
22068+5252 26 3 .25L
22068+5451 43 2 .26L
22068+5938 176 2 .25L
22069+5556 105 3 ,97
22069+5457 37 3 .34
22069+5918 14 3 16.42
22069+5343 9 3 .25L
22070+5404 15 4 .49
22070+5500 22 3 .33
22070+5236 47 2 ,25L
22071+5602 17 3 1.09
22071+5013 47 2 .46
22071+5419 23 4 t.23
22072+5836 18 2 .37
22074+5010 47 2 .51
22074+5043 108 2 .28L
22074+5846 10 3 .24
22074+5443 38 4 2.96
22075+5001 47 2 .35
22075+5231 22 3 .25L
22076+5406 73 4 ,37L
22076+5242 27 3 .25L
22077+5517 24 3 ,53
22077+5830 32 4 .41L
22077+5149 25 4 .37:
22078+5111 15 4 1,00
22078+5800 96 4 ,55
22079+5021 47 2 ,74
22079+5150 3 3 ,55
22079+5819 30 4 ,25L
22079+5816 32 2 ,35L
22080+5421 32 2 .26
22081+5620 44 2 .41L
22082+5125 6 4 1.19
22082+5527 9 2 .62L
22083+5644 178 2 ,30
22083+5713 26 : 3 ,38
22083+5911 17 3 ,31
22083+5043 19 4 .65
22083+5036 40 3 1.81
22084+5859 26 3 5.21
22085+5557 3 3 1.53
22085+5945 20 3 .52
22085+5351 28 3 .55
22085+5614 5 3 3.39
22086+5531 79 3 .25L
22087+5520 13 3 1.92
22087+5834 5 4 .29:
22088+5339 45 3 .33
22088 + 5504 221 2 .34
22088+5818 961 4 .25L
22089+5608 78! 3 .25L
22089+5427 17 3 .39
22089+5814 33 2 ,28
22090+5526 26 3 .25L
22090-1-5406 71 4 ,41
22090+5020 44 2 ,26L
22091 +5517 87 3 ,40
22091 +5757 62 4 38,43
22091 +5651 129 3 ,60
22091 + 5450 37 3 ,30
22091 +5041 100 4 ,45
22092+5034 140_ 3 .5122093 + 5522 .44
22093+5923 3 3 .67
.32L
22093 + 5238 "_22093+5540 _3_ 4222093 + 5834
22093+5134 12 4 192
22093 + 5502 30 3 8.98
22093+5426 38 4 .60
22093+5128 127 4 A0
22094+5908 79 3 .32L
22094 + 5254 8 3 .76
22094+ 5957 102 3 .39
22094+5422 31 4 1.13
22095 + 5900 21 3 .27:
22095 + 5046 13 2 .36








1O0 _m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
Uncs Coef R Flags" S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
9702100428 !
9701011558 4
19601010000: 1 2 DO 40801 89 103




9700100008 1 1 AA CEP 25 3
8500200108
9502221238 1
9500001008 1 7 MWC1055 6
9901100318
9600110008
9503124528 1 32 )(2206+528 106 2
9501122018 92
160011O00C 1 "41 22068+5922 6 7
9500010208
9600100008 1 2 DO 40621 80 103
[ 9542124528 2 1 32 X2206+526 32 2
96O2OOOOO8
9701102008 2






[ 9500100008 1 17 3113 25
I 96O1101008
I 8601011108 1 13 34108 K0 5 ! 8C
I 7700100008
















1 9500101008 1 17 3116 38;,
,37_ 1 13_123_ 5: =2.2 _40_73 71 1_
/ 9501_109 I 1_c 12
/6501_1515 0 2 1334125.1 5 •/1701 , 5 2.2 42 6,




] 8491354538, B 1 32 X2208+553 83 1'






[9601330008 I I 13 34134M0 3 9(




950501101C 18 5 13 34137K0 5 3!









9500002008 1 2 DO 40899 86 104
| 9610200008 1 AB CEP 15
| 95003410O8
I 9500001008
I_0_8 3 22 $134 178 96O(
1 260100000C 1 2 [:)040916 33 10'
/ 9600241008
1 480002210C 2 22 $134 523 960(
1 9501000008
9500000108
*Confusion Rags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 vm; 10) High Source Density Region.
253




a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 8
ham. , 8, (s) (-) | b (") (") (°) N
22096+5725 36.6 6 103+ 13 6 33 3 .25L
22096+5641 36.6 39 102+ 8 5 1 3 .57
22096+5619 37.9 43 102+ 0 5 3 28 3 2.12
22096+5342 38.t 53 101-- 2 32 17 12 2 .25L
22096+5443 40.4 42 101-- 1 10 5 45 3 2.60
22096+5906 41.0 53 104+ 3 11 5 12 3 .96
22097+5647 45.4 27 102+ 1 9 5 8 3 203.33
Rux Density Rags
(Not Color Corrected) V L C
25 p.m 60 pm 100 p,m Rux Con" A Confusion R S A
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R Rags* S 2 # T
25.57 I CDCD EBBA 860003530C22,68L B AC 4 8701111008
25.74: BBCE AAEE 0 9621343448
3.19 E C 9601001328
11.03L CBC AAA 4 9601011008
28.96L CE ABHF 0 370145310C
7.68L BBC AAAB 1 6523112108 29
15.20 BBDD AAAA 1 988433332C
17.15L AB AAH 0 9600100008
26.98L F ACH 470134310C
31.99L D B 460020000C
6.30L C BFJ 9501100108
6.50L BBC AAEK 1 9500100108
25.95L BC AOL 0 360111000C
23.29L F F C 9702243448
25.50L DE HCC 1700102008
9.31: DBD DBAD 970020030C
25.72L B ABM 7702010008
28.31L B AF 940110010C
8.00L AB AA 2 9600001008
26.59L B BG 660001100C
10.36L E KDB 3501011208
35.32L D B J 970124433C
34.44L C CG 940020050C
28.55L BC AB 2 1702202008
Declination: +50°-+60"
Associations
40.91 BBCE AAAA 0 55C004343C
2.42: BBBE AAAC 9 9601100238 29 8
23.69L DC ABB 2 360023000C
2.35 D HC 9602100108
8.20L B CK 9500100228
2.72 D ELB 9600000018
Sep
Name Type ('_ Mag
7 1 32 X2209+574 t5
F 1 32 X2209+563 91 1.=
41
4 *22 $134 138 960(
5 CU CEP 2
1 13 34148 M0 3 8;
7 13 34149 OD 2 5_
1 °41 22100+5854 56
2 13 34151 F8 6 5:
1 13 34155 M2 1 9(
1 13 34156 K0 7 7,=
4 1 32 X2209+581 130
2 "13 34158K0 8 6.=
1 1 "41 22102+5827 59
2 13 34159 K5 3 7.=
98.34L 354.75L E EBCD 520624412C
.40L 11.79L BC ABH 2 9601101008 1 13 34164 K2 4 7"
.40L 6.09L BB AA 01 9500100008
2.20L 25.97L C B G 460013000C 1 2 DO 40948 72 10(
5.47: 29.11L OF BD 672020220C 2 22 $134 448 960(
98.34 693.96L CFF ABBC 0 634615643C D 1 "41 22106+5841 4 1'
1.01L 4.88: BD F AAFE 1 980200122C 1 17 3118 44
.40L 11.21L FD BC F 1 9500010008
.40L 14.55L C BD H 8601101008
1.47; 36.67L C E CGF 650020220C 2 22 $134 528 960(
.95 18.97L ABB AAB 0 3440011008 80 1 23 OCL0229 18
.51L 27.43L CD AE 6 9802412428 1 13 34171 K5 2 i 8.'
1.04 28.34L D B 560000001C '
2.52L 26.12L C AME 560211020C '



























CBJ 5 1409454348 136 1"
11.75: CD M ED 9600010228
8.34L BC AC J 1 9601120238
7.68 EC H C 9602034458
8.48: D F BG B 9901421328
11.12L F CEDH 9503011548
7.66L B BK G 9500200108 36 11(
4.28 EE DMJ C 2701100338
5.54L BB AA G 1 9600234758 11
13.21L CD AF 0 5500000008 5 91
693.96L BBE FCCD 2 537945434C 71 1."
10.10L C C 9602100548 4 81
38.82L C B H 660000000C
25.75L E CDBF 560211030C
28.11L F CJ 980222210(:;
8.70L BBC AAAD 6 5500110208 25 4 3 13 34185M0 4 87
9.14L BB AB 1 3600100018
35.00L C CE G 950000000(3
10.33L C B KH 9600444668 2
4.29: FD GDB 9602100548
12.09L C BEK 9400000008 2 13 34191 M3 5 8E
12.54L CCB DBABI 0 9842323318
3.03 CC BAB 9500000000
9.54 C F B EC 9601254648 3 1 2 DO 40967 55 101
21.26L B B K 950OO00OOC 1 13 34194 K0 3 7E
6.33 DC AA 9600113338 2
153.83L 216.23L BC






1 2 DO 40952
C
2 1 1 WYLAC
1 13 34182 M0
D 1 32 X2211+587








22097+5541 45.6 52 102-- 0 8 4 t0 3 .79 1.69 2.71:
22097+5501 46.2 13 t01-- 1 9 4 37 3 3.40 .94 .40L
22098+5910 48.7 3 104+ 3 12 9 3 2 .74 .37L 2.03L
22098+5934 53.6 42 104+ 3 60 8 34 2 .40L .25L 1.13
22098+5108 53.8 41 98- 4 4: 9 175 2 .30 .25L .93L22099+5039 54.6 24 99- 4 4 15 4 3.47 2.02 .44
22099+5950 57.0 42 104+ 3 10 8 28 3 1.03 .40 1.91L
22099+5615 57.6 55 102+ 0 35 8 177 2 .39L .27L .72
22099+5854 58.0 23 104+ 2 16 8 30 3 .26L .30 1.14
22099+5806 59.4 22 103+ 2 12 5 6 4 .27L .37 1.21
22100+5635 1.6 30 102+ 0 19 8 81 3 1.00 .35L .47L
22100+5745 4.4 13 103+ I 15 8 91 4i .64 .28L 2.36L
22100+5158 5.0 5 100- 3 9 4 15 4 3.04 .83 .40L
22101 +5928 7.t 29 104+ 3 10 8 27 3 .56 .25L 2.19L
22101+5656 10.3 25 103+ 1 78 3 78 3 .25L .25L 1.01
22101+5544 11.4 381 102- 0 18 11 7 2 .33 .25L 2.22L
21 103+ _22101+5808 11.5 17 12 36 2 .27 .28L 2.91L22102+5850 14.1 81 104+ 10 5 26 3 1.37 .38 .51L
22103+5828 18.7 61 103+ 2 10 4 33 4 .96 2.48 20.51
22103+5120 20.0 121 99- 4 8 41 8 4 15.78 10.03 1.87
22103+5950 21.9 341 104+ 3 10 3:24 3 1.33 .33 2.21L
22103+5105 22.1 101 99- 4 74 20 176 2 .25L .25L .51L
22103+5042 22.3 21! 99- 4 21 8 93 4 .36 .25L .40L
22103+5353 23.0 58 101- 2 30 17 46 2 .25L .46L .43L
22104+5838 24.6 33 104+ 2 16 3 180 2 .43L .66
22105+5450 31.2 59 10t- 1 10 3 37 4 1.44 .37
22105+5050 34.6 32 99- 4 9 3 17 4 1.59 .86
22106+5945 37.3 55 104+ 3 21 8 85 3 .44 .25L
22106+5905 39.8 36 104+ 2 41 3 35 2 .25L .87
22106+5841 39.8 52 104+ 2 9 3 11 3 3.21 3.29
22106+5530 40.7 8 102- 0 7 4 15 3 2.82 .93
22106+5310 41.1 52 101- 2 16 11 29 3 .63 .26:
22107+5446 43.5 54 10t-- 1 12 8 29 4 .52 .25L
22107+5903 43.9 55 104+ 2 t4 10 15 3 .30 .25L
22107+5702 46.4 13 103+ 1 9 4 177 3 5.65 2.46
22107+5556 47.1 54 102- 0 9 8 2 3 .95 .25
22107+5922 47.2 44 104+ 3 68 14 34 2 .39L .25L
22107+5934 47.3 25 104+ 3 23 8 176 2 .30 .25L
22108+5800 48.0 54 102- 0 13 6 21 3 .25L .25L
22108+5846 48.8 22 104+ 2 28 6 35 2 2.47 1.47
22108+5609 49.3 11 102+ 0 62 3 81 3 .25L .25L
22108+5225 50.7 14 100- 3 16 9 38 3 .71 .42
22109+5154 55.5 19 100- 3 19 t4 8 4 .25L .25L
22109+5600 59.5 41 102- 0 16 3 93 3 .43 .25L
22110+5250 0.9 25 100- 3 35 15 48 2 .32 .26L
22110+5046 2.3 13 99- 4 13 8 74 4 .28 .25L
22110+5428 3.0 10 101- 1 18 16 35 3 .27L .25L
22111+5209 7.2 18 100- 3 9 4 10 4 2.66 1.02
22111+5414 9.5 25 101-- 2 9 8 36 4 ,86 .17:
22111+5845 10.0 51 104+ 2 10 3 90 3 5.09 11.63
22111+5240 10.025 100- 3 21 12 17! 2 .33 .25L
22112+5824 13.3' 25 104+ 2 29 13 i1711 2 .40 .28L
22112+5931 14.9 56 i 104+ 3 15 6 10 2 .79 .28L
22112+5549 15.81 25 102- 0 14 10 t78 2 .44 .25L
22112+5322 16_8! 28 101- 2 10 5 1t 3 14.50 7.69
22113+5422 18.11 22 101- 1 10 5 32 4 1.25 .58
22113+5801 22.C 11 103+ 2 16 8 97 4 .29 .25L
22114+5206 _25.5 34 100 3 64 3 86 3 .43 .25L
22114+5237 126.7 59 100- 3 46 15 45 2 .25L .25L
22114+5339 27.7 36 101- 2 9 9 28 3 .69 .25L
22114+5557 27.8 17 t02- 0 8 5 16 3 ,29 .55
22114+5015 29.9 27 99- 5 36 8 46 2 ,25L .25L
22115+5202 30.2 44 100- 3 20 3 4 4 .36 .25L
22115+5513 30.8 18 102- 1 9 8 43 3 .42 .25L
22115+5300 31.1 49 101- 31 17 8 20 3 .25L .25L
22115+5845 31.8 59 104+ 21 11 5 10 3 1.12 1.08
22115+5939 34.0 42 104+ 3 16 7 179 3 .3tL .28L 1.33
22115+5926 34.9 5 104+ 3 27 12 33 2 .25L .25L 1.24L
22116+5549 36.4 14 102- 01 8 7 2 3 .44 .25L 2.01L
22116+5944 36.9 35 104+ 3; 15 9 t4i 3 .44 .25L 2.29L
22116+5145 41.2 18 100- 41 12 9 25 i 3 .28 .25L .40L
22117+52t7 42.1 37 100- 31 11 8 9 14 .52 .22: .67
22117+5315 43.9 9 101-21 21 12 179;2 .33 .25L .40L
22117+5008 44.5 43 99--5 42 30 42 2 .25L .25L .40L
22117+54459 46.2 5 102--1 , 8 53 3 .46 .25L .40L
22117+5948 4715 20 104+ 3:20 8 3 3 .25L .25L 1.11
22117÷5324 47.5!22 I01--2 i 30_3 _ 93 3 ,27 .25L .40L22118+5032 49.9!23 99 5_ .. 3. 48 2 .39L .26L .40L
22118+5404 50.4i47 101- 2 14 9 19 3 .34 .25L .40L
22118+5204 50.7;22 100- 3 13 9 6 3 .56 .eOL .45L
22119+5910 56.527 104+ 2 11 8 7 3 1.04 .24 2.34L
22119+5301 59.7 8 101- 3 12 9 19 3 1.09 .26 .40L
22120+5223 0.9132 100- 3 t17 29 175 2 .28L .25L .48L
22120+5153 1.1 3 100- 4 32 15 175 2 .43L .25L .33
22120+5624 1.950 103+ 0 19 3 11 3 .36L .25L 1.03
22120+5507 3.6 3 102- 1 15 9 11 2 .76 .18: 1.49L
22120+5548 4.7 19 102- 0 19 8 7 3 .61L .15: 1.t6
22121+5402 7.4 20 101- 2 10 5 33 3 3.76 2.62 .76
22121+5853 8.0 11 104+ 2 14 8 15 3 .51 .35L 2.39L
22121+5443 10.3 38 102- 1 23 3 27 4 .81L .25L .86
22121+5111 11.4 37 100- 4 12 8 24 4 .52 .26L .40L
22122+5938 13.1 5 104+ 3 9 4 12 3 .82 1.36 24.15L
22122+5437 14.1 31 102- 1 12 8 40 4 .42 .25L .41L
BB F 5 540934433C D
42.33L F F B B 460222111C
11.11 D: J B 770010020C
25.28L E B D 980232220C
29.94L B B E 46012O010C
4.21L B CCHC 9602022128 2
4.24: BFFE BEDC 0 9703032628 1 1 13 34200
11.74L C E
2.71 D F
1547L B BD D
30.64LI D LC
14.94L C BCM
1.57 D G E
11.85L C A I
9.54L C BFH
22.06L B E A E
9.17L BD BC
2.73 E HLFD















414.40L BD BDK 0 960311130C
9.13 FFC CCA 970112020C
14.38L BBF AABE 3 9500110208
34.77L D BCC 760433332C
5.33 DC HGCB 3700102108
6.86L B BF 9501000008
57.37L EF BABB 9 550246453C
14.84L B CK J 2500101408
2
1 13 34208 K2
B 1 32 X2212+596
6







u 8 a _ Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 Itm
h m. . , (s) () I h C) (") (') N
22122+5449 14.9 29 102- 1 14 9 26 4 .35
22122+5745 16.5 55 103+ 1 8 4 36 4 32.19
22123+5048 22.2 52 99- 4 80 27 48 2 .25L
22123+5155 22.4 59 t00-4 77 16 176 2 .26L
22124+5241 26.0 26 100- 3 20 11 7 3 .44
22124+5629 27.9 33 103+ 0 27 8 177 2 .26
22124+5934 28.8 18 104+ 3 8 4 14 3 t.32
22124+5215 29.2 49 100- 3 15 3 20 3 1.14
22125+5312 30.4 22 101- 3 24 8 114 3 .37L
22125+5637 30.4 37 103+ 0 10 9 20 3 .60
22125+5907 32.3 8 104+ 2 13 3 9 3 1.10
22125+5759 32.5 52 103+ 1 8 5 38 4 .46
22125+5805 32.5 53 104+2 7 3 49 4 .27:
22125+5608 33.3! 17 102-0 7 4 1313 17.91
22125+5212 ;33.4 45 100-3 10 3 9l 4 2.2322125+5602 33.4 28 102-0 13 3173 .43
22125+5701135.9103+,53 8 ,3 36,22126+5127 37.1 100- 4 10 8 .46
22126+5826 :37.5: 2 104+ 2 59 10 35 2 .34
22126+5535 !39.0 3 102- 1 14 3 11 2 .33
22126+5613 ,0.2 7 102- 0 8 3 25 3 .53
22127+5949 44.5 34 105+ 3 12 3 12 3 1.33
22127+5854 45.5 9 104+ 2 12 9 21 3 .41
22127+5455 47.2 36 102- 1 13 8 103 3 .70
22128+5624 48.6 1 103+ 0 12 7 14 3 .25L
22128+5001 48.8 41 99- 5 31 20 44 2 .25L
22128+5438 51.7 54 102- 1 t5 9 27 3 .25L
22128+5027 53.1 49 99-5 64 16 47 2 .39L
22129+5934 54.7 34 104+3 49 10 32 2 .31
22130+5143 0.1 9 100-4 53 21 78 3 .25L
22130+5634 0.4 20 103+ 0 9 5 73 10.96
22130+5745 1.6 30 103+1 17 8 131 4 .48
22130+5653 2.9 56 103+ 0 44 21 27 2 .38L
22130+5413 5.3 39 101-2 21 8 74 4 .46
22130+5513 6.(_ 48 102- 1 20 8 241 3 .25L
22131+5714 6.6 24 103+1 29 8 82:3 .30
22131+5548 7.7 23 102--0 21 10 36 3 .25L
22131+5254 8.6 23 101- 3 33 22 48 2 .25L
22131+5931 111.C 58 104+3 31 8 80 3 28
22131+5839 11.4 26 104+2 104 13 35 2 .39L
22131+5557 11.6 38 102-0 8 4 2 3 1.68
22132+5614 13.624 103-0 15 12 38 3 .25L
22132+5647 13.641 103+0 8 5 24 3 1.62
22132+5042 17.3 11 99-5 60 33 44 2 .25L
22133+5751 18.0 54 103+1 28 3 99 4 .32L
22133+5659 18.(: 21 103+ 1 13 3 92 3 .25L
22133+5725 !20._ 43 103+ 1 36 17 37, 3 .25L
22133+5940 22.4 38 104+3 41 8 79 3 .25L
22133+5713 23.3 19 103+ 1 81 16 44 2 .72L
22133+5837 i23.638 104+ 2 27 6 35 2 1.53
I22134+5834 24._ 12 104+ 2 r3 5 _S Z 14.44
22134+5356 24.g 53 101-2 9 5 30 3 3.31
22134+5147 27.9 31 100-4 33 19 10 3 .25L
22134+5731 28.2 59 103+ 1 10 3 37 4 4.43
22134+5738 28.2 22 103+1 35 8 40 3 .24:
22135+5523 32.0 49 102- 1 13 3 22 3 .26:
22136+5717 38.6 45 103+1 e 8 13 3 .53
22126+5736 39.C 51 103+1 11 3 41 4 1.53
22126+5850 39.6 39 104+ 2 109 8 77l 3 .27L22137+5648 ,2.2 !24 103+ 11 9 7 3 .60
22137+5400 ,2.8 38 101-2 11 8 38 3 .57
22137+5514 ,3.4 55 102-1 9 8 99 3 .49
22137+5559 43.5 21 102-- 0 7 4 18 3 1.26
22137+5529 ,5.7 48 102- 1 11 7 42 3 .91
22137+5219 .6.9 1 100- 3 52 24 47 2 .25L
22126+5630 50.1:6 103+0 12 9 5 3 .62
22138+5007 51.4 29 99- 5 47 10 46 2 .45
22138+5154 51.6, 10 100- 4 13 9 16 4 .25L
22139+5201 55.0' 35 100--4 16 3 19'4 .55
22139+5738 55.0 1103+1 7 3 804 2.87
22139+5311 562 7 101-3 15 8 413 .48
22139+5937 56._ 59 105+3 42 12 32 2 .25L
22139+5520 58.7 2 102- 1 15 7 39 3 .30L
22139+5729 59.2 54 103+ 1 31 12 42 3 .26L
22139+5944 59.4 32 105+3 83 21 32 2 .46L
22140+5614 1.5 56 103-0 52 8 80 3 .45
22141+5718 8.7 15 103+1 8 8 50 4 .55
22141+5147 9.3 15 100-4 22 16 17 4 .25L
22141+5754 9.E 46 104+1 27 15 47 2 .69L
22142+5417 12.2 52 102-2 8 4 27 4 2.00
22142+5214 12.7; 46 100-- 3 12 4 14_ 3 1.73
22142+5613 14.122 103--0 11 55 17343 1.6122142 + 5206 14.726 100--4 10 14' 20.79
22142+5500 115.1 48 102--_ 24 15 1743 .25L22142+5448 15.6 51 102- 17 10 15 .33L
22142+5559 16.6 28 103- 0 10 6 12'3 .25L
22142+5713 16.6 42 103+1 9 5 11 3 .25L
22142+5304 17.6 34 101-3 37 15 31 3 .25L
22143+5951 18., 48 105+3 11 3 22 3 1.22
22143+5212 18.6 51 100-3 12 3984 .66
22143+5341 20.7 31 101--2 10 3 22 3 1.26
22143+5110 20.9 1 100-4 10 9 22 4 .39
22143+5050 21.5 15 100-5 15 10 35 3 .33
22143+5347 23.4 2 101--2 9 5 20 3 2.06
22144+5319 27.2 32 101--3 11 5 28 3 L67
22144+5222 27.4 38 101--3 25 18 28 4 .25L
22144+5251 28.2 22 101-3 41 19 18 3 .30L
22144+5743 29.3 32 104+1 11 3 33 4 3.87
22145+5432 31.5 30 102-2 64 15 48, 2 .25L
22145+5242 31.9 1 101-3 11 8 44! 3 .63
Flux Density
Ca#e¢ Catvected_









































































































100 _m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (") Meg
18.71L B CF 6501001108 2
19.60L BAC AAAE 1 755110320C 21 5 13 34210M8 4 90
2.90 D DC 9601000228
11.10L D C 9601201328
10.44L C B ' 9500000128 2 80
5.3OL C C C L E 6802004238
57.37L BBC AAAA 1 554136433C
7.57L C AB 9701110418 4 75
9.09L D BD 950OOOO108
18.86L BD BA 0 6702110008
7.67: BC D AAI B 0 870021451C
40.26L CCC CBAA 9 740304872C
40.06L DCC HBAA 5 650213662C
17.29L ABC AAA 4 9802141128 43
8.33L BC AAE 9 9700110108
18.02L C BDDD 260206212C
23.55L C E D 6600000008
1.79: CD D BBJC 0 9601000008
27.98L F C 760003122C
11.33L C DLGB 994313241C
16.47L BC ADBH 0 9802322338
24.01L BC AB 0 460000020C
41.70L B BI 760320000C
11.05L DD AB 1 2702010008
14.85: C E E C F F 9583003338
2.24 C D 96OO000O0O
6.11 CE J BC 4601100408
1.42L C B 9700000000
31.56L C CE 460023100C
7.00L C FI DC 9600001218
6.86 BFCD AAAD 9 6813110108
36.88L B B K 550000540C
27.18L D C 8501004308
19.33L E CKJ 8400010008
6.58 D GI FB 980521222C
30.66L C D I 7401201108
13.09 C FDB 990014341C _
2.32 DD CEB 9700100208
43.53L C B 5_0013100C
1 13 34212 K2
2
B
1 13 34214 K2
3 1 32 X2212+579 75 1
2
1 1 UULAC 4 3
1 2 1:)O41014 52 120
2
1 17 3122 81
2
4 1 32 X2212+546 54 4
2
4 1 7 +542718 44 101
1 1 32 X2213+558 21 1
2.05L 712.87L F EKH 730123333C B
1.39: 19.93L BBD AADB 1 980122112C
3.03 2337L D L G F C 9881323358 2
1.20 16AOL BDB AABB 2 9802103108 2 13 34227F0
.40L 1.34 D HE 9600000000
1.59 28.58L D CHDC 460421730C 2
1.38 10.02: BC MCD 6782102518 6 1 32 X2213+569
.65: 6.24 E E K J I A 8600000408 4
2.39L 34.69L C B 460120130C
1.12 22.24L C FI C 7501100108
552.50L 712.87L BF DDDC 0 734133343C F
712.87 B(38C AAAA 2 636033664C 75 F 1 32 X2213+58511.06L BB AAE v 9400001008 1 1 WZLAC
3.14 C HC 9701001218
22.64L BBE AADF 0 7600101308
19.19L EF J CD 2 360030100C
22.21 DDED CCBC 0 964216544C 3
31.65L C BJ 7401300008
26.05L BB AA 0 6500301008
32.96L E GC 860110321C
20.23L BE BC G 1 9701102106 1 39 LHE517
12.89L BC BCI 51 9401100118
10.99L BE BDD 0 970220000C
15.80L BC AAMH 0 980132432C
74.78 DE F DDDA 0 95C225446C 31 1 32 X2213+554
2.79 D MB 1 980112101824.86L CD (3C 5503000008
1.63L C B H 9600000000 1 2 DO 41044
4.49: DBC GEAC 9603122308
21.21 FDCE CCBA 9 95Cl164428 B
21.33L BC AAC 6 6600302108
8.82L D BN F ! 9501120008 1
21.82L D O 580110000C
22.21L DC CD 960221510C
6.30: CE El CB 8700100208 4
8.59 E HEC 480100010C
23.75L B BF 260133233C
28.87L C CC 7501211248
4.57 DD I CD i 9702013208
33.33L D K D E ' 450200220C
10.77L BB ABD I 7400000008
22.34L B D A B E D 0 9520256228
1.79L 18.26L BB AAE 1 260032111C
139.62 BABF AAAA 0 9271176328
3.75 D D L C B 980220030(3
5.81L B FJ 8(3 9701100528
21.46L C D A B F 980142442C
9.38 CBD CAB 8602211226
2.61 O BB/B 9)960000031828.42L EC 464346553C
22.34 BCCD CBAA 2 950O155118 I
I
6.72L BC AC 0 9600111208'i
6.71L BE CD 0 95000000081
1.74L B BF 86020000C_
6.30L BC ABK 3 9500111008
7.65L B C A A 0 9503000008
10.98L E A CE 9781144578
2.78 O C C 9700000008
37.60L AB AACG 0 6420014218
2.96: DE CB 9604010218










1 2 DO41058 35 115
3!3 13 34246M0 2 85
B
8
1 23 CED 203 479
8 1 11 PK 103+ 0.1 20
4
F
3 1 32 X2214+522 32 3
4 I 13 34248 M0 5 86
1 1 CULAC 16 3
I 13 34249 KO 9 8213 34250 M3 2 90
5
3 2 13 34254K5 4 80
1 2 DO41064 14 103













































































































Coords SM.I SMN 9 O











S 2 # T
S_p







































































22181 +5739 6.3 29


















































22196+ 5830 37.0 6











22201 +5729 10.0 53
->2201 +5833 11.4 57
->2201 + 5924 11.8 33
22201+5248 11.9 58




.>2205 + 5845 30.3 50
Declination: +50"-+60 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) HGurs Confirmed
H (Not Color Corrected)
Galactic Uncertainty C
Coords SM./SMN 0 O 12 _m 25 ttm 60 Fm
| b (') (") (*) N (Jansky)
101- 3 37 18 8 2 .25L .25L .58:
101- 4 50 13 46 2 .26 .25L .40L
102- 2 66 8 86 3 .25L .25L .40L
102- 2 33 8 27 3 .25L .25L .42
103-- 1 47 8 48 2 .37L _ .22 2.00L
105+ 3 10 5 9 3 1.11 .28 2.22L
101- 3 18 3 19 3 .25L .25L 1.18
102- 2 10 8 39 4 .56 .32 .44L
100- 5 41 7 47 2 2.47 .66 .40L
105+ 2 11 4 1 3 123.15 228.87 90.65
101- 3 46 11 47 2 .29 .30L .40L
101- 3 10 9 28 3 1.05 .25 A0L
105+ 2 32 15 174 2 .28L, .25L .99
103- 1 13 6 24 3 .80 1.33 16.60:
105+ 2 27 16 34 2 .25L .30L .85:
103- 0 9 9 25 3 .74 .36 1.62L
103- 0 7 4 25 3 2.23 .98 1.97L
102- 2 11 5 14 4 1"A2_=I .57 .40L102- 1 40 3 79 4 .._L! .27L 1.01
103- 1 21 14 49 2 .32L .26L .95
100- 5 22 9 46 2 .96 .38L .40L'
103- 1 18 6 6 2 .80 .76 19.02L I
102- 3 12 9 33 3 .51 .25L .40L
104+ 1 17 9 179 3 .58 .28L 1.23:
103- 1 9 5 11 3 2.89 1.62 1.11L
103- 1 43 3 86 3 .29: 1.43 8.18:
104+ 1 19 8 38 4 .30: .38 4.91L104+1 16 8 15 1.02 .25 2.47L
104+0! ) 3 111J_ 1._3 3.47 40.83105+2 ; 2 3 96 . .25L 3.23L
104+ I 19 11 34 ! 2 1.13L .34L 1.21
103-1 6 1 ,i3 % 21o 1343L104+ 0i 23 2 .44 .69L
101- 3 26 9 25i 3 130L .25L .56
101- 4 20 8 16 3 .30 .25L .40L
101- 3 j 12 7 20 i 3 .25L .54 2.78 I
102- 2 10 5 30 i 3 1.77 .84 .40L
101- 4 12 8 12 4 .69 .23 .40L104+ 1 10 5 22 J_ 2.43 7.21 4.91L
102-- 2 14 8 18 4 .25L .27L .60
105+ 2 ! 38 14 33 2 1.04L .25L 1.08
103- 1 33 18 23 2 1.13L .25L ,60
100- 5 11 4 17 _4 1.59 .36 .40L
105+ 2 32 13 7 2 .25L .27L 1.13L
104+ 0 67 8 48 2 .25L .20 28.18L
103- 1 19 6 5 2 .88 .96 13.53:
103- 1 10 5 3 3 7.02 17.18 242.95
104+ 1 14 6 25 3 1.15 .37 2.01L
100- 5 57 16 45 2 .43L .25L .35
103-- 1 35 8 83 2 .37 .25L 1.47L
104+ I 12 3 32 3 .31: .76 3.70
103- 0 68 9 48 2 .40L .32 2.21:
104+ 1 10 5 18 3 .92 .35: 2.70L
103- 1 39 4 48 2 .61: .85 10.96L
101- 4 9 4 23 3 2.40 1.71 .40
103- 0 11 8 13 2 36 .25L 2.01L
103-1 14 7 176 2 .62 1.O9L 9.71L
104- 0 54 3 83 3 .25L .25L 1.83L
104+ 0 5 3 33 4 3.63 12.46 28.18
104+ 1 12 9 2 2 .40 r_ 1.46L
104+ 1 9 3 5 3 .90 .70 2.71
105+ 2 21 8 8 3 .38L .25L 1.15
104+ 1 12 6 12 3 1.75 3.25 20.39L
101- 5 93 8 97 3 .25L .26L .4gL
100- 5 11 5 9 4 7.25 3.21 .65
102- 2 11 5 12 3 1.36 .36 .61L
104+ 1 11 5 4 3 1.20 .36 1.76L
105+ 2 11 9 10 3 .59 .25L .63L
102- 3 23 11 40 3 .31 .25L .40L
101- 3 33 16 19 2 .66L .25L .40
101- 4 9 4 9 4 3.67 1.70 37
105+ 2 13 8 31 3 .39 .31L .61L
103- 1 7 4 29 3 1.35 .79 3.89L
101- 4 90 11 176 2 .20 .25L .40L
103- 1 40 16 48 2 .25L .25L .91L
105+ 2 13 9 1 2 .54 .55L .95L
101- 5 12 ! 5 13 4 2.31 .63 .40L
102- 3 10 9 26 3 .78 .38 .40L
103-- 1 16 7 60 2 .49 .48 5.61L
105+ 1 9 5 11 3 2.73 4.84 63.07L
102- 3 12 _ 9 27 3 .48 .29 .40L
104+ 1 16 i 9 35 3 .41 .80 10.24:
105+ 2 19 i 5 17 3 .25L .25L 2.55
101- 5 43 8 96 2 .25 .25L A0L
104+ 1 18 3 38 3 .32 .30L 1.63:
101- 5 13 ! 8 19 4 .40 .22 .40L
105+ 1 14 4 179 3 2.58 3.92 91.18L
103- 1 41 9 49 2 .67 .22: 1.51L
105+ 3 29 ' 8 22 3 .28 .25L .72:
101-5 28 8 100 3 .26 .25L .40L
103- 2 13 3 23 4 6.24 2.29 .49:
104+ 0 14 9 2 3 .57 .26 1.9OL
105+ 1 26 9 37 3 3.42: 1.39 40.47:
105+ 2 13 5 10 3 1.25 .71 .59L
102- 3 26 12 27 3 .25L .25L .40L
105+1 15 6 29 3, .50 3.44 15.94L
104+ 1 32 8 105 2 .31 .25L 3.31L
102-- 2 10 6 22 3! 2.15 .81 .40L
103-1 14 8 133 1.01 .26 .64L
105+ 2 26 11 33 21 .34L .25L 1.19
Small Extended .So_ces ($1) at
v L C
1(30 _m Flux Corr A Contusion R S A Sep
Uncs Coef R FlaBs* S 2 # T Name Type ("_ Ms8
3.45 EE, OB ] g701111218 I
5.85L C D 9602100648 1 2! DO 41151 102
3.36 D K B 9600000608
5.38L C DD 9600100328 8
11.80L E D 970524210C
26,20L CC C AB 0 7502000OOC 1 1312134314 B8 7111.11 BHEA 9501212208 6 1 13041154 11_
13.50L BD BBCC 7 9500111008
1.62L CC AA 0 660000000O
34.96 BBDE AAAA 8 6530111128138 1 3 ! RAFGL2885
8.53L C DM F 9601122208 6
3.45L BC F AE G 0 9701111218 2 13134315K5 7(24.48L F B 6501200228 C
4?,46: FFFF DCAB 9 972938510(3
12.38 EDI ! FC 6781300328 C
15.32L BC BA 1 950100000C
30.98L BC AA 1 980100000C
10.19L BC AB M 0 9500011008
5.09: CD BDOD 9781110608
11.79L C FEFB 9702002328
1.22L B ,AE 4600000000 2 13! 34320 M0 8_
47.84L FF ;EBED 7 970919640(37.89L AH 9500100108
16.71: C FCIBGO8 970113232C 4 __1
14.52L BB AAH 1 660100141C 1 _:_t! LDN 1156100.47 CCF ' CEBC 2 962927682 2 1161
CBA 6 960121120C11.01L FC
BD ADFE O 960221331C 2
31.03L COCO BBCC 9 6422244448 F 1126.10 ! 321X2218+572 1.=
40.01L IC B KH 560100010(3
1t.92L BBD ADBC 978121332C A
77.55L AAGC O 952535575(3 8 14 322! X2218+572DO41177 1111.=126.10L F ILB E 6483344448
5.32: DC IDGED 67C1033208 4
6.72L C :CD 0501110008 2 13 34327 B2P 7(
BBA 9582113428 E 1 32 X2218÷529 14
11.11L _C11.31 B AAFI 0 9500102118
6.64LIBC BCEK 5 0501110008
1958L BB B AAA 0 960221130C 1 11 PK104+0.112,91L CBE 9500000008
11.48: CD K ED 8700010228
16.99L C IGJCB 9502210608
1.46L BC F ABI L 1 2600000000 2 13 34335K2 6_6.77 HF B 7601000008
34.16L E 8 G 960010000C I 11 PKI03+ 0.2
114.85L DFF DEEB 9 965848784C 1 23 LDN 1163
453.05 !BBEC ECBA 5 941726752C 72 1 39! WK447 402
3030LIBC C AB J 0 960031343C A1.38L J BB 1600100000
14.89L C C L g61000011C 1 23 LDN 1156
11.01L!DCC IOBAB 0 960221121C
28.67L FE JDRDB 970517413C
10.18: BF DIABFD 3 970302322C 8 1 13 34338K0 6.=
14.17L DF ]'FDE 00 992946961C
6.41L cBBD cAABH 970000000821,52 950100000(3
96.84: C E FGCE 960728953C
9.08 O E B 86C301230C 4
34.18 ABCC AAAA 2 960021500C 2
24.16L CC CDFD 0 960720300C
242.91L BCC ABBC 1 640212511C
32.21L C O A 650000000C
242.91LICC EACC 0 74C614622C 1 22! $135 9(X
1.53 , KL GC 16CK)1(_000
1.28LIABB C AAB ;0 1600100000 3 41TMSS+50426 22
,i._Li_ ABF i15 95o1_Ioo6 418,57L AC 9501011_29.75Li BDL 5810100008
12.11L C C FI ME 9502000008
12.69L MD 4500000008
5.69L ABC AAE I 0 5500100008
31.49L C BG 5401000008
33.55: CCC E ABDD 1 980415533C
6.27L HOD 8 75000000084.09 E 98000003 IC
21.07L _B BKI 55001000081.24L AA 5 1601200O00 3 13 34355M0 819,54L )BB G 8 9600090008
44.79: CO F CDDD 0 978726541C
492,99L BC BAFC 9 738354643C 2 22 $135 90C
8.56L BD BC 0 960O000O06
53.37 FEDC,FgDB 9 95C,215332C
10.10 CB HOB 670O000308 41 32 X2219+589
1.80L C IE 2601100000
53.37L B F ;CCOB 950525212C
5.80L DC BC E 7501300108
492.99L !F D FFEB 4 2631246432C 22 $135 90C
13,46L LDD BB 0 970010000(;
37.72L,E C 'GFDO 3500010206
7.43L IC CJ 7501100008
14.42L iBBC AAC 0 9500000008 2 4 TMSS +60352 28
30.00L i B F CBD 0 950100320C I
439,62L CFF HEEC 9 931234532C 3 22 $135 go_
28.95L IB C AA 0 6500010208 4
3.13 D EB 3700000118
439.62L CC EBCF 0 930045431C 2 22 $135 gOC
34.80L F B 940001000C
10.84L B B AAH 1 9500011008
16.14L BD ADI L 0 950021132C
16,33L C I F B 4600100308 4
12, 25, 60, 100 urn; 10) High Source Density Region.
257




a _ Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 o.m
ham. • ,5, _(s) (_ ! b (") (") (') N
22205+562433.9j_ 104-0 9 8115 i 2:t_46
22206+5455 36.4 103- 2 19 12 29
6 56 36.E 22104- 0 7 3 55
22207+5137 42.537101- 5 48 13178_ :25
22207+5146 42.842101-420 896 ' 4 .25L
22207+5659 44.(] 53104+ 0 ! 7 448234!4 4.60
22207+5524 47.441103- 1 i _ 15 .27L22208+5454 49.2 48103-- 2 34 4 .79
22208+5045 50.255101- 5 88 111792 .19
222o9+5419 55,5 21 _02-2 42 22 6 2 .2SL
22210+5812 2.143105+_ 10 5 73 3.2622210+5556 3.6[47103- • 5612 482 .29L
22210+5515 3.726103-1 17 9 22 4.77
22210+6829 4.3 19 106+ I 11 9 15 3 .32
22210+5449 5.214103--2 13 10 154 .41
22211+5207 6.70101--4 51 8 963 .43L
22211+5823 7.(} 24105+ 1 22 3 52 1.50L
22211+5821 9.735105+ 1 14 7 23 .99:
22212+5226 12.6120101-4 11 5 323 4.10
22212+5542 14.134103-1 7 4 233 97.38
=212+5627 14.533 104-0 7 4 25 4 1.31
22213+5406 18.411102-2 7911 502 .42
22213+5553 21.0 39 103- 1 B 3 20 3 1.56
22214+5112 27.935101- 5 14 8 184 .42
22215+5524 31.145103- 1 3214 503 .39
22215+5t21 34.049101- 5 12 _ 5 134 2.17
22215+5158 35.231 101- 4 B 4 154 7.24
22216+5722 39.545104+ 0 11 4 13 1.39
22216+5927 41.343 105+ 2 22 8 5 2 .33
22217+5125 42.249 101--5 15 9 15 4 .26L
22217+5553 42.416 103-1 11' 8112 3 .43
22217+5805 44.252 105+ 1 13 6 16 3 1.21
22219+5400 55.814 102-3 27 16 28 2 .45L
22219+5042 55.944 101- 5 14 3 tl 4 .38
22219+5249 56.316102- 4 12! 8 403 .44
22219+5758 56.350104+ 1 1115 273 1.73
22220+5645 3.3 3 104-0 7' 3 43 4 3.11
22220+5829 3.3 3105+ 1 10 i 5 133 3.6822220+5902 4.733105+ 2 482 352 .44L
22221+5834 10.446105+ 1 9 4 153 1.50
22221+5430 1t.115103-2 18 8 924 .36
22222+5449 14.243103- 2 6626 452 .25L
22222+5718 15.730104+ 0 12 9 53 .5622223+861180 1104-1 21 9 99 2 3122223+_I 19.213 I03-2 14 10 28 3; .37
22223+5743 20.635' 104+ 1 27 3993' .25L
22223+5556 20.8 18 103- 1 8 4 25 3 1.51
22224+5736 24.051104+0 9 4 12 3: 3.2t
22224+5041 25.7 7 101--5 38 3 16 4 i .25L
22225+5031 32.321101- 6 32 8 482 1.77
22226+5847 36.0 52 105+ 1 29 17 5 21 .27
22225+54__.459 103-2 3o 11 494 .8222226+5724 37.929 104+0 8 4 14 o 1.31
22226+5637 41.837104-- 0 27 10 403 .25L
22227+5957 46.035106+ 2 8 3 253 1.86
22229+5500 54.218103-2 24 1417841 .25L
22229+580t 54.423105+ 1 13 6 183 2.72
22229+5428 54.715103-2 18 8 1341 .25L
22229+5142 58727101-5 65121792i .24
22229+5913 59.047105+2 2313 73J .25L
22230+5100 3.34i 101-510 4i 1741 6.74
22230+5415 5.716103-2 45 16 472, .53L
22231+5823 7.755105+111 9 12 33] .6822232+590913.547105+222 1725 .25L
22232+582015A 53105+ 140 837 _ .3722232+5641 16.2 38 104-0 14 3 14 .25L22232+5153 16.7 201 101- 5 8 32 .78
22232+530917.858102-3 15 8 23 3 .53
22234+5655 24.3 1104-- 0 17 9 2131 .30
22234+5923 25.216105+2 15 10 123: .44
22235+5700 31.0 411104- o _ 14 354 1.9722235+5008 31.945101- 3 1 : 45 .47
22235+5941 33.9 45i 106+ 2 56 11 36 2 .53L
22235+5839 35.7 22J 105+ 1 14 8, 17 3 .27L
22236+5757 36.49105+1 15 8213 .25L
22236+5423 38.730103-2 40 8923 .29
22236+5002 39.859101- 6 24 8 i 462 27.85
22236+5220 40.89102-- 4 t7 101 203 .30
22238+5720 48.259104+ 0 13 3 353 .48:
22238+5333 49.649102- 3 12 8 ! 1213 .65
22238+5554 50.151104- 1 6 3 ! 1143 1.11
22238+8633 50.514104- 1 18 I0' 453 .25L22239+5604 56.417104- 1 24 15146 = .25L
22239+5634 57.153104- 1 44 22 22 .33L
22239+5050 58.343, 101- 5 11 4 I 164 3.24
22239+5716 59.854_ 104+0132 8' 833 .27L
22240+5720 0.024104+ 0 23 33373 .32L
40 808 0 5 5 I t4 91133 52
22240+56t9 1.6 104--1 20 16 .25L
22240+8623 2.335104-1 16 8 173 .27
22240+5548 3.355104-1 15 5 173 .34
22241+5941 6.125106+2 81 15352 .32L
22241+5745 7.025105+ 0 33 3 193 .25L
22241+5833 7.7 38 105+1 9 4 14 3 1.76
22242+5700 16.729104--0 19 7 323 4.95
22243+5101 19.945101- 5 14 9974 .32
22243+865919.927105+ I 14 6 253 1.08
22243+5756 21.032105+ 1 13 6 38 = 3 .68
22244+5556 24.05 104- 1 25 3 943 .25L
22244+5649 26.2' 58104- 0 43 22 12 .26L
Flux Density
(Not Color C_'r_:td)









































































































100 /,_m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
Uncs Coef R Flags" S 2 # T Name Type ("_ Mag
19.69L ED rBD 3970102010C
14.82L C ICD 9400100008
20,55L BC AA 0950310050C
6.32L C 0 B 886110OO081.63 C 960100 108
7.16 ABCB AABB 0960210040C 4
4.87 E GB 960021 t42(:;
16.40L B IAE 9400200008
1.88L C 'E C 5600000000 1 2 DO41252
3.09 F FC 9602000108
25.69L BB AAFC 0 950023300(;
15.55L D D B K 960634544C 2
16.74L BC IAAF O 950110000C 1 1 SULAC 5
27.29L BC CB 0 670140100C 1 23 MRSL 104+01/1 317
16.01L BC CBFF 3 7400001008
2.34: CC MJ CC 7500000328 C
1 1 2 DO41240 67 116























130.25L F IHCF [:)
130.25 FCDE DGDB 2
7.87L BB ;AAJ 0 1 1 AALAC 4 3
13.48 BBDE IAAAA 0 5 13 34387 M0 3 67
15.13L BC !ABJ 1 17 3127 25
10.22L F AEAM 422.00 B C
7.71L BECCD BI H19.68L B DC
5.43L ABF 1 1 13 _34393 K5 4 80
6.13L BB AAEL 4 1334395K0 4 45




30.35L BC C AA12.67 C 4
1.70L BBC CAAE 8 5 7 lC5217 10
29.49L B AA
17.67L IBB !AAI27.32 A DC 4 660321220C 1 17 3129 25
23.92L ' BcC! MDI 060100020816.89L AA J 1 67050t220C
11.88L IB E CE 0 99000000OC
5.91 E GB 670120050C 4
21.64L BCC BDD 0 950111000C
22.60L i C E BEJB B 990000100C5.00L 4702420108
30.53L BCC SAD 950000111C
13.90L EO AAC 9960200000C 1 1 BTLAC 11 3
208.62: BCDD CBBA 9938013332C 71 32 X2222+576 17 7
4.64 D J B 5580100038 81 32 X2222+507 117 8
5.15L BC AA 06500001008 1 1 ABLAC 52 3
38.14L C CH 6601000OOC
13.53L BF BC 0990221000C
25.46L!BB AAFC 1950101000C
5.87 DC DB 990200170C
6.24L BC ABJ 08601000100 1 1334417M0 6 82
4.32: DD GKBB 670100030C 42 2 [:)041309 85 110
30.50L CC AA 7860100011C
3.99 DO CA 970100000C 1 1334421 B9 12 80
5.12L O DM 9500000008
41.68L C EFD 1860103328 E
5.41L ABC AABG 1 6582100678 C 4 13 34425 M0 2 68
5.77 D M GB 9603000318 4 1 32 X2223+542 25 4
29.68L B AC 850011000C
14.65: FD LED 2600103328 E 1 32 X2223+591 63 14
28.65L C CI J 950011000C
5.45 DE EBB 97C00016OC
5.38L BD ACJ 1 8401100108 1 1 ADLAC 19 3
8.62L B B 9600100118
21.11L C CDED 986100000C
35.92L D BCC 2500000008
16.37L BC AA 6 960010000C 1 1 HN CEP 62 3
4.62L C B 9400200(08
31.69L C L B 2400100308
30.IOL DC J CAD 760110010C
199.49L DE B E B 534314333C 8
19.02L C E KM 960311000(3
1.68: BBCF AAAC 0i 9500100008 43
9.85L C D I 3400001008
67.84: CD E DBEC 2948234345C F 1 32 X2223+573 91 15
8.36L BE AC I _ 9500030108 12 1334439 K2 8 736.89: BC F AAEO 580330331C
6.11 DD EEB 960210350C 2
6.35 DD EFC 98020002081
6.65 D FHI B 870110350C 2
1.17L BB AAC 39701000000 1 1 UZLAC 16! 3
16.51L D FCCF 968223333C F 2 7 MB 11 76
37,68: E E OBBC 95B234345CI F li 32 X2223+573 57 15
36.67L BD CD 1 950000000Ci
21.87L D N C 950210000(3 I
18.55L B CHI 950010000C i
25.90L C DFI 640121331C J
43.48L C K D 2400200208 I
5.64 D J GC 1770002232C I 8
27.75L BB AAM 0760000000C I
24.95L BB AAC 1 950010010C
6.47L B CG _ i 6400010008 1 1 CV LAC 12 3
37.74L BD AA 9:550000000(;I 2123 LDN1180 313
196.49L CCE DBAB 0 i 534354424C B I
6.06: DDF MDBA 99E3316828
5.96 D L CC 970100000C









a C oords SMJ SMN
22245+5205 32.6 45 102-- 4 67 8 179 2 .29
22245+5940 35.2 49 106+ 2 11 9 23 3 .65
22246+5020 36.0 60 101- 6 48 11 47 2 .61
22246+5800 38.0 25 105+ 1 22 8 13 2 .44
22246+5750 38.0 23 105+ 0 15 8 15 3 2.40:
22246+5720 38.1 27 104+0 46 3 86 3 .25L
22246+5827 39.6 12 105+ 1 28 8 83 3 .53
22247+5026 42.8 7 101- 6 42 10 48 2 .74
22247+5544 43.5 43 104- 1 14 3 13 3 .25L
22247+575246.317105+0238363 1.09
22248+5552 49.3 25 104- 1 18 11 23 3 .39
22248+581850.319105+1104113 3.00
22248+5558 50.9 47 104- 1 12 6 37 3 .25L
22248+5316 51.4 24 102- 3 53 88913 .31
22248+570851.621104-09 4 i318 7.0522249+5139 58.2 47 102- 5 67 8 179 .22
22250+5634 3.3 19 104-1 63284 3.19
105+ 0 57 15 37 2 .42L
22250+5727 3"3i55 106+ 2 11 9 11 3 1.0122250 + 5954 5.7
22251+5314 7.3 1 102- 4 9 3 47 3 1.01
22251+5834 7.6 19 105+ 1 13 5 16 3 .26L
22251+5406 8.4 12 103- 3 10 5 17 3 2.75
22251+5614 11.7 55 104- 1 56 14 81 2 .28L
22251+5915 11.9 27 106+ 2 23 3 19 3 .29L
22253+5520 21.2 3 104- 2 20 8 47 3 .41
22255+5700 30.2 38 104- 0 17 3 28 3 5.94
22255+5143 32.9 12 102- 5 10 8 40 4 .30
22255+5259 34.5 22 102- 4 11 4 24 3 4.36
22255+5525 34.9 36 104- 2 40 16 49 2 .28
22256+5023 36.1 12 101- 6 84 25 47 2 .25L
22256+5126 36.6 17 101- 5 14 9 15j 4 .43
22256+5826 38.8 44 105+ 1 10 9 15 3 .85
22256+5910 40.7 41 106+ 2 11 3 22 3 2.32
22257+5515 43.9 59 104- 2 33 16 17 2 .25L
22257+5343 43.9 15 103- 3 9 8 48 3 .43
22257+5442 45.6 2 103-2 22 17 18 4 .43L
22257+5422 47.9 47 103- 3 78 21 49 2 .27L
22258+5929 52.6 1 106+ 2 12 3 49 3 .34:
22258+5711 52.9 51 105- 0 91 18 39 2 .41L
22258+5932 53.4 36 106+ 2 45 8 36 3 .25L
22259+5633 54.2 33 104- 1 12 9 11 4 .43
22259+5203 54.4 47 102- 5 33 8 98 2 .24
22259+5610 55.8 43 104 1 11 9 27 4 .39
22259+5620 56.1 50 104-1 52 3 44 3 .27
22259+5233 56.9 52 102- 4 12 9 32 3 .88
22260+5809 1.2 37 105+ 1 12 4 22 3 1.00
22260+5716 1.6 21 105- 0 17 10 11 2 .34
22262+5234 17.5 23 102- 4 17 8 43 3 .34
22262+5938 17.8 32 106+ 2 25 13 28 3 .25L
22263+5704 18.2 29 105- 0 59 17 = 38 2 .25L
22263+5343 18.9 48 103- 3 9 9 28 3 1.00
22263+5732 21.0 9 i 105+ 0 18 3 98 3 .4722263+5727 22.1 8 i 105-- 11 5 14 3 1.07
22264+5512 24.0 41 104- 2 32 3 15 3 .25L
22263+5747 24.0 58 105+ 0 23 8 25 3, .30L
22264+5805 25.5 30 105+ 1 15 6 23 .25L
22264+5556 26.4 7 104- 1 18 12 17 .23
22264+5858 27.7 40 106+ 1 13 3 19 79.61
22265+5751 34.7 27 105+ 0 14 3 19 3 2.95
22265+5523 35.2 12 104- 2 13 9 46 3 .76
22266+5429 36.0 52 103- 3 27 17 62 3 .25L
22266+5545 40.1 44 104- 1 75 8 84 3 .25L
22266+5639 41.7 49 104- 1 14 9 16 3 .39
22266+5935 41.8 48 106+ 2 56 19 37 2 .43L
22267+5018 44.4 46 101- 6 25 7 48 2 6.30
22267+5942 46,8 23 106+ 2 11 8 16 3 .55
22267+5835 47.1 1 105+ 1 11 5 13 3 .36
22267+5047 47.9 56 101- 6 14 8 19 4 .25L
22268+5500 52.9 42 104- 2 22 I 3 23 4 .25L
22269+5253 54.1 21 102- 4 35 i 10 49 3 .25L
22269+5316 55.1 22 103- 4 12 8 47 3 .76
22269+5816 56.1 58 105+ 1 12 8 18 3 .49
22269+5017 56.8 14 101- 6 32 8 49 2 .74
22269+5722 56.8 18 105-0 9 4 28 3 2.02
22270+5108 0.8 25 102- 5 20 9 9 3 .37
22270+5745 1.4 51 105+ 0 23 8 27 3 .33
22270+5144 4.6 4 102- 5 9 8 25 4 .57
22270+5653 5.2 51 105- 1 10 4 24 3 1.86
22271+5302 7.8 45 103-- 4 11 9 22 3 .67
22271+5230 8.7 45 102- 4 13 9 27 3 .74
22271+5731 11.8 43 105-0 13 9 178 3 .90
22272+5435 13.2 41 103 3 7 3 42 5 73.88
22272+5921 13.6 22 106+ 2 20 12 13 3 .25L
22272+5559 17.5 59 104- 6 3 32 4 5.12
22272+5657 17.9 22 105- 0 11 4 25 3 1.72
22273+5809 19.2 35 105+ 11 3 23i 3 5.24
22273+5640 19.520 104- 15 8 7 3 .65
22273+5453 20.349 104- 2 17 9 31 4 .31L
22273+5738 20.3 11 105+ 0 29 8 175 _3 .26
22273+5757 20.6 7 105+ 0 14 8 22 .59
22274+5816 24.9 6 105+ 14 8 33 .42
22274+5727 28.8 43 105- 0 10 4 6 3 1.81
22274+5458 29.2 42 104 2 14 8 22 4 .89
22275+5546 32.2 25 104- 2 11 8 49 3 .38
22276+5851 36.5 14 106+ 19 9 12 3 1.26
22276+5837 37.6 46 105+ 53 15 37 2 .34L
22276+5533 38.1 4 104- 2 33 8 31 3 .25L
22276+5423 40.7 8 103 3 39 3 98 3 .38L
22278+5914 48.3 53 106+ 1 13 3 27 3 1.67
22278+5209 53.1 33 102- 5 9 8 22 4 .94
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)








































































































100 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
8,16L C CK 5400010208
5.18L BF AE 6 7700100000
3,90L CO BC 0 7500200228
56.72L C AC 950113322C 8
196.49 FBEF EBAA 4 430113342C 3
3132L DO GEB 950003334C 3
36.61L D BI 750101000C
1.29L CC BBG 3 9600100110
16.10L DC GCA 650106865C 5














Name Type (") Mag
4 1 13 34453 K0 30 81
87 3
6 9O
14.29L C CGDE 9552225628
28.85L BB AA F ' 3 950000110C
4.91: ,BDEE FBA 960113661610.00L C H 9500101008
17.96L' ABE AAB 960200020C
7.36L' C B 7400100008
14.44L AB AAC 0 850210100(3 1 1 DO LAC
19.01L D C 660100000C
6.19L BD ABE 8601000000 1 13 34459K7
9.78L CD BCEL 0 9500101008
10,12: CCF! AAB 560010011C
9.69L 3BC _.AAE 0 960010011C
14.99L D MDB 9601121538




AAJ G' 0 9501000328




AA 5 852112100C 1 1 2 DO41414
J B 760110010C
BFFD 0 9401112238 2
6.18 CD HHBD 974210045C 8
3.17 D L KB 970010030C
16.43L CCE CBAA 0 1603114318 2
6.21 D FI B 970031330C
17.51 CCC CCBB 5683115410 2
19.54L B CL F 760211120C 1 17 3132
1.83L C CN 8600000000
17.22L C C G 9700100008
5.70: E C C FB 9703111308
2.18: BE E BFHC 0 9701130228 C
37.26L FD AC 4 850010010C
31.47L C B C 850031430C
7.98L C A E 9501130228 C
9.65 FCC LGDD 5702213300 2
5.19 C HB 970000020C
4.47 BCCC AADB 2 9500112348
30.83L B C K F 950533200C
21.31L CE ADB 2 960755443C
6.96 E D BBC 570100341C
29.70L C D E B B E 950020230C
33.9OL DC BA 850110010C
24.72L C C 9403000008
29.04L IBBC AAA 1 2601000t0C 25
33.24L BC AA 0 750020230C
21.81L C BC 550100010C
12,43 EE I CD 960033543C
19.71L E DFFJ 9401002218
16,08L E CMM 850010010C
8.291 C I D 4701213300
1.16L BBD IAAA 0 7600100000
9.01L C !BGD 4701012300
22.50L EBC CBBG 3 560123333C
2.36 CB GAC 3500001010
13.44L F DBB 960333310C
4.62: DE KDB 9600110338
8.82L BC BAD 0 9500111338 4
25.14L CE BH i 0 550110000(3
1.23L B BD 6500100000 1 2 DO41450
21.98L BC AAMH 0 960310110C
1.56L C CLL 3600000000
28.59L C D H 850020130C
1.33L B BJ N 8600000000
16.07L BC AA 0 760110000C
6.39L BC BB 6 9500001008
1.92L B ADJ 5600000000 1 13 34502 K5
26.65L BC BCI 960121110C
40.97 AACD AAAB 0 945423634C 72 3 2 t3 34504 K5
38.31L C NBB 850000110C
11.63L ABB AABB 9504112418
16.94L BC ABD 0 650120000C
34.86L CC AAFH 9 660100231C
15.81L BD BCD 0 7500100108
21.38L C M BK 950423330C
40.65L C B 950200000C
27.25L CC AAC 7 860010332C
51.40L C BL E 650210331C 2
12.61L BC AB H 1 960031210C 13 34514M0
17.09L BC BB H 0 950321210C
15.37L B BI L 9500011008
42.04L BE ACFC 0 250411664C 8 23 LDN1185
7.44 DD E B 570100000C
4.27 C F MC 9600000208 4
6.75 FF J DDC 970112143C 1
35.53L BBD AACC 0 950110320C
1.36L BC AD 0 9600000000 13 34519 G5
8
17 3131 25
1 AC CEP 27 3
13 34469 G5 4 80
3 4 TMSS +50431 15 27
38 111
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours C_.qflrmod Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60. 100 p.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
18
6 1 32 X2226+537 124 6
9 3 1 DO CEP 78 4
2 13 34486 F8 6 85
3 3 RAFGL 2910 15 11
1 17 3133 18
3
4 1 7 AS 491 33
1 13 34492 K0 4 77
2 I
1 1 i BU LAC 11 3
1 13 34494 MO 5 97




13 34507 K5 4: 82
2 6 13 34508 + + + 6 40








a _) C(_rds SMI SMN (#)ham..5, 0) ( ! b £') £') N
22278+57t5 53.7 54 105- 0 69 14 39 2
22279+5105 57.3 9 102-6 37 18 t3 2
22279+5612 59.2 I 104- 1 9 8 41 4
22280+5927 1.6 37 106+ 2 45 8 38 2
22280+5515 4.0 2 104-- 2 84 18 49 2
22281+5432 7.4 26 103--3 16 7 13 5
22281+5647 8.4 45 105-- 1 19 3 91 3
22281+5049 9.6 52 102--6 38 18 12 3
22282+5125 15.2 39 102- 5 11 8 25 4
22282+5644 16.6 35 105- 1 8 ; 4 19 3I
22282+5456 17.2 1 104-- 2 15 I 8 23 4
22282+5759 17.2 43 105+ 0 23 8 13 3
22284+5341 24.3 27 103--3 40 25 179 2
22284+5658 25.5 15 105--1 12 9 25 3
22284+5924 27.0 331 106+ 2 11 3 34 3
22284+5751 28.9 22 105+ 0 78 8 85 3
22284+5447 29.0 201 104- 2 33 10 2
22284+5144 29.5 2 102- 5 8 7 44 4
22284+5441 29.9 15 104-3 38 16 175 2
22285+5706 33.5 24 105- 0 20 9 34 3
22285+5915 34.2 38 106+1 25 14 8 2
22285+5644 34.7 47 105-1 16 10 t4 2
22286+5905 38.7 14 106+ 1 38 8 86 3i
22286+5029 ;41.1 46 101- 6 41 8:52 2 i
22287+5746 43.4 23 105+ 0 10 9:22 3 =
22287+5438 44.1 26 104-- 3 9 4 30 4
22288+5601 48.0 27 104- 1 45 12 175 2
22288+5430 51.3 6 104- 3 32 3i101 522288+52335 88 103-4 12 5' 38 3
22290+5614 1.E 1B 104-1 24 11 4 3
22290+5154 2.4 40 102- 5 25 10 29 2
22290+5620 3.E 32 104-- 1 44 9 16 3
22290+5604 4.E 31 104- 1 39 31 113 3
22291+5456 11.3 31 104--2 10 3 50 3
22292+5001 13.8 24 101-7 40 7 49 2
22293+5019 19.2 55 101-6 41 11 52 2
22293+5036 20.2 31 A02- 6 65 10 51 2
22293+5051 22.1 58 102-6 10 8 28 _ 4
22293+5753 23.3 41 105+ 0 16 6 22 3
22294+5659 25.3 7 105-1 18 9 29 3
22295+5326 32.3 15 103-4 13 5 37 3
22295+5933 33.3155 106+2 29 11 174 2
22298+5845 49.816 106+ 1 9 8 23 3
22298+5029 51.223 102- 6 61 9 51 2
22299+5644 55.1 18 105- 1 11 8 18 3
22299+5529 59.5 104- 2 13 8 38 3
22300+5203 2.7 21 102- 5 28 18 32 3
22300+5417 3.5 48 104- 3 28 3 28 3
22300+5826 4.2 51 106+ 1 26 10 176 2
22301+5958 7.7 28 106+ 2 14 9 3 3
22302+5603 15.4 31 104- 1 26 16 13 2
22302+5455 17.5 27 104- 2 14 8 96 4
22303+5346 19.5 43 103- 3 11 9 12= 3
22303+5738 20.0 58 105- 0 12 S 10 i 3
22303+5554 21.0 52 104- 2 14 3 271 3
22.4 51 103- 4 t0 4 30 I 322303+5257
22303+5950 22.7 36 106+ 2 12 5 3 3
22303+5623 23.3 10 105-- 1 22 9 12 ! 3
22304+5420 28.9 18 104- 3 41 19 46 2
22305+5803 31.1 30 106+ 0 14 5 27 3
22305+5954 33.2 30 106+ 2 t8 8 5 3
22,305+5821 34.5 36 106+ 0 10 4 t5 3
22306+5510 39.4 35 104- 2 11 5 41 4
22306+5920 40.2 58 106+ 1 16 3 17 3
22306+5744 41.0 38 105- 0 17 9 21 3
22306+5809 41.3 10 106+ 0 17 5 26 3
22306+5216 41.5 11 103- 5 81 35 25 2
22306+5918 41.9 39 106+ t 18 5 38 3
22307+5456 43.7 29 104- 2 26 10 175 4
22307+5728 44.9 9 105-0 6 3 124 4
22307+5452 45.6 28 104- 3 38 8 51 2
22307+5310 46.5 40 103- 4 12 [ 9 28 3
22308+5753 50.7 44 105+ 0 44 [ 26 36 2
22308+5812 52.9 53 106+ 0 13, 5 24 3
22308+5908 52.9 31 106+t 17 8 27 3
22310+5513 0.4 23 104 2 83 18 50 2
22310+5819 2.9 41 106+0 38 19 37 2
22310+5327 3.4 17 103-4 13 9 44 3
22310+5500 3.9 53 104-2 17 8 29 4
22311+5722 6.0 36 105-0 17 9 1 2
22311+5818 6.9 12 106+0 34 3 96 3
22311+5851 7.7 20 106+1 45 t2 38 2
22311+5907 11.7 21 106+1 38 18 40 2
22312+5953 15.7 59 107+ 2 34 8 91 3
22312+5828 16.1 29] 106+ 1 68 12 38 2
22312+5221 16.3 53 103 5 26 19 4 3
22313+5426 23.2 57 104 3 78 27 512
22314+5512 26.3 9 104- 2 11 4 43 4
22314+5904 26.4 48 106+ 1 14 8 35 3
22314+5540 29.3 13 104- 2 14 8 8 3
22316+5623 36.3 22 105- 1 10 4 11 3
22316+5511 40.0 40 104- 2 32 16 47 2
22317+5621 42.2 33 105- 1 51 8 40 2
22317+5838 42.2 15 106+ 1 8 3 26 3
22317+5345 44.0 22 t03- 4 8 4 31 3
22317+5752 45.5 37 106-- 0 12 3 12 3
22317+5816 45.9 26 106+ 0 12 4 21 3
22318+5801 62.4 25 106+ 0 17 8 24 3
22319+5714 54.7 15 105- 1 22 11 2 2




Flux Dcnsit y Flags
(Not Co_r Correct_l)









































































































1(30 /,tm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
17.68L D O 960000000C
1.80L C E 2600000000
15.95L BC AB 0 9500020518
30.43L D FBC 950210110C I
12.21L D DC 9602110108
40.97L CC CEG 954212770C 2
17.27L CD A B 1 450220020C 4
1.37L C J EE 2500000000 1 9 U12058 24 165
6.00L BC AB M 2 8500100108
5.68 BBCD AAAB 0 4701200308 28 4 6 13 34529M0 4 80
16.65: EDF GEAB 95E127734C 2
9.87 DDF DAD 870011322C
3.11 F DD 96OOOOOO28
17.02L O BGH 460001000C 13 34531 +++ 11 75
9.58: BC E BBGD 0 970211530C 2
40.68L D H C 650010000C
11.80L C J CB 960314431C 2
1.61L B IDF 8601010000
5.14 D i FB 970311350C
26.31L BD IBBEF 1 75001012OC 4
11.78 D KDB 970210320C
t9.90L C B 5502200208 4
36.52L C C 950200000C 13 34535 K5 4 88
1.41L FC ABC 0 3600001100
21.48L BC BCN 4 960010000C
11.41L BC AB F 2 960110250C 2 13 34537M0 0 85
15.59L C C L 9500110008
7.89 D HDB 970102222C A
7.24 BCB FAAA 9401001010
5.01: CD EKCA 9601001208
1.9OL C )ML 9600020000
4.18 C GHB 9600000418
4.64 E DC 9600100218
12.67L BBC AAD 0 9612002008
















13 34542 A0 6 38
1 13 34545 K5 35 77
4 1 13 34544K5 2 83
2
I 21[:)041517 89 108
I 2iD041525 14 118
I
1 17 ! 3138 46
C 1 32 X2230+542 64 12
1.53L C CDL
1.22L C AF







13.77L B BC G
12.81L B AC
2.49 C MC
5.52: DF N EB
51.16L E B
6.25L BD ADEH 0 1700100000
3.60 D N GB 9701000008
12.89L C BF C 9603322118 2
11.44L BD AB 2 9400000008 3 13 345551(0 4 65
16.75: BDDC DCBB 1 868104343C C
5.43 CCC L BAB 9562000208 1 11 PK 104- 1.1 26
4.53L BBB AABJ 1 8600000008 18 5 13 34556K0 3 85
24.6OL BBC AAAA 1 6600100OOC 41
5.47 FC JJBB 8600000208 4
10.87L C CE 9400200918 4
203.46 BBDF AAAA 6 332102222C 8
47.92L C AG 450030000C
28.48L AB AAB 0 650130100C 3 4 :TMSS +60358 19 27
4.25: BABC AAAA 11 9641102308 21 3 3 RAFGL2919 !9 6
41.25L BD AAF O' 950221321C 2 1 32 X2230+693 82 2
57.80L D BF 840001010C
873.68L 1037.54L DC DBEC 1 810116343C F
A0L 1.51 E E 9701000120 8
.84: 36.28L CDE AAC 9 951121321C 2 2 17 3141 77
.40L 11.17L BD AA F 2 9601522318 6 1 16 14200 49 135
6.39: 33.49 CCFD BBBA 9 560213331C 4
.42L 11.40L E E 9500412318 6
.40L 8.27L BC CB 0 7500000008
2.28L 6.04 E H B 670010031C 4
873.68 1037.54 BBBD BAAA 1 8182t4543C 81 F 2 22 S138 40 60
35.87L B BE 950231020(3
16.31L C D 9501301308
19.43 E MF C 760321210C
4.37L BCC ACAB 0 9501002008
23 LDN 1194 100
13 34572 K5 2 77
3 4 TMSS 460360 45 27
6 13 34574 K0 30 57
4 2 DO41575 33 105




















2.72 D L C C
3.30 E B
12.37L BB ABL
29.39L B D B E
22.95L BE BB
1228L BBC AAAH 0 9500101008 27
5.46 D HGB 9600201328
16.38L F IBC 95001010089.03: BDE AAAB 4 67040Ol10C 29
7.46L BBE AADH 9500000128
26.90L BC ABF 0 45010000OC
22.47 BBCD AAAA 0 760121510C
25.54L BC AAD 3 750200000C
19.52L C D 96OOOO0OO8
14.95L CF CB 0 570100000C







a .8 Coords SIVEJTSMN 0. O ,2 p.m
h=m. .8, ($) () I b C) (") (-) N
22320+5148 32 4 ,40
22321 +5035 50 2 .86
22321 +5829 33 3 1.50
22322+5643 7 3 .35
22322+5843 20 3 .59
22323+5818 19 3 ,44
22323+5231 493 .60
22323+5219 234 i2_22323+5528 392 L22324 + 5925 35
22324+5. _07 3 .8222324+5523 4 .42
22325+5723 3 .25L
22325+5350 _ _ .25L22326 + 5754 2.6322326 + 5348 2,52
22327+5558 40 2 .(}IL
22327+5903 39 2 ,55
22327+5244 29 3 1.24
22327+5755 36, 2 3.07:
22327+5814 20 3 .27L
22327+5827 33 3 2.04
22328+5114 44' 4 .44
22328 + 5229 12 2 .77
22328+5620 103 ,25L22329 + 5801 19 I .25L
22329+5335 48 3 ,62
22329+5226 94 3 ,39L
22329+5540 11 3 5,1t
Z2330 + 5928 22 3 7,40
22331 +5809 30 3 4.10
22331+5938 8 3 .26L
22331 +5305 28 3 ,89
22333+5744 14 3 1.24
22333+5352 34 4 .77
22333+5529 40 2 .25L
22334+5922 26 3 2,43
22334+5711 39 2 ,25L
22334+5748 15 2 .33L
22335+5758 36 2 ,37L
22335+5604 10 2 .31
22335+5943 12 2 .26
22336+5222 21 3 ,27
22336+5245 27 3 1.93
22336+5805 20 3 .43
22337+5513 10 3 1,19
22337+5755 37 2 .25L
22337+5827 32 3 .52
22337+5629 43 2 ,25L
22338+5659 40 2 .71L
22338+5605 23 3 7.25
22338+5944 33 3 .34L
22339+5951 38 3 .25L
22339+5020 50 2 3.13
)2340+5823 28 3 1.20
22340+5903 16 3 ,25L
22340+5419 48 3 .27
22340+5447 35 4 ,44
22340+5751 111 3 ,25L
22341 +5805 28 3 ,50
22341+5243 14 2 6,30
22342+5757 98 3 .25
Z2343 + 5534 28 3 .28L
22343+5511 23 3 .25L
22344+5715 23 3 .25L
22344+5349 138 3 .53
22344+5425 48 3 ,25L
22344+5909 22 3 3,05
22345+5917 22 3 ,25L
22345+5928 36 2 ,33L
.>2345+ 5809 41 3 121.41
22345 + 5630 11 3 29
22346+5108 38 4 .48
.>2346+ 5320 25 3 .65
22347+5728 14 3 .70
22348+5221 104 4 14,50
22348+5039 16 2 .34
22350+5152 26 4 .25L
22350 + 5650 40 2 ,25
22350+5817 24 3 1,07
22351 + 5342 19 3 .25L
22351+5159 29 3 .25L
22351 +5904 19 3 .44
22351 +5702 22 3 .25L
22352+5106 37 4 .28L
22352+5802 97 3 .40
22353+5117 133 4 1,21
22353+5300 127 3 ,55
22354+5911 23 3 14.35
22354+5318 50 2 ,25L
22355+5211 27 4 ,78
22356+5730 11 3 .43
.>2357+ 5749 12 3 .29L
22357+5957 12 3 .47
.>2357+5535 35 3 .40
.>2357+ 5056 114 4 ,25L
._2357 + 5307 50 2 ,25L
._2359 + 5737 29 2 .27
,2359+5743 _ 31 .29L
,2359 + 5007 .45L
Declination: + 50"- + 60"
Flux Density Flags Associslions
(Not Color Corrected)







































































































|00 /.tin Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags" S 2 # T
7.35L BC CBK 2 9401110008
4.07L BC AC O 5400001008
47.72L BBC AAAA 0 850521310C
t6+58L B BI 9401100208
23.50L DE BK 0 660002100C
22+47L CCD BAAB 0 751031520C
7.89L C AG 9501100008
8+54L S CG! 9500010008
5.38 D FB 9600110208
19,07L C DK K £160200042C
2 1 32 X2232+584A
4
1
1 131 34578 MO
S_
Name Type (") Ma 8
87
2 9(
35,94L 144.94: F D EDCE 938123433C
.40L 12.63L B BC 9501210118
2.35L 7.76 C I FB 570000011C
•69 8 05LI BDC E EC 940130446814.32L 46.14L ABEB 8 650112330C
.40L 7.76L BC AA 6 9400204368
.63L 3,ge D G B B 6600000208
35,94L 180,06L CC BA F 0 930123433C
.40L 7.06L BC AB 1 9501010008
14.32 37,40: CFEE BCCA 0 650222341C
3,48 40,24L E E EB A 750033321C
33,79 47,72 BDDC BAAA 9 650313200C
.40L 8,12L 86 BB 1 9420000008
.40L 8.26L CF BBL 0 9501200008
,50: 5.08 CD LCB 9600000108
5.00 25.18L CF CC 650311341C
,40L 10.60L B BB 9501021208
,40L 2.55 C N C 9701100008
.73 21.68L BBB AAB 0 9400000008







































































F 1 32! X2232+590 38 1E
4
, ; 3!1x 232+5 lC1 34580 K5 6 7_A 1 _ VW LAC 12
F 1 32! X2232+590 130 1.=
2 22 $139 567 150(
3 I 22'S139 578 150(32 X2232 + 5846 39
2 21 DO 41803 75 10.=
1 22 $139 191 150(
1
107.27: DBFE BAAA 0 84C123332C 05 3 2 22 $139 255 150(
39.65L DD E C F 450100430C 2
7.97LIBD BCEI 3 9500001118 2 161 14234C 2 14_
51.33L BBC AAAA 2 458014330C
13,78L' BC BB 0 9400101118
4.60L C CFC 96OO0002O8
41.45L BC AA 1 750010000C
6.90 D' DC 9601000108
24.66 DDED I CHB 750036541C 118.07L CDCB 560333341C 2 22 $139 454 150(
18.18L C BN 5402110108
43.26L D G G 9503106628 A 2 13 J 34595 A2 4 8(
1 86: C C C K C 9600000008
7.20L' BB AAFL 1 9501200008
25.30L COD BAA 0 750122820C 3 1 22_ $139 328 150(
12.89L BC AB 1 9501000008
28,69L DF I CED 450445241C 1
14.23 CBCC BAAA 1 760012000C 1
4.37 D D B 960000020816,37L H 9501000208
11,49L CCC AABG 9 7412110108 i
23,77L DC HBFO 9543104438 A 1 321 X2233+597 132 1{
12,20: DED DCB 6604002328 8
4,11L BC AA 0 9500000008 2 13 34606M0 5 8;
49,86L BC AB 0 750022000C 1
39,73L D D E A C 750200031C 4
11.55L C D 9400000008
9,65L BEE CJ 9600020008 I 1 13 34608 K7 4 8_39.56 KECC 550146331C 5
20,45 DCEF CDBA 8 866114410C 3 1 22 $139 557 150(
6.28L BB AAE 0 9501200008 1 SV LAC 5
46.42L CD CFEI 0 660123230(3 4
5.47: CDG CA 9600000108
3,51 DC EC 9601000008
7.67: DD L E D 9780112318
11.08L B BI 9503010(308
3.14 D NGC 9500100508 4 !185.14 DBFF CAAA 0 638103331C 3 2 23 LDN 1198 25210,97: DCF DAC 670000330C 6 1 32 X2234+592 1612,46 D MJ FB 860000220C 6
20,18L BBF AAAE 0 756503530C 29 7 5 13 34614 PEC 5 6_
17,59L D D H 9500000508 1 1 CWLAC 6
5.93L B BG E 6400100008 !
9.40L BD BBDC 1 9501001018
26.55L BC BC I1 95021100088400000008 14 2 4 TMSS +50438 27 i 2E623L BB AAAM
6.08LI C C 8400000008 1 13 34620 M0 2
1,76L]c B iL BE 9600000100 i
6.11L I IE E 960100001862.77 COCO BAAA 1 94C203430C 3 1 32 X2235+582 41 I ,:
3.16: DF KI BB 9600000318 4
1,60 DF GDA 9601000OO0
10,11L C COF 5601000000 1 23 LDN 1198 338
5,36 DE GB 9701000228 1 23 LDN 1187 437
6,51L FB cDAG 540010010832.96 C 87010 f000C
6.28L BC ACGC 0 5310000008 1 13 34628A5 4 47
2.31: B F BC O 9700000008
6.69L CBB AAA 3 8720000000 44 1 23 LDN 1198 210
3,36 E J GC 9601000208
1.53L BC ;BC 3 7600000000
17.19L BO BCGG 0 9603363538
62.66L E D B D K 340103522C
31,72L C B HG 8500100408
12.97L C BBI 9502211738 8
1,64 BF GGBC 5641000108
2,51 E E B 9700000108
19,39L CF CF D 0 9602156428
9.03 EF BMDB 9702045328
1.61 O M B 8500000008
"Confusion Rags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60, 100 p.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
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Right Ascension: 22h36"01"-22h39m45"
Position (1950) Flux Density
H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
8 O 12 vm 25 _um 60 _.m
Name
a 8 a 8 Coords SMJ SMN
h m. . , (s) (") | b (") (') (') N (Jansky)
22360+5502 1.8 39 105- 3 32 3 9 4 .25L .26L .47
22360+5651 2.4 22 106- 1 24 16 40 2 .53L .52L .51
22361+5819 7.3 51 106+ 0 60 10 39 2 .31 .25L 2.06L
22361+5436 7.6 16 104- 3 9 9 29 4 .83 .26 .40L
22361+5733 7.7 18 106- 1 14 3 36 3 .30L .25L 2.33
22362+5157 12.8 56 103- 5 10 3 22 4 4.65 2.36 .49
22362+5629 16.2 12 105- 2 12 5 7 3 4.44 2.75 .75L
22o82+,0156732102-7 4932 25, 25L .:22362+5727 16.7 13 106- 1 30 .41 .55 .70L
22363+5423 23.4 33: 104- 3 16 11 33 2 .32 .25L .40L
22363+5049 23.6 10 103-6 11 8 19 4 .61 .25L .40L
22364+5455 28.6 29 105- 3 15 10 221 4 .41 .19: .40L
22364+5322 29.3 32 104- 4 12 8 47' 4 .49 .25L .40L
22364+5813 29.4 17 106- 0 22 3 96 3 1.41 .45 2.72L
22388+5816 30.5 37 106+ 0 12 4 24 3 .45 1.09 8.13
22365+5534 32.1 20 105- 2 t6 6 31 3 .54 2.52 5.54
22366+5236 36._ 45 104- 5 12 9 36 3 .79 .28 .40L
22366+5632 39.6 4 105- 2 10 4 11 3 58.52 15.34 2.57
22367+5029 43.C 14 103- 7 48 14 47 2 .41L .25L .59:
22367+5503 46.E 2 105-3 25 3 105 4 .25L .37L .84
22367+5839 46.6 26 107+ 0 11 9 15 3 .74 .22: 3.77L
22367+5537 46.9 58 105- 2 12 5 33 3 10.17 6.18 1.16
22367+5721 47.3 106- 1 30 14 25 2 .31 .25L .59L
22368+5405 50.727 104-4 8 4 41 4 2.28 .76 .40L
22368+5856 51.6 3 107+ 68 19 39 2 .42L .25L .94
22368+5919 51.9 58 107+ 1 16 10 20 3 .47 .25L .73L
22368+5611 52.9 19 105-2 10 3 35 3 1.19 .28 .40L
22369+5755 55.5 19 106-0 26 11 41 2 .25L .25L .85
22369+5500 56.8 31 105- 3 15 9 23 4 .97 .22 .40L
22369+5125 58.4 58 10t_- 6 11 9 27 4 ,69 .23 .40L
22369+5852 58.9 53 107+ 1 14 9 7 3 .66 .18: .63L
22370+5715 2.5 25 106-1 33 9 7 2 .22 1.17L .54L
22371+5509 11.4 30 105-3 57 23 1. , .3OL +25L .38
22372+5848 13.636 107+0 21 10 19 2 .26 .25L .96L
22373+5650 19.8 30 106-1 17 9 26 4 .25L .25L .88
22373+5845 22.632 107+0 31 8 40 2 .31L .56L 2.60
22374+5636 25.4 52 106-1 28 10 178 2 .30 .25L .58L
22374+5212 25.5 18 _ 103- _ 65 15' 51 2 .44L .25L .41
22374+5725 26.8 47 106-1 78 18 39 2 .43L .26L .54
22374+5954 27.5 47 107+1 10 8 36 3 .93 .24 .85L
22374+5302 27.9 50 104 5 37 15 7 2 .29 .59L .82L
22375+5058 134,7 56 103- 6 24 8 27 i 3 .24 .25L A0L
22375+5948 34.9 10 107+ 1 26 8 95 3 .39 .25L .75L
22376+5856 36.7 2 107+ 1 12 9 7 3 .67 .41 .64L
22376+5149 38.3; 32 103- 6 13 8 tl 4 .67 .25L .40L
22376+55t4 40.7 44 105-3 13 6 34 4 1.58 .80 .67L
22376+5443 42.G 13 105--3 11 8 24 4 .90 .46 .40L
22377+5517 42.5 4 105--3 24 9 23 3 .25L .25L .63:
22376+5721 48.2 10 106-- 14 5 24 3 1.44 .45 .68L
22378+5447 49.3 15 105- 3 26 7 31 4 .26L .25L .51L
22378+5317 49.4 45 104-4 34 19 32 4 .65L .31L .40L
22378+5553 49.451 105- 2 34 11 42 2 .32 .25L .46L
22379+5801 59.449 106 0 32 8 11 2 .27 .25L 1.28L
22360+5921 0.3 30 107+ 14 7 17 3 2.38 1.07 .81L
22380+5704 0.6 36 106- 61 8 86 3 .44 .15: .51L
22381+5915 7.7 5 107+ 1 23 13 23 3 .33L .25L t.23
22381+5611 9.7 17 105-2 59 25 40 2 .84L .25L .46L
22382+5408 15.9 40 105- 4 9 8 40 3 .82 .23 .40L
22382+5335 16.0 3 104- 4 9 5 37 4 1.39 .34 .40L
22382+5941 17.1 37 107+ 1 12 6 14 3 .88 .35 1.21
22382+5909 17.2 8 107+ 1 13 1 6 25 3 1.11 .71 .56L
22383+5907 20.1 8 107+ 1 40 3 96 3 .26L .30L 2.04
22383+5503 20.4 40 105- 3 28 17 27 3 .25L .25L .35:
22384+5424 26.8 33 105- 3 39 14 2 2 .25L .25L .57:
22384+5956 27.1 31 t07+ 1 11 5 9 3 3.97 1.82 .57L
22384+5852 27.8 451 107+ 0 79 19 37 2 .44L .25L ,84
22386+5743 40.5 9 106 1 97 1339 2 .70L .25L .63
22386+5135 41.433 103-6 12 8' 48 3 .41 .25L .40L
22357+5722 46.3 51 106- I 14 8 27 3 .83 .43 .48L
22387+5854 46.5 2 107+ 0 16 9 15 3 .44 .25L 1.15L
22389+5631 54.6 49 106--2 29 3 21 3 .25L .25L .6022o89+,542155.62o 106-4 29 15 13 2 .35 .25L .40L
22389+5923 57,7 16 107+ 1 15 8 20 3 .52 .26L .72L
22389+5120 57,8 47 103- 6 10 4 14 4 2.43 .64 .40L223,0+530,o:2010,_5 67 6,1393 25L 29L 35:
22390+5828 4.(J 36 107+ 0 13 62913 1.34 .66 2,63L
22391+5944 7.3 39 107+ 1 26 11 2 2 .37 .25L .91L
22392+5659 12.2 26 106- 1 15 9 11 3 .46 .25L .40L
22392+5406 12.3 49 105-4 20 10 9 2 =45 .26 .47L
22392+5221 13.1 17 104- 5 24 8 28 3 .25L .25L .63
22392+5008 13.4j17 103-- 7 73 14 51 2 .24 .25L .40L
22392+5513 13.646 105-- 3 _ 20 10 2 .40L .25L .57L
22392+5912 16.4115 107+ 1 ! .=u 10 21 3 .39 .25L 78L
22392+5645 16.634 106- 1 16 3 121 3 .26 .19 .47L
22392+5359 17.933 105- 4 28 19 2 2 .25L .25L .81L
22393+5925 19.352 107+ 1 13 3 13 3 2.87 1.59 .60L
22393+5348 20.3 56 105 4 70 8 91 4 .34 .25L .40L
22393+5040 21.0 1 103-7 26 8 110 3 .35 .25L .40L
22394+5835 25.6 24 107+ 0 13 3 13 3 1.13 .52 .66L
22394+5455 27.7 34 105- 3 44 33 46 2 .36L .50L .40L
22394+5623 27.7 26 106-2 7 3 35 4 6.83 3.78 .80
22394+5704 27.8 26 106-- 1 60 3 87 3 .29L .25L 1.01
22395+5831 34.5 39 107+ 0 11 5 14 3 16.98 6.51 1.58
22395+5559 35.1 50 106-2 74 17 42 2 .25L .25L .44
22395+5208 35.5 28 104- 6 80 37 49 2 .73L .61L .40L
22396+5341 36.8 25 ! t04 _ 8 4 38 4 9.85 5.50 .68
22396+5229 36.9 52 104- 5 23 8 107 3 .66 .22: .40L
22396+5912 37.6 34 107+ t 57 23 4 2 .79L .55L 1.11L
22396+5540 38.9 57 105- 2 41 22 42 2 .31L .25L .55L
22397+5337 45.4 8 104- 4 48 15 48 3 .38L .25L .55
Rags
V L
]00 /_m Flux Con- A Confusion R S
Uncs Cod" R Flags'
5.07 CE FCC 9701001338
5.57L C L MCC 9700000308
20.31L F D 850411100C
13.14L BE BCDC 4 9400001008
17.28L C DBBA 9601252328
1.58L BBC AACE 1 9600000000
13.51L BB AABC 1 9500100108'
1.45 C D C B 9500000008
26.18L CC BBCC 6 9801011308
12.18L C DC 9400100208
4.66L B BCF 6401011008
12.98L BD BE 2 9500100138
9.34L B BHK 9400000008
43.11L BC AB 0 860211222C
17.59 BCCD CAAA 0 860423425C
11.54 CBFD BBCB' 2 9541223308
8.45L BD BD 3 8500010008
8.87L BBC AAAE 0 2641100108 18
1.94 CO CB 9500000108
5.62 CD DGC 9501103338 2
37.41L CD BC 0 660101000C
1t.54L CBC AAB 8 9501223308 3
28.26L F C 9601100008
8.101 BB AA L 0 9500000108
6.23L C KEB 4700200100
7.78L B 6 2700000000
9.89L BC AB 0 4401001008
5.76: CD M BB 9700001008
11,43L IBC ACF 2 9401103218




12.59L C D H
5.09 BF J DB
6.55L E F I




9.46L F E F
1.28L C E


















10.65L BB AAKE 1 9500111208
10.80L BC AAM 2 9401113028
7.52 CC K DB 950O111208
21.06L BC ABDJ 0 9600101008
3.14 D GCA 9501113128
2.97 D LJ LC 97OOO1OO38
15.34L C C 94O0000008
48.97L' C C 9501010308
8.13L_ BC AAD 0 2701000100
21.16L CE CDL 0 9501101248
7.73L C FDB 3701011200
5.07 D E GD 4500000108
9.74L BD ,AB 0 9501100008
8.65L BD AB K 0 9501001008
34.23L BCC ACCC 0 4500100308
8.16L CDFc AAGI 9 4701123320t7.47 I DBB 3601123220
3.21 DC J BA 9601010308
4.55 CF I A 9500111206
29.26L BB AAG 1 4600000008
7.90L C D 8700100210
23.09L C A 9800001208
1.57L C BGG 6501100000
21.06L BC ABD 0 9600001008
6.24L C B H 4700100200
=
5.31 ED C CB 7601001408
11.13L C EK 9401110008
6.12L C BF 370010100(
1.47L AB AAM 1 : 4501001000
3.12 DE J EB 9681000518







11.0OL B B G
17.05L CD DDJC
2,94 D I B
5.29L BB AA




















Name Type (") Ma 8
23 LDN 1187 519
AL LAC 59 3
t3 34646 K7 2 87
13 34647 K5 3 87
A 17 3145 54
A 32 X2236 + 582 153 10
3 3 13 34649B0 8 92
1 13 34650 K5 3 83
6 13 34651 MB 3 55
1 13 34654 K7 4 82
1 13 34655 1(7 3 86
2 1 13 34657 M0 9 62
1 1 AM LAC 19 3
2
2
1 23 LDN t189 592








2 13 34682 K0
4
B







2 SZ LAC 42 3
13 346941<2 3 67
8
4 1 13 34696K7
1 13:34697 K5
7 3G 92 82
1 AN LAC 15
4 85
3 82
8.43L BC ABGI 0 6800100400
3.01 F L HD 9601000218
13.84l BBC AAC 6 9401100218
6.77: DD JLDB 5641111318 8
8.08L BBC AABD 6 6800200600 17 1
4.66: EE LBD 8500101318 4
1.38 C E 5600000000
7.32L ABB AAAL 2 i 9500200218 29 4 1
7.80L BF CB 0 9400010208 4
11.28 D B 3700100320 8
3.47 D E I B 9600000OO8
8.65L C CC 9500160008
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks confirmed Sources PW).
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Right Ascension: 22h39m46'-22h44"25 '
Position (19 fO)
Name
h m o , (s) ( ) (") (") ) N
22397+5806 46.2 3 107--0 16 e 26 3
Z2397+5139 46.7 28 104-6 11 9 25 4
22397+5520 47.5 48 105- 3 19 9 38 3
22398+5012 48.8 8 103-7 32 6 51 2
22398+5710 54.0 43 106- 1 32 16 38 2
22399+5933 57.5 48 t07+ 1 13 9 21 3
22400+5748 5.6 23 106- 1 8 3 23 3
22402+5222 12.5 6 104-5 27 13 14 2
22402+5800 13.4 23 107-0 18 9 34 3
22402+5147 15.9 52 104-8 8 4 21 4
22402+5712 16.1 18 106-1 46 18 39 2
22402+5338 17.9 47 105-4 9 4 38 4
22403+5632 20.2 8 106-2 10 4 11 3
22404+5850 24.2 10 107+ 0 12 9 17 3
22404+5232 24.9 20 104- 5 22 18 32 3
22404+5832 25.7 48 107+ 0 29 14 6 2
22404+5640 26.7 39 106- 2 13 8 9 3
22404+5945 27.2 34 107+ 1 36 10 40 2
22405+5844 30.4 17 107+ 0 12 8 13 3
22405+5107 31.8 30 103- 7 42 8 16 3
22405+5308 33.4 40 104- 5 24 16 28 4
22406+5115 36.2 34 103- 6 11 5 23 4
22406+5134 37.5 17 104- 6 10 8 41 4
22406+5900 38.7 49 107+ 0 29 14 37 2
22408+5429 49.5 42 105- 4 13 5 14 3
22408+5729 49.8 20 106- 1 27 12 55 2
22408+5502 52.5 51 105- 3 13 9 26 4
22409+5721 56.9 17 106- 1 13 5 30 3
22409+5140 57.7 32 104- 6 11 8 22 4
22409+5701 57.7 33 106- 1 31 15 13 2
22410+5500 1.8 4 105- 3 39 8 29 3
22410+5046 3.8 22 103- 7 38 17 51 2
22410+5510 5.2 40 t05- 3 51 19 41 2
22411+5256 6.3 17 104- 5 39 16 18 3
22411+5041 8.5 48 103- 7 12 8 24 4
22412+5112 13.1 58 104- 6 19 8 13 3
22412+5241 15.0 50 104- 5 66 8 98 3
22412+5906 16.2 2 107+ 0 46 8 88 3
22412+5835 17.3 39 107+ 0 25 10 7 2
22413+5929 18.1 22 107+ 1 13 6 17 3
22413+5012 18.3 13 103- 7 40 9 51 2
22413+5713 22.6 58 106- 1 29 12 39 2
22415+5323 30.8 2 105- 5 23 14 25 2
22415+5343 33.6 20 105- 4 21 6 27 3
22415+5617 34.1 24 106- 2 48 8 53 3
22415+5607 35.9 34 106- 2 32 16 41 3
22415+5957 35.9 48 108+ 1 18 7 17 3
22416+5359 41.3 18 105- 4 33 11 3 2
22418+5242 48.5 29 104- 5 9 3 38 4
22418+5205 48.6 36 104- 6 73 27 4 2
22418+5549 50.4 22 106- 2 51 3 15 2
22419+5554 55.0 47 106- 2 12 8 106 2
22419+5859 55.3 36 107+ 0 69 16 39 2
22419+5032 58.9 51 103-- 7 18 8 34 : 3
22419+5842 59.4 50 107+ 0 10 8 34 3
22420+5924 5.1 31 107+ 1 17 11 17 3
22421+5442 7.1 30 105--3 18 8 16 4
22421+5418 10.1 13 105- 4 21 10 9 2
22423+5324 20.2 41 105- 5 13 8 46 4
22424+5329 26.5 37 105- 5 13 9 43 4
22424+5359 29.1 33 105-4 32 19 19 2
22425+5724 30.1 44 107- 1 73 12 40 2
22427+5302 43.2 20 105- 5 9 4 42 4
22427+5215 43.6 13 104-6 10 3 22 4
22427+5113 43.9 24 104- 7 42 18 13 3
22427+5310 46.3 35 105- 5 11 8 50 3
22429+5258 56.8 45 105- 5 24 12 23 3
22429+5938 59.5 30 108+ 1 12 6 21 3
22430+5842 2.2 6 107-0 17 5 7 3
22430+5832 2.821 107- 0 11 4 45 3
22430+5621 3.328 106- 2 15 6 7 3
22430+5009 5.2'26 103-- 8 37 9 51 2
22430+5201 5.329 104-6 38 24 46 3
22431+5727 7.3 16 107--1 30 12 40 2
22431+5036 7.8 4 103- 7 _ 13 3 22 3
22431+5616 8.7 53 106--2 18 8 18 3
22431+5855 10.5130 107+ 0:54 11 40 2
22432+5935 14.8!16 108+1 13 3 25 3
22432+5853 15.841 107+0 11 4 9 3
22433+5511 21.4 41 106--3 19 8 40 3
22434+5448 24.1 51 105--3 36 28 40 2
22434+5555 24.6 27 106--2 22 11 22 3
22434+5306 27.1 36 105--5 12 8 42 4
22434+5103 27.6 32 104--7 10 3 23 4
22434+5456 29.5 59 106--3 12 5 32 4
22435+5237 30.5 34 104--5 12 8 47 4
22436+5733 39.9 21 107-- 1 26 14 41 3
22437+5728 43.g 57 107--1 70 11 40 2
22437+5000 43.9 53 103--8 45 9 51 2
22437+5841 46.4 12 107--0 12 5 10 3
22437+5231 47.8 42 104- 6 17 8 47 4
22438+5448 48.2 43 106- 4 10 3 30 4
22439+5516 55.4 40 106-- 3 23 3 29 5
22441+5841 10.3 9 107-- 0 10 5 27 3
22442+5919 13.5 17 108+ 0 14 6 26 3
22443+5241 18.5 4 105-- 5 11 3 47 4
22443+5831 18.9 29 107--0 16 7 22 3
22443+5443 20.4 29 106-- 4 23 8 18 3
22443+5734 20.5 27 107-- 1 19 7 15 2





Declination: + 50"-+60 °
Flags Associations
(No_ Color Corrected) V L C
25 p.m 60 /J,m 100 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R 5 A
5 2 # TUncs Coef R Rags*
28.90L C BF 750010000C
1.42L B B G 5600000000
10.96L CC BCMG 2 9500010008
1.09L BC AB L 0 5501000000 1
7,10L C DC 9680112208
6.86L BC AC 0 2701000000
41.05L BD AB 0 9700000008
6.77L C D H 9500000008
51.13L C CI 870000000C
1.55L CDC AACF 9 4501010000
7.10 DD I C 7800112208
7.11L'AB AACF 2 9500200008 4
16.18L' BBD AAC 0 9500001208
8.45L BD AB 2 7701030000 1
3.28 CO J DC 9500000418 4
13.14L C C 6702010100
18.24L CD AFM 0 6500000006
10.68L C GBB 5700001308
7.75L BC BC 2 9802030000 1
2.07 C C 8601000210 4
4.5t CD HHBC 9601001428 C
1.29L BBC AAD 2 6600002000 2 2
1.93L B B 7500000000 t
10.04: CC M EC 6700033400 1
8.45L BF AC G 1 9400002008 1
5.60L C DC 5801000208 4
12.59L BB AC 1 9400111428 8 1
24.10L BB AA 7 7502002308 4 1
1.52L B BE 6502000000
7.36L D ED 2600011328
3.06 CD LCC 9600111208
1.28L D D 8600101100
4.29 D GC 9600001228 8
2.72 D G HC 9600000108
1.21L BE BE E 2 7601101100
1.83L B CDL 7601000000 1
1.71 F BB J C 96010000088.22L B 6700000100
16.13 FD NGEA 9701013200 2
9.24L BBB AAA 2 2800000000 26 4


























1.76 D K C
5.07 F DD
3.45L C CHEF
8.67L C H B





9,88L C BJ D
9.54L B BG














































































































6.50L AB AABE 0 9500101008
6.74L BB AA H 1 9402001008
1.89 C LJEB 6600000000
7.66L B A J K 9400100008
8.44L C E G 9400101008
30.05L ABD AABE 1 4600224318 6 3
12.45 CD JCBB 670110120C
39.60: BCEC BABA 2 668021333C A
19.51L BB AAD 0 9502200108 1
1.66L B F A A 2 5500000000
7.16L C D G 9402010228 C
9.12: CE GGB 2801234448 8
1.02L CD ABG 0 6600000000
22.40L C CLK 9402100108 I
9.05L DC HCDB 7601313120 2
22.65: EDCC EFBD 0 4740235528 E
8.92L CC BBGC 8 6600213120 2
12.90L D CKI 9400030118 1
2.61 D GC 9701100008
14.38L C K B 6400000008
8.23L BC AE C 0 9400101008 2
1.03: BB DAB F 1 6501002000 2 1
9.46L BBD AAC 4 9500000008 1
9.27L BD AC 0 9400010008 1
23.79: FFE DCCB 47E232552C 8
22.10L C KJ D 1702334328 8
1.76L C C 3501000000
50.99L BC AB 0 760133330C 2
7.66L B B GC 9400001008
10.72L BC AB 3 8500100006 2
6.09 BD FDDC 9500011658
28.36L BCF ADDA 0 764223330C 2
35.08L BBC AAA 1 2500000218 1
9.95L B AFCH 9402010118
11.10 BCCF BBAB 1 990010011C 1
13.24L C A F 4500100108
33.78L F DC 560843430(3 1
33.75: FBDD CBCB 0 650114434C 1
Scp
Name Type (") Mag
























































, (") C) ,, N
2444+5258 23 105- 5 11 8 46 4 .48
2444+5827 29 107- 0 16 3 35 3 •23:
2445+5248 43 t05- 5 10 3 51 4 1.30
2446+5442 13 106- 4 20 8 24 4 .49
2446+5322 30 105-5 15 4 26 3 1.17
2446+5742 27 107-1 16 7 26 3 .67L
2446+5801 18 107-1 26 g 32 3 .25L
2447+5808 3 107- 1 17 4 17 3 .25L
2447+5037 55 104- 7 19 11 28 3 .25L
2447+5112 29 104- 7 34 8 28 4 26L
2448+5958 10 108+ 1 41 15 3 2 .38L
2449+5901 51 108+ 0 16 7 9 3 .60
2449+5205 43 104- 6 19 8 19 5 .31
2450+5726 52 107-- 1 39 ! 8 37 3 .27L
2450+5608 38 106-- 2 28 12 20 2 .27
2450+5749 34 107-- 1 12 6 35 3 .40:
2450+5544 33 106- 3 24 13 59 3 .26L
2450+5342 28 105--5 35 15 15 2 .25L
2450+5829 25 107-0 13 6 22 3 9.90
2451+5323 31 105- 5 26 16 42 2 .45L
2451+5906 49 108+ 0 13 7 23 3 t.40
2451+5528 10 106- 3 28 9 41 4 .31L
2452+5243 19 105-5 14 10 35 4 .25L
2452+5835 33 107-0 26 3 58 3 .31:
2453+5716 38 107- 1 58 12 40 21 .25L
2453+5812 46 107-1 27 3 26 31 .25L
2453+5510 30 106-3 29 3 103 4 .29
2453+5740 4 107-1 15 6 32 3' 1.71
2453+5745 33 107-1 12 3 21 3 .96
2453+5223 41 105- 6 54 15 53 2 .24
2454+5802 46 107-1 11 5 16 3 1.15
2454+5941 41 108+ 1 13 6 21 3 1.20
2456+5556 9 t06-3 30 14 26 3 .25L
2456+5453 36 106- 4 8 4 33 5j 123.95
2457+5_o2 lO6- 12 116
2457+5151 50 104--6 35 8 22 311 ,25L2457+5751 28 107- 1 11 5 10 13.822458+5746 59 107- 1 11 4 16 5•83





























































41 106- 3 51 171 40 2 .25L
2 107- 1 19 8 I= 13 2 2.09L
36 106- 3 61 12i179 2 .214 lO6-3 75 8 45 3 .25,56 1o7-1 18 3= 6 3 1.56
19 IO7-1 25 8:36 3 1.68
13 I06-4 14 1214 4 .25L25 108+0 15 3 21 3 196
9 105-6 8 3 42 6 154
2 108- 0 16 3 16 3 36:
55 107-1 14 3 12 3 .43L105- 31 8 30 3 .30
25 106- 4 15 8 20 4 .70
43 107- 2 12 8 17 3 .84
14 107- 1 14 5 30 3 1.95
40 108+ 0 49 12 42 2 .42L
48 108+ 0 17 8 17 3 .49
57 107- 1 30 8 34 3 .38L
4 106- 3 57 3 47 3 .25L
59 106+ 0 29 15 40 2 .25L
3 107- 1 29 12 8 2 .82L
6 106 3 20 8: 44 4 .51
1 107- 2 23 14 33 2 .20
37 108+ 0 26 13 40 2 •27L
2 t07- 3 75 8 42 2 .37L
108- 0 13 9 15 33 .72106 4 46 97 .34
107- 1 13 9 12 3 .69
104- 7 16 8 101 4 .32
108+ 0 12 5 10 3 19.04
105- 7 8 4 25 4 2.81
105- 6 13 5 22 4 1.00
108- 0 25 14 39 2 .38L
105- 7 92 22 52 2 •25L
108- 1 13 6 27 3 3.36
107- 1 13 3 38 3 .25L
105- 6 9 3 125 5 3•99
106 4 13 8 41 4 .78
105- 6 23 12 19 3 .31
108+ 1 12 6 23 3 24.966
108- 0 14 5 12 3 1.16
106 3 35 8 116 3 28L
106- 4 10 8 27 3 .77
105- 6 23 8 19 3 .45
14 106- 3 15 6 28 3 3.99
39 105 6 35 12 7 2 .26
30 105- 7 10 8 37 4 62
41 108+ 0 14 6 30 3 9'OU
47 105- 6 44 18 10 2 133L
41 104- 8 9 3 43 3 1.40
53 106 5 17 9 27 3 94
54 106- 3 21 10 33 3 .60
49 108 1 20 9 24 3 .36
44 107- 2 12 8 20 3 1.06
15 108 1 32 3 39 2 .30:
16 105- 5 16 9 27 3 .64
44 108- 1 36 3 104 3 .25L
40 108- 0 13 5 28 3 1.86
37 107 2 28 8 108 3 .47
46 104- 7 29 23 51 2 .30L
Flux Density
(Not Colo¢ Corrected)




100 _m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
7.77L B AI 9400001008
50.00L CCD CAAC 4 970022131C
6.03L BC AAKD 0 9402000018
14.07L E BGG 4400100008




3.28 J B 9500000008
24.57: BB AADC 0 978013353C
4.88L C DC 9581311648
142.04 BCCC ECDA 0 73C0033340
12.28L B K B I 9502068598
3.35 BB AB 7500000108
23.94: DFFC HFFB 1 980124652C
6.63 DE C MI GA 870100010C14.36L EDEC 99C100474C
12.45L CC CBI 1 9502000008
184.97: FCFF DDED 1 740726514C
27.15L BD BA 7 770659965C
7.54L C D LJ 6400001008
49.85L BCD ABB 0 760132321C
42.78L BC AB i 0 1600110008
5.03 AAB D HC 758000131810.58L AAACl 1 9530011108 27
83.28L BC AAF I 0 1400202218
11.04LI CB ABL 7 9501103008
1.96 D DDI 9501000208
1088.05: CCEE CCBA 0 831923444C
384.32LIBB AABF 6 741547536C
43.01L' BB AAD 1 1600110008
3.54 CDI HFB 6600000108
29.32L F F F B C B I 870722522C
15.59L C C 9401102008
13.64L D EE 9400000008
396.16L CE BCEE 9 641536535C
21.96L FCD DBD 0 776556424C
3.96 BcDC LDA 960010040898.15L AA 1 740020220C
7.88L BB AA 2 9300001008
20.23 FDDC I DB 0 960002332C
27.31L B EBJ 670434535C
8 79L! B E L 9401010008





49.12L _ DE BCB
Name Type _'_ Mag
1 t3 34794 M0
1 13 34796 K0
C 1 13 34801 K7
50.79: DEE DCCC 578527320C 6 22 $142
13.33: DEF JDDB 884110430(3
12.14 DDD GCC 898200562C
2.01 CC' BA 2500010000
2.11 D KC 9500000226 C
45.37L E HF 3601000108 t "41 22449+5958
45.50L B BMI 760215534C 1
13.30L B CFJC 9300000008 1 1 DXLAC
23.83L E F E L F 650224242C t 23 CED 206
33.82L C DGI 4300000108 1 7 3G 104




















15.45: DE FI E
70.95L F CBEH
4.45: B E CH D
26.94L F FFKK





C t 32 X2245+534
















4 2 2 DO 42007
2
1 11 PK 107- 0.1
1 '41 22496+5912
1 '41 22465+5917
F 1 32 X2246+553
9 1 "41 22468+5927
F 2 2 DO42021
1 13 34848 K5
2
1 13 34852 GO
2 4 TMSS +60367
4
1 1 AL CEP
2 2 22 S143
D 4 "221S146
F
1 13 34857 K7
O
4 13 34858 KO
1 13 34861 K7
6 1 CV CEP
2 13 34862 K0




22.42L BC ABM 0 980324165C
1.90L D B G 55OOO1OOOO
54.52L BBD AAAC 0 850212142C 26
9.81L EB AAG 9 9400000118
7.59L BD AB 6 9400000008
15•07: D D GCBD 984021231C
2•46 D KC 9500100218
37.03L BB AAEC I 0 980110020C
21.82L C B F H 954125435C
6.86L AB AAH 9400100118
10.00L CO BB F 9500100008
9.22L B CF 5400240428
1065•98 BBBC BAAA 0 1223033338
46.92L BD AC 0 950000001C
12.36L C L I CC 9400023338
7•45L C ADJ 9501010008
9•20L B ABAKC 44002405289.96L B B 1 9400000008
7.67L F B M 9401100008
520L B BFJ C 9400000008
3829L BBC AAAE 1 45010022OC
3.30 E DB 4601000108
t.17L BD ACH 0 3500000000
10.87L BE 'AE 0 8400000008
10.69L BD 'ADI 0 9500101008
26.07: FEFE 'GCCC 0 978226365(3
18.62L BC 'AB 1 950110000(3
31.49L CD DE B 3 970337475C
7.61L BD BD 0 9400000008
37.47L DF FCBF 970124342C
21.70L BC ABEF 5 970013434C
22.94L C CL 950010000C



















































22483+5713 21.4123 107- 2 13 9 25 ! 3
2_483+515023.938 105-6 14 10 241322484+5_927.1'46108+ 11 5 21I 3
22484+5418 27.233 106-4 25 8 115 3
22485+5532 31.2 5 106-- 3 27 9 40 _ 3
22465+5850 32.9 51 lO6-O 35 13 41 2
2248e+5039 39.0 23 104-6 11 8 31 ' 4
22486+5804 39.6 35 108- 1 26 12 5 i 2
224eS+5742 42.0 19 107--1 _ 15 39 2
22467+5B58 43.0 14 10e+ 1 4o 3 32 3
22487+5305 44,1 16 105-5 15 g 23 3
22487+5120 453 48 105-- 7 e 3 44 5
22487+5544 48,8 34 107- 3 68 14 43 2
22488+5757 50.0 24 108- 1 42 13 57 2
22488+5448 50.323 loe-4 27 6 17 4
22488+5821 61.6 24 108- 1 22 17 40 32248e+5914 58.3 27 lO8+ o 14 19 3
22489+5_ 64.3 17 105+1 26 13 12 2
22469+552g 572 21 107-3 25 1o 08 3
22489+5927 57.2 11 108+0 27 8 108 3
224S9+5804 59.9 43 108-1 38 16 42 2
224_o+525o 0.9 21 1os-6 69 11 41 2
22490+5741 2.9 42 108-- 1 16 3 8 2
22491+5319 7.6 34 106-5 15 5 30 3
22491+5915 7.8 644 108+ 0 17 7 18 3
22491+5921 6.345 108+0 17 8 37 3
22491+5_5 6.6_ lO7-_ 9 4 24 322491+5711 9,6 o_! 107- . 58 14 41 2
22491+5402 11.6 47; 106- 5 19 9 20 322492+524812.231 105-6 16 9 24 3
22492+5710 15.6 4! 107- 2 16 9 23 3
22492+5814 16.1 108- 42 101 41 2 I
22492+57 1772 107_; 14 2322493+5,07 105-; 23 9222493+5,45 108+ 19 112 49,,+5030.4 36104-8 9 8 4731224.4+5 0427224105-6 10 4 2, 522485+ 4,02 1106-0 10 5 31322485+ 164,0345105-7 , 3 405
22495+5743 '31.3 56 108- 1 18 7 32 3
22495+5904 31.6 56 108- 0 26 14 41 2
22495+5810 31.9:3 108-1 33 8 98 3
22495+5620 34.9'42 108-1 42 8 93 3
22496+5245 37.2, 23 105- 6 48 8 24 3
22497+5059 42.9 17 105- 7 8 3 50 422497+595543.o46 1o9+1 2o 1o 26 3
22496+5042 51.7 10 104-8 9 3 23 4
22498+5705 !51.71 5 ! 107- 2 36 3 99 3
22498+5259 52.1:40 106- 6 26 12 14 3
22499+5639 55.1 33 : 107- 2 22 6 13 2
22499+5727 58.4! 15 108- 2 21 10 9 3
22500+5914 0._ 37 108+ 0 76 14 40 2
22500+5341 4.3 60 106-5 42 26 42 2
22501+5340 7.4 1 106- 5 14 9 24, 3
22502+5919 15.8 8 108+ 0 15 7 23 3
22502+5944 16..c 54 109+ 1 14 5 27 3
22503+5507 22.4 45 107- 4 15 3 26 4
22504+5009 25.8 3 104-8 42 9 53 2
22504+5929 25.8 0 108+0 13 5273
22504+5900 26.532 108-0 33 1382
22504+5026 28.2 19 104--8 10 28
22505+5615 30._ 11 107-3 9 4 4113
22505+5129 31.9 5 105- 7 46 18 431 3
22505+5534 32.8 26 107-3 43 8 33 333.232 104_9 61 I225 +572637.451 1 _2 59 3922 +5854 08.°51 106_0 15 14!322 +5944 38.,56 109+0 10 39225 +64 52.123
22509+5109 55,3 35 105- 7 88 13 55 2
22509+5400 56.0 33 106- 5 9 4 45 4
 2509+5410 , 2610 _5114414
22510+5950 42'5. 109+ I 11 5 21 3
22510+5610 5.4 40 107- 3 31 15 16 3
22511+5327 8.0 19 106-5' 14 3 40 3
22512+5534 17.0 40 107- 3 87 21 42 2
22512+5842 17.2 30 108- 0 22 11 6 2
22513+5259 22.3 4 106-6 15 6 41 3
22513+5115 23.7 46 106- 7 14 8 49 I 4
22514+5745 25.7 4 106- 1 62 17 42 2
22514+5614 26.151 107-3 49 B 102 3
22514+5825 27.0 49 108- 1 22 3 45 3
22514+5634 29.7 7 107- 2 16 6 26 3
22515+5546 33.2 42 107- 3 73 24 41, 2
22515+5058 35.6 1 105- 7 29 6 39 i 5
22516+5509 37.6 8 107- 4 41 11 22 322516+5144 50.0 40 105- 7 32 23 30 I
22519+5910 54.5 1 108- 0 99 23 41 j2
22519+5947 56.6 10 109+ 0 11 4 36 I 3
22519+5638 572 20 108- 1 10 3 36 3
22519+5446 57.4 9 107-4 18 8 19 4
.>2519+5536 57.5 33 107- 3 70 12 41 2
->2519+5609 59.8 27 107- 3 28 12 41 2
.>2520+5449 2.7 37 107- 4 33 16 13 3
.>2520+5932 3.9 13 109+ 0 38 8 18 2
.>2521+5052 6.0 23 105- 8 69 22 7 2
_>2521+5508 12.0 33 107- 4 21 9 39 3
._2522+5929 12.4 43 109+ 0 17 6 21 2
>.2522+5603 12.5 55 107- 3 12 8 42 3
_>2522+5344 13.7 42 106- 5 66 16 45 2
F]ux Density Fla@
H
G_actic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
a _ Coords SM.r SMN O O 12 /_m 25 /,tin 60 /,tin








































































































100 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type ("_ Ma 8
16.64L B BEJ ! 9500100OOC :
4._L c c H 1040101000sl
50.27LAB ^AB I ' I_312108 Ii'41 22485+_00 , 51 I
7.89L B A 9501020118
12.14L BD AD G 0 9400101426 _ 1 I 2 [:)042067 100
28.84L D C ,960200030C 2 * 22 BFS12 2 7201.30 BC BC I 2' 75000000004814L F CJ 960121110(3
27.11L O B I ' 950211133C ' i
15.98 CO GI CB I 1700202108
I
6.33L BD , AC 0 6400001008
1.70 BB C'AA cI1 9502003000 ; 1 13 34871K5 75
15.08L C G J B501000108
6.43 E FBI 990100120C
4.46 DD CB I 9680001435 C
47 13L [:) HCEB 978048464C
8549 ,CBEEIAAAB i 7 9,4A2.13230C 2 "11 PK108+0.1
49.02LC E F I 0603100008 2 "13 0487305 85
11.52LiBE BD 10 9400101008 I 2 DO42085 91
75.60LCD CBE ] 0 740011110C 1 "41 22490+5927 3
i J
11 19' DE COl 990020220C
7:58L C C ' 2500110108 1 1 FM LAC 29 3
22.68L B BFMF 960131042C _ i I8.14L CD AC 0 6500000008
65.48L'ED HABB 0 940113230C ._I40.91LIB CDB 750112020C 1 "41 22491+5921 3
1241L BB AA 0 850030055C _ 1 17, 3165
5.68 D H EB 960011020C
10.93L D Ol H 9400010008 1 13 34877 K5 i 3 I 90
7.19L I BC BCH 1 1500210108 i
;I
24.S0LID BM 950011020C
6.gg: i DE L CB 990020020(3 ' i
24.87LJ BC AA 0 950002000C
9.77L BD BC 2 9300100308 4
51.57L D C 0602100028 1 i-41 22493+5945 7 I 1
1.45L BD BG E 0 4500000000 4 1 CLLAC !2794L ABB AAAB 6 9410100308 15 ,_ 3
26.02L DC BDCB 9 976313333(3 6 1°131 34881 B0 ._ 71
3.12 JBBBC BAAA 5 7560000108 21 7,3+5142
12.64LLC BRED i 970121042C 4
22.48LJ D jH BH 970202042C J
60.21L D BI L 960030020C i
47.13L D I C 974214243C
2.30 I c !J HC s_OlOOO16
1.12L BC ABF 3 9602001000
17.67 EFC' HFA 0600001308
1.07L BBC AAC 0 6600000000 3 4! TMSS +50449 21 28
10,28 [ F E GFCB 97020345OC 3
7.97LJ C GLBL 1400001008
21.36LIC :C 950020033C
24.76L IB 'CHEE 950114244C 2 1 13 34895K0 8 75
24.12LJ D K CM 870112331C
2.69 I D GC 9602100108 8 42
4.01LICE CCI E 2 9601100106
29.03L]CC ABLE 2 870004332C 2 "41 22503+5919 3
17.87L [ C DAAD 860213232C 1
11.26LIBC ABDF 0 9501101328 2 13 34905M0 2l 87
1.22LIC B 6800000000 I 19 717 41' 115
18.20LIBC[ AACO 4 960211331C 3 "13 34907K536,30LID O 950011000C 3! 65
1.01L[BB AAE 0 3600000000 2 i 73
,307L,'2'0L B0215c° .B.E.C 0 ,,0110231C9500000108,401,00,084 ,3 5= 73
1.34 | C M D 6600000000
11.76L] D KECF 960216466C 2 1 32 i X2250+575 1L_
_6.08L/B AI 9502010OOC 2 "41 22505+5864 ,
2)5.08: |BBDD AAAA 0 848213232C 1 2 "32 X2250+597 13 1
3.72 / DO FC 9600000328
7.39L/C E ! 9400000008
8.43L|CC AB H 91 9501001008
7.67L]B B AAJ 0 9500201008
_6.26L|BB AAL 0 i 860002110C 8 "13 34921 K2 3 62
5.67 | DD FBB 954122452C 2
5.97L|CCC ABDD 1 9581001028 8
4.47 J O J DB 9600101328 3C;8.55L/E B G 970131100C 1 °41 22513+5843 51 2
1.74L|CD BB 0 2611000000
7.15LLB B O 9400100008 1 13 34929 K2 5 81
17,51L} F KBG 950212333C
I
5.07: | DDF FDBB 974020341C 2
10.77 / DED DBDB 980101220C 2 1 "41 22515+5826 52 7
15,33L |C C L 960112011C 1
4,41 | D iE MC 960000000C'
3.47 | CB L DA 6501001320 4
3.22 | E FB 9602100108
2.16 | C GNC 9500000118
.)3.20 J E HFD 970102332C 1 "41 22518+5909 114 184;2.91 |FFEC FCCA 0 950303320C 3 1 "41 22519+5947 i 2
16.54:|BD D BGFC 0 986114332C = 3 "13 34933K0 ¢_ 83
10,56L}C BEGD 9400200418!
12.03L]C E M ! '94000012161 8
4.06L| F F CG 970232000(3
10.16L / E DB _ 95001003OB
_9.78L| F C 960114342C B 1 1"41 22520+5931 48 1
2.00 J D L B _ 4500100270 8
9.78LJB BG 9501100208 I; 13 34936K7 8 83i4.89L| D DKB 980014463C B 1 "41 22521+5929 3._
'6.21L|B BGD 950322000(3 1 i 13 34937 G5 8 70
i0.16L/C B 940001000/3 _J I






22522+5241t38120106-8 27 13 21 222522+_3 14.743107-2 22 8 41 3225,,+604814.63 I05-8 33 22 1 22_522+5655le.825 108-0 35 12 41 2
22522+5001 17.2 41 105- 8 79 11 54 222523+5552,.637 1o7-3 56 18 42 2
22524+570_27557I08-2 17 8 123
22524+5609 28.0 24 107-- 3 26 8 34 3
22525+48523o731 1o8-o _i 1o 19 322525+s_553o.811 1o7-,_ 11 35 3
22526+5920 36.9 11 109+ 0 17 9 24 322526+5212 48.2 17 106-- 6 24 ! 1_ 24 3
22528+5936 48.7 48 109+ 0 13 5 21 3
22526+4802 53.9 52 108- 1 13 6 18 3
22529+5704 55.5 8 108-2 12 5 15 3i
22529+4826 57.2 8 107-3 26 7 40 3
22530+5716 4.5 5 108-2 16 8 19 3
22530+5721 4.9 59 108 2 27 3 23 3
22531+5455 7.1 11 107- 4 17 9 13 4
22531+5901 7.6 56: 109- 0 15 9 12 3:
22532+,0,,188 105_? 6 1133+4823.45108_ 72 1 43
22533+5224 ;.=0.8 39' 1_- 6 44 10 32 3
22533+5915 23.8 0 109- 0 29 8 41 2
22534+5653 24.7 18 108- 2 12 5 i 8 3
22534+5642 25.8 42 108-2 37 15:17 2
22534+5613 26.8 9 107-3 36 3] 16 3
22535+5813 30.548 108148 91 422
22535+4811 30.61108-1 19 3152
22535+5534 32.0 35 107-3 31 3 39 322536+4811 38.6 57 108-1 17 25 3
22537+4822 42.4 59 108- 1 38 8 97 3
22537+5720 42.7 10 108- 2 17 7 20 3
22537+4806 i428 9 108-1 11 3 25 3
22537+4833 43.854 108--1 33 3 22 3
22538+5705 50.1 49 108- 2 67 18 41 2
22536+5922 !52.8 57 109- 0 14 _ 30 I
22539+5758 56.3 44 108- t 10 5 17 3
22539+5810 57.6 2 108-- 1 63 12 421 2
22539+5357 59.4 40 106-- 5 t7 6 10 2
22540+5332 0.4 22 106--5 48 17 50 3
22540+5827 03 23 108-1 16 7 28 3
22540+5543 5.4 52 107- 3 16 9 31 3
22541+4837 6.2 17 109-I 31 14 15 2
22541+4823 8.5 59 108- 1 15 7 31 3
22541+4859 9.8 5 109- 0 11 5 34' 3
22542+5426 13.4 19 107- 4 38 8 27 3
22542+4815 13.5 11 108- I 14 7 33 3
22542+5713 13.7116 108-21 41 3 14 3322542+5653 14.8 108- 2 13 11
22542+5407 15.81g 99 _(_,3l107- 5 14 J222543+5926 20.7 33 109+ 0 17 6
22543+5612 21.052 108- 3 15 7 37 3
22543+5913 22.3 109- o! ._ 35 22821 4!_0 8 I 7!3
22"4+5529 26.4 23 107-4' 47 15 42 3
22544+521o27.753 106-7 6o 26 3622544+5808 27.8 50 108- 1 13 6 16!
22_+_o 28146 107-3 25 13 36 3
22545+5111 31.3!45 105- 7 32 8 101522545+571o32.04 108-2 13 5 22 3
22545+5046 34.8 39 105-- 5 23 10 26 322_e+5131378 3 10_-7 15 9 19 .22546+5_339.74o lOe-6 42 32 26 2
22546+4814 40.9 7 108-I 15 3 22 3
22546+5908 41.2 39 109- 0 19 3 17 3
22547+5317 42.5 6 106-6 12 3 33 4
22547+5859 43.4 46 109-- 0 14 6 16 3
22547+5336 44.4 37 I06- 5 16 5 33 4
22547+5434 47.3 40 107--4 39=1 31 28 222_,6+541352.236 107-5 15 o 23 3
22548+5844 52.7 37 109- 1 26 14 40 3
22549+5723 55.9 56 108--2 17 6 34 3
22549+5953 59.4 23 109+ 0 441 12 42 2
22550+5920 2.9 7 109- 0 t5 6 24 3
22551 +5743 9.1 39 108- 2 19 7 9 3
22552+5605 13.9 59 108- 3 11 5 38 3
22552+5151 13.9 37 106- 7 81 18 7 2
22553+5006 22.7 42 105- 8 39 9 56 2
22555+5111 31.9 51 106-- 8 15 8 28 5
22556+4833 37.5 11 109-- 1 14 7 20 3 189.44
22548+so1541.356 lO5-8, t8 lO 39 3: .2922557+5807 42.5 28! t08-, 14 o 19 31 .63
22558+5626 48.5 46 108- 3 60 20 i 42 .43L
22548+5145 53.3 53 106--; 35 8 22 41 .25L59 9 8 5 9 12 i 9+ 24 31 .29
22560+5445 1.8 44 107- 4 19 8 17 4 .45
22560+5607 4.0 50 108-- 3 32 10 32 3 .25L
22561+5223 6.9 24 106- 6 26 11 31 3 .25L
22561 +5053 7.1 0 105- 8 13 8 30 5 .87
22561+5642 10.3 26 108- 3 13 5 19 3 4.31
22561 +5248 11.7 28 106- 6 70 34 16 2 .25L
22562+5017 15.2 17 105- 8 55 14 54 2 .32
22562+5923 17.2 31 109- 0 30 13 40 2 .54L
22563+5752 21.0 34 108- 2 107 26 43 2 .42L
22563+5025 1234 44 105- 8 11 8 50 4 1.07
I
Declination: +50°-+60 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
H (Not Color CorrectM)
Galactic Unccrtalnty C
a 8 C(x)rds SMJ SMN 8 0 12 _m 25 _m 60 p.m






































































































[00 I_m F'tux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Cocf R Rags*
7.36L C E 9300000008
16.10L C AD 96011O000C
1.60 C EDD 4500100160
10.98 D CJ B 960210132C
1.59L D CK 4500000000
5.12 D L C 968060130C
21.66L BD ADF 0 9501013528
15.93L D GCC 960212000C
51 17L D B 87031O030C
13.48L! C [3 9500100008
41.791 B C B g70024240C
7.19L B BE 8301001008
100.13 BBEE AAAA 954402422C
40.05L BC AA L 0 960111211C
10.53: BCDC CABB 3 9681033528
11.60L = DD JCBD g64225531C
8.96 CCC CDA 9701024428
18.68 C ED GEDB 96C123552C
10.38L BBB AAA 0 9401100008 26
69.15L B BB 7603001t0C
22.30: CED GDBC 96C002322C
3.20 D GDD 95O0000108
6.67L BC ACGC 0 9430000008
23.93L O J S 970010100C
3.83 D GHC 8401000148
13.04L FDE CDCC 0 980205621C
161.20 BBCE AAAA 1 9402011418
16.79L F F 9601111228
6.48 D DC 960211000(3
29.02L 860.92L DD ECHD 4 g38035454C
38.61L 172.60L FF CDHB 0 954046543C
.56L 12.48L CC ABGF 0 9512000208
29AL 860.92L DD BCI D 9 g34036664C
3.04L 66.92L C CG 960031201C
3.02 20.43L CD CC 9600204308
6.63 113.80L C D GC B D 950224553C
2.69L 11.95 D J IDA 880110130C
1.00 16.67L D GHF 9601000208
4+87L 39.6OL BD AS L 0 971013330C
319.44 400.69 BBCD AAAA 9 930101440C
6.63L 172.50L O BC 950058874(:;
9.69L BCC AAB 1 9501000108
2.91 D DEB 9681001348
66,56L BC AACI 0: 860121010C
4.52L DB DAD 9601000228
49.94L C E 770010120C
56.96L CC AA 01 750241201C
54.72 FCDE EDAB 9 574614433C
3.16 CD J EA 96OOO002O8
860.92 CCCC EBCA 9 i 933234543C
6.03 FF GFB 9600110108
15.99L BC GBA 9601000108
3.55L BF ABEF 0 8600101108
39.99L CC CACF 3 970111122C
8.97: D D CBFB 958315750C
18.93: CFDE DEBB 1 974126442C
56.28: DDF CBCD 948342543C
4.06: CC I BB 9600110208
2.20 F B 6400000008 I
21A5L FCD CABC 0 964126622C
2.99: CD MJ DB , 96020001081
7.22L B CF G 9300010008
18.97L CC BB I 9500110208
1.82L F CE 5500010000
6.28L BC AE G 0 8400010008
349 D G D 9502000230
43.92L 860.92L CD AAAB 9 930214543C
26.06 FEDC' ECBA 4 974026542C
1.79L BB AB 1 5600002000
71.91L CD J BBH 964615333C
3.76 DBC J BAA 9480000328
2.83 BFcE DC 96010002088.94L BF[ J 0 950100000827.76L E B E 670326453C
21.79L BC AAED 6 9602001108
35.66L O EB 57011O010C
64.46 CBDD CBCB 964002430C
27.32L DE DF 940100330C
3.382"99:CC E :ABKE , 0 970100010C
rF I A 65000C0008
1.09L BD AD J 0 6500001000
2.56L B BG F
30.28L ABC I_AA1.31L C '
40.79L lC S I
13.87: EC MI FC




11.61L B BHI G
5.30 D EB




















AC E 4 5500010000
AA 0 9601203538
D KL E 8501000100
D E 9600000000
E FBGC 970202331C
D A M C 0!860000021C96O10O0000
c
S 2 # T Name Type Ma 8
8
3 "41 22523+5855 10
S 1 16 14359 12 14E
2 "41 22525+4852 10
1 I'41 22527+5936 48 1.¢
F 1 32 X2252+570 42 1E
3 1 11 ; PK 107- 2.2 44
7
F 1 32 X2253+573 72 1_=
2 4 TMSS +50451 28 2(
2 "13 34951 K5 4 8E
1 "41 22530+5907 49
"41 22534+4823 608 32 X2253+524 50 E
1 "4t[22534+5915 30 IE
1 23 OCL0246 131
7 1 "41 22534+5813 19
7 1 22 $147 72 12G
2 2'DO42186 41 101
7 1 22 $147 21 12(:
E
"41 22536+5805 34
"41 22537+5834 25 4
1 "41 22539+5923 46
8O 4 1 "41'22539+5758 14 13
4 13 34966 N3 3 9_
C 1 32 X2254+535 97 12
2 "41 22540+5627 42 3
3 "13 34973B5 7 81
2 " DI CEP 1 3
9 2 "32 X2254+58g 45 g
7 4 "22 $148 50 120
1 11 PK 107-- 2.1 24 140
_j1"41 22544+5926 38 2
1.4122.,+5913 19
4
7 1 "41 22545+4809 46 3
8 1 32 X2254+525 881 8
7 I
1 "41 22547+5909 49 7
9 I *41 22547+5900 29 6
4
1 2 0042227 37 95
2 i DO42226 64 100
"41_ 22550+5953 35 4
3 J°4122550+5920 23 4
6 2 "32 X2255+577 40 6
4
1 t3 35001 K7 3 85
3 3 RAFGL2999 23 i5
2 1 32 [)(2255+566 89 2
1 "41 22558+5955 31 3
1 13 35008K2 8 83
4
2 3 3 RAFGL5732S 11 16
4
1 13 35010 K5 4 75
















C) (") (. N
22564+5849 24.8 28 109- 1 13 6 17 3
22564+5909 25.0 46 109- 0 36 9 41 2,
22564+5344 25.5 28 107- 5 14 9 22 31
22564+5953 26.4 40 109+ 0 24 7 43 2
22565+5839 31.9 51 109- 1 17 7 30 3
22565+5044 34.9 58 105-8 17 9 25 41
22566+5830 37.0 52 109- 1 13 5 23 3
22566+5230 38.5 56 106-- 6 12 5 36
22566+5914 38.7 31 109- 0 22 10 16
22566+5828 42.0 45 109-I 37 7 41
22567+5657 42.5 21 108- 2 11 4 123 I22689+573054642 106-2 41 9522689+5223597 8 1o6-7 13 8 37 3_
22570+5012 2.822 lO9-O 11 48 23 31122570+5147 3.3 3 106- 7 42 8 3222571+54506,410 107-4 15 2022571+53077.437 107-8 11 8 41 422571+58179.442 109-1 62 14 43 222571+58289.537 109-1 15 3 21 3
22571+5726 9.7 6 100--2 16 9 17 2
22572+532812.615 107-6 2o 10 25 3
22573+5113 20.2 7 106--8 19 8, 31 422574+584124.426 108-3 32 19i 43 3
22574+5124 25.7 10 106-- 78 7 i 20 422574+583280 109- 1 19 1422574+53252612 107-6 27 3022575+5531324 5 lO8-4 25 41
22575+5859A 33.9 2 109- 1 21 29 3
58 109+22575+5943 35.8 I 015 25
22576+5843 40.1 50' 109--1 12 5183
22576+5717 41.7231108- 2 11 5 253
22577+5543439271108-4 25 9 41 3
22577+5744 46.5 14= 109- 2 26 12 45 3
22578+5828 52,5 20 109- 1 19 10 30 3
22578+5804 53.7 2 109- 1 66 14 43 2
22579+5729 57.4 28 108-- 2 18 3 30 3
22579+5640 58.1 32 108- 3 12 5 19 3
22579+5335 58.4 14 107- 6 19 8 35 3
22580+5843 0.5 3 109- I 12 5 20 3
22580+5907 0.5 48 109-- 0 30 13 4 2
22580+5915 5.1 56 109- 0 18 11 28 2
22581 +5823 6.4 18 4
22581+5552 9.74; 1109--108-- 12 _i 3
22562+5847 15.6 51 109-- 1 13 59 33
22583+5948 18.9 109+ 8 31263
22583+5059 19.91106-8 6337 272
22584+5616 24.14108-3 18 3 21'322564+570265 42108- 13 9 133225e4+5722_96 6o 109-2 33 8 32 322585+,044,15 44 10,_8 18 9 1514
22586+550239.638108-4 2514 2414225_+5403413 0 107-5 18 9 t71322587+595944152110+0 13 9 21322587+5231,46 8 107-7 13 5313
22587+5121 47.9 15106- 8 2010326 I
22588+5914 _50A 24 109- 0 71 18 44 2
22588+5947 '53.444 110+ 0 26 8 15 ! 2
22588+5603 53.729 108-- 3 36 17 42 2
226889+5747 54.1_13 109- 2 36 14 34 3
22589+5249 54.E 44 107- 6 14 6 24 3
22589+5025 55.1 1 109- 0 19 10 21 3
22589+5642 56.7 13 108- 3 21 8 9 2
22589+5515 57.5 9 108- 4 34 10 33 2
22589+5314 59.4 37 107- 6 18 9 30 3
22590+5008 08 17 106- 9 85 14 50 3
22590+5601 3.3 _l 7 108--3 17 81142
5.0155 8 29 322590+5621 108-- 3 28
22591+5851 6.1! 33 109- 1 31 16 42 2
22591+5757 6.731 109- 2 39 15 43 2
22593+5017 21.339 106- 9 55 15 47 3
22593+5822 22.318 109- 1 57 17 42 2
22593+5650 23.2 10 108- 3 6 3 126 3
22594+5027255119106_8,3222594+5212 26.7 24 107-- 7 17 2
22595+5643 30.37 108- 3 16 6 42 =322595+523435.520107-715 293
22595+5725 35.633109-2 4820 45 ! 2
22595+5919 35.6 109-0 441342
22596+5036 37.645_ 106- 8' 13 25!422598+595537.9 110+0 19 8 25
22596+58oo38,9139lO8-31 38 1_ 4122596+5950 41.3:46110+ 0 17 3413
22597+5612 44.3 9 108- 3 16 9 28 2
22597+5902 44.9 53 109- 1 11 4 19 3
22597+5010 46Al27 106- 9 34 19 49' 4
22598+5758 48.7281 109- 2 31 11 43 2
22598+5103 50.4 26 106- 8 107 41 45 2
22598+5853 50.9113 109-- 1 11 8 23 3
22598+5119 52.6!35 106- 8 28 8 92 4
22598+5846 53.615 109- 1 10 3 49 3
22599+5722 54Ar10 109-- 2 15 5 36 3
22599+5610 56.3 37 108- 3 14 5 27 3
22599+5438 68.4 33 108- 5 15 8 104 4
23000+5932 0.8 55 110-- 0 12 6 28 3
23000+5353 1.5 53 107-- 5 15 5 15 3
23000+5705 5.7 32 109- 2 10 8 21 3
23001 +5920 9.8 24 110- 0 13 5 31 3
23002+5315 13.1 46 107- 6 20 10 21 2
23003+5758 18.0 9 109- 2 12 6 12 3






































































































100 ixm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Cocf R Flags* S 2 # T
°41
(Not Color Corrected)








43.28 CCCE CCCB 0 7751t3542C
25.26L F GC D ' 874634533C
8.25L BD AG J 0i 6500010008
51.01L CDF BBDF 4 460210020C
30.99: CCDD CBAB 8 i 978101420C1.63L B B DF F 550100(3'000
CBCC EBBA 1 921233333C 50 D
CC ABG 0 9600002000 2
FF J DGB ; 630423433C 8EB BAE 910034442 D
.45L 16.32L BC AA 11 9711001218
.43L 23.50L C CD F 211!7600101206,40L 6.94 BC AA 9300002008
691.50 961.51 BBCE AAAB 11330323533C
.31 2.07 DC GKOC I 9681000008
1.24 3.54 B C GA S 1 9600000418A0L 2.04L BC AC 6600010000
1.44: 7.75 ED ECEB 970103131C
15.73L BBF AAC 1 970120030819
9.80L D SHE) 9300000008
27.39L BC ACD 0960127434C
86.65L E t 560200010C
91.13L E BFM 360322210C
15.27L E BCB 978128872C A
3.94L BCE AAEG I 970100010C
47.93L B D ACC 950226224C
44.40L BB AAI 1 270210000C
1.30 C D 9500000000
14.14L BC ABK 4 950100000C I
15.78L CE CD 5 9600000008
17.87L C M FB 6600024428 9
1,20L BC AON 0 96000010001
4.46 EC MDB 9501000518 4
8.22L C AC 34000000081
14,46[ B BFG =3811010000
7.72L BB AACK 0 9400010008













1.48 8.90L 2227.53L B EBG 910054521C 9
•46 1.50L 20.89L DC BAF 7601101308
.25L 1.29 3.32 CD KDBB 9401100008
,19: .40L 1.98L B E A D 1 9400000000
.25L .84 5.32 F E E NB A 9800200508
.58 A0L 8.69L BC AA 0 2300001008
.71 6.52L 2227.53L C COL 920144332C
,25L .40L 7.21L C C 9501100008
,21: .40L 11.14L CD CB 5 9501111008
,36: 4.35L 28.25 CO E BCGC 0 574224441C
,34L 5.O6L 89.19L B BC 3600O6000C
.66 5.32L 32.68L C E A S E 960127633C
,63 .45L 18.42L BC AB 2 7601000008
,25L 1.65L 8.14L B CE 96010000OC
,25L .69L 21AOL B CI H 7602101108
,27L 4.88L 71.89L C BC 960045240C
.25L 1.09 6.27L D MGCB 970200041C




















.18 1.37L 32.28L D GE 370222322C 8
25L 6.33L 102.61L C S 260110000C
.26L .67L 4.35 E I EC 970210110C
,29L .81 30.04L C GD 7401010108
.58 .40L 1.96L BB AA 0 6801000000
.25L 5.O6L 51.00L C B F 260001100C
.25L .51L 15.09L C B 9701103528
.25L .49L 11.27L D CH 9400000008
.21: .40L 8.34L CE BF L I 0 9400100008
.25L .40L 2.47 E NC'l 8500000120 8.25L 1,39L 12.24L D E 680310220C
.25L 1.74L 14.08L C C 950010020(3
.25L 1.41 22.78L D BI 760000121C
.25L 1.05 11.14: C E F C 9500002408 4
.25L .31: 3.05 DB LEEB 7501000220 8
.68L 1.12 22.38L O HC 960300020C
.88 .40L 13.64L BB i AA 0 7704000008
.25L .40L 1.58 E D 9500000000
.25L .40L 9.68L C D I 9300000008
6.35 CDE DDB
7.32L BF AD
20.34L C I BF
15.91 D CHB
1.67L BBC AADB
16.32L B BD G
4,39 C BC
10.43L BD BC
18.91L _B B66.44L A A
3.33 FB HDC
15.02L C C BKCD
1.O5 D E
50.94L BC AB










































51.55L CBD AAB 0850321110C
24.79L ICC AA 9500100308
10.52: BC F ;AAHE _ 96C543224C 9
9.95L BO iBC 950000000857.02L AAD AAA 8 28460001030C
6.02L BC AB 0 9501001008
19.98L BC AAE _ 450000000849.94L B B AA 460120120C
B.91L _ BF 9400200148 8
34.35L E AAHF _ 9401102108 251.55 BBCC DBAA 951225411C 3


















































° 1 UY CAS
1 AS CEP
"41 23001 +5705





























































Right Ascension: 23h00"25 '-23h04"32"
Position (1950) Flux Density
(N_4 Color Corrected)
Name Galactic Uncertainty
8 Coords $MJ SMN 0 12 Fm 25 vm 60 Fm 1(]0 _ma
])am, • 60 (s) ('3 I b (") ('3 (°) (Jansky)
.25L 25[.! AOL 2.90
q
23004+520723004+5642 q-718_3 2.15 121/q 77.14 71.60:
23004+5637 18- 3 .88 1,33 14.44 59.04:
23004 + 5627 18- 3 .32L .34 2.03 10.72
23004+5632 18- 3 .57 .74: 14.44L 18.80:
23005+5739 _9- 2 1.53 .64 .53L 19.64L
23005+5258 t7- 6 .62 .25L .40L 8.41L
23005+5917 10- 0 1.28 .28 5.87L 70.36L
23006+5647 )9- 3 .25L .74 9.94L 82.21L
23006+5603 )9-- 3 .25L .25L 1.55L 4.15
23007+5817 )9- 1 .25L .29L 1.05L 8.12 '
23007+5928 10- 0 .54 .25L 6.27L 68.23L
23007+5702 )9- 3 .39 .25L A4L 11.38L
23008+5939 10- 0 .27 .76 17.75: 67.89:
23009+5104 )6- 8 .35L .25L .40L 2.50
23011 + 5648 )9- 3 .54 .79 9.94L 45.81
23011 + 5657 )9- 3 .27L .30 5.69: 63.78L
23012+5646 )9- 3 .26L .38 9.94L 57.10L
23012+5204 )7-- 7 .25L .55L .40L 2.35
23012+5817 39-- 1 .93 .16: .58L 31.4OL
23012+5755 )9- 2 .25L .25L .94L 6.14
23012+5301 :)7- 6 .35 .25L .66L 8.85L
23012+5653 39- 3 .25L .45 7.53L 66.57L
23012+5423 _1- 5 .29 .72L .58L 7.56L
23013+5839 _9- 1 3.31 1.85 3.63L 32.21L
23013+5314 D7- 6 1.26 .39 A0L 8.86L
23014+5702 09-- 3 .97 .49 4.10L 35.03L
23014+5932 10- 0 .42 .25L 4.93L 67.84L
23014+5805 09- 2 .25L .25L 1.53 9.29:
23014+5921 10- 0 .93 .23 3.52L 54.43L
23016+5615 08- 3 1.59 .55 1.47[ 14.29L
23016+5915 10- 1 .38 .28L 6.85t 92,39L
23016+5120 06- 8 .25L .42L .49 1.97L
23017+5740 09- 2 .92t .25L .71[ 5.32
23017+5515 08- 4 .43t .25L .60 9.72L
23018+5812 09-- 2 .25t .25L .71| 8.82
23018+5507 08- 4 .73 .34 .401 8.50L
23018+5200 07- 7 .58 .29 .401 6.95L
23018+5756 09- _ L07 .52 .681 38.91L
23019+5046 06- £ .29 .25L .401 1.45L
23020+5431 08- c .34 .29t. .401 9.40L
23022+5611 09- C' 4.07 1.01 1.551 10.03t
23022+5641 09-- ." .251 .25L 1.99: 13.35
23023+5823 09-- 1 .33 .25L 3.671 44.40|
23023+5714 09- ; .781 .25L .98 21.86|
23023+5828 09- I .861 .251. 1.04 28.62!
23023+5157 i07- ; .48 .25t .40 8.381
23024+5758 109- : .47 .33: .53 10.59:
23025+5818 109- ' 17.16 9.76 1.84 31.401
23025+5721 109- ; .49! .251 .70 14.801
23025+5753 109- ; .26 .251 .74 17.291
23026+5948 110- _ 5.72 14.75 171.77 242.67
23026+5616 109- ', 3.30 t.32 1.35 11.311
23027 + 5158 t07 - .35 .251 .40 6.931
23027+5904 110- .89 .43 292 62.73
23027+5549 108 .32 .251 1.70 15,62
23028+5722 109- .43 .251 .83 31.23
23028+5853 110- .25 1.O4 2.47 14.59
23029 + 5944 110 - .26 .32 4.93 242.67
23029 + 5910 110- .30 .25 3.2(_ 17.07
23029+5827 109- .74 .24 4.38 60.29
23029 + 5937 110- .3_ 1.23 26.34 55.96
23030 + 5058 107 - .25 .25 .4C 1.80
23030+5801 109- .25 .25 1.44 13.69
23030+5719 109- 14.43 8.13 1.5; 17.38
23030 + 5958 110 + 40.3(; 258.95 1550.1 _ 1833.39
23031 +5728 109- .4E .25 .5_ 30.26
23031+5948 110- 1125_E 2.78 316.51 415.73
23032+5808 109- .25 1.3_ 16.82
23032+5704 109- .2( .25 31 29.76
23032+5937 110- .2.= 1.68 26.3_ 55.9E
23032 + 5144 107 - .2( .25 .6; 2.3C
23033 + 5651 109- 6.4:. 2.7E .6( 15.4(
23033+5951 110- 6.4; 47.9_ 316.5" 1833.3£
23033 + 5257 107 .8_ .2E .4( 9.2_
23033 + 5945 110- :4 i .4E.2E 5,5(.4( 85.3;4.7(
23033 + 5526 108-
23034 + 5003 106- .7; .1; .4( 2.0;
23035 + 5204 107 - .3( .4; A" 3.3z
23035 + 5944 110 - .4: ,3( 6.44 92,3(
23036 + 5640 109 - 1.1 .61 1.5, 9.5;
23036 + 5828 110 - .21 .9, 2.6: 20.8,'
23036 + 5824 110 - ,6, .3(, 2.2: 28.2!
23037 + 5638 109 - .2_ .3( 1.8 3.8;
23038 + 5227 107 - .2 .2! .4, 3.2!
23038 + 5958 110 + 14.6, 15.6' 542.7 1833.3!
23038 + 5150 107- .2 .2! .4 3._
23039 + 5908 110- .8 .4! 3.1 36.5:
23040 + 5338 108 - .2 ,2! ,4 2.61
23040 + 5211 107 - .5 .2! .5 3.5_
23041 + 5716 109 2.3 .7 2.2 6.4_
23041 +5703 109- .3 .2_ 2.2 14.4
23042 + 5948 110 - 1.7 .6_ 4.9 70.5,
23042 + 5611 109- .2 .2: 1.5 10.5
23042 t. 5937 110- .4 .2 6.2 25.5
23043 + 5808 110- .3 .2 1.2 14.5
23044 + 5315 108 - 2.4 .2 .4 2.4
23044 + 5606 109 .5 .2 1.£ 14.5
23044 + 5909 110 - .3 .2 7.C 68.4
23045 + 5452 108 - .2 .2 .E 4.2
v L C
# T
Flux Corr A Confusion
Uncs Coef R Flags*
E HDI 010002081
;FE AAI 5134334C I
BB
:FF ;CCt 0225654C 1D D 0414544 l
F PCB [ 0316533C 1
; , L : ;01010208|
100010008 I
) 0010000C I
) ;EBI 0326654C I
D ¢J C I 0000020C I
E J B] '0010040C I
O010020C I
_02222108 ]
;CC _EC] _4013333C I
C "MB _0000t10 I
_. E 3CC ;7347644C I
) F "E I _0334333C I
:) _.J F 10435346(3 I
C C 500000008
) ; 50010O3O8 :
E MB Z00011408
M 300020108











[ E B 701000308
B CJ ,501100218
| F C _00002228
C C! G _O1021328
F E I '400000008




E I K D C 54200052C
,50130020C
C E I- t402023128
D D
J E








































































35121 M1 4 70





























H (Not _ Corrected)Name Galactic Uncert_nty C
a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 8 O 12 /.tin 25 /.tin 60 p.m
(s) (") I b (') (") (') N (Jansky)
35.4 0 110--0 20 8 31 3 .54 .25L 6.31L
43.1 1 107-3 7 42 8 39 3 .28L .25L .40L
43.8 11 110- 2 26 13 38 2 .40L .25L 2.22
48.7 12 108- 6 15 9 25 3 ,75 ,29L .40L
48.8 6 110- 1 12 3 25 3 .71 .29L 2.29L
52.1 40 108-8 15 8 26 3 3.30 1.77 .38:
54.4 22 108- 5 35 17 20 3 .25L .25L .40L
54.8 8 107-8 28 8 22 3 .35 .25L .40L
55.4 49 110- 1 56 11 44 2 1.02L .27L 2.13
56.4 39 107-7 17 4 30 3 1.45 .38 .40L
59.9 26 107-9 11 8 44 5 .69 .25L .40L
0.3 1 110- 1 39 16 45 2 .25L .41L 3.37L
5.8 38 108- 7 101 10 46 2 .28 .25L .45L
7,2 3 110--0 18 8 33 3 .71 .26L 4.80L
9.7 34 107--9 10 4 30 5 3.42 1.30 .27:
9,7 13 110- 1 34 3 31 3 .25L .25L 3.06L
13.0 26 110- 1 22 6 45 3 .77 .27L 3.66L
15.9 44 110- 1 16 6 25 3 .29L .44 3.66
19.0 59 107- 7 30 10 40 3 .46 .25L .40L
19.9 30 110- 1 14 6 28 3 .86 1.25 4.19:
28.8 53 109- 3 15 9 23 3 .58 .25L 1.60L
31.9 19 110- 1 15 7 41 3 .38 .25L 3.04L
32.2 31 110- 0 14 9 33 3 .98 .40 6.87L
32.9 48 109- 4 12 8 125 3 .31 .25L .40L
33.6 22 107- 8 73 8 101 4 .40 .25L .40L
33.7 55 110- 1 60 8 45 2 .36 .25L 3.18L
33.9 14 110-1 16 3 29 3 .26L .40 6.87
41.4 58 109- 3 34 5 30 3 .27L .25L 1.12L
42.7 31 108- 7 43 27 11 2 .25L .25L .42L
45.4 25 108- 7 71 34 46 2 .28L .25L .78L
46.1 56 108-6 69 21 44 2 .30L .25L .41L
47,2 19 110-2 11 5 23 3 3.15 .95 2.46L
48.9 59 107- 7 42 19 17 3 .25L .32L .42L
49.6 49 110- 1 17 3 36 3 .50 1.91 7.79
50.1 5 109-4 45 8 34 3 .25L .25L .54L
52.9 35 109- 4 19 7 40 3 7.69 3.88 .79
53.2 32 110- 1 24 10 43 3 .27L .29 2.85:
0.6 43 110- 2 14 6 14 2 2.36 .72 1.52L
4.9 2 109- 4 11 4 45 3 1.34 .36 .54L
13.2 26 109- 3 15 8 22 3 .42 .25L 1.75L
13.5 53 109- 4 20 9 39 3 .25L .25L 1.34
13.5 8 108- 6 68 25 45 2 .25L .29L .44L
19.1 24 109- 4 50 21 27 2 .25L .25L .54L
23.6 38 110- 1 16 3 31 3 .25L .62 7.06:
25.5 53 109- 3 38 8 19 2 .27 .25L 1.83L
26.8 12 110- 1 14 6 21 3 .96 .47 3.34L
27.7 27 110- 0 88 13 42 2 .46!. .39L 2.85
30.6 54 110- 2 29 3 27 3 .251_ .25L 1.02L
30.8 53 110- 2 11 5 24 3 7.54 3.78 .94:
31,2 48 110- 1 12 4 37 3 1.02 4.09 23.45
38.0 58 109- 5 23 8 29 4 .42 .25L .40L
38.2 46 110- 1 33 3 27 3 .30L .251- 7.111.
39.3 52 111- 0 11 3 22 3 1.10 .25: 4.94L
39.6 9 109- 4 34 8 39 3 .36 .25L ,43:
46.4 53 109- 4 17 9 33 3 .56 .25L .40L
48.9 9 109-4 61 12 44 2 .38 .47L .40L
3.9 5 110- 0 12 4 36 3 1.81 .79 5.93L
6.1 5 110- 1 11 4 21 3 .25L .82 7.97:
6.4 56 109- 5 29 23 47 3 .25L .251. .40L
10.8 9 109- 5 29 25 45 3 .25L .25L .41L
15.3 44 111- 0 17 3 15 3 .42 .33L 3.77L
17.3 9 107-9 13 4 26 4 3.01 1.70 .37:
23.7 13 107- 8 21 9 33 3 .34 .25L .40L
25.6 53 110- 2 21 9 44 2 .36L .24: 2.04:
26.3 33 110- 1 26 10 46 2 .42 .25L 3.71L
30.8 46 110- 1 17 7 31 3 .29: .27L 2.77
32.1 11 108- 7 23 10 24 3 .30 .25L .40L
35.1 35 110-1 15 9 18 2 .55 .74L 4.67L
42,9 35 110- 2 23 12 12 2 .28 .25L 2.21L
46,3 14 111- 0 21 10 19 3 .251. .41L 4.41
46,7 35 110- 1 11 5 54 3 .43 2.32 17.18
55.0 7 110-1 13 5 39 3 1.92 6.34 92.97:
56.1 29 109-3 12 5 17 3 1.11 .30 1.72L
56.4 42 110- 3 44 19 42 2 2.36L .25L 2.35L
58.1 20 110- 1 31 12 21 2 .32L .93L 1.80
58.7 29 110- 3 29 12 10 2 .66 .25L 1.81L
1.1 21 108- 6 59 13 46 2 .25L .30L .40L
2.1 21 108- 7 18 10 24 3 .45 .25L .40L
3.1 26 108-8 46 12 45 2 .3t .25L .40L
8.3 13 107-8 55 24 45 4 .25L .35L .38
13.5 38 107-9 20 8 115 4 .57 .26L .41L
17.4 26 109- 3 14 9 22 3 .78 .25L 1.59L
19.7 26 108- 8 55 8 111 3 .25L .251 .40L
20.0 44 111- 0 104 14 44 2 .54L .28L 3.15
20.4 34 108 8 22 9 35 3 .25L .25L 1.25
23.8 38 109- 3 42 15 44 2 .25L .77L .80
25.3 56 110- 1 14 9 33 3 .82 .47 3.03L
27.3 33 109- 4 27 10 38 3 .51 .25L .40L
32.3 38 110- 3 12 5 34 3 2.27 .81 1.65L
37.7 44 111- 1 49 3 103 3 .40L .39L 3.11
39.3 44 109- 5 54 13 45 2 .39 .25L .40L
41.0 28 108- 7 16 5 19 3 5.72 2.84 .49
41.2 29 108- 8 41 8 110 3 .32 .251- .40L
42.7 48 109- 5 15 6 30 4 2.37 1.11 .401-
43.6 37 109- 4 11 4 43 3 1.85 1.02 .40L
50.4 44 109- 4 56 20 44 2 .25L .25L .55L
50.8 2 109- 4 18 8 32 3 .46 .25L .401
52.3 3 110-2 21 8 116 3 .86 .32L 3.23L
54.9 3 110 3 15 5 10 3 1.22 .33 2.t0L






































































































"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1)
Flux Density Flags
V














































































































A _¢0 Ma_# T Name Type
1
2 "2 DO42523 45 10
4
1 "41 23049+5834 14
6 2 13 35151 K0 6 6
1 "41 23051 +5941 5
1 1 CX AND 82
1 i "41 23052+5842 19 I
13 35155 M2 25 9




1 "41 23055+5939 9
1 13 35159 K5 28 8
2 "32 X2305+592 97
2 "41 23058+5917 3
2 4 TMSS +60387 17
1 32 X2305 + 579 16
1 13 35164 GO 6 7
81 1 32 X23O6+562 554:
11
i 1 13 35167 G5 8 8
i 21:41 23064+5840 25
DO 42557 69 1(_
3 1 *41 23065+5927 22
1 2 DO 42570 30 g
1 "41 23065+5917 42 4
1 "41 23066+5959 11
1 13 35171 M0 6 _]
1 *41 23069+5946 39
2 1 "41 23070+5907 20 2
2 "13 35181K2 3
4
2
1 2 DO42500 52 1G
1 *41 23075+5842 28 7
1 16 14442 49 15
2 13 35186A3 7 5
1 *41 23077+5925 2 6
1 °41 23079+5932 28
1 13 35191 K0 7 8
2
1 13 35193 G5 9 7
1 2 DO42605 47
1 13 35195 K7 5 6
1 "41 23083+5943 7
1 "41 23084+5837 46
i
1 1 V347 CAS 85
1 1 V346 CAS 53
1 13 35198 K7 3 8
1 "41 23088+5823 10






a ,B iC_>OrbdS SMJ SMN 00 12 /.tinh°m ._, (s) () £9 C) (') N
23089+5914 55.7 36 111- 1 1t 57 3 1.23
23089+5409 57.7 51 109- 6 31 36 3 .31
23089+5923 59.4 55 111- 1 14 39 3 .75
23089+5928 59.9 40 111- 1 16 114 3 ,38:
23090+5539 1.9 51 109- 4 33 41 3 .83
23090+5608 2.6 8 109- 4 20 31 3 .25L
23090+5758 5.6 55 110-2 52 44 2 ,25L
23091+5029 7.0 50 107- 9 43 36 2 .23
23091+5t07 9.7 43 107- 8 38 13 3 .31
23092+5056 13.5 26 107- 9 39 48 2 _ .25L
23092+5830 14.2 t0 110-2 98 44 2 .85L
23092+5236 14.8 49 108- 7 15 23 3 44.96
23092+5820 16.5 46 110-2 16 29 3 .56
23093+5804 18.8 24 110- 2 14 26 3 .63
23093+5359 22.4 51 109- 6 50 34 2 .25L
23094+5107 24.7 11 108- 8 15 22 4 .49
23094+5024 27.2 13 107- 9 16 30 4 .49
23094+5659 28.2 14 110- 3 20 26 3 .25L
23095+5925 31.5 40 111- 1 11 40 3 67.13
23095+5736 35.2 27 110- 2 64 42 2 .40L
23096+5618 37.9 26 109- 4 27 15 2 .29
23096+5512 38.0 26 109- 5 21 71 3 .27L
23097+5242 44.7 0 108-7 17 26 3 .71
23097+5529 46.5 5 109- 4 39 35 3_ .25L
23097+5304 47.3 26 108- 7 47 12 2 .25L
23098+5753 48.8 45 110- 2 66 44 21 .25L
23098+5522 50.9 6 109- 5 20 62 3 .43
23099+5114 54.1 1 108- 8 15 18 4 3.11
23099+5642 59.8 20 110- 3 12 37 3 1.41
23100+5833 0.2 33 110- 2 27 24 3 .37:
23100+5610 0.4 6 109- 4 14 27 3 37
23100+5536 1.2 48 109- 4 24 41 3 .59
23100+5919 1.5 30 111- 1 13 38 3 .39L
23100+5712 1.8 28 110- 3 16 23 3 1.49
23101+5909 6.8 38 111- 1 19 15 2 A2
23101+5722 7.4 10 110- 3 14 31 3 1.97
23101+5233 7.6 6 108- 7 21 26 3 .32
23101+5532 7.9 16 109- 4 175 98 3 .51L
23101+5859 8.8 16 111- 1 49 45 2 .92L
23101+5558 9.0 10 109-4 35 54 3 .25L
23101+5648 10.7 2t 110- 3 11 36 3 1.86
23101+5744 11.1 59 110--2 11 34 3 .51
23101+5949 11.8 45 111-- 0 49 43 2 34L
23103+5935 18.5 54 111- 1 14 36 3 .79
23103+5942 21.3 3 111-1 18 28 3 1.30
23103+5956 22.8 36 111-- 0 15 25 3 .36L
23103+5601 23.3 25 109- 4 30 106 3 .65
23104+5823 24.5 1 110- 2 30 64 2 .28L
23104+5431 24.9 1 109- 5 29 29 3 .35L
23104+5332 26.7 56 109- 5 71 45 2 .97L
23104+5258 28.2 39 108- 7 45 86 2 .42L
23104+5748 28.6 27 1t0- 2 13 25 3 .83
23105+5243 303 44 108 7 53 18 2 .55L
23105+5721 33.4 3 110- 3 85 100 2 .31
23106+5916 36.0 37 111-- 1 15 33 3 1.62
23106+5615 40.3 52 110- 4 19 26 3 .41
23107+5640 45.6 21 110 3 38 38 3 .36
23t07+5851 48.1 54 1tl- 1 10 32 3 2.55
23107+5928 46.6 10 111- 1 14 37 3 1.72
23108+5328 53.6 56 109- 5 11 31 3 1.43
23109+5846 56.6 29 111- 1 14 20 3 .51
23109+5839 58.2 52 111- 2 27 43 3 .25L
23109+5911 58.4 7 111- 1 17 34 3 .34:
23109+5250 59.4 50 108- 7 16 30 3 .62
23110+5653 0.5 38 110- 3 11 22 3 2.14
23110+5619 0.6 53 110- 4 14 31 3 3.95
23110+5639 4.0 28 110 3 44 32 2 .19
23111+5549 6.4 60 110- 4 26 45 2 .25L
23111+5729 11.7 36 110- 3 14 39 3 3.00
23112+5115 12.5 29 108- 8 18 29 4 .51
23112+5406 16.2 34 109- 6 38 114 3 .27
23112+5806 17.3 25 110- 2 15 29 3 .68
23113+5905 19.8 50 111-- 1 10 29 3 .31L
23113+5639 21.4 6 110- 3 16 20 3 .59
23113+5227 23.6 57 108- 7 57 16 2 .25L
23114+5923 24.3 55 111- 1 29 103 3 .36L
23114+5119 26.8 50 108- 8 20 23 i 4 .3223115+5920 ,0.615 111-1 25 102i 1.50L
23116+5040 ,2.1 12 108-9 15 _ 4 1.1923115+5859 '23 15 111- 17 .25L
23115+5017 '3.517 108-9 20 404 .25L
23115+5651 ,5.4 9 110--3 10 18 3 1.80
23116+5814 41.8 7 110--2 20 17 2 .47L
23117+5843 '2.5 48 111 2 81 44 2 .42L
23118+5601 49.3 42 110-4 29 48 3 .25L
23118+5909 51.4 43 111--1 19 20 2 .37
23119+5032 54.8 59 108-9 45 48 2 .25L
23119+5740 55.0 48 110- 3 11 20 3 1.83
23119+5812 56.0 22 110- 2 34 46 2 .39L
23119+5922 56.5 57 111- 1 14 26 2 .81
23119+5309 ;56.7 41 109-- 7 25 129 3 .66
23119+5307 59.7 7 109-- 7 74 47 2 .29L
23121 +5857 6.7 10 111-- 1 24 43 2 .25L
23121+5450 7.9 33 109- 5 23 33 4 .57
23121+5921 8.4 51 111- 1 25 44 2 .47
23121+5914 9.1_ 10 111- 1 23 44 2 1.38L
23122+5544 12._ 9 110-4 18 38 3 .42
23122+5023 13.3 30 108-9 51 97 4 .25L
23122+5800 14.E 33 110- 2 32 46 3 .29:
23122+5758 14._ 43 110-2 13 50 3 .34:
Declination: +50°-+60 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
_ot Color Corrected) C
25 Fm 60 /tin A Sep
(Jansky) S 2 # T Name Type (") Ma 8
1 "41 23090+5915 49
1 "41 23090+5923 45
V L
I(]0 ._m Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Coef R Flags*
61.03 EDFD EBDA 0 C064613332E
11.67L C D 9201000008
81.21L FDE DECA 1 97C224565C
81.21L CCC DCBE 0 97C312554C
12.26L BC AC 1 9500110008
5.29 C I DC 9400100208
8.34: DE CC 960100120C
7.56L E EE 9501101008
8.07L B S J 9400220108
1.84 D K MC 9700000008
36.67L D I C 960216324C
1.66L BBC AAAB 1 9601000000 16
36.55L B BCC 950233050(3
27.41L CO BEM 0 950312261C
2.22 E MB 9401000008
7.32L BD SCI 0 9400220008
10.75L B BFG 9501100008
12.67L C FC 9500100OOC
81.21L BB AAB 3 970425554C 16
5.86 E GC 970000043C
13.52L C CEG 9300100108
11.25L D EKDB 9403123338
1.46L BF AF 0 9700000010
3.81 D F DB 9500122528
1.62 C C D 9600000200
20.60L D BL 950112233C
9.30L D A B 9501001108
6.20L BB AAI J 1 9501000008
14.05L BC ABF 2 650401423C
37.89 C D CFI C 750103332C
16.51L B BE 9410000008
5.11: FFDC BCCC 9 9520123658
51.95L CC I BBB 864224342E
19.10L EC ABGE 1 950102023C
71.45L C C 850010010E
21.30L BB AA 0 93002000CC
1.47L B CFI B 9701010000
12.58L C L L C H 9400223448
19.11 D D FC 870304222E
4.00 C MGB 9501101108
13.95L BC AA 1 960221332C
12.38L BE BEEI 6 960024041C
51.75L D F C 980000320(3
49.57L B BC 980032240C
47.90L B ACI 980125343C
37.41L C D C C B 980426652C
4.31L BD BCFE 0 9681201208
13.94 FD DHDB 860204350C
2.85: C E L BA 9500000008
2.12 C D I B 9600100000
1.83 C M E 9701000000
24.01L BD AF 5 950133120C
2.24 C B 9602000120
21.07L F C G 930020011C
51.95 FE E EEEB 0 960135331E
12.65L B CG 9300001008
15.01L B D 8503210008
34.62L BC AAD 1 950423320E
95.75 BCDD BABA 1 960403752E
1.44L CB AAJ 0 9700100000
16.57: DCDC CBBA 41960426973E
13.27: EDE CCCB i 960502442E
51.95L C D DBB 954132020E
1.76L C A E 9600000000
13.89L BC AAJ 0 960111230C
10A3L BBC AAC 0 9440001008
16.61L D H 9501210008
5.41 DE CDBB 9682032348
23.36L BB AA 0950010000(3
696L B BBML 9500010008
11.14L E CI 1 9200000008
24.54L BF BDL 8 950303531C
20.48: DDF DBAC 960221511E
13.25L BD BCM 0 9502210008
1.67 F E 96OOOOO0OO
45.10L F AD 960625741E
8.80L B DEM 9500010008
50.81: FEF CCBC 968444332E
6.51L BB AB 2 9400001008
55.67L DD LCC 950331631E
7.53 D HHC 9582000048
5.96 BCCE ABHB 1 5701113248
36.33L F ECD 950241521C
54.51L D D 950122221E
5.46 D NGDB 9402010228
78.79L D CFI E 0 950236543E
2.05 D G C 7700000018
23.55L BD ABI H 1 950020051C
28.24L D CEG 950262510C
35.67L CE CCBE 0 980645233E
1.88L BD BGFJ[c' 0 87001000102.19 D 9600100010
35.35L EE DC 960332110E
9.44L D C 9402100008
196.96L E EH E 950435543E
121.35L EF GCFB 960433364E
14.85L B C KF 9400010108
3.74 B KA 9600000008
21.18L FE EDFB 0 950623441C
11.94: CCEC FCFB 3 966523440(3
1 "41 23091+5758
1 13 35210 F8
1 1 2 DO 42638
1 "41 23091+5829
5 1 SS AND
1
6;" 1 VCAS





1 2 DO 42660
2
2 i "41 23099+5833
S 1 32 X2309+555
2 "1 PK 110- 0.1
9 2 2 DO 42671
B 1 32 X2309+555
8
A
2 : "41 23104+5823
2
8 1 32 X2310+527







1 13 35239 K7
1 "41 23113+5905
8 1 32 X2311+502
1 2 DO42730

































"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW}.
27O
! l i







































































































Position (1950) Flux Density
HI
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Correeted)
O 12 pm 25 gm 60 p.m I00 /xm
a 8 Coords 8MJ SMN .0)(s) ( ) | b (") (") ( N, (Jansky)
17.1 20 110-2 36 10 45 2 .26L .85 2.98L 18.57L
20.6 39 108- 8 24 11 30 3 .80 .24 .40L 7.10L
20.8 28 Ill- 2 28 10 28 2 .28L .61 2.35L 17.33L
20.9 57 110- 3 11 4 18 3 7.19 3.02 .56: 13.10L
30.5 44 111- 2 17 3 25 3 .39L .70 5.00L 27.29:
31.7 43 108- 9 26 9 21 4 .44 .25L .40L 8,29L
33.0 8 111 1 13 3 25 3i 1,46 9.76 28.12 122.81:
34.2 8 108- 9 15 3 29 4 2,99 1,31 .40L 6.78L
35.3 19 111- 1 25 11 68 2 1.08L 10.28L 15.23L 60.58
39.0 26 111- 2 50 10 45 2 .51L .64 3.56L 27.34L
40.0 34 110- 3 40 3 33 3 25L .25L 1.38L 6.12
41.3 50 110- 2 41 3 102 3 ,25L .29 1.83L 29.23L
42.2 6 110-3 29 16 45 2 .25L .25L 1.78L 5,51
43.6 1 111-- 1 14 5 20 2 .44L .89 3.19: 32,83L45.0 46 111- 1 14 7 54 _! .76: .62 10.13: 39.50L
45.7 23 110- 2 22 11 32 3 .41L .25L 1.61 30.87L
46.2 1 110- 3 11 8 24 3 .84 .29: 2,03L 13.30L
47.3 54 111- 2 18 3 16 2 .47 .76L 2.65L 33.13L
49.1 30 111- 1 72 12 44 2! ,44L .86L 2.56 47.34L
50.6 54 108- 8 17 6 21 3 2,39 1.1I .40L 1.28L
52.4 59 108-10 28 9 24 4 .25L ,25L .40L 3,37
52,7 51 111- 1 22 5 45 21 2,01 .53: 4.77L 39,23:
53,3 41 108- 9 15 5 27 4' 1,20 ,47 .40L 7,09L
53,3 4 111- 1 23 7 42 3 .92 10,28 42,30L 83,83L
55.8 8 108- 8 32 17 47 2 .25L .60L ,47 1,83:
58.2 2;! 111- 1 30 1_ 43 _ .76 .81L 5.11L 157.51L
58.5 109- 23 30 .57 .25L .40L 7.16L
0.3 37 110- 2 27 3 113 .25L .97 1.75: 32.45L
1.0 25 111- 2 19 11 12 2 .37L .55 2.61L 21.93L
1.5 53 111- 1 26 4 46 31 1.01 .89L 6,73L 44.45L
I
4.0 19 110- 3 24 22 46 3; .25L 25L 2.36L 9.82
4.7 46 108 8 21 8 29 3 .43 ,25L .40L 1.68L
,39L .25L .55 6,23L
53_iI06-9 29 6'829i
5.4 108_10 17 41 .59 .25, .4= 7.54,
7,1 12 111-- 2 17 6 48 .34L .72 3.56 47.19L
11,0 28 111- 1 25 43 1.36 2.68 34,96: 157,51
13.3 41 110- 3 10 4 I 27 3 3.58 1.83 1.73L 17.64L14,2 19 111- 2 64 16 44 .25L .26 1,38L 22.78L
14.4 30 111- 2 77 15 45 2 .41L .25L 1.54 28.43L
22,6 22 111- 1 36 3 44 3 .36: 1,48L 8,89 61.64L
25.1 27 110- 4 13 5 ! 38 3 2,62 1,23 .40L 11,14L
25.4 52 109- 6 67 12 45 2 .34 .25L .44L 2.85:
26.5 36 108- 9 39 8 32 4 .25L .25L .40L 3,59
27.2 20 110- 4 1_ 2_3 45 i .27L .25L .42L 3.13
29.6 13 111- 3 ! 25 ,95 .57 1,29L 20,08L
32.3 31 108- 8 29 48 ,25L .25L .40L 1.75
33,0 49 111- 1 59 98 5.36 21.07: 4.00L 245.75L
33,1 21 110- 3 63 17 64 2 .29L .25L .36 3.17L
36,6 14 110-- 5 80 24 46 2 .25L .25L .47L 3.15
42,8 10 111- 1 13 6 35 3 .85 2.14: 19.02: 43,97L
43.2 47 111- 3 28 9 9 2 .26L ,27 1,05: 23.91L
50.6 38 111- 1 26 8 42 2 ,97 1.62L 19,68 54.31L
50.7 31 110- 3 10 4 21 3 1.97 ,75 .40L 13,36L
51.3 32 110- 3 52 10 46 2 ,37 ,23 .40L 9,13L
52.0 5 110- 3 18 5 26 3 .25L .43 1.09: 7.08
;3.5 37 111- 1 13 6 29 3 28.66 232.84 1765.65 2163.54
;5.6 43 111- 1 t7 8 19 3 .38 .78L 20.49: 31.46L
;6.9 29 111-2 33 3 44 3 .25L .25L 4.09L 12.43i7.9 111-1 13 26 2,95 50.11 366.91 665.78L
:8,4 2 111-1 43 8 44 2 .78L 48,63 1765.85L 2163,54L
1,3 54 110- 4 14 9 38 3 .85 .46 ,40L 9.17L
4.5 10 108- 8 45 18 26 3 .25L .25L: .40L 2,667,6 108-- 9 16 5 25 4 1.73 .44 .40L 6,O6L
103 29 111-3 38 3 112 3 .25L .23 1.06L 21.45L
113.9 42 111-2 28 10 22 2 .25L .25L 2,85L 12.80
15.8 38 111-1 35 8 23 2 .39 ,26L 4,68L 34.89L16.7 46 111-2 26 ! .25L .91L 3.82L 13.46
25.0 18 109- 7 14 9 36 3 ,75 .17 ,40L 7.46L
'28.1 34 111- 3 12 5 22 3 1.21 .27: 2.11L 22.52L
i33,3 27 111- 75 17 46 2 ,43 .94L 5.48L 670.79L
1
34.9 5 109- 6 34 18 27 3 ,37L .33L .46L 2.99
34,9 59 111- 1 10 4 27 3 1.31 .55L 2.79L 41,23L
35,1 47 110- 3 14 8 23 3 ,52 .25L 2.32L 16.52L
37,1 16 111-- 2 11 4 38 3 4,29 1.71 3.63L 25,03L
37,423 111- 1 13 6 17 3 7,18 15.04 275,17 670,79
42,2 10 111- 1 22 3 13 3 ,57 .76 5,07 49.11L
44,7 26 108- 8 19 9 29 3 .75 .29L .40L 7,82L
45.6 31 111- 2 18 9 37 3 .60 .21: 3.63L 41,47L
48.9 12 110- 5 33 9 36 2 ,25 ,25L ,40L 8.85L
¢9.6 12 111- 1 77 11 44 2 .38 .46 4.51L 30.14L
53.4 13 109- 7 13 8 39 3 1.06 .43 .40L 6.12L
'54.C 27 111- 1 19 5 29 3 .41L 2.18 7.39L 104.00L
54._ 14 111- 2 28 14 30 3 .40L .25L 1.32 46.11L
59._ 13 111- 1 20 11 15 3 .64L 3.47 35.43L 670.79L
3.5 14 109- 8 40 28 32 2 .25L .25L .40L 2.01
85.;! 10108-9 15 6 28 ! 4 2.85 .87 .40L 7.19L55 111- 1 39 1 46 .53 .29: 10.92L 42,79L
8,7!25 111- 1 12 4 _ 50.82 20333 1114.79 1009,4812753 109-8 24 o o, 72 34 .40L 687L15_26 111-2 2o 3 119 3 120 34 321L 2930L
16e_ 47 I O_ " 37 _ 31 3 "36L "_5L m52 5maSL
18.9 26 110--4 54 27 47 2 ,25L .44L .83L 2.7919,__ 111- 1 21 8 20 3 .33L 1.08 4.08L 32.96L
22.3 27 111- 1 48 9 44 2 .44: .97 10.92L 31.76L
27.7 46 110-5 25 16 33 3 ,25L ,29L ,31 2.99
30.2 41 111- 3 15 10 19 3 .25L .51 1,29 17,23L
33.4 39 112- 1 14 3 40 4 1.23 2.30 42,77L 148.50:
33.9 21 109- 8 36 27 51 2 .25L .46L ,40L 1.95
38._] 46 111-3 10 4 28 3 1.28 6,16 11.93 26.39
39.5 36 109- 7 17 9 34 3 .61 .18 .40L 9.00L
Hours Confirmed Smell Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60, 100 /_m;*Confusion Flags: 6)-9)
Flags
V L C
Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
E C D 962534660C
CD BD 0 7400000008
O BEE 950525521C
BBD AAB 0 5600000228 1 1
D E FCCB 950244540C
C C D N 7301000008
'BCDF BAAE 0 968636465E
SB AAJ 0 9511100008 1 1
E I BHC 972825651E
F K A 950254741C
F EC 970010030C 4 1 32
E CCF 950544463C
D E D 9501 00000C
E F HCDJ 970325620E
FFE CEC 0 986334430C 2 22
D DE 830231432C
BD ACM 0 960O0O000(3
C ;BHC 960101220E 1 "41
D C 950334420E
BB AAM 0 7700100000
D FA 95000O0018
BD F ABGC 0 960430230E 1 2
BC AA 1 9501130008
CC ACDE 3 873848850E
DF EE 3500000100 1 13
C BB 660256231E 2 22
B AGL F 9500000008 2 13






C B J 9400010008 1 19
E F G B B 940243640(3
CDDF BCDB 2 761237542E 1 22
'BB AA 8 950131241C
D I CD 950212150C
D C 950223420C
E F CCCE 5 950659942E
BC AAHE 2 9501001008 1 1
F C BE 9300000118
C I C 9600100138 8
E I B 9600000108
BE ABE 6 960150200C 1 13
C Nt C 3600000000
ED BA A 1 953736430E
C EE 5701100006
E C 9501000008
ECD DBDE 0 974534452E
C D C C 950130320C
C E FECK 2 970558930E
BC AA 0 6500110008
CF BC 1 650010OO08
DFD BED 5682002308 6 1 32
CBBD CBAA 8 931126332C 4 "22
F D FGCA 960110430E
D FMHB 960413342C
CCD AAAA 9 943438531C 1 22
B HAl H 930125432C I 22
BC AB 0 9502100108
D GB 8601000318 4
BB AS 0 9510100008 1 13
D EGCF 960221633C
D E B 960100130C
C F 970746520C 1 22
D CEA 970122463E
BE BD 0 9500000008 1 13
BE ABE 0 950111463C
D F J 950334420C 1 22
C O E A 9600000008
B ADD 0 960322443E
D B F 950010000C
BB AACE 1 850122353C
ABED ECCB 2 951334320C 1 "41
FEF BDBF 9 950216431E
B AENF 9501000008 1 2
BC BB 0 950321233C
C C 9403010008
CE DBD 0 980342520C 1 22
BC ABI O 1 9501011008 1 1
C MBCM 960336741C 1 "41
D C 950200010C
C DDCC 950548760C 1 22
D C 7500110008
BO AA I 3 9400001008 3 13
FD CEBD 4 970232530C 1 2
BCBD AAAA 2 924012131E 39
BD AB E 6 7400110008
CC ACt F 0 950420222C
C KHCC 6400000108 1 13
D L GB 9600000008
F CB F 970334421C
CD CBB 2 970725530C
CD EEl C 7482000328 C
CC BB 960111820C
FE E BBDB 9 083526430C
F KD B 35000010001
BBCD AAAA 1 950304563C
DD BB 5 9400001008 ! 1 13
I
10) High Source Density Region.
Associations
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a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 8




































































































109- 1 , 2
109- 2 t 4
110- 3 1_ 5
112- I 1: 3
110- 1 t 4
111- 3 1 4
110- 1 t 2
111- 1 11 2
111 - 2 1" 4
tll - 1 I 2
111- : 1 -' 4
111- ; 1 .= 3
111- ; 8 .' 9
110- ! 2 1_ 4
111- '. 2, 1. 1
110- . t: `= 3
111- ; 41 1; 4
110- ! 1; .= 4
110-. _ 21
110- ! _ 1_ 3
109- t 1_ _ 2.
111- : 1 _ 2:
110- 1 1, .=
108-11 2; 1C 3:
111- : 11 E 1_
109- _ 1_ 1_ 4
110- I 4_ 2; 3;
111- " 3_ 11 4_
108-11. ¢ 17 11
109-- ; 7_ 21 4
111- ." 3( 12 t.
111-, 2( 11 1_
111- ." 2: 3 2(
111- : 1_ 8 3
109- E 8: 19 5(
111- _ 1; 8 3(
110- ( 1! 5 3;
112- 1 21 11 4_
110- .= 1" 5 4.'
111- ; 4; 12 41
111-- _: 14 6 31.
111-- 1 1: 6 2;
110-- E 1_ 9 4(
111-- ,4 1,= 9 4_
112- I 1; 3 2,=
111- 3 11 3 2(
111- _ 4_ 9 4.=
110- 5 5( 17 4;
111- 3 2_ 3 6_
106-10 4C 19 2(
112- 1 27 3
110- 4 1E 9 35
111- 3 15 7 2E
111- 2 11 5 3,_
111- 2 25 3 27
110- 6 1_ 4 3_
111-- 3 33 12 4E
112- 1 13 6 2E
111- 2 24 3 14
111- 4 17 8 35
111- 2 14 6 33
111- 2 14 3 37
112- 1 20 8 32
111- 3 72 14 47
110- 5 39 8 39
112- 2 19 7 17
112- 1 27 12 25
110- 7 31 12 16
112 1 23 3 22
111- 2 41 24 46
109 9 64 29 27
111- 5 13 5 38
112- 2 12 3 23
11t- 4 17 6 34
110- 6 35 15 47
112- 1 20 8 15
110- 6 48 9 46
112- 1 15 6 _3
112- 1 42 7 16
111- 3 49 12 17
112- 2 30 11 i4
111 - 4 59 27 17
Ill 2 23 10 .)7
112- 1 16 6 .>7
111- 3 46 .)0 18
109 9 10 8 !5
Ill 3 11 8 12
112- 1 57 13 }8
112- 2 29 14 15
Ill 4 29 8 -)9
12- 2 21 7 .)3
11 4 56 12 17
09- 9 50 .>3 !3
09- 8 20 10 ;3
12- 2 11 4 i !6
11-5 19 7 _4
11 5 32 tli 12
12 1 9 14
12- 2 31 14


















































































































































































































































































































cFlux Corr A Confusion A





























































































































































32 X2319 + 560
Sop
Name Type C) Ma8
V352 CAS 4' 3
X2315+548 71 12




TMSS +60396 4,= 32
35321 K2 71




35323 M1 4 85
35330 K2 5 70
X2317+571 28 2
X2318+ 580 54 1















s: t) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources I:W_.
272













Q_ic u._.ty io 12 _mu 8 a 8 Coords SMJSMN O
h m. • , (') ('3 C)I b C) ('3 O,mky)
23203+5908 19.1 423 112-2' _ 11 45 23 .25L .49 5.38L23203+5131 22.9 109- g 40 34i .44L .25L .40L
23203+5356 23.150 110-6 14 8 37;3 .52 .25L .40L
23204+5942 24.3 25 112- 1 17 8 29 14 .57 .25L 3.43L
23204+5704 25.3 3 111-3 39 15 46 2 ,79L .25L .66
23204+5937 25.5 43 112- 1 26 5 41 3 .25L .45L 3.451_
23204+5046 27.2 21 109- 9 18 6 30 4 .94 .25: .40L
23204+5724 28.9 13 111- 3 28 3 35 3 .25L .25L 1.38:
23206+5609 36.2 36 111-4 18 8 23 3 .56 .19: .41L
23206+5625 38.0155 111- 4 57 12 48; 2 .76L "25L .85
23206+5612 39.5138 111-- 4 44 20 32 2 .25L .25L .41L
23207+5558 44.7 52 111- 5 12 4 27 3 1.80 .51 .40L
23207+5842 47.0119 111-4 19 10 27 3 .27L .25L 1.25
23208+5233 49.5 40 110- 8 15 9 31 3 1.16 .66 .40L
23209+5714 54.4 29 111-3 46 14 36 3 .25L .25L .81L
23209+5311 54.728 110-7 60 21 47 2 .25L .25L .53L
23209+5359 54.714 110-6 13 9 28 3 ,80 .37 .40L
23209+5909 57.9 0 112- 2 14 9 29 3 .71 .22: 1.05:
23209+5154 58.1:11 109- 8 28 13 39 2 .24 .52L .40L
23210+5149 0.1 42 109-8 35 15 32 2 .23 .25L .44L
23210+5708 1.2 55 111-3 14 6 33 3 3.31 1.97 .83:
23210+5837 3.2 46 112-2 23, 8 116 3 .33L .83 2.8OI.
23211+5938 9.1 55 112- 1 29' 8 41 3 .25 .25L 4.00L
23211+5833 10.4 47 112- 2 12 8 51 3 2.30 24.91 35.80
23211+5553 10.7 30 111- 5 11 4 48 3 10.35 2.87 1.16
23211+5429 11.3 43 110- 6 49 18 23 3 .25L .25L .60L
23211+5324 11.4 53 110-7 63 3 103 3 .25L "25L .44
23212+5857 14.2 37 112- 2 16 6 15 4 .33L 1.32 3.69:
Z3212+5634 15.5 17 111-4 31 10 48 3 .25L .24 1.36
23212+5639 15.8 38 111- 4 62 18 46 2 .26L .45: .68
23213+5338 18.2 22 110- 7 50 I 29 34 2 .26L .25L .56L
Z3213+5127 19.3 47 109- 9 56 18 35 3 .25L .25L A0L
23213+5848 21.2 40 112- 2 20 3 25 3 .33L .39 3.67
23213+5626 23.9 43 111- 4 37 e 27 3 .46L .25L .89
23214+5832 25.1 8 112- 2 34 6 67 21 1.08 15.39 35.80L
.)3214+5643 26.0 21 111- 4 18 11 23 3 .25L .23: 1.05
_215+5652 31.8 57 111- 4 47 8 101 3: .36L .27 1.82L
Z3215+5826 32.7 46 112- 2 19 8 38 3 .41L .54 4.00:
.;'3215+5744 33.2 52 112-3 41 8 104 2 .26 "25L 2.68L
23216+5249 37.9 11 110- 8 59 18 48 2 .60L .25L .64L
I
Z3216+5303 39.0 54 110- 7 56 8 114 3! .25L .25L .40L
Z3216+5522 40.3 56 111- 5 29 10 44 31 .97 .20: .40L
_3217+5904 43.727 112--2 24 13 16 2 .26L .29L 4.94L
Z3218+5745 51.0 8 112-3 51 8 112 3] .38L .22 3.78L
._3218+5830 52.1 2 112- 2 17 9 37 3! .28L .25 3.07:
_219+5906 58.5 5l 112- 2 23 81 21 2 .26L .39 2.61L
._3219+5912 59.1 26' 112- 2 40 9 44 3 .26L .21 1.07
.)3220+5738 3.3 101 1t2- 3 25 17' 47 3 .30L .32L 1.24
_220+5240 5.2 41: 110- 8 48 31 47 3 .25L .25L .40L
->3221+5307 10.8 25' 110- 7 15 5 ' 21 3 2.19 .55 .40L
,)3222+5921 14.4 401 112- 1 50 131 44 2 .30L .21 1.57:
._3222+5433 15.9 521 111- 6 30 13 I 22 3 .25L .25L .50
!3223+5938 20.0 1_221 12-1 _ 3] 38 2 .31L .33L 1.69Z3223+5150 21.9 110- 9 1 48 2 .25L .25L .62L
.)3223+5438 23.1 S01 111- 5 16 7! 34 4 1.14 .79 AOL
.)3224+5800 24.4 59 112- 3 38 15 46 3 .26L .25L 3.61L
.)3224+5851 26.7 71 112- 2 21 8 36 3 .53L .37 5.78L
,)3224+5950 27.0 41J 112- 1 3 39 4 .35 .31L 1.85
,)3224+534t 27.0 171 110-7 34 10 19 3 .25L .25L .40L
!3225+5537 34.1 11 111-5 58 26 47 2 .27L .35L .45L
I
.>3226+5448 36.7 13! 111-6 33 15 27 2 .22 .32L .40L
,)3226+5549 37.8 55 111-5 14 8 47 3 .99 .29L .35:
,)3226+5953 40.3 34 112- 1 23 10 36 3 A2L "25L 3.50L!3226+59C11 41.9 6 112-2 45 104 3 .31L .37L 4.11:
.>3227+5145 44.6 48 110- 9 51 16 48 2 ,92L .31L .39
,)3227+5820 46.3 17 112- 2 19 9 30 3 .51 .17: 2.02L
.>3228+5917 49.1 32 112-1 25 3 45 3 .25L .28 2.01
.>3228+5355 51.0 48 110- 7 37 18 35 3 .25L "25L .40L
,)3228+5752 52.3 2 112- 3 20 10 33 3 .25L "25L 1,37:
->3230+5759 1.3 25 112-3 57 14 47 2 .25L .43L 1.65
.)3230+5700 3.2 7 111-4 12 3 32 3 239 .76 .88L
>3231+5732. 9.0 21 112- 3 22 4 48 3 1.28 .32: 1.63L
,)3231+5832 10.0 50 112-2 22 10 23 3 .25L .25L 3.25L
,)3231+5508 10.3 54 111-5 33 8 39, 3 .85 .25L .40L
.>3231+5738 11.1 34 112-3 60 13 48 2 .81L .25L 1.36
!3232+5505 12.2 35 111- 5 22 10 42 3 .77 .38 .89
!3232+5932 12.6 43 112- 1 15 8 40 4 .25L .52 1.20:
!3232+5242 16.0, 12 110-- 8 17 6 33 3 9.41 2.46 .49
.>3232+5839 16.2 38 112- 2 49 21 47 2 .28L .25L 1.06
.>3232+5156 16.8 9 110-- 8 35 24 381 2 .25L .70L .40L
I
.>3233+5335 !21,6 4 110-7 23 10 36; 3 .35 .25L ,40L
!3233+5145 23.1 22 110- 9 34 19 35 3 .25L "25L .40L
_'3234+5305 24.61 6 110- 7 16 6 30_ 3 .57 .25L .40L
!3234÷5742 126.3154 112- 3 37 11 45' 3 .25L .391 I.CO
!3234+5928 127,0i43 112- 1 23 3 Illl 4 .29L .78 1.84
!3234+5951 277129 112--I 13 4 37 3 .29L .49 4.03
:3234+5_,227739 111-5 15 3 33 3 215 117 64
!3234+5443 29.2 52 111-6 27 18 34 3 .25L .25L .53L
!3235+5553 30.11 4 111 5 33 21 32 3 ,25L .25L .41L
._3236+5903 ;37.311 7 112- 2 26 10 44 3 .29L .46 2.08:
!3236+5530 42£ 10 111-5 88 23 48 2 ,25L .25L ,50L
!3237+5322 42.6 39 110-71 38 14 46 2 .48L 1.09L .56L
!3237+5907 44.5 22 112--2 19 10 31 3 ,25L .43 2.34:
_3238+5449 51.0 30 111-6 32 8 38 3 .39 .25L .40L
!3239+5934 56.3 52 112- 1 21 8 432 .37L 1.05 3.89:
!3239+5652 57.1 42 112-4' 16 7 39 !3 .30:1 1.53 5.44L
!3239+5159 57.3 46 110- 8 38 25 25_9i3 .25L I "25L .56L!3239+5826 6 1.46 1.74 18.9257.5 19 112- 2 I 15
!3239+5754 57.fij24 112- 3 1 12 5 291 3 20.86 71.22 35.79
!3240÷5253 0.4 28 110- 8 14 5 27 3 1.61 .41 .40L
L_
Rux Density Rags
(Not Color Corrected) V L
25 p.m 60 pm lO0 /,tm Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Coef R Flags"
43A4L E MC 960221542C
1.77 F F 6580000200
10A4L E C K 9500000008
47.73L B BI 970041430C
12.31L D CF 950100021C
11.92 C HHC 96002143OC
2.06: BF C ACGC 3 9601000018
8.29 CD GCB 974200140C
7.13L DE BCI B 0 9501131008
5.63L C N CB 9680100638
3.53 F B 9500131008
14.50L BC IGiABAJ 0 940110(_0814.73 C 950120210C
t.70L BC AB I J 0 95001012209.82 D 970010023C
2.62 O HC 9601000318
7.25L CC AC 0 9500100008
52.78L CDE ABC 0 960120000C
2.33L C !SL 4600110000
2.76L C D H 4600110000
14.30L BBF AAB 2
54.02L F GB
46,41L C E H
54.02 CBEE iFECB 8
11,49L BBB IAAB 1
3.04 D =F DB
5.70: F DCD ' I O35.46L FBBB
7.75 DCE DDB
12.06L FC LECK
3,39 E L C
2.53 , C
25.14L DC E TCCG




2.22 D N F C
2.12 E C
8.80L BD BF
25.79 E I F B
29.94L D DE
19.07L DD JCBD
31.47L F El F
22.76L DC I EB
25.38L D L F B
1.92 D F D
7.93L BC AA
17.61L DE DED
3.09L D B D
35.61L D DB
2.47 C FC
6.83L CB AAL 1 9402000008
21.10 E GECC 960312472C
42.34L D H C GC 954324833C
18.27L C D CDCB 960218496C
4.17 D I LGC 9500000328
2.90 D HBB 9601001128
5.71L C FC 9500000008
12.16L B D BCGH 9502010108
11.11 E E ED 980217483C
16.25 DE FDEB 7 960223630(3
2"21L C MDD 4600200330
27.61L CF BBL 960121040C
11.05: FDE GCCA =970102464C
3.24 D I HB 9501000108
8.47 CC LI EB 970000010C
22.01L D HD 0 960221172C5.63: BC F AADD 960100231
20.53L BD ABG 960241463C
12.46 D L HA 960223431C
11.98L C AC 9400111008
24.72L D N CD 960331231C
7.9OL BCF BBC 0 9500111008
26.66L CE BC 960112791C
7.39L BSC AABG 0 9400001008 I
13.72L D MKCG 960130041C
3.57 C L N D 9502000640
9.14L C B M 9400000008
3.96 C L DE 7501100330
6.6OL B BCGH 7401000008
9.59: FC CCC 970111131C
33.19L BD AC 96031065OC
25.31L CC ECB 960110370C
3.21: CBEE AAAE 0 9600000228 i
2.68 E LMGB 9600000018'
3.79 F BED 96010004 f8
21.72L DE FBCE 968337742C
3.40 D MB 96OO000108
2.90 O NDCC I 9601000308
14.72L DD CEC ,960216942C
6.76L C CG G i 9500000118
13A8: DEF HCCD 970102751C
7.84L OF OABB i 1 964112540C
3.67 D I EC 9600100538
43.19 nBDD BAAA 0 950203222C
12.97 BBDC AAAA 0 960000100C





































S 2 # T




Name Type (") Mag
13 35363 K2 5 82
"41 i 23204+5942 41 3
1 13 35364 K2 3 73
01
1 1 DG AND 82 3
1 13 35371 K0 5 75
2
1 '41 23212+5939 28 1
2 g 39 AJG 109 41 408




2 6 39 W81 104 1390
1 2 0042999 32 105
1 39 CTAI05 112 960
1 13 35392 M2 5 91
1 13 35401 K0 4 75
1 2 [:)043044 60 103
2 13 35406K2 7 71
01 4 13 35407 M0 5 68
1 2 DO43045 35 100
I 13 35408 K5 5 78
67
4
1 2 DO43066 29 108
1
1 55 I2 2 [:)043073 108
2 13 35414 KS 3 77
273




23240+5234 0,4 32 110- 8 46 8 115 3
23240+54241.143111-56728302
2_241 + 5336 7.234111-718 _! 38323241+59197.629,112-243 4223241+59507.78113-123 433
_241+_53 10.3_ 112-4 24 8 ,8 223242+5149154501110-9 eo 33 21 2
23242+5807 17.349 112- 3 26 11 463
23244+5914 27.020 _ 112- 2 23 3 163
23244+5045 29.614110-10110 26 492
23245+5927 31.941 112- 1 26 3 423
23245+5441 32.152111-- 6 17 =9 41 :23245+5943 34.150113-- 1 20 v 18! 4
23246+5411 40.212111- 6 15 6 333
23246+5649 41.1 8 112-4 11 8 130 3
23247+5947 45.75113-1 21 12 t4423247+5936 46.625113- 1 52 _ !101
23247+5708 46.958112-- 4 27 81213
23247+5454 46.918111--6 41 11 433
23248+5426 52.124111-6 24 8 344
23249+5448 56.9136 111- 6 36 12 28; 2
23249+5337 59.420111-7 30 8313
23250+5837 2.752112--2 12 4 283
23250+5957 5.(_ 28113--1 30 3 243
23251+5455 9£ 30 111-6' 28 8 3S 3
23251+5835 11.4 27 112-2 41
23251+5933 11.8 10 t13-1 25 8 110_4 23
23251+5409 12._ 52 111-6 56 26 !!ii23252+582113.953112-2149
23252+5526 15.645 111-5 17 9
23252+5004 16.3 5_ 110-10 60 12 5014223254+5920 24.9 113- 221 7 18
23254+5717 29A 15112- 4 I 11 3 313
23255+5009 30.C 3_4458110-10 54 8 24423256+5931 37.9 113- 1 13 3 40423257+5903 45A 112- 2 11 3 344
23257+590t 46.4
23258+5105 49.672110-9'112-22_4414 3047 22
23258+5532 50.6 55 111- 5 52 15 48 2
23258+5926 52.9 42 113- 1 46 3 42 3
23259+5946 54.3 57 113- 1 13 8 37 4
23259+5734 553 2 112-3 12 5 27 3
23259+5712 59.2 25 112- 4 tl 3 33 3
23259+5906 59.2 40 113- 2 84 15 47 2
23260+5753 2.6 22 112- 3 34 I 12 47 2
23261+5432 9.4 25 111- 6 19 3 35 4
23262+5636 13.519 112-4 19 8 32 3
23262+5014 14.545110-10 308 374
23263+5515 22.150111- 5 2312443
23265+5323 30.823111- 7 14 i 9 363
i
23265+5702 31.444112- 4 166383
23265+5505 34.910111- 6 22j 9403
23265+5928 34.9 2 113-1 12 I 3 32 4
232_6+5535 3g.8 21 111-5 35 22 4g 2
23266+5626 41.515112-4 13i 8 483
23267+5843 42.444112- 2 31] 14462
23268+5851 48.056113-2 34 ! 6 383 _
23268+5924 48.0 6 113--2 27' 9 47 2:
23268+5917 48.449113-- 2 13 4 364i23_+504849,225110-1032 24 3t 2 I
23268+5451 51.838111- 6 28 e 443;
23268+5622 53.459 112- 4 12 4 31 31
23289+505657.345110-10135343
23270+5250 3.055111-8 25 10 393J
23270+5914 5.748113-239 t422 2]
23271+5233 6.436111-82511322
23271+5718 6.633112-4782247223271+5124 8.829110-916535
23271+553810.724112-5283' 5643 i23271+5840 11.841 113- 2 12 4 31
23272+5616 12.316' 112- 5 30 8373
23272+5624 14.132' 112- 4 48 1735 3
23272+5909 15.756113-2 2210 142
23272+5422 17.154111-6 18 81224
23273+5806 19.33112-3 7115 46 2
_274+,o57274_,11o_1o85 1o 472
_74+55_, 27647112_5 24 1o 23 3
23274+5054 29.618110--10 14 5333
23275+5912 30.346113-2 20 3 324
23275+5906 30.442113-2 2610 102
23276+5835 37.639113-2 3415 202
23276+5947 40.122113-1 77 7 382
23277+5413 44.810 111-7 19 9254
23278+5908 49.139113-2 15 31304
23279+5621 56.322112-4 17 8273
23279+5336 56.534111-7 14 631323279+591559542 t13-2 lg 3 414
23280+5829 1.2 26 113- 2 24 12 26 2
23280+5459 3.051111-- 6 21 g 45 3
23280+5838 5.231113--2 23 1046 3
23281+5742 8.1 O 112--35 12 5 25323281 + 5527 10.9 112-- 13 5 483
23281+5836 '11.221113--2 19 3 384
23263+5900 '9.237113-220 7 222 .84L
23284+5958 25.844113--1 14 5213129.40
23284+5043 28.10 7110--10 23 18 43 4 .36L
23286+5829 38.e 15 113- 2 i 21 3 39 4 .25L
23286+5510 39.733 112-6 23 7 44 3 .25L
23288+5857 48.3 58 113- 2 43 4 42 3 .25L
23288+5819 49.2 41 113- 3 21 3 38 4 .25LI
Declination: + 50 °- + 60 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Curt'eared)
a 8 C(x>rds SMJ SMN @ O 12 .am 25 .am 60 .am

























,34 ! .28L .40L'
.26L .39 2.41L











































































lOO .am Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags" S 2 # T Name Type
2.46 E OC CJ 9601000008
1.84 E CHC 9600000100
7.34L BC AA[ K 2 9501000008
t4.90L D GBCCJ 968121594C
23.46L DO CE : 96023O330C
7.84L C HBBB 966012440C
1.31 D / E 9600000000
25.02L B D AHD 960233220C
14.90L F A G F 960223952C
2.87 D NHD 9500000228
13.t6L E BGC 978515661C
6.32L B CD 950001O008
22.34L D GCCI 964325770C
1.28L BC AB 09602101010
15.27L DF iL BB 950101310C
22.34 [3 F ICJ I B 96C436871C
35.46L C KFC 960612954C
23.14L C BJ 940200010C
2.76: C E E B B 9600200518
1.74L B BH 9601000000
6.67L C F 9500100008
7.68L D E 9400000008
47.74: BBCD AAAA 595C011221C
29.78L DD GCBG 950311031C
5.28L' C BG K 9500200318
22.53L C iFC 950121321C27.82 DAED 960625963
1.84 E LJB 9501100010
17.50L BC ABG 03 860300021C9.96 F 9401100108
8.38L D F 9300010008
11.12: D E KECB 970311466C
18.99L BC AA : 0 940110110C
2.62 D KKC I 9400010108
39.88L B C A B E F 4 950422542C
16.32LIBB AABC 2 960130650C
6.91 i D El EB 970110440C
8.40L F BM 6401000005
3.47 CD L DB 9600000438
21.30L E F CC 960310040C
3O.34L C BLCE 960102010C
20.25L CD iAB 294o202141C
18.57L BB AAC 1 950200000C
14.74L O L C F 960110750C
6.9tL B O KOCB 978212332C1.95L B AAEI 7 9600000000
16.19L C BGFK 950010032C
2.87 D J D 9300000358
5.42L DC J BAF 9500000218
1AlL CD BBM 03601000000
6.74L C CDB 964110441C
7.47L BC AC 09400000008
24.56L ABD AADG 1962220392C
2.59 D MGI C 8681000338
18.81L 'B BG 940020000C
4.93 D I LKC 980111142C
23.15L C F J B 960200170C
15.40L E J ECF 960420362C
45.39: ECFE BAEC 8960525660C
2.81 O G D 9501000540
1 2 DO 43O76
1 *41 23240+5949













2 13 35434 K7 22 8_
1 13 35437 K2 5 8E
8
1 1 DG CAS 9 3
I 2 DO43107 52 12_
8
4 13 35442 M0 3 75
I
1 13!35443 K0 13 75
1 1335444 K0 4 72
2 2 DO43118 55 125
1 2!£)O43122 74 91
C
4 1 32 X2326+552 99 4
1 13 35454K0 6 70
2 1 32 X2326+570 44 2
4 2 DO43132 54 108
1 13 35457 K5 9 81
C I
11 1335481Ko1 V356 CAS8.66L C D I 9410020008 2 789.43L ABC AAB li 960030010C 15 69 3
2.59 ABBC AAAC 950021023017 C; 5 1335462F8 6 97
2.76 CC L DB 360100032841 32 X2327+528 24 4
68.53L E HDBH 950346860C
5.055"85LE F E HCK 7400000008 2 1335466M0 9 85968001241C 4
BBCDD AABH 0 46000000001 18 4 13 35469Mt 6 81
1.00L
6.73 CEDD i 9502010448'
20.51L BB AB 1 960121132C 1 2 DO43147 83 125
18.65L C D 950000000C I 1 13 35472K5 39! 85
4.76 C C 960020010C
21.17L DF HBE 0 i 960256847C 9
1.52L C BGJ 9501000000
19.12L F F [950200010C
1.41L C BE E 9600211030 2 [:)043149 54 118
12.34 B EL 6401100008
1.18L BC AB 0 9600201000 8 16 14596M7 80 115
23.30L CD CFD 1 964565947C 9
27.98L FF AFG 960137668C 9
27.54L C E 960130232C
23.22L C CHED 960202221C 2
1.76L D CH 9600010000
89.79: BBED AAFD 894E256747C 16 93 1335479M2 5 80
16.54L B Bt MF 950000100(:;
1.6OL BBC AAAC 2 1500001000 i_
34.g3L O DCD ' 954513854C 1
31.12L E C I 95002203tC 1 1335482 K0 6 90
8.03L BC ABL 09401011108
8.55: CCD HCBD 972110342(3
15.28L ABC AAAC 09500000OOG 29 4 V358CAS 69 3
10.63L BD ACH 19403002108 22 1:)O43179 42 123
17.31L C KCED 960120332C
14.56L E GF B E 960210732C 2
14.22 BBDE AAAB 1962124431C 2913 RAFGL4299 10 8
2.59 EB GMHB 9481010130
8
9.28 D GB 960013254C
3.62: DBD EDAA 8600012318
7.23 D D K D B 970534762C 7
8.07 DE HFA 960101242C























Right Ascension: 23h28m55'-23h33_"19 '
Position (1950) Flux Density
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected) V L
a 8 a 5 Coords SMJ SMN O O 12 _m 25 pm 60 gm 100 _m Flux Corr A Confusion R S
h m, ° , (s) 1 ('') 1 b (") (") (') N (Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags*
23269+5030 55.6i31 110-10 16 9 34 4 .49 1.76L B BH 9400001000
23289+5535 57,8 / 2 112- 5 39 20 28 2 .25L 3.16 E C 9600110208
23289+5852 57.9i53 113 2 16 5 43 4 .50 ?0.51L BED BDFC 2 960234232C
23289+5737 58.5i50 112- 3 39 3 34 3 .25L 5.23 DD BC 9600000016
23290+5552 0.9/11 112- 5 36 12 48 2 .25L 6.21: CD I LDD 95C2115628
23290+5911 4.7[ 10 113- 2 11 4 37 4 2.42 1 ?4.52LISD _ABM 2 960231230C
23291+5153 8.1/12 111- 9 58 12 49 _ 2 .23 2.10L C B N 2600000000
23291+5537 8.8/58 112- 5 27 11 34 3 .25L 11.91L C ElF 9400110408
13A7L BFD ABG 0 940121340823291+5555 11.1/40 112- 5 17 8 31 3 1.05
23292+532612.710111-732114813 .36 1.90LIC [C 4601000000
23293+5936 19.5128 113- 1 20 9 27 * 3
23293+5640 23.4/21 112- 4 42 22 49j 2 .25L'51 )9.37L4.55[B D] AKDGc 960200041C060011133C
23294+6646 24.4160 113- 2 12 8 391 4 .85 .)0.45L BD AEC 0 960241210C
23294+5354 26.0[ 4 111- 7 16 9 30 3 .96 1.24L CD AE 3 4600000000
23295+5839 35.0/13 113- 2 25 10 44 J 3 .25L 6.59 OC ECS 97000014OC
23296+6220 37.3/13 / 111- 8 30 23 18 2 .25L 1.68 C KFO 9600000000
23296+5541 39.7/25 112-5 17 10 51 3 .25L 4.69 I COl OA 9502010406
23296+5611 39.9117 112- 5 63 15 48 2 .27L 8.20L C OF 9580122438
[9.46L BD ACI 2 060113040C23297+5906 43.4/36 113-2 15 8 37 4 .97
23297+5154 44.3[35 111-9 37 20 39 3 ,25L 2.25 B LHB 2500000000
23297+5901 47.6i27| 113-2 53 18 47 2 .34L 6.38[ F] FB 970220020C1
23298+5626 51.3124 112- 4 17 3 29 2 .62 5.86LlC [ACKE 96C,020053C
23299+5812 54.1/44 113-3 14 3 37 4 .25L 6.92 I BCD_ BBB 064100663C
23299+5911A 58.8/ 6 113-2 36 3 23 3 .26L .>5,22L I D I LCF 060104342C
23299+5934 159.5126l 113- 2 17 9 25 3 .87 H.93L[BC BA 4 950020010C
23300+5816 J 0,1|531 113- 3 58 6 105 3 .25L 5.11 DD CA i970100031C
23301+5728 [ 7.7[36[ 113- 4 26 17 19 2 .26L ->1.95L C FF 9401011228
23301 +5849 ]10,4/41 _ 113- 2 21 10 t0 4 .65 z0.40L BED ABF 0 060240654C
23301+5013 /11.5/20/110-10 26 18 313 .20 1.57LC EG i2500000000
23302+5042 [12.0_ 521110-10 23 10 32 2 .43 1.56L C B 4500000000
I / I
23302+5324 112.6|36/ 111- 7 19 6 34 3 1.12 1.48L C AE 5600000000
23302+5852 113.4140[ 113- 2 11 4 42 4 1.84 !1.33LIC8 [ABL 0 '950230654C
23302+5610 [13.5[16[ 112- 5 20 15 32 2 .25L 8.77L[ F FF 9500232446
23302+5551 [15.6/471 112- 5 24 17 22[ 3 .25L 7.13 EF FB 9581126328
23302+5628 116.g[ 6[ 112- 4 22 g 24! 2 .30 M.01L F 8L G 9501100448
23302+5213 [17,8/53 ] 111- 9 18 9 37! 3 .25L 1.45L CC HBAC 9602000000
23304+5254 124.8/20/ 111- 6 57 31 54 3 .25L 2.56 I C]N B 9500000200
23304+5869 1248| 0} 113- 2 35 8 28 3 .31L, .>8.29L O B 1950040420C
23304+5747 [26.2/39 1 113- 3 I 23 10 26 2 .28 !2.32L C CM 9401000118
23305+5139 134.oi 8[ 111- o 49 19 24 2 1.08L 2.20 C N DC 2500000220
i | /
23306+5945 1362139/ 113-- 1 ! 32 8 18 2 .31 il.42L C ECE 06010120OC
23306+5603 /40.7/ 6[ 112- 5 73 22 49 2 .41L 3.40L C FE 9602012416
23307+5122 /47.3j25J 111- 9 22 9 4113 .83 1.19:JB EJBHLD 8600010000
23307+5635 [4751491 112- 4 ! 48 22 23 2 .37L 3.82 I OIF HB 960100021C
23307+5426 ]47.6139 I 112- 6 ' 24 8 40 3 .35 6.07LIB [BH 9300000008
23306+5834 [50.3/41 ] 113- 2 15 9 66 4 .25L 6.88 I DDJJ BB 060111563C
23308+5445 [51.1/24 [ 112- 6 I 17 6 43 ' 3 4.57 7.67LIASC [AA8 0 95000000081
23308+5651 |51.9|58[ 112- 41 19 10 28 3 .80 !0.49L BD BB 0 94C020100C
23308+5811 [52.9/11 / 113- 3 13 3 41 I 4 1.65 Ig.90L BCD ABDH 1 940101232C
23309+5316 [56.1[ 41111-8 I 35 13 28 3 .30L 1.63L C IC 7600000000
i / /i
23309+5553 tlii/!i/iii_ I 49 3 113 3 .25L g.g4L / C [ FDB 9501016328
23310+5238 24 8 35 3 .44 1.36L[C IC 9600000000
23310+5900 43 3 17 2 .54L 12.36L] D [G CG 060221242C
23310+5911 28 12 16! 2 .25L 17.52L/ EE I CB 060010000C
23311+5406 83 32 51 2 .25L 1.51 I C_ N H 3600000000
23311+5607 50 14 42 3 .30L 4.46L / D ] I ED 9500011208
23311+5956 17 9 181 3 .51 !6.89L J B JBCGJ 950303322C
23312+5616 /12.71231 112- 5 1 32 8 49 2 .25L 6.28: I DE] EC 958310064823313+5938,92 6 113_2 18,, 2 26L 915 0 FKo g70210151c
/ I / ' I
23313+5438 /19.6/53/ 112-- 6] 49 22 49 2 .25L 2.37 / Ol c, 9700000108
23313+5663 [21.2 / 5 / 113- 4 i 18 10 33 3 .76 14,51L[B lAB 950110100C
23313+5222 |22.3/27 / 111- 8 37 23 50 2 .25L 1.72 [ CI D 9500000100
23314+5821 [28.2[15| 113- 3 I 5O 22 47' 2 1.63L 4.61 [ O[J I CI 970200030C
23315+5626 [33.51401 112- 5 I 44 15 49 2 .28L 5.23 [ DDJD GBI 9600000206
23316+6149 /36.6|40f 111- 9, 33 31 60 i 3 .25L 2.86 I CIK El 9580010550
23317+5405 /46.8/44/ 112- 7 i 19 8 30 I 4 .36 1.80L[C IBCF i 3600000000
23318+5913 |50.3156 [ 113- 2 I 23 8 123 3 .43 Ig94LiBD ICCGE! 0 960110010C
23319+5934 /56.6|43/ 113- 2 i 20 9 26 3 .56 16.01LIB IBL H 950334234C
,3319+531515.12g/112_82811262 3o 174L/0I.E 7800000 
23319+5657 1 45 8 122 3 .23 4.g9:/0 EIECE81 0600019O06
23320+5836 10 3 36 4 2.25 16.53LJBB JAA 3 950121320C
23321+5832 16 8 40 4 .54 R.63L[B IBGD 950031320C
23321+5808 24 17 48 3 .25L 4.19 I D/ EHB 960100220C
23322+5925 48 13 39 2 .64L 13.30 t E/FLFB 970111253C
23323+5014 15 8 26 4 .69 1.31LlBC IACEI 0 4500000000
23324+5834 21 8 43 4 .25L 19.62L| EC ]MBC 950131330C
23324+5615 88 17 50 2 .45L 12.72L / C [ C 940211132623324+5,1g 54 33 28 2 .26L 176/ c/ 0 06o0ooo0oo
23324+5240 66 23 31 2 37, 243/ c[ oe 0600oo0400
/ /
._3324+5562 _ 17 49 2 .41L 2o5L_ c/ o 94_000_8
23325+5322 41 24 23 2 .25L 2.08 [ F/ HD 4680100310
23326+5854 63 13 42 3 .38L g.30L i D | CC gS01O0020C
23326+5817 13 3 36 4 9.81 _2.98L|ABC IAAA 2 950000100C 15
23326+5525 106 27 50 2 .67L 3.34 [ DI I O 5600000228
23327+5324 24 11 22 3 .30: 2.26 ]D CiBEEE 4600100310
23326+5545 41 8 32 3 .25L 3.53 / C i EB 9600000308
23329+5354 14 4 37 3 2.96 1.35L/BBB |AAA 0 6500000000
23330+5614 35 11 39 3 .25L 5.35 / ED/ FB 9502111318
23330+5200 12 8 45 3 .81 2.28L[B }BH F 9400111410
/ /
23330+5906 67 16 40 2 42L !7.16L| O / C 950100142C
23331+5845 18 8 18 2 A5L 0,65L / C /J CBB 064311142C
23331+5859 13 5 26 3 1.61 !1.53L[BC /AA 1 950210120C
23331+5443 21 10 58 3 .54 7,24L|B ]BH C 9501110008
23332+5936 31 3 29 3 ,28 5.45: IC EiDHFB 970210120C
23332+5949 73 I 8 101 3 .33L 26.66L[ D [ GOC gso000000C
._3332+5256 74 25 50 2 .28L 2.29 | D[ I C 7501000228
23332+5059 16 6 32 3 3.92 1.08LIBCC JAAB 0 5500001100
>.3333+5448 30 12 45 3 .34 6.88L|CD |CF H 9500100008
740111






S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
13 35499 M0 6 8[
13 35498 K0 34 6_
13 35503 K5 5 7._
2 13043217 83 11f
23 LDN 1238 494
13 35512 K2 4 7(
13 35514 K5 4 6._
2 DO 43229 68 ! 10`'
2 DO 43235 9O 9_
32 X2329 + 681 88 11
23 LDN 1238 265
2 1:)O43241 75 12...
13 35525 K2 12 8."
13 35526 K0 3 7(
13 35527 K7 4 8;
13 35529 KO 15 8_
7 3G 148 81
32 X2330+558 , 112 1[
2 DO 43262 25 10,"
32 X2331+ 516 74
1 V372 CAS 83
2 DO 43294 80 111
16 14628 16 13E
32 X2332 + 526 66
32 X2332 +534 78
4 I 'TMSS +60413 84 2_
13 35571 K0 9 7(
21 DO 43310 54 10_
2 DO 43313 35 10_
13 35677 M0 8 71
32! X2333+ 520 48
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 ,u,m; 10) High Source Density Region
275




0 O 12 /,Lm
Name
hm (s) ( ('3 (') (') N
23333+5425 23.8 3 112-7 13 8 139 4 ,49
.)3334+5827 28.9 43 113- 3 9 3 37 4 4.34
._3335+5815 30.2 39 113- 3 10 8 39 4 .71
._3335+5307 32A 53 112-- 8 16; 5 28 3 1.13
!3335+5808 32.4 5 113-3 15 8 39 41 .59
:3336+r_1 365 _ 113-4 44 20 41 2 30L
.>3336+5020 37.0 3i111-10_ _ 40, 33 2 .32L
.>3336+5145 37.7 t8 111- 9 9 30 .65
.P3336+5114 39.7 11 11t-10 65 27 30 2 .25L
!3336+5228 40.7 368 112- 8 26 8 36 3 .43
!3337+5810 42.4 46 113-- 3 35 8 31 3 .26L
!3337+5917 ¢.3.6j 7 114-2 20 13 25 3 .25L
!3337+5935 44._ 56 114-2 17 9 27 3 .67
_3340+5850 2.1 58 113- 2 84 22 40 2 .30L
PJ340+5750 5.C 36 113- 3 43 19 43' 3 .32L
!3341+5050 6.3 53 111-t0 14 4 39 3 1.45
,3341+5526 t13 112-6 21 78 3 .25L
,3342+5549 12.4 2 113-5' 22_ 8 32 2 .35
_342+5559 14.8 9 113-5 30 11 48 2 .53L
!3343+5701 20.2 8 113- 4 14 9 31 ; 3 .75
'3343+5919 23.4 17 114-2 25 9 37 3 .29L
3344+5147 29.3 22 111- 9 46 14 52 2 .35L
3346+5620 40.5 8 113- 3 20 16 46 2 .25L
3348+5535 48.7 57 113- 5 12 3 54 3 3.36
3348+5709 49.3 47 113-4 17 36 _ 23 1.963348+5009 53.0 40 111--11 41 ]3 1 .48L
3350+5257 3.3 1 112--8 19 10 35 3 .30
3351+5500 6.0 1 112-6 56 22 36 2 .99L
3351+5710 6+6 7113-4 20 11 302 .46
3351+5114 7.322 111-10 51 24 50 2 .25L
3351+5843 9.4 55 114-3 31 3 40 3 .46
3351+5925 9.5 32 114-2 18 3[ 26 3 1.30
3352+5302 12._= 40 112-8 27 8 1 34 3 .30
3352+3628 13.7 17 113-5 29 15 41 3 .25L
3352+5250 13_8 38 112-8 t5 5 26 3 1.47
3352+5157 16.(5 55 112- 9 16 3 34 3 4.35
3352+5834 17.8 10 114- 3 15 5 23 3 10.77
]353+5132 21.1 59 112- 9 21 10 41 3 .33
3354+5442 26.9 22 112- 6 82 21 49 2 .28L
]354 + 5905 26.7 7 114-2 35 13 182 .34
]3,+5930 29.6 17 114-2 32 8 28 3 .28
]355+5754 31.741 113-3 99 12 51 2 .30
]355 + 5634 31.813 113--5 38 8403 .38L
1355+5529 31.9 52 113 6 24 15 37 3 .28L
]355+5232 34.6 40 112-8 16 6 33 3 1.71
1356+5540 37.8 28 113- 5 22 10 20 3 25L
]356+5358 41.4 47 112- 7 13 : 8 130 4 .65
1357+55t0 42.5 28 t13- 6 21 8 72 3 .25L
1357+5545 46.5 11 113- 5 15 5 40 3 6.72
|358+5942 50.0 13 114- 2 14 5 25 3 1.11
|359+5114 55.7 12 112-10 17 9 38 3 34
1359+5822 59.4 36: 114- 3 14 8 34 4 .651359+5318 59.6 431 12- o 45 15 31 3 .25L
1360+5922 3.0 0 14- 2 58 14 40 2 ! .42L
1360+5421 5.1 3 112- 7 45 25 13 2 .25L
_360+5641 5.6 5 113- 5 31 14 ! 49 2 .31L
=361+5602 63 11 113- 5 34 14 49 2 .28L
1361+5432 8.2 5 112- 7 18 10 36 3 .62
1361+5312 9.7 55 112- 8 32 8 124 3 .42
;362 + 5643 16.3 60 113 4 29 9 21 2 .55L
363+5657 19.7 51 113- 4 80 17 49 2 .38L
363+5114 23.7 31 112-10 39 3 51 2 1.03
364+5409 27.9 55 112- 7 21 8 38 4 .45
365+ 5721 32.2!26 113- 4 62 22 41 2 25L
365+5953 33.0 16 114 44 3 39 3 .25L
365+5159 35.6 4 112- 9 i 13 3 33 3 128.18
366+5342 36.3 38 112- 7 ' 14 5 32 3 5.38
366+5832 37.4 29 114- 3 32 3 37 3 .25L
366+5011 41.8 29 111-11 40 8 37, 2 .21
366+5823 41.9 29 114 3 14 5 33 4 .57
367+5827 44.8 28 114 3 18 7 40 3 .49
368+5838 48.3 12 114- 3 17 3 27 3 1.10
368+5540 52.2 45 113- 6 51 8 40 3 .25L
369+5956 55.6 16 114- 1 12 4 32 3 3.20
369+5435 57.7 36 113 7 38 I 8 121 3 .25
370+5854 2.1 49 114- 2 23 7 24 3 .32L
371 +5443 8.4 33 13- 6 85 23 50 2 .25L
371 +5802 8.6 44 14- 3 34 18 30 4 .25L
371+5653 8.7 39 113- 4 15 4 34 3 1.33
372+5918 12.4 31 114- 2 15 5 26 3! 3.98
]72+5850 117.2:45 114.-2 22 7:30 3 .26L
]74+5506 125.4:17 113- 6 46 8 42 3 .28L
]74 + 5626 27.9 7 113 5 21 9 46 3 .32
]74+5527 28.1:6 113 6 13 3 53 3 1.84
]75+5925 31.5 23 114- 2 64 8 42 2 .41L
]75+5553 32£ 44 113 5 17 7 36 3 2.11
]76+ 5938 39.9 34 114 2 44 18 24 2 .37L
]78+5941 53.1 50 114 2 17 9 29 3 .48
178+5146 53.7;57 112 9 16 5 31 3 7.62
]79+5344 58.038 113 7 31 8 119 3 .50
179+5355 59.8 58 113- 7 62 30 50 2 .27L
180+5143 4.2 24 112 9 57 8 30 3 .25L
181+5456 10.7 4 113 6 26 9 48 3 .37
183+5216 20.2 53 112 9 28 10 29 2 .32
183+5734 209 23 114- 4 85 25 23 2 .74L
184+5532 261 1 113- 6 44 20 50 2 .49L
=84+5258 27.6 59 t12- 8 13 5 34 3 1.45
_84 _-5540 27.7 39 113 6 86 14 50 2 31
184+5307 296 42 112- 8 29 11 23 2 .45












































































































100 /.tin Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Coef R Flags*
6.60L B D B C 0 9400000208
14.57L ABB AABG 0 954110343C
16.23L! CD BEDF 950210161C
1.33L BC ABK 3 7601000000
4.42: El E BJI B 7500100408
11.45L F EE 9502000218
1.23 E _N I G 5500000010
1.54LiBD AC E 0 9600001000
2.10 F D 9680000010
1.30L B D F 9.500000000
20.23L D CB 9401201518
20.29L E FFCA 968124440C
21.20L DC ABF 0 960120120C
5.44 D KB 974100120C
4.21 CD LFEC 9600000318
1.42L B C A B 0 560000O000
3.64: CD KDDB 9685001528
11.79L C CJ 6500000008
7.13: CD HGFD 9580100348
11.81L BD ACM O 9500010008
20.29L D E F C E D 968003442C !
1.85: CD H BE 7501000210
4.80 ED LCC ,860000131C
2.47: BC E AAFC 0 9601001108
10.94L BC AA 1 9501200308
.93 F HLGF 5600000000
6.31L C C 9400120008
10.36L E C 9500200108
t3.38L C BJ 9501200308
2.09 C F C C 8600000120 8
11.17: EEDF CDEA 0 960316752C
25.77L B AC 960000000C
6.18L C ,D M 9400020008
6.87: DE MJ D 9581000448
5.31L BC AA 0 9400000008
1.12L BC AA 0 3600000000






23.84L D F B
2.28 CD KCDC
5.99L BC AA











1 2 DO 43336
2 13 35594 M2
4 1 32 X2334+554
B 1 32 X2334+593
4
4 13 35603 K5
1 2 DO 43362
9
2 13 35606 K7
1 2 = DO 43365
3 13 35612 M2
85OOO0OOOO
95OOOO0OO8
950000111C 1 2 , DO 43373
850100000C
9500000008 1 13 35619 K7
9400000218
9700000008
0 9400001008 2 13 35621 K5
9502010218 4 1 32 X2335+556
9600000200 4 1 2 DO 43381
9601100328
7.27L BC AAHI t 9502110218 01 4
30.95L BBC BBCD 0 754124331C 3 2 23 MRSL113-01/1
8 13 35631 K0
2 DO 43386
C
4 1 13 35632 K5
1 2 DO 43391
C 1 32 X2336+567
1 13 i 35636 K7
1 13 35637 K0
B
5 13 35640 M5
9




B 2 2 DO43410
4 32 X2337 + 580
8 1 DY CAS
2 1 DX CAS
1
1 1 32 X2337+597
4 2 DO 43429
1.53L BC BBI K 2 8602100000
16.09L BF BE 5 9500142218
2.98 B; J C 9500110010
29.68L D EBG 95010000OC
1.98 D D 66OOOOOOOO
t2.41L D DG 9401101336
4.0t: CD;MFCB 9681000448
4.55: iCDFE BEEE 0 9502000228
8.93L _ BG J 9400100018
9.13L C MMGC 9501101338
10.47L F CB 9501100108
1.44L DD BG 0 8502100000
1.79L B B F 7500010000
2.65 D M B 7700000008
11.65 E C F C 960022435C
3.44 ABCB AAAA 0 3500000000 25
1.25L BBD AAC 0 9600000000
14.11L C EHFB 9504254428
2.07L C DI 8500000000
13.2OL B BGGD 950026532!
14.11L C C CMDE 9502286438
30.98L DD ACCG 0 941314533C
2.94 E DB 9601000008
16.41L BB ABGE 0 964122434C
8.86L C C 9401000008
26.58L CD CCBJ 950223420C
4.27 D I D 9501000218
4.19 C J CD 9701000418
10.71L BC AA J 9502000328
17.961 BB AA L 0 950200131C
22.97: FED KDED 950324522C
7.96L I C MNB 9500000008
1509L'C D I 94011004587.57L!_D AB G 4 9501000008
19.80L D D B E 750400030C
9.57L BC AA 0 9501000008
6.65 C G GC 660213240C
25A9L B CL H 950214371C
1.08L BBC AAB 0 6600100010
192L BE CG D 1 5601000000
1.33 D I E 5601000010
1.91 F J D 6500100130
7.67L C B I 9500000006
1,3tL C EK 1500000000
2,95 E C 9700000008
9.30L E DG 9500000338
4.56L BB AALD 1 9400110108
12.34L C BH 9400000008
731L E CJ 9401010008
3.53 DD F F B 9700000108
8
1 13 35658 K0
1 13 35660 G5
































"Confusion Flags: I) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4} Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW)
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:_1li!
Right Ascension: 23h38m39"-23h43m49 `
Name
, , ('3 C) _) N
23386+5301 39.1 56 112-8 61 9 51 2
23386+5616 41.1 15 113-5 9 8 137 3
23387+5959 45.9 58 114- 1 24 8 21 3
23388+5250 53.8 45 112-8 80 29 28 2
23389+5053 54.9 37 112-10 16 5 40 3
23390+5116 5.0 27 112-10 42 15 29 2
23391+5913 7.1142 114-2 51 8 102 3
23391+5918 10.5 47 114- 2 23 8 25 3
23392+5930 13,8 8 114-2 16 3 22 3
23392+5838 13.929 114-3 51 19 40 2
23392+5957 15.2 47 114- 1 14 8 39 3
23392+5657 16.6 23 114--4 49 8 36 3
23392+5536 16.7 46 113-6 27 16 43 3
23393+5839 18.e 57 114-3 49 15 21 2
23393+5022 20.436112-11 16 63613
23393+5916 23.7 21 114-2 19 9 24 i2
23394+5658 29.(_ 55 114-4 18 3 _i 423395+5002 32.1 7 112-11 63 28
23395+5531 35.7 32 113- 6 1108 24 51 2
23396+5507 41.1] 8 113-6 63 26 32 2
23397+5746 45.8 23 114-4 37 20 32 3
23397+5839 45.8 51 114- 3 15 9 26 3
23398+5921 ;49.5 12 114-2 68 10 40 2
23398+5911 i50.3 50 114-2 17 5 25 2
23398+5420 511 7 113-7 51 8 45,2
23399+5321 ,54.1 12 113-8 18 339!323399+5825,5.857114_33318613
23400+5102 0.2 27112-10 31 12 43 3
23400+5836 2.1 52 114-3 62 14 39 2
23401+5335 7.41 28 113- 8 103 29 50 2
23401+5640 8.4 12 114--5 46 8 44 3
23402+5608 12.5 56 113-- 5 27 11 26 2
23402+5052 14.1 26 112--10 34 8 39 3
23402+5648 15.1 53 114--5 46 8 43 3
23403+5541 19.6 58 113-- 6 53 21 50 2
23404+5652 25.8 14 114-- 4 28 18 50 2
23405+5146 31.5 17 112-- 9 101 31 51 2
23405+5241 34.7 32 113-- 9 13 5 33 3
23406+5139 37.3 37 112-10 t9 9 30 3
23406+5227 38.0 40 113-- 9 57 25 22 2
23406+5946 41.2 6 14- 2 13 3 27 3
23406+5736 41.5 12 114-4 13 4 33 3
23408+5952 53.8 47 115- 2 21 7 20 3
23409+5755 57.9 42 114- 3 16 5 ! 32 3
23409+5526 58.2 25 113-- 6 36 8 117 3
23410+5104 1.0 17i 112--10 24 10 41 3
23410+5443 1.7 32 113-- 7 42 12 41 2
23410+5816 2.2 19 114-3 30 11 40 3
23410+5927 4.2 19 114-2 17 9 35 3
23411+5241 7.7 17 113-9 90 8 114 3
23411+5940 10.0 32 115-- 2 14 3 58 3
23412+5820 13.4 55 114-- 3 36 10 17 2
23413+5844 23.1 2t 114-- 3 58 ! 22 42 223414+553427529 114-8 21! 8 30 3
23414+5941 28.9 26 115-- 2 60:3 36 3
23415+5018 34.3 22 112-11 48 16 30 223416+56_36236 114-3 27 3 22 323416+5805383 6 114-5 16 8 35 323418+543951.42o 113-7 57 23 49 3
23418+5822 52.6 22 114- 3 32 12 41 2
2341e+56553.457114-3 32 9 40 3
23419+5540 55.4 12 114--6 63 22 34 2
23419+5455 56.3 42 113-6 22 3 36 3
23419+5728 56.3 38 114- 4 55 8 44 2
23420+5923 0.1 30 115- 2 14 4 31 i 3
23420+5618 4.9 10 114- 5 12 5 34 4
23421+5803 6.3 15 114- 3 32 9 34 3
23421+5722 6.7 59 114- 4 21 3 43 4
23421+5527 8.1 19 114-6 13 9 32 3
23422+5430 14.1 3 113- 7 42 14 46 3
23422+5506 15.8 51 113- 6 I 14 5 50 3
23423+5531 20.(_ 6 114- 6 49 10 51 2
23423+5610 22.4 44 114- 5 12 3 45 4
23424+5724 24.7 26 114- 4 26 3 27 2
23424+5018 26.8 32 112-11 26 8 40 3
23424+5530 26.8 27 114- 6 33 15 52 3
23424+5137 27.736 113-10 22 9 33 3
23424+5656 29.5 44 114- 4 28 12 31 3
23424+5845 29.7 27 114- 3 24 8 24 3
23426+5743 _,1.4 12 114- 4 49 8 42 2
23427+5659 46.6 20 114- 4 44 13 52 2
23427+5646 47.5 6 115- 3 15 5 26 3
23428+5054 50.1 37 112-10 91 34 52 2
23430+5624 1.8 30 114- 5 67 18 49 2
23430+5919 5.0 33 115 2 12 4 54 3
23431+5810 8.3 28 114-3 41 16 33 2
23432+5136 13.427 113-10 90 24 512
23432+5519 16.5 12 114 6 32 18 ,'_ 3
23433+5601 18.7 11 114-5 19 t_ '
23433+5646 21.1 53 114- 5 31 12 ! _J;_243
23434+5639 25.1 16 114- 5 17 3 45 4
23434+5026 27.1 22 112-11 23 8 42 3
23434+5545 27.5 39 114- 6 24 6 30 3
23435+5850 31.6 42 115-- 3 15 4 35 3
23435+5527 32.1 33 114 6 23 16 58 3!
23435+5935 33.9 53 115-- 2 17 8 26 3
23435+5023 35.7 7 112-11 28 11 34 2
23436+5257 37.9 20 113- 8 15 6 34 3
23437+5823 44.0 35 115 3 20 8 41 3













































































































Declination: + 50"-+60 °
Rags Associations
V L
100 tim Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Coef R Flags*
5.56L C !AFK 9400210208
11.01L B C 9402010108
6.59: C DD )CCC 970011020C
2.10 E MJ D 9500OOOOO8
1.15L BC AC I 7600000000
1.69L D 94O1OO0000
22.08L ED BB I 0 750022232C
21.81L B SD 550023010C
9.67 FDC GCB 964011331C
5.46 D HB 9601210208
36.gOL B CJ K 950011000C
3.03 C GGB 9700100008
2.69: DE MCB 9600100218
20.06L F D 9500210208
1.93 CBB DBAC 5500000000
21.83L B BFG 450133112C
9.67L CC ACGD 5 9501100108
1.00 D' M D 26OOOOO0OO
8.00L O GEC 9500100108
2.82 F IJ HC 8600100128
3.56 C BDB 9701000108
15.24L BF BE 0 9500320308
5.88L D CB 570012011C
16.32L CF _BDC 6 550120232C
F J 9400000008
AG : 9400O00008




2.23: CC CB 7500000200
5.47L C CF 9601321438
1.99 E K D 9560000018
4.60 C I B 968000O638
8.68L F DC 9501000008
1.20: CD BBC 8500000100
8.00L C GFB 9540100508
3.02 D CC 9601OO0408
3.18 DD F B 9700100508
1.55 C MD 4580100000
5.30L BC AB 1 9400102008
C
A Sep
S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
1 2 DO 43445 61 103




2 13 35682 G5 3 62
1
E 2 DO 43469
3 1 32 X2339+584
4
1.51L BD BD J 0 9500011000 1 13 35698K0
1.70 D HI DB 1501000000
26.67L AB AA 0 950200123C
2.81: BC E AAMC 0 9700000008 1 2'DO43486
20.37L D CBH 950121263C
12.38L BC AB 0 9500001018
3.42L C BFGB 9600111218
1.27L D CCK 7600000000 1 2 DO 43400
10.49L E B 9301000008
6.58: D CC:FI CC 9680201428
22.03L B ADBI 950000021C 4
2.28 C J ED 9500002118
12.40L BD ABGD 0 960210130C 3 13 35709M0
















14.52L F [:)F EC
5.01 C I DC
7.84L D CN D
6.89 C L A
.98: CE CECC
7.22 FD EDDB








1 23 ; LDN 1249 275
2 131 35715M0 4 85
4
9 32 X2342 +588 156 9
2 13 35721 K2 4 72





3 13 35726 M0 3 81
2 2 13 35728G5 18 65
3 13 35729 M1 3 82
1
2
1 2 DO 43549 8 93
6 1 2 DO 43554 54 95
2 2 23 LDN 1249 402
1 2 DO 43558 37 t08
6=
2 1 17 3201 64
7 1 32 X2343+593 26 7
7.53L BC AB J 4 9500000008
12.58L C El 9500200008
22.68L BB AA 2 940000100C
4.55 BBCD AAAB 4 9531010128 41 8 5 1 ZCAS
6.25 D FKFB I 9680000218 4
13.20L DC GECB 95C2237618
7.47L BE BC D 1 7501204308
4.48 DDG FC 9480000228
5.63L BC AAMI O i 9501000008
3.71: CDD AC C 1 =6601204300!
6,55L BB AA 2 9500000008
13.20L F EB 9501347618
1.18L B C J 0600OOOOO0
9.27L C A C D B 5501204308
1.34L B BDL 6600000000
12.17L CFF CGA 3 9541202608
t7.39L DO DC 952120320C
2.24L C A B 9700000008
11.43L D CHED 9502102708
23.94L BD AB 4 950212610C
1.27 O MG 5500010000
2.64 E DC I 6601000108
142.11L CFE FFBB 91 426223332C
4.75: CE BF i 9603010008
1.57 D I HC 6500000000
4.00: C D FDB 9681000338
8.15L F BG 9500000008
12.90L C CE 9400000508
9.29L BB ABL 5 6400001308
1.25L B BI H 2600130000
6.27 FD H EB 9501001326
25.42 CBCC CAAA 2 950002300C
4.22 C GB 9401010218
14.50L BD BDCD O 950101100C
1.26L C D 2600130000
7.84 CCC I AAA 8400000018
15.13L E CF 95014006OC
1,32 D HI G 7601000110
8
4 1 11 PK 114- 4.1 25 151
1 2 0043580 66 101
1 1 2 DO43578 43 118
2
1 13 35742 K0 2 75
1 39 OZ+572 82 1415
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12. 25. 60. 100 _,m; 10) High Source Density Region.
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a _. Coords SMJ 5MN 0 O 12 Fm
ham o8, (s) () I b C) (") (') N
23439+5412 56.g 29 113- 7 15 5 46 ) 323,,9+582358515114_5i12 3 374
23440+5944 O7. 45115- 224 13 333
23440+5912 1.344115- 2 26 24 133
23440+5446 1.929 t14 7 37 8 423
23441+5900 6.044115- 3 36 81143
23442+5226 13.743113- 9 40 38 592
23442+5909 14.251 115- 2 14 3 313
23443+5834 18.921 t15- 3 28 12 313
23443+5948 21.934115- 2 17 8 303
2"3444+5806 29.112115- 3 19 4 253
23445+5802 31.330115- 344 81112
23445+5340 34.539113- 8 19 8 404
23445+5710 35.028114- 4 12 4 354
23446+5822 36.623115-- 3 t2 5 283
23446+5859 37.014115-- 3 13 4 303
23447+5925 44.825115- 2 20 9 3831
23447+5238 45.039113- 9 14 8 383'
23447+5837 47.1 51 115- 3 11 3 26 3
23448+5915 51.0 44 115-- 2 17 9 26 3
23449+5756 55.0 41 115-- 4 15 6 i 28 3
23449+5721 59.2 10] 114-- 4 41 3 26 3
._3450+5812 1.6 56 115-- 3 50 17 26 2
23451-1- 5707 8.713 114-- 4 20 10 27 3
._3452+5107 14.5 t8113--10 31 12 353
._3452+5527 14.957114-- 6 23 16 443
._3452+5100 15.052113--10 31 81213
.)3453+5725 18.828114-- 4 18 3 283
_453+5715 20A 13114-- 4 34 13 443
.)3453+5351 21.154114-- 8 48 8 293
._3454+5823 29.522115-- 3 18 9 283
._3455+5554 33.010114-- 6 30 3 474
!3457+5712 44,113114--4 28 10 282
!3457+5636 46.715114-- 5 11 4 444
•>3458+5535 48.3111 114-- 6 26 17 512
.>3458+5850 53.134115-- 3 34 11 302
.>3459+5425 ,54.711 114-- 7 48 14 442
.>3459+5833 56.547 115-- 3 12 4 31 3
.>3460+5548 2.630 114-- 6 19 8 51 4
!3461+5704 8.2 9 115-- 4 19 8 42 3
P_162+531t 15.953114--8 5631 512
,3463+5027 18.527113--11 3124 46!3
!3463+54t7 21.0 8114-- 728 10 40 3
_3464+5907 25.831115--324 _ 8 212!3464+5004 26.8 113--11 1 52 2
_+5722 289 27 115-4l 14 43 2
!3465+5500 34.641 114- 7 [ 16 8 60 3
!3466+5840 37.9 33 115- 3 I 16 11 56 3
.>3467+5437 44.6 21 114- 7 19 7 50 3
_3468+5739 48.9 43 115-- 4 59 8 42 2
!3468+5755 51.6 18 115- 4 15 g 28 3
!3468+5114 53.5 4 113--10 58 21 36 2
!3470+5918 1.259 115--2 16 8 32 3
!3470+5426 3.9 15 114--7 98 13 50 2
!3471+5822 9.945 114 5 16 3 47 4
!3471+5014 11.9 25 113-11 53 27 42 2
!3472+5310 12.2 57 114-- 8 12 5 34 3
!3472+5856 15.5 32 115- 5 14 4 32 3
13473+5504 19.8 34 114-- 6 30 8 31 2
!3474+5718 25.8 16 115- 4 23 9 28 2
!3474+5752 29.3 14 115- 4 19 9 32 3
'3475+5954 30.1 35 115- 2 35 3 30 3
!3475+5211 32.8 33 114- 9 16 4 33 3
!3475+5337 33.9 31 114 8 32 8 41 4
:3475+5749 34.321 115- 4 23 9 32 3
3476+5902 36.8 10 115-- 3 24 ] 8 44 3
3476+5302 40.7 47 114-- 8 34 21 34 2
3476+5636 41.7 4 115-- 5 33 18 37 4;
3477+5551 42.2 8 114- 6 51 25 28 4'
3478+5000 52.5 10 113--11 25 8 33 3
3479+5720 55.0 0 115- 4 45 30 22 2
3480+5450 5.2 18 114- 7 22 8 35 3
3481+5910 6.4 49 115- 3 22 3 116 3
3481+5941 9.931 115-- 2 21 3 39 3
3481+5316 10.4 27 114- 8 16 3 i 34 3
3481+5604 10.4 28 115- 6 57 8 ' 49 3
3482+5825 17.8 25 115- 3 19 9 I 28 3
3483+5916 20.116 115-2 40 16 42 23483+574820.848 115-4 38 9 34 33483+5923_34 7 115-2 56 8 1182
3484+5730241 5 115-4 34 22 14 334e4+5623 z54 55 115-5 51 35 41 4
3485+5212 31.9 1 114--9 13 5 36 3
3485+553032.722114-8 61 8 113
3486+5336 i33.84; 114--8 52 8 3623485+5950 35.fi 115-- 23 g 19' 2
3486+5657 36.0i 5 115-5 76 29 21 2
3486+595837.130 118-2 19 9 24 3
3486+5103 38.445113-10 28 8 34 2
3487+5315 43.534 114-8 35 8 128 3
3487+5633 46.C 60 115- 5 2t 5 34 3
3488+5706 52.515 115-5 26 22 38 3
3490+5720 3.258 115-- 4 13 4 30 3
3491+5253 6.656114- 9 28 8 31 3
3491+5118 7.211114-10 65 11 5412
3491+5934 11.834115- 2 30 1444 i 2
3492+5248 14.457114- 9 17 5 37:3
3493+5757 19.2 3115- 4 33 10 432
3493+5538 19.547115-- 6 8 3134:4
3493+5825 21.347115- 3 64 14 422
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)








































































































100 _m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Cocf R Rags* S 2 # T
5.51L BBC AAA 4 8400000008 15
8.05L CC ABFH 6 9500000008
8.82 FD MGDC
692 C DF ECDC












33,33L 'C BD I 950112655C
I
10.54L I B C AB 0 9600100008
19.34L 'C C 9500100008
6.09L'BD BCI J 0 9501000008
8.51L'BB AAD 3 9601100208 50
12.55L'BB AABE 0 968311344C
t5.03L BC AA 0950011200C
24.56L BF BD 0 940112022C
1.18L 8E AF 0 8702020000
22.71: BBDF AABE 0956213051C
19.38L CO BDH 7 950304222C
13.75L B0C AACF 2 9500100008
3.78 DE FDB 9600100318
3.45 F GD 970000000C
5.79 CD MDB 9581100628
1.59: CD LCB 6500000100
7.83: FD El D 9580201568
1.42L B BC 3500100000
13.10L BD BE 0 9500101428
3.95: DF GGD 9601111538
1.96 DM EC 9600000008
9.94L CF ADMD 6950410133C I
5.85: CC NMFC 9481011538
11.83L C CKL 9401111428
8.87L BB AA 19501000008
8.44L F N DC 9501000548
26.37L C C H ' 940011000(3
10.31L D CG 9300000005
12.18L BD AAL 7960000201C
9.36L BC AEG 0 9430000008
11.83L CD DD 0 9400000008
1.44 C E O 96OO0OOOOO
1.76 O E D 6500000000
7.02L C FBC 9400000018
19.81L D D 950111012C
1.29L C J C 3600000000
5.86L C B '/DBEi 97011001188.12L B 9401000008
16.18: ECCE EEDE 4 960125534C
7.62L BB AAE 5 9500001006
8.61L E NMBJ 9500000108
11.86L BD AD 0 9600100008
2.24L C E B 35OO00OOO0
20.49L BF BE 0 9501000008
7.77L! D D D 9401000008
2.95: I BC E AC E 6 9601000008
1.50 O K C 76OO000210
1.53L BC AA 9600001000
8.41L CC AB i 5 9500000008
8.57L E it FJ 9401000008
10.82L C CDFG 9400210118
14.05L B AM 9500213218
7,58 F D J HC 970105364C
1.41L BC AB M 0 0700000000
7.41L i B AL H 6500010008
9.44 CE FDCA 9600213318
27.05L D C H 95021000OC
2.91 F C 9501000010
4.86: D D E C 9680000538
2.61 D JFB 9500010108
1.OOL BD AAM 46701000000
2.91 E M D 9600110118
8"36L cCE BE K 950000010818.88L 9502101228
8.58 ECC CJ CB 9680004408
1.38L BC AAF 0 9600111000
2.59 C F DC 3600000101
15.73L C B 950000011C
5.89L C KBC 9600001008
16.25L D F DF 9500101218
14.29L C HL H 9501100008
3.45: DD MHGD 9501201308
3.30 D F I F C 9600000308
2AlL BBC AAAC 2 4600000008 28
6.24L C BHE 9500000008
1.68: D E B B 2600000208




5 1 RT CAS
1
8
12 2 DO 43604
5 1335761 K0
A 6 1335763 K0
1 2 DO43616
















1 2 DO 43682
1 2 DO 43680
22 2 DO 43679
C
1 2 DO 43694
2 13 35827 K5
4




3.51 F L D 9601000138
9.63 D E D H C A 974203250C 1
1.45L C BF 0601010000 13 35836 K2
2.07L D B 9600110000
6.40L2.61CC C ADEcH ' 0 96000001189502000008 1 2 [:)043716
7.95L BBC AAB 0 9501000108 1 2 DO43725
2.45 BC KDBB 8600211000
1.56L C F I 0600000000
17.03L C EEE 9502116418 F
1.20L BC AAD 9700111000 2 1335848M0
3.80: BcCD DI BB 67000003288.23L AB 29402100108 2 1335849M0





































ham. 8= , (S) ('%
23493+5413 23.1 59
23494+5431 25.8 21
23494 + 5856 25.9 48
























































23530 + 5231 4.89
23531+5803 9.5 2_23532+5923 17,5
23532+5326 17.5461
23533 + 5752 21.822 '
23536+5838 36.4 _,_ !23536+562741.3
23537+5129 42.8



























23550+5923 3.3 5_23550 + 5955 3.7
23551 +5417 7.3 34
23552+5640 12.1 2
• Confusion Flags: 6)-9)
H
Galactic Uncertainty C
O 12 timCoords SMJ SMN O
l b C) C) C) N
114-- 7 3613 483 .25L
114- 7 22 8 503 2.04
115- 3 40 336 3 .38L
115- 4 2516 252 .25L
115- 2 23 8 44 3 .49
114- 9 18 9 25 2 .96
114- 8 18 6 44 3 1.78
115- 6 70 15 46 3 .42L
114-11 16 5393 1.59
114-7 3610 493 .37
116-2 3510323 .27L
115- 4 15 5 323 1.15
115-6 3631 813 .25L
115- 6 47 16 50 3 .25L
115--4 4915 232 .37L
115- 5 39 115432 .29L115- 5 20 36 3 .93
113-11 31 8 43 3 .31
115- 3 72 28 31 2 .78L
115- 3 31 10 333_ .28L
114- 8 18 4 42 3 1.54
11,--3 448_0] 814_3 33 .45114- 8 1 .69114- 8 25 53 2 .60L
114-11 27 5 44 3 .46
t14-- 8 31 I 8 48 3 .42
116- 2 181 8 28 3 .60
114-10 16 9 443 .77
115-- 4 13 ] 8 343 .87
114-10 22' 61383 .53
114- 8 17 ] 5 443 8.11
115- 5 37 21 37 3 .25L
114-11 I18 g 44 3 31114- 9 12 5 343 3.47
116- 3 15 5 283l 1.28
115- 6 27 12 31 4 .25L
115-5 16 24 3_ 3! 2.13116- 2 35 .36L
116_ o829 25,
118- 26 1 31 .28L
116- 3 621_ 44 .36L115- 44 5O .25L
114- 9 17 6 38 3 7.05
115- 5 16 6 27 3 20.21
115- 7 32 8 41 3 .25L
114-10 22 8 40 3 .29
116_115-;1717 14023
116- 2 16 6 27 3 1.47
115- 5 73 13 45 21 .31
115-6 16 4 33 3_ 1.64
118- 2 20 7 28 3 .25L
116-3 15 9, 293 1.07
116-3 35 131 313 29L
115-4 41 8, 303 .25L
116-4 23 81293 .55
114-9 18 6' 363 1.34
116--3 16 8 383 .57
115-5 3511 222 .30115- 4 68 109 2 .38
114- 9 22 10 34 3 .43
116- 4 35 9 32 3 .25L
116- 2 25 4 37 3 .25L
115_: 4 230116 - _ 29L
116- 3 24 13,93850 i .25L
115- 5 20 ' 29 1.88
114-10 36 16 , .64L
115- 9 20 35 .39
115- 6 44 8 27 2 .31]
116--4 17 3 36 31 1.70
115- 7 23 8 50 4 .53
115-6 39 8 34 2 .25L
115- 8 63 10 53 2 .35
114-12 51 8 33 3 .28L
115- 8 17 10 42 3 .77
115- 9 75 19 53 2 .40L
115- 9 42 8 53 2 .25L
116- 3 28 10 27 3 .25L
115--6 37 21 432 .25L
116-3 14 5343 1.60
116- 2 7325282 .25L
115-927 ;I 3 .364_115, 2 2 25L
115_812 g 484 122115- 5 30 1 39 .65
115--6 3822313 .25L
115--8 46 15392 26115--6 17 47 .70
116- 2 81 16 46 2 .43L
116-- 3 55 6 42 _ 3 .27L
115-- 7 16 8 584 .77
116- 3 40 24 4313 .25L
116- 4 16 4 37! 3 1.28
115-10 17 32 .70
115-10 15 99 32! 33 .71
116-2 86 3 105!i .34L116- 56 339 .36L115- 7 36 25 55 .25L
116- 5 18 3 343 1A5
Hours Confirmed Small Extended
Flux DcnsiCy
(Not Color Corro_}








































































































Sources ($1) at 12.
V L C
100 i_m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sup
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
3.11: CF CB 9600000218 4770LBB I^A 2 9_010t_ 1 2 0043736 32 11e
4.27 F r L E C 9800000508
3.95: C F F GE 9602000429 8
19.66L B BF 9500000008
2ooLso BG io _00111000 2 133_52K7 4 5e769LBB ^AG ,0 9_000008 1 2 Do43741 5, 9._
982L c KD _,o2oo14o8 4121L.c ,,.,.H ,o 2e_ooooo 1 2 _43749 55 11:
10.11Ll e Bi M 9400110016 1 16 14734 15 ' 150(_
I2143_1 c MKcE 9403135329F1 32x2_,9+5_ 141 1.,13,41LIBC ^c. i2 7_ooooo8 3 2 Do43747 74 I_
2.17' C HB I 9681000108
2.76 DC J DC 9601000008
13.48L C E 1600000008
3.38: FD CC 9601000428 C
8.88L BC lAB 0 9400110008 1 1 36 3
1.77L B ' EG 3800000000 1 2 33 101
3.72 D C 970110052C 8
22.23 D C LDJC 940024352C 3 1 32 112 3
2.14: [CC E ABFD 58600102028 22 13 3 81
21.81L C BBBL 950010010C6.29L BC F 0 8500102018 2
1.47 C H D 7600000000
1.35L B B I 1600010000 2 1335862 M0 2 91
1.91L C 8D F 6500101000 1 2 [:)043773 43 11C
19.62L B B 9601200208
1.33L B AGO 2600100000 1 1335869 K0 10 7£
11.91L BC ABDE 0960000210C 2
1.24L O CF G 0600100000
1.29L BBC AABM: 0 4600101009 3 3 16 1E
3.14 F LNFD 9500000308 4
1.19L C IBI 16000000001.44L BC AACK 0 3600000110 1 2 36 11E
16.74L BC AB 09500010008
2_1 CAJHB 9601000318 412 "41 26 87.05L CC 3 9401000008 13 1 75
7.14 DD HKHC 9801110318
3.90 O GC 9701001008
8.12L EC J CC 960041331C
18.68L F B 950100010C
6.77L C FBJ 9501100008
126L BBC AABG 5600000000 3 4 TMSS +50482 57 2_
9.32L BBDC AABFi0 9500000008 19 7 13 35879FSP 3 473.10 O MOB 9681000208
6.66L C ODE 6501000(308 1 2 [30 43607 60 9_=7._LB !8 CL 9_11_oo8 I 1335_i Ko 29
16.20L BC AAM 1 950020200(:
15.18L F8C CAAjL 09500001008 1 71+5919 738.08L 4400000008 I 13 35884 K2 5 81
7.43L BC AS 39501102008 2 1335885K5 1 8:'
14.22: F CC FDCA 96C0151308 1 23 LDN 1256 528
14.29L S_ [ABFF 5960120300C
21.08L C B G 950225363C 9
3.20 C L DC 9600000208 4
11.86L F DD G 950101000C 1 1335891 K0 3 71
7.52L BC AB 3 9500110008 1 1335897K0 2 6"/
21.42L B B I 9500010008 1 1335898 K0 4 71
8.83L C DGJ 9500101208 4 3 1335899 BO 5 6_
4.23L C C F 9501110338 C
.40L 5.79L B BG 9500110008
.48L 3.02 D G CC 970000010C
.70 7.67: DC i l NBC 9500000338 C
.40L 1.52L CC AA 24800101000 2 2 DO43823 11 103
2.14L 3.14 C EGJ B 960001000C
.81L 4.26 D DC 970101220C I 23 LDN 1254 532
.40L 1.68L BC C AA 0 9600010000 3 1335903M0 3 8548 2.36 M CD 9800000100
.40L 1.99L B CF 2600110000 2 13 35905 K5 9 8_
.40L 7.76L F EM 9500100118 2 13 35904 K7 8 9C
.42L 13.t8L BC AAJ 0 8410000008
.40L 10.31L _O BE] 018420021008 f
1.02L 7.76L D MCHJ 9401005308 6 3 "1335907B 9 77
.40L 1.59L C CE 2600101000 1 1335908 G5 33 80
A0L 2.52 E J HE 9500000140
.40L 1.62L BD BB 0 5500010000 2 1335910K2 4 76
.42 7.66L C N D 7500111008
.43L 1.73 E L C 9500000018
1.86 22.12L C J OI 9542002308 6
.46L 2.53 D F B 9680000440 4
1.61L 4.64: BC E ABHA 0970100200C 1 23 LDN 1254 179
.61L 6.15 D D 7500010008
.40L 1.79L O B G 1700000000
A9L 4.77 D DF 9501000570
A0L 6.74L SO ACHM 0 9501000008 2 "1335913)(0 2 70
A0L 1.58L BD BCM 2 9600010000 2 2 [3043854 45 103
.40L 2.80 E KC 86000(_520 4 1 32 )(2354+561 41 4
.40L 1.59L F B 2501000000 2 1335915 K5 25 85
.40L 8.43L B BEHI 6500100248 C 4 "13 35917F5 2 56
.76 22.08L D C 960000000C
.86 1737L E B 950120030C
.40L 8.88L CC AB 5 8402001008 1 1 LP CA$ 29 3
.70 6.11: DO MJ OB 9780112508
1.41L 11.97L BC AAJ 1 95001100(0
.40L 4.82L BD AB 69501120108 1'
A0L 4.21L BD ABEE 0 9501120108 1 1 2 [3043866 67 96
1.91 6.50 DD GEEB 4600122208 7 1 23 LDN 1257 58
2.11L 8.33 C I KA 960000050C
.46L 1.64 E I B 9680000018
A0L 1.57L B D A C 89600000000
























































































(s) C) C) C) (') N
Flux Density Flags
(Not Color Cet're_ed) V
12 /_m 25 pm 60 p.m I00 pm Flux Corr A
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R
.40L 6.81L BC AA
.40L 3.41 D D
.40L 12.62L BD AB E
.38: 3.45 CF
.40L 21.64L BD AB
2 8.69 5.41 BBCC AAAA
.40L 1.27L B C
.40L 8.46L BEED ADDB
.79:1 5.40 '
.40L i 1.46L B AGG
13 55 102.78 38.85 BBCDJAAAA
.40L 2.23 C i] J B
.40L 1.96 E MI I
1_18 1.27: CBD KBAE
1.70L 16.05L C BGG
.43L 12.90L BC AB
.40L 1.73L B CL H
.40L 7.92L C EB E
.40L t.03L C iCH
.40L 8.62L C B O
L
.40L 9.44L C rE




1.00: 10.22 EC EFDD
.40L 1.32L B 'C
.,SOL 1.43L D F
.48L 2.4t D HC
.40L 2.27 D I F
.46L 3.24 D C
.40L 1.96 D C
.40L 8.11L BB AAG
2.62 5.68 ECCC DBBD
.49L 19.25L BC AA
1.11 6.34L F EB
.40L 3.63: B D BGKC
.40L 1.31L BC AB
.40L 2.00L BD AC
.40L 5.30L CD AC
.40L 4.71L BC CD F
.40L 5.79L BB AA
.40L 12.17L DD CB
.61; 16.73L CCC ABEC
.75: 5,77 C C E B
.48 1,97L CGD BACG
.40L 1.77L C CGK
.51L 16.26L BD AB
.40L 2.59 E MC
.40L 2.61L BD BELE
.61 17.59L D KE)
.40L I 6.08L B BH F
.40L 5.10L BD AC
.40L 12.71L B BD D
.40L 6.85L BD ACF
.43L 6.04L B AG J I
.40L 6.2OL BC AB
.40L 5.26L C BC
.88 19.95L i D J CB
I
.40L 1.591.BC ABNC
.40L 5.23L CC AB K
.40L 3.09 C
.40L 2.5OL C BMHHC
.4OL 3.26 C rlAAHI
.40L 1.68L BE
.62L 3.24 E FA
.40L 2.31L IC D I
.49: 16.01L BCD AAC
.40L 2.02L BB AAG
















































































"Confusion Rags: t) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2_ 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
280
I !1
Right Ascension: O0h00=10"-O0h14m53' Declination: +40"-+50"
Position (1950) Flux Density
H (Not CoI_ Corrected)
Name Galactic Uncer_nty C
a _ Coords SMJ SMN O O 12 _m 25 t_m 60 ttm 100 pm Flux
ham. • 8, ($) ( ) I b (") (") (') N (Jansky) Uncs
00001+4826 10.¢ 7 115-13 14 3 37 4 48.87 24.10 4.06 1.32: BBCE!
00005+4504 130.2 50 114-17 93 37 57 2 .25L .76L .40L 1.60 O
00005+4352 34.2 39 114-18 96 11 56 2 .54 .33L .40L 1.24L C
00006+4826 39.3 35 115-13 37 8 43 2 .42 .25L .40L 6.12L C
00007+4030 46.8 25 113-21 42 11 57 2 4.47 2.32 .40L 1.00L DC
00009+4937 54._ 14 115-12 21 6 50 3 3.81 2.30 .35: 1.00L BBD ;
00011+4653 8.4 57 115-15 101 35 56 2 .84L _ .25L .40L 1.28 C
00014+4904 26.e 35 115-13 43 23 71 2 .25L .25L .40L 2.18 D i
00015+4206 30.4 48 114-20 37 10 57 2 1.68 35 .40L 1.00L BD
00015+4507 33.4 20 114-17 27 27 58 2 .25L .44L .40L 2.11 C
00015+4942 34,4 32 115--12 17 9 44 3 .62 .25L .40L 1.19L B
00017+4608 42.4 38 115-16 35 8 39 2 .28 .25L .40L 1.03L C
00018+4712 50.3 28 115-15 49 19 51 22 .40L .25L ,42 1.32L C00019+4150 55.9 29 114-20 25 8 56 18.68 6.91 1.39 1.34 BBCF
00019+4424 59.1 57 114-17 51 10 56 2 .45 .25L .40L 1.46L C
00020+4316 1.5 17 114-19 38 7 56 2 10.42 339 .96 1.26L BBC00022+4427 14.(; 45 114-17:83 10 56 .45 .25L .40L 1.83L C
00029+4711 58.6 10 115-15 26 22 56 .25L ] .25L .41L 2.12 OI400030+4629 0.5 16 115-15 58 36 40 2 .28L .25L .40L 1.50 E;
_0030+4532 5.(] 32 115-16 27 10 55 222 .68. .26L .40L 1.23L C DD
00032+4145 13.2 23 114-20 ! 43 11 56 1.29 .43 .40L! 1.48L'CD
00033+4718 t9.7 12 115-15i 43 32 118 1.88L .25 .40 1.17
00033+4631 19.g 115-15 43 29 ,_ i 2 .271. .25L .40L i.72
_0034+4008 27.1 2 114-22 75 14 2 .77 .40L .40L 1DOL E
00036+4347 36.317 114-18 45 116 53_7i42 .85 .36L .40L 3.04LC
_0037+4726 43.6 55 115-14 35 1 .56 .25L .40L 1 36L B
00037+4037 45.1 12 114-21 54 7 57 I 2 .74 .25L .40L 1.00L'
B
00037+4707 47.5128 115-15 30 8 48 .75 .16: .40L 1.03L BE
00040+4325 2.547 114-18 53 11 56 2 .87L .31 .44L 1.00L D
00042+4248 17.7!18 114-19 45 8 56 2 475.45 323.99 57.96 20.91 BBOD
I
30043+4737 2013157 115-14 37 27 56! 2 .25L .25L .41L 1.97 E I
00046+4952 41.1 35 116-12 21 10 461 3 .34 .25L .40L 1.33LC
D0047+4338 46.I!15 1t5-18 35 8 56' 2 2.03 .54 .40L 1.00L aC
00048+4649 46.4;14 115--15 26 8 40 3 .38 .25L .40L 1.19L D
00051+4603 8.8 24 115-16 77 8 127 3 .25L .25L .40L 1.58 C =
 053. 22 18545116_142811453 41, 25, 59 99: cc
_00_+,_25 380 39 115-16 21 3 443 1.75 .41 40L 1.04LOE
D0057+4628 43.5 13 115-15 19 5 40 i 3 2.38 1.20 .40L 1.00L BC
30057+4021 45.0 13 114-22 36 8 58 2 .25L .38 4.58 4.82 CCC
00058+4441 50.7 51 115-17 81 11 57 2 .39 .25L .40L 1.42LD
00056+4745 51.9 6 116-14 32 a 49 3 .25L .25L .40L 1.65 C I
30059+4954 59.1 40 116-12 22 9 40 3 .42 .25L .40L 1.24LC C
30061+4027 10.1 26 114-21 65 10 58 2 .51 .25L .40L 1.07L D
30062+4511 14.1 8 115-17 81 28 56 2 .25L .25L .40L 1.86
00062+4012 14.4 57 114-22 40 7 58 2 2.55 .68 .40L 1.10L BC
_X)64+4436 27.6 47 115-17 69 10 56 2 .93 .28L ,40L 1.00L C
00064+4034 30.0 9 114-21 64 9 58 2 .50 .25L .40L 1.00L C
30068+4548 49.0 28 115-16 30 8 47 3 .25L .25L .90 1.62 CBI
30068+4704 51.0 32 116-15 97 18 56 2 1.23L .25L .38 1.98L C '
30071+4801 6.3 11 116-14 77 20 32 2 .25L .25L .52L 1.84 C!
30072+4934 12.3 15 116-12 103 17 57 2 .25L .33L .66 2.12L D
00073+4026 19.6 27 114-21 70 12 58 2 .55 .25L .40L 1.03L C
:)0076+4936 41.6 18 116-12 21 9 38 3 1.11 .28 .40L 1.05L!BD
30077+4547 42.4 33 116-16 17 3 43 3 1.32 .31 .40L 1.00L BC
30081+4623 6.7 51 116-16 34 8 132 3 .35 .25L .40L 1.00L C
:)0082+4859 12.4 46 116-13 23 10 41 3 .46 .25L .40L L35L B
30083+4758 18.0 49 116-14 17 5 42 3 1.22 .56 .40L 1.00L BC
[X)O88+4016 52.7 25 115-22 56 10 58 2 2.10 .51 .40L 1.00L_BD
)0089+4245 54.1 6 115-19 54 9 59 2 .58 .25L .40L 1.22L C
30089+4007 55.2 16 115-22 39 11 58 2 1.49 .37 .40L 1.00L BC
30089+4720 59.9 11 116-15 31 5 54 3 2.82 1.04 .40L 1.00L BC
30090+4443 3.9 4 116-17 80 12 57 2 .53 .25L .40L 1.41L C
[0093+4752 21.6 25 116-14 19 6 40 3 3.51 1.06 .40L 1.00L BF
)0094+4755 29.6 42 116-14 19 6 42 3 2.89 1.40 .40L 1.0OLI BC
)0094+4712 30.0 47 116-15 24 9 42 3 .48 .25L .40L 1.1OL F
30096+4332 38.4 16 115-18 39 7 56 2 6.33 1.74 .32: 1.00LBCD
)0096+4540 49.2 51 116-18 15 5 49 3 2.40 .81 .,COL 1.00L CC
30099+4425 56.8 38 116-18 60 9 57 2 1.32 .24: .40L 1.11L CD
)0099+4418 57.4 47 116-18 57 9 57 2 1.24 .33L .40L 1.00L C
:)0099+4402 58.4 12 116-18 53 10 56 2 .68 .31L .40L 1.01L C
30104+4405 26.1 10 116-18 62 10 56 2 .40 .25L .40L 1.61LC
)0104+4849 29.3 40 117-13 22 7 48 3 1.55 .45 .,SOL 1.14L BD
:)0106+4703 38.9 24 116-15 36 30 147 2 .25L .25L .40L 1.30 D
:)0106+4608 40.0 13 116-16 16 4 43 3 2.08 .85 .40L 1.0OL BC
)0109+4045 54.9 33 115-21 78 10 58 2 .55 .52L .40L 1.18L F
:)0109+4239 58.3 55 116-19 78 7 58 2 .86 .31: .40L 1.49L DD
:)0111+4500 6.6 47 116-17 44 31 60 2 .25L .25L .40L 1.06 E
)0112-F4509 14.4 48 116-17 30 10 47 3 .40 .25L .40L 1.33L C
:)0113+4008 19.5 21 115-22 41 10 58 2 .57 .25L .40L 1.00L C
:)Ol13+4757 22.8 16 117-14 37 11 51 3 .25L .25L .83 L38: DE
)0114+4640 25.9 6 116-15 15 5 47 4 2.68 .68 .40L 1.08L BB
)0117+4403 42.0 38 116-18 48 8 58 2 1.28 .50 .40L 1.00L CO
)0119+4044 54.5 58 115--21 75 I 10 58 2 1.19 .28: .40L 1.02L CO
30121+4633 11.9 52 116-16 30 8 47 4 .37 .25L .40L 1.54L B
,)(]122+4808 17.5 38 117-14 53 8 125 3 .25L .25L .45 1.63 CC
,)(]123+4239 23.4 41 116-19 81 11 58 2 .36 .25L .40L 1.19L C
,)(]124+4830 29.1 49 117-14 18 6 43 3 1.17 .33 .40L 1.10L 0C
,)(]126+4453 37.3 57 116-17 56 11 58 2 .47 .2SL .40L 1.15L C
,)(]129+4946 54.7 17 117-12 14! 3 49 3 1.43 .39 .40L 1.52L BC
,)(]131+4730 10.8 33 117-15 36 30 60 2 .25[. .37L .40L 1.44 C
,)(]132+4204 17.9 31 116-20 29 ! 10 58 2 .72 .25L .40L 1.09L C
i
]o135+4736 30.6 48 117-15 17 I 6 45 3 1.72 .38 .37: 1.57L OCC
")(]135+4644 31.6 5 117-15 18 4 42 4 15.75 6.25 1.36 1.03: BBBD)01_+4451 39.828116-17 55112 57 2 .27L .25L .sg 1.75 cc
")(]139+4738 57.9 22 117-15 35 I 8 133 3 .37 .25L .40L 1.56L C4ol 4 .25L 4OL 1.19L')0142+4620 13.4 10 117-16 8 48 .68 c
")(]142+4911 14.9 1 117-13 13 ] 4 45 3 9.88 2.48 .41: 1.00L CBD
")(]144+4157 29.6 33 116-20 90 ] 11 58 2 .45 .31 .40L 1.00L CF
30147+4609 45.3 44 117-16 64 38 49 2 .25L .53L .40L .93 O
)0148+4802 53.9 1 117-14 67 18 57 2 .26L .25L .51 1.40l D
Rags Associations
v L C
Con- A Confusion R S A Sep
Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type ('_) Ma8
AAAE 1 7 9600100008 21 2 1 IWCAS 5
J E 9500000020
BEEj 04000000009400100008 1 13 36021 5 81
AA O 0500000000
AADH 0 4700100000 1 16 00006 8 12_
G D 66_)000000
C 450_ 8
AC 1 1500000000 1 2 [:)044048 30 10(:
H E 6500000010
BD 4600000000 2 13 36029 K2. 4 7E
E 2600000000 1 2 DO 44056 28 101
L C 6601000110 2 122 ZG 001+47 51 151AAAG 1 1440000000 5 DO 44062 25 9(
B 1400110000 1 13 36035 5 8.=
AABC 0 0500000100 18 5 4 TMSS +40003 14 27
CD I 1400110000
L I D 5580000310 4
E 2500100010 ]
BK 3500000000 5 13! 36048 M0 6 9;
ABKH 0 0600000000 2 23 DO22706 40 10(
J l 4600000200 4
C 250O100010
8D L O50OO 0 1 36057G5 35 6E
AD I O300000000 1 36059 K5 4 73
BH 4600000000 1 13 36060 K2 1 8;
BH 0500OO00O0 1 13 36061 K0 2 7(
B F 0 670O000O00 1 2 DO 22723 48 91
JCF 0600000000
AAAA 0 0100011000 26 3 3j RAFGL 14 26
FE 660O100130 8
EFNF 26OOO100OO
AAI M 0 0500001000 2 21 [:)022746 66 101
B 3600010000 1 2 DO 22752 36 91
G C 15OOO0OO1O
I AC 2600000000
ABN 9 3600111000 1 131 36087K2 15 7_=
AAJ 0 36001110O0
8AA 0300100OO0
C 1301000000 1 13 36092 K0 36 8(
L L E 4581000230 8
CBHH 16oooooooo 1 123!oo22779 82 lOl0500000000 1 36096 5 81
D 2500O00010
AA / 0 0400100000 2 13 36097K5 1 7(
AB 1500000000 1 2 DO 22798 17 101
A 0500010000 1 13 36104 G5 26 71
J BC 2500000000
L EE 1500000000 3 9' U00085 41 14,=
E A 4600O000O0
EBE 0500021100 I I 12 ZG007+49 63 151
B 05OOOOOOOO
BD 1 0600022100 1 3 13! 36122 6 81
AA 0 1600000000 2 13 36123 F0 7 5(
AM 0600000000 I 2! DO 22849 13 101
CF L 750O000000
ABE 0 3500000000
AB 0 0400000000 3 13 36142 12 8(
BC 1500000000 2 13 36143 5 8E
AC 0 0400000000 2 13 36144K0 5 7;
AAK 0 0600000000
DG 13OOOO0OOO
AA 0 3500100000 4 13 36148K0 4 6;
AAG 0 1500100000
D J 1500010000 1 13 36150K0 6 7[
AAD 0 1600000000 3 13 36153 MB 10 81
AB 0 2501001000 2 13 36154K5 3 8;
AF 1 1500100000 1 13 36157 K0 8 6.=
AD 0500100000 1 13 36156 K0 9 7!=
AD G 0600000000 1 13 36158 K0 7 71
O H 0500000000
AB C 4 6600000000 2 2 DO22922 61 10(
G G 15OO000140 8
AA 1 16OO0O002O
CI 0500000000 2 13 36173 A5 9 5(
BC 2 1600001000 1 13 36178 KO 41 7_
E 2400000010
C J 24_ 1 16 00098 8 13C
B 0500000000 1 13 36183 K2 18 81
E BD 3500100000 4 9 I.)00133 46 15C
AAK 1 1600001000 2 13 36185 MA 8 8,=
ABH 0 0500000000
AC 1 0600000000 1 13 36190 KO 30 7C
C N 0300000000 2 13 36194 4 8_
c C 6501000220 C
E 15O00O000O
ACMD I 5600000000 1 2 DO22987 71 9,_
C F 1500000000 1 13 36200 K0 15 8E
A e 0 1500000OO0 I 13 36206 KO 5 7E
G F 4600000010
B 05O0000O10
_AeFD 0 4600100000 2 13 36219 6 87
AAAF 4 3520000000 16 4 4 TMSS +50003 37 3C
I BB 1400000000
BCHE 4600100000 I 13 36226 2 87
B 2600000000 1 13 36233 G5 3 75
AADL 0 1600000200 16 4 3 13 36234M0 2 67
C O 0 0500000000
J F 2500000010
D 5500000010 1 30 ' 5ZW 009 1
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (S1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 p.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
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a 8 a _ Coords SMJ SMN 0 0
h m . . (s) () I b C) C) (') N
00150+4452 4.8 ; 117--17 34 8 48!300150+4937 5._ 3 117--13 36 8 129[ 400152+441714._80 117-18 63 10 572
o0153+45_,0._14117-16 34 8594_i 300153+4028 21.7 7 116--22 46 8 = 2
00154+4556 29.9 8 117--16; 19 4 453
00156+4344 40,3 36 117-16 51 6 58 2
00156+4416 41.4 51 117-18 20 5 572
00157+4827 44.4 13 117-14 24 7 49 3
00158+4719 50.5 26 117--15 60 8 41 3
oo159.14255,_35I_)-_ i 69 ; 59200161+47449.2,17 191 _3o0180+41,023.553116_21,0 7592001.+480326.016117_162 8 51400166+43172.0421117_197911 57200,65+463,496118_1428 6 47300170+4027335116_2232 7 59200172+48311479117_18 832 58200172+442514,53117_1819 3 49300174+49492 ,358116_t226 8 454
00174÷435826,857117_195 7 592o0175._232123117_1649;26482o0176+,_151534118_142,6 ,0300178+4,0352958t18_1348 81223o0179+470,54231118_155218 363o0182.,5212.628116_12t4 3454o0185.43931333117_16268 ,_3
00166+4754 36.0 26 116--14 22 i 8 49 3
00186+4053 38.6 47 117--21 69 9 59 2
00188+4703 52.8 25 118-15 45 18 50 2
00190+4437 2.8 0 117-18 24 7 47 3
00191+4809 10.2 0 116-14 34 ! 6 48 3
00193+4131 19.9 12 117-21 50 13 59 2
o0193+,_5119918116_13,0i ; _ _i94.3 22531 17_1626o0197.9492.54o118_121919474o01..7546226118_1426o 453,
00198+4154 53.3 38 117-,0 38 9 59 2
00204+4539 24.1 2 118-17 12 11 58 4
00206+4250 36.9 23 1t7--19 55 11 59
00207+4616 42.3 36; 118-16 32 8 41
00207+4641 42.5 58 118-t6 47 10 54 3
O0210+4448 2.8 41 118-18 31 8 46 3
00212+4756 17.7 38 118-14 32 6 49 3
00213+4358 23.9 59 118--18 51 9 41 2
00217+4836 46.3 111118-14 103 8; 57 3
00224+4940 28.0 26! 119-13 23 8 ' 44 3
00227+4956 42.0 31 i119-12 47 13:52 2
00227+4012 47.2 371118-22 86 301 60 2
00228+4538 49.3 41 118-17 22 10 44 4
00230+4205 0.4 9 118-20 59 9 59 2
00232+413313.723118-21759602
00232+4040 14"5 33i118-22 _41361l 18j 80 2
00233+4805 24.0 24 119-14 1 47 3
6 8 6 39.6 19l 1 9-14 49 3
00239+4648 58.722 119-16 ,0 89 4_22 300241 +4850 9,1 22119--t4 37
45!o0242.13013.0 116_2155 11 6o2o0242+4_,514,17119_1322 6 363
00243+4525 118-17 15 8 46
22.6 5_
4
00244+4345 29.3 t5 118-19 40 11 59 2
29 21 11 52 300246+4527 40.3 119--17
00246+4426 52.1 116-18 18 2_ ._ )00248+4935 53.5 18 119-13 40
00250+4745 3.6 241119--15 36 8 41 3
00250+4114 5.6 59 118-21 72 7 ; 60 2
00252+4724 14.8 48 119-15 30 10 38 3
00254+4848 29.1 54 119-t4 39 6 42 3
00255+4407 32.5 5 119-18 32 8 47 3
00257+4724 43.0 53 119--15 46 28 53 2
00257+4737 43.2 48119-15 46 35 72 3
00257+4726 47.8 52 119--15 33 18_ 57 400260+4346 ! 0.2 331119-19 52 50
00261+4857 7.724 119-13 49 8 1_0i)00262+4251 13.9! 46 119--,0 34
00262+4808 !14.3 16 119-14 14 3 43 4
00264+4443 29.3 5 119-18 24 9 48 3
00267+4552 43.8 7 119-17 48 11 58 3
00269+4322 156.4 52 119-19 43 8 48 2
00271+4549 !1t.3 24 119-t7 28 6 50 3
0o272+405513.854119_21. _ _ol_00276+4306 36.6 55 119--19 31
00276+4706 37.0 16 119--15 37 22 58 3
00276+4332 41.0i20 119-19 37 24 401 2
00276+4906 41.4 53 119-13 19 5 43 3
00277+4005 44.8 29 119-22 49 12 60 2
00282+4958 i17.7 33 120--12 25 11 _55 300285+4933 32.E 55 120--13 25 5 3
00265+4945 35.1 5 120--13 24 3 36 3
00289+4921 158.7 48 120-13 17 5 34' 3
O0290+4539 i 4.fl 3 119-17 24 6 49 3
00291+4514 11.3 33 119-17 38 10 50 4
00295+4922 30.4 19 120--13 21 9 35 3
00295+4325 35.5 3 119-19' 26 8 45 3
00299+4436 55.5 9 119-18 87 15 80 2
00300+4256 1.5 40 119--20 30 9 51 3
00302+4822 15.0 58 120-14 25 6 42 3
00303+4357 21.9 49 119-19 69 36 47 2
00310+4743 3.1 5 120-15 34 33 100 2
00310+4958 5.5 52 1,0--13 23 3 41 3







































































































(Not Color Cewected) V L C
25 _.m 60 p.m 100 /_m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type
.25L .40L 1.18L C AC 0500000000 2 1 BB AND
25L .89 1.66 BE DBD 1500000000
.25L .40L 1.23L C CL 0500111000 1 13 36242 K0
.25L .66 1.30L O B 2500100000 1 30 5ZW 010
.25L ,40L 1.00L C BB 0500000000 2 13 36246 K0
.35 .40L 1.18L BC ACEE 0 2500100000 1 13 36247 K0
.49 .40L 1.o0L SC AB 0 1500000000 4 "13 ' 36248 M0
52 .40L 1.00L BC AC 0 0500111000 1 13 36250 K2
.29 3.27 6.57 OCC F BAA 4400000000 3 9, UO0171
.25L .40L 1.76 C KFD 55810001,0 8 I
.27L .401. 1.58L C AC K 0400000000 1 13 36252 Y-,2
.25L .32: 1.99 FC KHC 3500000010 3 9' UO0178
2.75 .41: 1,00L BCD AAE 0 0400000000
.25L 1.02 1.67 j CB ICJ AC 4400000000 1 30 5ZW 011
.25L A0L 1.38L C 0500000000 3 °13 58260
.25L .40L 1.09L C ,O 3600000000 1 13 36280
.47 .40L 1.00L BD lAB 0 0500000000 2 13 36269 K0
.25L .41L 1.45 O' D 2400100040 8 1 32 XO017+465
15.36 4.03 2.03 BBCCiAAAB 0410000000 24 6 1 VXAND
.25L .40L 1.34L S 'BF 1500010000 I 13 36271 K0
.30 .40L 1.37L CD AC 0 0500000000 2 "13 36273 K2
.52L .40L 1.57 C C 2400100040 8
,25L .40L I.,0L B ,BF 2500000000 I 13 36277 GO
.25L .40L 1.07L C E M 1600010000
.25L .60 1.94 DB ECB 5400100000 3 9 U00196
,74 .40L 1.,0L BB AAG 0 0500001000
.25L .40L 1.10L B CO M 0400110000 1 13 36201 1<2
•29L .40L I,O0L IC B E 2500000000
.19: .40L 1.08L,.,E AG o osoooo_oo 1 2 Do8326
.25L .42L 1.03 D CB 4400000000
I
,50 .40L 1,00LIBD AB 0 0400100000 I 13 26298MA
.25L .40L 1.04L IC BC 0600000000 1 I KOCAS
.25L .75 1.73 CD GCB 0400000100 3 12 ZG 019+41
.13: 1.71 3.93 FCB MKAA 2400000000 2 12 ZG019+48
3.14 .60: 1.00L BCC AAED 0 0500000000 2 4 TMSS +40007
.26 .40L 1.37L CD AD 0 1500010000 1 2 DO23190
.25L .94 2.38 CC M AB 0480000010
.25L 2.23 4.47 C C F A A 0400000000
.25L ,40L 1.00L B B 0500100000
.25L .52 2.01L C MCD 0400000100
.25L ..SOL 1.00L B A 0400020000 1 1 13 36314
.25L' .40L 1.34L C FF L 1400000000 1 13 38015
.25L .40L 1.04L E D 1501010000 1 13 36322 G5
.25L .40L 2.16L C B O 04O0O0OO00
.25L ; 2.47L 1.99L C E K 0400000000 1 t3 36330 F2
.25L .40L 1.67L C G J 1500000000
.25L .40L 1.60L B BM 4600010000 2 13 36349
.25L .48L 1.75L C F K 4600010000
.49L .40L 1.52 D C 1400000000
.25L 1.26 4.33 CB MHAA 0200000000 3 9 UO0243
.27L .40L 1.00L F CF 1500000000 1 2 DO 23281
.25L .40L 1.00L C C L 1500000000
.25L .65: 1.27 FD M CD 2300000000 2 10 M+07-02-O02
.25L .45 1.13L D M CE 2500000000
.27: .40L 1.20L BF ABG 2 1801000000 1 13 36365 K0
.25L .40L 1.00L B AD 0500000000 1 13 38070 K2
.25L .59 1.35: CD I I AG 1501000000 3 12 ZG 024+48
.29L .66 1.37L C DBG 2400000000
.17: 2.26 5.84 ECC FGAA 3500000000 3 9 U00256
.31 1.58 2.24 CBB MDAB 0460100100
.25L .99 2.47 CC N BB 2500000160 8' 3 9 Uo0263
.25L 21 1.00L C KKBC 0500100100
1.14 .40L 1.00L BC AAM| 1 0500000000 i
.25L .40L 1.61 C C 3600000000
.25L .40L 1.11L E Di 1400000000 1 13 36383
.25L A0L 1.0,L C SF 1400000110 1 13 36386
.25L .40L 1.47 C D CDFE 4481101340 4
.25L 20 1.72: OC [ CC 3400000000 1 I 12 ZG025+48
.25L .40L 1.o0L C BMN r0500000000 2 13 36390 A2
.25L .40L 2.39 E KC I 7401201340 4
.25L .40L 2.53 E H C 4401000000'
.25L .40L 1.51L B BL K 7401101320 4 1 13 36400 K2
.25L .53 1.43 DD MDC 4501000000 1 12 ZG 026+43
.25L .40L 1.30L C CK 2500000000
.34 3.03 2.57 FDC CAB 3300001000
4.72 .90 1.52L BBB AABI 0:3600010000 17 3 13 36408M0
.27 .40L 1.00L BD BCM 0 0500001000 1 13 36410
.25L .40L 1.38L C BD 10300100000
.25L .40L 1.88L C CF 4502000140 8
.25L .40L 1.O0L B BL 0500100000 1 13 36417
.28L .40L 1.00L C B D 0500010000 1 2 DO 8391
.25L .40L 1.02L F CF 5500000000 2 13 36422
.25L .40L 1.57 C I C 54000000,0 8
.28L AlL 1.99 C J B _4401000540 8
.62 .40L 1.16L BC AB 0 1500000000 2 2 DO 23397
.26L .40L 1.00L C CGF K 0200000000 2 13 36423
.25L .40L 1.64L D D F i 45ooo0000o . 131 36432 K0
.37 .40L 1.24L BF AB J 5 1600000000 2 13 36437
.35 .67L 1.15L BC ABG 1 4600002000 1 2:DO23421
3.43 .49L 1.33L CB AAFC 0 1500100000
.25L .40L 1.00L C AE 2500000000 I 13l 36443G5
,54L .40L 1.05L C DN 1500000000 I
,26 m40LIm17L_C ^E 0 ,5OO,OOOOO i
.27: .40L 1.18L BD AB N 0 0501000000 1 2 DO 23447
.25L .42 1.48L D DD 1500000000
.25L .40L lmo0L B SC 0400000000 ! 13 36455K2
.56 .40L 1.14L BE AB 0 1600000000 , !'41 ; 00302+4822
.25L .41L 2.37 D F 5500000120 8 1 32 X0030+439
.25L .40L 1.80 C I MD 850000(000
.66 .40L 1.17L CC AA 0 1500001000
282












































































h%. ._ (,__ c?o_,
00311+4323 6.4 28 120-19
00311+4713 10.4 59 120-15
00315+4925 35.6 32 120-13
00319+4937 56.6 27 120-13
00321+4718 8.4 59 120-t5
00322+4418 14.5 11 120-18
00322+4105 17.5 45 120-21
00323+4653 22.6 3 120-16
00323+4543 23.5 15 120-17
00324+4212 24.2 19 120-20
00324+4845 24.9 41 120-14
00327+4808 43.8 47 120-14
00328+4130 53.1 55 ! 120-21
00329+4939 54.2 20 120-13
00329+4927 58.7 37 120-13
00330+4844 3.0 35 120-14
00332+4345 15.4 22 120-19
00332+4954 17.7 45 120--13
00333+4817 18.2 7 120-14
00333+4956 _2,4 17 120-13
O0334+4111 24.3 60120-21
00336+4653 36._ 19 120-16
00339+4622 56.9 55 120-16
00339+4840 59.4 28 120-14
00340+4412 3.4 51 120-18
00346+4629 38.0,31 120-16
00348+4519 53.2!44 120-17
00350+4348 5.1 5 120--19 i
00350+4713 5.5 46 121-15
00353+4230 20.7 24 120-20
00355+4908 35.6 18 121-13
00356+4827 41.0 48 121-14
00357+4515 43.0 51 121-17
00357+4916 44.9 47 121-13
00358+4454 50.9 7 121-18
00359+4640 55.6 47 121-16
00360+4525 0.7 20 121--17
00362+4603 15.5 58 121--14
00363+4904 23.6 47 121-13
00364+4020 26.6 42 120--22
00366+4005 36.7 34 120-22
00367+4809 42.2 4 121-14
00367+4917 47.0 45 121-13
00368+4944 49.3 10 121-13
00369+4012 56.3 53 121-22
00369+4616 58.4 53 121-16
00370+4004 0.3 17 121-22
00371+4904 9.0 21 '121--13
00372+4023 15.2 46 121 --22
00376+4124 39.e _29 121--21
00376+4559 41.7 19 121-17
00379+4026 56.7 57 121-22
00382+4647 17.9 23 121-22
00386+4432 41.3 24 121-18
00386+4055 41.4 52 121-22
00387+4033 42.8 ; 57 121-22
00387+4025 43.0 32 121-22 1
00388+4048 48.4 41 121-22
00388+4850 48.6 55 121-14
00388+4428 53.0 29 121 18
00390+4102 2.2 15 121-22
00391+4004 8.6 45 121-22
00391 +4002 9.6 t2 121-23
00396+4339 36.5 41 121-19
00397+4112 42.0 6 121 21
00397+4049 44.9 53 121-22
00398+4141 50.5 16 121 21
00399+4035 54.8 13 121-22
O0399+4116 59.8 34 121-21
00400+4059 1.7 52 121-22
00400+4539 3.0 22 t 121-17
00401+4705 8.8 21 121-15
00402+4120 17.2 59 121 21
00403+4746 18.4 35 121-15
00404+4818 26.5 35 122-14
00405+4859 33.6 46 122-14
00406+4644 40.3 64 122-16
00407+4328 46.3 25 121-19
00408+4126 49.1 43 121-21
00408+4053 53.8 59 121-22
00410+4140 5.3 56 121-21
00411+4918 6.8;17 122--13
00411+4847 11.1 46 122-14i
00412+4110 13.8 17 121-21
00412+4132 15.2 32 121 21
00414+4146 25.0 16 121-21
00414+4447 25.9 11 122-18
00414+4102 29.0 52 121-22
00414+4117 29.5 22 121-21
00415+4024 30.5 26 121-22
00415+4705 32.6 51 122-15
00416+4735 37.9 18 122--15
00416+4121 38.1 43 122-21
00416+4104 40.7 45 122-21
00417+4135 47.2 38 122-21
00418+4325 51.6 5 122-19
00418+4024 53.3 24 122--22




SMJ SMN 0 O
£3 (") (') N
20 6 50!3
31 29 59 2
69 6 47 3
23 9 43 3
49 32 53 2
78 26 60 2
7 61219 55 2
27 19 49 3
86 31 61 2
20 5 36 3
23 5 44 3
72 8 61 2
64 27 43 2
23 3 46 3
25 3 36 3
18 4 51 3
28 14 34 3
49 20 41 2
41 23 44 2
80 15 61 2
22 6 46 3
45 28 53 2
24 5 35 3
23 5 54 3
31 8 48 I 3
15 5 51 4
55 8 54 3
21 5 42 3
35 8 56 3
59 12 52 2
24 9 36 3
23 9 51 _1
27 9 45 3
19 4 55 4
30 : 10 45 3
55 ! 18 59 2
59 8 47 3
20 3 45 3
63 12 61 2
45 11 61 2
98 25 39 2
33 11 i 41
33 11 48 3
55 16 61 2
22 5 50 3
34 9 61 2
23 8 45 3
76 30 61 2
90 16 61 2
43 8 55 3
61 17 62 2
25 9 61 2
35 8 53 4
43 12 61 2
23 9 62 2
26 13 62 2
64 11 62 2
25 8 46 3
24 8 50 4
31 9 76 2
45 8 62 2
65 11 62 2
32 8 54 4
32 10 62 2
45 8 62 2
39 8 57 3
88 11 62 2
18 4 52 3
26 9 62 2
22 6 47 3
27 3 50 3
21 3 _ 53 3
45 29 44 2
106 37 54 2
52 22 41 2
25 9 41 3
48 8 148 4
21
; 532:2327
86 16 62 2
44 25 57 2
20 8 47 3
22 8 57 3
21 9 57 i 3
48 10 62 2
21 7 49 3
27 17 46 2
22 10 53 3
51 9 62 2
66 33 55 2
17 10 45 3
43 _ 3 54 3
27 10 62 2
22 6 53 3
39 8 54 3
32 7 62 2
34 4614 46
23 9 65 3
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed
Declination: +40"-+50 °
Flux Dcnslty Flags Associatio Is
(Not Color Corrected)
V L
12 /Am 25 /_m 60 _.m 100 Fm Flux Corr A Confusion R
(Jansky) Uncs Cocf R Flags* S
2.01 .55 .40L 1.0OL BC AC 2 0400000000
.25L .47L .40L 1.36 D MC 9500000000
.25L .25L .40L 3.42 ! C C D 6480000030
.47 .25L .40L 1.33L B BH G 9501020000
.25L .60L .40L 1.76 D i G E 9500000000
.50L .42L .40L 1.40 C HG C 2500000000
1.06 .29 .40L 1.00L BF AD 4 3500000000
.41L .25L .39 1.65L C CK 1500000000
.25L .25L .56L 1.62 C HB 3400000000
.25L .25L .43L 1.21 C I E 1200000100
2.28 1.07 .41L 1.06L BB AABM 0 1600100000
1.39 33 A0L 1.24L BD ACI H 1 6600001000
.46 .26L .40L 1.13L C AE 1700000000
.39L .25L .40L 2.70 C C 5400000000
1.17 .28 .40L 1.16L BO AB K 1 6500000000
1.71 .45 .40L 1.07L BC AB 2 4700101000
1.40 .34 .40L 1.09L CC AC 0 0500001000
25L ,25L .40L 2.48 C El B 9501101310
.41L .25L .51L 1.48 C I B 4600000300
.25L .25L .27: 2.52 DC FD 9400201510
.27L .25L .47 1.26L D C 3401000000
1.13 .31 .40L 1.06L DD AC 0 1500000000
.25L .25L .40L 1.23 C C 3580000000
19.28 643 1.38 1.51 BBCF AAAB 2 4600000000 17
15.67 3.73 .62 1.00L BBC AAC 0 15000000GO_18
.51 .25L .40L 1.15L B BD L i 4600001000
8.40 2.17 .28: 1.01L BBD AAG ' 0 2501000000
.38 .25L .40L 1.00L C ; B E 0500000000
1.22 .29 .40L 1.06L BC ' ABG 2 1600000000
.57 .25L .40L 1.07L F CG 0200000000







,29L .25L . 4
9.63 2.50 .66
.25L .25L 1.02
.25L .25L i 1.00
.38L .61L .53L I
.39 .25L .40L









.30 .25L .40L 1.27L B C F i 2400120000 I
.25L .33L 2.46 12.10 EE DCA 958103346C I
.44 .49 4.02: 17.55L CDE EBBA 0 '948022230C F
.25L .25L 1.22: 7.59 E E C B 950203220C J
.58L .25L 1.21 22.39L D L F B E 940112223C I
.55 .29 .40L 1.09L CD BC 1 4500000000 I
.64 .26L .40L 1.23L B AE 0400120000 I
I
.25L .25L 1.27 6.90 E O N D B 960201232C I
.25L .25 2.16 3.47 DDD' I BAA 940010000C [
.34 .25L 2.16L 5.43L C CL 930010000(3 |
.49 .25L .40L 1.39L B C M 1500001000 |
.37L .30: 3.79 16.16 DOE LDBA 9500076608 |
.42 .28L .80: 3.16L C D DDB 970000110C i
.39 .25L .40L 5.10L C 'BC 5700000008 |
.39 .29L 1.22L 7.87L C CK 960012110C |
.31: .41L 4.25 27.09: F FE ECBA 9540075608 ]
1.15: .74: 7.65: 14.87: CDEF EFEC 0 964213253C /
/
2.12 52 .40L 1.00L BC AB 0 2600000000 /
1.56 .40 .40L 1.05L BC AB 2 0500002000 |
.57 .73 7.93 31.70 CCCE CBBA 4 9590176518 |
.27L .54[ .4OL 1.98 C HC 2400000020 |
.25L .57L .40L 1.29 D F 6600000000 |
.25L .44L .40L 1.65 O I C 4460000100 ]
.60 .25[ .40L 1.36L B B F H 2600000000 [
.67 .27L .40L 1,00L B AE 0500010000 |
.25L .26L 1.22 11.49: DD DDC 9541140638 ]
.35L .18: 2.73: 16.42 EEE FEAB 95C215531C |
.78L .25L .46 4.73L C L D 5700000008 l/
.27L .25L .36: 2.27 EC H GE 3500000200 /
.62 .25L .40L 1.28L B BCD 7500000000 |
.27L .43L 2.16 11.93L D FBBB 960122230C |
.37: .87 642 21.56 CCDF CAAB 1 95C1044438 |
.3OL .25L .52 2.85L C B B 9800000008 |
2.23 1.19 .40L 1.01L BC AAF I 2500000000 |
.35L .30L 3.40L 22.24 F MGFC 950026651C |
.25L .27L 1.67 9.74L E FECJ 9601220108 |
.53 .32L 1.38L 5.38L C BG 730010000C /
/
.25L .25L .40L 1.40 C C 2500000000 l
.28L .48 1.02 2.03 COD I CDC 4400001410 |
.25L .25L .61 6.46 CF G C8 9600110108 i
.30L .29L 3.17 20.89: DF I DED 9501278538 ]
.27L .27 5.09 26.48 ECF EDDB 94C1067538 |
.52 .31L .40L 1.12L C BC 0500000000 |
4.42 1.22 1.06L 3.62L BC AAK 0 640010000C |
.33 .25L .40L 1.56L C C 6600000000 |
2.08 .93 .62 1.35L BCC AABG 0 2600001200 /
.25L .25L 1.57 9.92 CE FCB 9500145326 |
at 12. 25, 60, 100 Fro; 10) High Source Density Region.Small Extended Sources ($1)
C
S A























































































































































































































H (Not Cetor Cocrected) I
Uncertainty C
SMJ SMN O O 12 _m 25 /_m 60 y.m I00 _m ] Flux(") (") (') N (Jansky) Uncs
Declination: + 40"- + 50"









































































































































































































































































































































































































o 8 Coords SM] SMN 0






































































































C (Not Co1¢¢ Corrected) V L
O ]2 Vm 25 ,u.m 60 /zm |00 $m Flux Corr A Confusion R S
N (Jansky) Uncs Coef R F'lags* S 2





T Name Type (") Mug
13 36795 K0
9 U00594

























4 TMSS + 50026
13 36933 K5





















32 X0110 _ 418
13 37O31 K5































































_N,m__ [ (_) G,I,c,ic u.c_.=i.tya Coords SMJ SMN 8 12 vmhm (s) I b C) £3 (')




01115 + 4451 .2(
01116 + 4909 .2.=
01119 + 4239 2. =
01120 + 4621 .7,'
01122+4213 .2E
01124 + 4845 .2E




01130 + 4937 1.8_
01131 +4955 .7(]
01133+4129 16.63
01133 + 4628 .25
01133+4711 .49
01135 + 4240 .42
01141 + 4438 644
01141 +4136 1.42
01142 + 4042 .28
01145+4814 .50
0t 145 + 4348 .38
01146+43t9 .74
01147 + 4322 .41
01147 + 4422 2.56
01149+4845 .25
01150 + 4725 .91
01 t51 +4930 .43
01152 + 4709 2.23
01152 + 4232 .47
01154+4730 .59
01156+4301 2.49
01158 + 4524 .91
01159 + 4908 .40
01161 +4526 2.33
0t 162 + 4958 .25
01171 +4458 .6t
01172 + 4946 .251
01173+4314 67




0t 182 + 4235 1.031
0t183 + 4012 .25i
01186+4542 .50
01188 + 4951 1.58
01191 +4611 .591
01193+4516 4.52
01195 + 4947 .251
01199+4421 .38
01200 + 4640 .281
01203 + 4739 .251
01205 h 4154 .25[
01206 + 4935 94
01206+4028 2.15
01207 + 4536 .36
01207 _ 4806 1.05
01209+4417 .61
01212 + 4347 .251
01213 + 4545 .60
01215+4126 .421.
01219+4803 .58
01222 + 4240 .52
01224 + 4731 .83
01224 + 4433 1.33
01226 + 4345 .46L
01227 + 4651 .27
01227 + 4431 32
01228 + 4608 239
01233 + 4311 .55
01234 + 4938 1.39
01235 + 4807 .25L
01236 + 4047 .25L
01241 + 4946 1.52
01243 + 4642 .39
01244 + 4016 .27L
01246 + 4508 1.27
01251 +4212 1.44
01251 +4944 .39
01253 + 4337 .25L
01253 + 4827 .72L
01253 + 4231 .40
01254 _ 4807 .25L
01255+4240 .32L
01256 + 4200 .29
01257 + 4522 .42
01257 + 4804 .39L
01258 + 4753 .25L
01259 + 4251 1.85
01263+4013 .61L
01264 + 4854 2.30
01264 ÷ 4216 .28
01265 + 4624 23.05
01265 +4718 25L
01268+4520 .25L
01268 + 4959 .25L
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrtcted)









































































































Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Coef Flags* S 2
C BEI 3600009(X
J D 25000000(:




























-_ B D 560000000
]C ABH 050000000
3 C L 250000000
3 BE , 150000000
}C AAFI 350000000
} AD 050010000
I F K I 358100043_
3C ABJ 050010000
I _ 6600000111
3 B F 050(X)OOO_




DI J AI 2340200101
; BH I 2500100201
I S D( 250000OOOi
C( GBI 23C020019(
) = F 060001000_
;C ABJ I 56000000_









I ]E t 14OOO10O0(
;C kB 160100000(
; 3 H 250001000(
C( EBE )40000000(






F E J 140000OOOC
_D r_ t500OO000£
_FK 140011000(_




















C A E 500000000






C J C 401100010




Declination: +40°-+ 50 °
As._ocialions
Sep

















































































































(PH); 5) Neighbocing Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
286
_;1I i
Right Ascension: 01h27m02°-01h38m39 '
Position (1950)
Declination: +40°-+50 °




C) C) (') N
1846 14
33 3 61 3
55 8 53 2
32 8 58 3
28 10 55 3
40 8 60 3
64 8 55 3
22 6 57 3
31 7 81 3
18 5 60 4
22 9 54 3
61 19 57 2
41 9 55 3
32 10 53 3
41 24 57 3
55 14 64 2
57 18 53 3
82 16 56 3
37 8 56 3
55 9 59 3
43 8 84 3
35 8 60 3
38 I 8 57 2
35 3 61 3
45 8 56 3
30 9 75 3
37 10 55 4
26 6 60 3
59 23 56 3
36 8 60 3
28 5 57 3
53 36 56 2
38 6 55 3
42 8 62 3
21 15 58 4
37 11 55 3
60 8 62 2
31 8 54 3
45 21 51 2
24 8 59 3
23 5 57 3
68 18 57 3
36 8 61 3
54 9 57 3
58 25 52 2
73 15 64 2
30 10 58 3
28 6 57 3
78 24 63 2
35 11 59 4
52 12 62 2
31 5 62 3
44 11 55 3
59 11 64 3
43 8 56 4
24 6 61 4
15 8 148 4
73 17 64 3
22 6 59 3
41 10 60 3
87 12 64 2
51 8 52 2
120 27 64 2
51 8 58 2
36 10 62 3
54 20 55 3
23 8 60 4
54 31 72 2
48 24 51 2
33 8 57 3
35 9 58 3
143 38 53 2
103(_4 27 58'41 23
42 25 54 2
21 18 42 3
23 5 75 3
55 9 63 3
75 27 62 2
40 26 62 3
101 34 63 2
40 10 54 2
23 9 57 3
27 8 61 3
37 25 48 2
72 22 54 2
21 5 61 3
63 25 54 3
34 8 61 3
39 13 62 3
26 9 59 3
28 23 62
29 4 61
61 8 _'337 9 13
44 26 _ I 2
62 30 63 2
44 11 56 3
44 10 61 3
Galactic (No¢ Color Corrected) C
a _ Coords 12 _m 25 pm 60 Fm 100 _m Flux Corr A
(s) ( ) I b (Jansky) Uncs Coef # T
01270+4954 2.1 32 129-12 312_55 1.3tL ABcc
01270+4042 3.5 53 131-21 L 1.30:
01270+4644 5.1 57 130-15 2.60 1.00L BC
0t272+4001 15.4 14 131-22 .26 1.75L C
01273+4128 19.4 0 131-21 .37 1.05L C
01275+4738 33.7 19 130-14 .43 1.32L C
01275+4440 34.7 14 130 17 .97 1.01L B
01276+4658 41.6 25 130-15 .25L 1.54 C
01278+4100 53.9 131-21 .25L 3.68 EC B
01279+4638 55.7 54 t30-15 2.33 1.00L BC
01279+4905 55.9 ! 8 130 13 1.76 1.13L BB
01280+4719 3.6'22 130-15 .55 1.65 BDDC
01285+4436 31.9' 19 130-17 A0L 1.58L C
01286+4204 37.4 56 131-20 .53 1.00L B
01286+4231 39.4 60 131-19 .35 1.27L C
01289+4714 55.7 3 130-15 .25L 1.96 C C01289+4427 57.3 46 130-18 .25L 1.70L
01291+4611 8.7 130 16 .25L 1.06: CD
01292+4451 16.0 24 130-17 .25L 1.68 c
01294+4749 25.0 45 130-14 .58 1.22L C
01294+4933 26.1 44 130-13 .25L 7.31L C
01295+4908 30.6 35 130-13 .25L 2.01: CD
01296+4730 38.9 20 130 15 .40 1.39L D
01298+4522 49.9 8 130 17 .53 1.41L C
01299+4618 54.3 52 130-16 1.27 t.OOL BD
01300+4728 4.0 30 130-15 .25L 2.13 CC
01302+4514 16.4 25 131-17 .93 1.00L B
01304+4857 27.4 48 130-13 .25L 1.90 CBC B01305+4615 34.5 48 130 16 10.42 1.00L
01308+4952 48.2 3 130-12 25L 2.07 D
01308+4312 53.2 53 131-19 .78 1.06L B
01309+4230 58.3 4 131-19 .25L 3.01 EDC
01310+4754 2.8 35 130-14 .25L 1.40 D
01310+4904 4.9 8 130-13 .26 6.94L C
01312+4416 168 46 131 18 .40 ).05LIB
01313+4805 21.1 25 130-14 .25L 4.01 iD C01313+4207 216 46 131-20 .55 1.28L
01314+4202 25.7 57 13t-20 .25 1.09L C
01315+4548 34.9 27 131-16 .47 1.14L E
01316+4926 37.0 57 130-13 .25L 2.1t D
01323+4208 20.1 26 132 20 .81 1.00L B
01324+4907 24.1 21 _ 130 13 35.68 2.19 BBCC
01328+4453 50.3 50J 131-17 .25L 2.08 c
01329+4049 56.0 18 132-21 1.33 1.00L BD
01329+4651 59.0 15 131-15 .25L 1.22L C
01330+4404 0.3 43 131 18 .25L 1.74 E
01332+4224 15.9 26 132-19 .29 109L C
01333+4704 21.1 20 131-15 .37 1.55L C
01333+4828 23.3 4 131 13 2.74 4.38L BC
01334+4454 24.4 12 131-17 .33L 3.35L C
01335+4748 35.2 59 131-14 .36 1.03L B
01337+4236 42.1 5 132 19 .30 1.20L F
01338+4109 509 11 132 21 3.17 1.00L BC
01340+4204 1.8 3 132-20 .25L 2.07 CB
01341+4720 8.8 37 131-15 .30 1.22L B
01343+4627 19.9 24 131 15 .25L 2.39 C
01344+4740 26.4 24 131-14 4.91 1.12L BBC
01347+4635 46.1 27 131-15 .25L 3.72 CC
01348+4708 49.7 34 131-15 .25L 1.29 CC
01349+4822 55.0 25 131-14 21.96 1.02L BBC
01350+4433 5.7 56 132-17 .49 5.76L C
01351+4055 7.8 33 132-21 .31 1.32L D
01351+4800 10.4 22 131-14 ,64 1.79L C
01351+4217 11.7 34 132-19 .64L 1.45 D
01352+4504 13.5 42 131-17 .40 6.27L C
01353+4524 20.0 28 131-16 .61 1.30L C
01356+4431 )7.6 12 132-17 .25L 2.18 D
01356+4605 399 31 131-16 .90 1.33L BD
01357+4317 45.2 58 132-18 .26L 1.71 E
01358+4644 50.5 2 131-15 .68L 1.27 c
01358+4134 152.2 4 132-20 .42 1.12L C
01359+4342 58.2 44 132-18 .51 1.00L B
01360+4325 4.5 15 132 18 .70L 1.23 D
01362+4830 13.2 40 131 13 .25L 4.20 DCC
01362+4257 15.(; 13 132-19 .25L 1.65 D
01363+4243 19.(; 47 132-19 .29L 1.09 C
01363+4605 19.4 16 131-16 .25L 1.57 CE
01363+4407 20.3 56 132 18 2.94 1.00L BC
01365+4537 32.6 30 132-16 .36 1.00L C
01366+4219 37.4 56 132 19 .41L 1.04 C
01367+4707 43.2 3 131-15 .25L 1.23 C
[}1368+4639 52.2 7 131 15 .28L .85 c
01369+4124 59.9 51 133 20 69 1.00L F
01369+4059 59.9 32 133-21 .80 1.10L CD
01370+4025 6.(; 44 133-21 82 1.20L B
_1371+4618 6.2 53 132 15 I ._L 1.36 C
31371 +4531 6.5i16 132--16 I ,25L 1,22 F
31373+4000 23.0 _5 133 22j 8.25 1.00L BBC
:]1375+4930 33.6 131 12] .33L 2.08 C
31376+4019 37.9 133 21 .36 1.10L C C
31376+4302 40.5 132-19 ' .37 1.01L C
31377+4431 45.3 43 132-17 .53 1.01L C '
31377+4709 47.9 38 132-15 .25L 1.51 El
31378+4121 48.2 15 133 20 1.38 1.00L BC
31378+4901 50.9 44 131-13 .32 1.58L C
31381+4300 9.1 26 132-19 .44 1.00L CE
31381+4712 11.6 19 132 15 .25L 2.24 C :
31384+4715 25.7 55 132-15 .41L 2.12 c
31385_, 4624 32.3 48 132-15 .51 1.00L B






































































































"Confusion Rags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 p.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
287
a 8 Coords SMI SMN #































































01494 + 4725 28.4
01502 + 4029 16.8
01502-=-4352 17.1
01503+4911 19.t





















01529 + 4809 56.1
01529+4248 56.6
01530 + 4748 1.2
01530+4034 5.3









Right Ascension:01h38=45"01h54ms0` Declination:+ 40'- + 50°
Portion (1950) Flux Density Flags Associations
Ir,!H (Not Color Cowected) V L CN=me
Galactic Uncert_nty
,l_ [2 Fm 25 /_m 60 p.m I`0 p.m Flux Con" A Confusion R S A Sep
(Jan.sky) Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
i° 36oo100o10:i 1337,35 22 65N 1 1337435 5 801.26 F E 5600001010
2.62 D CCI E 3502100140 1 32 X0139+489 120 6
1.00L C BF 2600000000 2 13 37446 15 55
1.03L BBC _AC 0 5600000100
1.24L C BD 3500000000 2 13 37447 8 53
1.00L BC AC 0 0500000000 1 13 37452K0 4 67
1.13L C C L 4600000000 1 2 DO 24676 49 101
1.37: BBCC AAAD 0 5501000130 4 13 37456M0 3 7(3
1.30L B AC 2500000000 2 13 37460 K0 3 65
1.19L C E 3600000000
1.00L C BH 1600000000 ! 1 2 DO 24702 32 10£
,94: BD BD _o00000000
1.49L C C 0600000000 1 13 37468 K0 1 75
2.24 C H C 550(X)00340 i
1.00L BC AB 3 0600101000 2 13 37471 K5 11 87
1.00L B BJ I F 0500010000 2 13 37474 K0 7 81
1.00L BC AB 0 1500000000 4 13 37475 K5 3 : 65
1.72: CO BB 4500001000 1 "41 01415+4953 29 1;
5.42L BD AC F 2 6300000008 1 13 37479 2 8E
1.00L BC ADK 2 0500000000 2 13 37482 K2 3 87
5.23L D AEL 6301000008 1 2 [:)024750 46 91
2.94L BBB AACH 0 6302000008 1 13 37487 3 9(:
1.23L C C MI 26000OOOOO
1.53 C K C 5501000020 8
1.04 L iO A F 5500000000
1.64 C MC 8600000000
5.71LIE DE 7200020008 1 1 2 DO24771 73 11(
1.02L B IC! L 0500020000 1 _ 2 [:)024776 43 9E1.00L C DI 0400000000 . 131 37497 G5 8 7;
1.76: FC I KBC 7400000108 C 1 322.98 D F J C 2581000340 i X0144+490 72 1;
1.00L BD ABG 0 0600000000 I 2 13 37506 9 8_
1.21L C B 8601000000
1.07L C B N 7500000000 1 13 37508 4 8.=
1.10L BF AD 0 1300000000
8.48L D B 2200111008 I 3 13 37513 F5 14 6'
1.47L C DB 0500000010 ii
1.18L CC CA E 2601010000
2.14 BB DBB 1400000000
1.87 F M D 6681000000
2.41 C HI B 3500000220
1.01L B BE 1400000000 1 13 37530K5 10 8!
1 00L_ BED DB 14010000004.13L! BD K 2400000008
1.00L BCcc !A:F_ 2 05000000001.39 1300000000
1.32 C 8600000110
1.64 CC L B B 0400000000
1.68 DD HGF D 6500000100
1.06L D D 8600000000 t 2 DO 24870 85 9(
1.07L C CG 2500001000 2 13 37554 ! 23 8!
2.22L C BG 0400000000
3.12 D I HC 6580000648
1.52 D F D 96OOOOOOO8
1.00L B BC AABC 0 0400000000 01 3 4 TMSS+40027 37 2_
1.00L C C 0500000000 1 13 37557K0 14 8,
1.02L B BL 4600O00000 1 13 37562G5 11 7_
142Lo .F  ooo`0oo  !1.00L F CO 1 1 EQ AND 76
1.38L C C H i 7600000000 ; 2 13 37577 16 8:
1.00L AB AADI 0 1600001000! 3 13 37587K0 1 5!
1.00LCD AC N 40400001000
1.44L B BF 3600000000 I 1 13 37588G5 3 7(
6.56 CCC MAAA 0200000000' 3 9 U01355 25 14'
1.58 D E 45000010201 8
7.48L B ABND 9500101008 2 13 37593 K0 11 74
1.93 CC MDB 9500000008
7.41L C D 9400201008
1.08L B BM M 1600000000 1 2 [:)024975 66 10
2.04 B C 4501000010
1.39L C HC 4600000000
1.94 C FD D 4500100000
2.36L C BNLE 5580100000 1 13 37603 3 8!
1.90 D N B 9680O001O8
2.05 D NBC 9600100008
1.00L BD AC 1 2601101000 1 13 37604 K2 19 7:
t.10L C CD 4600010000
1.00L BC AA 0 2601101000 2 13 37607K2 3 6!
1.00L BE AE 0 0500000000 1 2 DO24988 62
1,00L E C 0700010000 1 2 DO 24998 44 91
6.63L B DH 9400010008
2.62 ECC GAA 3500000008 1 12 ZG 152+47 40 15',
1.87 C M C 3500000100
1.13L D E EE 1300000100
2.18 D E B 9680000010
1.00L C BG 2400000020 8 1 13 37618 K2 6 71
t.35 CC KFCB 9700000000 i
1.10L C B C 2602000000 I
5.13L C C 4400000008 I100 . , 2500000000, 1 37628 22 81,0 2300000100o ° °01416 16 14100 c .F 34000000001 1337836 9 81`0 E ,.00000 8 1 32x0154+409118126L0 K  01010010 1 1337838 13 8
1.48 CD NAC 2501000010
6.46L B C 8400000008 2 13 37644 7 51
1.63 BB J J BB 0500000200 4 3 9 U01438 22 13l
*Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
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:i li_
Right Ascension: 01h54mSO'-02"08"48 '
Position (1950) Flux Density Flags
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Colin' Cefreeted) V
a ,_ Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 pm 25 ttm 60 /_m 1(30 tim Flux Corr A8a
hm. • , (s) (• 1 b (") (") (') N (Jansky) Uncs Coef R
01548+4651 50.8 7 135-14 31 6 53 3 1.33 .42 .40L 4.25L BD AD
01548+4924 51.8 0 134-12 26 6 58 3 1.05 29 .4OL 5.47t BD AC
01550+4108 3.9 35 136-20 48 8 61 3 .41 125L .40L 1.05L C C
01553+4957 19.3 4 134-11 52 8 56 3 .33 .25L .40L 5.83L C C G
01553+4857 22.7 42 134-12 30 3 54 3 1.98 .53 .40L 1.00L BC AB
01554+4452 25.9 49 135-16 59 9 59 3 .51 .25L .40L 1.00L D CJ G
01555+4745 33.7 14 134-13 38 10 56 3 .69 .25L .40L 2.18: D D B C
01556+4511 37.9 34 135-16 28 6 59 3 499.08 291.49 42.24 15.80 BBDC AAAA
01558+4027 49.8 43 136-20 65 16 60 3 .25L .25L .46: 1.05 DF BC
01559+4910 57.5 47 134-12 28 13 55 3 .25L .25L .51 3.13 CD MCB
01561+4848 7.3 29 134-12 37 8 55 3 ,67 .25L ,41L 1,0OL C BEH
01561+4244 11.035i136-18 40 8 62 3 .76 .25L .40L 1.00L D BF
01562+4403 14.01 42 136-17 28 22 52i 3 .25L .45L .40L 1.91 F _ B
01562+4905 18.C 22 134-12 37 14 58 3 .25L .25L .54: 2.68 CD MGDC
01563+4554 21.C 28 135-15 24 7 58 3 3.69 .97 .40L 1.0OL BC AA
01566+4019 37.4 20 137-20 33 7 63 3 1.83 .51 .40L 1.00L BC AC
01569+4952 55.1 17 134-11 29 23 50 3 .25L .25L .40L 2.37 D D
01570+4715 2.7 16 t35-14 64 23 57 3 .25L .25L A0L 1.70 C c
01571+4410 8.C 33 136-17 52 9 60 3 .96 .30 .40L 1.00L BC AC
01572+4938 13.5 26 134-11 35 10 58 3 .42 .25L .40L 3.85L D DDBL
01573+4625 22.0 15 135-15 22 5 56 3 1.05 .20: .4OL 1.00L DD AE B
01580+4742 4.0 5 135-13 29 10 58 3 .99 .27 AOL 1.00L BD AC
01581+4900 9.3 38 134-12 46 11 57 3 .36 .25L .40L 1.17L C C J
01581+4955 9.8 46 134-11 33 8 56 3 .93 .27 .47L 3.09: BC E ABI F
01581+4058 10.3 11 137-20 30 9 63 3 1.72 .48 .40L 1.00L BC AA J
01584+4252 27.5 42 136-18 41 9 62 4 .80 .27L .40L' 1.00L B AE
01587+4439 43.2 3 136--16 46 8 59 3 .25L .25L .56: 1.73 CD DL BB01589+4503 54.9 8 136-16 47 10 59 3 .41 .25 .40L 1.00L D
01590+4954 4.5 2 134--11 33 8 55 3 .91 .18: .40L 5.61L CF AF
01592+4103 15.2 38 137-20 40 9 63 3 .83 .25L .40L 1.00L B AGJ
01593+4236 20.0 29 137-18 30 9 61 4 .77 .15: .40L 1.40L BD AE I
01593+4849 20.5 48 135-12 25 7 57 3 .25L .27 2.12 3.46 DCB CAA
01594+4146 28.0 46 137-19 40 8 63 3 .39 .25L .40L 1.47L C C
01595+4653 33.8 29 135-14 32 5 57 3 1.14 .30: .40L 1.02L BF ABM
01599+4606 54.7 39 136-15 26 10 59 3 1.00 .22 .40L 1.00L BD AD
02005+4806 32.8 12 135-13 45 8 58 3 .44L .25L .73 1.56 CC E CB
02008+4205 49.9 29 137-19 32 4 62 4 98.55 23.96 3.59 1.16 ABCC AAAB
02008+4928 50.8 10 135-11 30 7 55 3 3.56 .92 .40L 5.24L BC AAL
02009+4744 59.1 12 135-13 41 11 60 3 .25L .25L .59 2.15 BB I CB
02011+4501 7.5 26 136-16 56 11 58 3 .40 .25L .40L 1.13L C BL F
02015+4951 34.0 3 135-11 32 12 56 3 .25L .25L .44L 3.22 C HDC
02016+4351 40.6 10 137-17 28 8 60 3 1.32 .41 .40L 1.00L BD ABNN
02017+4028 42.6 15 138-20 31 12 60 2 .27 .25L .40L 1.31L D D F
02018+4255 49.7 3 137-18 56 16 60 3 .25L .25L .48 1.67 DC C A
02019+4054 54.4 12 138-20 53 17 63 3i .37L .25L .39 .97: DC EC
02019+4608 58.0 19 136-15 52 17 58 3 .25L .25L .52 1.10 CC BE
02020+4930 1.4 51 135-11 30 9 55 3 .25L .25L .54 2.53 CD CA
02020+4657 1.7 52 136-14 47 30 65 2 .70L .25L .40L 1.14 C H MG
02025+4019 34.6 22 138-20 50 16 64 3 .25L .25L .43: 1.68 DC DB
02027+4457 42.6 20; 136-16 32 23 64 3 .25L .25L .51: 1,71 DC J BC
o2o28+441948.656'137-16 8o 9 60 3 ._ .25L .40L 1.17,c c
02028+4029 5t.1 10 138-20 26 6 63 3 26.84 12.15 1.79 .79: BBCC AAAC
02030+4643 5.2 3 136-14 24 7 59 3 1.41 .39 .40L 1.00L BC AB
02032+4654 16.2 20 136-14 56 15 59 2 .40L .25L .46 1.26L F GD
02033+4735 20.4 11 136-13 35 26 62 2 .25L .28L .40L 2.06 C KBBA02034+4408 26.3 21 137-16 62 15 58 3 .25L .25L .55 1.63 CB F
02035+4644 31.0 18 136-14 42 3 59 3 1.10 .25L .40L 1.001 C AD
02036+4926 36.1 14 135-11 86 28 62 2 .68L .25L .40L 2.81 CF GKBCE02036+4022 4`1.6 51 138-20 36 8 62 4 .25L .25L .78 1.17: C
02037+4419 4.3.1 54 137-16 24 9 60 3 .25L .25L 2.23 7.11 CC CBAA
02037+4600 4`3.9 4 136-15 64 22 62 2 1.44L .25L A2L 1.84 D K MF
02038+4923 48.2 4 135-11 41 11 57 3 .43 .25L .40L 1.31L D CCKK
02040+4431 1.1 43 137-16 91 14 55 2 .26 .25L .40L 1.22L D E
02041+4700 8.7 33 136-14 21 5 58 3 1.88 .73 .40L 1.00L BC AB
02042+4540 13.3 47 136-15 44 8 58 3 .61 .25L .40L 1.00L B A
02044+4627 25.0 6 136-14 65 11 62 2 .38 .26L .40L 1.00L C FF
02045+4523 31.2: 3 137-15 68 16 61 3 .25L .25L .42 1.65 DC L BC
02047+4936 44.1:28 135-11 32 26 55 3 .25L .25L .40L 2.04 C E HD
02053+4607 21.3 7 137--14 30 13 59 3 .25L .25L .77 2.34 CC BB
02053+4754 23.2 24 136-13 49 12 59 3 .37 .25L .40L 1.17L C D KK
02054+4413 26.1 25 137-16 33 6 59 3 1.19 .25L .40L 1.00L B AB
02055+4123 31.5 47 138-19 39 10 62 3 .67 .27L .40L 1.00L B BD
02055+4246 31.8 10 138-18 46 14 59 3 .25L .25L 1.07 2.11 CC HBB
02057+4744 42.9 46 136-13 67 29 61 3 .25L .25L .40L 1.46 D L C
02057+4658 44.6 51 136-14 48 12 57 3 .39L .25L .55 2.06 CC LEBB
02057+4848 47.5 39 136-12 46 8 56 3 .85 .25L .40L 1.46L B AI
02058+4109 49.g 1 138-19 55 8 62 3 .38 .25L .40L 1.00L B B J
02059+4313 57.3 2 138-17 60 12 59 3 .37 .25L .40L 1.0OL C B L
02060+4925 3.5 17 136-11 45 14 57, 23 .38L .25L .54 1.24L C N B02061+4932 6.4 41 136-1t 87 20 62 ! .25 .25 .40L 1.65 C B
02063+4415 23.8,17 137-16 i 60 15_ 60 3 .26L .25L .50 1.07: DD BEDE02064+4643 28.0125 137 14 45 58 3 .58 .30 .40L 1.00L B
02064+4041 29.3'43 138-20 39 12 62 3 .46 25L .40L 1.00L C BK
02065+4705 34.937 136-13 48 12 57 3 .25L .26L 1.05 1.56 ccij I AB
02065+4818 35.6 35 136-12 85 32 53 2 .32L .79L 1.27L 1.70 D EBDA02070+4521 5.7 5 137-15 39 13 58 3 .25 .25 .63 2.57 EC
02071+4657 9.9 7 137-14 41 23 60 3 .25L .25L .40L 1.55 C EFB
02074+4541 26.4 22 137-15 54 10 60 3 .36 .25L .40L 1.15L C CI
02074+4931 26.7 29 136-11 39 26 59 3 .25L .25L .40L 2.42 C Hj BD02075+4909 35.8 23 136-11 65 20 57 3 .26 .25 .40 2.62 F
02076+4658 38.6 46 137-14 66, 31 59 2 .25L .25L .40L 1.40 C D
02076+4045 39.4 18 139 19 92' 27 63 2 .36L .58L .41L 1.03 C MG B
02078+4842 48.4 39 136-12 28 7 57 3 6.25 2.07 .45L 1.47L BB AADK
02080+4936 3.2 24 136-11 35 8 59 3 64 .21: .40L 5.95L BD AE E
02082+4856 14.6 59 136-12 44 8 60 3 .41 .25L .40L 1.06L C CI
02082+4335 16.2 23 138-17 50 10 60 3 A2 .25L .40L 1.00L C AC I
02085+4850 30.6 44 136-12 54 8 59 3 .62 .25L .40L 1AgL B BE
02085+4711 32.8 5 137-13 30 25 54 3 .25L .25L .40L 1.26 C HI E
02086+4937 36.4 7 136-11 48 15 84 3 .25L 25L .45: 3.64 EE I HC
02088+4829 48.7 35 136-12 28 9 60 3 .66 .29L .40L 1.19L B BE L
Confusion
Flags*







Declination: +40"-+ 50 °
Associations
Sep


































































Right Ascension: 02N)9=03"-02h20m54 "
Position (1950)
H
Name Galactic Uncertainty C
a ,8 Coords SMJ 5MN O 0 12 _tm
horn. ,8, (s) (• I b C) C) (') N
)2090+4420 3.6 41138-16 33 8 61 3 .26L
)2090+4154 4.0 531139-18 47 11 61 3 .48
)2096+4657 36.4 41 137-13 28 7 : 60 3 1.62
)2096+4001 37.3 24 139-20 50 11 62 3 .37
)2096+4223 37.9 13 139--18 49 9 62 3 .56
)2096+4820 39.9 20 137-12 39 6 59 3 2.34
47.653136_1148 I 4132099+4533 55.7 30 138-15 42 .63
32099+4936 55.8 48 136-11 50 14 63 2 .48L
32100+4359 4.2 51 138-16 23 7 61 3 13.46
32101+4623 9.6 3 137-14 72 12 63 2 .30
32101+4548 11.9 51 137-14 42_ 8 58 31 .95
32102+4408 13.7 3 138-16 49 1= 60 3 .47
:)2105+4224 34.2 6 139--18 43 13 82 3 .38
02105+4725 34.3 17 137-13 62 29 60 3 .50L
02106+4855 36.0 54 137-12 32 10 60 3 .48
02108+4725 49.0 21 137-13 37 12 89 2 .50
02108+4715 49.5 6 137-13 49 12 56 2 .42
02109+4136 54.0 40 139-18 30 8 61 3 .27L
02109+4851 58.7 28 137-12 41 10 59 3 .61
02111+4703 8.t 25 137-13 44 10 60 3 1.01
02113+4707 20.7 5 137-13 51 21 58 2 .29L
02113+4742 22.832 137-13 23 8 85 3 .97
02116+4832 36.3 56 137-12 26 9 61 3 .82
02120+4624 4.349 138-14 61 12 57 2 .34
02125+4928 33.134 137--11 112 18 63 2 .52L
02125+4403 33.847 138-16 i _ 2; 62 3 ,25E02126+4214 38.2 11 139--18 61 3 1.03
02128+400041,3!25140-20 _ _ 63 3 .3402126+4957 41.3 45 137-10 ! 60 3 18.36I
02127+4734 43.9 53 137-13 32 5 58 [ 3 1.11
02128+4815 49.3 2 137-t2 37 8 61 3 .94
02128+4630 53.5 40 138-14 45 12 58 2 .51
02130+4955 4.1 25 137-10 48 8 60 3 .42
02131+4539 8.8 12 138-14 29 10 59 3 .78
02132+4937 16.7 37 137-11 76 22 57 3 .25L
02133+4917 18.5 39 137_11 38 16 60i 3 .25L
02135+4010 34.1 17 140-20 57 15 6512 .26L
02135+4640 35.7 5 137-12 25 7 6(_! 3 4.0702138+42, _.8 30 139-17 23 5 3 1.25
02141+4814 6.5122 137-12 24 7 60 3 2.81
02141+4954 7.1;14 137--10 31 10 88 3 .25L
02141+4648 11.6 7 138-13 53 13 61 3 .26L
02141+4141 11.7 14 140-18 66 9 63 3 .55
02143+4404 22.7 24 139-16 31 7 60 3 167.40
02143+4703 23.6 54 138-13 52 30 63 3 .63L
02145+4055 32.3 7 140-19 47 14 62 3 .25L
02145+4209 34.7 19 139-18 60 11 60 3 .43
02147+4019 46.2 7 140-19 33 8 63 3 1.16
02148+4240 52.6 12 139-17 39 8 63 3 .67
02148+4904 52.8 60 137-11 63 32 54 2 .25L
02149+4458 58.4 47 139-15 30 7 59 3 1.43
02150+4940 5.3 35 137-11 54 11 59 3 .41
02150+4709 5.8 53 138-13 39 20 59 3 25L
02152+4627 14.8 36 138-14 29 10 61 3 .62
02153+4947 23.6 43 137-10 28 13 59 3_ .25L
02156+4848 37.0 46 137--11 76 29 64 2 .29L
02157+4220 45.5 52 140-17 43 11 63 3: .25L
02159+4954 55.2 51 137-10 24 8 60 3 2.29
02159+4348 56.5 48 139-16 35 10 62 3 .93
02159+4600 57.8 58 138-14 73 37 58 2 .63L
02160+4709 3.4 4 138-13 71l 13 59 2 .30
02161+4129 6.5 5 140--18 47= 13 61 3 .25L
02161+4843 7.7 39 137-11 76 _ 12 59 2 .34
02168+4952 52.3 12 137-10 40' 18 90 3 .29L
02169+4646 57.0 50 138-13 79 14 57 2 .26
02169+4102 58.3 51 140--19 44 12 62 3 .25L
02169+4801 58.6 41 138-12 34 10 58 2 3.41
02175+4646 31.2 4 138-13 47 33 59 2 .25L
02179+4626 56.1 44 139-13 45 9 59 3 .84
02182+4238 14.2 50 t40-17 29 6 61 3 .25L
02182+4611 15.7 10 139-14 34 9 60 3 1.11
02184+4619 27.6 27 139-14 37 10 60 _ 3 .25L
02185+4335 35.719 140-16 52 8 62 3 .43
02187+4020 43.033 141-19 29 6 64 3 3.91
02187+4941 46.2 3 138-10 34 13 60 3 .25L
02188+4906 50.2 55 138-11 52 17 64 2 .29L
02189+4951 55.2 25 138--10 30 7 60 3 3.06
02191+4139 10.1 26 141-18' 41 11 62 3 .41
02192+4737 14.8 25 138--12 45 9 62 3 .41L
02193+4339 19.5 58 140-16 45 13 62 3 .25L
02193+4247 19.(_ 21 140-17 62 17 60 2 .25L
02193+4636 '20.9 ! 54 139-13 67 19 60 3 .25L
02193+4207 23.8 10 140-17 19 7 63 3 .92
02195+4209 30.1 8 140-17 43 7 65 2 .52:
02196+4620 38.0 10 139-13 48 18 58' 2 .38L
02196+4109 41.2 57!141-16 60 10 63 3 .45
02197+4t43 45.5 38 141-18 54 12 63 3 .49
02198+4526 48.9 34 139 14 65 21 62 3 .25L
02198+4152 52.4 13 141-18 58 8 62 3 .25L
02200+4108 0.3 37 141-18 41 12 64 3 .25L
02200+4830 2.6 1 138-11 24 8 62 3 28.53
02201+4857 7.4 24 138-11 37 12 59 3 .36
02201+4143 10.9 17 141-18 92 29 61 2 .25L
02202+4518 12.2 54 139-14 37 91 63 3 .60
02203+4935 23.0 14 138-10 38 35 68 2 .25L
02205+4841 32.7 14 138-11 32 7 61 3 1.01
02208-f4744 51.4 36 139--12 30 7 62 3 .34
02209+4152 54.3 33 141--18 22 6 64 3 2.04
02209+4239 54.9 39 140--17 43 12 60 2 .30
Flux Density
(No_ Color Corrected)









































































































1(30 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sop
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (") Ma 8
8.18 ccc GCAA 1201001000 '_ 9 u016_ 397 11.00L B BI 0400000000 13 37853 K0
1.01L BC AS F 3 8500000000 2 DO25435 8 : 110
1.00L C BF 0500010000 13 37860 KO 7 i 78
1.00L E BDG 0500000000
1.28L BC AA 0 2600000000 2 13 37862K5 11 75
2.16: C D SBKF 9501000038 8 1 13 37864K0 15 75
1.08L B AD I 0400000000 1 2 DO25444 57 105
2.56L C GCH 9500100048
1.00L BBC AADN 0 2400000100 18 5 13 37887K0 3 50
1.32L D CJ 2500000000 1 2 DO 25447 83 105
1.00L BD AC I 1 2500000000 1 2 DO 25451 79 86
1.00L C C 2401001100
1.00L C E M 1500000000
1.68 C FD D 6501100120
1.10L C C M 7500100000
1.61L C 'SJ HF 5601100120
1.31L C BL 6600OOOOOO
3.46 CCC IEAAA 0300000000
1.12L B BD 6500100000
1.00L BE AD 0 6600100000
1.38L E F 66OO1OOO00
1.13L CF AEM 0 2601000000
1.14L:BF BE E 3 6600(300000
3.00L D CI K 2400000000
1.45 D D D 9600000008
1.25 F F I E 2480000010
1.00L BC AF 0 1400000000
1.00L D ICNJ 04000000008.07: BCE AAAD 2 9481200268
1.0OL EID AB 1 2600000000
1.45L SC AB K 0 2500000000
1.16L C B H 1500000000
6.12L D DFH 9400200008
1.00L BD BD J 0 1600000000
2.61 D I HD 9500000348
2.73 D MEB 9501000268
,95: CD BE ! 0400000000
1.11L CB AAF 1 4600000000
1.00L BD AC 4 2400010000
1.25L BC AAK 1 1500000000
5.55: DD I CC 94C2100528
1.17L C BC 3600000000
1.00L B B E 0500000000
5.61 BBCC AAAA 1 2251000000 22
1.76 C D G 36O0O00030
1.24 CD BE 04OOO0OOO0
1.00L C B I J 130C000000
1.00L SC AC J 0 0400001000
1.00L B B I 240000OOOO
1.73 F L E 950000000O
1.00L BC AC 1 0400000000
7.87L B BH 9400100008
1.54 D I D 3600000010
1.00L C BH G 4600_
2.70 CD DB 9580000318
t.36 D D 86OOOOO0OO
2.89 IBC CC EEAB 23000000005.17L AB 0 9400000008




1,72L C [C K
2.26 D HC
1,69L E E J
1.94 CC MBB
1.38L BC AAE




















1.00L BB _AKE 0 0400000000
1.29: CE[ CD 9700000008
1.10L C D 4600000000
5.36L BC AAt 3 9500000008
5.55L C D 4300000008
3.08 CC HGAB 0401020100
1,46 C C MB D 1400000000
1.22L C J B 2700000000
1.31 DC FDD 3600000130
147.93 FFEC GCDA 5 11El153320
74.80 FFFF CBBA 9 1281153320
1.16L C L F D 5601000200
1.00L D CJ 0500100000
2.14L D EG H 5401100028
1.39 C C 1600000010
4.27L C MA 5500010008
1.83 CD BC 2400100008
5.81L BBC AAA 1 6500000008 47
1.66L C CC 1600000000
1.57 E F C 5500100028
1.00L B B 16OOO1OOOO
1.31 C D D 3600000000
1.19L CD AB N 0 1700000000
15.61 CECD BAAA 3 8300000008
2.62L BC AA 0 5301002008
1.09L C B 2700000000
8
2 13 }7874 4 87
8 1 2 DO 25467 70
2 13 37878 F0 3 60
2 12 ZG 210+41 20 150
1 13 37882 K0 3 78
2 13 37884 16 82
1 2 DO 25474 52 106
1 13 37891 G5 8 68
1 13 37893 15 88
1 13 37903 5 80
2 13' 37905 K0 7 63
: 2 13 37906 I 80
i 2 13 37909 8 85
2 DO 25519 54 91
8
C 32 X0213+ 492 101 12
1 1 OT AND 33 3
2 2 DO 25525 68 98
2 4 TMSS + 50057 45 29
4
1 9 U01758 84 170
i 6 W AND 5 48
1 13 37929 4 88
1 13 37930 K0 6 76
1 13 37931 G5 4 70
2 13 37934 K2 5 83
1 13 37935 10 86
2 13 37938 12 85
1 13 37946 K5 1 75
1 20025563 59 96
2 13 37948 A0 12 50
1 12 ZG 216+41 55 151
2 13 37949 F0 19 63
4 1 32 X0216+498 17 4
8 1 2 DO 25585 71 93
1 12 ZG 216+41 50 150
1 17 95 84
8 1 32 X0217+467 76 8
1 2 DO 25603 74 95
4 "10 M+07-05-042 26
1 2 DO 25610 37 76
3 i'13 37973G5 6 83
2 "16 00804 34 126
1 17 96 N.C5+ 10
2 DO 25636 51 90
1 4 9 U01830 40 148
5 "10 M+07 05-045 160
8
F i 7 * 9 U01831 t0 108
F 2 10 M+07-05-046 98
4 12 ZG 219+46 43 j 156
13 37986F0 21_ 588 "41 02197+4143 14! 3
°41 02198+4152 141 12
6 9 U01840 24 141
1 2 0025649 62 110
1 13 37994G5 8 81
8 5 " 9 U01642 44 138
1 2 [:)025653 11 111
I 13 37999 5 86
3 9 U01845 42 156
23 °13 38002 K0 8 67
3 * 2 1:)O25665 79 110
'Confusion Rags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS--2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighbodng Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
290
1 ! I
Right Ascension: 02h21mO4'-O2h30m53 '
Flux DensityPosition (1950)
Name H (Not Color Corrected)
Galactic Uncerlainty C
a _ Coords SMJ SMN (0 O 12 p.m 25 _m 60 _mh_m. o6, (s) () I b (") (') ) N (Jansky)
02210+4946 4.5 47 138-10 20 6 61 3 2.75 .67 .40L
02212+4708 13.8 45 139-13 32 5 62 3 2.95 .73 .40L
02212+4033 13.6 30 141 19 35 5 64 3 1.30 .40 .40L
02213+4038 20.5 18 141-19 47 12 65 3 .25L .25L .71
02213+4824 23.0 39 138-11 41 8 60 3 .63 .25L .40L
02213+4059 23.7 44 141-18 52 10 64 3 .53 .27L ,40L
02215+4712 32.3 23 139-13 85 35 61 2 1.78L .32L .40L
02218+4525 50.1 17 140-14 65 13 58 2 .32 .25L .40L
02219+4849 56.5 45 138-11 63 15 57 2 28 .25L .40L
02219+4319 59,2 7 140-16 29 7 63 3 1.59 .46 .40L
02221+4152 8.7 5 141-17 78 8 64 3 ,25L ,25L .51L
02222+4047 14.7 2 141 18 60 19 66 2 .65L ,25L .35
02223+4554 20.(] 7 139-14 46 14 61 3 .25L .25L
02229+4155 55.3 5 141-17 56 12 64 3 .25L .25L
02229+4721 55.7 25 139-12 54 27 61 2 26L 25L
02230+4815 23 12 139-11 58 19 62 3 25L .34L
02230+4120 4._ 26 141-18 45 11 61 3 .40 .25L
02231+4824 7.5 5139-11 22 13 86 3 .25L .25L
02231+4713 12.¢ 49 139-12 26 19 63 3 ,25L .25L
02235+4717 33.1 6 139-12 45 11 62 3 ,32 .25L
02236+,1387:36141_1526 26, 51
02236+4520 40.11 24 140 14 42 1 ,93 ,24:
02237+4127 43.954'141-18 45 12j _3 3 ,25L ,25L02240+4755 08 48 139-12 35 12 ,57 ,25L
02242+4724 47'45 139-12 69 34 57 2 ,25L ,25L
02242+4246 14.8 33 141-16 32 7 63 3 7,22 3,53
02242+4042 15,4 52 142-18 47 8 63 3 ,42 .25L
02243+4758 20,0 24 139-12 45 9 62 3 ,79 .29L
02244+4647 25.6 2 139--13 42 8 62 3 .66 .25L
02244+4146 26.1 35 141-17 41 10 60 2 .37L .25L
02244+4145 28.6 49 141-17 34 8 63 3 .25L .24:
02246+4859 36,1 32 139-11 44 23 62 3 25L .25L
02248+4122 51,8 33 142-18 58 8 63 3 .38 ,25L
02253+4739 21.8 27 139-12 29 7 61 3 5,28 2.39
02253+4614 22,1 43 140-13 29 11 63 3 .46 .25L
02253+4817 22,6 14 139-11 31 5 63 3 5,67 2.35
02254+4555 28.4 22 140-13 42 9 61 2 .25L ,25L
02254+4923 28.7 14 139-10 30 4 63 3 1.71 .49
02255+4414 32.9 35 141-15 55 16 61 3 ,25L 25L
02255+4927 33.6 28 139-10 38 8! 63 3 .44 28L
02257+4309 42.2 42 141-16 31 6 64 3 1.16 30
02257+4701 42,4 49 140-12 73 30 60 3 ,25L .25L;
02258+4812 50.7 29 139-11 27 10 62 3 .25L .25L
02258+4228 53.839 141-17 73 23 633 25L .25L
02259+4831 55.7 15 139 11 31 9 623 1.01 .29:
02262+4709 12.5 23 140-12 34 15 60 2 26L 31L
02263+4854 19,1 28 _ 139-11 50 11 63 3 ,70 .25L
02264+4803 26.9 48 139-11 44 27 64 3, .25L ,25L
02265+4548 30.3 29 140 14 39 10 62 3 ,92 ,26L
02266+4356 37,4 2 141 15 31 10 61 3 .51 ,27L
02267+4941 45.6 20 139-10 52 10 62 3 ,87 .27L
02268+4455 52.3 23 141 14 30 7 63 3 1,21 ,69
02268+4807 53,5 49 139-11 63 14 59 3 .35L ,25L
02269+4438 55.4 25 141 15 56 12 63 3 .38 .25L
02269+4724 59.8 2 140--12 64=29 66 2 .72L .75L
02271+4737 6.9 53 140--12 20 5 64 3 3.52 .81
02271+4512 9.0 28 141-14 55 ' 11 63 3 ,41 25L
02272+4651 14.1 19 140-12 77'23 _ 2 ,25L .25L
02272+4735 16.7 15 140-12 41 ' 10 3 .59 .25L
02273+4724 22.6 37 140 12 35' 8 58 2 .29L .57L
02274+4450 28.5 5 141-14 44 114 53 2 .31 .25L
02276+4135 39.1 15 142--17 47' 12 61 3 .25L .25L
02276+4836 41.2 20 139-11 28 4 64 3 3.21 .82
02277+4318 43.5 9 141 16 28 11 63 3 .43 .25L
02277+4121 463 25 142-18 48 8 63 2 .39 .25L
02279+4934 59.4 34 139-10 48 37 66 2 25L 25L
02280+4308 1.5 18 142-16 46 15 61 3 .27L .25L
02260+4649 3.0 13 140-12 37 27 65 3 .25L .25L
02261+4010 68 19 143-19 47 11 64 3 .25L .25L
02282+4543 15.5 13 141-13 40 10 63 3 .71 .24:
02282+4935 17.7 58 139-10 38 26 61 2 .27L I .72L
02283+4836 19.8 24 139-11 72 26 63 3 28L .25L
02283+4757 22,7 18 140-11 36 5 63 3 1,37 ,37
02285+4939 33.1 52 139-10 49 9 58 2 1,42 ,34L
02285+4840 35.9 23 139-11 39 8 63 3 .38 .45L
02286+4650 37.8 5 140-12 33 24 62 3 ,25L .25L
02286+4558 39.4 27 141-13 44 10 63 3 ,67 .25L
02287+4957 43,7 35 139-10 21 5 62 3 11.20 2.98
02287+4,,1458;19138_10261° 131 6002286+4210 48.4 142 17 ' 36 ,37 .25L
02286+4745 51.8 60 140-12 65 11 60 2 .38 .25L
02289+4425 57.8 16 141-15 45 10 63 3 ,45 .25L
02294+4925 29.2 42 139-10 55 20 83 2 .75L .74L
02294+4616 29.4 5 141-13 30 8 62 3 11.56 4.50
02295+4807 34.E 6 140 11 27 7 63 3 6.44 291
02296+4551 36,8 50 141-13 80 31 61 2 .70L .25L
02296+4838 39,7 55 140-11 29 10 63 3 .86 .23:
02298+4916 49,4 18 139-10 41 30 60 2 .25L .58L
02298+4758 50.3 11 140-11 45 10 60 3 ,66 ,25L
02299+4731 54.5 20 140-12 28 3 64 3 1.93 .50
02302+4525 12.1 60 141-14 27 7 64 3 134.08 80.91
02302+4638 14.0 20 140--13 120 28 61 2 .66L .85L
02302+4239 14.4 15 142-16 63 16 641 3 25L .25L
02302+4647 15.2 49 140-12 50 13 64 3 .25L .25L
02303+4133 22.660 143-17 26 7 60 3 8.09 4.33
02305+4931 33.045 139-10 32 21 61 3 25L .25L
02306+4546 36.6 21 141 13 85 15 60 2 .27 .25L
02307+4407 44.1 30 142-15 30 11 -3F'F 3 .25L ,25L
02308+4017 53.4 21 143-18 52 11 62 2 .35 .25L




























































































100 /_m Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Coef R Flags*
5.03L BC AAL 0 9500000008
1.39: BD D AAFF 5 9500100120
1.00L BDcD AC 3 04001000001.74 FBD 0300100000
6.25L D B F 9500000008
1.00L C C D 0400000000
1.35 D J K H 9500000000
1.00L F DK 0600000000
1,80L F D 4600000000
1.00L CD AB J 0 1500000000




1,72 C J B
2,73 D MGEC
5.53L C C
3,32 CC H EB
2,22 C GH C
1,17L C CGG
6.08 ECC AAA



















1,00L BBC AAB 1 0500000000
1.02L B OK M 0400000000
4.88L B BD D 8401100008
1.01L E AC 2600000000
3.82L F L GBC 2301100310
6.60 DDC LCCA 2281100310
1.73 C H C 5600000010
1.05L B B 0400000000
1.15L BBD AAF 2 6000000000
1.45L C BLLL 3500010000








1.60 F L C
1.21L BE AG
2.09 C F GC
1.51L I C CI M
1.67 E D
1.10L B AB






















2.21 C L C
1.01L D CE F
2.21 E FDF
1.58L F E

































B B 3 3500000000
B 6000200000
J D 2680100000
A C 1 3600000000
B C 66OO211000
BC L 260O1O0OO0
2.23 C M C 5580000160
1.00L D AG 1500000000
1.30L BBB AAB 0 2600000100 18
1.60L EE AA L 0 6600111000
1.00L C DL 1300010000
I
1.62L C D 3600000000 I
1.00L B CH E 0500000000
1.56 C DC 6001000000
1.00L BBC AAB 2 3700000000 01
1.13L BBC AABG 0 4600000100
1.83 E F C 25OOOOO00O
1,18L CD AC 0 2600000010
1,33 C G C 7600000000
1.15L C BH 1600000000
1.00L BC AA 1 3700001000
5.63 CBCC AAAA 4 1400000000 24
1,31 C I D 9400000000
1,44: DC C D 0202000200
2.59 C M F B 9400000000
1,00L BBC AAC 1 1300000000
2.46 C D 7300000100
1,51L C G G 2600000000
3.40 C C b B 0400000000
1.01L C A 0 _I 26000000001.00L CC AALH 1400000000
C
A Sop
S 2 If T Name Type (") Mag
3 13 38005 G5 4 55
1 13 38006 KO 6 72
220025678 51 85
3 9 U01855 58151
1313,009 5 882 DO 9229 64 125
1 13 38012 G5 3 78
13 38013 8 87
4 9 U01868 31 143
1 12 ZG 222+45 64 156
I 3 9 U01607 16 138
2 DO 25704 80 93
4
8
2 12 ZG 223+41 28 150
1 12 ZG 223+41 23 153
1 2 DO 25722 83 111
8
1 13 38037 K0 18 80
1 13 38038 5 85
1 13 38040 9 86
4 5 10 M+07-06 022 44
4 7 9 U01915 71 143
2 13 38045 KO 4 82
3 4 TMSS +50064 12 29
1 2 DO 25753 74 106
3 4 TMSS +50063 22 25
2 13 38055 8 85
1 13 38058 K0 3 81
2 12 ZG 225+48 41 155
4
1 2, DO 25770 60 111
4 1 32 X0226+471 16 4
2 13 38065 12 90
1 13 38067 G5 7 67
1 13 38068 K2 80
1 2 DO 25787 17 95
1 2 DO 25797 58 96
8 1 32 X0227+474 t09 8
3 13 38074 K0 75
1 13 38075 G5 15 78
4
1 13 38077 G5 7 72
8
13 38079 G5 14 80
2 2 DO 25816 56 tll
2 2 DO 25823 41 90
2 DO 25826 78 115
3 9 U01987 80 156
4
3 9 U01988 21 146
2 DO 25838 51 111
2 DO 25837 11 93
2 DO 25845 11 105
2 13 38090 K2 2 80
3 13 38092 MO 3 73
13 38096 KO 3 76
2 DO 25849 30 111
2 2 DO 25853 32 91
1 12 ZG 229+49 66 156
1 AX AND 27 3
3 13 38106 12 85
2 13 38110 K2 4 83
4 13 38115 12 85
4
4 4 TMSS +40044 29 28
1 16 00854 84 145
3 9 U02035 37 143
3 9 U02038 85 170
1 2 I)O25900 10 116
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9} Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 vm; 10) High Source Density Region.
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Right Ascension: 02h3(P56'-02h41=50 = Declination: +40"-+50"
AssociationsPosition (1950)
Nim¢
cz Coords SMJ SMN
,%. .5, <,)(_) ,_ ('_ ('_ c°)N
02309+4843 56.1 20 140--11 52 32 _]3
02310+4639 1.8 13 141--12 39 24 w 3
02310+4629 3.3 42 141--13 91 37 66 2
02310+4446 3.8 38 141--14 26 18 6t 3
02312+4210 15.5 14 142--17 41 11 64 3
02314+4842 27.6 50 140--11 40 25 66 2
02316+4154 37.8 36 143--17 34 13 65 3
02319+4108 54.4 27 143--17 53 11 64 3
02319+4339 58.0 55 142--15 39 12 63 2
02322+4039 14.7 5 143--18 38 11 64 3
02324+4904 29.5 59 140--10 35 10 62 3
02324+4322 293 45 142--15 39 10 65 3
02325+4351 30.1 47 142--15 39 ! 10 64 3
02327+4717 42.9 191 141--12 30 7 62 3
02327+4033 47.4441143--18 35 10 64 3
02332+4910 13.1 44' t40--10 70 15 612
02335+4529 30.438 t41--13 55 8653
02336+4510 36.7 34 142--14 74 20 612
02341+4349 8.4 34 142-15 38 8 64 3
02341+4737 9.9 8141--11 52 9 612
02341+4634 11.8 41 141--12 56 10; 64 3'
02343+43t0 22.7 59 143--15 54 17 64 3o2,.+42252553, 143_16,o 18,, 3o ,8+4o,9,9133i,,_17 ,8 11 653o2,,9+46 o.2 27141_1237 7i, 3o2 ,9+41 ,..4:28143_1740 1265 3
02351+4159 :11._ = 35143--16 38 10 = 63
02353+4420:21.8 46 142-- 14 43 64
10 I 33
02355+4756 30.2' 5 141-11 58 22 64 3
02356+4301 41.2' 14 143--15 31 7 64 3
02358+4740 51.g 27 141-11 58 18 61 2
02360+4931 0.7 6 140-9 74 26 63 3
02360+4907 4.e 33 140--10 26 7 60 3
02360+4039 5.0 24 144-18 33 11 63 3
02363+4147 20.2. 8 144-17 46 34 61 2
02363+4438 20.7 9 142-14 49 34 64 2
02364+4623 27.8 34 142-12 37 23 63 3
02366+4940 36.6 12 t40-9 46 26 65 3
02369+4920 57,244 140--10 50 11 62 302389+425757.538143-15 77 20 64 3
02371+4223 10,8i _ 143-16 59 13 652302371+4549 11,1 142--13 72 29 6102373+451718.533142-13 55 12 _ 3
02373+4744 18.944 141-11 71 11 62 3
02373+4526 20.318 142--13 41 13 64 3
02373+4633 24.0 32 142--12 32 8 64i 3
02376+4608 38.6 39 142-12 77 28 59 2
02378+4942 50.0 23 140-9 36 21 63 3
02380+4708 2.3 48 142-12 45 35 74 3
02380+4629 2.740 142-12 36 27 68 2
02381+4402 8.048 143-14 21 6 66 3
02382+4223 15.5 40 144-16 88 24 68 2
02383+4457 21.3 35 143-13 57 38 59 2
02383+4807 23.3 59 141-11 51 8 63 3
02384+4533 26.0 41 142-13 42 7 65 3
02384+4351 26.9 45 143 14 67 14 63 2
02385+4116 33.3 12 144-17 68 15 61 2
02385+4447 35.8 18 143-14 27 7 65 3
02387+4405 42.0 44 143-14 71 9 68 2
02387+4745 43.8 57 141 11 94 31 67!2
02387+4247 45.4 56 144-15 116 10 68 2
02387+4344 45.6 35 143-15 43 10 65 3
02388+4220 48.7 5 144-16 43 13 66 3
02388+4110 49.2 54 144-17 25 9 64, 3
02388+4243 50.0 52 144-15 68 15 65 3
02389+4210 56.6 30 144- 16 36 8 64 3
02389+4308 58.0 39 143-15 66 16 62 2
02391+4104 10.6 44 144-17 40 6 64 3
02392+4937 12.1 38 141- 9 33 t0 64 3
02393+4222 22.4 42 144-16 46 11 64 3
02394+4533 25.2 6 142-13 58 14 64 3
02394+4421 29.8 50 143-14 67 16 65 2
02396+4434 37.6 18 143-14 40 8 65 3
02396+4803 39.3 7 141-11 29 7 62 3
02396+4906 39.3 43 141-t0 34 23 57 3
02397+4853 43.1 9 141-10 36 9 61 3
02400+4504 0.4 2 143-13 43 11 62 2
02400+4012 1.2 53 145-18 50 8 66 3
02401+4639 10.6 28 142-12 47 22 64 3
02402+4111 14.1 37 145-17 48 12 65 3
02402+4054 15.7 28 145-17 26 8 66 3
02402+4651 15.8 39 142-12 32 8 62 3
02403+4336 19.3 20 143-15 31 25 68 3
02405+4537 31.4 15 143 13 74 31 68 2
02405+4707 31.7 4 142-tl 88 32 6t 2
02407+4901 45.9 18:141-10 33 15 65 3
02408+4813 48.7 13 142 10 56 9 62 3
02408+4405 48.9 7 143 14 33 4 65 3
02408+4935 50.9 6 141-9 45 22 633
02410+4642 50.27 142-12 62 18 633
02411+4848 6.6 45 141-10 32 8 62 3
02412+4959 13.4 59 141- 9 30 7 63 3
02413+4213 21.3 25 144 16 61 38 64 2
02414+4250 27.1 3 144 15 67 13 65 3
02414_4729 29.0 39 142-11 50 27 63 3
02415+4809 30.5 5 142- 10 23 18 87 3
02416+4146 391 38 144 16 37 8 67 3
0241714551 45.6 12 143-12 84 24 68 2
02417+4355 46.5 53 144 14 43 11 65 3














































































































100 _m Flux Con" A Confusion R S : A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
2.17 C E
1.47 C GB
1.27 C J E
2.22 C CFB
1.00L BE BF
2.26 F M C
1.00L F CL
1.27: CD BA











1.31L BE BI F 0 6600010010
t.00L C DL 050000000(
2.43 CC KAB 0300000000
1.23L BC AB 1 2500000000
1.00L B BML 1400000000
1.81 C J D 4600001000
1.30L B AL M 0600010000
1.36L F E D 05OOO0O00O
3.21L C CC 3500010008
1.87L D C 15OOOOOOOO
1.46L C DM 2611000000
1.42L D L EC: 3500000000
1.42 B: CC 1400000000
1.00L B AE i 0400000000 '
1.13L BC iAAG ; 2 66000000002.46 CCI B 13OOOOOOOO
1.00L B BLJ H 1400000000
1.44L C E D 3500000000
2.22 C L C 1400000000
1.00L BD AC 0 6501000000
1.94L D C 1500000000
1.95 C HC 8500000000
1.20L BBD AAC 3 7500000000
6.30 FD KBA 0201000200
.94 F K E 1400000000
1.63 D K C 3600000020
2.18 F J J I D 8680000440
2.39 D FB 7681000120
1.83L C B E 8500000600
2.08 C J B 5501001010
1.26: C D MB E 4400000000
1.32 C H C 6501000310
1.06L C ME; 1500000000
2.01L D C DI 7500000000
2.14 _ 0500000000
1.20LIBC C B MAB 0 9600010000
1.33 EB 9501000020
2.31 C J C 8681000010
1.86 C E 96OOOOOOOO
.1.91 E D 9500000010
1,81: BC E ABI D 4 8601000008
1.40L C H
1.34 D L F
3.55 C CJ C
2.95 DCC CAB
4.97L C CD













1.06L D B G C
1.46L C B B
1.51L C C























1.54L CD ADKL 2 9600000000
2.25 C FCBB 5500000000
1.75L BD AG G 0 4600001000
t.44L F E 1400000000
195 CC L DB 0300000100
2.42 C J C 8500000100
2.01 CE LAC 1300000000
tOOL BF ACEK 5 2400000000
3.06 C I C 9501000330
2.22 D K C 7500000158
1.11 C KNC 4500000000
2.29 C M E 9600000200
1.50L BD GI DF 0 3700033000
1.61L C El 96C0010000
1.15L BF AB F 0 3600000000
2.30 C D 6500000010
2.50 C J C 6501000020
5,69L BF AG 0 5500000008
1.61L BC ABL 0 5600001000
1.07 E C F 2400000100
1.29L C K MA I 0500000000'
2.30 C M O 9601000110 '
3.20 B LLLB 9501000000'
393 C C F A A 22o0000000 !
2.28 C GD 9500000100
ID8L B BD 5600000000
t,00L F B I 0600000000
Name Type (") Mag
8 1 32 X0231+487 61 8
8 1 32 X0230+447 i 89 8
1 2 DO 25909 59 110
8
2 13 38139 2O 85
4 9 U02060 33 146
1 13 38141 K2 8 82
4 9 U02066 66 131
t 13 38152 K2 11 80
1 2 DO 25932 13 118
3 13 38155 7 88
1 30 5ZW 262 79
1 13 38174 5 90
1 2 DO 25980 28 98
i
3 9 U02101 j 38 151
2 13 38183 6 88
3 13 38184 9 88
3 9 U02111 i 32 148
2 13 38186 I 4 87
1 13 38189 10 83
1 13 38193 K5 6 80
4 5 9 U02137 38 121
2 12 ZG 236+41 67 151
8
C 1 32 X0236+464 91 12
8
1 13 38207 A0 2 65
1 2 DO 26046 45 100
1 2 DO 26047 71 106
8
1 12 ZG 238+43 36 i 151
I
3 13 38238 K5 2, 80
3 13 38240 32 i 87
C 1 32 X0238+477 105 i 12
1 2 DO 26075 27 _ 113
1 13 38247 K0 4 75
1 23 OCL 0382 590
1 10 M+07-06 056 77
4 9 U02172 49 146
2 13 38260 K2 4 80
1 13 38268 G5 1 73
1 2 DO 26089 31 98
2 13 38274 G5 7 65
1 13 38276 5 80
3 9 U02185 68 138
1 10 M +07-06- 061 44
1 13 38281 2 85
4 1 32 X0240 + 468 66 4
8 1 32 X0240 + 435 30 8
4:
3 6 4 TMSS +50072 21 27
1 2 [:)026114 43 116
2 13 38289 G5 3 55
1 2 [3026119 68 120
1 2 [:)026117 85 86
i
3 9 U02215 39 148
1 2 0026136 82 101
1 2 0026141 51 115
'Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing: 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
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(Not Color Corrected) V L
Uncertainty 100 Fm
SMJ SMN 8 12 Fm 25 v.m 60 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S
(,,) (,,) (.) (Jlmsky) Uncs Coef __ R Flags" S 2
.25L .92 D C
.80 .40L
.49L ,33L .59 K
1.85 .62 .40L
8.16 2.55 .43: ;H
.39L .25L .40L D E
.31 ,25L .40L
.25L ,25L ,43L C _B
.50 .25L ,40L
,48 .25L .40L
1.27 ,39 ,40L J
.25L .25L .40L C I B
.61 .25L ,40L
.26 .25L ,50L )E
2.40 1,32 .40L
.31 .26L A0L
.25L .25L .74 -_[ 3 /
.25L .25L .90 :-(
.29L .25L ,48: -( )(
.25L .25L ,40L ( (
.25t .25L .96 B E]/
.25L .25L .40l I H(
7.28 2,70 ,431 B
,26 ,25L .441
.251 .46L A0] I (
.58 .25L ,401
.86 .25L .401 I
.251 ,25[ .451 I J I
3.08 1,59 .40 D I
.271 .25l .64 B C_
.34 .621 ,40
.25 .23: 1.72 C A
.25 .861 .40
.25 ,641 ,40
2.03 .63 .40 G
.30 .25 ,4(_
.29 .25 .67 E iB
.72 .25 .4C
3.0C 1.82 .41 J
.2E .25 .4C [E
.4 c. .25 .4(
.2( .25 .4" . I_
.gz .17 .4( ;Iv
.3_ .25 .7( C P
.3( .2E .4(
.2! .2E .4( b
.2l .2E .44
.4( .2E .4_
.2q .2 ,_ 3! ( _1[
,2_ .2.I 1.0 C E
.6_ .1( .4
.3 .2_ .4 ( "(
1.8 3, .4 B
.2 .2_ 1.1 ( [
.6 .7 ,4
,2 .7 ( HI
.5 .3, .4 D
.2 .4 I
2.3 .9 .4 C A
.8 .4 .4 C B
42- ._ .2 .z I
46 -- .; .4 1 .; C C
45- .; .2 J F
44 -- ,,'. ,2 ._ K
44 - ,; .2 -'
42- "; '_ "'
1,E .4 ., C B43-
43- " "'
45 - .: ' i
43 - /' "'
K
44- "" ;D _B
43 - 1., 41 J
45- 11 _C _C44- L
i45-
142 • ;E _F























Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 p.m; 10) High Source Density Region
• Confusion Flags: 6)-9)
Declination: +40"-+ 50"
Associations




























































a 8 Coords SMJ SMN (O)hm.U • 6/ (s) ( ) I b ('3 (") N
025t0+4231 0.6 22 146-15 39i 11 67 3i ,25L
02510+4206 2.3 19 146-15 68:14 64 2 ,25L
02514+4230 28.8 6 146-15 271 10 66 31 .72
02517+4e35 42.6 28 144-11 4.99
02518+4703 53.6 6 144-11 16 .25L
02521+4702 9550 144-11 o4 12 62 2
02521+4706 10.5 7 1,_-10 45 10 88 3 .67
02522+4534 14.3 41 144-12 29 10 64 3 1.15
02525+4736 35.6 10' 144-10 30 7 I 67 3 .25L
02525+4255 36.0 36 146-14 71 46 75 2 .25L
02527+_ 44.325143-10 _ 16:_ 3 .25L
02527+4414 47.5 ,_ 145-13 14! 3 ,36L
02528+435053.1 145-13 _ 41 68 3 .5602529+4,7 56.2 35 145-12 63 2 .25L
02529+4,156.55145-1231 703 29.92
02529+4546 56,7 18 145-12 99 8 67 3 .25L
02531+4659 7.2_ 144-11 49 13 68 3 .25L02531+4113 7.5 147-16 34 7 67 3 1.09
02531+4657 t0.1 44 144-11 27 7 65 _ 3 2.59
02532+4058 12.7 6 147 16 48 11 68 2 .44
02532+4553 14.322 144-11 52 12 68 3 .35L
02532+4718 15.4 23_5144-10 6330 _ 67 3 .25L02533+4516 18.7 145-12 103 4 70 .41L
02533+4446 21 8 3 145-12 671 3 .25L
02534+4820 !28.E 53 143-9 45 3 663 .91
02534+4814 29.(3 30 143-9 33 ; 6_ 3 1.5502535+4916 33.8 36 t43- 8 39 .74
02535+4743 34.4 43 144-10 45 10 663 .99
02536+4658 36.S 54 144-10 35 7 65 3 1.19
02536+4207 41.1 40 146-15 48 8 68 3 .37
02538+4511 49.5 39 145 12 28 8 66 3 .25L
02539+4322 56.Q 7 146-14 52 34 70 2 .28L
02541 +4903 10.8 33 143- 9 70 25 68 2 .25L
02542+4357 15.2 13 146-13 51 34 70 2 32L
02544+4544 28.4 60 145-11 50 11 68 3 .35
02545+4733 31.929 144-10 54 14 ,2 .29
02545+4537 35.7 145-12 r202546+433139.2g .25,
146 - 13 65 .25"62L02547+4617 42.2153 145-11 42 11 65 3
02547+4516 46.9112 145-12 73 6 66 i 3 .25L
02551+4748 8.8! 11 144-10 57 14 61 2 .2602551+4729 10.0 2 144-10 24 66 3 2.05
02552+4620 12.3 2 145-11 30 9 66 3 .68
O2554+4918 27.8 25 143- 6 57 12 67 3 .33
02555+4309 30.2 51 146-14 56 8 70 2 .73
02555+4813 31.2 31 144- 9 87 34 70 2 .25L
02555+4055 31.7 14 147--16 59 28 71 2 .30L
02555+4831 35.6 37 144- 9 31 13 65 3 .25L
02556+4345 40.6 2t 146-13 45 11 66 3 32
02559+4652 56.3 47 144-10 42 15 65 2 .96L
02559+4348 58.9 2 146-13 31 6 67 3 1.34
02560+4802 13 37 144- 9 66 37 70 2 .25L
02681+4240 9.2 59 147-14 53 10 67 3 .55
02561+4108 11.2 12 147-15 57 8 68 3 39
02562+4837 16.2 8 144-9 58 28 68 3 .25L
02564+4049 24.6 56 147-16 24 6 57 3 4.80
02564+4701 25.2 14 144-10 32 7 66 3 2.20
02564+4443 25.9 50 146-12 53 11 67 3 .26L
02568+4225 39.3 21 147-14 23 6 68 3 1.95
02687+4350 43.9 9 146-13 42 14 64 3 .25L
02687+4549 46.3 14 t45-11 43 I 20 67 3 .25L
02568+4356 51.421 146-13 18 6 68 3 30.80
02568+4003 53.656 149-16 35 11 68 3 .25L
02570+4825 4.7 1144-9 29 6 69 3 i 3.68
02571+4224 7.2 11 147--14 68 35 69 3 .25L
02571+4850 7.7 43 144-9 2_. 12 68 3 .25L
02571+4753 11.8 45 144-9 51 8 66 3 .44
02573+4403 23.2 40 146-13 45 11 68 3' .27L
02574+4947 28.5 10 143-8 55 10 67 3i 88
i02575+47219144_1040 6673 70
02575+4257 30.5 58, 147-14 51 12 67 3 i .25L
02576+4840 38.2 24 144- 9 33 6 69 3 1.64
02576+4217 41.5 40 i 147-14 32 21 67 3 .25L
02578+4112 53.9 7 146-15 61 18 67 2 .29L
02579+4442 54.11 _ 146--12 51 B9 69 3 ,25L
02579+4445 54.4 146--12 30 ; 69 .25L
2579+403 6.6 46-16 27 6 9 1, _
02585+4346 30.2 ,146-13 55 30 71 2 .43L
02585+4931 31.8 2 144 8 66 40 66 2 .25L
02585+4904 32.9 32 144-8 _ g i 68 3 1.1002585+4306 34.5 13 147--13 I 68 .81
02585+4428 35.5 7 146-12 62 25, 70 2 .25L
02585+4817 35.8 60 144- 9 61 8i 69 3 .43
02586+4814 36.8 43 144- 9 54 8 i 69 3 .79
02_7+422342.622147-14 34 _ 06_333 .32Lo2566+45314995, 146-11 361 .25L02.8_4764 _2526 144-9 26 61802588+44495,.0_ 146-12 35 8 68 3 I._
02589+4919 57.9 32 144 8 24 11 68 3 .45
02693+461518051145-11 53 13 67 3 25L
02594+47124.2_;145-10 34 16 68i2 34
02595+4826 132.7 3_ 144- 9 36 32 55 2 .25L
02595+4804 '35.3133 144- 9 47 13 69i 3 .71
o25_+41o9_4 42 146-15 68 26 712 25L025, +47213,21145_103519051302597+445542. 6146_12491168,3 .25 
02597+4759 46.7 14 144- 9 80 27 _1 3 .73L02598-}-4740 49.3 55 145- 9 68 25 2 .29L
02599+4858 59.4 30 144- 8 86 17 64 2 .25
Flux Density Flags
('Nol Color CorrectlY) V L
25 p.m 60 .u,m 100 p,m Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Coef R Rags"
2.71 CC EAB 2400100000
t.45 D B 1581000020
1.0OL B AJ 250010O000
1.49 D E 7500000000
1.61L nC AAF 2 1700000000
2.31 CC BC 1401200300
1.96L C DK 1500200300
1.40L B AF 1500200300
5.97L BC AB O 5501000008
4.51 CCD AAA 3400002008
1.48 O GL O 3500000000
1.95 C MD C 9400000010
1.29L D I B 6701000100
2.22 CBCC CAAA 0 5600010000
1.47 E I C 8700000000









































































































S 2 # T Name Type Mag









1.35 CC I BC
1.60L D B B




































3.07 c =c ; s_oo_22oI
2.44L D C 7401000O00
1.39L 8C AB F 0, 65000(X)000
6.07L BC 8B 1 1500000008
9.02L C 8 6400000008
1.26L C AJ 26O000OO00
1.55 C E I 9401000000
1.09 E C 16O0000010
1.86 CC J BB 960O00OO00
1.38L B CMD 5600101000
1.84 CC' L CB 0600000100
1.18LBC Ei,_A _ 1 36011010002,31 6400000010
1.22L C 8CKMG 65000000001.27L F ! 1400000000
2.06 C ' N F D 6500000000
1.00L BC ABB 1 1600002000
1.49L BC AB 1 1500000000
6.68L C F B 8300000008
1.13L BC AAE 4 4700100000
2.69 CC I BA 5681100010
2.28 I D EB 5600000008
1.17LIBBC AAAL 67{)0100000 15
2.11 CC AC 0400000000
1.34L BC AA_ I 3 6600000000
1.89 C F 46O0100000
2.89 BC I GB8 95000000061.81L C C HK 5501000000
2.07 C C C B 8 9600000000
7.09L BD 'AF E 0 2400000008
1.72L !BF AE 2 7501000000
3.13 CC CAB 4400000000
5.eOLIBC AAJB 0 9400000008
2.12 C KHGD 4600000100
1.52L C E 0500000000
5.51L C KAA 8400100128
5.51 DCC MCAB 8400100128
1.00L BD ACCH 0 1500000100
1.65 O L GD 7500010000
2.34 F NE 9500000000
6.71L B AC 8500100008
1.22L B A B F 3600000000
2.92 C G H E 5582000030
7.25L C BKJ 9400100008
7.83L C AC 9400100008
5.25 CC I EAA 3560000030
2.72 C C A B 6800000008
5.34L BB AAC 0 9401000018 01












3 4 TMSS +50078 23 28
4 2 10 M+08-06 020 118
4
4 1 13 38442 K0 3 75
2 12 ZG 252+47 11 158
1 13 38453 K2 4 82
2 13 38455 KO 2 60
1 2 DO 9625 52 103
1 12 ZG 253+47 49 148
I 13 36459 8 87
1 17 129 LR/N. 3
I 13 38462 9 85
1 13 38470 14 86
2 13 36475 18 85
1 12 ZG 254+46 8 150
C 1 32 X0254+452 102 _2
1 I 13 38480 K2 2 75
1 16 00994 29 : 143
1 13 38464 K2 71 86
1 13 38485 K0 17 68
i1i 13 467 0 2:i 922 9 U02449 155i
2 2 [3026508 65 116
2 4 13 38492 K2 14 60
2 13 38493 G5P 8 55
4 AE PER 7 3
2 TMSS +50081 27 27
1 9 U02459 79 180
1 13 38503 K0 9 75
1 1 I BN PER 19 3
2 9 U02467 6 141
2 9 U02473 7 153
8 4 9 U02474 59 126
8 6 9 U02475 24 130
2 13 38512 K5 4 72
1 13 38519 K5 9 85
8
1 1 AL PER 1 3
1 13 38520 K5 16 86
8 4 9 UO2490 39 143
2 4 TMSS +50082 15 21A!
B N 8500010000
CC GBB 6600000008 1 °41 02593+4615 4 12
ID 4581000000 2 DO 26581 60 111
D D 96000O00O8
BF 8501100008 1 1 AM PER 85 i 3
F F B 2.500000000
C GM B 4500000000 1 '41 02597+4721 54 8
CC GEA 7600000308 4 1 32 X0259+449 17 4
D J D 8600100018
C B i 8500000000 1 "41 02598+4740 8 ! 4
G 7500000008















03001+4121 10.2 54 148--15
03001+4644 11.2 53 145--10
03001+4802 11.3 33 145-- 9
03002+4408 15.2 35 146--12
03002+4612 17.5 18 145-11
03003+4947 18.4 1t 144- 7
03003+4351 19.3 53 147-13
03005+4459 30.3 58 146-12
03005+4201 33,7 17 148-14
03006+4312 39.8 9 147-13
03009+4804 55.1 43' 145-9
03009+4450 57.5 38 146-12
03010+4915 1.8 59 144- 8
03010+4124 3.8 1 148--15
03012+4005 13.4 54 149--16
03012+4246 16.7 42 147--14
03015+4139 34.0 37 148--14
03016+4756 40.7 8 145- 9
03018+4946 54.0 55 144- 7
03019+4523 56._ 3 146-11
03019+4942 57.C 48 144- 7
03021+4023 8._ 20 149-15
03021+4101 11.C 18 148-15
03021+4413 11.3 56 147-12
03021+4934 11.(_ 22 144- 8
03022+4238 13.(] 34 148-14
03022+4231 18.0 45 148-14
03023+4143 19.1 21 148-14
03023+4343 19.557 147--13
03024+4330 27.0!31 147-13
03028+4045 49.1 42 149-15
03028+4534 49.1 36 146-11
03028+4734 49.3 8 145- 9
03029+4800 54.5 44 145- 9
03029+4211 54.5 6 148-14
03030+4343 3.8 22 147-13
03030+4521 4.1 41 146-11
03031+4951 8.7 45 144- 7
03033+4303 18.1 56 148-1:
03033+4835 21.4 7 145- 8
03034+4225 25.1 24 148-14
03036+4926 36.1 40i 144-8
03036+4625 39.8 391146-1(
03038+4305 51.8 0 148-13
03040+4543 5.6 16 146-11
03041+4719 6.9 42 145- 9
03041+4219 10.1 25 148-14
03045+4052 32.6 11 149-15
03045+4721 35.5 45 146- 9
03048+4045 53.5 47 149-15
03051+4732 7.8 52 145- 9
03055+4149 30.1 42 149-14
03055+4925 31.2; 23 145- 7
03058+4106 53.4 _35 149-15
03059+4240 55,5 9 148-13
03061+4418 6.4 4 147-12
03061+4440 7.2 3 147-11
03061+4513 7.3 51 147-11
03062+4208 15.6 19 148-14
03063+4624 19.6 32 146-10
03063+4546 21.329 147-10
03064+4103 24.9 1 149-15
03064+4123 26.9 23 149-14
03065+4044 32.7 32 149--15
03067+4928 44.1 0 145- 7
03067+4132 44.2 37 149-14
03067+4833 45.4 60 145- 8
03068+4919 51.7 28 145- 7
03068+4512 52.5 24 147-11
03069+4545 56.5 2 147-10
03069+4034 56.8 34 149-15
03069+4859 59.1 29 145- 8
03072+4129 12.2 1 149-14
03072+4847 13.5 30 145- 8
03072+4902 13.8 21 145- 8
03073+46.50 21.1 51 146- 9
03074+4233 24.9 31 148-13
03074+4124 28.7 32 149-14
03080+4338 4.0 54 148-12
03081+4306 8.5 17 148-13
03082+4532 16.9 53 147-10
03083+4825 22.5 27 146- 8
03083+4127 23.0 27 149-14
03084+4835 25.5 i 3 145- 8
03087+4114 ¢2.4 52 149-14
03089+4308 54.7 49 148-12
03089+4438 56.£ 45 148--11
03089+4732 58.3 20 146-- 9
03089+4852 59.7 31 145-- 8 i
03091+4936 7.E 13 145-- 7 !
03093+4313 22.8 35 148--12
03096+4229 37.4 52 149-13
03096+4222 38.3 12 149-13
33098+4248 50.6 45 149--13
33098+4935 51.9 48 145- 7
33099+4759 54.6 23 146- 8
33100+4455 4.9 49 148-11
)3101+4356 7.5 40 148--12
)3101+4738 9.9 21 146-- 9
)3103+4316 19.0 37 149-12
H
Uncertainty C
SM] SMN 0 0
£3 C) (') N
28 7 66 3
52 I 13 66 321 I v 69 3
59 13 66 2
32 11 68 3
23 3 68 3
61 26 68 2
29 7 67 3
36 7 68 3
46 11 69 3
30 14 68 3
50 10 67 3
66 19 64 2
67 13 67 3
61 9 67 3
44 10 66 3
44 11 68 3
33 7 69 3
36 8 70 2
34 5 69 3
116 28 66 2
24 8 68 3
35 12 67! 3
41 6 68 '3
50 12 68 2
27 7 68 3
43 10 67 3
81 17 67 2
36 19 91 3
48 11 69 3
25 23 72 3
46 9 67 3
41 8 69 3
47 9 69 3
39 I 8 68 3
60 19 67 3
42 8 69 3
60 14 67 3
47 8 70 3'
33 29 62 2
103 21 72 2
98 27 ! 67 2
53 12 68 3
46 15 67 2
59 9 66 3
28 10 69 3
44 15 68 3
51 12 68 2
39 10 69 3
28 8 69 3
54 13 63 2
119 30 67 2
31 8 67 3
37 8 69 3
43 19 68 3
35 8 69 3
27 6 67 3
70 37 66 2
28 7 70 3
60 8 69 3
22 7 71 3
71 14 69 3
77 35 70 2
69 12 66 2
2O 6 7O 3
25 4 71 3
34 23 70 2
51 11 69 2
50 15 65 3
30 9 71 3
23 8 69 3
57 8 66 3
43 19 72 2
51 8 69 3
26 9;693
59 13i 64 2
59 13 68 3
75 10 68 2
36 10 69 3
30 8 71 3
59 12 70 3
45 26 65 2
23 7 71 3
31 24 71 3
31 6 70 3
30 8 69 3
32 29 72 2
23 6 69 3
53 10 67 2
53 14 66 2
42 7 69 3
42 19 70 3
50 10 70 3
46 13 69 3
50 11 64 2
33 3 7O 3
_:2_ ,,369 3
20 6 70 3







































































































{Not Color Corrected) V
25 ttm 60 ;tin 1(30 _.m Flux Corr A Confusion
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags*
•47 .40L 1.14L BC AC 2 4501000000
.25L .72 2.03L C CB 1500000008
.90 .40L 5.92L BC AA 0 7500000008
.25L .40L 1.43L C A 8600000000
.25L 1.02 5.16 E D L BA 4500000308
.63 .4OL 1.64L BC AB 0 _ 9500010000
.38L .40L 2.44 C J DD 8600000000
1.66 .40L 6.28L BB AA K 2 9600001008
.93 .40L 5.01L BC AA 0 5400000008
.25L 1.26 4.02 CC EEBA 4500000000
.25L .78 2.82: CO L J BD 7500100008
.25L .40L 8.10L B BGFE 9500000008
.86L .61 2.26L O F DC 7600000200
.25L .81 1.54L C B 5600000000
.25L A0L 1.71L C BD 4500000000
.27L .40L 1.83L B BC 1600000000
.26L .75 1.87 CC EBB 4500000000
.74 .40L 1.27L BC AA 0 5700000000
.42 .40L 1.80L CD AC 0 9500101010
.40 .40L 1.89L BC A6 F 5700000000
.25L ,47L 2.50 D KD 8580101010
.37 .40L' 1.48L BD ABKH 3 2500001000
.25L .40L 1.43L D B K G 3600000000
.46 .40L 6.71L CC AB K 7 9500000008
.25L .40L 2.02L C C 8500000000
.55 3.84 9.69 CCD DBAA 5420002008
.41 .40L 9.58L BD AB 0 5400000008
.25L .59 1.32L D D 48OOOOOO0O
.25L .40L 2.72 C L B 9601000000
.39L .47: 1.46L B C ADC 8600000000
.25L .40L 2.17 C L B 2581000030
.25L .40L 1.44L B B F 6800010000
.33 .40L 1.48L BD BD 0 3601000000
.21: 1.41 1.77: DCD EAC 5501000100
.25L .78 3.86 CC L E B 9400000208
.25L .40L 2.61 C E B 8600000000
.30L .40L 1.46L C A GJ 6800000000
.27L .40L 3.17 C J B 6600000000
.25L .40L 1.39L D AE 1600000000
.25L .40L 2.79 E J D 6680000458
.25L .40L 2.54 E I B 7500000008
.25L .40L 2.52 C GJ CD ssooooooooi
.25L .61 2.14 CB LBA 4300000000
.25L .40L 2.62L D D F 1500000000
.25L .40L 2.96 C N B 1700000010
.38L 1.72 3.47 CC CAA 2300110000
.25L .40L 3.59 D B 8500000008
.25L .40L 1.75L C B _ 2500010000
.34L .40L 1.38L B BC : 2400010000
1.89 .52L 1.37L BC AAD 5 0600001000
.76L .40L 1.55L C BD 4601010000
.25L .40L 1.79 D C 9600000000
.84 .40L 1.80L BC AA 0 5600011000
.25L .40L 1.76L C ABB 5500101000
.66L .40L; 2.73 D EJ D 9401000158
1.24 .40L 1.51L BC AA 8600000000
2.41 .39: 1.14L BBC AAE 3 9700000000
.53L .40L 2.12 D I D 5600000120
2.86 .53 4.86L BBC AAC 8400000008
.25L .67 1.77: C F C B 2500000000
1.05 .43L 1.50L BC AAGG 0 4500001000
.25L .63 2.18L C AC 5500100000
.25L .43L 1.75 C J D 6600000000
.96L .40L 2.091 E CJ M 0501000000
.72 .40L 2.06L ;BC AA 0 4601001010
.59 .40L 1.01L BC ABG 0 6700100000
.25L .40L 2.23 D A 96OOOOOOO8
.53L .40L 7.48L F CO G 7400000008
.25L .40L 2.52 C K ED 3601000010
.25L .40L 1.82L B B D 4500001000
.27L 2.05 4.62 CC I EAA 0600000000
.25L I .40L 3.33 D J 6 9600100008
.25L .45 1.02: CF M DE 6600200000
.25L .40L 9.17L C C L 9500010008
.24 .40L 7.50t BD AENF 0 9500100008
.25L .40L 1.33L C D 3600010000
.25L .64 5.57L C KB D 9300000008
.25L .40L 1.62L D C 4600100000
.23: .40L 1.50L ED BC 1 6600000000
.49 .40L 4.94L BC AB 0 _9400000008
.28L .40L 1.36L C CH ! 6600000000
,86L .40L 2.38 D C 6600000008
.65 .40L 1.14L BC AB 0 2701000000
.29L .40L 3.75 D J K6 8580000008
.33 .40L 1.52L BD AB 2 2600001000
.98 .4OL 4.94L BC AA 9400110008
.25L .67L 1.57 C GD 9600000000
.82 .40L 1.36L BC AA 0 5700000000
.37L .40L I 6.86L C A C G 8500000008
.47L .98 3.01L C FBB 3501000000
9.89 1.01 1.36L BBC AAA 0 4501010000
.25L .30: 1.83 DC MGB 8500000008
.25L .40L 6.54L C C 8400000008
.25L .67 1.90 BF F BC 9400000100
.30L .40L 2.05L ,E B G 1600000000
.33: .40L 2.03L !B F AE 4 8600001000
.25L AOL 3.83 C M E 5481000050
.25L .67 1.61: CD K EC 4600000000
3.08 .86 1.37L BBD AAB 0 8700100000
.93L .40L 1.64 F B 4501000000









Name Typ_ _'_ Mag
38535 1<2 I 70
U02504 / 155














38564 + + + 72



































Right Ascension: 03h10m20"O3h18=03 ' Declination: + 40 °- + 50 °
Position (1950)
Name
a 6 a 8 Coords SM] SMN
h m. , , (s) C) I b C) ('3 (') N
03103+4743 20.654 t46- 8 26 6 703
03105+4340 30.337148-12 52 8 703
03105+4805 34,2 42 146- 8 20 8 67 2
03105+4347 34.5 2 148-12 78 21 72 2
03106+4158 36.6 32 149-13 71 26 73 2
03107+4833 47.6 9 146-8 30 19 64 2
03108+4550 519 42 147-10 32 7 69 3
03109+455958.443147-1040, 12683
03110+4055 2.110150-14 _I 9 70303111+4328 6.726149-12 27 712
03112+4745 12.120 148-- 8 46 t2 67 2'
03113+4425 21.146148-11 _ 19 70 303113+4742 21.4 8 148-- 8 32 64 2
03114+4211 24.0 31 149--13 54 11 70 3
03115+4458 33.2 2 148--11 76 28 70 2
03115+4404 34.546148-11 49 7 72 3
03116+4219 36.51149-13 53 8 703
031t7+4151 43.32150-13 33 8 703
03118+4623 48.548147-- 9 21 5 703
03120+4751 3.557146-- 8 9027 652
Flux Density
H fNa Color Corr_'h_O
Galactic Uncertainty C
O 12 _.m 25 vm 60 p.m
03121+40336.7_ 150-1420 58 ._ 66_ i
03122+4731 13.3 147-- 8 5t
03122+4443 13.928 4e ll 81
03124+4521 26.4 148-10 _ 9 i03126+4509 40 241148- 0 76_03127+4153 42.1 150-13 49 303127+4042 43.114150-14 51 13
03t27 + 4244 44.719149-12 5714 713
03128+4533 50,1 4!148-10 60 2_ 7681203128+4328 50.31 149-12 29




























































.25L .25L ; .40L









































03130+4145 4.637150-13 5022 703
03131+4522 11.341148-10 41 27 732
03132+4051 17.742150-14 51 13 703
03133+4931 t8.223148- 7 33 10693
03133+4857 19.711146- 7 39 9693
03133+4606 22.712147-10 43 11 713
03134+4333 26.450149-123911713
03134+4901 29.434146-75212_1! 76_ 3303134+4008 29.546151-1531
03135+4106 31.14113O-143517732
03135+48829 34.844148--73219702







03142+4028 12.947151-14 67 11 73 2
03142+4057 16.911150-14 43 9:713
03145+4307 30.110149-12 36 7 71 4
03146+4055 38.455150-14 72 28 702
03147+4648 42.228147- 9 42 21 702
03147+4229 44.645150-12 63 14 693
03148+4907 49.943146- 7 50 9 71 3
03148+4502 ,9.9 6148-10 90 32 652
03150+4506 1.747148-10 67 18 672
03150+4254 4.311 149-12 90 3370 2
03150+4238 5.817150-12 86 10 73 2
03151+4324 6.554149-12 46 13 70 2
03151+4620 7.431 148- g 85 12 68 2
03151+4642 8.515 147- 9 61 14 68 2
03t53+4918 20.2 9 146- 7 49 9 73 2
03154+4207 24.1 9150-13 44 10 70 3
03154+4840 24.724 146-- 7 25 23 53 2
03154+4303 25.623149-12 52 14 722
03156+4025 37.610151-14 56 12 723
03156+4246 38.e 35;150-12 40 12 732
03157+4324 42.142 t49-12 54 24 692
03157+4813 47.744147-B 64 17 682
03158+4227 51.231150-12 19 6 724
03161+4702 8.559147-8 39 8 703
03161 +4723 11.E 43147-- 8 66 20 682
03162+4349 12.`¢ 29149-11 74 15 692
03163+4733 '23.(_ 8147- 8 49 8 723
03164+4919 28.556148--7 49 26 673
03164+4119 29.452151--13 25 6 713
03166+4940 38.1 148- 1061873
03167+4731 ¢3.3! 4_77147- 6782870 2
03167+4636 46.9 7 148--9 44 9 70 3
03167+4722147.E 14 147- 8 32 9 713
03169+4541 54.C 34 148-10 35 7 68 2
03169+434057.C 18149-11 5414 672
03170+4559 1.1 7 148-9 69 12 68 2
03170+470_1._26 147-6 27 lo 7003171+40548126151-1448 12 70!
03172+4629 12,E 60 148- 9 20 7 _t._! 303172+4739 17.C 41147-8 39 200173+423722,361 0-12 56 14 722
03175+4937 32.5 56 146- 6 56 35 64 2
03176+4012 38.(_ 40151-14 7517 712




03177+4432 43.5 60149-10 6114676_512203177+4842 47.8 59146- 6 _ 1203179+450657.126149-10 32 2




IO0_m Flux Co_ A Cohesion R S
Un_ Coef R Ra_*
1.52L I BC AB
1.37L I B AG
1.77L! BC AB
1.86 C GHC
1.21 D J C

























1.41L BE ABH 12600000000
1.27L BE ACJ 0 3500000000
11.81 CBCC CAAA I 6301000000
2.61 BBCC AAAB 04600000000
3.50 D I C 750000O110
I
8.20L E El 6502100008
2.00L C IKGB 7600000000
1.94 D B 95000O0000
1.88L C BJI H 9601000000




1.76 C F ML E
1.19L C iBE K
2.10L D IFL K
2.33 C G C
1,23 F B
























1.93: BF F AB , O 8500000000
1.46L _ i D K 2500020000
2.62 C E 4601100110
2.62 C K L B 8680000230
 ,oooo 1.17L BC B i 025000010001.79 CB 5500000000
7.82L C FJ 4400010008
I














4.72 CC J FAA
2.54 D B
2.27 CC BA


















1.00L CO AEM 015000OO000
1.70 C L J C 3401000000
9.35L C N B 9400000008
4.62 CCC BAA 0400000000
2.08L B D A C 0 7600000000
2.95 C I GB 7600000O00
1.18L C BG 2600OO0000
2.43L D C ED 7600100000
3.00 F I HJ D 8500000110















































S 2 # T Name Type (") Mas
1 1338657 K5 3 8_
1 1338659 G5 5 7E
3 13 38660 7 87
C 1 32 X0310+485 125 1;
1 10 M+08-06-029 59
1 2 DO 9799 56 108
8
I 2 DO 26850 71 I0_
1 1 V373 PER 35
1 2 DO 26861 59 103
2 13 38674 G5 9 61
5 9 U02606 15 14C
5 1 AA PER 3
I 2 [:)09811 47 11(;
1 2 DO 26881 34 10_
4 1338685 MO 2 63
3 9 U02618 30 14E
3 9 U02617 48 14_
1 12 ZG 312+42 36 I_
1 1338690 29 8E
1 2 DO 26887 62 9(
1 1 AO PER 28
1 2 DO 26895 86 9E
1 13 38694 K2 6 8C
4
2 610310 73
4 2 13 38697 B9 24 81
1 1338698 6 8`¢
1 1 2 [:)026900 54 11E
C
4 • 1 V374 PER 56
7 9 UO2634 34 141
81 2 DO9838 87 11_=
3 9 U02640 10 148
8 1 39 WE0313+40W1 6 1415
1 °41 03147+4229 32
1 1 WW PER 20
1 2 DO 26931 43 9E
1 13 36710 GO 14 81D
1 2 DO 26938 82 9(;
5 " 9 ; U02654 10 14E
3 9 U02655 29 141
2 9 U02659 18 148
1 2 DO 26965 69 101
1 13 38720 G5 19 78
1 13 38727 6 9G
22 * 9 U02669 10 130
1 1 13 38733 K0 9 78
1 13 38735 K5 9 78
1 13 38739 K2 11 72
3 *2 DO9873 44 105
2 1338740 3 90
1 10 M+07-07-072 97
8 1 32 X0317+462 52 8
21338743 6 85
8 2 23 OCL 0392 501
1 2 DO 26997 68 98
3 9 U02688 2 150
3 1338750 A2 20 5O
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) ConfuSiOn Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
296
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Ga]aclJc Uncertainly C (Not Color Cerrected)
a 8 Coords 5M/ 5MN 00 12 /_m 25 /J.m 60 p.m
(s) ("3 ) b C) (") (') N (hns_y)
149-10 31 70 1.31 .65 .40L
148-8 42 26 33 .25L69 .25L .46L
7 147-7 30 6 70 3 1.54 .81 A0L
32 147- 7l 48 8 72 3 .74 .28L .4OL
46 150--12 42 10 72 3 .45 .25L .40L
7 151-13 41 20 70 2 .25L .28L .56
147-7 28 26 87 3 .25L .25L AOL147- 7 60 26 69 2 ,26L .2BL .40
59 150--11 66 12 68 2 .43 .32L A0L
22 148- 9 23 g 71 3 .78 .25L .40L
8 2 .TgL .88L .40L
148- g 76 28 67
1 147-8 42 30 66 2 1.13 .31 .40
_)_ 149--10 93 31 I .25L .40L .40L
66 2
151-13 52 12 72 3 ,41 .25 .40
47 147- 7 37 8 71 3 .38 .26L .40L
4_ 147-6 64' 16 72 3 .25L .25L ,40L148- g 34 6 71 3 1.42 .59 .40L149-10 54 I 31 73 2 .25L 1.05L .40L
52 150-11 34 11 68 2 1.02 .52L .40L
57 147- 7 28' 8 74 3 .47 .25L .40L
5 14g- 10 53 8 723 .39 .25L .40L'
50 147- 7 25 9 74 3 .95 .28L .40L
42 149- 9 45 11 71 3 .47 .25L .40L
11 150-11 66 12 69 2 .31 .25L .40L
18 152--14 52 10 73 3 .69 .27L .40L
42 149-10 44 8 72 3 .53 .25L .40L
4 147- 6 19 4 72 4 27.39 6.74 1.23
17 147-7 34 8 72 3 39 .38L .42:
4 149- 9 25 7 71 3 4.12 2.06 .40L
391151-12 38 13 88 2 .28L .25L 1._
331 148- 8 35 26 76 2 .25L .25L .40L
56 152--13 44 19 71 2 .42L .25L .51
18i151-12 3e 12 89 2 ._ .35L .40L
27' 147- 8 67 26 68 2 .25L .3OL .40L
43 152-14 47 11 71 21 .41 .33L A0L33147_8 30 8 1044 ,8 25,. ,4,_17147_840 27 762; 25,_ 1.5,, 112,_
34 25 31 .25L .27L .40L151-12 58 70
27 151-12 27 13 71 3; .25L .25L .7152_132073 ,0
 148_7328!73 103 3. 40,152_13711272 .42 .27 1.28152-13 59 10 73 3 .68 .29L .40L
40 149--8 104 34 73 2 .28L ,44L .41(-
38 152-13 33 12 72 3 .25L .25L 1.44
1148-7 24 # 744 .92 .55 .40L149-9 67 69 .25L .26L .4OL
20 14.8-e 19 5744 535.15 198.70 39.95
13 149- 8 74 15 89 2 .29L ,25L .57
16 148-7 113 21 74 2 .25L .54L .40L
36 147-6 65 12 74 2 .25 .25L I .40L
34 147- 6 15 4 70 3 3,59 1.42 .40L
51 147- 6 41 15 72 4 .25L .25L .52L
45 150-11 49 11 72 3 .78 .30L .40L
149-8 29 10 72 4 .25L .25L 1.34148- 7 47 26 68 2 .25 .66 ,40L
31 147- 5 28 10 73 5 .25L .19: 1.37
48 148- 7 18 5 73 4 3.26 ,96 .42L149- Q 33 U 75 4 .51 .26L .40L
(
15 150-11 55 10 73 3 .51 .28: .40L
51 147-6 64 8 71 4 .32 .25L .40L
12 150-10 24 6 72 3 4.50 1.60 .71
54 148- 7 29 26 75:3 .25L .26L .40L
54 149- 8 46 8 74 4 .36L .29L .56
23 148- 6 33 10 65 3 .32 .25L .40L
31 148- 6 35 30 67 2 .25L .25L .53L
19 147- 5 81 32 71 ! 2 .35L .29L 4.53L
18 150-10 24 6 74 3 4.84 1.27 .40L
55 153-13 30 7 73 3 1.53 .68 .40L
16 152-13 33 7 72 3 1.47 .62 .40L
59 149- 9 86 24 67 2 .99L .25L .50L
._ 147-5 34 8 76!6 .68 .27L .40L151-10 29 1 73 .25L .26L 1.78
18 74 4 .25L 25L .4559 148- 7 39
32 150-I0' 23 3 721 3 1.14 .32 .40L10149_719 7 734 1.21 27: 40,_149_842 21 7314 25,_ 25,. 40,_35147_617 4 72,6 246 155 .40,_3514g_8 86 27 672 47,_ .40(-58149_775 12 642 28 25(- 40(-
5 148 6 ! 15 4 73 6 4.69 1.33 .66
56 153-13 48 3 74 3 .51 27L .40L
3 152-12! 61 8 73 2 .46 .29L .40L
14 147-6 32 8 72 5 .42 .26L ,40L
12 150-10] 59 1: 76 2 .82 .42L .40L37 150 9 ' 57 71 3 .38 .25L .40L
59 149-BI 25 9 74 4 .50 .31 .40L
12 150-10 I 32 6 75 3 1.83 .67 .40L
11 152-121 75 15 752 ,34 .6et_ .44L
29 150 9 I, 40 8 75 4 .80 .30: ,40L
35 152-12 1 56 12 73 ! 3 .37L .25L 1.07
J
14 153-13 57 13 75 I 2 .49L .26L .85
46 149- e 42 10 76i 3 .34 .25L .401
26 149 8 66 8 73 I 3 .51L .25L .50
7 150 10 44 11 68 2 .41 .34L .40L
42 152-12 23 8 73 3 .56 .55 4.56
46 150 9 64 35 78 2 .29L .25L .44L
28 148 7 18 4 72 6 16.11 3.73 .64
20 150-10 25 3 75 4 4.02 1.17 .40L
4 152 11 37 11 72 3 .49 .32: .40L
Declination: + 40"- + 50"
Associations
V L C
IOO ttm Flux Corr A Contusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags" S 2 # T
1.44L BC ABI 5 I 5600000000 i
2.88 C HD 960000021O
8.38L BC AAF 1 9400001009
9.73L C CG H 4400100008 21 13 38753F5
1.10L C C 050002O00O I
1.geL F LMDD ! 1600000O0O 131 9 U026942.57 C I 85OO000008 , 23 OCL 0392
2.47 D KN B I1.88L C B 1500000000 2 13 38758
2.07L B AJ ! 8600100000
2.28 C i C 66002000202.68 M 9600000018
1.70 D M F 46OO00OO00
1.46L C B k4 16OO000000
2.29L C E H 8600000O00
3.96 B MI A 9500000000



























I 13 38777 K013 3878O
2 DO 270422 27047
2 13 38783
; 5 13 38787 F5
1 9 U02718
b
_ 13 38804 KO13 36603
11 10 M+07-_-O82
1 2 DO 27073
I 2 DO 9927
4 9 U02730
!
5 2 DO 27089
i
3 2 DO 27122
2 12 ZG 324+46
2 13 38849 85
1.83 D K D
1.33L B AF J
8.65L B CK G
1.42L D B M
2.63L B A G G
B
1.75L [B C1.61
1.51L C BJJJ1.88 H
L65L BBB AAA 2
1.85L C E BI B
1.57L' BB AAI
3.66 CC EAB
2.87 C I G
1.27L D L D
1.45L C A E
2.79 C J B
1.59L F A
2.10L C BE F
1.99 C KKGC
2.26 C FD
3.26 CC J CC
11.48 CCC :AAA
8.97L BC ACKG
1.25L C J AC
1.14L B BE:




2 10 M+07 08-015
EBAA 0 4400001000 j 3 9 U02759
E : 5600000000 ! ,
AAC i 7400000008 ! 18 5 13 38890 KOA^o _3_OOlOOO!i 2 2 DO27197
BB D I 560000000O
J
11.94 CCCC AAAA 9 6430010008 44
2.54L D IL CK 24O000O00O
3.03 O B 95000O0008
3.05L D C 8600010000 1 2 DO 27097
1.421 iBC AAG 0 3700003000
2.80 D MHB 8600000000
1.35L iC BE K 5600000000 1 13 38837 K0
2.66: BC KAA 6501100000
2.25 D C 9500200008
2.60 EBB CAB 8500000000 1 g U02738
1.67L BB AAD 0 3600201000
2.37L B BH 8600100000 1 13 38842
1.87L ED CF 2 7600000000 1 13 38841
1.87L B D E 5701000000
1.47L BCC AAB 0 7700000000
1.81 E FD 66O10O00OO
2.44L C I NC 7500000000
1.57L C CD I 8701000000
2.39 D NE 6601000000
1.92 D J GF 7500000000
1.52L BC AAH 0 4700000000 4 13 38855 K0
1.09: BC F AA G 0 2600000000
1.25L BC AA 1 4601000000
1,71 C D F B 3500000000
2.31| B AF 4500010000 1 2 [:)027140
4,00 CD I BB 9582010230 ( 1 32 X0325+435
3.84 CC MLBC 9580110138 8 I
1.41L BD AC G 1 2600000000 2 13 38863
7.77L BF AEJ 0 5501011008 1 13 36667G5
2.77 B D 7500000000 I
1.77L BB AA 3 5601000000 I
2.18 D K D 3500000000 t 39 4C+46.08
9.10L D B 9400110118
2 DO 27156
1.95L ABD AAAH 1[ 6610003200 I I 4 13 38870G51.33L C B A 0500021000
2.07L D B 2600000000
1.74L B BI G 0601000000 2 13 38872 B5
1.46L E BC 260100C000
2.2OL C BL 6600000000 1 13 38873 83
2.06L BO BBEJ 0 7500000000 2 13 38874 85
1.52L BC ABC 1 6600000000 1 2 DO 27170
1.79(. C CJ 6700000000
1.71L CF BB 0 6501000000
1.76L D AC 4600000000:
1.69: C D B B 4600000000
1.67L B DK 2600000000
2.28L C H B 4601000000





"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12. 25. 60. 100 p.m; 10) High Source Density Region.


















































D3276+4304 37.937 151--11 29 7 74 3 .25L
C)3276+4628 38,7 9 149-8 42 10 74 4 .52
,3276+4239 38.9 34 152-11 97 40 73 2 .25L
,3276+4852 40.6 18 148-6 33 10 733 .45
)3277+4917 44.6 12 148- 6 26 8 76 7 .97
)3278+4850 48.3 48 148--6 18 3 75 7 2.06
)3278+4806 50,3 3 148-7 27 ,_8 73 7 .94)3278+4844 51.224 148-6 75 =v 109 _i .25L
:)3279+4515 54.9 26 150-9 37 26 74 3 .25L
)3279+4050 55.4 14 153--12 37 24 743 .25L
)3281+4341 7.4 37 151-10 36 8 75 4! .25L
)3281+4859 8.7 22 148- 8 39 9 77 5 .40
)3281+4356 11.3 26 151--10 49 8 72 4 ! .25L
)3282+4421 12.7 55 151-10 95 tl 71 2 .26
)3282+4701 17.4 81 149- 7 43 9 73 5 ,60
)3283+4403 19.7 55_151-10 32 3, 74 4 1.64
)3285+4120 30.822 152-12 57 3; 7933 .25L)3255+41_ 31.752152-12 35 75 .75)3285+49o6_.7_s 1,_-6 so 17 76 4 .25L
)3265+4431 35.5 12 151-9 68 28 74 2 .31/
)3285+4737 35,8 27 149- 7 24 4 77 7 .25L
)3287+4730 45.3 1 149- 7 44 10 101 4 ,40L
)3287+4125 46.1 26 152-12 80 16 69 2 .48L
}'3288+4625 50.3 14 150- 8 41 8 76 6 ,25L
)3288+4137 51.0,60 152-12 37 8 75 3 .60
)3288+4440 51,,_ 23 151- 9 29 75 i)3289+4518 58= 3 : 2.18
i 72 .25L)3289+4553 591C _ 150-9 61150- 19 8 74 6 .81
)3290+4334 0.522151-10 41 15 74 4 .25L
,329O+4230 4.8 20 152-11 97 21 77 2 ,34L
13291+4116 10.E 22 153-12 21 5 75 3 11.95
,3292+4616 15.8 9 150-8 42 8 755 .25L
,3293+4856 18.2 43 148-6 53 8 7716 .38
,3294+4335 26.9 34 151-10 14 5 73 4 5.48
,3296+4750 38., 57 149-7 13 4 75 7 1.93
,3296+4624 40.1 35 150-8 63 30 78 3 .30L
k3297+4205 44.4 43 152--11 49 25 73 3 .25L
13297+4321 46,1 5 151-10 43 10 75 3 .36
13298+4237 52.7 46 152-11 48 27 72 4 .25L
_3300+4958 0.7 10 148-5 35 8 166 7 .40
_3300+4836 3.022 148-6] 51 8 72 4 .25L
)3301+4011 6.1 r3t 153-13 61 18 74,2 .41L
,3301+4849 6,7 38 148 6 26 3 77 ,; 1.20
,3303+4625 19.5 33 150- 8 27 20 76' .25L
,3303+4644 22.7 37 150- 7 21 20 120 5 .25L
13304+412627.2147153-12563475,3 .25L
,3306+4048 40,3 31 153-12 42 8 76 3 .54
P3307+4724 43,1 149-7 30 8 102 6 .41
13307+4126 45.0 59 153-12 18 18 49 3 .25L
13308+4910 51.3 9 148-5 107 37 79 2 .27L
_3309+4510 54,2 46 151- 9 35 19 78 4 .27L
13309+4158 54.6 12 152-11 30 21 69 3 .25L
P3310+4044 0.2 54 153-12 30 tl 74 3 ,25L
_3310+4551 2.9 45 150- 8 31 8 75 7 .89
b3311+4510 7.4 45 151- 9 24 11 78 5 ,25L
_3311+4425 9.8 0 151- 9 28 4 76 6 1.06
_3311+4514 10,4 52 151-9 23 9 77 7 .31:
_3312+4629 14.6 45 150-- 8 62 23 77 5 .25L
F33t2+4438 15.8 12 151- 9 26 6 76 7 ,87
3312+4008 16.5 20 154-13 43 8 75 3 .87
,3313+4911 20.9 50 148- 5 82 32 70 2 .30L
3313+4443 23.5 56 151- 9 66 34 70 2 .25L
3315+4657 31.1 14 148- 5 19'j 3 77 8 1,72
3316+4517 37,3 4 151-- 8 24 ! 3 76 7 1.84
3319+4340 55.9 55 152-10 26 4 75 6 1.17
3319+4415 56.2 12 151 9 17' 4 76 7_nl 1.403319+4858 57.1 23 148 5 =v_ 73 8 34
3319+4449 59.8 19 151- 9 50! 11754 .37
3321+4625 12.0 57 150- 7 43 13 78 3 .28L
3322+4119 13.8 7 153 12 41 12 71 3 ,25L
3324+4243 29.0 18 152-10 80 13 75 2 ,29
3325+4833 34,6 31 149- 6 36 16 83 3 .25L
3325+4625 35.3 13 150-7 32 8 77 8 .603326+4528 49,3 171 t51- o 27 5 75 7 .28L
3328+4820 52,0 28 149-6 39 8 107 5i .27L
3329+480t 55.4 40 149- 6 15 3 79 8 4.00
3329+4247 56,5 48 t52-10 59 16 72 2= .18
3330+4352 5.3 18 152- 9 26 6 77 i 25L3330+4532 5.7 28 151- 8 46 8 I 77 .25L3331+4516 t1.1 20 151- 8 22 8 78 ,33L
3331+4653 11.4 18 150- 7 23 8 76 8 .99
3333+4735 20.0 28 149- 6 68 8 73 2 .253334+4923 27.6 31 148 5 30 21 75 .25L
3335+4119 30.2 52 153-11 34 9 74 4 ,48
3935+4729 30.6 1 150- 6 29 8 80 8 .24:
3335+4853 3t.1 15 149- 5 28 8 77 8 ,26L
3335+4930 31.5 5 148-5 20 8 77 6 .86
3335+4419 32.6 11 151 9 52 32 77 2 .25L
3335+4705 32.8 5t 150- 7 23 3 79 8 2,32
3335+4711 34.7 57 150- 7 30 8 78 8 .56
3335+4640 35.3 59 150- 7 45 10 80 2 .31
3335+4251 35.9 9 152-10 34 10 75 5 .25L
3336+4305 36.1J 38 152-10 23 3 77 7 1.37
3336+4906 39.61 27 149- 5 61 10 79 i 3 .26L
3337+4814 4663 149- 32 8 78 7 .37
52.4' 5 151-86 19 .78
3338+4525 8 76i83338+4108 53.C 36 153-12 41 75 .28L
3339+432959.315152-10286777 .58





(Not Color Corrected) V L C
25 tJ.m 60 p.m |00 Fm Flux Corr A ConFusion R 5 A






































































































Name Type ('_ Ma8
4.31 CC FAA 5400000000
1.79L B BHI 5600010000
1.43 D F 5500000000
1.87L C iCN 9701102000
2.06L BC AD 2 7600000000
1.81L AB AA 3 9700102000
8.051 BD ACDF 0 4400001008
2 12 ZG 327+43 51 156
2 13 38902 2 78
1 2 DO 27204 68 108
2,19 O JLD
2.12 C KH C
2.48 C K D
2.64 O;E FD
2.16LIB CF2.34 D I CB
1.80L F C J
1.71L B BE8.65 ' D A B
2.67 C E MB
1.291 C BB
2.36 E F C
1.45 D C
5.75 DBB CAA






2.39: B D AEHB

























2 13 38911 9 85
1 2 DO 27214 74 115
5 3 9 UO2773 33 150
2 9 U02775 40 160
1.07L BBC _.AB 4 9600060000 01
2.66 C H H B 9500000008
2.25L C BJ H 8602010000
5.19L BBD AAB 1 7500000006
8.83L BB AALD 4 2401001008
2.35 C L I J F 9600000190
2,16 C D C 3600000000
5.56L B B GJ 4400000008
1.98 E B C 3500000000
2.63L BF DC H 3 5500000000
2.19 C D D 5600000000
1.34: CC M EB 0600000000
135L BC ABJH 8 7701001000
4.21 B L DHC 9580000290
2.17 B H E 9602000000
2.87 C D MC 9581100340
1.34L D BH 46O01000O0
2.14L B BG K 250110(X)00
3.51 C J FC 9481100340
1.59 C KE ! 5700000000
5.30 CO L CHC 95(32269890
2.88 F H D 6501000020
2.50 C C i J J BB 360010010(
9.51L BD ADI G 1 9500010008
8.18L C C F C 9584269998
1.92L CD AD 0 4700001000
10.53L CBB EBAJ 0 9423209998
3.68 C F G E 9582000080
1.49L BE AE 0 4700100000
1.40L C AG O6OO00OOOO
2.15 D E 9600O00000
2.15 D D 5600100010
2.23L BC AAH 3 9731103000
4.26L BC AB, C'0, 9692207698
1.74L BD AD r3 45oooo9ooo
2.2OL BB AB G'4 9701002000
2.09L BD ADCE 2 9711103000
9,85L D F / 7500020018
9.17L C D E 9400100008
1,81 BD BF 75OO000000
1.93L C IC 1500020000
2,34 B E MC 960210000811.76L BJ GJ 9300100008
4.66 ; BB HCAA 9580100328
2.57: BF MCB 8601000008
7.63L !AB B AABD 1 94811008782,21 L 0500010(300
2.49 BB I AC 8500000000
4.66L C N B B 9500100326
11.12L B I CAC 9500000108
1.79L BD ACDI 1 7621010010
7.68L E C L 44000000O8
3.56 C GI E 5500000010
5.37L B BI G 4400000008
t.72L CBB FBAD 0 2601000100
1.85: CE GI AC 8740000000
2.94L BB AB 2 5600000000
1.50 D M B 9600O0OOOO
1,68L BB AAJ 4 5601100000
1.93L BC BB 5 i 2600100000
2.30L C DI 6502000000
1,51L EC FBDc 2 06000000001.46L BD AB/J 0600C000002.99L C 6600000000
11.49L B CF 9400101018
9,39L B ACNE 9400100008
335L B J LCE 3400000008
1.62L BF BBH 2 0500010000
2,14 D F B 9600100008
2.15 D BC BFBB 1500000000
2 13 38923 K0 14 75
1 10 M + 08-07- 004 84
3 13 38924 F0 14 53
2 2 DO 9974 33 110
3 13 38931 MB 4 67
1 2 DO 27254 63 101
2 LZ PER 36 3
2 13 38948 5 86
C 1 32 X0330+414 25 12
F
8 t j 32 X0330+419 67 8
2 9 U02785 66 155
1 2 DO 27287 60 106
F 1 32 X0331+451 44 15
3 13 38958 7 i 88
E
1 13 38959 K0 1 77
1 13 38960 K0 9 75
13j 38961 K5 2 81E 2 13 38962 2 20 80
1 13 38966 K2 3 83
1 13 38973 K0 2 83
1 13 38975 G5 12 77
4 1 10 M+08-07-006 22
2 " 9 U02794 34 180
C 6 "13 3898085P 1 42
1 2 DO27336 9O 113
2 " 2 DO27338 23 95
2 "39 0E+456.2 105 1415
1 13 38985 K5 1 80
1 13 38986 K2 6 80
1 "41 03336+4814 15 3
1 2 DO27347 70 103
1 1 WXPER 15 3
1 13 38988 K0 3 80





03343+4403 20.9 41, 152-9 54 81104 403343+4658 23.4 21 I 150- 22 80
03344+4718 24.7 54 150-7 35 8 110 7
03344+4721 26.4 5 150- 8 88 25 79 3
03345+4341 33.338152- 9 21 5 777
03345+4403 35.444152- 9 38 31 662
03346+4352 36.020152- 9 30 3 777
03347+4828 44.557! 149- , 83 24 742
03347+4556 46.540151- 8 49 8 75503_+4049 487 10 154-12 22 5 78 7
03349+4107 56.3 40, 154-11 23 8 76 7
03349+4730 57.7 ._J 150- 6 33 8 817
03350+4125 2.6 153-11 31 8 777
03350 + 4509 4.5 151-8 21 5 75'8
03351+4900 7.032149-5 56 8 75;4
03352+4422 12.227152-9 268 1776
03353+4014 18.8 32 154-12 46 8 73 4
03353+485619.248149--5539773
03354+4602 27.9 40 151- 7 47 18 78 _5 049 30 6 35 154-12 32 61 75
03355+4222 34.2 33 153-10 49 11 77 3
03355+4615 352 30 151- 7 35 19 79 2
03356+4818 41.036 149- 8 54 13 77 2
03357+4111 47.038154-11 30 8 77 7
03358+4716 51.440150- 6 42 10 744
03359+4725 54.953150- 6 50 8 74 = 5
03360+4038 1.738154-12 30 8 767
03360+4143 2.1 i 6153-11 36 8 764
03360+4603 2.253 151- 7 38 8 777
03360+4101 3.7 40 154-11 40 16 78 6
03360+4852 4.8'_7 149-5 5(_ 10 78 _03361+4141 7.1 ' 153--11 10 76
03361+4032 10.3 154-12 16 78 2
03_.2+4_5 12.728 151-8 105 29 73 2
03362+4726 !17._ 60 150-6 21 10 78 3
03363+4732 20.130150-6 7325 734
03363+4342 23._] 58152- 928 8 78, 7
03365+4639 35.716150-7 273 77 I 6
03366+4953 38.252 149- 4 30 9 109 _ 5
03368+4531 51.8 59 151- 8 72 8 163 2
03369+4049 54.4 48 154-11 40 9 78 6
03370+4035 3.0 57 154-12 16 3 77 7
03371+4551 11.9 46 151--7 46 8 166 5
03371+4932 11.9 16 149--4 21 4 109 6
03372+4431 16.1 37 152-- 8 33 9 76 5
03372+4847 16.7132 149-- 5 58 14 764
o3373+44o9188[9 152-9 4o 8 77 8
03375+4108 33.710 154-11 3911 793
03378+46o740831 151-7 82 11 80 2
03377+4206 47.7 4 153-10 30 17 78 5
03378+4750 49.8 L55150-- 6 37371512
03378+4906 52.2J 0 149-5 31 9 108 7
03381+4503 6.5:16 152- 8 25 8 746
03381+4229 8.1:15 153-10 18 5 79 7
03382+4033 14.4 ' 6 154-12 33 9 77 7
o3_3+4343 195 2o 153-9 16 4 77 7
03384+4623 29.6 10 151-7 34 28 78 3
03385+4321 30.5]21 153--9 31 8 76 5
03387+4345 42.310153--9 16 4 77703_8+4318 490 33 153-9 27 3 76 7
03368+4347527 40 153-9 32 8 104 5
03390+4316 0.1 48 153-9 34 8 101 5
03390+4824 01 26 150-5 32 8 108 6
033_o+4336 13 51 153-9 71 22 74 4
033_0+47,_ 30 58 1_-8 44 9 105 4
033_+4357 5.332 152-9 30 9 76 6
03391+4958 9.4 57 149--4 38 8 106 4
03391+4821115 29 150-5 20, 4 lO7 8
03391+4816 11.8 31 150- 5 21l 5 108 6
03392+473215.549 150-8 37 14 105 8
03393+4343 18.4 39 153- 9 24; 3 78 7
03393+4928 19.4 40 149- 4 37 24 74 2
03394+4815 28.0 16 150-- 5 1
03394+4621 28.2 22 151- 7 76 5
03397+4252 43.2 28 153--10 68 18 78 5
03398+4010 50.657155-12 32 9 77 6
03398+4848 53.0 3 t50- 5 59 17 76 2
03398+4000 53.1 21 155-12 25 _ 8 77 6
03399+4514 55.3 8 152- 8 60 29 79 2
034 ÷43 3.834153_91503,01+43408.854153_921 5 7803,01+41,59.48154_116826 79303,01+4 710.925149_417 3 77503 2+441814.09 152_8 9 783,
 02+41 15.33154_1027 877 70 04+492725.11149_472 ,5 ,0 2.03404+485228.1,151_621 4.104803405+452130.5 1 _5 18 3:109,
i0 05+451233.751152_83614179303, +44437.3 152_8 3, 765
034_+4_2 38.522 1_-5 18 4 109 8
03407+4824 47.4 24 150-- 5 65 10i 75 2
0:_09+4s34 54.854 152-7 32 9 _ 76 603410+4312 5.6 7 153-9 72 27 73 2
03411+4718 62 20 151-8 92 36 71 2
0_11+4910 8.345=lS0-4 41 10 74 4
03411+4613 9.936151- 7 51 1t 107 5
03411+4556 10.040 152-7 51 8 74 2
Position (1950)
H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 tim 25 itm (_ _m
(s) () I b (") (") (') N (Jansky)
Declination: +40°-+50 °






































































































I00 _m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
2.29 C KGD 9583100010
136L B BEM 5601000000
2.57L C BI BD 9601110100
1.78 D l ND 97011101001.43L BB AB 6600000000
2.54 O J D 9501100010





2.25L B i AG
5.60L o I A B
4.09 CBB BAB
2.94L C C
1.86L B A E F
1.37L B B
2.73L C EE C




2.47L C J HDC
5.73L B B D
2.99L B B I
3.30 C BEFE
5.64L B BH






2.54 O L C
2.78L E CF
2.27 F HJ J B

































2.88L BF BGG 5 6501001000
1.91 E L F B 8600001000
r
4.92L B rAJ 1300000008
4.77L AB AAE 2 1400001008
9.20L B DO 94OO000008
2.68L CBB AAA 9 6602001000
9.44L B B 9401000008
240 c 940000000837°°°°°°°°10.25L
6.65L F CL 1300000008
6.92L F ! EFG 95001000181.77 B FC 4501000100
1.38 O B/DMH 20310001002.54L B 26O1000000
2.91 B KHLC 9580000010
1.31L BB AA J 3 4601000000
1.10L BF ADK 4600010000
22.45L BBB BAAB 2 93C0112368
1.79 C I C 4600000000
1.96L B DJ 56O02400OO
22.45 BBBD BAAA 3 9381213588
1.91L BD ACK 0 6602240000
22.45L BCC 'FCAC 93813014781.93L BJ 6602130000
2.57L IB CC G 4602100000
2.23 I!C C C 26O0O00OOO2.39L B 2601000000
7.53L I B I 9510000008
3.40L B F 4601100010
1.98L B D A A 0 4703300000
2.19L BBC AABI 2 4702200000
3.14 DB KEC 6602200500
6.94L B J EAG 9401201468
2.18 D I B 4600000000
1.52L 'BB ABB 66601206100
1.36 D D 5701100000
1.33L BB AA H 2 4700000000
1.91 C J GMB 56OO000000
1.11L BD BD 1 1600001000
2.85L C B 4600000103
1.88 BB BB 4580000100
2.21 D K F 8500000000
1.63L C DG M 6501000000
1.42L BC AB 4 4601000000
8.52 CBC HBAA 9400000108
1.33 C E E E 4600000OO0
2.66L BB AAL 1 4601002000
2.79 C GB 9501000008
1.41L BF AE G 6 3500020000
2.53L C I C 5601000000
1.68L AC AADN 9 5501000000
2.45L AC AA K 9 47021010001
2.46 E K A
8.08L BC AAF 0
2.33L BBC AABF 4
2.75L D D
2.55 BC I AB
2.40 E D
1.20 C GI D
3.70L C B E
1.19: BC J BD












N aro.¢ Type (") Mag
I 2 DO27357








2 13 [ 39019 K0
1 2 DO 27405
1 2 DO 27410
1 2 DO 27413




1 2 ] DO 27442




1 2 DO 27466
61 32 X0338+437B
2 2 DO 27469
1 2 DO 27463
1 1 BL PER

















































































03434 + 4627 26.7 I
03436 + 4500 34 1 I
03437+4757 42.81





03440 + 4909 3 o J
03442+4531 14 4=










03453 + 4246 Ia 51
03456 + 4348 39.9 I
03457+4628 45.51
03469+4749 _7 si





03461 +4732 "" •
03461 +4050 10.61
03462+4216 13.OI
03463 + 4652 22.01
03465 + 4449 35.5 I
03466+4118 36.11
03466 + 4834 39.1 I
03466 + 4924 4o.4 i
03467+4211 4721
03468 + 4603 52.4f
03469+4728 58.8l
03470+4226 ;_"=:










03480 + 4916 :.¢H,
03481 +4846 - 1 1
03483 + 4807 18.6 I
03484+4253 Z4.2l
03484 + 4007 28.8 I
03486 + 4337 39.9 I
03488 + 4146 50.8 I
03488+4307 _1 4,
03489 + 4757 _B.5 I
03490 + 4455
03491 +4013 tl m
03493+4132 ?0.0_
03493+4931 Z2.21
• Confusion Rags: 1)
Ga]4clJc Unc_rtalnty
8 Coords SMJ SMN O
(") t b C) (") (')
4.= 1154-10 53 8 75
I; i 153-- 9 26 _ 102
1.= r 153- 9 40 15 77
5_ 152- • 66 19 73
4.= I 150- 5 20 4 109
C' 155-11 33 22 80
2.= 152- 8 37 8 78
5; 150- 5 27 9 108
22 152- 8 17 4 78
2.4 ' 152- 7 25 8 t04
5( 154-10 29 12 81
1.l 152-- 8 18 9 78
2_ 155--11 34 20 76
2£ 154-10 20 5 76
1( 154-10 35 g 72
5_ 152- 7 19 8 104
4.= 150- 5 101 24 73
27 155-11 3g 8 78
2£ 153- 9 62 24 73
2 151- 6 21 3 106
58 151- 6 71 34 72
5_ 150- 4 54 8 77
42 155--11 92 31 80
4(] 153- 8 70 12 71
C 152- 7 22 4 105
8 150-- 5 99 32 70
4C 152-- 7 27 18 107
33 151-- 5 33 3 107
51 150- 4 69 8 71
8 152-- 7 23 4 104
5_ 150- 5 28 10 74
29 153- 8 51 14 76
8 154-- 9 39 10 77
59 151- 6 24 8 108
55 152- 7 46 16 102
38 152- 6 37 8 77
49 152- 6 29 9 106
51 152-- 7 17 3 105
34 151- 5 38 8 77
14 153- 8 32 8 104
28 156--11 33 33 169
2 152-- 7 51 8 |05
5 153- 8 50 3 186
27 155-11 36 11 97
51 150- 4 72 I 8 77
152- 7 62 21 81
49 154- 9 28' 8 103
16 155--10 23 ! 6 77
19 150-- 4 17 6 76
3 150--4 441 18 76
154-9 28 I g 103154-10 25 19 75
23 154- 9 52i 18 IO0
51 153- 8 14 4 104
2; 151-5 _!1o 73154-- 9 9 102
31 154- 9 52 8 103
40 154-- 8 47 I 9 75
24 152- 6 99 ! 26 72
1.8 151- 5 40 I 8 74
28 152-- 6 53 I 12 75
3 150--4 43] 8 75
¢.6 153-- 7 29i 6 80
3 154- 8 161 4 103
17 156-10 63 I 20 75
12 151- 5 331 8 78
4 155-10 45 I 22 78
57 155-- 9 65 I 15 104
23 152- 6 40J 10 79
3 153- 7 31 I 4 79
$3 155-10 83 I 20 76
11 151- 4 331 6 75
50 150-4 39J 10 75
S7 155- 9 181 5 101
$8 152- 6 27] 12 73
56 151-- 5 32 I 6 74
15 155-- 9 18 I 4 102
55 154-- 8 281 8 102
)5 151-- 5 42 J 12 74
34 152- 5 341 7 73
_5 155- 9 27 I 3 100
40 156-10 5t I 31 102
50 151- 5 34 ] 8 72
26 154- 8 32 I 28 81
2 156-10 32 I 13 E00
t8 152- 5 67 I 33 70
30 153- 7 43 J 8 76
50 150- 4 78 I 25 71
13 151-- 4 31 I 10 75
13 151-- 4 35 ] 8 77
t8 154- 9 34 I 9 77
]1 156--11 31 I 8 99
12 154-- 8 27 I 4 79
_2 155- 9 42 I t0 78
2 154--6 321 29 13
1,6 15i- 5 43 | 5 75
17 153-- 7 23 t 7 75
4 156-10 33 I 8 99
._4 156-- 9 16 I 4 79
.>0 150-3 381 9 73
CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3)
Declination: +40"-+50 °
RUx Dcnsii y FI4gs Associations
(Not Color Corrected)
12 Fm 25 p.m 60 pm 100 vm
(Jansky)
.30L .26L .40L 1.65
.25L .26: 1.89 3.63
.25L .25L .40L 4.76
.46L .25L .51 1.731
3.87 1.02 .40L 2.86t
.25L .56L ,40L 1.16
.49 .25L AOL 1.88t
.80 .17: .40L 2.62L
17.25 5.18 1.29 5.59L
.80 .25L .40L 1.69[
.83 .27L .40L 2.18t
.71 .30 .40L 6.291
.25L .39L .4OL 1.64
4.02 1.04 .55 1.721
.84 .30L .40L 1.701
.90 .31 .40L 1.79L
.31L .46L .46L 2.59
31 .25L ,40L 1.55t
,25L .31L .40L 2.23
.34L ,43 3,97 7.99
.40L .9OL .48L 1.67
.32 .25L .41L 3.16L
.33L .27L .40L 1.23
.23 .28L .69L 8.261
.25L .32 1.76 2.37
.43L .26L .40L 2.08
.25L .25L .40L 2.13
1.101 .30: .40L 2.88L
.68 L .27L 1.80L 3.86
.25L ,25L 1.63 2.97
.39 ,25L .46L 3.6OI.
.24 .34L .45L 5.94L
.28L, .25L .78 1.97:
_'_ , .26L .40L 2,32L
.43L .67L .47L 2.22
.32L I .37L .49 t.27
.25L .40L 1.51L
2.82 .74 .48L 2.06:
.35 .26L ,41L 2.47L
-=:._ .26L .40L 8.77L
.5ZL I .26L .40L I. !7
.30L I .25L ,67 2.58:
.25L ] .27L .40L 5.20
.25L I .25L .72 2.56
.28 i .25L .62L 15.74L
.25L I .61L .40L 1.73
.88 _ .28L .40L 8.32L
.25L I .25: 1.53 3.41
:]_ i 1,12 8.47 13.74
.29L I .28L .57 12.85L
.27L I .31L .94 8.43L
.25L I .25L .41L 2.27
.25L I .29L .40L 2.83
130.26 I 93.87 21.86 6.03
_ ' .27L .40L 3.29L
_4 I .15: .40L 1.80L
4:_ _ .26L .40L 8.67L
42 I .25L A0L 2.10L
.30L I .25L .42L 1.69
65 I .25L ,40L 3.16L
.41L I .25L .84 2.12L
4_' I .28L .40L 2.99L
3.56 { 1.65 .42L 8.28L
2.79 I 1.38 .54L 1.51L
.27L t .26L .40L 2.62
.60 I .27L .41L 2.71:
.28L ] .25L .40L 2,06
.26L I .25L .40L 2.54
4_i I .25L .43L 2.33L
1.47 t .39 .40L 7.93L
.25L I .28L .30 1.51 :
7.20 I 3.26 .49 2.63L
_1 1 .25L .4OL 14.81L
.25L I .38 2.36 3.66
.30 f .91L .48L 7.57L
3.14 I .95 .42L 2.56L
14+60 I 9.90 .61 8.40L
7R l .18: .40L 1.84L
.36 I .30L .43L 3.02L
1.01 I .32 .40L 2.65L
.25L I .28L 2.25 4.56
.34L I .27L .40L 2.60
.90L I .25L .82 2.00L
.25L [ .25L .40L 2.29
.25L [ .30L .40L 2.74
.73L t .52L .40L 3.18
.66 I .27: .40L 8.24L
.27L I .66L .40L 3.80
_ 25L .4OL. 2.62L
1.04 I .36 .40L 3.18L
4..., _ .29L ! .40L I0.20L
_ _ .27L .42L 2.27L
5.03 I 1.48 _ 1.03 1.68L
.32 I .25L .41L 2.22L
.42L I .?.5L .40L 1.97
1.50 I 37 .40L 2.39L
41.90 I 23.79 4.36 3.09:
._o I .25L .40L 10.88L
6.O81 1:68131] ,44: 1.86L;,I _ : .45L 13.15
Confusion Processing; 4)
v L
Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2
C GKJ C 3600100000 i
EBC DAA 9601100006
b M GB 9581000098 I 8
F C 2600000000
BB AA I 3 7602001000
O C 4700100000
B C U 65001100O0 i
BE BE 1 460100O0O0
ABB AABE 2 94000000081441
B BDM 2602000000 ii
C A H 36O020O0O0 I
BF AC J 0 9400100008
C GEGC 46OO100OOO i
BBC AADJ 0 4600000000
B ACG 4600100000 l
BC AD 0 1601000000
0 NKC 7600000000 j
C BLK 25O00OOOOO
D E B 950000O028 8
CBB CBAA 2481000000 '
D KJ E 3700000000 i
E D 760101000O i
C L C 25O000O000 I
C D M 9400000008
DBC CAB 7501001008
O O E 8600100010
D EEC 9601000008
BE AB D 0 2501010000
C LGJD 6500000000 i
BB I AB 9501000008
D D HD 9600100010
D D C 9500000148
BE BC 1800000010 i
B BE 2601010000
D AC 96O1OO0018 I
EC JFBB 2600000000
B BF 16O10OO00O
AB E AACC 6 8503101128 8
B CEK 16O00O00O0
B AD J 9401100008
D K D 6601000000
CD DBBC 5601000008
C I FGC 9501200478
CB' EAA 4681OOO0OO




FCCC CBAA 0 9400023108
F K E 3401110008
8 FGAC 9403100106
B KFD 16O00000O0
E E O C 8503000008
BABBIAAAA 9 9501021008142
CK 06O0O00O0O
BD ] BB 0 15O100O00O
BJ 4301110008
BF 96011OO0O0




BC iAAI 0 9500000008
BB IAAC 3 9611100000
H C 6500000000




BD IAC 3 6400001008
DDI ED 2500OOO000




BC IAAEI 2 36000000O0
ABB ]AAB 2 8312000108|17
BE IBEGF 0 76O2O000OO
C N 26O0OOOOOO
CE IAC H 4 3600000000
BBil CAA 6501000008
FH J 5501000000




F D t EF 0 330002O008 1
B 3600OOO1O8
C 46O0O3OOOOI 1
BD lAG 0 36010010001
DC 2300000008 !
BFEL 2701030000 t 1
BBC I_AB 0 96000001001
•" " B 4501010000
BD l_,C F 0






# T Name Type
I "41 03412+4218
3 4 TMSS +501O2
2 13 39075 K2




1 1(_ M +08-07-015
I
2 13 39092
1 _ 13 39095K0
1 13 39097 K2
1 2 DO 27562
1! 13 391O2
1! 10 M+08-07-016






1 I 3 RAFGL 5102





1 I 16 01338
1 I 13 39131 K0
21 13 39134 GO
3 ] 3 RAFGL6293S
11 13 39137A0
1 I 2 DO276f3
1 I 17 159
4 I 13 139138 MA




1 I 16 01380
J 13 391572 DO 27654
11 13 39163
41 2 DO 27661
11 13 39167G5
21 2 DO 27666
























































03497+4659 45.849152-- 5 28 4 763
03497+4042 47.426156--10 50 81004
03498+4857 49,749151--4 33 6 773
03498+4534 50.216153--6 51 32 722
03499+4633 55.052152-- 5 43 9 763
03499+4645 55.726152- 5 39 ! 8 743
03499+4730 56.612152- 5 22 j 6 753
03500+4830 1.713151-4 34 8 763
03502+4044 16.430158--10 34 10 775
03502+4151 18,037155- 9 34 10 783
03503+4943 20.761150- 3 46 13 733
03504+4431 26.7311154- 7 56 25 732
03505+4155 31.43 155- 9 59 15 732
03505+4521 31.5581153- 6 54 8 763
03505+4205 35.852i 155- 9 34 27 753
03507+4905 44.6471151- 3 5512 792
03507+4901 47.1 3o'_Jl15,-3 4317 712,03509+4936 55.9 151- 3 41 8 75303509+4540 56.4 153- 6 44 26 712
03510+4552 5.49153- 6 3520 823
03512+4804 12.460152- 4 51 12 753
035t2+4103 16.353156-10 33 29 58 2
03513+4827 18.313151-4 22 7 763
03514+4925 25.48151-3 29 10 773
03514+4027 25.7 43 157-10 49 8 76 3
o3515+,_25_,.._ 155-8 51 1 76 3
03517+,028_c 157-10 25 7, 303516+46534o,:41 151-3 32 9 ,6 3
03515+4610 153.? 17153-6 27 131033
I
03519+4801 56.E 13152--4 52 12 753
03519+4506 56.849154- 6 49 14 712
03519+4104 57.77156-9 34 9 763
03520+4148 3._ 12156- 9 30 10 743
03522+4132 12.858156-9 45 14 743
03522+4439 13.156154-7 33 7 763
03522+4602 13.,t 29 t53-6 54 19 722
03524+4642 26.921153- 5 51 12 732
03527+4902 44.1 5151-3 37 24 722
03528+4340 49.3 8155-7 28 6 763
03526+4534 6 153_633 ;;03528+415050_46 158-9 73103529+4231_., 35 155-6 . 12 ,6 303529+422259.,11 156-8 74 10 77 2
03530+4120 2.4 59 158- 9 39 6 76 3
03545+4`0131.137 155-7 36 6 76,303545+4613 .121 153-6 ,8 11 741303 5+470435.840153_5 10 ,5 [3
03548+4936 49.915151-3 25 6753
03550+4336 0.56155-7 6416 722
03552+450312.935152- 45512753
03555+4311 30.254155-7 46 8 79,3
03556+461439.640153-5 , 1175 13303558+4,3740., 7 152-3 50 10 75
03557+440442.139155-7236763
03559+403954,456157-94697920355,+4524 55.5 6 1.-8 _ 11 76 3
03559+431058.612155-74812743
03560+4619 2,4 12 153-5 39 8 76 3
03582+441612.810155--7277753
03563+4530 19.1 15 154- 6 37 32 85 2





03569+4154 55,4 31 156- 8 37 7 76 3
03570+4729 0,4 29 153- 4 32 12 73 2
03570+41421.248156-8479742
03571+47348.037153-44410763
03574+4405 28.2 6 155-7 36 18 76 2
03575+443532.67155-67818753
03575+4845 35,4 27 152- 3 36 7 76 3
03577+4741 43.156 153- 4 67 18 76 2
03578+4718 49.036153- 4 35 11 753
03578+4215 49.811 158- 8 58 11 763
03578+4427 52.846155- =6 52 12 76303579+4241 54.942 ! 156- v 23 7 763
03580+4053 0.826157- 9 24 6 783
03581+4446 10.223155- 6 36 18 763
03582+4308 12.250158- 7 40 35 752
03582+4755 15.342153- 4 38 9 763
03583+4631 23.248! 154- 5 39 31 792
03584+4803 26.935' 153- 3 49 10 77 3
03584+4033 29.349 157- 9 68 20 79 2
03586+4112 38.850 157- 9 54 11 77 3 I
03587+4510 43.112 154 6 32 11 77 3i
03589+4348 54.322 155- 7 31 31 155 3
03591+4034 7.226158- 9 49 9 782
03592+4629 13.110154- 5 61 1675
03592+4910 15.138152- 2 31 8 76
Position (1950) IH
Galactic Uncertainty C ('Ne¢ Color Correeted)
a 6 Coords SMJ SMN 90 12 /.tin 25 u.m 60 _tm







































































































100 /.tin Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Unc_ Coef R Flags* S 2 i# T
2.75L C AENC 3500000000
9.59L B AI JJ 9401000008
2.96L BC ABJ 06600000000
2.96 C J E 9501000000
2.51L C CD 1500O00000
1.41L D AE M 2600010000
1.69L BC AB F 0 3700000000
2.83L BF ABI K 0 7721000000






3.44 C J E
3.49L F CHH
F BC


















2.64L CBC ;AAA 6770100000015
3.62L EF lab F 93701000100
10.84L O lBC 8500110008
7.61: ODE DC 4501030230
2.23 CC GBC 3600O00O0O
7.30L ICC AB 4 8500111008
6.31L CCC CCDB 04501033350
3.98 CC KDC 5581000310
2.46L !C 'CF N 6600000000
9.19L D CF 3400000008
13.37L BF ABE 7400000008
2.06L IB lee I 3600010000
2.25: CO FAB 2600000000
5.85L BC AA K 0 2500000008
2.86 E DMB 6501000000
2.t6L C BBE 2402000000
5.07 C HFF 4500000110
2.56L CC AAF 0 4700001000
2.00L B B E
3.49L F CF D
2.73: CC I EBA
2.15L C O G
3.87 CCC BAB
1.66L C B
2.72L B AG F
2.29L F F J K
3.77 C F G
2.57L C CB K
2.22L D F GBB
2.28 D F D
2.92L D MC















1.54L BC AA J 2 2610000000
1.74L C J J A 4500000100
1.97L CD CCE 01500010000
2.13L BBB AAB 314600000000011
2.30L E DB 2600000100
2.81L D BFF 7500000000
1.74L C O CB 4600000000
1.75L B B I M 2500000000
2.57L B AG 16000O0000
3.53 BBFC AAAB 150000100043
10.46L F C 85O0000O08
1.74L B B K 3700000000
2.63 CD GAA 4600100000
1.77L BC AAI 0 3500000000
1.58L BD ABF 2 6600000000
1.55 C E C 4600000000
2.04 D M E 4600100010
1.87 E D E 2600000000
2.04 C HGC 6600000000
2.51L D LCD 2500O00000
2.52 D F 4500000010'
6.66L BC AAN 0 9500010008
3.03L C BDEC 2501100000
3.09 D G B 9600000008
2.53L C C 1501110000
1.95L D J C 7602000100
2.42 C CDA ! 5600000100
2.15: CF D BDGE' 01601000000
2.77L D I C 16000_
1.93L B B C 5600000000
7.58L E C I 2400000008
1.60L, E B 5600000000
6.05 FCCIEBAA 33010OO000
14.69 CCDI BAA 64000O0028
2.60 D' D C 6500000010
1.65 C DD E E 27000000002,96: A 8 5500000000
2.52 ] D C 16O0000000
2.03LI B BD M 7500000000
7.43L! O CE 2500000108
14.28L B BE 9400010006
3.46 OC FAA 7500000000
2.22 C E 7600000000
7.70L C ABH 9500001006
2.15 OC HOB 3600000000
1.75L BC AAI E : 3 3600000000
Declination: +40"-+50 °
Asaociazions
Name Type _"_ MIg
1 2 [3027668
1 13139173 G5













1 1 FI PER
9
F 1 32 X0351+489












I 17 166 40


















1 12 ZG 358+42
6 75
59 156
1 1339253 14 88
1 30 ! 5ZW 366 74





Galactic Uncertainty C (Net Cokw Corrected)
a __ Coords SMJ SMN O O 12 p.m 25 _m 60 _m8ct
hm. • , (s) S) l b (") (') (') N 0'ansky)
03592+4454 i18.5:48 ! 155- 6 71 29 76 2 .25L .53L .40L
03593+4953 21.3 52 151- 2 35 5 75 3 1.19 .41 .40L
03595+4134 30.7 54 157- 8 39 6 78 3 1.93 .50 .40L
03595+4035 32.8 12 158-- 9 26 11 77 3 .25L .25L .70
D3597+4537 47.3 16 154- 5, 36 11 76 3 1.04 .43 .40L
03597+4825 47.8 15 152- 3 37 11 75 3 .56 .32: .40L
03598+4938 51.C 9 152- 2 = 25 5 77 3 3.65 1.45 .43L
04000+4439 3.5 19 155- 6 80 18 77, 3 .25L .EOL .40L
04001+4738 7.(_ 13 153- 4 73 33 80 2 .78L .35L .45L
04002+4831 16.5 31 152- 3 28 10 76 i 3 1.01 .36 .40L
04003+4655 20.0 45 153-4 44 8 76 3 .78 .30L .40L
34003+4952 22.7 39 152- 2 48 10 77 2 .52 .29L .49L
34004+4605 25.6 33 154- 5 24 7 76 3 .25L .45 2.88
34004+4152 26.3 18 157- 8 55 29 79 2 .25L .49L .40L
34005+4346 30.7 is 156- 6 33 8 74 3 .25L .27L .40L
:)4006+4929 38.2 44 152- 2 42 8 76 3 .59 .27L .40L
34006+4912 41.4 54 152- 2 39 8 76 3 .47 .40L .40L
)4007+4517 44.6 29 155-- 5 26 6 76 3 6.13 3.26 .37:
:)4007+4054 47.8 58 158 9 54 I 11 75 3 .54 .28L .40L
)4007+4456 47.7 20 155- 6 46 t0 76 3 .57 .25L .40L
)4009+4628 58.6 30 154- 4 21 6 77 3', 1.25 .65 .40L
)4009+4348 59.8 50 156- 6 27 17 76 3! .25/ .26L .38:
)4013+4142 23.8 18 157-8 34 20 74 3" .25L .27L .40L)4016+_3 413,3 ,5,- 5 89 33 76 2 27L 67, .,oL
)4017+4749 42.4 12 153- 3 32 23 78 2 .25L .25L .40L
)4017+4903 42.7 51 152- 2 32 9i 77 3 .74 .54 .50:
)4017+4930 ",8 6 152- 2 22 5! 78 3 2.47 3.35 46.91
)4018+4112 52.6 53 158-8 19 6 75 3 3.87 2.49 .40:)4o19+,_o.574 4 153-3 41 6 77 3 88 25L .40,
.o2o+.13 3.935 156-8 84 6 76 3 .46 25u .40L
)4020+4200 4.6 33 157--8 21 7 77 3 1.36 .51 .40L
)4021+4009 6.7 56: 158-- 9 61 10 77 3 .53 .25L .40L
'_25 + 46_ _'7 7 I _ -- 4 30 7 79 3 1198 t_ .40L
)4026+4538 38.2 57 155- 5 51 11 77 3 .42 .25L .40L
"0_ + 4737 38._ 33 ' 53 -- 3 24 5 79 3 5175 3.61 "77
i4027+4928 473 59 152-2 42 11 75 2 .36 .25L .40L
14029+4611 65.4 22 154- 4 51 17 79:2 -35L .32 / .42L
14029+4317 57.(_ 8 156-6 60 14 78 2 .31 I_L '40L
14031+4810 10.0 42 153-3 38 8 77 3 .70 .26L .40L
14032+4842 17.7 17 153-2 21 18 69 3 "25L .25L 167
14034+4052 24.5;18 158-8 92 23 79 2 .27L .31L .40L
_035+_34 31.532 153--2 i 37 8 77 ! _ .71 I_L I_L
_4035+4352 32.8,45 156--6 39 7 77 3 1.15 .27 .40L
_035 + "31 33m2 18 156--5 43 10 77 3 .55 .25L 140L
4039+4429 56.7 49 156- 5 50 11 78 2 .27 .25L .44L
,4039+4045 59.6 10 158- 8 42 18 77 3 .25L .25L .40L
4043+4839 19.9 58 153-2 41 10 76 2 .54 .25L .51L
4043+4541 19.9 40 t55- 5 42 9 78 3 .25L .27L .93
4044+4255 27.2 15 157- 7 33 6 78 3 3.92 1.06 .40L
4044+4252 28.4 48 157- 7 19 6 78 3 22.23 8.34 1.47
4044+4853 29.3 31 153- 2 34 10 76 3 .70 .19: .40L
4045+4205 30.1 21 157-7 23 7 77 3 11.38 5.02 .91
4045+4233 30.4 58 157-7 40 18 76 3 .25L .25L .40L
4045+4302 31.7 45 157-6 50 7 78 3 .97 .32L .40L
_5 + 4740 _m2 _ 153 -- _ _ J 7#5 2 ._ .27 ._L4045+4643 35.2 154- 1 73 2 .30L ,92L .42L
4047+4217 45.6 29 157- 7 22 8 77 3 11.37 3.18 .63
4048+4409 50.9 28 156- 6 43 12 78 3 .49 .26L .40L
4049+4626 60.0 35 154- 4 67 31 73 2 .26L .27L ,43L
4050+4734 2.2 52 154- 3 31 5 77 3 3.79 1.95 .77
4052+4333 12.5 10 156-6 42 10 78 3 .66 .26L .40L
4052+4007 16.5 41 159- 9 45 10 77 3 .47 .30L .40L
4053+4409 21.2 13 156- 6 54 10 76 2 .36 .25L' .58L
4054+4429 26.8 27 156- 5 44 8 79 3 .62 .25L .40L
4056+4612 36.4 23 155- 4 66 13 80 2 .42 .36L .40L
4056+4011 37.fi 18 _ 159- 8 27 8 78 3 .34L 1.03 4.07
4056+4743 38.C 38 154-3 37 3 77' 3 2.29 .87 .4OL
4057+4738 43.2 31 154- 3 49 10 77 3 .51 .26L .40L
4057+4636 46.(] 27 154- 4 69 25 74 2 .25L .25L .64L
¢057+4908 47.6 50 153-2 45 8 76 3 .56 .27L .40L
¢0.58+4339 48.2 53 156 6 53 8 79 3 .44L .35 .73
4058+4156 48.9 55 158- 7 69 22 76 3 .25L .28L .40L
_058+4032 50.3, 4 159- 8 30 7 78 3 1.37 .47 .40L
_.060+4318 1.8'57 157- 6 36 29 75 j 2 .57L .27L .40L
$060+4222 2.9 43 157- 7 ! 51 8 78 3 .38 .26L .40L
1064+4240 25.2 2 157- 7 60 8 78 3 .73 .31L .40L
1066+4117 36.6 15 158- 7 60 8 79 3 .66 .40L .40L
t066+4631 38.7 43 155- 4 38 21 75 2 .57L .25L .44L
1066+4225 41.9 1 157 7 67 8 78 3 .381. .28L .71
1069+4202 56.8 41 158- 7 35 4 78 3 7.30 1.89 .47L i
|069+4004 59.5 0 159- 8 92 23 80 2 .41L .42L .41L
;070+4657 0.5 44 154- 3 42 11 74 3 .25L .25L .48:
;071+4856 9.2 31 153- 2 62 33 81 2 .25L .25L .45L
;071+4419 9.5 4 156- 5 39 5 78 3 2.35 .72 .40L
;074+4204 24.6 48 158- 7 26 6 79 3 13.58 4.21 .68
[074+4632 25.7 38 155- 4 27 7 78 3 3.29 2.31 .40:
|074+4921 28.2 5 153- 1 29 8 76 3 1.12 .35 .53L
|075+4516 33.5 20 156- 4 87 14 73 2 .40 .25L .40L
1075+4636 34.9 ._i 165- 3 42 13 78 2 i .31 .25L .41L1076+ 4723 36.9 154-- 41 75 .51 .74L .40L
_077+4001 44.6 13 159-8 26 5 79 3 2.54 1.04 .40L
;077+4137 46.6 9, 158 7 32 9 78 3 .72 27L .40L
_079+4628 56.8 38 155- 4 35 11 76 3 .56 .30L .40L
;080+4116 0.2 33 158 7 83 13 80 2 .27 .25L .40L
082+4634 12._ 27 155 3 57 8 77 3 25L .25L .70L
O84÷4411 25.2 17 156- 5 33 10 77 3 .91 .30L .40L
084+4806 25.E 16 154 2 24 7 76 3 1.23 .52 .44:
084+4823 27.2 12 154- 2 41 8 77 3 1.07 .37: .40L
.085+4445 32.2 10 156- 5 35 10 78 3 .54 .25L .40L
085+4035 33.4 49 159- 8 82 20 78j 3 .25L .26L .40L
FJux Density Flags
V L
100 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Cocf R Rags"
2.11 D D 8600000000
3.42L BO AC 0 4700000000
11.47L BO AB 0 5400000008
4.65 CD B BB 96OOOO1OO8
1.44L CE AC 9 2600100000
2.56L CD AC 4 1 1500020000
2.64: BC D AAFE 5'4601000000
2.29 D J FB ' 9500000100
2.82 C GJ D ' 36000000OO
2.22L BD AC 2 1600010000
2.37L B AG 4600000000
5.021. F CH 4702000000
4.99 CCC J BAB 5500OO0000
2.55 C G B 860OOOOO1O
3.81 C C 5501000130
2.68L C BO I 4700000000
2.71L B BDK 4700000000
1.44L BBC AAF 3 5620000000
10.35L D CG E 9500000008
1.33L C C I E 7600000000
2.38L BC IAA O 5 6600000100
4.13 DC FHB 5580000120
2.38 B A 7601000000
2.08 D B MD 86OOOO0000
2.27 C J B 8601000000
2.74L CDC BCC 6 3701000000
56185 CBCD CAA,6 0 4391033100
8.09L BBD AAFD 0 9600000008
2.00L B B F 5700000000
1.89L C B 8600000000
1.35L BC AB 0 9600000000
9.30L C BI 9500010008
1.80L DC AA M 8 3602000000
1.64L C CMJ 2601000000
2.19L BBB AAB 0 5600000100
3.40L C D
2.56 D KLKB






1.30L C B I
2.00L C D
4.90 D C















1.53L BC AA G 1 8600101100
1.36L BBC AAAC 0 8600101100 15
3.09L EE DD L 0 4600010110
1.361. BBC AABF 0 7600000100
2.69 E B 956100O008
1.33L E BC 75O00O0000
3.00: CE C BCI D 7 3501010010
2.23 D L C 6600000000
4.71L BBC AABL 3 9201000008 16
1.84L C CDF 2700000000
2.30 D D 9600000000
2.42L BCC AAB 1 3600000000
1.50L B B H 3500000000
7.64L C BG 9500000018
1.56L C C J F 1700000000
1.72L B BF F 1700000000
2.90L F DN 96O00O0100
4.68 CCC EAAA 9500000018
3.04L BC AB 0 2500101000
3.01L C BF 3500100000
3.87 D HD 7500000010
3.51L C CD D 8700000000
1.44L FC FBC 3501000000











8.74L BF ACI J 0 ) 9500101028
1.67 C K D 4501000000
8.16L C CE 94OOOOO0O8
8.34L B BG 6401000008
8.76L C BDN 9400010008
3.94 D N JC 9500010000
7.35L C D B E 9400000008
5.79L BC AAC 3 8500000008
4.40 E D C 8500000008
5.81 FC FD 3581000220
4.24 E E 3700000310
2.08L BD AB 2 0600001000
7.88L BBC AAB 3 8401000008 01
2.301 BBD AAC 0 8600210000








C G HC 6600100000
AC 1600000000
3.86 BCDC ABBE 1 2600001000
2,47L BE AC 0 3700000000
2.19L C BD 15OOOOO000
3.58 D M KC 9600000008
C
A
S 2 # T
Declination: +40"-+50"
Associations
Name Type _'_ Ma8
13 39268 4 8E
23 LDN 1447 421
2 DO 27872 56 121
13 39281 K0 3 7E
1 21 1:)O27882 84 11."
1 9 U02939 56 17C
2 13 39287 3 87
1 13 39288 9 8_
1 2 DO 27890 11 111
2 2 DO 27891 51 9E
3 2 16 01448 15 160_
2 13 39300 3 82
2 t3 39303 K5 15 88
1 13 39304 K0 15 72
1 2 DO 27929 66 96
1 7 1G280 44
1 13 39312 G5 4 73
1 16 01454 43 1400
4
8
2 t3 39317 K2 2 90
2 2 DO 27962 48 115
13 39324 12 55
3 13 39325 MB 1 62
8 1 IY PER 3 3
3 3 RAFGL 6302S 87
t 13 39327 K0 13 70
1 "41 04045+4749 38 3
2 4 TMSS +40075 30 18
5 "13 39336 B3P 8 40
1 13 39338 KO 11 82
1 2 DO 27989 74 106
1 2 DO 27992 28 100
1 "41 04056+4743 21 7
1 "41 04056+4738 29 3
8 2 DO 10290 67 100
13 39343 11 88
2 DO 28014 47 111
4 13 39349 MA 11 78
C 1 32: X04OO+469 73 12
4
2 16 01481 7 155
3 13 39354 MA I 85
1 13 39359 G5 9 81
1 2 DO 28032 82 111
1 13 39362 K0 4 70
1 2 DO 28041 80 103
1 17 185 63
1 1 FS PER 24 3
2 13 39377 8 86
1 13 39378 K0 7 85
*Confusion Rags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
302
1 ! I




ham 8 a _ Coords SMJ' SMN 00 12 p.m, , (s) () I b C) £3 (') N
04085+4852 35.2 53 153-- 2 65 22 74 3 .25L
04086+4130 36.4 48 158-- 7 56 11 76 2 .36
04086+4832 38.2 23 153-- 2 27 7 78 3 6.63
04086+4915 40.5 21 153- 1 70 20 80 2 .25L
04087+4438 47.4 2 156-5 27 6 77 3 6.21
04088+4310 49.9 27 157- 6 29 24 76 3 .25L
04089+4655 59.6 3 155- 3 51 8 78 3 .47
04090+4016 1.4 53 159- 8 89 22 80 2 25L
04092+4950 15.623 153-1 72 36 76 2 .35L
04093+4429 20.,_ 7 156-5 76 30 80 2 .25L
04093+4031 _20.g 37 159- 8 55 9 80 2 1.22
04094+4746 24.1 47 154-2 30 9 79 3 .85
04094+4934 25.1 58 153- 30 6 76 3 3.38
04094+4518 28.7 38 156- 4 48 10 77 3 .89
04095+4307 35.4 46 157- 6 ! 51 14 79 3 .25L
04096+4415 38.2 4 157- 5 52 14 77 2 .30
04096+4813 39.0 6 154- 2 25 7 76 3 3.91
04096+4013 40.7 58 159- 8 55 13 79 3 .41
04097+4532 43.8_ 17 156- 4 66 17 77 3 .25L
04097+4956 44.824 153- 23 9 75 3 25L
04098+4950 51.6 4 153- 1 41 10 76 3 .74
04098+4728 53.9 36 154-3 37 24 76 2 .25L
04099+4857 57.5 59 153- 1 41 8 77 3 .65
04101+4752 11.9 37 154-2 35 7 77 3 2.09
04102+4426 14.3 48 156- 5 27 10 78 3 .51
04102+4233 16.5 19 158-6 37 22 78 3 .25L
04103+4348 18.6 32 157- 5 32 I 8 78 3 1.39
04103+4128 19.6 38 159- 7 24 6 78 3 2.21
04103+4735 22.2 28 154-2 64 8 78 3 .47
04107+4347 42.5 16 157-5 36 11 78 3i .65
04107+4113 46.2 3 159-7 70 22 78 3 .25L
04109+4055 57.5 10 159-7 53 8 78 3 .83
04109+4725 57.7 42 154- 2 105 20 78 3 .26L
04110+4922 3.5 8 153- 1 26 5 76 3 2.15
04111+,0251083; 159-28 45 1_i 77 ,25L04112+4817 12.7 I 154- 25 75 ,J 8.17
04112+4338 13.6 52 157-- 5 48 9 78 3 .83
04112+4803 13.6 28 154- 2 29 10 77 3 .73
04112+4841 14.9 46 154- 2 23 6 75 3 7.50
04112+4917 16.7 27 153-- 1 25 6 75 3 .77
04113+4513 19,8 51 156- 4 37 12 78 ! 2 .53
04113+4554 22.3 18 156- 4 44 8 77 3 .68
04114+4118 24.1 18 159- 7 82 12 79 2 .39
04114+4949 24.8 18 153-- 1 45 15 78 2 .25L
04114+4642 27.9 33 156-- 3 23 6 78 3 12.06
04114+4021 27.g 28 159- 8 37 6 79 3 5.38
04115+4115 30.e 51 159- 7 47 22 80 2 .25L
04116+4439 37.4 26 156-4 37 9 78 3 .61
04117+4132 44.3 32 159-7 59 17 78 3 .25L
04118+4851 51.7 19 154-1 43 10 76 3 .53
04118+4652 52.9 60 155- 3 32 8 77 3 2,32
04119+4911 56.8 33 153- 27 6 75 3 2.10
04119+4802 58.3 42 154- 2 22 6 77 3 4.29
04119+4907 59.0 55 153- 42 14 76 2 .39L
04120+4726 1.8 35 155- 2 ! 38 8 77 3 .87
04120+4541 3.7 60 t56-4 56 22 73 2 25L
04121 +4257 6.3 33 158- 6 45 13 78 2 .26
04121+4533 10.0 9 156-4 37 7 78 3 .95
04122+4842 12.3 18 154- 57 14 76 2 .39L
04122+4629 13.7'24 155-- 3 58 8 77 3 .44
04122+4346 14.8 31 157- 5 46 10 78 3 .45
04122+4705 17.9 17 155- 3 32 20 80 3 .25L
04123+4013 20.6 12 160- 8 87 31 78 2 .25L
04123+4654 23.5 39 155- 3 60 i 24 75 2 .25L
04124+4747 27.0 24 154- 2 28 5 76 3 3.28
04125+4600 30.4 25 156- 3 43 8 77 3 .86
04126+4132 41.3 9 159-7 30 7 79 3 9.58
04127+4748 42.5 29 154- 2 23 10 75 2 .49
04127+4336 44.9 8 157-5 34 8 78 3 3.75
04127+4016 47.6 32 160- 7 25 8 79 3 2.85
04128+4350 48.6 23 157- 5 38 11 77 31 .49
04128+4900 51.5 2 154-1 45 12 79 3 .52
04129+4230 56.0 49 158- 6 45 22 81 2 .32L
04129+4038 56.8 55 159-7 26 12 79 3 .45
04129+4147 57.2 15 159-6 31 21 72 2 .27L
04129+4544 58.3 9 156--3 32 12 74 2 .32
04130+4608 4.5 33 156--3 35 10 77 3 1.07
04131+4331 6.4 24 i 157- 5 90 30 81 2 .67L
04131+4501 7.6 48 156- 4 46 8 77 3 1.10
04131 +4807 9.9 53 154- 2 52 29 78 3 .30L
04132+4508 12.5 12 156-4 ,0 8 76 3 1.91
04133+4708 18.1 33 155-2 41 8 77 3 .96
04133+4643 18.2 19 155- 3 50 11 771 3 .54
04136+4705 36.9 30 155- 2 32 11 76 3 .35L04136+4634 40.0 27 155- 3 23 . 77! o 2.22
04136+4232 40.2 55 158-6 59 20 80 3 .25L
04136+4913 41.6 48 154- 1 105 25 78 2 .32L
04138+4631 49.2 52 155-3 50 8 78 3 .52
04141+4100 7.E 7 159-- 7 59 34 76 2 .25L
04141+4124 9.7 17 159- 6 63 16 77 3 .42L:
04141+4951 10.1 27 153-- 0 I 44 3 75 3 .25L
04142+4338 12.1 52 158- 5 _ 44 10 78 3 .85
04143+4153 18.7 49 159- 6 48 6 79 3 1.27
04143+4604 19.1 27 156-3 53 13 77 2 .35
04143+4204 19.8 14 159- 6 50 9 79 3 .79
04143+4618 20.3 53 156-3 54 29 78 2 .25L
04143+4916 23.0 44 154- 1 50 15 74 3 .25L
34143+4224 23.0 27 158- 6 33 27 81 2 .25L
34144+4835 28.7 51 154- 1 49 14 75 2 .34




"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small
(Not Color Corrected)






































































1.28 .40L B C
1.08 .40L B C













.30L 1.21 C D
.43 .40L B C
.26L .,0L D i
.34L .49L D













Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100
100 y.m Flux
Uncs Coef R Flags*
3.12 D GKE 9700000000
9.38L C D 5400100008
2.50L BBC AAD 4700000000
4.34 D F L B 9600000OOO
1.86L BBC AADI 1600000000
3.,33 C N E 5500000320
2.29L _ cl s 36oooooo_
2.64 E B 9600000008
2.60 D D 3800000000
2.77 D GDD 2600000000
10.62L C AC 9400100128
2.52L BE BF 0 5700000000
3.31L BC iAA 0 6800000000
1.76L BD AD 1 0600000000
6.12 CC 'MDDC 4500011440
2.14L C D 2600000000
1.97L BC AAE 0 2700001000
16.43L E AJ L 9400000008
3.37 C CJ D 3500001010
6.36 CE FBA 3800101100
2.52L D BF 39000(X)(X)O
3.56 C DEE 8600000110
2.66L B BD 8700001000
2.13L BE AA 8 _ 5700000000
2.23L C BBFE 2600010000
3.35 C I BED 9600000010
1.30L CE AA 4 060010000{
1.65L BC AA 1 9600000000
2.67L D B D 67OOO00000
2.28L C AI 060010000(
3.62 C ME E 9600000030
10.12L C BD 8400010008
2.77 C C 8600000000
2.28L BC ABD 1 6500110000
2.91 D LB 9600100008
2.67L BC AAI 2 2800000000_
1.68L B A F 2600000000
2.65L BD AB 0 1700000000
2.64L BBE AAB 0 6602000010
26.52 BCCC BAA/ 1 6301122000
1.71L C AF 2600000000
1.96L C A G 3600000000
1.99L F C 9600110000
3.54L C BBD 7500000100
2.27L BBC AAB 0 9700000100
7.23L BC AADJ 0 9500100008
2.89 D MG Ci 9600110000
1.71L B AC 2601010000
3.08 C KBLB 9600000000
3.72L B B J 5600000000
2.57L BD AB 0 5601001000
3.34L BC AA 0 9500100000
3.72L BC AA F 3601000000
3.62 CC FCCi 0 95001000002.48L BC ABM 6700010000
2.81 D B 360OOO0000
2.51L_ C FH 8601001000
1.93L D AD 3700000000
3.19L C 'MDB 5601000000
2.68L B C H G 7600000000
1.97L B L 5600000000
3.08 I C 5500000000
2.50 D 7600000008
3.O8 C E 5500OO1O0O
2.82L AA L 0 5601100000
2.30L B F 6600000000
1.67L A A B 1 9700000000
2.99L B G 56001O0000
1.25L AA 1 4600100000
6.82L A B G 5 4500000008
1.64L BM L 46OOO00O00
2.58L DB 4600000000
2.79 HD C 96OOOO0OO(
9.62L CG 2400020008
2.83 I A 9601000010
2.25L F 4600000000
1,80L AA E 5700000000
1,96 5600100000
2.36L A H LD 0 1600000000'
3.75 GE 25OO000010
2.00L AB 0 0600101000
2.38L ABG 0 9600100110
2.64L B I 7600000000
3.92: HMAC 4500100100
1.92L AB 0 6700100000






1.42L B E C 7600000000
8.29L AC D 9500000008
4.77L ID E D 4602010000
1.98L AD 9600100300
4.04 FJ D 4601000110
4.29 HHE 7500011210




Corr A Confusion R S A Seo
S 2 # T Name Type ("_ Mag
_,m; 10) High Source Density Region.
I 1 FT PER







8 2 13 39385 K2
1 13 39387
1 16 01504 M6
2 1 HX PER
C 1 32 X0409+431
1 13 39390 F0
I 2 DO 28066


























































Right Ascension: 04h14=31"--04h20=58 ' Declination: +40"-+50"
Poshion (1950)
H
Galactic Uncertainty _)a 8 Coords SMJ SMN # 12 p.m
Name
ham •8, (s) (") l b (") (') (') N
04145+4855 31.9 38 154- 1 63 12 83 2 .37
04145+4236 33.120 158-6 24 8 78 3 5.26
04145+4509 33.9 35 157- 4 33 9 77 3 .57
04146+4200 37.0 43 159-6 46 17 79 3 .29L
04147+4446 43.2 41 157- 4 26 7 78 3 5.73
04147+4944 46.0 37 153-0 25 6 82 3 5.54
04148+4903 48.9 55 154- 40 27 80 3 .25L
04149+4344 58.7 4 158-5 31 21 75 3 .25L
04151+4644 9.2 8 155-2 33 6 78 3 1.10
04153+4248 18,0 20 158- 5 91 32 81 2 .25L
04153+4703 21,8 215 155-2 27 3 80 3 3.04
04153+4835 22.8 12 154-1 43 14 77 3 .42L
04154+4817 28.6 43 154- 31 6 81 3 .25L
04155+4955 30.0 47 153- 0 54 6 80 : 3 .61
04155+4125 31.0 6 159-6 34 12 78 3 .43
04156+4429 38.1 5 157- 4 20 9 79 3 .88
04156+4045 41.9 53 160- 7 94 25 81 2 .25L
04157+4759 42.2 5 165-2 52 8 80 3 .42
04157+4038 44.0 31 160- 7 36 7 79 3 2.10
04158+4053 48.4 4 160-7 53 t0 78 3 1.11
04158+4153 49.4 55 159- 6 57 I 23 81 2 .25L
04158+4530 50.3 14 t56- 3 40 I 9 79 3 .92
04158+4006 52.6 22 160- 7 65 8 79 3 .57
04159+4840 58.0 53 154- 1 53' 39 74 2 .25L
04161+4708 6.9 12 155- 2 501 9 79 3 .56
04161+4353 7.2 16 158--4 26 25 72 2 .25L
04163+4912 18.3 8 154--1 90 17 76 2 .28
0.4164+4100 25.0 31 160- 6 35 8 79 3 5.83
04165+4949 34.1 5 154-0 528 79 3 .48
04166+4056 36.537 160-6 25 7 79 3 196.11
04166+4510 37.5 30 157- 3 59 27 75 2
04167+4141 45.3 16 159 6 49 7 78 3
04167+4528 46.9 23 157--3 42 7 77 3
04167+4115 47.0 2 160-6 26 13 79 3
04168+4456 51.6 50 157- 4 25 5 80 3
04168+4543 52.7 6 156-3 23 6 79 3
04169+4515 55.6 38 157- 3 36 6 80 3
04170+4307 1.2 9 158-5 29 6 79 3
04170+4007 4.3 34 160-- 7 52 31 76 2
04170+4201 5.3 43 159- 6 49 22 81 2
04171+4316 9.0 12 158-5 88 29 80 2
04172+4411 13.3 36 158--, 21 5 80 3
04172+4226 14.8 34 159- 5 56 25 78 3
04172+4501 16.3 37 157-- 3 41 8 79 3
04173+4328 21.0 58 158- 5 31 8 79 3,04173+452421.41 157-3 15 5 79 3I04173+,_0323715 1='-3 19 13 77 3
04t73+_,0123.920 1=,- 4 29 _ _04174+4903 4.5 60 54- 1 66 1 I
04174+4056 25.6 20 160-6 26 79 3i
04175+4035 33.429 160--7 52 13 79 3
04175+4507 33.733! 157--3 98 25 74 2104175+4157 34.1 31! 159- 27 19 78 3
04176+4051 39.9 33 160--6 65 31 81 2
04176+4842 40.5 14 154- 1 48 8 79 3
04178+4556 48.0 30 1='- 2 35 6 80 3
04178+4930 50.7 12 154- 0 26 7 81 3
04179+4335 55.5 36 158- 4 39 9 = 81 3
04179+4145 57.3 11 159- 6 18 8 78 3
04179+4102 58.1 54 160- 6 68 14 79 2
04180+4955 0.0 4 154+ 0 39 6 82 3
04180+4917 3.7 36 154- 0 67 19 75 2
04182+4945 17.5 22 154+ 0 75 17 80 2
04183+4906 23.1 17 t54- 0 26 7 81 3
04184+4655 26.8 52 156- 2 79 18 77 2
04185+4144 3t 1132 159-- 6 89 23 79 3
04186+4945 41.1 5 154+ 0_ 29 18 75 2
04186+4520 41.1 157-- 46 20 78 3
04188+4827 ='.£; ,_, 155-- _ 32 27 73 2
04188+4140 53.E 39 160-6 49 9 80 3
04190+4732 0.C 37 155- 1 28 7 82 3
04191+4739 7.3 23 155-- 1 49 10 81 3
04191 +4520 10.2 40 157-- 3 52 3 79 3
04192+4944 12.1 31 154+ 0 28 24 55 3
04193+4359 20.2 41 158- 4 26 6 78 3
04193+4959 21.3 29 154+ 0 25 6 81 3
04194+4259 28.(] 42 169- 5 545 13 79 9
04195+4905 31.0 36 154-0 35 3 82 3
04195+4540 34.1 43 157-3 78 14 79 2
04196+4951 39.5 12 154+ 0 66 3 82 2
04196+4144 41.(] 55 160-5 25 5 80 3
04197+4136 42.2 8 160- 6 46 8 80 3
04198+4912 49.11524154--0 41 17 822_199+451650(]49 157-3 =" 14 75 2
_1_+4t5o 51(] i_o-5 16 7 so3
_1199+4950 54t.4i30154+ 0 _ 8 813
_2o0+4746 -.,7 155-I _ s 81 3
:_201+_14 11.7110155-i 22 s 113 3
34201+4409 11.8'60 158-- 4 45 If 78 3
_2o2+431o12.2=" 159-4 34 22 78=2
)4202+4858 12.5;26 155--0 44 16 79j3
:)4202+4715 12.9 6 156--2 48 12 803
)4202 +45t4 13.8 29 157-3 36 7 81 3
)4204+4149 29.3 30 160-5 22 6 88_2i23
,4206+4906 37.9 52 154-0 35 17
_206+492240.516 1_+o 44 10 79 s
_208+47,56 50.6 16 155- I 45 12 80 3
_200+47,_='.0 11 155-I 62 5 50 3)4209+480058.732 155-1 22 7 81 3
Rux Den_ty
(Not Color C_'reded)








































































































IO0 _m Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Coef R Rags"
3.75L C CH 3600000000
1,56L BCC AAB 3 7700000000
1.85L D CL 06O10000OO
9.15L C GFE 9400100308
1.79L BBD AAC 4 4600000000
2.60L BC AAC 1 7500000000
3.98 C L E 3500000000
4.02 C NC 85O0O00O20
2.13L BD ABG 0 5600000000
2.26 C D' 9600010000
2.20L BC AAC 2 1600000000
2.91L C BB 6600O0000O
3.88L DC MBAC 5600000100
2.46L E D 3700010000
7.45L C BE C 9501000008
1.52L BF ACG 5 5600000000
2.18 D M F C 76000000002.89L C C ' 1600010100
1.92L BC ABMG 3 7600001000
1,87L B A I
2.33 D B ] 9502000008
8.02L B B F I 9500000008
2.18L C CI 2600000000
4.20 F H F 6600000010
3.05L D I CL 4600OOOO00
2.60 D [ GC 6601000000
3.78L C F K F 3600000000
1.96L BC AAC 1 9600100010
3.47L C A I 5600000100
7.53 ABCC AAAA 1 9410100010 23
3.06 Di I 8 7500100020
10.05L CF ' AB 0 9500000008
9.36L C O A A 95000000O8
3.83 CC DB, 8501000308 4
1.87L CB AAD O 7600000000




4.01 F E C
2.37 C C
6.38 BBCC AAAD







2.93: CC J I BA
2.48 F J C






















2.26L BC AB L 0 3600000000
2.63L BC AA : 0 6700000000
2.25L B B H 4600OOOOOO
10.19L CDC AAAC : 9 9400000118
4.54L C B F 9500000000
3.05L BD iAC 0
3.13L E O 2600000000
5.72 C F F A 6500110300
3.53: BC D ABJA 1 3600000000
2.76L iF B
3.43 E D
4.94L E L E A




10.53L B AE G
3.52 D B FC
3.95 C I J E
Associations
C
S 2 # T Name Type Ma 8
3 3 RAFGL 43336 20 1
4 1 32 X0414+420 5755 13 39449 8;
1 17 198 69
i 2 13 39457 A5 23 5`=
1 13 39458 K2 33 81
I 1 GL PER 58
1 13 39462 K5 3 8(
1 13 39463 11 9(
1 2 0028190 67 91
4 2 DO 10398 11 10_
1 2 DO 28199 27 111
5 1 IR PER 5
i
2 13 39468 G5 17 6(
44
1 13 39472 K2 3 7.=
C 1 32 X0417+442 60
8 1 32 X0417+424 45
1 1 I GN PER 1
I 17 204 73
1 13 39482 31 9(:
1 13 39484 GO 5 73
26O0O1OO00
96001O01O8




0 2401000008 3 13 39490 K5






2.41L BBC AACJ 0 2500001100 01 2 4 TMSS +40085 13 26
3.23L BBC AABC I 8601000000 16
2.37L C MEC 9601000(X)0
2.97L BC AEKI 1 26O000(_O0
8.36L C C M 9601000008
3.52L C AA 4600103000 2
10.84: EBCE BAAA 0 9482110120 4
2.09L B AE 9600000010
2.26L C G BC 26000O01O0
3.12L C KI C 2602000000
2.86: CE HBB 9700100008
19.40 DDFD FBEB 9 9441132320 7,_ 32 X0419+418 36 7
2.65L BE AAG 6 4600103000 "1 1 NXPER 78 34.74 F BKC I 2609()00008 1 17 205 28
20.11: CCD BCE 4342133348 FI 1 32 X0420+482 57 15
2.55L C BF 1600000100
2.87 C L NC 5='1000000 1 39 OF+434 86 1415
4.57 FC L FB 3500000100
2.49L C B 2600000000
8.91L CCC OABD 7 9480210338 C
1.33L BFC AAA 9 9701000010 2 1 GSPER 84 3
4.36L C E 2500OO000O
2.50L BF AE 0 8701000000
11.77L C BK 5500200008
19.89L D BC 5400100008
11.29L BBE AAA 9 7500100008 27
*Confusion Rags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS--2; 3) Confusion ProcessJn9; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PVO.
304
il I J








04213 + 4555 .56
04213 + 4910 .25L
04213+4215 .36
04213+4719 .25L
04214 + 4926 .35
04214+4548 .25L
04214 + 4700 .43L
04215+4936 .41L
04215+4415 .57
04216 + 4524 .25L
04216+4545 .68





04221 + 4946 .79
04221 + 4537 1.01
04222 + 4656 1.22
04222 + 4557 .38
04223 + 4838 .25L
04223 + 4312 12.93
04223+4813 .34
O4223 + 4742 .32
04226 + 4932 .31
04228 + 4403 .26L
04228 + 4653 .57
04228 + 4603 .65
04230 + 4635 .35
04230 + 4455 .25L
04232+4345 2.44
04233 +4336 .36L
04234 + 4860 .51
04235 + 4632 2.52
04235 + 4757 .35L
04236 + 4125 2.58
04237+423O .32L
04237 + 4644 .43
04239 + 4849 .81
04239+4136 .25L
04239 + 4321 .29L
04239+4810 .25L




04241 + 4934 .25L
04243 + 4531 .39L
04243 + 4134 3.64
04244 + 4051 .43
04244 +4044 .25L
O4244 +4155 .25L
04245 + 4630 2.16
04246 + 4907 .72
04247 + 4149 25.47
04247 + 4743 .27L
04248 + 4606 .25L
04248+4507 .25L
04249 + 4949 .25L
04249 + 4858 .36
04249 + 4829 .25L
04250 + 4307 .38
04250 + 4550 .92
04253 + 4739 .35
04254 + 4000 .25L
04255 + 4829 2.50
04256 + 4435 14.26
04256 + 4457 .36L I
04257 + 4903 +44L
04257+4226 1.23
04258 + 4038 4.34
04258 + 4008 .45L i
04260+4827 .72L
04260+4513 25L
04261 + 4823 .72L I
04262 + 4830 +45L I
04262 + 4737 1.67
04263 + 4623 .55
04263 + 4639 _28L
04264 + 4626 3.71
04264 + 4130 .41
04264 + 4402 .31
04265 + 455O 17.86
04265 + 4143 3.02
04265 + 4845 .53











"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended
Flux Density Flags
(Not Color




























































































.29L 28L .70 1.81L
.25L .29L .45L 2.02
.41 .25L .40L 2.55L
.37 .25L .40L 15.39L
25L .30L .90 3.77:
.33L .25L .60: 5.02
1.41 .39 .40(- 2.10L!
.38L .25L .51 2.52L
.74 .27L .40L 2.32(.i
1.50 .38 .40L 2.54L i
m
Sources ($1) at 12. 25. 60. 100 p.m;
A_oci_tions
V L C
Flax Corr A Conr.sio. R S A Sev
Uncs Cocr R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (") Ma 8











X0422 + 459 6
X0422 + 468 7
DO 28306 111
X0423 + 465 15
39540 GO 86
39543 63 85




)(0425 + 400 8















































































































a ,% Coords 8MJSMN if) O 12(_) ( t b (") C) IN
8.0110 157- 29 14 80 4
13.0_29 159- 3 39 8 81 4
13.5!28 156+0 80 15 80 3
19.244 159- 3 40 9 81 4
22.1 18 162- 6 72 12 82 2
22.6 16 157- 1 27 10 81 4
26.9 45 161- 5 33 7 82 3
27.2 2 160-3 31 8 82 3
279 5 181-4 53 12 81 2
29.9 44 157- 1 29 10 79 3
31.2 28 159- 3 _3_9j 150 82434.560 158--2 82 4
39.1 16 185+ 1 3 78 4
39.6 27 159-- 3 52, 11 81 4
41.7 51 158-- 2 25 6 82 4
52.7 57 159-- 3 20 7 82 4
56.4 1 158-- 2 50 13 82 2
14.6 45 156+ 1 24 6 79 4
21.553 158+0 32 15 79 43i23.0531156+0 43 78
24.0 31 155+ 1 68 17 82 2
25.4 60 157- 59 32 _(_ 2!5.43e! 7-1 22
26.1 7i 160- 3 54 9 82 4i
28.7 13 158- 2 58 16 : 79 2
37.8 17 158- 3 36 t3 82 4
1141.223 158-2 33 80 3
42.4 22 159- 3 73 13 84 2
42.8 36 160-- 4 43 9 82 4
44.9 52 160-- 4 24 6 82 4
,5.7 34 159-2 64 8 81 3
,8.9 29 159-2 29 6 108 3
54.6 33 156+ 1 60 18 82 2
[55.9 21 156+ 0 67 11 78 3
58.6 49 158-2 36 10 81 3
0J= 28 156+0 34 ; 78 46.659 159--3 41 1 81'
7.9 40 156+ 0 25 6 79 4
20.1 41 156+ 1 33 9 78 5
22.7 8 157, 1 76 23 80 3
28.1 20 159-2 34 4 81 3
38.15 26 161--4 70 26 84 2
43.3 30 158--1 59 12 79 3
44.8 60 162-5 44 8 81 4
47.1 27 156+I 22 5 79 5
47.8 10 157-0 44 12 80 3
49.0 21 162--5 49 12 _ 350.7 38 159-2 42 10
52.5 18 161-5 56 12 82 4
52.9 11 160-4 ;102 12 80 3
53.31_ 161-4 48 i 82 i4 6 58 2 i 35 1 80
54.6 160-3 72 82
07
. 37 t56+0 25 6 791 52.1 23 155+ 1 68 25 75:2
3.1 21 159- 2 89 15 78 2
10.5 43 161- 4 85 24 79 2
12.1 11 158- 1 46 19 _!312.2 11 159- 2 29 9
20.043 155+1 61 8 79 5
29.931 158- 1 34 12 80' 3
32.4 21 157- 0 20 6 79 5
34.8 0 162- 5 106 31 82 2
37.8 10 155+ 1 20 9 78 5
39.0 44 156+ 1 92 35 77 2
41.4 28 158- 1 41 9 79 4
57.4 36 160- 3 36 14 82 2
3.5 29 155+ 1 17 I 5 76 5
4.3 50 157-0 25 4 80 5
6.4 54 162- 5 41 7 81 3
7.0 7 155+ I 38 8 78 4
14.7 8 162-- 5 38 8 82 3
16.4 55 161-- 4 69 32 79 2
20.7 13 158+ 2 41 8 80 5
21,0 t2 t55- 1 ¢3_: 19 80 3
21.5 43 155+ 2 uv_ 10 80 533.7 10 160-- 3 21 78 3
35.2 28 156+ 1 25 75 2
37.0 20 162-- 5 27 21 79 3
40.7 1 162- 5 63 10 82 3
48.0 58 ! 155+ I 27 6 80 5 I
53.3 1 180-3 _ 16 79 2
4.7 158- 0 19 79
8.7 159- 2 25 80
14.8 11 158- 1 68 28 80 2
16.1 52!_1157+ 0 27 5 79 5
20.0 u I 162- _ 75 12; 813
24.053'160-3 86 38 78 2
30.5 10 161-3 46 880 3
33.0 1 159- 2 45 12 78 3
34.3 25 156+ 1 49 14 79 3
44.8 17 158- 1 56 20 81 4
52.7 49 157+ 0 96 22 76 2
53.3 35 159- 2 26 6 80 5
55.3 46 159- 2 36 8 79 5
9,_ 36 158- 1 26 11 79 5
12.7 46 162- 4 38 10 81 3
13.9 54 162-4 51 _ 105'4314.8 23 158 0 22 80
Flux Density Flags
(Not Color Corrected) V
pm 2S _,m 60 /_m I00 _m Flux Corr A Confusion
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags"
.38L .27L .59L 7.88 E j E HC 5580100238
.89 .34L .40L 2.21L B lAD F 3601000000
.29L .29L .66 3.40: C F B E 4700100300
.70 .36L .40L 2.14L B ADH 2601110000
.32 .31L .40L 2.05L D B G 3601000000
.58 .37 .40LI 10.40L CC BC 0 5500121006
1.38 .45 .40L 6.09L BC ABCM 0 5400002018
1.11 .43L .40L I 1.80LI D AD 4600000000
.31 .42L .40L 1.94L C DG 3500000000
.90 .3OL .44L 14.79L C AEH 5500121008
.73 .26L .40L 2.23L' B BF M 1600000000
6.02 1.71 .47L 2.08L BB AAF 0 5700111000
.25L .27L .52L 4.93 C EDEDI 9601000000
.30L .25L 1.01 2.49L C KA I 36001000005.94 2.24 .57: 2.13L DCD AAC 9 5700111000
.70 .51 11.79 54.0g DDCC CCDB 8 32C1045440
.28 .27L 1.07L 3.54L C C N 5600000000
1.33 .42 ,40L 2.90L CE ACH 2 9700002000
.28 .30L .40L 2.78L C D 9700000000
.28L .25L .46: 4.10 DD I GC 2600000008
.29L .26L .5t 3.62L D DH 9601001000
.25L .30L .40L 3.49 F C 9600000010
3.35 .86 .65: 7.26L,BCF AAEE 0 9601003208
.39 .36L .40L 2.02L Ie OG 6600010000
.31 .28L .42L 2.77L :O G 3600000000
.35: .38L .91 2.11L C C DCB 1601000000
.64 .29L .40L 2.22L D BE 1600100000
.26 .30L .40L 9.38L C DM 6401100008
.25L .26L .98 2.41 BB HBB 3501000000
2.28 1.37 .40L 1.53L BC AAJ 1 0500000000
.45 .25L .40L 8.77L C CH J 3400000008
.39: _ 2.14 10,62.L CCC BBBB 0 5581101308
.33L :,:oL] .43 4.60L C HNFC 9700000100
.32 .25L .40L 13.80L C G 2500000008
5.08 1.88 .40L 2.14L BC AA 0 4600100000
.25L .30 1.31 6.17 CBC CAA 2600000128
.85 31: .40L 8.69L BF AC 7 3501100008
4.04 1.00 .40L 10.69L BC AAH 2 3400001008
.80 .25L A0L 3.26L B B H 9700000000
.25L .25L .40L 4.12 C C 9601000008
1.66 .53 .40L 1.71L BD AB 0 2601000000
.28L .60L .40L 2.42 D E C 5400000010
.45 .25L .40L 2.34L C C 9600000000
.49 .28L .40L 2.38L D CG J 5600000000
19.95 5.84 1.62 10.81L ABC AAB 2600000008
.42 .29L A0L 12.07L D BE K 6500000008
.33 .26L .40L 1.81L C AF 3600010000
.25L .62 1.27 2.98 FCD BAA 6501000208
.43 .27L .40L 1.90L C B I G 8600000000
.38 .33L .40L 1.92L E DG 1500000000
.62 .25L .40L 1.54L B BC 5600000000
.25L .28L .85 5.24 FE BC 2500000218
.39 .32L .40L 2.35L C BD 3601000000
3.31 1.35 .43L 12.76L BC AAD 5 5500000008 i
.32L .27L .46L 3.11 D GC _'
.30 .26L .40L 10.32L C D 6400000008
.25L .27L .52L 2.10 D GC 6500000000
.25L .25L .48L 4.33 C J GC 9680000200
.56 1.28 1.74 5.14 BCCC BABB 1 5501000218
.37 .25L .40L 3.11L B CG 9601001000
.94 .22: .40L 2.59: BF F AB D 1'2600000008
15.53 6.54 1.15 12.13L BBD AABD 6 950000020825L .26L 40L 1 9 E i G 27 1 020
.82 .47 .40L 20.34L BC I BB 0 4501100008
.25L .36L .49L 2.93 C EGE 9601000100
.35L .27L .51L 4.62 C J FFD 9601000320
.31 .31L .69L 2.01L C CNC 2500000000
2.37 .72 .51 4.56 BCCC ABCB 1 6601004000
.25L .25L .84 5.82 CC E I DC 9600000458
1.48 .57 .4OL 1.83L DF AA 9 3700000000
.50 .27: .40L 3.75L CC BB 5 4701100000
.29L .56 2.68 3.86 CCC EAAA 960000COO0
.25L .26L .40L 1.79 C I B 5500000000
.22: .28L 1.39 4.60: C BD DDBD 9700100208
.25L .25L .40L 3.17 E KB 9700000010
.70L .25L .87 20.88L B B 9500100208
.25L .25L .40L 3.71 C FJ E 5600101330
.36L .65L .40L 3,82 CO:! CD 9601000000.25L .35L .40L 2.42 5600100000
.59 .34L .40L 1.69L C 5700100000
.62 36 .40L 3.63L CO BC 2 7700001000
.39L .27L .46 2.79: CE K DE 4600101330
23 .25L .41L 12.12L iC C K 9500000008
2.64 .75 .71 7.10L ABB AABD 2 7601100538
3.31 .93 .40L 10.69L BC AB 0 7500001008
.25L 25L .40L 3.50 D DC 9600000008
.31: 31 4.46 11.t3 BDBC CBAA 1 2581002008
.38 .25L ,40L 1.92L C CK M 2700000000
.25L .29L .40L 2.28 D H K E 4602000000
.42 .38L .40L t.81L C B I G 4500000000
.32L .30 ,50: 12.03L CC I BO 9501000008
.30 .25L .41L 3.26L C EH 9601000000
.25L .25L .47L 4.02 C L J C 9600000008
.36L .49L .40L 2.55 D G C 9500100010
9.65 2.39 .40L 12.22L BB AAC 1 8501000006
.25L .35L 1.53 4.13 BC HAB 8641000108
.25L .25L .48: 6.03 CC EGCB 9600000208
15.10 3.30 .63 1.40L BBC AAAcH 01 360100000025L .35L .40L 2.58 C , 2600100010
.25L .38L .40L 5.07 E L GC 4601001008
Associations
L C
R S A Sep
S 2 # T N_'ne Type ("} Mag
1 13 39575 KO 5 7C
2 13 39576 G5 18 8£
1 17 217 10
1 13 39577 G5 13 81
2 13 39578 6 87
2 1 AT PER 6
1 32 X0427+442 83 15
1 17 219 68
1 23 LDN 1445 541
2 16 01632- K5 24 111
1 23 OCL 0407 529
2 123139586 6 852 DO 28379 24 106
1 30 5ZW 374 31
1 1 AU PER 17 3
8
2 13 39593 7 91
1 13 39594 8 93
1 23 LDN 1444 426
2 13 39595 K5 1 78
1 13 39600 2 90
18 3 13 39601 12 82
1 13 39603 2O 85
4
I 2 DO 10541 2O 96
1 39 3Cl19.0 118 178






3 RAFGL 63155 73 '
13 39622 KO 4 95





C 1 2 DO 28422 52 101
2 13 39630 K5 3 76
2
1 19 73 5 115
1 13 39632 G5 14 78
4 13 39636 1 78
4
18 4 13 39639 + + + 5 45
"Confusion Ftags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS--2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
3O6
'.1 ll




a _ Coords SMJ SMN @ O 12 ktm
ham, • b, ($) ( ) l b (') (') (') N (Jansky)
04333+4036 18.2 2 162- 4 45 20 81 3 .25L .25L .61L
04334+4247 29.2 9 161- 3 38 12 81 4 1.05 .29: .40L
04335+4349 31.6 37 160- 2 23 7 80 5 .27L .74 7.69
04335+4809 34.5 41 157+ 1 41 9 79 4 .86 .22: .42L
04336+4442 40.1 18 159- 2 38 6 79 4 1.13 .32: .40L:
04337+4553 43.0 47 158- 1 3_14 2i 823 .25L .26L .40L04337+485045.831156+1 178 .25L .30L 1.1204337+472247.35157+0 794 .59 .49 .40L
04338+4040 50.7 58 162-4 63 12 80 3 .67 .32L .40L
04339+4255 54.6 16 161-3 58 12 801 3 .39 .26L .72L
04339+494558.140156+2446794 .27L .25L 3.49
04339+4005 58.4 19 163- 5 42 12 81 3 .67 .29: .40L
04340+4623 1.2 27 158- 0 23 5 79 4 38.60 31.23 8.25
04341+4751 6.4 34 157+ 1 64 23 78 2 .27L .27L .40L
04341+4537 8.0 38 159- 1 28 18 79 5 .25L .31L .40L
04344+4607 25.7 59 158- 1 41 5 80 4 1.14 .38: .40L
04344+4309 26.4 26 160- 3 29 10 79 4 .64 .29L .40L
04344+4958 26.8 8 155+ 2 90 14 76 2 .32 .28L .41L
04344+4810 29.7 27 157+ 1 112 30 81 2 .27L .95L .44L
04345+4835 30.3 40 156+ 1 20 6 79 4 .54 1.40 11.15
04345+4336 34.6 33 160- 2 55 21 78 2 .73L .27L .34
04346+4201 36.8 3 161-3 38 11 82 4 .83 .26L .40L
04346+4646 38.9 8 158-0 30 9 79 4 .55 .40L .59L
04347+4631 44.5 54 158- 0 30 5 79 4 1.23 .56 .40L
04347+4442 45.8 39 159- 1 22 19 85 3 .25L .39L .40L
04348+4634 49.7 10 158-0 37 11 80 2 .32 .43L .41L
04348+4218 50.8 43 161- 3 71 12 80 3 .37 .26L .40L
04348+4252 53.3 12 161-3 29 10 80 4 1.00 .31L .67L
04348+4356 53.4 10 160-2 33 7 79 5 .27L .29L 1.47
04349+4558 55.7 49 158- 1 25 9 80 4 .61 .99 .93
04349+4037 55.9 46 162- 4 50 32 84 4 .26L .25L .40L
04350+4706 0.0 14 158+ 0 49 6 79 4 1.14 .40L .40L
04350+4856 3.1 28 156+ 1 97 28 79 2 .25L .25L .40L
04351+4950 7.5 13 156+ 2 30 3 79 4 1.32 .41 .40L
04352+4006 13.8 52 163--4 68 8 80 3 .25L .25L .40L
04353+4208 23.0 311 161- o 56 9 80 5 .94 .28L .40L
04354+4241 27.5 101 181-3 38 9 80 5 .48 .34L .40L
04354+4259 27.9 37 161- 2 109 10 83 3 .33 .28L .40L
04355+4105 35.9 13 152-4 87 16 83 2 .29 .45L .40L
04357+4323 47.8 40 160- 2 26 6 80 4 18.36 5.64 1.17
04358+4841 49.8 45 156+ 1 25 6 80 4 3.86 1.88 .70
04359+4038 55.5 48 162- 4 93 22 83 2 .27L .31L .40L
04359+4903 59.1 47 156+ 2 35 11 76 2 .60 .76L .40L
04359+4756 59.2 43 157+ 1 65 8 81 3 .29 .25L .40L
04360+4741 2.8 26 157+ 1 45 21 79 4 .25L .29L .40L
04360+4131 5.3 17 162- 3 24 5 80 5 5.79 1.56 .43
04361+4610 9.9 40 158- 0 80 19 79 3 .47L .28L .40L
04361+4915 11.8 1 156+ 2 39 8 80 2 .27: 1.21 4.51:
04362+4913 16.0 2 156+ 2 35 9 79 3 .42 1.20 5.03
04363+4327 20.7 42 160- 2 41 9 80 4 .67 .50L .40L
04363+4419 23.7 15 160- 1 116 20 77 2 .43L .27L .49L
04365+4717 35.1 15 158+ 1 17 4 80 4 .29 5.38 32.51
04367+4344 43.7 52 160-2 45 8 78 3 .39 .26L .40L
04369+4501 55.0 44 159- 1 18 4 80 4 20.28 9.34 2.01
04369+4117 56.6 37 162- 3 81 32 81 2 .32L .38L 1.00L
04369+4306 57.2 2 161- 2 31 5 81 4 3.16 .88 .47L
04369+4045 58.5 13 163- 4 45 10 80 4! .56 .38L .40L
04371+4124 8.8 5 162- 3 39 9 80 4' .88 .32L .40L
04371 +4512 10.8 25 159- 1 49 12 79 3 .39 .25L .40L
04373+4310 19.1 0 161-2 28 8 80 4 .89 .25 .40L
04373+4034 23.4 13 163- 4 30 17 81 4 .25L .25L .42L
04374+4815 25.0 50 157+ 1 53 16 76 2 .31 .30L .47L
04374+4810 28.2 38 157+ 1 65 24 80 2 .28L .25L .40L
04375+4258 31.5 46 161-2 34 20 80 4 .25L .25L .40L
04376+4435 37.4 11 160- 1 23 6 80 4 1.67 .44 .40L
04377+4543 42.9 53 159- 0 33 8 79 3 .35L .20: 2.09
04379+4443 57.8 45 160- 1 31 9 80 4 .83 .35 .40L
04380+4346 0.7 17 160- 2 30 8 81 2 .28 .25L .40L
04380+4144 1.1 37 162-3 49 21 79 2 .31L .25L .39:
04380+4005 2.1 47 163- 4 20 5 81 4 13.99 6.30 1.21
04381+4357 9.4 28 160- 1 38 9 80 4 .93 .39L .40L
04381 +4158 10.9 55 162- 3 48 17 81 3 .25L .28L .65L
04382+4505 12.8 50 159- 1 21 16 79 3 .25L .26L .40L
04382+4411 13.1 36 160- 1 62 i 16 78 2 .31 .25L .40L
04382+4023 13.4 35 163- 4 31 5 81 4 3.70 1.00 .36:
04382+4309 15.2 6 161- 2 55 i 10 82 3 .43 .30L .40L
04382+4229 16.8 14 161- 2 53 7 78 3 .42 .28L .40L
04382+4207 17.6 48 162- 3 44 17 81 4 .25L .29L .43L
04383+4652 19.8 35 158+ 0 37 8 79 3 1.28 .42 .41L
04385+4547 31.1 27 159-0 23 6 80 3 3.55 2.19 .45:
04385+4619 32.3 59 159+ 0 43 7 80 3 1.28 .76 .40L
04385+4820 34.2 42 157+ 1 75 9 80 2 .61 .43L .43L
04386+4729 40.7 45 158+ 1 30 11 78 3 .52 .25L .43L
04388+4809 52.0 32 157+ 1 79 27 76 2 .25L .97L 1.52L
04388+4400 53.0 55 160-- 1 43 12 78 3 .47L .27L 1.61
04389+4103 57.0 18 163-- 3 36 9 81 3 .64 .25L .40L
04389+4126 58.5 50 162- 3 54 8 81 4 .41 .27L .40L
04389+4445 59.9 14 160- 1 34 9 77 2 .61 .31L .40L
04390+4651 2.4 16 158+ 1 61 11 79 3 .62 .30L .40L
04391+4904 6.4 35 157+ 2 26 6 78 3 6.01 1.90 .40:
04392+4347 15.9 52 161- 1 45 10 79 3 .38 .28L .40L
04393+4228 18.8 16 162-2 62 45 79 2 .27L .29L .46L
04393+4536 19.6 51 159- 0 52 13 79 3 .26L .25L .84
04395+4007 30.1 46 163-4 36 24 80 3 .25L .27L .40L
04395+4201 31.7 34 162- 3 58 14 80 2 .43 .33L .40L
04395+4957 33.7 6 156+ 3 67 19 76 2 .39L .25L .55
04395+4641 33.8 59 158+ 1 73 11 77 2 .43 .33L .40L
04396+4538 36.6 34 159- 0 41 15 78 2 .44 .56L .71L
04396+4016 41.0 28 163= 4 46 10 81 4 .43L .25L .76
04397+4137 47.1 40 162- 3 27 6 79 3 .65 .41L .40L
(Not Color Corrected)




100 p_m Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Cocf R Flags"
2.41 C KCC 8600000008
1.88L BD AD D 2 3500010000
15.23 CCC FBCA 3421002508
3.95L BE BD 0 9600000000
11.39L BD ACG 7 9500000008
3.08 C D C 9701000008
5.01 CC LLCB 85O10O01O0
2.12L BC BA 3 8600000000
1.69L C BJ 1600000000
2.75L C CHI 2500000000
3.17L C J EA 2800000000
9.03L BD BD 1 9500010008
10.33L CBC ,IAAA C 9 9600011008 422.86 D 9581000000
8.69 EiEDKD 6580000458
12.39L CE AC 8 9500000008
2.03L B AI I 2601000000
17.12L D B I 9601011018
3.64 C L B 9602000020
15.33 CBCC BAAA 2 3400001000
2.67L D HED 1600000010
1.49L B AJ H 2501010000
10.55L D BCFI¢ 6500000008
11.44L BD AB 2 9500100008
3.38 D KI DB! 9601000008
10.40L C CE 9500100008
1.45L C B 1500000000
2.40L B ALF 1600001000
4.08 DC CGAB 7500000008
10.75L BCC BACD 1 9500112118
2.52 C HJ B 9680000008
2.70L B ACHM 46OO0OOOOO
3.48 D E ' 9500000000
16.37L BF AC 3 4600000008
2.17 F KDDC 9600000008
1.84L B AGE 1501000000
1.82L B BD 4600010000
2.51L C C 1600010000
1.87L C E L 46OOOOOOOO
1.88L BBC AAB 7 0600000000 42
3.32L BBE AAB 1 3501000000
2.82 E C 9601000128
4.37L C B K 9600000000
3.30L B B N F 9500000000
3.97 C I M C 8501010010
1.52L ABC AACL 0 5600000000
3.22 C K B C 6600000008
4.08L ECD GAC 0 7600102310
17.79 CCDC CBHC 0 7400102310
2.62L B BC 0600010000
2.33 E I L B 9600000008
55.33 CBCD CAAA 1 3380000000
2.36L C B F E 2600000000
9.82L BBC AAA 3 9441000008 43
1.54 D KD 56O01OOOO0
1.95L CC AAE 1 0600002000
7.44L B AB I 6501000028
1.84L B AE 46OO1OOOOO
2.37: F E D B 9600010008
2.17L BD AF 0 2600002000
4.05 D MDD 8500000148
4.76L F G 9500100000
3.64 F / F 9601100000
2.79 C KB 2600000000
9.25L BC AC J 1 _ 9400000008
3.75 ECD CFAA i 6600000008
7.05L CE ABDF 3 9400020008
2.26L C C 16O0OOO000
2.16: DC I B 7600000000
5.99L BBC AAAF 1 3400000008 17
9.39L B BC 2400000008
3.48 C C D 8502OOO2OO
4.49 D B 9500000008
7.75L C C 2400010008
1.80L BCD AAE 0 9500001000
1.89L C ED 3601000100
1.68L C B F 8600000000
2.67 B J J B 8500000000
2.64L BC A D 2 0600000000
9.72L BBD AACH 1 5401000008
2.66L BC AB 0 7700001000
3.49L C BB 9600010000
3.55L C DI DE 2500001000
3.55 C KJ D 9600000OO0
9.82L C J A F 2400000008
2.22L B B L 4600000000
2.46L 6 BI 3601001000
9.94L C BE F 7400000008
1.93L C AH N 1600000000
2.27L BBD AAE 1 4700000000I
2.96L [C CG 36OO00000O
2.93 ' D H 6500000230
10.67L C L DJ 7500100008
3.13 C J HE 3401000010
1.99L E CF 6701001000
3.59L D BF 4600100000
3.19L C BC 150000OOOO
3.02L E CH C 7600100008
1.85L B F A 3500000000
1.76L B B F 2600000000
C
A Sop
S 2 # T Name Type (") Ma 8
2 13 39644 8
6 1 32 X0433+438 31
1 13 ! 39645 2
1 13 39649 G5 7
C 1 32 X0433+456 88
2 13 39658 K0 13
1 13 39660 K0
1 17 226N




2 " 2 DO 28460
1 13 39666 K0
8
1 2 DO 28475
3 2 DO 10613
4 1 32 X0436+492
4 1 32 X0436+492




1 1 23 LDN 1461
5 HO PER
i 1 13 3969241
4 4 TMSS +40096
2 13 39694
1 2 DO 28534
1 39 OF+ 466






























"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 p.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
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Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected) V L C
a 8 Coords SMJ 5MN 8 O 12 I/.m 25 pm 60 _m lO0 _m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sop
(s) (") 1 b (") (") (') N (Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (")
48.4 36 160-1 55i 13 78 2 .46L .37L 1.52 2.70L C FBF 6600001300 4 1 32 X0439+441 27
49.4 2 160- 1 388 80 3 .64 .33L .40L 2.02L C CBFI 660101000051.2 4 161-2 38 11 79 3 .47 .25L .45L 2.95L C F 5501210000
59.6 44 160- 1 53 8 80 3 .25L .71L .40L 3.39 C F B 6500000000995,183-328 8 793 31, 67 240 707 COOBAAB 2
16.7 47 163- 4 37 7 79 41 .40 .2gL ,40L 2.25L C C EC 3501000000 2 13 39706 5
16.8 38 161- 2 70 24 78 2 ,25L .30L A3L 4,07 C B 5500210000
17.6 291 164- 4 62 19 83 2 ,74L .30L .33 2.10L C H E 3601000000 I 9 U03139 71
20.7 6 i 161- 2 27 7 80 3 9.44 3.47 .71 2.t6L DDC AABM 9 5600200000 05
20.7 16 160-1 28 10 79 3 .33 .25L .40L 3.48L C C N 7600000000
27.144 158+1 55 11[ 79 3 .68 .26L .4OL 2.10L D BLJM 1601001000
27.7 11 157+2 33 7' 79 3 5.37 1.74 .58: 2.05L BCC AAB 5 5700000000 4 2 [:)028551 24
37.6 2 157+ 2 50 7 78 3 1.31 .33 .98L 2.31L BF AEJ M 0 7831000000 1 13 39713 K0 3
41.0 0 181- 1 55 10 80 3 ,54 .38L ,56: 2.17L C F BCEB 4601001000 1 13 39714 13
45.5 38 163- 3 50 13 79 2 .38 .29L .40L 1.76L C DC 4600011000 3 13 39715 85 7
58.1 56 158+ I 24 7 78 3 3.09 1.78 ,50: 1.89L BCE AAG 2 1701000000
0.8 52 157+ 2 71 13 77 2 .52 .27L .40L 3.03L BFDD C 46000000006.2 47 157+ 2 34 8 79 3 .99 .33 .40L 1.87L ACE 0 5700000000
9.5 49 159+ 0 40 7 79 3 1.25 .33 .40L 269L AB G 0 9601000120
12,0 47 161- 1 72 28 78 2 .25L ,29L .40L 3.11 C K B 3600000000 1 39 OF+469 52
12.5 35 161- 1 50 13 78 2 ,33 .52L .52L 2.78LIC FFL 4601000000
22.027 158+ 1 51 10 77 2 .40L .28 .4OL 2.83L D BC 1600000000
29.5 55 159+ 0 73 8 78 3 .39 .25L .COL 2.32L C EL G 9701000000 1 19 i 77 40
33.6 11 157+ 2 62 10 81 2 .35 .33L .53L 3.47L:C BHD 5600000000
37.355 161-1 50 20 78 2 .31L .33L .42L 3.55 D H B 4501100000
43,135 159+0 45 10 79 3 1.00 .24: .40L 1.71L BE AE J 0 9701000100
44.329 156+3 57 8 79 3 .57 .25L .40L 2.14LE CL E 2600010000
45.6[ -8 158+ 1 44 10 79 3 ,66 .28L .COL 2.20L B BD 1600001000 1 13 !39724 G5 4
47.3i 42 161- 1 30 7 80 3 3.23 .88 .49L 2.39L BC AAJ J 0 4601100000 3 13 39725 K5 3
48.e 60 158+ 2 38 10 79 3 .62 .25L .COL 2.12L B A M 5600000000
53.2 19 162- 2 24 7 79 3 2.44 3.88 89.55 210.89 BBDC GCCA 0 3180033340 F 1 32 X0441+418 0
54.E 50 162-2 35 20 79 3 .25L .35L .COL 3.83 D E C 8781000010
14.G 39 162-2 32 7 79 3 1,46 4.26 9.90 19.73 BBCD AAAA 0 5401033330 F
15.9 8 158+ 1 32 6 801 3 1.22 .42 .40L 1.81L BC AB 0 1600000000 2 2 DO28579 84
16.e 21 183- 3 41 7 79 3 1.01 .31: ,COL 1.96L BF AE 0 2600000000 3 13 39732 5
24.7 22 158+ 2 36 10 80 3 .51 .33: .COL 1.70L BD CC 0 0600000000
26.2 5 159+ 1 44 10 791 3 .62 .37L ,COL 2.51L C BFNL 5700100000
35.1 30 164-3 102 33 81 2 .86L 1.24L .77L 1.85 D NB C 1600000000
42.(] 14 159+ 1 43 10 79 3 ,55 .25L .40L 2.16L B B 5600100000
43.5 50 164- 3 66 15 81 2 .47L .29L .74 2.01L D BB 1600000000
44.8 1 156+ 3 24 6 80 3 5.51 1.83 ,51 1.95L BCC AAB 8 3620000000
44.8 20 158+ 1 53 11 79 3 ,41L .28: .97 2.54: FCC JCAC 0600000000
54,8 22 162- 1 56 8 79 3 .67 .36L ,40L 1.98L B BC M 7600000000
55.5 33 162- 2 67 8 79 3 .56 ,29L .40L 2,75L C B 6700000000 1 13 39741 GO 2
55.5 19 162-2 41 30 78 2 .41L ,34L .56L 2.77 D C 7700100000
57.9 41 159+ 1 56 11 80 3 .60 .25L .COL 1,91L F D 0700020000 1 13!39742G5 6
58.9 11 160-0 26 7 80 3 1.84 .65 .¢0L 2.68L BC ABED 4 6600100110 1 2:DO28593 28
59.9 15 183+ 0 51 8 78 2 .46 .25L .84L 3.12L C C KF 9600000000 1 21)0 20592 28
8.5 40 t62- 2 32 9 80 3 1,54 ,47 .COL 1.46L BD AB 1 6800101000 2 2DO28597 14
16.3 t3 162-2 74 25 79 2 .25L ,25L ,42L 3,47 C HC 3601000110
17.C 23 164- 3 39 7 79 3 1,56 .34: .COL 2.03L BD ACC 3 1600000000 2 13 39746G5 1
20.C 8 158+ 2 82 26 78 2 .52L ,42L .COL 2.65 E FH B 4600000000
21.7 4 160- 0 85 22 81 2 .42L .48L .41L 2,61 F H C 5600100110
37.(] 20 159+ 1 34 19 78 3 .76L .27L .4OL 2.95 C F D 8701010010
37.3 15 157+ 2 29 11 79 3 .25L .25L 1.58 2.80 CO I AA 2600000000
42.3 39 162- 2 45 8 80 3 1,53 .47L .40L 1.72L C AC 5700000000 2 16 01714 C 28
42.6 39 161- t 60 13 79 3 .COL ,33L 1,12 2.08 CC DBB 6600000000
49.6 34 157+ 3 85 13 61 2 .30 .26L .54L 2.37L D E F 3600000000
53.9 1 159+ 1 38 14 78 3 ,25L .25L .53: 3.12 FC C FC 3600000000
56.7 41 159+ 1 22 6 80 3 4,97 t.27 .45L 1,63L BC _AE 1 9700000000 3 13 39752 MA 3
7.3 8 158+ 2 43 33 79 2 .26L .28L .45L 3.01 F K GE 4601000100
7.4 36 160+ 0 54 25 79 3 .25L .49L .COL 3.03 D L K E 9600000000
7.5 33 158+ 2 35 10 80 3 ,56 .25L .40L 2.02L B B L 0601010000 1 13 39757 1
8,3 27 162-2 53 23 80 2 ,25L .32L .74L 2.91 C HJC 5600000100
14.3 24 157+ 3 32 10 80 3 .48 .25L .40L 1.94L B BE 4600010010
20,2 1 163- 2 73 9 79 3 ,43 .33L ,COL 1.89L B BL D 3700000000
24.7 47 t57+ 3 28 6 80 3 1,77 .55 .40L 1.44L BF AC 1 3600000000
34.1 24 158+ 2 19 7 81 3 12,06 7.49 1.42 2.03: BBCD AAAC 0 0621000000 14
38.8 32 163- 2 35 8 79 3 2.40 1,39 .40L 1.44L BC AA 1 1700001000
43.6 0 160+ 1 30 23 79 3 .25L .27L .40L 3.11 C HGC 9700000000
52.7!43 157+ 3 52 8 79 3 .43L .26L 1.70 3,48 CC GEAA 3500000010
54.1 3 183- 2 79 19 79 3 .25L .28L .40L 2.83 C K B 9600000008
54,5 45 158+ 2 20 10 80 _3 .25L .28: 1.92 5.64 ECC DCB 3580000310 4 2 7 30280 57
55.7 53 157+ 3 37 5 79 3 42.83 14,52 2.89 1.84L BBC AAAG 3 7831000000 16
0.3 55 161- 0 43 6 80 4.90 2,45 .40L 1.92L BB AA 0 3600100000 1 2 DO28629 29
9.3 25 158+ 2 76 10 80 .62 ,27L .4OL 2.05: C D AF D 0600000000
19.0 17 162- 1 36 5 81 1.58 .52 ,COL 1.35L BC AC 0 1600000000 4 "13 39773 G0P 13
20,5 53 161- 0 43 10 801 3 .88 .31: .4OL 9.96L DE AG 0 4400100008 1 2 DO 28635 38
25.025 160+0 64 14 78_8j3 .29L .25L .75 7.69L C DEDH 6500000008 2 39 WE0445+44W2B 4026.5 40 160+ 1 74 36 .25L' .25L A0L 2,52 F E 8700000010
27.3 36 160+ 1 39 25 81 I 2 .34L .27L .COL 2.46 D F C 9601011000
31.7 37 161- 1 42 10 80i3 .95 .45 .COL 1,40L BF AD 1 1831110000 3 "13 39776 2
43.2 25 157+ 3 29 12 79 i 3 .43 .25L ,COL 2.13L C BN K 3600100000
47.9 48 157+ 3 66 10 80 i 3 .49 ,25L ,40L 2.09L C B 3600100000
48.2 10 159+ 1 24 6 803 5,86 2.76 .65 1.94L BBC AAD 0 9711300000
51.7 22 162- 1 83 10 80 3 39 .25L .COL 1.39L C D 1600110000 2 "13 39779G5 5
57.7 5 159+ 1 32 21 78 3 ,25L ! .32L .COL 2.79 C I A 9600300000
0.9 20 151- 1 33 12 81 3 .25L .40L .96 2.28 CB EBBB 1600000000 1 "41 04483+4342 45 :
2,350 162-1 21 5 8t 3 2.32 1.14 .40L 1.35LCC AA M 0 0600000000' 1 "41 04460+4241 7
2.7 7 160+ 0 48 8 80 3 .25L .25L 1.69 2.34: CD KAB 6600000000
4.4 48 183- 2 30 14 79 3 .25L .26L 1,35: 9.86 DE LEC 8581121548 D 1 32 X0446+419 79
5.0 20 160+ 1 41 7 80 3 3.36 .97 .38: 1,83L BCD AAF 4 9711012000 2 2 DO 28649 33
5,4 19 164- 3 33 8 80 3 5.62 2.73 ,44: 1.78L BBD AAE 0 0600001000 1 2 DO 28653 571
11.5 12 164- 3 36 7 80 3 2,83 1.16 ,40L 1.19L BC AAL 0 1700000000
12.3 29 159+ 1 76 9 82 2 ,45 .32L ,53L 3.39L C D 9602400000
18.6 1 183- 2 35 15 80 2 .25L .36L .65 1.93: DE FCB 8700000008j
19.8 38 162- 1 43 8 81 3 .80 .30L .40L 1.40L B AEM 1600000000[ 2 ° 2 DO28660 15
22.0 22 164- 2 42 8 80 3 1.11 .39: .40L 1.54L CD ADK 0 0700000000
29.8 59 183- 2 52 7 79 3 .51 .27L ,COL 1.27L D B G 1700010000 1 39 4C+42.14 98
31.4 53 159+ 1 27 5 81 3 4.20 1,34 ,COL 1.69L CC AAJJ 1 4701100000

















































































































































H (Not Cetor Corrected)
Galactic Uncertainty C V L C
a 6 Coords SMJ SMN O O 12 Fm 25 Fm 60 _m 100 p.m Flux R S A
($) (') I b (") (") C) N (Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T






























































































































































































H (Not Color Corrected)
Galactic Uncertainty C
a 6 Coords SMJ SMN e O 12 Fm 25 Fm 60 y.m
(s) ('3 I 5 £3 £3 (3 N (,r_m_y)
23.81521165--2 _ 13 18212 .55 .26L .40L33.41561162+ 1 18 79j 2 .481 .301 .58
44.0116' 163-0 33 8 ' 81' 3 1.10 .35: .40L
52.8130159+ 3 _ 8 813 .28L .43 2.1755.3135161+ 1 10 813 .82 .281 .401
57.6[ 7164- 1 24 8 803 .68 .27L .40L
8.4[48164- 1 48 9 813 1,16 .27: .4OL
12.6_33158+ 4 34 9 813 .76 ,24: .40L
15.3148164- 1 45 10 813 .31: .31L 2.12
17.2156164- 1 55 9 813 .47L .44: 1.89
21.0126[161+1 35 8 811
21.612159+ 4 39 6 81133 12.881"03 4.25"31: 126'40L
27.0155161 + 1 44 23 782 .25L 32L .40L
36.5136 t60+ 2 45 14822 .24 .421 .441
442154159+ 3 20 681 ! 3 10.42 82.03
6.7[32 '160+ 3 5010623 .51 i .26L
7.7[39159+3 29 1083i2 .36Li 1.386,61351_- 0 78 9 63 2 .61 .301 .401
9.9151159+3 _ 19802 .47L! .30L .75
15.6128158+ 4 10 80 I 3 .69 .31: .40L
!
17.3125159+ 3 27 9 813 .52 .53L 7.40
18.0i37163+ 0 50 10 813 .60 .32L .40L
19.7[53 165-1 58 12 80 2 .32 .70L .40L
.>9.3/30 160+ 3 50 12 79 2 .39 .58L .40L
79.8[ 7 162+ 1 21 6 112 3 27.58 17.87 2.05
)1.7111165- 2 56 8 813 .65 .26L .40L
32.6116159+ 3 143 12 823 .30L .45L 2.31
33.2|25 164-- 1 i 56 15 802 .281 .25L .59
12.5| 4158+ 4 14012 803 .67 .26L .401
46.4]32160+ 3 145 17 823 .42L .25L .28:
_5.1[[ 7159+3 l[ 37 9 803 .25L .27L 2.45
_,5.3_t5 163+ 0 ' 57 10 82 3 .50 ,29L .40L
_6.215164-0 E6 17 822 .41L .26L .52
_6.2[52159+ 4 43 7 80 3 1.21 .54 .40L
2.8[57162+ 1 38 26 812 .32L .62L .411
4.8148162+ 1 41 6 833 1.25 .36 .40L
5.9114160+ 3 2T 10 803 .25L .58 1.52
8.0/48162+ 1 38 21 832 .25L .34L .45:
9.4 / 4163+ 0 19 9 823 .82 .36L .401
11.8/56 164- 0 45 6 81 3 .86 .29L .40L
!
4.9118162+ 1 51 24 822 .251 .37L .401
!1.4/55163+ 1 5311 823 .25L .25L .88
!5.9/32162+ 1 44 6 833 2.77 .71 .40L
_.7[26161+ 2 64 8 802 1.04 .35 .40L
12.5159164+ 0 21 13 823 .30L ,271 .81
|8.3117 165-1 _ 15 81 3 .33L .30L .48
_4.2|45162+ 1 44 i 10 823 .82 .35L .40L
18.3|35158+ 4 47 9 823 .73 .26L .40L
18.4] 1 159+ 3 55 i 20 80 3 .25L .25L .40L,
..6112,0+3., 12792 .25 .28 _7.8[ 3159+ 4 32 92 25L 26L .43L
0.0/25 t61+ 2 6 823 1.31 .49 .40L
4.6/ 0_ 161+ 3 _ 10 613 .40 .261. .4OL
6.91321162+ t _. 9813 .66 .271 .40L
2.8/321165- I 25 6' 813 3.11 .75 .40L
_.7/50 ; 161+ 2 60 25' 802 .251 .331 .44L
_9.0/ 4165- 1 37 10 813 .42 .25L .4OL
12.0143 i 159+ 4 65 14813 .25L .25L 1.35
_4.51191160+ 3 35 8813 .26L .32: 2.08
15.0|19162+ 1 56 7813 1.06 .30L .40L
/
_5.1127159+ 4 5727 802: .29L .56L .55L
16.5|18162+ 1 64 17 812 .48L .25L .57
17.0] 4160+ 3 36 12 813 .31L .25L 1.3317.9J32158+ 5 12 803 .49 .27L .40L
18.6147 161+ 2 32 9 81 3 .83 .28: .40L
49.4_33 i 163+ I 50 14 8021 .42 ,33L ,40L
_2.1121 j 160+ 3 30 11 813] .32: .59 .76
_5.7130 i 163+ 1 30 6 813 i 1.53 .89 .401
_8.4114] 162+ 2 46 31 823 .25L .25L .40L
;0.6.2, 164-0 39 6813 .75 .26L .40L
,.0|571165-1'' 37 6813I 1.28 .30: .40L
;7,0[ 3/ 158+ 5 24 9.63 2.91 .77
4.11491163+ I .92 .411 .261 .90
5.8]241164+ 0 95 .25L .261 .401
8.61471166- 1 35 .25L .251 1.33
9.415165- 0 .401 .281 .47
4.7181159+ 4 54 .82L .37L .60
5.0[48[ 160+ 3 385 .31 .28L .40L
6.5J 52 ] 164+0 .60 .42L .401
/ I
9.4[59] 164+ 0 66 17 812 .31 .26L .40L
'2.5[301 162+ 2 59 15 81 3 ,36L .29L 1,09
_2.8[ 6] 163+ 1 27 7 823 9.25 2.79 .54
!4.4133 ] 164+ 0 61 11 833 .46 .251 .40L
!8.4141 j 166- 1 70 7 813 .55 .29L .401
,3.6_46] 162+ 2 24 7 823 1.08 2.72 11.99
3.7137 j 163+ 1 56 20 813 26L .271 .40L
6.3145 ] 160+ 3 57 21 813 .29L .40L .40L
7.1] 71161+2 77 18 802 .26L .39L .77L
89[34] 158+5 90 15 762 28 25L .40L
; J
1.8123 , 164+0 30 7 813 2.56 1.11 .44
3.9[ 6, 159+4 27 8 823 2.01 1.53 .34:
8.41171165- 0 24 7 813 41.86 9.89 1.93
9.2161162+ 2 33 7 813 1.75 1.11 .40L
0.413 1160+ 4 55 10 623 .81 .251 .40L
1.5121 ] 164+ 0 73 21 823 25L .27L .50L
1.81o] 164+ 0 64 9 81 3 .65 .301 .40L
9.61431182+ 2 38 8 813 .41 .26L .401






1(30 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R F'taSs* S Z # T
3.221 F D F 0500000000
3.28L F E H i
1.72/ CE AC 0 ! 4500011(_O
6,07: CCC CAA i 5780002208
1.921 D BKK 3701000000
1.40L B BNN 36000000(30
1.48L BD AE 0 3601010000
2.71L CF BG G 0 070(0)0000
4.48 C CC F.FAA 14000001(30
3.75 FCC KOAB 1600000000
1.951 CF BC 73600100000
1.71L BBC AAA 01810000100








359.82 367.26 BBBD AAAA 0 4280253348 80 F 4 *22 $217
.401 "1691 8 IBM 1801000000
11.67L 36728L D L BB 4200253348 F 3 22 $217
2.01L C BF 3601000100
9.65L D F F D 36C0000GO8 l
2.52L BF BF 0 1521000000 =I
47.04: C CE DCCD 4400143338]
1.95L C BF 1600000000
2.65L C DD J j 3500000000
7.23L C E B 5601000008
2.14L BBC AAAD 2 3702021000 25
1.59L B B E 2600010000
9.66L C DD 5640102208
1.54L C F DE 3700OO0O00
1.68L D BE 1500O00000
4.45 FC E I El 5500000010
9.09 DD CBBA 5640112208
1.48L C CE 1600100000
2.31L C F DK 15000000002.06L BD AB 22500OOOO002.52 HEJ C 5600000000
1.96L DD AC
4.44: CCCJ 868
3.23 F D H C
1.49L B BD
1.76L B AEGD




























F 4 "22 $217
71G 312
• 41 04555+4731








1 _15+43191 1 _01790 M3
2.51L BD AB F 0 4600001000
2.201 C BK 1600000000
1.65L B B K 56O00OOOOO
1.26L BC AA K 3 6700000000
3.43 E C DFC 36010000001.51 L D 4700000000
9.05 D C L F C 6500000330
4.30: ECF MDAD 7601102340
2.58L B AB C 3600100010
2.12 D N C 5500000000
2.51L C C 4600100010
2.37L O J B 4800000000
1.851 B CC 1601010000
2.101 CO ADJ 2 3700000200
2.08L O C H 4700000000
2.20L DCC BBCG 0 7701102340 E 1 32 X0457+467
1.49L BC AAL 0 1700100000 3 7 MWC 482
3.68 C M H 9500000340 C
1.63L C B 4400010000 1 13 39947 K0
1.491 BF AC G 04601000000 2 133g949
231.24 BBCC AAAA 06201120400 51 32 X0457+470
1.88L BBF AABI 4 4600000000 43
1,72L C I B _TDOIDO000
1.35 C I C 6601200000
4.13 CC KDB g500000310
4.50L D DG 1400000300
2.83L E K MC D 7500000000
2.51L C O 7700000010
2.281 C BF 4600101000
I66L C EC 5601100000
2.97L C CDE 9700000320
2.18L BBC AACL 1 3700101000
1.35L E B M 6700000000
1.68L C BJ 46OOOO0000
28.00L CCF CBCC 0 9480133338
4.43 C C 3600101000
3.83 C J F C 5600000020
3.39 C GHGB 9600000000
1.90L C D 2500000000
1.58L BCD AAD 1 3612010000
1,58L BEC AAD 9 4500000000
1.17: BBCD AAAC 0 1600000100 18
1.87L BC AA" 1 8701000000
1.77L B B E 8600000000
2.56 C I EC 2600100210
1.59L D CEN 3400000000
1.84L B 6 9702010000
1.96L C KB 9701000100









4 1 32 X0458+400









1 13 39962 K0
1 FI AUR
1 HX AUR
























































*Confusion Rags: 1) CIRRUS~l; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
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t ! i








04597+4849 46.6 2104598+4220 49.4
04598 + 4527 49.6 3
05000+4310 0.3 5
05000+4818 2.3





















05012+4747 15.7 21 I05012+4002 17.1
05013+4411 18.6 38 i
05013+4314 22.7 55
05013+4155 22.8 ,_i05015+4851 35.5
05016+421438.340
05016+4755 38.3 :i05016+4959 38.8







































05061 +4932 10.2 t4
05062+4040 13.6 38
05063+4416 21.2 43
05064 +4606 28.2 0
05065+4421 32.8 43
05066 + 4904 40.1 38
05067+4035 45.3 57
05068+4115 51.2' 51
05068+4157 5_.9_ _05069+4654 57.2
05070+4707 0.4 i05070+4000 5.2' 413





Coo,-ds s,, s,N (e) oNIi b C) C)
i
164+ 0 59 7 81 3 I=
15o-1g 24164+ 1 11 82
162+259 82331164+ 1 29 81
159+ 73 2278 i
164+ 31 15 83
182+ 53 82163+ 82 81
159+ 4 104 81 2 I
I
160+
184+1 40 19 81114159+
161+3, 73 ,4 i51 1;62+ 2 18 81
161+ 40 10 61
163+ 2 47 14, 82 3
164+ 1 48 10' 82 3
164+ 1 52 23' 82 2
162+ 3 50 23 79 2
161+ 3 63 10 I 83 3
166- 1 68 14 ! 83 2
163+2 33 16! 82 3162+ 2 81 28 81
159+5 10182162+ 2 12 8O
158+ 5 49 10 81 3
161+ 3 4O 10 83 3
166- 1 39 7 82 3
165+ 0 54 13 81 2
165+ 0 75 30 81 2
160+ 4 75 27 77 2
166- 1 49 181 8281163+ 12 67
164+ 46 10 81 3
82185+ O 36 8 3
159+ 5 34 86 814164+ 1 42 81
160+ 4 41 21 81 3
158+ 5 46 7 82 3
160+ 4 44 19 81 4
161 + 4 37 8 83 3
162+2 39 18 81 3
161+ 3 50 8 83 3
163+ 2 33 10 83 3
163+ 2 28 7 83 3
162+ 2 27 7 82 3
161+ 3 83 26 82 2
163+2 44 28 81 2
162+3 55 12 83 3
16t+ 3 28 7 83 3
1 o+4 24 1°165+ 0 56
166- 0 36 7 82 3
164+ 1 50 10 82 3
161+ 4 66 21 79 3
162+3 62 12 831 2
161+ 4 80 21 81 2
164+ 2 69 27 83 3
160+ 5 60 11 82 2
165+ 1 68 9 81 2
166+0 61 10 821 3164+ 1 53 10 81 :
165+ 1 69 12 82 2
166- 0 30 8 82 3
164+ 1 3O 10 83 3
160+ 5 37 8 82 3
161+4 25 7 511 4
163+ 2 38 7 83 3
166- 0 46 10 82l 3
163+ 2 30 23 82 3
159+ 6 43 9 80 ! 3
164+ 2 36 22 81 2
163+2 28 ; 88,_2!3162+ 3 30
166+ 0 75 8 621 3
165+ 1 26 8 83 3
163+ 2 34 31 841 2
181+ ;159+
166+ I 76 22 82 3
159 + 6 46 6 82 3
166+ 0 44 821=+3 21 ; 82!3,
182+441 10 833
163+ 3 44 10 82 4
159+ 6 69 12 79 2
166+ 0 26 7 82 3
166+t 5O 821_
161+ 63 10 83 3
161+ 4 33 6 83 3
167+ 0 68 11 82 2
160+ 5 34 6 82 3
160+ 5 71 12 81 2
164+ 2 31 18 83 3
159+ 6 73 14 81 2
164+ 2 46 7 81 4

























































































(Not Color Corrected) V
#m 25 /_m 60 #m ]{X) vm Flux Corr A
(Jansky) Uncs Cocf R
1.08 .35L .40L 1.90L C 6HI
.36L .32L .38 1.72L C C F
.43 .32L .40L 1.83L C CJ
.25L .31: 3.16 DC MFC!
.59L .4OL 2.06L B CO
.25L .61L 2.03 C G KE
.39L .95 6.64 DC HI B
.28L .40L 2.64 O E
.36L .46 3.11L C EJ E
.64L .4OL 2.64 O HE
.73 .40L 1.82L BC AAF 2
.37 .40L 1.80L BD AO 3
.28: 6.28 42.28 DDFD FEBC 0
.29 .40L 1.51L CD DBH 0
.35L .40L 2.01L F DD
.39L 6.23L 29.79 D DHC
.73 5.13 20.72 CECD BCBA 0
.34 .40L 1.85L BF ACJ 1
.26L .55 4.01L C I CB
.39 .40L t92L BF AD D 1
.41L .83L 2.67 F EKC
.25L .50L 2.44 F ML C
.29L .41L 1.91L E BC F
.28L .40L 1.70L C C
.25L .40L 4.38 F H HB
.29L .63L 2.09 F K D
.25L .40L 1.73L C DE K
.29L .40L 2.33L C EM
.30L .40L 1,65L B B B
.34: .40L 1.70L C F B B 0
.32L .40L 1.40L C B E
.41L .40L 1.52L C BC
.58L .40L 2.43 C O E
.25L .45L 2.08 C CC
.44 .40L 1.66L EC AC 4
.32L .4OL 6.75L C BF
.26L .40L 2.04L B B J
.66 .40L 1.37L SC AA 0
.31 .40L 1.37L BD AC 0
.26L .40L 2.18L C C
.25L .40L 3.13 C J GD
.66 .40L 1.77L BC ABI 1
.25L A0L 3.95 C E L J B
.32L .40L 1.89L C A F
.30L .69 2.34L C K E D
.27L .40L 1.97L D BH
.38: .40L 6,58L BF AC 6
.61 ,4OL 6,IOL BC AC 2
18.89 3.72 2.91 BBCC AAAB 0
.30L A7L 2.36 E H KB
.32L .40L 2.72 E C
.35 .80 1.64L DC BB
.60 .40L 1.70L EC ABH 1
4.61 .78 1.76L ABC AAB 2
.39L .40L 2.26L C AG
.87 .63 1.35L BCC AAB 0
.25L .40L 1.57L F B
.25L .40L 3.19 C J F B
.25L .40L 2.O3L C B
.27L .40L 1.68 C G C
.29L .54L 3.83 C FGHD
.25L .40L 1.87L C CJ
.60L .41L 2.11L D CF
.31L .40L 1.26L C DG
.29L .71L 1.89L C C
.25[ .40L 1.56L C C
.27L .40L 1.53L D B G
.43L .40L 1.66L B BB
7.20 20.20 11.00 BCC AAA
.58 .40L 6.14L BC AB 1
.33 .40L 1.64L BD AE 0
.27: .g8 3.26 DCC KEBB
.25L .40L 3.59 C EMDD
.27L .40L 1.11L C CI E
.35L .40L 2.00 O G H
.59 4.17 8.83 CCC HBAA
1.18 .56L 1.75L BC AABJ 1
.34L .40L 1.83L C BH
2.21 .41L 1.32L BC AAF 0
.37L .40L 2.01 C l C
.22: .40L 1.40L DE BC K 2
.72 .40L 2.43L BC ABHI 6
.25L .40L 2.34 E IG C
.29L .40L 1.75L D AE
.31 .40L 1.63L BD ABJ 0
3.81 .88 2.00L BBB AABM 3
.25L .40L 8.16L B BF
.28: .40L = 1.67L BF BBK 0
.87L .40L 1.63L C DC
5.27 49.50 104.37: BBDD DBBA 0
.46 .40L 1.37L BD ABG 0
.25L .40L 1.59L C D
.25L .40L 6.28L C BG M;
2.72 15.11 30.08 CBCE BAAAI 3
.28L .32: .76 1.93L EC CB
1.32 .35 .40L 1.28L BD AEI I 0
.27 .28L .elL 2.871. C E N
.25L .25L .40L 3.27 D F C
.40 .25L .40L 1.56L' F C EE
.57 .34L .40L 1.80L B BGHH





























































































































































































































































































o , o 5.,5.. ;h m, o , (s) ( C) C) ) N
05074+4101 30.0 166+ 30 21 83 3 .31L
05075+4656 35.4 161 +4 ] 20
05077+4702 46.8 56 161 +4 _ ._ 88_1' 33 .35"25L
05078+4303 48.939 164+ 2 57 83! 4 .60L
05079+4407 55.0 22 164+ 3 37 23 80 2 .36L
05079+4330 55.3 4 164+ 2 34 15 81 3 .25L
05079+4813 56.5 26 162+ 4 29 6 83 I 3 1.36
05082+4533 14.4 40 162+ 4 49 12 82 3 .27L
05082+4455 16.0 7 163+ 3 50 8 83 3 .37
05084+4543 25.7 6 162+4 35 10 83 3 1.01
05086+4109 40.3 17 166+ 1 83:12 84 2 .39
05086+4503 40.7 50 163+ 3 75 30 82 2 .25L
05087+4649 47.8 46 161+4 55 8 82 3 .63
05088+4854 50.4 37 160+ 6 31 8 84 3 6.05
05088+4124 52.1 9 166+ 1 52 7 81 4 .64
05088+4938 53.2 50 159+ 8 55 8 83 3 .80
05089+4207 58.6 51 165+ 2 55 22 81 4 .25L
05090+4131 0.6 17 166+ I 59 8 81 4 .34
05091+4639 9.0 30 162+ 4 27 5 82 3 17.21
05091+4814 9.7 46 160+ 5 82 8 83 3 .53
05092+4607 14.8 23 162+ 4 82 20 80 2 .25L
05092+4136 17.7 15 166+ t 60 6 81 4 .82
05095+4051 31.6 52: 166+ 1 23 5 81 4 1.28
05096+4652 37.1 461 161+ 5 89 25 85 2 .32L
05O96+4413 40.3 381 164+ 3 75 11 83 3; .64
05097+4648 44.0 46 162+ 5 38 9 82 3 .51
05097+4152 46.1 33_ 166+ 2 47 8 83 3 .65
05098+4158 51.1 491 165+ 2 46 20 84 3 .25L
05100+4233 5.3 48 165+ 2 32 7 83 3 1.72
05101+4459 8.0 34 163+ 4 27 5 82 3 i 2.24
05102+4611 14.2 43 162+ 4 3427 _ il .27L05103+432918.758164+35510 .5005104+4908 26.1 60 160+6 52 27i 82 .25L
05105+4625 33.9 28 162+5 66 11 83 3_ .69L
05106+450337.620163+448 9 82 331 .81
05106+4520 ,37.9 L_J 163+4 29 6i 82 13.9105106+4730 1386 161+ 5 41 9 84 3 .92
05107+4011 r44.4 7 t67+ t 45 6 ' 82 4 .56
05107+4758 47.251 161+ 5 62 17 85 2 .76L
05t09+4501 56.11 40 163+ 4 31 5 83 3 2.02
157.3147 166+ 1 37 14 82 2 .35:05109+4109
05109+4148 59.0 39 166+ 2 62 25 83 3 .25L
05110+40290.i_ 187+_ 36 10 84 3 .4e05111+4120 9.1! _ 166+ = 36 14 62 2 .46
05112+4208 17.7 29 165+2 52 2t 83 3 .25L
05113+4116 18.0 40 166+ 2 60 13 82 2 .40
05113+4047 122.0 33 ; 167+ 1 44 8 84 _ 3 .56
05113+4818 23.(_ t8 161+ 6 32 6 84 3 1.74
05115+4706 31.5 53 161+ 5 37 10 84 3 .62
05115+4659 32.1 57 162+ 5 23 19 85 2 .52L
05116+4004 40.E 33 167+ 1 6.37
05117+4135 44.0 50 166+ 2 27 82 .27L
05119+4019 55.8 43 167+ 1 72 10 84 3 .54
05120+4503 3.1 41 163+ 4 33 19 82 3 .31L
05120+4254 5.2 48 165+ 3 68 14 85 2 .28
05121+4929 7.3 29 160+ 7 22 6 84 3 16.93
05123+4354 18.8 25 164+ 3 29 8 83 _ 3 2.78
05124+4112 24.e 46 166+ 2 27 18 83 3 .25L
05125+4632 30.4 56 162+ 5 67 43 83 2 .25L
05125+4811 30.8 23 161+ 6 46 .54
05127+4025 43.1 3 167+ 1 16 5 3 1.42
05127+432147851186+3 128
05,28+ ,48.41 61+6 12 .27 35129+49 57.51 +7 .38 130+45 2.8 +51 8853236.150,1 +4,24.,,21,,+4 1484, .41
:)5131+4200 6.1 '20 166+ 2 i 56 7 84 3 .25L
I
:}5131+4530 6.648 163+ 4 21 5 85 3 27.80
:}5132+4724 12.3 45 161+ 5 27 6 84 3 10.91
35132+4046 17.0 29 167+2 43 10 84 3 .28L
35133+4237 19.625165+3 56 88612 .38
:)5134+4439 27.5 5 184+4 83 38 82 I 2 .3OL
:)5135+4917 32.7 32 160+ 7 61 9 ; 2 .39
:}5135+4650 34.1 31 162+5 30 6 _8_i3 2.1135136+4712 36.0 40 162+5 20 6 53.12
:}5136+4853 42.0 38 160+8 43 10 84 3 .46
:}5137+4749 43.1 57 161+8 82 28 80!2 .25L
35137+4207 45.4 24 166+ 2 56 11 84 3 .25L
35139+4038 58.0 47 167+ 2 23 9 85 ! 3 .25L
:)5139+4136 58.8 56 166+ 2 54 9 84 3 .74
)5139+4510 60.0 13 163+ 4 27 6 85 3 1.58
:)5140+4507 5.9 28 163+ 4 96 19 86 2 .25L
:)5141+4604 6.6 31 163+ 5 26 6 84 3 1.24
:)5141+452B 7.4 47 t63+ 4 65 10 85 3 ,84
:)5143+4531 19.9 30 163+ 5 25 10 85 3 1.08
35143+4045 21.5 t6 167+ 2 43 9 85 3 .77
)5143+4617 23.6 3 182+ 5 42 8 85 2 .39
)5145+4928 35.7 34 I60+ 7 44 7 84 3 2.38
}5146+4659 40.2 46 162+ 5 56 I 10 84 3 .68
)5146+4826 40.5 16 161+ 6 36 7 84 3 I34
)5146+4244 41.3 23 165+ 3 16 I 5 85 3 52.01
)5147+4852 43.7 18 160+ 6 42 I 7 83 3 1.20
)5147+4627 44.0 39 162+ 5 18 6 84 3 13.09
)5147+4736 45.1 52 161+ 6 45 23 85 3 25L
)5147+4409 46.9 5; 164+ 4 95 28 86 2 .68L
)5149+4648 54.7 13 182+ 5 42 118 83 3 .25L)5149+4156 59.3 48 166+ 3 31 84 3 .25L
Declination: +40"-+50 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Celer Corrected)







































































































]00 Fm Flux Con" A Confus_n ]K S A Sop
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (") Ma8
2.39 C DI E 5680010010
4.t2L C EDF 8401000028 8 16.77L C ;OC 6303000008 2 i DO 29021 27 BE
2.94 C H I B 7601000010
2.03 C E D D 7600000000
3.29 cj MC C 7401000010
6.47L BC AD 2 9401100138 8 1 17 295 42
224: CEI JBA 1600000008
2.34LI C IF L 4600000000
5.92L CD ,BB 0 6500001008
I
1.84L C ICH 3600000000 2 13 40108 B3 38 77
2.36 , D K D 3600000000 19 92
9.31L B BF 9300000028 8 1 5 10E1._L=BBC^AB o _Ol00O00o
2.06LB . F 5_00000000 2 2 DO11100 42 lO.'
1.53Ll B B 0600000000 1 21 DO 29033 26 1113.161 c MG,<O 95000011208 I
1.63L B B M 8600100000
6.10L CDF AAA 9 9500000008 27 I
2.12L C BG G 1500000000 1 13,1 40117 K0 17 8(
3.22 D C 95OOO00008
1.37L BD BD 0 8600100000 1 13 40119 5 8E
7.17L BD AC 2 5300000008 1 17 300 49
2.99 E H C 9600100138 8 11.84L C CF 5600000000 17 299 36
7.84L CE BE 1 9500100008
1.66L C ANK 9600010000 1 13 40134 K2 23 81
2.86 0, MOO, 9500000010
1.36L BD IAC I 0 1600002200
1.45L BC !AAE 2 6600101000 1 17 302 12
2.82 o! c 0 95o0015o00
1.60L C A D 5500000000
1.57 C F K B
1.86L C I B 9600000100
1.93L CF BD 0 6800200000 8 2 2,DO29069 83 1I_1.84: BBCO=AAAO 1 5600000130 15
7.43LIBD ADHH 1 2500000008 1 21Do20o_ 73 11E
1.65L E A E 7700000000 t 7 8C
1.24L; C G DM 4600000000 13 40144K01.69 BC AA 0 6600100000
3.81 F E BEI C 4400010308 4 1 32 i X0510+411 65 4
2.46 C NM E 9601OO0000
1.84L B C 2600000000 _ 2 ' DO 11128 83 91
4600,00 .1 11340,52,< 622.80 : D HHFB 96020000086.55L E C 4500100008 10 8G
9.2OLC Bo :_00oo00o6 1 17;3o5N: 97 153
1.87L BC AB E 0 3601001000 2 13 40155 K0 7 77
7.07L B RN 0501000008 1 1 13 40158 G5 4 70
3.31 FD J GHC 9603000108
2.71 E EJ D 2500000000
1.85L BC AA3 0: 8701000000 4 13 40163 MA 5 82
3.06 DKK C 5600000008
2.10L C B L 6600000000 i
3.12 D B _ 4500000000 I
i.89L D H 2600000000 l 1 2 DO 29092 90 105
1.65L BBC AAAF 0 1600000000 171 4 13 40175 MB 2 81
1,70L BO AA 9' 2600000000 ' 1 2 DO29094 51 101
3.48L D J GE 4680100318 4 1 32 X0512+412 53 4
3.34 E LH j 55O0000670 C 1 32 X0512+465 115 12
2.84 D H NE j 3500000000 2 "41 05124+4541 14 5
1.63L B BM L I 3600010OOO
1.99L BE AF 0 5600000000 2 13 40182 2 86
8.89L E CD 4400100008
1.71L BC ABL 1 2600000000,
1.32L B K G B 3600000000
1.27L C E M 3500000000
2.67: ABCF AAAC 1 5631002000 18 "13 40186G0 32 1
3.04L D D 35O1000OOO
6.25 CD FDB 9500000308 32 X0512+419 75 4
3.12 BBFE AAAB 9 850OO00000i42 " 3 RAFGL712 7 13
1.84L BBC AABC 0 8600001000 2 DO29110 51 108
2.52: CF GDAA 2700000108
1.92L C C l 0600000000 13 40188 K0 9 83
1.97 D EME I 7400000000
1.72L F H ; 35O00_X)00 13 40193 K0 4 78
1.59L BG AA I 0 9601000020 2 DO29117 69 115
1.52L BBC AAAF 5 9600000000 43
1.37L B BE 0500000000 13 40195 K0 9 J 80
2.45 C C 3501000000
5.!8L EC NCCF 9501000318
442: CCC NBBB _1680000108
8 53L B i A I L E 2500000008
1.85L BC AB 0 8601100000 "41 05140+4510 38 3
2.53 C MA ' 9501100000
1.46L BF ACM 2 4600001000 "13 40203K5 3 75
2.08L B B J J 9600101000 " 2 DO 29127 34 105
1.76L BO AB C 0 8600101000 "41 05143+4531 9 7
11,13L D AE I 1500000008 13, 40208 2 88
1.97L C B 3600000000 "41 05143+4616 18 1
143L BF AB E 0 4500000000 13 40211 MA 7 81
1.21L B A H 9700000000 13 J40213 G5 1 80
1.26L BCC AAC 0 1600001100
177L BBC AAA 0 6711100010:18 13 40214MB 1 58
1.23L CO AF 2 0610000000 13 40215 K0 3 70
2.37: DCCD AABE 9 3581001100 16
4.81 C t E 3400201240 32 X0514+476 132 8
1.95 F K C 2501000000
4.19 C J HDD 9500000150 32 X0514+467 132 8
4.80 DC HCB 9500000308 32 X0515+419 70 4
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
312
!i ! !
Right Ascension: 05h15=O1'-'O5h21m26 .
Flux Den_tyPosition (1950)
H
Name Galactic Unocrtainty C
a S Coords SMJ SMN 8 0 12 ,u.m
ham. • 8, (s) (} I b (") (") (') N (Jsnsky)
05150+4244 1.1 40 165+ 3 35 9 84 3 .73 .35L .40L
05151+4742 8.4 36 161+ 6 26 10 84 3 .79 .25L .40L
05151+4733 10.3 58 161+ 6 34 10 83 3 1.00 .49 .40L
05151+4024 10.4 48 167+ 2 35 6 84 3 2.55 .72 .40L
05152+4240 16.0 12 165+ 3 63 8 86 2 .30 .41L .40L
05153+4406 21.7 48 164+ 4 71 42 82 2 .25L .25L .47L
05153+4736 23.6 15 161+ 6 39 27 86 2 .25L .28L .40L
05154+4210 24.2 40 166+ 3 52 17 82 2 .26L .26L .71
05154+4102 24.6 39 167+ 2 31 6 84 3 2.86 .69 .40L
05155+4022 32.6 57 167+ 2 42 9 84 3 .46L 1.00 1.22
05156+4914 37.2 60 160+ 7 34 14 82 2 .47 .48L .40L
05156+4003 38.6 3 168+ 2 44 6 84 3 2.31 .48 .40L
05158+4207 48.7 44 166+ 3 40 7 84 3 .35 .28L 1 32
05158+4005 48.9 14 168+2 58 10 84 3 .95 .25L .40L!
05158+4318 51.8 57 165+ 3 45 9 85 3 .45 .25L .40L
05158+4222 52.2 23 166+ 3 61 25 85 2 .25L .26L .41L
05159+4748 55.9 15 161+ 6 27 27 52 2 .29L .25L .40L
05160+4652 2.2 48 162+ 6 68 21 86 2 .25L .31L .40L
05160+4301 5.8 0 165+ 3 55 12 83 2 .47 .29L .40L
05161+4706 11.8 44 162+ 6 38 7 85 3 1.18 .39 .40L
05162+4143 17.1 4 166+ 3 64 10 85 3 .45 .29L .40L
05163+4246 21.2 40 166+ 3 28 6 85 3 .58 1.10 8.83
05163+4653 22.1 34 162+ 6 30 20 81 2 .25L .32L .46L
05163+4633 22.7 15 162+ 5 39 34 86 2 .25L .70L .61L
05164+4422 24.0 31 164+ 4 26 6 85 3 1.99 .62 .40L
05164+4055 25.2 59 167+ 2 39 6 84 3 2.99 .80 .40L
05166+4315 38.2 19 165+ 4 33 6 85 3 .31 .70 5.57
05167+4405 44.0 2 164+ 4 64 21 84 3 .25L .40L .40L
05168+4025 48.6 25 167+ 2 41 12 84 3 .25L .34L .76
05168+4102 52.0 20 167+ 2 31 9 84 3 .42 .26L .40L
05168+4158 52.9 12 166+ 3 68 25 84 2 .30L .31L .48L
05168+4654 53.9 50 162+ 6 46 10 85 3 .66 .25L .40L
05169+4113 54.7157 167+ 2 37 8 85 3 .72 .37L .40L
05170+4516 2.3 6 164+ 5 55 19 81 2 .43L .31L .38:
05171 +4547 6.9 7 163+ 5 72 35 84 2 .43L .29L .40L
05171+4324 7.2131 165+ 4 48 10 85 3 .70 .26L .40L
05171+4104 7.2 7 167+ 2 28 6 85 3 +45: .53: 2.73
05172+4234 16.4 15 166+ 3 33 6 86 3 1.39 .35: .4OL
05172+4249 16.6 45 166+ 3 26 5 86 3 .60 .71 3.93
05173+4322 23.6 4 165+ 4 45 17 83 2 .42L .27L .62
05174+4126 27.5 53 167+ 3 43 15 84 3 .25L .29L .40:
05175+4027 33.7 48 168+ 2 35 12 86 2 .31 .30L .41L
05176+4219 36.4 4 166+ 3 46 7 86 2 .60 .38L .40L
05176+4745 40.1 16 162+ 6 50 17 81 2 .27 .28L .40L
05178+4722 51.2 35 162+ 6 28 7 85 3 1.70 1.22 .40L
05181+4743 6.8 3 162+ 6 42 19 81 2 .26L .25L .42
05181+4639 7.1 43 163+ 6 67 10 86 2 .70 .27L .40L
05161+4458 8.,?. 54 164+ 5 39 10 85 3 .95 .66 .40L
05181 +4005 11 4 34 168+ 2 91 10 83 2 .37 .38L .40L
05183+4200 20.C 37 166+ 3 45 10 84 3 .63 .37L .40L
05183+4334 '23.9 35 165+ 4 51 27 83 2 .25L .25L .44L
05184+4214 24.2 19 166+ 3 53 11 85 2 .60 .25L I .57L
05184+4208 26.8 56 166+ 3 19 6 85 3 17.02 11.92 1.43
05185+4002 31.9 41 168+ 2 29 5 86 3 1.71 2.37 23.02
05187+4700 44.9 8 162+ 6 41 8 85 3 17.31 7.26 1.15
05186+4240 49.7 19 166+4 59 22 84 3 .30L .30L .40L
05186+4254 51.7 53 166+ 4 26 v ! 85 = 6.79 3.78 .65:
05189+4217 57.9 9 166+ 3 48 12 83 2 .50 .28L .40L
05190+4436 1.2 15 164+ 5 30 7 85 3 2.66 .74 .40L
05190+4735 2.4 9 162+ 6 51 12 83 3, .76 .29L .40L
05190+4504 2.7 24 164+ 5 22 8 85 31 1.96 1.25 .45L
05190+4831 4.3 13 161+ 7 51 8 85 3 .73 .26L .40L
05191+4108 10.2 51 167+ 3 25 12 84 3 .27L .42 1.03
05192+4055 13.4 29= 167+ 3 39 14 83 2 .25L .31L 2.12
05192+4912 16.2 21 161+ 7 58 10 85 3 .40 .25L .40L
05192+4156 16.2 25 167+ 3 38 9 85 3 .83 .33L .40L
05193+4059 22.4 4 167+ 3 39 10 86 2 .32 .48L .40L
05193+4254 23.0 5 166+ 4 75 8 84 3 .42 .27L .40L
05194+4231 25.8 18 166+ 4 29 9 85 3 .25L .38: 1.87
05194+4353 25.8 25 165+ 4 35 7 85 3 1.72 .97 .40L
05194+4726 26.8 18 162+ 6 64 13 82 2 .37 .33L .40L
05194+4658 28.2 32 162+ 6 28 i 8 85 3 4.32 1.12 .47L
05196+4644 40.4 53 163+ 6 50 9 85 3 .97 .23: .65L
05197+4047 46.2 28 168+ 3 72 18 84 2 .38L .25L .52
05196+4330 51.6 44 165+ 4 48 14 85 3 .25L .25L 1.31
05200+4221 5.7 43 166+ 4 31 7 88 3 1.11 1.50 19.03
05201+4840 6.7 8 161+ 7 32 9 84 3 .30L 1.58 5.12
05203+4038 19.5 44 168+ 3 72 20 85, 3 .25L .26L .40L
05203+4801 21.3 0 162+ 7 49 12 84 3 .55 .25L .55L
05203+4819 21.4 45 161+ 7 67 27 81 : 2 .39L .58L .40L
05203+4134 22.5 32 167+ 3 30 26 84 2 .88L .27L .44L
05204+4831 24.4 51 161+ 7 97 8 84 2 .40L .73L .42L
05204+4307 25.8 58 166+ 4 74 31 87 2 .42L .30L 53L
05204+4201 27.7 14 167+ 3 42 10 85 3 1.04 .39 .40L
05204+4615 29.5 49 163+ 6 79 16 82 2 .33 .27L .40L
05206+4217 39.5 38 166+ 4 25 11 84 3 .32L .25L 1.03
05207+4215 43.6 41 166+ 4 59 12 84 3 36 .25L .40L
05207+4841 44.5 2 161+ 7 62 11 84 3 .46 30L .40L
05207+4557 45.6 30 163+ 6 41 12 83 2 .53 34L .49L
05208+4228 53.4 48 166+ 4 , 46 8 85 3 .52 .30L .40L
05209+4613 54.0 34 163+ 6, 61 33 82 2 .25L .39L .40L
05209+4402 55.1 43 165+ 5 80 8 84 3 .53 26L .40L
05210+4131 2.9 40 167+ 3 33 11 84 3 30 25L .40L
05210+4817 4.5 31 161+ 7 80 22 81 2 25L 25L .40L
05212+4117 14.5 37 167+ 3 78 14 84 3 .26L 25L .51
05212+4113 14.5 42 167+ 3 35 11 85 3 .52 .25L .40L
05212+4358 14.6 57 165+ 5 57 12 85 3 .65 .25L .40L
05213+4156 22.9 13 167+ 4 62 13 87 2 .48L .37L .50
05214 +4015 24.9 52 168+ 3 36 28 84 3 .25L 28L .40L
05214+4001 26.3 22 168+ 2 25 8 84 3 8.95 2.37 .64
(Not Color Corrected)




I00 pm Flux Con" A Confusion R S
Uncs Coef R Flags"
1.36L C BE I 6710200000
1.36L B BGFH 7600100100
1.68L BC AB G 0 3500201250











1.96L B B K























18.56 BCCC BAAA 0 5400012100
3.36 E FC 9500100100
1.86 D I J D _10
1.69L BC AB 0 36O00000OO
8.17L BC AA 0 6400000008
9.20 CCCC CBAA 1 5400000000
2.34 C I MA 4500000000
3.25 CC LCBC 1600000000
11.54L D B I 6400211108
3.15 D HB 9500000108
1.77L B B J G 9601000120
8.44L C BDJ J 7400000008
1.92: DE J EC 3500000200
1.94 E E F 5500000000
1.81L B B L |600100100
11.54 CCDD CBAA 0 '400111108
8.81L BD AD 0 8500000008
10.52 BCCC BAAA 0 4481001000
1.66L C BB
3.13 DD I DC
2.81L C E
6.51L C BH
1.31L C F M
1.22L BC AAI




2.97 C J D













73011000086.62LBBC ^^A, ,3 63021100182955.0ececc CBA^'632c0133300
1.42L BDC AABE 9 9eO1000000 13
2.38 C KI D 3681000000
1.26L BBD AAA 4 7600000000
6.35L C B G 4400000008
1.45L BC AB 0 1600000000
1.54L B AG D 4601000000
1.35L BC AAJ 0 2600000000
1.61L B AG 5600000000
4.00 CCD FCCB 6580000208
4.24L C OH 5500110458
1.89L C CH 1500000000
6.33L B A D 6400000008
6.82L C GH H 6400240358
2.18L C BL 6600000000
4.43 FCD LBBB 2500000128
1.80L BC AA 1 4500000000
1.62L C B I 5600020000
1.64L BC AAEG 0 9601000000
1.81L BD ADD 0 9600000000
4.41L D GG 3600100308
3.39 CC BA 8501000000
43.22 CCCE BAAA 0 2280123208
5.05 CCC HAAA
3_38 C K B
3.20L C B L
3.17 C FG D
2.81 C KI EC
2.95 D HK C
1.91 C MHE
9.57L BD AB





3.75L C CL E








3.03 C F ME
C
S 2 # T Name Type Msg
2 13 40218 8 8E
2 t3 40222 5 9(:
8 I
2 13 40224 K0 4 6;
8 1 32 X0515+441 53
8
8
2 13 40229 K5 2 6;
1.58L DCD AAC 2 5700100000 05
3 13 40233 GO 1
8 32 X0515+421 30
!
2 DO29147 41 !
l
2
2 13 40242 K0 2
2 13 40243 9 8!
2 13 40251 + + + 12 6!
1 2 DOl1192 75
4
1 17 314 6
1 13 40257 15
1 13 40263K0 3t 7
1 13 40267K2 14 8
3
1 13 40271 9 8
1 13 40275 K0 10 7
3 1 32 X0518+400 8i
1 2 DO 29197 86 9
19 97 26 10
4
8 23 OCL 0423 177
9 4 13 40290A3 36 5
2 13 40293 25 8
8
1
3 13 40294K5 3 7
13 40296K5 25 8
1 9 U03300 51 18















9501100040 8 1 32 X0520+462 98 8








1 17 326 44
"Confusion Flags: 6)-0) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 p.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
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a 8 Coord$ 5MJ 5MN O O






































































































(Not Color C_.orrecte_ V L
25 ym 60 /.tm 100 Fm Flux Corr A Confusion R S







































"Confusion Rags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
314
il !1
Right Ascension: 05h29m39"-05h38m31 '
Position (1950)
Name
a ,8, Coords SM] SMN ,8hm.a =8, (s) () I b (") (") _ N
05286+401539.730169+4 46 21 65 305297+430427 6 187+5 49 11 86 3
o5298+413252830 168+5 31 9 88 3
052869+4113 56.1 1168+4 43 7 86 3
05299+4357 56.6 57 168+ 6 34 6 87 3'06300+4s043.129 182+8 108 29 63 2
05300+4109 4.7 3 168+ 4 52 12 86 3
05301+4026 8.7 26 169+ 4 45 10 67 3
05301 +4304 8.2 35 167+ 5 30 26 73 2053o1+444511.76 155+6 59 12 86 3
05303+4521 18.5 58 165+ 7 30 5 87 3
05303+4040 21.1 17 189+ 4 62 9 86 3
05303+4609 22.8 11 164+7 24 5 87 3
05304+4715 24.2 22 163+8 19 6 87 3
05304+4157 24.7 12 168+ 5 _ 10 87 305304+4304 28.7 44 167+ 6 _ 36! 88
05305+420231.911 168+5 46 10 87 3
05307+4105 45.7 24 168+ 4 26 5 87 305309+492459716 161+9 80 _0 86 205311+481210.348 164+7 42 10 85 3
05311+4412 10.848 166+5 62 11 68 3
05312+4257 12.5 11 167+6 29 28 68 205312+433614.556 186+5 34 5 67 3
05312+4013 15.4 40 189+ 4 25 9 87 3
05313+4631 20.2 7 164+ 8 40 6 87 3
06313+4 052295 168+5 2; 85; 05313+4505 23.0 14 165+ 7 87'
05315+4933 33.t 58 181+ 9 44 8 871 3
05317+4312 42.5 22 167+ 6 50 11 86 2
05317+4268 46.9 33 187+ 6 78 24 86 2
05318+4525 49.3 38 165+ 7 26 6 87 3
05318+4802 53.0 47 163+ 8 51 8 86 3
05319+4757 :59,8 44 163+ 8 48 38 68 2
05320+4009 2.5 23 169+ 4 54 10 86 3
05320+4004 2.6 41 189+ 4 63 18 87 3
05322+4011 16.2 54 169+ 4 68 26 68 3
05323+4857 21.1 32 162+ 9 31 8 86 3
05323+4338 21.8 55 168+ 6 49 8 87 3
05324+4629 26.1 14 164+ 8 48 10 87 3
05327+4008 42.8 21 169+ 4 53 10 87 3
05328+4740 51.8 3 163+ 8 69 12 85, 2
05328+4051 53.2 37 169+ 5 42 10 87 3
05331+4352 8.8 57 166+6 57 11 87:3
05332+4946 17.5 13 161+10 95 11 89 2
05334+4009 25.5 10 169+ 4 25 6 87 3
05334+4754 26.6!33 163+9 26 10 87 2
05334+4117 26.8 9 169+ 5 26 7 87 3
05335+4121 30.6 11 168+ 5 48 12 87 3
05335+4501 33.7 45 165+ 7 76 9 86 3
05336+4402 38.7 30 168+ 7 57 8 87 3
05338+4433 48.3 38 166+ 7 56 12 84 2
05338+4911 52.4 11 162+ 9 45 10 87 3
05340+4331 2.0 27 167+ 6 43 7 87 3
05342+4439 17.2 17 166+ 7 29 6 87 3
05344+4017 28.8 0 169+ 5 82 16 88 2
05345+4658 32.0 30 164+ 8 30 8 86 3
05345+4535 35.6 53 165+ 8 48 10 87 3
05346+4309 36.8 0 167+6 55 11 86 3
05346+4735 36.8 9 163+ 9 60 13 87 3
05347+4205 43.3 10 168+ 6 45 7 87 3
05350+4923 3.8 16 162+10 45:11 87 3
05351+4445 9.6 54 168+ 7 55 39 64 2
05351+4148 9.6 43 168+ 6 40 7 87 3
05352+4835 15.0 40 162+ 9 73 8 87 3
05352+4343 15.8 58 167+ 7 59 14 84 2
05353+4243 19.6 50 167+ 6 58 28 86 2
05353+4251 21.1 18 167+ 6 37 28 82 2
05354+4714 24.3 41 164+ 8 72 15 85 2
05355+4134 32.7 46 169+ 6 103 19 85 2
05356+4119 36.4 55 169+ 5 40 7 87 3
05357+4007 44.5 32 170+ 5 37 19 87 3!
05358+4628 48.5 6 164+ 8 61 11 68 3
05355+4239 50.2 14 168+ 6 31 8 86 3




Flux Dcnsit y Flags
05361+4644 8.2 10 164+ 8 24 7 88 3 186.16
05362+4715 16.9 0 164+ 9 68 8 88 3 .37
05363+4625 19.6 25 164+ 8 50 14 86 3 .25L
05363+4918 20.9 11 162+10 81 14 87 3 .36
05364+4506 25.3 5i 166+ 8 66 15 ; 89 2 .68L
05364+4317 26.2 64 167+ 7 36 7 87 3 1.83
05365+4054 31.5 21 169+ 5 59 10 85 2 .47
05368+4322 49.0 27 167+ 7 61 10 88 3 .51
05368+4342 51.0 11 167+ 7 36 22 86 3 .49L
05368+4940 51.2 8 162+10 30 8 68 3 .34
05368+4652 51.4 5 164+ 9 25 10 68 3 .55
05368+4332 52.5 10 167+ 7 80 32 89 2 .29L
05368+4052 53.4 22 169+ 5 62 20 86 3 .39L
05369+4817 55.1 15 163+ 9 22 7 68 3 1.32
05373+4103 21.9 11 169+ 6 82 13 87 2 .34
05373+4619 22.8 52 165+ 8 57 13 68 3 .36
05377+4236 42.3 15 168+ 6 104 39 88 2 .86L
05377+4117 47.4 42 169+ 6 30 7 88 3 1.84
05378+4025 53.7 28 170+ 5 30 26 78 3 .25L
05379+4531 57.2 2 165+ 8 52 33 84 2 .25L
05380+4053 2,8 43 169+ 6 46 9 88 3 .59
05382+4055 14.4 57 169+ 6 46 11 87 3 .46
05383+4901 115.E 13 162+10 39 26 90 2 .25L
05383+4247 120.C 51 168+ 7 63 15 88 2 .40L
05385+4702 31.3 33 164+ 9 64 33 89 2 .25L
05385+4102 31.7 21 169+ 6 62 10 88 3 .60










































































































100 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sop
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (') Ma 8
8 32 X0529 + 4023.49 C B F D 9580000230
3.12: C F BEFF 3500000110
1.45L E BD 0500100000
2.35L FC FCAG 0600111330
1.O0L CCC AAC 0 6600000000
1.64 C N E 9600010000
5.20 DC EJ CD 6400111330
1.95L C BHKJ 9600000000
1.77 F I G 9500100120
1.18L C DE J O600000000
1.00L BE ADJ 0 0600000000
1.64L C AI 5501010000
1.00L BD AB M 0 ! 2500000000
1,07L BBE AABI 0 : 2601000000
1.60L D C 5500100000
2.61 F B G 8500100010
1.75L B BL K J5501100000
1.86L CBC AACCI 1 : 1501000100 33
1.94L D BD 460OO00000
1.82L BC AC 0 2502000000
1.37L D C 1500000000
2.33 E EHE 6501000020
1.08L BC AAM 8 3600001000
1.49L B E A E 0 9600000000
1.74L BC AAI K 8 2500001000
2.24 C FI E 4400000010
1ASL C AF N 0500001000
1.42L C BE 4701001000
2.72L C B 8501020000
1.98 E H D 5500000020
1.27L BE ADN 0 0600001000
1.52L B BJ 7601100130
1.79 C F 9501100130
1.52L ED FE 7600210100
2.77 C J DB 7500100110
3.21 C JLHE 7500110100
1.66L CC ACEL 5 2600010000
1.06L B AJ 1 3600000000
2.36L C BGHJ 3400000000
1.83L CD AA C 0 6600000100
2.41L C AJ 9501000000
1.62L C BE 1500020000
1.22L C CL 1501000000
2.49L F BH 1600010000
1.53L C AC 6810010000
1.25L C B K 9600000000
1.46L BC AAJ 0 1600100000
1.75L C GD D 1500100000
1.53L C BL N 0400000000
1.68L C AGH 0500000000
1.64L C B K 3500000000
1.9OL C A B 1600001000
1.01L BC ACK 2 2700000000
1.48L BBC AABI 2 2400000100 16
1.65L C F E 9600000000
1.47L CBC AAC 5 1600000000
1.25L B :AC 2500000000
1.63L C BEM 06O000O000
1.95L C CAE 6500000100
1.50L CF AE J 8 3501010000
1.25L B BF 17OOOOO000
1.66 D G 2580000010
1.29L BD AB 0 0500001000
1.27L C DM 1500000000
1.39L C C J H 2501000000
1.79 O C 5500000010
1.80 C O D C 4500000010
1.68L C A E 26O0000000
1.82L C C F 0500000000
1.67L C AC N 0600000000
3.90 FC FJ C 9682000220
1.35L D B 3600000000
1.26L BE AC 0 5500000000
1.24[ B BD 2600000000
23.60 BBCC AAAA 2j 2300000000 23
1.46L C B M 16O0000000
1.39: C D MB C 3600000000
1.40L E E 1700000000
1.68L C B K 3500001000
1.12L B AB 3600101000
2.46L C B L 1500120010
1.20L D CK 3600101000
1.35 DF LE! 3600000100
23.46 DCCD DAAA 0 0300002000
1.O0L B B I 76OOOOOOO0
2.32 C MG 3600000000
2.20 C D J B 1500120010
1.57L BE ACI L 0 2500000000
2.42L C BM 1500000000
1.16L C D 2600000000
1.42 D 1 F 27000000OO
1.21L BC AA J 0 1601001000
2.04 F D[ 760OO00010
1.41 D D ' 6600000000
1.28L B B 1600100000
1.45L C B J 1600100000
2.16 D B 4500000010
1.25L C BC 1600000000
1.40 E C 65000000001.10L C ADLG 1600000000








6 13 40439 K5
1 2 DO 29452
1 13 40450 K0
1 13 40453 G5
8 1 32 X0531+429
1 2 DO 29462






1 13 40479 KO
2 13 40481 K0
1 13 40487 F8
2 13 40491 G5
1 13 40492
1 2 DO 11401
1 1 LM AUR
2 2 DO 29505
1 16 02453
1 13 40505 G5
1 13 40507 K5
1 2 DO 29522
1 13 40512 K0
C 1 32 X0535+401
1 2 DO 26524
1 13 40515 MA
4 2 DO 29533
I 2 DO 29534
1 9 U03333
1 13 40517 K5
2 2 DO 11433
1 13 40522
1 10 M+08 11-002















































Name H (Not Color Cmrrected)
Galactic Uncertainty C
a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 p.m 25 vm 60 wnn
ham. ._, (s) O I b C') (") (') N (;and, y)
05386+4334 37.0144 187+ 7 42 20 85 3 .25L .27L .40L
05386+4934 39.0 59 162+10 30 9 88 3 .68 .28 .40L
05388+4114 50.4[29 t69+6 53 16 88 2 .26 .29L .40L
05388+4217 50.7 47 168+ 6 48 12 88 3' .42 _28L .40L
05389+4606 56.4 28 165+ 8 46 10 88 3 .62 .25L .40L
05391+4437 10.0120 166+ 8 81 17 99 2 .47L .25L .66
05391 +4556 11.3120 185+ 8 74 12 88 3 .37 .25L .40L
05391+4757 11.6126 163+ 9 25 7 88 3 7.77 2.37 .55:
05391+4903 11.6146 162+10 73 20 86 3 .25L .25L .40L
05392+4028 17.21 5 170+6 67 38 86 2 .27L .31L .4OL
I
05394+4514 24.2 13 166+ 8 91 36 84 2 .25L .28L .40L
05394+4711 24.4 8 164+ 9 62 35 86 2 .25L .27L .40L
05394+4041 28.9 26 170+ 6 63 8 88 2 .34 .44L .54L
05394+4623 29.5[55 165+9 48 9 88 3 1.01 .26: .40L
05398+4107 51.4147 169+ 6 65 15 87 3 .25L .25L .76
05398+4328 51.5 13 167+ 7 37 10 88 3 .83 .27: .40L
05400+4741 3.8 28 164+ 9 65 10 89 3 .95 .22: AOL
05403+4450 18Al23 166+8 62 12 88 2 .52 .71L .40L
05405+4622 31.6 41 165+ 9 73 15 88 3 .28L .25L .60
05405+4709 32.41 2 164+ 9 38 6 89 3 3.40 1.01 .40L
I
05405+4243 33.1 40 168+ 7 38 13 89 2 .22 .25L .40L
05406+4332 39.91 5 167+ 7 36 10 88 3 .48 .34L .40L
05408+4249 52.9147 168+ 7 35 7 88 3 16.17 6.53 1.35
05409+4003 55.6119 170+ 6 36 10 88 3 .81 .27L .40L
05409+4457 57.4 38 166+ 8 127, 36 86 2 1.11L .26L .40L
05410+4530 1.7132 166+ 8 99i 33 65 2 .27L .31L .40L
05411+4355 7.052 167+8 56_5 38 88 3 .41 .30L .40105411+4030 11.4121 170+ 8 1 86 2 .60 .30L .40L
05412+4227 14.61 7 168+ 7 75 18 86 2 .44L .78L .50
05417+4857 45.1156 163+10 42 8 89 3 .49 .25L .40L
!
05420+4250 0.3_38 168+ 7 44 10 89 3 .88 .25L .40L;
05420+4736 2.8118 164+10 74 14 87 2 .43 .25L .40L
05420+4855 3.5151 163+10 89 29 89 2 .38L .31L .43L
05420+4336 5.0[ 16 167+ 8 34 8 88 3 1.97 .93 .40L
05421 +4231 72[ 4 168+ 7 48 10 88 3 .39L .36L .91
05421+4506 7.7149 166+ 8 37 8 89 3 .25L .25L 1.76
05421 +4619 7.6128 165+ 9 35 17 88 3 .25L .33L .73:
05422+4539 13.1[ 56 166+ 9 52 27 87 2 .25L .34L .40L
05422+4607 13.4[ le 165+ 9 25 19 86 2 2.74L .25L .40L
05422+4200 13.7132 168+ 7 104 21 861 2 .40L .33L .53
05424+4414 28.3/I 33 167+ 8 31 6 89 ! 3 19.51 9.49 2.05
05429+4839 56.2 i _ t63+1C 47 7 90 2 .52 .89L .40L
05430+4137 0.2151 169+ 7 51 9 89 3 .60 .28L .40L
05430+4141 2.5[4_ 169+ 7 26 9 89 3 .77 .42L .4OL
05430+4816 5.2[55 163+1¢ 65 8 90 2 .36 3.17L .40L
05431+4302 10.8159 168+ 7 67 11 89 3 .55 .27L .40L
05432+4919 15.4|21 163+11 71 27 87 3 .25L .25L .49L
05433+4123 22.8127 169+ 7 59 10 89 3 .78 .34L .40L
05434+4614 25.715_ 165+ _ 42 30 90 2 .38L .25L .40L
05434+4458 28.012( 166+ _ 94 24 87 2 .45L .25L .41
l
05435+4705 34.011( 164+1( 41 29 87 2 .25L .25L .40L
05435+4602 34.tl3_ 165+ ¢ 59 8 89 3 .50 .27L A0L
05436+4230 39.013, ¢ 168+ _ 38 6 89 3 2.32 ,60 .40L
05438+4715 50.014_ 164+1£ 71 33 89_!2 .25L .25L .40L05438 + 4420 50.612_ 167 + E 76 13 .39 .40L .40L
05439+4033 56.815_ 170+ ( 21 6 89' 3 4.98 2.86 .50:
05440+4311 1.714_ 168+ _ 37 7 89 3 47.22 28.62 4.23
05441+4955 7.1/ ,= 162+11 59 13 89 3 .29L .27L .50
05442+4008 13.412[ 171+ ( 44 11 89 3 .25L .25L .75
05442+4614 16.81 ; 165+ (, 28 16 85 2 .25L .25L .54
/
05444+4116 26.5[4[ 170+ ; 64 11 90 2 .35 .30L A0L
05445+4642 30.912( t65+1( 49 5 90 3 1.05 .28: .40L
05446+4248 36.714( 168+[ 81 12 88 2 .44 .29L .40L
05446+4617 41.1/ 1[ 165+, 32 48 ! 89 3 .72 .35 .4OL05449+4617 56.811," 165+ ¢, 28 2 55 .25L .29L .40L
05449+4933 58.91 1 162+1 _ 63 8 90 2 .49 .30L .47L
0,$4.50+4453 4.513_ 167+ t 33 6 89 3 7.58 2.12 ,85
05451+4607 8.61 ( 165+ | 4343 6 90 3 1.86 .66 .40L
05457+4233 4_.;I _ t69+E 8 89 3, .75 .25L .40L05457+4635 . , 165+1( 20 6 90 3[ 34.65 11.28 1.98
/
05458+4438 48.212_ 167+ S 49 9 89 3[ .75 .25L .40L
05458+4359 48.7131 167+ ! 51 10 89 3 .43 .25L .40L
05459+4502 59.415; 166+ .c 40 12 89 3 .28L .25L .91
05460+4341 3.412_ 168+ ! 47 11 89 3 .46 .25L .40L
05461 +4617 9.6[ 1; 165+ 1( 50 25 89 3 .25L .44L .40L
05462+4057 13.7_ 1, 170+ ; 36 4 89 3 1.49 .30: .40L
05463+4240 18.612( 169+ ! 43 12 89 3 .36 .28L .40L
05467+4728 46.8[5' 164+1( 27 7 69 3 5.37 1.20 .40L
05468+4707 52.81 ' 165+I( 61! 8 89 3 .42 .28L .40L
05469+4944 157.215( 162+1' 45 10 91 2 .43 .32L .40L
I / i
05470+4925 5.21 ', 163+1 101 36 86 2 .25L .27L .40L
05475+4959 31.812( 162+1', 73 27 88 2 .25L .57L .40L
05475 +4837 35513! 163+1 58 15 87 2 11.13L .28L .76
05476+4136 41.815_ 170+ : 54 9 89 3 .37 .28L .4OL
05477+4537 43.11 I 166+ ! 25 24 80 3 .25L .25L .40L
05478+4307 49.412( 168+ _ 50 13 89 3 .26L .25L .95
05478+4530 49.712, 166+ ! 90 23 86 2 .25L .75L .40L
05478+4843 50.212, 163+1 45 12 88 3 .46 .25L .40L
05478+4415 Iso.61_ 167+ ! 49 9 90 3 .77 .25: .40L
05480+4316 ]3.61._ 168+_ 47 t2 89 3 .27L .28L ,96
1 /
05461+4825 [11.tl2q 164+1 25 6 90 3 6.40 1.87 .56
05482+4657 114.812_ 165+1_ 54 16 86 2 .39L .25L ,67
05483+4931 J20.61:_ 163+1 42 11 90 3 .37 .25L .40L
05483+4625 120.713! 165+1_ 48 11 87 2 .35 .34L .40L
05484+4549 129.4t4, 165+1_ 34 6 89 3 .25L .37: 2.67
05485+4534 134.913q 166+1, 32 18 88' 3 .25L .25L .44L
05486+4547 137.9[5_ 165+1_ 59 12 90 3 .39 .25L .40L
05488+4759 151.213_ 154+1 46 25 87 2 .25L .25L .40L
05489+4558 159.715 166+1, 41 11 903 .48 .26 .40L
05491+4422 191I 167+ 5610903 .96 .25L .40L
Flux Density Flags
v L
1(30 /.tin Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Coef" R Flags*
1.41 D F E 2601000000
1.24L BE BD 3 0601010000
1.30L C F H 2600000000
1.05L C DE 1600000000
1.16L B BM |700000000
1.28L D B 3600000000
1.261_ C C 4700010000
4.27L CED AAB 9 5500000(308
1.59 D GD 6600000010
1.16 D C 5600000000
1.78 D F 9500000000
1.61 C D 5600000010
2.36L C CG M 4500000000
1.14L CD AB F 0 6501001000
1.62 CC LCA 0500000100
1.32L CF AC 3 1600000000
1.17L BD AE 0 0600000000
3.18L C CC N 1500000000
1.36L C BJ 7600000010
1.0OL BC AAD 3 5600002000
1.43L C E
1.31L C BG
1.62L BCC AABM 9
1.27L B B G J
1.63 O E
2.28 D l G
1.35L C DF
1.25L E AK
1.57L C L B E
1.34L B CKHE
1.46L B AH K
1.36L F D





3.05 D J C


















1.55L BEC AAA 9 1601000000 15
5.09L C CF 8500000008
1.01L B BI 3600110000
1.01L C BE 3600110000
7.90L D B G 5400000008
1.49L C B E 0500000000
1.87 C KGE 9600000000
1.09L B BC 2500000000
2.98 D D O 6501000130
6.41L C G 95001000O8
2.89 C D 750O000010
1.67L D DF ;701000000
1.48L BC ABGL 0 0600001000
2.86 D F 6501000030
1.92L C DM 060O00O0OO
1.00L BBD AAE 0 1700000000
1.42: BFCD AAAC 9 0600000000 44
1.76L D HBI 2600000000
1.38: CD J BF 2601000100
3.36L D BC 9501110000
t.21L10 BH 1500000000
1.45L ICF AC 0 6600000000
1.87L E B D 1600010000
1.64L BO BB 0 9600210000
2.29 D G 9600110000
2.17L E AH 6601000000
1.43L BBC AABG 0 0600000000
2.11L BC AB F 9501000000
1.45L C BFGH 1600000000
1.48L CDC AAAC 9 6600000000
2.27L C B 06000OO000
1.58L C BG 1600010000
1.79: CD KBB 3500000108
1.85L C BG 0600000000
3.06 C FI D 9500000010
1.33L BD AC 0 0600001000
1.61L B DEKL 1600000000
1.95L, BC AA M 0 5501000000
1.83Li C BJ 350000000O
1.42L C BD 2701000000
163 F2.01 J
























Name Type (") Mag
1 2 DO 11470 49 100
2 13 40555 7 83
1 13 40554 4 85
1 13 40561 5 87
2 13_ 40563 K0 6 7216 02590 43 1500
2 2 2 0029607 32 111
1 13 40570 G5 2 75
2 DO 29625 28 120
13 40577 2 86
2 2 IX:) 29629 14 i 101
13 40579 K0 3 i 75
13 40582 K5 6 80
WZ AUR 27 3
1 13 40597 G5 3 75
1 2 DO 29653 88 96
1 13 40602 18 85
8 1 32 X0543+462 64
1 13 40608 9 83
2 13 40609 K0 9 63
8
4 3 RAFGL 815 19 E
I 13 40612 K0 8 7(:
1 13 40616 K0 3 87
4 4 TMSS +40141 6 2E
1 16 02645 19 13£
1 13 40623 13 87
1 13 4O628 12 8;
1 13 40630 12 8E
2 13 40636 K5 5 7(
1 13 40637 25 8(
1 2 DO 29716 48 9(
13 40654 6 8"
6.13L BBC AACC 0 9400000008 2 [3029741 43 10(
2.38L C BK 1500000000
1.44L C C 6600000000 1 13 40659 6 8.=
1.38L F CH 1600011000
5.70 DCC CAA 0400100000 2 12 ZG 548+46 45 14[
6.20 D I DF 9401000550 4 1 32 X0548+455 78
1.48L C C 0500100000 1 10 M+05-1t-010 87
2.97 E C 6_38 : 8 I
1,10L DD FDG 0 7700010000
1.33L B ADLE 2601010000 1 13 40670K0 7 7E






_) 12 t_mCoords SMJ 5MN 8
Name
05491 +4432 8.2 35 167+ 9 55 9 89 3 .94
05491+4003 8.4 13 171+ 7 69 30 90 2 .29L
05492+4108 14.e 13 170+ 7 98 35 90 2 .29L
.75
0.,,+430029c2 1.+8 33 25L05495+4052 31.1 7170+ 75497+4756 46., 164+11 79
05497+4043 46._ 4317,+ 724 89_72 1.28'27L
05500+4851 5., 51163+12 23 9 903 .90
05501 +4508 6.222167+10 46
05501+4938 9.(_ 56163+1264 99 _ ) .26"76
05502+4802 12.e 23164+11 22 6 894 9.15
05504+4234 29.e 0169+ 8 48 10 89' 3 .37
05506+4022 36.444171+7 29 6 903 1.91
05510+4429 0.336167+ 8 65 13 893 .30
05511+4729 7.6 4165+11 30 20 903 .25L
05511+4032 8.359171+ 8 56 7 903 .86
05511+4625 9.4j50166+10 21 5 904 .63
05513+4408 20.8139188+ g 85 24 893 .63L
05514+4728 28.57165+11 29 17 894 .37L
05515+4859 33.150 163+12 40 10 884 .50
05516+4220 38.319169+ 8 42 9 903 .77
05516+4544 41.0 3166+11 42 10 894 .43
05517+4420 42.8:55 t68+ 8 36 g 88 4 .51
05519+4618 54.336166+10 58 10 913 .35
05520+4015 2.217171+ 8 55 7 883 .36
05521+4105 10.457171+ 8 18 5 874 2.75
05521+4723 11.444165+11 71 30 912 .25L
05524+4832 27.08164+ 12 28 7 _ 4 .25L05524+4414 29.g 18 188+10 47 8 _1. .70
05524+4131 29.022170+ 8 39 8882 .46
05526+4059 38.4 54 171+ 8 48 8 87 4 .29L
05526+4605 40.3 52 166+10 22 4 90 4 2.17
05527+4612 46.8 59 166+11 18 4 90 4 1.81
05526+4705 52.842165+11 27 g 89 '4 .92
05530+4834 1.4 23 164+12 17 5 89 4 3.59
05532+4901 14.1 27 164+12 18 8 89 4 .94
05532+4551 15.351188+10 5911 903 .42L
05533+4020 21.03171+ 8 31 18 882 .27L
05534+4530 25.4 13 167+10 18:4 904 132.2805535+480,3034oI,,+1267 14 87 2 24
05535+4218 31.8 34 170+ 9 38 15 6g 4 .25L
0s_s + 4_5S 32m7 _7 1 _ + 12 24113 "6 4 .25L
05535 + _22 351223 i_ + 12 23 4 "_ ' 40$87
05535 + 4_ 35m_ 2 171+8 47 10 90 3 3005537+4250,21 24 189+g 56 6 gi3 3.
05537 + 4314 4S'4 1 I_9+9 67 11 "7 3 m27L
05538+4005 51.2 54 172+ 6 88 23 "7 3 m25L
05539+4553 55.047!166+11 17 8 90 4 .80
05539+4110 57.5 45 171+ 8 22 5 87 4 115605541+433410916 1,+9 43 6 87 3 115
05542+4506 17.3 19 167+10 22 g gi 3 .65
05544+4443 24.449 188+10 24 10 684 .32L
05544+4650 2616271166+11 32 6 88 4 ,25L
05_6 + 4S50 37m0 43 167 + 11 47 _ 86 3 m6105_6+4127 38.846 17o+9 34 28 88 2 .25L
05547+4907 4,5.3 0 164+12 37 18'86 3! .25L05549+4  67.30,69+i022 567 3 488
05550+4126 0.8 37 170+9 39 7 87 3 .56
05550+4030 1.2 45 171+8 _ o 87 3! .25L
05552+4551 15.940 167+11 57 11 91 2' .35
o5553+4827_.7z2 164+1222 6 863! .49
05554+4955 28.017163+13 31 3 904 2.62
o65_+4o6338.,38 171+8 _ 31._ 2 .29L05558+4456s0.341167+10 32 51 87 3 7.65
05558+4626 51,8 39 166+11 59 6 86 3 3105559+4,06,75181 +12 76 41_055 0+440 0931188+1065 . 67 33
05560+4200 4.919170+ 9 44 6 873 .52
05561+4207 9.4 36170+ 9 36 873' .86
05561+4849 9.638164+12 39 86 _ .61o 6705561 +4359 9.6 168+ 10 56 .65
05562+4556 12.7 4167+11 32 5 863 107.75
05563+4742 19.131165+12 61 8 863 .41
05564+4459 25.94 167+11 44 5 673 .67
05565+4503 33355167+11 43 5 873 .83
05565+4435 33.424188+10 67 7 873 1.28
05565+4239 34.0 i55170+ 9 35 6 873 2.11
05565+4732 34.060 165+12 49 6 863 .51
05565+4022 34.78172+ 8101 13 872 .27
05568+4223 '51.758170+ g 69 14 882 .45
05569+4902 54C 11164+12 31 23 903 .25L
05569+4434 '55.535188+10 42 6 873 1.92
05569+4220 58,E 3170+ 9 67 7 873 .62
05572+4901 13.556164+13 58 39 852 .25L
35574+4737 29.9 3165+12 51 11 892 .56
35575+4316 35.741169+10 26 6 673 1.92
05576+4326 36.743169+10 54 6 873 1.03
35577+4517 46.228167+11 40 6 873 .65
05578+4857 52.935164+13 17 5 893 4.13
05578+4456 53.547168+11 35 101203 .49
35579+491355.910164+13 42 118) ) ,251
_55-B0+4109 3.6 51 171+ 9 78 .67
35580+4932 3.89163+13 _ 1_ 69132 .44)5582+4106 15.037171+9 67 .70
35583+4701 24.61L_ 166+12 30 14 873 .39:
35589+4117 54.73 171+9 70 27  18712.54L35589+4748 58.638165+12 80 10 .37
35590+4902 3.7 164+13 40 22 = .25L
)5592+4330 13.838169+10 29 6 873 .86
)5592+4627 14.347166+12 25 6 873 14.61
Declination: + 40"-+ 50'
Flox Density Flags AssOCiations
(Not Color Corrected)







































































































100 pm Flux Con" A Confusion R S
Uncs Coef" R Flags"
1.12L C AD 2601O00000
1.29 D LJC ! 460O0OO0OO
1.29 D E 3500010010
1.29L C A 0600000000
1.57 C J N B 3500000030
1.99 F C 4500000038
1.30L CE AB O 5501000000
4.08L CF BE 0 340OO00008
1.29L B AH 9600010000
5.78L D A 8400010008
6.04L BBC AAB 0 4400100108
1.59L C DC K 250OOOO(3OO
1.00L CC AB J 2 3600001000
1.23L CF DFI 2500000000
3.58 C J D 7580100350
1.00L F BDL 3600O000OO
4.48 BBCC BAAA 5 0500001000
2.36 C L C 3500000010
3.97 C FCBC 7581100660 I
5.41L D AFME 9300000008
1.14L C AH 3501020000
1.36L B BJ K 0600000000
1.12L BD BB 02500000000
1.29L C BI 1701000000
1.89L C C J M 450O00000O
1.37L DC AAM 415000010001
3.19 D F 7503000470 i,
5.09 CD L BB 9480000438
1.22L B OH K , 3500000000
1.54L C BI J 3500010000
2.52 BC JEAA 1400000000
5.34 BBBC AAAA 11400000000
1.00L BC ABH 01600000000
1.2gL B F A C 0 76000000O0
2.59L BC AACE 99580000118
6.58L BD ACD 09300000138
1.11: CE AC 1600000000
1.40 D F L b 4500000000
3.49 BBCC AAAA 1 2400001000 25
5.88L C D ! ' 3400000008
i i
2.66 CB HCB 13400010200 4
3.83 D K C 9301000258
1.83: CCCD AAAB 9661001000826
1.53L C CD 4701100000
1.43L C B ' 1501010000
1.00L C CF 1601001000
2.65 C C C 4600100000
1.02L B ACK I 1600000000
1.23L BC AA 122500001000
1.29L BD ADI E 10 2501000000
1.20L B BcAL C 050OOOOOOO2,26 BC 140 000000
4.07 CC' J AA 04000100001.08L D BL 1601001000
1.52 C E D 4500100000
5.00 E EJ FC 7400000758 :
1.00L BC AAJ 4 1501000000
1.05L E BGH 4600100000
2.2O C C E A B 75000O0000
1.15L D B 1600O00000
1.69: BBcDD ABBMDDL1 4600000108
11"36Ll"54.00L AAF C 35000000,008600101000B C C 005OOOO0O0O
t.00L B CGIE I 950000065015000000003.85 D
1.25L C O 2500000000
1.22L B B 1600000000
1.15L BE AE I 0 3601000000'
4A7L B BO D 6500000008
t.17LiB BFFM 2500000000
2.01 BBCE AAAB 0 1500001000 18
1.39L C CC F 2600000010
t.OOL !B BCF 0500120000
1.08L BCML 0 0500120000
3.09 IA F 2400100000
1.11L IAA J 1 2500000000
1.31L B BF 2500000000
2.01L D EL 5600000000
2.25L _E CCE 2501120000
5.16 'B FC C E E 94801005501.3OL AB 7 3500100000
C
AS 2 / T N4m¢ Type Mig
1 1602980 M3 29 115
1 134O675 2 8_
i
3 1340680 12 85
1 2 DO 29775 55 103
1 13 40687 9 86
21340688 i 1 81
1 13 406_9 F5 ! 21 85
4
1 GN AUR ! 2O 3
5 ° 9 U03374 i 37 138
4 !
2 134(3698 K2 5 81
'1 I1 "41 05517+4643 I 15 1
1 "41 05518+4616 29 3
1 XY AUR i 32 3
I
ic ) 12z 552+46 74 1562 IX) 29813 88 91
4 " 2 DO29812 80 103
1 "41 05527+4612 39 7
2 13 40720 G5 1 63
5 1340721 MC 4 83
4 1 LO AUR 19 3
1 12 ZG 553+43 38 155
1 13 40726 G5 4 65
2 ! 13 40730 KO 7 80
1 10 M+08-11-013 152
3 1340738 7 85
i 4 12 ZG 555+40 _ I_
1 13 40742 G5 i 9 75
I
2 1340743 G5 i 7 SO
4 13' 407_AOP 11' 29
i
1 13 40751 K0 _ 78
1 13 407_ 5 87
 1314°7  ° i8113407_M0 451 1340788
1 1340781 85
1 2 DO 11784 SO 96
1.52L B B 2500100000
3.40 E G 8500100450
1.69L C A I 2500010010
tOOL BC ABL 1 2600001000 1 13 40787 K5
128L B AFLH 2500000000 2 13 40786
1.11L BF BE 0 0500000000
1.15L CC AA D 0 6600000000 3 13 40789K0
1.20L C C 0501000000 1 2 DO 29910
1.58L C DBE 9501000000
1.36L C BD 5501110000 2 1340792
255L E BM I 8601000000
1.29L D B 5500110000
t.02L CE DEK 1500010000
2.07 D E L G 6601000020 8
1.59L C BK 1500000000 2 "13 40802F5
2.88 D C 4600000010













Galactic Uncert=int y C
a .8 Coon:Is SM] SMN _ O 12 _m8
hm. • , (s) ( ) I b (") (") (') N
5592+4322 16.4 48 169+10 35 6 87 3 1.41
5593+4759 20.4 26 165+12 43 7 87 3 .52
5596+4706 36.2 51 166+12 62 11 89 2 .38
5597+4212 43.1 33 170+10 32 6 88=3 1.15
5597+4254 43.9 52 170+10 40 6 87 3 1.51
5599+4626 56.2 18 166+12 49 6 87 3 .72
5599+4024 58.61 6 172+9 77 21 88 3 .26L
3001+4811 6.1 9 165+13 49 10 87 3 .25L
5001+4617 7.1 39 167+12 20 7 87 3 18.62
5001+4331 10.7 50 169+10 39 7 87 3 _25L
• 03+4129 18.7 3 171+ 9 34 28 179 2 .60L
}003+4747 21.7 52 165+12 36 I 7 87 3 35.28
3003+4233 23.3 46 170+10 61 9 87 2 .46
_005+4200 31_8 42 170+10 30 5 88 3 5.13
5005+4825 32.3 27 165+13 62 11 87 3 .25L
1005+4251 33.7 28 170+10 39 31 87 2 .25L
1007+4717 43.7 23 166+12 34 8 89 2 = 2.59
_008+4120 52.4 18 171+9 29 23 2 2 .46L
1010+4243 5.3 13 170+10 30 6 88 3 1.51
1011+4508 7.7 55 168+11 91 ! 32 88 2 .72L
;013+4529 23.1 31 167+12 46 8 89 2 1.30
_O14+4935 25.1 55164+13 27 6 88 3 1.44
;014+4259 28.0 12 170+10 45 7 88 3 .44
;015+4248 '35.5 1 170+10 35 27 88 3 .25L
;020+4816 3.4 49 165+13 84 22 89 2 1.09L
_021+4113 6.4 57 171+10 63 1t 87 2 .45
021+4441 7.g 40 168+11 33 6 88 3 3.13
024+4603 26.5 22 167+12 54 B 87 3 .42
035+4718 31.8,41 166+13 52 9 87 3 .25L
036+4403 40.0'56 169+11 37 24 88 3 .25L
037+4413 47.8 24 169+11 76 10 87 2 .40
038+4112 49.6 25 172+10 26 6 88 3 2.88
038+415t 52.9 39 171+10 31 8 88 3 2.06
040+4245 0.2 5 170+11 52 10 88 3 .25L
042+4031 13.1 44 172+10 80 8 88 3 .46
042+4046 14.9 23 172+10 56 7 88 3 .70
044+4503 27.2 35 168+12 74 10 87 2 .35
046+4355 41.0 26 169+tl 67 30 89 2 .25L
047+4312 43.1 41 170+11 54 10 88 3 .26L
048+4221 49.4 28 171+11 90 27 87 2 .26L
048+4103 50.9 501172+10 52 7 88 3 1.19
050+4157 3.1 11'171+10 27 t7 87 2 .29L
052+4345 13.7 23 169+11 73 10 90 2 .61
354+4055 28.2 6 172+10 46 7 88 3 .88
354+4419 28.6 34 169+12 47 71 88 3 1.03
355+4344 31.0 28 169+11 48 8 _ 88 3 1.21
355+4205 31.1 43 171+11 23 11 88 3 .25L
358+4904 48.3 19 165+14 29' 6 86 4 1.18
359+4115 58.4 11 1172+t0 48 8 88 3 .79
360+4906 0.0 25 164+14 37 10 85 2 .27
361+4635 7.8 2 167+13 33 7 i 88 3 10.91
362+4246 16.3 56 170+11 83 24 i 88 3 .25L
364+4646 26.4 9 167+13 42 7 88 3 .77
)64+4602 29.312167+13 60 15 88 3 .37L
365+4744 33.E 56 : 166+ 13 24 5 87 4 15.98
06068+4721 52._ 28 166+13 46 31 88; 2 .72L
06076+4239 41.2 30 171+11 32 28 179 3 .25L
06078+4310 53.(_ 35 170+11 74 7 89 3 .70
06078+4348 53.5 40 169+12 58 6 89 3 1.03
06080+4713 0.81 6 166+13 37 10 87i4 .45
06083+4607 18.323 167+13 24 3 87 4 2.23
06084+4407 27.140 169+12 49 7 89 3 .54
06085+4310 31.8 37 170+12 25 6 89 3 6.08
06085+4417 3t.9 44 169+12 31 6 87 4 1.38
06087+4427 46.9 7 169+12 33 7 87 4 .25L
06088+4329 49.3 1 170+12 23 7 88 4 3.93
06089+4343 56.4 5 170+12 41 3 88 4 .35
06089+4528 57.3 49 168+13 35 11 88 4 .41L
06089+4731 58.3 38 166+14 48 8 87 4 .25L
06089+4049 59.4 23 172+11 9t 12 89 3 .40L
06091+4719 6.9 29 166+14 36 i 3 87 4 1.37
06092+4828 14.6 19 165+14 23 7 90 3 3.15
06094+4630 25.7 30 167+13 43 9 87 4 .25L
06095+4223 32.0 51 i 171+11 37 14 90 2 .38
06096+4611 38.1 11'167+13 46 3 87 4 .41
06096+4047 39.4 17 172+11 53 9 90 2' .45
06096+4718 40,5 7 166+14 65 12 88 3 .31
06098+4928 50.7 21 164+15 40 12 I 87 2 .35
06098+4803 50_9 22 t66+14 63 12 _ 91 2 .28
06098+4158 51.7 2 171+11 52 6 88 4 .48
06099+4738 $5.6 7 166+14 28 6 88 3 2.33
06099+4532 59.9 2'168+13 29 6 87 4 4.40
06100+4257 0.41 27 170+12 58 7 88 4 .69
06101+4445 8.7:60 169+13 42 7 88 4 .85
06102+4823 17.4 21 165+14 35 8 88 3 .25L
06105+4528 31.E 44 168+13 42 34 88 2 .26L
06112+4648 13.E 46 167+14 29 7 89 3 1.56
06116+4755 38.9 25 166+14 30 8 88 3 1.32
06118+4947 49.7 48 164+15 32 8 89 3 .25L
06123+4203 19.1 9 171+12 57 8 89 3 .67
06124+4359 25.019 170+t3 34 29 91 2 1.66L
06124+4307 29.5 43 171+12 77 9 89 3 .76
06126+4754 415 37 166+14 55 8 89 3 .40
06127+4813 47.5 14 166+14 ! 56 14 89 2 .32
O6134+4141 25.6 56 172+12 77 8 89 3 1.01
06135+432t 33.5 3 170+13 66 10 121 3 .80
06135+4235 35.6 51 171+12 113 13 91 2 .31
06136+4721 37.2 27 167+14 76 j 8 89 3 .56
41+4129 7.2 45 172+12 55 9 90 3 1.27












































































































I00 _ Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Cocf R FlaBs*
1.00L BD AB 1 2600000000
1.08L B BJ 16O00OOO0O
1.41L C C J 0501000000
1.23L B AE O 2601000010
1.03L CF AD 0 2500000000
1.00L C B 54OOOOOOO0
1.36 C H F 26OOO00O10
2.25 CC AB 150OOOO000
1.06L BBC AABD 5410000200
2.56 CB DAA 1400000000
1.38 BccDIB E 46000000001.26L AAAG 6 2601000000
1.61L C CG 3400000000
1.091 BBE AAC 6 1600000000
2.29 CC I AA 1500000000
1.76 F K D 4500000000
1.03L BD ABI 0 1600000000
1.70 C F D 4600000300
1.00L BD AC 2 460O0OO000
1.22 D L D 1500000000
1.01L C AE 2400000000
1.59L BC ACC 1 0600000000
1.05L B B H 5600010000
1.77 C B C 5500000010
3.23L F I GH 1401000300
1.68L F D K 3600000000
1.03L BC AAG 0 1500000000
1.09L B CF 2501010000
2.07: CF J BB 050000000(
2.24 C M C 6580000130
1.65L C BMHE 660100000(
1.48L BC AAJ 0 1700000000
1.30L BD AB E 0 1600001000
1.23L C KBG 6500000000 _
1.26L B BG 1600O00000
1.24L E BFH 2501000000
1.87L C E 0500000000
1.61 D L D 7600000000
1.10L C LC 360100000O
1.87 D H D 5600001000
1.28L B A E 2500000000
2.37L C FC 2501000000
1.43L C BJ 7600100000
1.08L B BDF 2500000000
1.0OL BE AC 2 6500000000
1.00L C :ADK 7600100000
2.11 CC EAB 5600000000
1.09L'B AC 0600110000
1.18L C AF 0600000000
1.58L C D 0500110000
1.00L BBC AAB 2 0500000000 14
1.77 C GC 7500000000
1.24L B BK H O600001000
1.16: DF EF 1500010000
1.60L BBB AABJ 1 1600000000 18
1.09 E D 1500000010
3.27 D G G 5501000340
1.00L C B 16000OO0OO
1.00L B AGM t5C0000000
1.43L B BN 1501000000
1.00L 8C AAE 1 1500001000
1.00L C CK 0501000000
1.03L B B A A G 3 4600000000
1.19L BD AB 0 0510000000
2.84 FBC CAA 0400000000
1.17L CC AAE 8 2500000000
1.30L B C 2500000000
.89: B D _ DJ CC 0500000000
1.78 CB CAA 1500000000
1.27L D BH 0600000000
1.0OL BF AB ,2 1500000000
1.00L BC AAE 0 0600000000
2.27 B B F A B 2400000000
1.27L F IBF I 2601000000
1.14L B CL 2500010000
1.04L C B F 0600010000
1.00L C EM 1500000000
1.00L' C D 0500000000
1.00L C D O5OOO0O000
1.58L C B I 0500010000
1.00L BC AAI J 1 0500000000
1.68L BCF AAAG 2 0500000130
1.17L B BE 3401000000
1.20L B B F L 0500000000
2.77 FCC LBAA 0500000000
1.69 F G 3500000140
1.00L BC ABL 0 0500000000
1.00L BC AB L 1 0500001000
4.07 CC FAA 03000000001
1.09L B AF H 0500010000
1.71 F M D 3401000110
1.16L D B 1500000000
1.18L E BJ D 1501000100
1.92L F B G 0510020000
1.31L B AF N 1501000000
1.00L CE BCI 0 0401000000
1.71L E DF 0400000000
1.14L B BEF 2500000000
1.00L BF iAC 3 1600010000




S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
2 13 40808 K0 3 6.=13 40810 K0 3 7_
2 DO 29934 40 9 =,13 40820 8_
2 13 40816 G5 21 6(
1 1 SV AUR 4
1 i°4106000+4811 15 1;
4 3 1 RSAUR 36
1 "41 06003+4748 12 1E
1 1 YY AUR 59
1 "41 06005+4825 25 14
3 2 DO 29955 48 108
4
2 13 40839 K5 1 80
3 13 40840 FO 6 58
4 1 32 X0601+482 56 4
2 2 DO 29988 63 93
2 13 40845 K2 6 77
2 13 40867 MA 9 83
2 : t3 40868 K0 4 62
2 ; 2 DO 11911 6 130
1 LS AUR 63 3
13 40875 K2 14 82
2 13 40881 K0 2 63
1 21 [3030041 22 111
2 2 DO 11937 87 100
1 2 DO 30043 73 103
3 9 U03407 45 146
1 13 40892 K5 2 75
1 13 40894 K2 4 73
1 13 40896 2 88
3 4 TMSS +50159 28 27
t 10 ' M+07-13 008 62
1 t3 40907 K0 7 72
6 "13 40909MB 6 77
1 "41 06068+4721 17 8
C: 1 32 X0607+426 38 12
1 13 40928 G5 8 70
1 13 40929 1(2 9 72
1 2 DO 30093 41 100
13 40937 K5 22 80
1 RR AUR 6 4
2 DO 30100 48 103
3 9 U03418 14 ; 150
10 M+08-12-003 49
1 2 DO 30111 33 95
1 12 ZG 609+46 54 151
1 13 40951 33 86
1 13 40952 K2 29 62
1 13 40954 5 82
2 13 40956 17 88
1 2 DO 30131 72 90
8 1 1 W AUR 9 3
1 13 40957 12 90
2 13 40958 K0 10 83
8
1 STAUR 13 3
2 12 ZG 611+49 64 150
13 40980 K0 13 75
2 0030189 66 91
1
1 2 [3030212 18 111
2 13 40996 6 90
1 13 41003 K5 11 78




Position (1950) Flux Density
Naa'_ H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
h a.-m 8 a ")8 Coords SMJ SMN O O 12 /_m 25 _tm 60 ;tin
• , (s) ( I b ('3 (") (') N (Jansky)
06142+4023 14.9 40 173+11 69 9 90 3 .75 .29L .40L
06144+4048 24.6 _45 173+12 36 30 90 2 .25L .60L .40L
06145+4622 33.0 51 168+14 29 6 69 3 1.46 .41 .40L
06152+4012 12.4 173+11 24 7 90 3 1.35 .31 .40
06153+4724 18.5 , 167+15 86 14 88 2 .23 .27L .51L
06153+4131 23.7 16 172+12 52 10 90 2 .38 .36L .40L
06155+4012 31.2 53 173+11 83 8 90 3 .70 .27L .40L
06157+4757 46.3 30 166+15 56 8 89 3 .50 .25L A0L
06160+4234 5.4 46 171+13 67 121 89 3 .25L .29L .55
06161+4250 7.8 15 171+13 85 11 89 2 .38 .47L .40L
06165+4049 34.3 58 173+12 60 18 90 3 .25L .33L .40L
06166+4249 36.6 22 171+13 34 12 90 2 .29 .88L .40L
0,170+,,320.5,0170+14_ 10 _ _ .25, .27, .91, 3 ,9219.38 66 8 . 9 . 5, .40,
0,178+4,07,8.749189+1436 :_ 2.85 .,0 .40,, ,5739.62970 6 2 .25, .3o, .,0,0,177+4159,.1 23172+1381 7 ,0 3 ,_ .42 .40L0,178+4114,3535173+1285 10 ,0 3 .37 .27, .,0,0,179+,,,4,9.8.321,,+1556 14 883 .25, .25, .,80,1_0+45383.05169+14,, 7 883 1.24 .26, .40,
0,181+40198.518174+12,8 9 3o3 .56 .36, .40,0,161+4,._9.6561,,+1637 7 693 .55 .27, .40,0,183+,05_.12170+1456 8 ,03 ._, .35, .,0,0,164+474124.37187+1529 5 593 ,.30 1.29 .,0,
0`164+4606 29.9 4 168+14 44 8 89 3 .95 .3O/ .40L
0`186+4532 38.4 41 169+14 .25L .25L .84
0`192+4657 13.6 7 167+15 32 6 3 40.48 29.35 6.34
0`201+4032 6.0 51 174+12 64 7 90 3 .85 .28L .40L
0,201+4124 11.4 41 173+13 38 8 90 3 .44 .27L .40L
0,202+4743 15.3 60 167+15 26 8 89 3 9.96 2.76 .68
0,203+4050 22.9 8 173+13 29 7 90 3 2.11 .42 .40L
0,204+4048 28.8 15 173+13 56 10 90 3 .25L .25L .97
0,20,+4315 41.8 27 171+14 54 7 90 3 .72 ,31L ,40L
0,20.+41,053.838172+13, 7 _l_ 1007231, 40,0,209+4511 54.E 41 169+14 60 8 . .25L .40L
0,210+4404 1._ 46 170+14 44 19 90 3 .25L .27L .40L
0,210+4918 2.5 56 165+16 27 7 89 3 44.06 19.32 4.0,
06210+4932 2.8 9 165+ 16 24 8 89 3 .22: .46 3.56
06213+4119 18.5 29 173+13' 55 9 90 3 .38 .25L .40L
06217+4037 44.8 17 174+13 35 35 92 2 .25L .81L .75L _
0,224+4734 24.8 17 167+16 45 7 90 3 .61 .48 .40L
06224+4105 28.3 23 173+13 79 13 91 2 .30 .27L .40L
06225+4952 38.039 165+17 54 17 133 2 .25L .36L .35
06227+4204 460 16 t72+13 56 11 92 2 .28 .51L .40L
0,227+4159 47.4 20 172+13 46 7 90 3 .58 .34L .40L0,229+4716 57.1, 12 167+16 32 7 90 3 2.30 .87 .40L
06230+4450 6.0 33 170+15 52 8 90 3 .61 .25L .40L0,232+4156 15.1 _ 172+14 40 11 91 2 .25L .32L .81
0,232+4._9 5.3_ 169+15 96 6 90 3 1.43 .56 .40,
06z_4+_.rz6 ._.2_0 _71+_4, 67 _ _ 3 .25L .30L .40L
38237+4617 42.e 52 168+15 32 5 90 3 19.27 6.74 1.36
06238+4703 48.7 44 168+16 50 7 90 3 .68 .29L .40L
06241+4801 9.1 11 167+16 35 8 921 2 1.12 .37L .40L
0,243+4211 18.2 1 172+14 56 S 91 I 3 .51 .37L .40L
06243+4532 20.8116 169+15 74 9 92 2 .56 .46L .40L
06247+4158 45.3!47 173+14 51 11 91 3 .25L .25L .80
06250+4005 0.4 23 174+13 : 48 9 91 3 .39 .27L .40L
38255+4156 34.8 58 173+14 68 9 91 3 .55 .29L .40L
38256+4228 40.4 25 172+14 77 10 91 2 .65 .31L .42L
06259+4138 55.5 34 173+14 55 15 92 2 .27 .75L .40L
0`263+4643 19.1 12 168+16 27 8 90 3 4.81 1.24 .40L
06264+4808 27.8 43 167+17 51 9 90 3 .47 .25L .49L
06270+4310 0.2 24 172+15 25 16 91 3 .25L .25L .52
0`271+4354 7.3 60 171+15 56 8 91 2 .60 .82L .40L
06273+4501 20.852 170+15 52 8 913 .64 .45L .40L
0,274+4019 26.2 9 174+14 36 6 91 3 2.39 1.20 .40L
0,277+4500 42.4 16 170+15 47 10 91 3 .25L _ .26L 1.02
06279+4844 59.8 39 166+17 47 7 90 3 .52 .19: .40L
06286+4028 36.5 5 174+14 51 7 91 3 1.73 .36: .40L
0,288+4427 48.8 4 171+t5 36 7 91 3 .74 .25L .40L
_,288+4237 51.9 3I I72+15 3f 2"6 gf 2 1.09L .42t. .431,.
06290+4657 4.5 39 168+16 33 7 91 3 3.72 .97 .40L
06290+4014 5.637 175+14 73 16 91 2 .74L .29L .47
06291+4319 6.1 28 172+15 25 7 91 3 106.45 50.65 8.65
38291+4602 7.7;16 169+16 33 11 90 2 .58L .25L 1.43:
06292+4221 16.0 13 173+15 51 9 91 3 .44 .25L .40L
06292+4813 17.1 56 167+17 32 7 91 3 3.57 1.45 .40L
_6295+4715 34.9 24 168+17 27 7 91 3 3.50 .91 .28:
06297+4045 44.2 7 174+14 34 6 91 3 102.96 94.44 20.73
06298+4804 48.1 57 167+17 80 18 90 2
06301 +4042 8.5 23 174+ 14 85 12 92 3
0,304+4329 25.(3 24 172+15 55 10 91 3
0,304+4853 25.(] 18 166+17 54 9 91
9106304+4448 26.0 170+16 82
38305+4600 3O.6 _ 1(_ 79 91169+16 306307+4116 45,4 1 174+15 28 92 2
06311+4057 9.0 50 174+14 43 39 92 2
136311+4232 10.1 34 173+15 32 7 91 3
36314+4458 27.1 15 170+16 33 7 91 3
06314+4005 29.5 60 175+14 49 21 91 2
06319+4539 55.4 49 170+16 31 7 91 3
36323+4344 19.6 48 171+16 59 8 92 3
:)6324+4132 26.6 49 174+15 38 27 92 2
36330+4424 0.3 2 171+16 39 6 92 3
36342+4441 12.5 18 171+16 53 7 92 3
36345+4068 34.5 20 174+15 76 9 93 2
38347+4317 42.1 40 172+16 104 9 92 3
06350+450, 3.1 54 170+17 58 8 92 3
























100 vm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R S 2 # T N_me TypeFlags*
1.00L C BD 1601000000
1.34 D J E 1500000040
1.50L CE AB F 0 2500000000
1.02L BE AD 0 0600100000
1.25L O F I 2501020000
1.18L C BN 0600010000
1.27L C SI I 0610100000
1.00L D CH 1600000000
1,11: DD ECF 0400000000
1.00L C EM ] ' 0500000000
I1.70 D LKB 2500000000
1.78L D CG F 0400000000
1,91 CC I AD 1400000000
1.22L C HH 35(X)OO(O(X)
1.09L BC AB 0 0600001000
1.88 C J C 45OOOOO03O
1.32L CF AA J 9 0400000000
1.33L C B 0500000000
1.20 CD M CB 0500100100
1.02L B AG 0600000000
1.12L B BA 1501000000
1.09L C CE 05OO1O00OO
1.36L C A D 46O00(3000O
1.0`L CC AA 0 0500001000
1.45L B BE I 0500OO0000
3.10 C L E 4580000140
1.52L C I BDI 050000010`
1.83 BBCC AAAS 7 0500010000 42
1.10L B AEJ D 1600000000
1.0,L C CD 040O0000OO
1.00L BBC AAB I 0500001000 16
i
lO9,.F AE"12°o_1ol0`O
1.22L C L AF 0500101000
1.40L C BD F 1500010000
1.39L B AJ M 0400000000
1.19L B B 0500000000
1.56 C H B 3680000020
2.04 BBCC AAAC 1 2300000000 21
7.45 CCCC SAAA 0 3100001000
1.00L C C 0500000000
1.89 C I GG 1500000130
1.00L BD BBFJ 0 0400010000
1.54L C E 1400000000
1.16: CF I EB 1401000100
1.38L E DK 0400120(300
1.05L S BF G 0400120000
1.07L BC AB 2 0400000000
1.08L C B F G 3500000000
1.04: CD FBC 0400020100
1.00L BC AAE 3 1500001000
2.07 I C GF D i 35000000(20
1.00L BBC AAA 1 0600000000 16
1.04L D B E 1400000000
1.25L E AH 1300020000
1.24L BDM 0510000000
2.04L! C CH 2400010000
1.83: CC CB 0500000100
1.27L C BJ 1500000000
1.34L C BB L 0500000000
1.35L C C 050000O000
t.87L C DK 0500000000
1.00L BC AAM 0 0500000000
1.29L C O L 1400000000
1.61 CCI DBD O4OOOOO000
1.16L C AB I 1401000000
1.27L F BH 2400100000
1.04L BC AAG 2 4600000000
1.39: CF L HBE 2500100000
1.00L[ B E BG 0 3500000000
1.00L BD AD 1 2600002000
1.00L B B 1400000000
1.G9 F MI O
1.00L BC AAKL 0 1500000000
1.48L C C D 450000O0OO
1.99 BBCD AAAB 5 0450000000 43
1.95 FD G BC 2400000000
1.08L C :CE 2601010000
1.71L BC AAJH 6 2400000000
1.00L BCD ;AAG 0 06000000005.76 CBCC;AAAA 3410000000 27
2,10L C I DL 1400OOO000
1.45L C CC 3500000000
1.00L B D 0500010000
1.25L D C F 1500000000
1.09L CC BBS 1500000000
1.59L BD AC I 2 1401010000
1.02 C B 6500000000
1.59 D L E 3500000060
1.17L BBC AABC 2500000000 01
1.00L BC AB 0 1611000000
1.47 D IH F 4400000000
1.31: BBCD AAAF 6 0400000100 17
I.OOL C 'BJ G 0500010000
1.26 F H B 6500000000
1.00L BD AC 0 1600000000
1.05L B BE 1600001000
1.32L E DC 1600000000
1.48L C EJ 05OOO00000
1.21L D ;AJ J F 0600000000
1.13L BD ACI 0 1500000000
Sep
C) Mag
2 13 41006 4 BE
8 1 32 X0614+407 93 5
2 13 41010K0 3 65
3 13 41014 28 B'
1 13 41016F5 4 7£
1 2 DO 12083 55 11(
1_1ZG616+42 62 15_13030257 56 105
1 13 41030 G5 45 7_
2 13 41035 4 8_
2 13 41038 MA 7 53
1 16 02923 38 150C
1 12 ZG 618+46 71 155
1 13 41041 K0 8 7_
1 13, 41042 5 85
1 13! 41044 G5 4 7(
1 13 41062 G5 25 6_
2 1 _V AUR 7
2 13' 41066K5 2 75
1 13 41070 G5 8 7(
2 13 41074 9 83
1 13 41073 K5 23 75
8
6 13 41076 K2 1 5C
2 12 ZG821 +49 32 148
2 t3 41081 9 BE
8 1 32 X0621+406 59
] 13 41099 G5 8 7(1 GO AUR 80
2 13 41102 K5 4 8,=
1
1 1 BW AUR 49
4 2 13030413 88 121
2 2 DO30417 47 91
1 2 13 41110 K5 8 65
1 13 41111 23 87
1 2 DO30446 69 11C
2 13 41119 5 83
2 13! 41127 26 9_
1 2 DO30479 23 115
4 13 4113OK0 2 6(
1 2 DO30488 85 11_
2 13 41138 K0 5 7_
t 13 41149 13 B5
2 13 41155 21 85
1 13 41159 7 8(
4 13 41162 K5 5 7(]
2 9 U03481 37 15£
1 3 RAFGL 954 3 11
2 2iDO3O559 13 101
1 21130 30555 89 118
4 13 41173 MA 4 83
3 3 RAFGL 855 16 11
4 9 U03487 46 153
1 2 DO 30562 29 BE
1 12 ZG 630+44 61 148
1 2 DO 30583 64 113
8 1 32 X0631+409 108 5
5 4 TMSS +40157 37 28
1 1 CT AUR 12 3
4 13 41193MB 3 85
1 13 '41198G5 19 70
1 2 13030631 82 93
2 2 13012358 41 100
1 13 141224 K2 27 82
2 13 41229 K5 8 88
1 13 41233 6 90
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 _m; 10) High Source Density Region.
319
Right Ascension: 06h35m20"--O6"54m22= Declination: +40*-+50 °
Position (1950) Flux Density
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
a 8 a ,8, Coords SMJ SMN O 0 12 p.m 25 Fm 60 _m
h m. o , (s) ( ) 1 b (") (") (') N (lansky)
06353+4456 20,2 4") 171+17 42 6 92 3 1.74 .40L
06354+4132 126.612_ 174+t5 25 6 92 3 2.45 ,40L
D6357+4232 ]44.61 E 173+16 40 6 92 3 7.70 .40L
36363+4403 t19.9138 171+17 41 6 92 3 1.87 .40L
)6365+4422 J34.2J45 171+17 I 44 6 92 3 .81 .40L
:16366+4341 [40.2J17 172+16_ 40 7 92 3 1.45 .40L
_6368+4904 149.2134 167+18 38 8 92 3 1.43 .40L
_6376+4412 136,215C 171+17 38 6 92 3 1.60 .40L
16376+4551 [41.3J15 170+17 8708 28 91 2 .25L .45L
36377+4540 /42.91 6 170+17 12 92 3 .29L .60
l I
,6380+4013 i3.0114 175+15 58 9 93 3 .25L 92
)6380+4330 ] 5.4132 172+17 81 7 92 3 .54 .40L
,6388+4220 |53.1[34 173+16 54 10 93 3 25L .81
)6390+4845 | 0.0|41 167+t9 59 12 92 3 .28L .66
)6394+4656 124.3[ 9 169+18 64 7 92 3 .44 .40L
)6394+4434 126.6|27 171+17 18 6 92 3 11.14 .52
)6394+4927 128.5[15 166+19 53 9 92 3' .47 .40L
16395+4153 [31.5|60 174+16 39 6 93 3 2.33 .40L
16396+4411 [38.4[10 172+ 17 45 8:933 .25L L76
)6398+4557 [50.9/53170+18 30 23!923 .25L .40L
16401+4240,103,22173+1756 59 9 94 40L
)6403+4808 [18.1|43 168+19 56 14 92 2 .25L .62
)6404+4939 128.3|19 166+19 28 6 92 3 .53 .40L
)6407+4305 r_43.7|56 173+t7 34 30 1 2 .25L .40L
)6407+4040 47.3J31 175+16 26 6 93:3 8.87 .37:
)6408+4003 48.7 i 6 176+16 46 14 94 2 .35 .40L
16411+4433 8.5|26 171+18 18 6 93 _ 3 1.43 .40L
16413+4436 24.0125 171+18 80 10 93 2 .34 .40L
16415+4434
35.7| 5 171+18 7 93 3 .47 ,40L
)6420+4337 4.6|20 172+17 1 16 92 2 .44L .78
/
16420+4127 4.8121 174+17 37 34 4 2 .76L .40L
16422+4215 13.0/17 174+17 34 9 93 I 3 1.69 .40L
)6424+4049 25.5[20 175+16 62 9 93 3 .51 .56L
)6425+4350 35.9144 172+18 44 9 93 3 .25L 1.39
_.426+4219 38,7J 9 174+17 ] 37 8 93 3 3.01 .40L
_o431+4337 8.7156 172+18 25 9 93 3 1,41 .46L
_o432+4505 13.6t27 171+18 29 6 93 3 1.55 .40L
£_434+4042 26.3|39 175+16 51 8 93 3 1.22 .40L
_434+4715 28.2142 169+19 52 9 93 3 .59 .40L
£)438+4850 50.5J41 167+19 44 7 93 3 3.75 .40L
6438+4705 50.6134| 169+19 _ J 8 93 3 .56 .40L
6439+4003 59,811 176+16 13 93 3 .43L 1,17
6440+4842 3.6135 167+ 19 40 7 93 3 .95 .40L i
6442+4803 13,8134 168+ t9 63 8 93 3 .51 .40L
6443+4235 18.0126 173+17 39 11 94 2 .45 .40L
6444+4437 28.0144 171+18 52 9 93 3 .71 .40L
6445+4019 35.2[40 176+17 65 12 93 3 .26L .56
6446+4121 51.8129 175+17 33 7 93 3 .88 .40L
6451+4047 10.4|8 175+17 87 11 94 2 .35 .40L
6454+4559 25.6J33 170+19 38 9 93 3j 1.12 .40L1
6457+4944 44.2|49 166+20 27 11 93 31 _ .40L6456+4609 50.6]55 170+19 27 8 93 3' 8:_ .68
6458+4820 51.4130 168+20 35 8 93 3 4.69 .40L
6459+4429 55.6| 18i 172+18 77 17 95 2 .38L .66
6462+4706 14.5|5:169+19 68 9 93 3 .87 .40L
6462+4614 17.8136 170+19 55 7 93 3 1.14 .40L6463+4809 20.9| 7_ 168+20 46 9 93 3 1.50 .40L
6466+4218 37.9t361174+18 29 8 94 2 .34 .40L
6467+4000 44.3t411176+17 31 13 ! 93 2 .30 .40L
6467+4437 44.91521172+18 45 7 i 93 3 .55 .40L
6468+4306 50.8J441173+18 56 9 I 94 3 .30L .92
6472+4150 13.7|28] 174+18 22 5 94 3 6.24 .40L
8473+4419 19.5125 j 172+18 42 6 94 3 .61 .40L
6474+4956 29.31421t66+20 48 11 93 3 25L .72
8479+4149 54.61341174+18 46 6 94 3 .77 .40L
8480+4358 2.01401172+ 18 74 7 94 3 .37 .40L
8486+4322 39.91341173+18 57 13 93 2 .36L .46
5488+4632 53.3111 1170+19 83 7 94 3 .45 .40L
5489+4550 57.1t291171+ 19 42 6 94 3 .25L 2.37
5490+4941 1.9t14 167+21 37 8 93 3 .52 .40L
/
5492+4935 14.5J48 1167+2t 46 7 94 3 .55 .40L
5494+4034 .>7.8|241176+17 35 8 94 3 .25L .91
5494+4134 ->9.31291175+18 31 18 93 2 .59L .37
5495+4713 30.3]521t69+20 47 12 94 3 .25L .67
5495+4454 30.5|11 1172+t9 67 13 93 2 .30 .40L
$497+4539 =14.5110 1171+ 19 77 9 96 2 .29 .40L
5497+4450 |5.0121 1172+19 49 9 94 3 .25L .65
5498+4954 _,9.2i51167+21 63 13 94 3 .39L .93
_99+4014 _.7t421176+17 50 7 94 3 .78 .40L
6502+47_ )3.01191169+20_ 6 94 3 1.70 .4eL/ I i
5505+4916 ]3.1|22_167+21 72 12 93] 2 ,34 .40L
5508+4406 _,8,7157 ] 172+ 19 31 6 94 3 .87 .40L
5515+4553 ]4.5_ 28 ] 171+20 34 5 94 I 3 1,22 .40L
5516+4358 ]8.2131 1173+19 59 9 94 3 .38 .40L
5516+4810 38.5149]168+20 62 12 94 2 .34 .40L
5516+4621 ]8.9|3 1170+20 32 5 94 3 8.09 .62
5517+4024 _7.4[81176+18 28 12 125 3 .25L 1.07
3519+4425 _6.01571172+ 19 38 5 94 3 .97 .40L
5523+4457 18.81221172+20 43 9 94 3 ,25 .40L
5524+4742 ->8.0|7 ] 169 + 20 47 7 94 3 ,25L 1.45
/ I
3532 + 4646 14.0] 22 t 170+20 41 5 94 3 1,98 .40L
._532+ 4444 15.3] 23 ] 172+20 32 7 94 3 1,17 ,40L
_534 + 4739 ._4.4122 | 169+21 20 5 94 3 20,37 1.33
_,537+4111 16.516|175+18 30 6 95 3 2.22 .40L
_538+4317 _0.51531173+19 62 8 94 3 .59 .40L
_38+4628 72.7111 1170+20 28 7 94 3 .42L 8.29
_539+4509 _7.9143|172+20 60 8 94 3 .60 .40L
_541+4053 )1.3l 52 | 176+ 18 57 8 95 3 .39 A0L
,543+4514 ._2.4113 | 172 +20 40 7 94 3 2.75 .40L
_543+4146 .>25127|175+19,_j 47 7 95 3 .80 .40L
Flags
V L
100 Fm Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Coef R Flags*
t.00L B C A B F 0 0600000000
4.52L eC ABK 0 5400001008
1.00L CC iAAE 6 0500000000
1.00L BE AC 0 0600001000
1.00L B B D 1600000000
1.00L BD ACJ 0 0500000000
1.06L BD AC 0 0500000000
1.00L BC ABE 0 1600000000
1.62 C J L E 4300000030
1.24L C MCC 0300000000
3.28 CC N CB 1400000000
1.00L C jBH 1500000000
2.12 CC i DBB 1400000000
1.00L C E D M 0500000000
1.00L B BH 1400000000
1,00LBCC AADE 2 1600000000
1.29L C CJ l 1400000000
1.00L BC AA M 5 1500000000
1.59 CC FAB 1500000000
1.41 C D 4480000030 8
1.0eL C AG 3400000000
1.01 CO CC 0560000000
1.00L B CH M 1400000000
1.25 C F E 2500000010
1.00L BCD AAD 0 3601001000
1.43L C CJ 250000000l
1.00L CO AB 01 1400110000
1.00L C CD L 1400210000
1.05L C C 1400110000
1.44L D BC 0400000000
1.83 D F 3501000210
1.00L BE AB 4 4600001000
1.29L B AII 0600000000
2.48 CC J GAB 0400000000
1.00L BC AB L 0 3601001000
1.00L BD CECE 2 0500010000
1,00L BC AD 0 0401001000
1.19L BE AC 0 0600000000
1.02L C CF 1400010000
I.OOL BC AA N 5 05000000001
11"14L.75LF C BE N 1400000000
1.00L CF ACJ 8 0500000000
C BI 1601000110
1.00L C CG 0500000000
1.19L C C 1500000000
L48L B BC E 2200010000
1.25L C B E 1600060000
1.00L B AG 3501010000
1.59L C CK 0500000000
1.00L_ BC ABI 0500001000
i
1.18LIEB C 04100100001.00L BC AAC 0500100000
1.00L CC AAG : 5 0500000000
1.62 EC L C B 3400000000
1.12L B AFJ 0500000000
1.00L B A D I 0500100000
1.14L BD AB 4 0501000000
1.24L C CC 3600000000
1.44L F DE N 1500010000
1.00L B B F 3300000000
2,00 BcCC CAB 05000000001.00L AAC 1 4600001000
1.00L B B 4500000000
2.07 CD J GBC 1400'000OO0
1.02L B BG H 3600001000
1.00L C D L 1501000000
1.00L F ECH 1401000100
1.07L FCC D BG M 15000000003.27 BAA 1400001000
1.04L B BL 0500120000
1,28L B BC 0400100000
1.59 CC I BC 0500000000
1.06L D HE H 0300000000
1.45 CC DDB 0400000010
1.60L E F 1500100000
1,13L C D G 0500000000
1.01: CE CHCD 1500100000
1.60 CC EBC 0500000100
1,00L E 6K M 1500000000
1.00L CC AB oi lSOOOOO0OO
1.01L F EK 0500010000
1.00L B AD C 1400000000
1.06L DF B D E 7 04000000001.00L F G 0400000000
2.06L C EE I 1400010000
1.00L BBC AAB 6 0500000000
3.10 CD FAB 1300100100
1.00L BF AC 0 1400000000
1.00L C B I 2500000000
1.74 CC FAB 1300000000
1.00L BC ACG 0 0500000000
1.69L BC AC G 0 2400000000
1.06L CBC AABI 1 140000C000
1.10L CC ABJ L 1 0400000000
1.07L B B 0300000010
11.53 CCC DAAA 0200000000
1.28L C BL I 2400100000
1,00L C BG F 0400010000
1.00L BC ABL 3 3500100000




S 2 # T Name Type Mag
13 41235K5 11 87
2 13:41236K5 2 73
4 13;41239G5 12 5(;
131 41245K0 7 6E13 41251 G5 6 67
1 2 I1030722 31 9_
1 1 AA AUR 14
8 1 32 X0637+456 87
4 9 U03510 37 15G
1 13 41270 K0 4 9G
1 16 03171 K0 63 98
4 13 41288 K5 1 51
1 13 4129OK0 4 72
1 2 I1030780 22 120
2 13 41298 6 90
6 13 41305 M0 1 68
1 13 41308 G5 2 67
1 16 03187 10 143
1 2 DO30818 33 113
1 12 ZG642+43 53 155
1 2 [)030831 30 160
3 13 41320 33 81
4 9 U03532 78 153
1 13 41327 K0 9 72
2 13 41330 GO 7 52
1 2 DO30849 34 98
2 i 2 DO 30856 47 108
41 13 41346-K0 5 ! 52
1 2 DO 30861 84 96
1 13 41349 K2 29 80
2 13 41350 K5 14 90
2 13 41354 K2 17 75
1 13 41358 KO 32 77
1 1 CC AUR 32 3
1 2 DO 3O882 76 75
1 2 DO 30893 71 115
1 1 CD AUR 7 3
2 12 ZG 645+44 25 148
2 13 41370 K5 3 78
1 131 41371 K0 13 72
1 2 DO 30901 57 121
t 2 DO 30913 53 86
1 13 41376 GO 12 73
1 2 DO 30912 68 101
3 9 i U03554 54 146
3 13 41380 K0 2 50
2 13 41381 K5 17 88
3 9 U03561 43 145
2 9 U03566 69 180
1 2 DO 30943 12 96
1 2 DO 30961 28 98
2 12 ZG 649+45 43 153
1 1 13 41401 4 88
1 13 41403 K2 12 73
3 9 U03579 68 156
2 13 41406A5 17 60
1 2 DO30977 56 91
1 2 DO12605 58 106
t 13 41411 3 96
1 2 I1031011 31 101
2 13 41426 K0 0 65
2 13 41429 F0 4 60
1 1 CE AUR 43 3
3 9 U03592 62 151
1 13 41433 K5 10 78
1 2 DO31037 42 98
2 13 41450 K0 6 60
2 13 41451 K5 6 80
3 3 RAFGL 4545S 40 16
4 2 I1012659 42
1 13 41461 K0 30 80
3 9 U03608 50 136
3 13 41463A2 4 47
1 13 41464)(0 27 77
13 41469 K0 4 68




Position (1950) Flux Density
H
Galactic Uncertainty C (]Not Color Corrected)
a 8 Coords SM] SMN 8 O 12 Izm 25 vm 60 p.m
(s) ( ) | b C') (") (') N (Jansky)
06544+4413 25.1 16 173+20 39 i 7 95 3
06550+4315 0.9 56 174+19 70 11 94 2
06555+4529 31.5 14 171+20 68 10 95 3
06558+4841 50.0 35 168+21 64 8 95 3
06561+4115 8.9 46 176+19 43 9 95 3
06569+4209 58.0 40 175+19 67 10 95 3
06569+4232 59.4 29 174+20 24 7 95 3!
06569+4025 59.5 10 176+19 50 7 95 3
06582+4954 14.5 38 167+22 66 , 7 95 3
06583+4653 20.4 3 170+21 74 17 95 2
06583+4004 22.6 9 177+19 63 8 95 3
06584+4431 24.4 151172+20 40 8 95 3
06585+4801 34.8 50 169+22 31 29 31
06585+4500 35.1 25= 172+21 85 14 94
06587+4207 42.7 16 175+20 71 12 95
06591+4759 10.8 59 i 169+22 45 i 35 _=4
06592+4236 12.515 174+20 7°i128 _ i ]06592+4829 12,853 167+22 57 18 i06595+4329 31.939 174+20 39 l 956 467 52,566 2 1 27 7
o7oo4+4o39 28.7_ 176+19 63 7 95 3
07011+4041 8.5 37 176+20 73 18 I 95 2
07012+4159 13.5 50 175+20 58 13 _ 96 3
07012+4612 16.5 59 171+21 32 9 95 3
07019+4547 58.1 21 171+21 68 11 96 3
07020+4716 4.5 24 170+22 32 7 96 3
07024+4456 26.0 29 172+21 50 11 97 2
07024+4105 29.6 13 176+20 63 17 95 2
07032+4244 17.9 25 175+21 33 13 95 2
07033+4145 20.5 46 176+20 26 10 97 3
07037+4050 47.6 36 177+20 57 7 96 3
07038+4452 i52.1 7 172+21 33 9 96 3
07040+4847 1.5 44 168+23 50 7 96 3
07040+4536 5.5 25 172+22 56 7 96 3
07042+4932 15.6 9 168+23 38 9 963
07045+4407 30.E 10 173+21 54 7 96 3
07046+470633. 15170+2232 ,8,07046+4247 39,2 25 175+21 46
07047+4922 44.7 38 t68+23 3107047+40,1,6657177+2070 ;
07054+4954 26.9 2 167+23 21 8 96! 3
07055+4329 135.4 35 ' 174+21 70 14 95 2
07056+4729 37.e44 170+23 22 _ 962307057+4839 45._ 2 169+23 77 2 95
07057+4212 47,334 175+21 70 17 97 2
o7o59+414254_28 178+21 28 5 96 3
07061+4759 7.8 20 169+23 90 16 95 2070_3+461620_2t 169+2352 8 96 3
07064+4657 25.7 44 170+22 43 6 96 3
07066+4432 37.E 22 173+22 31 7 96 3
07066+4743 38.E 50 170+23 45 11 963
07067+4111 43.1 19 176+21 48 18 96] 2
07069+4408 ,56.E 23 173+22 50 11 96 2
07070+4707 2.C 47 170+23 42 6 961307072+4519 12.249172+22 55 96
07072+4959 14.0'
23_ t67+23 55 95174+22 64 9 6!227.7'07074+4322
07075+4715 33,9140 170+23 85 996!3
07077+4549 ,46.4!34 172+22 73 14 96 2
07080+4236 0.1 31 175+21 55 17 96 2
07081+4952 7.7!25'167+24 21 5 961 3
07082+4159 17.1 1 176+21 61 12 96 2
07084+4443 '25.3137 173+22 88 12 96 2
07084+4807 26.t' 7 169+23 61 12 98 2
07089+4404 55.7 25'174+22 39 7 96 4
07089+4147 56.9 12 176+21 24 6 96 3
07069+4440 $9.0 29 173+22 32 11 97 3
07090+4005 0.7 46 178+21 34 7 96 4
070(30+4118 41_ 10 176+21 37 6 96 4
07093+4553 118.7 15 172+23 70 12 97 3
07098+4734 48.85) 170+23 68 1)98207105+4547 135.5 172+23 33 96
07106+4630 40.934 171+23 24 6964
07108+4724 48.5, 6 170+23 50 10 96 4
07108+4714 51-6 25 170+23 49 _ 99_ 407108 _4235 51 8 175+22 41 107120+4529 0.5 51 172+23 34 4
07121+4719 9.0 44 170+24 29 6 96 4
o7121+421o9156176+22390 2 844.49 69 453
07122+4338 16.6 6 174+23 28, 6 96 4
07123+4244 21.7 19 175+22 72 16 I 97 307130+4956 2,6 1 168+24 58 16 95
07130+4727 3.6 4 170+24 61 9' 95 2
,, i i07134+4245 27.2 3 176+22 55 i07136+425638,818175+23 6_ i 9607137+462446.650171+24 37 7 96 41
07139+4129 54,9 52 177+22 30 8 96 2'
07142+4102 12,9 81177+22 32 9 96 31
07144+4822244 1169 2451 59807144 _-4836 292 3 169+24 23 141
07144_420O 29.6 341176+22 59 7 96 3 I
07144f4104 29.7 27 177+22 51 9 96 3
07146,4237 416 13i175+23 58 8 96 3
07147_4933 44.3 21 168_25 28 5 96 4
07149+4713 54.043117f, 24 73 8 95 2,
07151 _ 4223 10.6 31 _ 176 + 23 31 7 96 3








































































































100 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
Uncs Cocf R F}ass* S 2 # T Name Type (") Ma 8
3.39 CC EEA8 0300000100
1.98L C iD L 0500000000
1.35L C 6 F 040O000O00
1.25L C CI 0501000000
3.03 CC ' AB 0400000130
1.00L C CKG 0500000000
1.00L iC AF O 0500000010
1.00L BD AB 0 0500000000
1.21L 'B BKCL 0500000000
1.82L D B 0300001000
1.13L C BE O5O0000000
1,00L B A E 2600000(300
2.04 D D 6500000150
1.60: CD DNBC 2500000000
1.39L C J B H O500000000
1.97 C K HE 7580000460
1.26L C D G 0500000000
2.15 FC HBC 0500000010
1.29L B BD D 0`00000010
1.00L BC AA 0 1500000000
1.00L B B 0500000000
1,22 C D E B A 0500001000
1.23: CD KBE 1400000000
2.68 CC GJ BA 1400000000
1.67 CC LFAC 1400000000
1.00L B BE 1600010000
1.22L B AC D 0400000000
1.57L C C E 0500000000
1.01L C J B 2700000000
1,00L D BB I 1500000000
1.00L B 0 A D 3 0500000000
6.06 DC J DAA 0200000200
1.73L B B E G 0500000000
1.00L C AE 1400000000
1.49 B e B C 0300000000
1.00L B BI 0400010000
3.09 DCC HDAA 0500000000
1.44L E H B D 2600000000
1.00L BD AB H 3 0400000000
1.03L C GF 050000O000
4.75 ECC AAA 0200000000
1.0OL D ) CF 15000000O0
1.00L BC AAK 0 2500000000
1.0OL E DD 1500000100
2.52L C E H 0300000000
1,00L C BD 1400000000
1.64L D B 1400000000
1.0OL C CF 1500000000
1.00L BD AE K 2 1500000000
3.18 CC AB 0400000000
1.28: C C K B D 1400000000
2.35L C E 1400000000
1,32L D E K 0500000000
1.00L BD AB 2 1500001000
1.70L D BC 0500001000
1.03L C CL 0300000000
1.41L B BK 1411010000
1,0OL F E MI 0500000000
1.42L C K J C F 0500000000
1.28: CD H BB 0600001000
1.0OL BC AAL 0 0300000000
1.22L 0 D 0400000000
1.0OL C B E 0500000100
1.16L C LBC 0500000000
f.0OL BD ADF 2 0`00000000
1,07L B AE 0501000000
1.65 CF JLBB 0400000000
1.00L B B NF 0500O00000
1.i5L BE ACI 1 0500000000
1.19L C E B N 050000000O
2.23L C GCI J 1400000000
1.32L C C F A A F 0500000320
1.00L BB AAE I 2600000000
1.57: CC L BC 1400000000
1.29L E B N 2500010000
1.50: CC NGB 0400000000
1,0OL BD AB 1 1501000000
1.00L BF BFLL 1 0600010000
1.22L BD AC 1 0400000000
1.19L B B 0500000000
1.83 BC BAB 0400000100
1.07 ED L CC 0400000100
1.26L i F, C CD 03010100101.0OL C 0500000000
1.00L C BF 0500000000
1.59L C D BB 0400000000
1.39 CC L CC 04000000001.4OL!B cE 25oooooooo
1.0OLIcD ,A 0_0o_ o o50o11_o
1.ooL'c cil o.o0o10ooo
1.19 BBBF AAAB I 060100o010 15
i.OOL C !B O 050O0O000O
2,19 FFEC JDBB 04001000001.08L D J I 0500010000
1.00L B BB 0500000000
1.16L C [A L 0501010000
t.00L B A F H 0500000000
f.94L C LLDFA 03000000001.07L B 0500010000
1 12 ZG 654+44 20 153
1 13 41473 K0 1 87
1 10 M+08-13-039 91
1 13 41476 K0 32 75
8 I 12 ZG 656+41 56 153
1 13 4140OG5 11 8_
I 2 DO31121 36 II1
1 10 M+07-15-0O4 171
1 13 41508K5 42 80
1 13 41509 KO 2 75
1 13 41513 K5 5 85
3 9 U03638 11 143
2 13 41516 20 87
3 13 41523 3 86
1 13 41536 K0 8 7_
3 g U03655 46 145
1 12 ZG 702+45 43 156
1 2 DO31196 52 103
2 13 41550K5 5 75
1 12ZG702+4I 65 151
2 13'41568MB 8 83
4 3 9 U03679 44 155
2 13_41571 3 8a
1 13 41579 G5 I 7_
2 13 141562 8 9C
1 2 DO 12765 70 125
2 12 ZG 705+49 28 155
1 "41 107057+4836 19 12
1 13 41569 K5 1 8£
7 " 9 U03706 27 14e
1 "41 ;07063+4816 13
2 13 41595 10 81
3 9 U03711 30 t31
1 2'0031278 31 121
1 13 141601K0 16 7E
5 13 41600 G5 5 76
2 13 41606 10 5_
1 2 0031285 38 12_
I
3 13 ' 41612 M0
I 12 ZG 708+44
2 13 41619 K5
1 13 41621 K5
1 13 41622
1 12 ZG 709+45
1 13 41627
C 2 29 *MARK 376S1
3 4 TMSS +50176
1 2 DO 31342
I 12 ZG 710+42
1 13 41643 K0
1 13 41644 GO
1 13 41645 K5
1 2 DO 31355
1 12 ZG 713+49
1 2 0031369
2 13 41659 K2
I 12 ZG 713+42
1 13 416641<0
I 13 41670 K0
2 ! 00313915 1 41678 MC1 0031395
2 9 U03761
2 13 41681 A2
1 131 41684G5






























"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Exlended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 p.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
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)7228 + 4912 48.0 14
)7229+4918 57.2 45
)7230+4711 2.2 41
)7230 +4848 5.9 8
)7231 +4434 8.3 52 _
)7234+4321 25.1 5_8'
)7236 + 4546 39.8
)7242+4217 13.8 _)7244+4600 25.9 2
)7245+4605 33.8 34 ]
)7245+4815 35.1 5]










)7280 + 4739 1,0 46 !
)7281+4244 L6 52
)7288+4755 50.5 35_j)7302+4116 17.2)73o5+461531.1
)73o7+47314271_i)7309+4502 57.7
)7314+4718 25.6 36 i
)7326+4617 53.7 538231 +4622 6 2
)7331 +4607 9.1 39
)7338+4935 51.4 35
)7338+ 4057 52.1 28






)7351 +4800 6.9 44
)7352+4711 13.6 17 !
)7355+4434 33.5 37
)7355 +4401 34.6 50
)7358 + 4928 49.9 14
)7368+4018 52.6 30
)7369+4541 59.4 9
)7374 + 4833 26.4 52
)7375+4814 31.3 56




)7396q 4548 39.1 23




)7407 f 4529 42.6 28
)7412+4228 12,3 42
)7419 f 4715 59.0 44
)7420 J, 4213 4,0 21
)7427+4152 44.2 26
Flux Density Flags Associations
H (Not Color Corrected)
Ga[actic Uncertainty _ V L C
Coords SMJ SMN 0 v 12 y.m 25 Fm 60 _m 100 Fm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A S-ep
I b (") (") (') i N (Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
19 5 ,,,3 10.46 376 72 l OO E]Bo,,c 030 00000!163 4TMss+4017359138 6 96 _ 3 1.89 30 .40L 1.00L CC AA '0500001000
30 6 96 3 2.85 .82 .40L 1.00L BC ABDHI 2 0400001020 8 2 13141705K0 13 6E
,175+23
178+23 51 6 97 3 .79 .42L .40L 1.00L B BE 0400001000
170+24 57 11 97 2 .25L 25L .66 1.11 CC BB 0500000100
172+24 102 20 97 2 .46L 25L .36 1.01L C E 0500000000
172+24 38 8 96 3 .25L .25L 1.57 3.29 CC: AA 0401000010
169+25 71 17 97 2 .40L .25L .46 1.27L C AHEH 0500000000
176+23 28 6 _ 33 .75 .28L .40L 1.00L B 0400020000 1 1341712 23 8£172+24 32 6 1.71 .43 .40L 1.00L BC AB 0 0500000000 1 131 41713 K2 4 81
178+23 39 9 97 i 3 .47L .25L 1.14 t.80 CC =HMBE 0300000210
168+25 97 33 97 2 25L .32L .63L 1.50 C ML HE 2500000000 4 9' U03812 44 14C.
.27L .33L .44 1.16: DO! CBO 0401000210 1 10! M+07-15--015 46
168+25 1 97 .43 .39L .40L 1.00L E I_1 3600000000 2 13 41723 K5 4 8?
172+24 96 3 .70 .25L .40L 1.00L C BM 0500010000
178+23 68 12 97 2 .26 .30L .40L 1.23L C F 0500000000 1 2 DO 12963 30 9(
170+25 73 13 97 2 .28L .27L .70 t.26L C ECJ 0500000000
178+23 70 8 97 2 .41 .29L .40L 1.10L E C 0500000000 1 13 41731 K0 30 8c
170+25 53 6 97 3 .88 .33L .40L 1.00L; C AD D 0500000000 2 13 41735 K5 9 8E
177+23 53 7 97 3 .62 ,20: .40L 1.00L BE BH 4 0300000000
I
178+23 24 7 97 3 4.68 1.08 .40L 1.00L I BC AAE 0 0500000000 5 13 41738 X0 16 5;
172+25 39 6 97 3 .82 .30L .40L 1.00L C BF M 0600001000 2 13 41739 K5 8 81
169+25 54 _ 8 97 3 .25L .25L 1.18 2.20 I CC HAB 2500000000 1 10 M+08 14-013 151
175+24 61 7 97 3 .44 .25L .40L' 1 00L;C CI 0500000000 2 13 41741 K2 1 83
171+25 29 5 97 3 9.28 2.87 .73 1.00LI BBC AAB 0 0500000000 01 4 39 RAFGL1109 2 1,3175+24 71 i 170 97 2 .30 .33L .40L 1.00L O CG 0500020000168+26 421 97 3 .29L .31L 2.18 4.87 CC HDAA 6400000000 3 U03831 30 13E
171+25 50 j 9 97 3 .37L .26L 1.28 1.00L C MGAK 0500000000
173+24 83 I 9 97 3 .40 .25L .40L 1.00L E CD L 0500010000 1 13 41748K0 21 75
176+24 75 8 97 3 1.98 .44 .40L 1.03L BD AB F 1 0600000000 1 13 41749K5 12 8(;
168+26 30 5 97 3 1.62 .33 .40L 1.18L BD AB !2 4500000000 2 13 41751 K0 5 8E
171+25 41 6 97 3 .41 .25L .40L 1.00L C B N 0600000000 1 13 41753 K0 4 8C
173+25 100 30 96 2 = 1.35L .56L .48L .91 D LO 1500000000 1 12 ZG722+44 13 15E
175+24 49 7 97 3 1.51 .52 .40L 1.00L CC !AA_ 0 0500002000 2 1 2 0031530 36 111
171+25 51 16 98 2: .27 .32L .40L 1.35LD GD 0500000000 1 20031532 25 121
178+23 36 8 97 3, .25L .32L 1.17 2.17 ccl _AB 0400000000 1 12 ZG722+40 36 15E
169+26 62 230 97 3131 .27L .27L .40L 2.10 C[KrE] B EB 4400000020 8 1 32 X0722+492 97 8
169+26 23 6 97 31 .64 .25L .40L 1.00L C 4500000000 3 13 41764A0 4 45
171+25 47 1 i 97 .25L .25L .63 1.70 CC 040000.0100 3 9 U03845 29 13E169+ 25 597 3 48 293 312 ccBrGB,E]35o0001o00112 Z 723+48 151
174+252 919832 36 151 c ,% 1400010000, 1341767 0 32
175+24 45 7 I 97 1.72 .37 .40L 1.00L BD 0 0400001000 2 13 41772K2 12 5E
173+25 46 8, 97 3 .43 .25L .40L 1,63L IB [3 0400000000 1 13 41775 K0 10 62
176+24 55 12 I 97 3 .37L .25L, .49 1.00L C J I BH 0500000000
172+25 48 10 I 97 3 .45L .36L I 97 1.00L C iLJA 0500100120 8
172+25 24 6 97 3 121.86 64.21 11.51 4.54 CBCC AAAA 2 1300100130 23 8 7 13 41784 MB 3 6_
78 11 ! 96 2170+26 .36 .41L .40L 1.70L C BE L 0400000000 2 13 41786 19 83
172+25 52_ 12 i 973 .28L .27L .69 1.39 CCINDCC 1500000000176+25 97 .37 25L .40L 1,00L D 'C J 0601000000 1 13 41794 K0 3 7(]
170+26 5 i 97 3 15.09 3.89 .70 1.00L BBB AAB 2 0500000000 16 5 13 41795MB 3 6_
I
178+24 34 5 98 3 25.13 9.40 1.59 1.00L BBC AAAD 7 0600000000 17 6 " IIVXAUR 4 ,3
169+26 .27L .25L .35: 1.47 DC FC 4500000100 3 9 U03863 34 138
172+25 341 17j 97 347 7, 97 ._ 1.36 .44: .40L 1.00LIBF _AC 0 2500000000 2 1 41799K0 17 65178+24 34 98 11.75 4,23 .56 1.00L=BBC AAB 0 1500000000 16 5 _ HMAUR 2 3
177+24 36 li 98 3 .25L .26L .65 1.32: ,ID CE FBO 1400000100168+26 23 97 3 .97 25L .40L 1.00L AF 1501000000 1 13 141806 F5 39 53
177+25 48 6 I g8 3 .57 .30LI .40L 1.00L B BJ J 1400010000 I 13 41822 K0 18 73
I72+26 85 26, 98 2 .25L .28L .51L 1.91 F C 2500000000
171+26 34 71 98 3 3.69 1.50 .40L 1.00L CD AA 2 3500000000
176+25 22 6 98 3 2.19 .57 .40L 1,00L]BC AA 6 0401000000 2 13 !41833 K5 4 75
170+26 79 24 97 2 .25L 28L .40L 130 E B 1500000020 8
178+25 21 64 _ 3 1.08 .38 .40L 1.00L BF BC F 1 1500000000 2 13 41850K5 9 86172+2638 3 3.36 .90 .51L 1.00L BC AA, 0 3600001000 3 13 41853K5 572
171+27 37 28 99 2 .3BL .38L .41L 2.11 C HBC 6501000030 8
174+26618992 .39 .26L .40L 1.13L,D C 0400000000 1 13 41858K0 248(]
171+27 30 21 98 3 ,38L .29L .40L 3.04 C HC C 5400000030 8 1 32 X0731+473 61 8
172+27 22 6 = 98 3 9.36 2.20 .45 1,00L CBC AAO 1 4601100000 01 5 13 41879 K5 4 57
172+27 72 22 08 3 .25L .33L .40L 1.62 D K C 4501100020
173+27 55 61 98 3 .37 ,251_; ,40L 1,01LC C 4600000000 113 41882 15 87
169+28 32 5 98 3] 1.78 .53 .40L 1.0OL ElF AB J 0 0400000000 1 10 M+08-14-027 153
i
178+26 79 10 99 2i .44 .29L .40L 1,00L!C CF 0501100000 1 13 41888G5 25 7(]
179+25 41 7 99 2J 5.41 1.58 .40L 1.OOL CC AA 5 0400000000 5 13 41887 M0 7 65
178+26 62 9 99 2 .61 .37L .40L 1.00L=C AK 0501100000 1 13 41889 8 81
170+27 89 9 g8 21 .29 .25L .40L 1.16L C C 0400000000
169+28 20 11 98 3' .25L .30: 1.34 2.35 FCC FAB 0300000000173+27 28 99 3; 1.13 .37 .40L 1.00L BE ABM 1 0500000000 1 13 41894 7 82
175+27 64 B 99 3 1.02 .26L .40L 1.10L,B BF 0400010000 1 2 0031733 87 100
171+27 55 8 99 3 .54 .25L .40L 1.00L C B 2400010000 2 13 41904 2 87
172+27 36 o 99 o 1.29 .38: .40L 1.00L BD AC M 2 0500000100 2 13 41905 1 82
174+27 63 8 99 3 .42 .25L .40L 1.0OLD BJ 1400000000 t 2 DO31745 73 96
175+27 32 11 99 3 .33 .25L .40L 1.00L'C C E 0400020000 2 13 41911 K2 10 82
169+28 46 14 99 3 .25L 25L .57: 1.95 DC GBC 1400000110 2 12 ZG 735+49 76 148
179+26 27 6 99 3 2.57 .66 .40L 1.00LIBC ABH 0 1400000000 2 13 41923MA 14 85
173+27 45 7 99 3; 1.11 .31L .40L 1.00L B BD 3500000000 2 13 41924 K5 11 53
170+28 47 6 99 3 .85 .25L .40L 1.00LIC BG 0500010000 2 13 41932 2 83
170+28 28 6 99 3 2.30 .60 .40L 1.00L BC AA O 0500001000 2 13 41934G5 2 57
173+27 72 260 100 2 .25L .26L 1.02L 1.56 E DC 3401000030169+28 25 99 3 .27 .78 1.50 2.19 FCCB OAAA 1 0400011000 8 * 9 U03973 40 t33
179+26 49 7 99 3 .73 .33L .40L 1,00L_B BF 1400000000 2 "13 41947 15 9(3
170+28 63 9 99 3 .49 .25L .40L 1.09LI E c 0510000000 2 1341948 K2 39 72
173+28 34 23 100 2 .25L .25L .40L 2.23 i C B 8582000040 8 1 322 !X0739+458 95 8
176+27 42 7 99 3 .52 .25L .40L 1.00L BL E 0500000000 1 1341961 2 86
5 7 66 6 99 3 48 .25L 1 00L A 0400 1 0 t 13 41963 G5 18 71
173+28 47 7 99 3 .99 .29L .40L 1.02L AF M 8600000000 1 DO 31816 87 9(]
177+27 22 6 100 3 2.27 .57 .40L 1.00L BC !AA 0 0500001000 2 13 41968MA 25 7(]
174+28 78 9 99 3 .34 25L .40L 1,44L C BL I 8400000000 1 13 41969K0 32 72
177+27 37 15 138 3 .25L .25L .52 1.57 DCll KEE 0501000000
172+28 53j 15 100 2 .25L .26L .55 1,91 DC BB 0400000000 1 10 M+08-14=039 19
177+27 31 5 100 3 2.96 .76 ,40L 1.00L BC AAL 0 0500001000 4 13 41981 MA 2 BE
178+27 33 I 9 100 3 .52 .62L .40L 1.05LIB BE K 0301000000
2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources P_)."Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I;
322
_i I ! :




a 8 a _ Coords SMJ SMN 0
h m. o , (s) () I b (') (") (')
07427+4827 45.3 t8 170+29 30 12 99
07428+4708 48.4 35 172+29 79 13 99
07430+4454 4.8 55 174+28 51 13 100
07433+4541 19.2 19 173+28 69 26 99
07433+4644 22.3 3 172+29 53 11 100
07438+4727 41.6 43 172+29 50 7 100
07437+4210 44.4 45 177+28 32 11 100
07437+4546 45.9' 56 173+28 53 8 100
07445+4754 31.2 41 171 +29 54 12 100
07445+4952 360 55 169+29 63 8 99
07454+4417 27.3 39 175+28 74 10 100
07461+4429 10.7 59 175+29 39 7 100
07466+4459 38.4 23 174+29 95 32 101
07469+4528 58.7 2 174+29 71 11 101
07488+4023 53.5 44 180+28 39 6 100
07489+4724 55.4 51 172+30 45 7 101
07491+4531 6.(_ 13 174+29 86 34 101
07498+4552 48.4 19 174+29 41 11 10t
07499+4610 54.7 12 173+30 I 61 19 100
07501+4435 7.6 44 175+29 I 26 8 101
I
07508+4731 51.7 3 172+301 25 8 101
07510+4741 4.2 48 172+30 33 8 101
07512+4157 12.4 1 178+29 51 7 101
07513+4655 19.0 9 172+30 51 8 101
07522+4025 16.3 56 180+29 83 10 102
97527+4239 47.0 11 177+29 75 19 102
07531+4942 11.1 17 169+31 24 13 101
07535+4454 33.617 t75+30 21 10 101
97539+4523 56.8i47 174+30 110 19 102
07540+4800 4.0137 171+31 40 18 101
07543+4716 22.3 14 t72+31 70 33 100
07547+4406 469 46 176+30 42 8 101
07550+4531 0.5 5 174+30 34 29 101
07552+4153 12.3 24 178+30 59 i 11 101
07552+4845 14.9 49 170+31 68 7 101
07556+4747 37.0 10 t72+31 51 7 101
07563+4807 23,1 35 171+31 21 B 102
07564+4201 29.5 41 178+30 5t 8 101
[37567+4133 42.7 40 179+30 66 9 101
07568+4823 52.3 57 171+31 52 9 102
37570+4547 5.6 2 174+31 62 7 102
37573+4324 18,7 35 177+30 65 25 10207575+4002 33,2 56 180+30 41 102
07577+4654 43.0 20 173+31 34 6 102
37578+4500 53,0 53 175+31 45_49 13 102
37579+4059 58.6 43 179+30 102
07580+4235 4.7 26 178+30 9 102
07590+4843 2.9 59 171+31 40 6 102
07594+4548 26.8 6 174+31 35 22 103
07598+4621 51.6 3 173+31 30 15 102
08014+4802 27.5 56 171+32 35 8 102
_18014+4618 29.2 31 173+32 28 22 102
38016+4638 38.3 19 173+32 57 23 103
38016+4107 39.4 43 179+31 25 6 102
08019+4631 67.7 21 173+32 7416 102
08022+4552 13.0 45 174+32 91 I 28 101
38028+4625 49.2 51 173+32 51] o 102
08037+4751 44.5 42 172+32 52 ! 9 102
08045+4818 35.8 34 171+32 47 ' 9 103
08046+4154 40.0 52 179+31 29 14 103
08050+4852 5.9 14 173+32 103
08059+4234 67.7 41 178+32 7 103
08063+4327 20.1 59 177+32 39 102
38070+4821 2.6 28 171+33 60 I 1_ 10308074+4837 27.3 31 171 +33 61 103
08076+4820 39.8 39 171+33 46 8 103
08079+4608 58.9 46 174+33 67 11 104
08081+4534 7.9 34 174+33 70 10 104
08084+4521 24.3 32 175+33 32 10 103
08085+4906 33.1 34 170+33 61 6 103
08091+4804 9.2 0 172+33 54 15 103
08096+4608 41.4 36 174+33 32 9 103
08099+4637 54.3 16 173+33 35 17 103
08099+4724 59.2'19 172+33 24 7 103
38101+4950 7.312 169+33 54 15 103
08104+4145 27.7 51 179+32 73 10 103
08109+4835 54.4 20 171+33 54 7 103
08110+4912 2.1 30 170+33 52 9 104
08111+4742 12.0 2 172+33 113 28 103
08117+461344.442174+334710104
08126+4657 37.5'21 173+34 29 8 104
08133+484321.1'18171+349112105
08134+401725.712181+33257104









08171+4000 8.2 47 181+33 28 6 104
08174+473427.137172+345613104
08175+4445 35.8 30 176+34 56 27 104
08183+4301 23.4 36 178+34 28 15 10608184+4202 28.5 179+34 47 104
08186+4033 38.2 25 181+34 38 7 104
08186+4512 41.8 6 175+34 30 6 104
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended
Flux Density Flags
FI
C (Not Color Corrected) V L C12 p,m 25 p,m 60 /_.m 100 Fm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
N (Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
,3 .42L ,26L 1,04 2.46 CC JGBB 140000(3000 39
12 .33 .27L .40L 1.39L F D OSO0O00000
I 3 .25L' .25' .51 2.29 CS LHC, 04010000(_ 3 ,
2 .25L .71L .4OL 1.25 0 O 3400001000
3 ,25L .25L .65 1.00L B BN 0601000100
3 .50 .25L .40L 1.00L'B SLK 1500010000 2 13
3 .54 .29L .40L 1.00L i,., 9G 050, O0O000 213
3 ,50 .26L .40L 1,03L B BD 2501000000 1 2
3 .25L .25L .65 I54 ' CC CB 1401000000
2 .43 .25L .40L 1.38L ;C C 0500010000 113
I3 39 28, 40, 145,0 04o00100001 23 99 32, 40L 100,8 ,G K 15o00000002 132 67, 60, 42, 1.131 F EC 14000O00002 33 25, 40, 117,1C8 150100O0001 t3
3 127 63 40, 100,PtC ,B. 1!140001100063 95 30, 40, 106,S ,D, 140O0O00O02 54L O, 47 O1OO 2O2 43 54, 40, 116,O CO 1500010O0O1 13
3 25, 40, 308 0 O 44O000003081 323 292 83 40, 100 SC,S 2 03000110001 2
3 t55 33 40, t00,80 ,C 0 25000O00002 133 688 184 1O0 8C ,,.,, 105O0OO0OOO4 13
3 .81 .30L .40L I.O0L B 8GM I, 0401000000 2 13
3 .44 .25L .40L 1.14L B B 0500000000 1 2
2 .34 .69L .40L 1.03L C CJ 1500000000 1 13
2 .95L 25L .42 2.27L C K OF 0400000000
3 .27L .25L .79 2.07 D° J J DA 0400000000 3 9
3 .51 .26L .40L 1.00L D B I 2400000000 t 2
2 .96L .64L .40L 212 F G C 6401000000
3 .27L ,25L .44 1,32L C S 8 O,40000(X)O0
2 .28L .25L .40L 1.29 F F 2300000060 81 4 10
3 1.18 28L .40L 1.00L B AE 0500010000 2 13
.25L .70L .40L 1.61 D k D 6501000020
.33L .27L .69 1 ,O7L C B F 0300000000
3 .48 .25L .40L I,O0L B B G 0400000000 1 t3
3 1.03 .33L .40L 1.O0L B AC 0500000000 1 2
3 .37 .25L .43L 1.00L C CI H 0400000000
3 .52 .31L .40L 1.56L D CG E 0400001000 1 13
3 162 .32: .40L 1.05L BE ADML 0 0300000000 2 13
3 .25L .25L 1.23 t.37 CC GMAB 0300000010
i 1.21 .39L .40L 1.00L B AC N 2600000000 1 13.25L .44L .40L 1.16 C L E 1400000020
.63 .25L .40L 1.O0L S AC 1501000000 1 13
3 .60 .25L .40L 1.14L 13 PtL 4601010000 1 13
2 I .39L 1.03L .69 1.05: CO EBG 4600000000
31 .43 25L .40L 1.00L B BL J 0500000000 1 13
3_ 1,17 .41L .40L 1.00L pt AFL 0401000000 I 2
3 1.37 .56 .40L 1.00L BD AB 1 0302010000 1 13
2_ .25L .25L .40L 216 C D 2401O0O0408,1 32
31 ,25L .25L .40L 4.51 C E HB 4481000130
3 .88 .25: .40L 1.48L CD BD L 4 1400001000 2 13
3 .25L .25L .40L 2.50 C H C 8460000040
i .70L .25L .40L 2.04 D K D 3400000040 8
17.35 11.25 2.06 1.10: BCEF AAAO 9 0400000100 29
.25L .25L .44L 4.27 C GL CB 6480000030 8
2 .25L ,45L .40L 1.43 E EHD 8500000130 8 1 32! .42 .25L .40L 1.13L C A 6500000000
.60 .25L .40L 1.14L B CJ G 0500000000 2 13
.72 .25L' .40L 1.00L B BGM 0300000000 1 13
21 .45 .25L .40L 1.85L F E L 0400000000 2 13
3 .69 .25L .40L 1.00L B BC L 1500000000 1 2
3 1.96 .57 .40L 1.00L BD AB 1 0500001000 3 13
2 .31L .29L .40L 1.69 D F 1500000100
.28L .25L ! .75 1.21 L C B D 0300000000
.40 .33L .40L 1.01L C CB J 0300010000 1 13
3 .40 .26L .40L 1.11L E DH 0300000000 2 13
2 .33 .33L .40L 1.16L D DD 0400000000 1 13
2 .35 .25L .40L 1.82L C D 0301000000 1 13
3 .40 .25L .40L 1.O0L D A 0300000000 1 13
3 1.38 .28 .40L 1.01L BD AB 0 0300000000 2 13
3 .28L .29L .55 I.O0L F J D pt 1400010000
3 .25L .30: 3.19 6.52 EC° EAA 0200000000 6 9
3 .25L .25L .51 1.88L C E G 1500000100
3 4.00 1.O0 .40L 1.O0L PtC AAL 0 2500000000 3 13
2 .61L .59L .49 1.g3L C CH 0400000000
3 .82 .25L .40L 1.00L C AG G 0400000000 2 2
3 .55 .25L .51L 1.00L B BI F 0400010000 1 13
3 .25L .25L 1.19 4.27 CC FEA 0300000300 4 5 9
2 .25L .80L .40L 1.48 F M D 1500000010
2 .25L .27: 1.20 2.13 DCF CAB 0400000000 2 12
3 3,46 1.03 .40L 1.34LIBC AA F 5 0500o000o0 3 13
2 ,34 .25L ,47L 2,44L IC B 0300000000 1 13
3 3.47 2.29 .40L 1.O0L BF AAI 9 0300000000 1 t
2 .41L .25L .76 2.00L F B B 04000001O0
2 .44 1.06L .40L 1.30L C C L 0400000000 1 13
3 .29L .25L .67 1.23L C DC 1400000000
2 .25L .26L ,40L 2.05 D MC 5481000130
3 .59 .27: .40L 1.12L:DE BF 0 0500000000 2 13
3 .45 .30L .4OL 1.15L C AHI I 0400000000 2 13
; 2 .28 .25L .40L 1.25L D ID G 9601000000
2 .26L .30L .40L 1.43 D H E 9500000110
2 .25L .25L .40L 1.59 F ; F 8500000330 C 1 32
3 .58 .25L .40L 1.00L C IC/ 0501000000 1 1323 1.48 .36 .40L I.O0L B D O 0500001000 1
2 .33 .25L .40L 1.34L C C 0400010000 1 13
3 .25L .25L .40L 1.55 C E DE 9500100230
i 2 .75L .49L .53 1.24L D K L C H 1400000000
,25L .3OL 1.30 2.39 CD LOAA O3OOOOOOOO 1 12
3 .67 .25L .40L 1.10L C BC 0402000000 2 13
3 1.31 .40 .40L 1.O0L BC AB O 0500000000
Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 ._m;
Associations
Sep
Name Type (") Mag
U04007 54 146
U04O08 75 143
41995 K0 4 75
41999 K0 38 85
DO31863 84 106
42007 K0 2 77
DO31883 84 98
42021 K5 16 78
42029 K2 4 81
42049 G5 1 75
X0750+461 89 8
0031934 41 108
42055 K0 3 63
42058K0 4 56
42059 K2 3 81
DO31953 50 105
42075 K0 16 80
U04107 69 138
DO 31979 55 118
M+08-15-029 80
42097 K0 6 65
42101 K0 24 75
DO 32005 81 93
42114 11 87
42115 K2 4 76
42120 K5 19 80
42123 K0 3 75
42125 8 88
42128 G5 1 76
DO32046 85 98
42137 K5 3 75
X0759+458 60 6
42162 K2 10 85
)(0802+458 108 8
42177 7 95
42184 K5 5 78
42166 37 88
DO32108 15 113




42216 K0 12 80
42220 K0 1 77
42223 K0 1 7O
U04274 25 116




ZG 811 +46 31 151
42257 K5 7 70
42263 K 10 83
W LYN 7 4
42281 G5 21 68
42288 K2 16 76
42290 11 86
X0816+441 tll 12
j42293 K0 26 67
DO13474 66 101
42300 G5 6 80
ZG 818+42 83 153
42312 4 88




Name Galactic Uncertainly C
a 8 a 6 Coords SMJ SMN e O













































































































A Confusion R S A
R Flags* S 2 # T
Declination: +40°-+50 °
Associations
Name Type _"{_ Mag
42316 K0 77
42319 K5 43



































Z_G 32474 98841 +40 151
ZG 842 + 46 156
42540 86
42551 80












































































































































Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
a 8 Coords SMJ SMN O O 12 vm 25 _m 60 /_m




243 cc JBA 1200O0O1O0141 9 u04765 23 145
1.07 F L JC 12000000001 lJ 10 M+08-17-026 481.95 DCC EAR 02000000001 I 12 ZG 903+42 59 156
1.30 CO J BC 2400000100l 22 ! 12 ZG 903+49 31 153
1.90L B AG 0300001000! 1 1°13 42704 8 86
1.17L B A 1200000000 41 13 42708K0 i 26 732.50 CC L BB 0 9 U04769 19 141
1.15: CO LFBD 0200000000
1.00L D B 0300000000 13 42711 K5 i 18 82
1.17 C CB =2301000110 10 M+08-17-039 I 23
1.00L B B I 2300010000 13 42716 K0 I 12 75
i
1.0OL B O A A 0 0300002000
1.90L C AF 0300000000
1.00L B BH 0200010000 13 42727K5 , 23 76
2.12L C B L 2101000000 1 39 GB0906+49.6 81' 1400
1.0OL B AI K 0300000000 2 13 42734K2 i 22 76
1.66L C L BE 0300000000 5 8 U04829 [ 73 143
1.00L B BDEN 0300010GO0
tOOL B BNL 0401010000 1 13 42735 K0 I 10 75
9.90 DCC FGBA 0100001100 4 9 U04838 47 ! 121
1.63 CB F CB! 0300000000 3 9 U04844 42 I 141
1.00L B BE) 0300000000 1 13 42749K2 19 80
1.00L D B) 0300000000 ' 2 13 42753 K5 13 ; 80
1.31 CC'H CB 0400000000
1.00L CC LBCG 0500001000 i ! 123
148
V L C
100 /J.m F]ux Con- A Confusion R S A Sep
Uncs Coef R S 2 # T Name Type ()" Mag
13.81 DCDC CAAA 0 1101000000
1.57 CC NBB 0300000000
4.32 CC EBAAI 0201000600
3.35 ECC DAA 0201000000
16.60 CCCC CAAA 0 0201000000






























1.22L F C C
29.13 BBDD AAAA! 0
1.21 F HD
1.25 EIJEEC I1.23L D
.g6: CE GDCC
1.00L C E GI
1.34 DC CDA'
1.27 EC MBD
1.00L, BC ABAACI 12.83 CC
1.39 _C! CC:1.97L E B E I
tOOL B B
1.76 CC CC _
2.94L C MDAC
9.12 DCCC 9AAB 0 0200101120
lOO,6 Ei;; 03000100001.26 CC 030O00000O2.21 CC 03000(30100
2.75 CCI JAB 0200000000
.98: CO BB 0200000100
3.54 ECC GDAA 0200000000
1.27 CC MLAB 0300000100
1.00L D AGL 0300000000
1.00L! B AK 0400000000
t.00L E D 0400000000
1.36 D ! C 1300000000
1.00L CC AAF 0 0300000000
1.00L l 6 D A C I 0 0400000000
1.32: CF CBC 0300000000
1.62 CC HDB 1300000000
1.72 CC GLBB 0300000100
1.05L D E 0300000000
1.00L BCDc]AB! 1 14000100001.82 J I AA 1300000000
1.05:1 CO M 6O 0300000200
1.10L BBC AAAC 3 1400000000
236 CCC KBA6 0200000000
1.10L D C I 0100010000
1.90L BE AC 0 04O0000000
1.(ELL B F A B N 2 0400000000
1.00L C C 04O0000O00
1.50L ! C M CC 0300010000
8.40 CCC J AAA 1300000000
2.44 CC NDAB 0300000000
1.68L C CFI I 0300000000
1.00L E BM L 0401000000
1.20L C B 0200010000
1.31: FF AOcBB 12000000001.00L C 0300000000
4.63 CC HAA 1300000100
1.01L B B 0400010000
1.90L B C I 0300000000
1.17 CC I CE ! 1500000100
1.43L C J B 0300000000
2.68 CC AA ' 0301000000
1.65 CC, H AB 0301000000
1.00L DE ACJ 8 0300000000
1.14L C BE K 0400000000
1.00: C D L L A (3 0400000000
1.79L C B J : 0400010000
1.OOL B B E I 0400000000
.90 D HJ F 1300000000
1.00L E K F C D 0400000100
1OOL C CJ 0300000000
1.00L C C E [ 0300000000
[
7 9 U04862
12 12 ZG 910+43
I 4 8 U04870
1 12 ZG 911+42
3 9 U04876
: 3 13 42772 MB
4 9 U04881




'2 10 M+OS-17-080 '114,
3 13 42806 K0 21 81
3 9 uo4958 56 I 150
I!
2 "13 42820 K0 ' 1 65
, 4 9 uo4971 i 37 136
4 6 A0919+47 91
2 13 42826 K2 2' 76
' 3 9 U04982 7 i 140
8 4 " 9 U04995 21 136
8 7 ' 9 U04997 72, 136
2 13 42839 K2 i 13 78
I
3 "10 M+08-17-095 169 !
_2 12 Z0921+48 57 I 151
I
3 9 U050O7 40 148
2 12 ZG921+40 ' 33_, 151
1 13 42845 K0 17 85
I 13 42848 KO 16 I 80
1 13 42849 K0 27 ! 82
l
°13 42861 M1 3 = 7613 42863 K2 2 76
3 9 U05045 =66= 1432 12 ZG 924+48 _ ! 151
3 13 42873 K0 11 76
2 13 42876 G5 01 55
2 12 ZG926+44 23' 151
4 9 U05063 50 ; 153
4 13 42901 MB 15 80
1 12 ZG927+49 70l 153
2 13 42908 K0 21 ' 80
4 13 42919 6, 86
1 13 42916 K0 1! 65
1 13 42926 K0 15 80
33 12 ZG 933+48 i 8 15010 M +07-20-023 26
2 13 42947 K2 32 82
!
113 42953 K5 782
i I 13 42962 K0 I 65U05145 15
ii 9 Lo 15113 42965 85*13 42970 K0 1 85
U05151 _ 22 135
' 6 * 9 U05157 58 145
1 12 ZG 937 +48 75 153
i 13 42978 7 90
13 42983 K0 24 73
27 MKN1420 15
13 42986 K0 7 72
3 *13 42988 K5 15 82
5' 9 U05199 39 150
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 p.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
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09428+4606 48.6 3 173+49
09435+4520 31.9 47 174+49
09436+4109 37.0 33 181 +50
09444+4038 28.6 54 181+50
09447+4916 45.6 52 168+49
09453+4615 23.2 15 173+49
09455+4418 33.7 51 176+50
09459+4117 57.8 29 180+50
09461 +4421 6.2 48 176+50
09465+4930 30.1 34 188+49
09467+4634 45.6 22! 172+50
09470+4611 4.3 24 _173+50
09473+4019 18.6 37 182+51
09487+4959 42.1 47 167+49
09495+4036 31.6 41 181 +51
09498+4304 49.0 52 177+51
09522+4414 12Ai 44 176+51
09529+4009 56.6 3 182+52
09532+4624 14.1 37 172+51
09544+4528 26.8 24 173+51
09546+4117 38.3 36 180+52
09547+4539 47.6 14 173+51
09550+4119 2.1 46 180+52
09550+4326 3.9 44 177+52 i
09557+4756 43.0 24 170+51
09569+4233 56.3 38 176+52
09581+4354 7,6 27 176+52
09582+4118 14.5 43 180+53
09583+4714 21.7 10 170+51
09588+4627 51.5 35 I72+52
09597+4325 46.2 49 176+52
09599+4626 57.8 16 172+52
10001+4548 9.2 7 173+52
10004+4132 24.5 51 179+53
10010+4038 1.6 4 181+53
10011+4008 7.2 27 182+53
10017+4535 45.1 5 173+52
10024+4305 27.6 2 177+53
10026 _4347 38.9 10 i 176+53
10035+4852 35.5 25 168+52
10041+4647 9.7 241171+52
10042+4556 16.2 421172+53
10062+4035 14.1 47 181+54
10079+4054 58.4 29 180+54
10082+4942 14.6 11 166+52
10085+4158 34.4 27 178+54
10091+4704 9.3 35 170+53
10091+4523 9.6 12 173+54
10096F4659 37.7 11 170+53
10106+4708 41.7 55 170+53
10111+4520 9.4 8 172+54
10122+4943 [15.6 24 165+53 26
10126+4414 _39.6 32 '174+55 44
10132+4712 16 1 4 169+54 5410138+4952o.214o165+53 55
10141+4309 6.7[ 44 176+55 23
10142+4143 17"9155l5 178+55 2410152+4140 12.6 178+56 27
10155+4317 31.7 59 176+55 24
10158 ÷ 4418 48,9 9 174+55 58
10159+4700 55.E 36 169+54 40
10159+4325 58.=1 58 175+55 25
10160+4642 0.2 17 170+54 39
10163+4638 20.6 55 167+54 29
10167+4714 43.1 14 169+54 40
10168+4548 51.2 0 171 +55 32
10173-r4703 21.0,22 169+54 i 45
10175+4921 33.6r15 165+541 33
10177+4124 46.1 41 179+56 80
10162+4629 17.5 30 170+55 30
10187+4354 44,3120 174+56 42
10192+4128 13.155 178+56 44
10193+4145 19.5 14 178+56 27
10196+4433 38.8 6 173+56 28
10197+4853 44.4 10 166+54 31
10206+4236 37.2 5 176+56 44
10213t4053 18.5 16 179+57 53
10221+4546 10.6 57 171+56 74
10223+4034 18.6 15 180+57 32
10225'F4749 33.4 19 167+55 54
10228+4236 49.016 176+57 74
10237+4720 45.4 26 168+55 29
10237+4436 45.6 46 172+56 54
10239+4415 54.1 40 173+56 46
10239+4208 54.1 32 177+57 32
10245+4052 32.6 23 179+58 68
10247+4129 46.4 31 178+ 57 35
10249+4913 59.4 8 165J, 55 53
10249+4902 59.5 41 165+55 34
10250+4314 1.1 13 175+57 51
10255+4526 35.4 8 171+56 23
10257+4005 47.5 34 180+58 65 t
10269+4304 58,8 22 175+57 85
10271+4043 9.8 29 179+58 44
102721-4336 13,6 57 174+57 30
10278+4956 51.7 6 163+55 55
10285+4707 30.3 56 168+56 26
10287 _.4655 45.4 24 168+ 56 126
10294+4747 27.1 _ 167+56 87 =
10303+4040 20.0 56 179+59 30 ;
Flux Density Flags
!.
Uncertainty C (No! Color Corrected) V
SMI SMN 80 12 Fm 25 p.m 60 am 100 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion
(") (') (') N (Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags*
36 10 t13 3 1.13 .34: .40L 1.001 BF /kCM 0 0400001000
81 8 113 3 .74 .25L .40L 1.00L IC B G 030000000053 191123; .25L .20L .51L .99 c JoE 1_000o0100
_! 1711_g! 43, 29L 53 121L c Eo 0300o0o00010 .90 .31: .40L 1.00L 8F BB 2 0401000000
28 7 113 3 1.53 .37 .40L 1.00L BC ABH 1 0400000000
38 7 113 3 .25L .25L 1.56 4.77 CC G AA 1100100100
39 5 111 3 .54 .25L .40L 1.00L B A 1300010000
27 7 113 3 .33L .25L 1.76 3.32 CC GHAB 1200100000
30 13 7 2 .25L .39L .73 1.10L D DBC 0401000000J
35 9 1113 3 .25L .25L .98 2.14 CC BA 020000000046 14 133 20L ,25, ._ 131 co FBc 040o010000
70 1011_i23 39L 25L .77 1, CD ,,BB 030000010034 1.46 ,35 4o_ 1.o0Lco A_ 1 030100000046 7 1113 7o .26_ 40L IO0LC eH 03OOOOOO0O49 111123 20L ,25L .0o 173 co cc 030100010030 6 112 3 2.45 .95 .40L 1.01L8C AAF 3 C_0_2O0040 9 1123 20t 25, .99 169 cc BB 03ooo1oooo
67 12 112 3 .25L .25L .53 1.75 CC I CC 0300000000
88 19 113 2 .31L .57L .40L 1.20 D 0 FC 1300000000
47 7 112! 3 1.03 .35 .40L I.O0L BC AC 1 0300100000
I i 112_ 118 20: 40L 100,_0 ,0_ 1300o000001 112 .25L .25L ,59 1.I7L O OJ 0201100000
72 111 2 .28 .25L .40L 1.00L C C 03O00C00O0
95 19 114 2 .39L .25L .44 1,43L E CF 0200000010
29 9 113 3 .46 .25L ,40L, 1.30L C BG G 0300000000
46 6 113 3 .96 .33L .40L! 1.00L B BDI 0400000000
62 20 113 2 .25L .25L .49 1.16L D FH 0201000000
29 7 113 3 .25L .51 2.78 2.96 °CCC BAA 030000000042 8 113 3 .45 .25L .40L 1.12L BF E 0300000000
87 17 114 2 .69L .51L .36 1.09L C L ME 1200000000
51 I 16 114 2 29 .25L .40L 1.00L C HI 0300000000
79 15 111 2 .30 .25L .40L 1.15L F IH 0300000000
26 6 113 03 5.12 1.36 .4OL ,.O0L aC !AAS 030oo01000591 1, 111 , .39L .20L .45 1.O0L C CO 03oo0ooo0o
70 I 19 112 2 .41L .30L .57 1.O0L O ; BC 0300000000
37 5 113 3 1.59 .57: .40L 1.00L BE AB 0 0100000000
21 i i113 _ 6.40 2.30 .55 1.O0L BBC AAC 3 120000000055 1 113 .38L .34L .62 I.O0L D DBM 0400000000
52 1143 .25L .32: 4.78 6.27 ECC FGAA 0100000000
43 23 1114 32 .28L .67L .40L .86 ° FA 110000000069 114 ,44 .25L .40L 1.O0L C C 0300000000
52 13 113 3 .41L .25L .62 1.48: EC J CCB 0200000100
36 8 14 3 2.08 .49 .40L 1,00L BD ABKM 1 0300000000
31 6 115i3 2.33 .61 .40L 1.O0L BC AB 0 0300010000
90 9 114 3 .61 .25L ,4OL 1.O0L C AMK 0400000000
42 8 115 3 .25L .25L 1.22 1.79 CE AD 0200000000
61 14 114 3 ,20L .25L .59 1.39: CF FBD 0200000000
66 7 1115 3 .97 .35: .40L 1.00L BE AB 2 0300000000
60 12 116; 2 .25L .27L .77 1,37 CF DBB 0200000100
74 8 ,115 3 .36 .25L .40L 1.00L B BG 0300000000
10 115 3 .25L .25L .72 1.97 CF t BD 0300000100
9 115 3 .25L .25L 1.14 2.21 CC EAB 0201000000
6 115 3 .84 .29L .40L 1.02L B BC 1200000000
10 115 3 .25L' 25L .69 2.37 CC DBB 0301000000
6 115 3 t.80 .51 .40L 1.O0L BD ACJK 0i040101o000
6 115 3 6.54 1.61 .40L 1.O0L BC AA G 0 0420000000
11 2 3 .25L .54L 2.35 1538 DC EEB 0161023340,
5 115 3 .73 .23: .40L 1.O0L BF AD 0 130001000(
9 113 2 .40 .31L .4OL 1.24L O DE 0300OI00Ol
6 11513 t.45 .32 .40L 1.O0L BD AC K 0 0300001000:
5 115 i3 .72 .27L .40L 1.O0L B BE 1300001000
9 115 : 3 .39L .29L 1.70 3.81 DC J BAA 1300000000
6 116 3 1.44 .34 .40L 1,O0L BC AB 1 0400000000I1 12, 3 .20L .25L .99 1.16 CF EBD 0201000000
8 115 3 .25L ,46 3.70 14.84 CCC J BCB 0280023330
10 116 3 .27L .25L .72 1.57 CC C ABi 0300000O10
6 116 I 3 5.31 1.62 .44: 1.00L BBF AAE 0 0301000000
18 113 2 .25L .25L .44: .82: DE BECCII 040000000011 116 3 .69 .27 .40L 1.O0L D 0500000000
15 115 3 .25L .25L .41 1.21 CO KBD 0300000000
8 113 3 .62 .25L .40L 1.O0L B BE 0400000000
7 113 3 100.93 25.32 3.90 1.48 BBCC AAAC 0 0200000000
21 115 3 .25L .25L .55L 1.30 C HCC 1300000000
11 116 3 .25L .25L .62 1.59 CCI M CB 0300000000
10 115 3 .33L .25L .94 1.58 CC K AC 0360000000
8 115 3 .43 .25L .40L 1.O0L_B C 1301000000
17 114 2 .46L .26L .56 1.14L F LDJ 0500000100
13 115 3 .25L .25L .83 1.47: CD HBD 1200000000
9 t16 3 .47 .25L .40L 1.O0L D C 0300000000
14 114 2 .40L .25L .60 .90: FE ECD 0300000000
9 116 3 .27L .25L 1.67 225 CC AB 0300000000
18 114 2 1.36L .25L .43 1,23L C K GH 0300000000
12 113 4 ,38L .25L .60 1.49 CC H CB 0300000000
9 115 3 .25L .25L .84 2.20 B° KAB 0200000010
11 115 2 .57 .25L ,40L 1,O0L F BBBLMI 11000000008 116 3 .67 .25L .40L 1.O0L C 01000000007 117 3 .64 .25L .40L t.00L B 0300011000
8 117 3 .43 .25L .40L 1.16L BC BI 0300000000
12 113 2 .50 .25L .40L 1.O0L IB 1300000000
5 114 4 1.96 .50 .40L 1.00L BB ABJK 1 0500000000
11 115 3 .25L 25L 1.04 1.37 CC CBC 0300000000
22 117 2 .25L ,59L .50L .67 C DB 1300000000
19 114 2 23 .25L .50L 1.00L E 'J E 1301010000
9 116 3 25L .35L 1.43 3.76 CC HDAA 0200000000
10 117 3 .41 .25L .40L 1.05L B BEH 0400000000
5 114 4 1.36 .36 ,40L 1.00L BC AB O 0400000000
26 114 2 1,35L .44L .40L 1.04 iB O LEEI 1200000000115 29 .25L .40L 1,00L, C 0400010000










Name Type (') Mag
2 13 43022 K5
















2! 2 DO 33059
3 9 U05333
6 9 U05345
2 13 43115 F5
2 13 43117 K0
13 43120
3 9 U05354
1 13 : 43134 K2
2 DO 33107
2 64 A0959 + 43
1 13 43156 K0
1 13 43158
4 13 43164 MA
2 13 43173 K5
2 4 _TMSS +40215
1 12 ZG 1003+48
1 12 ZG 1004+46
3 9 U05476
3 13 ' 43220 K0
6 "13 43223K5P
2 13 ' 43226 1<2
1 13 43243 K2
3 9 U05531
2 13 43256 K2
3 9 U05545
2 13 43268 A2
3 13 43270 M0
F 6 9 U05557
1 13 43276 G5
13 43279 G5
2 13 43281 K0
;I °085°543285 K0
E 6 ° 9 U05572
3 13 43292
1 13 43309 F5
5 13 43310 K5
3 9 U05605
1 12 ZG 1020+42
t 131 43321 K0
1 :_ M+08-19-0272 43332 K5




1 13 43348 K0
1 13 43350 G5
3 13 43351 GO
2 13 43352 K5
3 13 43356 K0
3 6 A1025+40
1 13 43362 F8
2 12 ZG 1027+43
1 13 43366 K0
1 13 43369 K2
3 9 U05714
2 13 43374 K2
2 13 43379 A5
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a 8 Coords SMJ SMN O(s) () I b C) C) (')
10305+4419 31.9 59 172+66 44 11 115
10306+4610 38.1 11 169+57 39 8 115
10312+4922 17.7 1 164+56 32 7 115
10313+4439 23.5 21 172+58 40 g 117
10320+4649 3.8 13 168+57 50 13 116
10322+4210 12.8 1 176+59 32 7 117
10322+4108 17.3 8 178+59 53 8 116
10325+4554 32.7 42 169+57 57 8 117
t0327+4531 44.7 2 170+58 58 13 I15
10331+4800 7.251166+57 60 9113
10332+4016 15.949179+59 90 19116
10341+4648 10.233168+57 48 11116
10346+4354 38.632173+58 36 9118
10350+4630 0.610168+58 38 14117
10356+4447 39.4 0171+58 43 10 118
10360+4506 2.525170+58 46 5118
10361+4156 11.713176+59 46 18 115
10366+4739 37.0 31 166+57 31 8 118
10370+4913 0.7 24 163+57 57 13 116
10388+4018 50.4 10 179+60 70 28 _118
10389+4032 55.259 176+60 452 9i11710405+4102 33.6 8177+60 1 118
10406+4628 362 4 167+58 65 3 119
10415+4942 33.7 5 162+57 69 10 m120
10418+4158 50,4 39 175+60 23 _(_7! 11810426+4453 41.0 0 170+59 45 119
10431+4948 9.5 23 161+57 86 117
10434+4317 26.5 9 173+60 73 13 !118
10439+4711 54.2 46 166+59 88 12!120
1o44o+43170.327 173+6o35 10119
10441+43526.4so171+6084 1511910451+43276.37172+6041 91118
10451+4000 9.821179+62 55 6116
10451+4835 11.441'163+58 3610 I11610452+4503 12.560169+60 62 117
10455+4236 34.151174+61 46 9116
10469+4119 64.249176+61 41 14 11810474+4143 29.641175+61 33 116
10484+4237 28.044173+61 93 12120
10487+4449 45.555169+60 65 14120
10488+4358 50.633171+61 42 9117
10494+4424 30.047170+61 357 119
10496+4241 39.126173+61 44 14118
10498+4026 51.420177+62 567 116
10508+4244 48.617173+62 58 12120
10510+4955 5.117160+58 73 17122
10511+4327 6.223171+61 4611119
10516+4457 36.715168+61 3622118
10517+4136 42.423175+62 267 119
10518+4047 50.3 52 176+62 80 16 120
10520+4g59 6.035160+58 44 11 t19
10523+4049 19.057176+63 3812119
10533+4216 23.9 33 173+62 34 4 119
10549+4721 56.5 40 163+60 68 39 118
10552+4145 16.3 46 174+63 44 18 11810561+4528 7.6 3 167+61 50 . ! 120
10565+4623 35.0 17 165+61 48 16 121
10566+4041 39.454176+63 295 117
10567+4405 43.52169+62 50 7120
10573+4547 22.940166+61 31 6120
10574+4310 29.459171+63 59 7119
10576+4431 40.312188+6211325 119
10578+4300 51.4 6 171+63 59' 120
10579+4410 57.7 50 169+62 46] 47 120
10582+4756 12.5 54 162+60 55 9 118
10584+4649 28.160 164+61 461 g 119
10587+4555 44.4 4 165+61 39' 14 120
10589+4442 59.2 50 167+62 36 _ 12 118
10591+4529 7.1 53 166+62 30 7 118
10593+4609 20.2 31 165+61 66 20 121
10593+4552 20.7'41 165+62 85 13 118
11007+4436 45.0 7 167+62 45 11 12111010+4107 5.812_ 174+64 24 5 116
11011+4345 6.5 15 169+63 24 7 120
11012+4206 13.3=23 172+64 79 8 116
11017+4615 46.0 14 164+62 46 12 119
11017+4523 46.5141 166+62 27 7 121
11022+4501 17.3 4 166+62 I 40 8 121
11025+4444 33.E 1 167+63 47 7 121
11029+443455.5 187+63136 1612011033+444719.6 166+63 76 11911o33+4111so.646174+64 4o 8 115
11036+4855 38.8 _ 159+60 38 180 1221037+4616 47.1 164+62 1 31 119
11042+4605 12.8 43 164+62 61 12 30
11045+4049 :346 35 174+65 95 18 117
11047+4926 43.5156 158+60 32 6 120
11051+4640 10.2 47163+62 71 17 120
11056+4524 40.58 165+63 52 9 121i
11057+4053 46.5371174+65 41 12117
11068+4328 50.644168+64 23 4117
115118]110668+4446 51.7 10 166+63 23 15311071+4249 8.1 22 170+64 58
11071+4408 8.88167+64 37 12:118
11072+4633 12.753162+62 79 8123
11077+4014 43.4 46 175+65 47 14 116
11067+4112 43.0 50 173+65 68 13 117
11069+4122 58,8 37 172+65 39 8 116






Flux Density Flags Associalions
i (Not Color Corrected) V12 Fm 25 pm 60 pm I00 ffm Flux Corr A
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R
31 .25L 25L .74 1.69 C C B B
31 .34 .25L .40L 1.28L C C
31 152 .39 .40L 1,00L BD AB 0
3 I .25L .25L 1,64 2.30 C B A A '
3 ! 26L ,25L .89 1,28: DD BB
31 2.04 .47 .40L 1.00L BC AB 0
3 ! .35 .25L .40L 1.COL C ED
3 .55 ,25L .40L I.COL B ADKG
2 .28 .27L .40L 1.20L C D
2 .31 .25L .40L 2.02L C BF
2 .25L ,25L .41 1.53L D E
3 .52 25L .40L 1,00L C BKL
3 .25L .32L ,52 1.38 CC FCC
.25L ,34L .57 ,72: CF CCF
3 .43L ,25L ,66 1,00L C GMBF
3 .92 .25: .40L 1.COL B D A B 0
2 .25L ,34L .69L 2.67 D F DC
3 .25L .25L t.75 4.70 CC FLAA
4 .28L 25L .67 1.52L C L BI
2 .25L .25L .40: 1.35 EC E C
26L .29: 1.40 1.28L DC HeAD
.25L ,25L .59: 2,34 DC B B
.81 ,25L .40L 1.00L C AD
.35 ,58L .40L 1.19 DG
1.37 ,36 .40L 1.00L BC AC 0
.25L .25L 1.04 2.02 CC B B
.42L .25L .42L 1.24 C I C
.25L .37L .64 1,32: FC KJ CB
2 .91L .25L 1.02 1.36: CD H BG
3 1.12 .31: .40L t.OOL BE AF
3 .25L .25L .52 1.37 CD DC
.27 .49 .82 2,43 J J BA
1,29 .37 ,40L t.00L BD AED
.25L .25L 1.19 2.55 CC FBA
3 ,36 .25L .40L 1.00L C C
3 .62 .32L .40L 1.03L B BF
.26L .25L .51 1.COL C I B
.25L .31L 2.52 4.76 CC DAA
.26 .25L .40L 1,38L C D
2 .29L 1.06L .60 1.37L C GKCC
3 .25L .25L 1.42 3.55 CC H AA
3 .25L .25L 3.36 5.60 CC HAA
3 .25L .30L ,68 1,10L C ECF
3 .70 ,25L .40L 1,COL B B M
2 .33 .42L .84L 1.00L C E C MK
.27L .51L .54: 1.84: DO MI BD
.55 .25L .40L 1.00L B B F K
.26L .25L .42 1.22L C DG
.40 .25L .40L 1.04L B OM
2 .33L .55L .54 1.66L C DCB
3 .26L .27L .62 .95: B F B B
.44L .25L .62 1.18L F GCD
3 1.96 .50 .40L 1.00L BC ASK
2 .25L .36L .40L 1.50 D GDH
2 .45L .25L .66 1.23L D B F
1.14 .25L .40L 1.10L C AB I.25L .25L ,50 1.93 CC GCC1.58 ,33 .40L 1.00L B E A B
.44 .25L .40L 1.24L C C7.05 1.70 .40L 1.COL SC AADG
1 .68 .22: .40L 1.COL BE BBJ N
.25L ,25L ,56L 1.19 D KID
3 1.04 .46L .41L 1.07L C ADG1.48 ,34 .40L 1.CO B E C
2 .51 ,26L A7L 1,11L C BI M
3 .47 .25L .40L 1.COL C B F N
3 .25L .26L .61 1.67 C E E DC
3 .25L .32L ' .58 1.33 CC GKCD
3 .25L .38 2.48 4,12 CCC FDAA
3 .27L .47L .38: 1.49 DC L DC
2 24 .49L 1.09L 1.02L ID EJ H
3 .40 .25L .40L 1.19L B ON
4 .25L .36 6.06 10,66 DCC L BAA
3 .25L .44 4.22 5.94 CCC CAA
3 26 .25L .40L 1.51L !D E L
3 .25L .25L .77 1.81 CC I BB
3 .25L .25L 1.73 5.04 CC ECAA
3 .25L .23: 1.32 1.59 FCC LDAA
3 .72 .28L .40L 1.COL jB BGM
3 .87 .31L ,40L 1,08L 'C BeE
3 1.19 .22: .40L I.COL BD !AE E
2
.39L .25L ,47 1.COL C =IAHC3 .77 .25L .40L 1.00L B
.25L .28L .76 1.60 CE GHBBJ .34L .28 2.42 3.36 C BAB
3 .25L .25L .80 1.62 C C B B
2 .29L .32L .43 1.21L O J C E F
3 9.50 3.36 .44 1.24L! BBC AAOJ
2 .34L .71L .52 1.00L C F DD
3 .25L .25L 1.02 2.34 CC GAB
3 .38L .25L .71 1.21L C H BO
4 14.06 3.21 .56 1.00L BBB AAD
31.02 7.41 1.06 f.OOL BBC AAA
.31L .27L .42 1.00L C KCBK
4 .39L .25L .82 1.29: B D D B B
2 .5t .25L .40L 1.39L D SF
.25L .25L .49 .99 EcC , CB!3 .31L .25L .57 1,37L BDCE
3 .86 .26: .40L 1.00L BD
.25L .25L 1.49 3.68 CC ECAA







































































































pro; 10) High Source Density Region.
C
A Sep
# T Name Type (") Mag
1 12 ZG 1030+44 63 153
1 13 43382 K2 17 81
2 13 43387 KS 8 7C
4 9 U05744 26 141
2 13 43390 K5 3 : 70
2 13 43392 K0 3 73
I 13 43396 K0 6 75
2 13 43397 K5 15 85
1 13 43400 KO 13 75
1 13 43410 K0 14 7C
1 10 M+07-22-034 39
4 6 A1035+44 6
213143417K5 11 8C5 U05789 47 12C
4 9 U05794 33 ; f31
212 ZG 1038+40 29 151
i
I
t 9 ! U05838 65 1461343444 F0 4 I 5;
2 13 )43455 K0 6 7_
2 13 43456 K5 1 7E
I




1 13, 43471 K2 31 77
9 U05901 87 14ei 1343474 K0 7¢
1 10 M+0820-024 68
1 1343476 K0 4 8£
2 1343479 MA 4 ' 8._
2 12 ZG 1047+41 1914 ==,
12j 1343493 9 8;"41 10487+4450 38 1,d
4 i 9 U05969 39 i 131
1 1343503 K0 1oi 7_
2 2 DO33480 54 I 11(
)! uo6o13 13,43512 A0 4;
1 13 43518 K0 10 I 7;
!
5 I 9 U06029 67 i 14(
2 1343535 K0 1 8(
1 1343552 K0 13 7(
5 9 U06069 20 13f
2 1343557 GO 1 5(
1 13 43558 K0 9 8'.
4 13 43562 K2 I 5(
1 1343564 F8 16 6(
1 13 43565 KO 10 61
2 t3 43568 K0 1 8;
1 13 43568 K2 21 7"
1 13 43572 K0 8 7(
4 9 U06100 26 14'
1 12 ZG 1059+44 13 14t
5 9 U06103 14 13:
3 g U06106 39 14_
1 13 43584 K2 19 6(
4 6 All01 +41. 5
2 12 ZG 1101+43 16 14(
2 1343598 25 8!
3 9 U06136 24 14(
4 9 U06136 25 13(
4 6 Al102+45 8
1 2 I)O33564 55 11(
3 1343809 M1 8 8:
1 1343608 #(2 12 7!
1 39 OM+405 63 141!
1 13 :43611 8 8
5 9 U06156 33 15
1 12 i ZG 1103+46 35 15_
3 9 U06165 lg 15',
1 10 M+07-23-026 127
4 13 i 43616 KS 8 81
I
2 9 UCO187 48 141
5 1343627 M0 1 61
4 13 43529 KO 4 3
L
2 13143631 2 I 8
; 1 2 DO 33605 53 10
3 9 U06255 55 13
327
Right Ascension: 1 lh 1 0m54 '- 1 2hO4m28 ' Declination: + 40"- + 50 ° :
Position (195o) Flux Density
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Con'ected)
a _ Coords 5MJ SMN e O 12 Fm 25 ,_m 60 _m
ham..8, (s) ( ) l b (") (") (') N (Jansky)
11108+-4121 54.0 41 172+66 27 4 16 3 1.55 33 .40L
11109+4323 57.1 10 168+65 27 11 116 3 .25L .45L 1.06
11113+4835 23.0 19 158+62 20 8 122 3 .52 .7t 6.93
11113+4819 23.911 159+62 81 17 124 2 .E-4L 25L .43
11129+4607 57A 34 162+63 39 8 117 3 .61 25L .40L
11130+4152 3.6 40 170+66 18 11 116'3 .25L 25L 1.23
.80 .25L11131+4330 9.25 167+65 49 11161 .40L
11168+4,45,111168+6130 ,i121 1,,, 45 40,.11141+4159 9.54 170+66 48 116 .55 .25L .40L
11143+4713 20.3110 160+63 55 14 118 3 .26L .25L .46
11144+4612 28.91 53 158+62 41 8 121 3 .31 .25L .40L
11152+4153 15.5' 0 170+66 64 28 120 2 .25L .60L .40L
11155+4601 33.5 17 162+64 31 13 119 3 .25L' .25L .81
11157+4235 42.8 26 168+66 47 8 116 3 .64 .28L .40L
111 +414,50.0r36170+ :332.,1261 .25 =.25L .60L
11165+4803 34.2'39 157+63 i 26 _, 121 i_ .51 .25L .40L
11189+4629 57.2! 7 160+64 66 21 12212 1.33L .25L .51L11200+4345 5.4 26 165+66 28 117 3.34 .80 .40L,
11207+4242 45.8i44 167+66 35 32 115, 2 .65L .59L .4OL'
11218+4852 48.2152 155+63 21 5 121 4 3.52 .84 A0L
11221+4908 7.9 28 155+63 48 14 120 4 .53L .25L .48
11230+4112 3.6!49 169+68 45 11 118 3 .82 .23: .40L
11234+4351 25.533 164+66 33 3 119 3 .43 .54 7.67
11235+4300 31.1 0 165+67 84 12 116 2 .27 .25L .53L
11235+4714 32.1 56 157+64 49 11 119 3 .25L .25L 1.09
11251+4527 6.6 39 160+65 23 4 119 3 43.89 18.76 3.14
11252+4509 14.1 8 161+66 60 8 119 3 .70 .25L .40L
11257+4414 46.4 39 162+66 54 10 119 3 .37 .25L .40L
11259+4950 59.8 7 153+63 25 3 121 4 7.80 2.02 .37
11261+4304 8.6 10 165+67 49 8 119 3 .82 .25L .40L
11262+4127 15.1 18 168+68 56 10 119 3 .46 .35L .40L
11263+4756 22.1 12 155+64 49 12 120 3 .25L .25L 1.07
11273+4610 23.6 11 158+65 40 8 119 3 25L .25L .86
11276+4656 41.4 0 157+65 20 I 5 118 3 2.32 .57 .40L
11277+4351 45.6 19 162+67 45 8 119 3 .65 .25L .40L
11278+4326 50.5 43 163+67 54 i 8 119 3 .65 .27L .40L
11281+4812 9.0 23 155+64 37 7 119 3 1.04 .21: .40L
11284+4903 26.8 54 153+63 65 i 8 118 3 .77 .26L .40L
11265+4055 31.8 52 169+69 58 15 121 2 .28L .25L .55
11285+4050 33.9 43 169+69 62 15 117 2 .72L .25L .54
1 _2_ + _0_2 _1m4 18 170+69 49 11 119 3j "70 .25L .40L
11300+4946 4.1 35 152+63 51 8 120 3; ,62 ,25L .40L
11306+4718 37.3 16 155+65 22 6 121 31 .25L .25L 2.71
11312+4532 164 32 158+66 52 15 120 3, .25L .25L .57
11319+4858 55.0 2 152+64 66 17 122 2l .65L 1.27L .44
11321+4214 7.5 33 165+68 48 8 120 3 .50 .25L .40L
11328+4137 49.5 2 166+69 83 lS 121 2] .43L .25L .57
11332+4502 12.2 24 159+67 68 23 121 21 .38L .25L .43
11337+4125 43.7 19 166+69 54 13 119 3l .25L .30L .65
11339+4229 55.926 163+09 36 13 121 3, .39L .25L .80
11350+4809 5.0 54 153+65 23 6 121 3 .25L .25 2.50
11353+4314 20.2 5161+68 63 29 123 2] .25L .25L .54L
11356+4354 40.9 21_+. 51 6 1_ 31 .48 .25L .84L
11358+4706 51.449 1,+66 59 i 12o0 31 A7 .25L .40L
11359+4421 56.7 56 159+68 64 12 120 3 .29L .26L .65
11360+4523 3.6 15 157+67 61 10 120 3 .55 .25L ,40L
11365+4647 38.733 154+66 51 12 122 3 .25L 125L 1.01
11374+4218 26.7 1 163+69 31 9 121 3) 187 .42 .4OL
113_0 * 4_ _'4 4(4 154 + _ 32 '2 '20 3 m .2_L m_L .5,11386+47r_363 7 152+85 31 7 1213m 25, 25L 240
,1387+411643,031165+70_ 121203 37L 25L 10211390+442801521 i,.+66 26 7 1193 1.78 49 40L114O4+484025030 1_0+6548 t7 1222 177L ,30L 175
11410+4159 1.0 44 162+70 33 8 121 3 .77 .25L .40L
11413+4022 18.5 1 166+71 30 6 123 31 .47 .25L .40L
11418+4847 49.2 44 150+65 28 6 122 3 1.42 .35 .4OL
11434+4803 24.8 21 150+66 22 7 122 3 19.29 4.72 .74
11434+4746 29.5 16 151+66 33 7 122 3 .21: .35 4.84
11445+4344 36.0 57 157+69 26 8 121 3 74.97 53.23 6,76
11446+4236 38.0 56 159+70 25 7 120 3 2.01 .53 .40L
11455+4848 35.2 13 149+65 33 i 3 122 3 1.65 .43 .40L
11460+4659 0.1 19 148+65 22 7 123 3 .82 1.13 13.80
11469+4842 59.9 25 148+66 55 15 124 2 .25L .25L .45
11473+4603 22.3 53 152+68 111 29 120 2 .63L .59L .47L
11475+4221 35.0 6 159+71 51 11 123 2 .60L .25L .55
11476+4400 38.9 43 156+60 45 11 123 3 .25L .17: 1.30
11491+4845 9.2 8 147+66 44 14 124 2 .25L .25L .67
11401+4857 10.4 40 147+66 27 7 120 3 .25L ,44 2.67
11498+4844 52.1 2 147+66 8311 122 3 .25L .25L .46:11502+4423 12.8 58 154+69 30 ! 123 .25L .22: 4.93
11510+4808 5.1 15 148+66 26 ! 7 t23 3 .60 .90 10.67
11516+4809 48.6 6 147+66 80; 15 121 2 .45L .26L .52
11520+4912 1.9 58 146+66 56' 10 123 3 .33 .25L .40L
11530+4319 2.1 35 155+70 26 7 t25 3 .28L .27: 2.01
11538+4658 51.3 53 148+66 56 11 123 3 .35 .25L .40L
11541+4636 6.3 44 146+66 32 12 124 3 .25L .32L t.40
11547+4517 42.3 18 151+69 37 3 122 3 1.19 .34 .40L
11547+4933 43.2 46 145+66 62 15 128 2 .25L .34L .55
11553+4557 23.5 2 149+69 46 12 124 3 .25L .26L .60
11559+4413 56.0 35 152+70 35 8 125 2 .25L .24: 5.08
11560+4732 2.1 9 147+67 25 8 123 3 .25L .25L 1.64
11582+4855 16.2 8 144+66 50 8 125 3 .25L .25L .64
12002+4854 16.6 54 143+67 25 8 125 3 .34 .39 3.70
12005+4448 35.9 36 149+70 22 6 127 3 .77 1.40 6.28
12008+4738 52.2 27 145+68 38 14 127 2 .55L .25L .96
12034+4745 28.5 26 144+68 35 9 126 3 .25L .31L 4.05
120:36+4951 36.2 38 141+66 29 7 125 3 .49 .80 8.58
12037+4633 47.0 45 145+69 23 7 126 2 1.36 .33: .40L
12044+4805 25.6 56 143+68 66 16 125 2 .27 .25L .40L
12044+4849 28.5 24 142+67 60 12 131 2 .40 .25L .4OL
Flags Associations
V L C
I00 pm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type
tOOL CD ABN 0 : 0300000000
1.67 CF LFAC 0300000000
17.98 ECCC BBAA 0 0100001000
1.35L F MD B K 0400000000
1.eeL C C L 0300020000
282 CC EAA' i 0400000000
1.00L C BF 0100000000
1.00L BD AC 1 0400000000
1.eeL B 8DG 35000O0O00
1.34: CF MOB !0100000000
1.00L C C 03OOO1O000
1.63 O F D 3401000020
3.33 CC L BA 0200000000
1.00L B A F L i 0301000000
.91 D JD 3500000010
1.00L B D' CF N 13000000001.50 GB 1300000100
1.00L BO AAJ 2 0500001000
1.12 AA D 15000000101.eeL 5 030000OO00
1.04 K B C 0300000000
1.eeL' BD J 0 0300000000
35.20 CDCC EDBA 0 01C1034300
1.16L C B K 1400000000
2.59 CC NKBB 0200000000
1.11 BBCC AAAD 0 0200000000
1.15L i B BC 0400001000
1.00L C C 0501000000
1.00L BBC AACE 2 0300000006 16
I.OOL B A I 0400000000
1.00L E BE 1300010000
2.16 CC FHBB 0200000100
1.38 BcCC KBD 0300000O001.00L AB I 0 0400001000
1.2eL B A E K 03O0000000
1.00L B BC 0400010000






1.37 CC J BB
1,11L E LC
1.06L i B BG
1.19L i D CM






























1.eeL 8C ABBCI2, 04000000001.15 CC 0400000100
5.73 CD I AA 0200010000
1.50: BcCC G BB 04000001001.eel AS J 1 0300002000
2.26L B F CCC 04000000001.00L A D 0500000000
IIO0L _BC BENE 1400000000I.O0L AC 0 0500001000
1.00L C AABL I I 050OOO000O
19.47 FDCC FBCA: 1201043300
2.47 BBCC AAAB i 2 0200000000
i.00L BC AB 1 0400001000
1.00L BC tAB M 0 0500001000
35.07 BBCC CBAA,0 0181023100
1.47: D E D B 1500000000
1.12 F; DO 1400000100
2'86:86 C C _M BE 0400000000ECC FAB 0300000000
1:44 CC DC 1301000100
5.46 CCC FAAA 1201000000
1.26 DC HCD 1300000210
22.16 DCC FFCA 0180024300
25.23 BCCC BBAA i 0 1180022000
1.13L F D 0401011000
1.05L B O 0500O00000
5.13 DCC KCAA 1200000000
1mOOt 8 B K 140OOOO000
3.76 C C B A A 0300000000
1.00L CD AC L 0 0400000000
241L C J EB 0400000210
1.05L C HAD 0500000000
21.5_ FDD FCA 0200002200
6.41 CC BA 1200000300
1,02L C B E 04000001O0
10.62 DCCC DBAA 2 0200000000
20.94 CCCD_BABA 0 0280022200
1.76: OC_ N CC 0400000000
20.30 CC CEA 0100022300
20.97 EBAA 0 110O033O00
1.eeL' BD AB 0 13O0000000
1.45L C D 0400000000
1.14L C
C I 0400000000 j
Sep
(") Mag
2 i 13 43649K0 5] 6.=
5 9 u06263 851 11(
il 13 43665 K2 13 8(
i
; 5 9 U06283 42 _ 12(
1 2 DO 33630 23 96
l 2 13 43675 K0 21 ! 6(
1713 43677 K0 I 71
12 ZG1114+47 55 ' 151]
1 13 43679 K0 29 I 7E
4i 9 U06318 57 12(
'lr 13 43669G5 8 76
43,o. 2U06375 63 151
4 13 43719 G5 2 5C
'3 I_ 13 43732K5 3 76
2 131 43736 K2 12 73I
9, U06439 32 i 10E
4 [I 13,9[U06441 22! 13E43748 MB 4 i 6
13l 43751 KO 6 6,E
_ ) 13 43758K0 11 1 7-"
11 4 TMSS +50212 13 21I ' 43764 K0 3 [ 7E
I
1 13 43765G5 17 r 7E12jZG 1126+47 44 15E
; I
2_ 13 i 43784 K0 3 6£i 13, 43786 K0 12 ) 6)
2 13 43787 F8 21 58
l 43790 G5 6 ' 6_
"13 43793 G5 3 63
4) 12 ZG 1128+40 55 [ 15(
32 13 j43795 K2 9 8C
I"13 43802 KS 31 81
( 5 1 9 U06537 21 111
2 12 ZG 1131+45 54 I 15E




7 9 U06595 50 11E
1 13 43837 F0 7 5,.=
2 13 43839 #:'2 16 , 62
4 13 43840 13 83
4 9 U06618 47 131
2 13 43854 MA 16 7E
5 9 U06650 8 13()
2 13 43863 MA 3 7E
2 12 ZG 1140+48 31 15(]
1 13 43875 G5 30 67
DO 33795 84 10(]
lir43660K2 9 7143886 K0 5 387 5 17U06745 11E
4 13 43669 2 8_
13 43890 2 87
3 82 13 43895 14 8.3U06778 19 10£
4 9 U06797 25 141
2 *39 OM+479 119 1415
2 9 U06805 67 14i
1 12 ZG 1147+44 53 151
5 9 U06834 59 131
2 12 ZG 1149+48 18 151
6 5 9 U06856 59 11(]
3 4 9 U06869 17 lOe
1 13 43944 K0 27 73
3 9 U06901 42 143
2 "13 43952K0 39 7_
4 9 UO6921 44 13C
1 13 46865MA 4= BE
4 4 9 U06930 48 141
6 5 9 U06963 55 12.3
4 5 9 U06964 23 131
I
4 9 U07025 15 12_
7 7i 99 U07030 36' 11E
' U07033 32 15£
; 5 9 U07090 53 11EU07095 22 11E
1 13' 44032 K5 2 7E
1 13 44033 K0 23 8(:
I 1 13 44036 16 8(


















Right Ascension: 12"06"21"-13h11=02 , Declination: +40"-+50 °
Position (1950) Flux Density
Name Galactic Uncertainly H i
a 6 a _ Coords SMJ SMN 0 0






































































































(Not Color Corrected) V L
12 jam 25 _zm 60 jam 100 jam Flux Corr A Confusion R S
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 #
Associations











































































ZG 1310+ 43 156
44515 K5 81





Flux Density Flags Associations
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
a 8 Coords SM/ SMN 8 O 12 _m 25 /am 60 _m
ham. e 8, (s) () ] b (") (") (') N (Jansky)
13111+4348 109+73 25 7 124 2 .25L ,40L 3.05
13114+4025 105+76 13 5 125 2 3.68 .91 .40L
13116+4508 110+72 68 14 123 2 .25L .29L .90
13117+4309 108+74 51 9 124 2 .61 .29L .40L
13129+4231 107+74 26 7 123 2 5.08 2.17 ,52:
13130+4440 109+72 39 7 122 2 .25L ,37 1,68:
13135+4217 106+74 36 8 124 2 1.21: 1.14 27.95
13136+4636 110+70 53 11 125 2 .25L .25L .79
13139+4145 105+75 43 11 124 2 .25L .20: 1.27
13144+4606 109+72 43 10 124 2 .26L .49 .72
13145+4700 110+70 16 10 126 2 .42 .34L .40L
13148+4806 111+69 49 11 124 2 .39 .25L .40L
13152+4050 103+76 21 9 124 2 1.01 .33 .42L
13154+4136 104+75 67 1=6 127 2 .44L .25L .5213161 +4956 112+67 55 40 2 .30 ,28L .40L
13172+4547 108+71 22 5 125 2 132,16 64.05 5.52
13174+4902 111+68 83 8 125 2 .25L .25L ,56L
13175+4802 110+69 64 9 128 2 ,77 20: .40L
13178+4601 108+71 73 38 124 2 .25L .68L ,40L
13180+4024 100+76 28 5 122 3 3.70 .90 .40L
13189+4731 109+69] 26 9 126 2 .57 .25L .40L
13193+4232 103+74 651 125 ,25L .25L .43:
13194+4314 104+73 51 10 126 2 ,66 .25L .40Li
13205+4734 108+69 88 15 125 2 ,40L .25L .54
13209+4715 108+69 28 7 127 2 20.49 5.41 .73
13209+4320 103+73 27 7 124 2 .25L .25 1.68
13211+4623 107+70 47 8 125 2 .41 .31L .40L
13216+4333 103+73 46 10 125 2 _25L .31L 1,39
13229+4042 97+75 41 8 126 2 .58 .25L .40L
13230+4331 102+72 18 5 127 2 ,36 .58 6.30
13241+4617 105+70 35:5 127 2 1,61 .40 .40L
13243+4604 105+70 4012 125 2 .38 .25L .40L
13244+4230 100+73 51 14 126 2 .40L .25L .72
13254+4754 106+68 54 9 124 2 .25L .25L 1.81
13259+4035 95+75 110 34 118 2 ,25L .25L .40L
13262+4059 96+74 46 9 118 2 ,92 ,29: .40L
13265+4411 101+72 49 15 124 2 .40L .25L .62
13274+4120 96+74 59 7 118 2 1.81 .46 .40L
13277+4727 105+69 20 6 127 2 1.36 2.38 32.00
13278+4729 105+69 60 9 126 2 .55L ,76 .40L
13278+4731 105+68 34 6 127 2 ,87 1,55 10.04
13280+4559 103+70 24 7 126 2 5.74 1,54 ,46L
13288+4305 98+72 87 13 118 2 .41L ,25L .53
13290+4221 97+73 14 4 121 3, 1,41 ,37 .40L
13297+4423 100+71 59 13 126 2 .80L ,28L ,64
13304+4259 97+72 19 3 122 3 1.37 .45 .40L
13306+4207 96+73 64 11 120 2 ,29L .30L .65:
13311+4224 96+73 22 14 120 2 .25L ,28L .53
13311+4800 104+68 34 10 127 2 .42 ,25L ,40L
13311+4433 100+71 19 6 123 3 1,19 ,31 ,40L
13319+4131 94+73 65 10 118 2 .36 ,25L .40L
13324+4916 105+67 20 10 127 2 .83 .29L ,40L
13346+4944 105+66 42 6 127 2 1.23 .30: .40L
13353+4349 96+71 59 10 118 2 .65 .33L .40L
13354+4227 94+72 29 7 119 2 4,39 1,17 .40L
13362+4631 t03+67 36 6 131 2 .48L 1,02 7,29
13374+4318 95+71 54 12 119 2 .86L ,25L 1,14
13382+4514 97+70 29 9 126 3 .80 20: .40L
13383+4314 94+7t 88 13 120 2 .73L ,25L .47
13403+4155 91+72 23 10 119 2 .92 ,29L .40L
13410+4904 102+66 58 17 130 2j .25L ,27L ,52
13412+4948 102+65 53 9 131 2 .38 3.20L .40L
13413+4546 97+69 41 10 121 2 1.14 .22: ,40L
13419+4129 89+72 68 10 118 2 .74 ,35L .40L
13419+4923 102+66 41 9 131 2 .98 25: .40L
13430+4145 89+72 39 18 120 2 .25L .25L ,41L
13432+4157 89+72 53 8 118 2 ,25L .42L 1,67
13439+4117 87+72 56 12 119 2 .33 ,25L AOL
13442+4407 93+70 53 10 119 2 ,37L .25L 2.16:
13443+4621 97+68 30 6 125 3 .26L .27: 2.12
13451+4758 99+67 31 7 131 2 13.14 3.53 .59
13455+4933 101+65 30 7 129 2 4.21 ,98 .40L
13459+4217 89+71 42 10 119 2 1.06 ,29 .40L
13464+4029 85+72 41 8 120 2 1.59 .41 2.39L
13465+4235 89+71 96 9 120 2 .60 ,25L .40L
13465+4157 88+71 26 t2 120 2 ,25L ,67L .92
13467+4014 84+72 52 13 120 2 .25L .25L .52
13475+4013 83+72 35 8 118 2 .34L .25: 3.09
13476+4603 98+66 46 6 125 3 .28L .25L .52
13482+4755 98-_66 49 8 129 3 .44 .25L .40L
13482+4136 86+71 44!12 120 2 .39L .25L .90
13485+4247 89+70 86 I 30 121 2 .25L .67L .58L
13500+4821 98+66 38 ; 8 131 3 .25L .25L .55
13500+4329 90+70 40:16 120 2 .34L .25L .50
13510+4035 83+72 24 7 119 2 4.22 1.05 .40L
13512+4036 83+72 31 9 119 2 ,64L .34 2.25
13521+4427 91+69 58 13 119 2 .41L .25L .83
13527+4133 84+71 42 12 120 2 .25L .25L ,94
13529+4450 91 +68 67 10 121 2 1,63L .25L ,85
13535+4042 82+71 39 10 121 2 .25L ,25L 2.57
f3542+4729 95+66 34' 11 123 2 .76L ,25L .87:
t3544+4915 97+65 34' 8 128 3 ,38 .25L .40L
13550+4205 85+70 37 8 119 2 .34 .64 5,29
13557+4936 98+64 75 19 125 2 .42L 25L ,40
13563+4007 80+71 53 9 120 3 .66 .25L .40L
13566 + 4629 93 +67 38 12 122 2 .25L ,25L 1.16
13567+4650 93+66 27 7 120 2 3.90 .99 ,40L
13568+4929 97 _-64 35 9 131 3 .62 .25L .40L
13571+4542 91+67 33 6 120 2 5,23 1,58 .40L
13573+4422 89+68 57 19 121 2 .41L 33L .60
V L
1(30 /,Lm Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Coef R Flags*
5,05 CC CAB 1200000000
1.00L BC AA 0 0300000000
1.96 DC HBD 0300000100
1.09L D DD 0300000000
1.00L BCF AAC 0 1400001000
1,97 DDC BAA 1400001000
101.24 CCDC DECA 0 1140022210
1,15: C F B B 0300000000
2,11 ECC DAB 2700001000
1.47L C C GA A E 0400000000
1.14L C CG 0300000000
1.00L C C 0300000000
1.00L CD ABH 6 0600000000
1.24L F AI 1300000000
1.18L C CF 0400000000
1,43: CBCD AAAB 1 2500000000 29
1,58 E L B E 1300000000
1.00L CE mAE 0 1301000000
1.20 C I L F 23000001201.00L CC AA 3 0600000000
1.00L C B 2300000000
1.97 DD CE 1300000000
1.04L C B 0400000000
1.38L C CG 0300000000
1.00L BBC AAA 0 0540000000
5,26 DCC NDAA 2300000100
1.32L C BL 0500001000
2.33 CC CAB 2400000000
1.00L D BG 0300000000
12.21 DDCC CBAA 3 1202010000
1.91L CD AB G 2 0500001000
1.82L F C 0500020000
1.40L C I SC 0400000000
2.75 CD AB 0301001000
1,07 E NI D 1200000000
1.00L CD BB 0 1300001000
1.28L C CD 0401000000
1.01L BD AB 1 0300000000
122,88 CCDC BEBC 0 0141322230
1,11L D CD 0401322230
1,00L FCE BAA 1 0541222220
1,00L BC AAF 0 0400000000
1,29L C E B M 0300000000
1.00L BC AA 1 0400001000
1.60 CF KGBC 0300000000
1.00L BCFc AC K 0 03000000002.58 KHBB 1200000000
.98 CC LBB 1400000100
1.33L C D 0500010000








1.00L B F A F
1.21L F H CD
1,00L E A E
1.28: CF DD













1.00L BD AC I 0 0400000000
1.00L C B D 0400000000
1.OOL BD AE O 0300000000
1.51 C E B 1300000000
5,32 D D S AA 1180000000
1.12L D D M 0401000000
7.96 DD CHBA 1200001000
8,17 FCC DEAA 0100001000
1,34L BCC AABE 0 0300000000
!.00L BC AA 0 0300000000
1,00L BD AF 0 0100001000








,83 E NJ F
1.25 CE FDC
1,43 i DC DC





3.29 EC F BA



















13.07 CCDD DAAA 0 0100000000
338L C KCF 0200000100
1.20L BCcCC BE I 04000000002,16 FAB 13000000001.77L AB J 0 0300000000
1.00L B BEM 0401011000
1.00L BC AA 0 0400000000
1.10L F I GE 0300000100
C
A Sep
S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag




7 7 "9 U08334
4 12 ZG 1314+41
2 13 44543 K2
3 13 44549 FO
1 39 OP+425
3 13 44556 A0
5 13 44664 MA
1 39 GB 1317+49.0
5 13 44566 K0
J
4 131 44570 KO
1 13 44577 K0
4 9 U08400
1 13 44580 K5
3 13 44590 MS
3 9 U08415
1 13 44591 K0
2 12 ZG 1321+43
2 13 44600 K2
3 9 U08439
2 13 44611 K0
1 2 DO 34379
1 12 ZG 1325+40
2 13 44621 K0
2 6 A1326+44
2 2 DO 34397
F 13 9 U08493
F 7 10 M+08-25-012
F 6 9 U08494
3 13 44630 MA
2 13 44637 K0




2 13 44654 K2
1 13 44664 K0
3 13 44668 A3
2 13 44682 K0
1 13 44685
2 13 44687 MA
7 9 U08632
4 6 A1337 +43
1 13 44704 K2
3 9 U08656
2 13 44720 K0
1 13 44724 K2
1 13 44727 K0




1 13 44740 K0
6 9 U08709
5 9 U08711
4 13 44750 MA
4 13 44752 B3
1 13 44754 K2
1 13 44757 MA
1 13 44760 K2
3 12 ZG 1346+41
3 9 U08735
4 9 U08744
1 2 DO 34483
4 9 U08749
3 9 U08756
2 10 M+08- 25- 049
3 9 U08785
3 4 TMSS +40250
5 9 U08810
1 12 ZG 1352+44
4 9 U08835
1 12 ZG 1353+44
5 5 9 U08846
4 9 U08863
1 13 44810 K0
6 9 U08875
1 13 ! 44621
1 12 ZG 1356+46
2 13 44824 M0
1 13' 44825 K5


























































































Position (1950) Flux Density
;H
Name_ Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 0 12 /_m 25 _m 60 am
ham o , (s) ( ) l b (') (") (') N (Jansky)
13576+4847 96+65 49 t0 121 2 .42 .25L .40L
13588+4113 82+70 42 12 120 3 .27L 25L .79
13568+4841 95+65 82 30 124 2 .30L .55L ,46L
13589+4305 86+69 30 9 119 2 .38L .27 2.47
13597+4039 80+70 35 10 121 2 .97 .21: .40L
14000+4632 92+66 68 19 122 2 .28L .56L .30:
14002+4559 91+67 33 6 121 2 2.36 .62 .40L
14006+4634 91+66 57 10 121 2 .40 25L .40L
14009+4924 96+64 35 7 122 2 .28L .25L 1.63
14016 + 4110 80 + 70 71 12 122 2 .56 28L .40L
14024+4632 91+66 62 10 123 2 .56 .25L .40L
14026+4341 86+68 53 14 121 2 .45L 26 .61
14043+4953 95+63 15 11 91 2 .29 88L .40L
14044 + 4945 95 +63 30 16 94 2 .56L .57L 32
14044+4907 94+64 13 6 85 3 88 .20 .40L
14053+4219 82+68 90 11 123 2 .56 26L .40L
14059+4405 85+67 25 7 123 2 69.19 16.63 2.94
14063 + 4905 94 + 64 32 8 60 2 .28L .25L .43
I4064+494t 95+63 13 3 104 3 19.47 523 .74
14069+4211 81+68 52 10 121 2 .25L 25L 1.03
14070+4358 85+67 65 8 125 2 .32 .25L ,40L
14074+4916 94+63 31 t4 119 3 .25L .25L .49
14079+4100 78+69 69 10 123 2 .72 .26L .40L
14079+4840 93+64 17 11 106 3 .25L .25L ,75
14088+4000 75+69 48 12 122 2 .25L .25L 1.13
14095+4234 81 +68 46 9 122 2 .64 .25L .40L
14101+4238 81+68 83 12 121 2 25 .25L .40L
14105+4409 84+67 56 15 123 2 .39L .39L .56
14105+4555 87+65 18 10 92 3 .25L .25L 1.53
14119+4437 85+66 43 21 97 2 .87L .25L .41
14120+4539 86+65 19 12 103 3 .39 .25L .40L
14123+4145 79+68 34 6 1241 2 1.28 .27: .40L
14130+4435 84+66 16 10 11113 ,46 .25L .40L
14141 + 4547 86+65 17 9 112 ;3 1.14 .23 .40L
14141+4442 84+66 91 17 121 2 .42L .25L .35
14144+4619 87+65 14 10 111 3 1.15 .36 .47:
14146+4647 88+64 15 10 96 3 .42 .25L .40L
14146+4026 75+68 35 12 122 2 .53L .25L .78
14152+4347 82+66 16 10 110 3 .71 .25L .40L
14159+4613 90+63 43 6 169 i 3 .43 25L .40L
I
14169+4214 78+67 22 8 19i 3 ,65 .25L .40L
14170+4545 85+65 20 12 102 i _ .25L .25L .73
14172+4758 89+63 33 13 117 ,25L .25L .68
14178+4927 91 +62 11 5 109 3 .25L .86 6.21
14193+4044 75+67 51 22 123 2 .25L .64L .41L
14198+4140 76+67 38 34 93 3 .39L .25L .40L
14198+4413 82+65 11 6 98 3 5.04 131 .42L
14204+4533 84+64 31 17 t07 2 25L .25L .50
14205+4326 80+66 11 5 109 3 2.10 .51 .40L
14210+4036 74+67 83 30 122 2 .25L .25L .40L
14210+4829 89+62 38 20 84 2 .38L 3.04L .30
14213+4622 85+64 22 11 93 3 .25L 25L .88
14216+4341 80+65 16 6 102 3 .46 ,25L .40L
14218+4937 91+62 15 5 123 3 1.42 .37 .40L
14218+4256 79+66 13 9 98 3 .59 .25L .40L
14219+4336 80+65 75 15 126 2 .25L .27L .57L
14225+4745 87+63 19 12 112_ 2 .36 .25L .40L
14226+4454 82+64 29 14 1101 o 25L .25L .52
14231+4038 73+67 25 8 106 ! 3 .42 .25L .40L
14244+4847 89+62 65 8 173 3 .32L 25L .50L
14249+4813 88+62 22 12 90 2 .31 .25L .40L
14250+4010 72+66 29 13 96 3 .25L .25L .40
14255+4622 84+63 17 3 1113 3 .27L .33 2.67
14256+4126 75+66 16 8 117 4 .25L .25L 1.44
14259+4937 90+61 t6 tl 102 3 .51 .25L .40L
14271+4203 76+65 14 5 116 4 .51L .23 2.25
14273+4429 80+64 17 8 _109 _ .91 .25L .40L
14273+4812 87+62 16 8!102 _ 38 .25L .40L
14276+4201 75+65 20 8 115 3 ,51 .26L .40L
14280+4950 90+61 30 14 126 3 .32L .32 3.39
14282+4057 73+66 49 17 95 2 .29L .25L .32
14292+4400 79+64 24 10 118 3 .47 .25L .40L
14293+4137 74+65 45 8 120 3 .35L .25L .42
14293+4549 83+63 14 9 107 31 33 .25L .40L
14297+4202 75+65 15 6 117 4 .70 .32 .40L
14309+4103 73+65 17 6 108 3 1.34 .37 .40L
14310+4940 89+60 11 6 106 3 .60 .91 10.34
14315+4018 71+65 21 8 102 3 25L .25L 1.82
14316+4315 77+64 21 10 116 4 .26L 25L ,55
14326+4016 71+65 38 12 103 3 .39L ,25L .56
14329+4935 88+60 17 4 124 3 8.30 2.01 .33:
14329+4853 87+6I 33 t6 125 3 .25L .25L .47
14337+4857 87+60 28 18 116 2 .25L ,25L .44
14342+4026 71+65 26 8 107 3 .46 25L .40L
14345+4154 74+64 14 5 96 3 .25L .28 2.00
14347+4122 73+64 21 11 104 3 ._5L _13: 1.15
14347+4944 88+60 14 3 112 3 1.54 .45 .40L
14350+4302 76+63 34 14 97 2 .28 .25L .40L
14350+4202 74 +64 30 6 94 3 ,25L .26L 37
14360+4019 70+64 39 8 114 3 .25L .25L .53
14363+4040 ;_1 19 10 105 3 .25L .25L .92
14363+4351 ' 16 3 118 4 6.50 131 .40L
14363+4651 83+61 16 8 108 3 .25L 25L .94
14369+4437 79+62 26 6 124 3 .28 25L .40L
14376+4854 86+60 18 9 120 3 .49 ,25L .40L
14377+4650 83+61 31 8 18 3 .25L .25L .80
14379+4257 75+63 31 13 107 3 .25L .25L .93
14362+4259A 75+63 36 8 18 3 .27L 25L .55
14392+4046 71 +64 22 3 108 3 235 .68 .40L
14396+4443 78+62 16 6 102 4 .25L .25L .78
100 "am
1.41L B BN J
1.96 CC BA
1.07L F B K

















Declination: + 40 °- + 50°
Flags A_ociations
V L C
Flux Corr A Cen_sion R S A Sep
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (") Ma t
1,00k C BB 0500000000 1 13 44831 K2 3 7
1,89 CC G BC 0400000200 4 7 9 U06932 60 15
135 D NGD 1500000000 3 9 U08933 43 14
4,25 ECC DAA 0100000000 10 M+07 29-036 37
1,00L B D AD 0 1400001000 13 44851 K2 1 7
1.25 DC I EB 1400100000 3 9 U08947 11 14
1,00L B D AA 1 1400000000 2 13 44858 K5 5 6
1.20L C BI 1400101000 2 I8 5370A M3 2 29 9
5,21 CC HF AA 0300010000 4 9 U08969 46 12
t.00L E CG 0500000000 3 13 44867 10 8
1.08L C BI 1400001000 1 13 44871 K5 25 8
1.28: DF F DCC 0200001100
1.OOLIC DL 0500010000 1 13 44886 K0 5 7
1.93L, C DD 0400000000
1.00LBD AD G 0 1401000000 2 13 44888 K5 1 7
1.OOL'C CB 0300000000 1 13 44896 K0 19 7
1.16L BB D AAAM 0 0300000000 18 5 13 44901 M3 4 5
.89: DE DC 1401000000 2 29 "IZW81 Sl 69 16
1.00L BBC AAA 0 1500000100 18 5 13 44905 M0 2 5
257 C C DAB 0300000000
1.07L D C C 0300000000 1 13 44911 K2 24 71.46L J HCC 1400000010 3 9 U09056 33 14
1.00L C BE 0500000000 1 13 44919 K2 3 7
t.46 B B FAB 0500000000
2.58 CC AA 0300000000 3 9 U09077 52 14
1.00L C B K 0300000000 1 13 44929 K0 15 8
1.00L C E 0300000000 1 13 44932 K5 9 B
1.04L C KCG 0300000100 1 "41 14104+4409 37
3.57 CD I AA 0200000000 4 9 U09098 56 14
1.00L D E 1300000000 2 "41 14119+4438 11
t.20L C D 0300010000 t 13 44949 K0 7 7
1.00L CC AC 2 0300001000 2 13 44952 K2 24 E
1.00L B BL J 1301020000 1 3 "13 44953 K2 3
1.00L CD BC L 4 0300000000 1 13 44963 K0 4 e
1.11L D B G 0300000100 1 '41 14140+4443 55
1.00L BCC ABCF 0 0400001000 3 13 44965 A0 2 4
2 13 44967 5
1 13 44972 K2 2 8
2 13 44982 F5 4 e
1 13 44990 K0 7
1 "41 14170+4546 33
1 12 ZG 1417+47 38 1_
3 12ZG 1417+49 6 1_
4 1 32 X1419+416 99 4
4 13 45009 MA 2
1 10 M+08-26-029 122
1 13 45019 MA 1
5 9 U09217 80 14
1.00L BB AADJ 0 0300000000
1.57L C G B D 0300000000
1.00L BC ABH 0 3400001010
88 D I D 3400000000
1,02L D E H 1501000000
1,48 BB N AS 0201001000
1.00L B CGM 3401000100
1.00L BC AB J 3 2400001000














1.00L C A K
9.67 DCC FDBA
1.24L C E E F
1.00L B B L
1.20L C J DF
1.00L B DI
1.00L BC AB
1.00L BC AB C 1 1400000000
30.61 EDCC _CAA 9 1240023100
4.87 CC NHAA 0140000200
.92: BC N BC 0300000100
1.07L C BI 0300000000
1.00L BBC AAD 4 1600000000
1 13 45026 K0 2
1 13 45030 K0 2
0301000000 1 13 45031 K2 1
3400000100
0500000000 1 13 45041 12
1300000100 1 "41_ 14225+4454 30
2300020000 1 2_ DO 14953 33
1200000000 3 9 U09248 6 1_
0400000000 1 13 45052 K0 2
2200000000 3 12 ZG 1425+40 44 lz
2180000000 5 9 U09271 t0 1;
0201000000 3 9 U09270 33 1C
1400020000 1 I3 45063 G5 3
1100010000 3 9 U09307 55 1_
0301000000 t 13 45071 K0 3
1400010000 t 13 45073 K0 3 i
1300011000 2 13 45075 GO 4
1201013100 2 5 9 U09325 58 1;
0200000000 1 12 ZG 1428+40 22 1_
0300000000 1 2 DO 34669 56
0200000200 4
1300000000 1 13 45088 K5 51
0 0300010000 ]
1 13 45104 K5 3
3 5 9 U09366 40 1'
4 5 9 U09376 87 1!
1.34 CC J CD 0600000000
1.42 CC KCC 0500000000
1.00L B CF D 0300020000
3.99 DCC J DAA 0100001000
2.54 E CB HAA 0200000000
1.00L BE AB 0 1600000000
1.09L C D N 0400000000
1.24 CC HHF B 0100000000
1.54 F E CBB 0200000110
3.07 CC NBA 0100000000
1.00L BB AAI G 0 0300000000
3.55 B B GAA 0100000000
1.10L;C B 0200010000
1,00LIC DI 1700000000
1,81 BC F NAB 0200000000
2,13 CB DAA 1381100010
1.14L C MF A B 1401100010
1.00L BC AA F 0 0400000000
2,43 CB L EAA 0202000010
3 13 45121 K5 1
8 9 U09388 19 1]
4 9 U09399 33 1;
1 I 13 45128 KO 5
3 9 U09407 7 1.
3 9 U09409 36 11
2 13 45132 K5 4
1 13 45133 F8 8
3 9 U09415 61 1,
3 9 U09429 36 1,
3 9 U09430 15 I:
3 13 45145 K0 2 56
3 9 U09431 11 1
2 13 45153 A0 2 53
1 13 45156 1 66
3 9 U09456 41 1
3 9 U09460 51 1
3 13 45170MA 3 51
3 9 U09476 31 1






a _ Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 p.m8(1
hm. o , (s) () I b (') C) (') N
14397+4713 44.0 13 83+61 143 6 167 2
14401+4126 7.5 54 i 72+63 45 8 11 3
14405+4203 32.5 0 73+63 58 37 86 2
14418+4040 48.4 12 70+63 15 5 106 3
14435+4335 33.7 19 76+62 20 9 113 3
14445+4402 34.4 20 76+61 40 8 98 2
14471+4240 11.2 6 73+62 48 8 95 3
14474+4233 28.6 20 73+62 31 11 104 3
14475+4619 31.7 22 80+60 11 8 120 4
14479+4865 58.9 38 84+59 13 9 121 3
14480+4106 2.5 48 70+62 68 25 98 2
14487+4256 47.1 50 74+61 25 9 111 3
14491+4912 6.448 85+58 41 22 117 3
14497+4048 44.E 3 69+62 44 15 100314502+4640 17,4 51 80+59 13 101
14512+4210 15.2 21 72+61 39 6 105 3
14517+4238 44.3 57 73+61 37 16 101 3
14520+4553 2.3 7 78+59 18 9 108 3
14524+4245 24.8 31 73+61 24 12 103 3
14527+4213 43.9 45 72+61 44 22 99 2
14528+4647 48.4145 80+59 17 t0 74 2
14528+4059 53.5112 69+61 20 10 102 3
14529+4519 57.8 29 77+60 28 8 84 3
14529+4935 59.6 21 85+58 26 8 157 5
14530+4918 2.1 32 84+58 94 28 72 2
14541+4906 8.1 39 84+58 16 11 97 4
14542+4536 17.8 19 78+59 24 12 106 3
14546+4935 39.4 57 84+57 13 3 113 5
14547+4949 43.4 50 85+57 13 8 112 5
14654+4952 27.4 8 85+57 14 6 117 5
14562+4336 14.1 45 74+60 17 8 102 3
14568+4504 49.1 54 76+59 15 3 95 3
14579+4931 56.5 31 84+57 29 18 97 3
14562+4447 16.6 1 76+59 18 9 95 4
14588+4922 53.5 28 83+57 93 22 121 2
14589+4815 54.7 56 82+57 61 39 126 2
14591+4016 6.8 52 67+60 16 9 110 3
14591+4537 9.4 15 77+58 14 8 115 4
14597+4923 47.5 25 83+57 10 8 172 4
14598+4830 51.9 54 82+57 13 3 100 41
i
15000+4036 3.5 13 68+60 13 5 107 3 I
15001+4604 10.0 16 81+57 20 8 99 4
15002+4214 15.7 53 71+60 24 8 112 3
15005+4610 33.525: 78+58 11 3 119 4
15013+4250 20.1 24 72+59 41 22 99 3
15013+4450 20.6 201 75+58 52 8 172 3
15013+4322 22.0 541 73+59 15 7 104 4
15021+4750 6_8 55 i 80+57 17 3 t15 3
15025+4508 31.6 19_ 76+58 49 11 120 2
15026+4436 38.1 39 75+58 41 20 93 2
15027+4935 47.8 20 83+56 25 8 120 3
15030+4835 1.5 20 81+57 18 8 96 3
15031+4118 7.6 16 69+59 40 8 3 3
15033+4850 19.2 13 82+56 32 12 86 2
15037+4645 42.7 25 78+57 22 10 98 4
15039+4435 57.8 57 75+58 95 24 76 2
15047+4249 44.5 56 71+69 13 3 113 4
15050+4107 3.6 12 68+59 27 8 105 4
15058+4234 52.9 46 71+58 13 9 93 3
15059+4705 59.8 6 79+57 34 18 106 3
15066+4725 40.2 10 79+57 19 12 99 2
15068+4447 53.5 28 75+58 33 10 89 2
15087+4221 42.2 10 70+58 32 12 105 2
15100+4626 4,0 35 77+56 31 18 102 2
15110+4427 1.5 29 74+57 11 8 108 3
15111+4845 7.0 57 81+55 14 9 108 3
15114+4042 24.2 21 67+56 19 11 105 4
15114+4957 24.9 41 83+55 14 8 173 4
16116+4755 33.4 52 79+56 35 8 78 2
15117+4230 42.2 44 70+57 66 20 101 2
15117+4208 45.1 36 69+58 20 11 104 3
16122+4446 16.1 35 74+57 77 33 90 2
t5123+4221 21.6 22 70+57 13 5 103 3
15131+4658 6.5 46 78+56 29 10 95 315132+4214 115.0 v 69+57 14 6 104 3
15132+4223 17.0 37 70+57 14 6 104 3
15136+4041 38.6 5 67+58 33 15 102 3
15159+4004 56,9 9 65+57 33 6 93 2
15160+4755 0.5 19 79+55 14 10 91 4
15163+4255 19.0 40 70+56 21 3 21 3
15165+4548 33.1 3 75+56 12 5 121 315169+4511 56.5 54 74+56 22 101117
15177+4603 44.4 36 76+55 17 9 117 3
15179+4101 56.6 28 67+57 35 8 111 4
16179+4423 56.9 53 73+56 14 8 119 3
15189+4436 58.0 49 73+56 41 8 177 3
15189+4706 58.4 21 77+55 53 14 72 2
15191+4550 11.0 42 75+55 8 8 114 4
15192+4553 14.4 52 75+55 28 8 170 4
15194+4154 25.0 33 68+56 33 29 101 2
15198+4724 53.4 60 78+54 44 25 72 2
7.8 46 78+54 8 31 99 415201+4748
15217+4451 43.9 4 73+55 18 10 _ 90 4
15221+415t 8.5 8 68+56 40 8 114 3
15223+4526 23.7 50 74+55 11 4 96 4_
15235+4714 30.7 9 77+54 16 8 80 3
t5239+4331 58.4 46 71 +55 42 18 101
15240+4200 0.4 56 68+55 40 8 95
15242+4428 16.4 35 72+55 11 3 95












































































































100 vm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
1,00L F K D 0500000000
1,00L C D i 0300000000
,76 D HF E I 1400000000
1.00L AB AA 0 0400000000
1.00L B B I 0300010000 :
.81: DD CD 0400000000
1.37 D F B 1400000000 l
1,eeL DD J CE 1400000000
1,eel B BG 0300000000
1.eeL B BJ 1401000000
1,01L C GE ] 1300000000
2.44 CC DFAB i 1300000100
1.23 C NF C 2401000100
1.70 DC ECA 1200000000
1.00L BD AC I 1 0400020000
1.00L C GDE 0300000000
1.06 C C B C 0400000000
1.00L BE BE 0 1401000000
2.37 B B F B A 0200000000
I .OOL O C F 0400000000
t.00L C CHBB [ 0401000000 i1.5o ec i 03oo00oo001
1.26 DC NNCB] 1301000100 j
1.06 BC DBB _ 2500010000 i
.64 C L GD 2500000100
1.00L FC LCCE 2400000000
1.47 CC CB 1300000000
6.99 FCC CBAA 23000000001.00L B AFJt 0 0400020000
4.18 CBB GCAA 0301000010
1.00L B(_ IBC H 0 04000100005.23 CC I BAA 0201000000
,75: CD J L DC 1201000000
1.00L B AE D 0400000000
.87 E J FC 1300001000
.89 F B 1400000000
1.0eL C BF 0400000000
1.O0L C BF 0400000000
1.00L BD AC 0 2400000000
4.54 F BC J HAA 1300000100
1.eeL BBC AACK O 0400000000 19
2.26 BB LCAB 1400000000
1,00L B BE 0400010000
1.eeL CB AAI 4 0400002000
1.00L E J D E F 0300000000
1.00L B C J I 0400000000
1.0eL BC ABHM! 1 0201010000
1,00L BC IABI 3 1500000000
1.20L C M DD 0300000000
1.15L F J J EK 0300000000
1.50 CC CB 1301000100
1.46 BC BC 1300000210
1.42L, E C F J 0300000000
.81 CC GCC 1500020000
1.84 B B B A 1400000000
1.00L C CG 0401000000
3,17 DBB BAA 0200000000
.61: CD BF 1300000000
1.eel CE AFE 0 0301000000
1.00L C K FH
1.eeL C B H
1.29L D CJ
1.46L F F L
1.11L F EBC
1.00L BD AC
1.eel B B Mt
3.20 DBB DBA
1.eel BE BE
1.15 F G C












Declination: +40"-+ 50 °
Associations
Name Type _"_ Mag
I 13 45178 7 85
6 " 9 U09486 39 136
3 13 45190 K0 5 57
3 9 U09542 58 153
2 13 45226 F5 1 57
2 13 45231 F5 4 60
4 9 U09559 51 146
_i _ U09566 65 1381 45246 K0 1 70
2 9 U09583 62 156
1 13 45265 K2 4 78
3 9 U09592 32 136
3 6 A1452+42 64
1 13 45270 K0 1 73
2 12 ZG 1452+40 14 150
3 9 U09612 74 151
3 9 U09617 33 146
2 13i 452881:5 4 56
3 91 U09627 34 140
13 45308 K5 6 82121ZG 1456+45 52 146
1 12] ZG 1457+49 40 151
1 13 45324 K0 3 70
1 10 M+08-27-049 63
1 13 45328 G5 1 70
2 13 45329 4 88
1 t3 45335 K0 2 72
4 9 U09665 39 148
5 13 45337 G5 1 35
3 9 U09670 44 151
2 13 45342K0 1 77
1 2 DO34829 53 121
2 13 45348 F5 4 63
2 13 45349 7 88
4 13 45357 GO 1 48
3 12 j ZG 1502+49 39 146
2 12'ZG 1503+48 48 156
3 9 U09703 35 150
1 10 M+07-31-031 41
6 9U09717 28 141
1 13 45389 K2 1 78
1 13 45411 K2 14 80
2 12 ZG 1510+46 32 153
2 13 45435 0 86
1 13 45436K0 6 72
3 t2 ZG 1511+40 39 153
I 13 45438 K0 6 70
2 12 ZG 1511+42 71 153
4 9 U09774 42 141
3 9 U09780 50 155
3 13 45445 M0 1 63
7 5 9 U09789 33 126
1 4 9 U09790 60 150
1 2 DO15214 70 t03
1 13 45473 K0 2 77
4 6 A1516+42. 5
2 13 45475 K5 2 67
1 13 45480 K0 5 75
3 9 U09817 35 140
2 13 45487 6 85
2 13 45497 FO 1 58
1 13 45498 K0 4 72
1 13 455O0K0 9 67
1 12 ZG 1519+45 73 151
4 9 UO0823 35 146
2.42 BC BA 1300000000 l
.91 E E 2500000000 I
1.eeL ABC AAB 0 1300000000 19
1.eel C AC 0500000100
11.53 CCC DDAA 1200023200
16.20 DBCC DAAA 3! 2200022000
.88: CD N BD 0400000000
1.eeL C C 0300020000
1.04L B BJ M 1500000000
10.26 BBC FAAA 1100000000
!
1.O0L BB AA E 0 ! 1300000000
1.06L C B N 1600000000
3.08 CB HBA 1200001100
1.03L B NCD 0100000100
1.eeL B AG 0400000000
1.0eL C D J 0500010000
1.28L F E 0400000000
1.eeL C AD 0400100000
1.35 BD I GBB 0300100000
1.21 D LD 1400000000
1.46L C DH 0401000000
1.eeL BB AALL 1 0400000000 1 13 45507MA
t.12L B AF 0400000000 1 2 DO34934
1.10L F J DF 1400000000
1.00L BC AAE 1 0401002000 2 2 13 45521 K2
1.eeL C O 0500010000 1 13 45529 G5
.73: CD BC 0500000100 i 1 "41 15239+4331
1,71L C F 0400000000 2 °13 45535
1,eeL BC ACK 1 0400000000 [ 2 13 45538 K5









"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
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a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 8 O 12 pm6
h_m.. , (s) (") l b (") (") (') N
15248+4231 69+55 22 8 99 4 .25L
15248+4044 66+55 34 8 100 3 .25L15253+4318 70+55 12 101 .84
15264+4306 70+55 15 10 94 4 .25L
15269+4146 68+55 26 11 953 32
15272+4143 67+55 24 8 87 3 .45
15280+4305 70+54 18 8 93 4 .25L
15280+4248 69+54 34 13 85 4 .2SL
15283+4604 75+54 58 8 8 3 .25,
15285+4633 75+53 12 9 914 .70
15288+4253 69+54 28 .25L
I5290+4701 76+53 10 8 _ 4 2.77
15291+4100 66+55 14 85 100 4 14.885291+4304 7o+5429 66 36
15296+4036 65+55 21 8 9 4 .25L5297+4711 76+5314 9 42,15299+4104 66+6418 91014 5915301+4602 74+58,0 81584 76,15305+4332 70+6423 25,
15305+4917 79+52 13 8 113 3 .25L
15808+44,,73+53311822 .2316308+451973+5384 8 972 .27,16311+423889+54013813 .25,15314+444272+537627792 .25,15316+455174+5320 81215 .25L15323+435071+532712924 .28,15330+441471+5314 9 954 .,15834+431970+5315 991 4 .7715337+495180+510 41123 1.89
15341+445972+5312o 9 694 .2,Li
15345+4945 80+51 I 18 13 94 3 .25L
15347+4340 70+53 I 14 8 88 4 .20:
15349+4700 76+52 30 8 14 4 .24
95 4 .27L15354+4327 70+53 13 3
15356+4433 72+53 18 10 92 3 .46
15360+4030 65+53 13 4 95 4 2.60
15366+4221 68+53 65 34 113 2 .25L
15366+4657 75+52 13 9 101 4 .49
15370+4837 78+51 11 7 100 3 1.32
15373+4705 75+52 11 8 106 4 4.22
15374+4329 70+53 29 18 963 .25L15374+4401 71+53 19 104 .25L
15377+4857 78+51 27 16 64 3 .25L15378+4251 89+53 13 5 lOO3 4.00
15378+4708 76+52 33 8 95 4 .38L
15382+4851 78+51 16 10 87 3 .25L
15364+4606 74+52 46 16 80 3 .31L
15391+4456 72+52 23 10 104 3 .33
15401+4456 72+52 15 8 110 3 .59
15404+4008 64+53 26 14 91 3 .25L
15411+4509 72+52 85 I 8 183 3 .34
15417+4416 71+52 24 11 107 3 .25L
16416+4755 78+51 58 B 116 2 .21
15420+4355 70+52 29 13 100 3 .33L
15425+4114 66+52 22; 10 97 3 .25L
15426+4118 66+52 30 18 90 3 .25L
15433+4122 66+52 27 10 91 2 .28
15445+4048 65+52 25 11 100 3 .25L
15445+4237 88+51 23 9 101 3 ,45
15446+4510 72+5123 8 97 2 27
15449+4809 74+51 28 11 98 2 .25L
15480+4859 75+51 18 10 95 3 .25L
15452+4626 74+51 13 3 96 3 1.17
15453+4708 75+50 23 12 81 2 .22
15457+4445 71+51 13 6 96 3 .91
15461 +4553 73+51 12 8 91 3 1.06
15482+4132 66+51 23 15 114 2 .25L,
15483+4131 66+51 41 14 93 2 .37L
15467+4208 67+51 19 10 101 3 .25L
15463+4227 68+51 49 12 93 2 .35L
"f5484+481T 77+50 ' 25 ff 64 3 .40L
15492+4837 77+49 12 5 92 3 199.31
15496+4724 75+50 11 5 93 3 .38
15502+4931 78+49 34 8 86 2 .25L
15502+4248 68+50 46 8 171 3 .32
15504+4306 69+50 14 8 98 3 .90
15506+4428 71+50 18 9 104 3 .45
15509+4235 68+50 13 5 105 3 236
15511+4440 71+50 13 ) 103 ) 1.0815511+4047 65+50 43 1 75 .25L
15513+4126 66+50 15 9 91 3 .40
15515+4611 73+50 15 8 95 3 .44
15516+4052 65+50 25 8 94 3 .35
15520+4414 70+50 116 27 114 2 .25L
16523+4145 66+50 25 12 101 3 .25L
15529+4316 69+50 13 15 102 3 22,3415542+4940 78+48 17 1 88 .25L
15543_-4157 67+50 I 46 18 83 2 38L
15544+4000 64+50ll 17 103 99 i .39L
15548+4805 76+49 I 26 86 .25L
15548+4201 67+50! 17 7 108 .25
15557+4957 79+48 i 25 1 103 .37L
15562+4155 66+49 I 43 20 101 2 .79L
15571 +4507 71 +49 54 25 94 : 2 .39L
15576+4838 76+48 77 18 117 2 .26L
15562+4101 65+49 74 11 113 2 .25
15585+4425 70+49 14 9 95 3 .92
15588+4958 78+48 25 12 78 2 .33
15569+4121 66i49 27 10 94 3 .28L













































































































100 pm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Cocf R Flags* S 2 # T
1.73 CB LMBA 0401000000
2.98 DC CFBA 0400000200
1.00L BD ACN 2 1500001000
3.37 DBB GDAB 1400000000
1.00L C BM 0400100000
1.00L B D 0400100O00
2.11 BB EBA 1400000100
1.15 EC DBD 1 050O000100
1.14 F CB 0 15000_)000
1.00L BD BD F 1300000000
1.62 DB BB i 1500000000
1.00L BB AAI 1 0400000000
1.00L BBC AAB 1 0410000100 18
1.00L C C F E 1660000000
1.57 EC J CB 0300000000
1.22 DBC MDBB 0400000000
1.00L B BGE 04OOO00O00
.83: BD I MBC 1300000100
.67 CC E C 0400000100 !
3.50 ECC KDAA i 0200000000
1.89L D F H 1400000000
.87 C HI B 1300000000
.76: CC ICE 0400000100
.74 D L C 1500000000
.95 CB H CC 0100000000
1.06L B J B H 0300000000
1.00L B AC 1500000OO0
1.00L B B B D 0400000000
1.00L BC AB K 1 0300002000
1.89 BB KBA 1200000000
.96: BE F CC 0300000000
3.87 FDBB HDAA 0 0201001200
1.08L BCB B C J 03000000006.29 GBAA 0200002000
1.00L C CG M 0400000000 !
1.00L B B AA E 1 1400000000
.92 E E i 4400000000
1.04L BE BI CG 0 I 0300000000
1.00L SC AC D 0 ! 0201001000
1.49L AB AADJ 0 0200111000
1.30 CE CB 0300000100
3.01 FCC DAA 0300000000
•92: C F C H 0300000000
1.00L BB c AA 0 34000000001.20L N BG i 0300001000
1.47 C B K A B 0200000000
.94 D J BD 1300000000
1.00L B CN 0300000000
1.00L BC BB 0 0300000000
1.39 CB CB 1300000100
1.12L C CEEH 0300000000
1.53 BB GBC 0300001000
1.04L E D K 1200000000
1.69 CC KGCB 0300000200
4.27L CC AAA 12001013201
4.67 DFD HDBC 1200101320 _
1.00L C CM _1400000000
1.48 C C BC 0300000000
1.00L B BC 6400010000
1.00L E C H 0400000000
1.05: CE KCD 0100000000
1.41 BB AB 0300000010
1.00L CC AD 5 i 0300000000
2.27L D D L 0100000000
1.00L DD AE 0 0400000000
1.00L B D A D 3 0300000000
1.04 DF FGD 1400100100
1.27L C HBI 1400100100
1.39 C C G C B 0300000000
1.00L D F I 0400000000
f.34: CC 8C 14000000001
5.97 BBCC AAAA 5 1101001100 41
10.20 CCCC CBAA 0 0100000000
1.15L D I HD
1.16L _ D1.00L D AEE1,08L BC
1.00L BC AA
1.00L B C A B
1.00 C B E
1.01L B B H




Name Type _"_ Ma8
tOOL BBB AAAG 0= 0500000000 17
1.55 BC M BB 0400000000
1.01L C D 0400000100
.76: BC CF BC 0300000000
.92: CF FBH 0300000100
3.45 DCB DAA 1200001100
1.25 CC GGBC , 0400000100
1.19L D GC 1300000100
1.32L O I 0300000000
,98: CC GDB 0300000100
121L C D 1400020000
1.00L B A D ) 0500000000
1,00L C C 0400010000
1.00L C E G 0400000200
2 *12 ZG 1524+42 33 150
3 9 U09858 42 140
2 13 45548 3 86
5 g U09862 76 145
1 2 I)O34964 i 9 1131 13 45563 K0 , 7 76
3 9 U09871 I 14 141
4 9 U09873 33 156
1 12 ZG 1528+46 5_ 1531 13 45575 K2 I 72
3 9 U09877 43 148
! 13 45580K5 13 5013 45581 2 72
9 U09884 13 14810 M+08-28-036 164
2 13 45590A2 2 50
2 13 45594 5 85
1 12 ZG 1531+44 47 153
1 10 M+08-28-039 57
1 13 45620K0 4 71
1 13 45623 G5 4 67
2 1 13 45625 K5 ! 5 75
2 9 U09924 i 70 143
2 10 M+08-28-041 129
3 9 U09930 34 143
1 2 0035020 80 91
i 2 3 _ U09940 19 1351 45642 1 88
2 13 45643 G5 1 53
13 45_550 F0 1 5713 45655 K5 1 81
4 "13 45661 K5 2 66
i
4 13 45660 G5 45 87
2 13 45666 MA 0 77
2 12 ZG 1538+46 60 156
2 13 45678 4 87
2 12 ZG 1640+40 42 146
1 13 45694 K5 8 78
2 12 ZG 1541+44 48 1552 13 45696 K0 80
12 ZG 1542+43 38 153
9 U10003 ] 3i 1415 9 U10007 3 1381 13 45706 K0 77
1 13 45718 K0 3 75
1 13 45719 K0 10 75
3 6 A1544+46 4
2 13 45723 1(2 2 77
1 13 45726 K0 14 71
1 13 45729 K0 5 73
1 13 45732 K2 0 67
1 10 M+07-32-053 71
1 12 ZG 1548+42 37 153
I_ 1_ 45758MCU10070 7) 67
" : 136
03O0000O00]030ooooooo
5 0400000000 I 2 D035080 l 47 95
1400001000 2 13 45769 Ii I eS
0 0300001000 2 13 45772 GO i 1 45
1 1400011000 _ 2 13 45775MA : 1 83
1300000000 3 9 U10080 41 146
0400001000 1 13 45777 K0 5 75
1400010000 1 13 45778 G5 2 72
1200000000 _ 1 13 45780 K2 3 7E
1400000100
0300000200 4 3 9 U10087 69 151
5 13 45788 M0 3 55
1 12 ZG 1554+49 46 153
6 9 U10099 39 143
1 12 ZG 1556+41 58 151
1 10 M+ 08-29-030 151
1 13 45828 K0 4 5G
1 t3 45829 K0 4 6_
1 13 45830 K7 10 83
.96 E
G 1300000000 I_
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 #.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
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15597+4156 42.0 3 66+49 ! 22 12 92
16000+4716 13 51 74+48 11 5 86
16002+4009 17.5 37 64+49 11 3 113
16003+4522 20.9 23 72+48 29 14 104
16005+4303 33.0 20 68+49 26 10 84
16007+4003 45.0 43 64+49 14 I 8 106[6010+4119 0.3 59 65+49 16 ; 9 100
16011+4722 7,9 36 74+48 10 ' 4 i107
16012+4610 14.5 27 73+48 21 11 = 80
16027+4049 43.1 6 65+46 10 4 101
16027+4110 46.3 28 65+48 13 8 114
16031+4053 9.9 11 65+48 6 7 94
16032+4407 t3.4 17 70+48 12 4 ,109,
16033+4935 18.8 24 78+47 46 8 85
16033+4355 21.7 7 69+48 43 19 90
r6035+4535 35.2 7 _ 72+48 48 24 100
16037+4218 47.7134 67+46 15 3 99
6036+4351 49.8 11 69+48 17 8 101
6040+4128 3.4 39 66+48 12 8 125
6052+4850 17.4 20 76+47 12 4 106
6062+4045 17.3 35 65+48 35 6 173
6064+4530 25.640 72+47 i 21 8 110
6071+4503 11.1 56 71+47 = 33 8 7
6075+4113 34.8 32 65+47 44 8 98
6082+4315 17.0 24 68+47 60 30 102
6087+4308 42.t 17 68+47 19 8 103
6087+4922 42.3 40 77+46 20 8 97
6087+4356 46,7 53 69+47' 16 8 106
6088+4844 50.1 23 76+46 15 I 8 102
6090+4756 3.0 12 75+46 22 8 105
6091+4454 10.6 18 71+47 33 15 113
6093+4310 21.1 58 68+47 13 8 113
6093+4426 22.4 16 70+47 15 8 110
6094+4304 28.7 21 68+47 25 10 109
6095+4955 33.6 23 78+46 82 i 28 106
6096+4656 37.0 1 73+46 27 12 96
6099+4158 57.4 15 66+47 14 4 92
6100+4753 13 50 75+46 17 8 I 89
6101+4230 7.8 8 67+47 13 3 103
6107+4306 43.2 58 68+47 18 3 113
6108+4931 53.1 28 77+46 34 16 101
6111+4601 10.6 11 72+46 18 9 1108
6116+4613 37.7 9 75+46 13 6 '107
6133+4659 23.8 29 73+46 29 10 120
6135+4944 31.7 47 77+45 53 8 112
6136+4653 39.1 51 73+46 47 18 96[
6137+4709 42.9 49 74+46 17 8 99]
6139+4804 59.7 12 75+46 25 9 115]
6142+4213 15.3 42 67+46 31 13 93 I
6142+4416 17.9 59 70+46 24 11 96I
I
6145+4231 33.2 18 67+46 21 10 91 I
6146+4149 39.5 4 66+46 62 8 173 I
6148+4806 50.2 13 75+45 16 10 1071
6150+4009 3.1 37 64+46 16 4 102 I
6154+4305 25.6 14 66+46 19 8 105 I
6156+4405 41 5 17 69+46 33 12 91 I
5158+4133 53.7 3 66+46 ! 22 10 95 I
5160+4612 0.2,40 72+45 14 4 108]
5160+4644 0.6160 73+45 46 15 100]
5161+4015 7.5 49 64+46 16 5 100]
I
5163+4436 18.9 7 70+46 74 19 107J
3165+4502 33.5 34 71+45 17 9 98t
3166+4506 393 53 71+45 49 8 1411
3170+4551 1.1 0 72+45 51 24 110 I
3175+4905 34.8 1 76+45 11 4 104 I
3177+4920 421 32 77+45 16 9 101[
3177+4909 47.0 26 76+45 ' 11 4 104]
3182+4625 13.6 56 72+45 ' 15 9 103 I
3197+4133 43.0 7 66+45' 25 10 97 I
3197+4019 46.5 18 64+45 34 8 96I
I
i200+4042 0.4 29 64+45 31 , 14 961
_202+4933 13.8 59 77+44 55 ] 14 991
1204+4030 28.4 10 64+45 17 _ 8 108 I
1205+4512 34.2 11 71+45 13 8 125 I
1206+4400 42.0 42 69+45 23 8 1061
_211+4942 6.6 13 77+44 15 6 3J
1211+4036 11.8 41 64+45 25 12 162 I
1215+4002 31.9 16 63+45 36 17 161/
1217÷4145 43.258 66+45 21 10 971
1221+4810 8.611 75+44 25 10 10t t
1231+4208 7.0 3 66+44 66 8 106 i
1236+4801 40.2 57 _ 75+44 23 8 109 i
_238+4014 48.8 55 64+44 32 12 95 i
_240+4035 3.4 9 64+44 27 12 100 |
_241 +4027 7.0 26 64+44 23 8 97 /
i243+4812 24.0 41 75+44 16 8 97 i
)245+4004 32.8 41 _ 63+44 25 12 94 i
_245+4628 35.2 46[ 72+44 36 18 116|
_246+4449 39.0 27[ 70+44 8 8 106 1
1246+4055 40.2 161 65+44 22 8 102i
t /
;247+4828 43.3 40 I 75+44 14 3 112 /
;248+4756 49.0 12 74+44 11 3 I 95/
;251+4804 6.5 2 75+44 15 3 i105/
;252+4121 15.454 65+44 80 31 I 95/
;255+4101 30.2 i 3 65t-44 45 21 t 89/
;257+4936 430 40 77+43 66 17 108 /
1261+4727 6.t 7 74+44 13 9 i 95/
;265+4441 35.8 31 70+44 11 3 ti05/
;265+4119 48.335 65+44 16 4 99 /
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27L 25L .36 !
.25L .50L ,40Li
2.07 1.04 .4OLi
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(Not Color Corrected) V L C
25 p.m 60 /.tm 100 tim Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
1.oo,Ic c 24000o000o
1.00L BC AB 2 0400011000
1.00L BC ABM 2 1400001000
1.12 DD DC 0400000100
1.86 C C B C A 02000001 00
1.00L B BGM 0400000000
3.45 BB HFAA 0200000000
18.29 ABCC AAAA 0 0190021100 24
1.17L C D L 0400010000
1.58 BBB AAB 0401101100
1.00L B C 0400000000
1.00L SF BD 0 0401100100
1.00L AB AAL 0 0400001000
1.10 C J KFD 1300000000 i
1.17 CC DB 0200000000'
1.43 ED HC 1200000100
1.00L BCB AAA[ 8 2500000000 28
1.00L BCB C BC 02000000001.86 I BAB 0201000000
.92: DBBD AABF 0 1100000000 13
1.00L B AGO1.00L BE




1.00L D A B
1.00L D I
1.02L C C
1.01L C iF CD
1.00L
1.00L _ BEBB

















1.00L D C H 0400000000
1.0OL BC AA L 3 0101000000
1.0OL C C M L 0400000000
1.00L AB AALM 0 0400001000
1.00L BC ACH 3 1300001000
1.17: CD L DD 2400000000
1.00L C C E 1400000000
1,00L BC AAI L 0 0400001000
1.00L B BJ 0201010000
.91: DE I CC 1300000000
1.00L D EF 0201110000
1.00L C CE 0200001000
1.00L D C L 0401010000
1.00L F DD 0400000000
1.31 BC KI CB 0300000000
3.02 CC J AA 010000000(
1.30L C F E K 0200000000
1.91 BB DBB 0300000001
1.00L BB AA 0 0400001000
1.00L B A G 0300001000 ;
1.21 C C N B D 03000001 O01
1.00L CEB B CD G 02000000003.89 BAA 1100000000
1.23 DC CB 1100000100
3.70 BB FEAA 1340001000
1.17L C ' BF 0300000100
1.18L B C 1301000000
.96 CF H CD 1301100000
.97 D J C 1300000200
1.00L BB AA 2 0300101200
1.20L C B G 0300000000
34: BBCD AABG:0 0300101200
1.00L B AH 1100001000
1.00L C E 11000101(30
1.t0: CE iL SO 1400000108
I
1.43 C D J BC 0300000000
,95 C L B 2201000000
2.40L BCcc B_C B 1 03010000081.01 0300100000
1.00L C B D
1.00L B BL L
1.29: BC L BD









2.19 BC GJ BB
.76: C F D E



















1.00L ABB AAB 0 0300001000
1.00L BC AC 4, 0400000000
.94 D MJ B 1300000100
1.06L D E C 0300000000
1.24L C GCH 0400000000
1.05L B B E F D 0400000000
1.00L BBBB AAFD 0 04000020003.13 FCAA 1200000000
1.95 C B B B t 300000000
Associations
Sep
Name Type (") Ma 8
1 13 45845 K0 4 77
1 13 45850 K0 2 73
I 13 45855 K0 5 70
2 12 ZG 1600+43 87 146
4 9 U10152 71 145
7 13 45863 MC 8 57
2 13 45865 S9 2 45
1 PK 64+48.1 14 133
2 DO 35138 59 91
3 12 ZG 1603+49 26 153
2 12 ZG 1603+45 55 153
13 45885 K0 3 73
5 9 U10200 44 136
1 4 TMSS +50249 29 23
I 13 45903 K0 7 76
1 1 13 45905 K0 3 73
3 13 45911 B9P 3 42
1 13 45913 F5 8 68
3 9 U10244 27 153
2 13145933 K0 5 65
1 13 45935 G5 6 75
1 13 45940 K0 7 75
1 13 459431<0 1 76
1 13 45944K0 4 80
1 12 ZG 1609+49 33 151
1 13 45949 3 85
3 t3 45955 MB 5 80
1 13 45956 K2 6 78
3 13 45957 K5 3 60
2 13 45963 K5 2 82
3 9 U10278 30 148
1 13 45968 K0 3 76
2 13 45970 MB 2 82
3 "10 M+08-30-001 34
2 "13 45993 K0 5 73
1 13 45996 K0 4 81
1 12 ZG 1614+42 40 151
13 46000 7 90
2 12 ZG 1614+48 26 156
13 46006 K2 1 68
13 46011 K2 3 80
, 2 9 U10325 20 145
1 13 46015 5 85
4
4 1 2 DO35225 21 108
2 13 46024 5 85
4 4 13 46025 K0 1 61
3 13 46028 B5 4 38
1 13 46046 K0 3 75
1 30 3ZW076 55
2 12 ZG 1620+49 62 150
1 10 M+07-34-006 120
1 13 46055 K0 2 88
1 27 MKN 880 6
3 9 U10367 49 146
3 12 ZG 1621+41 53 153
2 13 46071 K0 30 80
2 10 M+07-34-027 103
3 12 ZG 1624+40 66 153
1 12 ZG 1624+48 42 151
1 12 ZG 1624+40 41 151
2 13 46084 3 90
1 13 46065 K0 5 70
3 9 U10385 42 130
2 4 TMSS +50252 33 26
1 13 46090 K0 3 65
3 6 A1625+41 29
3 12 ZG 1625+49 79 146
1 13 46100 K0 6 75
2 * 2 DO35291 33 116
3 9 U10407 25 143
5 "10 M+07-34 062 142
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
334
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Coords SMJ SMN 0
1 b C) C) (')
i+44 37.62
;+43 .28L

























7 + 42 1.76
6 + 42 ,44



































67 + 4 .27
69+4 .5E
68+4 .2E
71 + 4 .2E
64+,4 .2E






































1.14 DC I1.30 CC
1.00L































































































































































































































































































































a 8 Coord$ SMJ SMN O O 12 _m8¢z
hm. * . (s) () I b ('3 (") (') N
16535+4257 !31.5 17 68+39 21 5 78 3 1.75
f6535+4621 !339 16 72+39 13 3 101 5 4,47
16537+415745613 68+3935 14 652 .26
16642+4641 J12.7 19 75+39 14 6 111 3 .60
16544+4736 '27.E 10 74+39 31 9 985 .25L
16546+4214 36._ 21 67+39 37 13 82! 3 .25L
4.9.E 1 66+3916548+4142 19 11 83 3 3016554+4556 =277 17 71+39 23 12 941J .33
16557+4048 !47.2 35 55+38 25 14 81 2 .25L
16558+4345 48.E 33 69+38 44 12 77 2 .31
16558+4657 !51.C 5 73+39 23 9 101 j .61L
78 _ 1.9916562+4235 15.7 t4 67+38 30 1 I16564+4726 25.1 15 73+38 23 83 3 .38
16575+4335 30.9 18 688+38 37 11 78 2 .44
16580+4535 2.2 40 71+38 27 12 86 3 .25L
16581+4959 6,3 37 77+38 13 8 93 3 .25L
16582+4115 12.9 37 68+38 9 4 76 3 1.68
16584+4936 24.3 38 76+38 8 8 165 5 .78
16584+4609 25.6 17 72+38 49 18 80 2 .81L
16589+4932 55.9144 76+38 29 8 78 2 .21
16595+4620 34.7451 72+38 i 23 111789_ i .26'7216596+4545 39.2 49 71+36' 48
16599+4247 6_56015 68+38 2647. , .4517000+4118 " 6 38 '2 .9OL
. 68+36 69
17001+4829 7.9 41 75+38 23 12 95 ! 3 .25L
17005+4051 30.659 65+37 50 17 89 2 .34L
17009+4939 58.3 50 76+38 10 8 110 4 .6117011+4708 11.5 48 73+38 26 1, 65! 3 .43
17015+4042 34.3 24 65+37 34 15 68 3 .25L
17020+4544 3.352 7t+37 24 10 88 2 .25L
17021+4605 9.0 29 72+37 41 12 92 2 .34
17022+4410 15.218 69+37 28 13 97 2 .27L
17024+4531 27.2 0 71+37 23 9 91 2 .75
17025+4326 34.0 18 66+37 24 9 69 2 34
17033+4456 19.0 36 70+37 43 14 88 2 .40L
17034+4852 29.9 15 75+37 18 7 92 4 1.72
17036+4215 41.1 41 67+37 35 10 90 2 .34
17036+4701 41.4 59 73+37 32 10 79 2 .28
17040+4625 0.6 19 72+37 31 8 90 2 .58
17042+4345 13.4 38 69+37 79 31 85 2 .25L
17051+4753 9.6 18 74+37 34 14 78 2 .gBL
17053+4311 20.9 5 68+37 60 25 90 2 .27L
17055+4744 32.5 6 74+37 19' 5 93 2 1.19
17060+4827 2.2 47 75+37 18 5 95 2 1.16
17065+4413 30.5 59 69+37 33 ; 8 91 2 .4417068+4027 53.7 11 65+36 32 _ Iv 86 2 ,25L
17069+4224 57.3 7 67+36 44 15 68 2 .25L
17071+4548 9.2 9 71+37 22, 9 94 2 A4
17074+4225 26.1 23 67+36 47 13 84 2 32
17074+4040 27.9 1 65+36 70 35 84 2 .27L
t7075+4651 34.7 17 73+37 26, 10 81 2 .94
17076+4620 39.7 0 72+37 31 10 84 2 .36
17079+4050 56.0 19 65+36 21 5 92 2 6.57
17084+4225 29.5 43 67+36 74 29 83 2 .30L
17086+4045 40.4 1 65+36 13 4 93 2 36.14
17090+4823 1.2 22 75+36 55 21 83 2 ,80L
17090+4102 1.4 39 66+36 25 8 94 2 .52
17090+4901 6.7 36 75+36 24 10 87 2 .25
17092+4637 15.1 0 72+36 22 9 89 3 .56
17094+4554 24.2 48 72+36 40 14 61 2 .25L
17094+4924 28.4 26 76+36 18 6 85 2 2.19
17102+4523 12.3 2 71+36 17 4 86 3 4.03
17102+4147 14.2 20 68+36 25 3 90 3 1.53
17106+4543 40.1 55 71+36 24 9 89 3 .73
17108+4347 51.3 40 69+36 43' 11 77 2 .30
17108+4749 519 13 74+36 65 8 83 3 .35L
17110+4302 4.413 68+36 15 112 933 ,25L
17112+4734 13.749 74+36 56 11 772 .34
17113+4246 19,351 68+36 34 13 853 .25L
17118+4257 52.323 68+36 44 i 12 833 .25L
17119+4209 56,846 67+35 3510 902 .48
17t25+4919 30.620 76+36 71 14 792 .35L
17126+4614 38.04 72+36 3413 843 .27L
17130+4514 0.632 71+36 15 4 92 3 9.40
17135+4153 33928 67+35 51 23 923 .25L
17138+4906 50.517 76+36 26 8 91 3 .25L
17138+4100 51,929 66+35 33 14 933 .25L
17141+4014 8.323 65+35 30171023 .25L
17142+4142 14.5 9 67+35 14 ; 6 953 2,35
17149+4340 56.125 69+35 5918 872 .29L
17153+4859 19.2 39 75+35 28 i t2 84 2 .26L
17154+4001 29.1 14 65+34 17 8 106 3 .37
17155+4053 30.8 51 68+35 22 11 191 4 .25L
17155+4944 32.4 42 76+35 23 9 88 3 .38
17163+4841 18.7 22 75+35 30 12 83 2 .25L
17166+4104 41.6 20 68+34 57 _ 6 179 3 .26
17168+4604 54.0 15 72+35 18 9 85 3 .36
17170+4135 2.6 56 68+34 13i 4 103 4 5.55
17170+4050 3.8 34 68+34 86 8 177 3 _32
17171+4339 t0.4 34 69+35 12 3 97 4 7.84
17171+4515 10.8 7 71 +35 40 10 82 2 .33
17175+4956 35.2 3 77+35 36 18 85 2 .68L
17178+4058 523 19 68+34 27 12 7 3 .25L
17180+4023 50 2 65+34 35 8 99 4 .36L
17186+4348 41.3 22 69+34 18 i 8 884 .63
17199+4402 55.0 1 69+34 70 41 862 .94L
17189+4617 56.320 72+35 23 8 852 9.83
17189+4355 56.89 69+34 59 8 903 .25L
17190+4414 0.425 70+34 12 61064 ,89
17191+4048 10.0 5 66+34 10 8 12 4 A5
Declination: +40°-+50 °
Flux Density Rags Associations
(N_ Color Coffected)







































































































100 /.tin Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
Uncs Coef R Rags* S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
1.00L BC AA 0 0500000000
1.00L AB AAKG I 0400001000
1.46L C O K






1.0OL C C L
2.22 BB GMBA
1.0OL BD AB 0
1.0OL E C J
1.11L C CG H




1,0OL C L C E
1A6L C DF
1.00L BD AE
1.0OL C B H
































1,00 CD LFBC i ' 2400000100
1.60 CCD F BAB 1400000000
1.0OL C C 2501000100
1.01 : B C B G 0500000000
1.0OL BD BO O 1500000000
1.0OL B SG 3400010000
1.01: DD BB 0400000100
1.0OL BB ACM 1 0300001000
1.12L C C 0100000000
1,26L F A 0400000000
1,17L E B 1400000000
1.26 C O 1400000120
1.20 E J CC' 1400000000
1.18 D D C ; 3400000000
1.00L 8D AS O 1500001000
1.0OL B D A D 2 0400000000
1.03L C CN 1500000000
1.63 CC KBS 2300000000
1.95 CC MCB 1301001000
1.0OL C B G 3500000000
1.0OL F BGM 1401001000
.91 F i EE i 44OOOOO0OO
1.0OL FE BDE 1 0400001000
1.0OL D B F O50O0OO0OO
1.0OL BB AAJ 03500000000
1.22 D KEE 1400000000
1.68 BBCC'AAAA O 4300000000117
1.33 BE Di]DIB 1500000O00,1.00L 125000100001.0OL' ) K O4OO00OOO0
1.05L C A F K 0400000000
2.18 CCI CB 2300000120
1.0OL BC AB 0 0400001000
1.0OL BB AA 1 15O0000000
1.0OL BD AB K 0 0300001000
1.00L B BC 150000O000
1.0OL D E EH 15OO00O000
1.36 C J D 2400000130
1.73 BB FAB 1402000110
1.0OL: E C 250O0OOO00
1.47 8 B CC 0400000000
1.21 CC GBC 140000(3000
1.08L F C K 1300000000
1.00L O L EC 14010OO000
1.0O: CF K CC 0400000000
1.00L ABC AAC 0 0500000000 15
1.03 C B C
1.89 BB JGBA
1.11 CC FOB
.92 CC BE1 0OL BC AB
1.09L C GE F
1,0OL C DB




1.0OL E C J H


















1.0OL AB AAFG 2 1500000000
1.62L E cDCI C 04000000001.17: i M OC 04000000001.23 N K B E 0401000200
1.01L BOIl BI 1400100220
.78: BF BHKC 0 1500001000
.97 BBC E K 15000000001.0OL AAB 0 0400000000
1.0OL C OJ 1500000000
1.00L BD AE 3 1500010000
1.0OL B CE 0400011000
11346368MB 3 9(1346369 K2 1 81
2 1346374 3 8.=
212 ZG 1654+47 37 15(
2 i 13 46386 8 8(
2i 12 ZG 1655+40 26 15:
1 I 13 46393 G5 5 7;
3 9 U10O27 72 15(
2 ] 13 46401 K2 5 6."
3 13 46409 K0 44 8(
3 9 UI0652 42 13(
1 13 46433 KO 121 7.=
i 2 13 46438 K5 5 81I 2 DO35547 I. ! 111
t 13 46444 G5 "3 9 UlO . ;i
t 12 ZG 1700+48 44 15(
! 1 13 46450 K0 1 71
[3 13 46452 G0 5' 6,
2 12 ZG1701+40 61 151
1 13 46463 KO 14 7_
1 13 46465 K0 3 7_
i2 13 46467 3 BE
i_i 12 ZG 1703+44 27 15£
13 13 46476 KO 2 6_
1 2 DO35571 65 11£
1 13 46479 K0 6 7`=
1 13 46482 K0 5 7_
j3 9 U10710 32 151
:2 13 46493 K2 3 7£
1 13 46501 KO 3 6£
1 13 4650OK2 4 7E
!3 9 U10723 29 14£
1 "41 17072+4546 32
1 13 46521 K5 4 8_
1 '41 17077+4620 32
I 3 13 46524 K0 5 5(
2 12 ZG 1708+42 17 t5C
1346531MB 4 7_9 U10742 26 14E
_i,_3146541K0 10 BE
_146642K0 3 7E8 3 _" U10746 71 16
2 13 46545 K5 3 7_
'13 46556 K2 5 6_i 13 46558 K2 4 6_
2 18 6610A M3 7 10(;
1 13 46565G5 2 7_
3 12 ZG 1710+47 52 15E
3 193 U10765 53 15£1 46574 R0 4 72
3 13!46561 MB 11 8£
2 13 I 46589 K5 5 7E
1 13146603K0 2 7_
4 4 9J U1070O 13 13E
19 46605 K2 5 7E12 ZG 1716+48 24 16t
2 13 46623 K0 0 87
13 46627 2 8C13' 46628 2 87
4 13 46630MB 4 81
11 2 0035686 80 10(
4'
3 IU10806 63 13EU10812 45 15(
5
1 21DO35695 87 9_
6 13 46645 K2 4 57
1 13 46647 K0 3 6£
1 13 46649 9 8E









Right Ascension: 17h19_12"-17h45m18 ' Declination: +40"-+50 °
Position (]950) Flux Density
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
a _ Coords SMJ SMN # 0 12 _m 25 /tin 60 /Lm
ham. • 8, (s) ( ) l b (") (") (') N (Jansky)
17192+4014 33 65+34 22 8 94 .39L .29L .721
17192+4814 15 75+35 27 13 852 .40 .25L .40L ;
17192+4903 41 76+35 42 11 952 .39 .25L .40L i
17193+4419 42 70+34 29 81004 +34 .25L .40L'
17194+4124 41 66+34 15 81074 +81 .16: .40L!
17199+4218 58 67+34 26 9 963 .29 .25L .40L i
17200+4008 19 65+34 13 31036 1.45 .40 .40L
17200+4001 17 65+34 12 31036 1.33 .35 .40L
17203+4024 46 65+34 66 18 922 .62L .59L .40L
17208+4043 52 66+34 13 81017 .97 .28: .40L
17212+4354 23 69+34 23 8 994 .53 .25L .40L
17213+4814 18 75+34 40 14 822 .38L .25L .70
17219+4301 4 68+34 21 81084 .27 .31L .40L
17221+4039 15 66+33 11 8 16 .69 .25L .40L
17225+4831 19 75+34 37 14 812 .25L .25L .65 J
17229+4644 59 73+34 40 12 160 2 .34 .25L .40L
17229+4458 59 71+34 31 8 2 5 .25L .25L .70
17230+4610 41 72+34 20 3 97 4 2.18 .84 .40L
17231+4523 42 71+34 26 9 95 3 .33 .25L .40L :
17232+4309 21 69+33 11 8 107 5 .86 .25 .40L
17234+4557 39 72+34 57 18 160 2 .61L .25L .43
17235+4602 2172+34 23 8924, .64L .25L 1.13
17245+4705 22 73+34 62 8 165 3 .53 .13: .40Li
17255+4400 8 70+33 118 1066! .54 .25L .40L
17255+4814 4'175+34 41 11 973 .28 .25L .40L
17260+4009 33 65+32 17 8 7 5 .34 .25L .40L
17262+4016 21 65+32 32 10 90 4 .31 .25L ,40L
17264+4809 53 75+33 31 8 95 3 .25L .25L .46
17270+4607 21 72+33 39 15 95 2 .26 .25L .40L
17271+4248 20 68+33 27 101075 .28L .25L .47
17272+4024 5465+32 49351112', .88L .68L .40L
17272+4126 1667+32 12 3 995: 1.96 .44 .40L
17287+4718 17 74+33 17 8 89 4,8! .86 .22 .4oL17286+4OLO 13 65+32 14 3 104 1.27 .34 .40,
17289+4726 20 74+33 36 8 8_ 3 ; ,27 125L .40L
17293+4535 59 72+33 11 8 109 6 .56 .26L .40L
17296+4032 1566+32 32 817841 .50 .28L .40L
17297+4821 5275+33 4311 782'4l .24 .25L .40L
17298+4945 34 77+33 18 896 5! .91 .23 .40L17299+4017 48 65+32 27 8178 .33 .25L .40L
17299+4322 51 69+32 31 8 99 31 .25L ,25L .41
17302+4945 2777+33 25 8 924 .34 .25L .40L
17305+4546 1872+33 20 9 945 .25L .25L .75
17308+4621 51 73+33 10 31036 1.22 .35 .40L
17310+4052 4366+32 40 81035 .26L .25L .43
17310+4932 2276+33 26 8 834 .44 .25L .40L
17314+4412 4670+32 12 81046 .93 .40 .40L
17315+4!16 3867+32 14 4 995 2.51 .59 .40L
t7317+4149 567+32 15 31015 1.26 .35 A0L
17317+4049 4066+32 3210 982 .29 1.02L .40L
17321+4536 19 72+32 45 i 81073 .28 .25L .40L
17324+4125 39 67+32 16 81045 .48 .25L .40L
17326+4629 31 73+32 221 81136 .30L .25L .52 i
17329+4331 56 69+32 12 3101 5 2.08 .57 .40L
17331+4714 5) 74+32 19 8 965 .25L .27L 1.0417331+4325 69+32 13 8 100 5 .72 .14: A0L
17343+4851 18 76+32 19 5 86 4 4.54 1.52 .40L
17344+4246 34 68+31 17 8 108 5 .27L .25L .60
17345+4910 51 76+32 29 16 84 3 .26L .25L .45
17347+4034 51 66+31 17 8 90 4 1.03 .24 .40L
17348+4920 17 76+32 27 9 89 4 .25L .30 .79
17353+4836 49 75+32 11 31085 4.22 .92 .40L
17355+4359 5 70+31 25 8176 i 5 .63 .18 .40L
17359+4555 58 72+32 10 31016 9.96 4.76 .69
17360+4514 44 71+32 36 8 842 .19 .25L .40L
17361+4619 48 73+32 19 81065 .25L .25L .60
17372+4840 37 75+32 15 81015 .44 .25L .40L
17372+4404 40 70+31 73 81733 .31L .37L .40L
17372+4056 48 66+31 12 8 964 .96 .26 .40L
17378+4610 50 72+31 12 5 984 9.84 2.68 .46:
17378+4849 11 76+32 11 41025 1.29 .57 .40L
17380+4601 53 72+31 11 S 1135 .75 .16: .40L
17381+4105 45 67+30 39 14 94 3 ,30L .25L .38
17390+4745 26 74+31 18 o 101 v .25L ,25L .73
17391+4329 38 69+31 15 4 91 4 1.73 .45 .40L
17391+4836 6 75+31 49 14 832 .30 .25L ,40L
17397+4510 34 71+31 44 8,160 4 .25L .25L .38:
17399+4258 30 69+30 19 9 88 4 .44 .25L ,40L
17401+4000 32 66+30 16 5 92 4 3.40 .85 ,40L
17403+4722 8 74+31 17 8 100 4 .51 .25L .40L
17404+4323 1069+30 14 8 954 .99 ,30 .40L
17407+4340 1 70+30 17 9 i 89 43 .57 .25L .40L17416+4406 1 70+30 11 3 ; 98 4.36 1.11 .42L
174t9+4515 41 72+30 58 18 : 1132 .65L .25L .29
17422+4422 48 71 +30 13 4 984 1.48 .58 .45L
17424+4803 37 75+31 19 10 944 .25L .25L .84
17425+4053 14 67+30 24 8 24! 25L 25L .67 :
17426+4721 26 74+31 48 361102 .27L .59L .40L
17427+4026 z 66+29 19 8 934 .75 20 .40L I
17429+4532 47 72+30 11 8 943 .64 25L .40L
17430+4638 14 73+31 17 8 102 4 .56 .29L ,40L
17431 +4004 51 66+29 51 10 882 .19 .25L .40L
17431+4812 1 75+3t 62 81683 .26L .25L .35
17436+4906 23 76+31 42 8 793 .33 .25L A0L
17439 _4540 21 72+30 11 4 100 4 1.51 .55 .40L
17442+4919 8 76+31 38 8 85 4 29L .25L .45
17442+4701 49 74_-30 15i 8 103 4 .37 25L .40L
17448+4326 20 70+30 151 8 102 4 .63 .25L
17453+4153 51 68+29 59 8 4 2 .17 25L
17453 + 4752 59 75 + 30 17 8 5 .56 26L
Flags Associations
V L C
100 _.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
Uncs Coef R Rags* S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
1.03L F HED 1400000000
1.00L D C 0400000000 2 1346651 F2 5 62
1.00L D BE 0500000000 1 1346652 K2 3 73
1.34L C DK 1400100000 1 2 DO 35703 72 95
1.00L B D AD 0 1400020000 2 1346656 2 801.00L IC I 0300010000 1 1346661 K0 13 77
1.00L BB AB 41400001000 2 1346663 3 80
1.00L BB AC 01400002000 22 13 '46664F8 3 5E
.71 E K F 1300000030 8 i
1.00L BC ABJ 50300001000 I 1346675 K2 3 75
1.00L C BCJ 1500000000
1.90: CC _ ECC 0300000000 2 12 l ZG 1721+48 42 1531.24L C 'CL K 0300010100 ,: 1346684 K2 28 9C
1.00L B AD L 0300000000 1 1346687 K5 3 79
1.74 CC AB 0300000000 2 9 U10838 21 153
1.47L C D 1301000000
2.33 CB' EBB 0300000000 3 9 U10845 70 143
1.00L BB AA N 01400001000 1 21:)O35728 88 12C
1.00L C BM 0500000000 1 13 46699 K0 3 8:,
1.00L BD AC 6 0400011000 1 21:)O35727 45 10E
I
E IL FC 1401200010 1 12 ZG 1723+45 82 159
1.39L !11.01: BC DAB 1401200010
1.00L E BEE 0 1300000000
1.00L BKL 0300000000 1 1346724 K2 1 89
1.00L DK 0501020000 1 1 1346725 8 81
1.00L DK M 4301010010 2 1346731 3 8;
1.17L CF 4401020000 11 1346733 K2 2' 7JE
.70 BC BB 0501000200 4112 ZG1726+46 22 15_
1.00L F 0400010000 12 DO 35769 75 I(X
1.02 BD CC 0300000100
.92 C DG 4400000040 8 !i 32 X1727+404 69
1.00L B AB F _50300000000 "1 i 1346742 K5 2 8£
AEG i 0 0400001000 1 1346756 5 8[1.00L B C
1.00L BD AC 1 2500000000 2 1346760 6 8i
1.00L C ELl 0401000000 2 1346762 G5 11 7;
1.00L C B NM 0401010000 1 13:46764 K0 3 8,"
1.00L B CC 3400020000 3 1346767 5 8_
1,20L O C 0500020000 1 13' 46770 K2 13 8."
1.00LI BC i AD 2 0400110000 2 1346773 M2 7 i 6;1.00L BK 2501000000 3 1346775 8 9(
1.00L C L HDH 0100000000
1.22L B B N 0410110000 1 1346777K0 i 8 73
2.031.00LBB BB AcjKDCBk_313000020001300000510 12 ZG 1730+45 24 15(7,
.85: C C DC 1400000000
I mO7L _B _ C F _ 0 _0_00
1.00L ^B K' 501000030001.00L AA i;040o002o0o 2 5_
1.00L BB ACF 40400015000 64 10"
1.00LC EL 11S00001000 27 I0(
1300020000 18 8(1.00L B C HL
1.00L B A F i 0400000000
.98: BC J DDC : 13000001001
1.00L ABBB AA L 2 0100102000 1 8',2.01 EEAA 0300002010 34 15_
1.00L BD BFJ M 0 0100100000 4 7:
1.00L BBBc AAFK 5 1400001100 4 8(1.34 GB B 3440000100
1.00L C CBE 1400000000
1.00L BD AC 5 0400002000 2 13 46829 7 8:I
i
1.06 CCC EBD 0401010100
1.00L BB AAI 0 0400000000 3 13 46838K0 i 3 5!
1.00L CF BFMH 0 1400000000 i
1.0OL ABB AABG 2 041000010015 3 4 TMSS +50270 31 2!
1.22L C D L 0300000000 1 1346847 G5 18 8
1.86 BB EHBB 0200000200 I 12 ZG 1736+46 25 15'
1.00L B BD 0401010000
.90 C KCD 1400000000 1 12 ZG 1737+44 26 151
1.00L BC AD 4 0400000000 3 1346860 K5 2 7!
1.00L BBC AAD 0 0400000100 5 "1346867 1 7_
1.00L BB AA N I) 0400002000 I
1.00L BE C AD 00400010000 4 "1346872 B3 4 3'1.00L CJ 0400010100
1.33 BB N AC 0401000100 2 6 A1739+47 56
1.00L BB AB 7 0501001000 2 13468831<0 3
1.01L D D 0400020000 I
1.46 CC FCB 1300000000 4 " 9 U10946 45 14;
1.00L C BE 0500010000 j
1.00L BB AADH 01500000000 ) 1346888 ) i 91.00L B A M 1400010000 13 )46893 6
1.00L BC AB 10402002000 21 2 DO35867 70 11
1.0OL B BBNI 0500000000 1 13 46897 3 8
1.00L AB AAEN 1 0400001000 3 13 46906 K2 3 6
1.00L E CG 1300000100
1.00L BB AAE 21400002000
1.66 BB CBB 1300000000 1 12 ZG 1742+48 39 15
1.51 BB F AB 1401000100 2 12 ZG 1742+40 39 i 15
.83 D B 1400000000 1346920 K5 I 7
1.00L BD BC G 1 1500000000 _ i _,1.00L BJ 0301020000 1346921 ) , 8
1.00L C CD ! 0300000000; 1 13 46922 6 8
1.10L O I 0400000000 1 13 46924 K2 6 7
1.00L C BJ 1400000000
t.00L D FK 1400000000 1 1346933 14 8
1.00L BBCC AAEBDGN 3 0300011000 _ 1_)
1.00L 0400000000
1.00L B I 0400010000 I 2 DO35906 57 11
.40LI 1.01L AF 0500000000 1346940 9 9
,40L 1.46L D 0400000000 i
.40L 1.00L B BEK ,0400000000 1 2 DO 35915 I1 1C
2 3 46784 K2 3
1 10 M+07-36-018 153
2 13 46792 K02 DO 35805
1 2 DO 35806
1 1346795 K0
2 1346804 MA12 ZG 1733+47
1 13468091<2
3 1346824






Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 /_m
Name
a 86
h-re. * , (s) C) 1 b ('3 C) (') N
17456+4540 36.3 41 72+30 15 8 105 4 .54
17457+4002 42.7 9 66+29 15 9 99 4 .68
17457+4502 44.1 19 71+30 40 18 98 3 .27L
17461+4308 11.3 18 69+29 41 8 110 3 .30L
17466+4735 36.5 57 74+30 15 8 91 4 .96
17470+4439 1.8 40 71+29 i 35 28 75 2 .43L
17472+4958 16.5 15 77+30 i 21 9 109 2 .21
17473+4542 22.4 49 72-+-30 I 10 4 7 4 21.40
17473+4223 22.6 49 69+29 I 56 14 79 2 .23
17474+4850 26.7 58 76+30 9 8 102 6 .95
17484+4828 27.722 75+30 18 11 89 6 25L
17489+4906 54,4 23 76+30 44 8 171 2 .24
I7493+4612 21.4 52 73+29 64 13 79 2 .28
17495+4004 35.7 59 66+28 19 8 156 4 .32
17498+4015 502 21 66+28 52 8 99 3 .25L
I7500+4015 3.9 29 66+28 38 8 61 2 .25L
17502+4436 13.5 41 71+29 24 9 91 4 .25L
17502+4016 13.7 10 66+28 23 17 65 4 .25L
17505+4917 35.9 4 76+30 6 8 95 6 .69
17506+4933 37.1 15 77+30 17 I 8 95 6 .25L
17506+4639 37.5 14 73+29 10 8 2 5 1.10
17506+4407 41.3 45 71+29 22 8 105 4 .32
17508+4629 49.7 5 73+29 42 8 95 3 .2717511+4149 7.529 68+26 43 6 86 2 .25
17511+4759 9.1 35 75+29 58 27 85 21 .2SL
17516+4000 40.0 58 66+28 14 3 96 41 5.16
17519+470457428 74+29 5g 34 1o32 51L17522+475514.74675+59 25 918o 5 25L17524+423929118 59+28 13 61o7 4 44
17526+4351 40.5 23i 70+28 30 11 179 3 28
17529+4550 56.842 I 73+29 44 11 72 2 .25
17529+4655 57.2 20 74+29 66 44 117 2 .25L17532+462416o49 73+29 26 26 62 2 119,17634+4626289 3 73+29 59 26 69 2 40L17536+480839.223 75+29 35 6 g3 4 .25L
17540+4954 3,0 49 77+29 41 16 10 2 .35L
17543+4039 20.9 25 67+27 48 13 991 4 25L
17544+485326.5076+2957396661 ,42317544+4252 28,7 43 69+28 13 2.86
17544+4347 288 34 70+28 40 15 95 3 ,31L
17550+4454 5.7 14 72+29 8 4 '121 7 ,72
17552+4424 115.9 20 71+28 25 16 89 6 ,25L
17553+4038 '21.5 22 67+27 29 26 49 4 .25L
17553+4521 '22.3 19 72+28 10 3 87 7 54,13
17556+4551 '40,7 45 73+28 8 8 32 5 .26
17557+4924 45.5 7 76+29 25 8 '175 6 ,33
17558+4713 '49.6 47 74+28 14 6 87 7 .48
17559+4438 57.3 10 71+28 39 B 90 3 .25L
17561+4817 11.E 54 75+29 8 3 t39 6 .46
17562+4412 12.4 15 71+28 8 8 163 7 .31
17562+4508 16.7 12 72+28 14 9 86 7 .25L
17564+4200 26.3 18 69+27 45 10 87 3 .21
17565+4605 31.6 29 73+29 34 8 166 4 .25L
17565+4119 33.5 52 68+27 13 3 19 6 .98
17566+4418 39,3 28 71+28 22 11 174 7 .25L
17567+4806 42,5 2 75+28 22 8 149 6 .32L
17572+4149 t3,1 4 68+27 31 8 110 4 .25L
17572+4707 14.7 29 74+28 29 8 90 7 ,25L
17573+4225 19.7 17 69+27 30 14 85 5 .25L
17576+4307 39,0' 54 70+27 13 3 94 6 1,69
17577 f4915 '43,2 45 77+29 9 8 7 7 .45
17578+4553 49.9 18 73+28 10 3 87 7 .21
17578+4709 50 9 27 74+28 37 8 85 4 .21
17579+4134 56.41 3 68+27 57 18 88 2 ,36L
17580+4930 3.3 5 77+28 37 21 69 4 ,25L
17580+4314 5,4 7 70+27 13 6 83 7 ,99
17581 +4812 6.8 30 75+28 33 17 82 3 .73L
17584+4802 28,0 50 75+28 88 17 93 2 ,28L
17585+4530 30.1 5 72+26 9 3 82 7 8.45
17585+445t 31.7 36 72+28 28 12 180 5 .25L
t7586+4430A 41,2 1 71+27 12 8 139 7 ,25L
17588+4932 503 35 77+28 68 14 71 2 ,25L
17589+4146 56.8 3 68+27 8 3 99 6 2,29
17590+4620 0,4 7 76-}28 23 8 155 6 28L
17590t4345 5,8 16 7t+27 41 34 I34 4 .25L
17591+4923 9,7 43 76+28 16 8 8 6 ,26L
17592.)-4128 t3.0 44 68+27 37 8 177 5 .31
17595+4023 31.3 59 67+26 29 22 81 4 .25L
17596+4221 36.8 37 69+27 18 8 93 6 .27L
17597+4724 43.4 4 75+28 16 8 150 7 .68
17597+4827 45._ 52 76+28 10 6 178 5 .65
18000+4430 0.7 49 71+27 17 8 87 6 .25L
18001+4643 7.C 44 74,28 43 18 81 4 .45L
18001 +4235 8.3 9 69_ 27 23 10 92 4 .32L
18006+4752 37.C 56 75+28 16 8 175 5 .38
18009+4315 58.0 56 70+27 13 8 85 6 .55
18009+4615 59.,_ 16 73+27 57 15 75 2 .23
19010+4051 0.1! 6 67+26 34 9 78 2 .32
18011+4247 8.1 2 70+27 26 8 87 4 .25L
18015+4957 33.5 5 77+29 41 12 68 3 .24
18018+4409 52.0' 33 71+27 13 8 81 6 .65
18018+4452 52.g 26 72+27 11 3 179 6 3.37
18019+4124 59.E 11 68+26 19 9 87, 6 .25L
18020+4428 0.8 44 71+27 25 6 84 5 .30
18020+4827 5.8 56 76+28 25 12 71j 6 .25L
18022+4049 15.7 35 68+26 8 3 91 7 1.20
18022+4121 16.1 37 68+26 8 3 91 7 5.6218023.626221374 27531972 2 25,
18024+4710 28.1 49 74+27 8 7 5'6; .32
18026+4851 397 10 76+28 88 38 76 2 .25L
Declination: +40"-+ 50 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
(N_ Color Coveted)







































































































100 Fm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
1.00L BD BC K 2 0400000000
1.00L B F B E 0 3500000000
.75: CF KE D 0400000000
1,02L C k EG 0400000000
1.O0LBC A B 0400000000
.88 C D 1300000000
1,01LiC C 0400000000
1.00L AB8 AAAL 0420100000 16
1.13L C C 0400000000




















1.00L)BC ABN 4 4401000000
1.00L B C K 0400000000
1.00L F G 2400000000
1.02L ;F F K 0400000000
1,00 F KE F 1400000000
1.00LAB AA N 0 3500000000
.96 C J C 3400000110
.99 BC AC 3400000110
1.00L B BF 0400001000
1.00L C FJ J 0501011000
1.58L D B K 1500000000
1.05 F F 9500010230
1.44 C J C 7400110220
1,22 F D 8400110220
.70 DD KBC 1401000000
1,14L E E I 2500000000
1.38 D L OF C 6400000030
1.04L C BC L 2501011000
Sop
Name Type (") Mag
2 10 M+08-32-021 120
2 13 46952 7 9C
1 12 ZG 1745+45 82 153
1 13 46964 K0 I 7C
4 1 V337 HER 7
1 13 46974 KO 12 88
1 13 46977 K2 2 75
1 13 47001 5 88
1 2 DO35945 82 t05
1 t3 47009 GO 8 65
C
C 1 32 X1750+402 46 12
C 1 32 X1750+402 73 12
2 13 47021 K5 1 80
4 2 12!ZG 1750+49 76 151
2 13 47023 K0 2 65
2 13 47024 1 66
1 13 47029 5 73
2 13 47033 K7 20 90
4 13 47037 K0 4 50
1 13 47043 A0 1 70
2 13 47048 3 93
2 13 47053 6 80
8
1,00L CB AA 9 0400000000 1 1 AQ HER 2 3
1.00L F I E E 0401000000
1,29 BB B BBI B 2 9501003040 A
1.93 B E GC 7582000150 8 2 "32 X1755+443 120 8
1.09 E HMB 4502000040 8
2.32 AAB B AAAB 1 1450010220 17 C 7 13 47080 MB 2 61
1 13 47084 F5 12 67
1 1 13 470891(0 3 77
1 13 47095 K2 4 71
2 " 2 DO 35994 39 108
4 1 12 ZG 1756+45 18 153
2 "13 47097G5 10 80
8
1 1 V526 HER 55 3
1 "41 17566+4419 22 12
4
5 i I "41 17572+4149 16 1232 X1757+471A 49 4
3 10 M+07-37-007 67
2 t3 47107 K0 4 85
1 13 47106 K5 4 77
2 1 10 M+08 33-005 46
1 2 13 47110 3 85
1 "41 17579+4133 20 12
8
1 13 47113 K0 4 70
6 13 47121 K2 4 58
3 9 Ul1088 41 153
C 3 10 M+07-37-014 56
1 16 09997 32 113
4
8 1 32 X1759+437 22 8
4 1 10 M+08-33-007 55
2"13 47131 K0 2 76
8 1 32 X1759+404 70 8
1 12 ZG 1759+42 38 156
1 1 13 47140 KO 8 72
















1.00L B B F
1.00L C CEN
1.00L B A
.86 C H D
1.00L B A M
1.13L B BH




1.73 BB J NAA
1.13L B HKBE
1.00L D J CC
1.02 BB HHCB
.99 CB FDC
1.00L BB AB F 4 0401001000
1.00L B BF 9501010000
7.47 CBBB EAAA 5 4200003000
1.17L C B 0400021000
1.00L C B 1500000000
1.05 D KC 9501000150
1.00L BD ABFM 3 1401011000
1.00L C C 0400000000
t.04L C MDM 1300000000
1.00L ABB AAD 3 4500000000 17
1.57 EC J DCB 4402000018
2.44 BB LDBB 9541000628
.56 D D DB 9500000000
1.00L AB AAG 4 1500000000
.87 BD EHCC 04001002001
1.32 D I E 8500000190
.96: BC CEBC I 0400100200
1.00L C BCN 0501000000
1.59 C J GD ! 5401001190
.74: EBD FAC I 0500001100
1.00L B AHJ 0400031000
1.00L BD BDJ 2 0502110000
2.36 BB HKAA 9500000018
t.00L C CH 0400000000
1.10L B GBF 0500000000
1.00L B CF E 0401020000
3,51L BD AD 1 j 9300010008
1.00L C D 0400000000
fOOL F CH j 3500000000
.80 CD ECD I 0500000000
1.33L E C ) 0400010000
3.35LBB AB H 019421110019
.84: ABEE AAJE 3 2521101028
1.38 DBC BBC 1400101100
4.90L D CHE 9400000008
.96 CC G BB 1400000100
1.00L BB ABJ 2 1400011000
1.00L ABD AAGE t 1500102100
37: CD KCF 0300120000
1.13L B C KK 1401020000
1.10 D J H 1400000390
1 1 13 47157 K0 8 75
1 13 47162 K0 6 75
1 2 DO 36026 75 106
2 12 ZG 1801+42 24 150
1 13 47170 K0 19 78
1 2 DO 36035 88 115
1 2 DO 36034 83 115
1 2 DO 36037 51 111
2 13 47180 K5 7 75
2 13 47181 I 78
1
1
C 2 39 OU+405 59 1415
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
!"(TM , 'r338 OR.I,_,_¢A;_, PAGE IS
O_ POOR Q_;M.,FFY;
'iII
Right Ascension: 18hO2m42'-18h15m05 ' Declination: +40°-+50 °







































































































6 Coords SMJ SMN 0 12 /_m 25 /zm 60 _.m 100 ktmci
(s) (") I b (") (") (') (Jansky)
.5! 4+27 19 .39 .25L .40L I.O0L
.9 0+26 8 ,77 ,14: .40L 1.00L
.7 ,7 t 26 18 .28 .25L .40L 1.00L
9 5+27 __8 .32 25L .40L 1.03L
.4 _8+26 t8 .25L .25L ,40L .79
.8 '5+27 59 .37L .25L .40L ,82
.4 r4+27 ]5 ,35L 25L .30 1.00L
.2 r4+27 ]5 .26L 25L .44 .76:
•3 ;7+25 27 .32 ,25L .40L 1.t2L
•5 '4+27 15 .25L .12: .88 2.62
.8 '2+27 15 .25L 33 1.39 1,50
•0 '5+27 51 ,25L .61L .40L .74
.2 '0+26 51 .25L .25L A0L 1.35
.7 '2+27 13 .54 .25L .40L 4.23L
•4 '4+27 98 .37L .25L .28 1.12L
.8 _7+27 18 .37 .25L .40L 1.00L
•2 ;8+26 8 .75 .17: .40L 1,00L
.1 '0+26 51 .63L .64L .40L 1.50
:.9 '4+27 16 25L .25L .76 1.76
•5 '0+26 10 1.42 .54 .40L 3.50L
1.6 _8+27 14 .46 25L .40L 1.00L
!.6 P7+27 14 1.40 .38 .40L 1.00L
L7 _2+ 26 36 .27L .25L .40L 1.22
L8 _6+ 27 31 .29 .25L A0L 1.23L
'.3 _1+26 7 20,95 6.44 1.17 1.65:
L2 )8+25 10 .36 .25L .40L 1.00L
'.8 rl +26 13 3.19 .76 .40L 3.57L
L6 _6+27 27 .25L .25L .52 1.00L
L8 39+25 9 3,95 ,97 .40L t.O0L
1.3 38+ 25 32 .27L 25L .40L ,87
L5 _'2+26 12 .50 .25L .40L 4,64L
L0 39+26 8 42.77 18.18 2.81 1.88
1.7 58+25 13 .76 .14: .40L t.00L
1.5 ?4+26 23 25L 25L ,57 .64:
k8 /'7+27 17 1.39 .52 .40L 1.00L
k9 70+26 39 .43L ,25L .40L 1.02
1,3 70+26 21 .25L .25L A0L 2.26
1.9 59 + 25 62 1.97L .25L .36 1.07L
-).9 71+26 15 .42 .25L .40[ 5.01L
1.1 57+25 8 3.93 2.29 .35: 1.00L
}.7 75+26 16 ,42 .25L .401 I.O0L
3.E 70+25 69 .25L ,58L .401 .66
._.E 71 +28 19 .251 .25L .97 1.59
._._ 59+25 29 .24 .25L .401 1AlL
3.¢. 70+25 52 .251 .25L .40l 1.10
9.1 72+26 35 .37 25L .401 5.23L
)._ 73+26 40 .21 .25L .40[ 1.23L
5f 70+25 27 .37 .16: .40[ 1.06L
3/ 71 + 26 76 .27[ .59L .40l 1.77
3.: 73+26 33 .40[ .251. .39 1,04L
4.[ 72+26 66 .251 .25L .401 2.03
1.] 72+26 12 .60 .18: .401 1.80:
9.; 76+26 18 .69 .10: .401 1.00l
8." 74+26 16 .41 .25L .401 1.00l
3.! 75+26 t5 3.06 .80 .40l 1.001
3._ 76+26 15 .93 .21: .401 1.00[
9._ 71 +25 41 .251 .401 1,76
0., 72+25 14 .25 2.22 292
2.1 72+25 61 .61] .48[ .40; 1.10
4., 72+25 2-" .34 .25[ .40 5.291
6._ 76+26 15 .40 .251 .40 1.001
8._ 75+25 .25 .251 .40 133
2: 68+2,4 13 .25 .25l .77 1.49:
7. 68+2a 1( 1.28 .28 .40 1.001
0., 68+2_ 11 .48 ,251 .40 5.291
5, 70 + 2 _ .40 .77
7, 72+2. = 1.= .34 .40 5.261
,4. 71 +2- = .25 .251 .40 1.53
;7. 68 + 2z .25 .251 .40 1.43
;7, 71 +2-= I .43 .25! .40 1,001
2. 68 + 2_ .69 ,44 .84
3. 71 +2! .25 .40 1.24
3. 73+2! II 735 2.33 32 1.00
9. 73+2! 1, .35 .25 .45 1.03
17. 70+ 2, .25 35 .89
19. 68+2, 1 1.72 ,4(: 1,00
->3. 69+2, 1 21 .4£ 1,00
-)5. 70+2! .2E .4( 1.10
30 68 + 2, 1.1_ .4( .91
}3 71 + 2! 1 ,4`= .4( 1.08
33 69+2, 6 .25 .4( .73
55 72+2_ 3 .25 .4( 1.53
23 68 + 2, 1 .4( 1.0C
31 77+2' 9 .4( 1.0_
33 70+2 6 .41 .4( 1.32
39 77+2 1 1.1, .4( 1.0£
43 68 + 2 6 .4l 1.0(
5 73+2 1 ,5: .4( 1.0£
21 77+2 3 3" 1.2_
25 72+2 3 .3', 1.5(
26 76+2 .7, 1.1-¢
36 68 + 2 E .44 1.0;
37 70+2 .5, ,9(
42 75+2 1 1.31 2.4_
45 68 + 2 1 .4, 1,0(
55 70+2 1 .2 .2_ .4' 1.1,
55 76+2 1 .2 .6 2.0;
1 70 + 2 .4 .4 .8!
1 74 + -_ 1 .5 .4 1.0(
E 76+; .7 .4 1,0(
Flags Associalions
V L C
Flux Corr A Confusion R A Sep








































































_L 000O0000 47191 K0
M 00030000 47193 F5
00010000 1:)O36046




< ;12030000 DO 16451




= 100000008 DO 36050
HC I00000000
I D i01021000 47209 K2
D iO0000000 47213 K0









A M_ _00O02028 47237 G5
CC 500000000










M F 400021005 47257 K0
ADE 61000000C FZ HER















DJ 150000000( 47293 K0
t l )601000011
4F A _ MOO10000(
: L I )70000000(
;F ,400110001 47300
;DH 150001000( 47302 K0
_J I 130000010_
L B_ 150011000_
_C _60000100( 47305 K0
}tl )400100001 47309
I 1501000011
) H I )40120028;
. I )60010055' X1812+438
)50110134'
















AC 65000010( 47336 K2
J G 65000001_




B I 5600 t 300(
KK_ 55000001( M+07 37-030
GCA 12O1OO13(




AE 04000000_ HI LYR



















































































































16226 + 4833 40.31
18226 + 4450 40.8 I
18226+4915 41.71















































5E 72 + 24
2E 77+26











49 73 + 24
42 77+25
35 70+24




45 70 + 23





32 75 + 24



































































43 78 + 24
53 78+24






24 8 I 7_ ' .25L
14 3 ! 98 I 1.62
24 16 _ 8o' .25L
9 5 125
32 8 103] 25L
19 8 84 I .54
30 23 _ ' .25L
18 8 163 I .30
67 26 1261 ,28L
90 13 7_'I ..SOL
27 12 83 I .26L
19 11 101 ! .67
13 9 98 ( .55
24 11 90 I .21
16 8 128 I .26
44 25 10t I .25L
66 8 7R l .25L
81 8 t671 .39L
49 48 1051 1.39L
20 15 .25L
10 8 96 I .70
8 1791 3712 7R I AlL
16 12 91 I .25L
16 8 82 i .40
24 ] 8 xl I .33
33 1 8 1661 .27L
4 R7 i 2.04
48 I 22 89 I .25L
43 I 27 _" ' .25L
lO i 8 .29
18 i 11 89t .29L
"" ' 8 951 .79
3 "lnl 1.16
30] 15 _7i .25L
w I 4 80 I 25.23
"" ' 8 86 I .65
26 I 8 96 J .25L
44 I 38 1461 .25L
49 I 20 i 113 ] .50L
I
29 ] 8 821 .43
21 I 8 t121 .36
331 18 7_1 .25L
,7, 141 88, .25L
43i 11:721 .25L
121 eeilO3l .6781,2 80, 1.35L
651 13] 7_t .24
1Ol B 11301 .34
44 i 14 I 851 .25L
371 32' Mll .25L
26 I 10 _' .33
78 I 21 7"1i .40L
• 7 _ 8 85 I .25L
16i 10 901 .25L
10 1 3 98 I 6.88
82 I 35 7_,t 25L
301 16! a4_ .25L
40 I 36 1631 25L
34 I 34 4,7_ .25LI
12 I 3 I 99_ 25L
78 I 34 861 1.31L
.'tl I 11 951 .36L
102 ] 8 1551 .25L
120 I 29 7_t .25L
_, 8 .54
A7I 29 691 .64L
"-'_ = 16 R1 I .22
15 I 8 ql I .57
"" ' 8 1Ri .37
16 I 9 84 I .36
_1 i 30 R71 25L
35 I 17 831 25L
_7 I 27 881 .25L
641 16 7al .19
531 8 1531 ,25L
_i I 27 1021 .28L
:31 I 8 76 I .49
491 20 791 .25L
36 I 8 ,'4= .25L
291 8 151] .29L
19 I 8 1031 .48
20 I 8 t01 I .25L
44_ 18 7_1 .29L
4;_ _ 32 R7_ .25L
tl 4 "_ ' 14.37
16 i 4 _" 2.17
64 I 21 _l _ .25L
:_1 8 85 I .38
40 I 35 86 I .25L
261 8 831 .28L
64 I 26 R7 _ .25L
" ' 6 100] .25L
29 I 18 691 .25L
11 4 106] 3.28
10 8 87 I .76
23 10 '' .25L
21 17 .25L
23 9 in _ .25L
(Not Color Corrected)






.25L l .40L t91
.26L I .40L 1.00L
.25L I AOL 1.82
.25L I .40L 1.01L
.55L ] .40L 1.99
_x _ .49L : 1.00L
.25L [ 87 1.02
.26L I .40L 1.00L
.25L I .40L 1.00L
.25L I A0L 1.15L
.25L I A0L 1.00L
.25L J .40L .86
.25L t .40L 1.01
.25L I .40L , 1.27
25L 40L .88
.25L .40L 1.79
.1_: I .40L I 1.00L
.25L .40L I 2.95L
.25L .42 1.37L
.25L 76 2.01
25L .40L i 4.73L
ix.= .40L 1.00L
_ ' .32: I 1.00L
e_4 = .40L 1.00L
25L 43L 1.04
.50L A0L 1.03
.25L I A0L 1.00L
.25L t .82 1.54
_7 i .4OL 1.00L
.40L 1.00L
.25L I A2L 2.51
8.77 I 1.05 1.00L
_",", .40L 1.00L
.25L ] .49 1.27
.25L I A0L 2.08
.25L ] .26 1.15L
.25L 1 .40L 1.00L
.25L I .40L 1.12L
.25L I .40L 2.32
.25L [ .23: 1.36
.25L f .53 1.73
.25L ] .40L 1.OOL
25L t .40L .82
.25L t .40L 1.23L
.25L I .40L 1.00L
.25L i .47L 2.00
.25L I .40L 1.03
.25L I .40L 1.54:
.25L I .37 .90:
.26L I 1.10 2.26
.25L I .87 1.67
t 78 I A0L 1.00L
.25L [ .40L .96
.25L [ .48 . 1.35
.57L I .40L .86
26L I .40L .93
.23 [ 1,78 3.44
.25L t .40L 1.14
.25L ] .37 1.10L
.25L I .40L 1.73
.47L I .40L .97
.25L I .40L 1.19:
.57L I A0L 1.30
.25L I A0L 3.39L
1:_. _ .40L 4.29L
.25L ! .40L 1.13L
.25L I .40L 1.00L
.25L I .40L 1.09
25L ! .31 2.23
.40L I .40L 1.29
.25L I .40L 5.70L
.25L I .40L 1.68
.25L I A3L 1.37
.28L I A0L 1.00L
.25L _ A0L _,36
.25L I A0L 1.32
.25L ] .64 1.48
.25L ] .40L 2.10L
_,17 i 1.10 4.18L
.25L I .35 3.89L
.25L t .40L .67
6.25 I 2.06 1.00L
.55 i .40L 1.00L
,25L l .40L 1.75
,ZbL _ A0L 1.00L
.25L I .40L 1.00L
.25L .40L 1.04
.25L .57 .62
.25L i .40L 1.33
.30 I 289 5.40
.25L I A0L 1,93
.89 I .40L 4.35L
_"," _ .40L 1.00L
11_" I 1.22 1.12
.25L I .40L 2.67
.25L I .59 1.62
V L
Flux Corr A ConfuSion R S
Uncs Cocf R Flags* S 2
8 CJ B 9501000030 I 8
BC ABL 0 0501001000
B F B 3401100050 I 8
BC AD L 2 4401100000 I
C DMHC 6481000120
B BH 3401100050 8
C D 2500100050 '
B BG 6500010OO0
F K B 8500100058
O I BJ 2400001000
!
BD MDB 6500000008
B B El 4400000000
B BG 3400010000
C CI GK 1300000000
C D J 0502010000
C ] C 1400000000
C_ L C 6581100030
DI KF 6500100020
E I F 4400000010
BIGI KC 4500100040 8
BD BD 0 1400010000
_BG 9400110008
_] _ CD 9500000108
C B i I F A B 3300000000
CI H 7400111008
BF IBE L 0 1500010000
CC I GB CJ 5500000000
BB IABMK 2 06OOO0OOOO




i,o  340000 2ACM ¢ 0500000000
HD 9400000460 C
BBB AAAC 0 3500000100 16
BF BB 0 2500100000
B C I J G C C 3500000008








r) i M H 4600000000
E 56OO0OOOOO
_ ,C F 6500000000
G CD 3400000210
C 64OOOOOOOO
B C EiCKFI C 9600002O18DC 6600000000
B B I EA A 2400000000
B C I B A B 9600000028 8




r]l H F 4401100030
CBBIECAA 0400000000
u J G 9500100030
(: = B 0400000000
DI C 9601010048
n _ D 5400000000
B E I C H GC 9500020028 1
G 9500001350
c; _E G 9500000008
BE ]BGH 0 9400010008





n i J I 9500010008
I GB 9600010028
" " D 9600000008
H JAC 3500000000
n_ KC 9600000008
H K B 3500000050 8
B D ] F BC 4400000208 4
DC E 9500200028
C C I DA D 9500200028
n I BC 9403000028
HC 260OO0OOOO
ABC JAAAB 8 6601000000 15
B B I A B 1 0500002000 2
rid L C 9500000138 8
B I L 2500000000
A G I 4500010_)0
, _, E 6600000000
BE _ CCC 1400001000
D F A 8600000008
CBDjCBAA 9382002148 8
I J GD 4400200150 8
BC :AALF 4 9401100018
_ ' BD u 0400012000 1 2
EBC] DAB 1400001000!
M J C 4480200150 8
BF:




# T Name Type









1 I 2 DO 16703
3 1"13 47402
3 I 13 47411 KO
51 13 47417M0
21 13 47418 K0
22J 13 47422K213 47423
9 Ul121713 47433 K5
11 13 47437K0 10
li 13 47442G5 5
21 13 47455 26
4 I 13 47462 M0 3
11 12 ZG1822+48 44
1 {'41 16227+4638 47
1 I'41 18230+4623 3
11 13 47480 11
1) 13 47481 K0 3
21 13 47482 G5 2
l J 13 47485K2 3
5l'1 AL DRA 62
21 13 47514 AO 6
11 13 47519K0 3
21 13 47520 4
I 1"41 18274+4821 44
51" 9 Ul1252 32
1 ] 32 X1827+490 106
14i 13 47527 4
I 1 i 2 DO 36262 49
S_p
(") Mag
1 1"41 18277+4906 34
.JB c 55010000001 . , , I















































a 8 Ccords SM/ SMN 08





















































































































































































































































































































Flux Corr A Confusion R















































































































I 1 "41 18294+4754
1 "41 18294+4900
1 13 47564K0
1 13 47569 K0
13 47577K5
1 13 47581 K0
12 13 47582 K2
1 13 47583
I 13 47586 K0
2 13 47588
3 "13 47589 K0
1 32 X1831 +477
3 9 Ul1278
1 16 11042
1 12 ZG 1832+42
1 2 DO36331
3 "10 M+08-34-0O2
1 1 SV DRA
1 *41 18324+4719
2 "13 47604 K2













2 '13 47623 K0
1 13 47632 K0
1 13 47636
3 ' 2 [3036362
I 13 47640
3 '13 47641 K2














1 41 : 18374 +4543
1 32 X1837+463
3 t3 47682 MB
1 41, 18383 +4519
2 t3 47685
Name Type Mag
47535 K0 5 75
X1828+479 133 8
DO 36275 80 110
!DO 36278 84 108
DO 36277 30 100
DO 36279 28 93



































































































































































a 8 Coords SMJ SMN O
(s) C) I b (") ('3 (')
51 _3 78+22 271 81 4
0.0 _7 72+20 44 I i . 72
1.1 10 75+21 9 [ 3 i 91
1.6 !5 75+21 331 81 77
1.6 _2 78+22 44 I 6 I 68
4.2 _4 72+20 821 ._51 35
9.0 4 78+22 40 I )7 I 74
1.5 17 74+21 661 i1 [ 74
1.5 !2 75+21 57 I 39 [ 87
2.9 !3 72+20 70 I .>0 I 70
5.8 8 72+20 43 I 33 [ 61
8.1 I1 71+20 321 >1i 72
8.1 13 77+21 401 >l I 71
2.1 !8 77+21 051 _11 71
3.2 4 70+19 571 81 76
4.8 13 79+22 36t 321 68
7.9 I1 72+20 52 [ - " 71
4.7 f8 76+21 9 [ g i 90
1.1 3 79+22 501 81 89
5.0 !1 70+19 401 I1 i 72
5.3 ;8 69+19 40 [ 10 I 73
2.6 13 76+21 301 191 72
6.4 !7 74+20 57 I g I 72
9.7 19 79+22 291 _' 72
4.1 10 70+19 37 ] B i 72
3.4 !3 71+19 381 81 71
7.0 i2 79+22 36 I 8 I 75
9.6 19 72+19 33 I 261 70
5.6 ;8 75+20 13 I 9 I 77
7.1 17 73+20 601 331 75
1.2 31 75+20 16 I 10 ] 79
2.2 _0 77+21 291 _il 71
8.E |2 73+20 47 I 32 J 71
8.E |5 72+19 32 I 14 ] 70
8._ _,3 70+19 431 61 72
1.S 16 70+18 331 101 7
8.7 _9 70+19 60 ] 14 I 71
9.3 31 73+19 12 I q i 88
6.£ t2 71+19 591 gl 72
8.7 _4 73+19 101 _= 95
4.1 19 71+19 9 I P] I 93
,7.1 .)7 73+19 49 I q I 71
2.:' t7 72+19 55[ 21 I 74
2.'_ 17 79+21 271 101 73
5.z 2 71+19 231 _1 72
8.C: 23 78+21 531 _ 74
105, 12 73+19 181 "'' 84
17..= 20 73+19 36] -_ 72
14/ 24 76+20 54 I 12 i 72
36.: 19 73+19 9 _ 6 89
i7,,= 52 71+19 91 8
7.,' 49 72+19 33 I 26
15.! 2 70+18 39 ] 16
17.: 28 71+18 81 8
i3.f 12 74+19 30 i 26
;8,! 58 77+20 30 10 74
6,' 45 70+18 79 : 29 71
i4, <, 40 72+19 82 ; 22
17/ 51 71+18 26 6
._2._ 10 70+18 44 6
._4., 39 71+18 40 22
34.: 31 75 + 2(_ 38 5
_.7._ 18 73+19 41 10
I1J 9 70+18 45 28
14.! 3 77+2C 20 10
18., 11 72+1E 47 20
36.1 1E 75+1G 24 20
]9. 6C 77 + 2C 26 6 ¢,
15.1 24 77+2£ 18 5
t9.= 2_ 73+1,, c 15 9
54. 5E 72+1E 73 20
1., 3_ 75+1- c 38 26
3. 2-= 77+2( 61 19 7"
5.; 1E 71+IE 24 7
6., 51 73 + I_E 9 3
11. 3z 70+1E 30 8
33. 5¢- 75+1_ 38 14 7"
40. 3( 72+1E 26 24
48. 4: 79+2( 39 11
57. .= 72+1_ 15 8
1. t 75+I (, 37 9
6. 1( 72+11 49 26
6. 1( 75+1( 19 8
8. 2( 70+1, 56 32 7
12. 4! 74+1! 14 9 7
21. 4( 70+1_ 52 25 7=
21. 1! 71+11 21 6 7:
22. 1; 72+11 37 8 t6
27. 5! 75+1! 55 21 7
34. 5! 73+ 11 81 17
44. 5_ 71+11 98 35 7
46 I 75+ 1! 75 24
47. 3J 76+I! 15 5 1
48, 5• 71+1 25 9 7
57 t, 70+1' 55 14 7
0 Ii 76+1! 23 3 7
11 79+2q 21 4 7
11 71+1 40 10 7
15 13' 71+1 36 9 7















































































































































































































Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Coef R
F C K _511110000
E J t601100000
8 D A G 16O00OOO00





F I E )500000000




D H D ]500000000
: L ._501OO01OO
D H G .>501000030
:E E L J )600000000
:C B H YB01OOl000
N .)500011000
3600000000
B C F B A ,>400000000
D HJ B 5601000010





C L ME 5601000000
D ,O O @500000008
C I I 1600000020
CC :DA A 9600000008
B ,B 2500000000
r_ M G 2600000000
) )C 56O0010020
;D _C 26OOOO000O
) C ;D C 1601011000
; i J 2600000000
I _G 2601121000
; )L K 1600000000
)ACE _AAA 2531121000 27
IC _C C 3700000000
I ; 2600000000
C ) L C 5501000100
C C F B A 0300000000
IC _B 36O1000000
) _EF 1510000000
} ) L 260000000(3
IC _A 260000000_
3 ) K 160000000(_
3C _BG 260000000(]
3C _B 760000300(]
F NJ E 860000O00(]
[ "1H a 850000000'{]
} C _,B F 860000000(]
[ J LC 950000112E
B E AE A_I 240100000C
( I r 460000001C
C E L 460000010(
3D _,D J 670000200£
3 _,M L 66000000OC
( N C 450000012£
3C _,C G k 950010202E
D C ( F A E 160000000(
[ _K E 96000OO15(
B ( qE A E 240000000(
( q F( 8601OO021(
[ I GE 9601OO047_
CCE ._BAI 230100100(
3BB _.AA f' 250010002( 17
3 3F 160001000(
( I I E[ 660100002(
1 E 960000155(
( . HE( 340010005(
3B _,AF 860000100(
3C _BK 070000100(
ED ( _,CN( 950OO0012(
( E ( 950010143(
I _ 960000OO01
,3 3 25OOOOOOO(
B _E H ! 950000000[
B _ J , 360012000(
I H E ( 9600OO0OOi




BC AB I 6600010011
C I DJ Cl 960OO0000i
MI 9501000651




B C A C D, 460000OO0'
E B _ 660000000
B C A A 560000000
BD AAD 350000100
C B 760001000
BE A C 560000000




































































































*Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
ORIGINAL PAGE IS






























a 5 Coords SMJ SMN 8






































































































INo! Color Corrected) V L
t2 bcm 25 pm 60 tam I(30 Fm Flux Corr A Confusion
(Jansky) Unes Coef R Flags e S 2 #
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 p.m; 10) High Source Densib/ Region.
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
Declination: + 40*- + 50 °
Association_
C




































































































































































































































































5.31 _ 7q.L17 J
14,5 5_ 764_ 17 I
38.4 213 /4_-1; I
49.2 36 79_18 i
51.1 34 77.18 I
52.1 21 78+18 I
58.8 59 794 16 I
20.1 14 /4+1_ I
23.3 23 75.,17 ]
33.4 35 79+18 I
56.9 37 76+18 ]
58.3 59 74_-16 ]
2.7 10 73* 16 1
21.6 22 714-1_ i
22.8 4 72.15 J
31.4 41 75_-17 t
402 6 8(34 18 [
42.5 31 72..-15 I
57.1 20 75+16 t
1.6 51 74+18 ]
4.6 29 77J-17 I
10.1 45 75+16 1
12.2 38 714-1__ *
14.4 9 7P_15 I
21.0 11 80+18 I
21.8 20 77_17 I
22.9 29 73+16 1
25.1 33 79-._18 1
32.1 3 74,18 I
43.2 2 "T'/_t".. i
45.2 38 794-18 I
48.9 56 73.15 I
527:46 80+18 I
3.6 40 72+15 I
19.0 5 73+16
20.0 46 72,15 I
32.3! 41 72+15 I
43.2 i 59 75a= 16 I
44.1 13 75+16 I
J
44.5 22 79* 1R f
53.0] 35 72+ 15 I
8.31 8 7_4151
15.2! 47 77,17 I
32.3151 79* 18 I
35.0159 72.15 I
tl.4156 77_- 17 I
44.01 41 60+ 16 I
53.9l 18 774-17 [
0.7 50 74.151
J
9.1 4 79,17 I
15.6] 31 80+ 18 (
15.8146 7:3+15 [
16.2' 50 76.17 I
17.9116 76._17 I
_'1.8;53 71.141
27.7] 16 /1.14 t
29.01 8 77._17 I
]2.3127 76,17 J
_,0.0i36 71.14t
12.tj 7 76+18 I
45.5159 74._5 t
56.9142 73.15 I
2.7' 52 75.16 1
8.3j 7 T2+14 1
11.9i 41 77.16 I
17.21 23 76+ 16 1
22.41 12 75.15 I
Z30 37 ,'141al
74.6] 10 73,t5 1
27.51 35 76+ 16 I
)3.51 43 7_q4-17 I
)6.9148 7;_* 14 I
_.5.8125 76+16 [
19.0J 51 7_,17 i
7.5157 77._16 I
8.0! _ 76_17 !
10.8 13 81*1B I
12.7 56 754-15
13.3 29 /**_4 t
17.6 14 74.15 1
19.6 31 76.+15 [
21.5i 40 76* 17 I
280 54 76+16 I
3.1.1 22 76+16 t
_7.3 41 80`+18 I
_2.51 17 76,16 I
49.21 19 73+15 I
49.5 25 7_,15 t
0.1; 26 774-16 [
]9.8i 24 76,+16 t
49.1 3 7_`+15 1
57.31 5 76+ 16 [
58.7 37 78+151
4.3; 5 60.17 t
4.9 42 774-18 I
11.1119 R1_171
14.0 20 RO+ 17 I
18.8 21 7_q,17 I
26.7 11 75,+15 I
Uncertainty






































































"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2)
Declination: + 40'- + 50"























































































































































































































Flux Corr A Confusion
Uncs Coef R Flags*
C {O C8 5600000100
8(3 ".18 C I 4500000020
F lEG 6500000000
C I E 6500000010
C ] B 0500000000
AB8 ]AABM 0 1500000000
CCI, CC 1500000100
BD DtAA D 1 040000100054000OO02O
D { E 350OOOO0OO
B IBHN O40001000O
B I B E N 04O00O00O0
Di E C 5500O0O010
F D 65010OO00O
B C I A A 0 9500000008
E C 9500000038
C B B 0600000000
DC [AAI F g 0500000000
C C 9400000008
B IE K 0600000000
F D 4500000010
B C I DA B 1400000000
BD iAFM O 3600000000
C IC 9400000008
B C I A B 1 9400200008
BBII GAA 0400000000
C IE 150OOO000O
BC IBC I 0 0600O1O0OO
DC I DCC 1500000000
DB OB 5580000040
BF lAG 0 1500000000
I E K 0400000000
BB IAALF 4 7500001000
BO tAB 4 0500002000
BO IACHF 0 8500001038
BF IAE 1 O600020000
F I B F 9501010008
CCI J CB 8500000048
B IA 1600010000
B 1B E 36O0OO00O0
[E F 150O000000
BC IAC 2 9400000008
B I C L C 36OO0OO000
g O[C E 4601000000
CO ]AC 0 14OOOOO0O0
D G B 76OO000008
C B I L B C 450O0O0000
IDC F 05O00O1OO0
9C lAB 1 35OOOO00O0
BD IBE 1 6600000000
D I H D 1400000000
3 101 I 2500010000
D H 75O00000O0
B IBI M 15O000O000
BD tAB 1 16OOO00OOO
CI FGC 9501000118
,3 IB F 9400000016
3 IC 4500010000
,3 IFFI E 1500010000
D B 9500000018
C F B 2400000350
C I HEB 5600000000
C FC 9601000108
_B IAAE 0 3600000000
C O 9501000048
El I B C D E 45O0000O0O
C I J E E 9400100450
CI J DC 6500000110
C KC 9500000108:
C I K F 96O00000OO
F E C 25O00000OO
3 lOG 0400010000'





9F IAFHK 0 3500001000
30 IADI O 2 6601120230










BD ICC 2 4600000000
CBCJ BAA 7300001010
B IB K K 6600000000
3 I B 14OO0OO000
F f E C 960O0O01OO
BC lAB 0 0500000000
9 ICE 36O0010000
B IAC 2500110000
E IBB I 15O10OO00O
BC ]AA O 2501001000







# T Name Type (') Mag
!
1 13 48016 K
1 1 WZ LYR
I
2 13 48026 MA
1 13 48030
1 2:DO36791
3 13 48044 K5
8




3 13 48060 K
1 12 ZG 1903+49
1 2 D)0 36817
I 2 £)0 36814
8
1 2 £)0 36827
2 13 48068 K2
1 13 48069 K5
3 13 48071 K5




1 13 48085 K0
1 2 £)036857
2 13 48088 MA
1 2 O036866
2 13 48099 K5
1 12 ZG 1905+46
1 13 48108 K2
i
1 13 48113
I 1 2 £)0368.87
II 13 48115 K0
4 9 U11406
2 12 ZG 1906+41
el




;1 13 48137 G5
I
CI 1 I ST LYR
C i 1 13 46139
1 13 48141 K0
I 13 46148 K0
6!
I


































































































































































8 Coords SMJ SMN 0 12 p.m(I
(s) C) l h C) C) (')
.L8 73+14 18 6 5.63 3.62
3.8 73+14 36 !7 .26L .89L
).4 72 + 14 24 6 7.62 1.79
],8 73+14 23 6 14.53 6.37
z.2 81+17 26 8 .88 .18:
t.4 78+16 21 9 .89 .22
1.7 71 + 13 27 9 1.06 .30
.L1 77+16 47 9 .28L .25L
1.4 75+15 37 1 .41 ,25L
5.9 80 + 17 37 5 ,89 .23:
7.3 79+17 21 9 .98 23
4.0 72+14 37 8 .44 22
3.4 72+14 38 10 .43 .25L
4.0 74 + 14 31 9 .38 25L
3.4 72 + 14 45 3 .58 .25L
3.8 76+15 24 17 .25L .25L
3.5 74 + 15 36 7 .25L .24:
3.5 81 + 17 16 4 4.30 1.79
3.7 76+15 64 13 .27L .25L
S.3 73 + 14 52 .)1 .25L .25L
).9 78+16 15 4 36,62 15.69
3.8 79+16 49 13 .28L .25L
5.8 74+14 36 9 .66 .12:
0.4 72+13 35 10 .25L .25L
6.0 74+I4 33 .)4 25L .25L
B.2 75+15 30 15 .25L .25L
O.0 73+ 14 77 ]0 .27L .25L
1.5 79+ 16 28 8 ,83 .20:
2.4 72+13 71 ]1 .25L .56L
4.3 74+14 47 6 .72 .21
5.7 72 + 13 33 11 .32 .25L
1.6 79+16 71 10 24 .25L
5.4 74+ 14 21 9 .78 .35
t .7 74 + 14 34 ]4 .34L .52L
4.2 81 +17 27 9 .52 .25L
2.7 74 + 14 21 6 1.32 .40
3. t 75 + 15 56 20 .25L .25L
9.9 72+ 13 58 16 1.35L .25L
8.3 72+13 23 5 6.35 2.31
1,8 75+14 63 17 .25L .25L
2.7 78+16 70 14 1.75L .25L
8.2 76+ 15 62 25 .25L .25L
0.9 8t + 17 31 9 .99 .19
1.2 73+13 44 8 .37 .25L
3.9 72 + 13 17 5 1.28 .34
6.E 76 + 15 36 8 .41 .25L
1.4 73+14 76 12 .27 .25L
2.E 77 + 15 18 9 .85 .27
5.; 75+14 17 11 .25L .251.
!9.£ 80t16 17 12 .23 .251.
;3.7 72+ 13 84 25 .25L .25L
.0.C 77+15 40 12 .26 .57[
.3._ 79 + 16 59 17 .33 .25t
i0.( 78 + 16 53 E .34 .251
i7.1 74 + 14 53 1E .25L .27t
i8.1 78+15 25 E .63 .17:
2.( 81 + 16 15 .55 .25[
4.( 72+13 55 21 .25L .251
7.( 80 + 16 15 1_ .25L .251
8.( 80 + 16 4(3 .39 .251
i7.! 76+15 42 1_ .35 .251
?6J 76+ 15 34 E .49 .251
10.1 73 + 13 4C ( .43 .251
16.1 78 + 15 33 ( .58 251
_1.; 74+14 2C 7.t3 2.99
_1.1 73 + 13 6_ 1' .27 .251
$1,( 75 + 14 5," 2" .25L .251
59. 75 + 14 3,= .25L .25
3.1 73 _ 13 2," 1.00 .31
4: 78 + 15 2_ .6O 25
5.; 74+tC 3( 1'. .26 .25
8.: 79+ 1_ 2! .57 .25
12. 72+I," 1_ 1.33 .96
2t. 78+ 1-= 4_ .25L .25
34. 74 ÷ 1," 3: .43 .25
35. 72 + 1; 4, .25L .25
39 74 + 1C 10_ .30L .69
39. 73+1," 2( .64 .13
43. 75+ 1_ 5" .25L .57
44. 76+ la 4, .35 .25
51. 73+ 1: 6_ 1 .50£ .54
0, 81 +I( 1: t.88 98
7. 73+ 1: 3, .45 .25
7. 79 ÷ 1! 31 1 .25L .25
12 81 _ 11 2; .38 25
13, 75+I, 2 1 ,56 ,25
15, 80+ lq 1 3.61 1,37
18 81 + 1_ 1 1.40 ,3c
24 73+I: 3 ,61 .1[
25 72+1; 10 2 58t .5£
29 76 t 1 2 1.10 .4,"
33 73 + 1 3 2 _2-=
38 72 + 1 6 1 .24 1.73
40 73 + 1 2 _ .251 2,=
40 75 ± 1 3 .38 .2_=
44 75 + 1 4 1 741 2-=
44 74 _ 1 4 1 .31 2,=
49 72 + 1 5 1 .271 .2!
50 ; 73+ 1 .45 .2,=
i56 _1 __4 .25l .2,
Flux Density Flags
(Not Color Co_eeted) V
25 _m 60 _m ISO _m I Flux Co_ A Confusion
(Jansky) f Uncs Coef R
|
.80 3.86L ICE A B
.40L 1.96 I D L C
.43L 4.02L I B AID
.72 3.90L I BB A B
.40L 1.09L I D C
.40L 1.00L I C G
.40L 1.00L / C CE
























2.31 1.01L CC AAF
.49 1.26 CC MDB
.40L 1.00L E E
.86 1 60 BB I BB
.40L 1.44 E E
.51 3,25 CC IJ ED
.43L 1.06 D D
.40L 1,00L C D
.40L 1.33 C K D
.40L 1,06L ;F C
.40L 1.45L ', C H
.47L 1.38L ', I
.40L 1.05L IC ,B N
.40L 1.39 D J E
.40L 1.00L I IF
.40L 1.09L IC ,A
.40L 1.59 C K F
.32 1.84L D D
.40L 1.00L _B =AM
.40L 1.60 C F
.36 1.50L C L D F
.40L 2.08 C I C
.40L 1.00L 'D _EJB
.40L 1.23L ' ;F
.40L 1.05L IC _B
.40L 1.33L ; ; I
.40L 1.49L ;
.40L 1.00L [D _C
.68 1.90 BE iJBE
.40L 1.12L ; )L
.40L 1.33 C E E
.40L 1.17L _
.40L 1.53L : I
.40L 1.00L ; )
.38: 2.42 DE J F
.401. 1.00L ]E kCM
.40L 1.07L ] _D P
.40L 1.70 ( H E
69 1.40 B F DA (
,40L 1.32L ._ ]
.40£ 1.54L ,3 ," J[
,401 1.00L 3 _J
.40[ 1.26L .3 3B
.40[ 1.06L 3 kF
.49 1.00L SCC _,AC
,40[ 1,32L .3 3
.411 1.63 ( DEE
.441 1.61 [ F [
.401 1.05[ 3C _B
.35: 1.00[ BDD 3DE!
.401 1.27[ 3 --H
.401 1.00[ B Bt G
.401 1.08[ BC &AFt
.401 1.48 ( I
.40] 1.01[ C C,J
.401 2.56 I II
.401 1.28 I MI
.401 1.161 BD BCHI
.401 1.09 I I
.40 1.001 C B
.41 2.041 C Dt
.40 1.001 BB AAD
.40 t.001 B BH
.87 2.74 C HC
.40 t.6Ol B BF
.40 1.00! B CH
.40 1.001 B C A AI
.40 1.00 B B A B F
.40 1.55 CE AC
.40 1.30
.4(3 1.39 BD ACD
.40 1,14 E
.4(3 1.28 C F B
.4(3 1.37 H
A(3 1.01 C A
.4_ 1.00 C DC
.4C 1.19 C CJ
.4C 2,35 D F K
.4C 1.34 B BEM






































































































*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12. 25. 60. 100 /_m; 10) High Source Density Region.
OR.TGINA£ PAC_ I8















































































































Name8 Galactic Uncertainty _ (Not Color Co.acted)¢ 8 Coords SMJ SMN O 12 Fm 25 hm 60 Fm
h=m. o , (s) (") 1 b ('3 C) (') N (Jansky)
19179+4010 3 1.66 39 ,40L
19179+4425 3 .25L .40L .36
19179+4323 3 .55 .25L .40L
19181 +4852 4 3.63 1.05 ,40L
19181 +4114 2 .65L .61L .40L
19181 +4041 3 6,52 1,71 .40L
19182+4416 3 .78 .27L .40L
19182+4009 2 .67 .30 A0L
19182+4327 3 .37 ,18: .40L
19183+4051 i2 ,25L .25L ,40L
19183+4340 3 .91 .46 .40L
19183 +4448 ! .37L i ,47L .40L19183+4456 .49 .25L .40L
19183+4917 .35 .22 .40L
19185+4135 [3 .46 .14: .40L
19186+4030 i12 ,25L .25L .40L
19189+4137 2 ,25L .25L .40L
19189+4328 3 .25L .25L 1.09
19192+4921 4 .67 .14: .40L
19193+4302 3 _25L ,25L .75
19194+4611 3 .49 .17: .40L
19194+4235 3 .89 .26L .40L
19194+4806 3 .60 .20 .40L
19194+4918 2 1.53L 25L .40L
19195+ 4128 3 .46 .25L .40L
19196+4313 2 .25L 1.34L .38
19196+4057 3 .41 .25L .40L
19196+4535 3 .25L .25L .41L
19199+4000 3 .71 ,25L .40L
19200+4225 3 .53 .18: .40L
19200+4635 2 .25L 25L .40L
19202+4456 3 ,75 .25L A0L
19203+4941 2 ,20 .25L .40L
19203+4718 3 1.31 .37 .40L
19205+4214 31 .25L .25L .50
19206+4342 3 _39L ,14: 1.07
19207+4409 3 ,98 .50 .40L
19207+4632 3; 1.60 .62 ,40L
19208+4442 2i .38 _55L .40L
19209+4413 31 .60 .17 .40L
19209+4324 2 .25 .25L .40L
19210+4349 _ .93L .25L .54L19211+4252 .25L .25L .40L
19213+4503 .25L .25L .80
19213+4032 2 .31 .25L .40L
19214+4520 3 .35 .25L .40L
19214+4847 2 .35 .25LI .40L
19217+4607 3 .64 .25Li ,40L
19217+4452 3 .25L .25L .40L
19217+4152 3 .50 .33: .40L
19218+4635 3 .25L .25L _ .40L
19219+4111 3 1.01 .24: .40L
19220+4930 3 .81 ,19 .40L
19221 +4135 2 ,61L .54L .40L
19221 +4756 3 .40 .25L .40L
19221 +4308 3 3.05 ,90 .40L
19222+4252 3 .50 .25L .40L
19222+4757 2 .60L .25L .40L
19223+4108 3 1.01 .37 .40L
19223+4317 3 1.46 .32 .40L
19225+4450 3 .38 .25L .40L
19225+4250 3 .55 .14: ,40L
19228+4849 2 .61L _25L .50
19228+4448 2 .32L .25L .40L
1922B+4732 2 .25L .25L: .,SOL
19228+4801 2 .32L .25L .43L
19230+4328 3 1.64 .95 A0L
19232+4422 3 96 .24 .40L
19232+4028 3 .40 .25L .40L
19234+4628 3 .27L .25L .59
19235+4208 3, 2.46 1.46 .40L
19235+4333 2 .31 .25L A0L
19236+4045 3; .64 .20: ,40L
19238 ÷ 4400 3 1.30 ,36 .40L
19240+4546 3 8.08 4.05 .45L
19242+4231 3 .25L .25L .55
19243+4348 3 .68 .25 .40L
19244+4449 3 .86 .23 .40L
19244+4152 3 ,35L .25L .40L
19244+4030 3 33 .25L .40L
19246 _4456 3 2.30 .67 .40L
19247+4354 3 .59 .19: .40L
19247+4335 3 .25L 25L .40L
19248+4212 3 .25L .25L .51:
19249+4718 3 .71 .35 .40L
19249+4226 3 1.53 .67 .40L
19249 +4410 3 .25L 25L .40L
19249 + 4217 3 ,62 .25L .40L
19250+ 4904 4 ,57 A 5: .40L
19250+4921 2 ,28 ,25L ,40L
19251 +4037 2 .50L ,25L ,52L
19253 + 4543 3 .28 ,25L .40L
19255 ÷ 4556 3 .35 .25L .40L
19256+4336 2 ,46L .26L .45L
19257 ÷ 4224 3 .44 .25L .40L
19257+4304 2 1.13L .25L .40L
19259 _ 4746 3 .72 .17: .40L
19260 + 4202 2 .64L .62L .32




100 Fm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
I
1.17L BB ABE I 1 6600202000
1.57 CC NEB 7501000200
1.17L C C 2500000000
1.10L FB AAKJ 0 1510021000
2.35 D D 9500100130
1.27L BB AAG 0 9600000000
1.17L B AD L 8500000000
1.16L ED AB 0 6600102000
1.00L BE BDJ 0 3500000000
2.22 F KD 9582000000
1.00L EF AS 9 4600001000
1.59 E : DB 8500000000
1.08L B BJ 6600110000
1.10L BD CDE 0 1402001000
1.08L B E BC 1 2600000000
2.93 D G 9580000230
121  00000000200BoB .. 34000000001 6 .El 0 2 oo1 oooo
3.64 BB GCA 1400000100
1.00L BD BC M 0 5600000000
I.OOLI B AC L 2600000000
1.00L I BD BCH 0 2500000000
.90 D F C
1.15L B BE
120: C D F D C












1.22L C B L
1.15L EO _B1.40L C
1.32 C CD1.77 : D
3441.02L C
1.25L B A
1.00L C B K
1.20L B IAFI
1.75 C BAFB1.34L CD 1





























1.06L C° :BC 1500100000
1.0OL BD lAG K 00 6500000000
1.54 C K HC 1500000110
1.21 B C DMKE 9601100000
1.00L BB AAF 0 3700000000
1.61L _C ICG 4600130000
1.07 E F 9601100000
02 ACK 1 05 01
1.00L =BC AB 0 5700002000
1.78L BE I 5500100120
1.09L CD C BDEH 0 67001300001,27L 2600000100
2,01 E HD 4400100120
1.40 i g B 960100001603 N HB 0 0
1.08L BB AA L 2 4701000000
1.09L CC AB 3 9700000000
1A5L C BJ 4600010000
1,20L B t CD 7600000000
1.00L BB AAK 1 7600000000
1.53L C B 4600000000
1.08L B° BE 0 4600011000
1,00L CC 'AAI 4 6701001000
1.17L BB B AAFE 0 56010003001.40L K B E 3600000000
1.00L B D A B 1 65000010OO
1.22L CD AC 0 4600000000
1.72 C C F D 35000000001.52L B J 7600010000
1.21L BB AAKF 1 5600000000
1.04L B° AF 0 6500000000
1.89 C L.KC 4680000100
3.52 CC HEBC 3401100210
2.50L RC BB F 3 9600001008
1.00L BC AA 0 4600000000
2,02 C J D 5600000010
1.35L B ADK 3600100210
1.00L B° BD 0 2600001000
1.66L0 D 3500000000
1.28 CIE FDD 86810000001.14L C L 4600000000
1.26L C ICH 4601000000
2.04 O t J HC 9401000108
1.17L B C 3600010000
1.03 D D 3600000000
3,47L B° AE 0 6501001008
1,55L C 8 H 3600000000
1,02L BC AB 3 3600000000
4,30L C CJ E 5401000008
Associations
Name Type
2 13 48333 K5
4 3 "41 19179+4425
1 13 48334
1 4 13 48336 MA
19182+4416
1 I ER LYR
3 "13 48341 K0
1 "41 19163+4340
2 12; ZG 1918+44
1 13 ' 48343 K0
1 161 11927
1 1 HO LYR
C 1 32 X1918+404
1 "41119190+432813 46358 K5
3 9 Ul1429
3 13 48360 K0
1 1 32 X1919+414
3 "10 M +07-40-003
1 2 DO 37165
1 2 DO 37170
1 13 48367 K
192o,+4 ,2ZG 1920+44
2 DO 37179
2 * 2 ! DO37181
C 1 32 X1921+450
2 13 48385 K5
1 1 FP LYR
1 13 48392 MA
1 13 48397 K0
2 2 DO 37207
1
2 3 "13 48401 G5
1 13 48403 GO
1
2 1 V734 CYG
2 13 48418 K
2 13 484191 DO 37237
4 1 32 X1923+457
1 13 48433 G5
2 2 DO 37247
4
1 1 HQ LYR
1 13 ! 48447 K5
2 13 48464
1 131 48470
















































*ConfuSion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).






a 8 a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 8 O 12 /_m
h m. * , (s) ('3 I b C) C) (') N
t9263+4010 22.1 294 73+11 02 36 68!2 .32L19264+4237 25.3 75+12 37 29 .25L
19265+4809 31.1 51 80+14 36 9 54 2 .22
19266+4433 42.0 4 77+13 36 8 66 2 .35
19270+4423 1.5 33 77+13 34 11 66 3 .25L
19271+4459 7.4 36 77+ 13 20 9 68 3 92
19271+4405 11.0 14 77+12 t9 16 73 3 .25L
19272+4556 17.8 20 78+ 13 19 4 66 3 22.38
19273+4217 18.5 30 75+12 29 9 67 3 .39
19273+4022 20.737 73+11 52 12 67 2 .29
19273+4132 23.7 14 74+11 36 9 68 3 .43
19278+4021 48.6 11 73+11 27 7 68 3 22.66
19278+4112 53.9 1 74+11 47 11 70 3 .25L
19280+4357 4.8 1 76+12 60 11 72 2 .26
19280+4228 5.4 23 75+12 44 8 61 3 25L
19282+4911 113.2 17 81 + 14 22 3 68 ! 4 .75
19282+4550 ;15.4 48 78+13 32 9 65 3 .37
19284+4420 29.3 19 77+12 99 20 641 2 1.42L
19285+4853 133.9 45 81 +14 9 4 69 I 5 22.71
19286+4115 41.9 43 74+11 29 9 68 3 .72
19287+4602 42.7 25 78+13 19 6 65 3 77.65
19288+4852 48.5 14 81+14 22 6 67 4 .79
19268+4029 51.2 2 73+10 66 13 73 2 .28
19288+4701 53.1 39 79+13 36 10 69 3 .25L
19289+4611 54.1 51 79+13 38 11 66 2 .25L
19289+4729 54.4 6 60+14 43 42 4 2 .25L
19289+4459 56.I 29 77+13 52 13 72 2 .62L
19289+4956 57.6!44 82+15 41 8 61 3 .36L
19289+4048 59.1 26 74+11 26 13 69 3 .37L
19290+4137 4.2 40 74+11 51 12 67 3 .55L
19290+4255 4.8 50 76+12 24 3 66 3 1,76
19290+4806 5.218 80+14 17 3 67 4 1.02
19291+4757 8.0¢2 80+14 15 4 63 4 2.0219291+4111 t0.5 ! 74+11 61 15 65 2 .46L
19292+4403 13.2 _ 77+12 64 12 70 3 .25L
19293+4344 2t.6 13 76+12 34 9 23 3 .40
19294+4939 25.5139 82+14 21 9 62 3 .65
19294 + 4209 265 37 75 + 11 26 9 64 3 .91
19294+4053 27.9 59 74+11 40 37 175 2 1.33L
19296+4318 36.1 51 76+12 38 8 66 3 .25L
19296+4331 38.0 45 76+12 14 4 67 3 104d3
19296+4927 40.8 50 82+14 48 29 51 2
34 ' 8 .5219296+4252 4t.1 39 76+11 68 3
19297+4047 45.8 38 74+10 31 9 66 3
19297+4409 46.8 1 77+12 79 22 67 3
19300+4330 5.2 45 76+12 61 14 64 2
19300+4300 5.6 20 76+11 49 14 67 3
19301+4005 8A 21 73+10 38 9 69 3
19303+4900 23.4 1 81+14 28 6 58 3
19304+4113 26,1 22 74+11 35 8 66 2 I
i
19304+4019 27.4 t0 73+10 25 6 70 3
19304+4110 28.5 24 74+11 77 12 72 2
I9306+4708 38.7 57 80+13 19 I 8 64 4
19308+4323 49.6 26 76+11 27 i 6 69 3
19308+4038 51.6 28 74+10 17 _ 6 67 3
19309+4528 54.7 7 78+12 80 29 63 2
19309+4352 55.6 1 77+12 21 6 66 3
19309+4110 58.9 43 74+10 78 9 63 2
19311+4300 10.6 28 76+11 16 5 67 3
19312+4319 12.3 22 76+11 18 4 68 3
19315+4334 30.4 36 76+11 26 6 66 3 =
19315+4054 33.9 32 74+10 28 5 66 3
19317+4024 47.3 1 74+10 24 5 68 3
19318+4835 49.3 10 81+14 39 10 61 3
19320+4228 1.1 41 75+11 28 9 67 3
19321+4845 8.2 63 81+14 35 9 66 3
19322+4640 17.9 51 79+13 25 6 65 4
19322+4951 17.9 55 82+14 72 34 55 2
19323+4435 18.546 77+12 22 I 21 44 2
19323+4909 16.8 6 82+14 9 4 63 4
19323+4817 19.0 26 81+13 17 4 66 4
19325+4756 31.9 58 80+13 20 8 61 4
19326+4012 38.7 13 73+10 36 9 66 3
19326+4954 38.9 19 82+14 26 10 62 3
19327+4248 43.9 46 76+11 18 5 65 3
19327+4909 45.4 33 82+14 21 9 62 3
19328+4443 49.1 48 78+12 61 14 66 2
19328+4625 49.5 31 79+13 26 25 96 2
19328+4225 52.6 37 75+11 21 5 67 3
19328+4511 53.952 78+12 30 9 68 3
19330+4145 0.849, 75+10 30 9 68 3
19330+4218 1.31 0 75+11 55 10 72 2
19330+4015 4.64I 0 74+10 31 9 68 3
19330+4315 4.958 76+tl 27 9 65 2
19331+4401 8.9 14 77+11 23 12 67 3
19332+4621 16"61255 79+12 23 8 66 4
19332+4301 17.6 76+11 34 10 65 2
19337+4542 42.334 79+12 63 9 72 2
19337+4633 43.120, 79+12 47 12 65 2
19337+4441 46.6158 78+12 i 21 9 66 3
[
19337+4150 47.958 75+10 I 52 12 65 2
19338+4630 50.021 79+12 125 v 654
19338+4411 50.14237 77+11 43 24 67319338+4254 52.3 76+11 66 11 642
19339+4652 54.654 60+13 20 8 644
19339+432455.0'3476+11438652




Declination: + 40"-+ 50*
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected)


























































2,34 .62 I .40L












































100 Fm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
1.50 C HG 7600000100
1.15 C M D 5600000100
1.22L C Dj 15000000004.86L 9500000008
2.14 BFCC BB 9600000108
5.07L ABGc 9 35000010083.23 D 9500000668 C
1.72 B888 AAAA O 3600000100 17
1.16L _ _D 36000010001.88L 7600100000
t.24L S B H 2600000000
1.46L BDC AAA 9 6700100000 29
1.89 CC OB 3600000110
5.33L C D 9501000108
2.05 E DF 2600000100
1.00L BC AD 7 2600000000
1.24L D B 2600010000
4.05L C C 9501000008
214 ABBB AAAB 1 2400100010 15
1.32L CC BC 6 9600100000





1.49 F L J G
4.29L C L BF














1.00L BC ABK 1 1700000000
1.00L CB AAI C 7 4700001000
1.77L C CD 9600100000
7.77L C B I 9500000008
3.72L D CF M 9501020008 1
1.01L BB AAL 0 4500011000
1.34L BC AB G 0 1600001000
1.40 F H 6601000110
1.49 CD DB 2600000206
4.14 ABCC AAAA 3 4500100008 25
1.42 C D 2500000000
1.19L B AJ 1700000000
1.47L B AG 6600000000
1.62 E F C 9700000018
5.55L F F 1500100008
1.56L C KCG 0700001000
1A2L BD AB 0 9600000000
1.00L D B 2600030000 1
1.70 C L E B 9603100100
1.48L BD AA H 0 8600003000
2.01L C C 9601100100
1.39L BC AS 0 6600000000
5.20L C BD 0500100008
1,95L CE AAKG 9 7601001000
1.72 D B 3601000210
1.10L 88 A8 G 1 2700001000
1.96L C F B 9601100(300
1.09L BC AAJ 0 1700000000
3.84L CB AAGN 1 0600101008
1.12L BB AA 0 3701000000
1.53L B C G A A E 4600001000
1.74L BB AB H 3 6602002110 2
1.00L B L BI 05000000(3'0
1.26L BE BDL Ol 0501000000 I
1,00L B C G 0500020000 1
1.39L B BD 2600010000
1.36 D D 4501100130 8
3.15 D L HC 9503000218 18
1.24L ABB AAAE 01 1501111100 17
1.00L BB AA 4 1600000000
1.07L BE AC 3 2601020000
2.01L B CI 8601000000
4.49 BC FGAB 3481100140
1.27L DD AA J 9 2501000000
2.74 DCBB EGAA 0_ 0501111100
6.03L D G J 9401000128
1.08 F J t C 4601010000
1.22L ABD AAC 0 2600000000
8.71L CD BBC 3 9500001008
1.70L BD AE 0 5600000000
1.42L C C 2600000000
1.73L BD AD 0 7600000000
1.24L BD BD 0 3600000000
4.59 CC LGFB 5500010320 4
1.23L BE BC 0 4500100000
1.37L C C G 3600000000
1.36L C DF 4700000000
1.65L C D 1601120000
4.97L BD AD 5 9512000028
1.73L B BH K 4600010000
1.65L B C 7602120000
4.991C[ C EEF 5581101340 41.64L D N 3500000000
1.35L C AB 18600001000
1.74L D D D 3600010000
1.48 C KM C 3500000000
4.54L BC AC 1 9500000008
3.43: CF KBE 5600101340 4
1.69L B BH 1601020000
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48621 K5 " 85
X1933 +441 4
48629 91











































































































IC 82+1, I 3 1 1
1,c 75+11 I 2 f
15 60+1; I 10: 3 *=
2C 81+1: r _ 1 (
22 75+ 11 4; 1 (
25 80 ÷ 1: 61 3
3¢ 78 + 1; 2: 1 E
31 79+1; 2, E
52 75+ 1( 8_ 1 7
55 74+ ¢, 10_ 4 7
57 77+ 11 2: , 6
3 74+ ¢. 3 , 7
4 78+11 2; : 6
6 82+1z 1" ! 5
13 81+1E 1! , 6
23 76+1; 8( I 16
-)8 76+11 3,< I 6
=>8 79+12 3( ! 6
33 76 + 11 3z ( 6
]3 74 + 1C 3; 1" 6
]8 77+11 6£ 1; 6
11 74+ fl 41 f 7
_.3 76+11 31 ¢ 6
i8, 78+11 31 ( 6
5. 60+12 7E 2_ 5
6. 81+13 2C ,= 6,
!4. 82+13 2_ E
!2. 82 + 13 52 [ 51
!9. 76+10 31 c 6J
12. 75 + 10 4G ¢_ 6
13. 82+ 13 28 E 51
15. 80+ 12 52 21 61
_6. 74+ 9 31 1C 6_
16. 81+13 38 14 64
=7, 74+ 9 76 15 6_
19, 74+ 9 43 1(3 7_
4. 79+12 23 8 6(
,4. 63+13 31 10 51
2. 74+ 9 36 10 61
9., 80_, 12 41 11 6;
5,_ 61+12 34 8 5!
0.: 74+ 9 21 6 6(
7._ 81+13 22 5 6_
8._ 76+10 48 13 6,c
9,q 74+ 9 25 23 6£
9., 75+10 45 10 6(
1J 75+10 35 9 6;
2._ 77+10 20 8 6£
2,! 77+10 23 3 71
8, 76+10 61 17 71
4.1 78+ 11 28 13 2[
5.; 78+11 21 8 6£
6.1 77 + 10 23 4 6E
8.1 76+ 10 42 12 67
9: 75+ 9 74 ]3 67
0J 79+ 12 57 ._0 6£
5! 77+10 62 5 7E
3; 79+11 22 8 6_
3.1 78+11 27 8 6,_
2, 79+11 23 8 6E
7,( 77+10 15 3 7C
4.( 62+ 13 55 ]9 5E
4.( 74+ 9 53 12 65
1/ 79+11 42 8 57
1.( 82+t3 56 15 64
32 75+ 9 48 8 64
4.( 77+ 10 23 3 7G
_.( 78 + 11 23 8 63
5.E 79+11 28 9 60
7._ 79+11 22 8 66
3.; 75+ 9 34 10 67
3£ 80+12 36 13 66
3,E 75+ 9 65 12 73
E1 76+11 23 4 61
_.c 82+13 14 5 80
5._ 79+11 31 17 65
L7 83+13 16 _1 52
_..( 77 + 10 36 !3 61
].£ 82+13 42 0 55
].E 74+ 8 18 5 59
}.,4 80+12 22 5 58
LC 76+ 9 24 3 72
._,1 74+ 6 31 9 57
.LE 77+10 35 8 55
t.E B1+12 18 9 50
3._ 75+ 9 67 6 73
).C 91+12 18 5 50
_.4 78+10 19 8 54
1,1 79+ 11 18 8 52
LE 76+ 9 20 4 72
_.3 32+13 28 8 51
L5 78+10 17 8 _5
)3 _.0+ 11 50 4 50
'.7 33+13 35 3 50
).4 79+11 37 0 58
).4 ]0+ 12 33 8 51
1.6 /'6+11 16 4 58
1.0 ]1 + 12 39 r9 31
1.6 79+11 15 4 _3
'.1 75+ 9 31 5 ;'1
Declination: + 40*- + 50"
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected)




































































































.39 : .85 9.12







































































































Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Unes Coef R Flags* S 2




C G K C I 3600000001
I G = 760000000_
HFE_ 9562000211
BD BDJ 650100000t
C E C B 360000000(
I H I 960000010(
BC AA 1 360000110(
E B D 960000000(
:tC AA 9501001001
3 C A B D 050000000(
:IC ABK 060000100(
[ I J ( 960100000l
3 BI t 250100000(
B( EMAE 660100031(





3 E E 940110000[
[ ( 460000010(
3 S C A A E 050000000(
_.C A A 050000000(
; D 050010000C
Bt M 150001000C
._ B E 250000000C
_D ACH 050010000C
[ E C 45000001 lC
:D AD 970010000C
C E 160000000C
r J FF 960010110C
CC HJ EE 95O200040C
CE K BE 560000111C
; CJ V 360000000C
I BCCF 9600001306
; D J 4500000000
; 9 E 2500000000
; C _ B h 8700001000





C _ B 940010OOO8
_BC _AAC 7610100008
[; GC 9500000008
CC .3 CC 9601000008
I _D E 5500010000
t B B _,A B @400100008
', : 5400100008




:E _,C E _500000006
: ] H _500100008
B B kAA F ?500000000












B _A K )500000000






B _A D _600000000
B S ,A A _600000000
D ,EH _600010100
DD I C _601000118
BC = AA 502000000
C I DD h500000110
BE ,AA i600000000









B ,B F K 400000008


























































































*Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
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"Contusion Flags: 61-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at
Declination: + 40 °- + 50*
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected)









































































































Flux Corr A Confusion R




























































































































































h m ° , (s) () [b C) C) (') N
19481+4358 7.1 21 78+9 _ 25 8 60 3
19461+4132 7.4 55 76+ 8 57 12 56 2
19482+4128 14.6 59 76+ 8 31 9 63 3
19482+4225 17.3 25 77+ 8 16 12 67 2
19483+4501 22.7 11 79+ 9 54 10 63 2
19483+4323 23.6 39 78+ 9 17 7 64 3
19484+4240 25.0 34 77+ 8 22 16 65 3
19484+4738 25.3 37 81+11 84 29 66 2
19484+4154 25.7 30 76+ 8 31 14 64 2
19484+4158 29.8 29 76+ 8 56 14 67 2
19465+4226 34.3 38 77+ 8 43 5 61 3
19486+4159 36.6 22 77+ 8 24 17 54 2
19486+4400 41,6 54 78+ 9 46 12 61 3
19487+4815 46.2 48 82+11 26 8 55 4
19488+4331 48,1 57 78+ 9 31 9 62 3
19489+4411 57.8 40 78+ 9 36 17 63 319491+4215 6.3 19 77+ 8 19 ! o 62 3
19491+4311 10.1 23 78+ 8 36 18 67 2
19491 +4138 10.7 39 76+ 8 50 12 56 2
19492+4123 12.9 2 76+ 8 62 20 60 3
19492+4034 14.5 40 75+ 7 60 11 74 2
19492+4940 17.6 49 83+12 25 9 60 6
19493+4124 19.3 65 76+ 8 21 12 60 3;
,9494+4157 28.9 1 77+ 8 79 14
,9495+4934 31.216 83+12 26 o _ gi
,9495+4023 31.3 17 75+7 25 20 234
,9495+4234 32.0 29 77+8 36 18 69 2
19495+4207 34,7 11 77+ 8 21 9 61 3
,9497+ 4327 43.910 78+8 11 4603
,9497+4015 44.7 28 75+7 15 8 66 4
,9496 + 4040 49.732 75+7 55 11 682
19498+4714 50.2 52 81+10 50 6 63 3
19498+4134 50,9 41 76+ 8 59 14 65 2
19498+4119 51,0 8 i 76+; 42 8 67 319498+4031 51.5 58, 75+ 10 31 65 4
19499+4817 54.7 20j 82+11 19 81 24 5
19499+4227 56.3 9' 77+ 8 27 10 66 3
19500+4406 0.2 50 79+ 9 16 3 57 3
19500+4433 4.9 41 79+ 9 19 5 61 3
19500+4413 5.2 52 79+ 9 40 8 59 3
19501+4524 7.4 21 80+ 9 35 S 62 3
19501+4913 10.4 11 83+11 44 6 64 4
19502+4241 13,0 6 77+ 8 32 8 65 3
19502+4129 16.0 15 76+ 7 30 10 65 3
19503+4040 20.7 26 76+ 7 29 8 59 3
19504+4130 28,2 40 76+ 7 38 18 59 3
19505+4010 30.2 55 75+7 17 10 63 3
19505+4114 30.6 28 76+ 7 33 5 62 3
19506+4936 36.931 83+11 50 19 61 3
19507+4202 45.6 25 77+ 6 32 3 65 3
19507+4108 47,0 32 76+ 7 10 3 63 3
19507+4030 473 8 75+ 7 10 4 60 3
1950844433 51.0 22 79+ 9 42 9 60 3
19506+4317 51,6 48 78+ 8 26 16 58 2
19510+4024 46 9 75+ 7 44 8 60 3
19510+4105 53 17 76+ 7 21 8 = 62 3
19511+4748 6.4 27 82+10 40 291 67 2
19511+4920 10.7 39 83+11 26 4 62 5
19511+4522 113 6! 80+ 9 27 8 61 3
19511+4334 11.8 9 78+ 8 39 8 27 2
19512+4312 13,8 14 78+ 8 33 3 62 3
19512+4833 17.6 14 83+11 49 12 62 3
f9513+4157 18,8 51 77+ 7 40 10 64 3
19513+4727 20.0 16 82+10 14 4 59 4
19513+4613 21.4 56 80+10 24 4 60 3
19513+4828 21.6 27 82+11 59 12 66 3
19514+4100 24.7 6 76+ 7 40 33 19 3
19514+4147 27.1 14 77+7 31 9682
19514+4627 27.3 14 81+10 26 5 62 4119514+4306 27.7 33 78+8 16 1 61
19514+4030 28,3 33 75+ 7 36 10 60 2
19516+4050 37.1 21 76+ 7 20 3 62 3
19516+4324 39.1 0 76+ 6 17 4 58 3
19517+4045 42.1 5 76+ 7 19 8 63 3
19517+4024 44.9 47 75+ 7 24 I 8 62 4
19519+4400 58.2 15 79+ 8 25 I 5 57 2
19520+4325 0.6 12 78+ 8 42 I 14 66 2
19520+4005 1.5 53 75+ 6 18 I 13 71 4
19522+4520 12.9 22 80+ 9 29 i 10 67 3
19522+4515 17,0 21 80+ 9 21 9 63 3
19522+4644 17.8 40 81+10 61 34 69 2
19523+4927 16,0 44 63+11 19 4 63 5
19523+4311 19.7 52 78+ 8 45 ; 6 66 3
19523+4538 20,3 8 80+ 9 33 8 63 2
19523+4305 20.8 35 78+ 8 32 8 58 3
19524+4932 24,0 42 76+ 7 49 8 155 3
19524+4307 25.8 59 78+ 8 35 16 65 2
19524+4105 28,4 17 76+ 7 25 12 66 3
19524+4700 28,5 12 61+10 46 9 59 3
19524+4640 29,9 51 81+10 36 3 61 4
19525+4321 33.8 58 78+ 8 45 10 63 3
19525+4118 33.9 60 76+ 7 49 22 59 2
19525+4906 34,7 37 83+11 24 9 62 5
19526+4948 39.3 37 84+11 23 5 60 5
19526+4442 395 52 79+ 9 24 9 63 3
19526+4056 41.5 52 76+ 7 23 4 63 3
19528 _.4239 50.0 20 77+ 8 39 12 59 2
19528_, 4119 53,353 76+7 32 7683
19530+4746 0.6 54 82+10 14 4 62 5





(Not Color Corrected) V L C
25 /_m 60 p.m 100 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
S 2 # TUncs Coef R Flags*
4.15L BF !ACH 4 9501010000





























5.05L C C E
2.99L BC AC
4.83: CC F GD
,99 F FJ B
5,92: CF DE
8.66L E E H
5.04 CDD DC
9.55 C M EG
4.57L C DA
1.69L BD BB
3.98L S CB K
6.79 DC I CC
2.83L B C M
5.52L D F D
7,16L D DBC
11.63 C FD
24.79L D B I
7,61L IB BG B
11.26: CD FBD
6.02L C GB














3.61L'B B AAN 1 9702000200
35.67L'B B AAF 5 950211100C
7.88L D BD 970000110C
1.01L iC CF I 4700000000
5.48L C MD 9601000000
6.65L I C HDBB 8600011000
28.61LIBBC AACB 1 952t11120C
1,48L!BC _DGH 2 260101200019.95L ID 9400000008
5.27L AB AAE 0 9601000000
4.83LIBC AAJD 0 9602000100
5.28L B BJ
5.30L C A K
6.09L B CDGG
15.16L CB ii CAC





1.75 ,!FD C GD3.68L AC
5.30: B CE ADBB 968011011C
12.36L CCE AADA 9 960010221C
5.42L B BL 9600010000
23.98L F I F 9503010218
31.29L'CF EGI 0 950000010C
29.84L ' B D AE 0 940120010C
1,61 E B 7600000008
6.71L BD BGI 0 7501000008
24.72L CC C ACBc 3 94020000084.75L 9702010110
7.14 CC KLEB 9601000108
1,04: C E C A 0600100000
4.53L C H C B D 6700000000
11.41L BD AAM 2 7400000008
5,71L'SB AA F 0 5501000220
1,40L C E DKBDH 0600100000960112142C8,93
3.81L F D AB 5 5700001000
27.95L BC C AB D 1 940100000814.39 OFC 9502145358
2994L D B 950111241C
2369L B E AA 9 950110000C
20.55L BCDE ABEl 1 950222132810.62: MNCB 960210210C
40.00L BE 940100000C






































































































46.00L C L B 930212342C
28.83L C A F L E 9400100118
2221L B } E K 9400100108
1,38 D I E B 9600100218
5.65L ABB AACM 2 7500000008 16
6.28L C EA 9701220248
21.82L O ICE I 9401010228
39.21L BC IAB 1 9501220028
24.49L CE BF D 0 950311330C24.90L C 9501220338
9.08L D DCB 978021550C
1920L C A J i 5300110008
23.96L B BF i 9300100218
6.29L C DE EC 9700101210
6.53 _ DC J B 9601102110
1.48L'B BH 0602000000
3.52 CBB L BAA 8400000008
31.48LBD AH 0 9400000008
20.08L BC AB 4 960100000C
17.88L C F CC 6501000306
6.30L C B L J H 9601102210
13.49L BB ABHM 1 9400112008





Name Type (") Mag










I V1296 CYG1 48924 K5
13 48934
12 ZG 1951+46
1 2 DO 37842
3 1 3_ DO37843X1951 +431
1
2
1 13 _48944 MB
1 I




5 13 48955 MB
6
6
4 1 13 48957 K2
1 13 48959 K0
3 9 Ul1494
1 13 48961 K5
1 2 DO37666

































*Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
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!1 !




ct _ Coords SMJ SMN 0
ham.. _, (s) ( ) 1 b (") (") (')
19530+4002 2.5 47 75+ 6 42 9 61
19531+4615 7.7 4 81+ 9 31 3 63
19531+4430 8.2! 33 79+ 8 46 11 66
19531+4110 9.4 12 78+ 7 16 5 64
19531+4042 110.51 I 76+ 7 40 10 59
19533+4229 18.3 20 77+ 7 36 8 59
19533+4819 18.9 9 82+10 35 6 64
19533+4745 21.4 46 82+10 20 4 61
19534+4118 26.3 12 76+ 7 34 10 67
19534+4012 >-7.5141 75+ 6 21 7 62
19535+4142 30,7 43 77+ 7 48 16 65
19535+4244 32.6! 21 78+ 8 49 16 67
19535+4813 134.7124 82+ 10 62 tl 64
19535+4724 '35.6 28 82+ 10 19 3 61
19536+4124 37.618 76+7 31 1819536+4003 41.1 38 75+6 44
19537+4744 44.9 51 82+10 57 27 65
19537+4337 45.5121 78+ 8 40 8 64
19537+4433 46.820 79+ 8 43 12 69
19538+4329 48.740 78+ 8 26 3 59
19538+4856 51.417 83+11 61 20 81
19539+4002 56.319 75+ 6123 63
19540+4555 5.220 80+ g 28 6 63
19541 +4824 6.722 83+10 76 15 58
19541+4752 7.1 8 82+10 36 16 89
19541+4012 8,E 14 75+ 6 28 5 66
19542+4130 t5,C 58 77+ 7 20 15 65
65
19642+4636 '17.91 ,_ 81 + 9:44 439543+480583 2 10 89 1 6519543+4110,19.514 76+7, 37 12 88
19543+4148 i19.750 77+7 48 363
lg543+4435 20.3 43 78+8 41 10 60
19545+4441 32.1 30 78+8 26 9 6019545+48o53z646 77+7 36 8 8119645+4o1735.256 76+8 41 12 63
19545+4512 35.6 48 80+g 24 7 60
19546+4227 38.7 43 77+ 71 37 9 60
19547 + 4008 43.4 56 76+6 52 8 70
19547+4253 143.515 78+ 7 30 10 62
19547+4220 46.g 3 77+ 716 6 59
19547+4403 47.817 79+ 8l 3817 69
19547+4133 47.9' 2o 77+ 757 17 60
19548+4606 149.632 81+ g 73 16 68
19548+4015 53.615 76+ 6 22 5 62
19549+4042 159.6 28 76+ 6 30 9 82
19550+4144 0.2 27 77+ 7 25 9 61
19551+4511 7.4 3 80+ 9 42 8 58
19552+4523 '12.9155 80+ 9 29 17 69
19552+4526 137 8 80+ 9 33 5 61
19552+4243 116.2 47 78+ 7 : 17 4 60
19553+4316 18.6' 54 78+ 8 32 12 67
19553+4126 19.g 20 77+ 7 38 9 60
19553+4358 21 1 17 78+ 8 55 14 68
19553+4010 1213; 48 76+ 6 23 6 63
19553+4524 22.5' 2 80+ 9 33 12 67
19554+4509 26.3 59 80+ 8 32 12 66
19554+4230 27.7158 78+ 7 32 13 66
19554+4708 29,6 33 82+ g 20 5
19555+4407 35,7 33 79+ 8 18 5
19556+4359 36.6 51 79+ 8 21 14 59
19556+4808 39.3 42 83+10 43 8 62
19557+4223 45.2 15 78+ 7 31 9 58
19557+4450 46,2 37 80+ 8 29 5 62
19559+4137 55.3 23 77+ 7 24 8 59
2719561+48278.418 83+1o76 59
19561+4841 8,44583+10 59 10 6_33I19561+4448 9.6 55 80+ 8 20
19561+4404 11.125 79+8 37 16 671
19562+4521 12.1 51 80+8 28 4 6318562+451417.156 80+8 25 3 63
::81+
19563+4612 19.0 9641687
33 6 53 86119563+4047 20.5 78+
19563+4648 20.8 , 81+ 9 16 3 58
19564+4458 28.439 80+ 22
19565+4223 30.328 78+ 7 19 3 62
19565+4452 30.322! 80+ 8 352 64
19565+4258 30,95 78+ 7 31 65
19566+4302 36.I 38 76+ 7 46 14 169
19566+4140 41,339 77+ 6 318 62
19567+4442 42.550 80+ 8 3921 66
19568+4255 51.121 78+7 561469
1g568+4515 51.656 80+8 _ 15, _19568+4802 52.14883+10 1
19569+4558 54.6 9 61+9 63 14" 68
19569+4142 55.142 77+6 45 1468
19569+4206 56.358 77+ 7 38 3 64
19569+4657 57.0 56 82+9 18 8 62
19569+4518 5711 38 80+88 38 1319569+440757.220 79+ 42 12
19569+4719 57.5 17 82+9 38 8 67
19569+4534 58.242 80+8 28 14 67
19569+4440 5811 6 60+ 6 24 8 6319569+4_3 59.6_ 80+8 58 19 66
1957o+48312.5 2 88+1029 3 6119570+4139..1,20 77+6 43 6 59
19570+4624 6.0 27 81+9 27 12 67
19571+4305 8.0 58 78+7 37 9 8119573+45218.41208o+8 36 17 70
19573+4954 18.5 6 84+11 38 3 62
Flux Density Flags
C (Not Color Corrected) V
16 12 ,u.m 25 /.tin 60 p.m 1C0 ,u.m Flux Corr A
N (Jansky) Unc$ Coef R
i3 .25L 23 4.18L 33.76L D FOB
.47 .13: .45L 32.22L BD BC 1
.25L 25L 1.93L 13.41 D F B
3 6,08 2.83 .46: 4.20L ABD AACJ 0
! 2 ,45 .25L 2.18L 23.41L D BI
1 3 ,52 .23: 1.75L 14.21L BD _,DHC 1
i 4 ,38 .25L .40L 1.23L B B
,5 1.19 36 ,40L 12.66L'BB AA K 5
1o3 3o .48L 4.09LBC AC F 2
.25L .29: 4.40 30.22 I ECC FDF:D
3 ,25L .25L .84 5,19L C L EC
2 ,29L ,41L 1.07 18.97L C KGB
4 ,41L .25L .46 1.62L BoB GND!5 ,85 .17: .40L 20,46L AC K 2
,39 .39 .45: 4.61L CED C BCHE
4
I 25L .25L 1.41L 8,26 HDA
2 ,64L .62L .40L 1.41 II E C3 ,32 25L 1.01L 7,99L CL MD
' 2 .38 .50L 93L 40.10L OH
3 ,25L ,25L 2,01 11,61:[ DC EB
2 ,26L 25L .31 1.73L B CC E;3 2,16 .60 .48L 5.37L AB I
1 4 ,55 .27 .63L 25.15L SO BBJ 6
2 _19 .55L .45L 3.07L C DL
3 ,25L 25L .42L 2.87 ' D LI B
3 ,26L .18: 1.28 6'60LIFEFB I DCD! C153 ,25L .25L 1.02 6,18 ,cECB,36 .25L .401. 29.77L
2 ,32 .25L .40L 5.46L E D
2 .33 .62L .54L 6.11L F DHE1.
3 .37L .25L 1.09L 6.99 C I DC
3 ,33 .25L 1.11L 28.36L B CL
3 ,68 .30L 1.06L 28.83L B AJ3 ,40 .25L 2,73 25.48L I
3 ,28L .25L ,99 4.43L B D EA
3 31 .27 ,93L 43.01L BDc BCKG 03 ,25L .25L 1.99 8.95 D LGCB
2 ,24 .25L .62L 6.90L C F E
3 .25L .28L 2.01 7.82L i C K KC D
3 ,44 .43 3.83 27.84: ICEED FECA 0
2 ,361. ,64L 1.09 34.19L O KNEB
3 ,25L .25L .83L 7,44 C F D i
2 .41L 25L .44 8.06L E CO 013 5,82 2.28 .66L 5.04L BB AAM
3 ,68 .13: ,61L 5,78L I CF AG
3 ,74 .17: 2.26L 24.00L BE AF L 1
3 ,37 ,28L 1.03L 47.02L D DC
2 .32L .25L .83 6.13L I E EB
4 ,44 .26L 1.15L 51.51L' B BF
i 3 1,77 .85 3.39L 33.31LI BC AB 0
2 ,41 .47L .98L 11.96L F CN
3 34 .25L .56L 6.0gL B BG
i 2 ,26L .25L 1,78 11.53L C F B
1,37 .60 .74L 6.64L CC D_AB) 8i2 .25L .78L .96L 5.43 HHA
13 .44L, .25L 1.00 8.09: ED L GC
,27L 1 .25L 1.37 44,95L D FBC2
15 .25L .22 2,23 3.05 CBC FCAC
_3 35,80 9.62 3.02 34.34L 8BB AAA 0
3 .25L .25L 1.89 15.59: F C ME C
6 .39L ! .26L .81 15.03L S L HAD
3 .43 .31L 4.37L 42.41L E CC
3 6.46 4.16 1.13L 48.89L BB AAE 0
3 .99 .45 .53L 4,56L BC ABE 0
.25L ,25L .40L ,94 C D
.27 .25L .40L 2.80L B CM
4 1.25 .53 1.22L 49,51L DC ABGE 7
3 .25L .25L 1.87 12.52: EC BBFE4 .62 .28L .75L 33.13L B
4 .66 .25L .78L 49.94L B BHEH
3 ,25L ,25L ,30: 3.16 DC HOB
3 .41 ,25L .82L 6.40L B S E
5 2.46 1.05 .54L 29.32L CB AAI 3
2 .25L .28L 2.62 11.49 DD DCB2.10 .53 4.83L 45.21L SC AB 2
5.67 130 4.43L 55.09L B B A A 0
.32L .25L 1.00 8.08 C L EE
3 .61 .24: 1.05L 11.71L BE ADD
.34L .28L 1.42 9.55L C DDCB
.65 ,25L 1.03L 5.66L C BCE
2 .75L ,25L ,58 tl.26L D G DD
2 ,40L .32L 1,41 9.05L C E B
41 .56 .25L 1,17L 67.021. B B J
4 I .25 .25L .45L 12.29L C C
31 .25L ,33L .60 3,19: DC NDBB2 .25L .25L .96L 10.37 C J F D
3 ,25L .25L 1,45 10,08: E C L L DC
5 .94 .54 .40L 30.69L BB AA
.53L ,38L .73 5.21: DE FLEB
.40 .25L 1.19L 51.13L B BGHG
4 .36 .25L .40L 23.10L B CH G
3 ,25L ,25L .64: 3.42 DO OC
4 .76 .23 1.25L 65.96L B D A E
2 .28L .25L ,60 10.19L C E
5 .40 .25L .40L 1.68L B CE D
3 .49 .29L .69L 7.66L D CM
4 .25L .25L .95 10.21: CC HHDD
3 .48 .21: 1.21L 12,25L BE BD
2 ,25L .25L .56 9.21L F E
5 .25L .25L .55 1.17 CD GECB











































































































# T Name Type (") Mag
2 1 Vl164 CYG 3
1 32 X1953+402 8
1 13 48976 KO 66
1 13 48980 K2 85
1 1348962 K2 66
1 32 X1954+478 8
1 13 48992 K2 85
2 2 DO16360 85
2 13 48995 K5 53
2 6 A19_+40
1 32 X1954+423 7
3 4 TMSS +40367 29
12 1)O18378 100
3 1348999A3 85
1 1 V414 CYG 3
1 1349008 A2 81
2 12! ZG 1955+47 151
6 1 i AX CYG 3












1 V416 CYG 3
2 13 49047 K2 82
1 2 DO37940 110
3 9 Ul1503 145
351
Right Ascension: 19h57m20"-20h00"43 ' Declination: +40°-+50 °
Position (1950) Flux Density
H
Galactic Uncerlaimy IC (Not Co|or Corrected)
a ,_ Ccords SM.I SMN 0 'O 12 p.m 25 p.m 60 _m
(s) (") lb (") (") (') !N (Jansky)
19573+46282o.018 81+9 15 4 62 5
19573+471320.629 62_,9 39 9 66!5419573+482821.55o 83+10 29 3 61
19574+4745 27.9,55 82+10 18 4 61 6
19574+4941 29.732 84+10j 18 4 62 5
19575+4112 34.1 30 77+ 61 31 e 61 3
19576+4604 34.3'22 81+ 9 32 19 68 3
19575+4116 34,7 39 77+ 6 18 5 63 319575+4oo235.930 83+10 61 31 _ 219676+465839.3 4 61+9 36 11 34 3
_9577+483544.016 83+f0 171 4 82519577+403544.343 78+6 24 6 61 319577+423844.810 76+7 17_10 63 3
19577+4537 45.8 60 81+ 6 68 8 63 3
19578+4231 51.16 78+7 25 83 :_ 319578+4716 52.943 82+9 22 5
14 3119578+4515 53.0 51 80+ 8 32 319579+4319_.3 57 79+7 25 lO 62
19579+4104 57.939 77+6 27 6 26 319580+442709 6 80+8 23 6 28 4
_9560+43482122 79+7 31 9 _1956o.161 2.654 77+6 1g19_i+4723 68 18 82+9 17 5 6
t9581+4825 9.953 83+10 203 615
19582+4610 14,2 16 63+10 25 3 62 5
19582+4108 16.3 27 77+ 6 42 9 67 2
19563+4945 18.84484+10 40 6 o_ _l
,9583+4633 21.1 27 81+9 3116 _ 33[9583+4737 23.6 18 82+ 9 20
,9584+4743 25.358 82+9 3421 664
19584+4003 27.11676+5 43 863 3i19584+4032 283 14i 76+ 6 20 63
19584+4619 29.056 80+8 51 13 67 3i .26L 25L
19584+4659 29.2 11 82+ 9 41 8 59 31 .34 .25L
19585+4839 30.4 59 63+10 34 3 62 4 .29 .25L
19585+4603 32.2 36i 81+ 8 33 15 70 3 .25L .26L
19585+4204 34.2 45 76+ 6 33 8 61 33 .98 28L,9565+42135_038178+6 34 3i 25 .24: .34:19666+472338.348 82+9 71 24 63 2 .25L ,25L
19586+4747 38.621 82+ g 39 12 613 .23 .25L
[9586+4202 39.4 19 78+ 6 32 8 60 3 ,79 .25L
19588+4438 49.3 12 80+ 8 88 16 69 2 27L .25L
19588+462752.14281+9 _ 1516_34' .25L .25L
19586+4002 52.126 76+ 5 3 12.05 5.26
9 512 56.749 80+ 8 3 2 7
19569+402058.44676+521 3 ,66 9.56
f9589+4029 58.5 46 76+ 6 28 ! _0 3 1.38 .74
19569+4546 58.9 81+8 29 1 3 .25L .25L
19590+4508 2316 80+ 8 22 5 .99 .52
19590+4534 2.8 34 51+ 8 24 3 35 3 .25L .25L
571 5 3 1.0519591 +4238 6.7 78+ 7 23 .31
,9591+47o61o1 82+, 17 540 301|9592+4015 13.4 76+ 23 .54 .2419592 +4852 17.8 40:83+10 40 8 32 .25L
_95g3+414o18.239177+6 20 3 1.78 1.13
19593+4322 20.64 79+7 31 8 6331 .70 .25L19593+415321.125 77+8 25 8 28 3i .27L .31J9593+45022.916 9o+6 24 5 _ s 6o .2o:
19594+4513 24.6 31 80+ 8 14 4 63 51 1.25 .34
19594+4047 25.1 14 77+6 24 5 63 3 i 338.44 260.15
I
19594+4113 27.544 77+6 2810692 .28L .23
5, 16 56g,9595+425935.2 . 78+7 .24 .50,19596+4527 36.9 2 81+ 6 28 7 62 .33 .25L
r9566+4oo937.037 76+s 29 14 29 3 .2SL .25L
19596+4110 37.318 77+6 34 9 60 3' 36 .26L
,9566+401237.656176+5 54 8 613: .26 .25L
19596+4305 41.8 9' 79+ 7 25 6 63 3 i 2,85 .75
19597+4155 42.4 18 78+6 55 10 65 2 .54 .25Lt9597+485343.450 84+10 18 4 8 4.82 2.57
19598+4145 50.3 45 77+ 6 35 6 60 3 ,79 .25L
19599+4957 56.6 50 84+10 20 4 =6_¢ 3 3.96 .92
19599+4018 57.4 37 76+ 5 39 ! _ 3 ,40L .25L
19599+4810 58,7 51 83+ 9 38 5 62 5 .31 ,25L
__+4435 2,6 60 80+ 7 16 4 65 5 295 .76
._0000+4954 2.6 7 64+10 17 4 60 3 81.18 67.05
._0000+4833 2.6 37 83+10 21 20 29 3 .25L .25L
Z0000+462f 4.0 39 81+ 8 31 8 58 5 .33 .25L
Z0001 +4644 6.032 83+10 32 8 585 .51 .25L
.>0001+4358 7.441 79+ 7 14 464 5 3.57 .97
Z0001+4328 7.73 79+ 7 24:5 654 1.53 .80
20001+4540 9.3 47 81+ 8 30 11 673 25L .25L
20001+4657 9.752 82+ 9 36 1866 4 .25L .25L
20001+4536 10.022 81+ 6 37 11 683 ,25L .25L
20001+4649 10.656 82+ 9 38 g 66'. 30 .25L
20001+4116 11.816 77+ 6 16 4 623 1.51 .88
20002+4600 15.223 81+ 6 36 16 673 .25L .25L
20002+4208 17.826 78+ 6 31 10 652 .49 .26L
20003+4301 18.2 7 79+ 7 32 9 64 3 93 .16:
20003+4411 20.451 80+ 7 24 363 5 .96 3020004 + 4547 25.846 81 + 8 t5 8 5 .25L .25L
20005+4210 33.937 78+ 6 29 9 623 .51 .25L
20006+4124 37.0 56 77+ 6 31 8 61 3 .28L; .32L
20006+4057 37.8 3 77+ 5 65 14 69 2 29 ,25L
?0006+4200 37.8 50 78+ 6 49 13 60 2 .32 .25L
20006+4544 37,949 61 + 8 19 4 625 1.12 .55
20006+4405 39.53 79+ 7 44 B 693 .25L .26L
20006+4645 40.0117 62+ 9 53 13 683 .38L .25L
20006+4018 40.4' 10 76+ 5 35 10 633 .33 25L
20006+4356 40.963 79+ 7 20 7 62 ,5 .30L .21:




























































































Name Type (") Mag
V L C
10O pm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coc£ R Flags* S 2 # T
1,03 34.56LiABC AABC!3 9310100428 8 2 2
,40L 38.59L B 9300010008 2 13
,40L 1395L CO BDHK 3 4401100008 1 2
1,70 1.62 BBBC AAAC, 9 9520000008
.40Li 1.35L BB AAE 1 2600000000
,92L I 5.44LICD BCGcI04701100000 3 ° 11.72L i 3.30 D 958100035C
1.45 6.85L BBC AAAE,0 5700100000 2 °41
.40L 1.28 D C 5600000000
.91L 4.30 D J D B 960020050C
_40L 1.44L BC [AAN g 5700001000
2.33 6.28L F(B LAA 6601000000 11 °102.72 36.72L L J B 750321530(3 2 23
4,52L 48.16L B [C N 930110000C 2 13
4.00L 19.44 C !GCI A 760121320C 2 f 23
,40L 22.71L B i B F I 9400000008
1.14L 10.26 E !EFHD 978224033C 1
1,55L 6,62L BD BFI 0 4702001100
,84L 6.74L B BK 3703000000 3 °41
5,11L 71.39L BE ADt 0 940200000C
2,11 51.25L F [ EDB 95021_221C
1.67 75.64L BFF AAB 9 940000000C 29
.49 21.51L DEC AAC 9 9442100558 C
.40L f3.36L CB BB 12400011008 1 16
.4OL 13.25L88 Aoc_ 1 7400001008 2 2
.93L 9.36L B BG 1702000100 4 °13
.40L 2.11L,0 IBD I 0600000000 2 13
,29: 2.81 I CC I DD 9600000418
.40L 2.02 CC Hj FB 9700101118
.40L 2.58 HC 9600201008
.64L 4.78L CE rB8 E 04600100200 1 '41
.78L 41.60L BB AAEK 04501100218 3 '41
.86: 3.24 DC IGI EB 984111033C
.71L 35.63L C CJ 9403100328
.40L 2.30L C CM 5600000000 2 13
4.56 E K C B 970000033C 1356.21L El AD 740010000(3 112.24 FECD EDBB 0660200111C
1.79 F i HC 9701000428 C
35.82L D I DI 9200101008 1 13
68.81L 8 8D 740020000C 2 13
14.96L E C 960200020'C
337 CC L KDB 9500000306
6.94L ABB AABB 1 4601100100 14
10.44L D C 960120134C
41.97L 8BC AAAE 0 5400120008
33.37L BC AB 2 4400100118
3.16 DD EC 970010020(3
65.31L 88 AAEG 5940112232C
9.42: CC CC 960110233C
65.40L EC AB 940110000C
29.57L AB rAAF I 09400100008
41.67L BE 8F 55400210008
281Le I 460010o00oi_ 950101400C43.67L B 077.14L 940100f 10C
48.02L D EF 950120330C
86.44L BO BB I o 930111010C
55.69L BB AB D I1 840101333C
17.38 8BDE AAAA 9 5612020008 42
16.93L DD CCC 760111211C
66.69L C E G 950020200C
60.44L B BCG 950112033C
10.66: CE C I 0 7501101418
71.13L 8 CK 630210210C
48.81L O E 7501201418
62,64L 8C AAI I 2 950010200C
42.92L C BJ F 660100220C
1.45L CCC AAB 9 2600100000
87.15L C AC 950000000C
1.75L BB AA ! 0 1600101000
86.66L C [ D8 5400000418
21.17L C BG 7301000008
68.51L AB AAG 1 940000100C
2.39 ABCB AAAB 0 1620101000 69
1.77 C M F C 7500000000
63.64L 8 CJ 930000000C
2.76L[ 8 BGI H 7600010000
64.14L ABF AAD 0950432750C
52.81L BC AA O 960412154C
6.24 CDj FEB 95C013011C
3,13 C E j EC 97000003288.40L _ I DD 970223031C
42.48L 8 CGG 9400000018 I
31.13L 8C AAHG 9 Co60102221C
2.66 C! FJC 980100040C i
91.78L O BE 65001001{)(3
56.71L BD ADCL 0960101112(31
9O.84L 8C ABC 0 950316594C
11.77 E D H J E 8 964222430C I
i
74.53L F BK 640010000C '





















1.71L 73.45L C D L 6401101106
8.34L 118.15L C D 650110000C 1 : 23
6.69L 58.94L 8 B A A 2940332330C i
1.17 13.40L D DB 970122542C
.58 7.06L C L d C 9500000008 i
1.25L 63.47L C B 6601000108 2 2
5.75: 28,41 CDC GDFC 96C312652C 6
2.64L 13,40 D EGGC 970156794C C
DO 37944 50 113
49052 K0 5 75
DO37943 59 103
V1296 CYG 6 3















49O69 K0 4 72
49072 G5 44 83
49070 K8 2 87
AH CYG 5
19590+ 4020 19 7
19589+4029 5
I !
f2666 M4 23 ! 130£
MRSL 076+06/2 585
DO 37977 45 9E
1:)O37975 721 10E
Xf959+418 92 _






MRSL 076+05/2 195 !
i
49061 K0 11 8_
49092MA 91 7E
DO37988 52 I 9E
49098 K0 3 t 51
LDN 0872
49099 8_9 9{
49102 MB 3 8E
Z CYG 8
I
DO37994 23 I 9E










"Confusion Flags: 1} CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
352
VI ;I [ :



























































































































































































































































































1.14: I 4_ I


















.42L I I _:( I
41L I 2.2BL [
1 hal I





9.24L 1 8387L I
3.58L I 177Q I
V L
Flux Corr A Confusion R


































































































L DE 1 470010042CEC 970135594C
B C i 340020010C
























3 G F 660200010C
J K F C 970000020C
: F B E 960036886C
3H 0 8201100228
31 CE 950231365C
























) C B E 950236633C
] B E A 968238956C





















_B D 3 950205142C
; 960010030C
)EBE 0 954335833C
F F B 970200030C
) 450000000C
)H B 550214350C

















*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25. 60, 100 pro; 10) High Source Density Region.


































































































































a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 8 O 12 p.m
(s) £3 I b C) ('D (') Yh% 6i p
20032 + 4539 26
20O33 + 4456 14
20033 + 4302 48
20033 + 4440 77
2OO33 + 4335 6
20033+4151 4
20034 +4250 33
20034 + 4239 ?5




20O36 + 4500 t7
20036+4131 |7
20036+4510 7
20036 + 4424 ->8
20036 + 4436 12
20037+4132 32
20038 + 4155 36
20038 + 4712 32
20038 + 4542 .>2
20038+4721 2
20038 + 4631 _11
20038 + 4208 .>8
20039+4113 14
20O39 + 4253 .>8
20039+4331 17
20039 + 4001 t6
20039+4101 19
20039 + 4640 .>5
20039 + 4359 33





20041 + 4448 37




20041 + 4257 2
20041 + 4423 .>1
20041 + 4736 ¢5
20041 +4322 1
20042 + 4054 29
20042 + 4452 49
20042 + 4027 59
20042 + 4143 2
20042 + 4623 34





20044 + 4616 33
20044 + 4325 12
20045 + 4335 2
20045 + 4503 33
20045 + 4607 43
20045 + 4524 47
20045 + 4200 43
20045 + 4839 23
20046 + 4336 3
20046 + 4000 t0
20046 + 4338 41
20047 + 4257 4
20047 + 4604 42
20047 + 4431 33
20047 + 4302 4
20047+4411 lg
20048 + 4420 44
20048 + 4317 58
20048+4155 16
20048 + 4313 2,c
20049+4350 51
20049 + 4543 3E
20050 + 4808 4E
20050 + 4450 1
20050 + 4020 ,_
20050 + 4538 £
20051 + 4250 3_
20051 + 4306 3E
20051 +4109 1.=
20052 + 4512 4¢_
20052 + 4137 2;
20052+4356 -=
20052 + 4402 41
20052 + 4331 5_
20052 + 4342 -.
20052 + 4405 3E
2O053 + 4548 2{
20053 + 4922 3,<
20053 + 4727 ,









25 p.m 60 p,m
(Jansky)
81+6 193 I 67 3 .25L .25L80+ 7 34 .25L .25L
79+ 6 8 63 5 .85 .13:
80+ 7 4 62 5 6,19 2.96 14.11L
79+ 6 13 7t 2 .29L .27L 1.46
78+ 6 8 64 3 ,37 .25L 10.03L
79+ 6 1 67 2 ,86L ,24 4.35L
79+ 6 15 67 3 .26L ,25L 1.32:
62+6 7 6% 36 ,37 ,25L 6.83L4.17 1.13 9A377+ 5
79+ 6 9 67 3 .25: .33 4.56L
82+ 8 8 65 3 .25L .25L .81L
81+ 7 9 68 3 .25L .25L 1.66
78+ 5 11 70 2 ,33 ,49L 7.94L
81+ 7 12 67 3 ,26L 25L 1.32
60+ 7 8 68 3 .25L .19: 3.05
60+ 7 20 69 3 .25L ,30L 2.81L
78+ 5 14 68 2 .42L .24 3.34L
78+ 5 5 27 3 1.55 .85 8,69L
62+ 8 39 66 2 .25L .61L .78L
81+ 7 15 71 3 .25L ,25L 1,03L
83+ 8 1 62 .20 ,25L 1.16L
82+ 6 1 70 .24 ,25L .75L
78+ 6 9 65 .40 23 9.41L
77+ 5 0 68 .43L .52 2.53:
79+ 6 6 64 .37L .34 3.80L
79+ 6 3 63 ,36L .30L ,91
76+ 4 9 58 .60 ,32 5,85L
77+ 5 7 63 ,61 ,74 8.54
82+ 8 4 64 3.68 1.46 6.81L
80+ 7 9 36 3 .25L .25L 2,22
81+ 8 15 37 3 .25L .25L .76L
81+ 7 15 70 3 ,25L 25L 2,52L
81+ 7 9 63 5 .40 .25L 9,65L
77+5 6 65 3 A6 .40 10.97L
78+6 49 31 25 .40 24 9.28Lco+ 7 1 61 .23 .25L 14.29L
77+ 5 15 70 3 .25L 25L 3.57:
81+ 7 13 37 3 .25L .25L 2.59L
77+ 5 6 60 2 .33: .49 5.76L
79+ 6 10 56 5 .38 .50 7.57:
79+ 6 3 29 5 .24: .24 3.80L
80+ 7 9 66 3 25L .57L 2,47
83+ 8 1 60 3 ,30 .25L ,66L
79+ 6 6 64 5 .26 .31 3.53
77+ 5 6 I 63 3 1.35 .74 7,82L
80+ 7 9 i 68 3 25L _25L 1.59
77+5 8i 61 2 .34 25L 2,08L
78+5 ,01 62 3 .36 .25L 9.77L
63+ 9 6 ! 58 3 .93 .23: .55L
81+ 8 20 68 3 .25L .25L 1.93L
62+ 8 5 61 4 I 10.63 5.75 1,05
77+ 5 10 67 3_ .56 .42 8.23L
81+ 7 12 69 31 .25L ,25L ,89
80+ 7 9 68 31 .28L .25L 1.18
82+ 8 8 66 4 ,31L ,25L .76
79+ 6 3 63 5 ,26L .45 2,36:
79+ 6 9 61 3 ,33 .20: 14.25L
81+ 7 11 67 3 .25L .25L 1.61L
82+ 8 12 64 3 .30 .25L 1,77L
81+ 7 15 67 2 ,25L .40L .92
78+ 5 10 69 3 .25L .25L 2,46
84+ 9 8 58 3 .44 .27L .56L
79+ 6 11 69 3 .36 .25L 4.56L
76+ 4 8 62 2 .43 .25L 6.43L
79+ 6 9 69 3 .40L .14: 2.37:
79+ 6 10 69 3 .28L .25L 1.83
82+ 8 3 69 4 .25L .25L 1.97L
80+ 7 27 67 2 .28L .25L 2.97L
79+ 6 7 64 5 .22 .24 3.61
80+ 7 13 70 3 .28L .25L 2.51L
80+ 7 10 68 3 .25L .25L 1.43:
6 66 5 .38 .42 2.96
76+ 5 10 35 3 .38L .15: 2A0
79+ 6 4 64 i 5 13.03 6.25 10.15L
60+ 6 5 69 3 .28L .25L 2.04
61+ 7 11 67 4 .25L .25L 1.62L
83+ 9 13 62 2 .27 .25L .72L
81+ 7 3 30 4 .27L .17 16.23L
77+ 4 6 60 3 .66 .28L 650L
81+ 7 17 71 2 .63L .25L .63
79+ 6 11 70 3 .25L .25L 3.52L
79+ 6 3 62 4 .41L .19 2.15:
77+ 5 3 66 4 .36L .26 4.00:
81+ 7 14 59 2 ,21 ,25L 1072L
78+ 5 11 69 3 ,28L ,28L 3.09
80+ 6 9 63 4 .28L .27
80+ 6 12 71 2 .4tL _25L
79+ 6 6 65 5 2,46 .61
80+ 6 3 62 5 ,53 .25L
80+ 6 9 I 64 5 .25L .31
81+ 7 11 68 4 .25L .26L
84+ 9 3 61 4 ,97 .28
83+ 8 8 59 3 .77 .18:
83+ 8 9 59 3 .41 ,25
79+ 6 17 71 2 ,25L .73L
78+ 5 9 66 5 ,34L .22:
80+ 7 6 63 5 ,25L ,16:
80+ 6 17 71 2 .32L .72L
78+ 5 12 70 3 .26L ,25L
Flags
V L C
100 am Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
1.24L 6.08 D MJ H B 96C300050C
2.05: 9,13 DC I BA 970214266C
10.69L 108,70L BE BHE 0 950344232C
83.18L AB AA 1 950020150C
20.22L D G H B I 970003573C
99.08L C BG 9501000OOC
13.43: D D J DBB 970132541C
5,87 DE CC 880000030C
71.40L B BI EF 940122030C
66.92L BC ABDD 4 440121020C
14.17L DD DBDB 0 97A142551C
3.16 C F CB 970022030C
11.55: CE E CF 968315276C
50.54L C DBHE 568127976C
14.31L C EFB 960213365C
15,26L DD DAB 96,4222410C
8,27 F H C 970121140C
32.64: E F J I GD 970117976C
82.55L BC AA 0 961101230C
1,76 C J F 9700000100
9,27 E ML F C 964300066C
9.97L C A D 9501000330
8,49L D BHHC 970012030C
80,03L BC BC 1 850000010C
45,39L CE EDBE 960245634C
17,10: D D EDBB 97C340744C
117.25L E CB 940112496C
54.61L CD BD 1 550100020C
31,41: ECEC CCCC 1 86D203541C
35.90L AB AACI 3 940000010C
10.81: DC G DB 988313563C
4.33 F L GB 970221066C
8.39 D ME D 970222274C
78.47L B BCI G 940121163C
97.80L DD DEE 2 950347534C
99.89L BD BC 1 650100000C
90.00L D D J 950123230C
29,86 E D GF EC 670001231C
7.00 D F B 970121051C
44A6L CC DBEB 0 960234243C
41.74 CBFC BCDB 964555965C
90.00L CC DCB 0 950354976C
15.26L D K B D 9'60210320C
5,86L C CI 9600000000
20,82L CCC GBBB 0 960023990C
51.12L'B D AA 0 86000000OC
20.18L D L C 960010030C
95.71L C S 4400000108
28.40L B CCI I 970001003C
5.11L DD BD D 2 7501000010
3.26 D L B 970110146C
8.08L EDE AABI 9 9600100100 67
81.50L BC BB







4.38L D L C D
13,38L C CC
5,48LI C CG
32,74L' B C EK
72.37L C BI C
17.73 DDC HEFA
31.5tL D E B




















14.66 D L MDD 970105697C
6.32 C C =MJ C B [ 980000140(3
19.79: DCDD DCADI 8 964323350C
12.15: FCC KCCB 880020040C
86.58L ED AAD 9 962020040C
26,12L D FCBF
8,67 F CFHB
7,44L C F F
19,44L C F DGB
95.03L C AG






t.88: 131,32L DE FCED
132 29.07L D C
16,41L 138.20L BB AAI
15.25L 145.11L B BFDE
17.68L 157,03L D CE
2.24 14,70 DD FHDC
.49L 4.85L BC AB
.80L 7.13L BE AB
.74L 5.14L BC DC
3.34L 17,02 D HCB
4.06: 24.36 DDC DDEB
1.96 7.06: DC D C B B
3,18L 10.80 D MH B




























Name Type (") Mag
1
°41 20033+4302
3 13 49157 K0
4 °41 20033+4335
17 2859




A[ 32 X2003 +415 117
21 23 MRSL 078+05/1 254
C 1 13 49172 19
2 13 49171 BP 8
1 23 MRSL 078+05/2 444
A 2 23 LDN0884 411
2
4






A 1 23 LDN 0884 213
85
83
6 1 32 ' X2004+407 47 6




t 16 12796 4 143
2 1 "41 20041+4321 26 12
1 23 OCL 0170 528
2 1 V424 CYG 21 3
8
1 1 V394 CYG t3 3
1 23 LDN 0884 218
2 1 32 X2004+447 131 2
2 1 *41 20044+4325 27 3
8 1 23 MRSL 078+05/1 422
2
1
1 1 *41 20048+4301
4
36 6
:2 " 1 KOCYG 29 3
1 2 DO 38070 20 105
3
8
2 1 23 MRSL 077+04/5 563
8
1 16 12815 22 120
1 23 MRSL 079+06/1 564
1 11 PK 79+ 6.1 23
3
1 2 DO 38076 26 95
1 10 M+07-41 004 176
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
354
i1 lli
Right Ascension: 20"05m31"-20_o7m47" Declination: +40°-+50 °
Position (1950)
Name
._0055 + 4440 31.1 33 I























.>0060+ 4526 4.6 31














































!0070 + 4346 3.9 8
.>0070+4527 5.1 20
->O671+ 4238 7.0 3

























Coords SMJ SMN 0 O
i b C) C) (3 n
80+ 7 22 8 63 5
80+ 6 31 9 68 3
80+ 6 16 3 58 5
78+ 5 22 4 65 5
79+627 , 66!,78+ 5 18 65
79+ 6 33 5 65 5
83+ 8 41 9 59
82 + 8 24 5 831,2
78+ 5 29 6 69 3
79+ 6 27 8 661 4
79+ 5 22 4 64 5
82+ 8 36 8 59 3
77+ 4 49 8 63 3
78+ 5 32 9 65 5
82+ 8 21 12 66 2
79+ 5 68 10 71 2
79+ 6 43 20 70 3
84+ 9 38 9 59 3
81+ 7 50 10 71 2
80+ 6 13 3 63 5
78-_5 28 5 33 5
79+ 5 27 3 63 5
80+ 7 24 3 31 5
81+ 7 41 9 64 4
,9+636778+ 5 13 4
78 + 5 35 3
78+ 5 17 4 64 5
80+ 6 26 8 69 3
83+ 8 41 10 59 3
79+6 56 9 6714
79+ 6 t6 5 32
82+ 7 22 4 63 4
78+ 5 32 8 63 5
82+ 7 35 27 65 2
81+ 7 31 13 69 3
81+ 7 23 15 63 3
85+ 91 22 4 59 3
81+ 7 15 3 17 4
78+ 5 ! 34 5 65 5
78+ 5 16 5 65 5
78+ 5 33 4 66 5
79+ 6' 15 3 63 5
81+ 7 35 9 71 2
81+ 7 19 7 66 4
80+ 6 58 8 67 3
77+ 4 20 6 61 3
77+ 4 i 43 8 61 3
81+ 7 53 10 65 2
79+ 5 85 13 71 2
80+ 6 37 9 68 3
82+ 7 I 24 11 67 2
61+ 7 ' 24 5 65 5
79+ 5 43 10 69 3
78+ 5 25 3 64 i S
78+ 5 37 12 66 3
8O+ 6 22 7 68 4
81+ 7 57 3 63 3
79+ 6 32 3 64, 4
77+ 4 18 4 65, 5
80+6 39 10 6813
82+ 7 32 8 62 I 3
80 + 6 27 11 88 3
79 +5 25 6 65 t5
81+ 7 23 11 67 t 5
85+ 9 3O 9 57 3
81+ 6 73 13 71 2
77+ 4 34 10 69 4
79+ 6 62 3 69 3
78+ 5 53 10 69 3
81+ 7 89 16 69 2
84+93680+ 6 26 361+ 7 53 9 3
79+ 5 20 3 60 i 5
80+ 6 24 10 70! 3
81+ 7 25 12 65 3
80+ 6 36 3 60 4
78+ 5 23 3 64 5
78+ 5 38 3 63! 4
77+ 4 30 3 65 5
80 + 6 28 3 63 5
81+ 6 26 11 70 3
78+ 5 24 7 68 4
77+ 4 51 8 63 3
77+ 4 19 8 71 4
78+ 5 26 10 69 4
81+ 6 64 14 69 3
79+ 5 34 7 66 4
77+ 4 27 10 35 3
78+ 4 30 8 70 3
80+ 6 33 10 68 3
80+6 16 i 6777+4 30 1 g77+ 4 17
80+ 6 19 4 28
80+ 6 48 67
78+5 37 3 69 ;
77+ 4 41 6 70 3
12
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9} Hours Confirmed Small Extended
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)
_m 25 _m 6Ogm 100gm
(Jansky)
.66 .17: 16.26L 151.89L !
.25L .33L 2.92: 12.50
25L .34 2.10: 13.17
.61 .27 12.57L' 96.54L
.48 .20: 10.80L 109.26L i
1.12 .83 10.09L 43.16 1
.42 .25L 15,20L 136.23L
.41 .25L 1.13L 8.12L I
1.33 .51 7,01L 11.70L
.33: .16: 2.11 30.49L
A0L .17: 3.47 14.42 !
.74 .21 14.42L 112.94L'
.62 .25: 6,40L 49.84L
.34 .25L 9.40L 81.66L
.29L .16 2,25: 118.24L
.25L ! .25L ,86: 5.45
,26L .25L 2,38 3527L
.25L .25L 134 41.07L
.42 .25L .94L 8.39L
30 .25L 3,09L 22.32L
2.35 95 3.40: 17.34:
.41 .23: 12.70L 118.99L I
.74 .31L 2.38L 118.62L
.29L .25 2.63: 11.84
.18: .25L 1.24 126.05L
.26L] .25 1,98 174.00L
7.61 3.64 4.53L 109.37L
.29L .25L 1.94 32.61L
1.88 .79 8.67L 76.86L
.27L 25 3.25L 29 22L
.38 .25L 1.25L 9.16L
.41L .15 1.66 166.99L
.43 .62 6.03L 23.22L
1.68 .90 7.97L 54.11L
.41 .26 9,76L 100.87L
.25L .3tL 2.96L 3.58
.25L .25L 2,50L 1t,61
.45L .25L ,93: 4.61
,87 ,18 ,50L 4.32L
.28: .35 4,23L 41,00L
.57 .25L 16.10L 128.73L
9.80 4.64 7.84L 88.34L
.25 .30 4.68L 121.70L
1.43 .82 17.23L 19.90L
.29 .39L 2.53L 18.22L
.22 .21: 540: 20.29L
,25L .34L 1.58 23.31L
.53 ,77 5,62 17,13:
.51 .25L 7,38L 72.19L I
25 .25L 1137L 69.08LI
.32L .29L 1,68 40,58LI
.35L .22 2.42 27.30L'
.48L ,60L 1.02 4.77
2.27 1.11 6,59L 90.73L
.25L .16: 2,85L 15.36
.70 .25L 4.68L 40.84L i
.31 .25L 11.04L 107.74L
.26: .26 6.06: 27.64:
.35 .25L 12.64L 111.32L'
.39 .30L 21.38L 121.21L
.69 5.30 20,24 11,88:1
.25L .25L 2,13 22.97L
1.21 .37 8.03L 65.27L_
.25L .20 2.10L 22.97L
.58 .17: 16.97L 151.80L
25L .34 3.11: 19.68
.44 .25L .70L 5.65L
.47L 25L 1.26 30.37L
,26:1 .11: 3,50L 13,94
.31L ! .25L 1,69 51,97L
.26L _ .25 8.74L 129.89L
.41L .25L ,97 27,67L
.41 .23 ,78L 8.02L
.42L I .26 3.87 16.61L
.25L .25L 1.34 t5.03L
.36L .36 18.32L 25.34:
.25L .25L 2.00: 9.36
.25L .25L 1.45 12.62L
24: .28 4.03L 159.94L
.58 ,19: 1.78 48.01L
.26 .25L 10.73L 107.64L
.57 .25L 10,15L 88.12L
.25L .55 3,86 210.72L
.25L .25L 1.43 25.60L
.31 .32 2.82 104,39L
.33 .28L 8.49L t04.74L
.47: .65 8.38L 32.07
.31L .27 5.40: 2438
.25L .25L 1.30 25.46L
.26: .24 2.82 141,62L
.25L .25L 4.27: 13,22
.25L .25L 3.24: 18.63
.25L .25L 1.51 13.20:
.38 .37 4.03L 22.07:
.42 .48 8.00 49.27L
5.76 1.87 6.15L 92.57L
.35 .48 3.84 200,78L
.30 ,31 17.18L 136,31L
.40L .35L 4.01L 16.06




Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs coer R Flags* S 2 # T
BE) BB 1 940134753C 1
CC CEB 970214453C
CCD ECBB 974013370C
BC ABE) 2 951111130C
CE AE E 0 550034474C E
CC DiiBCE) 4 96C3385650 8H 940000110C
ABEF 0 960020122C ,
C E C B I 970022452C
i
EDCC I EDB 970001046CB AE 0 850020010C
BD BC 6 740100010C
C i_DDE 350100020CDC 954025694C B
E E BA 970000020C !
D KCC 760054484C E
D I B 950342582C
B CG 4601001110
C C/ 960127697C 9
BBCE AADF 966034884C
[B C F F 950243243C5501345 30
cCCCirCg,9.11034oc940111042C
A -F-E)o i BC 940638990CAADB 0 955213361C
C FEB 860220100C
BB AA 3 850150485C
F DE)BJ 960011240C
C E)E E 9500000100
DC LE)BF 940103188C




E C FFB 978213450CKNE 988100160
DE) 'BF 0 6501000000 2
DE FAFG 0 958338799C 9
B BC 8_)000010C 1
AB AAO il 950011000C 15 2
CC DBO 05 950058784C
BB [AAt B 970016588C 33C E 960539888C 1
CCC IFDCA 1896C027675C
D MJ B E 964000431C
EDDE) CBBAI6 374202330C 3 1
C B 350110000(; 1
C C 950331154C t
D C 7EO105330C 3
FE J F BG 960001441C
CF JI CC 9701112680
AB AAF , 2 950420244C
F D E GB 470000182C
C BEFH 961039785C 3
B B D 950044598C
CCCC DEFB 1 960115663C
D C 940103263C
C B E 940012000C
BBCE) BAAE O 966010010C
C DCC 860227796C
DD AA 5 940000010C
D FDEJ 860126686C
BE) AD 7 650001010C 1
E)CF GCDA 960218873C
B CF 9602O00100
FC _0 960114343CDE)DE) E)EGC 8 000051 1
C EBB 960012212C
D E [3D 650138655C 1
D C 960000012C 8 2
B E B B 9500000000
DD CBSD 960114571CC 96OO00120C
CDCC EDFE) 768108640C 1FFB 970111041
D E C 970000240C i
F C E B 8 0 942036730C
BDD BCCF 0 964005343C 1
F E F 950000030C 1 23 I
B A 550120030C 1 23
CED L BA I 960064562C944210220C, 111 I
CE)C FEB 2 650315531C
C DK 450100020(3 '
CF D CBCC 7 660215682(3
DDE CCFB 97C124550C I :
F E C 960020030C I 23
CE)C DE)B 0 440104454C
CC GDB! 874111180C 1 23
DE) GGDC 970011261C 2 23
CE E)DBB 1970035444C
CD C DCCC 0 964025610C
CDE HDBC 0 562215682£:
S B A A 6 750220050C 1 , 23
BCC DCA 7 930014212C I
IED CB 3 940149873C
E DFCC 784205531F I
C C CBCG 970012572C
at 12, 25, 60, 100 p.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
Associations,
Name Type Mag
1 23 MRSL 079+06/1
1 13 49205 G5
I E 1 2 DO 38088
1 23 MRSL 079+06/1
3 4 TMSS +40384










1 23 MRSL 080+06/1
11 PK78+ 5.1
i
23 ! MRSL 077+04/3
23 LDN 0903
MRSL 077 + 04/3
























































































































a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 0














































81 + t 4-"






78 + _ 3C
79+ ! 49
77+ _ 32








]1 + (; 31
r7+ 4 t7




I1 + 8 52
13+ 8 ._6
13+ 8 !7






































































































































Flux Corr A Confusion R S A SepUncs Coef R Flags* # T Name Type (") Mag
I 25.{ BC[ CC(
[ GDE
140._ C GC[






































111.93 B _A I






36.92 D F :BCE
35.89 D HC
BC BBF





41251 D E B 1.
9.52: E E CDC
138.481 DCE
8.831 .3E BD









































MRSL 077 + 04/3
B2.3 2008 + 40A 408
94013249
96812555
96011010 SV CYG 3
95246271
96021010




















































*Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
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!! I I:




a 6 Coords SM] SMN .0. O [2 #m






































































































(Not Color Corrected) V L
25 pm 60 pm 100 tim Flux Corr A Confasion R S
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2







13 j 4g29g MA
16]12894- Mt 16
17 I 2878 90
CX CYG 29
23 [ MRSL 081 + 06/3 280
32 ] X2010+417 122
19]638 67
23 [ LDN 0893 353
23 [ LDN 0893 95
321 X2011+412 135DO 38174 79
13[ 49327 MC 3
32 [ X2011 +412 130
23[ MRSL 083+07/2 287
4, TMSS +40395 17
23 ] MRSL078+03/2003817634935
4 I TMSS +50319 27
17 ( 2881 82
13 ] 49332 ._2 3
231 MRSL 077+03/2 455
1 V1317 CYG 42
23 MRSL 077 +03/1 561
































































































































Flux Density Flags Associations
H (Not Color Corrected)
Uncertainty C V L C
SM/ SMN 0 O 25 pm 60 _.m 100 p.m Flux Corr A R S A
(") (") (') N (Jansky) Uncs Cocf R S 2 # T
Sep




MRSL 078 _ 03/3
49336 1(2 62
49337 + + + 40
MRSL 077 + 03/2
MRSL 080 + 05/2
MRSL 078+03/2
MRSL 079 + 04/1




MRSL 081 + 05/2
)(2012+434 3
X2012+413 4
MRSL 077 + 03/2
MRSL 077+03/2
X2012 + 434 3
MRSL 078+03/4
X2012+495 8
MRSL 078 + 03/2
49356 K0 81
49357 K0 80












'Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3} Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
358 OF POOR QUALIT_
1 li




a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 v.m
ham..8, (s) (J 1 b C) £3 (') N
.>0141+4106 11.8 69 78+ 3 35 10 64 4
20142+4207 13.3 17 79+ 4 34 10 66 2
20142+4202 14.5 41 79+ 4 13 4 64 4
20142+4136 14.6 4 79+ 4 57 12 65 2 l
20142+4003 15.9 5 77+ 3 49 9 70 3;
20142+4645 16.1 10 83+ 7 28 3 63 3
20143+4458 18.6 31 82+ 6 22 4 60 3!
20143+4525 21.7 21 82+ 6 63 8 60 2
20143+4133 22.3 39 79+ 4 43 6 62 3
20143+4253 23.7 19 80+ 4 38 10 69 3
20144+4031 24.1 41 78+ 3 33 7 65 5
20144+4656 24.1 22 83+ 7 17 4 63 3
20144+4554 24.3 13 82+ 6 10 9 71 4
20144+4156 25.3 50 79+ 4 20 I 4 64 4
20144+4641 25.5 46 83+ 6 16 ! 9 61 3
20144+4533 26.7 24 82+ 6 77 8 64 2
20144+4221 28.4 40 79+ 4 49 16 68 2
20145+4805 31,5 29 84+ 7 31 12 68 2
20145+4333 32.2 13 80+ 5 56 13 61 3
20145+4741 32.4 58 84+ 7 23 tl 58 2
20146+4014 37.4 59 78+ 3 54 9 68 2
20147+4202 43,1 34 79+ 4 54 3 63 4
20147+4226 43,8 24 79+ 4 48 11 69 2
20147+4416 45.8=52 81+ 5 23 6 63 3
20146+4043 48.9i45 78+ 3 23 3 32 4
20148+4028 50.1 22 78+ 3 26 3 62 5
20146+4453 50.2 52 82+ 5 34 8 61 3
20146+4624 52.2 17 83+ 6 20 8 135 4
20148+4255 53.4 52 80+ 4 26 13 62 3
20146+4537 53.9 21 82+ 6 38 5 62 3
20149+4024 55.(J 30 78+ 3 27 3 66 4
20149+4144 55.9 56 79+ 4 20 5 64 4
20149+4148 56.0 24 79+ 4 21 3 65 4
20149+4510 58.1 59 82+ 6 25 4 60 3
20149+4506 59.5 55 82+ 6 33 16 61 2
20150+4744 t.2 46 84+ 7 22 10 67 3
20150+4136 1.7 41 79+ 4 20 6 32 4
20150+4824 2.C 29 84+ 7 32 13 67 2
20150+4645 4.C 44 83+ 6 34 4 63 3
20150+4253 5.=1 25 80+ 4 44 12 61 2
20151+4006 7.326 78+ 3 34 6 65 5
20151+4054 7.350 78+ 3 54 7 68 3
20151+4112 8.7 17 78+ 3 42 7 64 4
20151+4012 8.7 33 78+ 3 19 5 65 5
20152+4104 13.4 54 78+ 3 22 6 67:4
20152+4051 14.8 43 78+ 3 28 5 w !
20152+4401 16.6 47 81+ 5 22 5 63 3
20152+4344 17.3 59 81+ 5 43 8 61 2
20153+4140 20.9 30 79+ 4 18 4 33 4
20153+4740 22.7 44 84+ 7 30 9 59 2
20153+4011 23.3 16 78+ 3 20 6 65 42o153+461o23.411 63+6 13 5 62 3
20153+4330237 9 60+5 39 _ 611_
_o154+42o224o2oi 79+4 22 6720154+420025.320 79+4 28 3 6, 420154+402329153 78+3 62 6 67 3
20154+4043 29.949 76+3 44 8 66 4
20155+4151 30.1 20 79+ 4 15 5 31 4
20155+4036 30.2 57 78+ 3 35 7 64 4
20155+4352 30.5 49 81+ 5 25 10 64 2
20155+4138 3t.01 79+4 26 6664
20155+4047 33.036 78+3 23 666420155+4451 33.2 24 82+5 47 lv v63 !
20155+4802 34.0 56 84+ 7 55 8 58 2
20155+4209 35.2 44 79+ 4 25 13 65 2
20156+4048 37.1 37 78+ 3 30 8 69 2
20156+4737 39.6 14 84+ 7 22 7 67 2
20156+4402 40.9 14 81+ 5 38 t4 61 3
20157+4806 42.5'43 84+ 7 50 8 70 2
20157+4233 45,5153 80+ 4 21 4 61 4
20157+4156 45.5 22 79+ 4 16 5 60 3
20157+4716 46.2 36 84+ 7 26 8 60 2
20157+4041 46.9 28 78+ 3 31 3 65 4
20158+4033 48.E 35 78+ 3 24 7 66 4
20156+4653 49,8 7 83+ 6 48 17 61 2
20158+4614 53.5 24 63+ 6 13 3 74 320159+4200 '56.5 49 79+ 4 21 5 29 i
20159+4732 57.2! 27 84+ 7 29 9 64 3
20160+4017 0.4 8 78+ 3 27 7 63 3
20160+4622 3.0 53 83+ 6 6 3 45 4
20160+4055 3,7 21 78+ 3 43 12 66 4
20161+4146 9.3 38 79+ 3 19 7 61 4
20161 +4220 10.0 11 80+ 4 21 7 62 3
20161+4035 11.1 12 78+ 3 27 4 65 3
20161+4214 11.4 25 79+ 4 25 6 61 4
20162+4626 12.3 8 83+ 6 17 12 74 4
20162+4814 13.3 19 84+ 7 23 12 = 59 2
20162+4341 13.6 47 81+ 5 24 7 64 2
20162+4048 13.9 38 78+ 3 14 4 65 4
20162+4145 14.2 35 79+ 3 31 9 62 2
20162+4144 17.0 40 79+ 3 21 5 60 3
20162+4308 176 17 80+ 4 21 5 61 3
20163+4726 18.6 25 84+ 7 61 12 66 2
20163+4030 19.7 56 78+ 3 44 12 68 2
20163+4150 21.5 57 79+ 3 31 6 32 3
20163+4224 21.5 3 80+ 4 64 7 63 3
20163+4614 22.1 18 83+ 6 24 13 62 3
20163+4623 23.5 19 83+ 6 61 9 64 2
20164+4555 24.5 49 83+ 6 6 3 68 4
20164+4042 24.7 7 76+ 3 24 6 66 4
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)








































































































100 v.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Coet" R Flags =
6.06 53.45: DE L I CD 280303010F
7.77L 51.06L DE tDB 0 960024522F21.74 245,58L DCE BBCF ; 961229887F
19.74L 398.35L F F BI F 960477930F
5.32L 27.68 C I HB 970t00490F
2.05L 61.43L BB AA 4 9601110108
3.36L 23.45L BB AAI 5 9604101100
4,63L 33.38L C C 7602000100
19.09L 161.61L DC CB 2 870565930F
32.43L 201.69L B 8 960100051C
9.59: 27.09 DC GKDA 990110270F
20.00 84.98L CBC AAAB 4 9502000118
3.43L 107.03L DD AGI 0 i 9402000108
t8.90: 186,00L CDD AAB 2 970468971F
2.21L 73.34L B BHJ B 9501111108
3.64L 112.41L C B 9501000208
5.76L 30.60 E L J C 980026755C
,77 5.68 DD LEES 9700001208 !
12.36 44.97: EDC CGHC 3701012518'
1.77 76.52L F O D 9401013006
5.61: 101.46L FF FBCE 960211151F
21.74L 133.81L F BBF 31 973329889F
4.53L 52.43L E EEC ti880117887C5.34L 136.10L CC BBA 9501023208
6.60 180.54L DFD BFC 0 960310681F
6.44 148.86L C E B C J 970222290F
3.56L 23.40L C CE 9611010100
2,84L 94.47L B BKGG 9508023328
26.17L 43.85: F C FELC 986112242C
4.15L 99.09L B C AS 1 9501000308
7.17 137.80L EC J EBK )70142140F
44.91: 266.44L D F CFDA 0 97C347524F
16.33L 121.02L CC CCM 2 )62382601F
3.16L 25.39L BD AB 1 9600112520
4.11 23.71: DD HD 9600112520
2.39 13.91 F CCED GBCB 660222420833.06 186.70L 'CFCB 0 876835721F
1.02 8.71: CE I EC 9602031238
2.14L 87.91L BD AB 0 9503002008
28.45L 234.28L C E 960213342C
13.91L 11284L CE AB 0 970111490F
17.32L 171.84L CDD F i A 970220420F14.88 50.37: BCCB 3 480124432F
13.12L 149.27L BB AA K 960357590F 01
39.71 204.35 CDDD CBCB 678254656F
8.79 123.33L CCC DBA 3 970243452F
7.00: 67.41L BBC CABE 0 9602123658
7.21: 39.15: DCD I DI C 3702042718
33.65L 118.01L CD BBB 8 964349545F
1.97 83.96L CF B E F 7402433018
24.09L 68.79 CC C DCGB 0 97C122471F
7.69 26.65L BCB ECBC 3 96012544228
5.63L 193.92L B CL 1601000108
26.00: 115.45: CDDE CBEB 0 970357696F
14.6OL t97.34L CC BCF 2 960577892F
12.12L 135.83L C B 970335130F
10.40 159.96L C H CD 970030051F
57.27 174.97L EED BBAG 2 972669612F
6,48 150.83L C L B 970t10552F
5.94L 167.43L D FCJ D 9501132308
19.03L 79.79L DC BAGH 0 982335321F
20.07L 121.99L CD CCDI 3 970043292F
3.83L 32.22L B C H 9603000200
1.21 L 47.68L C B K F 6400220218
11.09 67.29L E F D D D 980325377F
9.20 66.39L D F B G 980043492F
2,05L 25.97L BD ABFF 0 9682434338
10.02 67.41L D I FGC 9601223658
.52L 16.98L _C B _o01220108
22.53L 132.24L BB AA 5 970210020C
22.04: 76.38L CFD CCBC 3 )86559850F
2.39L 84.71L C BNJ D 9402132448
9.58 26.98: CE BECC 990020170F
10.29 44.64L D A C C B )90020572F
2,40 20.62L D CFC 9701013326
3.39 66.6tL FD GGCC 9503126318
19.55 137.78L CCD CBC I 3 973427670F
2.04 81.97L C F E B 9401100008
22.09L t61.81L D DBI F 5 960459974F
2.30: 36.96 BDFF BFJC 2 9605343608
12.33: 86.39 EEDIEFDC 0 970304571F
25.80L 614.30L DF BBCC 6 950986451F
17.37L 112.07 D D CDDD 0 970235465F
1833L 118.55L C AB 0 972030872F
10.35: 219.81L -FE CCC 0 965353155F
2.32L 112.78L FF DC E 9403265518
2.77 20.85 DE E DC 5500013328
7.47L 42.34L CE HBI B 0 3802111318
17.09: 143.01L DCE AAED 6 i 970334172F
16.77L 614.30 E D B 950865451F
326.79: 628.40L BBD FBCB 0 964555551F
29.92L 167.33L BB AA 0_ 960100240C'
1.50 9.14: E E B C 9700000208'
10.9OL 44.64 D E I B 990030040F
17.87L 256.28L DO CCDF 4 973988241F
26.51L 172.17L CD DES 970314443C
2.51L 101.59L E FBD 9506125406
3.72L 114.06L ADB ABAI E 94053566181.49L 94.32L 0 9503100108
2 980051454F31.25: 90.14: CEFF 'BBCC
I
Declination: + 40°-+ 50"
Associations
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60. 100 /_m; 10) High Source Density Region.
C
A Sep
S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
4 2 23 CED 176C 174
2
3 13 49395 F5 17 5,
4 1 23 CED 176(3 332
23 MRSL 077+02/3 485
1 V396 CYG 42
2 23 MRSL 082+05/3 148
8 23 LDN 0895 592
4
3 23 MRSL 080+04/5 170 i
2
8 23 LDN 0895 532
2
13 494O2 K2 9
1 23 MRSL 077+02/3 204
2 23 MRSL 082+05/3 495
1 23 MRSL 077+02/3 87
8 2 23 MRSL078+03/1 421
2 V1167 CYG 21
1 13 49406 K2 3
2 1 23 MRSL083+06/1 454
2 23 MRSL 078+03/1 449
I
5 13 ' 49410 K5 5
B 1 32 X2015+410 80
8
8 1 23 MRSL078+03/1 135
A 1 23 MRSL083+06/1 128
8
23 MRSL 080 +04/5 458
23 MRSL 077+02/3 476
23 MRSL 078+03/1 561 ,!
2 V437 CYG 26 3
C 1 23 MRSL 083+06/1 143
6 1 32 X2015+440 113
1
4 13 49425 K2 8
1 1 13 49427 4 85
1 23 MRSL 083+06/1 479
2 23 MRSL 078+03/1 522
2 23 ! OCL0177 107
23 MRSL 078+03/1 540
23 MRSL 078+03/1 : 550
1 23 LDN 0888 462
1 13 49439 K5 3
1 23 MRSL 082+05/4 529
1 23 MRSL 078+02/4 356
85
359




c= 8 a _ Coords SM] SMN 8 O 12 _m
h m . , (s) ('3 l b C) C) (') N
! 8' 8 2.13L
)165+4341 30.4 54 81 + 5 17 6 33 3 .48
)165+4004 31919 78+ 2 45 12 65 2
)165+4601 32.3 t5 83+ 25 35 3 .58)165+4818 33.5 3 85+ 7 43 3 58 2 .31L
)165+4047 34.8 31 78+ 3 31 3 65 4 94:
1165+4240 35.3 59 80+ 4 _ 59 10 62 2 .45
1166+4501 36.6 42 82+ 5 72 9 64 2 .33L
1166+4018 37.7 11 78+ 3 26 7 65 3 1.38L
)166+4647 39.2 28 83+ 6 18 ; 12 95 2 .25L
)166+4107 40.0 20 79+ 3 35 9 61 3' .80
)166+4641 41.3 36 83+ 6 19 ' 15 95 2 .28L
)166+4704 41.4 48 84+ 6 69 15 69 2 .35L
)166+4619 41.4 17 63+ 6 15 13 86 2 .28L
1167+4630 42.0 2 83+ 6 31 3 142 5 .25L
H67+4054 43.1 58 78+ 3 36 7 68 3 2.02
_167+4638 43.4 5 83+ 6 8 7 35 4 .92
P167+4024 44.3 49 78+ 3 19 4 65 4 2.49
_167+4749 47.1 47 84+ 7 39 9 57 2 .76
_167+4148 47,g 12 79+ 3 25 5 59 3 1.39
1168+4051 48.0 28 78+ 3 21 6 62 3 1.56
'168+4719 49.7 47 84+ 7 29 16 67 2 .30L
'168+4158 50.4,42 79+ 3 22 5 60 3 3.19
168+4218 51.051 80+ 4 27 12 633 2.12L
168+4012 51,5 33 78+ 2 ] 24 11 66 4 4.03L168+4004 52.4 9 78+ 2 23 66 4 1.08
168+4038 53,1 11 76+ 3 19 3 66 4 3,60L
169+4120 56.2 30 79+ 3 23 7 58 3 1.51L
169+4100 56.8 59 79+ 33 i 31 3 64 4 2,57 I169+4041 57.3 43 78+ 33 8 64 3 ,99
169+4156 59,0 37 7g+ 3 32 4 61 3 3,06
170+4534 1.1 18 82+ 5 42 8 63 3 ,37L
170+4609 2.9 48 83+ 6 19 i 5 63 3 ,77
170+4227 4.6 9 60+ 4 25 3 61 4 3,05
170+4216 5.5 19 80+ 4 35 9 32 2 .61
171+4623 9.3 13 83+6 10 9 168 4; .46
171+4511 11.8 53 82+ 5 37 4 63 3 .54
172+4116 12.5 321 79+ 3 32 I 9 59 3 .83
172+4145 12.7 19 79+ 3 23 ; 6 61 3 4.06:
172+4206 12.9 9 79+ 4 34 7 _ 63 3 .80L
172+4313 14.8 4 80+ 4 65 9 64 2 .35
173+4514 19.6 34 82+ 5 29 3 , 63 3 ,66
173+4442 21.0 60 82+ 5 39 8 ! 59 4 .43
173+4046 21.9 53 78+ 3 16 4 i 64 4 11,30
173+4156 23,4 t2 79+ 3 16 5 31 4 2,53L
174+4102 24620 79+ 3 30 3 63 3 .95
174+4656 255 59 83+ 6 118 27 691 2 .90L
174+4040 25.7 _34 78+ 3 14 5 59 4 1.19
174+4642 27.8 29 83+ 6 21 11 70 3 .25L
174+4020 287 54 78+ 2 9 3 34 4 2.58
175+4204 33.(_ 18 79+ 3 19 6 61 4 1.56
175+4351 33.2 17 81+ 4 26 7 62 3 .38L
)75+4644 33.4 4 83+ 6 6 5 103 4 3,30 i
175+4440 34.0i24 82+ 5 21 5 60 4 2,67
176+4150 37,7 7 79+ 3 I 33 5 60, 4 ,87
176+4011 38.0 59 78+ 2 16 5 65' 4 1.64
176+4320 39.5 38 81+ 4 37 9 62 3 .66
176+4131 40.7 40 79+ 3 35 9 61 ' 3 .66
r76+4250 40.9 15 80+ 4 59 10 62 2 .55
176+4622 40.9 51 83+ 6 29 7 65 4 ,38
176+4058 41,5 19 79+ 3 31 3 61 3 ,93
177+4032 46,6 8 78+ 3 19 5 65 4 ,56:
I77+4016 47.1 58 78+ 2 L 19 6 69 4 1,48
r77+4118 47.8 11 79+ 3 [ 59 14 61 3 1,94L
178+4110 48.0 10 79+ 3 I 46 3 60 3 1.88L
176+4503 48.5 25 82+ 5 35 6 64 2 .33
178+4157 49.1 22 79+ 3 I 41 10 63 2 .64
'78+4200 49.2 26 79+ 3 ! 33 7 63 3 .85
78+4209 50.3 8 80+ 3 ' 24 5 61 4 1.17
78+4625 51.4 42 83+ 6 i 55' 12 68 2 .25L
78+4046 53,0 60 78+ 3 21 i 5 63 4 42.76
78+4418 53.8 51 61+ 5 27 ! 9 61 3 .59
79+4609 55.0 45 83+ 6 10 6 119 5 .74
79+4028 55.8 33 78+ 2 39 9 65 3 .89:
79+4010 56,5 0 78+ 2 23 3 65 4 .96L
79+4356 57.2 32 61+ 4 28 I 9 59 3 .60
79+4042 57,7 18 78+ 3 25 3 62 3 1,64L
79+4102 57.9 36 79+ 3 22 11 28 2 1.36L
80+4744 3.6 9' 84+ 7 36 5 58 21 112,55
80+4007 3.9 46 78+ 2 38 6 62 3 1.24
80+4055 4.8 121 79+ 3 20 6 81 3 1.27:
80+4652 4.9 6 83+ 6 35 14 67 2 .25L
81+4112 6.4 28 79+ 3 29 6 60 3 1.88
81+4620 8.9 54 83+ 6 46 15 61 5 .25L
82+4021 14.4 35 78+ 2 17 ; 5 65 4 1.56:
82+4348 15.7 31 81+ 4 44 8 61 3 .50
83+4151 19.0 45 79+ 3 18 4 I 32 4 1.02
83+4413 19.4 46 I 61+ 5 36 9 64 2 .28L
83+4253 19.9 21 i 80+ 4 27 5 62 3 3.45
83+4233 19.9 39 I 60+ 4 53 17 65 2 .51L
83+4029 22.9 49 78+ 2 27 3 64 4 .84
84+4054 79+ 3 14 6 30 3 1.12:
84+4509 82+ 5 17 4 63 3 2.89
84+4133 79+ 3 65 13 63 2 .89L
85+4100 79+ 3 41 3 61 3 1.73L
85+4119 79+ 3 16 6 61 3 .81:
85+4357 81+ 4 20 7 34 3 .85
85+4658 84+ 6 18 14 85 2 .28L
86+4603 83+ 6 27 9 64 3 .22:
86+4310 80+ 4 60 9 65 2 .41
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)





















































100 Fm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs CoeF R Flags* S 2 # T
6.79L 199.95L DC CBHC 6 3602111628
6.12 152.57L; D B 970120060F
2.82L I 108.41L! B D BCF 0 9502000108
2.12: 54.32L EF GDB 5400013228
70.92L 137.98L CD BCB 970369352F
8.33L 62.01L C ,C 9703000000
5.43L 37.21L F KDEB 9601000100
12.30 99.36L C E E C B 970233510F
.90 19.78L F MBB 9701121118
19,11L 292,14L C B 760230152F
1.16 33.54L E GJCB 9601211318
1.20 9,32 CD FDC 9800031448
2,82 97.26L F L CCD 9403335608
4.30 23.46: BE GDC 8602032418
44.41L 243.79L DF BCOE 1 ; 968459852F
2.14L 101.15L BD AD 0 8501101108
17.09L 117.61L CC AAHB 7 970134544F
1.40L 11.50[ BC BB 0 5601000100
2836L 99.83L CE BCK 1 970996630F
70.92 156.61L CFD BBA 8 970475331F
.68 26.21L C D 9604221408
23,27L 138.74L BC AA D 7 i 970544430F
5.35 196.83L E EBG 960413293F
14.85L 74.87 E D CGC 970100440F
13,82L 117.47L B AS 970120090F
18.78 172.91L E DFBG 970032431F
16.47: 74.00L DE MBBF 680333454F
15.79L = 201.59L B AFC 960156993F
18.78L 172,91L C A L 970077733F
2658L 148,16L EE AA E 9 970558730F
5.13 20,42L B BI DB 3701011100
9,63 43.90: ECCD CEDB 5 8564145608
30,23L 231.72L BB AA 0 960123340C
6.28L 48,44L FF BCH 6 980414152F
2.46L 115,85L B AJ 8403213308
4.20L 26.55L BD BB 0 9601100000
12.46L 200.47L CD !BBN i 970320120F
78.29L 299.78: BC E ECDC 5 863557450F
29.97L 235.06L F BB 0 970345530F
22.71L 271.68L C C K 950202132(;
3.03L 26.35L CD AD 0 6600100200
4.53L 39.99t B CGD 9601100000
105,07L 373.32L CD ACGC 2 96C157962F
38.18 199.85L F HDBG 4 975459540F
21,74: 131.26L D F BDBD 0 970245672F
.88L 9.07 E D J D 7700000208
84.89L 189,62L DD BBED 4 970276971F
2.26: 15.74 DD J EB 9700100418
Sep
Name Type (") Mag
1 23 MRSL 082+05/4 249
1 23 MRSL 078+02/4 502
1 39 CTB 88 102 960
8O
1 23 MRSL 083+05/5 504
1 13 49450 3
23 LDN 0888 358
1.64 13.56 124.11L CEE AAC 9 974254520F
4.49 33.06 238.87L CBD AAAG 5 964655410F
,38 597L 266,68L D BECD 4501043528
1,31 2,60L 72,41L BD AAF 9 95001003081.19 4.26L 136.96L BB AAI _i 9501101008
1,83: 42.75 222.03L DDE BCC 0 960428320F
1.82: 28.64: 35619L DDC DEFG 4 96E278446F
.42 32.96L 241.49L BD AB 3 9503001400
2.69L 14.81L 137.40L C ADM 670000010F
.49L 31.53L 512.24L C D B 9403032400
.25 3.10L 84.14L BD BBGB 0 5501241528
1.36 17.07L 137.15L EF BB 7 970420440F _
1.28 22.68L 129.51L DC DBCC 0 964627555F
.95 13.73L 121.82L BD AAH 5 970550341F
.82: 12.23 160.95L FD GCD 970026794F
1.21: 12.61 116,79L EF BCCC 980238351F
,27L 4,48L ! 29,87L C D 7600010000
.75L 9.44L 272,49L D B F 960568800F
1.37L 24.80L 272,49L E CDDJ 965567411F
1.64 15,04 111.69L CCC DCB 970335620F
.25L t ,74 30.88L i C S 9603310208
550.94 1741.88 2877.07 CBDE BAAA 0 949545854F
4.82L 201,11L BD ACB 9502002308
13.93 68.56 CECC EDDB 6 5581144538
25,59 212.39L CEF EECD 0 964419865F
19,30L 212,40L F CBEI 97A437747F
t0,79: 105,34 CCCE CCED 3582164448
14,17L 2877,07L D BE 940534750F
19,71L 75,24 F B F F B 980520930F
8.48 15.92L FBC AAAB 6 9501000200
13.87L 116.78L CF BB 0 980536305F
12.83L 136.18L DE ECEF 0 970534443F
1.51 17.97: DD FB 9761020428
19.65L 174,72L C ABB 970155453F
3,17: 29,11 ED DDDC 9682322528
46,06L 136.68L CC DBD 1 964104540F
5.38L 167.32L B BJ H 1500000008
52.42L 272.49L CC CCGE 0 664563600F
5.65L 194.65L D MEDC 9501112608































13 49453 B 2 I 73





1 23 MRSL 082+05/2 227
3 1 23 MRSL 082+05/4 419
1 13 49456 4 90
2 13 ! 49458 K2 3 91
1 13 49461 20 92
77
1 23 MRSL 080+04/1 349
4
1 13 49463 G5 22
2 23 MRSL 078+02/4 522
2
4
2 23 MRSL 078+02/3 187
1 V497 CYG 14 3
13 49468 B 15 81
23 MRSL 083+05/5 206
4
I 2 23 LDN 0888 548
3 13 49470 KO 7 83
1 23 MRSL 083+05/5 409
7
1 23 MRSL 078+02/2 357
1 23 MRSL 078+02/3 226
4 7 13 49477 R8 7 60
1 23 MRSL 083+05/5 408
1 23 MRSL 078+02/2 285
1 23 MRSL 081+0414 416
1 23 MRSL 078 +02/2 232
30.75L 81.51 D KC 7703041520
16.17: 110.25L DDF BAB 2 974317742F
11.88: 85,61L DEE DCDK 0 986444941F
30.94 107,55 CEEE EFCC 4 98C412432F
1.98L 25.48L DB AAF 6 7601000000
4.28 85.69L O D D 680000020F
11.74 65.61L EE CABE 980538930F
19.61: 89.62: CCDC CBDB 4 984318563F
15.41 100.38: CDCD CGCC 0 3683383448
1.36 20.06L F D DB 9701012518
2.71 23.49: CECF GEBB 2701001318
31.02L 297.66L D B I B C 9500002200
1 23 MRSL 081+04/2 334
6
m
*Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
360
_1 I I:











































































































Coords SMI SMN @ O




25 _m 60 t_m
(Jansky)







Declination: + 40 °- + 50 °
Associations
Sep
Name Type (') Ma t

































X2020 + 448 3
MRSL 082 + 04/5
MRSL 083 + 05/3
MRSL 079 + 02/4
MRSL 08O + O3/1








ct _ Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 /zm
ham. ° _, (s) () 1 b ('3 (') (') N






20209+4051 58,5 52 1,19
20210 + 4333A 1.6 20 1.37
20210+4512 1.8 41 ,25L
20210+4327 3.3 24 J .32L
i
20210+4709 3.4153 / 25
20210+4603 5.7153 / 27L
20211+4107 9.4 111 5.95
20211+4249 11.11 8[ .42L
20211 +4401 11.2 47 I 1,00
20211+4128 11.8| 31 2,92
20211+4141 11.9118 I 2.99L
20212+4006 13,8|35 [ 2,06
20212+4155 [15.9129 } 2.08
20212+4259 i16.6126t .70:
20212+4404 [16.9i58 [ .25
20212+4031 [17.4J 17 / 1,33
20212+4301 ]17.6125 i 8.08
20213+4452 119,6|51 J .25L
20213+4047 122,9|56 | 2.29L
20213+4727 1230| 33 i 37
_>0213+4339 [23,9]40 [ .35L
70214+4019 [24,6127 [ L34L
.>0214+4054 [26.9131| 3.28L
70214+4346 t27.5/ 5 f 1.98
70214+4101 i27.6[ 51 i .87:
70214.+4040 i28.2[55 ] 6.44:
70214-4115 ]28.4[ 5[ 1.79:
?0214+4442 i28.9119 [ .27L
70214 +4449 [28.9[58 ] .21
70214+4343 |28.9/I0 ] .72
70214 + 4005 [29,6/38 | 1,73
70215+4035 [30,t[43 [ 287L
70215+4057 [30,5[58 / 3.39L
->0215+4023 /31.1146/ .93L
->0215+4413 132.2| 8 [ .37L
->0215+4203 [34,0]30 [ 1,02L
->0215+4737 [34.7|32 [ ,30L
->0216+4303 [36.9| O [ .80
->0216+4107 137,6i56 [ 45,29
->0216+4319 [41,1[39 [ .46
->0216+4414 H1.5i10 [ ,31L
_216+4123 141.9148 [ 2.36
->0217+4035 1425127 [ 2,65
. 217+4004[42.6t26/ 197
70217+4304 143.5l 40 / .6o:
70217+4343 [43,5[38[ .49:
70217+4604 ]44.4114 / .25:
70217+4706 i44,5154 [ .21:
70217+4149 i45,4153 [ 1,09
.>0217+4541 [47.7118 [ .22:
70218+4131 [48.8[43 [ t.68
?0218t4400 [50,7[ 5[ .54L
70218 ¢ 4127 [51.6152 [ 1.67
?0218,4300 [52,9t10 / .49L
->0219+4345 [55.1i21 [ .91
__0219 _4256 157.3| 2 [ 2.26
._0219+ 4310 1584140 [ .47
._0219+4750 /56.5140 [ .37
:'0219+4207 [59.4]14 [ 1.15:
._0219+4619 [598[58 [ .34:
._0220+4119 [ t,5i 1 | 1.76
.J0220+4024 | 23i 0 / 1.37
.J0220+4221 [ 2.8]52 [ 256L
._0220 + 4211 [ 3.3119 / 1.14L
->0220+4202 [ 3.6143 [ 5.86
->0220+4153 / 5.3119 / 2.92L
->0221 + 4037 [ 7.7[ 7 [ 1,85L
->0221 +4520 [ 8.6/14 [ 1,30
.>0221+4125 [10.8132 [ 4.56
.>0222+4339 [13.9[28 / .45 I
?0222 _,4712 [14.8[ 3 / .69 I
.>0222+4029 [15.6[ 7 / 2.76L
.>0222 f 4401 [15.9[ 3[ .50
70223 J,4106 /2o.2/15/ 1.95
?0223 + 4417 |20.6/39 [ .25L
->0223+4300 [21.0/27 [ 1.22
?0224+4432 [24.1[ 61 .25L
20224+4104 [26.1119| 2.82L
?0224 + 4329 [26.3i15 ] .33L
20225+4753 [30.6|44 | 30L
20225+4737 [30.9i48 i .34
?0225 _4051 [31.0i49 i 2.87L
_>0225+4733 [32.9[57 [ 1.16
70225+4414 /35.7128t .31L
70225_ 4306 [35.7|45| .60
?0226 + 4606 [36.3[ 10 [ .58
?0226 f 4206 [365[21 i 10.54
?0226+4254 /37.3|50[ .41
?0226,4538 [38.6[14 | ,25L
?0226 +4457 [40.0116 i .38
?0226 + 4304 [40.7[54 | ,46
70227+43tl [42.4|27 | .55
?0227+4008 142.6[50 ] 1.05
.>0227+4024/43t/67t 301L
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected) V L C
25 v-m 60 v-m 100 Fm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags* 5 2 # T
Declination: +40°-+50 °
Flags Associations
1.00 27.22L 92.66L DC AA E 5 962107675F
1.49L 41.40: 248.53L D F BBDI 760553400F
1.56: 23.68 109.47L CE DDB 984421300F
1.16 14.31L 112.48L E B 770150120F
2.75 43,79: 208.42L CEE DCCC 2 774144810F
2.49L 10393L 345.66 D HGFB 961426640F
20.14L 15393L BD AC 3 870134970F
16,80L 18628L BB AAD 1 560130120C
1,41 47,98L D CD 9601022328 3
8.88L 135.81L C DI I C 750111040C
4.03L 21.11L E HEDB 7504001208
2.37L t07.71L _ _G 240101101893.45L 103.29: E E BCD 9 770335360F25.57L 210,41L 850244333C
5.07L 224,86L B B AA B O 7502231308
74.73L 600.49L DE BDCG 0 558357553F
2931L 212.64L C BK H 560275464F
36.65L 345.66L CE DBL 8 962746320F
16.84 199.85L DCF ABBG 8 760313320F
23.35: 254.32LIEDD DCCC 0 764424672C
I
5,26L 224.57LIB E AB 0 7501121008
13.58L 124,07L E FC 570060702F
19,19L 75.76: 'BBEF AAJD 0 773335672C t52.75 36,43L ' L EH 9601121628
16.29L 157.37L B A B E 470040350F
1.06L 12,00L BC ABCF 0 9602101100
21.12L 165,63L C CCE 460345223C
26A5L 53,95 E D CEBB 684630430F
8,58 153,64L C FB 670125620F
23,88L 122,90: BB D CCCD 4 464489766C
16.10L 717.94L DD BBF 0 651110331F
19,76: 145,84L DCD DDCH 2 470264444F
2486L 231,44L CD CFE 0 572413500F
5.09L 191.21L B BG 9502000108
4,24L 188.21L CE I C 0 7500121728
23.88L 163,42L DE EC 9 460478675C
34.75: 345.66L DE DBD 2 960847720F
17,71L 52,55: B D AFKC 380374754F
20.33L 190.70L D A 561121420F
10.50 102,46L D GDB 680120670F
6.30L 22893L C C 8503122308
19.78 109.18L E GFCE 1 674324442F
1.02L 14.50L C BD 7603000000
20,65L 92.21L E HCDC 670243742C
295.21 717.94 BBED BAAB 1 750319773F
16.22: 47.68: FDDD FFFB 5 570202140C
5.46 78.25L C F H E 8603132428
47.67L 346.69L CD BBI 0 560666841F
9.55 96.48L C E A C D 380242277F
55.66L 768.33L CD CCDE 3 951552000F
18.84: 146.77L BDC DCCD 0 660234631C
13.49L 133.69L DF HGB 0 360379645C
5.23: t56.09L DC EGC 2402021218
.90L 14,74L EE EEFF 0 6701000118
18.70: 51.76: EED GDEB 0 688013442F
1.28L 130.44L EE AS 4 6501000008
34.94L 154.66L DE CBCH 0 560517561F
7.49 47,34L D FGBB 6744243618
30.30L 16907L FF BBCG 9 572559684F
29.91L 352.05L C D 650349943C
13.49L 189.60L DD DCAG 9 450575453C
30.52: 126.73: BCDE EDEC 1 664317466C
15.97: 64.33L DC FEDB 664113352C
1.40L 14.13L CD BDB 0 4601100000
16.71 207.53L EE EDA 0 666338433F
4.88 8553L DC L E D B 7502011308 4
21,30L 197.21: CC F BACD 6 570544530F
10,75L 106.58L BC ABG 0 470300150F
2729L 193.71L C BK 550211100F
7.73L 7822L D DCG 1 770222210F
26.20: 318.94L CCE AADD 0 667415443F
47.07: 148.36 C DD FFDB 1 570113330F
22.84L 38.50 C DHC 594112676F
3.31L 152,55L CB AAE 3 9501000008
37.68L 76.61: BC E AABB 5 572327721F
16.70: 46,25 CDCC EDFB 0 574003241C
1.10L 10.68L BC AA 1 9600000000
7.21 143.68L C HB 360000050F
8.26: 47.34 FEDD CCBC 0 870507362F
17.72L 113.89L D HB 570144553F 8
2,05 62.57L D F 8600232426
35.36: 96.74: DCED DCEC 0 564527334C
3.73L 221.64L B C E 7502022758
t7,52L 112.07L C BD 570130021F
8.70 160.04L C CFB 650110130C
2.03 12.29: CF BCA 4500201000
1.04L 9.82L FD BC 4 6603101000
19.04L 92.07: C C BGHE 384004334F 1
.87L 7,74L BC AAD 0 7701100009
1.94 58,51L D O 8600432538
16.39L 174.84L DC ABI 7 552327651C
5.15 25.04L CFC BBCC 0 5602015310
24.02: 178,86: CCDD AABD O 552323135F
19.19L 218.72L BC AB 0 050002333C
4.22L 17965L C DEH 4402000108
1.41L 18.77L'BE AC O 8703011300
18,51L 50,88 :F D DFCB 570226762C
'B F BD 3 460269480C
17.45L 125.00L FE11.14L 113.20L _ D 780363860F
6.42 150.17L D C C 770104140F
Sep
Name Type (") Mag





3 4 13 49546 K5
4
5 '13 49550K0
1 1 KW CYG
8 2 23 MRSL 079+02/4
2 22 S106
I 23 MRSL 080+03/7
2 2 DO 38340
1 23 OCL 0181
1 23 MRSL 080+03/7
1 23 MRSL 082+04/2
1 17 2899
1 23 MRSL 061+03/3
1 23 MRSL 076+01/8
1



















1 2 23 MRSL 078+02/t 182
1 23 MRSL 082+04/2
A t 23 MRSL 081+03/3
1 22 $108
9 6 13 49563 B0
2 1 39 BG 2020+40
1 23 MRSL 080+03/7 410
C
9 2 23 OCL 018t 294
1 23 MRSL 061 +03/3 265
8 2 39 HIGG 08




8 2 23 MRSLO78+01/9
1 23 MRSL 081+03/3
1 23 MRSL 078+01/9
2 13 49582 K0
1 23 MRSL 084+06/1
t 2 DO 38359
1 23 MRSL 080+03/3
6 1 32 X2022+461




















t 23 MRSL 080+03/3 370
1 23 MRSL 080+03/3 210
3 23 MRSL078+01/3 352
2 23 MRSL078+01/9 449
*Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-t; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH}; 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
362
ii l i
Right Ascension: 20h22m43"-20h25"30 '
Position 0950) Flux Density
Name H 1Not Color Corrected)
Galactic Uncertainly OC
a _ Coords SMJ SMN 0 12 p,m 25 lain 60 /am 100 ,u.m Fluxa 8
hm * , (s) ( ) I b (') (') (')1 N (]ansky) Uncs
5832 79+ 51.85L
70227+4124 44,5 2 46 17 602 1,57L 2,27L 188.41 E29 60+ 5 13 27, 33,7923399:460,768coo;0227+4154463 3 2o 83
;0227+4114 46.9 79+ 2 27 6 64,13 .82 1.24 48.98L 150.35L DD
56!61+4 : 87! 79 54 2101,22909,Bc;0227+4351 47,5 18
->0228+4215 49.9 13 80+ 3 18 62 4.43: 11.88 162.80 523.60: CBCD
;0228+44115204582+4225816'1233226L 39L 465 1930 C?0228+4762 52,0 20 85+ 6 9 2.15 .52 .82L CD
CC
9.41L
70228+4148 53.1 22 60+ 2 34 6 63 3 1.07 1.56 39.07L 155,05L
?0228+4509 53,1 34 83+ 4 25 9 60 2 .30: .47: 5.82 32.75L F DF
70228+4315 53.6 43 81+ 3 22 3 311 4 .37 .26 8.16 277.13L COD
;0229+4326 57.4 15 81+ 3 20 3 170 4 .45 .34 5.71: 197.64L CCF
?0229+4018 57.7 17 79+2 19 9 63 4 1,63L 3.53L 58.17L 68.92 D
70229+4410 57.61 82+ 4 16 4 3.69 2.65 4.21L 122,36L
t0229+4237 58.5 80+ 3 37 6 .36: .87 5.85 206.07L FCF
;0230+4247 3,330 81+ 3 37 4 623 1.23 .43L 16.97L 216,72L B
.>0230+4029 4.444 79+ 2 28 4 624 2.47L' 13.13 140.58L 133.73 DBDF?0230+4008 4,9 50 76+ 1 24 6 68 3 .82L 2.47 19.00: 104.28L
?0230+4726 5.8 43 84+ 6 12 10 132 2 .36 .25L .95L 8.44L C
70231 +4800 6.7 19 85+ 6 7 6 121 2 8.43 3.84 1.32: 7.63L CCF
70231+4310 8.3 16 81+ 3 18 4 61 5 1.30 1.77 30.77: 74,64L BBC
?0231+4157 10.3 50 80+ 3 24 6 64 3 1.31: 1.61 23.77 181.31L CDF
Z0232+4318 16.2 20 81+ 3 32 8 64 3 .44L .37 18.53L 193.61L C
.>0233+4338 18.8 34 81+ 3 23 3 57' 4 1.03L' 1.34L 27.67L 52.81 CE D
?0233+4025 19.9 24 79+ 2 17 5 63 i4 1.56L' 7.47: 21.34 133.73L (_
!0233+4153 ,19.937 60+ 2 36 9 64 2.38L I 1.17: 25.55 128.76L I E
!0233+4326 20,314 81 3 20 3 1 2.10 ! 66 19.93L 9 66 B
!0233+4306 22,755 81+ 3 20 3 66 ,42L .44 4.50 115.99L CO
70234+4313 26.5 17 81+ 3 25 8 58 4 .83 .93 24,54L 74,64L D C
3 4.89 2.58 16.06L 123.28L!0234+4400 26.7' 12 82+ 4 19 4 63 tic
?0234+4020 26.8 1 79+ 2 19 6 34 ! 3 1.66: 3.12 53.84: 126.73L ODE
!0235+4731 31.219 85+ 6 12 69134 [ 42 .73 .34L 1.17L 14.32L B?0235+4006 31.910 78+ I 19 34 2.23 .96: 14.59L 333.63L FF
!0235+4524 34,710 63+ 4 50 9 5912 .48 .34L 526L 127.97L C23 20 6
_235 + 4339 35.0, 81+ 3 61 1.03L 1.34L 18.26 197.31L I E
?0235+4222 35.1 30 80+ 3 44 4 64 3 1.54 .49: 23.69L 199.13L BD;0235+4331357 4 81+3 17 3 61_5 252 93 2027L 205,97LBc
!0235+4042 36.02; 79+2 40 7 _ 2 10.01 5.77 1516L 114.88L BD
?0236+4344 36,8 81+ 3 17 3 i 1.16 92 9.61L 164.61Lt150'96LED O
?0236+4329 98,0 1 81+ 3 52 12 61 2 2.10L 1.31L 5.65
?0236+4053 38.1' 26 79+ 2 29 5 623 .82 2.36 35.62 249.24L CCD
70236+4100 39.026 79+ 2 26 9 63; 3 .80 1.25 60.90L 188.55L DE
!0236+4058 '41.0 29 79+ 2 23 5 62 3 6.12 18.24 80.90 140.13 BCEE
._0236+4216 ¢1.035 80+ 3 30 564 I 3 2.80 1.98 19.80L 19605L BE
?0236+4034 41,538 79+ 2 15 5 33 J3 4.03 2.83 19.17L 176.72L t DD
?0236+4203 41336 80+ 3 48 12 64 I 3 .91L 1.99L 38.45L 165.94
?0237+4003 42.016 78+ 1 26 6 624 2.20L 5.78 20.44L 46020L C
_>0237+4116 42.429 79+ 2 39 8 81 ; 2 1.73L 1.86L 6.48 112.07L D
!0237+4107 43.6 34 79+ 2 42 9 62 3 .97 2.67L 21.50L 201.41L C
?0237+4528 46.846 83+ 4 48 11 59i2 .31 .25L 5.05L 196.04L C
I
14 81+ 3 66 10 6212 .28 .33L 21.44L' 187.60L C70238+4301 53.3
?0238+4007 53.5 32 7g+ 1 17 6 32 4 1,32L 5.38 33.04L! 460.20L O
70299+4153 54.2 33 80+ 2 33 9 63t 3 1.65L 1.18L 15.35 t71.20L E
!0239+4144 56,437 80+ 2 25 664 _3 .68: 1.43 29.80L 74.15: DE E
?0240+4006 3.825 79+ 1 18 5 634 1.55 2.36 74.43L 460.20L CD
70240+4135 4.914 80+ 2 42 5 623 .72: .81: 10.30 183.14L EFF
70241+4013 6.26 79+ 1 25 5 623 2.23 2.56L 31.33L 70.79: C D
.:'0241+4256 10.40 81+ 3 27 9 622 .35 .89L 22.47L 158.65L C
70241+4000 11.0 17 78+ 1 37 8 66 2 1.69L 3,40 194,93L 465,84L E
;0242+4414 15.5 34 82+ 4 34 7 61 3 1,36 .40: 3.99L 43.68L BD
.>0242+4058 15.933 79+ 2 26 5 623 12.57 7.30 16.38 164.67L SCC
.>0242+4020 17.3 6 79+ 1 33 4 62 3 .81 2.43: 31.34 110.98L FEE
.>0243+401821.436' 79+1245 62, 3 2.84 2.37L 31.34L 124.40LC
5636 81+ 3 5 2.10 2.33 23.91L 446.81L BB
.>0243+ 4227 22.7 3 15 62
34 81 +.>0245+4257" 31.0 3 18 3 31, 4 .52 .65 19.25L 58.64: CO C
;0245+4132 31.5 80+ 2 31 6 643 2.49: 2.25L 83.67L 167.16 E E
70245+4515 33.2 11 83+ 4 26 5 58 2 5.86 3.31 2.94L 44.16L FF
.>0245+4032 33.6 57 ! 79+ 1 37 7 64 3 2.63L 2.40L 14.38 204.73L C
.>0246+4019 36.2 44 79+ 1 31 9 66 2 2,84L 2.15 31,34L 140,03L E
.>0246+4328 36.24! 81+ 3 16 3 614 3.78 1.81 9.65 153.00L CCD
.>0246+4334 38.126' 81+ 3 33 3 584 1.48L .60L 830 162.62L F
20247+40t0 43.756 79+ 1 28 6613 2.29L 1.94 17.89: 102.61L CE
 ,0247+451143945 83+460 31592 29L 36 539, 4674,E
Z0247+4256 45.513 81+ 3 218682 .41L .91 12.39L 83.80: D F
20247+4025 45.831 79+ 1 54 71662 1.25 1.91L 23.12L 127.42L D
20247+4158 45.89 80+ 2 304t 643 69 1,10L 14.77L 213.62L C
20247+4015 47.349 79+ 1 1811 663 2.87L 1.32 55.63L 152.54L F
20248+4137 48.958 80+ 2 20 7 643 1.55L 1.99L 34.89 165.61L D
20248+4210 50.153 80+ 2 22 6633 .56L .62 24.02L 131.05L E
20248+4148 51.629 80+ 2 42 9 613 1.10: 2.02L 58.69L 146.15 E E
20248+4103 51.750 79+ 2 23 6 643 1.79 2.34L 11.70L 63.63L C
_;'0248+4036 52.433 79+ I 255 633 4.16 2.77 18.92L 165.65L BC20249+4046 55.730 79+ 2 22 5 62 10.81 7.91 19.82L 182.67L BC
20249+4133 56,0 16 80+ 2 21 6 64 3_ 4.51 5.03: 83.67L 260.78L BC
20249+4748 58.239 85+ 6 19 16 702 .24 .25L .96L 15.15L C
20250+4251 0.7 g 81+ 3 28 5 364 _ .55L ,41 12.55L 144.37L C
20250+4249 4,350 81+ 3 14 3 645 1.22 .58 1922L 213.19L CC
20250+4439 5.758 82+ 4 47 9 602 .57 .25: 6.52L 40.62L BD
20251+4205 7.121 80+ 2 61 13 652 .41 1.16L 23.48L 73.36L F
20251+4111 9.9 54 80+2 29 6 64 3 1.02 .96 31.77L 56.35 CD D
20251+4114 10.1 39 60+ 2 28 5 64 3 2.15 2.21 16.58L 163.78L BC
20252+4252 12.8 18 81+ 3 21 3 62 3 .35 .48 12.55L 180.73L CE
20252+4337 13.5 5 82+ 3 16 6 62 3 1.59: 2.85: 31.05 104.12: CDFE
20252+4325 16.4 7 81+ 3 22 9 59 4 1,01 ,52 19,57L 160,72L BE
20252+4320 16.637 81+ 3 17 6 61 4 .88 1.51 18.22 162.58L CCD
20253+4228 202 33 81+ 2 22 3 64 5 4.25 2.25 16.69L 139,34L BB
20253+4134 22,2122 80+2 29 6 64 3 1.15 1.65: 33,48 174.40: OFDD
20254+4347 29,5 36 82+ 3 31 9 60 3 .67 .91: 16.60: 146.47: DDDD
20255+4745 30.1_23 65+ 6 10 10 22 2 .36 .25L 1.03L 10.16L D
20255+4816 30.256 85+ 6 9 7 362 .60 .25L 1.02L 10.89L D
L
Declination: + 40°-+50 °
Flags Associations
V L
COIT A Confusion R S





BBHE 32 950310110F}ABD 54D219449F
. E 8t 6800210218




E D D C 988439894F 8
AA M 96600200108
CBC 0 160301744C
A B G 150200020C
MABA 560158360F
IE C D 682543640F
BJ D 86O1O0OOO0
AAC 4 2602001000
tDDDA 2 466348860(3 5
CCC 5460236422F
E E B 4507313i0C
B C B B 970227464F 6
F FD 1 884455670F
BCCG 360037321F
AAC 1950420141F
D E B 460240330C




OS C 0 971686575F
B B 6500331328
DCBC : 8950297696F 8
AB F , 0 760112220(3






AAAB i _ 370031645FAA 750121010CA A D 261023000F
DE MC 360314466F
E C 960599698F












A CIC 0 9701000100
AABI 0 670003446F 16










C B S J 880324434F
LCE ' 3702101520
GC D 270237884C 9






A D C C 970124366F
AA 1 : 570001110F





B F O 36020O0000
F F H G 970217695C 3
ABDD 0 880115465F
AA "i I 960136611F
DBGC 5: 256122580C
EDDB 5 766237540F









# T Name Type
1 23 LDN 0897
2 "23 LDN0897
1 23 MRSL 079+02/2
1 "41 20228+4215
1 23 MRSL 084+06/1
I "41 20228+4148
2 23 MRSL 082+04/3
1 23 MRSL 080+03/3
1 23 MRSL 078+01/6
2 23 LDN 0900
1 2 DO 38374
1 23 MRSL 078+01/9
3 23 MRSL 078+01/3
1 23 MRSL 084+06/1
1 23 MRSL 060+03/3
1 23 LDN 0897
1 23 MRSL 060+03/3
1 23 MRSL 081+03/2
1 23 MRSL 078+01/6
1 23 LDN 0897
1 23 MRSL 080+03/3
1 23 MRSL 080+03/3
I 23 MRSL 078+ 01/6
1 1349597
2 23 MRSL078+01/3
1 23 MRSL 061 +03/2
2 *23 MRSL080+02/3
4 4 TMSS +40414
1 23 MRSL 081 +03/2
1 "41 i 20236+4216
2 23 MRSL 080+02/1
2 23 MRSL 078+01/3
1 23 MRSL 078+ 01/3




2 4 TMSS +40416
1 23 MRSL 078+01/4
t 23 MRSL 078+01/4
1 23 MRSL 080+02/2
1 23 MRSL 081 +02/2
2 1349616 K
1 23 I MRSL 078+01/4
1 23 MRSL 078+01/4
23 MRSL 081+02/223 MRSL 078+01/4
1 23 MRSL078+01/4
3 "23 MRSL 079+02/3
I 23 MRSL060+02/2
1 23 MRSL 079+02/3
1 2 DO 38415
1 32 X2024 + 407
1 23 MRSL 081 +02/1
1 23 MRSL 081+02/1
1 23 MRSL 081+02/1
1 23 MRSL 081+03/1
1 23 MRSL 081+03/1
1 1349641 G5












*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirm_l Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25. 60, 100 /_m; 10) High Source Density Region,
363
Right Ascension: 20h25m32"-20h28m10"
Position 0950) Flux Density Flags
Name H (Not Color Corrected)
Galactic Uncertainly C V
a 5 a _ Coords SMJ SMN 8 O 12 p.m 25 p.m 60 p.m IOD /_m Flux Corr A
h m. o , (s) (') 1 b (') (") (') N (Jansky) Uncs Cocf R
20255+4447 32.9 17 83+ 4 68 11 60 2 .39 .38L 8.67L 71.87L C C B
20255+4336 34.1 53! 62+ 3 19 6 ] 63 3 .75 1,08 31,05L 124.80: CC O DCI C 0
20255+4032 35.0 53 79+ 1 18 6 _ 62 3 .71: 5.22 68,51 184.61L DCD EAC8 0
20255+4054 35.6 49 79+ 2 24 6 64 3 40.50 18.O4 17.90L 146.56L CC AAFD 9
20256+4244 36.3 57 81+ 3 38 10 52 2 ,35 .33L 20.16L 251,71L C C
20256+4500 36.8 43 83+ 4 27 6 59 2 2.03 94 6.08L 52.06L EF AA 9
20256+4006 37.3 49 79+ 1 70 8 66 2 1.02 1.28L 21,69L 189.07L C FE BF20256+41t8 37.8 42 80+ 2 23 9 36 3 2,88L 3.20L 55.!4: 356.97 FFDB
20256+4133 38,3 35 80+ 2 18 4 34; 4 2.47 2.04 33.48L 122.23: BC E AAGF 520256+4152 41.6 59 80+ 2 29 _ 631 1.63L 2.05L 10.73 180,30L D DHBD
20257_. 4204 44.11 54 80+ 2 22 11 59! 2 2,49L 8.82L 19,73L 91.71 D BI D
20257+4301 44.9 31 81+ 3 24 3 59 4 .26: 1.07 9,84L 179.70L EEl CB F I 0
20257 +4307 _4.9 20 81+ 3 26 8 61 4 ,85 .37L 23.22L 150.59L B AC
20258+4157 52.=¢ 51 80+ 2 87 3 164 4 1,11L 2.63L 10.77 218,12L O HGC
20259+4353 _54.2 19 82+ 3 26 6 37 3 3.26 1.10: 30.00L 229.55L CE AAJ G 0
20259+4216 54,5 9 81+ 2 55 10 68 2 .32 25: 11r29L 128.47L CE DC 0
20259+4343 55.0 27 82+ 3 83 10 65 2 .68 .99L 19,95L 299,43L D BC
20259+4206 56.7 43 80+ 2 19 4 64 5 2.49 8.82 7.01 135.37L BBD AAAC 2
20259+4021 57.2 2 79+ 1 40 8 62 3 .92 3.64L 25.63L 257.16L D B
20259+4219 57.8 56 81+ 2 25 7 68 2 .33 .40 6.57L 39,09L EC ECFB 2
20259+4123 59,3 42 80+ 2 20 3 63 I 4 1.74: 2.58 44.34: 258.08L EFD _)DBH 9
F
20260+4155 4.7 10 80+ 2 ' 41 3 641 3 1.49L 1.50 15.08L 88.04L F GCDE'
5 35 = 3 .90: 1.20: 15.04 70.48 CDCD EDBA 020260 + 4055 5.4 1 79 + 1 24
20261+4139 6.7!51 80+ 2 45 5 67 = 3 .72 .76 18.42L 188.36L F E BCH 320261+4004 10.3 42 79+ 1 17 6 63 3 1.48: 2.87 63.46L 118.27 CE C CCDA 0
20261+4202 t0,3 5 80+ 2 33 10 64 3 .55 2,39L 21,01L 91.71L D CECB 0
20261+4339 11.220 82+ 3 35 12 63 3 1.71L .89L 15.27 299.53L 0 DCL
20261+4120 12.0 50 80+ 2 14 5 63 4 1.99 4.08 57.33 349.47L COD DCBN 3
20262+4051 16.8 16 79+ 1 49 8 64 3 1.24L 2.15L 22.84 143.46L C FI B 8
20262+4314 17.333 81+ 3 60 13 60 2 .30 .46L 32,39L 231,67L C FF
20263+4017 18,0 18 79+ 1 12 5 62 3 2.16 1.99: 24,36L 117.64 ED D ABGD 1
20263+4030 18.0 3 79+ I 38 5 62 3 2_21 1.96L 12,12L 192.22L C AAD
20263+4301 21.2 4 81+ 3 24 6 59 2 .61L .38 8.28: 85.84L DE DCG
20263+4324 21.4 27 81+ 3 30 25 65 2 1.10L 1.27L 30.12L 83.77 E CMC
20263+4245 22.0 5 81+ 3 16 4 61 4 9,49 2.64 20,21L' 153,24L BB AAD 4
20263+4407 22.2 54 82+ 3 40 8 62 2 1.12 .60L 23.10L 203.33L C AADE
20264+4042 24.8 27 79+ 1 17 6 36 3 35.08L 186,55: 2330.37: 4600,86 CED HFCB 0
20264+4001 25,8 52 79+ 1 30 6 62 3 1,26L 2,02 47.57L 213,52L E CCJ F
20264+4109 27,8 36 80+ 2 25 8 64 3 t,78L 1.31 16.45L 173.50L E GDA
20264+4802 28.7 8 85+ 6 9 8 38 2 ,47 25L ,73L 9,70L B C
20264+4319 29.4 20 81+ 3 27 i 7 63 3 48.28 28.98 22.13L 164.14L ED AA 9
20264+4054 29.6 36 79+ 1 25 7 66 3 .89 ,97: 22,84L 207.50L EF BCF 1
20265+4046 31.8 39 79+ I 37 6 64 3 1.84 4.77 1898L 4600,86L CD BB D 0
20265+4153 31.8 53 80+ 2 6 3 139 6 1.66 1.19 I6.98L 140.81L BE AAHDI 8
20265+4119 32.4 14 80+ 2 21 5 84 4 1.81L 2.42: 38.39 140.72L CE BECC I 0
20265+4114 32.9 15 80+ 2 18 4 64 4 1.35 2.93 34,02 182,91L ODD CCB 3
20265+4306 34.8 47 81+ 3 33 j 8 62 3 .33L ,48 t2,75L 49.34: C c O; DCHF =20265+4756 35.4 16 854 6 16 14 122 2 .27 .25L 1,05L 13,90L E
20266+4143 40.8 6 80+ 2 16 3 64 5 5.31 1.92 16.79L 169.70L BE AA 8
20267+4327 42,2 2 82+ 3 23 8 63 3 1.08L 1.27 21,92 233.08L EO GDCK 0
20267+4001 42,7 44 79+ 1 33, 9 66 2 3.33L 2.68: 47,57 225.45L FE BEBD 1
20267+4150 44,2 24 80+ 2 23 i 3 62 4 1.36L 1.93 16.62L 127.26L C C
20267+4108 45.5 57 80+ 2 26 4 65 4 1.00 1,05 25,16L 152.00L BE BCI B 1
20268+4046 48.9 29 79+ 1 34 3 36 4 1,36L 4.13 80.64L t55.23: C F jDBGB
20268+4008 50.9 38 79+ 1 26 11 63 3 2.57L 3.36L 8.77 202.94L D I HO
20268+4202 53,8 53 80+ 2 32 5 64 3 .68 1.76L 15.76L 169.52L C CKG
20269+4335 54.1 46 82+ 3 22 7 63 3 3.71 2.38 24,90L 197.41L FF AAK 9
20269+4225 54.4 51 81+ 2 29 8 65 2 .55 .45L 8.13L 150.68L C A O I
20269+4013 59.1 36 79+ I 56 9 61 2 2.95L 1.08L 7.75 125.82L D EEBK_
20270+4042 2.0 31 79+ 1 33 10 67 3 2.61L ,93L 13.24 196,51L D EDS
20270+4148 2.7 42 80+ 2 18 3 61 5 3.02 2.01 14.84L 125.92L BE] AAE 3
20270+4108 2.8 14 80+ 1 30 12 66 4 2,06L 4.41: 25,16 103.97 DFD BCBB 8
20270+4104 2.9 24 80+ I 36 13 68 3 .75: ,98 24.92L 133.64L DE 3BFE
20270+4112 3.0 15 80+ I 24 5 65 4 2.26 ,86: 17,19L I82.02L BE AB 2
20270+4226 4,5 40 81+ 2 20 7 37 4 ,47 ,46L 8.13 185.0tL C D DDDB
20271+4640 7.1 22 84+ 5 14 14 152 2 .36 .33L 1A5L 19,06L C DK
20272+4017 12,8 39 79+ 1 69 6 65 3 .91L 1,93 23,62L 455.87L D CA
20272+4314 12.8 46 81+3 42 8 60 3 .92 .96 7.11L 64,82: CD E CDEB 1
20272_-4021 16,6 54 79+ 1 21 5 65 4 6,16 24.04 112,60 455.87 CBEFIAAAC 0
20273+4830 18.2 46 86+ 6 13 12 129 2 .36 ,25L ,85L 11.41L C E
20273+4146 22.7 14 80+ 2 25 9 63 3 1.03L 1.53L 11.31: 41,17 ODjGCCA
20274+4030 25.0 55 79+ 1 18 6 65 4 2,11L 2,64 25,17: 102.12L CG IEBEB
20274+4219 27.8 41 81+ 2 22 3 37 4 .40: 6.49 43.12: 77.51: CBCC BBDB 0
20275+43t5 30.1 30 81+ 3 18 9 62 3 ,92L .90L 19,10 180.97L C "EEA
20275+4039 32.9 8 79+ 1 21 7 66 4 .76 , 253L 7.33 55,14: C OEIADBD
20275+4025 33.9 38 79+ 1 28 5 65, 4 1.63L_ 2.88 112.6OL 102.12L C GABC
20275+4001 35.2 9 79+ 1 30 5 62 3 438.90: 1111,75 5313,68 5721.35 BBCD AAAA 0
20275+4133 35.3 3 80+ 2 17 3 59 4 .63L 1.22: 29.83 96,24: OODi ]OOE)
20276+4316 38.3 15 82+ 3 34 10 61 2 .58: .55: 20,96L 80.04L FF HFH 0
20276+4120 39.953 SO+ 1 25 14 64 3 1.17L 1.08: 23,69L; 78.66 F F "--ON8!
20276+4130 40.840 80+2 20 o3 3_7l 5 29.46 11.05 29,83L 144.95L BB AAE 220277+4210 43.5 47 81+ 2 8 1 .63: .85 7.14: 46.98: CDCD DCCB
20277+4200 45.2 59 81+ 2 9 3 142 i 4 ,67 .63: 7.85: 193.27L CF F ]BFC
2o277+4olo 46.5J27 79+1 32 3 65;4 1.S4L 2.55 21,95L 160.82L C CAt
20277+4115 46.5 15 80+ 1 16 7 64i4 3.12L .99 22.35: 166.13L EO BBE
20277+4334 46.5120 09 62:282+ 3 29 1,02L 1.67L 29.76 227,38L D FEBF;20277+4154 47.5'19 60+2' 38 1 59 3 .91L .81L 11,21 70.15L O GCBB I
20278+4055 50.6!42 80+ 1 20 3 85 4 2.05 1.51 17.14L 146.89L BC ABB 1
20278+4007 51.3 5 79+ 1 32 6 66 4 1.58: 2.46 30.64L 163.40L CD DDD 5
20279+4322 56.1 39 82+3 43 13 63 2 .95L .83L 21.40 89.74L O DEFC
20279+40t7 59,2 17 79+ 1 44 15 62 2 ,77L 3,12L 13,20L 49,59 D H EB
20280+4332 0.2 13 82+ 3 39 4 60 2 .87L 1.31L 25,51 197.37L O EECH
20280+4003 1,7 41 7g+ I 28 3 66 4 2,47 3.55 64.89L 384.82: CO F CBBB 9
20280+4304 1.g 52 81+ 2 24 7 63 3 ,82 ,83 4.63L 271,33L BD DES 3
20280+4231 3,3 27 81+2 17 9 60 4 1,02 .63 18.46L 199.95L BC Aria D 0
20280+4359 4,0 o 82+ 3 61 10 60 2 .58 ,67L 8,16L 9824L D
20280+4000 4.7_ 9 79+ 1 58 9 62 2 .75 3.19L 19,27L 5721,35L E CDM
20281+4038 6.8[45 79+ 1 11 4 17 2.27 13.50 122,92 304,50: DBFC DAA8 ;
20281+4157 8.2 20 81+ 2 32 3 59 44 267L 1.02: 17,70 193.27L FF HECE20281+4106 10.(5 24 80+ 1 13 34' 2.16 3.47 49.37 1386.95L BCC BBBB 6










































































































R S A Sep
S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
11 2 DO38434 '29 101
21 4 11 KZCYG49646 22J 7;
21 i
1 23 MRSL 081 +02/1 274 ,
2 DO 38441 26 10=E
i
1 J 23 MRSL079+01/5 129 J
1 23 MRSL 079+01/5 95
J
1 ] 23 MRSL081+02/1 494
49
q 3 RAFGL 2586 46
23 MRSL 079+01/4 162
27
C
23 MRSL 079+01/4 276
143 49667 5 8(TMS$ +40423 3_ 27




.. ,079+01, 257079+01,441023 070+01,4272
i
247
DO 38464 31 9E23 i MRSL 079+01/1
1 r321 X2027+423 14 ,"
1 ! 23 MRSL079+01/1 184
!38 i 23i RAFGL 2591 =
OCL 0190 2099 I
39 OR10 75 500(
2 7 MWCI021 42
1 23 MRSL 079+01/3 392 i
°1i I ;
" i
__ 2 23 MRSL079+01/3 290
Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
364
I ! i











































































































Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected) V
a 8 Coords SM3 SMN O O 12 p.m 25 p.m 60 p.m 100 _m Corr A Confusion
(s) (') /b (") (') (') N (Jansky) Coef R Flags*
"Contusion Flags: 6)-9] Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 /_m; 10) High Source Density Region.
L C
R S A Sep
S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
MRSL 079 + 01/2
49704 K0 65













































































































































































































































ll_ pm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (")
9,97LtBC AADH 0 57011100101
84.65: IBB AAAF 1 880054434F 9 3 "3 RAFGL2603 49
221.77LJC A K I 970467760F 2 13 49769 G5 26
131ATLIB D ABC 1 970357142F 1 36"41 20310+4153
14492L D ECCK 375146134F 2 "23 ASS 21 431
8.36L BC AB 3 9701000000
131.06L[CC AADJ I O I 870501464FJ 1 3 RAFGL 2604 5
194.27L _ K B 970453431F
152.62LIF B J 770303130F I
7.95LIBC BA 116700000000
175.30LICB IAAB [ 71 767565953F 1 2 "41 ! 20312+4035 13
161,11LIE IBF l 1870312352FI
11,94 [ [ EB[ [7700101110[
161.72H D I CDI 1970451600FI 1 "41 20313+4040 13
197.62HED ]BCB 10J875536463F l 2 "41 20314+4140 36
10.13LI I LD I 169051222201 6
17.69L_ I DC I [69020011001
7.82LIBF IABC J 11 9700223330[ 1 13 49782 +++ 30
11.89L I [ GB[ [59001011OOl 2 23 MRSL084+04/1 158
11"41 I IEGDCJ 19601122310 I
375.94L[C [ABED{ 2[ 567479764F_ 2 2 DO 19128 27
22.47L I J I EFI t 5601123330]
141.87: ICC ]BBBDI 9] 578565856F 9 2 '13 49784 8
138.59L1 E _ B _ _572430351F_
104.09L] E I CGF] 1570745755FI 9 1 °41 20315+4046 12
212.24LIB /AS l I 960161300Fl 2 °41 20315+4026 10
95,86: _CB [OCBC_6177E584745F 9 1 *41 20316+4036 47
150.90: JDD ]CDJ C1 0J 97OO43340FI
42.15: iCD IBDECI 0{ 68050331001 1 23 MRSL 084+03/4 420
14.07LTC IBCB I I 3802202210 ) I 13 49786 G5 5
9.72L[ , /GGB I J68011000001
142.52L{0C {BAG / 7 1770£,25573F 1 "41 20316+4139 6
69.16: /DC /BCBBId1975354648FI 9 1 32 X2031+405 156
116.64LICE JAADFI01980043340F[ 2 "41 20316+4153 38
93.29L|F |ECC I 1370466832FI
375.94Ll D |GBH J J560479742FI 1 7 AS427 65
6.52L|C |CJK I {770OO101101
141.94 | iDDFCI I 97010323001
375.94L|C /AC I I661261100FI 1 "41 20319+4100 53
158.71L / /MDC t (972650810F I
15.50L/C /B FI 1 96012435301 1 13 49790 K5 13
122.45L / F JBCBC| 1770337457F] 1 °41 20319+4145 35
93.52L|C _GF E C J 0 / 380334940E I
375.94L{BE /CADB[ 2l 564254320FJ 1 "41 20319+4103 22
155.13: JCF |AAHD / 2 [ 8782'37432F I
13.06LJBC /AA / Ol 59022022001 2 4 TMSS +50334 56
181.34L / F / BC / [470220331EI
17.33L / D, INEBBt 148041042101
166.56L|B |B I I 470320422F 1 3 "13 49796 KO 10
149.88L1F t Ee I 167OO20500FJ
191.39L] E ]DC Fi2]370259744F{
6.41LIBB, |AAB 1017702100000] 2 2 DO38584 47
13.97L|D /ACl / [59031022001
71.85L / D iHBD | |980232450E1 1 22 $109 227
921.53: /BB /CCCB/6/459358964F[ 2 "39 R57 57
223.51L/CD |BAC ] 0/960352550E1 2 *22 $109 288
88.24 | E /FCCA| 1|870156645F] 2
187.78LJC |C D J J964393663EJ 2 "22 $109 527
9.23LXB |BI / |4700OO0010| 1 2 DO38586 45995'/c /BG//57°320011°/1 2 036566
8.86L / I I GDCJ 15702100210[
117.79L/BB |AAA [0/780134000F| 3 3 RAFGL2609 17
129.03L[C ]CDK | [574247946F] 2 1 "41 20322+4142 40
9.62L[C |BHH [ J4701210000| I
148.65LICC |BBD / 21974232950F[
13.53LIB |ADL / I6907135300J 2 23 MRSL084+03/4 213
17.47LI I I LEC[ [9601231220 /
12.50LIE /CF / / 0700000000 /
147.14:1BBi [AAAD/41572224966FI I "41 20324+4057 8
,37.12L_ D /DAB J /970232450E t 1 22 $109 471
141,11L| FI [FBBH] J774339977E[ 1 5 CYGII-2 50
10.65LIB C /AAD / 0 [ 9701100000 |
100.11L|C |BFCE/ [ 9812342000 |
185.90L|CC /AADD/1 | 960230200E /
153.49L[ I | CB [ [370111210F| 1 "41 20325+4138 21
15.62L10 /C [ / 4601200000 [
16.60L / I /CCAI | 168053462OO| 2 23 MRSL084+03/4 340
599L[B B [AA [ 6 [ 4712200000 [
834.50 /BC' lBBCA/0|558325345E| 1 "41 20327+4120 9
57.tscpB 101460122123011134.21 5 ,
162,78: ID |DDEDI /47C215746F| 2
134.53L1 i 1 ECB| [870330990F /
16.74 | ] |1 DEDi {4600121230| 8
184.42L] / FC / /962121400E1
211.01LIB I [AFD |01564624964F i 4 "13 49823K5 5
471.50L|DE {DDFD[9|937447841E[ 1 "41 20327+4106 35
12,32LIBB IAAD I0|5909023310] 3 2 DO38601 81
162.83L[CCI [AABA|S/966393960F | 1 "41 20328+4042 19
9.21L[ I | EA{ [7700100100|
6oo tDE /0t 700201000/
12B.44L|F F i |EDCB | 9 [964515521C| _ 23 MRSL 085+04/1 48
471.50LIB F /B B DF | 1 | 932539967E ] 1
131.36 |DC |DCFCJ01870246940E | t "41 20329+4110 t2
51.03L|DD, |BBBB|0|6604244410| 1 23 MRSL064+03/I 342
125.42L/BB |BCEF|01972457753E | 1 "41 20330+4027 1
187.60L/ACI |DCBJ/3|967556755E| 1 "41 20330+4024 21
31.26 |CC' _AACD|9]6722221310|, 1 23 MRSL084+03/I 266
93.36LIE lEE | 5 ] 970441500E |
64.83L|CD [EBDCl0]970516422C | 1 23 MRSL085+04/1 370/ / /97°4°°833 I77.42 t o 8






































































































































Flux Density Flags Associafions
IJ
_' (Not Color Corrected)Galactic Uncertainty
ct 8 Coords SMJ SMN (8) O I 12 _,m 25 ,tim 60 #m ICO p,m(s) ( ) l b (") (") N (Jansky)
12.2137 88+ 5 ; 82 : 15 2 .79L .34L 2.00 13.97/12.3139 80+ 0 42 I 3 ,I 1.20L 2,51L 46.15L 125,42
12.8144 80+ 0 16 I 3 3, .86 10.58L 69.39L 244,14L
12.9124 81+ I 191 6 31 11.44 77.46 906.08 1375.98
13,21 t4 85+ 4 t71 13 2 ,76L .49 4.51L 39,00L
16.51 5 85+ 4 20 1 6 2 .80 1.12: 3,08L 15.35L
18.51 8 87+ 6 35 i 3 2 .37L 25L 1.24 9.85L
19.91 0 87+ 5 59 I 13 2 .72L .34L 1.10 13,43L
20.0i 4 81+ 1 42 I 14 2 1.10L 1.42L 23.66 26.22L
20,5144 80+ 0 12 I 5 4 1.01 10.58L 69.39L 247.98:
21.3153 80+ 0 15 I 7 4 22.85 74.88 1239.06 2471.50
22.5158 81+ 1 26 I 3 3 3_22 77.46L 905.08L 1375.98L
23.2133 80+ 0 68 I 6 3 .46L 4,27 26.58L 125.42L
23.6] 15 81+ 1 48 I 3 2 .57L .56L 9.39 59,96L
25,3154 85+ 4 27 I f4 2 ,72L ,32 1.69L 14.91L
25,71 1 85+ 4 17 I 5 3 2.10 1.33: 3.03L 407.70L
26.4153 85+ 4 14 ] 9 3 .44 1.03: 24.39L 107.54L
28.01 0 85+ 4 10 I 8 2 ,95 .79: 36.31L 157,87L
28.9129 87+ 6 4 14 3 .26L .25L 1.64 18.52
31.41 1 81+ 1 41 I 9 3 .82 3.92L 18.39L 163,63L
31.5115 80+ 0 38 I 4 3 .35L 5,53 16.98L 2471.50L
31.9t36 80+ 0 27 ( 11 4 .61 5.89 69.39L 115.19L
33.2147 85+ 4 13 I 10 2 ,49: 5,48 88.90L 11.15L
35,8114 88+ 6 92 I 24 2 .43L .25L 1.13 11.24L
35.9130 80+ 0 22 I 5 4 1.29 2.70L 46.11L 184,12L
43.8[ 8 80+ 0 13 I 5 4 1.91 6.35 41.91 233,77L
43.9151 87+ 5 11 I 9 2 31 .25L .84L 9,78L
44.4132 87+ 5 53 I 15 2 .40L .26L 1.09 7.37L
45.5112 85+ 4 7 I 7 3 1.92 .49 4.49L 52.67L
46.5156 ! 80+ 0 20 I 5 3 4.43 7.83 192.46: 545,03:
47.0144' 80- 0 18 I 4 5 3.05 .82 14.66L 161.59L
47.1 48 84+ 3 11 I 6 2 2.66 .86: ,73L 11.90L
47,1 8' 85+ 4 14 I g 3 .40L .57 4.17: 49,13L
47.8 1 = 80+ 0 28 I f0 3 .44L 3.57: 30.89 181,66L
49.0 42 87+ 5 10 [ 8 3 35 .25L .57L 8,22L
49,8 36 I 85+ 4 16 I 14 2 .25L 2,35 14.95L 142.84L
50.4 42 84+ 3 18 I 13 2 .35 .28L 1.32L 12.03L
50.4 34 80+ 0 28 I 3 4 .40L 2.51 22.52L 205.27L
51.0 57 80+ 0 22 I 7 4 3.59 9.65 5661: 149.92L
51.31481 80+ 0 52 ( 8 3 t.62 6.16L 59.28L 2471.50L
51.31251 80+ 0 44 I 9 4 .39L 2.13 30.30L 243.43L
54.61531 85+ 4 7 _ 7 3 1.17 .41L 4.53L 54.51L
56.3 531 85+ 4 23 I 9 3 .26L .25: 2.86 25.82:
57.0 37 80- 0 22 J 3 5 .43L 2.45 11.22 39.92:
57,5124 I 81+ 1 50 I 3 2 .56L 1.06L 10.42 44.35L
59,4 86+ 5 15 ] 13 3 ,42 ,25L ,60L 10.66L
59.6120 I 81+ 0 27 1 3 3 .97 2.17L 19.82L 190,76L
1.2 80- 0 23 I 8 3 .38L 2.54 23,37L 165,84L
13153 ! 80- 0 62 I 8 3 .69 2.33L 12.22L 90.32L
1.6148; 86-p 5 16 I 11 2 .33L .48L 3.94 9,85L
4,01 8J 87+ 5 48 _ 18 2 .38L .25L .84 7.81L
6.0129 87+ 6 61 I 13 2 .35 .25L .81L 11.91L
6 8 21i 80+ 0 26 I 4 4 7.53 4.51: 20.OOL 156.51L
7.6 27 80+ 0 19 I 3 3 2.21 6.16L 59.28 148.87:
10.4 351 87+ 5 59 I 23 2 .25L .65L 1.32L 12.72
49 I 8 2 .58: t.0012.7 16 81+ 1 10.07L 109,26L
13.1 19 I 85+ 4 15 1 10 2 1.42L .99 27.24L 53.97L
14.3 6 86+ 5 42 I 12 2 .32L .25: 2.25 11.84L
14.5] 0 85+ 4 7 I 5 3 2.74 2.01 11.25: 61.93:
19.5133 81+ 1 26 L 7 3 22.04 151.76: 690.91 1034.90:I
20.0 23 80- 0 31 ] 4 5 3.93 2.09L 14.57L 251.01L
20.1 34 80+ 0 36 I 3 3 .59L 3.64L 53.78L 79.80
22.1122 86+ 4 12 I 10 2 1.02 .29 f.02L 1032t
23.4t41 81+ 0 26 I 4 3 1.87 1,61 27.57 115.31L
24.1150, 81+ 0 41 I 9 3 .3,8L 1.02 18.89L 90,02L
27.4123 84+ 3 10 I 10 2 .25L .40 1.02L 16.70L
27.8159 86+ 5 79 I 14 2 .25L .25L 1.42 10,02[
29.9137 80- 0 36 I 10 5 .53 .62: 5.73: 396.79L
30.6118 80+ 0 18 I 7 3 3.11 4.33: 4f.04L 215.47L
30.9117 84+ 3 12 I 11 2 .56: _32: 1.05L 10.43L
33.1143 86+ 4 12 I 11 2 .53 .29 1.79L 12.36L
33.3127 80-- 0 30 I 3 5 .97 5.09L 28.68L 257,97L
34.7139 80- 0 18 I 3 5 ,31L 2.64 15.58: 204.61L
35.31 9 86+ 5 33 I 18 2 .37L .25L 1.58 16,80L
38.3119 85+ 4 18 1 6 3, .32L .66 4.69: 23.22
39.3115 80- 0 22 I 8 34 .87 13.21L 121.34L 323.94L
46.7119 85+ 4 14 I 12 2 .67 .21: 4.56L 44.46L
46.9|42 80+ 0 18 ] 5 .88 3.90 53.56 81.05
48.7/52 85+ 4 12 ! 7 .53 .25L 4.83L 94.77L
51.3119 81+ 0 56 I 7 2 _ 2.98 1.93L 1304.16L 102.40L
54.1138 80- 0 22 ] 5 51 5.30 3.12 19.14L 212.58L
57.3{ 60 88+ 8 1 10 31 .56 .29L .79L 7.91L
58.41 1 84+ 3 10 i 9 2 .38 .25 2.55 15.80L
2.1132 80- 0 16 _ 7 5 .83 4.85L 4.59L 270.44L
2.8144 80+ 0 17 I 7 4 .54 8.07: 50.97: 98.29:
3.3118 86+ 4 f0 i 7 3 1.25 .72 4.77L 40.03L
4.8i 2 81+ 0 22 6 2 14.47 171.10 1304.16 3272.15:
4.9127 80- 0 27 ! 3 4 1.46 2.85: 47.76 325.36L
5.3141 85+ 3 I 14 10 2 .47 .17: 1.41L 9.89[
5.4138 81+ 0 19 ! 6 3 1.22 2.06: 15.84 178.44L
I
10.4146 81 + 0 52 6 2 3.29 4.36L 89.32L 96.87L
12.9124 81+ 0 I 33 8 2 6.09 33.06 1304.16L 77.75L
13.5132 81+ 0 i 27 12 2 .45L 2.06L 18.56 99,12L
14.0153 86+ 4 I 33 10 3 .67L .28L 1.97 10.03L
16.2146 86+ 5 23 10 2 .54L .32L 2.53 12.18L
16.4}37 84+ 3 I 14 11 2 .41 .25L 1.30L 17.43L
16.8141 81+ 0 i 38 11 2 4.05 2.86: 1304.16L 382.60L
17.9[ 3 85+ 4 : 17 6 3 .78: 1.56 12.06: 263.15L
18.31 6 88+ 5 I 11 10 3 .48 .25L .80L 7.91L
19.61 5 87+ 5 i 8 7 3 f.0g .63 .6fL 5.32L
I
Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60. 100 _m;
V
Flux Corr A Confusion
Unes Coef R Flags*
C MI DD 2801000210
D ECFB 976556650F
F D.qBI 0 969456754E
BCDF BAAA 4 541534512E
F GD 980546322C




C F BCBD 7 968467663E
I
BBEC FSCA I 5 93E036467E
B CAAA 0 450434420E
E GC 970547630E
C GcCD 7841311010D 5803322220
CF CCJD 0 5407434230
ED CDCA 972518532C
DBDC 3 964524322C
FEED A F B 2603122550B 570311432E
F OH 930135857E
CO DDCC 9 975469663E
F O EE 0 5906233330
E G 6701100300
B A GI 960350500E
BCC BBCE! 4 961459961E
E C 9600010200
E L E B 7700100000
BO AC 0 970010t00C
BDFD BCDD 3 95A155466r:
BC AA 1 960430044E
B C A A 1 0800000000
F F G B C F ! 970736743C
C E B D C 962362831E
B B F 6700100000
F CGE 5506443320
C E F G 5702000000
E ACC 960351621E
CBD AAA 1 9773439312
F DO J 4 '9312454762
O BHG 960540112E
B AC D 970333312C
F E F D B B 980423422C
FED GBBD i 9800499941=
F HBGC 5902211100
F DF , 2701100100
B BB E 960330210r:
E BCC I 960739555E
B B F 970347830E
F HFCH 4701134110
C DC I 9700200000
_EFF S 90 1700000100ADO 970574786r:BBCB 972344432E
C L I D 9602000020 I
Fr: CBCJ 0 580114323E!
F GHB 960713222C
OC MCCG 6701245320
BDFE AABB 1 970513622C I
BBEE AAAA 3 545033320E
B AE I 960333100E
E FFCB 978413961E
CD BB 0 ! 5901021010
ODD FBCI 3 473334320EF CDGC 574414320E
C B D 5701000000
C MI B I 67011222101
BEE BBB 0 950142450E !
BO ASD 0 660524531E
CE CCKD 0 5901000000
CF BCE 0 5500000000 I
C BED 6 960121330E
DE DCC 962429968r:
C H D B 2800000000 !
CEF FCBC 980623241C
F CGGI 7 96C15998921
CE BC 0 980410030C
B C BCFC 0 974512540E'
B BI F 950732241C
F B O 471242333E
BC AA 2 960131460r: _
C BI F 1700010000
COO DCAG 0 3001000000
S B B A 9600400552
CDDF CEDE 0 972433660280 AA 1,370f000_
EBr:D AAAF 01438242333E
BOD ECBI 11968157859Ecr: Bs o!470200oooo
CCD ABC 31 861121330E
B BDB 0' 671223523E
BC AA 3 571053333E
E J FC 872110530E
C LDBK 7901041310
c GCBe 270f001000
c CH, 100_002f00OF r:r:CC8 450,23234r:COF DDBH0 93_43330C
B BF 1601000200
BC AA 0 9701000100
10) High Source Density Region.
L C
R S A
S 2 # T Name Type
1 "41 20331+4034






1 2 39 YW45 30 610
1 23 MRSL 084+03/2 192
3 22 $115 485 300_
1 23 MRSL 085+04/1 382
1 22 $115 547 300Q
2 13 49835 K0 7 65
4 22 $115 477 300G
8
1 2 DO38622 34 103
I
2 161 13168- M0 14 101
1
1 23 MRSL 084+03/2 208
3 39 HBMR23 35 320C
1
1 2 [3038625 30 10_
13 49838 8 817 +404243 45
2 1 32 X2034+482 87
1 13 49839 12 81
8
2 39 HIG24 67 660(
8
2
1 23 MRSL085+03/1 372
1 23 MFISL 085+04/3 178
2 1 39 NK2.13 115 800[
8
8 2 39 PD19 85 141_
4
1 13 49850 K2 B_
6
1 7 AS 431 38
8i
i
8] 2 3 RAFGL 2616 87
6! 2 39 DR20 32 500(
8 1 39 R64 37 324(
1
8 1 39 NK2.14 111 800(





Name Galactic Uncertainty C
a I/ Coords SMJ SMN 8 O 12 _m
29.,13 85,415 81283
32/ [25 85+ 3] 15 15 145 3
32' I 6 86+ 5 ] 26 12 61 2
34:59 80-0 36 11 60 3
35,!154 81÷0] 24 6 53 236.1 , 15 80- 0 50 10 54 2
40:r51 80- 0 J 37 11 56 I 2
41_ 51 86+4 15 14 5212
44._ 20 85+ 4 8 5 130 3
45,, i24 86+ 4 t 55 3 592
52. i34 80-0J 63 14 60!2
52/ 10 81-f OI 38 9 51 2
58:143 88+ 5 ] 13 10 122 2
59.! ! 3 80- 0[ 27 7 62 3
59.1 10 86+ 4 | 18 6 59 3
59:37 84+ 3 _ 18 10 58 2
59.! 30 87+ 5 _ 14 12 127 2
0,( 52 87+ 5 _ 13 12 69 3
4.( 48 86+ 4 | 22 12 61 3
5,_ 56 87+ 5] 8 6 135 3
/
5.1 24 80-0 _ 37 3 147 3
11J 7 86+ 4 | 58 10 59 2
16._ 58 85+ 3 I 11 8 59 2
16,; 2 87+ 5 / 51 14 60 2
17., 10 87+ 5 / 16 13 137 2
18.; 31 80- 0 | 26 3 30 2
18J 41 84+ 3 I 10 9 152 2
21.( 24 84+ 3 / 15 8 146 2
23, 5 86+ 4 ] 17 13 61 2
26J 41 86+ 4 _ 7 7 111 4
/
26:33 84+ 2 i 14 14 76 2
31." 34 86+ 4 [ 48 19 63 2
32.( 54 80- 1 | 75 14 55 2
37/ 8 80- 0/ 31 ; 8 52 2
40.( 38 86+ 4 | 13 9 60 3
41.' 46 80-- 0 I 76 12 52 2
44.( 35 80- 1 I 25 6 61 4
461 40 80- 1 ] 54: B 62 2
47.( 34 86+ 4 | 12 9 60 3
57.( 49 80- 0 | 29 3 57 3
59." 1 85+ 3 || 13 12 49 2
13_ 28 80-- 1| 32i 13 56 3
16J 43 86+ 4/ 671 t3 61 2
18.l 42 86+ 4/ 51 ' 12 61 2
19.; 43 81- 0 | 40 3 56 2
21._ 42 88+ 5 / 12 : 5 141 2
25.( 5 85+ 3 I 9 8 45 2
393 32 81-0[ 401 10 53 2
41:53 80-1 I 39 13 56 2
47.: 57 80-- 1 / 39 16 56 2
1
49.: 18 87+ 4J 39 3 61 2
52.( 50 88+ 5[ 22 12 123 2
52.' 53 85+ 3 I 9 7 151 3
53.1 60 85+ 3/ 13 12 53 2
54.. 12 87+ 5| 16 10 140 2
56:11 80-1 | 17 8 52 2
56.; 48 80- 1 | 25 9 52 2
57'. 19 81-- 1 | 31 6 53 2
5.( 50 81- 0/ 36 13 54 2
5:35 81-0 / 58 9 56 2
/
6.' 6 86+ 4 | 9 6 62 4
7/ 18 86+ 3 | 29 11 60 2
8.1 11 85+3] 12 8 58 2
12.54 87+5/ 15 12 144 2
14.! 42 85+ 3/ 10 8 165 2
143 22 81-0| 36 10 55 2
15,; 22 86+41 84 14 59 2
19J 36 80-- 1 | 61 3 56 2
20.l 57 81- 1| 31 9 53 2
25.l 56 85+ 3| 8 7 59 2
26( 25 87+ 5 /| 15 9 123 2
28J 17 86+ 3/ 76 10 59 2
29.1 28 85+ 3 [ 11 10 57 3
30,1 24 86+4| 6 5 154 4
33,( 15 80- 1| 26 8 53_2
35, 58 87+5| 9 8 t433
41.' 59 81- I| 53 14 54 2
441 53 88+ 51 16 12 1252
48.: 48 80-- 1| 31 11 53 2
51.1 35 85+ 31 24 18 54 3
53. 42 85+ 3 |/ 13 12 149 ! 2
54:!30 80-1] 24 10 5112
0!126 88+5! 10 4 1243
5.; !36 85+31 7 7 158r4
5:60 87+5| 9 9 126=2
7., 40 88+5| 10 4 124!2
9. _13 81-1/ 34 8 5212
16:49 86+ 3 | 14 13 16 3
24. 116 80- 11 45 10 53 2
28.,i 9 80-1} 24 8 52 2
29:31 65+ 3/ 17 10 58 2
30,. 59 85+3| 15 3 126 2
31.! 49 86+4 I 10 8 174 4
36:50 80- 11 21 6 30 i 2
41:143 87+ 4] 10 6 149 4 665.07
48:51 84+21 9 8 58] 2
49( 42 86+ 3] 10 8 !1481 4
51.'. 23 85+ 2| 16 13 11481 2










































































































































































































Declination: + 40 °- + 50 °
Flux Density Flags Asg',ciations
(Not Color Corrected) V L C
25 p.m 60 p.m 1(_3 izm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags* 5 2 # T Name Type (') Mag
1.31 9.56: 37.38: EDFF CCBB] 0 966534620<3
.25L 2,19 1241 DD MEEB 4701000000
.26L 2.43 20.32L D F J Bt 6602153240
250L 31.06L 230.97L E C J 960021200E
2.37 2O.42L 85.97L CD BAB 0 870125523E 8
.75L 4.59 58.59L E DEC 980141300E
1.43 11,70L 98,14L F KCE 770610300E
.20 5.85L 43.46L F B 870000000C
2.10 35.17: 106.84: BRED CCBA 0 964223220C
.14: 2.09 14.97L DC C B M 6502243240
3.94L 25.89L 249.50L C D 960131 2OOE
1.18L 9.60L 94.44L F BF E 870524633E 8
.25L ,87L 10.95L E CK = 1703100200
1.60 20.44L 24.82: CC D AAFBI 5 990330330E
32 1.34 7.08L BDC ABFN 0 7903033100 t
.25 1.29L 15.83L D AC 1000000000
.25L .81L 9.31L C C 7600101000
.25L .65L _ 9.38L B CK B 9700110000
.29L 504: 16.46 ED J FB 160010220C 2
1.67 .75: 5.74L BCC AAA 0 1800000000
1.61 10.98: 227.49L FC GBC 960421530C
.35 3.09L 39.80L, D CK 0502f0220C 2
38 1.06L 10.66L D AB 5001000000
,25L 1,17 10.24L C CCC 9700110100
.25L .97L 12.95L F C 7600100000
1.34L 10,92 87,66L E E DB 970241610(3
.34 1.02L 8.70L DE BDE 6 1800100000
.52 1,27L 11.73L _F D AB 6 1800100000
.32L .93L 15.47L C CM 8500100000
2.79 3.97L 48.72L BB AAE 0 5700000OOC
.27L 1.58 19.09L F ! EB 2700000000
25L .81: 14.82 CCI EHC 7801102110
1.76L 3.63 84.95L E L CE 960143334E
.70L 10.73L 80.71L O CEBI 970133544C 9
.25L .87L 622L B ADE 7702200000
.58L 5.90 80.59L D DEBB 980221720C
.65: 27,91L 246.98L BE AAH 0 960053635E
1.6OL 11.82L 21.42L C C EG 980243546E
.34 .58L 7.21L BC AB 1 7900302110
.76L 32.26L 53.59 F F B 980311435C 8
.25L 125L 11.78L C CF 3701201000
3.24L 11.08L 35.88 NGH8 974402333E
.25L t.83 10.99L C D FB 7601101210
25L 2.06 20,58: DO OHEB 5501022128 8
6.37L 147 05 53830L F GCCC 551613330E




























12.86L BC AA I 2 4602101000
70.50L CFD DDCJ 7 974234533C
48.46 F DF E B 984203232C
76.05: F D E D H B 968033433C
14.51 CC HFFE 3500010320
52.49L C NHB 6401001008
15.89L BD AA 0 3601000000
15.56L FD CCF 0 5602002120
38.36L C AC 9500000008
53.40 BFED DBBB 0 960011243C
53.40L CFE EGDC 5 964022431C
67.54L BB AA 1 970035420C
74.51L D GC 980425333C
65.85L C B 980421000C
BC AAGCI 0 66000021007.94L
36.62L C AE i 860200001C
18,33L BC AA K 0 2000000000
29.77L C CD 9501000108
12.05L CC AA 0 3600000000
48.23L CDE CDBE 0 980233222C
77.91L C E 4500000108
64.69L F C B D 970034342C
45.53L D OOB 960055552C
14.46L FF AA 8 4600000000
27.33L CE BD 0 8502100008
38.04L C C E 540000010C
8.86L CF BC 7 4701000100
2 2 DE) 38663
61 116
1 2 i DO 38668 56 111
1 2 DO 38669 67 100
1 "13 49886 G5 7 65
1.12 1.00L 144.82L BB AAF 6 9303100108
.93: 11.71: 57.17: FDDE;FFAB 5 970013342C
.50 .67L 7.71L BC AB 1 2703102000
.68L 12.32 35.34L E GEON 984233322C
25L 2.49 15.73: CE CEEB 7603013318 2 1 32 X2038+498 61 2
.74 6.09L 103.12L DD CCFF 6 960033252C
.42 3.36 12.98L DD L E F H 4601002200 2
.31L 1.27L 17.08L C BC I 4600000000
.43: 7.49: 51.23: FEED'GDCC 6 980113423C
.41 .40L 6.97L BC AB 0 2733102000
4.79 9.80 23.22 BBCC AAAA 7 6500000200
.26L 120L 29.83L D BCFC; _5503110008 1 13 49931 1 92
1.74 1.32L 35.22L DC AAC 3 8504012208 2
9.36 4.91L 95.t1: BB F AA F: 0 960034644C 43
.25L 2.07 13.32L C EGDH 5601001310 4
.48L 5.71L 99.64L C BB 970431100C
.91 3.55: 27.29: BDEE AABD 0 978201523C
1.08 6.46: 31,96L FCC CAAA 0 2001103230 A 1 32 X2039+459 74 10
.61 1.58L 14.27L EC AAL 0 2001103120 A
.17 .77L 34.84L BO CC D 0 6401001008
1.14 3.14: 35.93L BCE AAD 1 770213212(3
234.23 49.15 17.25 BBDD AAAA 1 5540020008 44 5 13 49940 NB 3 67
.5gL 1.78L 16.73L D AB 3600000000
.41 1.02: 11.62: EEC FADB 46Cl101000
.27L 2.29L 25.42L C CE 3500100010
.25L 2.04L 12.07L F B 1700100000 1 2 DO 38731 65 101
.33L 1.50 38.21L F F O E G 9502011208











a 8 a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 0







































































































Flux Density Flags Associations
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9} Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 vm; 10) High Source Density Region.
(Not Color Corrected) V L C
25 pm 60 pm 100 u.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep



















































ham. 8 a 8 Coords SMJ SMN O O t2 .u.mo , (s) () I b ('3 ('3 (') N
20444+4629 27.5 39 86+2 11 6 130 2 5.26
20444+4954 28.0 12 89+ 4 18 11 128 2 25L
20444+4753 28.1 55 87+ 3 11 4 153 3 2.32
20445+4435 31.5 16 84+ 1 37 8 60 2 1.92
20446+4613 36.0 37 86+ 2 8 7 54 2 3.25
20447+4441 42.8 49 85+ 1 43 170 601 2 .92L20448+4714 49.1 20 87+ 3 14 152 I 3 1.55
20448+4548 499 54 85+ 2 20 9 58 2 .37
20448+4933 50.2 36 88+ 4 8 6 152 2 1.61
20448+4543 52.9 59 85+ 2 9 9 150 3 .96
20449+4954 58.2 8 89+ 4 8 7 39 3 .65
20449+4634 58.7 39 86+2 10 7 129 2 .56
20450+4501 0.3 53 85+ 1 44 7 60 2 3.33
20451+4746 6.4140 87+3 12 4 153 3 2.79
20451+4623 83153 86+2 10 7 150 2 3.42
20451+4552 8.5' 4 85+ 2 7 5 58 3 1729
20451+470511.753``+3 18 _ 131_ .`020452+451913.139 65+1 48 1. 611. .37
20452+494713.231 89+4 11 9 1452 .71
20452+4732 15.2 58 87+ 332 5 152 2 1.89
_52+475915.45687+3 8 4 1363 128
_452+454615.58 85+2 33 22 572 62L20452+455718.85o 88+2 13 10 572 .44,
20453+4935 18.0 35 88+ 4 38 14 145 2 .25L20453+444123.021 85+1 16 6 612 3_
20454+4950 27.1 55 89+4 15 11 46 2 .35
20454+4549 29.426 85+2 25 17 150 2 .27L2o455+495430.63169+4 9 7 492 .592o455+482231.95987+3 67 1215o2 .24
20455+4502 32.4 20 65+ 1 32 15 61 2 1.28L
_0455+452432.513 ``+2 10 7150 2 5.65
;0456+483536.741,,+2 19 ,63g g 45;0458+452338143 85+1 30 563;o456+490640047 88.4 10, 231452, 29,
;0456+483840.95786+3 ,6 1514621 27L;0,57+49594,4 6 69+4 9 91322 35;0457+4439475` " 65+1 46 14 802 43;0458+441848237 64+1 41 9 6o2 36L;0458+460249131 66+2 12 7 1502 823;0,58+45535043 68+2 21 16i1512 30,
;0458+473851413 87+3 25 91562 25_;0459+4,075664 88+4 13 101513 59;0459+464156629 ``+3 17 7 1463 255
,04,0+46561625 ``+4 24 141462 37;04,0+4839381 88+2 13 111502 55;0461+,2o 6729 66+3 11 31682 155;0461+4347.335 84+0 51 18 622 71_;0,_1+44566141 85+1 34 9,02 37,
.>0461+4737 8.4 20 87+3 44 6 152 2 .64L
.>0461+4405 6.7 13 84+ 0 65 12 61 2 .33:
_>0461+4817 9.1 49 87+3 8 6 162 3 19.32
_>0461+4835 9.6 2 88+3 33 22 152 2 1.58L
.>0461+4736 10.6 44 87+ 3 12 5 154 3 5.88
_>0462+4522 12.5 10 85+ 1 50 8 60 2 .57
_>0462+4905 17.7 50 86+ 4 24 21 159 3 .37L
_>0463+4505 23.3 10 85+ 1 22 7 61 2 1.16
.>0464+4910 26.0 36 88+ 4 47 16 146 2 .26L
_>0464+4455 29.6 20 85+ 1 25 6 60 2 .95
.>0465+4950 33.1 52 89+ 4 26 24 21 2 .32L
_465+4720 34.1 87+ 2 38 12 151 2 .40
_465+4510 34.9 42 85+ 1 65 8 61 2 .40
.)04``+4917 39.9 26 88+ 4 13 12 39 2 .34
.)0466+4346 41.3 30 84+ 0 32 13 60 2 .43:
._467+4340 46.4 7 84+ 0 34 7 60 2 .66
->0467+4913 47.0 32 88+ 4 53 7 146 2 .68
.)0468+4441 49.6 38 85+ 1 28 7 61 2 .82
.)0468+4410 52.5 29 84+ 0 28 10 62 2 .46L
._0468+4559 52.7 25 86+ 2 12 10 t52 2 .37
.)0469+4435 55.7 22 85+ 1 53 8 62 2 .34L
.)0469+4404 56.5 10 84+ 0 63 14 63 2 .47L
->0469+4352 59.5 46 84+ 0 56 10 62 2 .39:
.)0470+4805 3.9 28 67+ 3 12 9 154 3 .45
.)0470+4458 5.4 24 85+ 1 24 5 60 2 2.80
->0471+4951 6.3 22 89+ 4 10 9 128 2 .36
.:'0471+4445 7.5 5 85+ 1 50 9 61 2 .66
._)472+4322 13.3 23 84- 0 70 18 61 2 .36L
.)0472+4338 13.6 57 84+ 0 46 9 61 2 .78L
!0472+4411 13.6 22 84+ 0 36 14 60 2 .63
!0472+4332 142 29 84- 0 59 10 61 2 1.18
!0472+4555 14.6 43 86+ 1 11 8 152 2 1.72
->0473+4621 22.6 38 86+ 2 14 8 150 2 8.38
->0474+4946 24.4 22 89 _-4 34 18 146 2 .43L
.>0474+4416 25.0 44 85+ 0 20 10 42 2 .77:
.>0475+4955 30.4 29 89+ 4 10 7 158 4 .43
->0475+4437 31.9 7 85+ 1 30 3 62 2 .70L
->0475+4352 32.1 11 84+ 0 82 6 60 2 .73L
->0475+4431 35.8 32 85+ 1 37 3 60 2 .86L
->0476+4422 39.0 31 85+ 0 25 7 61 2 8.82
.>0476+4637 39.3 4 ``+ 2 14 10 150 2 1.01
.>0477+4807 42.6 36 88+ 3 26 18 163 3 .25L
!0477+4819 _13.6; 19 88+ 3 35 10 153 2 2.26L
!0477+4856 44.9 16 88+ 3 25 21 36 2 .72L
!0477+4901 47.21 35 88+3 11 1015 3 .25!0478+4626 493 41 66+ 2 16 11 i15 .63
!0478+4432 49.3 52 65+ 1 23 8 61 2 ,51:
!0478+4304 50.3 23 84 0 92 31 62 2 26L
._0479+4419 55.7 1 85+ 0 59 t2 63 2 .42L
!0479+4438 57.9 35 85+ 1 42 7 61 2 .88
!0479+4850 58.826 88+ 3 18 10 149 3 ,42
!0460+4956 3,122 89+ 4 6 5 168 3 t8.72












































































































Flux Corr A Contusion R S A s_p
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (') Mag
BBDD AAAA: 05304021310[ 1 1 32 X2044+464 10!
FE ECC 2602200000!
BB AAEJ 0 8700110100 i
BBF AAAC 0 7500322220 i 3
DBCE DCBA 2 6321142218 5 1 32 X2044+462 13
CEF BAAC 7621211220 1
BC D AAB 0 3600100000B D F B 9403433338 F
BC AAI F 0 6600100100
B A BC H 9502233338 F
BD AC 3`03300000 1 [ 13 50051 5 8_=
CCCD AAAA 0 8602112110 I
FF iAA G 9 67OO042420 I
BBC AABB 1 9501000000
BC AAE 0 9501110100 I I V515CYG 4
BC AAB 2 9402434418 7 5 13 5OO53PEC 5 7_
CFOO OECD 0 4512033340 F 1 32 X2045+470 101 IE
co oKs 97o2o111oeBE 48021000008c AAO o 2`01oo100o
CC ABH ]0 6711002000 2 1 2 DO38833 61 I0_
D HFI E 9402434448 F 1 32 X2045+457 119 15
EF CEEA 9501101108
D EDD 7`001`0100
BCE EDAL 3 750t222230 1 1 32 X2045+447 114
C C D 3603300000
F DDG _ 9501312228 C
g A I 3604300000D L 4`02000000
F KGI C 5600132210
FBB _AAD 0 4500100108 1 16 13301 KE 28 1506BEI F 7`03011100
BC D AA E 0 9703110308 5 13 50060K5 5 668600200000
D EDH 1601242130 3 1 32 X2045+4`` 55 3
c ig° 360,100000770110OO0C
C D B C F 4602OO0200
BC AAEG 3 7400000108
F L MC C 9501100,08
E C B 2,02203300 6
BD BC 0 7702301210
BB AAE 0 1702130100 1
C C HG 8601000210
BD BFG 0 7,03100000
C BD 5601200000 2 13 50070 3 81
C E G 4701012200
D KB 4500212100
DC EAA 2,02203300 6 1 32 X2046+476 60 6
D D CCBD 9,03014400
CBC AAAG 4 5,01100000 42 1 2 DO38853 75 93
F I L F 1700030100
B DAD A 9802203308 46 _ 13 5OO73K0 4 55BF 9602110108 13 50074 3 91
ED J MGF 7`02301210
CEF ECCC 0 4500124220
C EBD 7603401210
CDDD FDBA 0 58OO122100
F E 3600100010
C DD 2701000000
D D 3700122210D D D 1 77021100OO
D ED DHFA 974111220C
CCC BAB 0 4701201000
BD BE 3 7`02210000
C E BBA j 6700100000FCGC , 9603454500
DCEE DCAA 0 5600022208
E BG 350OOllooC
E DFDB 9602323400
CFE HFC 1 ! 9`0OO25110B EE 37OO00O0OO
CBCC AAAD 0 4800000120
CF BC 0 3600210000C 57OO200200 1 2 DO 38873 58 101
C MG 2801000100 i
ED FAAD 9721201010
DF CBt C 6 9604335400 iAD 2700132110 i
C AE EJ 4502022218 4 13 50099 B2 8 48
ED AAB 8 7700000000 2 "41 20473+4621 9 7
FC EBFC 6600000110
CC E DFFB 3 2`03133230
C BCGC 9501221100
D CF BB 2`02325210 1 2 DO 3``79 82 105
D LDA 9501121100
F ECC 2`01233110
BB AAEH 0 3,02133350
BC ACJ 1 6700000000 3 "41 20476+4636 7 3
B HJ FE 3602001110
i
C DDB 3701001100
D M D 0 3700201000CCB DBAC 1700100000
C BE I 7700100000 2 "13 50115 6 85E GBBC 1604357210
D J F F 8601000200
E L F D I 9602152340 1 39 NK2.37 59 8000
CC EBDD 1' 1703244320
DO BBG 31 3700001000
BBD AACB 0'9502111300 4 3 13 50116MB 5 67
Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW),
:1 I I:







7 5 150 2 104.87
20502+4229 14.24 83--1 69 18 632 .37L20502+4833 15,730 89+3 10 1_ _ I .84
20502+4919 17.5 46 89+3 8311 147 4 _29
20503+4207 16.8 46 83-1 31 14 612 ,41L
20503+4335 20.3 44 84- 0 35 11 64 2 .72
20503+4236 23.639 84--1 48 12 63 2 .90
20504+4931 24.914 89+ 3 12 8 16 4 ,34L
20504+4314 25.8 19 84- 61 11 622 .42
20605+4940 31., 9 69+ 3, 1_ 11s 15617924 .63.4320605+472733.,25 67+220507+415646 11 63_2 75 16 61i2 .32 
20508+4811 !48,2138 89+ 2 17 9 155 13 .53
20508+4733 48.61 1 87+ 2 17 11 156 3 .55
20508+4825 49.7 8 88+ 3 8 4 160 3 .25L
55.028 89+3 20 .23
20509+4946 127 351220509+4716 55,3 43 87+2 14 10 28 .41
20509+4212 59.1 39 83-1 28 62 2 20.80
20510+4913 0.3 61 89+3 11 11 182 3 .71
i
20510+4255 2.5 8 64-1 48 10, 62 2 1.02
20611+4226 6.4 23 I 8_.- 1 32 10 _ 2 .7020511+4324 7.1 1 84-1 33 11 I _ - .31L
20511+4940 8.7 42 89+3 6 5 8 4 7.11
20511+,235 9.7 34 84-1 63 13 82 2 .28L
20511+4929 11.327 89+3 10 6 25 3 .25L20611+49061_.553 69+3 13 12 1623 .32205_2+471212.947 67+2 14 10 40 2 ._L
20513+4644 20.2 25 87+ 1 26122 160 2 .26L
20513+4801 21.3 35 88+ 2 40 10 154 2 ,54
20513+4816 23,3 10 88+ 2 13 g 159 2 .59
20514+4747 25.4_35 88+2 23 14 172 2 ,41L
20515+4251 32.8 15 84- 1 45 17 62 2 .44L
20516+4759 36.4 27 88+ 2 24 13 160 2 .29
20516+4304 40.8 16 84- 27 7 62 2 1.63
20517+4751 43.4 88+ 2 30 10 154 2 .66
20517+4628 44.8 30 87+ 12 8 163 2 1.27
20517+4156 45.4 3 83--2 35 7 62 2 3,11
20518+4735 48.0' 11 88+2 22 8 1373 .3620519+4942 55.056 89+3 33 1 132 1.03L
Name
o o 5MJsMN.0h m. , , (s) () C) (") ( N
20480+4333 5,7 15 84- 0 47 10 61 2 .86
20481+4325 8.2 10 84- 0 33 13 62 2 .71L
20481+4404 8.9 31 84+ 0 25 6 61 2 ,79
20481+4842 '10.9128 88+ 3 74 12 147 2 .37
20482+4628 12.9 31 86+ 2 16 16 156 2 38
20482+4354 14.ff 8 84+ 0 54 12 62 2 .45L
20482+4622 15.9 48 86+ 2 15 7 151 2 1.16
20483+4352 18.8 15 84+ 0 53 8 61 2 .49
20483+4857 18,9 26 88+ 3 8 7 31 3 .68
20483+4602 21.2 53 86+ I 15 11 t52 2 .26L
20483+4940 23,6 10 89+ 4 12 10 92 3 .50
20484+4951 27.1 32 89+ 4 51 12 45 2 .69L
20484+4813 27.7 23 88+ 3 18 9 153 3 ,48
20485+442330.62985+0246612 1.86
20485+4407 35.251 85+0 57 3 61,2 1.74L
20485+4312 35.4 0 84-0 39 1632 !2 .34L20486+4904 36.7 13 88+ 3 10 100 3 .70
20486+4405 38,0 39] 84+ 0 30 9 62, 2 .91
20486+4719 39.0 371 87+ 2 47 15 15t 2 ,62L
20487+4856 45.2 53 88+ 3 55 13 147 2 .26L
i
20487+4415 46.2 2 I 85+0 39 8 62 2 .60
20488+4659 49.3 44 87+ 2 11 10 158 2 .92
20488+4757 49.9 5 87+ 3 52 9 153 2 .32
20488+4353 51.9 39 84- 0 102 15 63 2 .44L
20489+4405 56.053 85+ 0 19 8 60 2 .72L
20489+4410 57.543 86+0 23 81 612 3.6620490+4413 1.9 54 85+ 0 25 1 ' 43 1.20
20490+4351 2,3 9 84-0 48 8 62 2 1.45
20490+4417 2.9 54 85+ 0 39 8 I 62 2 .46
20490+4245 3.5 48 84-1 48 18 63 2 .46L
20491+4236 9.5 47 83-1 41 8 60 2 54.81
20491+470I 9.7 36 87+2 17 10 153 2 ,42L
20491+4855 11,3 4 88+3 97 39 3 .40
20492+4935 14.9 20 89+4 21 17 22 i! .2920492+4758 15.6 3 88+ 3 158 5.31
20493+4750 18.0 29 87+ 2 8 6 165 1.78
20493+4849 18.8 20 88+ 3 9 I 6 44 3! 5.65
20493+4227 23.1 47 83-1 42 16 63 2 ,27L
20494+4909 24.3 36 88+ 3 13 10 156 3 .25L
20494+4724 24.9 29 87+ 2 39 25 154 2 .25L
20494+4318 267i58 84- 0 38 15 80 2 .58L
20494+4820 26.8 33 88+ 3 64 18 152 2 .40L
20495+4815 31.012566+3 19 6 1553 .53
20495+4320 34.EI 58 84-0 54 14 64 2 ,25L
20496+4900 38.8 _19 88+ 3 7 6 3 1.44
84- 0 15 6 81 2 3.3720496+4354 39 _ 4
20497+4328 42.C 9 84- 0 21 8 62 2 .69
20497+4809 42.7 6 88+ 31 16 9 154 3 .59
20497+4358 43.91 4 86- 0 42 3 81 2 1.41
20497+4924 143.9 19 89+ 3 19 14 45, 2 .34
20497+4959 45.7 30 89+ 4 9 5 41 3 3.22
20496+4731 51,1 5 87+ 2 9 9 85 3 .57
20499+4657 55.7 49 87+ 2 11 7 155 2 29.22
20499+4315 56.8 7 84- 1 74 12 63 2 .33
20499+4927 58,1 57 89+ 3 11 10 139 3 .9120499+4337 58.3 271 84- 0 34 11 82 = .44L
20499+4852 59.5 451 88+ 3 11 6 46 2 3.34
20499+4346 59,8 31 i 84- 0 69 11 62 2 .38L
20500+4753 5.3 33 88+ 2 18 7 155 3 .62
20501+4858 8,0 48 89+ 3 73 16 147 2
20501+4930 8.8 27 89+ 3 8 6 160 4
20502+4709 12.7 56 87+ 2
Flux Density Flags
(Not Color Corrected)





























,oo.m Flo cor, ,, con,u io°" ;.Uncs Cocf R Flags*
75.38L D B } 970111120C,
50.13L E MFBD 870311010C =
37.18L BDE BBBJ 0 976133423C
8,80L C E 4700000000
9.35L D BFJ 5700100000
28.09 j D CDHA 960122330C9,07L BC ABL 2 5700000000
61.02L F B N 950112350C
13.64 BBCD BAAB 5 3701201000
13.40L E D C A C 4602000000
54,17L B IBDsc 940101000C9,13L D 970301010C
8.81L BBCDF BLH 2601000000316.29: AAGC 150904232C
75,79L I ' H B L 962534755C
17.08L E I BB 7701011310
BBG 1700001000
693L CCC CDDDEi 36 964433534C234.77 , DO C34.45L 7500000008
9,92L F J E 3701203000
I
77,01L D E 961532432C
22.05L BD AC D= 4 T6011t2118
34.05L B C K 3401100008
97,41L E GGD }60114330C
57.65L E DDA 970441434C











































































52.18L 427,19: EE F GFJF 3 941532233C
60.66L CD AA 2 950112210C
54.44L DO EC 0 970332131C
21.01L C CEEG 9500001310
16.98L FED AAA 9 8500010000143
16.84 DCF DCBA 7601112118
10.20 CCCB CCAA 1 3601202000
51,62L D (3 I 95000000OC
3t.28L CB AAC 8! 3401100008
28.65L BC AB 0 5502000008
7,19L BB AAD 0 3700101000
t6.32L D HD 7602021220
20.17 BC ECCA 0600011110
8,80 E C 9700000008
43.69 D B E F C 6780132200
10.81 L O ' E 6600012000
6.49L FC DC 8 5601022000
38.86: F F i EGC 660124231C
6.36L BC ,AAHC 2 2700102000
58.34: BCEF AABB 0 972011220C
55.98L B E BEDI 150104243C
8.09L B BF 7600011000
47.90L DD AB 3 960112220C
28.54L C D D 860110000C
I
32.51L DC AA 8 151001000C
30.14L B B K 950000000823.61L .vBC AAAC S 6600000008i29
20,94L D CG 6700200100
43.85L C ADH 951333000C
53.39L C CDE F ' 950324602C
8.48L BCC AAA 0 1700000000
69,33L E A i 970412121C
41.04L B AI LE 5401000208
9.66L C C 1600201000
38.83L BD AC E 0 950334122C
36.59L BCO AAAB 5 9502001008 23
17.84L E EE 6801001110
7.94L BD AE 01 5601000000
8.82L CED DBGB 5 0740100100
40.88L E HI DE 870201322C
55,46L C D CI C 950122100(3
21.50L C B E 7700000100
16.94 FDD CFEC 964324122C
40.67L C B 5701100000
19.90 BBCC BAAA 1 964020012C
44,30L E BH 9500100008
81,78L E ,ME 950110010C
30.98L CO BD D 0 1400010008
37,87L C B 9501100008
90.72 BCC J AAA 6300000000
36,97L D D 950210000C
32.61: F D!EBCA 9525145238
23.76: CBEE AACB 2 770100120C 24
t0,10L CD BCM 4 0600000000
I
15,11L C AG 7800000000
22.80 CCDC CFGB 0 4842102310
40.90 D FEGC 7703031310






43,28L C B MK
9.10L CD BC
22.27L C MF E
























*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (S1) at 12, 25. 60, 100 p,m; 10) High Source Density Region,
Associations
Name Type
3 13 50119 B3
3 "41 20482+4622
2 13 50121 A5
2 "41 20483+4602
8 2 23 CED1B3C
8 1 23 CED 183C
2 i
8 1 23 CED 183C
1 2 i DO 389'08
8 12 16 13362E23 CED 183C
8 1 231 CED 183C
23 CED 183C
2
1 13 50131 KS
1 7 AS 446
3
3 1 2 (30 38926
1 16 13364 EA
3 I
1 13 50145 K0
I
1 13 50146 K2
4 2 DO 38934




























3 1 32 X2051 +472 116 3
i
I
2 13 50170 12 83
13 50172 B3 32 85
3 4 TMSS +50350 10 I 29
3











o519+4131 24 _-2 36 5 61 2
0519+4125 SO 83-2 81 28 60 2
0519+4725 _ 87+_ 18:11 141 20520+4956 4 89+ 8 8 27 4
0520+4059 33 83- 2 32 = 12 63 2
0520+4228 50 84- 1 32 = 14 64 2 i0520+4145 43 63-2 62 14 63 2
0520+47139026 87+2 191213932!0521+4754 88+ 2 14 12 166
0521+4748 32 88+ 2 62 12 153 2
0522+4633 32 I 87+ 1 16 12 1158 2
0522+4,23 2, 83-2 44 _ 61220522+4625 55] 87+ 1 13 1 140523+4756 ,7' 63+2 65 12 163 2
0523+4106 47 83--2 75 12 62 20524+4832 25 87+, 13 12 17620524+,211 53 83-2 44 12 6, 2
0524+4219 54 84-2 25 8 62 2
0524+4807 34 68+ 2 16 13 169:30524÷4739 39 68_2 17 10!1553
0524+4911 27 69+3 75 14 462
0524+4227 5 84-1 20 7 62 2
9525+4749 39 88+ 2 11 142D525+4244 59 84-1 49 1_ _
3526+42o7 44 63-2 61 10 52 2
_527+4729 24 88+ 2 26 18 140 23527+4oss 90 83-2 36 9 51 2
3627+4t48 13 83-2 30 8 622
3527+4948 40 89+ 3; 13 8 51 4
)527+4957 25 89+ 3 8 6 157 4
3527+4804 42 88+ 2 i 12 11 178 2
)527+4746 19 88+2 12 10 164,3
)526+4204 22 83-2 38 12 63'2)528+4903 =24 69+ 3 12 4
)528+4119 43 83- 2i 52 12 62 2
)526+4912 19 69+ 3 ! 16 11 43 2
)528+4217 38 84-2 23 14 68 2
)526+4206 55 83-2 30 6 622
)529+4114 31 83-2 41 15 412
)529+4?40 47 63+ 2 17 5 137 3
)529+4758 44 88+ 2 9' 6 167 3
)529+4235 18 84- 1 66 16 64 2
)529+4104 6 83- 2 39 8 61 2
)530+4135 43 83-2 20i 5 41 2
)530+4123 15 83-2 6_j 12 62 2)531+4954 53 89+ 3 38 4
)531+4214 52 84- 2 30 8 61 2
)531+4710 32 87+ 2 8 7 1 2
)533+4908 17 89+ 3 20 14 162 2
)533+4734 16 88+ 2 29 24 35 2
_533+4723 9 66+2 16 1o 1552
)833+4130 19 83- 2 42 i 11 61 2
)534+4641 31 87+ 1 8 6 22 2
,534+4117 58 83-2 22 15 61 2
)534+4704 11 87+ 1 20' 14 162 2
)534+4804 10 88+ 2 o2_aj 17)534+4758 44 88+2 _ 19 16; 2
)534+4839 1 89+ 2 9 j 7 80 3
)535+4207 14 84- 2 17 10 63 2
)535+4214 43 84- 2 25 I 11 63 2
i)535+4105 31 83-2 401 7 62 2
)536+4723 37 88+ 2 16 10 15_ 2)537+4046 22 83- 3 70 ! 16
)537+4726 2, 86+218 ;153)537+4709 87+ 1 16 1 177
)537+4120 23 83- 2 51 3 61 2
)537+4834 45 88+ 2 13 11 166 3
)537+4712 40 87+ 1 19 14 148 2
)539+4147 39 83- 2 31 10 62 2
)539+4900 27 89+ 3 11 9 166 4
)540+4208 41 84- 2 49 I 10 62 2
)541+4752 9 88+ 2 12 11 32 2
)541+4926 12 89+ 3 79 13 46 2
)541+4049 41 83- 3 59 35 65 2i_1,4714 46 88+1 16i 8 157 2
)542+4928 _77 89+ 3 15 10 16_ 3)_2+,s_ 67+I 12111
)542+4740)542+483724 89 2. ;
_+. 22 18 2)542+4713 43 66+
)543+4547 31 89+2 11110 1144
)543+4010 25 82-3 27 13 62 2),_3+48_ 40 89+3 12 8 18o 3)544+4816 33 88+2 14:111792)545+4834 14 89+2 8; 41705)545+4936 37 59+3 32 16 47 2
)546+4741 50 58+ 2 19i 3 178 2)547+4_ 51 89+3 9 8,77 4
)547+4_)0 8 89+2 6 4 176 4
)548+4902 26 89+ 3 22 11 140 2
)549+4932 1' 69+3 gi ,8 42;)549+4704 67+ 1 2 1 159
)549+4923 56 89+ 3 8 5 15 5
)552+4907 7 89+ 3 7 _ 5 18 4
)563+4058 21 83- 3 36; 10 63 2
)553+4925 =3=6 89+ 3 10 9 179
5
)553+4014 ,._ 82-- 3 31; 18 62 2)554+4g05 43 89+ 2 16 I 3
)555+4e24 45 89+2 6826 47 2)555+47563 88+2 17 9 1403
H
Galactic Uncertainty C






































































































(Not Color Corrected) V L C
25 _.m 60 y.m [00 _m Rux Corr A Confusion R $ A
(]ansky) Uncs Coer R Rags* S 2 # T Name Type
Declination: + 40 °- + 50 °
Associations
1.34 2.69: 102.54L C F N A C E 950110021C
25L 4.39 22.58L D F 6702220110
1.03L 2.43 1304L !B C GFCB 960101121825L 3.68L 40.15L C H 850220000C
.64: 5.08 25.72L CED CDB 0 9203024100
.33L 6.23L 35.53 C ECB 2703113310
.31L 3.18 70.0OL E EC 950100010C
.30L 1.29 38.40L D FCEE 9502011108
.25L .70L 45.14L F BD 2400201008
.25L 1.66 19.99L C CI 4601233338
.25L .95L 8.11L C BM 1700100000
1.51 2.09L 28.85L DC AAF 0 5604110100
.31L .93L 6.76L C BB 2700110000
25L .79L 44.97L C DF 9400100008
.33L 1.51L 3061L C BH 9605011300
.25L .94L 9.87L C BD 5700100000
.29L 5.25 57.77L D E L B G 750233233C
.64 7.16: 53,67L CCE FBC 0 i 660324321C
.25L 1.15 42.41L C GI C _ 9400100008
38 .62: 3126L CCC eBB 0 I 8501110008
.32L .86 34.73L C L L C I 9502101208
.43 6.65L 74.59L CD AC 0 560211220C
.71 6.22 39.92: BCCF BBBB 3 9401233336
.25L 2.55 1686L E G 9632010110
.49 538 66.68L CDD DDC 0 850230120C
.26L 1.06 35.69L D J DC 9503112218
.92: 1.52L 27.03L CD BA 0 9704022100i
2.41 5.70L 75,24L BC AB 0 960231120C
.24: 3.72L 31.63L BC BCF 0 950200010C
.55 3.24: 19.85 CFD EBCB 764122541C
.25L .67L 37.8tL C BC r 9501100008,
.25L .54L 34,13[. C BC 9401233338 I
.33L 3.19 23.35L D FI CG 960120120C
2.09 31.30 80.48 CBCC CCAA 0 1441044200
.25L 3.66 14.99L C C 9702200100;
.19 1.08: 26.29L DD GECF 9503201208 I
.36 8.58L 61.81 L D C L I 560025322C
1.66 5.58L 22.15L BC AA K 0 880120120C
.52L 5.89: 63.99 DF GEEE I 9501122220_
.54 .57L 28.28L DC AA 0 6501120008i
2.77 .57L' 33.65L BB AA 0 9500200008
.25L 2.69 16.51L D C 9803011310
2.38 1.92L 31.10L BD AAF I 9703010200,
950120210CI
.70 3.00 112.32L CCF AAC 05
.26L 1.73L 22.58L E !9701100100
.76 2.71Li 31.10L BC AAC 4 860121421C
.48 3.57: 28.43L CDE HCBI , 0 560022122C
.96 1.O8L 7.58L CC AAH 1 , 9703101000
.46L .98L 42.68L C D 5501001208
.41L .68L 36.96L F HN i 7501010008
.34 .56L I 25.55L DC BC 0 7601211006
.50L 5.90L 114.00L D BA 950310020C
1.36 .52L 6.22L BC AA 0 8700000000
.27L 6.35 82.99 ;C= ECI ol 9580134440
.19: 1.43 16.90L D FEBBi 9642123100
1.41L .94 19.08L F , NEB 9502000218
.25L .75L 12.71 CB D DKDC 96001000081.29 .79L 7.26L i EAG 0 7600000000
.43L 4.32: 25.78 D EDil EDC 760000010C
.40 4.28L 59.82Li EC 570310000C
.41 1.80L 15.00L DD ABDG 4 9702001100
.28: .56L 29.54L BD BB 0 7600210008
.39L 2.63 22.30L DE E KKEF 99 9701033400.93 .49L 21.78L AA 6600210006
.98 11.40L 98.91 FF D BADE 9406233320
.43L 6.54L 67.91 D DDL D 9580133340
.25L ,92L 7 23L I D CEG 6310100000
.45: 23,83 136.60 FED HBGC 0 9304333220.34: 4.59L 80.72L CD CCH 954212111C
.23 .84L 46.70LICF DDF 7400000008
58.95L_CD AB I 4 850201010C3.65L
.49L .65L 33.37L iB CK I 9401000008
.25L .88 26.53L j E G B 9502100008
.98L 8.32L 20.53 E AcCI I 9502044210
35 .63L 9.23L D i 9604211000
.25L .74 48.49L E C D FC 9402100008
.25L .79L 6.29L C B 9700000000
.82 .70L 763L BB AIA DD 1 8601212000
.25L .62L 41.64L! C 9502100008
.29: 1.65 8.14L FF BBD 9704211000
.12: 1.03 36.55L FB CB I 6401000108
.47L 6.67 31.97L C F MEg 9503022300
.25L .80L 43.18L B BGF 7501210206
.28L 1.57 10.04: :BcEF MDA 9602013208
.40 .SOL 41.18L I A ,O 9500112006
.25L 1.09 30.98L C DC [1 8500100008.25L 1.07 8.73:, CD MI FB 9702100008
.51 9.43 51.73L BCC CBEB 54Cl185548
.43 .61L I 34.59L BB AB G 2 7501282328
.29L 4.19 51.73L D EFC 6441375548
.25L .61L 35.57L B CE 8502100006
.25L .59L 9.71L O C 9702000000
.73 .67L 43.03L BB AA 4 6500201008
1.32 18.11 51.73L BBC BAAA 2 6400285548
.32 1,61L 14.42L BD ACDD O 9803001210
.41 ,81L 50,43L CB CBH 0 6401101006
.25L 3.07: 18,22 ED G J B 9402011100
.25L .67L 51.73L F C K 6400120108
.25L .97L 8.08 E i E C 9600101108
.25L .67L 26.40L C S CG 9501200008
5ep
(") Ma 8
1 2 DO38978 33 116
1 2 DO38980 88 108
S
1 2 DO38981 44 100
1 1 V1219 CYG 23 3
1 2 DO38980 63 108
1 2 DO38981 88 100
2 13 50208 5 85
B 1 32 X2052+478 83 11
7 1 32 X2052+499 23 7
B 1 "41 20527+4746 14; 3
7 1 32 X2052+490 34 7
i
8 i
1 *41 20530+4741 561 3
I
1 13 50222 K2 13 i 75
; I
1 "41 20533+4734 49! 3
1 39 BG 2052+48 91 408
r
2 2 231 VDB,66N 137 315 I
2 4 23 VDB.66N 137 242 [
I
I
4 71199478 78 56
!
 390130 165 7256i108
I
, 1 32! 20 ,+,03 37i ,
i5 I
Si [ 15_ "41 :20546+474132! X205 +490 I 4
3 131 50262 K0 _ 60F I
1 17 2945 1
F!3 13 50274A0 4 40
1 39 4C+49.35 67 179
1 "41 20555+4755 22= 1















a 8 Cc.ords SM/SMN 0 O 12 pm
h_, =8, (s) (j ) b C) C) (') N
0555+4810 21 88+ 2 177_30555+4738 31 88+2 19 10618212
0556+4806 12 88+ 2 88 6 174J 3 _
1621101]413,0556+4915 30 89+ 23 12
0556+4820 41 ! 89+ 9 97
86] 40557+4849 43l 89+ 20557+4757 13 88+ 2 20 14 16913_
0557+4754 24] 88+ 2 45 19 15813 I0558+4952 90+ 3 15 13 16813 I
0559+4912 57 89+2 15 3 14[ 3 I
3560+4008 55 82- 3 54 7 62) 2 J
0560+4728 59 88+ 1 1018 94[2159[210561+,8,0 52 87+1 18 _1,'_l_]0,,1+4658 53 88+1 18 11
,562+4056 46 83-3 28 3i 9_]4]0562+4500 7 8+2 7
0563+4720 21 88+i 20 14 4312
9564+4704 28 88+ I 13 10 !15812 I
3564+4744 2; 88+ 1 9 7 jlO0l 2l
3565+4816 89+2 12 9 ,164J3 I
3566+4925 13 89+ 3 14151
_+4536 48 89+2 68 6 53141
3567+4821 7 89+ 2 _ 176141
)567+4815 36 89+2 37 1 1
3567+4727 11 88+1 10 4_33]31
3568+4045 7 83- 3 36 18 65121
)568+4925 18 89+ 3 32 Ig 15412 l
)569+4705 34 88+1 13 1612t 2 I9 8 21 9 2 I 1 10
)570+4743 34 88+1 12 12 17412[
3570+4751 49 88+ I 6812 /) 72+4804 8+_ 19 _ 14ol3_
)572+4727
)572+4919 29 88+1 34 10 5712 /89+ 2 175] 4_
)573 +4959 41 90+ 3 3614 /
)574+4724 19 88+ I 8 56 5_j3[
)574 + 4753 55 88+ 9 7 1
1574+4836 29 _._+ 42 47 _1_1)574 + 4015 32)575.808 1189;2 591:4912/
)575 + 47071576_47325,' 88+: ; ; 190j2,88+ 2412 |
)577+4948 52 90+ 13 339 8 I_[_(
1577+4725 42 88+ 5981_ 15412/5 9+4920290+23)579+49414090+ _1;[
)579+4016 51 83- I 30J 9 141/21
)580+4756 53 88+ 10 I 11|3,1580+4641 55 99+_ 10 19 3
1563+4940 42 90+ 16 41|j
)583+4900 14 89+ 2 17J 26_) 2])583+ 4714 46 88+ 16! 33 1)564+4915 31 90+2 9i 9 185141)584+4752 49 88+ 160[ 2 i
1584+4901 30 89+2 49' 10 154512 /
1584+4834 24 89+ 15 I 1_)584+4728 5o 88+ _ 8 i 30|2|)587+4852 21 59+ 09i999014i)588+4711 17 88+ _ 1 10313|
1568 +4704 28 88+ 9l 6 42(3(
)589+4951 15 90+ 2_)590+4754 19 89+12 541
)591 +4924 26 90+ 10' 25{43 [1592+4919 4_ 90+_ 8) 838814j)592+4823 89+ 9
)592÷4832 31 89+ 22 12 '28' 7173[3|15613 /)592+4925 !90+ :: 1741 4/)593+4902 89+22 2 14 15 2)593+4937 90+ 31 J
1593+481189+;,o ;)593+4848 1 89+ 11
,5,4+49,8 90+'3 _i " 2714,1595+4744 20 59+ 17J3[
177{ 4/)596 + 4931 534 90+ 12 1 4812 i)596 _ 4759 89 +
90+ 22 61i3 /)596 + 4954 2;
)597+4911 90+ i! 171)}4 |89+ 22 1 14514 |8 485i 39 44
)599,, 4843 89+ 4 147J 4 t
)599+4917 50 90+2 70 20 48[2,IO00 + 4847 56 89 + 25 157}2 i
'000+4737 17 88+ 16 12 4312 |88 +
'002 + 4709 44 _ 10713[
,002+4824 89+ _ 89 85 18014 i10314/
1002+4829 40 89+ ; 223J _{I002+4939 42 90+89 +1003+4750 16 12 56
1003+4801 89+ _ 79 35 17813|
,003 + 4846 30 89+ 6214 {
r004+4808 34 87-1o _i _ 84|2i1004+4511 31 89+ 15213 [
,004+4912 39 90+_ 2, _ 50j2|7314i1005 +4654 34 88+
,®7+4645°°°'72°_,_8988'+_ 7_ 866413|24_3L
1007+4951 13 90+ 2 75 38[4 /
)007,4847 14 89+ 2 18 15712|34 491 2,1008+4700 42 88+ 13








100 pm Flux Corr A Contusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type
9681134538 F
6501010008 3 '23 LDN0955
9502135538 F 3 13 50280A0
5502110208 4
9440101108
4500000008 1 2 00 39049







18.68: CCEE BAAC 5
C
2597L _BCC CB27.05: CACB 1
44.22L CCC 8E34.27L F B A 0
44.29L C BH
25.73L C E
9.64 cNI C68.89L C
39.86L FD HDCD
15.43L CD AB 0
26.33L B B E
8.01L C 8E
FD8.85L CEL 0 3601111000
ABEF 9702001200 23
19.34L AAGC 1 1 _ 130.69L B 9500022108
27.96L D 9500000008 4 1 "41BFGC 0
9.87L DE AD G 0 570021121017.17 CD 5500100008 F 3 °1759.31L 9400254638
36.00L CF AA 9 3503100208 _ 4 1 238A6L CCB DAAN 1 864119020C
59.31 BBCC AAAA 1 7400054438 F 1 32
17.43 DD DDEA 96802545381 F
25.38L BCC C AAB 6 9501100106125 6,* 12252 FLFE 9601033100
40.69L F C F 35031002081 1 "421
10.36 ,EcE I BDG i 27002002101 437.52L HBDC 4500000008 I
21.35L C CF 18800100(0)8 i 11"41
AS F 0154021000081 I _41
32,62__!g _ 111526.02L ADH: 8, 7502111008J28.06L ,85023012181
36.36L BBB AAAC 0 i 3502000108 ;
36,79L BC AA 99511100OOC! 1 ! 23
20.86L 88 AAFJ 1 ' 9601201218 4_ * 2
13.32: CCCD BBBB 0 4512200008 2 ]
36A6L AB AAE 5 ' 850000100C I
14.03L F F AA 9 ; 9601000200
22A3L C EDD ; 6603111006
i
21.55L CC AA 6 5600110008 1''41
24.50L BC AA H 2 9501002018 2 3 I" 2
34.81L BD ABcE ! 0850000010C 12!o412'21.87 C 9501201208
t6.61L Bc MFC, ' 2600100418 4 144.14L L SB 950010000(3
BC AAA 0 9400000010
15,73L BC AAE 0:440100100824. 2
52.42L B DC 750000000C 1 23
47:71L C O )950010000C
42.70L CBFE F 660120010C23.53 ABGD 0 7602021008 4 2 *41CE 9 0601010208
4501101008ABE 037.20L BC20A3L42.04L CH 460120000C
38,32L KFg DM 950020020(;
17.98L, AAC 0 8_)00(_008 4 i 2_30.40L !CCJF 2 660120020(;23.39L B '8J 7600100008 "41
750O00O008AA 0 1228.25L;sc ; "41
AA 036.52L IBB l 950020130C 4
35.84L BBC AADD/ 1 950210000C
7.52 ! B Fli 7701000208 I 136.96L'42'82LBCD CAC 560120121C
23
AAG 2 1601001118 13
29.53LI SB 8BEBK I 850202021CI
D I 860020141C 4 1
10,96
43.14LICD 1oe I 0 46,0120121C 23
36.56L:BBE iAAD 2 560200000C37.34L GH 850000000 1 23
34.25L I D HFB 540110040(3 1 23
33.63L'40'47LBBBD BF 851331100(; 23AAEC 2 952120030C,16 4 4 3
B F C 850000000822.74L' AAI I 934.75LI 8AC[ 960000100C 1 23
23.10L ' tl9,55:IcDCE AA F 45020112080 96 02003 C 4 1 23
38.78L_BB AA I 1 460200000C
64.89L CC BCCK 2 630441132C
64.89 IOADC AAAA 1 834044111C 1
9.151 D FKB 580100040C
64.89L; D D BDBA 730385332C 1 1
31.28L 9501000008 1 2 1326'81LI0_9.80 BC CI'8CCBcFB 51 660002321C8500021008 "23
23'66L BCcBB BBI 1 700221303C AAAAD 49501000OOC 1 16
33"74L BBCD AAAA 1 6500100008144AAAD 9 5601133118 2333.058,86,8COF I 3 164.89L F D B 732347734C
AB 0 580OO10O00
7.08L cDF F DJDC 564101020C 1 2311.65:
55.39L: C l8DL 8 460000010C
t5.46L B AB G 9500011208 1 3 '23
18.65L BBC _:AAAF 0 6541000008 43 1 i *41
31.74L EF GBC 0 7522557.53C 3
31.65 DBCC AAAA 9 9600O0110C
1 32
4' *2357.82: BCBEOEI FODF 746144843C
16.72L BAAB 0 8280132408 3
34.93L 'BG 5500000OOC '










































































8 Coords SMJ SMN 0a








































































































25 _m 60 /,tin
(Jansky)















































































a (_) Coords SMJ SMN (O N°ahm. o , (s) 1 b (") (') )
21059+4958 55.6 56 91+ 2 11 8 7 3 _ .25L
21059+4535 57.1 3 88- 1 57 10 51 2 .53
21059+4839 58.8 10 90+1 24 10 161 3 28
21060+4937 1.2 52 91+2 9 51 23 4 .28:
21060+4756 2.0 52 89+ 0 8 5 _ 29 3 1.23
21060+4550 3.9 54 88- 1 31 4 ! 51 2 7.36
21060+4520 5.8 37 87- 1 22 9 51 2 66
210,2+462513252 88_1 40 1_ 4;g 62_62+45336947 9o+ 1o 3021063+492418354 90+1 22 111613 26,
2100_+47oo21.96 89-o 78 16 482 31,21o,5+4611,o424 88_1 55 12 502 4221o,5+4923,1945 91+1 15 o 1,, 3 51
21065+4730 32.7 13 89+ 0 27 12 49 2 .42
21066+4643 32.8 59 89- 0 44 10 48! 2 .45
21066+4318 367:33 86- 3 38 31 54 2 .25L
21066+4913 38.3' 56 90+ 1 11 7 11 4 ,33
21066+4514 39,9 40 87- 2 35 6 52 2 2.53
21066+4802 40.1 4 90+ 0 89 27 48 2 .25L
21067+4747 42., 56 89+0 62 13 46 2 .39L,
i
21067 + 4653 46.1 43 89-0 26 14 502 _25L
2106_+4839 53,0 12 90+1 12 9 1504 .31
21009+4620 57.88 88- 1 26 6 492 1.24
210_9+4,_359029 90+1= 1_ 49,6 707.,18689-0 _ . 15648 22 1.03
21070+4711 0.8 53 89-0 28 5 47 2 24.90
21070+4952 0.9 52 91+ 2 6 4 178 4 1.18
21070+4922 1,4 8 91+1 8 3 66 2 .26
21071+4802 10.4 35 90+ 0 9 8 98 3 .85
21071+4831 10.925 90+1 8 7 137 3 .72
21071+4850 12.0 18 90+ 1 19 8 145 2 .38L
21072+4922 12,7 57 91+ 1 56 13 158 2 .29L
21072+4646 13.5 56 89- 1 42 8 50 2 .38
21072+4726 17,1 11 89-0 40 10 48 2 1.37L
21073+4950 19.857 91+2 54 8 47 2 .44L
21073+4749 22.0 16 89+0 8 4 37 3 1,01
21073+4720 22.1 26 89-0 58 11 48 2 .26L21073+4807 23.2 2 90+0 7 116 3! .66
21073+4649 23.3 55 69- 1 33 19 47 22 .8721074+4724 24,1 26 89- 0 51 1 49 ! .34
21074+4949 28.4 46 91+ 2 32 7 _157 4 1.95
21074+4738 29.6 68 89+ 0 29 10 49 2 .25L
21075+4516 31.9 42 88- 2 50 18 ! 49 2 .25L
21075+4558 32.9 10 88- 1 30 6 I 50 2 L62
21076+4916 41.3 34 91+ 1 13 79 165 3 .37
21077+4707 44.8 39 _ 89- 0 32 53 47 22 .78L21077+4615 45,9 3 i 88-1 637 22 46 .25L21077+4953 46.1 4 91+ 76 4 .78
21078+4801 48.2 26' 90+ 0 88 I 33 3 1.5321078+48534849190+1 3 91462 46
I
21078+4914 49.7 561 91+ I 34 189 S0 22 .25L1078+492950936 1+ 5 159 8,21078+455852416!86-1 48 11 492 .4721076+473252.82189-0 27 9 492 31,21079+452355848 8,- 2 48 8 512 67
21079+4745 57.7 52 89+ 0 9 6 43 3 1,15
21079+4530 57,9 45 88- 2 28 17 54 2 .25L
21079+4552 58.733 86- I 20 9 49 2 1.1z
21080+4849 0.1 36 90+ 1 71 14 46 2 .27
21080+4841 2.4 60 90+ 1 26 16 49 2 .76L
21080+4758 3.2 43 90+ 0 9 5 48 3 7.49
21080+4956 3.2 14 91+ 2 6 3 29 4 .53
21080+4604 4.0 19 88- 1 35 8 49' 2 ,3g
21081+4931 0.4 17 91+ 1 20 12 40 3 .25L
21o62+46313.755 89-1 31 8 50 2 5.3721082+480414.23 90+0 9 , 63 1.72
21082+4944 15,1 13 91+1 866 23 158 2 .30L
21002+481915.247 90+0 1: :1 7 3 .27,21082+485717.11990+1 724 1.1321003+4653z0.034 89-1 27 6 49 2 4.86
21083+4842 23.9 37 90+ 1 11 10 173' 4 .3421064+472824.637 69-0 35 492 2.20
21084+4830 27.3 41 90+ 0 7 85 17' 3 7.2021084+4822 29.6 33 90+ 0 16 45 3 .42
21065+4558 31.1 15 58- 1 40 8 50, 2 .74
21085+4958 32.9 97 91+ 1 25 17 173 2 .80L21085+4748 35.1 6 90- 0 41 51 2 .4121066+490636.29 91+1 7 4 178 4 1.26
21006+452437.620 86-2 lg 7 51 2 1.4621066+492238.033 91+1 18 8 165,3 3o
21086+4910 39,8 25 91+ 1 13 8 40 4 .2221068+4_0241643 86_1 35 , 492 92
21067+472,43245 89-0 17 _ _, _ 1717o56 81oi 63 90+0 9 821o8,+495349254 91+1 6 3 894 66
21088+4546 51.7, 28 88- 1 23 5 51 2 23.26
21088+4507 52.8 37 86- 2 56 8 51 2 .31
21088+4638 53.3 64 89- 1 20 6 47! 2 1.90
21088+4745 53,4 22 90-0 59 15 49 2 2.24L
21086+4906 53.4 37 91+ 1 45 7 158, 2 .52
21089+4940 56.8 27 91+ I 12 8 78l 4 .50
21089+48006 57.1115 90+ 0 30 1_ 50' ¢ .33L21090+4437 0.2 37 87- 2 25 52! 2 4.00
21090+4716 2.2137 89-0 31 5 49,2 3.65
21090+4928 5,839 91+1 28 6 107 3 ,7821091+4840 6.3!33 90+ 1 4 3 178 .25L
21091+4907 6.5'58 91+ 1 6 4 16 I 4 6.51
21091 +4601 6,71 30 88-- 1 32 9 49_ 2 .64
21092+4819 16,2 61 90+ 0 39 9 49 2 .53
21092+4924 17.7 54 91+ 1 19 3 163 I 4 .25L
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9] Hours
Flux Density Flags
12 ,u.m
(Not Color Corrected) V
25 /am 60 /am 100 /_m Flux Corr A Confusion
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags*
.34L _ 2.35 33.15L F CB 960130350C
.25L .47L 5.90L C 80 6601000000
.25L 2.40L 33.59L B D 940110010C
.32 4.75: 20.34: CECE DBCA 2 964225450(3
.47 1.58 7.52: 880D A888! 0 870010120C
2.97 .92: 426L BCD AAC ; 2 8701000000
.26: .82L 7.15L BD CCEG 0 6704001100
,52L .65 6.90L O E E 5602000000
.25L 2,30L 31,31L C BM 940000010C
.26L 1.30 24.60L C B 960110010C
.25L ,49 5.65L C D 3700000000
.27L .53L 6.07L E DF 3600010000
.25L 2.49L 27.77L C AFD 960320010(3
,20: t.10 20.86L CED CEBC 0 950100010C
.84L .52L 5.91L C A E 4700000000
.57L .84L 9.26 D' E E 4700000000
.25L 3.23L 29.53L B DFEE 960313221C
.71: .52L _ 4.31L BC AA 0 4701000000
.25L 2.71L i 11.61 D I O 670210110C
.25L 1.15 27.70L D B 750100320(3
.25L .60: 7.53 I DC HB 3600000000
.25L 2.75L 32.50L B CJ L 950210010C
.62 .49L 5.63L] BC A8 0 5600000000
.91L .g8 28A7L A/BDc 0 950010120C35 1 00L 7.25: BEDD 7 3 032
8.97 1.96 16.81L BBD AAA 0 000210030C
2.49 343.95L 714.85L OC BeAA 9 92C454550C
.25L 2.15L 20.35L C CEGF 960320000C
,29L 2.12L 30,13L B AF 650111110C
.33 2.20L 30,49L BD AAH 0 960000000C
.32L 1.98: 12.70 DC HGDB 964320440C
.44L 1.28 29.43L C F C G 960330000C
.28L .58L 4.16L IC BE 2700111000
.25L .92 23.25L D LJ C 950120010C
343.95L
CD D 940538643C81'25Li8 ;AAMC 1 5 200410
.45 1.92L 24.14L
.25L 1.61: 9.07 ED J I EA 974120040C
.43 2.23L 27.00L CC 8C 4 450011020C
.43 .58L 4.47L CF AB 0 2700111000
.25L 2.20L 24,24L O F D 950120020C
20.48 343.95 714.85L CBD OAAA 5 926246553C
.25L 1.48 15.15: DD HCD 950200042C
.25L .91L 8.96 C FC 2601000000
.71 .47L 4,89L 8C AB 0 4600110000
.19 2.35L 23.82L FE CEEI 960210035C
.30L 3.18 10.33 OD MEAA 960000000C
.84L .76L 6.64 C L HC 2600000100
1.04 32.80L 52.81L DC ABAI 1 957256112C
1.82 52.19L 185.39L BB CBAC 6 726127642C
.14: 1.g7L 26.17L CO CE 0 950020100C
.25L 2.09L 19.47 E NLC 958210034C
.73L 1.16 28.38L C F L 8H 960120185C
,65L ,56L 8,93L C DF 3500210000
.22 t.75: 17.49 DDD LEDB 964100220C
.42 .49L 5.13L CC AB E 01 6600000000
1.51 9.91 24.75 DBEF AAAA 5 950211112C
.25L .40: 7.71 DC BF i 7600100010
.62 .48L 4.83L 80 AA 01 4600100000
25L 222L 26.59L E EJ H 950320000C
.25L .94L 7.52 D I HB 970110000C
29.13 137.71 185.39 AADE AAAA 2 724015632C_
3.29 32.80 674.52L F B F CAAB 0 924346444C;
.25L .58L 8,82L C 8 L 36001100001
.25L 99 13.64: ED GCD 970120186C,
1.76 .47: 4,32L CCD AAE 1 3710000000'
2.74 52.19 136,09 DBDO CBBA 3 930127542CI
,79[ 1.75L 12.80 D F E F D 970200220C i
.31L 1.17 14.89L E DKBE 968323453C
.35 2.24L 33.00L 8C ABBI 2 953510100C
3.72 .77 19,07L BeD AAC 0 86000000OC
.25L 2.53L 42.68L 8 C 1950110000C I
1.00 1.95L 26,36L 8C AA 0 95Ol11000C
3.10 1.97L 24.91L C8 AAC 9 960000000C !
.25L 2.11L 13.93: C D O KD 960220121C
.25L ,51L 6,18L D AE ! 3600110000
,18 1.69L 674,52L E HCF i920320020C
.19 2.10L 18,25L CD BD 1 :950121041C
1.02 2.37L 29.19L 88 AAHK 3 I951030010C
.87 .85L 5.35L BC AAD 0 2700000000
.25L 2.27L 31.84L C C I 1940010000C
.25L .93 28.86L C E DCBI 950030010C
.22: .55L 4.79L BD AF 0 0000300000
4.42 .73: 26.13L BBE AAC 0950211031C
.31L 1.9,L 28,96L B B E D 8 950220000C
.36 2.66L 25.05L BC ABKH 2 960530054C
9.37 1.70 5,40L 8BC AAA 0 3600_O000
.20 .54L 6,54L CF CE O 2701000000
.97 .44L 5,12L BC AA 4 2700000000
.67L .96L 13.38 D MGFC _)0110141C
.25L 3.61L 32,88L C CD 950020010C
.21 2.88L 35.23L BD CCC 1 961310030C
.43L .93 22.67L C F B 950122110C
1.90: .58L 5.81L BC AAD 0 3601000000
2.13 1.65L 21.83L BC AAF 0 '950100000C
.50 2.26L 29.13L BC AB 5 950121542C
.25L 2.64L 8.03 E K KC 970000000C
10.,6 3.61 24.96L ABC AAA 0 !953030010C
.32: .45L 4.36L 8C BC 0 i 3600100000
,28L 1.97L 27,22L C BI 95021211CC
.25L 2.03L t7.77 F J EB 950111442C
Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 /am; 10) H_Jh Source Density Region.
AssociatiOns
5
S 2 # Name Type
















































































































































21131 + 4652 9.8
21131 +4512 0.1




18. ; 89- '
19. 3, 85- ;
19. , 90+ !
21. 1( 91+ 1
27. 1" 86- I
29, 1.= 91+ 1
30. 5,= 91+ 1
31. 3,c 89 (2
31. £ 90+ C
34. 21 89- C
38. 6 91+ 1
_,0. 4E 88- 2
47.; 23 89- C
47.4 3E 91+ 1
54: 3_ 91+ 1
57J 5C 87- 2
57. 12 89- 1
59.; 16 89- 0
39.! 55 91 + 1
5.: 18 88- 2
6.: 5 89 1
10.! 15 91+ 1
_0.( 6O 90- 0
I1,' 57 88- 2
[9.,¢ 57 90 0
!2.( 32 88- 1
10/ 47 89- 1
II.( 29 90+ 0
14.( 24 90- 0
11.{ t 89- 1
L4,.= 55 91+ I
_6.: 24 90-- 1
_6.6 49 go- 0
_7.:, 11 89- 1
19.= 42 89- 1
;1._ 58 89 1
;1.7 51 89- 1
;5.C ._6 go- 0
;7,; 53 90+ 0
3.C 59 go+ 0
4.E 8 91+ 1
5.2 15 91 + 0
7,1 59 90- 0
9.4 .M 90-1
1.3 1 88- 2
8,7 _8 89- 1
2.7 14 90- 0
4.C .M 91 + 1
4,_ 4 89 2
91+ 1











_5 91 + 1
_1 87- 3
_0 9O+O








































































































































































Declination: + 400-+50 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected)
12 Fm 25 pm 60 _m
(Jansky)
.87 37 ] 1.791
5.87 3.37 I .581

















































































































































































































































































































































































































Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighborin
C
A






























































































E 1 ) 32 X2112+494
I
E '
'23 LDN 0963g 13 506012 DO 39334
3 1[ 32 X2112+474
4 1 32 X2112+4go
14 11 PK 89 0.1
1 17 3003
2 I 11 PK88- 1.1Fi 32 X2112+ 499
3 I [ 32 X2112+474' '41 21125+4700
F [ 11 32 X2112+49'9I
4 1 I 32 X2112+449
31 •
1 23 LDN 0963
9
2 I '17 3004
I
: 1 2 DO 39343i . '41 21131+4851
I



















































Right Ascension: 21h13m19'-21h17m04 ' Declination: +40°-+50 °
Position (1950)
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty : C
.% .', :)coo sM,S N , (")0,,o
1133+4342 19.624 87- 3 50 14 48
1133+4458 23.848 88- 3 36 9 50
1134+4811 27.241 90- 0 39 31 57
1135+4941 32.736 92+ 1 8 5177
1135+4801 32.914 90- 0 40 t0 48
1136+4612 38.038 89- 2 37 i 5 49
1136+4643 38.723 89- 1 27 5 51
1136+4554 39.428 89- 2 60 27 49
1136+4919 40.723 91+ 0 45 14149
1137+4512 45.112 88- 2 36 I 9 49
I
1138+4958 48.3 37 92+ 1 15 9 163
1138+4410 50.4 8 88- 3 39 16 50
1138+4730 51.7 49 90- 16!37 ._ 48
1140+4841 1.229 91- 0 43
1140+4529 4.555 89-2 ,2 49
1141+4349 6.123 87-3 18 50
1141+4649 6.647 90-1 41 8 52
1141 +49, 6.634 92+1 13 8164
1141+4411 7.025 88-3 4917 51
1141+4804 9.749 900 15 4 48
1141+4745 11.31190 1 6712 48
1142+4834 14.050 91-0 1412175
1143+4922 19.69 91+0 10 8170
1143+4431 20.013 88-3 32 551
1143+4727 23.235 901 25 ; 481144+4717 24.4 90-1 41' 51
1144+4401 26.849 88-3 378 52
1145+4843 31.81 91-0 16 13 164
1145+4534 32.737 89-2 35948
145+4938 33.845 92+1 1511720
1146+4341 38.034 874 2511 50
1146+4827 38.3 19 91 0 9 9 40
1146+4721 38751 90-I 25 748
1147+4515 _.2.14 88- 3 44 18 48
1147+4525 .664 89-2 30 7 51
1147+4701 46.943 90-1 7229, 51
1148+4327 52.6 34 87-4 51 11 52
1148+4855 53.641 91+0 8 5 33
1149+4634 57.718 89-2 30 352
1149+4852 56.1 1 91-0 31 3101
1150+4908 5.9 28 91+0 10 9 169
1151+4442 7.533 88-3 34 6 51
1151+4918 8.045 91+0 34 18 39
1151+4928 11.621 92+0 19 9151
1152+4606 '13.415 89-2 25 5 49
1152+4408 14.620 88 3 51 23 50
1152+4609 15.222 892 35 11 50
1152+4945 16.1 1 9 171
1152+4753 17.345 i 90-92+ 1 27 4,148
1153+4949 18.3 92+ 1 14 3 [ 74
1153+4954 18.437 92+ 1 11 81169
1153+4909 21.452 91+ 0 86 10160
1153+4442 23.18 88- 3 38 t0 50
1155+4529 32.349 89- 2 28 6 48
1155+4318 32.410 87- 4 23 6 52
1155+4750 33934 90- 1 28 9 48
1156+4457 136.8 19 88 3 63 20 51
1156+4903 37.4 31 91+ 0 8 8 ' 40
1156+4634 376 2 90- 2 68 15 51
1156+4558 137.7 53 89- 2 41 8 50
1156+4928 39.4 45 92+ 0 26 3 74
1156+4946 39.5 41 92+ 1 25 11 166
1156+4308 40.6 39 87 4 32 9 53
1157+4830 45.8 8 91- 0 25 3 64
1157+4902 45.9 50 91 0 54 18 50
1157+4953 45.9 33 92+ 1 10 9171
1167+4637 46.8 26 90- 2 58 8 i 52
1158+4914 ,8.8 20 91+ 0 10 8 88
1158+4359 50.2 44 88 4 22 13 51
1158+4936 53.2 37 92+ 0 91 17 160
I
1159+4551 54.4 11 89 2 32 5 49
1159+4444 56.1 52 88 3 14 i 501160+4540 4.3 25 89- 2 32 1 47
1160+4810 4.710 91- 1 21 49
1160+4425 5.434 88- 3 55 18 50
48
1161+47259.835,90-1231} ; 11_515
1161+4947 11.5tl 92+ 14
1162+4932 14.1 35 0 741183+46420.055!9092+-891163+464920.83190 2 29 7 51
1t63+4842 21.143! 917 16 14 21163+4915 22.433 91 32 10 49
164+4630 24.616 902 50 20 50
1164+4934 27.610 92+ 0 21 14 45
1166+4945 40.03 92+ 0 9 4170
1165 _-4809 40.132 91 1 31 8 50
116644321 40.5 7 87 4 32 6 52
1167+4401 43.115 88 4 80 16 50
167+4529 45.9 5 89 3 77 10 51
167+4343 46.018 88- 4 35 10 52
1167+4956 47.2 8 92+ 0 9 4172
1168 -r 4743 49.222 90 1 42 9 51
1168+4748 49.759 91 1 69 11 50
1168_4704 51.527 90 2 43 10 49
1169+4533 54.919 89 3 23! 16 51
1169+4958 58.4 8 92+ 1 20' 10167
1169+4444 59.720 88- 3 97 32 51
117o+495t 35 25 92+ o _ _ 17o170+4623 477 4_ ! . 52
1170+4407 4.851
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours
Flux Density Flags
(Not Color Corrected) V L C
12 kcm 25 ptm 60 p.m 100 _-m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
0"ansky) Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
.25L .34L 2.69: 20.97 DF ! E E HD 5502043320
.67 .28L .57Li 6.26L C IjiACE 3400001000
.25L ,55 ! 29.19L D 5402101308.26L
1.10 .54 2.52L 25.73L CC AA 3350000000C
.85 .29 .58L 28.09L CD BD 0 8403000318
0740000o0093
8.52 1.38 .42 16.50 B 13,1. .80 .40 19.76LBC A 750100=8 I
.25L .50L .51 L 538 C E 2600000000
.32L .28L .73 27.88L F F MD 9501000008 i
.72 .35 .52L 6.13L!CC BC J 0 3500010000
.72 , .41 2.77L 22.23L BE E BBDI 0 65010O01_
.28L .25L 1.19 10.36L 5501156220 1 132
2.05 1.22 .46L 22.12L BC AA ' 0 6600201008
13.44 4.28 .68: 23.62L BBE C AAC J 4 940210120845
.25L .27L .73L 6.32 E 3600000110
.25L 25L .82 7.94L D C 5600010110
2.29 .95 .57L 17.11L CC 1AA 5501001008
.75 .21 1.97L 26.81L CE AC 06500OO000C
.34L .25L 1.05L 9.49 C GG15580135320_.A 13.42 1.47 .50L 21.59L BC 0 7400000008 1 1
.27L .26: 1.23 21.14L EC HCB 6500001228
.34 .25L .64L 29.92L E BFL 9402002208 i
.50 .25L ,58L 24.80L D DB C 9501000108
1.93 137 .50L 5.78L BC AA 13700110000
2.29 .59 .46L 21.77L CC AB i0 4400100008 1 17
3.14 1.67 .78: 19.48L CCD AAC 10 3501010108
1.02 .34L .45L 5.80L C AH 5601000000 1 13
.37 .25L .57L 39.75L F I BCA C 9302100008.25L .31L t.57 7.42 CC 3601000110
.34 .26L I .61L 29.29L C ECJ 7500000008
I
.25L .48L! 2.41L 11.15 BD D i KHC 960100040C4402001008
.80 .21 .47L 30.59L B 11
215 2115LBc E o 54 I 8
25, : 575 C0 360000o,004.29 2.70 .93 4.03L BBC E AABD 2701000000
.73L .57L .55L 5.34 3700000008
.27 .25LI ,84L 9.11L C E HF 960100021C 1
2.21 1.07 I .64 t9.92L BCD AACG 09602115548 E 1
13.85 9.42 1 1.81 13.74L BCC AAAD, 0 7601000008
.26L .25L I .82 11.10: CD[M DE i 9602103348 E 1
I
.93 +19: .62L 32.72L CF IADEE 0 9501130008
1.21 .54 .53L 5.52L CD AB i 1 6600100100
.25L .26L ."L 7.81 E G C 9703000228 C
.28L .22 .57: 35.86L B CDC DBCH 7501100108
7.12 5.19 .63L 21."L AA. 565O0102228 A
.25L 25L 1.04L 820 C JC 3600010210
.75L ,27L 1.58 18.01 C DH 7501102228 A 1
11.91 3.57 2.29 6.95: ABED AAAB 2560120130832 4
1,41 .71 .61L 22.37L DC DBL i074021110082.07 1.42 .61L 31.87L[BB IAAEC 9501311308
.60 .36 2.45L 32.01L BC AS 2 ,O011131C
.36 .25L .61L ,.22L CBB C I B E 9502220008
.92 37 .45L 5.03L co IBC i o 5601100200
7.61 3.05 1.26 5.55L AABD 02500000100 4 41
.68 .26: .99L 6.76: DD D ABGC = 0960302222C 11 32 l
.56 .25L, .53L 22.03LtC C GC I 6402100008 2 131
.31L 7.46L FE 3500010220 8 1
.34L i 1.05 32 i
.42 .25LI .55L 30.14L C BN 9500111008
.41L .25L I .81 19.76L iB DC B 7600100008
.83 22: .47L 18.16L I iAC i2 8500000008 2 2
30 25L! .61L 40.63L _ C ED 850110010837 : 84, 24o6, ID ;9501301908
.30L .66 1.96L 1805L C IF B i 850210021C i
.25L .25L .47: 1099 FC NF D 8502013220 2
26L .25L .65 4.58L C A B C C i 9700111008
t.01 .39 .41L 22.28L ICE 09501210118
.36 .27L .54L 24.36L, .,.., IBC , 65021O0008
.31 .21 .58L 32.40L BD C DB 9501000026 8
.25L .25L 1,66 5.29L D 3700000300
.56L .25L .75 30,26L C i FE 6500100008 ii [ i
23.20L BB AAE 2 8401000008 3 419.55 3.96 ,67L
.70 .36 1.01Li 5.12L CC D aBED 06601011200
I
.79L .55L .64LI 536 ,si ,,0o0002064o 26 505 27.98D_DE_EBB3 5401134321 3 , 92
.29L .25L .83 6.43L E D 8700010100 '
2.67 1.48 .50L, 24.57L CC AA i 36500000108
51 26 .54L 26.53L BD BD I 0 9501200308 4
.32 25L .73L 33.24L C B 6501100008
.31 .25L .49L 21.56L E CF 5500100008 t
2.05 .93 .43L 16.68L BC AA i 0 8600100008
I
.37 .25L .62L 12.88L C C J K 9501012120 8
.25L .27L 1.43 7.21 CB I DC i 9601035440
.35L 25L .55 19.45L C EF 5501002428
29 ! 25L .75L 31.09L C E GB 9501200008
1037 4.51 1.12 19.14L ABB AACG 0 950120030815
.39L 25L 1.06 10.311. C CS 9501134320
1.45 .67 1.58L 19.791. BC C AA 0950110222C Ii
.37L .25L .96 6.74L DC 7600000000
.39L i .25L .69 15.30L C EC 4400101428
3 22
.36L 4.06 21.49L 29.40: C E _J DHC 868212522C i I
i
2.00 9500100008
55 .51L 23.88Ll CB liBL 0.68 .26L .71L 24.93L CD 6502100008
27 .25L .59L 31.08L C _ 6500101228
.45 .25L .48L 19.66L C B 9601000108 1 2
39, 52! 834: opt. 45012O14288  !32
37 .30L .58L 22.57L F DDEE ' 9500100008 13
.25L .25L .71L 4.96 C 7700010000
4.73 1.32 55L 2263L AB AA 1 9501100008 3 13
.37 .52L 14.46L BC D AD I _ 6600001008 1 ! 23
92 5.28L
90 2 1.19
88 4 87 t4 51 .76L 25L C 9600000000
Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12. 25, 60, 100 _m; 10) High Source Density Region.
Associations
Sep
Name Type (') Mag
I
1
50624 MA 6 80
X2113+441 64 1
V588 CYG 21 3
3008 22 158











32 X2115+461 10 10
2 DO 39381 38 111
TMSS +50369 9 23
X2115+432 102 1
50673 K2 4 80
X2115+449 83 5
DO39386 44 i t05
I















Right Ascension: 21h17mo8'-2P20m43 '
Position 0950)
Declination: +40°-+50 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected) V
a _ Coords SMJ 5MN 0 O 12 /_m 25 p,m 60 Fm 100 vm Flux Corr A Confusion
ham. , 6, (s) ( ) 1 b (") (") (0) N (lansky) Uncs Cocf R Flags*
21171+4505 8.3 50 .44 .25L .48L 5.95L C CF 5600010000
21171+4647 8.7 41 1.72 .49 .60L 16.29L CF ACLC 0 8400001008930 9 5 29 49 ' 8 3 25 93 BC 'ABE v 95 1
21172+4944 16.8 37 .81 .36 .63L 31.31L BC AS 0 9501100118
21172+4332 17.6 106 1.85 62 1.83L: 13,85L cBDCcDAA 1 86000000OC21173+4606 19.2 2.41 14.39 13.28 8.34: AAAB 0 85C0000018
21173+4659 21.6 0 .41 .28L .43L _ 7.21 C O CG C 9700012108
21173+4725 23.8 50u 1.26 .32 .63L 17.56L DD jACHF 0 650100032821174+4531 25.6 10 3.41 1.25 .82 13.62L BCC AAD 0 440110042821176+4252 36.3 4.57 3.18 .96L I ; 117.77L BB AAD 650110022C
21176+4911 37.6128 .44 .38L .66L 38.38L C_ SC 9401200008
21176+4443 41.1 _6_ .86 .38 .67L 3.65L cD ABF 6 6601010000
21177+4239 47.2 .25L .25L 1.i9L I 6.43 I D GB 674000040C
21177+4625 47.2 .63 .25L A7L 20.76L BF DE BF i 5501011128
21178+4903 48.8 25L .25L 1.12L 8.25 i G MC 9601000008
21178+4314 49.0 52 .58 .19: 1.66L 18.29L CE C BGG 850100020C
21178+4635 49.9 39 .26L i .25L 2.14 14.64L HAB 968211003821178+4728 50.0 41 25L .81L .81 8.53L C J CF 6601000218
21178+4251 50.3 24 .26: .34L .96 9.62: C D CGCFi 960110022C
21178+4533 50.4 26 1.26 .34 .47L 13.90L D AB E 3400010008
21179+4405 59.1 5 .70 .35L 1.64L 16.89L C BC ! 450000000C
21179+4829 59.8 18 .34: .27L .55L 6.57 D C CHGF 960121000021160+4513 1.6 59 .35 .25L .42L 4.43L CJ 4700000000
21160+4915 1.6 26 .44 , 1,25 2.97 13.43L BBB BAAEi5 9500210218
21160+4929 2.1 7 2.58 : .94 .51L 23.39L BC AA l0 9503001018
21180+4329 2.5 4 .62 .26 1.69L 20.07L CC AD !0 850011121C
21180+4857 4.5 41 .25L .57 2.66 7.54 CCC ;I SAB 6600202000
21180+4436 6.0 49 1.14L .33L 1.43 r 8.56 BBCC I EBB 658200120021181+4855 6.6 24 5.83 2.21 .49L 4.53L AA 2 6600102000
21181+4828 11.0 46 .50 .14: .40L 4.56L ED CC 0 9601220000
21181+4919 12.0 28 .48 .25L 1.01 ! 8.76: C CE At. GE I 9702221318
.>1182+4909 12.6 55 .25L 25L 1.03 6.84: CE BF 9600200208
.>1182+4641 16.9 58 .47L .62 3.14 14.10: CCE J AAB 9600211118
)1183+4645 18.0 21 28L .45 .75L 19.35L F DCE 9500311118
.>1184+4624 24.7 36 .25L .25L 1.03 I 11.52: cECD AC 6680000128
.>1184+4406 24.8 14 1.44 .34 1.51L 16.01L AFI 0 460000000C
->1164+4247 25.8 13 i .26 .25L 1.75L 20.87L F F G 850100030C
.>1184+4921 28.5 551 .37 .32 .45L 28.38L BC CS G 0 9503121428
.>1184+4305 288 11 4.66 3.01 1.09 17.75L BBD [AABF 0 750220022C
.>1165+4652 31.2 24 .43 .25L .68L 5.61L _ _C FC 9600011208
.>1185+4828 32.8 67 i ,56 .26L' .45L 5.10L C ICEEG I 9601220000
.>1185+4957 33.1 51 .24 .25L .58L 2797L ID F 9501000108
H185+4906 35.5 211 20.47 6.71 2.18 12.67L BBC !AAAE 0 9601100208
;1188+432o37o_J .25L 25LI 1.83L 6.85 C LB _OlOOO32C
.>1186+4947 41.7 101 .32L .25L .71 6.33: CD:E EE 9781000218
._1187 + 4746 43.7 91 .25L .44L .73: 8.57 DD CEB 4600011008
-)1188+4843 50.7 321 .48 .25L .61L 4.31L B BGGE 9701000100
.>1189+4503 56.4 42 I 1.10L 32L 2.23 4.65 BcCD LEAA 9700000008
.>1189+4534 58.1 5 2.00 1.27 .46L lg.73L AA 0 4500110008
.>1189+4643 58.9 39 .43 .29L i .53L 5.46L D BF F 9701210008
i
.>1190+4303 4.5 25L .25L_ 1.69L 5.93 i^ O MB 670110030C
.>1190+4411 5.4 .28 .33L i 1.41L 19.31L _ !DHE 660200000C
.>1191+4704 8,2 1.24 .54: .46L 13.44L O AA 0 9600000006
.>1191+4529 11.6 .66 39 .48L 14.31L CO BC 0 4500100008
->1191+4444 11.9 .25L :,:_L ,87L 5.221 C C EB 6600000000->1192+4349 12.4 .39 .3OLI 1.93 19.85L C I 940000000C
.>1193+4229 20.4 .46L .25L .90 5.05: DD CB 970000210C
.>1t93+4723 20.4 .83 .42 .49L 21.68L CC AS 0 8400000008
->1193+4952 22.9 1.32 .39 .48L 18.83L BB ABE 0 9602104448
.>1193+4424 23.2 .25L .25L .90L 6.72 C KGE 7700000400
24.1 .65 30LI .45L 20.83L D BF 9501010008
.>1194+4638
.>1194+4537 25.4 1.28 .41L .51L 27.22L D AB 4400010008
.>1194+4916 27,2 .89: .86L 23.87 64.93 F CD FDBB 9362044418
H194+4437 29.5 1.16 .37 I .44L 4.47L BE AS 0 9701000000
EE FCOO 960010140C._119E,+4356 40,4 ,36L .31L 2.18 6.41: BF ABCF 1 9701000008
.>t196+4648 40,5 1.46 .45 ' .59 8.33L
.J1196+ 4219 40.7 .25L .25L i 136L 5.36 D GC 960000000C
.)1197+4757 43.4 4.74 1,17 .59L 5.13L BC AAHE 1 9701200200
.>1197+4610 43.6 1.18 .67 .40L 4.13L EC AA 0 9702000100
.>1197+4457 44.5 .35 .41L .47L 15.66L C FM 9500000008
.>1198+4608 52.0 36 2.29 1.18 .44L 16.14L CD AA 0 3400000118
.>I198+4401 54.0 43 .26L .60 3.61: 16,15L CE SCB 940020130C
.>1199+4935 54.0 ,¢ .63 .28 .42L 24.02L'BC BB 1 9623000116
.>1199+4949 54.7 3i .25L 1.30 7.70 15.39: CFD BDE 7644104448
-)1199+4508 56.1 181 .86 .51 .92L 13,34L BC BAF 0 9501001108
.>1199+4711 58.7 43; .62 .63L .46L 23.92L C BC F 9501000008
.J1199+4628 58.9 59 1.48 1.01 .61L 7.93L BC AAHF 0 9601000000
-)1200+4355 0.1 10 .47L .28L 1.65 18.50L D EB 950230020C
.>1200+4522 1.3 49 .65 .47L; .66L 14.16L C BBO 5500000008
.>1201+4756 6.7 5 1.39 .72 .44L 16.98L BC AA 0 9501100108
.>1201+4238 7.6 0 .86 .39 .58L 20.09L BC BBJ 0 950112111C
.>1201+4853 9.6 40 .63 .61 .77L 6.79L_FF SAM 9 8601010300
.>1202+4641 12.0 40 4.14 7,57 14.90 29.93 _BBCD AAAA . 9400000008
.>1202+4910 16.8 28 2.24 .53 ,46L 17.35L BD ABC 0 9601200008
.>1203+4901 20.3 32 .25L .25L 1.05 9.09: ED I EFD 9601020418
.>1204+4913 26.1 40 1.40 2.36 3.39 17.21L[CBC AAAE 7 9601100008
.>1204+4236 26.6 37 .86 .26: 1.51L 12.35L BE AC F v 960112133C
.>1204 + 4428 27.7 40 .36L .25L .68 4.50L C B I 8803000400
.>1204+4513 26.7 14 .25L .68L 1.17 6.62: DE J FC 9602001516
.>1204+4131 29.8 29 .60 ,25L .40L 3.21LID AN H 6600010000
.>1205+4138 31.8 47 .53 25L .42L 2.45L C B 4601000010
.>1205+4200 31.8 7 .59 .30L .40L 4.03L C IBD 3600100000
.>1205+4352 31.9 37 .25L .25L 1.97L 10.13 D i EDB 954210120C
._1205 _. 4204 34.2 40 .61 .25L 1.66L 17.29L E BF 840020010C
.>1205+4731 34.6 32 .24 .25L .47L 18.93L C EG F 9500000006
.>1205+4211 34.7 _ 10.36 3.04 .64: 18.85L B D AAD 1 840111030C
.>1206+4256 37.4 69 .25L 1,04L 1.07 6.38: D F DDD 470100230C
.>1206 _ 4906 40.8 8 .47 .20 .79L, 33.70L cr( IADHF 0 9501120208
.>1207+4404 42.1 55 .35 .25L 1.86L 19.69L l(_ E 940100010C
.>1207+4713 43.7 44 .23..... _ .49L[ 16.66L _ 9500300208
L C
R S A Sep
8 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
[
3 13 i 50703 K2 3 7E
, 42 5 7j 3+46 54 6
8 2 2 DO39421 88 11C
I
1 39 PRF616 115 [ 17E
1 23 LDN 0974 179 r
4 1 32 X2117+474 131
2 2 DO39429 74, t1E
4
2 1 32 X2118+489 68 1
2 3 4 TMSS +50373 18' 2")
4 I
1 i 23 LDN 0974 567
2 2 DO 39441 44 8E
1 13 50729 7 85
4 3 39 SG2117+49 65 40_
1 1 V594 CYG 15
4
1 2 DO 39449 62 11E
17 5 13 50731 MB 5 82
1 13 50737 K0 O 75
WWl0
1 39 I09 140C
r
[
1 23 LDN 0989 465
E
1 1 V1335 CYG 83 3
7 1 32 X2119+492 24 7
1 1 V595 CYG 7 3
2 13 i 50754 K2 5 78
3 13 50755 M0 4 75
1 39 CTBI03 101 96G
E 1 32 X2119+498 111 14
1 23 ' LDN 0989 495
8 1 1 V597 CYG 38 3
I
3 13 I 50761 K0 7 58
8
4 1 32 I X2120+452 68 4
2 13 50765 7 85
1 2 DO 39488 74 115
6 1 YYCYG 14
2 1 2 DO 39486 74 121
2 2 DO 39493 62 12£
L_
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion PrOCessing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
378
_1 It =




,, 8 Coo_, SMJSMS0 o(s) () - C) C) (') N
212o7+461646.01 ;1612060221209+4313 54.3 55 24 51 2
21209+4711 54.6 24 91- 2 111 18 50 2
21209+4610 54.7 48 90- 3 45 "_1 52 2
21209+4331 54.8'47 88- 5 42 9 51 2
21209+4916 55.5 18 92- 0 21 8 36 3
21209+4533 55.9 14 89 3 41 7 53 2
21209+4940 58.0 16 92 0 10 5 166 4
21209+4639 58.3 57 90- 2 35 7 51 2
71209+4943 58.8 25 92- 0 11 5 167 4
21209+4722 59.4 11 91- 2 74 17 51 2
21210+4922 4.2 19 92- 0 8 5 176 4
21210+4653 4.5 19 90- 2 52 9 49 2
21211+4516 6.1 46 89- 3 38 6 51 2
21211+4720 8.7 59 91- 2 31 5 49 2
21211+4745 9.4'25 91- 2 76 8 52 2
21211+4909 9.7 45 92 1 12 10 16 3
21212+4212 12.7 11 87- 6 73 12 53 2
21212+4246 17.9 32 88- 5 25 6 53 2
21213+4709 18.6 10 91 2 26 14 51 2
71213+4842 20.4 30 92- 1 22 11 166 2
21213+4340 22.9 7 88- 4 43 10 50 2
71214+4717 24.0 3 91 2 24 17 48 2
21214+4949 25.9 35 92- 0 9 8 173 4
21215+4149 33.2 24 87- 6 44 17 52 2
21215+4740 34.6 34 91- 2 80 15 49 2
21216+4455 37.4 33 89- 4 42 14 51 2
21217+4926 46.9 29 92 0 35 10 47 4
21217+4206 476 37 87- 6 68 12 53 2
21216+4216 49.8 17 67- 6 23 8 53 2
71218+4933 50.8 0 92- 0 10 9 175 4
21219+4437 54.1 16 89-4 20 12 53 2
Z1219+4758 54.5 16 91- 1 40, 9 48 2
71219+4427 55.1 29 89- 4 93 I 21 52 2
21219+4235 55.2 8 87- 5 25 6 53 2
21219+4947 55.5 60 93- 0 12 8 174 4
21219+4406 56.6 34 89 4 67 _ 16 51 2
21219+4516 56.9 19 89- 3 39 _ 6 50 2
21219+4224 57.5 45 97- 5 38 10 52 2
21219+4254 57.9 3 88- 5 44 15 52 2
21220+4944 1.1 22 93- 0 42 11 49 2
21220+4211 2.9 12 87-6 26 16 51 2
21220+4936 3.1 51 92- 0 50, 9 161 2
21221+4440 7.049 89 4 80 18 51 2
21221+4355 7.4 50 86- 4 27 9 51 2
21221+4920 7.6 2 92- 1 15 11 43 3
21221+4855 6.7 8 93- o 1o 3 78 4
21221+4309 10.3 21 88- 5 50 12 52 2
21222+4937 12.4 47 92- 0 9 6 179 4
21222+4206 15.8 34 87- 6 45 12 53 2
21223+4958 18.8 6 93- 0 12 8 78 4
21223+4546 18.9 48 90- 3 55 8 52 2
21223+4923 19.0 25 92- 1 10 3 171 3
21223+4904 20.3 27 92- 1 12 9 40 3
21225+4255 30.4 3 88- 5 55 10 51 2
21225+4907 31.6,25 92- 1 20 16 20 2
21225+4600 32.5156 90- 3 25 10 50 2
21225+4705 35.1 44 91- 2 71 10 50 2
21225+4227 35.8 27 87- 6 30 7 54 2
21226+4952 36.3 7 93- 0 50 14 162 2
21226+4542 36.7 26 90- 3 45 10 52 2
21226+4855 38.4 15 92- 1 27 19 9 2
21227+4429 42.1 51 89- 4 20 13 40 2
21227+4403 42.6 60 89- 4 ; 36 12 52 2
21227+4156 42.7 41 87- 6 ' 41 9 53 i 2
21227+4534 42.8 55 90- 3 58 12 51 2
21227+4516 44.3 7 89- 4 46 12 53 2
21227+4436 47.6 2 89- 4 25 4 52 2
21228+4743 48.3 0 91- 2 74 16 50 2
21228+4424 49.7 15 89-- 4 37 9 51 2
21226+43355o.412588-5 32 8 50!21228+4353 51.01 19 89- 5 70 14 52
21229+4411 54.71 512 89- 4 49 15 51 221229+4712s6s 91-2 80 13 5o_
21229+485486.3!4792- 1 17 1_175121229+464659.148 92- 1 10 38 321229+444859518 89_4 97 17 52221231+45076.740 69-4 64 22 53 2
21231+4259 9.7 12 88-5 48 18 512
21231+4029 11.1 5 86-7 41 15 53 2
21231+4224 11.5 22 88-6 42 12 53 2
21231+4656 11.9 24 91-2 73 17 51 2
21232+4928 17.646 92-1 52 11 502
21233+4922 21.1 10 92-1 36 8, 19 2
21233+4316 21.7 17 88-5 42 8[ 52221233+4402 21.820 89-4 39 2 40
21233+4941 23.3 14 93- 0 59 16 50 2
21234+462929.14 90- 34 5021236+422837,66568-6 48 22 53
21236.0453901168-; 62 18 52_121237+47402,733,91- 56 19 5o21237+415146.28 87-6 79 19 52221236+483048.640 92-1 70 23 49221236+482049.23192-1 42 650 221236+461651,933 92-1 44 8 50221236+451953,03590-4 39 9 52221238+47573.618 91-2 28 18 50221239+48564,34491-2 48 16 41221239+472554.63 91-2 35 17 502
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($I) at 12,
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected) V L C
12 _,m 25 .am 60 /am IO0 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
(]ansky) Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
.25L .25L 1.06L 7.35 C KI C 9600000200 4
.41 .25L .58L 19.66L C BL G 350001020C 1 2 DO 39498 53 96
.28L .25L .65 14.27L D D 9500200108
1.03 .25: .43L 16.24L DE iAC 2 9300000008 2 13 50777 3 93
.66 .71L 1.71L 15.37L C rBJ 950021000C 1 1 13 50774 K0 11 82
.62 .25 .45L 22.93 'C 8D 9501220208 5 2 2 IX] 39505 71 1(30
7.38 2.20 .51L 14.21L BC AAF 0 3500000008
.55 .17 .53L 32.18L BC ACE 0 9501142008 1
.35L .67 4.64 23.89: DOE DAAA 9590000008 1 1 V1072 CYG 54 3
.93 .36 .62L 22.82L FF BBDD 8 7602142008 1 1 39 4C+49.40 13 179
.25L .25L 92L 6.87 C DC 9600100348 8 1 32 X2121+473 152 8
1.10 .40 .63L 6.25:,BC D ABHB, 2 9721000208 4
.63 .25L .43L 11.83LID BGHF 9602001008 4
1.53 .86 .65L 17.41L CC AALH 0 9501011218 1 1 V6OOCYG 71 3
1.42 .80 .46L 15.77L BC AAN 0 9500201358 8 1 32 X2121+473 104 8
.87L .25L .97L 4.70 D CMOC 96000"00108
.63 .18 .46L 24.14L CE CC 0 )501030008 1 4 13 50781 9 78
.36 .25L 1.35L 23.39L F 'D 840201040C 1 13 50782 35 81
1.35 .94 1.55L 13.12L BC AAI 1 560010100C
.25L .25L .71L 6.16 C HB 9702100218
.33 .25L .48L 4.20L D C 9701000100
.47 .25L .83L 16.36L C BJ S 940012210(3 1
.76L .25L .76 13,30L C I OD 9600101328
.45 .25L .52L 3192L B BD 6600110108 1 "41 21214+4949 11
.25L .25L .55: 4.90 O D J B 9600000208
.41L .25L .52 17.86L C ME 9400000008
.36L .25L .70 6.02: DE HJ DC 9602020348 8
.36 .20: .50: 30.84L BFD CDI B 0 )501300008
.43L .25L .80 17.25L C F B i 9401100206
16.04 4.85 1.15 11.41L BBD AAA I 0 850110020C 2 2 DO39516 64 11C
I
•67 .26L .58L 41.21L I B ABO 9501204518 625, 29, 129L 958 0 9702101209
1.05 ,49 .55L 13.16L BC AB_ 0 9300001008
.26L .25L 1.72L 6.19 D LB 780000141C
1.48 .50 1.57L 12.45L BD ABG 0 860000000C 1 1 V604 CYG 12
.28 .25L .57L 32.76L B B 5500310208
.25L .25L .74L 4.86 IIBCC D GB 970010030C2.01 3.89 1.58 12.37L AAB 0 9600010006
.96 .35 1.29L 9.85L CD BEHC 0 950000000C 1 DO 39515 74 101
.28L .25L .64 18.16L D LC 460100010C
1
.25L .25L 1.18 7.67L C DE B 5600100318 t "41! 21219+4943 60
.40L .25L .43 1999L C J I BD, 9400200008
.44 .24 .54L 22.90L CF BC i 0 9502204518 6 1 32 X2122+496 22
.65L .25L .71 15.79L D E B 9600101208 1 2' DO 39520 27 12C
1.14 .54 1,04L 13.82L BC ABDN 2 950301232C 2 ,
.64 .43 .43L 18.98L BC BB B 1 9501243318 7 I
.42L .19 ,68L 8.67: DDD_ FCCD 4780300228 8 2 " 51 BARNARD362 242
.26L .25L 1.33 5.87: ! OB 9780100518
.46 .33 1.20 22.92L CFB CBAH 0 8502104418 6 2 '32 X2122+496 86
.29 .25L .49L 16.79L D D 9400200208 :
.42 .25L 2.94L 41.15L C B ]50020033C 8 1 5 BARNARD362 160
.30 .25L .45L 14.10L D D O 2501200208 4 2 2 DO39523 51 9_
,73: .91 29.22 63.54: FCCF HCCA 0 94C2443318 7 1 , 32 X2122+493 7
.61 .35 .47L 22.26L BC AS J t 9500101108
.86 ,29L .45L 16.49L C BDF 9500000008 1 2 DO 39525 49 10(
.33 .25L .55L 24.66L C DL 9501101108
.96 .70 .41L 15.88L BC AB 0 9500000008
.37 ,25L .40L 16.18L F B , 9500000008
1.85 .70 1.53L 11.90L BF AB 0 650100000C 1 2 DO39531 28 101
.44L .25L .97 28.78L C G D 4501300438 8 1 5 BARNARD362 268
.42 .25L .42L 15.09L C AE 2500210108 2 13 50806 13 8(
.30L .25L .45 21.87L C F 9501100208
.25L .46L .97 9.94: DD MDC 9782112328 A
.39 .25L .50L 15.53L D O K !950120033C
.59 .33 .40L 14.11L CD BB 5 9400000008
.60 .27L .45L 13.97L C BD 5500100108 1 2 DO 39533 45 10(
.53 .34L ,42L 15.06L C CG 9500000008
4.71 1.73 .64 10.92L CBC AAC 0 9502000108 j
.50L .25L .72 20.08L D B 9502000218 4
.57 .38: 1.30L 13.14L BF BJH 3 9502112008 2 1 17 3029 47
1.14 .31 1.66L 17.67L DD AD 1 960100120C I 1 17 3028 48
.39L .25L .57 15.34L D B 960210040C '
.27L .25L .74 15.57L D KD 950110022(3
.31L .25L 1.28L 5.35 C N J B 9600000008
.32 .25L .50L 16.40L E CL 1 9500100208
14.97 8.96 1.71 10.97L BBC AABC 9600100208 2 4 TMSS +50377 26 2!
.32 ,25L .49L 18.89L C G 9602000008
.25L .25L .83L 5.77 E J C i 9700000208
.25L .25L .61L 4.82 D H B I 9700000228 8 I
.63 .33 .40L 3.12L DF CC 7 9600010110
.41L .27L .92 5.76: DE CCB 560002241C 2 i
.36L .25L .64 5.10L D NEG 9600000108
.29L .39L .83 5.40: CD CCB 7601100019 1 "41 21233+4929 25
.77L .49L .53 22.34L E B 9501000008 1 °41 21233+4921 24
.25L .25L .81: 4.44 DD FC 9801001428
.25L .25L 1.61L 9.76 D NEHB 958300042C
.39L .25L .72 13.62L C E 5600000008
.25L .25L .69: 3.89 D E L C B 960110020C
.58 .74L .41L 7.46L C AE C 9501010008 1 13 50824 F0 12 51
.25L .69L .87L 3.87 D DB 460100110C
.80L .55L .65L 6.62 C FGB 9502003100 2
.25L .25L .71: 7.79 DE GC 9600000018
.25L .25L .71L 4.64 D J FB 9600000208
.25L .25L .44L 2.85 CCC D D 9500000008 1 23 LON 1007 5911.88 1.28 .66: 10.00L AAE 0 6301100008
2.45 .99 .42L 11.10L BC AA 0 7501100008
15.55 8.27 1.23 13.68L BCC AAB 0 7600000008 28 1 1 V1243CYG 82
.25L .25L .77 7.06: C E GGD 9600011218 4
.25L .25L .50L 7.31 D D 9501000028
1.25L .25L .66 8.48: DE iG FC 9680100318 4 1 23 LDN 0994 178
F
25, 60, 100 ,_m; 10) High Source Density Region.
379
Right Ascension: 21h23m55'-21h27=31 ' Declination: +40°-+50 °
Name
. , !(s) I b C) C) (') N
21239+4427 55.0 14 89- 4 79 12 51 2
21239+4048 56.5 57 87- 7 44 18 53 221239+49359.911093-1 9 3 1794
21240+453210 8 90-3 46 9 511221240+41362,746 87-8 35 9 53I 2
21240 + 4539 3.0J38 90--3 22 12 52 2221240+4950 4.3 27 93- 0 26 18 !
21240+4857 5.6 41 92 1 11 10 25 3
21241_- 4846 84 26 92- 1 38 18 48 2
21241+4050 8.6 25 87- 7 29 14 54 2
21241+4943 8.6 56 93- 0 I 8 6 99 4
21241+4927 10.5 43 93- 1 16 9 47 3
21242+4309 16.1 25 88- 5 27 9 50 2
21243+4919 21.7'20 92-1 11 5 453
21243+4906 22.718 92- I ] 49 17 48221244+4826 26.02 92- i 61 10 50 2
21244+472727.950 91-2! 58 13 48 221245+493430.423 93-1' 83 9 1632
21245+4953 3t.1 59 93--0 8 7 101 4
21245-t'4930 31.8 59 93-- 1 72 16 48 2
21248+444737,122 88 4 75 19 53 2
21246+4823 37.1 27 92-1 287 49 221246+403139017 60-7 52 8 54 2
21246+4042 41.8 60 87- 7 30 21 52 2
21247+4929 42.0 56 93 1 15 = 5 50 3
21247+4719 46.2 24 91- 2 44 26 50 2
21248+4649 48.8 44 91- 3 25 13 50 2
21246+4149 52.7 36 87- 6 22 13 54 2
21249+4125 55.7 60 87- 7 22, 10 54 2
21250+4136 1.0 21 87- 6 92 13 52 2
21250+4744 2.1 55 91- 2 32 I 10 49 2
21250+455t 2.9 25 90- 3 19 I 12 41 2
21250+4630 2.9 57 9t- 3 70 16 50 2
21250+4700 3.5 54 91- 3 40 10 49 2
,1250+48375.4 1 92-1 39 12 5o _i,125,+440,s93489_580!23So





21252+4815 15.5 48 92-- 2 64 14 52 2
21252+4153 16.5 45 87- 6 21 17 50 2
.1253+4756 215 19 92 2 81 28 51 2
.>1253+4630 21.7 26 91- 3 37 10 50 2
21253+4924 22.1 43 93-I 34 18 52 2
21253+4524 22.8 51 90- 4 52 8 52 2
21254+4612 26.7 39 90-- 3 49 8 52 2
21255+4029 33.5 31 87-- 7 90 28 51 2
21255+4611 35.7 10 ,0-- 3 43 10 53 2
21256+4228 37.3 27 88-- 6 34 6 51 2
21256+4423 40.9 59 89 5 56 33 55 2
21257+4636 42.0 25 91-- 3 57 10 49 2
21257+4731 44.4 10 91- 2 18 10 41 2
21257+4157 45.8 5 88- 6 41 8 53 2
21257+4557 47,2 26 90- 3 23 12 41 2
21258+4629 46.0 29 91- 3 49 15 49 2'
21258+4442 50.9 3 89 4 48 14 53 2
,1258+433752.5489524 9 52 2 i
21259+4834 54.447 92--2 32 19 51 !j,1259+494355.05693-149 163
21259+4855 56.8 15 92- 1 14 8 30
21259+4033 57,1 1 87- 7 61 9 54 2
21260+4938 0.4 44 93-1 7 5 10 4
21260+4916 1.9609311712113
21260+4705 3.9 53 91- 3 44 9 49 2
21260+4322 4.4 8 89- 5 32 i 9 53 2
,1261 +4621 7.9 8 91--3 44 14 51 2
21262+4533 12.2 54 ,0 4 43 5 52 2
21262+4928 15.1 54 93 1 25 16 49 2
21263+4927 20.6 53 93- 1 11 5 47 3
21263+4804 21.4 0 92 2 59 13 51 2
21264+4838 27.0 9 92- 2 41 8 49 2
21264+4759 28.7 34 92- 2 54 14 52 2
21266f4602 36.4 56 91 3 26 16 53 2
21266+4032 36.8 51 87 7 53 19 53 2
21266+4902 372 40 93- 1 57 10 50 2
21266+4913 41.4 33 93- 1 14 5 48 3
21267+4652 44.6 2 91-- 3 45 10 49 2
,1267+4237 46.3 58 88- 6 37 10 51 2
21267+4221 47.3 38 88 6 46 26 54 2
21269+4,05 56.6 18 93- 1 11 9 43 3
21269+4009 57.2 47 86- 8 32 8 54 2
21269+4835 57.5 34 92- 2 36 7 44 2
21269+4424 59.1 1 89- 5 93 16 52 221270+434904 46 89 5 38 9 51 2
21270+4015oeI 3 87-8 59 9 54 2
21270+4749 2.8=45 92- 2 85 13 51 2
21270+4100 3.1 10 87 7 154 6 54 2
21271+4510 7.241 90- 4; 28 10 50 2
21271+4107 10.831 87- 71 28 4 54_2
21272+4227 12.9' 17 88 6 43 8 53 ] 2
21272+4534 15.1 9 ,0- 4 74 14 51 I 2
21272+4947 15.1 =11 93 1 69 3 74 3
21273+4033 20.3135 87 B 64 17 40 2
21273+4446 20.932 ,0-4 40 12 52 2
89-51 39 8 5_ 221273+4407 215 1 9
21274+4543 28.1=43 gO- 4 19 5 51 2
21275+4524 31.8148 90 4 87 17 52 2
Position (1950)
H














































.42L .85L _ .62
.25L ,25L A5L
,46 .25L .40L
.28L .25L I .61L
.36 .26L .40L
.43 .30L ,41L



















































(Not Color Corrected) V L
25 _.m 60 p.m I(X_ p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Cocf R Flags*
17.33L; C D DK 9402011228
7.18L C KGF 9501103200
23.06 CFSC F CBB 0 7400244448
CC AB ! 0 950010000815.06LI
12.97L CC AB 0 95000023181598L CCC BCG 3 9500000008
10 43L BC F ICE 9.50021464C
15.62L D AA 3 9500002008
5 22 K88 96010001288.42 C 9580103100
17A6L S0 ACEI 5 95O013554C
17.32L CC BCF 2 7500000008
14.58L CO CBC 0 9600000008
30.32L 88 r_A M 0 9411000008
23.28Lrg ! 9500000018
13.49L= B 9500100008
10.82L C 8 9500000108
33.93L C !OM 6500201008
26.77L C AD 950210120C
15.67L C E 6600200008
5.02 E D CC 9600000308
7.86L iBD ACHI.g7L B L6.01 C I D
19.90L 88 AA
3.76 D EDB
10.08 C I C
4.I0: i CD BB13.15L C BEHG
1929L !C D













4.14 II(_ Of E)B 97001000064.82L D CCDC 0 940100012017.88L SJ 85OO1O0O08
3.58 D MC 96O0000208
14.68LFcCM 9602100228
5.58 DD EDC 9600000228
14.50L iC iCF 5200120008
8.35L :BC AB 0 9600001008
2358L _C IABD 0 94020O00OC13.73L 9600000008
7.66L D G 9600000008




10.50L C CHL E
12,31L C SF
3.32 D GEF




11.24L iC F BBC
12.39L C CMH
4.94: CD KDB
3.94 _1C DD GCB10.97L, A D
13.40L DO BB




























15.19L CC 8CLC 1 9581166508
19.61L C AGF 7201010108
2.75L DE AD 5 9601000000
72.78 8BBC CBBA 1 9441144408
22.53L C BA 5500100518
3.04LCE CD E 0 9601001000
13.17L BF BB F 0 9500002008
3.92 I!BD CC M FB 960000120812.18L AA 0 9500101008
6.61 ,IBB F HB 980010221815.50L AAFE 0 9500102218
8.10L D F 9601100008
15.12L DBCE ABCH 0 55021012087.94L F 96001000082.77L DC 6741000108
C L KC 9501000118




D IMBF C eso0o00o080 5500100008
BM K 9700100000
CDI F 1 6601334238
C B 9500000008
BCJC 4 2600000008
2.21L C BE 9701100000
11.09L C AC 9500000008
11.13L DDC ACCG 0 9501001008
14.55L i E DE K 7500000008
9.86L IB C A A 1 9500000008
12.44L, D C GB 7500000008
15 33L D F 7400000008
7.29 ] DO LHC 9701010108
4.88 F EEJ B 9502010018
16.33L C BE 4500001008
14.23L CC GCGN 9501002208
7.22L BC AA L 0 6500000008
13.01 L C H C G 4500000008
AsSociations
C
S 2 # T Name Type Mag
1 13 I 50837 14 80
2
F 2 "32 X2123÷495 82 15
2
8
1 23 LON 1007 542
2
1 "41 21243÷4919 13 2
2 13 50846 14 86
2 "13!50948 K0 11 85
1 "41 21245+4931 11 4
1 17 3031 41
1 13 50851 K0 3 72
4 *13 50853 4 62
1 1 V607 CYG 44 3
1 2 DO 39581 62 120
8 1 32 X2125+458 t30 8
3 13 50867 A3 4 52
4
8
1 210039589 68 120
1 "41 21253+4924 7 8
1 2 DO39594 39 116
2 13 50880 21 81
7
1 2 DO39609 74 111
1 2 DO20478 60 93
7 1 32 X2125+496 26 7
4 1 "41 21260+4917 30 4
4
3 13 50896 20 80
1 "41 21262+4928 17 B
2 " 7 3G 25 85
2 13 50,01 9 81
3 13 50912 5 86
2 2 D039629 60 76
1 2 DO39628 74 101
1 13 50918 K2 5 75
3 I
2 13 ;50917 26 83
2 13 50921 K5 12 8C
1 2 DO39645 47 115
2 13 50926 6 86
2 13 50929 9 87
6 3 13 50930 82 8 75
1 1 V612 CYG 39
*Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighbonng Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
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a 6 Coords SMJ SMN 0 O
(s) (") t b ('3 (") (') N
12 pm
Flux Density
Declination: + 40°-+ 50 °
Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected) V L
25 pm 60 pm I00 pm Flux Corr A Confusion R S





































































































12, 25, 60, 100 p.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
























































































Right Ascension: 21h31m19'-21h35m29 ' Declination: +400-+50 °
Position(1950) Flux Density Flags Associations
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected) V L C
a _ Coords 5MJ SMN 00 12 /zm 25 k_m 60 ,am 100 _.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Se_ham , _, (s) ( ) 1 b (") (") (') N (Jansky) Uncs oef R Flags = S 2 # T Name Type (" Mag
1313+4040 19.0 18 67- 8 81 28 52 2 .25L
1313+4341 19.5 51 90- 6 28 8 53 2 10.48
1313+4528 20.2 37: 91- 4 54 11 49 2 .38
1313+4802 22.7 15i 92- 3 66 20 52 2 .25L
1314+4816 24.6 34! 93 2 28 8 53 2 .80
1314+4537 25.2 49 91- 4 31 6 49 2 6.75
1315+4968 34.9 13 94- 1 7 4 8 4 .66
1315+4821 35.0 12 93- 2 47 14 51 2 .24
1316+4706 37.7 14 92- 3 40 10 50 2 .94
1316+4631 37.9 27 91- 4 21 10 50 2 1.14
1316+4230 38.1 1 89 7 32 8 52 2 .32L
1316+4238 38.8 43 89 7 29 18 52 2 .40L
1316+4219 41.3 32 89- 7 48 10 53 2 1.03L
1316+4215 41.8 12 89- 7 55 9 531 2 .42
1317+4309 45.3 37 89 6 77 13 53 2 .45
1317+4735 47.6 6 92- 3 66 18 51 2 .25L
1318+4419 51.0 57 90 5 49 11 53 2 .51
1319+4137 54.1 33 88- 7 37 7 54 2 .29L
1319+4247 56.5 36 89- 6 80 20 52 2 .31L
1320+4644 5.5:40 92 4 56 16 51 2 .25L
1321+4522 8.0125 91- 5 19 6 50 2 7.61
1321+4450 9.4 35 90- 5 59 11 52 2 .35
1321 +4507 10.7 53 91- 5 31 6 51 2 6.23
1321 +4050 11.3 2 88- 8 59 13 53 2 .27L
1321+4339 11.4 30 90 6 63 17 53 2 .41L
1322+4924 12.9 43 93- 2 13 10 39 3 .65
1322+4652 13.8 22 92- 3 62 23 52 2 .25L
1322+4824 14.8 41 93 2 65 9 50 2 .48
1322+4950 16.6 41 94 1 82 10 49 2 .22
1322+4128 17.6 25 88- 7 53 9 53 2 .39
1323+4325 19.9 9 89 6 29 16 52 i 2 .25L
1329+452821.437 91-5 49 10 502 .491324+491528.149 93 2 42 10 51 2 .481325+483332126 93-2 34 8 522 .35
1325+4637 35.1 55 92-4 36 11 52 2 .551326+494938.3,5394-1 20 6 98 3 .50
1328+493038.913194-2 36 11 52 2 25,
1327+4147 42.8, 0 88- 7 I 36 5 55 2 1.52
1327+4300 43.3!45 89 6 62 23 54 2 .27L
1328+4724 48.0 8 92- 3 62 12 52 2 .42
1329+4547 59.1 4 91- 4 62 10 51 2 .62
1330+4037 5.2 54 88- 8 56 10 53 2 .35
1331+4452 10.7 60 91- 5 51 9 52 2 .37
1331+4724 11.4 2 92- 3 68 14 51 2 .30
1332+4911 12.4 45 93- 2 52 8 52 2 .33
1332+4754 12.7 32 93- 3 35 28 53 2 .90L
1332+4932 13.8 25 94- 2 126 3 75 3 .25L
1332+4338 14.1 24 90- 6 58 10 53 2 .55
1332+4205 15.4 2 89- 7 65 22 52 2 .25L
1332+4644 17.0 18 92- 4 102 21 52 2 .51L
1333+4948 18.9 51 94- 1 17 12 33 3 .36
1333+4212 19.4 51 89- 7 44 13 53 2 .31L
1334+4200 29.2 22 69- 7 49 10 52 2 .94
1335+4255 30.6 53 89 7 35 22 52 2 .25L
1335+4111 32.8 19 88- 8 36 10 52 2 .43
1335+4355 36.0 6 90- 6 81 9 54 2 .38
1336+4446 36,7 46 91- 5 23 6 51 2 1.82
1336+4449 38.2 21 91- 5 26 5 51 2 2.41
1336+4834 41,331 93- 2 54 11 52 2 .32
1338+4910 49.039 94- 2 43 9 51 2 ,47
1338+4252 52.1 i16 89- 7 36 6 52 2 1.78
1338+4001 53.534 87- 9 40 14 54 2 .44L
1339+4856 54.620 93- 2 40 10 52 2 .39
1339+4735 56.7 6 92- 3 55 11 53 2 .39
1339+4838 57.1158 93- 2 51 11 52 2 .43
1340+4741 1.312 93- 3 45 10 62 2 .48
1341+4508 8.1 55 91- 5 37 6 50 2 349.08 142.32
t342+4806 16.3 51 93- 3 51 14 50 2
1342+4140 16.7 1 69- 8 40 10 53 2
1344 + 4002 28.8 0 87- 9 94 16 54 2
1344+4352 28.8 15 90- 6 76 17 54 2
1345+4405 31.1 7 90 6 67 11 53 2
1345+4633 31.536 92- 4 46 13 52 2
1345+4215 33.3 37 89- 7 96 33 54 2
1345+4250 35.3 5 89 7 53 17 54 2
1345+4709 35.729 92 4 25 6 53 2
1346+4821 37.6_18 93 3 60 3 142 2
1348+4722 48.9 42 92- 3 41 10 53 2
1348+4107 49.E 10 88 8 55 14 53 2
1348+4629 50.5 25 93- 3 54 10 51 2
1349+4823 54.G 35 93- 3 29 16 51 2
1349+4257 54.5 4 89 7 24 9 54 2
1349+4932 54.8 59 94- 2 11 7 30 3
1349+4127 55.2 33 88 8 47 17 53 2
1349+4011 57.5 27 88 9 32 10 52 2
134914919 58.1 38 94 2 26 6 50 2
1350+4348 0.5 23 90 6 31 13 53 2
1350+4943 1.1 8 94- 2 11 6 44 3
1351+4601 9.6 8 92 - 4 80 30 52 2
1351+4251 10.2 12 89 - 7 76 11 55 2
1351 +4416 10.5 11 90 6 31 11 53 2
1351+4842 11.7 26 93- 2 45 7 52 2
1352+4951 13.5 30 94 2 27 8 104 3
1352+4307 14.4 5 90-- 7 22 7 54 2
1352+4825 16.5 32 93 3 40 8 53 2
1352+4336 17.1 59 90-- 6 41 5 551 2
1352+4616 17.7 43 92 4 81 10 52 2
1354f4637 264 26 92 4 69 11 53 2
1354_4811 27.8 56 93 3 46 10 53 2


































,30L ,45L 3.26 C EDC 9601000110
2.97 .86 3.67L BCC AABC 0 7700000108 16 26
.25L _46L 13.51L C 8 3500100006 33 106
.25L .51L 4.58 B HB 9600000200
.33 ,58L 13,12L CC ABF 0 8500110108
1.68 .42L 3.36L BC AAE 0 4600000000 5 65
30 2.14L 25,18L CB ABF E 6 950100000C
.25L ,41L 3.59L C E 9700110000
.34 .40L 2.12L BC AD 0 8500000000 7 116
,77 ,40L 2.20L BC AB 1 6700000000
.42L 3.19 8.14 CD I CAA 9500001006
.25L .53L 5.54 D H GC 9501000218
.25L .70 7.82L C I DF 3400100318
.35L .40L 11.55L C BB H 2400100218
25L .44L 15.13L C B 9500100008
.25L .70L 5.71 C GHC 9680000320 : C 318
.26L ,73: 3.56: F CC CEBC 1600000000i 51 91
.29 3.22 8,05: DCD FCA B 9461002248j 92 14
.25L .45L 4.44 D E MB 9602000008j
.25L .41 2,53: CC EB 66000000001
I
2.03 .60L 6.19: BC E AADD 0 3681000028! 29 41
,25L .5OL 17.88L C CG 6401000008;
3.78 ,75 3.54: BBDD AACD 0 67000000081
.29L .69 2.40L C KC 97000000001
.67L .41L 5.02 C J K C 66000000081 i
.23 .51L 4.90L BD BEM 0 6701000000!
.25L .51L 4.13 C HKB 4600000210!
.25L .44L 4.66L F B 7600000000 i 2 13 51038 27 68
.25L 2.25L 27.29L C C 950013000C
.25L .40L 12.75L C B 9400020008 1 13 51040 K5 16 83
.25L .53 7.65: DD EC 9680000208
.41L .44L 3.40L _C BE 4610000020.40 .54L 4.46L CG 7 7701000000
.33 .47L 3.47L DD 0_ 8600000000 !
.27L .40L 2.54L B BB I _5701011000
.25L 2.06L 19.35L B B I H 970013000C
.30L .63L 6.76 C J GB 5680011310 !
1.23 .71L 13.72L CC AAF 3 6301000108
.25L ,60L ¢91 D LI O 9600000008
,25L .43L 3.80L F E 9700100000
.25L .40L 2.92L C B I 3600000000
.25L 52L 2.21L C D 8701000000 2 1 V1338 CYG 11 3
.40L .43L 15.22L C CD 4400100008
.25L .44L 2.67L D G 9500100000 1 2 [3039790 33 111
.25L .54L 5.76L C C 6501100000
.25L .64L 4.41 C L FCE 8781000210
.25L .60L 6.71 D L EC 5602011420 62 4
.21: ,40L 5.67L CF BF 0 9600000000 8 3
25L 56L 5.17 D E B 3600110108
25L .40L 2.92 D H B i 9800010008[
.25L 2.35L 22.41L D CH ]950101000C:
,92L .65 5,68: CD L GDA 136000001081 !
.48L .40L 12.86L C BG 14400110108i 1 2 DO 39799 79 106
.25L .73L 4,44 D L C i9500100008i
.25L .40L 8.76L _ BJ D !6503120308 i
.25L .44L 4.11L = C 15600000100 i
1.18 .4OL 11.35L BC AA _; 3500111008j
.61 .40L 11.23L BC AB v 14510211008 i 1 2 DO39807 73 118
.25L .46L 5.03L C B 15600000000
.25L .40L 4.37L C BH 6701100100 2i 13 51072 9 85
.56 .40L 11.83L BC C AB 0 9400200008 1 2 DO39812 ! 17 121
.29L .63 2.81L DDDB 6601010200
25L .56L 4.55L C CM 4500000000 1 2 DO39818 57 110
.25L .45L 3.17L C CJ 8700100000 1 2 [3039820 70 98
.25L .52L 4,06L C CK 5600000000
.28L ,41L 3,79L C CKNJ 7700100010 2 13 51076 : 3 88
21.65 7.86 BBCC AAAA 0 4501001000 16 5 13 51079M4E 6 50
.96 5.37: DC K GC 7600010310
.40L 10.77L C e 4501000008
.80 3.10L C H CD 7500000120 2 22 S118 402 9999
=
.85 6.45L D GB E 6500000100 i
.44L 3.57L F BG 3600010000
.40L 3.12L C EH I 9800000008 1 13 51097 K5 14 75
.89L 4,27 D CE 8700000120
1.33 3.70 DD ML CB 9501110208 1 13 51099 A2 2 86
.42L 9.10L BC AB 0 9600000008 2 1 V633 CYG 13 3
.61L 7.50 C E D 4580112530 1 32 X2134+483 123 8
.44L 4.00L BDcD BEL 0 4700000000 1 16 13808 = 16 1400
.76 5.42: H FC 9581101238 i
.44L 3.57L C CE 4500211210 ii
1.10L 7.33 C J KC 3500312530 i
.42L 9.91L BC AAH 1 9400010008 !
1.96L 19.29L BCcD AA 0960200020C t 2 DO 39840 i 37 96
.89 5.20: KDC 3500001328
.4OL 2.76L C BF 1500000000 2, 13 51101 A5 16 50
.93 3.61L BCD AACD 0 970000000C I8o 2.78L c Gc 66o00o0oo0 ! _ Do39841 59 1235.48 18.44 BBCC CBAA 21960013221C 2 , i 3_ X2134+497 69 2
.40L 2.85 C F E i3500000000
.43L I0.29L C D i 94000002081 4 1 2 DO 39844 76 125
i I
.45L 3.95L DCC CK 260000000012.84 5.04L CAB 4400001000' ; 1 11 PK93- 2A 34
2.94L 24.47L D CD 960020110C
6.86 13.89: BBCD AAAA 0 9481000108
.75L 4.48L C AFJ H 4500201310 1 2 DO 39849
.40L 14.25L BC AA 0 7301000008
.40L 9.94L C AB 9500110008 1 17 3047
.40L 9.26L F F 9500100008
.63L 4.77L C CKN 5700120010 2 13 51107
,40L 6.03L CC AA 0 9601020008
5 4 TMSS +40484
1 2 DO 39753











*Confusion Flags: I) CiRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW),
382
i:1 l i






o , C) C) ,, N (Jansky)
21355+4936 31.9 36 94- 2 11 9 45 3
21355+4540 34.6 47 91- 5 31 18 52 2
21356+4005 39.g 25 88- 9 106 32 54 2
21357+4615 42.8 40 92- 4 83 24 51 2
21357+4807 44.E 48 93 3 42 10 53 2
21358+4706 48.E_ 2 92-4 50 13 53 2
21359+4439 55.9 29 91- 6 54 10 51 2
21359+4244 57.T 59 89- 7 32 18 52 2
21360+4051 0.811 88 8 36 4 53 2
21360+4859 1,1 9 94- 2 57 18 51 2
21361+4949 6.825 94- 2 28 3 873
21361+4754 7,429 93- 3 29 10 51 2
21362+4600 12,845 92- 5 79 13 53 2
21362+4656 12.855 92- 4 46 10 52 2
21362+4101 14.4 7 88 8 88 19 53 2
21362+4149 16.2 26 89- 8 34 9 53 2
21362+4649 16.8 23 92- 4 53 20 51 2
21364+4303 29.645 90- 7 88 11 55 2
21365+4731 33.827 93- 3 46 10 51 2
21366+4529 37.910 91 5 30 7 51 2
21366+4829 38.8 9 93- 3 44 6 52 2
21366+4934 40.6 7 94- 2 26 8 86 3
21366+4249 41.7 6 90- 7 31 8 55 2
21366+4944 41.8 8 94- 2 10 9 34 3
21367+4102 43.257 88- 8 99 t9 54 2
21367+4908 45.412 i 94- 2 36 7 49 2
21367+4620 45.930 i 92- 4 56 11 53 2
21368+4841 48.128 94- 3 44 7 51 2
21368+4942 49.6 40 94- 2 40 13 52 2
21368+4018 51.2 48' 88 9 32 5 53 2
21369+4546 56,1 56 92- 5 61 14 51 2
21369+4331 57.121 90-- 7 72 9 54 2
21369+4221 58.553 89- 7 51 9 56221369+402859.819 88 9 59 9 53 2i
21370+4207 0.0 26 89- 8 19 10 53 2
21370+4632 1.2 14 92 4 41 11 53 2
21370+4148 3.8 18 89- 8 56 27 52 2:
21370+4243 5.2 43 90- 7 36 12 54 2
21371+4757 10.126 93-- 3 64 12 50 2
21372+4809 15.239 93- 3 35 I 6 53 2
I
21372+4059 17.155 89- 8 33 7 53 2
21373+4212 18.554 89- 8 43 10 56 2
21373+4540 18.551 92- 5 28 9 52 2 114.48
21373+4828 23.7 3 93- 3 28 6 52 2 3.82
Flux Density Flags
(Not Color Corrected) V L
25 /zm 60 _m 100 /s.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Co.ef R Flags"
21373+4917 23.8 48 94- 2 20 5 50 2
21374+4016 25,1 3 88- 9 33 12 53 2
21375+4130 30.0 3 89- 8 42 10 54 2
21375+4602 32.4 3 92 5 41 12 51 2
21375+4758 33,529 93- 3 41 10 532
21375+4959 34,255 95- 2 76 11 532
21376+4457 37,4; 17 91- 6 i 512
21376+4742 39.1'52 93-3 £_ 16 53 2
21376+4430 39.4 37 91- 6 35 10 52 2
21376+4951 41.8 10 94- 2 19 10 52 3
21377+4829 42.3 35 92- 4 61 13 52 ! 2
21377+4955 42.6 49 94 2 10 8 24 3
21377+4304 42.g 38 90- 7 21 9 55 2
21377+4255 47.5 0 90- 7 28 11 54 2
21377+4748 47.841 93- 3 43 8 53 2
21378+4249 148.E 51 90- 7 58 10 55 2
21378+4916 49,231 94- 2 30 9 502
21378+4246 50,436 90- 7 45 16 542
21378+4215 51,6 1 89- 8 39 16 522
21379+4904 56,415 94- 2 50 9 522
21381+4854 7,326 94-- 3 54 9 51 2
21381+4635 11.330 92- 4 37 9 542
21382+4748 13.136 93- 3 51 12 522
21382+4302 13,648, 90- 7 34 6552
21383+4513 18.540 91- 5 33 7 522
21383+4343 23.0 4 90- 7 37 10 522
21384+4802 25.456 93- 3 50 13 51 2
21385+4542 32,5 6 92- 5 48 12 522
21385+4824 33,226 94- 3 52, 15 502
21385+4625 34,228 92 5 34 ! 6 532
21386+4712 39.438 93- 4 32 ' 8 51 2
21386+4107 39,834 89 9 83' 24 55 2
21386+4642 41.429 92- 4 3713 52 2
21386+4546 41.911 92-- 5 41 10 53 2
21387+4605 45,958 92- 5 33 9 53 2
21389+4951 56.039 95- 2 30 15 50 3
21390+4936 0.4 5 94- 2 10 5 44 3
21390+4857 2.252 94- 3 51 9 50 2
21390+4550 4.6'38 92- 5 34 9 54 2
21390+4342 4.7 59 91-- 7 ' 46 10 52 2
21391+4510 9,1 29 92- 6 43 14 54 2
21391+4025 9,3 43 88-- 9 56 19 52 2
21391 +4959 10.1 17 95- 2 19 3 75 3
21391+4653 10.5 2 93- 4 71 17 48 2
21392+4732 12.5 57 93- 4 27 10 53 2
21392+4136 14.2 51 89- 8 40 18 55 2
21392+4643 14.9 49 93- 4 54 19 52 2
21392+4410 16.645 91-6 8521 522
21393+4617 18.5 23 92- 45 35 6 i 54 221393+4719 18.9 13 _ 93 58 1 54
21393+4206 22,324 90- 8 21 12 53 2
21395+4647 30,627 93- 4 44 10 53 .!
21395+4144 32,357 89- 8 26 22 55 2'
21395+4006 33,222 88 9 76 33 54 2
21395+4517 33.6 8 92- 6 33 14 52 2









































































































































































































Declination: + 40 °- + 50 °
Associations
14.08L BD BCGC 0 t70200210C
3.26 EC EHB 3600000100
3.61 C D 6600000220
2.94 D J D 9601110008
3.67L CE BDE 0 6700121010
t 3.09L C BI 9500010008
3.25L C 3CFD 1702000100
5.50 D EEB 7601000408
11,56L BC AB 2 9300000008
8,68 CD I EH 2400000200
12.18L C D GE 970311021C
3.37L CD BEG 0 7701000000
2.49L E CC 3700000000
13,22L C B L 9601000228
11.96L D F ' 9400000008
2.15L BF AA 0 i 5701000000
11,21L C CF 9602001328
17.32L C BE ! 9400000008
3,82L B B E 9702000000
2.29L BBC AAA 03600000000:44
4.68L C D A B 3 5700000000
21.02L B C L 960000000C
7,41: DCE ECAB 7680000218
t9.89L BC ACG 2960210120C
3.40 D L B 9500000008
16.87L BC AA 1 i 660010020C
8.05L C CK _400000008
4.59L BB AAD 2 4600000000
7.09 D FB 970010120C
1,96L BC AA 0 7701001000
2.21L C LCB 3700000000
11,79L C B E 9500000008
2,37L CD BE 0 9700000000
10.91L E C 9400000008
4.16L DC !ABGD 0 9681000100
9.36L D i B D 9400000008
3.69 C L C 5600000000
7.79 DC BFB 7681000300
4.10L D E 6800110000
3.04L SBC AAB 6700010000
9.17L BC AAE 0 9300000008
2.92L C E A B GC 9702002320
4,77 BBCC AAAA 0370001000043
5.17L BBC IAACG 008600570100020011100C
17.58L BCcD !AIAcB 77000000002.77
9.45L C B F 9400000008
5.84L D D 7610110328
3.52L D CI LF 7800110200
23,47L F GC F 364211222C
2.42L BCC AAB 0 7600000000 17
4,09L C AF 9701000000
2.13L C BF 9700000000
6.23 D DA [ 980112350C
9.55L C EM 9500000008 ,
24,06L CE ACJ 0960222362C _
12,27L DC AB 2 9601210108
6.52: DE CB 8602100108
5.03L C D 9700100000
4.17L C BI J 6701200100
18,46L B D ADC 760011000C
4,56L C F CG 6700100100
7.45 DC L J DC 9681002440
17.58L D C C 440000000C
16.63L C B 1500001008
11.26L CF BD O 9500001008
C
A Sep
S 2 # T Name Type (') Mag
2 1 1 V707 CYG 17 3
8 3 22 $118 599 9999
1 2 DO 39863 37 110
3 13 51120 K5 12 73
4
2 1 V637 CYG 13 3
1 V636 CYG 9 3
8 23 LDN 1010 445 '
13 51127 K0 9 75
1351128 8 81
173052 46
13 H133 K5 7 75
13 51134 G5 3 70
4 1 16 13821 7 1400
1 2 DO 39878 8 101
1 11 PK 91 4.1 10
1 1351138 27 68
1 1 V638 CYG 42 3
2 16 13823 C 36 121
1 1 V640 CYG 83 3
2 13 51153 K0 12 80
C
A
5 13 51156 MB 5 86
2 DO39897 60 96
2
A
3.16L EE DEJ 4 1700100000
10.06L BBC AACE 0 7600100008 18
2.03: BBCF AAAB 0 16000000004411.16Lc SE _ooooooo6
4.64L IC CDHB 67000204005.99 E BB I 1 3600100008
7.11L D J C 3700000100
8.77L BC iAA 3 9520000008
13.14L BF !ABK 0 9600100118
2.66 D N I A 9500000108
7.77L F BF GAK 95C0134318 75.51 BF I 0 4600101008
7.44L BC ABI 0 9601101008 1 17 3057
8.56 E DEC 974112551C 3
19.20L CBC AAA 4 860100020C 01 4 3 4 TMSS +50391
1 2 DO39901 51 93
1 2 DO39903 58 101
8
1 23 LDN 1043 257
2 1351163K2 13 72
1 2 DO39912 56 98
6 1351167 K5 5 53
2 4 TMSS +50388 36 31
1 1351169 4 87
18.04L D CH 7500000008
1.90L C BDHF 3800001108
11.75L C BG 5400000008
2.49L CO BC 11600000000
3.06 C GI KB =7501001000
18.74 EE GFCD 660322331C
3.81 O DB 9601000008
12,14L CO CB 0 9501010138
3.77: E CE F DD 7700010228
14.48 E J EC 9500244418
2.94: DD FB 1700000100
9.91L BC AB 09501000118
12,54L C DH 9600010018
6,63 CD I DC 7540000220
14.48L CC BB D 0 9500222208
5.68 D H D 8602000238
3.96 C I E 9700000220
2.65L D C G 0600010000








C 1 32 X2139+401
1 2 DO39942























































































































Coords SMJ SMN O O










Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep




2 2 _DO 39961
1 1 ] V650 CYG


















































1 23 LDN 1035
1 2 DO 40047
1 I V656 CYG
1 32 X2143 +468
1 39 CR 50T244
1 2 DO 40065
1 13 51269 K2
1 9 Ul1808




































Right Ascension: 21h44m06"-21M9m02 '
Position (1950) Flux Density Flags
Name H (Not Color Corrected)
Galactic Uncertainty C V
ham 8 a _ Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 /_m 25 /zm 60 /_m 100 pm Flux Corr A Confusion= t (s) () ] b (") (') (') N (Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags °
21441+4722 DC lJ BADI 5502000218
21441+4454 CDIC CSl 3501000008
21442+4420 c CIAAGECI 27o0o0o30o21442+4941 158o0101116
21443+4249 ] 370000000021443+4845 cc AAA 0 75010O0O06
21443+4329 Dc JBCEDIo 96oo00100621444 +4826 7500000308
21444+4752 BC IAAB I 0 96O0101008
21444+4757 CC JAAED I 0 9700201008
21445+4940 C ]ABG I 0 5600100008
21445+4704 FE1EDBD I 9703201128
21446+4023 DINDJ el 7600000200
21446+4928 D tBD I 5 8500000008
21446+4530 F BCKH 0 4301111308
21446 +4709 BC 9702101108
21447+4458 EFG 440101000821448+4839 650000000821449+4904 Icl E I 9500o01206
21449+4950 BDi*A^GI8 9511o0121c42
I i21450+4701 Ac 9705210o06
21451+4718 E cB 9500_0o06
21451 +4723 D a 97021O0O0821451+4130 00 _1o00o06
21462+4815 Do IB"c,-,I° _O000O082145_+4351 460011_0
21453+4953 D D EjC 950O01020C21453+4307 e 9,820o13282,454+4925 D _EBOBI9501011208
21454+4224 CEIEFEt 8401023336
21454+4718 4 BDE AAAA 4 8581100006
21455+4847 c 95010002o821458+4706 98o012322621456+4539 ec ,,,B Io94o0  21458+4446 I'" ' t  020o02 021458+4429 0 E,JI  0O000O0
214,0+4849 %1"OCl9501O00 08214,0+4126 348_0220
21460+4726 c/Bo I  021011,6
21461+4251 CD[ GEEI 9501010328
21461+4722 CCEI CABI 9841101128
21461 + 4406 C 4600000000
21461+4813 D I FFC[ 9701100228
21462+4140 EIAJFEB[ 960100033821462 + 4534 8300000108
21462+4525 C IAAE I 0 3400000008
21463+4310 cO i _cBI 950000123821463+4320 A 09,01000318
21465+4034 D IAE LI 0 4`0O0010O0
21467+4804 IBM I 1 960100011821467+4400 BC AAA 2901000100
21467+4235 clJc I 9,0100164821468 + 4323 9401000418
21470+4743 C IAAKEI 1 9700100028
21471 +4832 IAE I 9600000000
21471+4717 o I I LCBI 9802101328
21471 +4901 CCIHEAB I 7700010108
21472 + 4045 DI GI 9500000210
21472+4926 F IACF I 0 9600100238
21472+4553 DIF Cl 9500000208
21473+4737 El FCI 9980000008
21474+4306 CD /AAABI 0 9602100218 29
21475 + 4606 [CK I 9700000008
21476+4008 1_ I 9500o0o00821476 + 4054 9600000000
21476+4717 B 960210o33621477+4732 9`0o00o006
21477+4457 or _°l 96_00230
21477+4741 D / CEI 9900000118
BD |AABC l 2 960000000021479 + 4O42
21460+4642 C]I JGC I 9600000008
21480 + 4950 8500000008
21481 +4209 D[E C| 8,01000008
21481+4237 C |SEED / 8500100108
21482+4339 E IBAC L/ 0 97011o02o0
21482 + 4935 9600010008
21482 +4224 9500000108
D C_DEME / 660100041021483+4433 38500100008
21483+4232 F |AA / 2 9700000008
21463 + 4733
21483+4521 D e /AKABE/ 1 65°1o0°10821484 + 4711 9900000008
21484+4322 eE / I C| 9681000238
21464+4151 D ° /_BE/ 840100000821485+4904 A 0 8600200008
E D/ CA/ 940000022821485+4547
21485 _ 4107 C / CC / 9500001010
: |DKF / 9701000000
21486 f4056 C [AA / 0 7600320008
21487+4902 ;D [BBI B| 0 7500200008
21487 _-4910 C [D BC| 9500000208
21488 _ 4603
;D DIAcFB _ 770010000821489 + 4912 0 9700000008
21489+4734 :C |AAH | 0 9401101208
21489 + 4610 C |K HE| 9400000228
21490+4235 |DFJ | 7,00120000
21490 + 4900
21490 f4946 D/ L HB t 9700001018









Name Type _'_ MaR
TMSS +50398 39 29
51277 AO 18 63
DE) 40090 30 100
LP CYG 8 3
51284 2 82
DO 40092 58 98
DO 40O95 33 101
51291 10 86
51293 B3 ! 15 42
[:)040106 i 57 110





51313 K0 8 77
51317 K2 10 77
V662 CYG 17 3
DO40148 13 103
51321 11 9G
TMSS +40496 33 2E
DO40170 67 11C
IDO40172 26 111
51332 K0 7 7£
51344 A0 5 6E
DO40190 61 12E
51351KO 3 I 7;




DO40203 i 32 1_
DO40206 i 44 9(
51357 K2 13 8:
DO40208 69 12:
i













































































































a _ Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 /.tm
(s) () I b C) C) (') N
Declination: +40*-+50*
Flux Density Flags Associations
v L C
1130 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
.58L 3.55 C L EEC 6500001220 4
.40L 8.11L C !B M 4500000108 1 2 1:)O40225 82 115
.51L 11AOL CC jAAG 0 9800000008 3 4 TMSS +50402 22 24
.40 1.63 S C 9700000000
.55 10AgL C K C 9400000348 8
.60 3.76: ED FB 5480000418 4 1 32 X2149+419 84 4
.47L 2.39 C I D 9600000000
.55L 6,64L D CEFC 6401100008 2 1 V674CYG 37 3
.47L 7,46L BC AAFH 4 8600000008 1 16 13904 67 12(3
.40L 1.69L D C D 9801100230
.40L 9.51LC DJ 7401100006 2 1351372 10 85
.76L 8.32 C GKE 9600101220
.40L 2.89 F F 5601000100
.90 2.76: CE MAC 6500000228
1,01 8.70L C BF 9903000128
.50L 5,02 BC E d 9901102200
.49L 3.81L AADB 0 9901101400 3 13 51382K5 6 70
.40L 7.56L CD AC 0 5300000008 2 13 51383 26 86
.70L 2.14L C BEL 9700000020 8 1 2 DO 40254 74 108
.75L 4.27 D H D 9600000438 8
.68L 4.61 C F B 9602000200
.50L 4.09 D L C 9600000108
.40L 2.13L CD AD 1 9600000000 I 13 51389 K5 10 75
.56L 4.45L C C I E 9900010008 1 17 3077 29
1.04 13.67L C DI 00 8601013228 21.17L 10.20L BD ABD 9601000208 1 17 3078 N,R,C 13 140
2.60: 9.48L BCD AAB 9702121228 3 7 +463471 18
.40L 9.02L B AI 9500000008 3 13 51395 9 90
.51L 11.23L C D DI 6800010308 4 1 2 DO40277 32 Ill
.47L 2.20L D BI K 8800100000
.50L 3.97L BD BCGE 0 9503000100
.40L 2.19L CD AA 6 9800100000 1 1 BP CYG 6 3
8.22L CF BF 2 9502000008
10.6OL CD AB 0 8902112008 1 23 LDN1055 544
3.10 D FGF 9601010460 8 1 32 X2151+483 106 8
9.71L C BI 8500000108 2 2 0040298 64 113
761.38L D E FHEC 6203445328 3 7 22 $125 187 540
8.06L C e 8400000008 1 2 DO 20976 80 106
773.99L BFD I CED 0 84A6455438 5 22 $125 250 540
2.64: BD C ABFI 0 9710010000 1 1 LSCYG 22 3
2.39L BCcc AAF 2 9500000100382 J DB 9600000200
8.22L C BHJ G 9501000108 i 1 2 DO 40305 60 125
96,88L FDF CCCF 0 6604221018 J 1 23 LDN1055 207
9.81 28.29L 761.38L C I DC 7405676446 13 5 IC5146-2 66
.69 .40L 2.42L DC AB F 0 7501010220 !
3.22L .40L 761.38L B CB 7405686449 13 16 13941 23
.30 .40L 2.92L CD BB 0 8700000100
2,37 .66: 8.85L DCC AAC 1 1 LTCYG 5 3
0 95000000081.15 .40L 246.47L ED HB I i 8507434228 2 23 CED 198 318
l i ;
.25L .60L 3.58 C I F C 86000002001
.28 .40L 1.96L BD C AD I 0 97001100001 1 2 [:)040323 41 101
.74L 2.75 13.48L MCAI 7802220006
4,69L 169.25 761.38L B D FGCA 7445424018 5 16 13948- EA 77 168
25L .40L 2.31L C B 9700110000
.48L .58 2.44L C FC 9600000200
.32L .62L 2,68 D J DC 30000000218
25L .47 : 3.07L C DI 1600000200
,27L 2.26 114.97L F DECM 6605141228
.6O .43L 2.63L F B 9902111000 2 7 LKH 257 10 131
i
.25L .50:! 3.47 CC H FC! 9601000100
25L .52L i 2.97L F BDG ' 9901001000
.25L .40Li 6.81L C BJ H 9401100238 1 2 DO 40344 50 103
.25L ,81 I 3.03 CD AA 9600000108
2.71 .56Li 8.19L BB AAE 1 8400100008 i 1 1 V412CYG 4 3
.25L .75 2.30 CDI BC 8500100008
.29L .39: 3.96 D C J E C 9800000210 '
.25L .79 2.50L C i BH 6600000100
.25L .40L 7.22L C i BC 5901011008
.25L .45L 2.86 D j MN F E 9600100020
]
25L .40L 2.13L C F i BH 9600100020 1 t3 51430 39 85
,25L .52L 4.31 I B 8901000000
25L .48: 4.27 CC] GC 9500000110
.55L .57 3.98 BcCD]] EEC 2500100228 I 1 32 X2153+407 100 121 02 40L 9 04L AA 0 94 0 00 2 13 51436 MC 6 86
1.22 .40L 8.07L BB AA 0 9402100508 1 16 13962 5 145
,52L .52L 3.02 _ i D EB 9600000200
4.09 .63: 1.60L B_C AAC J0 9900000000 3 4 TMSS +50407 12 27.25L .40L 3.38L BM 9601000100 1 13 51437 K0 4 73
.42 .40L 2.03L AC 0 9600001000 2 13 51439K5 2 80
.25L ,55L 2.37L B KD[ 9602100010 1 2 DO 40364 78 98
25L .40L 2.61 DDB! 3600000008
.25L .40L 1.69L C AG I 5900000000 1 2 DO 40369 84 100
.31L .52L 1.99L C BDFI 2600010110 2 13 51445 3 81
25L .67L 538 D H FC ! 9402100508
25L .77 3.09: CD CC I 9600000248
'.25L .37 2.56 CF AEFB, 2600100228 I
25: .40L 7.36L CD I 0 3500001008 1 13 51449 K2 12 7825L .48L 323 F I J D 9501100010
.25L .40L 2,88L C BD 9600010000 1 2 DO40388 52 111
29: .40L 2,39L BD F BD F 0 9600201000
,25L .60 7.78L F 9400000008
.25L .52L 3.31 D L B 9500000238 C
25L .47: 3.94 F C GC 9580201000 2 39 NRAO675 39 750
.29L .40L 1.6OL C CD 8700000000
1.65 .40L_ 2.07L BC AAF 1 9600100000 2 1 LX CYG 2 330L ,OL192 CI,SJL5000010000  1 51457 188525L .43L ; 2.70L C 9900100000, LY CYG 48 3
.25L ,40L 10.57L D =AI 9501000008! 1 2 [3040406 51 115
90 .52 3.30L BCD IABCI 0 9600100338j 4
J L
(Not Color Corrected)














































*Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
386
1 !i:
Right Ascension: 21h54m15'-22hOOm54 '
Position (1950) Flux Density
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
a 8 a 6 Coords SMJ SMN O O 12 um 25 kcm 60 u,m
h m. o , (s) ( ) l b (") (') (') N (Jansky)
21542+4349 15.8 19 93- 8 100 29 54 2 25L .25L .42L
21543+4422 21.7 32 93- 8 44 17 55 2 .39L .25L .51
21544+4823 29.1 36 96 5 33 3 141 3 122 .64 .40L
21545+4156 34.7 22 92 10 45 15 56 2 ,25L ,25L +71
21546+4721 36.9 55 95 6 25 5 55 2 .77 3.04 1.12
21546+4937 38.t 51 96 4 18 9 44 3 1.09 .46 .40L
21548+4818 50.7 1 96- 5 48 16 49 3 25L .25L .33:
21548+4301 51.3 38 92- 9 54 26 56 2 28L .25L .40L
21548+4836 51.6 37 96 5 33 8 52 3 .88 .39 .40L
21549+4323 59.6 37 93- 9 53 7 55 2 2.26 .74 .40L
21550+4534 3.5 58 94 7 42 9 54 2 .92 .28 .43L
21550+4136 5.9 I 91- 10 77 22 54 2 .42L .25L .48L
21551+4523 7.0 50 94 7 66 17 55 2 1.50L .25L .67
21551+4621 7.1 13 94- 6 44 10 52 2 1.47 .36 .40L
21551+4808 7.7 30 96- 5 23 6 51 3 1.11 88 .40L
21553+4017 20.8 3 91 11 71 12 55 2 _ .36L .37L .7021553+4108 22.7 56 91-11 42 29 57 _! .48L .48L .40L
21554+4505 24.3 25 94 7 33 20 56 2 .26L .25L .58
21554+4939 27.3 27 97- 4 60 11 42 2 .51 .41L .40L
21555+4830 34.6 30 96- 5 27 9 54 2 .82 .29 .40L
21556+4857 37.4 34 96 4 51 14 51 3 .27L .25L .56
21557+4508 42.9 9 94 7 99 28 54 2 25L .25L .40L
21557+4543 451 39 94- 7 79 16 53 2 .38L .25L .44
21558+4921 50.0 5 96 4 41 10 46 3 .85 .40 .40L
21559+4318 54.1 34 93 9 51 13 55 2 .25L .25L 1.65
21559+4518 59.6 19 94- 7 46 9 54 2 .69 .40L .40L
21559+4412 59.8 5 93 8 49 9 55 2 .93 .37 .40L
21561 +4257 10.7 2 92 9 49 32 55 2 .28L .25L .97L
21563+4025 20.8 9 91 11 36 10 54 2 .74 .22: .84L
21563+4102 22.2 12 91-11 80 25 57 2 .25L .25L .54L
21564+4354 24.2 32 93- 8 48 1t 54 2 .87 .38L .40L
21564+4509 24.5 55 94- 7 48 27 53 2 .75L .61L .49L
21564+4537 25.5 55 94 7 32 ! 6 53 2 11.75 4.50 .96
21565+45t6 30.8 31 94- 7 53 ! 6 54 2 1,47 ,37 +40L
21565+4759 32.4 53 96- 5 20 8 50 3 .88 .32 .40L
21565+4924 33.0 16 97- 4 34 9 41 2 1.01 .39 .40L
21565+4009 33.3 52 91-11 51 8 57 2 .53 .25L .40L
21565+4132 34.1 3 92-10 36 7 57 2 54.83 33.82 5.17
21566+4445 38.0 0 94- 8 44 21 55 2 .25L .25L .72L
21567+4344 43.1 51 93 9 72 10 56 2 .31L .33L 1.67
21568+4531 5t.7 21 94 7 56 10 53 2 .54 .26L .40L
21569+4542 57.1 57 94- 7 62 25 64 2 1.07L .25L .40/
21569+4516 58.8 7 94- 7 31 18 49 2 ,25L .25L .53L
21570+4733 0.6 18 95- 6 44 6 55 3 .51 .25L .40L
21570+4718 1.1 46 95 6 36 3 55 3 1.64 .62 .40L
21570+4400 1.4 22 93 8 39 10 55 2 .59 .27L .40L
21570+4957 1.6 27 97- 4 52 11 45 2 .46 .26L .40L
21570+4656 3.0 44 95- 6 52 21 54 2 ,25L .25L .40L
21570+4049 3.3 41 91-11 54 9 58 2 .31 .25L .40L
21571+4841 6.3 63 96- 5 63 8 47 3 .30L .25L .40L
21571+4545 9.5 13 94- 7 56 9 53 2 1.17 .60 .54L
21571+4554 9.6 19 94- 7, 49 12 52 2 .86 .30 .40L21573+4910 23.4 7 96- 4 30 17 43 .83L .25L .69L
21574+4456 29.2 48 94 8 66 10 54 2 .60 .25: .40L
21578+4817 37.0 44 98 5 21 5 50 3 13.26 4.97 t.03
21577+4122 43.2 6 92-11 93 26 57 2 .25L .50L .40L
21577+4757 43.4 49 96- 5 23 8 53 3 1.03 .30 .40L
21578+4420 51.9 38 94- 8 67 22 53 2 .37L .25L .59L
21579+4855 55,1 47 96-- 5 55 8 44 2 ,43 .25L .40L
21579+4405 55.2 36 93- 9 65 26 56 2 .25L .25L ,42L
21579+4130 58.8 9 92 11 61 13 56 2 .43 .25L .40L
21580+4739 0.9 36 96- 6 31 8 51 3 .65 .15: .40L
21580+4729 2.6 28 96- 6 33 8 64 3 .56 .25L .40L
21582+4558 12.4 35 95- 7 83 28 55 2 .64L 25L .40L
21582+4810 12.5 50 96- 5 57 8 49 2 25 .25L ,40L
21582+4859 15.2 5 96- 5 29 7 42 2 5.15 2.61 ,57
21583+4037 21.5 22 91-11 34 6 56 2 1.21 .29 .40L
21583+4416 21.6 47 94 8 82 13 54 2 .27 .25L .40L
21584+4848 28.6 36 96- 5 38 10 : 43 2 .72 .25L .40L
21585+4927 34.3 9 i 97- 4 76 31 44 2 .25L .91L .41L
21585+4305 34.5 48 93 _ 9 48 20 55 2 .25L .71L .40L
21585+4351 35.4 52 93- 9 26 10 55 2 .85 .23: .40L
21586+4736 38,9 58 96 6 23 4 62 3 1.86 .58 .40L
21587+4231 45.8 9 93-10 65 10 55 2 .75 .29: .40L
21589+4111 58.4 28 92-11 44 11 55 2 ,71 .38 .40L
21589+4022 59.5 48 91 12 64 10 57 2 1.15 26 .40L
21590+4421 4.4 50 94- 8 37 22 57 2 .26L .29L .45L
21590+4807 4.6 40 96- 5 35 8 52 3 .58 .25L .40L
21592+4817 14.5 40 96- 5 23 7 54 2 4.19 1.66 .47:
21592+4607 14.8 4 95- 7 71 13 56 2 .53L .25L .82
21595+4641 30,9 55 95- 7 50 14 55 2 .64L ,25L .53
21595+4536 32.6 16 95- 7 47 8 56 2 2.12 .98 .40L
21596+4117 36.3 33 92-11 80 13 56 2 ,98 .32L .44L
21596+4211 37.6 52 93 10 47 24 54 2 .25L .25L .40L
21597+4807 46,6 39 96- 5 84 14 44 2 .30 .25L .40L
21597+4949 47,3 31 97- 4 = 26 10 46 2 ,71 .33 .40L
21598+4525 49.2 5 95- 8 _ 42 23 53 2 .25L .25L .40L
21599+4003 56.349 91-12 34 29 56 2 .42L 25L .40L
21599+4013 57,3 10 91-12 31 24 55 J = .25L .25L ,40L
21599+4625 57,8 52 95 7 63 28 56 2 .25L ,25L ,44L
22000+4347 2.1 25 94- 9 62 9 55 2 .55 .27L .40L
22000+4208 2.E 17 93-10 37 7 56 2 2.35 .77 .40L
22001+4855 8.8 15 97- 5 40 11 44 2 ,37 ,25L .40L
22002+4320 17.4 12 93 9 30 10 56 2 1.00 ,28 .40L
22003+4912 20,7 30 97- 5 49 32 43 2 ,78L ,25L ,45L
22003+4945 21,2 49 97- 4 24 6 46 2 1,30 .95 .60L
22007+40t4 47,1 20 91 12 87 24 56:2 ,25L .55L .40L
22008+4427 51.5 6 94-9 70 12 54 2 ,25L 1.05L .99
22008+4049 530 6 92-11 82 15 56 2 .25L .25L .95
22009+4717 54.9 52 96- 6 54 10 62 3 .25 .25L .40L
Declination: + 40*-+ 50"
Flags Associations
V L C
I00 _m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
Uncs Cocf R Flags = S 2 # T Name Type (") Ma_
2.45 D E 9600000000
2.68L C E B 6500000000
1.67L BD AA 1 9600100000
5.61 E D E C 8400000228
2.53L DCC BAB 2 4900000100
2.41: BC D AB B 1 9501001008
3.84 FC FMLF 9500100000
2.38 C B M D 9500000200
7.801 BC ABJ 2 9500000008
1.43L BC ABL 1 I 9600001000
I
2.47L CC AEJ D 0 9501000200
2,91 E MEC 9500000108
2,72L D J C 9501000210
2,45L CD AB L 0 3600000210
t,59L BC AAE 1 8800000000
1.78L C D J B B 6600000000
1.75 C MK D 6600000000
9.20L C B 5400100108
11.99L C C H 8300000008













1 V682 CYG 7
C
3 39 BG 2154+48 59 40
1 1 LZ CYG 30
1 2 DO 40435 25 10
4 1 13 51474 6 8
1 13 i1476 K0 2 7
1 13 51476 3 9
C 1 32 X2155+485 85
t 1 MM CYG 29 3
4
1 1 MO CYG 10 3
1 1 MN CYG 16 3
2 2 DO 40474 70
2 2 DO 40546
2 13 5154O K0
C 1 32 X2158+494
2 13 51542 K2
3 • 1 BI LAC
1 2 DO 40560
1 13 51557 K5






2.43L C B B
2.67L C D AB
2.18 F MF
1.68 CF C 3DBD
1.96 C HE
2.09L C iAE
3,35 F ' B
2 13 51501 K2 22
2.14L BBC AAA 0 9501000000 01 2 1 MPCYG 5 3
2.85L BD AB 9602200300 2 13 51502 11
1.28L BC BD 4700000000 1 2 DO 40481 76 1;
6.13L BD BB I 0 9000000008 1 t7 3093 35
1,55L C E 6500010000
5.66L BBC AAA O 7500000008 1 1 DLLAC 48 3
2.79 C F B 2500000200 4
3.39L C F A B 2500000000
I
2.16L C CF K 9501000100 1 2 DO 40490 55 1'
2.87 C D D 9500100100
2.40 D DC 9601100200
1.89L B A K 1700000000 2 13 51508 19
9,73L BE AS 0 6400000008 2 16 13968MS 23 1;
3.12L C BD J 4500010000 2 13 51510 2
2.57L E CD 2500000000
2.32 D I B 8600000008
1,72L F CC 6601000000
3.07 D D 9680000128 8
2.39L CD AAH 0 9600100100 1 MSCYG 12 3
2.38L CD BC 0 8500000100' 1 GWCYG 18 3
4.OO D J L F B 4302000408 4 32 X2157+491 60 4
2.39L CD BBEM 0 3500000000
6.33L BBC AAA 0 9500000218 01 4 3 4 TMSS +50413 2
1.34 C D 4600000000
2.75L BC AA E 0 4300011008
2.86 D H A 4500000300
6.96L D C _500000008 1 2 DO 40538 35 1_
3.20 C M GD 3500000220 8 i
2.67L C C I 6600000000 1 2 DO 40535 73
1,92L F F BC F 0 1510000000 1 V685 CYG 17 3
8.48L C B E 5400000008
2.28 C I C 5600000100
6,97L C E _500000008
6,94L CCC AAC 0 3500000008
1.52L BD AB 0 6500000000 10 95
2.69L C AM 3600000000
6.95L C AH H 9400000008 4 78
4,03 C L I F i4000OO320 43 12
2.28 C H B 9600000000
1.50L BD AC 0 2600000000 4 75
8,88L BB AB 0 2400001008
2,28L CD BEF 2 7600000000 8 3
1,71L BD BB 1 5601000000
1.50L IC E A E 1 9700000000 36 1
3.16 E FFD 6500000310
7,78L B BK 6200000008 18 81
6,65L 3CF AAF 0 9200000008 29 18
2.45: CC GFBC 6600000100
9.74L C HDH 9402000108
1 13 51566 K2 27 71
1 13 51569 36 83
i
4 32 )(2159+484 ! 115' 4
4 *2 DO40597 12 15
3 2 DO 40603 34 113
2 9 Ul1886 66 160
3 9 Ul1687 12 145
1 13 51593 K5 5 78
2.01L; BF AA 0 7600000000
1.28L' O B H 3700000000
2.67 C E 4681100010
7.69L D C 7400000008
1.96L CD BB 0 8600000000
2.11 C MDBC 36010000002.08 C 96OOOOOOOO
2.39 C C 9601000210
3.16 C KJ E 7600000200
3.49L C B K 4400000000
2.19L BC AACH 013501101000 i
2.26L E C F I 4500000008
2.75L BE AS 0 9500000100
3.42 F G LF 9600000110
1,73L BC AAK 0 9601001300'
3.09 E F H B 9580000430
2.79L C F B D 7600000000
3,56 CC BA 1601000000
10.26L C C L 8400000008
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25. 60, 100 _.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
387
Right Ascension: 22h00m57'-22h06"44' Declination: +40°-+ 50°
Position (1950)
Name











2016_-4139 36,4 i3 _2016+4155 36.9
2017+4236 46.0 13
2017+4922 46.2 46
Z018 + 4932 48.9 11
Z018 + 4136 51.1 41
._019+ 4225 57.1 23
._020_, 4529 0.4 43
2020+4909 1.3 33
.)020 + 4134 2.1 32




• 22+4452 13.2 34 l




!025 + 4638 30 5 23
!025+4205 _31.9 5
!026+4620 38.8 13
,028+4300 48.2 5i1028+4020 49.9!029+4933 56.7 I
!029+4659 57.8 27
!030+4221 2.5 25










































:)584- 4357 50.3 40
:)59 + 4349 56.6 23
_60 + 4055 4.3 51
_61+4747 8.0 35




)64+4811 28.1 54 97- 6
364+4140 28,6 4 93-11
)65+4014 32,9119 92-13
)65+4514 33,2 19 95- 9
)66+4529 38,0!38 96- 8
)66+4526 39.4 15 96- 8 i
)66+4307 41,3 41 94-10 i
)66+4629 41.9 35 96-7
)67+4417 43.0 13 95-- 9)67+4023 44.g 43 --1
Flux Density
H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
Coords 5MJ SMN 8 O 12 /am 25 ,urn 60 _m ICO _am
1 b ('3 (") (*) N (Jansky)
93- 9 42 10 55 2 .42 .25L .46L 2.43
91 12 85 17 58 2 .38L 25L ,54 1.73L
93 10 22 8 55 2 2.39 .96 ,40L 6.09L
92-11 65 11 57 2 .68 25L 40L 1.70L
97- 5 34 22 46 2 .25L .25L ,40L 3.54
93 10 82 8 58 ! 2 .62 .25L .40L 8.12L
93-10 30 12 56 2 25L .25L .82 2.98
92-12 94 32 57 i 2 ,25L .25L .44L 3.24
95- 8 45 7 57 2 1,48 .45 ,40L 2,03L
95 7 28 14 56 2 1.09L .25L .63 4.27
94 9' 31 12 56 2 25L .25L 1.00 3.90
96 7 50 11 55 2 28 .25L .40L 9.85L
93-1 37 7 56 2 2.29 .57 .40L 1.99L
93 1 91 27 56 2 .25L .25L .40L 2.36
93-10 68 18 56 2 1.10L .25L .40L 5.50
97- 5 66 29 44 2 .25L .25L .40L 2.67
97- 5 26 6 47 2 2.39 .49 ,40L 1.67L
92-11 42 14 57 2 .32 .25L .40L 2.62L
93-10 42 17 55 2 .25L 25L .40L 4.29
95- 8 41 ! 10 57 2 .36 .25L .40L 2.38L
97- 5 29 9 45 2: .73 .25L .40L 7.22L
93-11 65 12 58 2 .26L .29L .96 2,61L
96- 6 28 19 49 3 ,25L ,25L .40L 2,07
94- 9 64 23 56 2 25L ,25L .40L 3.49
93-10 56 181 57 2 .26L ,35L .40L 3.77
92-11 65 12 I 57 2 .39L .25L 1,16 2.10:
95- 8 49 18 54 2 .67L ,25L .48 253L
94- 9 40 6 55 2 1.11 1.03 .43: 635L
92-12 47 15 57 2 .26L .25L .79 2.01:
92-11 35 9 57 2 .54L .44: 3.13 7.04
95- 7 45 4 57 2 1.47 .44 A0L 2.50L
96- 7 65 20 61 3 .25L .25L ,40L 3.35
93 11 45 8 56 2 .25L .72 9.72 14.52
97- 6 36 13 47 2 .25L 25L ,43L 6.32
94 10 70 18 55 2 ,25L .25L .77L 3.15
92-12 64 25 56 2 ,58L .69L .44L 2.55
97 5 75 31 47 ! 2 .25L ,25L .40L 3.56
96- 7 21 9 52 : 3 .99 .22 .40L 1.52L
93-10 64 10 57 2 .89 .25L .40L 8.41L
96- 7 i 19 5 54 3 20,16 5.45 ,88 2,23L
93-10 64 10 55 2 ,78 ,25L ,40L 7,20L
97- 5 23 5 43 2 5.93 3.69 .73 1.71L
98- 5 35 10 46 2 33 .25L .40L 3.88L
92-12 63 15 55 2 .43L ,25L .73 4.80L
93-11 30 10 58 2 1.07 ,66 .40L 1,55L
95 9 43 17 57 2 .25L ,25L ,46 2,60
95 8 42 i 8 56 3 1,01 .26: .40L 2.50L
93-10 51 19 57 2 ,28L .38L ,40L 3.58
97- 5 79 22 48 2 .37L ,25L .46L 2,34
93-10 51 21 57 2 .25L ,25L .44L 2.83
94- 9 52 10 53 2 .81 .20: .40L 6,57L
97- 6 68 14 49 2 .42 .25L ,40L 3,54L
97- 5 37 10 46 2 ,73 .22: ,40L 5,33L
96 7 34 9 56 2 .69 .17: .40L 2,72L
95- 9 39 6 57 2 13.37 3.35 .66 2,20L
93 - 11 44 12 56 .25L .77L 1.43 2.88L
97- 5 29 9 45 ,74 .18: .40L 5,73L
96- 8 49 8 55 ,46 .25L .40L 2,93L
94- 9 66 11 56 2 .39 .33: .40L 8.05L
96 7 28 7 51 3 .25L .27L 3.02 8.75
95 8 61 14 57 2 .63L .26L .53 2.51L
95- 8 76 9 56 2 .36 .27L .40L 2.89L
97- 6 23 5 45 2 24.05 9.26: 2.86 2.54L
95- 9 33 24 58 2 .25L .25L .40L 3.30
93-11 38 21 58 2 .25L .25L .40L 3.67
95 9 42 12 57 2 .25L .25L 1.27 6.96L
92-12 71 11 57 2 .52 ,25L .40L 6.23L
98 5 63 24 44 2 ,25L .54L ,46L 1,94
97 6 44 3 45 2 18.67: &74: 3,73L 2,50
97- 6 42 10 45 2 .84 ,25L ,40L 2,07L
96- 8 22 3 54 3 131 ,47 ,40L 2,30L
92-12 22 7 57 2 11.64 7.37 1.08 2.12:
95 9 48 7 58 2 1,14 ,33 A0L 7,96L
97- 6 62 23 45 2 .83L .25L ,40L 2.19
95- 9 80 9 56 2 .49 .25L ,40L l&23L
94-10 38 10 57 2 .85 .48 .40L 5.48L
94-10 105 29 56 2 .28L .25L .40L 2.07
97- 7 35 9 46 2 18.52 10.35 1.80 6.60L
96- 7 33 3 50 3 3.01 1.33 .40L 1.28L
97 6 28 6 48 2 4.18 2.14 .43L 7.59L
95- 9 73 31 56 2 .25L .25L .40L 3.34
93 12 41 8 58 2 1.21 .61 .40L 4.16L
95- 9 41 6 57 2 1.63 .42 .40L 6.21L
94-10 44 7 56 2 1.43 .36 .40L 5.75L
93-12 27 12 56 2 .38L .29L 1.60 3.84
97- 6 42 7 45 2 1.44 1.28 .71 3.12L
94 10 42 7 55 2 1.68 ,52 .40L 5.90L
95- 9 35 8 57 2 .73 .34 .40L 9.64L
97- 6 27 5 45 2 3.26 2.15 .60L 2.65L
98 5 31 9 49 2 4.13 .99 .40L 1,42L
54 15 48 2 .34L .25L .72 2.58:
43 16 57 2 .56L .25L ,43L 3.20
63 21 57 2 .25L .25L .42L 1,83
63 30 55 2 .25L ,25L ,47L 2.94
36 8 57 2 .85 ,25L ,40L 3.33L
74 19 56 2 .27L i .25L .40L 3.84
23 7 54 2 1,19 ,35 .40L 5.78L
49 12 46 2 ,34 1,06L ,40L 2.49L
33 18 57 2 ,36L ,25L ,74 3.13
52 11 57 2 .79 .36 ,40L 4.18L
CIRRUS-2;*Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2)
Flags
V L C
Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
C C CHHD 9701000110
C ECI 9600000100
BC AA 0 9401000008
C B E 16000OO000
D i B 5302000438
C 8 F 9500100008
CD i BB 9600100108
D E D 9500000230




BC AB 0 5600100000
C C 8600000000
D F D 9600000028
D B 8500000008
;B C A B 0 9600002000
E E F 5500200000
D H B 9600000008
C DG 3501000000
C B F 950OOOOOO1
C GCD 5500100000
C G L C 9600000006
D D 9600110138
D E K C 9600000008
CD AD 4600000010
O D 3701000300








C MJ B 9600000008
D GB 9600000108
C D 9500010220
BD AB K 0 9700010000
D BJ 9500100028
BBB AAB 5600000100 18
E B F 9600000008
BCC AABE 0 9300000106
C BMI G 9501011110
O B B 9500000208
CO AB 0 2700001000
D D F C 5600000228
BE AC , 0 3500100000
D MG B 9600000008
D K B 9600000008
F G C 9601000108
C D !B C 0 9400000008
C D ND 6080000008
BE AE G 0 9501000028
IC D A D 0 5500000000
BCC AAAJ 0 3600001100
C J A H 9600000008
BD AE 0 9500000108
C C D 240010O00O
CD BD K 0 7500000008
CC HDBA 9500001000
C J C 7500100000
C C F 6500100O00
ECC AAAC 6 9641210348
D K K E 768OOOO330
D C 9600000138
C D B 9600000008
C BE 9400100218
C J KO 9600000000
BC D AAAB 0 9601110228
C AG I 960001100!
B C A B 2 2600000000
BBCE AABD 1 9600100218 29
CE BB 0 6401000008
D M B 6600000008 i
F E 9500000008 =
C C A A 3 8600000008
E C 9600000008
CBC AAA 0 3500000008
B C A A E 1 5600000000
BB AAD 0 9401000008
=
D D : 7601000220
B C A A 1 9501000008
BC AC 0 950O000008
CF AB FI 0 9500000008
C D F A A i 6500000008
BCD AACD 1 4500000008
BC AB 0 9600000018
DD BD 0 9600001208
BB AAEB 0 9401100008
BC AA 0 9700000000
CF K BB 9501100006
D LJ DB 9500000208
C GB 9601000000
CIGNI E 7600000210
B i AH 5600100100
C N B 6600100100
BD ABM 0 9600111028
C E L 2500000000
C D C C 9600000008
CD AB H 0 7500000008
Associations
Sep
Name Type (") Mag
51594 l 8122009 + 4229
51597 K2 ] 78
DO 40636 I 98
22012+4213 12
DO 40639 101
X2201 +463 | t2
U11891 / 155
[30 40644 J i 101
51604 [ 8
22015+4154 5
[300 40658 | 71
DO 40651 _ t 106
DO 40660 | 93
DO 40666 = t 98
Ul1894 156
Ul1897 1 | 143
/
[30 40672 | 101
1
Ul1898 ; / I56
/
51628 K0 / 65
DO 4O688 1 / 96
51632 MB 62




22040 + 4131 11
52
15
DO 40714 5 108




51663 2 / 92
DO 40743 6 / 111
[3040746 2, | 110|
[3013040756LAC 31 101
AO LAC
51674 K5 i | 73
[30 40771 1_ | 108
U11919 2 | 148
|
eM51875_c _:,[ 7;M+0840-0o2;i
51678 K5 I 65
/
Ul1920 1! 130
51684 G5 11 65
[3040812 41 111
DO 40811 6_ 106
Ul1923 7 160
3] Confusion Processing; 4] Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources {PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
388
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H (Not Color Corrected)
Galactic Uncertainty C VCoords SMJ SMN O _ 12 /zm 25 _m 60 _m 100 u,m Flux Corr A Confusion

























50 2 .25L .25L
47 2 2.07 1.00
57 2 .25L .40L
46 2 1.07 .60
56 2 .25L .25L
54 2 .84 .25L
58 2 2.25 1.04
56 2 .25L .25L
46 2 .55 ,29L
58 2 .63 ,25L
56 2 1,38 .40
58 2 25L ,25L
47 2 .25L .25L
57 2 .42 ,25L
57 2 .60 .25L
53 2 .26L .32:
46 2 ,32L .25L
57 2 _39 .25L
48 2 .25L .25L
58 2 ,50L .25L
56 2 ,89L .25L
58 2 .25L ,25L
58 2 .31 .25L
56 2 ,25L ,25L
57 2 .54 .29L
45 2 .84 .51
57 2 .58L .25L
57 2 .67 .25L
55 2 1,11 .37L
46 2 2.22 ,69
47 2 .67 .26:
57 2 .57 .25L
51 3 .35 .25L
56 2 .25L! .26L
47 2 .60L .61L
58 2 .27L i .25L
48 2 .25Li .67L
56 2 ,30L[ ,25L
48 2 .73 .29L
48 2 ,25L ,25L
54 2 .34L[ .25L
46 2 .49L7 .32
45 2 .25L .25L
54 2 .25L' .25L
47 2 .70 .25L
46 2 2.84 ,97
58 2 1.05 .24:
57 2 .51 ,25L
57 2 .99 .27:
55 3 .25L .20:
48 2 .33L ,43L
49 2 .76L ,54L
58 2 2.30 1.93
48 2 4.62 1.20
57 2 ,39 ,27L
57 I 2 .96L .30L
461 2 .25L .25L
47 2 1.52L .69
57 2 .39 .18
49 2 .83 .25L
46 2 .25L .25L
47 2 .55L 25L
58 2 .61L 25L
48 2 .29L .28L _
58 2 .42L .25L
Declination: + 40 °- + 50"
48 2 .69 .25L
45 2 .67 .37
56 2 .46 ,25L
47 2 .27L .67L
54 3 .91 .30
57 2[ .25L 25L
48 21 1.80 .56
55 3 ,86 .25:
58 2 ,84 .31L
47 2 25L ,25L
58 2 1.06 .25L
59 2 .46 .52L
52 3 ,25L 25L
47 2 ,39 .80L
50 2 .69 25L
49 2 1.26 .35
51 2 1.32 .69
57 2 .39L .32L
58 2 .32 .25L
48 2 .25L .25L
58 2 2.97 1.29
48 2 .44 .25L
58 2 15.86 7.91
57 2 1.26 .29
48 2 2,75 1.O6
58 2 .38 .66L
48 2 25L 25L
47 2 1,67 ,53
55 3 .83 .39
49'2 796 3.54
49!2 .25L 25L
58 2 2.38 .64
57 2 .26L .30L
46 2 3.93 1.26
56 2 .39L .36L
Associations
, CLsl . Sep
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
2,69L F C 0500000000
4.67L BC AA 0 95001000081
2,38 D K E D 9600000008
1.45L E E B B D 8 7600000000
2.10 E L D 7600000008
532L B AC K 9600111028'
2.99L BC AA H 0 7600000210'
2.47 C B 9600000000
2.11L C BF 1500000000
6.53L F AH 9600100038
5.41L BC AB 0 9300000008!
2.32 D CB 9700100038'
2.92 CC LCAA 9601000008
9,02L D B 9500110008
6.98L C B H 9600110008
8.11 DOE HCAA 9401001008
1.65L D CE 1600000010
3.86L C E 9500000008
1.88 D D 5600000000
6.09L C K B 9400100008
2.05 D E C 9600000008
1.87 C C 9701000000
5.98L C AI 9600100008











































5,96L BC AB 01 7500000008
9.66L C NC 9500000008
5.09L B AG _406 100008
1,45L F AC 5600000000
152L BC AAMG 0 9601000000
5,18L CO BD 0 3400010008
635L C B I G 8600000008
2.24L C C J O 7600000000
2.92 C B 9600000008
5.51L E HJ D 3400000008
9A3L C J C 9500000008
2.62: CD KBB 1601010000
3,19 D KC 9601000218
1,43L C B E 1700010000
3,45 C J C 2200010210
3,92 C E GD 7602000440
1,51L F BE W00010000
2,14 C E 8600000000
2.75 F L C 9581000008
1.10L F B D 2700010000
1.49L BC AA 0 ._300000000
6.30L CD BC 0 9501100008
1,80L C B 2600000000
1.84L BE AE F 1 9600100008
6,28 DCB BAA 3600000000
2.17 C DI FE 5600000100
1.97 E C 4600000018
6,29L BBE AAC 0 9502001238
1,41L BC AA 0 6600101000
126L C CG 4600000000
2.06 C J I E 66O00000O0
1.51 D KC 7600000008
2.95 C CDDE HAAB 8500000008t,43L' BD 0 8600000100
1,99L F BE 7600101000
2,25 C F B D 2600000210
2.76 C M F D 5500000220
1.96 D MD K E 560000000026001001402.55 C
2.71 C DB 6500000100
.60L 1.42L C BI H 3000000000
.40L 1.61L CC _BC K'4 2600100140
.40L 1.99L C B D 6500100000
,40L 2.72 C C 3500000000
.40L 2.31L CC AA ; 0 6600000000
•78 2.34 EC NJ BB 0500000000
.40L 1.32L BD AB H 0 3700001000
.40L 10.77L BF ACKD 5 9500000008
.40L 6,39L C B D 9501000008
AOL 2.37 F C 7600000000
.40L 6,89L D AE 9501000008
.40L 5.70L D C 9500000008
.40L 3.04 B L GB 9500000100
.40L 1.55L C B K 3600000000
.41L 2,55L D BK 5601000000
.40L I.t7L BC AB 0 3600010000
.40L 2.14L BC ;'AB 0 7600001000
1.52L 1.73 C, _ KD 8600000100
.40L 1.47L C F M 2600120000
.56 1.35L C I BF 1000000000
.81L 2.06: BC DAALG 0 4501000120
.40L 1.47L C CG [ 2000000000
1,83 2A5L BCC AAAF 0 0500000000 14
.40L 1,151. FD BD 6 4600010000
,40L 1.59L CC AA 0 _ 5600000000
.40L 1.75L C Df G 2600120000
.40L 1.63 D O D 5600000008
A0L 1.58L BD AC 0 2500000000
.40L 11.42L BC BB 0 9400001008
.67 5.95L BBC AAB 0 i 4400000008
.40L 1.65 F D 1500000000
.60L 2.02: BC D AAFC 0 9601000018
2.09 6,29 DC DDAB 7502000110
.43L 1,53L BC AADI 1 7700001000
.90 1.53L C NBC 8600000000
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Smalt Extended Sources ($t) al I2. 25, 60. 100 p.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
1 16 14046 62 155
1 2 DO40819 32 125
1 1 BNLAC 8 3
1 13 51709 K2 23 75
1 13 51711 K5 4 75
1 13 51714 K5 10 80
2 13 51718 9 88
1 10 M+07-45-018 105
1 12 ZG 2208+40 25 151
t 2 DO40876 [ 43 95
[
3 13 51733 5 88
1 13 51734 K0 2 67
1 13 51735 K5 3 73
1 13 51736 35 85
1 13 51737 K2 8 75
4 9 Ul1946 25 146
4
C 1 32 X2209+456 112 12
[
1 2 iDO40929 20 11C
2 2 0040926 87 113
1 13 51760 8 8E
2 13 51761 6 87
2 9 Ul1951 30 14C
1 1 RSLAC 7i
3 13 51769 K5 12 7E




2 13 51775 K2 9 7_
C 1 32 X2211+498 42 1;
8 1 32,X2211+497 24
1!51768 5 6[
8 TZLAC 42
1 DO40992 45 9_
1 i DO41000 66 121
3 9 Ul1961 47 15(
1 2' DO 41006 31 _ 94
I i _: DO41010 45_ 101, 41011 33 9_
1 13 51806 K0 4 7(
1 2 DO41020 17 9[
1 2 DO41026 [ 45 9(
1 2 DO41025 68 10'
1 i 2 DO41027 66 12:
I
1 : 2 DO 41038 64 9!
8 1 32 X2213+401 [ 75
1 1 BQ LAC 50
1 2 DO41045 7 10
2 1 AVLAC 6
2 13 51829 9
3 9 Ul1973 13 13:
2 4 TMSS +50424 22 2;






















































































































































































































or _ a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 _m
h m. o , (s) (") I b (") (') (') N
q
22220+4616 5,148 06- 9 55 13 52 2, ,38
22222+4552 13.2 2 96-10 43 23 50 2 .25L22222+4443 17.6 28 97 10 29 10 49' 1,07
22223+4659 18.040, 99-9 54 10 49 2, .55
22223+463020.15898-938 8 49 21 .4722223+4327 22.9 49 97-12 21 9 51 2.12
22224+4600 24.8 41 98- 9 109 19 50 21 .25L
22224+4346 27.1 7 97-11 97 26 50 2 .28L
22224+4913 27.2 5100- 7 51 10 5221 1,05
22225+4131 34.511 9613 37 8 533 I .64
I
22226+4028 39.7599514 4514 5821 ,25L
22226+4554 40.42698-10 4430 522 _ ,25L
22228+4142 50.91396-13 37 15 543 ,25L
22228+4531 53.0 47 98 10 32 9 49 2 .60
22228+4629 53.6 18 98- 9 89 30 51 2 ,25L
22229+4125 57.2 47 96 13 109 23 58 2 .76L
22229+4822 58.1 42 100-7 38 9 48 2 .78
22230+4146 1.8 31 96-13 40 8 51 3 .31
22230+4133 5.5 25 96-13 40 16 54 3 .25L
22234+4933 24.4 38 100- 7 44 9 46 2 .54
22234+4626 25.8 7 99- 9 29 6 48 2 1,69
22236+4540 38.3 53 98- 10 64 10 501 2 .46
22236+4820 40.4 60 100- 8 60 11 47 2 .37
22236+4003 41.4 35 95-15 28 13 59 2 .25L
22238+4337 48.4 48 97- 12 62 17 49 2 ,25L
22240+4532 2.6 47 98-10 34 6 48 2 1.43
22241+4237 7.4 13 97-12 61 13 51 2 .63
22241+4817 I 8.1 28 100- 8 40 8 46J 2 .73
22242+4909 113.1 56 100-. 46 10 47 2 .83
22243+4942 [23.1 41 100- 6 42 14 47! 2 .25L
L
22244+4004 128.958 95-15 37 21 581 2 ,25L
22245+4813 31.5 31 100- 8 45 8 49 2 .48
22246+¢353 ,41.3 43 97-11 49 9 50 2 .75
22247+4049 43.9 24 96-14 29 11 55 j 3 .25L
22247+442944.352 98-11 35 6 _1_ lO.6O22247+4959 46.1 2 101-6, 54 9 ,45
22248+4509 51.4 9 98-10 26 6 4912 9.26
22249+4304 54.1 44 97-12 42 7 50 '2 1,7I
22249+4532 55.9 15 98-10 44 11 49, 2 .30L22250+44555.o_ 96-11 42 9 60:2 .53
2225o+411o5.8[3596-14 37 12 53,3 .25L
22251+4300 6.7'46 97--12J 4310 502 ,37
22251 +4332 8.04 97--12 60 31 512 ,25L,22251+4930 8.C 30100- 7 41 10 471 = .41
22251 +4133 8.8 6 96 13 78 17 51 ' 2 .45Ll
22252+4958 16.853101- 6 86 8 512 ,3522253+4849 19.5, 3100- 7 55 23 49 .39L
22254+4929 27.35100--7 22 5 46 2 2.07
22255+431930.137 97-12 43 8 5o 2 .4322259+452954724 98-10 34 6 48 2 2.40
22,._+,_5, _s.25, ._-12 ,_ 6 ._, , 5.3222259+454656.0i5499-10' 57 36 50 2 .25L
22269+45f720.729 98-10 93 27 52 2 .25,
22263+4616 23.658100- 8 63 8 SO 2 ,78
22264+4436 29.7_50 98-11 55 27 492 .27L
22265+4045 32.236 961`4103 21 522 ,25L
22265+4912 32.5116 100-7 48 10 47 2 .47
22266+42,640.20797-13 29 13 52,_ 25L22267+4952 42.7=5 101- 7 33 8 48 7,12 I
22267+4135 45,5113 96--14 48 25 52 2 59L
22269+4003 49.3 32 96-15 17 5 54 3 21.29
22268+4935 50.851101- 7 43 7 482 1,84
22268+4010 51.222 96-15 26 14 563 .32L'
22269+4250 58.7 26 97-13 54 11 52 2 .54
22270+4126 1.8 7 96-14 54 26 52 2 .25L
22270+4054 2.8429614 1811 543 ,25L
22272+483214.81100-831 ,f 53253 1.3222273+4032 20.4 39 96-15 43 18 2 .30L
49 _22274+4726 26.3 60 100- 9 26 6 1 47.0822274+4101 26._ 50 96-14 36 18 56 .25L
22274+4005 27.8 58 96-15 _ 37 10 56 3 .25L
22275+4547 31.3 20 99-10 31 21 52 .25L
22277+4529 45.5 99-10 38 10 49 2 .64
22277+4110 46.1 8 96-14 60 9 51 2 .58
22277+4534 46.1 39 99-10 26 6 50 2 8.25
22277+4646 47.1 28 99- 9 43 22 50 2 .25L
22279+4653 53.4 38 100- 7 51 9 47 2 .48
22276+4022 53.8 40 96-15 76 18 59 2 .38L
22,79+4143 57.8 52 97-_4 41 9 50 2 .64
22280+4103 1.8 39 96-14 39 12 51 2 .25L
22280+4905 2.7_ 58 101- 7 24 6 461 2 1.63
22280+4842 3,2 8 100- 8 48 12 49 2 .47
22281+4610 9.4' 21 99-10 87 14 53 2 .2622281+4014 11.5,28 96-15 24 6 55 3 .25L
22282+4639 13.7 4 99- 9 45 8 50 2 .54
22283+4251 19.7 56 97-13 57 9 50' 2 .56
22283+4019 20.4 17 96-15 30 13 57 3 .25L
22283+4030 [21.E 58 96-15 35 3 55 3 .25L
22283+4228 22._ 8 97-13 62 11 51 I 2 .42
I22284+4537 26.1 21 99 10 79 33 52 2 .25L
22286+4731 38.4 24 100- 9 19 5 49_ 2 2.20
22286+4015 41,841 96-15 33 11 54, 3 .38L
22286+4051 41.837 96 14 52 14 49,12 .66L
22288+4029 50.0,50 96-15 36 8 52, 2 .42L
22288+4653 ,51451100- 9 54 8 52[ 2 .8922291+4057 6.8!25 96--14 52 1, 49 , .44
22291+42287.32797-13 65 10 6112 .86
22291+4353 83 6 98-12 71 35 50 2 .26L












































































































100 _m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags" S 2 # T
1.86L E CF 0 7700000000
3.02 D E C 9581000310
1.25L CC AB 4500000000
1 F BJ H 25O1010000_
1.23L C CF 4801100000
9.54 BBDD AAAA 0 8400001008
3.36 D HB 9500000100
331 C D E 6600000220
2.43L E D B F F H 01 8601012210
7.45L 8 BE F






2.69L BC AC E 0
11.50L C CG H
3.16 C I B
1.32L 8 S G
1,22L CC AAEJ 0







123L C BF I
1.50: CD CBD



























3,76 DD G GB _7581000218
1.30L BBC AAR 0 0600000000
4.92L C BD I 7500110008
1.64L BCC AAB 0 I 6600001000
1.16L BC AB 0 2600111000
1.63L C CE 9600000000
1.52L B B 1 i 6400000000
r
8.13 DC N FB I 9580000558
1.24L C E 2600110000
1.70 C J D 1600000000
1.71L C CJ 5600100000
7.60 D N F B 9501000208'
6.07L D 8 6500110008
2.13 C E FD 6500000120
1.42L BC AA H 0 5500100000!
3.74L C B / 2500000000,
1.40L B C A B 0 9600000000 !
1.13L 9C AAF 0 17_0000000
1.55 C F 9600000000
1.62 D 8 ' 9600000000
1.71L C AB I 2600000000
1.51 D C 3400000O00
2.34 D 8 ' 9800000008
1.57L C B ! 5601000000
6.01L C MB D 0400000008
1.40L BBF AAAE 0 3601000100
2.61 D FC 7600000018
6.07L BBC AAAB 0 9700111128 16
1A6L BF ABM 0 3600000000
6.07 CD L DB 8700100128 !
1.40L C BK 5600000000
2.50 D D D 9600000008
12.77L C LOB 9681203658!
1.25L CC AA 0 4,50000_0;
6.64L F E B 9600101438
1,42L BSC AAA 116000000001
13.03L C K EC 9680144558 i
14.60 FE" HA 9682166618
14.60L E FB 7601266248
2.69 F C 8580000120
1.26L C B 8601100020
7.49L C B H I 9600000008
2.18L CCC AABE 0 8501100020
2.21 C J O 3600000100
1.36L CF BM 0 4500000000
9.44L C ECD _ 9603102308
7.74L C B 2500000008
7.51 : C D DC C 9680022238
1.20L B C A BJ M 02500000000
1,15L CD CD 1 3500000000
1,54L C E J 9600000000
29.44: ECE HDDE 9502167466,
1.26L C B 1500000000
3.94L F BN F 6501000000
11.05L C HCE 9681356468
724: DF FBD 9742101208
1.53L C C G i 6000000000
1.47 C F E 7700000000
4.37L BC AABK 0 1500001000,
5.27L C CHB 9702157578
4.17 CD M EA 9701100228
18.12L D CC 9601302108
1.34L C BD 2600000000
7.84L C B 8602100108
1.65L D ACN 7600000000
2.05 D D 3601000000
18.12L F D GCE 9600134438
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60. 100 Fro; 10) High Source Density Region.
Associations
Name Type S,eff Mag
2 2 0041285
1 2 DO41288
C 1 32 X2222+437
i4 2 13 51970 B6Pi 2 DO41292
i
,C
1 13 51974 K2
2 13 51976 K5
4


















1 2 DO 41400
i
4 13 52026 K5
2 13 52040 KO
2 13 52042 K2




5 13 52055 +++
1
8 1 32 X2227+457
8 i 13 52064 K213 520658 4 TMSS +50434
1 2 DO 41470
1
i 2 13 52073 KO
J
1 13 52076 K2
2 13 52077






2 2 DO 41485








































Right Ascension: 22h29=12'-22h37m50 ' Declination: +400-+50 °
Position (1050) Flux Density
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
a _ Coords $MJ SMN 8 O 12 u.m 25 pm 60 pmu 6
hm * , (s) () 1 b (") (") (') N (Jansky)
22292+4053 12.929196-14 44 161502 .25L .25L .51
22292+4034 16.5499615 3913 522 .25L 25L 1.16
22293+4549 22.050! 9910 2821! 462 .25L 25L .79L
7' 48 2 1.26 .27 A0L22294+4800 28.4 29 100- 8 32
22296+4623 3824216 9910 67 28 482 .25L .25L .40L22296+4732 383 100- 9 19 5 482 1.23 4.11 1.38
22296+4539 40.5179910 31 23 492 .25L .25L .45L
22297+4031 42.122196-15 24 11 532 .33L .26L 1.41
22298+4140 52.917 97-14 28 10 5422 1.08 A3 .40L22298+4038 53.612 96-15 52 10 531 .39L 25L .68
22303+4618 18.611 99-10 35 19 512 .25L 25L .40L
22303+4023 22.614 9615 99 18 52! 2 .36L .62L 1.84L
22303+4411 23.151 98-12 30 10 4912 .54 25L .40L
22304+4603 25.447 99-10 9227 49! 2 .25L' .45L .40L
22304+4516 26.48 9911 34 6 50122 2.07 .61 .40L22305+4050 35.928 97-15 36 11 51 .25L .25L .89
22306+4823 38.7 25 101-8 46 7 47 2 1.77 ,54 .40L
22307+4004 42,E 49 96-15 82 18 52 2 .25L 25L .46L
22307+4421 45.9!32991210726 532 .25L .25L .40L
22308+4834 50.e 80 101-6 48 11 46 2 .34 .25L .40L
22306+4549 52.1! 4 99-10 41 7 so 2 1.24 .25: .4OL
22313+4033 21,7 33 97-15 36 7 52 2 1.42 33 40L
22314+4026 24.4 9 97-15 32 8 51,2 1.46 ,42 .4oL
22314+4705 26,116100--g 39 8 50 2 .57 .25L .40L
22314+4032 27.52297-15 4715 54'2 .25L 25L 95
223t5+4741 30.158 100- 9 129 12 502 .52 .25L .62L
22315+4313 33,039 98-13 _ 386 542 1.44 .36 1.03L
22317+4024 44.74797-15 36 14 532 .25L .25L .65
22317+4802 47.95 101- 9 1417 492 1.15 35 A0L
22318+4533 53,180 99-11 162 14 542 ,25L .25L .52L
22319+4419 58.9125 99-12j 36 5 492 1.49 .38 .40L
22320+4103 5.527 97--15 61 14 53 2 A3L .25L .85
22321+4332 11,5 49 98-121 43 10 so 2 25L .25L 1.13
22322+4412 14.234 99-12 27 6 50 2 1.98 1.03 A0L
22323+4620 18.3_15 100-10 56 9 52 2 .63 .21: .40L
22323+4649 21,1 39 100-10 42 9 50 2 .43 .25L .40L
22323+4059 23.325 97-15 40 16 542 ,36L 25L .46
22324+4446 26,216 99-11 46 8 512 ,65 .50L .40L
22324+4642 26.9 9100-10 32 5 512 3.78 1,56 .40L
22326+4954 40,420102- 7 i 45 14 502 25L .25L .65
22327+4449 44.040 99-11 126' 6 502 1.94 .47: .40L
22328+4131 48.015 97-14 82 21 532 .79L ,25L .40L
22330+4821 0,722101- 86712 492 38 .25L .40L
22330+4832 2.1 29 101 6 57 I 10 49 2 .51 .26L .40L
22331+4453 5.641 99-11 _1 7 52 2 143: .30: .40L22333+4531 18.859100-11 8 512 .46 ,26L .40L
22334+4429 27.817 99-1255 i 3 512 1.63 ,48 .40L
22334+4943 28.77102-- 7' 7414 522 .44 .25L ,40L
22335+4947 31.1 58 102-- 7 60] 10 51 21 .57 .23: .40L
22335+4042 31.8 36 97-15 60 12 54 2 ,37L .25L 1.09
22335+4209 33.1 32 98-14 34i 23 54 2; 25L .27L A0L
22336+4459 37.7 22 99-11 ' 81 12 50 2 .37 .25L .40L
22339+4215 55,4 35 98-14 31 5 52 2 i 2.05 .72 .40L
22339+4332 55.53699--13 56i 9502 .45 .30L .40L
22339+4753 57.6 22 101- 9 ! 54' 12 50 2 .25L .26L 1.03
22340+4114 2.1 17 97-15 _115 30 52 2= .26L ,25L A0L
22340+4303 3.2 44 98-13 ! 39 11 51 2 .43 .26L .40L
22340+4042 5,6 48 97-15 ! 49 6 54 2 1.07 .23: A0L
22340+4800 5.6 52 101- 9 25 j 60 48 2 6.40 2,36 .4322340+4403 6.011 99-12_ 57 1 502 .85 .25L .40L
22341+4956 6.012102- 72711 502 1.10 .56 .40L
22344+4931 28,7 25 102-- 7 69 I 28 50 2 .43L .25L .40L
22345+4316 32.354 99-13 28 ' 7 512 2.08 .52 .40L22347+4847 42.9 _ 101- 6 , 33 I 7 502 2.44 .69 .40L
Z2348+4320 48.335 99-t3 41 11 522 .35 .25L A0L
22348+4446 49.616 99-12 36 7 522 1.67 .60 .40L
22348+4634 51.829101- fl 29 7 502 3.01 1.10 .40L
22349+4719 54.327101- 9 52 9 502 .36 .35L AOL
22349+4202 56.89 98-1419' 12 522 25L .25L .72
22349+4452 58331 99-12 i 37 33 582 .88L .25L A0L
I
22350+4232 2.9 57 98-14 i 45 7 51 2 1,81 ,46 .40L
22352+4735 13.6 49 101- 9 9834 51 2 .26L 25L .40L
22352+4121 14.4 35 98-15 I 44 11 53 2 .28L .25L ,36
22352+4842 16.9 14 101- 8 ! 39 10 50 2 .87 .42 .40L
21 2 .57L .25L22353+4046 19.0 14 97-15 [ 94 53 .41
22356+4951 36.3 45 102-7 46 19 54 2 .78L .67L .40L
22356+4646 38.6 4 101-10 ! 100 33 52 2 .25L 25L A3L
22357+4604 47.8 17 100-11 I 58 36 55 2 .77L .57L .40L
22360+4152 0.2 56 98-141 42 10 54 2 .29 .25L .45L
22360+4759 0.3 23 101- 8 I 55 10 49 2 .37 .25L .40L
22361+4156 39 98-14 58 26 53 2 .26L .25L .60L
6'52 100-12 43 10 522 .80 .25L .40L22361 +4455 7.42
22361+4530 8.73 100-11 67 28 522 25L .25L .41L
22361+4818 9.357101 9 6821 512 .25L .25L .40L
22361+4627 11.522100-10 60 10 492 .60 .33L .40L
22363+4916 20.246102 8 44 10 542 .91 .28L .40L
22363+4800 22.1 6101- 9 63 27 512 .25L .25L 2.94L
22363+4752 22.412101-9 57 21 SO 2 .25L .25L .42L
22365+4205 32,050 98-14 79 12 522 .31 .25L .40L
22369+4559 57.0,46100-11 39 9 532 .86 .56 .40L
22370+4717 4.741101-10 86 14 482 .43L 25L .53
22370+4805 5.716101-g 35 9 522 2.43 .75 ,40L
22371+4020 8A 13 97-16 51 12 552 .32 .25L .40L
22372+4118 16330 98--15 134 13 532 .25L .62L 35:22374+4206 25.236 98-1441 522 2.53 1.16 .40L
22374+4453 29.24100-12l 29 6 522 4.52 1.87 .24:
22375+4130 31.532 98-15 148 9 522 .57 .25L .40L
22375+4647 32.252101-10 132 13 542 5.03 1.13 .40L
22375+4926 32,528102- 8 i 45 10 512 .52 .27L .40L
22376+4206 50,0,11 99-14| 48 10 52 ' 2 ,25L ,25L 1.56
Flags Associations
V L C
100 #m Flux Corr A Confusion R 5 A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
391L C CA J 9701200228 8
15.12L F J B; 7600225438
2.48 C B C I 9581000230 8
1.29L CD AE i 00600000000
1.71 C H B 5600000000
1.30L BBE AAA 01700000000
2.00 F L MD i 9680000000
14.20L D KECB i 9600125238
1.62L BC AAF 26600000000
585L C BC 9702025328
2.44218 8i MC B 65800000009700000008
1.48L F CL 5600000000 1 1352120
1.82 C E C 7600000010
4.25L BC AB 07400000008 3 2 DO41531
6.01: CF I HA 4700000208
1.06L BC IABFc 0 1701_ 2 1352126
2.84 D ] 9700000008
1.88 j1.42L C D D D 35000000201600000000
IAILI BO AB 0 9700000000
5.50L BC AC F 0 9502100208
5.92L BD AC I 0 9500200108
1.59L C BG I 1500010000
5.17: C E F B 9503200208
152L C CKL i 036000100003.01L BC ACMF 0500001000
5.89L C FLEI 9602112018
1.74L CC AC I 0500000000
1.99 D C A 9500000008
1.44L CD AC 0 4600000000
2.36L C L BG 2700100000
3.41 CD GKBA 2580000020
1.18L BC AAE [ 0 6600000000
1.40L CE BC i 0 4600000000
1AOL C C 2500010000
1.87L O D 2702110010
1.08L D BD E 6700002018
L14L BC AAI 0 4500010000
1A7: C D B E 3500000000
3.84L B D AB 0 7600002008
1.98 C M C 650O000000
1.48L O ICE 3500000000
1.26L C AK 2500000000
4.08L FD !AA 394O0001008
3.63L D JBG 9400000008
1.90L _D IAC d 0 35000010001.39L rBH 4500101000
1.61L ED 'BIAHAE 0 34001111002,94: CD: 9400000108
2.37 C FMCGo 45810000004.51L _ 93000000084.06L C 0 35000000001,34L 2500000000
2.09 CC F BB 2500000000
2.10 D F F E 2700000000
Name Type Mag
1 11 ! PK 100- 8,1
2 1352131 K5
4 1352140K0










1 2 DO 41584
4





1 1_1DO416172 !52167 K5
1 2)DO41620
1.47L !C !CC L E 3300001000
6.31LiE_D - AC 09300000008 1 2 DO41637
1.00L BCO AAC O 7600000000 5 1 flY LAC
1.42L iC 'BDM 4601000010 1 2 DO 41635
1.43LrCD AB E 08600000008
1.80 C E B 2400000020 8
1.30L BC AAM 0 0600020000 11 13 52180MB
1.14LIBC :AA 3 3600000000 1 2 DO41661
1.52L C D 0600020000 11 1352186 KO
1.23L BCf AAM 11600000000 2 2 [:)041662
1.00L pBC AA 3 4600001000 I 1 BOLAC1.15L )_ B E 2600000000
534 D C D B 3600001200 4
1.58 D :D B 7700000008
1.49L BD AB 0
1.48 F E




1.48 F E :L C2.79L ,E1,41L :AKH
4,02 C KDF
1.00LIC )BD3.36 C L I D




1.63L BC ;BB M 2 9700000000
1.26L C B 3500000000
1.00L BC AB 06600000000 2 1 BE LAC
664L C ID M 9200000008 2 13 _52230 K2
8.06 D E I F B 9501001428
2.23L BC rAAFL 0 6600101000
1.00L BBC AAB 0 060(]000000 1 2 DO41737
5,08L F BG 9600101008 1 2 0041738
1.18L CC AA 0 2600000000 3 13 52240MB
1.02L B B E 2700000000









8600100120 8 1 13 52207
7600100220 C 1 32 X2236+419
1700000000 2 13 52211 F8
9500000220 C
6580000230 8 1 32 X2236+483
3600000000 1 1352212 K2
2700000000 1 1352216 K5
7500100120 8 1 32X2236+479
8500000120 8





























































h m. e r
jH
Galactic Uncertainty iC
iO 12 _m0Q C) ('3 (. N
Flux Density Flags
(Not Color Corrected) V L
25 /_m 60 v.m 100 _m Flux Corr A Confusion R S
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags*
22378+4024 51.7 28 98-16 30 7 522 14.02 4.37 .97
22378+4103 52.3 19 96-15 41 9 55 ! 2 .48 .25L .40L
22378+4134 52.9 48 98-15 70 27 52 3 .32L .77L ,65L22379+4353 58.2 17 99-13 48 25 54 j .25L .35 .40
22380+4159 2.2 39 98-14 72 11 54 2 .38 .25L .40L
22362+4602 12.6 46 101-11 42 29 47 2 .25L .25L ,47L
22383+4400 19.4 54 100-13 43 8 51 2 11.28 2.96 .42:
22383+4436 23.9!60 100-12 29 5 51 2 1.45 .41 .56L
22385+4313 32.0;55 99-13 53 9 52 2 .91 .25L ,40L
22385+4944 34.0 54 102- 8 33 7 51 2 25.49 17.49 2,66
22385+4106 35.5 3 98-15 53 6 54 2 .69 .29L .40L
22387+4220 45.5 9 99-14 51 10 52 2 .88 .27L .40L
22387+4210 47.7 23 99 14 73 33 53 2 .32L; .25L .48L
22388+4146 52.2 0 99-15i 43_3 26 55 2 .25L .25L ,42L22392+4715 12.2!3 101-10! 12 51 2 .36 .65L .40L
22393+4602 18.3 56 101-11 42 8 50 2 1.33 .36 .40L
22393+4117 21.7 9 98-15 50 7 52 2 1,80 .67 .40L
22393+4957 22.2 37 103- 7 81 12 49 2 .37 .25L .40L
22394+4514 24.7 19 100-12 49 43 72 2 .25L .25L .40L
22394+4456 26.6 2 100-12 54 8 54 2 ,74 ,26L .40LI
22394+4344 29.8123 100-13 18 7 53 2 1.19 .27: .40L
22395+4217 35.1 8 99-14 20 7 52 2 14,79 7.78 1.22
22395+4253 35.9 34 99-14 54 9 51 2 .65 .30L .52L
22399+4951 54.1 10 103- 8 58 11 50 2 .52 .22: .40L
22399+4207 54.5 57 99-14 71 8 55 2 ,34 .25L ,40L
22399+4903 56.3 27 102- 8 29 6 52 2 7.70 4.88 .90
22403+4701 18.2 13 101-10 22 9 50 2 .59 .25L .43L
22405+4521 34.9 5 101-12 26 21 52 2 .25L .49L .46L
22408+4131 52.1 22 99-15 38 9 52 2 1.04 .28 .40L
22409+4654 54.3 19 101-10 35 9 50 2 ,74 .22: .40L
22409+4338 56.1 56 100-13 26 9 54 2 1.48 ,67 MOL
22410+4515 1.5 58 101-12 22 9 50 2 .60 26L .40L
22410+4206 2.2 23 99 14 34 _ 5113 7.66 2.51 .45:22410+4324 4.2 40 100-13 36 53_ 1.39 .62 .40L
22410+4456 4,2 11 100 12 75 27 52; 2 .25L .25L .40L
22410+4101 5.1;19 99-15 40 5 51 2 1.66 .68 .40L
22411+4906 11.1140 103- 8 39 10 502 .61 .26L .40L
22412+4049 16,6 20 98 16 34 13 53 2 .25L .25L ,77
22413+4059 18.6 3 99-15 29 12 53 2 .42L .25L .83
22414+4309 29.8 53 t00-14 44 10 53 2 .61 .31L ,40L
22415+4708 !30.6 46 102-10 36 7 51 2 1.76 .43 .40L
22415+4416 33.9 60 100-13 30 15 54 2 .72 .19: .40L
22415+4335 35.5 541100-13 69 13 54 2 .37 .25L .40L
22415+4431 35.6 35i100-12 99 31 53 2 .31L .25L .40L
22418+4219 49.2 41 99-14 36 6 54 2 1.36 .53 1,36L
22418+4133 51.4 21 99 15 21 6 51 2 2.87 69 .40L
22421+4745 9.0 15 102-10 100 24 52 2 .25L .25L .40L
22421+4909 9.8 0 103- 8 36 8 50 2 3.16 .87 .40L
22425+4928 32.6 7 103- 8 25 6 52 2 4.00 1.57 .25:
22426+4554 382 2 101-11 46 12 52 2 .50 .25L .40L
22427+4358 47.8 48 100-13 93 17 52 2 .30L .25L .42
22428+4912 49.3 58103- 8 49 10 51 2 1.15 .34 .40L
22430+4656 5.5 23 102-10 38 7 53 2 7.26 1.68 .40L
22433+4136 21.0 56 99-15 18 6 56 2 .32L .92 5,67
22433+4706 23.8 58 102-10 68 14 52 2 .29 .26L ,40L
22436+4139 37.1 33 99 15 86 21 54 2 .25L .25L .40L
22437+4058 42.9 18 99-16 37 14 52 2 25L .25L .58
22437+4049 43.0 5 99-16 26 15 53 2 ,25L .28L .61L
22439+4235 56.8 26 100-14 55 12 50 2 .27 .25L .40L
22439+4417 58.4 1 101-13 50 12 53 2 .56 .25L .40L
22440+4130 2.2 25 99-15 66 13 54 2 .42L .25L .76
22440+4028 3.7 54 99 16 43 10 53 2 ,71 .46L .49L
22441+4557 9.4 2 101 11 29 6 51 2 2.92 .77 .40L
22444+4811 24.2 50 103 9 44 9 53 2 1.18 .52 .40L
22444+4432 24.3 28 101-13 38 19 52 2 .25L .75L .40L
22446+4708 36.3 40 102-10 31 11 53 2 .50 .28 .40L
22446+4404 36.7 13 101 -13 34 11 521 2 .51 .25L .40L
22446+4602 39.7 31 103-10, 53 ; 54 ! 2 1.22 .34 ,40L22446+4434 40,7i31 101-13' 39 2 52 2 .25L .25L .40L
22450+4436 3.7116 101 13 47 41 65 2 .44L ,25L .40L
22451 +4957 8.5 34 103 8 68 27 49 2 .25L 25L .40L
22454+4142 24.7 3 100 15 73 24 54 2 ,25L .25L .40L
22454+4536 29.2 20 101 - 12 61 10 53 2 ,45 .25L ,40L
22454 +4718 29.5 20 102-10 33 11 52, 2 .49 .41L .40L
22455 + 4215 30.E 53 100-15 77 14 54 2 .25 .25L AOL
22455+4328 32.11 3 100-14 37 6 53 2 2.21 .77 .40L
22457+4507 43.6 55 '101 - 12 62 13 55 2 .46 25L .40L
22457+4543 46.5 491102-12 64 10 53 2 .72 .29: .40L
22458+4855 50.9 51 103 9 25 10 52 2 ,42 .31L .40L
22459+ 4534 54.4 18 102 12 63 36 55 2 .25L .25LI .40L
22459+4919 58.6 5 t03- 9 27 5 52 2 8.33 2.26 .45L
22462+4856 12.8 6 103- 9 26 6 i 52 2 6.30 3.12 .49
22463+4153 22.3 43!100-15 58 18 54 2_ .25L .25L .40L
22465+4530 33,7 29!102-12 51 10 51 2 .45 25L .40L
22468+ 4616 53.4 49 102- 11 71 11 54 2 .34 .25L .40L
22469+4100 58.1 46 100 16 103 23 53 2 25L .25L .40L
22473+4519 20.7 14 102 12 85 28 54 2 .25L 25L .40L
22474+4147 24.4 12 100-15 33 9 52 2 .74 .33 .50L
22474+4344 25.1 10 101- 14 62_ 1_ 52 2 ,25L .44L .9022475+4106 36.0 34 100- 16 26' 53 2 1.19 .37 .40L
22476+4621 38.1 56 103 10 49 11 54 2 .39 .25L .40L
22476+4047 40.4 5 100 16 23 5 54 2 98.73 32.66 8.39
22478+4915 49.5 45 104 9 28 7 52 2 .41L .35 2.01
22478_4457 49.6 50 102- 13 64 36 52 2 25L .25L .40L
22480+4139 0.1 50 100 15 41 9 52 2 1.01 ,26L .40L
22485 _4440 34.0 12 t02 13 51 8 56 2 .66 25L .40L
22488+4258 534 33 101 - 14 69 12 54 2 .30 .25L .40L
22491 _4027 110 39 100 17 46 23 54 2 ,98L .25L .49L
22492 _4209 16.3 60 100 15 45 24 54 2 25L .25L .40L
22493_ 4944 23.9 19 104.- 6 46 11 53 2 .25L 25L .89
5.21L BCC AAB 0 9401000008 17
7.19L C B 9301000008
2.62 F K D C 9600000108
199 C C H C 1500000000
2.12L C C 9600000000
1.71 E C 6580000000
1.31L BCD AAD 0 1600000000 01
1.00L BC ABI 0 0600000000
1.47L e BK 1400000000
1.38L FBD AAAG 0 0600000110 25
Declination: +40°-+50 °
Associations
6.01L C BG 9400100008 i
1.65L C A F 3600000000
2.01 C DE 6601000110
3.22 D EC 9700000320
1.71L C DN K 2500000000
1.67L CD AB 2 4501000000
7.23L BF AS 0 9400000008
1.00L C B K 0700000000
2.19 C D 7700000000
1.71L C BC 4600000000
1.20L CD AC 0 1600001000
1.52L BCC AAB 0 2700000000 15
1.39L C BCGH 0600000000
1,00L C F B E 0 0700000000
1.79L C D 4600001000
1.37L BBC AAA 0 0500000000
1.17L B BFLG 1500000000
2.11 D FJ D _700000000
6.51L CD AC 0 9400001008
1.12L BD BC 0 1400000000
1.48L BD AB 0 0500000000
1.54L C BDH 4700020000
1.20L BCD AADH 0 !800000000
1.46L BC AB




4.03: CD HJ DB
















1.60L CC ,AAL 0 1600001000
7.36L_BC IAB J i0 5400000008
1.97 F C 4500000000
1.00L BC AA 0500000000
1.00L BED AAF 7 0700000000
1.19L C CD 2701000000
1.53L C N D 1600000000
1.14L CD ACH 0 0600000000
1.28L BC AA 0 2401000000
13.29 CCD DBCB ! 7341122220
1.54L C BE 1400000000
3.02 F DC 6501122220
3.30 CC E B 2500000310
4.05 F ML B 45800002101
1.57L F E M 16000001001
1.79L F BE 36010000001
3.11 L C B C 9500000000
2.70L C B DGE 4501030320
1.26L BC AA 0 2700000000
1.35L CE AS 0 3500011000
2.92 F I C 3600100010
124L CD BD 0 2700001000
2.09: C C A H D 4600000000
1.15L BC ACL 0 3600000000
5.07 C C C 3500200020
3.38 D C 6500100030
1.82 C C 3600000010
4.55 C KJ D 9400000120
2.00L C CHNH 3600110000
1.36L C BL 4600010000
1.94L C CJ K D 5600000020
1.49L CC AAF 1 2500000100
1.66L C D 6600000000
1.50L DF BD 0 3600001000
1.16L C BF 0600100000
1.64 F K E 3600100000
1.48L BC AADJ 0 1600000000
1,04L BCC AAB 0 0600100000
4.90 C I C 7400000120
1.63L C tCL 3600000000
1,46L C C L 7600000000
1.98 D K C 9500000018
1.33 D C 5600010000
2.08: CF E ACDD 0 6601000010
2.12: CC EAC 1400000000
4.70L BC AB E 0 9601001228
1,22L C B 2500000000
6.16 BBCD AAAB 1 9400000018 16
3.63 DDC' HAAA 1400000000
1.80 C' F 3700000000
1.70L C BM 7600010000
1.45L B BG 5600000000,
1.80L C DF 1600010020
3.32 C GCD 3400000220
2.16 D GD 9580000100
2.79 CC BA 4500000100
"Confusion Flags: 6}-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60. 100 Fm; 10) High Source Density Region.
C
A Sop
S 2 # T Name Type (') Ma_
5 13 52247 M0 5 7
; 2 13 52246 K0 17 7
2 13 52246 K5 21 8
4 13 52251 K0 2 4
2 DO 41761 61 9
2 13 52253 K5 4 7
4 1 GI LAC 44
2 DO 21663 56 10
13 _2259 K5 6 8
C 32 X2238+417 53
1 2 DO 41777 84 12
2 13 52267 K5 10 8
2 13 52270 K0 6 6
1 13 52269 15 8
2 13 52275 K5 11 8
2 13 52277 K5 2
4 2 DO 41783 59 11
1 2 DO 41784 66 lC
1 13 52282 K0 10
1 1 BF LAC 63 3
1 13 52288 9
I 2 DO 41831 86
3 13 _2296 B9 4
1 2 13 52297 K2 1
3 13 52298 M5E 5
2 1 1 ST LAC 16 3
8
2 1 CE LAC 25 3
1 13 52310 K0 15
2 13 52311 K5 10
8 1 32 X2241+445 105 8
4 13 52317 K0 3
2 13 52320 K5 8
1 1 RV LAC 2 3
1 13 52328 K2 20
17 3153 N,LR 6 1:
3 13 52334 MB 4
F 2 13 52339 A0 31
4
13 52349 K2 30
2 13 52348 F0 14
iC
2 t3 52352 K5 4 67
CK LAC 9 3
3 2 DO 41957 34 1'
2 13 52358 12 63
8
8 1 32 X2245+446 35 8
8
1 2 DO41977 29 1
8 2 13 52368 15 86
1 13!52373 K2 22 83
1 2 DO41985 61 1
3 13 52377 M0 2 71
1 2! DO42008 31 106
1 2DO42013 61 96
2 13 52399 K5 19 83
2 12 ZG 2247+43 16 156
2 DO 42036 83 96
1 EF LAC 49 3
5 1 RX LAC 4 3
2 13 52411 21 80
2 13 52417 KO 15 80
1 13 52424 K0 28 76
C 1 32 X2249+404 84 12
393
Right Ascension: 22h49m26"-23hoom42 '
Position (1950) Flux Density Flags
H
Name Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected) V L C
a 8 Coords SMJ" SMN 0 O 12 _m 25 ,am 60 v.m 100 pm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
ham, • 8, (s) ( ) l b (") (") (') N (Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
gl22494+4624 .58 .25_ .4o_ 1.86_F c, 4_12_oo _42o_ 43 ,1_224g5+4_ .94 .27_ .4o_ 1.42__ _o 460o110000 .Do42092 8o ,_
22495+49o5 .34 .3o_ .4o_ 1.34__ o_ o 15_o_o I_I224_+4628 .57 .25_ .4o_ 1.43__ =_FF, 4_22_0 52435_0 18 ,_22497+4302 16.0513.97 .82 1.22_SCO,_ 0 ,O000O001017 52438_5 _ 5122497+4435 .25_ .25_ .40_ 1.65 0 _, 360_0_22497+4312 .25' .25, .40, 2.01 0 _C ,6000O0,0O224_8+4_2 .61_ .58_ .40, 1.42 C _ 7_0_00_22500÷4516 .25_ .25_ .40, 1.871 0 _ 4_0_
22500 + 4220 .39L ,25L .40L 1.99 C L D 9600000020
22503+4054 .56 ,30: ,42L 1.58L] CD BEK 3 9600000010
22505+4209 .39 .25L .40L 1,29LI C D 9600000010
22505+4238 .46L .25L .43L 2.70 C I C 9600000210 4
22510+4934 ,62 , .18: .40L 1,42LICE BF F 2 2500010000 13 52459 12 82
22510+4211 .70L .51L .40L = 1.81 I F D 9500010010
22511+4812 .77 .44L .40L 1.48L C AF 2500000000
22511+4117 .25L .25L .40L : 2.10 I C C 9601000010
22513+4323 2.52 .60 .40L 1.00L ED AA 0 9700010000 13 52463MA 1 85
22513+4830 .65 .36L .40L 1.52LIC BF E 2401000000 13 52464 13 80
22514+4429 ,41 .25L .40L t.34LIC S 2500000000 13 52465 A0 16 55
22517+4145 1.05 .42L .40L 1.24LJC AD 9601000000 13 52468 K5 14 81
22517+4714 .28 ,25L .40L 2.18L C F K 1500000000 13 52469 K0 5 81
22518+4006 2.29 .52 .40L 1.23L]CC AA 0 1600000000 13 52471 K2 8 58
22522+4208 .25L .25L ,40L 3.04 J F ME 9600000000
22523+4933 .37 .25L .40L 1.63LIC BI K i 2500000000
22523+4700 1,37 .38 .40L 1,25LIBE AB 0' 0700000000 13 52478 K5 4 80
22523+4844 .49 .25L .40L 1,33LIF B 4500000000
22525+4218 .27L ,25L ,40L 4,04 ] D J F 9480100020
22526+4109 .25L .25L .40L 3.97 I D F 9400000420 i C 32 X2252+411 71 12
22527+4221 .25L .25L .40L 7.26 _ O E 9400100020 j
! I
22528+4545 65 .37L .62L 1.53LLC BGL 4600001000
22529+4229 ,44L 32L .46L 2.31 I E HKD 9600000020
22529+4259 .25L .25L .40L 1.44 I C E 9700000010
22534+4917 .37 ,21 .40L 1.19LICD 8D 0 4500000000
22535+4402 .55 .32L .4OL 1.35LIB BJ 3600010000 13 52498 K0 12 67
22536+4142 .55 .25L .40L 120LIC B 9600000000 13 52500 K2 4 76
22536+4520 .46 : .lg: .40L 1.30L|DD BC 1 1600000000
22537+4120 .54 .26L .40L 1.42LJC BE 9501000000 13 52503 17 90
22537+4307 .85 .25: .40L 1.38LIC D BD 1 9700010000
22538+4136 .25L 25L .43L 3.69 | D F D 9580000320 C 32 X2253+416 75 12
22538+4541 .25L .25L .40L 1 56 | F M F! 1600000000t
22539+4214 ,69L .35L .38: 8.34 | CC GI DF 9580000220 4 32 X2253+422 79 4
22540+4026 ,38L .25L ,79 1.65LJ C ; BCI 6500000000 12 ZG 2254+40 76 156
22541+4812 1.11 ' .46 .40L 1,52L|BE ABJ 0 2500001000 2 DO42200 22
22541+4255 ,41 .25L .40L ! 1.59L|C 'CL E 9700010000 2 DO 42201 38 98
22541+4110 .25L ,25L .40L 3.42 / F NE 9481000200
22542+4927 24.53 5,89 .86 1.00L|CCC AAB 0 3501000000 13 52516K0 3 50
22542+4058 .25L .25L .40L 6.76 | E I B 9481000100
22544+4750 .34 ,25L .40L 1.39L |E DG 1600000000 13 52520 K2 2 73
22546+4050 .25L ,25L .52 3.50 / CC FB 9401000100
/
22546+4021 .25L ,25L .40L 1.29 / C E 3600000000
22548+4824 1.68 1.06 .41: 1.40L/BCD AAE 1 3600001000 13 52526 B3 3 51
22549+4349 .25L .25L .40L 1.81 | C C _ 3600001000
22549+4442 .96 .28: A5L 1.39L|BD AEJ M 3 1600000000
22550+4920 .99 .29 .40L 1.10L[BC AD J 0 3601000000
22551+4244 3.48 .89 .75L, 2.15L[BC AAED 0 9601000010 13 52529K5 5 68
22551 +4845 .99 .24: .40L 1.16L CD AD 1 2600000000 2 DO 42237 28 91
22552+4303 .25L .62L .40L 1.70 I C H C 9700000000
22554 + 4935 .46 .25L .40L 1 23L C C L 4500010000
22555+4731 1.01 .29L .40L 3.42LIC AF J 0400000000 13 152540 3 85
I
22557+4228 8.00 3,55 .50: 1.00L BCC AAE 0 7600000000 13 52542 3 90
22557+4349 .69L .25L ,40L 2.05 C E C 4600000000
22558 + 4829 1.55 ,70 .40L 1,23L B C A A 0 1600000000
22561+4009 ,36L ,25L .58 1.71 DC CB 2501000000 12 ZG 2256+40 24 148
22564+4935 ,40 25L ,40L 1.54L C S F 5500000000 13 52548 23 81
22565+4614 .25L .25L .50L 2.46 C GB 6500000018
22566+4039 .25L .28L .84 3,47 CD CBA 2400100120 I C 9 U12282 56 146
22569+4210 .25L .26L .40L 1.52 E NGE 3600000000
22570+4608 .42 .25L .40L 1.84L F E F 9500000010
22570+4036 .57 .25L .40L 1.20L B B 1600100110 13 52563 K5 27 80
22570+4441 .25L .25L .81: 2.01 DC AB 1500100000
22571+4755 1.91 .90 .40L 1.28L BD AA 2 2600000000
22572+4439 .88 .30 .40L 1.34L CF AB 0 1500100000 2 DO42292 50 105
22572+4338 .63 .29L .40L 5.44L C BG i 3500000006 13 52567 K2 9 77
22572+4245 .62L .25L .70 4,84L C J B _ 9500000008
22572+4234 15.63 7.45 94 1.13L BBC AAA 0 5800000000 1 SZAND 7 4
22573+4705 .65 .41L .40L 1.44L B BF 7700000000
22573+4739 .25L .25L .45L 2,39 C CB 2600000100
22574+4203 .61 .25L A0L 1.38L C BI G 2600000000
22575+4149 .25 .25L .70L 1.34L D H F 1600000000 _ 13 52574 13 90
22581 +4440 .61 .28L _ .40L 2.03L C CD 2500000000 2 DO 42334 84 91
22583+4551 .56L .25L i .40L 1.76 D J D 7380000000
22586+4614 28.73 14.73 =i 7.16 5.00 BBDC AAAA 0 7401000010' 13 52594MC 4 86
22589+4936 .69L .69L I .40L 1.86 C D [ 7601000010
22592+4723 .77L .25L i .59 2.36L C DI i 66000000001
22592+4504 .25L .25L .56L 1.94 C HE i 5580000010 _
22592+4514 .38 .25L .44L 1.63L C C L 5500000000 13 52605 K0 9 78
22593+4846 .59 .25L .40L 1.09L C C _ 2600000000 13 52606 K5 15 72
22593+4601 .25L .31L .40L 2.05 C I G 5600000110
22595+4203 .25L .32L 1.91 4.06L D GE 7502202338 2 1 15 AND 57 1
22595+4537 8.30 2.36 .63 1.32L BBC AAB 0 3600000000 50 1 VYAND 2 4
22598+4418 .88 .33L .40L 1.89L C AC 1600001000 13 52616 K0 14 65
23000+4735 .32 .25L .40L 1.57L C E K 3500000000 13 52619 29 90
23002+4633 2.84 1.69 .47: 2.17: CCDC AADD 0 9502000000 2 DO42385 37 121
23002+4229 .48 .28L .40L 2.79L C BDG 9501000008 13 52623 A2 11 50
23005+4212 .82 .35 .40L 5.36L CD AC 0 9400000008
23005+4236 .62 .26L .40L 4.59L E BFMH 9500100008 2 DO 42393 44 93
23005+4700 .27L .25L 50L 2.09 F I S 5700000000
23006+4247 1.32 .42 .47L 4.38L BF AOE 4 9600000008 2 DO42392 41 115
23007+4026 .4g .31L .40L 1.47L C DH K 2600000000
Declination: +40"-+50 °
Associations
"Confusion Flags: I) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
394
I I i
Right Ascension: 23hOOm49"-23hO9m42 '
Position (1950) Flux Density
Name
Galactic Uncertainly jH
a _ Coords SMJ SMN (0) O 12 btmh% .6, (s) () I b (") £3 N
73008+4157 49.1 6 102-16 53 13 58 ' 2 ,93 .36L .40L
23008+4833 50.4 34 105-10 29 5 57 2 1.33 .41 .40L
23008+4626 53.8 53 104-12 50 21 53 I 2 .62L .29L .48L
23009+4517 55.4 20 104-13 51 20 55 2 .25L .25L .77L
23012+4521 13.3; 12 104-13 32 18 55 2 .25L .30L .52
23012+4327 16.1 2 103-15 66 13 57 2 .66 .25L .40L
23014+4946 24.4i18 106- 9 80 8 47 2 31L 25L .53L
23015+4835 36.0 41 105-10 45 9 58 2 .61 25 .40L
23016+4955 38.427 105- 9 65 11 51 2 .32 .25L .40L
23018+4028 49.910 102-18 29 6 55 2 1.21 .38 A0L
23019+4946 56.3149 106- 9 24 7 49 3 5.57 1.35 .40L
23021+4421 9.339 104-14 44 15 63 2 .56L .25L .4823021+4357 11.3110 103-15 _ 17 56 2 .25L .25L .48
23023+4111 20.0 18 102-17 42 8 56 2 25L .25L .40L
23024+4432 25.3 33 104-14 99 28 55 2 .25L .25L .40L
23026+4954 37.6 39 106- 9 22 10 22 3 .63 25L .40L
23028+4928 48.848 106-10 57 8 51 3 .40 .25L A0L
23028+4013 49.2 31 102-18 37 24 54 2 .25L .25L .40L
23029+4924 54.0 29 106-10 31 9 49 3 .55 .25L .40L
23029+4516 57.9 26 104-13 78 27 54 2 25L .84L A0L
23030+4635 3.8 43 105-12 60 10 55 2 .57 .29L A0L
23032+4557 13.7 35 104-13 40 26 54 2 .42L .25L .40L
Z3032+4826 16.3 51 106-11 34 28 44 3 .25L .25L .40L
23034+4019 24.4 45 102-18 64 9 56 2 .38 .25L .40L
73034+4718 29.6 56 105-12 20 4 57 2 2.41 2.39 .51
23035+4337 31.5 11 104-15 64 11 57 2 .47 .25L .93L
23035+4014 33.7 48 102-18 59 8 58 2 .25L .25L .40L
23038+4947 487 59 106- 9 45 13 46 2 .62 .26 .40L
23038+4131 50.9 14 103-17 47 13 57 2 .51 .36L .40L
23039+4840 56.0 60 106-10 32' 3 50 3 1.46 .40 .40L
23040+4219 4.2 1 103-16 30 9 55 2 1.11 .29 .40L
23041 +4546 7.3 18 105-13 49 8 56 2 .50 ,25L .40L
2304"{+4721 10.7 16 105-12 95 21 57 2 .25L .25L .40L
23041+4649 11.6 41 105-12 56 31 52 2 .25L .25L A0L
23044+4145 29.8 48 103-17 61 18 56 2 .25L .25L .51
23046+4700 36.5 9 105-12 65 11 57 2 A6 .25L .40L
23047+4414 42.5 6 104-14 38, 11 55 2 .36 .25L .40L
23047+4603 43.9 7 105-13 30 21 64 2 .25L .25L .40L
23047+4734 44.0 52 105-11 28 27 35 2 .48L .25L .40L
23048+4124 50.2 6 103-17 27' 7 57 2 6.55 2.95 .50:
23048+4955 51.3 20 106- 9 26 I 3 24 3 .59 .25L .40L
23048+4109 53.3 21 103-17 52 10 56 2 .52 .25L .40L
23050+4749 1.3 6 106-tl 26 3 55 3 2.12 1.31 .44L
23050+4155 2.8 58 103-17 100 21 57 2 .36L .25L ,57L
23050+4319 3.5 47 104-15 53 16 58 2 .29L .29L .48
23051+4721 8.6 19 105-12 24 22 62 2 28L .25L .41L
23053+4308 19.8 33 104-16 35 29 52 2 .83L .59L .40L23053+4606 21.4 57 105-13 29 ! u 56 2 6.53 1.64 .40L
23054+4453 24.4 20 104-t4 34 6 57 2 4.86 1.89 .32:
23054+4640 27.3 18 105-12 29 ' 3 56 2 2.64 .65: A0L
23054+4901 29.6 29 106-10 35 12 45 2 .61 .25L .40L
23056+4836 38.1 53 106-11 73 24 52 3 .25L 25L .40L
23056+4724 38.8 10 105-12 37 25 57 2 .25L .25L A0L
23056+4424 39.0 52 104-14 32 25 58 2 .25L .25L .40L
23057+4317 44.4 24 104-I5 59 9 57 2 ,54 .25L .40L
23057+4830 44.4 35 106-11 113 39 56 2 .32L .59L .40L
23057+4050 44.5 38 103-18 69 12 56 2 .41 .25L .40L
23058+4516 48.8 0 105-14 60 25 56 2 .38L .25L A0L
23058+4354 49.029 104-t5 38 7 57 2 5.87 3.47 .77
23058+4843 50.3 22 106-10 82 22 46 2 .25L .25L A0L !
23062+4531 13.7 9 105-13 44 33 57 2 .25L A7L .40L
23062+4221 14.8 23 104-16 99 30 57 i 2 .79L .61L .40L
23066+4825 36.2 14 106-11 25 10 48 3 .52 .25L .40L
23067+4712 44.5 37 106-12 _ 18 6 58 2 2.19 .64 .40L23o69+415159.59 103-17 71 11 552 .85 I .25L .40L
23069+4810 59.8138 106-11 74 17 5313 .25L I .25L .40L23070+43134712104_164025 2 25L 25L 40L
23071+413523°7°+451747,0 Ig7.2_2 105-14 108 38 55 .26L .25L A0L103-17 I 47 22 57 .26L .25L .40L
23071+4701 8.3 19 106-12 68 14 54 2 .33L .27L .45
23071+4617 11.1 43 105-13 32 19 57 2 .25L _ .25L .40L
23072+4751 15.2 23 106-11 45 10 52 3 .47 .25L .40L
23072+4115 15.8 10 103--17 51 28 58 2 .25L .25L .40L
23073+4645 20.8 20 105-12 33 32 21 2 .25L ,25L A0L
23075+4152 31.7 19 104-17 56 19 541 2 .26L .25L .57L
23076+4741 40.1 7 106-12 31 8 50! 3 .46 .25L .40L
23078+4545 48.549'105-13 64 10 56 2 .49 2.16L .40L23078+4943 49.3 107--10 18 125 .66 .25L A0L
23081+4316 6.7 18 1104-16 74 12 57 i 22 .57 .25L .40L23082+4101 12.4 7 103-18 43 26 55 .25L .25L .40L
23084+4719 25.01 28 106-12 31 10 52 3 .38 .25L .40L
23084+4730 25.9 48 1106-12 53 26 56 2 .71L .26L .40L
23084+4618 761 49 t05--13 85 32 54' 2 .27L ,25L .40L
23085+4413 30.6 8 105-15 17 13 54 2 .25L .25L .70
23085+4937 31.4 9 107-10 53 19 51 3 .25L ,25L ._.0L
23085+4514 31.8 29 105-14 63 9 56 2 .37 ,25L .40L
23085+4759 32.0 24 106-I1 30 3 54 3 1.29 .34 ,40L
23086+4705 36.5 46 106-12 19 5 54 3 8.10 4,21 .79
23086+4946 40.5 44 107-10 34 8 54 3 .81 ,17: .40L
23088+4136 49.6 11 104-17 49 10 55 2 .65 ,30L .40L
23089+4415 58.7 49 105-15 30 21 53 2 .25L ,25L! .40L
23090+4429 5.0 65 105-15 69 3!1 55 22 ,25L 1,20L .40L23091+4504 12.0 1 105-14 78 2 56 .25L .25L I .40L26 57 2 1.31 .50 .40L
23092+4646 12.2 35 106-12 8 '23092+4955 15.0 35 107-10 59 111 4 .28L .25L .45
23093+4843 18.5 59 107-11 37 9 47 2 31.17 16.80 267
23093+4015 22.2 4' 103-18 45 11 57 2i .43 .25L .40L
23094+4746 28.9 53 106-12 36 8 53 3' .41 .31L .40L
23095+4303 30.6 51 104-16 37 111 56 21 1.13 .46 A0L
23097+4923 42.3 19 107-10 27 6 55 3 ! 1.14 .29 .40L
Declination: + 40"- + 50 °
Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected) V L C
25 u.m 60 /xm 100 _m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
1.91L D BE O 5600000008
1.45L BC AB 0 3600000000
2.56 C J L ME 9501000000
4.10 C J C 5481000220
3.93: CD DDD 5402000330
4.53L C B 9500000006
1.64 Ci DA 6700100000
1.31L CD jAB 0 36000000001.92 9601000000
1.00L CF AS 0 2600002100
1.44L BB AAL 0 5700100000
1,61L D MCCD 1601000008
2.17 C D EC 5700000108
1.25 D B 1600000008
I. 58 C B ._600000000
1.07: C C BH I 5701000000
1.82L C BE 4600100000
1A9 D B 2500000000
1.47L, C F 2700100000
C BK O 8400000100195
1.34L C C BE 84000000001.56 L M C 6600000000
2.28 D D EJ G 46000000101.46L C 2600100000
3.95L BC AAEE 2 9500000000
2.92L _ CL MG 9600000028
1.54 NE 2600100000
1.46L D D
cD AD 0 38000100006.59L A M 7401000028
1.41L] BC AB 0 3600000000
3.18L CD AS K 1 4600000008
1.84L C C K 3500010000
2.25 D D 9500000000
1.92 C E 9500000010
t.23 ; CD CC 7600000008
1.72L _C CE I 6400000010
672LC CciD 43010200082.43 C 66010000002.29 ,F D 9681000020
2.49L! BBD AABI 1 6601000238
1.31 L C B C 5801000000
1AlL C DH 9500010000
1 26LI BC I I.AF I 9700000000
1.84 D ! N J B 6700000008
1.00L
2.82 C E ! ,., D 9500000030K B 9701000000
1.37 C i D 9600000000
1.48L BC AAEG 0 6601000000
1.53L= CCD AAH 0 9600000000
1.00L B D A B 0 9500000000
2.92L C B G] 9502100568
2.60 D E C I 35001000(30
2.42 C D I 9581000050
2.03 C C 9500000020
1.46L C S M, 9700000000
1.41 D D I 3600100100
1.34L C B D'! 36000000003.45 C G 6480000120
1.48: BBCcD AACBB; 0 97000000081.86 96010O0008
1.64 C E ! 4500000000
1.53 C K C 4700000000
6.26L B B D ' 9400000008
1.19L BD AA 0 4510000000
1.16L E BG 97(X)000110
2.24 C B 8700000018
2.47 C C, 6600000030
1.35 C D F! 4600000010
7.73 C HE : 9400000030
1.36L D F AJ 7500001000
2.21 C C 8680000010
1.29L B CK 7700000000
1.45 D G C j ' 9600000000 ]
1.46 C J D 9500000000
1.91 C J B 9701000210 I
1.44L B S i 5700000000 !1.34L D 81 66010000001
5.09L C BD 2501010008
4.15L C B 9501110128
1.36 C HC 6400000000
1.71L C B 3500000000'
1.87 C J C 9501000000
1,50 E K I 7600000000
2,39: C C B B 6600000010
3.53 E I C 6500000328
1.43L B C 4600000000
5,35L BC AS 41 7500000008
1,09L BBC AABI 1' 4500000000
8,30L BD ACM 2, 9600011008
1.19L D BC I 9700000000
2.51 E C 5600000010
1.90 C G D 4600000030
2.87 C GD 2500000120
1.24L ED AB C 0 9402011010
7.95L C K K E 9502000008
4.24L BBD AAA 0 9500000018 15
1,03L C S 0400000000
6.13L C BE 3500000008
3.24L BC AA 0 9600001008
4.03L CD BB 1 9501000008
Sep
(") MagName Type
2 13 52632 13 82
2 13 52633 K5 6 77
4
4 1 32 i X2301 +453 49 4
2 13 52642 K5 5 77
1 1 AZ AND 4 3
1 13 52645 4 86
2 1 2 0042433 62 115
3 13 152649 K0 4 48
3 9 ; U12341 13 156
1 13 52660 9 8E
1 39 VRO40.23.01 102 61(]
2 2 DO 42464 28 t1C
2 13 52666 10 86
1 13 I 52672 K5
8 1 13 52677 G5
2 13 52680 K5





3 12 ! ZG 2305+41
4 9 i U12381
13 52711 K52, DO 42530
1 20042535
4 3 13 52713 F0
1 2 0042538
1 2 DO42540
8 1 32 X2306+452
13 52737 K22 1:)O4257213 52741
8 1 32 )(2307+432
8
1 2 DO 42584
1 13 52754 G5
1 13 52757
1 13 52756K0
2 13 52761 F5
2 13 52766
1 13 52768 K0
I 2 0042614
1 13 52772 K5
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60. 100 _,m; 10) High Source Density Region,
8 1 32 X2309+450






































Right Ascension: 23h09_"46'-23h19_59 `
Position (|950) Rux Density
Name
* , (') (') _) N (Jansky)
23097+4737 46.6 3 106- 12 i 39 28 55 3 .25L .25L23098+4956 49.0 107-10! 52 17 48 2 34 25L
23100+4437 0.66105-15] 5310 562 ,42 ,25L
23100+4349 2.66110515437 582 1.29 .56:
23102+4908 15,2 010710 _ 26 8 55 3 1.27 .36
23106+4733 36.339106-12 63 17 46 2 .33 ,56L
23106+4214 38.2 9104-17 45 10 57 2 ,33 ,25L
23106+4056 41.614104-18 89 30 58 2 ,79L .61L
23107+4201 43.34610417 119 32 55 2 .25L .68L
23108+4329 49.2 37 105-16 43 6 57 2 1.90 .50
23108+4112 50.936104-18 33i 8 582 1.91 .52
23109+4633 55.643106-13 88; 29 582 .25L ,25L
23109+4311 57.521106-1658] t0 582 .58 .25L
23109+4943 5a229107-10 15 5 313 .89 ,24:
2311214623 13,424106-13 80 14 562i ,22 .25L
23112+4941 16.29107-10109 81083 .31 .25L
23115+4915 32,156107-10 74 14 513_ ,25L 25L
23115+4031 35.050104-18 62 10 562 i .70 ,25L
23116+4101 41,44610418 69 34 i 5622 .25L 26L
23118+4955 51.2 34 107-10 15 8 31 3 1.08 29
I
23116+4737 53.6 31 ' 107-12 36 13 47 .39 .25L =
23123+4652 18.3 20 106 13 42 t9 52 3 .25L .25L
23123+4659 19.7 44 _ 106-12 37 27 ! 64 3 .25L .25L
23123+403121.9,7:,0418 _ _ 58_ 18.12 5.4823124+4322 24,830105-16 1 57 .39L .25L
23125+4804 30,951107-11 4520 492 ,25L .25L
23125+4921 34.2 161 107-10 34 10 47 2 .CoO .25L
23125+4135 35.75104-18 6836572 .25L .25L
23126+4052 36.66 104-19 3612_ ,_ ) 1.08 .3323126+4316 36.748 105-16 52 .39L .39L
23127+4149 42,62310417 5010592 1,23 .42
23130+4842 3.014107-11 54 8523 34L .25L
23130+4139 3.952104-17 8433562 .25L A3L
23131+4354 10.357105-15 57 10 56; 2 ,85 .33L
23134+4050 25.126104-18 43 10 592 1.02 .40
23134+4218 27,017105--17 42 o 591 =: 1.58 .43
23134+4652 28,956!107-13 4829 483 .25L 25L
23142+4141 13.526105-16 548 59j 2 .25 ,25L
23144+4834 27.718'107-11126 2849 2 .31L 25L
23144+4848 29.49107-11 8633 502 .44L ,25L
r
23146+4906 138.116108-11 7629 482 .25L .25L
23146+4344 1402 58106-16 5920 572 25L .25L
23149+4820 _54,3' 15107-1t 69 15 552 ,44 .25L
54.8121106-t523149+4453 30 9 562 1.10 ,33
23150+4816 0.248 07--11 120 31 492 45L .81L
23151+4924 ;10.116108--10 18 8 262 .46 .31:
23153+4851 '20.026108-11 39 32 462 .27L .25L
23154+4644 25,7 ! 35108-11 24 7 472 33.41 8.62
23154+4035 28,58104-19 30 7 592 16,25 5.53
23155+4929 31,6123 106-t0 37 8 252 .29 .25L
23155+4734 32.958107--12 52 8 573 .32 .25L
23156+4628 38,74410713 25 8 482 2.30 .97
23159+4641 59,115108-11 16 7 482 8.41 4,95.
23160+4357 2.6:15 106-16 43 8 59 2 .72 .61L
23161+4723 9.5153 107-12 35 29 59 2 .25L .25L
23162+4553 16.4 49 107-14 51 28 49 2 .25L .25L
23163+4754 19.1i44 107-12 83 16 50 2 .27 .25L
23164+4309 27.3 5 106-16 65 25 57 2 25L .25L
23165+4313 32.4i 8 106 16 44 10 57 2 .42 .25L
23167+4734 45.7 38 =107-12 50 32 50 2 .25L .55L
23167+4638 45.8 32 108-11 69 12 49 2 .26 .25L
23169+4311 54.2 8 106-16 42 29 56 2 .43L .25L
23171+4820 6.9 39 106-12 65 7 47 2 2.33 .49:
23171+4635 9148 107-13 45 11 48 2 .52 .25L
23171+455510.8 107-14 31 24 25_ .25,
23171÷,24 111.2151_-1_ 57 25 .25_ ,25_
_172+470,1303_10713 10729 ;_ g 82_ 6oL
23173+4806 18.5 106--12 57 11 1.34 .31:
23173+4314 19.218106-16 31 9 5_ 2 .81 ,23:
57 ] 1.41 .86L23173+44322 6_ 105-1537 _ 49!23173+4923n6_. o8-11 20 35.92 13.15
23174+4917 27.5 4108-11 53 32 38 _ 2 .25L .25L
23174+4149 29.511.108-18 30 8 57 2 5.54 1.40
23175+4319 31£ 57 106-16 59 29 58l 2 .25L .25L
23175+4015 32.E 41105-19 8616581 2 A4L .27L
23175+4902 !33A 30108-11 52 9492 .44 ,25L
23176+4658 37.32:107-13 297 54! 3 9.38 7.4.5
23177+4750 43.11 '108-123 7313 502 .54 .25L
23177+4241 46.536106-17 31 11 582 .25L .26L
23178+4347 48.038106-16 33 11 57l 2 ,25L .47L
23178+4222 52,359 106-17 50 26 592 A2L .25L
23179+4630 54.9171107-13 61 15 502 30 26L
23180+4524 0,944107-14 44 20 553 .25L .25L
23181+4334 8.842106-16104 24 582 .25L .25L
23182+4701 16,412 !107-13101 33 552 .25L ,25L
23183+4418 20.7 27 ' 106-15 53 9 57i 2 .85 .32L
23188+4402 50.5 22 106-16 30 26 60 2 .29L .25L
23188+4943 52.155 108-10 14 5 24 3 1.37 .69
23189+4912 56.5 12 108 11 49 12 48' 2 ,60 .42L
23189+4433 59.5 1 107-15 46 6 59 2 1A5 .40
23191+4857 8.10 108-11 62 14 49 i 2 ,26 ,25L
23191+4151 8.824106-18 46 23 562 .25L ,59L
23194+4951 24.935109-10 44 35 323 .25L ,25L
23194+4848 28.2531108-11 73 11 492 ,42 .25L
23196+4830 38.135 ! 108-11 23 9 482 A4 ,25L
,25L ,25L23197+4554 42045107-14 31 26 543
23197+4034 43.929 i05-19 2710 _852 .25L ,25L23199+4952 58.1 44 109-10 86 13 2 .45L .25L
23199+4756 59.4 38 108-I2 97 16 49 2 .32 .25L
¢,1
!_ ('Not Color Corrected)Galactic Uncertainly
O 12 ,urn 25 ktm 60 _am
Declination: + 40 °- + 50*
Rags Associations
V L C






















Flags' S 2 # T Name Type
40L B L MDB 8700000000
40L E H 9501000026 8 1 1352765 K0
.40L BF 26000000001 2 [9042664
.40L AB 39500101038 I
,40L AB 1 9500000008 3 1352787 F0
.40L E M 9500000000 2 1352794
.40L EG 4600000000 3 1352797
,63L E HE 4561000030 1 32 X2310 +409
.40L C C 4300000010
.40L AB 1 9500000008 2 1352799
,40L A8 25500001000 3 13 52801 K5
.40L C N E F 8500000000
,40L BH 9500000018 1 2 DO 42699
.40L AD E 0 9500100008 1 1 FXAND
.40L E H 2501000000 I 2 IX) 42700
.40L D N 9400100008
,40L E D 7600000028
.40L (3 0 4500000000 I 1 1352814 K2
,40L F G 3500000000
.40L A C C 9500000008 !
.40L 1.37L C D L 0740200OD00'
.40L 2.13 D G C 4501000200
.40L 1.93 C K KB 4560000200 I
1.23 1.21L BCC AAAE 250000000016 6 1352832M0
.50 2.31L D CD , 9500100008
,40: 1.74 DC DB 4600000000
,40L 6.17L C SH 7500000008: 2 2 [:)042750
.40L 1.63 C F 5500000030
,40L 1.10L BC AC 0 4600001000 1 1352834K2
.40L 2,31 D K B 7500100018 I
.40L 1.07L CD AC 0 4600000000 !
.73 1A9L C B B 9500000000 I
A0L 1.95 D K G 2500000030
,40L 1.80L C A E 7600000000 1 2 DO 42768
.40L t.61L CD BC M 44500000000 ' 2 2 DO42774
.40L 128L BD AB K 01601000000 21352844
.40L 1,66 C F F 55000001 O0
A0L 1,12L D 2500000000 1 2 DO 42794
,40L 2.30 C D 9500000000
.40L 1.57 C HD 9500000000 I
i
.45L 1,77 C KJ D 55000000001
.45L 2.83 C KD 3600000020 1 32 X2314+ 437
.40L 1.69L D F 3500100000
.40L 1.47L BD AC 0 2400000000 2 13 52865K2
A0L 162 C E 3500100000
,40L 1.36L DD BC 0 2701031100' i
1.33"40L 1,24LI'92 BCC E AAA D 175001000007500100000 5 I 13 52871 M0
1.19 1.76 BBCC AAEIC 0
46000000001 5 i 2 DO 42841
.SOL 1.44L O EJ 1700020000 13 52874
i
.40_ 1.67Lc _, 15_00000000!2!1352675
.45L 1.28L CC AAF 1' 0600000000 1 i 1 AOAND
.74 1.23L BCC AABL 17500000000 1 I 1 AI AND
A0L 1.51L C BI ' 2600000000 1 2 DO42856
.40L 1,76 O C 5501000000 J
.40L 1.67 C GC 2500000010 ' I
.40L 1.75L F D 5400000000 1 2 DO 42862
.40L 2.27 C E D = 9600100110
.40L 1.18L C C 9700200110 1 2 DO 42867
.40L 1.99 D D 5500000230 I 1 32 X2316 +475
.40L 1.57L C D 6500000000 2 1352899 A2
.40L 2.04 C C a 9600100110
.40L 1.33L CD AB C 02500100000 3 1352907K0
.43L 1,13L C BDM 0600000000
.40L 1.39L C F E 9502000000 i
.40L 3,23 C L J C i 2480000440 C 1 I 321 X2317+459
.40L 3.01 D 6600000010
.40L 1.63 D Di 6500000210
.40L 1.62L CD AG 04400000000 1 13 i 52912 K0
,40L 1,16L BD BCK 09700000120 1 2 DO42882
.40L 2.08L C AC 5500001000
2.15 2.40L BBC AAAF 0250010000015 4 TMSS +50463
.40L 1.49 D "pl 4500000110
,40L 1.00L BC A 00600000000 5 1352914K2
.45L 2,67 D EF 9602000120
,75 1,59L C H B E 0400000000
.40L 1,36L C B F 2500000000
.82 1.03L BBC AAB 0560000000029 20042899
,40L 2.14L C C L ' 5300000000 2 DO 42898
.90 2.07 CD DBAi 1600000000 3 9 U12524
,98 2.14L C HBAS 7700000000
.40L 1,66 C C 8600000020 ! 1 32 X2318+423
,40L 1.26L D D M 0600000000 1 2 DO 42903
.40L 2.12 D F C 3600000000
.40L 2.48 C: J KC 9600000000
.43L 1.39 C I F ' 4600000000
.40L 1,19L C BB ' 5600000000 2 1352925 K2
.40L 1.92 F E 5600000000
.40L 1.07L BD AB 3 9600001000 1 1 AKAND
.40L 1.40L C CC 4600000000
.40L 1.78L CD ABGF' 0 9600000000 I 2 DO42929
.40L 1.56L E D H 2500000000 2 13 52934 KO
,40L 1.42 D B _ 8500000000
.40L 1,73 C GD 9500100110
.40L 2.25L E BG G 1400020000 2 1352941
.40L 1.56L C C 1600000000 1 2 DO 42948
.40L 2.15 F I G 6500000020 !
1.71 7.57 DD De 130(0)00210 6 " 9 U12554
.45 1.46L C BF 19500100110 2 ) 9 U12558























































i 39 i 116
78 148
35 I 85




Posilion (19_0) Flux ]:)endty Nags
H (Not Color Corrected)
Name Galactic Uncertainty C V RL 2S]a 8 Coords SMJ' SMN 0 O 12 tzm 25 _m 60 _.m 100 /_m Flux Corr A Confusion
ham.. 8, (s) (") l b (") (') (') N S
23200+4435 543 .25L
23201 +4520 543 .25L
23204+4259 532 .25L







23210+4219 46_12 2.152 + 4810 72
23212+4605 573 1.19
23213+4547 4_543 .25L
23214 + 4847 2 1.49
23216+4450 2 .40L
6 +4635 2 1 14
23217 + 4120 2 16.4423219+4306 2232,9+4809 492 39
23220+4536 563 25,23222+4357 562 441-23223+4846 ,0 2 3723223+4621 4g 11123223+4104 22 251-
23223+4316 2 .751- !
23224+4408 553 .25L
23224+4328 572 .25L
23225+4109 59 ! 2 .49







23231 +4733 50 2 .41
23232+4247 59 2 .39
23233+4525 55 3 31
23234+4917 116 3 .83
23234+4313 58 2 .38L
23234+4215 59 2 3.84






?3240+4006 59 2 .69
23241 +4518 56 2 .25L
23242+4409 53 3 .25L
23242+4610 50 2 25L
23242+4504 58 3 32
._3243 + 4456 55 3 .96










23256 + 4646 51 2 ,25L
23256+4258 60 2 .33
23256+4630 52 2 ,25L
23257+4439 55 3 ,89
23259+4659 51 2 .70
23260+4524 51 2 .50
23261 +4237 59 i 2 .94
?3262+4400 55 I 2 .25L
23263+4705 50 2 .40
23264+4133 58 2 .36L
23266+4520 52 '2 27
23266+4510 51i22. .25L !
?3267 + 4711 51 .29L
.25L23267+4026 592
23270+4644 _122 .89L23272+4026 .25L
23273+4640 4812 1,72
23274+4641 512 .75




23281 +4948 36, 4 .41
23282+4548 532 .25L
23283 +4552 532 .73
23283+4904 363 .25L
23264+4444 522 83
23284_ 4346 592 .40L
23285+4259 54 3 388
23285+4747 50 2 .25L
23286+4915 362 25L
2328623266t-4437+946 32551822 .25"34L
23287 + 4013 2 .30L
23286+4310 57 I 2 .25L
23288 + 4349 59 ! 2 25L







































































































Uncs Coef R Flags' # T Name Type Mag
C C 9500000010
DB J BB 36000000O0! 1 12 ZG 2320+45 20 153
C E 95OOOOOOOO
BC AB 01 1600000000 2 I 13 52955 6 83
B G FE 6500000330 C 1 32 X2320+447 75 12
CC I BAG 2600001000 1 11 PK 107-13.1 26 138
BBD AACD 1 8500000000 I
C K B 7600000220
BD AB 09401001008 " 1:)O42968 66 10066oooooooo! ,21 10168DO 42975BCF AAC
BC F ABKD 0 18600000000 I
CD BD 01600010000 1 1 BTAND 56 3
BC C ACNME 016600000000' 1 1352967 K2 6 7775010000OO I I
BF AC 3 05O0000000' 1 13 52975 10 88
D D E 6501000000 I
C D A C M 1 06000000001 1 2 DO 43000 62 111
BBD C AAAE 0 19 3 52978M0 5 66j 9380100206 13
95oo00oooo I I
L K B 1500000000 ! 1 1352983 28 86F B F
c B J B 95oo0ooooo! 21
CC 6600000000 12 ZG 2322+43 11 155
B H 05000000001 '
C D A C 036000000001
C B 9400110008 9 U12588 38 140
9500000120 !CEc G E 31E 4600000000!
C EG 9500000120 i ,C C 930O110O08
D J F D 9500000000
I
c HO 05oo01ooool1 2DO43023 106C ; 9500000000
C F 7500000010] I
C 0500000000 1 2 DO 43027 31 91O BCFG 0 _ 95000001OO !
AG I 0500010000'
C B J 1600000000 1 13 53004K5 9 83CL 95040100401 1 1353005 31 63
CE AC M 0i86000OOOOO iAM i 2500000000 ' 1 1353011 K2 ? 81
C B K [ 9400000230 I
BBDD AAAA 2300000000'94 3 11 PK106-17.1 23 91
DE DFF F 00C
BF AEKG 0 6500000000 2 1353015K2 9 85
C D 658000O0OO i
C C ADcG 34OO01OO00'67000000001 13 53017 6 83
I 13 53019 G5 14 66
C F A G [ 3600000000' 1
1-D 9501010200'
CO L GC 9680000000K C 4580000010
C B J I 8500120010
C AAjK D 3 9660110000! 1 1 ALAND 13 3C 6500100000
BBD AAC 1 ! 3500001000 i 4 13 53036 NB 5 95
CB BI H 1500000000 2 13 53041 9 85AE I 4600100000 2 13 53043 K5 6 81
C DC 9401000428 I
D A H I 2500000000 1 13 53047 G5 4 75
EE A B 5 9600000000 !CF 9300100008 1 13 53051 1 87
DC DAA : 1500000100 I 12 ZG 2325+40 62 156
CCC AAA 7400001000
D HE 75OOOOOOOOC B 8800000000
CD CB 0600OO0010
BD AB 61500000000
C eo 7600000000 2 13 53057 K5 6 82
C CI 8501000000' 1 13 53059 K0 30 73
C D B F G 2 7600000000 ]
C BHGC 9600000000C 7600000000 I
C CE , 2400000000 !
F O E 8 0 5500000000 i '
C _C 5600000120
C GC E I 6700000000 I9500000040
CD C 9600100000
C 9450_;_00401
BC A B 0 i 2700O00000
CD AB 19600100000'
BC AAI 0 3600101000 1 23 OCL0251 167
D E 7500000010
CDE AAD 0 3600101000 4 13 53068K2 2 63
DD I BC 9400000010 I
C BM 7500130000 : 1
C B 760O110O00 I
CD BC 0 5600110000 I 1 13 53102 4 80
C HB 5500000020 I 8
I
B AG 6600000018 8 2 13 53105 4 66
C I C O 4500100000
BC AAG 1 9500000000 2 13 53108 4 9C
D C 8401000018 I
C I B 5500100000
D K C 570(000028 8
C G J 7501120000 1
D I G 9600OO0000
C K D 9401000240 I C
C E E 34001000OO ]





Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
ham. 6 a ,8, Coords SMJ SMN 8 O 12 _m 25 _m 60 /_m
. , (s) () ] b (') (") (') N (3ansky)
,2_0+49131.7t,01110-1118 _35_ .71 .26, .40,3291+4256 9.4[20 108-17 30 55 2.04 1.16 .40L
,294+.,7 _50: i168-1,_; ;_ 225 46 40,3294+4052:7.o11211o7-192 25, 25, 40,
3294+4104 Z7.31371107-19 39 30 _ 22 .25L .29L .4OL3294+4047 ._9.4120110719159 .37 .25L .40L
3295+4011329r31107-20 30 30 22 25L 25L 40L
3295+4607 )4.01261109-14 ! 41 25 52 25L .25L .40L
3295+4536 ]4.3J39J 109-15 35 53 2 2.03 .55 .40L:
3297+4246 ,5.51 91108-17 I 38 28 58 1.17L .25L _40L
3_+4252 ,64:51100-17 25 _ _ _ 168 43 4oL3299+4919 i8.7157110-11 381 .35L .25L .44
3302+4720 12.5/251109 13 _ 12 2 35 .25L .40L
3304+4027 t5.1155 1107-20 38 55_ .28L .25L .40L
3305+4550 ll.01461109-15 4311 22 8.73 2.31 .40L
)305+4918 t5.2/211110-11 782850 .26L .33L .40L3308+4952 19.1|51 J110 11 29 34 4 .34 .25L .40L
,309+4423,56,42|109-16_ _ 147 37 ,o,3310+4121 .1133_i06-19 .72 .26, .40,
3311+403691/33t10,_20 69 25 59 2 103, .5o, 4oL
3311+42_ 94/43ilO6-17 50 2_ 59 2 25L .31L 4oL3312+4632,66p2_11o-1217 34 ,3 68 24 40,)312+4446_7.3|55|1o916 33 10 _ 1.07 .23: .40L3313+4624,3.0_10/109-1434 10 _ 91 .25, 46L3314+4453 !4.6150/109-16 52 15 51 .25L .25L .64
)317+4603 12.3/27|109 14 58 ; 15 52 22 .26 .59L .40L
)317+4553 15.6|28 |109-15 61 , 28 52 .25L .25L .40L
)320+4316 1.6127 |108-17 35 5142 959.09 469.06 111.61
,320+4953 4.8|201111-11 15 I 38 32 547 2.54 .37:)322+4926,31t26/110-,22 354 86 16 .40,
,322+470446|36|110-146313_ _ _ _5, ,., ,o,)322+4112 i6.5i26/10619 57 i .51 .34L A5L
)324+4836;4710|110-14 63 78 51 _, 153 42 40L
,327+4207 _5.1157 |108-18 4O 3 582[ .25L .25L .40L,328+4116 _8,0| 5|108-19 103 32 ._ .25 .66 .40
,329+4444 i7.0|26 |109-16 43 13 .25L .25L .63
,330+4812 2.2127 1110-12 50 14 _ .46L .25L .72)333+4127 !0.2/15/108-19 47 39 .44L .25L .40L
)333+4134 !29|37 |108-19 574; 75 .25L .25L .40L
)334+4953 !7.2[56 {111-11 38 28 30 .25L .4OL
_335+4910 10.2J26 ]111 12 _13 9 35 .65 _25L .40Lt335+4638 14.7|46 j110-14 1352 .44 .25L .40L
,336+4221 19.0 / 61108-18 1; I 52 .33 .25L .40L
,339 + 4811 i7.2|25 ll 10-13 _ 52 .33L .62 .74L
,341+4418 03|28/109-16 11 52 .50 .25L .56L)346+4208 16.2/36 |109--16 39 ' 52 1.37 .57 .40L
)346+4811 11.3121|110-13 49 1251 .25L .33L 1.83
,348+4916 18.3|491111 12 29 36 .25L .25L .70
)348+4051 19.512|108-20 9536 i 61 .25L .65L .40L
,348+4649 i3.4153 j110-14 46 11 54 3.44 1.06 .40L
,350+4615 1.8/41/111-13 48 ! 52 38 .25L .40L,350+4406 5.3|32 |109-17 57 1 53 .79 .29 .40L
,350+4610 5.6148/110--16 45 !_ 13.70 3.22 .65)351 +4724 63122 ]110-13 33 8 2.82 .93 .40L
)352+4549 2.31531110-15 42 9 i 51 2.97 .80 .40L
)353+4812 !0.4|53|111-13 27 10 i 52 .53 .71 5.52
)353+4704 !3.3/261110-14 37 9 51 .25L .37 1.93)354 + 4729 !46|44|110-13 64 1 51 .30 .25L .40L
,354+4319 !6.1159]109-17 37 91 53 .95 .43 .40L
,355+4555 10.81181110-15 61 1 51 A8 .25L .40L
,355+4203 ll.9110 |109-19 433155 .85L .62L .4OL
,355+4655 12.9]16]110-14 59 1451 .39 .50L I .40L
52 .86 .40L1355+4247 14.2143|10918 71 12 .27L
1356+4259 _0.1|211109-18 33 11 ] 52 .65 .28L .48L
1358+4346 H.3|12|109-17 70 1253 .41 .25L .40L
1360+4511 1.7|53|110-16 66 1652 .25L .28L .70
1360+4956 2.3| 3|111-11 26 14 126 .25L .25L .37:
1361+4921 8.0|25|111-12 45 18 44 .25L .25L .25:
1362+4_3 2.7|10|110-1467 2_ 51 .25, .55, 76,
_362+46553.8_431111-1214 32 2.98 1.99 .35
1366+4346 19.0131 [109-17 21 65_222 194 .99 .40L1368+4142 ;3.4[ 5|109-19 4710 1.71 37 .40L
1369+4113 ;6.6141109-19 5931 .25L .25L .40L
1371+4449 0.0i 11110-16 4934 i 55 .27L .25L .40L
1372+4650 3.2|23|110-14 68 12151 .51 25L .40L1373 +4509 !3.8160 |11016 39 51 430 1.16 .40L
1374+4631 !5.3 / 6|110-14 79 3_ 53 .25L .69L .40L1374 +4913 !7.2147 |111 - 12 26 39 .29 25L .40L
1374+4331 ,8.7|441110-17 6911 53 .45 .36L .40L
,379 + 4403 i4.6[ 7f110-17 6712 54 .69 .25L .40L
1379+4259 ;5.0l 4 1109 18 71 18 53 25L 34L .44
r_ 261379+4842 ;9.2|32 1111 - 12 49 25L 25L .40L
1360+4348 5.6 t 3|110-17 182 54 .51 .25LI .41L1382+4432 2.4112 |110-16 38 53 13.00 8.08 1.37
1386+4134 _7.0]28 |109-19 _ 68 52 1.86 .45 .45L1388+4919 [8.9|57 |111--12 2 53 .26L .25L .4OL
1388+4007 19.9[ 5|109-21 81 8 54 .34 .30L .40L
1389+4730 i6.6J19Illl -13 £_ 15 53 .42L .25L .51
_369 + 4620 1.56 .51L .40L
_7.6|47 |111- 15 10 52
1390+4718 O6152]111 14 54 10 53 .61 .26L .53L
,390+4553 0.7/10/110-15 72 37 53 .25L .53L A0L
,392+4946 3.1|24 |112-11 35 13 ._ .33L .25L .62
2 .33 .25L .40L1393+4313 9.7133t11018 8618 i
)394+4354 !5.1113|11017 62188 5_3823 .27 25L .40L1395+4951 14.5126|112-11 30 .33 .25L .40L
1396+4607 10.7|51 |111-15 38 10 1.21 .42 .40L
1397+4442 i6.3|49|11016 36 522 3.02 .78 .46L
1397+4824 _615120|111 13 38 14 33 26L .25L .52
1401 _,4700 9.7|23|111-14 4020 522 25L 25L .40L
,405+4236 11.1|24 |11018 56 54 : 1.18 .31 .40L
Declination: + 40 °- + 50 °
Flux Density Flags
V L
100 _m Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Coef R Flags*
1.27L C AE I 5500100000
1.18LIBC AAF i 0 9500000000
1.33L BD AC I 04500100000
2.32 C D 9500100000
1.64 C G D 4600000000
1.25L C DE 9500100000
1.56 F F 9600000010
1.95 C J E 5580000120
1.19L BC AAHI 1 5600000000
1.96 C L D 3500100000
1.18L BC ABF 12 3601101000
1.43L C C 3600100000
2.69LI C CM K 6500000000
2.36 F AHKE 94000000201JOL BC A O 5600000000
1.95 C I E 4500100010
1.61L C ACcH 25000000003.69 BD 0 6300000008
1.42L F B 9501000020
2.89 D K L HE 5580000110
1.69 C C C 3500000010
4.77L CD BCFI 1 4400001008
438L BD AC F 0 9502001008
1.13L B AD 9601000000
2.27 CC r B B 8601000008
1.63L C F 9500000000
1.68 C, C 3600000120
35.45 BBDD AAAA 0 6100012000 42
1.60L ABC AADL 1 1600000000
1.00L B O A B










1.19L DE54 G C
3.50L D F B B
1.34L C BJ M





















1.19 D G C 4500000020
1.41L iBC AAD 0 6600000000
36.24L C BG 9401254578
1.08L CF AD 0 0400000000
1.09L BCC AAS 0 7610000000 19
4.22L IBC AA 0 2500000008
1.12L 'BC AA 1 1600000000
37.06L CDE DEEC 2 93C1245568
• 1.77 DDC BAD 3600001000
4.63L D C H 2400010018
1.00L BC A B K 0 4500000000
1.53L F C 5600000000
1.86 C HJ D 6580000000
2.05L C CI L 3600000000
1.28L C AD 5500000000
1.22L C BCGH 4502010220
1.33L C C 1400000000
1.96 DC F MC A 3500000000
1.16: CC I BB 4500000000
1.86 OC DB 9600000108
2.06 C L MC 4600000000
4.11L ABC AAS O 9500000008
1.53L BC AA J 0 0400100000
1,00L BD AB 0 2600000000
1.96 F D 3400000010
1.95 C C 2400000010
1.00L D BG 5700000000
1.08L CC AAN 1 2700000000
1.66 D N G 3600000130
5.87L B D E 9500010008
1.27L C BF 2500001000
1.00L C B F 1401000000
1.60 CC HF S 3500000100
3.93 E C 9581000468
1.00L D B M 1400000000
1.06L BBC AAAL 1 3500000000
1.11L BC ABK 2 0600000000






1.94: CE L DB

























S 2 # T Name Type
I 132 53114 K01 DO 43209
1 13 53118 K2
8
1 13 53123 K2
2 13 53127
8 1 32 X2330+404
4 13 53137 MO
2 13 ! 53143
¢
8 1 13 53144 G5
3 13 53146 PEC
2 13 53147G5
1 13 i 53149 K0
1 12 ZG 2331+44
1 16 14621
4 3 ' RAFGL 3116
1 t6 14625
1 13 53159 K5
C 2 13!53163
8 1 32 X2332+421
1 13 53175 K2
2 1353181
3





1 1 BY AND
3 1353206
3 2 23 DG 191





1 2 DO 43402
2 13 53249
3 13 53251 K5
8
1 2 DO 43420
1 13 53256
3 '13 53264A0
2 12 ZG 2337+42
1 13 53265
3 3 RAFGL4300





























































"Con_usion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CtFtRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
"398
1 1 i











































































































Coords SMJ SMN 8 12 _tm
t b C) C) (')
)- 18 2 .46
._- 11 3 .25L
1-14 ,1 .58
! 15 ,5 .73
2-12 :8 .25L
1-15 ,6 .78L
1 - 13 ;2 .38
3 19 I1 .43





0 20 '5 .38
0-17 15 72.40
1- 14 ;5 .86
0-19 !8 1.12
1 17 r7 .29
0-20 35 .44
1-15 30 4.54
2 - 14 i0 1.07
2-12 13 30





1 - 17 35 2.69
2-14 38 .25L
1-19 53 ,85















13 - 14 97 .341
12-10 4; .94
13-14 5; .29L




















































Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)







































































































at 12, 25, 60, 100 Fro; 10) High
V
Flux Corr A Confusion




















;D _ C ;000001 O0
) 3 _ _0000000£
i iO00000OC









K K I 50002000(
) B 50O001OO(
50000000(
E L ( 50000011(
C N I 500000021
3C E A A I 50000000i
3 D 500000001
C t 5000oo02_
F C F I 50000000





E H E 50000002
D C :60000000
( MG 50101004
C ,A F 60000000
( H !50010032


















C _ D 36000000(
_,H 140000004
I 3 G 06O000101
FL 97001001:
3 F _ 05010000






: E A B 05000000
;C AE 14000010




C ML ! 05000001
C _000000
3C A A 0600000C
3D A A 550000OC
F F _ 34800005
BC AD 7300010C
D C E 0600OO0(
C,F BG 0500100(
C C 0500100[























































































a 8 a _ Coords SMJ SMN # O 12 /_m
h m , , (s) (") I b (") ('3 (') N
._3508+4047 52.4 59 113-21 85 18 57 2 .41L;3598+494352,956.5-_2 28 8 ,4 3 .53;3599+4_25_4.,23_3-20 _ _0 57'2 .25L
Declination: +40*-+50*
Flu_. Density Flags Associati<_ns
(Not Color Corrected)






100 p.m F/ux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags' S 2 # T
1.27L C DEI 0600000100
1.34L CE BC M,0I 26000200001.22L O 0600000000
Sop
Name Type (") Mag







Coords SMJ SMN O O 12 p,m
Name
a 8 a 8
h m. o , (s) (") I b ('3 (") (') N
00006+3234 39.3 6 111-29 57 14 591 2 .39L
00007+3526 45.3 11 112-26 68 17 58 2 .43L
00007+3541 46.7 27 112-26 56 34 58 2 .25L
00010+3451 1.g 35 112-27 69 11 58 2 .71
OO016+3301 38.9 31 112-29 63 17 6912 .25L
00017+3949 45.5 51 113-22 37 11 5712 17.74
00017+3104 47.6 0 111-30 53 11 63 r222 .76L00018+3111 50.0 37 111-30 40 9 59 .25
00020+3359 5.2 11 112-28 ' 58 8 59_ 2 .77
00021+3637 6.4 113-25 ) 29 13 68 2 .39LI
00022+3422 17.9 45 112-27 64 8 58 I 2 .65
00028+3133 49.3 25 112-30 63 9 59 2 .77
00037+3454 43.6 41 113-27 56 12 59 2 .25L
00037+3529 44.022 113-26 59 13 59 2 .25L
00041+3050 10.4 20 112-31 34 16 60 2 .42
00045+3434 36.1 30 113-27 39 8 59 2 4.$4
00045+3058 35.3 19 112-31 23 9 60 2 1.16
00047+3219 44.1 48 112-29 40 14 59 2 .25L
00046+3349 52.1 53 113-28 41 14 59 2 .41L
00050+3123 0.3 26 112-30 50, 11 60 2 .75
00050+3952 2.4 6 114-22 51 10 58 2 .78
00050+3948 3.7 9 114-22 79 ' 9 58 2 .42
00051+3532 8.5 33 113-26 80 8 59 2 .55
00051+3136 6.7 35 112-30 49 13 60 2 .39L
00053+3926 16.5 12 114-22 41 16 56 2 .25L
00054+3620 26.4 6 113-25 60 14 58 2 .25L
00054+3247 28.1 43 113-29 56 12 59 2 .25L
00056+3957 38.2 22,114-22 56 11 58 2 .6500059+3430 59.2 55 113-27 30 14 59 _1 .25L
00060+3620 5.1 50 113-25 62 13 59 2! .50
00061+3710 7.8 12 114-25 99 23 69 2 .25L
00063+3405 23.2 151113-28 72 10 I 59 a .47
00070+3730 1.6 50! 114-24 36 10 ! 58 2 1.41
00076+3219 36.7 241113-29 84 18 _ 60 2 .50L
00079+3251 56.9 8' 113-29 37 9 59 2 1.80
00080+3242 4.7 18 113-29 54 14 60 2 .41L
00081+3157 12.0 51 113-30 39 7 60 2 35.35
00082+3304 12.1 37 113-29 55 12 59 2 .43L
00082+3223 12.4 56 113-29 76 13 60 2 .44
00085+3107 32.0 14 113--31 69 16 60 2 .29L
00094+3845 28.4 30 115-23 95 10 59 2 .34
00096+3046 40.7 51 113-31 96 18 60 2 .25L
00104+3500 251 28 114-27 91 16 59_ 2 .33
00104+3708 [261 23 115-25 42 9 59 2 .56
00107+333048.616114-26 55 9 6o' 2 1.1600108+370849.064115-25 70 17 592 .4o,
00110+3434 5.3 21 114-27 111 14 601 2 .34
00112+3635 117.725 115-25 38 180 592 1,41L00114+3941 258 50 115-22 43 591 1.71
00121+3553 6.7 ! 16 115-26 97 13 59 _ 2 .35
00124+3244 29.560:114-29 72 601 .41
i
00125+31153o6,2714_3136 ; 601, 436
 128+3028, .1,46114_3247 12 .27 
00131+3914 7.5j57 115-23 55 8 591 2 .90
00139+3258 55.9;45 115-29 43 6 6oi 2 2.eo
00144+3823 26.1 56 116-24 80 12 59 2 .6500144+3047 28.9145 114-31 37 61 ! 2 1.95
00147+3953 42.1 8116-22 100 11 59 2 .38
00148+3236 48.1 6 115-29 54 16 6_0 2 .8100157+3630 42.8 30 16-26 64 .78
00157+3007 43.84115-32 58 10 6112 .79
00159+3926 57.70116-23 86 11 5912 .44
00159+3542 583 38 116-26 48 11 60,2 .67
00171+364i 10., 17 t16-25 66 7 60 2 .8400175+3606 34.53116-26 63 10 w 12 .35
00179+3041 54.1 53 115-31 89 15 61 I 2 .31
00181+3238 8.3 2 16-30 42 11 6112 9.02
oo184+374128.s28116-25 40 8 _ 2 .9600189+3746 55.E 47 16-24 31 8 _12 .25L
00189+3754 58.3]46 t17-24 60 7 60 ! 2 .95
00193+3638 23.7 46 116-26 74 11 60 I 2 .46
00196+3726 36,3 41 17-25 67 9 60 2 .40
00196+3108 394 28 116-31 44 13 61 _ 2 29
00196+3247 41.9 25 116-29 53 11 61 2 t.44
00197+3515 45.(; 30116-27 43 14 601 2 2.75
00199+3632 59.E 51 17-26 78 15 60, 2 .37L
00201+3524 8.7 31 116-27 32 14 60 2 .26L
00203+3828 18.21 33 117-24 34 9 60 2 8.64
00205+3554 33.C 44 '117-26 21 6 6O, 2 2.68
00212+3146 14.E 59 116-30 81 14 61 2 .27L
00213+3817 23.1!60 117-24 29 8 60 2 326.98
002164-3432 39.0!26 117 28 38 14 61! 2 1,03
00216+3406 3g.li 14 '117-28 55 12 61_ 2 .51
00220+3258 0.5' 43 17-29 49 t2 61 2 .25L
00224+3852 25.81 o 117-23 59 9 60 2 .61
00224÷3104 29.9! 32 116-31 32 17 61 _ 2 .25L
00226+3445 37.8_ 26 117-28 48 7 61 ' 2 1.72
00227+3933 45.0_ 8 118-23 58 13 60 2 .46
00239 _ 3933 59 2' 21 1t8- 23 66 9 60 2 .45
0*0240+3354 1.6 23 17 28 25 7 61 2 3.21
00240+3439 3.4 16 117-28 92 13 61 2 .31
00241 +3125 11.1 39 117-31 55 13 61, 2 .37L
00242+3344 14._ 51 t7-29 56 17 612 25L
00244+3829 25,9' 46 18-24 62 , bU Z 1.03
_o244+3o5329359117-31 43 14 62 2 2._2
00245+3037 35.1 5 117 32 39 12 621 2 2.31
0,0247+3310 43.021 17-29 84 32 61 2 .25L
00247 _3937 4701 26 18 23 77 13 60 _ 2 .30L
00248+3518 528 41 117 27 40 10 61 2 25.67
00248+3043 53(3 I 17-32 81 23 61_., 2 .38L
Flux Density
V L
100 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Cote R Flags =
1.73L C BE
1.0OL E 8G
1.23 F GJ G
1.02L C BDDD1.20: CE
1.01L BCC AABH _ 0
1.0OL D MOO
2.65 CC, HA B
1.00L C B E
1.09: F O' B C


























S 2 , # T Name Type (") Mag
0300000000 1 [ 1 TW AND 54 ! 4
1400O0OOO0 F15000000102400000000 1 2 DO22659 76 I 113
030100oo00 1 ,I0500000000 16 5 L 1 SV AND 4 4
04000OO0O0
o3oooooooo I
0500O000_30 14 139, U00026 34 14353617 K0 7 70
0S0O00O000 i
lSOO020O0O J I
0400010000 1 132i53822G0 8 61DO 8158 62 10104OOOOOO00
1400000000
040O00000O
0 1600001000 3 13 53651 2 86
4 9 UO0060 29 133
1 13 53659G5 0 70
1 1 13 53661 G5 6 68
1 1 13 53660 K0 16 80
2 13 I 53664 8 82
1 12 ZG 005+39 48 153
4 9 U00065 54 138
2 13 53671 3 90
3 13 53677 A P 11 60
3 9 U00073 24 145
2 13 53683 14 88
1.00LjCD C AB K 0 35000000001.00L K C D 1400000000
1.0OL CD AC 2 1500000000 2 13 53694 K5 1 70
2,12 CC J BB 1400000000 4 9 : U00O98 73 138
1.39: BCDD AAAE 0 1300000110 16 4 13 53698MA 4 80
2.39 CC GBB 1200000000 4 9 U00100 80 135
BJ 1300000000 2 13 53700 24 81
B H 1500000000
1.14: CO _ BD 0500000100
1.00L D AC 0400000000
1.00L BC AAL 0 0400000000
(Not Color Corrected)



















.29L 1.01 3.34 EC HAA
.25L .63 1.0OL C F E B
.26L .40L 1.00L C AJ
.25L .40L 1.00L C BD
.26L .40L 1.0OL C B !
.25L .40L 2.54L F C L M
.29L 1.00 2.16 CCI EBA
.25L .50 1.80 CC CA
.25L .70 1,35 CC BE
.25L 1.31 3.05 CO GAA
.25L .40L 1.00L IC ;B J
.25L .73 1.0OL C C CG.27 ; 40L 12L CF H
.25L 37: 1.34 DD M DE







.35L .40L 1.23L C
.25L .88 2.20L C
.25L .40L 1.64L C
.54L .67L 1.80 C
.25L .86L 1.OOL D
.2BL .40L 1.01L C
.27: .40L 1.08L CF
25L .55 1.41 CC
.25L .40L 1.26L C
.50 .40L J.00L F
.43 .40L 1.19L B[)
.25L .40L 1.07L C
.25L .40L 1.04L C




.87L .40L 1.24L C BG
.52 .40L 1.00L BC AB
.25L .40L 1.32L C B D
.37 .40L 1.00L DD BC
.25L .40L I.OOL C AJ
.36L .40L 1.0OL C BF
.40L .40L 1,57L C DL M
.25L .40L 1.02L C B
.27: .40L 1OOL BC AE
.25L .40L I.OOL C CM
.40L .40L 1.71L C FM G
2.20 .54L 1.0OL BC AAG
.28: .40L 1.00L CE BC
.33L 2.94 6.36 DO CAA
.25L .40L 1.00L C BI
.25L .40L 1.27L C B
.25L .40L 1.00L C B
.25L .40L 1.00L C C
.37 .40L 1.00L BD AB
.68 .40L 1.0OL BC AA
.25L .56 1.00L C I BH





BOJ J 0 0400000000
E C 050O 10O000
C 0300000000 1 13 53737
A D 0400000000 1 2 DO 8254
AA 0 0500000000 2 13 53743MA
E 0500000000 1 2 DO 8267
BK 0501000000 1 13 53754 KO
AAC 0 0300000000 4 13 53755K5
1 2 DO 6278
1 2 DO 8290
0600000000 3 13 53777 A2
0 0300000000 1 13 63778 K5
0600000000 1 13 53782
0' 0500000000
05000OOO00 3 13 53798 A2
t400000000 1 13 53800 K0
I 0500010000 1 2 DO 8312
0300000000 1 13 53802 K2
0 0400000000 1 13 53812 K00500000000 1 13 53816
0500000100 1 13 53821 GO
3 i 0400000000 3 13 53825K5
0 0500O0O00O 2 t3 53828 F5
0300100100 4 12 ZG 016+37
0500100000 1 13 53835 K0
0300O00000 1 2 DO 8334
2 0500010000 1 13 53842G5
0600000000 1 39 B2 0019+31
0400000000 2 13 53843
J0400000000 2 13 53844 K5
0400000000
0400000000
1 13 53713 K0 18 78
3 9 U0O114 19 143
1 13 53729 G5 43 75
1 13 53728 K0 4 72
2.33 .67 1.40 BBCC AACD 0] 1600000110 4 t3 53849 M0
.96 .40L 1.0OL BC AA 0i 0300000000 I 2 1308344
.25L .96 1.00L C AD 110400000000
I
167.73 24.16 10.37 BBDC AAAA O! 0300001000 7 13 5386054
.26L .40L 1.00L C AD 1 13 53862MA
.25L .40L 1.02L E O M 1 13 53863
.29L 1.17 2.24 CC DAC 3 9 U0O232
.25L .40L 1.17L C BL 1 13 53874
.25L .75 2.04 CC ALBBB 3 9 U00238
.44 .40L 1.00L BE I 13 53876 K5
.25L .40L 1.31L C B 1 13 53879 K0
.25L .40L 1.27L C A I 1 13 53898
.77 .40L 1.00L FC AB 2 13 53899MA
.25L .46L 1.OOL C E 1 13 53900
25L .72 2.12 CC CB 3 9 U00255
.25L .63 1.58L F BA 8
.28 .40L 1.08L CD AG 1 13 53904 K0
.74 .40L f.0OL BC AA 2 13 53905MA
1.00 .40L 1 1 YZ AND
.25L .40L













































0 0400000000 33 75
0 04OOOO0OOO 5 77
1.00L DC AAG 1, 0300000000 10 3
1.38 C G O 3500000010
t.71L C CBE 0400000000 29 156
4.40 BCDD AASA 0 0300000200 43' 4 7 1 AQ AND 4 3
1.09: CO GC 0300000000 1 12 ZG 024+30 13 156












































































































ct _ Coords SM] SMN 0
(s) () ! b C) £3 (')
Flux Density Flags
12 /.¢m 100 _m
(Not Color Corrected)






































1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4)










































2. 1._ 54054 KS
1.( 54058 K2








•_ 1.0 X0038 + 345
2.5 54079 G5
.4 1.0 U00444


















,91 2.50 54140 K5
1.00 U00484
3.74 2,03 54147 K0





• 40 1.971 U00499
.40 1.001 00306 M0
.86 ].41 DO 8521
1.00[ U00508
,401 1.00[ 54174





,40[ .01L 54186 K5
.34: .00L 54196 KO
,40L ,04L _ 8539
.40L .00L DO 8540
.40L .t2L 54210 MA
.40L .44L 54211 K2
.40L .18L 54222 GO




.40L 01 L 54229
.70 76 54231 K0
.40L 00L
40L 00L 54237 K0
40L OOL; 54239










































































































ct _ Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 u.m
ham. ,a, (s) () I b C) C) (') N
)0524+3201 25.0 18 124-31 34 7 64 2 .72
:)0524+3757 26.0 56 124-25 69 6 63 2 1.08
30525+3546 32.3 51 124-27 48 12 64 2 34
00528+3013 40.2 1 124-32 57 12 64 2 .40L
00535+3933 32.8 8 124-23 55 13 53 3 .27L
30536+3037 51.9 25 124-32 68 t4 64 2 .38L
D0538+3806 53.5 53 124-24 39 8 61 3 1.12
:)0539+3813 58.4 41 124-24 22 5 61 3 1.70
30542+3137 15.4 33 124-3t 44 7 64 2 3.28
)0549+3304 56.3 50 124-30 79 17 64 2 .43L
00553+3912 22.9;19 124-23 26 3 55 3 1.18
D0554+3937 26.9:14 124-23 23 9 55 3 .64
00554+3340 29.8156 125-29 32 7 64 2 1.38
30558+3623 34.8 57 124-26 64 14 64 2 .40L
00556+3019 41.3 6 125-32 66 8 65 2 .40
00562+3052 17.0 24 125-32 I 81 15 65'2 ,37L
00564+3634 24.4 26 125-26 24 6 64 2 1.39
00564+3844 25.7 3 125-24' 22 8 56 3 .66
00566+3921 39.9 7 125-23 22 5 53 3 9.81
00567+3236 45.2 24 125-30 52 11 6512 38
00572+3134 13.1156 125-31 56 9 651 2 .47
00575+3232 31.0 30 125-30 29 8 65 2 1.08
00575+3712 31.5 53 125-25 62 13 84 i 2 .30
00578+3024 53.1 125-32 47 10 65 i i .36L0579+30036_ 5 25-33 68 1 8 25L
00560+30554256125-32 58 13 651122 43LI00582+3951 ,12.fl 14 125-23 30 24 60 .25L
00587+3719 43.3 15 125-25 27 6 59 2.11
00587+3132 46.c 40 125-31 75 7 65 t 2 .49
00588+3737 153,3 39 125-25 35 5 59 r 2 1.74
=596+973gi 6:6i464077125-254g10 ,o2 4500596+3026 126-32 69 18 65 2 .25L
=597+3400 44.6 25 126-29 52 179 65!2 .22'25L01000+3628 4.2! 125-26 49 13 60 2 .40L01001+3724 9.1 26 125-25 63
01002+3303 129'21 126-29 56 9 6512 1.3501005+3400 L32.6 491 t26-29 74 65 .82
01007+3626 ¢34 20 126-26 43 4 61' 2 1.6001007+3202 44.9 43 126-30 76 13 651 _ 1.01L
01009+3323 56.8 5 126-29 71 8 65; 2 .45
01012+3633 13.1 56 126-26 61 1_ _, 2 .3401012+3825 16.513 126-24 20 6.72
01014+3256 26.4 56 126-30 57 12 652 34
01015+3542 35.8 40 126-27 54 9 62 3 .86
01019+3254 54.1 50:126-30 35 7 65 2 2.50
01022+331413.0 35! 126-29387652 2.2901025+3858 32.6 126-24 18 8 68 3 2.77
01025+3124 33.7 57! 126-31 44 15 85 2 .25L
01026+3735 40.0 7' 126-25 39 g 55 3 .25L
01027÷3142 48.0 5 126-31 53 17' 65 2 .25L
35 58 2 .27L01029+3756 55.6 33 126-25 87 I01030+39062.029 126-23 so 11 82 31 59
01034+318425.14s127-31 38 9 _ _ 2,2001038+343083.48 126-26 61 20 i .26L
olo39+351859.315128-27 74 10 81 2 .8401045+321532.8 3 127-30 80120 85 2 .41L01046+33438.643127-29 50, 9 64 3 1.36
01046+3904 41.6 20 126--23 67! 10 60 2 .28L
01046+3419 41.7 26 127-28 69 33 61 2 .29L01052+314417.788127-31 86 g 65 2 .47
01053+3311 18.8'15 127-29 47 8 64 3 .28L
01059+3125 59.9 29 127-31 26 6 65 2 .8601064+973427.7'22127-25 24 6 61 3 314
01068+301039050128-32 96 9 66 2 77010_+962739.39 127-27 29 7 61i2 .25L
01068+3328 53.7 25 127-29 52 9 62 2 .72
01069+3521 55.5 15 127-27 32 6 60i 2 286.69
01071+3759 7.8 44 127-24 44 10 52' 3 .29
01079+3351 57.4 16 127-29 41 9 62 2 1.56
01080+3103 3.9!43 128--31 29 7 66 2 2.10
01061+3726!11389127_2534 7901083+3041 24.0 0 128-32 48 .89
01085+3022 30.3 9 128-32 24 5 64, 3 165.12
01086+3258 ¢0.9 48 128-29 51 9 62 2 .41
01089+3124 .54.2 15 129-31 64 8 64 3 A3
01089+3820 55.3 52 127-24 77 18 56 2 .COOL
01089+3500 5@8 42 128-27 48 14 61 2 .37L
010g0+32261,301126-3057 918222 6301091 +3349 8.6 128-29 88 14 62 .39L
01097+3727 45.9 51 128-25 72 17 ! 55 2 .37L
01097+3143 46.0 5 128-31 46 12 64 3! .25L
01098+3600 53.1 3 128-26 61 13 62 2 .31
01100+3943 5.8 56 127-23 47 14 49 2, .25
01102+3830 12.4 12 128-24 24 I 6 56 4 .25L
01103+3848 20.3 19 128--24 77 I 18 59 2 .3401103+3119 21.9 27 128-31 38 1 65 3 .25L
01104+3256 29.7 0 128-29 36 6 62 2 2.11
01107+3941 42.6 33 128 23 31 8 55 3 .74
01108+3313 48.1 29 128-29 32 7 62 2 .73
01109+3400 56.1 27 126-28 75 36 62 2 .25L
01113+3034 18.4 39 129--32 23 9 64 3 1.00
01113+3519 23.2 9 128-27 25 6 56 3 1.30
01113+3741 23.9'21 128-25_ 48 13 55 3 .25L
01116+37334.6!28126-25 73 1_ 612 .43L01116+3225 40.6 50 129-30_ 26 63 2 1.93
01128+3747 49£ 35 128-25 76 20 56 2 .26L'
01132+3640 14.6128126-26 65 10 63 .3401139+3249 22,4 52 129-29 28 , 63! 22 1.79L
01134+3046 '281 48 129-32 59 13 63 22 .28L01141 +3710 8.2_4 129-25 52 13 61 I .40L
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)








































































































100 _m Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Coef R Flags*
1.00L F BF 04000100=
1.00L C A F 0500000000
1.COL i F B M 0500010000
1.45: CC DBB 0500000000
1.42L C CC 0400000000
1.19L C EBO )401000000
1.00L IB D AC 0 05=1000001.00L BC AB 0 0501101000
1.00L BCDc AA 0 05000000001.53 D 0 1400000000
1.COL BC ADLI 0 1300000000
1.00L S B F 0400000000
1.14L BF AEDD 2 1400000=01.48L C 0400000100
1.64L C CGD 04000000001.55L C 02000000=
1.00L EF ACK 0 04000000=
1.0OLi B BE J 1200000000
1.00L BBD AAF 0 1500000000
1.68LI C EG
1.00L C B K







































1.00L C C 0300010000
1.COL BB AAF 91 1500000000
1.00L E BD 1500100000
1.05L C BF 1400000000
1.00L BC AA 0 1500100000
1.00L DD ABN 0 1500000000
1.00L BC AAE 0 !301000000
1.89 ED K DB 1400000000
2.26 C C D B A 35010001000
1.34 CC NDC 1400000010
1.38 C ME 2401000020
1.00L C B L L 2300000000
1.OOLIBD AB I 1400000000
1.53 i BI_ C 15000000001.11L C 15000000001.74 C KB 1400000000
t.00L CD A OM 4 0500000000
1.50L C OAE )3OO100020
1,25 F E 3501000000
1.COL E C 0400000O0O
1 15L cECD FBH 24000000001.00L B C 0500000000
1.00L_ BC AA 0 2510000000
1.08L C B H J 1600000000
4.78 DC CAA 0300000000
1.13L D AB 2400000000
3.05 C OC AAAB 0400000000 18
1.00L B B d 3400010000
1.COL BD AC 0 2600000000
1.07L BO AB 1 0500000000
1.COL BF BD nO 5501001000
1.00L CE SC _ 0500000000
6.25 BBCC AAAA 5 1411000000 29
1.03L C C F 1400000000
1.20L C C 0500000000
1.17L E D I 1500000000
1.52 C C B B 0400000000
1.00L C B I 0400000000
1A3L C B E 2600000100
1.56L C CD 2500000000
2.20 CD NFBB 0400001000
1.00L D DJ 0500010000
1.54L D E J E 0300000000
6.02 CBC DBAA 0280000000
2.56L IE B 0400000000
1.29: C E DB C 0300000000
1.00L BC lAB 0 0500000000
1.00L CE BB 2 0400100000
1.00L F [BJ 0500010000
1.57 O G 1500000020
I.OOL BD AC d !0 1500000000
1.00L BD AC 14 o4oooo1ooo
1.88 DC i L DB t 0500000000
1.29L C I B B 0500000000
1.00L BD 3 0400000000
2.65L C AAEL I 1500000000
1.17L C E 4600000000
2,85 EDD AAAB 0321001010
1.64: CC BC 1500000000
1.09L C J A D i 350000{)000
A ssc..ciar io n_.
C
A Sep
S 2 # T Name Type C) Mag
1 13 54259 3 90
1 2 DO 8566 847 gl2 13 54262 85
1 12 ZG 052+30 54 156
3 9 U00578 38 148
1 "41 00538+3037 3 14
1 13 54280 3 87
2 13 54261 A2 i 4 38
1 13 54284 MA 2 78
2 12 ZG 055+33 48 150
1 13 54299 K0 4 65
2 13 54302 6 86
2 13 54306 K0 4 61
1 13 54317 MA 5 81
2 13i54318 2 91
4 13 54322 8 87
1 13 54323 10 80
1 13 54330 G5 11 76
1 13 54336 K0 5 78
1 2 DO 8605 34 101
3 91 U00624 12 140
I
211306610 65 93
1 13 54354 K2 9 85
2 [:}08612 34 118
_2 6 A0059+30 21
1, 12 ZG059+34 49 148
2 (:}08616 55 I 106I 1 ZG 100+37 4 5
2 I 13 54377 K5 17 6013 54381 35 ! 85
!
2 12 ZG 100+32 i _ 1561 2 DO 8623 , 98
1 13 54391 2 78
3 13 843g3 M0 1 72
2 200 8633 62 98
1 13 54400K2 9 76
1 2 008637 i 3_ 1002 13 54412 85
3 9 U00669 47 156
1 12 ZG t02+31 5 185
1 13 54414 K2 12 80
1 13 54421 K0 9 65
1 t3 54430 K5 7 76
4 g U00683 36 140
3 13154439 K5 3 81
8
2 °13 844451:2 33 82
3 9 U00697 18 t46
2 "13 54458 K2 8 88
1 2 DO 8663 50 91
.1_154465K5 2 83U00718 34 113
2 I 13 54470 22 85
i'1 i 54471 M0 6 23008668 55 108
2 13 64490 10 90
54495 MA 82
RAFGL 156 1 , 13
54 153
5 91
4 ' 9 U00748
1 13 ;4501
I
1 13 54512 K0 20 80
3 10 M+07-03-023 96
3 9 U00758 13 135
1 13,54521G5 6 87
2 13154524 4 83
I 13 54527 5 82
1 2 DO8691 86 111
2 13_ 54537 6 85
2 9 U00780 21 155
I
8 . 49 1489 U00820 26 140
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, t00 Fm; 10) High Source Density Region.
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a 8 Coords 5MJ SMN 00 12 ym
(s) (') 1 b (") C) (') N
I !365hsr129_316; 832 137
56.0)10 _t29-27 29 57 3 1,O0
26,41501129-24 76 49 2 .31
26.4J 141129-26 5:: 68 2 .40L
43.8(31 [129-26 2._ 71 2 .25L
131 8J129-23 35 56 3 .44
21.4j22 1129_26 oj_ 55 2 .32L
28.0J33 J129-28 57 56 2 .63L
42.6/571129 22 43 53 2; .32
46.5}261129 28 3() 60 3! 1,24
5.51151130 30 46 63 21 ,25L
14.9i39 ) 129-26 56 63 21 .25L
23.5|26/130-27 31 59 3 ,47
28.1|39|129-25 39 60 3 .82
29.4i49 |130-27 39 62 3 ,53
32.6) 5|129-26 39 61 3 .25L
382150/129-24 40 55 3 ,25L
4.7|50|130-29 57 63 2 2,11L
5.5)13 [129-25 39 55 3 .25L
9.4 / 4{130-29 52 61 3 .34L
9.1(53 1131-31 50 64 2 ,25L
118|49|130-25 84 58 3 .25L
22.9137 [131-31 51 64 2 .49
25,4|28/130 28 34 59 3 .27L
26.4)41|130 30 27 64 2 .26L
47.3)15 |130-28 22 59 3 .25L
55.91151131-30 96 641 2 .39L
6.5)50 |130- 29 56 58 i 3 .25L
8.7)49 _131-31 48 64 2 5.48
17.81221130-2558 82;2 ,27
22.0/2113o-2940 5913 .25L22.7141 1131-29 30 59 3 1,64
39.6J26 1130-28 42 60 3 ,25L
47.6] 6)130-28 39 60' 3 .79
49.0117/130-25 34 56 3 .39
r51.51 4)130-27 43 58 3 .25L
10.8{31 [130-26 53 81 13 .38L
136.7115 _131-29 34 60, 3 .25L
i38.4150 1130-23 64 143 i 3 .32
:11121130_26101 51;2 24
56.2122 1131 30 43 64 2 .25L
18.4127 |131-27 35 59 4 .38
31.3J56 )131 - 28 29 61 I 3 .25L
34.7) 3|131-31 84 64 2 .27L
40.6128 |131-29 57 62' 3 ,25L
42.5| 2|130-24 41 58 3 .53
46.7|551131 30 94 64 2 .25L
58.8154|130-24 50 57 3 .25L
1610153 (131-28, 82 562 .26
30.91191132-32 31 64 2 .25L
38.4m421131-27 50 58 3 .25L
i47.2117 |131 26 22 62)3 7.07
15.1| 3|131-28 56 55 2 ,36
46.7)48|132-31 53 64 ) 2 ,25L
47.3)26|131-25 43 63 2 .25L
'53.71281132-30 45 59 2 .73
56.6) 8)131-28 ' 28 58 3 1.31
26.4/ 41131-22 55 58 3 .25L
28.3| 2 1132-28 23 603 .25L
48.5147 |132-28 89 58 2 .25L
/ /
54.4154)132-30 31 61 ! 3 ,97
218125(131-26 50 59 3 ,48
5.9(36 |132-27 42 58' 4 .44
8.0|35|131-24 37 58 3 .91
17.2m60/131-23 33 58 3 .25L
24.11 |52 132-29 35 611325.3,51,131_2,24 ,0 3 2.21
4.2_24 _133-31 39 62 J3 .25L
,36.8|44 |132--30 45 61 i 3 ,80
12.4,56 1132- 29 79 59 2 .25L
12.4/101132--27]) 28 62!3 1.48
41.0132/132--27 31 631 3 ,41
560/36|132--29 33 61 i 3 .25L
6.3) 51133-29 31 60 3 .25L i
11.0)12|133-29 40 61 I 3 .25L
23.8) 8[132-24 93 6312 .31 I
40.2118 1132-27 65 60 2 ,25L I43.1)59)133-31 69 62 I 3 .25L
48.81451132-24 86 64 2 .44
5510 / 81132-26 28 58 3 1.07
58.5)51 i133-31 51 62 I 3 .25L i
111.1|15|133-31 85 65 i 2 .38L
12.2154|132-25 55 59 I 3 ,52 ,
121.3)57 )133-32 69 61 3 .37L
23.0|521133-31 35 63 3 .25L i
27.5(28 (133- 31 66 62 2 .38L
,27.7|29 |133- 31 36 63 3 .32:
38.6142 (132- 26 31 58 3 ,25L
40.5)32 )134-31 26 65 2 .34
42.7145 |134-31 20 64 3 .40:
l/
50.6|27 ]134-32 20 63 3 .25L I
5t.9146/134 -31 108 60 [ 2 .59L
1.5J 6J133-26 22 62 3 8.09
3.7( 7|134-31 22 63 3 .25Li
4.8|45 |134-31 26 63 3 .49
!13.2)13 |134-31 50 63 3 .29L
13.9|46|134-31 38 61 3 ,36:
15.7155/I34-31 49 64j 3 .25L
21.2| 6)134-31 70 60 2 .25L
2710133 t134- 31 35 631 3 .26L
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)









































































































100 /am Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Coef g Flags*
1.19L CF ADN 0 1600000000
1.00L BC AC 0' _ i
1.00L D C I 0400010000
1.06L C GBF 3401000000
1.82 C B 2501000020
1.00L B CFJ 1400000000
139 F D 3400000000
1.85L D E D 0400000000
1.91L C D M 2300000000
1.00L BC AB 4 i 0400000000
I
1.53 CC DC 1500000000
2.02 D D 7400000000
1.32L B AH C r 0500010000
1.00L C A E 2500000000
IOOL B BN 2500000000
1.45 E H D 6600000040 B
1.41 C C GC B 0400000000
1.90 OC L MBB [ 0400000000
2.47 D E 7500000060 8
1.00L C B D 0500000000
1.40: DC BC ! 0400000100
1.25 C DEB I 3500000000
1.22L C C 2400000000
2.27 CC F AA 0300000000
237 DC EGAC ! 3400000000
4.11 DCC HCAA 0300000000
1.42 D J I G 3400000020 8
1.77 CC BB 1600000000
1.00L BC AAG 0 3500000000
1.18L E C I L 1400000000
2.05 C C d C B 2400000000
1.O0L BC AB 1 1600001000
2.99 CC GAA 0300000000
1.00L B AC ) 0500010000
1.00L C D L 1400010000
1.06: CF I CC 0500000000
1.21: C O B C 0400000000
4.25 CC L DAA 2300000000
1.28L D DK F 0400000000






1.74 DD K CCi
1.49: DF J CH
1.00L C B G
1,29 D H E













1.24: C D MB B 0400000000
1.O0L BBC BAAB K 1 04000000001.23L C 0500010000
1.23: C E D E 1600000000
1.83 CO, CB 0300000000
lmo0L C 'A 1500010000
1.00L BCcD ACL 0 05000000001.11: CC 2500000100
7.25 CCC NAAA 0200000000
1.26 C E 1500010030
1.O0L BE AD 0 0500000000
1.00Li C BE) M 0401021000
1.12L B BKM
1.24L B CC BFAcL2.18
2.82
1.O0L BC Cc AAGAB
1.06L C L B D
1.00L O B I J
1.54L C C
1.O0Li BC AA
1.O0L B C E F
3.56 CC HBA
3.21 CC CHBA1.92 J B
















S 2 # T Name Type Mag
2 13 54580 K0 7 j 6£
1 13 54586 K0 30 7.=
1 13 54593 G5 6 7;
1 27 MKN 980 17
2J 13 54599 12 86
11 13 54601 K2 5 7;
i
4 !* 9 U00857 16 14_
1 13 54610 G5 16 7313 54612 K2 11 8.=
13 54614 86
32 X01170369 353
12 ZG 117+37 46 14_
12 ZG 118+33 60 151
32 X01180367 71
3 9 U00909 11 14_
,2 13 54634 K0 7 7EUO0913 36 14_
10 M +05-04-030 38UO0916 46 I41
9 U00919 12 13ei 13 54641 MB 5 76
1 13 54644 G5 12 8_
4 9 U00927 63 14_
! 3 13 54647 K5 6 7E
5 6 A0120 +34 46
2 13 54654 G5 2 6;
2 13 54655 A0 4 55
!3 12 ZG 121034 34 15E
4 9 UO0953 80 13.3
13 54667 G5 7 7513i 54670 G5 15 73
5 9 UO0959 47 14113 54679 G5 13 75
6 9! U00979 17 136
3 9 U00988 36 136
6 r. 9i U00987 61 14C
1 13 i 54,95 F5 33 ,2
I
2 131 54705 F5 8 62
5 " 9 U01033 21 143
3 9 U01034 27 135
1 13 54711 K0 2 68
2 13 54713 1 Bi
1 12 ZG 125+39 41 155
3 9 U01048 54 141
8
1 13 54723 K5 2 85
3 1 13 54724 K2 23 80
1 13 54728 M0 8 65
2 13 54730 K5 4 82
C 5 9 U01059 9 146
3 1 1 UV AND 2 3
• 41 01270+3101 33 413 54744 K5 6 82
4 9 U01086 89 15(]
3 9 U01089 35 136
3 9 U01094 55 136
4 3 12 ZG 129+32 73 151
1 13 54765 G5 32 72
1.22 C FDB 1400000000 3 9 U011O0 26 13E
3.32 CC EBB 550000010(3 1 "41 01297+3020 30 12
1.37L C C / 0300010000
1.O0L'DD AD 3 1400000000 1 13 54771 KD 5 67
5.43L E A ,5O010020C 4 "39 IK 37 21 1415
4.89L E B 75011O031C 2 "39 IK 03 70 1415
1.00L F CE 0400000000 2 13 54778 5 93
5.26L D BBL 660201222C 2 "41 01303+3011 15
1.00L FC FDAE 2900200000 1 "41 01303+3029 19
2.19L D B 2801100200 1 39 IK 13 112 1415
8.35 DBCC FAAB 2 2600200100 3 *39 tK 14 120 1415
3.33 CCC BAA 1200100000 5 9 U01111 45 145
27.55L DC EAAC 0 830033540(3 2 2 "39 tK 18 30 1415
31.59L CDF GCBA 0 83Cl14341C 2 *39 IK 19 40 1415
I
7.30 EE! GBA 86C300030C 1 "41 ]i01308+3005 6 15
1.16L D E 2900200000 _ I 39j IK 10 t05 141500L BB AAJ 0 14001 0 13 54785 MO 4 72
23.61L DE J BBB 858132541C 2 2 1"39 IK 66 78 1415
24.48L C EABB 830263430(3 2 9 I" 9 U01117 77 6_
3.11L C EC 88015334(3(3 2,3 39 IK 02 52 14162961L CC EABB 0 854253440C < _ 1"39 IK50 44 1416
28.98L F BDA 850151030C 1 "41' 0131303021 54
1.16: DD ED 2901000000 1 "41 01313+3047 10
11.06L E GFBC 850130030C 2 "39 IK 31 115 1415





























Name ] Galactic Uncertainty






































































































(Not Color Corrected) V L
32 p.m 25 p,m 60 /_m 100 Fm Flux Corr A Confusion R S
(Jansky)
.35LI .31L 1.89 I
.25L [ .26L 1,35 I
.84 I 4.46 30.49 I
.63 I .25L .4OL [
.25L 1 .25L 1 7F_ I
.25L I .25L 4y t
34 I .25L .40L I
.25L I .35L .98 i
11.93 I 4.83 1.00 I




.25L [ .25L .b2 I
.30 .40L I
1,08 t ,23: .40L I
.25L .4UL I
2.17 I .55 .4DL I
1.46 I .43 .4gL I
,25L I .28L _g i
.25L I .25L _ i
38 I .25L .4UL I
1.13 I .37: .4UL I
25L I .25L ....
.... 25L .IUL
.27: .50:
.62 I .28L .40L





































































5.5E 1,E .3 ¢_
.2E .:' .6;
.4_ .; .4(




Uncs Coef R Flags = S 2
1.00L C )B 01222410
4.93 CC :AB 02100300
51.45 DO _AA 3114331C
1.00L 00000000
51.45L D BB D010030C
1.20 CC DD 00000000
1.19L J 00000000
.94: C D ) A B 00000000
1.00L C kB D 00000000




1.16 C F . C F 00000000
1.00L ] L _00120000
1.14L .3 M 10000000(_
1,00L ;0001000C
1.00L 3 I _0000100£
1.00L 3 K _0000100£
C C .3B B ;OOO00O0£
1.10L D J BD 10000010(:
1.04L k41 )0000000(
1.00L ) _ r0000000(
1,07L C F B H 10000000(
1.34L K tO000000(
1.25L :F DEC _0021000(
1,00L F t0110000(
1.49L C L B F 10021000(
1.89 F BB 10021000(
1.07L ) A |0010000(
1.42L M N 40000000(
1.05L 40000000(
1.00L C 500000001
1.00 L 3 A D 400000001
1.00L M 40000000q
1.00L F 40010000_
3.70 C C EA A 30000000
1.22 C FCE 40100000q
.76: C[ BE 50010000q
1.00L E 50000000,
1.68 C [ D B E 30000000
1.00L D C I" 60000000
1.00L 50010000
1.29L ,E [ _00()00
1.00L C A M 50020000
1.00L D C E 50010000
1.00L C B E ,50000000
1.00L L 150000000
1.00L C ,C D 120000000
1.00L C ,C _5000000_
1.32 B ( D B [ _50000000
1.00l _G )4000000£
4.59 FC( lEA/ i3000000£
1.00[ _C )5000000C
I )500O000(:
1.04: C( E I 15000000£
1.03 I } ( !50000001
1.381 ) )4000000(
1.02l _D 1401001 0(
1.12 Cl Cl )5000002(
2.27 C_ HBi )3000000(
1.28 D_ ) B_ )4000002(
1.71 C' DA_ )3000000(
1.55 A :36000000(
1001 C _,A 35000000;
1.67 4J G Z3000000(
1.55 q 56000000(
1.25 C EC )4000000l
C _ B _)5000000_
3 D _500000OI
1.00 _B C _ A B 04000000_
.93 C D 05000001;
I .3F 04000100_
I 3 N 04000100
3 M 02000000
F C B C 25000000
1.22 C C 13O00000
1.41 C B 14000000
C L GA 1300O000
t AD 04000010
]BC AAB 05000000
) CI L 14000100
C B 15000000
C B 14000000
C L A 34000001
]BC AAB 05000000
3 A C L 0400000£
3BE AAE 05OO00OC
1.1( S F 25O0000C
C E E 0300000(
E C G._ 4400000(
( E E 0300000(
( MC ,t 4300000(
( [ 0401000(
( F E 0400000(
1.5: ( E 12(30000(
BC( AA( 1500000l
( E 14000004






























































































































































































































































Galactic Uncertainty OCa /_ Coords SMJ SMN 0
(s) C) I b C) C) (') N
55.; 171137-24 = 30 7 61 3
0., 21137-24 I 40 9 61 3
2/ 391137 26 601 26 67 2
36.f 52[137-24 34 I 16 59 2
55.' 451139-29 i 25 I 10 64 3
56..= 1 1137-24 27 7 61 3
1.,= 71137-24 821 25 62 2
11.1 291137-24 35 6 6(_ 3
23.'_ 14 1138-27 40 I 10 64 3
31._ 421137-24 83 I 18 58 2
35.C 231137-22 24 8 63 4
51.E 321138-27 36 6 67 2
59.." 591137-24 431 10 6_ 3
16._ 571136-27 38 I 14 62 3
40.1 28 1138-25 91 27 j 67 2
41.E 231137-23 71 8 87 2
43.= 411138-27 52] 13 61 2
44,E 24 1138-26 27 6 I 62 3
52.; 581138-25 43 I 13 I 63 3
10._ 321139-30 16 a, 65 3
35.( 31 1137-22 24 5 I 64 4
47£ 371139-26 31 5 I 64 3
50.; 461137-23 1161 281 68 2
56.E 561138-24 391 13J 63 3
4.; 501138-26 52 8] 64 2
7.1 601138-25 43 I 12 I 62 3
15.7 47 1139-28 40 9 I 64 3
¢4£ 141140-30 21 81 65 3
53.3 511139-26 45 91 62 3
6.£ 33J140-30 28 _' 66 3
55,_ 131138-23 37] 111 65 3
56.7 321138-22 601 141 61 2
12,E 311140-29 30 _r 64 3
16.1 171t40-29 45 81 64 3
->3.7 111139--27 481 181 63 3
]7.£ 141140--28 37] 101 66 3
55.1 161140--28 231 11 I 68 2
0.6 49 1138-22 39 1 10 r 61 3
1.5 571139-26 44 81 64 3
11.2 211139-26 56] 15] 59 2
.>0.1 161138-23 431 101 62 3
]1,6 561140-28 35 9, 64 3
4.(3 41 1140-27 56 I 14 I 66 3
8.£ 59 139-25 26 91 67 3
]3.fl 35 139-26 531 11 t 65 3
]4.3 24r140--29 59 81 68 2
13.8 51138-22 23 7, 61 3
17,6 551139-25 91 I 101 68 2
=12.3 401138--22 51 8 I 63 2
55.6 221140-26 521 14[ 64 3
I
0,£ 571141-29 341 10] 65
19,4 571140-26 401 121 65
]2,6 201141-29 531 121 68
]5.1= 32 1140--26 36 I 11 I 66
:}9.3 48 1139--2t 31 8 I 63
19.6 491140 24 52 I 32 [ 67
2.7 401140-25 761 131 67
28.6 61141 27 37 [ 12 I 65
1.0 401140-25 51 I 12 I 61
.>7.9 191139-23 391 101 64
.>9.3 21 [ 140 25 71 I 16 [ 64
12.2 251139-22 I 39 7t 65
_16.5 161139 21 581 11 ] 60
._3.0 441141-27 401 10J 65
_-5.7 421140 23 561 12[ 62
]3.2 11141-25 26 6] 65
14.2 49 1142 28 35 5 I 67
54.8 33 1139 22 22 9 I 64
2.3 11141 26 37[ 121 66
2.5 501141 27 87] 151 62
6.8 181139 21 22 5] 64
7.6 47i140-23 32 91 79
]7.5 251142 28 52 ] 14 [ 66
58.4 211140-22 26 6 I 64
0.3 551140-23 22 5[ 64
3.8 401142 29 37 61 67
16.4 46_140-23 401 12[ 61
_.4,2 491139 20 24 7 I 61
S0.3 341141 26 39[ 121 65
_1.3 191139-21 71 I 18 [ 60
18.7 391140-23 26 7 I 63
27,4 51143 29 23 7 I 65
32.5 51 1142 28 31 6 I 66
41.5 21140 21 341 101 64
54.5 161141 25 521 101 62
3.5 421139 20 701 121 60
15.4 331143 29 461 131 69
17,£ 461142 26 24 91 66
13.£ 381143-29 731 191 69
53£ 181143--28 42 [ 1 66
53.£ 581141 23 561 12] 66
14.3 41141 22 57 91 63
15.4 11J140 21 581 11 ] 62
23.6 30114t 23 651 15] 66
50,3 591142 24 601 10] 65
57.2 43 1142 26 39 I 13 I 64
57.4 31 1143 26 53 I 12 I 66
2.E 271142 25 24 BI 81
7.._ 371140 21 491 1 63
9._ 221142 25 23 5, 65






































































25: :_4 , 3.65
.25L .25L I .80
45.20 I 11.04 J 2.09
.25L :.m , 2.04
1.25 ;_'i .40L
.29L .25L I ,40L
.25L .2bL I .70
.39 .25L 1 .40L
.25L .25L I .72
.89 .25:1 ,40L
.25L .26L 1 1.95
.38 .25L I .40L
.25L .25L I 1.77
.25L .25L I 1.30
32 .25L I .40L
.25L :'-: : 2.22
1.05 26:1 .40L
.25L .25L I .51
.25L .34L I ,90
.37 .26L I ,40L
.61 .44L t .40L
.41 i .25L I .40L
.33 .29L l .40L
,44 .25L I .40L
.25L .25L t 1.62
,38 .25L I ,40L
:,_ i .25L, 4o,
.25L I .40L
1.08 i .42: I .40L
.25L ,26L I 1.52
.43 .63L I ,40L
.31 25L I .40L
.25L ] .25L I .71
I
.42 .25L I .40L
.25L .25L I .83
25L i .25L I 1,05
.26L .25L I .74
1.14 :-]4 t .40L
.25L .25L t .40L
.25L .25L I .55
.25L .25L I ,74
.25L .28L I 1.19
,6.4 .25L I .40L
.43L .25L I .64
.25L : 7 _," _ 1,85
.28 .25L { .40L
.25L ; .25L } 1.05
.50 : 25L I .40L
3.67 1.1o i .78
1.20 .34L I .40L
.25L .25L I 1.63
.25L .27L I ,84
,64L .25L I .55
.75 1.03 I 11.06
.54 .28L I .40L
25L .25L I 1.08
.25L : .29: I 2.42
.39 z'- '. 6.49
,25L .25L I 2.42
,25L .25L I .80
1.44 .50 I .40L
.25L .25L I ,87
.73L .25L I .44
,25L .25L I 1.68
3.51 g'1 J ,40L
1.75 4H I .40L
.43 .25L I .40L
.80 27L I .40L
.30 25L I .40L
.31 25L I .40L
.65 .33 : .40L
.42L 751 I ,44
,25L ,25L I ,83
.25L ,25L I ,51
.28L .25L I .39
.41 .25L I .40L
.72L ,25L I .61
.26L .25L I .35
25L .25L I .64
.45 .26L I ,40L
.82 .40L
.50 .25L I ,40L
1,67 _:,= , .40L
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected) V
25 /.tm 60 btm 100 p.m Flux Con- A
(]ansky) Uncs Coef R
5.54 7.73 CCCILAAA
.40L 1.00L BC IA8 0
.40L 1.19 DI MAD
,51 , 1.35: CDIM DC
.40L 1,00L C ICE
,40L 1.00L liB IAAH 1
1.02 C I B
1.00L BC IAli 0
1.OOL C I C K
1.00L D I D
tOOL BC IACL 1
1.OOL CCC IAAC 7
1.OOL B IBCG





2.26 CCI J liE}
1.00L liBC IAAAL 1
2.61 CIiBIL BAA










1.03L C IC H
5.72 FCCI FAA
1,00L BF IABF 0
1.49 ECI KCB
1.47 CDI KBC
1,20L C IDD F
1.00L B IA C
1.00L C IC
1.OOL F } E K





1.79L CD IAA F 0
5.66 CCI EAA
IA4L F IDI
1.20L F I E
1.18 CCI KBB
1.00L B I B
2.03 liliI EBB
2.50 CC I BB
2.75 BCIEHIIII
1.00L BD tAB 1
1,33 CI ND
1.O6L C t DG
2,56 CCI I BB
1.92 CBILEAB
1.04L li IBI H
1.22L O I CL
6.59 ECCIHDAA
1.10L D IC L
1.78 CCI BB
1.01L C IB




1.06L C I AB
26.41 CCCCIBAAA 1
1.00L B IB E





1,00L BC lAB 1
2.39 CCIJ KAB
1.51L C IK EC
4.59 CCll EAA
1.09 3C FIAAKC 1




1.44L 3 IB H
1.00L 3C IBAEE 7
1.OOL D ! MG
1.95 CC1 BB
1.59 DCIHNBB
1.00L D i D
1.00L C 1C J




1.00L BD lAD M 0
1.04L B IB N













































































































# T Name Type " Mag
6 A0151+36 213 55082 K0 9 63
3 12 ZG 152+35 48 151
1 12 ZG 152+37 62 155
1 13 55099 8 81
4 13 55102 K2 2 60
3 9 U01398 19 148
2 t3 55107 K0 7 57
4 9 U01406 25 148
1 1 BW AND 65 3
1 1 T TRI 1 4
1 13 55119 15 82
3 9 U01434 37 153
3 13 55138 K0 29 70
1 13 55139 K0 17 51
4 9 U01437 47 126
4 9 U01440 62 136
3 13 55147 MB 2 71
2 12 ZG 155+38 31 153
2 13 55160 3 86
3 9 U01456 39 140
1 13 55166 G5 9 73
3 9 U01460 13 150
I 2 DO 9001 80 91
3 9 U01467 29 133
2 13 55172 10 87
1 30 6ZW 129 35
3 9 U01493 26 140
1 13 55188 K0 7 76
5 9 U01497 32 t28
4 "13 55191 17 86
3 9 U01503 12 143
1 13 55202
1 2 DO 9020
1 30 6ZW 144
2 13 55208
3 9 U01520
3 13 55218 A2
2 13 55221 K0
I 13 55228
3 9 U01550
1 13 55233 G5
2 13 55242
2 13 55246
2 t2 ZG 202+34
3 9 U01577
3 9 U01581
1 2 DO 9056
1 12 ZG 204 +34
3 12 ZG 204+32
2 9 U01619
1 t3 55289 A2
4 9 U01633
2 13 55294
1 12 ZG 206+33
2:, 13 55305
3 13 55306 A5
2 13 55309 K2
12 ZG 206+3712 ZG 207+33
i
5 = 9 U01655
3 i 9 U01673
3 9 U01672
1 12 ZG 208+31
5 9 U01676




2 13 55347 GO
3 13 55348 K2
2 13 55351
2 13 55354 K6
1 13 55355
1 13 55358 G5
3 9 U01726
1 12 ZG 211 +36
1 13 55391 K0
3 9 U01737
2 12 ZG 212+33
2 13 55397 AO
2 13 55398





















































Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
4O6
:1 ii




a ,_ Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 /xm
ham..8, (s) (_ I b (") C) (') N
02132+3225153 3 143-27 38 13 66 3 .25L
o2132+_9617.81o141-21 41 12 662 .2902134+365529.2 2 14123 75 14 6, 2 .34021:_+3653 294 28 140-21 29 7 63 3 3,22
02135+3318 31.837 143--26 60 15 66 3 ,25L
02139+34175671314225 64 9 842 .27L
32140+3359 2.5 37 142-25 28 5 64 3 2.2202140+3642 2.833 142-24 48 9 64 3 .3002143+333820.256 143-25 28 9 64 3 1.0702145+333231.829 149-28 85 13 64_ .24
32146+321o36.8 7 142-23 55 10 643 .38 I
02146+3534 49.036 142-24 38 11 64 , .25LI
o2,48+334949.511143-25 52 18 77 2 .34L02140+321055.91143-27 52 16 65 2 .25L
02150+3139 2.9 2 144 27 43 12 66 3 .25Li
02151+3652 88 4 142-23 40 12 64j3 .2SL'
o2151+313o 11.9 59 144 29 37 7 68 3 1,87 I
02154+3747 25.7 48 141-22 44 11 62 3 25LI
02155+3817 34.8 24 141-21 72 13 62 2 .24
02156+3153 38.7 46 144-27 33 8 65 3 5.22
02157+3652 43.3 33 142-23 18 15 65 3 9,5261+3847 6.0 1- 1 40 1 4 ! . 9
021,,+3213254298144-278010 2532_64+353725.8 142-24182 12 41
02165+3742 35.7[27 142-22! 58 12 _9i23 .25L02166+3030 40.1 14 144-28_ 64 16 .33L
02170+3741 3.0 3 142-22 ! 42 12 64 3 .25L
02170+3205 4.8 18 144-27 _ 26 6 65' 3 2,75
02175+:3506 35.2 19 143-24 ' 41 7 64 i 3 ,25L
32175+3808 35.6 23 142-21 53 12 64 3 ,35
32178+3228 53.2159 144-26 I 39 7 65' 3 ,31L
02184+3455 24.0 i 15 143-24 59 193 66 2 .2902184+3907 26.3 47 141-20 38 64 3 ,25L
02186+3219 36.1 9 144-27 26 11 64 4 ,25L
32190+3343 5.8 8 144-25 46 12 64 3 .25L
02193+3728 21.1 =21 142-22 43 12 65 3 .38
32194+3005 25.6 38 145-29 63 12 68 3 ,49
02198+3659 50.5i34 142-22 43 10 63 3 .39L
32199+3724 54.5,58 142-22 62 12 643 .4102203+3158 23.6 145 27 23 67 4 ,29L
02204+3512 27.449 143-24 36 10 653 1,12
32208+3337 53.353 144-25 45 8 65 3 .97
02209+3809 56.9;16 142-21 59 12 63 2 .33
02210+3319 4.0 54 144-25] 55 12 65 3 .26L02211+3027 9.3112 145-28 42 69 3 1.80
02215+3605 30.7 8 143-23 60 8 65 3 .66
02216+3901 40.8=64 142-20 59 13 62 2 .31
32221+3338 9.9 27 144-25 29 5 67 3 22.22
02223+3629 21.6i34 143-22 55 11 65 3 .91
02224+3449 26.7 3 144-24 ! 42 10 64 3 .73
02225+3210 30.0 59 145-26 32 6 67 3 1.51
02227+3647 46.9119 143-22 33 9 64 I 3 3.22"
02228+3753 49.7 50 143-21 34 7 65 3 10.27
02229+3914 55.8 46 142-20 58 14 63i3 .25L
02231 +3638 7.2 0 143-22' 26 9 65;3 1,28
02231+3040 7,2 51 146-28 41 9 67 [ 4 ,62
02231+3139 11.9:18 145-27' 43 9 6613 .53
02233+3542 20.4 13 144-23 96 35 62 12 .28L
02233+3822 21.2 0 143-21 64 10 63 2 .29
02234+3013 24.(J 7 146-28 49 12 68 4 .25L
02237+3644 47.4 40 143-22 41 8 66 3 1.62
02239+3457 54.4 33 144-24 77 22 65 2 .25L
02240+3321 4.C 19 145 25 43 13 65 _ .25L02241+3545 6.9 48 144-23 132 30 631 _ .72L
02242+3538 17.6! 18 144--23 46 2 2 .25L
02243+3230 20.01 54 ;145-26 34 3 3.2002243+3321 20.3 u 145-25 33 9 66! 3 .25L
02244+3134 !29.4 39 146-27 33 6 67 3 2.78
02245+3547 133.C54 144-23 57 23 67 2 .25L
i
02245+3555 134.1 28 144 23 66 17 67 2 .40L
02252+3358 14,3 19 145-25 22 6 65 3 .94
02252+3105 16.6 18 146-27 27 7 67 3 .66
02253+3515 22.3 64 144--23 67 9 65 3 .52
02256+3923 40.2 16 143--20 36 10 63 3 .54
02256+3416 40.8 25 145-24 35 10 65 3 .47
02258+3451 52,9 3 145-24 74 19 63 2 .45L
02264+3038 24.3 34 147-27 10 .82
146-27 19 ! .25L
02264+3114 25.7 463 _ 667826.4 146-27023r_+9_25 52. 13137 3 .25L
i
02268+3854 49.2 52 143-20 55 10i 65 3 .85
02268+3114 51.9 3 146-27 46 1465 3 .25L
o2_39+3o59 56.945143-_9 28 lO _ _ ,9702271+3429 9.9 28 145-24 59 14 w _! .25L02272+331,14138.148-2550 8 679 .49
02272+3336 15.0 37 145-25 41 6 65 3! 1.26
02272+3758 15.7 26 144-21 27 5 66 3_ 15.53
02275+3956 33.1 45 143-19 39 8 64 3 1.48
02275+3157 34.0 19 146-26 35 6 67 3 .28L
02277+3654 44.0 50 144-22 27 7 66 3 - ,25L
02282+3817 14.0 41 144-20 32 8 65 3 .52
02284+3559 26.3 33 145-22 54 _ 27 63 2 .25L
02286+3944 36.7 23 143-19 35' 10 63 3 .71
02287+3753 43.9 59 144-21 401 t0 66 3 .82
02288+3612 49.2 49 145-22 38 ! 27 64 2 .89L
02290+3555 2.6 35 145-22 18 ! 6 67 3 10.40
02290+3139 5.6 28 147-26 52 13 67 3 _25L
02290+3015 5.9 38 147-28 43 11 67 2 .43
02292+3303 12.6 13 146-25 55 11 65 3 .35
02293+3516 21.2 28 145-23 36 13 66 3 .25L
Flux Density
(Net Color Corrected)








































































































100 i_m Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Cocf R Flags*
2.16 BC!FI CB 1400000000
1.73L C DE G 0300000000
1.16L C 1600000000I_L sc _AE io o_ooooo_
151 co 03ooo0o,0o
1.oo sc ,o o5oo 1 1,00L C ?600000000
.85: BECD ABBB 4 1500100100
1.46L C DG 1400110100
1.00L C CI ;D 15000000001.68 BE I 1501010020
1.07 CE _ FB 1501000100
1.21: CF I I CD 2400000000
2.09 C S BB 1200000000
2.37 CC! 0501000100EBA
1.00L
ECCcc!ABAAL 0 13000000OO3.19 0301000000
1.27L D O 0400000000
1.001 BC AAE 1 1300000000
1.00L BBC AABE 1 0601000100
1.00L BC BC 0 0500000000
1.09L E C 0400000000
1.06L F IBK F 1600000010
134: CE! HBB 0400100100
1.30L C NCO 0400000000
3.26 CC I BB 0300100100
1.00L BC AB 5 0501000000
2.83 D C C E A A 0300000000
1.00L C C 0500000000
2.45 CS DFAB 0400000000
2.87L F B M 0300000000
3.99 OCC OBAA 0300000100
2.06 CC J BB 0400000000
1.22: CD M CO 3500000000
1.00L B C 0600000010
1,00L C M'CGDFI 05000100001.00 F 0500000000
1.00L D B| 0600100000
13.10 CCC CBAA 0300000000
1,00L B BF I ; 1400000000
1.00L B AC F ' 4501000000
1,39L D B 0400100000
1.38 CF FJ CC 3400000000
1.00L CD AB 0 0500000000
1.00L D BG 1600000000
1.00L F B G 04010(30000 :
1.00L BBC AAAH 1 5500000000 18
1.00L B A B MG _0500000000
1.04L S AI ,2400000000
1.00L BO ACM 0 05000000001
1.00L BC AA 0 0500001000
.96: CBCD AABG 0 040000CO00101
1.50 CC J BB 0500000000
1.01L BC AB K 0 0600000000!
1.23L B AD H 0500000000
1.85L S CE L E 1400000000'
2.28 D L C 7500000310
1.22L C CI ' 0400000000 =
1.53 DC LNCC 0500000(300
1.05L BF AC 0 0600100000
1,53 DC EC 2400000000
7.74 EF EB 3380110340
1.48 D C ' 7680000000 '
1.00L CBC AABE 1 0600100000 18
1.45 C I C 7500000100
1.00L e C A A J 0 0500000000
12.31 CC Nt EB 2280110340
1.00L BC AB 0 1500000000
1.81 C NB 6680000330
1.46L C KCD 0 5661000000
1.00L D BGL 1500010000
4.92 BCCC BAAA 1400000000
1,11L D BG 2500001000
1.00L B B G 0500010000
1.00L C CF 0500000000
1.32L C C E 2500000000
1,00L B BD 0601000000
1.56 C E B 1500000000
2.27 CB L AA 1500000000
1.01L D AD 0500000000
1.41 CD OBC 1501000000
1,00k BC ABI 3 0500000000
1.59 DC E DC 1400000200
1.00L C BK 2400000000
1.00k BE ACD 0 1500010000
1.00L BBC AAAG 1 1400000000 23
1.00L BE AC 0 0500001000
6.27 I DCC :FDAA 2200011000
7.63 DCC ECAA 0300000000
1.00L D BE F 1300000000
1.22 g C B 740_0000001.00L I!B F 04000100001.00L IA F F 1400000000
1.82 C D B 5501000140
1,00L BBC _AABI 0 6400000220
1.81 L C B D 3500000000
1.81L F CB 2500000000
1.29L D D 2400010000
2.87 CC EBA 1400000000
C
A Sep
S 2 # T Name Type f') Mag
U01744 42 1454 g
13 55404 11 8E2
1 13 55407 4 B5
3 13 55420 GO 3 5C
1 13 55423 G5 4 7E
2 13 55427 A0 2 4(_
1 13 55429 6 8_
1 13 55432 G5 3 83
8 2 12 ZG214+35 27 151
5 9 U01763 24 148
3 12 ZG 215+31 69 15,3
3 9 U01769 74 138
4 13 55442 21 9C
2 9 U01772 23 13E
1 2 DO 9164 41 i 10_
5 13 55445 6 8E
l3 2 DO9166 83 I 11E
2 13 55452 26 ; 9C
I
3 9! U01787 33 , 14E
2 9 ] U01793 35 15E3 13 55462 K5 8£
55471 K0 7 7,_1 13 II
3 "27 MKN1032 I
1 13 55479 17 8E8 9°01813 44 15.-.
: ' 9 U01816 5_ 14E01826 1 (
1 13 55494 G5 13 73I 1 13 55496 K0 33 7_
i 1 30 6ZW 204 53
1 2 DO 9212 29 9(
6 12 ZG 220+31 11 14E
12 2• 13 55505 G5 6=E
t3 55511 K0 2 I 7"=
I
i 27 MKN1035 3 i
13 55515 M2 10 8_
13 55519 6 i 8_
"41 02216+3901 9
' 5_ 7113 55527 MB I 10."2 )(3 9247
1 13 55537 G5 15 6_
21 13 55539K2 i 9 7.=
5 13 55544 MA i 5 6,=
7 1 BI AND 18
4 " 9 U01886 i 24 13_
1 13 55550 K0 9 7;
2 13 55553 5 81
4 1 32 X0223+357 56
1 13 55555 20 8(
3 9 U01896 7 14(
2 13 55562 K5 4 7(
3 9 U01910 28 14!
, C 1 32 X0224+333 103 1=
4 13 55568 MB 2 7'
1 S TRI 6
C 7 " 9 U01913 30 10_
2 13 55570 K0 1 5_
cl i
3 9 U01919 I 39 151
2 13 55579 K0 3 7(
5 9 U01935 _ 26 131
2 13 55582 10 8!
1 2 009297 88 10:
1 2 DO 9298 t8 11]
I 13 556O0 K0 6 7"
4 9 U01963 28 14!
3 9 U01964 56 13:
1 13 55605 K0 4 6_
1 12 ZG 226+31 8O 15'.
4
2 13 55610 K0 8 8_
2 13 55611 K0 13 6:
3 4' TMSS +40042 14 2.
2 13 I 55614 K2 2 6,
3 9 I U01980 32 14
4 9 U01983 49 12_
i
1 2 DO 9342 55 8,
1 13 55629 K0 17 7
1 13 55630 KO 9 7
C 5 131 55635K0 2 5
1 391 B2 0228+31 25 40
1 21 DO 9354 14 10
5 9 U02002 50 i 12
•Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 Fm; 10) High Source Density Region.
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02368 + 3235 l- 25
02368 + 3344 '- 24
02368 + 3937 i- 18
02372 + 3329 I - 24
02373 + 3202 =- 25
02373+ 3009 ,- 27
02374 +3547 -22
02375+3130 -26
02376 + 3505 - 22
02377 + 3558 - 22
02378 + 3735 - 20
02378 + 3829 - 19
02378+3112 -26
02380+ 3059 -26
02383 + 3950 - 18
02384 + 3418 - 23
02385+39t9 -19
02387 + 3727 - 20
02388 + 3036 - 26
02390 + 3448 - 23
02390 + 3958 - 18
02391 +3211 -25





02400 + 3206 - 25 ]
02402 + 3215 - 25 ]
02403+3707 -20 ]




02407 + 3217 25 I
02408 + 3635 - 19 I
02408+3153 -25 I
02409+3830 -19 ]
02409 + 3202 25 F
02409 + 3209 25 ]
02416+3210 .25 I
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2)
Galactic Uncertainty
a _ Coords SMI SMN 0





































































































































































































































1.i C _ DI1.( BI
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CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH);
AssociationsL CR S A
















































































































ZG 231 + 34










































































































































Declination: + 30 °- + 40 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
a 8 a _ C_Jorhds SM] SMN (0) O 12 _m 25 _m 60 _mh m. = , (s) ( ) (') (") N (Jansky)
12421 + 3211 .25L .27L .40L
)2422 + 3137 .25L .31 L .40L
)2427 + 3413 1.62 .42: .40L
32428 + 3952 .25L .35L .84
)2429 + 3514 .62 25L .40L
)2429 + 3916 .25L ,25L .76L
12431 + 3936 .38 .25L .40L
12431 + 3909 .38L .25L .47
]2432 + 3543 .40 .25L .40L
]2433 + 3147 .35 .25L A0L
)2434 + 3236 .41L .25L .85
)2435 + 3449 .26L .25L .51 L
)2435 + 3620 .25L .38L .40L
)2435 + 3705 .85 .30: ,40L
)2438 + 3042 .34 .33L .40L
)2438+ 3546 .99 .28L .40L
)2439 + 3232 .25L .29L .40L
12439 + 3520 .31 .27L .40L
32440 + 3729 2.60 ,66 .40L
12443+3137 .25L .33L .40L
)2443 + 3734 1.51 .37 .40L
12444 + 3927 1.96 .71 .40L
)2445+3124 .25L .25L A0L
)2446+3223 .25L .25L _ .40L
)2446+3837 .39 .25L ' .40L
)2448+3956 .33 .26L t .40L
)2449 + 3915 .68 .30L .40L
)2452 + 3412 .63L .57L .55L
12453 + 3845 .99 .25 .40L
12455 + 3002 .92 .31 L .40L
)2456 + 3314 3.25 1.20 .40L
)2457 + 3054 .88 .35L .40L
)2457 + 3907 .25L .25L .40L
)2458 + 3731 .93 .34 ,40L
12459 + 3459 .23 .25L .40L
12460 + 3257 .58 .44L .40L
12461 +3522 1.25 .33: .40L
12465 + 3349 .25L .19: 1.15
12467 + 3446 .25L .25L .66
t2474 + 3806 2.12 .48 .40L
)2474+3605 1.69 .43 ,40L
12474 + 3644 .39 .28L .401
12475 + 3821 .57 .25L .40L
12477 + 3511 2.62 .61 .40L
12479 + 3209 1.99 .48 .40L
_2481 + 3016 .42 .31L .40L
_2481 + 3802 2.35 .85 .41L
12482 + 3145 .25L .25L .40L
12483 + 3432 .52 .25L .40L
12484 + 3451 22.79 5.45 .88
12485 + 3122 .26L .29L .53
12486 + 3254 5.34 1.37 .40L
12488 + 3542 .32L .25L .62
)2489 + 3720 .76 .30L .40L
12490 + 3639 .25L .32L .40L
_2490 + 3653 1.61 .45 .40L
=2493 + 3629 19.03 11.35 1.81
12493 + 3433 .40L 26L .46
12494 + 3020 .43L .27L .40L
_2495 + 3820 .45 .25L .40L
_2498 + 3545 .25L .27L .40L
_2499 + 3112 .47L .29 .40L
12501 + 3427 .25L .25L .40L
12503 + 3126 .32 .25L .51L
12503 + 3022 .25L .27L .40L
_2505 + 3807 .88 .29: .40L
_2510 + 3710 .28 .60L .40L
12514 + 3732 .26 .28L ' .40L
_2517 + 3913 .43 .26L .48L
_2517 + 3239 3,83 1.77 .40L
12521 + 3023 .25L .25L .61L
_2521 +3032 25L .28L .40L
_2522 + 3814 .43L .25L .61
12523 + 3017 .40 .56L .40L
i2523 + 3541 1.21 ,35: .40L
12526 + 3050 12.29 3.20 .46:
P2526 + 3416 .62 .25L .40L
12527 + 3029 .43L .25L .40L
)2527 + 3019 .25L .25L .40L
)2530 + 3100 .85 .41 .40L
12530 + 3616 .25L .27L .40L
12532 + 3901 .53 .25L .40L
12533 + 3142 .25L .31L .40L
12533+3515 .36 .31L I .44L
)2535 + 3040 1.64 .42 ,40L
12541 + 3345 .37 .25L .40L
)2542 + 3143 .28 29L .40L
)2545 + 3138 .25L .49L .40L
12547 + 3422 .25L 26L .40L
)2548 + 3824 335 ,83 .40L
)2548 + 3401 2,69 .79 ,40L
)2549 + 3118 .60 29L .40L
)2552 + 3208 .25L 25L 1.09
12552 + 3215 1 .CO .26 .40L
12555 + 3927 .68 27L .40L
)2555 + 3021 .43L .25L 1.02
)2556 + 3406 .34L .26L .40L
)2557 + 3812 .35 .25L .40L
)2559 + 3604 .25L .25L .40L
)2559 + 3459 6.59 1.52 .31:
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($11 at 12. 25, 60,
v L C
100 pm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type ('_ Mag
2.36 D !D N D 9580000220
1.67 DIKG D 9500000030
1.COL B F IA C E L 0 1500000000
2.38 B CCiBDCBI 03000000001 00L 150100(3 0
1.56 C F D 1500000000
1.COL C IEEKF 0600010000
1.98L C CD 2400000000
2.03L O JC ME 2500000110
1.05L C CC MCGAB 96000000002.05: 65001CO010
1.21 D GC 1400000000
1.17 BD F l E C 1600000000,00L A O 1500001000
1.31L C IBF 4400000000
2.88L B AEMG 1500000010
1.98 C DJEGMC[ 65000000101.14 L 2600000000
1.COLBC EtA_I 0 O400OO10OO1.29 GG ' 3580000000
1.COL CE lAD 0 0400001000
1,COL BC CIAADEI 1 26000010001.90 3500000010
2.CO C CICI F 56000013201.C L 1500000000
1.15L D _GF 1500'000000
1.COL C DIBEcBI 350000000035 1300000000
1.15L BD [AC G O 2500000000
1.COL C _AC E 1600000000
,co,Bc I,,.o 005ooo0o00o
I09LBcl, 44020oo0001.54 3 8coo 1o
1.39L C |C 0400000000
1.00L B lAD D 1600010000
1.COL BD JAC 2 1600000000
1.59 DCBI I AC 1500000000
1.51 CC_ MBB 0400000200
1.00L BC IAAN 3 0500001000
I
1.11L BC JAA 3 05OO000O00
1.13L C ICE M 0500000O0O
1.00L B _AJ H 0500001000
1.COL BC IAB 0 0500100000
5.32L BC ]AC E 0 7400000008
1.09L D |CJ 4600010010
1.COL BC E |AAEEIB 0 05000000002.41 9580000008
1.05L F /C L 0500000000
1.COL BBC /AAB 0 0500010100
I
138 ED| FBB 750O001000
1.00L BC |AAH 0 0500000000
I,OOL B C //cCC 040000000O1.00 0500000OO0
1.65 BC C / JJC 35810000401.06L A 1 0600000000
1,O0L BBC |AAB 7 3600000100
1141L C DCIDEBt M 2500000000
1.49 B 5600000010
1.00L 0500000000
1.43 C|DF B 1400000010
1.39L E C'EC// 35oooooooo136 B 3400000000
2.06L E DtC I E 450O0100001,53 56O0010010
1.00L 9F |BG 1 0500000000
1.00L D /G 0500000000
1.98L C ]D 04000000001.00 E BGJ N 0600000000
1.00L BC /AAH 0 1501000000
/
1.64 F| FF 86O0100000
2.37 cDJBMB C 95OO0000001.28L 04 00OO00
1.41L C |DI FE 9600100000
1.14L CF |ACL 0 4400000000
1.00L BBD /AAC 1 1600000000
1.05L C DIBHI D 560000000082 8 1
1.68 BD D]BCJ C 95000000001.00L 2 2600000000
)
1.62 C F/BJ D 25010000203 L 0 0 0
1.32 C E / E 55000000001.86L D 1500000000
1.00L CO |AC 0 7600000000
1.37L F IF H 3500000000
1.34L D CJ F D L C 55000000001.61 4500000000
1.61 • D/ GLB 9500000008
1.07L BC iAAI 0 0600000000
I
3.68L CC IAA 0 9400001008
128L C |BF 3500000000
2.61 CC| EAB 0500000000
1.05L BD lAD I 0 0601010000
1.00L B |BI 0600010000
1.99 CC[J BB 3500000100
198 C E [|C C 95000000191.47L 0600020000
2.42 BJH GC 6600000000
6.35L BBD JAAE 1 5500000008



































18 55946 K5 4E
I TMSS +30052 24
55952 9;
X0248 + 368
27 55957 K0 7£
DO 9583 8E
I


























a 8 SMJ SMN 0
h m, o , C) C) (')
32560+3953 48 11 71
32563+3201 70 12 69
32563+3739 43 7 70
32565 + 3056 29 6 70
32565+3619 59 36 68
02565+3559 79 16 67
32565 + 3836 40 8 67
32566+3526 40 12 69
32568+3637 31 7 69
32568 + 3024 76 12 70
)2568 +3920 53 8 68
)2568+3918 60 12 71
:)2574 + 3449 105 18 69
)2574+3529 50 12 69
)2576+3736 58 16 67
)2579 + 3942 54 13 67
)2579+3559 54 10 70
)2501 +3565 46 7 69
)2584+3212 25 71
)2587+3612 44 i 29 70
)2587 + 3831 24 18 68
)2589 + 3554 44 11 70
32590+3849 32 10 69
)2591 +3513 6360_ 13 69
)2595 + 3159 57 13 70
)2597+3530 40 17 67
3000+3225 57 0 70
)3000+3654 23 : 72
)3001+3257 29 [ 6 70
)3003 + 3352 85 i 24 72
L
)3006+3018 40 ! 11 71
)3006 + 3741 73 14 69
)3008 + 3822 55 Ill 67
)3010+3443 31 26 1162
)3012+3357 80 16 168
)3013+3457 73 : 30 i 72)3013+3626 80 23, 72
)3014 + 3540 29 61 71
)3015+3330 42 7 71
)3015+3146 66 13 69
)3019 + 3355 93 18 70
)3019+3838 22 5 70
)3020+3244 72 16 69
)3023 + 3833 73 20 67
)3024+3120 30 22 70
)3024+3330 96 24 72
)3024 + 3440 73 19 70
)3025-+3635 46 11 70;
)3026 + 3150 36 10 71
)3027+3838 91 17 72
)3028+3735 56 9 67
)3026+3342 60 10 71
)3028 + 3723 42 9 69
)3028 + 3919 68 24 67
)3029+3327 35 10 70
)3030 + 3323 24 6 70
)3032+3350 97 24 72
)3032 + 3549 34 11 70
)3033+3709 39 32 73
)3034+3231 42 31 161
}3034 + 3456 112 31 69
)3035+3521 61 9 72
)3037+3455 50 10 71
)3037+3943 49 11 68
)3037+3932 66 25 65
)3038+3425 96 25 69
)3038 + 3018 35 9 72
13040+3408 27 21 69
)3040+3228 35 10 71
)3040+3243 73 32 73
I
)3041+3544 130_ ' 19 71)3041 + 3004 71
)3041 +3737 58 8 70
)3041+3436 69 26 i 70)3042+3529 53 12 I 68
)3047 + 3742 49 11 69
)3048+3941 46 23 I 69
)3046+3503 28 6 _, 71
)3050+3811 26 ! 7 ; 69
)3052+3720 70 27 69
)3056+3651 34 ! 6 71
)3057+3330 57 22 69
)3058+3714 23 I " _ 69
)3060+3955 35 32 54
)3060+3300 69 22 ; 73
)3061 + 3143 30 7 72
)3062+3135 47 35 70
)3062 + 3321 104 21 70
)3062 + 3706 25 9 69
)3062 + 3331 28 19 70
)3067 + 3003 66 8 72
)3069+3248 35 29 163
)3069+3353 101 30 70
)3069+3951 45 11 68
)3070 + 3136 27 6 71
)3072 t 3006 91 29 70
)3073+3545 40, 21 69
40 r 10 71)3073 _3453
)3074+3136 76 I 15 73
)3075 + 3448 33 i 33 73
Galactic






33.7 !19 150-2034.9 149-16












































5t,7 16 149-1658.6 153-21
5.8 46 153-2112.4 152-21

































590  1150150,2 154-22
16,7 155-24





"Confusion Flags: t) CIRRUS-I;
Declination: + 30 °- + 40 °
H (Not Color Corrected)
C V
O 12 pm 25 u.m 60 u.m 100 um Flux Corr A Confusion
N (/ansky) Uncs Coef R Flags*
2 .31 .25L .40L 1.16L C DL 0500000000
g .24 .25L .40L 1.41L C E L 3400010000I 1.12 .63 .40L 1.13L BC AAJ 0 2601000000
3 1.25 .30: .40L 1.07L B E A B E 0 06000000002 .27L .56L ,40L 1.72 C 4600000000
2 .64L .25L .55 1.97L D = B 5601000000
3 .35 ,25L .40L 1.48L C I B 1500000000
3 .59L .25L .98 4.35 C C i F K B B 7400000030
3 .50 2.31 10.45 13.10 BBCC BAAA 1 0300000000
2 .40 .27L .40L 1.30L F F 1600000000
3 .34 .25L .40L 1,08L C B 0500100000
2 .28L .25L .73 1.39L C L BC 0500100000
3 .25L .26L .40L 2.10 C HC 6600000008
3 .52 .26L .40L 1.56L C D 5500000000
2 .42L ,25L A4 1,50L C ; DM 1EO000000Q
3 .25L .25L .59 1.19L C ! CO 05000000003 .89 ,26L .40L 1,79L C AF 5600100030
3 1,47 .38 .40L 1.69L BD IAC 0 5600100000
3 1.06 .38: .40L 1.00L BD !BDK 2 1400000000
31 25L .SOL .40L 1.82 C K HC 4500000008
3 .25L .25L .40L 2,23 B FIB 1400000200
3 .25L .25L 1,36 4.14 CC EBA 9500000008
3 .56 .25L ,40L 1.13LIB BGL 1600000000
3 .41L .25L .70 2.08L I C C D 9500000000
3! ,51 .25L ,40L 1.06: IE E CF C 1400000000
21 .27L .38L .40L 2.91 I DKD B 6501000018
3l .68 .31L .40L 1.17LB CEJ 2400000000
21 .42L ,25L ,46L 1.52 E J C 5400000000
3' 2.40 .57 .40L 1.04L'BD AA J 5 3500000000
.25L .27L .4OL 1.77 D B 950000O008
3 .40 .25L .40L 1.06L IC !C 0700000000
3 .27L .25L .60 1,361 C CN 0501000000
.34 .25L .40L 1.55L !C A 1500000000
.58L .26 .40 2,02 C K D 6781000000
2 .64L .86L .57 2.89L C L CJ 9500000558
.31L .26L ,41L 1.67 D D 87000001004.98L .25L .40 1,61 L B 6600000008
3 19.06 9.96 2.10 6,22L _BBC AAA 3 7500000006
3 1.60 .54 .40L 5.17L BD AD 0 9500000008
2 .27 .31L .40L 1.33L C DJ I 2500000000
3 .25L .41L .47L 2.82 C F E B 9500000118
3 306.65 76.91 13.58 3.97 BBCB AAAA 1 0410010000
2 .80L .26L ' .42 1.06L E DL D 4500000000
3 .25L .25L .40L 1.95 B GC 1501000000
3 .26L .26L .40L 1.79 C I J B 2500000000
2 .29L .43L .42L 1.71 D F B 9700000018
3 .25L .30L .40L 2.26 C C 6500000000
3 .25L 26L 1.06 3,64 C S E C A 5500000100
3 .43 .25L .40L 1.38L C BE 1501010000
2 .64L .25L .56 2.22L C E C 0500000000
2 .49 .25L .40L 1.72L D B 3600010000
3 .39L ,25L .74 6.13L C B 9400000008
3 .36 .25L .40L 1.19L C C 2500010000
3 .25L .25L .40L 2.45 C J G 1500000000
3 .57 .25L .40L 4.79L C AF C 6500111018
3 1.22 .68 .40L 1.10L BC AA 1 3700111000
2 .29L .25L .40L 1.95 F B 8501000008
3 ,40L .25L 1.43 2.37: CD EAB 2600000008
2 .47L .25L .40L 1,70 D KD E 4601000000
2 ,25L .35L .40L 1.29 C K I 3600000000
2 .26L .25L .40L 2.09 E F 6800100000
2 .41 .26L .87L 1.82L C C J 5500010000
3 .35 .31L ,40L 1,33L C BJ 9700100000
3 .56 .25L .40L 1,45L C BN 8500010000
2 .25L .25L ,40L 2,11 C K B 7500000000
2 ,26L .51L ,40L 2,69 D L B 9500000108
3 .97 .40 .40L 1.57L BD AD N 2 3600000000
3 .25L .33L .40L 2.18 C M D 9500000008
3 .79 .25L .40L 1.23L B BJ 3601000000
.25L .28L .55 2.12 C I E 4600000010
. ,3OL .36L ,40L 2.06 D E B 95010001582.79 1.26 .40L 1,41L BC AAGD 1 2600001000
3 .54 ,35L ,40L 1,77L C BI M 7600010000
2 .25L .25L .40L 1,82 C C 9600000000,34 .25 .40L 1.70L C E L 3500000000
.50 .25L .40L 1.62L C B D 6600000000,25L .25 .40L 1.68 C B 8500000000
3 1.17 .30L _40L 1.06L B AD D 9700010000
3 .25L .43: 2.60 6.40 FCC GEAA 2300001000
2 .47L .25L .40L 1.94 C L N C 5600000000
3 3.58 ,94 .40L 1.35L BC AAG 1 6701000000
2 .26L .25L ,40L 3,06 D B C 45000000002.62 .59 .40L 1.34L BD AB 5 7700000000
2 .79L .25L .49L 1.78 D J L G 8500000000
2 .25L 1.19L .91L 2.86 C HHG 6500000000
3 .25L .25L 1.68 2.55 CC BB 3500000000
2 .25L .25L .40L 1.88 C H 1500000000
3 .28L .25L .40L 1.85 C L B 5600000000
33i ,79 .27L .40L 1,38L B A C 5700010000.25L .34L .40L 2,12 F MLC 4500000000
3 .45 .27 .40 1.36 ! ,, 37 0 00021 .25 .34 .40 1.68 0 F 75®0 000
2_ .25L .25L .40L 1.96 i E D 7601000008
3' ,47 .25L .40L 1,48L F BC 6500000000302 168 40L138LBc,, 0260000100025, 35L 40, 2O2C °2800O00000
3 .25L ,25L .40L 2.25 F C 1500000000
3 .25L 25L 1.24 2.19 CE I BB 9501100000
2 1.09L .25L .46 2.00L C G E 2500000100




R S A Sep
S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
1 13 56055 17 9£
1 304 5ZW 304 41
; ,002456 33 13E1 56065 G5 34 8_
1 2 DO 9665 87 I 93
2 12 ZG 256+39 60 148
i
1 13 56083 8 I 83
1 13 56068 16 81
2 13 56092 K2 4 _ 7E
2 13 66095 G5 3 6_
4 9 U02494 59 148
1 2 DO 9688 72 103
1 2 DO 9695 42 93
1 2 DO 9701 51 103
1 13 i 56112 K5 2 8C
1 13 56119 K0 23 85
2 13 56122 22 92
1 32 X0301 +339 66 12
1 24 40053 2 (]
1 2 DO 9711 76 113
C
16
18 6 13 _56138 M3 15 38
3 9 U02526
1 13 56147 G5
2 13156149 K5 3
1 13 56150 K5 2
1 13 56152 6







2 2 DO9733 13 101
1 13 56164K0 19 82
1 9 U02541 86 170
2 13 56169 K5 2 82
2 13 56171 K5 8 78
1 39 62.3 0303+34 62 408
2 13 56172 16 85
2 13 56183 13 9G
2 13 56186 K0 8 82
2 9 U02546 44 136
3 13 56195 MA 6 83
2 13 56198 3 88
1 13 56202 K0 7 70
1 13 56210 K5 14 88
1 21009766 37 118
2 12 ZG 307+34 81 153
2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
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I !I
Right Ascension: 03h07m49"-03 h16m01'
Position (1950)
Name Galactic Uncertainty
a 8 a 8 Coords SMJ SMN O






































































































(Not Color Corrected) ]
pm 25 pm 60 pm F00 pm
(Jansky)
.54 .25L I .40L
5.28 .5 .41L
.25L .27L 1 .40L
1.67 1.20 I .56








.25L .25L .40L 1.87
.25L .28: L05 5,91
.25L .25L .40L 1.95
.25L .25L .43L 2.41
.25L .28L .49L 1.99
.69L .29L .40L 1.79
.48 .32L .40L 1.79L
.36 .33L .40L 9.82L
.46 25L .40L 6.29L
.26L .64L .40L 1.34
1.92 ,54 ,54 1,79L
.76 .25L .40L 9.92L
.25L .25L .96 1.60
.25L .25L .40t 3.49
.26t .25L .43: 3.38
•23 .40L .401 1.43L
,251 .25L .40| 3.59
.69 .27L •401 7,01 t
.251 .35L .401 2.88
.251 .25L .401 1.92




2.15 .81 .40 1.651





































Flux Corr A Confusion



























































































































































































































a B Coords SMJ SMN O
(s) (') I b (") (") (,)
Declination: +300-+40 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected)











5 1 :9 A_ TW PER 3
OL j
1 8 ! 12
40 E 8 _,_
3L } 88




I: 3 "1._ 148




": )L = I ;
-; IL I 2 B8
.: _LI 1 ic
.: 1. IG
.( 1. 85
•; L I 1. F
101
'£ i[ 1. I-" :i 2. H
.2 _ 9. E 8
.2
._ L I 2, C 75
.2
-'¢ Li 6. G
2.6 .= 2.1 A I
.3 .4 -. 1.( B 75
.3 .4 1.: F I 80
.2 .4 -, MI
.5: .4 .. 1.1 B
.2_ ,4 I._ 1 3
•2! .4 . , 7.1 155
•5( .4 •, 3 81
.2_ .3 5.1 [
.2! .4 - 12
•2,= .4 2.4 VII 106
2, = .4_ 1.3 -
.2.= .41 2.9 -"j 408
.SE .4; 1.8
.2E .41 3.8 k
.2_ .9, ( 8
25 .4( F
.61 ,4( 1,4 75
1,44 .7E _B
.25 .4( C
A3 .5( 2.4 D
.25 .4C 4
.25 .64 1.8' rB 100
.25 .4C M 148
.33 3.33 7.1_ A
,29 .91 A 150
.31 .40
.311 .40
.621 I, 15 A 78
.44l .40
.271 ,40 D I 752 68 .
.82 .87 B 113
•25l .40 4.54 K I
•25[ .421 3.64 Mi
,25L .40( 2.38 K (
2.81 4.02: 9.86 &(
.42L .401 3.65 E
.31L .40t 1.56
.65 4.27 k I 95
.44 3.00 !1.22 3E
5.23 5A4: 168.75 3/ 75
.25L .40L 2.811 4
.26L .40[ 3.5g t ( 80
.25L .40L 2.66 I C
.27L 6.73 6.98: )g
.27 .40L '4.121 E 87
7.63 2.01 1.42l k 15
.53L .45L 4_24 i A 118
.77L .52L 4.07 IE
•24: LOS 3.88 _C
.42L ,54L 7.121. I
,26L .40L 1.18L
.25L .40L 6.36 C
.49L .63 1.78: ;A
.47L .45L 4.05 IC 156
.52L .40L 2.44 F
.56 .40L -_.29L
.26L .40L 3.43L
.25L .40L 3.99 B 103
.54 L18 3.97 C 408
.26L .40L 1.79L
.40L L37 F 85
.40L |.97 C
V L
100 Fm Rux Corr A Confusion R




# T Name Type
Sep
(") Mag
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
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_z _ a _ Coords SMJSMN 0 O 12 p.m
h m, o , (s) ( ) I b (') (') (') N





3241 + 3639 8.7
3242+3711 14.0
3243 + 3208 21.1
3244 + 3839 29.4
3245 + 3002 34.9
3246+3205 37.2
3246 + 3524 37.6








3251 + 3652 11.9
3252 + 3959 12.9
3253 + 3726 22.0
3254 + 3050 29.9
3255+3103 32.7
3256 + 3538 36.8
3256+3055 39.2
3256+3107 39.2






3260 + 3434 3.5
3260+3111 4.7
3260 + 3326 5.7






3267 + 3720 2.2
3267+3128 5.5
3267+3320 7.1
3268 + 3529 ,1.4
3270+3152 0.5







3273 + 3742 22.4!
3275 + 3020 31.2
3276 _-3042 36.2














3283 + 3725 19.7
3283+3348 21.5
3284+3132 127.7








3290 + 3753 4.3
3292+3039 12.2




{Not Color Corrected) V L C
25 vm 60 p.m 1(:O am Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
(Jansky) Uncs Coer R Flags e S 2 # T
3293 + 3052 2 1
3294 + 3859 18.8
3294+3517 :9.t
3295 _ 3050 :0.3
3297+3713 2.5
3297+3804 4.4 5760100040
3298 + 3317 8.2 6600000008
3298 + 3008 ,9 6 9600000008
3298 + 3821 ;0.2 5700000000
3299+3513 15.5 1700101400
3300 + 3708 4.1 9600000008
3301 +3111 7.8 0 9500233538
3301 + 3252 9.1 9780000008
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sf) at 12, 25, 60, 100 p.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
Associations
Sep
Name Type C) Mag
0600000000





9500000018 1 2 DO 9943 10(
6700100000 1 2 DO 9947 9E
17000O01 O0
9180103108 2 1 32 X0324+300
0 9800101000 1 2 009949 9(
1500000000
9100203108 2 2 23 LDN 1455
9900000010 1 !'41 03250+3138
9700000008
g 97001000081600000000 16 4 4 TMSS +30064 2;
4700000000 1 13 56471 K0 7,=
0501000000 1 13 56472 8,'
0300121000 f t 12 ZG 325+39 15(
9601000228 C
0500121000 1 2 13 56476 K0 7,"
9600000018
O 76001O0038 8
0 9200212108 2 1 "41 03256+3103
1600000000 2 13 56486 G5 7[
7600100038 8 1 "41 03256+3055
1 9201312308 2 3 "16 01155
96001 O0006
0 8501000018
9200312108 2 2 "32 X0325+310
96O0000OO8
9600000008
0 9140412108 2 2 "32 )(0325+310
2500OOO000
6 g100333538 F 16 "23 CED0160601000000 DO 9959 11[
9600000008
0 9180233638 '23 VDB.66N0179100302408 F 15 23 CED016




9802000008 1 "41 03267+3128
O6O00000O0
2 1700000000 2 13 56496 M2E 7[
680OOOOO0O
5500000308
f60_ 1 13 56500 6:
9800100108
9581100238 C I 32 X0327+302A




3 9401333238 F 1 39 B20327+30 40l
9700000008 I "41 03276+3042
9500233206 7 f 39 B2 0327+30 40[
9880000238 8
6502130208 1 13 56506 K2 8[
1 9701000008 2 2 DO 9964 9(
7502130208
9781000338 8 1 32 X0327+313
6501100538 C 1 32 X0328+339 1;
0700000010 3 9 U02770 14E









0 9701000000 2 13 56518K5 8.=
9500000028 8










9500200338 1 39 B2 0328+30B 40_
2500000000 1 2 DO 9976 10[
1700103400 6 3 13 56531 B3 5i
9600300338
9700000028
4 1 13 56533 G5





Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Co_ected)
a 8 Coords SM] SMN 0 O [2 _m 25 _m 60 _m
ham, . ,6 (s) (") l b (") (") (*) N (Jansky)
03301 +3420 25L .25L .49:
03301 +3057 .25L 1.39 8.18L
03302+3131 .26L .25L .52L
03303 +3108 .47L .43L 1.45
03304+3100 1,05 1.29 5.95L
03304+3209 .25L .28L .90
03304+3737 .35 .27L .4gL
03307+3650 .29L .39L .40L
03307+3908 .34 .28L .40L
03307+3817 .25L .40L .40L
03308+3154 .34 .28L A0L
03309+3237 .25L ,25L 1.23
03309+3303 .25L .35L ,48L
03310+3925 .25L .26L ,60:
03310+3658 .25L .27L .40L
03310+3026 .25L= .49L .66
03312+3648 .25L .39L .40L
03312+3255 .71 .37L .40L
03313+3849 .58 .32L .74L
03313+3117 .42L .28L .79
03313+3244 .78L .47L .40L
03314+3739 .25L .29L .65:
03315 +3250 .34 .34L .46L
03315+3441 .50 .44L .41L
03317+3235 .25L .47L ,59:
03318+3739 .34L' .25L .66
03318+3751 .25L, 27L 2.6t
03319+3044 .40L I .28L .53
03319+3431 .25L .41L ,42L
03320+3023 .32 .30L .40L
03320+3315 .25L I 26L .58L
03321 +3t09 ,25L .26L .90
83321 +3349 .56L .33L .56L
03322+3510 .25L .25L .40L
03322+3650 .25L! .27L .40L
03322+3806 27L .26L .59
03323+3945 1.30 31: .40L
03323+3049 .25L .25L .85
03324+3814 28L .30L .60
03324+3020 .74 .34L ,40L
03326+3925 .39 .25L .40L
03326+3055 .28L .54L .94
03326+3113 25L .25L .87:
03326+3723 ,27L .27L ,42L
03327+3042 .26L .59L ,42L
03327+3743 .80 .27L ,40L
03328+3035 25L .25L 1.15
03328+3443 .57 .28L .40L
03328+3847 .25L 27L .81
03328+3852 .38 .31L .41L
03328+3247 .28L ,35L .75L
03328+3637 .25L .51L .40L
03329+3206 .25Li .39: 1.04:
03330+3727 31 .33L .40L
03332+3734 .25LI .27L .40L
03333+3145 3.63 1.45 1.61L
03333+3501 .25L .25L .65
03333+3111 .25L .52L 1.33L
03334 +3042 .25L .44L .62
03335+3242 .32L_ .33L 1.95L
03335+3120 .29 .30L 1.48L
03335+3138 .25L .35L 1.61L
03336+3411 1.44 .47 .44L
03337+3811 1.61 .48 .40L
03337+3442 .25L .26L .66
03337+3523 .25L .3OL .51:
03337+3043 .67 .40 .57L
03336+3747 .28L .33L .40L
03338+3123 25L .25L .89
03338+3231 .25L .39 3.37:
03339+3936 .64 .36L .40L
03339+3029 .44L 1.08 5.79
03341 +3155 .25L .25L 2.08L
03341 +3545 .25L .26L .63L
03342+3315 ,25L .36L .62L
03346+3715 .34 .31L .40L
03346+3116 .31L .50 3.91L
03347+3438 .54 .28L .40L
03347+3219 .25L .26L 1.31:
03348+3351 1.38 .64 .43L
03349+3117 .28L 27L 1.88
03350 p3111A .25L .70L 4.29L
03351 +3249 28L .25L 1.68
03351 +3153 1.48 .63 1.90L
03352+3228 .25L 38L 1.10L
03352+3205 .29L .34L_ 1.66
03352+3349 .25L 26L 1.11
03352 +3430 .59 ,28L ,42L
03353 +3200 .25L ,30L 1.35L
03354+3842 ,31 ,31L .40L
03354+3114 .29L 35L 2.07
03355+ 3150 .25L .25L 2.15:
03356+3121 .79L .76L 1.84
03357+3648 .25L .28L ,81
03357+3426 ,25L ,35L .65L
03358f3139 .25L .25L 1.85
03358+3625 .25L .25L .40L
03359 + 3242 2.14 .87 2.12L
03359+ 3214 .60 .37L 11.01:
03360+3148 .25L .29L 3.31L
Declination: + 30 °- + 40 °
Flux Density Flags Associalions
v L C
100 /_m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 , # T
3.49 DC L DB 9800000218
35.47: C DOFBBC i 94921153583.92 GB 9600000318
7.42L F DE 9700100348
8.81L CC AAB 0 9602126368
10.10L C H B G 9700100008
9.97L C BGI 9501100008
1.89 C I E 7700000110
1.79L C C 0601000000





























F F [3 4700000008
D C B B I 2500000000
C L B 9800000000
E J HE] 9600100408
C E F 7680000210
A D 9600000118
A H L 3700000000
D E 9601200308
O KJ D 9700100208
E F C A 9580000258
D 9600100008
A D 6400000008
D D E D B 9700000008
D E A _ 9501600248
C C E C B 9600001308
C C E 9601002448











3.60L B AG E















2.20 D L C 9701010028;
2.98 E KD 9700010008'
13.10L B B 9600110408
6.02L C CD 9600112426'
10.66L 8 BM 9400000108
1.75: DC L BA 1700100100
1.51L C C 1700110100
3.86 D GB 97000003tC
4.80 E M B 9600000028;
7.31 F OF L HDC 970100044C
14.02L C AG 9501100008
6.36 D G I C 9680100008
I2,74L BC AA 2 970010024C
5.78: CD CC 96810004487.57 F HHD 960315440C_ 11_
13.01L C E E F 9700145578 3
5.17 C F B 960000000C
9.96L C B 970020040CI
6.79 C I J B 970100050C 4
13.24L BC AB 1 9501010438 c
9.63L BC AB F 1 7400001008 ;
5.27: FD KGEC 9580000538
5.83 CC l EC 9601000540
8.72L BD ABHE 0 9681155568





11.78 D G FB
3,48 C I DD
2.61 D CB







11.66L C L CE
13.54L BC A8
6.34 C J KFC
13.32L E C C
9.12 CC FC
11.16L C BJ
7.98 E I F B
1.46L C CN








55.8£ C EF EFBD







































56540 K2 11[ 8
i
56544 K5 31 7
56545 K2 8 i 8
ZG 331 +39 25 j 15
J




OE +353 _ 141VDB.66N 018 1
S2 0332+30 64 I 40
!
DO9993 76 9I
1309999 ' 66 11
56571 K5 6' 8
LDN 1434 [460 ;








56580 KO 2 7




DO 10011 56 s
03341 +3155 7
X0334+357 i 27
56593 G5 i 32 7
i




DO 10019 68 1C

























































































































































































































































































































































































































Corr A Confusion R S A


































































































































































Declination: +30=-+ 40 °
Associations
Sep










































)3396+3,034 714156_13 1i 76i
)3397+3122 44.5 30 161 19 1 75 3
33397+3555 45.3 20 158-15 75
73398+3149 50,6 13 160-18 6 76
)3399+3059 568 40 161-19 1 88
73399+3241 57,7 17 160-17 10 88
)3399+3353A 58.3 11 159-17 15 75 37)3399,3924 59.6 29 155-12 78
)3400+3641 3.8 30 157 14 8 I 76 7
)3403+3633 213 55 157 14 8 94 8
)340313600 23.0 60 158-15 161 76 ;?3404+3543 24.6 50 158-15 8 94
)3404+3156 25.0 9 160--16 14 ',77 2
)3404+3903 28.1 31 156-12 16373 2)3404+3527 29,6 271158 15 7673405_-3149306 1 16018 11 77 2
73405+3510 333 9i158-15 10 91 4
)3405+3333 34.6 191159-17 29 77 27)3405+3951 34.9 30 _155-12 77
)3406+3908 38,1 14 156-12 3 78 7
)3406 f 3144 39.8 2 161-18 88 18 76 2
)3406+3914 40.5 17 156-12 23 4 76 7
)3406+3729 41.5 17 157-14 65 16 75 6
)3406+3812 41.5 59 156-13 23 3 76 7
)3407+3152 44.9 5 160-18 48 10 74 2
)3408+3233 50.4 58 160-17 70 17 75 3
)3408-_3254 ;2.5 33 160-17 64 16 75 2
,3410+35280.32o156-16 27 1_ 73 3,341o+3o430.8 181-19 39 75j3)3410+320426 42160-18 21 6 68 3
20 78 ])3410+3342 3.3 28 159-17 28 2
)3410+3619 3,8 33 158-14 28 15 79 6
)3410+3152 3.9 11 161-18 36 8 761 3
)3411+3155 9.6 161-18 21 76 4
)3411+3207 10.2 52 160-16 32 8 4
)3412+3342 134 57 169-17 52 26 77 ! 3
)3412+3618 16,2 11 158-14 49 8 76 3
)3412+3436 17.3 55 159-16 53 6 79 5
)3413+3229 23,5 58 160-17 62 16 75 3
]3413+3202 23.6 26 160-18 75 6 76 4
13414+3900 245 9 I56-12 27 9 76 6
)3414+3654 125.9 512 157-14 53 13 79 5)3414+3200 128,0 161-18 20 6 75 4
)3415+3737 32.3 =25 157-13 39 10 79 5
)3415+3121 32.9 5 161-16 54 19 75 2
)3415+3305 34.6 52 160-17 26 9 75 4
)3415+3152 35.2 6 161-18 42 5 75 4
)3415+3210 35.7 39 180-18 20 7 74 4
)3416+3201 3g.8 29 161-18 30 10 77 2
)3417+3207 43.1 15 160-18 26 6 75 4
)3417+3159 44.1 2 161-18 24 6 87 3
)3417+3955 45,9 28 155-12 27 9 77 6
)3418+3125 49.9 28 1161-18 41 18 74 2
)3418+3242 50,2 48 !160-t7 27 17 76 4
)3419+3711 55.531 157-14 37 13 78 7
)3419+3530 57.9 24 158-15 39 19 78 ! 2
)3420+3709 1.4 2157-14 45 12 721 2
)3420+3659 5,3 26 157-14 29 8 75 7
)3421+3429 7.5 56 159-16 53 816 76
)3421+_22910,547le0-17 17 7877:4)3422+3156 12.333 161-18 29 1 771)3422+341612,644159-16113 18 94 4):_22+331713.128160-17 28 3 76 5
)3422+3527 13.256 158-15 51 11 77 3
)3422+3732 15.847 157--13 47 18 79 5)3422+320717,954161-18 51 6 76 4
)3423+3831 19.214 156-13 17 3 76 7)3424+323426.343160-17 47 14 69 4
)3424+3355 27,220 159 16 17 12 79 3
)342413203 29.355 161-18 46 16 754
)3425+3056 30.9 42 161-18 42 6 75 4
)3425+3802 31.6 17 157-13 52 19 I 79 4
)3425+3704 32.3 35 157 14 28 13 79 5
)34254 3538 32,5 30 158 15 29 7 i 76 '1
)3426+3214 39.2 51 161-17 23 4 76 5
73426+3201 39,6 24 = 161 18 40 12 76 3
?3427+3206 46.6101161-16 42 11 76 5
,3427+3342470481,0_16501, 7936i7 427+3612 7,4 53 57 13 27 7
)3428+3720 50.2 4 157-13 35 17 77 7
)3428+3916 51.1 14 156-12 28 14 98
33429+3237 56.7 32 160-17 29 3 7573430+37121,730 157-14 49 16 79
33430+3955 5.9 2' 158 11 54 31 78 233431+3212lO.227161-17 20 9 76 8
33433+3646 22,7 52 156 14 46 8 78 6i
?3434+3225 24.642 161-17 5810 76 7
?3434+389827.0271_-12 41 10 76 _!)3434+3235 292 13 160-17 65 17 78
33435+3824 31.0 45 157-13 32 8 76 61
33435+3743 32.4 48 157-13 46 15 79 5
)3435+3711 34.0 5 157-14 113 29 75 2
33436+3300 38.3 26 160 17 66 13 78 4
)3436+3828 40.0 53 157-12 44 11 78 5
)3436+3754 40.7 17 157--13 36 9 76 7
)3436+3123 40.7 98 161-18 67 10 76 6
33437+3219 42.8 10 161 17 28 I 6 76 7
33437+3720 45.2 4 157-13 25 4 77 7
:)3437+3140 47.5 25 161-18 60 20 76 3
Declination: +30°-+40 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 9 _i 12 p.m 2_ _.m 60 p.m






































































































I00 }zm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
Uncs Coef R Hags ) S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
5.27 CC MDCA ! 5580100908 4 1 32 X0339+390 5
1365 D El JC 1980103430C
403 CC GNCC 9680000738 C
54.67L CFD BBAC 9 954524566C 2 23 DG021 46
13.70 DE EDB 1978012344C
11.20L F CG I 9712000018
5.31 C OH[ E 9601010460 8
5.28L BO BC L 0 4400020008 1
10.93L B BF 9500000008 1 13 56660 10 8::
2.27: B F BN E : 9780110358 8 1 2 DO 10063 79 10E
2.62: B C BBHB 9600000018
2.46 D J E C 9601000108
56.67L F K F J D 968015432(3
8.93L D D G ! 5400102108
4.78 CC H EC ' 4580000958
30.78 E GJ CA 970323333C
9.91L B CS ' 4501000018 1 13 56664 9 8E
2.72 E I C 8601000000
3.48 DBB J BAA J4500000000 3 9 U02837 33 151
8.93 BCBC DBAA 5 6480302008 5 9 U02836 53 13E
30.78L E GJ D 1970324430C 1 23 LDN 1470 564
8.93L BC AB 1 5401200008
2.51 D BJ MC _9682000018
7.51L AO AA G 9 9400000008 3 13 56667 K5 2 = 7._
30.76L C BA 970241321C i 1 "41 03407+3152 24 i
8.60 E FHKC 9700100888 i C 1 32 X0341+325 f39, 1_
10.43L C F 9700000208 ]
5.03L D CC 9581100958
17.83L F J GAA 1970100000(3
21.81L COD OEFD 0 971643421C 14 "23 DG022 201
.63L 3.53 O GGB 8601100520 C !, 1 I 32 X0340 + 336 61 I :.
28: 3.49 DC DFC 9601120008 1 r
t.89L 1895L C FCN 972233523C 1 "41 03411+3152 361031308LCN,ES96002007.cr132x0341,32513430.17L 19886: FC D EEHC O 956235765(2 471
• 13 56673 61347_ 1339LB B 980633520c 6 3E
.59L 3.76 C EB 18600100520 C
.40L 9.12L C E 9501120008 1 2 I 13 56675 A2 8 5E
.40L 12,41L B CL 2501000008 1 2 DO 10071 79 10E.64L 5.93 D J HB 9700 I00558, 8
2.24L 22.07L S A 9703759840 4 5•23 DG 023 86
.40L 9.45L C BC 5400010008 11 13 56679 1 8C
.40L 2.85 C ENI B 9602000118
179.19: 487.74L CBD RCEH 0 942366966C 4 5 "23 VDB.66N019 12
.49 2.12 CC SAC 9601000026'
1.02 6.17L E J I FD 9901000438 8 I
.40L 11.84L BE ADI 3 9601000008 1 16 01258 6 I 14E
1.84L 15.35L CB CA 1 980210100C 1 "41 03415+3151 28
40.84L 194.96L EE DBCE 9 9544257220 41 4j*_ CED021 1511.96L 36745L CO HD G 940266964C! CED 020
4.16L 125.15L CC BBEE 1 950445622C1 1 2 "23 CEO 0186 450
1.60L 15.90L FF FE 9 980156864C 4 1 23 CED020 259
.40L 1.40L B BE 1601000000 1 13 56681 G5 19 7.=
.48L 5.27 D DC 9,000002381 8
.68 15.93L B J C F 9600000008
.40L 4.37 C LO B 9660100008 I
.31 11.91L C D 9401101208
.40L 6.21L C FG 9500100008
.40L 4.00 D KGEC 9601000208
,64 11.52L B C A I 9500100568
.97: 704 CE J GDA !97C120065C 8
1.66: 12.46 DE D DBCB 980200230C 1 "41 03421+3157 40 I_'
.33 2.61 FD GFB r 9801010008
.47L 4.39 C F B 9580000678
.49 10.26L C L F CK 9403102108
.40L 3.05 F D 9600000038 : 5
1.50L 56.70L B C 950143522Cj 1 13 56684 K2 8:=
.40L 6.62L BO ABFJ 0 9401002008 I 13 56685K0 2 6,=
.78 15.56L C HC [ 9601321258 8 I
.68 10.89L C MKOD 9680250788 O
1.85L 15.43 F EFO 960232410C I J
.47L 25.51L B AB 9700000008 1 2 DO 10079 71 10(
.43L 1.72 D D GB 9601101028
.42 10.19L E FB 9581100748 C 2' 23 LDN 1446 431
.44L 4.88 E L ED 9601200108,
10.68 56.70L BBC AAAD 950100144CI 8 1 i 16 01275 GE 41 130(
.99 16.17L E FC 960021110C 1 "41 03426+3201 11
.95 56.70L D F BC 950031200C
.40 12.69L C I C 9500000008 '
.40L 5.98L BB AAM 9610000008
.40L 3.51 C MC B 9700100128
.40L 3.26 C E C 9581100098 8 1 32 X0342+392 45
.64 6.54 CE GEC 9682053818 5
.34: 2.02 OC F B 9701000118
.40L 1.19 [3 M O 1500000000
1.19L 9.71 C L L HB 9700,0266(3 8 1 32 X0343+322 29
.40L 2.81 B DJ B 9700010008
1.54L 4.95 B FI I C 970100010C 1 "41 03433+3225 23
.68 6.77L B EGBI 9500010008
.43 13.56L C F C 9602032706 5 !
.27: 2.16 C E GF C 9701100348 4 :
.40L 1.99 C B 9600000108
.45L 2.64 D HKC 9601000208
.40L 2.51 C E C 9700000008 2 "41 03436+3300 20
65 1.94: BD EBB 9702100348 4 3 9 U02857 24 15(
1.14 2.08: BO GAO 9600000008 I
.50: 5.00 DC GF B 9,00000008 I
1.50 6.57 EB HI OA 970101210C 1 •41 03437+3219 20 1'
.40L 6.04L IB B A B E 4 9500000008
1.27L 4.03 D I A 978000010C
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
416
_1 ! I_
Right Ascension: 03h43m56'-03h48m39" Declination: + 30 °- + 40"
Name
ham °8,
03439+3233 56.5 55 161-17 21 8 76 7
03439+3427 57,8 38 159-16 45 10 78 4
03439+3131 59.7 10 161-18 41 13 77 4
03441+3739 6.8 4 157-13 46 16 75 3
03441+3358 10.7 15 160-16 43 21 77 3,
03441+3857 11.1 4 156-12 64 16 80 3
03442+3230 12.2 53 161-17 24 9 91 6
03442+3729 15,2 23 157 13 55 12 76 5
03442+3028 17.8 2 162-19 71 32 76 2 I03443+3911 20,2 4 J156-12 40 10 75 4;
03443+3453 20,2 34 159-15 24 4 77 7
03443+3259 23.7 6 160-17 51 11 I 93 3303444+3140 25,0 26 161-18 48 8] 77
03444+3125 27,8 43 161-18 44 11 75 7
03445+3242 31.7 29 161-17 13 3 76 7
03446+3254 36.1 46 160-17 25 9 78 6
03446+3709 36.2 32 158-13 52 11 95
3
03446+3352 36.4 50 160-16 39 77 7
03446+3904 36,7 11 156-12 46 14 76 6
03446+3752 39,8 49 157-13 54 24 75 2
03446+3202 ¢0.2 32 161-17 40 9 77 5
03448+3302 ¢9.2 20160 17 69 22 79 2
03448+3337 52.5 25 160 16 13 4 77 6
03449+3240 54,0 15 161-17 38 3 76 7
03449+3716 54.9 20 158-13 25 g 76 7
03449+3127 59,E 7 161--18 20 18 169 3
03450+3223 1,1 44 161--17 10 3 77 7
03450+3252 2,1 9 161--17 54 13 76 7
03450+3552 4,0143 159-14 31 8 75 7
03451+3131 10,2 32 161-18 37 3 75 7
03452+3245 12.4 53 161-17 40 17 79 503453+320723.433161-17 16 3 77 7
03454+3230 2&G48161-17 2814 76! 7
03454+325730c29 161-17 19 7 77 703455+340931.32616016 45 8 76 503455+324233.847161-17 15 14 77 7
03455+385934.850157-1287 16 98 203458+364840_250157-12 31 17 78 3
03457+3555 43.,¢ 4 159-14 41 8 94 533457+351o44.442 169-1538 13 79 4
03456+3140 52.(_25 161-17 26 10 77703456+390o53,56 157-1215 4 764
03459+3708 59.9 21 158-13 7714 78 3
03460+3921 0.716156-12 89127772 Z03460+3327 3.841160-16 7819 76203481+33269.150160-1650 8 6
03461+3650 99 52 157-12 29 12 75 4
03462+3249 13.812161-17 67 6 763
03462+3645 13.g 15157-12 7817 76203462+352415.43 159-15 44 9 77 7
03462+3805 15.$ 51 157--12 60 20 74 2
03462+3649 17.249 157-12 26 5 76 5
4 160 16 71 1103463+325622.122161_1634977o3484+33o124. 25161_1631127o3485+321633. 14161_177221742
o348o+361741.,38157_128 403467 363842.139157_1226377o3467+33o447.251161_163312o3469+352554.,1159_146616772
o 469+381314157_126717793o34°9+331256.,2o161_162o12766o3469+3,3259.4i521o8_1322,o303470+34122.43,16015198777
3.3 59 159-15 24 13 77 503470+3515 5,903470+3456 25 159 15 47 15 77 4
03472+3323 142137 161 16 16 10 77! 7
03472+3639 176_25 157-12 71 22 80 2
03472+3507 t6.0'12 159-15 40 1_ 80303473+3354 16.2 5 160-16 28 77
I
03473+3517 19,8156 159 14 37 11 93 6
03473+3930 Z35 50157-11 38 19 776
03474+3645 26.033 157--12 64 17 78 4
03474+3336 26.31 50 160 16 23 12 98 4
03475+3304 328 17161 16 20 9 76 7
03475+3530 132.9 8 159-14 32 10 794
03475+3938 133.018 156 11 25 5986
03476+3412 37,456 160 15 25 17 784
03477+3439 448 11 160-15 41 10 77 7_03477+3835473_158_134017!75
49051159_1432 61764i03478+3619
03479+ 3146 54,3 50 i 162 - 17 88 25' 76 2
03480+3309 0.3 12 161-t6 26 14 78 6
03480+3247 2.524161-18 40 13! 77 .03480+3253 5.5 5 t6116 16 77
03481 _3653 61 35 157-12 28 8 75
03481+3513 6,8 20 159-14 72 13 78 3
03481+3524 11.0 5 159 14 42 108 ' 76 4 I03482+3427 13,3 18 160 15 41 77 71
03482+3503 13.7 36 160 15 25 10 78 5
03482+3716 14,9 4 158 13 53 7 77 31
03483+3414 20,2 27 160-15 110 19 79 3
03484+3645 25.9 0 157- t2 33 8 97 7
03484+3621 29.8 411159-14 48 16 95 4 I
03465+3508 30,6 30 1160 14 30 17 77 2:03485+3752 30.9 38 158 12 57 3 76 7
03465+3642 33,7 54 159 13 28 6 77 4
03486_3329 36.9 8!161 16 36 11 77 7
03486 _-3314 39.0 10 161 16 89 19 79 3
03466+3413 39,0 5 160-15 96 19 77 2
Position (1950) Flux Density
H
Galactic Uncertainty C
ct 8 Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 _m
(s) ('3 1 b C) (") (') N (Jansky)
Flags
(Not Color Corrected) V L







































































































S 2 # T Name Type Mag





6.44L B 'M CJ
9.6OL D H DE
2,12 C I HB
2.01 D HB






16.06L C E H
4.15 EC G BC
















15.36 BBBC AAAA 2 9580110648
12.83L CD EABE 9501301978
11,611 F BJ K 9501000008
10.88L B BCF 9502000008
3.15 C FCLB 9500000028
2.18 E B 9600100108
14.24L B B G 960021041C
8.65L O ! 9501201989
11.19L ABC AAC 2 9500000008
15.36L C MCDB 9581110388
9.18L DB DA 9500000008
3.69 C El GC 9701201938
6.83L BCD AABC 4 978127597C
5.12 C K BGB 9700001308
2.74 C E E F C 5680000008
13,84L BD AC 0 9500201518
14.72L C BF H 9601100898
9,85L ABB AAAF 9 972001062C 29
6.33 CB B KCE 9600120990
13.52L C GDB 9580242908
12,45L B CJ 9600000008
5.33: BC I BEE 9701200898
3.05 DE J DB 9602102008
9.19L DD F B F C 9401101876
9.73L C BDI N 3501010008
3.36: DD GHDB 6700140778
17.12L B HBK 75010O000C
7.66L BC AACB 2 9501101008
7.35L C KB 9601000008
12.69L C AF E 9300101018
3.05 E J I C 9600120108
3.24L B B HL B 9601120108
10.27 F E B 8480201468
8,41L D D L 9600020208
11,54L C B 9401201458
3,25L C I DB 9760100808
7,69L D E 9500100008
10.27L BBC AAAB 4 8440200468
378 B I CL B 9601021818
12,34L B B F 9600261998
18.40L C GF F 9482142998
2.50 C I D 9800000010
11.56L C B 9501100358
t2,53L BBB AAAE 4 9420000108 16
10.67L C HCE 9503000568
9,56L F D 9601100008
3.11 FE FI EC 9600100358
4.82 CD L CDA 9602000028
2,51 C E KB 970000000C
2,23 B F BEHC 9880110006
&23L C HHFB 9601317508
2.12 C FEC 9800001308
4.28L C L I CA 9680O_)738
2.67 E F C 9600100008































6.83L ABB AAA 9 96101006661253L c FC 9403000136
4.55 DD FEB 9761100308
6.76L C BiF 9600000108
&45L B 9700100006996L D Eb _812941o8
9.56L C B 9601000O0C
7.44L C I CG 9700104908
t4.22L BED ABN 3 94030000082.78 F ! J EC 9782000629
9.96L C DK 9601292468
5.71 C I KKB 950000112C
535: BF F ACDD 0 9583100888
549 08 I BFC 9680010996




4 2 9 U02661
2 7 IC 351
4
C
4 °23 i LDN 1471
2 "41 03446+3254










1 23 LDN 1471
4
3 3 * 2 DO 10099
2 °23 LDN 1471
i
4 2 13 ' 56715
2 *23 LDN 1471
2 "41 03463+3207
2
1 13 56719 F8
1 23 LDN 1471
C 11 126 01334KE
I DO 10103
C
2 12 i ZG 346+37
1 13 i 56724
C 2 23 VDB.66N 024














C 4 13 i 56726
B 2 13 156727 A2
C







5 567371 13 K5
4
4








1 2 DO 10119
C I 32 X0348+3281 RX PER
8
1' 13 56748
1 13 56750 K2
1
2 :
1 i 2 DO 10123
4 1 I 32! X0348+351

















"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Exlended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 t_m; 10) High Source Density Region.
417
Right Ascension: 03h48'_39"-O3h54"29 _
Name
ct 6




a 8 Coords SMJ SMN e O 12 v.m
(_) ('3 I b £3 C) (') N
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)
25 _tm 60 _m
(Jansky)
3488+3900 6 .41 .43L .40L
3486+3415 7 .25L ,28L ,58:
3487+3016 7 .58 .28L .40L3488+3943 7 14o.83 38,89 7.793489+3818 31 25L 29L 40L3489+3101 2_ .27 .59L .40L3489+3935 7 .27L 25L 103
3489+3319 _7 .25L _29L .40C3490+3802 .25L .26L .47L
3490+3524 ,25L .49L .39:
3490+3720 7] .25L .29L 1.81
3490+3605 _] .44L .26L .533490+3315 _ .70 .48 .40L
3491+3329 4 .25L .32L .42L
3491 +3427 2 .25L .32L .61L
3492+3634 6 .25L .38L .40:
3492+3333 71.84 .66 .40L
3492+3744 6 25L ,28L: .96L
3492+3054 3 .25L .32L .40L
3493+3308 2 .25L .29L .40L
3494+3347 5 .67 .28L .45L
3494+3315 8 .27L .40L .77
3494+3808 3 .25L .26L .40L
3494+3215 7 .70 .31L .40L
3495 + 3957 6 .25L ,25L .80
3496+3519 4 4.48 2.32 .42:
3497+3526 5 .42L .2BL 1.05
3497+3313 5 .25L .27L .67
3498+3650 4 .33L .31L .87
3499+3919 6 .25L .25L ,40L
3499+3626 4 .42L ,27L .62
3500+3842 7 .75 .24: .40L
3500+3640 7 .89 .38 .58L
3501 +3209 7 .25L .30L .75
3501 +3045 7 1.15 .27: .40L
3502+3721 4 .25L .27L .86
3502+3314 2 .25L .30L .67L
3502+3054 4 .25L .36L .40L
3503+3617 2 .62L .72L .44
3504+3150 5 .38L .30L .56
3505+3230 5 .26L .29L .74
3505+3307 2 .58L ! .27L .46
3505 + 3745 6 .25L ! .27L 1.44L
3505+3712 i 5 .31L' .44 2.45:
3505+3530 ,7 1.28 .35: .40L
3506+3318 !3 .75 .33L .40L
13.77 2.8124.523507+3623 17
3507+3801 i 7 .78 1.62 4.81
3506+3429 2 .75L .58L .40L
3509+3144 6 3.73 1.02 .40L
3511 +3728 7 1.20 .29: 6.14L
3512+3814 6 .25L i .49L .48:
3512+3829 5 .25L i .31L .45L
3513+3757 7 1.63 .56 1.86L
3513+3634 7 .64 .28L 4.92L
35t4+3847 6 .25L_ .31L .79
3514+3830 3 .24 .28L .71L
3515+3942 5 .91 .25L .40L
3517+3347 4 .25L .56L .56L
3517+3714 6 .28L .31L 1.88
3519+3723 6 .36: .36L 1.75L
3518+3708 6 .27L .53 7.28:
3519+3123 3 .33: .66 .74
3519+3840 2 .33L_ .73L .41L
3520+3929 4 2.28 .49 .41L
3521 +3701 6 .40L .32L 1.41
3521 +3353 3 ,25L .31L .40L
3522+3958 3 ,25L .30L 1.90
3522+3053 3 .81 .33: .40L
3522+3920 2 .25L ,25L .42L
3524+3712 5 .31L .32L 1.48
3525+3707 2 ,75L ,26L .78
3525+3031 2 .33 .30L .60L
3525+3725 4 .25L .26L 1.04
3526+3735 5 ,25L .26L 1.55L
3528+3634 6 .25L .27L 1.74:
3530+3712 6 .25L .25L 1.49
3530+3021 3 .28L .34L .40L
3531 +3343 7 .47 4.14 3.41
3532+3722 4 .45L .26L 1.22
3532+3001 3 1.32 .52L .40L
3532+3647 5 .26L .49L 4.99:
3533+3459 4 26L ,50L .82
3534 +3820 3 .38L .25L .53:
3535+3609 6 .29L 29L 1.27:
3536+3636 6 .33L ,89 5.75
3536+3014 4 .25L 39L .40L
3536+3721 4 .25L 28L 1.64L
3537+3103 3 .34 29L .40L
3538+3643 3 .25L .36L 190L
3539+3618 3 .31L .41L .69
3539 + 3954 3 1.65 .83 .40L
3540+ 3613 4 .26L 33L .89
3542+3718 3 25L .25L 2.28L
3543 +3652 4 .72 .89: 7.69L
3544+3756 3 25L .25L .76L
3544 +3011 5 .25L .31L .40L
3544+3727 3 29L ,36L 1.63:
3544+3309 4 29 .29L .40L




RAFGL 527 20 E






56775 K0 5 86











035O5 + 3530 2 3
TMSS +40072 28 23
56799 B1 1 28
i
56808 K2 2 81
56807 13 78
56810 12_ 86LDN 1456
56815 BOP 11 60
DO 10164 51 93
03531 + 3021 21 8




100 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Cocf R Flags* S 2 # T
10.76L B BCN 9400100008
4,38 F D J E I C 9700103708 27.88L C BD _ 9501000008
2.08: AABD AAAC 1 8801000008 42
2.59 E K C 9600000348 4
1.62L iC B M 8700000000
17.69L B HHAB 9400100008
4.43 B I GDB 9602100408
2.29 E E B 9701000058 I
3.76 C E O C D 9682021548 _ 9
10.36: BE I L BD 950028999C
9.73L C MDCH 5600000108
7.80L BC AAFC 1 9501111518
2.08 C Ct B 9700110648
2.47 E FC 8800000038 8
4.33 CB J DFB 9780010508 i
7.93L BB AB 4 9500100008
6.81 C F CB 950000077C C
1.55 C M D 7701000000
2,89 E H L C 9600033658 A
3,59: C F BDJ C 7600000108
5.26L B HECC 9601164988 F
3.05 C B 9602000028
2.08L B ACJ 2600000000
3.23 CC LAB 5601000108 i
7.00L B R D A A F 2 i 9500000008 i
3.29 BC MNBA 9680100008
6.34: CF BF 9581174788 F
3.53: CE J J BC 9682200978 C
4.52 E D 9581000148 8
4.6t: CE G CF 9701100208 4
12.08L BD AC 0 9401000108
5.08: BD D ADCE O 9701101728 i 8
4.22 CB ECB 1640010700 4
7.41L CD AEEG 0 9500010008
4.46: CE HCE 960121130C I
3.32 F HE) 9600051118 I 1
1.92 B J GGC 7780000000
12.78L C B 9602100108
10,32L B J L D 0500000608 4
1.80L B F B M 6700000000
8.97L D E C 9500000008
3.98 C L DA 978010043C
23,94: DFF EEDF 65E049999C
13,25L BE AAG 3 6501000008
7.50L B BG 8500011008
16.91L ABB AAAB 01 9502100108 24
10,54 BBBB BAAA 1 958100106C 8
1.56 C D 9600000000
7,39L AC AA G 3 3500001008
21.96L BE AC 0 950020020C
4.73 OC I EB 9602000748 C
4.49 FCFB li 9rmlOO208 i1295L BC ABHC 950100200(3 ! 2
16.20L D BD 960100010C
4.01 BC HBC 9581000108
10.73L C DMI B 9401100208
10.56L C AGE 4500000008
3,12 C GHC 9600100008
65.77L C DC B K 844032646C I
i
8.55 F C J GGB 960149997C [
65,77L DD DDED 84C049999C i
6.54L CCC FBBH 0 9400000008
2.00 D B 9600000008
11.44L BC ACL 2 6500000008
17,82L C GEA 954212020C
2.56 C GDC 9602010108
5.95 CC _ AA 3501000008 I
6.56L DD AD 3 9500000008 I
4.10 F B 6600000048 I
4.73: CE KECB ' 970120181C; i
10.63L D BF 960133190C
6.77L C D NK 9502100018
5,35: CC MGBB 978118479(3
4.55 C HI B 970110083C
6.05 EC GCA )88141096C
6,49: DC GGDD 970120170C
1.81 D B 95C0000008
11.71L FBB CAAB 0' 9501010008
6.05: CD LCCC 988211299C
6.51L B AB 9500000008
15.50 DC DCEA 974122670C !
3.22L C DC 1702000400
5.47 DD C EC 9601000628
6.61 ED ECDC 9£.4210021C
24.62 CED HBCB 16Cl19799C B
1.95 E J C 9600100058 8
11.35 D GB 970101398C 2
5.68L C D F 9400100008
5.24 D L DEC 980010040C
16.83L D F D 960030083C _ I
8.34L BC AB 0 7600000008
17.40L C JCF 9601100100
10.04 E HC 970001274C 248.05 CD CEEC 16C119965C
6.03 C GGB 960000040C 4
2.94 F H B 8680100018
6.99 DD J F CA 968100370C i
7.82L C D F 7501000008 i
10.96L BC AB E 3 8501104408 6 156840 B1 2






Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
a 8 Coords SMJ SMN O _I 12 _m 25 _m 60 _m
h_m, ° ,8 (s) (") I b (") (') {') N (Jansky)
03545,3948 58 157-10 33 15 73 2 .25L .31: .65
03545+3707 5_ 159-12 48 8, 77 3 .40 .29L 2.19L03546+3628 u !160-13 52 8 77 3 .74 .29L 2.29L
03547+3929 32 158-10 59 20 73 2 .25L ,50L A0L
03547+3654 43, 159-12 21 6; 77 3 .89 1.09 6.91L
03547+3449 7'161-14 68 16 76 3 .25L .28L A5L
03548+3346 54 162-15 17 14 110 6 .25L .33L .35:
03550+3334 5 162-15 24 14 77 .25L ,30L .33:
03550+3002 164-17 59 79 5 ,25L ,30L A0L
03550+3549 46 160-13 55 21 77 2 .70L ,31L 1.17
03551+3703 41 159-122814772 .25L ,38L 3.03
03551+3841 531158-11 33 7 763 1.33 .29L A0L
03552+3856 521 158-11 92 20 76 _ .25L .64L .41L03552+3612 160-13 35 14 74 .25L .31L 1.45:
03552+3239 48 162-15 34 8 91 7 .78 .31L .40L
03553+3346 12 162-15 75 34 78 2 .46L .35L .66L
03554+3704 50 159-12 34 11 77 3 .25L .25L 3,62L
03554+3800 2 159-11 29 12 77 3 .40 .27L 1.62L
03555+3802 36 159-11 78 20 78 2 .28L .62L 1.55L
03555+3718 19 159-12 43 17 78 2 .29L .32L .99
03556+3658 15 159-12 33 9 78 3 ,51L ,53L 2.95
03556+3353 14 162-14 24 12 94 5 .25L ,28L .43
03556+3304 30 162-15 25 12 92 7 .25L .29L .53:
03557+3538 58 160-13 24 9 77_ 3 1.16 .33L .55L
03557+3624 9 160-13 20 10 77 ! 3 .25L .57 9.23L
03558+3407 21 161-14 24 17 78 2 AgL .27L .78L
03558+3315 31 162-15 88 30 80= 2 .74L .70L .44L
03556+3654 30 160-12 43 5 761 3 .21: .29 3.02:
03559+3829 45 158-11 81 14 752 .32 .32L .41L
i
03559+3152 12 163-16 32 9 91! 7 .66 .31L .40L
03559+3703 1 159-12 22 11 76 3 .25L .26L 1.45
03559+3304 38 162-15 61 26 79 3 .25L .32L .65L
03561+3955 31 158-10 26 9 77 3 .85 .27L .40L
03561+3846 23:158-11 53 8 76 3 .45 .25L ,40L
03561+3952 21 158-10 99 15 77 2 .42 .28L .40L
0356t+3610 34 160-13 60 12 77, 2 .40 1.04L 2.66L
03562+3825 57 159-11 59 8 77 3 .75 .34L .40L
03563+3621 58 160-12 35 7 77 3 .29: .48 6.52:
03563+3346 55 162-14 58 10 79 3 ,36 .37L .40L
03563+3512 11161-135312773 ,33 .29L ,68L
03567+3822 10 159-11 29 8 76 3 .80 .30L ,40L
03571+3845 58 156-11 57 12 76 3 .29L .25L .88
03572+3728 6 159-12 64 14 76 3 ,25L ,28L .99
03573+3700 15 160-12 34 9 77 3 .41L .25L 1,79
03574+3619 29 160-12 57 13 77 3 .29L ,28L 1.49
03577+3614 11 159-11 27 9 95 3 ,62 .30L .40L
03577+3134 40 164-16 23 5 90 6 .29: 1.52 1.66
03578+3549 60 161-13 28 12 79 3 .25L .25L 1,45
03579+3621 52 160--12 37 10 95 3 .25L .28L 1.74:
03560+3639 27 160-12 28 12 94 3 .25L .27L 5.35L
03580+3735 51 159-11 40 8 77 3 .38 .33L A0L
I
03560+3717 59 160-12 23 13 78! 3 .25L .28L 1.36L
03580+3135 24 164-16 14 6 79 3 ,28L 1.00: .96
03561+3915 39 158-10 63 23 7912 .43L ,56L .40L
03581+3950 22 158-10 54 31 8012 ,39L ,25L ,35:
03582+3831 36 159-11 28 _ 77 _ 2,02 ,48 .40L03582+3123 48 164-16 34 2_ 79! _ .81L ,34L .40L
03583+3048 27 164-16 91 24 91 4 .60L ,54L .40L
03583+3601 8_161-12 54 12 78 3 .25L ,3tL 1.55
03583+3018 0 165-17 64 18 89 5 .25L ,27L ,40L
03584+3608 40 160--12 29 12 76 3 .25L ,29L 1.27
03585+3448 51 181--13 72 15 76 3 .25L ,29L .62L
03585+3006 56 165-17 27 8 88 7 .93 ,22: .40L
03586+3049 56 164-16 53 13 79 2 .32 ,26L .40L
03587+3307 29163-15 87 32 76 2 .69L .25L .40L
03587+3607 591161-12 68 18 77 3 .36L ,26L 2,05L
03587+3639 42_160-12 26 15 75 2 .28L .50L 2.59L
03587+3622 28 160-12 19 8 77 3 .25L .49L 308
03589+3039 32 164-16 81 16 77 4 .25L ,29L .40L
03589+3240 0 163-15 29 10 77 3 .45 ,31L .40L
03589+3143 36 164-16 60 11 76 3 .25L .33L= .72:
035oo+3109 80 164-18 87 _1 77 _ .SOL ,27LI .5303590+3607 41 161-12 64 ' 77 .26L .25L 1.21
03591+3642 1,160-12 36 14 78 3 25L ,28L 1.21
03591+3630 411 160-12 30 11 77 3 .33L .34L 3.83L
03591+3734 5'160-11 53 11 77 3 .69 .25L .44L
03591 +3551 591161-12 37 14 77 3 .25L .25LI ,96
03592+3816 1 159-11 38 12 79 2 .33 .35LI .40L
03592+3558 43 181-12 51 6 77 3 .58 ,37L 3.65L
03593+3635 491160-12 63 15 77 3 .25L ,28L 1.14
03595+3625 17 160-12 49 9 77 3 25L .36L 1.76
03596+3023 ;!165_16818 77 49 34L 40L03597+3619 161-12 63 11 77 31 .39L .29L 2.41
03598+3722 50!160-11 81 26 74 21 .26L .34L 1.68L
03598+3659 5 160-12 59 10 77 3! .54 .30L 1.93L
04000+3301 15 163-t4 51 18 77 2 .25L .29L .40L
04000+3441 55 162-13 29 8 78 31 .66 .36L .42L
04000+3810 39 159-11 49 28 79 3 .25L .37L AlL
04001+3830 57 159-10 123 41 79 2, .25L .26L .40L
04001+3635 2 160-12 45 15 77 31 .25L .27L .73:
04002+3342 2 162-14 61 12 77 3 A3L .25L .95
Flux Density Flags
Declination: + 30"-+40 °
Associations
v L C
100 _.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type () Mag
8.35L FC DEJ 8601104408' 6 1 32 X0354+398 48 6
16.67L C C I 960120011C, 1 13 56842 17 91
24.29L D D G 950137103C_1 9 2' 13 56841 23 70
2.87 E H B 8600100208 4
27.22: BC E CC88 I 95C129768C 8
2.46 C H D 1800000100
4.65 CF J CEC 9682000948 C
10.94L C E 7400100308 4
3.22 CD HGB 9781000118
3.10 D LJ B 9500000018
4.73L D H I 5702000000
18,67L E FCE 960024560C 2 !9.37 C AD 9400100218 13 56849 K0 2 63
4.13 C GB 9501000008
8.23 FC EED 9701201220 I
1.83L C ADI L 6501010000 1 2 DO 10189 66 103
2.30 D L F H 9700000730 C
18.08 E KI FC 964014340C I
13.18L C CD 550012000(3
3.17 E FI C 578012000C '
15.25L E C 970120355C I
22.24L E CBCG 950214453C
3.66 CB GDB 9702000100 I
6.31 CB GJ CD 95802207801 D
4.67L B AG H 3701000000 i 4 "13 56856OE5 4 4037.32: D F J EGB 858215841Ci 3 , ! 32 X0355+363 115 3
4.76 D F HD 9602110510 4
1.79 C C 6600000000
16.91 CDDE GFDC 950214322C'
2.71L C D C 7601100008 1 2 DO 10193 88 120
I
1.51L C AFGK 3500100000! 1 13 56859 1 87
6.59 CD E BB 98OO11062C
5.10 D HI D 7500220890! D 1 32 X0355+330 52 13
12.49L B BK 6500110008
12.65L C CG 5501010238 I C
12,36L C F 6500110006 3 13 56863 35 87
28.84L C DL 950010010C 1 13 56862 K0 20 77
9.66L E BD 5500100008
10.51: FDDD GBDB 970111510C 2
2.OOL O E I 9701000000 1 2 DO 10200 64 93
4.84L C F 5700000000 3 *13 56867 10 92
3.75 C E C 9600000440 8







10.08L B AGJ G
12.17L C KBD









7.16 C I HC
2.24 ECC FBAB
2.96 E M C
3,30 DD J FC
2.21L BE AB
1.93 F B E
1.99 E H D
18.63L D HB
2.98 D F D
17.50L C MBI
5.72 C G B
6.35L BE BD I
7.46L C D G
2.62 D E E
7.57 E GC
15.08 E KJ B
7.49 DC J GDA
3.90 D ELLA
2.65L C BL G









13.41L E G CC
7.13: DE LEBC
7.19L B BE
17.71L E I KDC
2.5I F I B
14.73L E B C
1.80 C EB
2.79L B B F




























































1 1 13 56869 K0 14 85
2 22 $220 455 9999
1 13 56890 K5 22 72
C 1 32 X0357+368B 63 4
1'1 2 22 S220 355 9999
2 13 56902 K2 3 75
1 22 $220 535 9999
3 13 56908 K7 3 90
2 1 32 X0359+365 38 2
1 2 0010231 42 108
1 2 DO10235 55 113
I
1 2 0010240 30 105
1 23 i CED 026 346
i "1 13 56926 G5 17 I
1 13 56929 KO 40 7E
4 X0359 + 385
C 1 32 1811 1;
c l










4004+3024 29 3J31 165-16 i 1'
4005+3723 30,2 ! 1 !160-11
4006+3017 36.8J42 165-16
4007+3922 45.0123 ] 159-10
4008+3607 53,3114 i 161--12
80'01 2 1160-11 i4009+3656
4
4010+3616 3 5_32 _161-12
4010+3551 4.1J371161-12
4011+3040 7,8J 32 165-16 I '
4012+3645 12.6137 160-12





4o16+3244 36,0125163-14 I i i4017+3556 45.1t37 161-12
4018+3910 t9.7j 5 159-10
/
4019+3244 54.6 / 3 163-14 _ '
4019+3905 56.0/55 159-10
4019+3844 56.7130 159-10




4020+3532 4.4/52 161-12 '
4021+3757 ll.3} 5 160-11
4023+3406 __2.2j 12 162-13
4023+3005 22.9|57 165-16 I ; ;
4024+3121 24.0|45 164-15
4024+3608 24,2|17 161-12 i : i
4024+3154 24,2/13 164-15
4026+3847 $0,6| 10 159--10 _
4026+3035 _,1.9| 7 165-16
4027+3816 _.6,3|28 160-10 _ ; ;
4026+3600 _,8.7| 2 161-12 i " ;
4028+3440 51.4/10 162-13 1 J ;
4029+3740 _7,4_ 2 160-11
!
4030+3055 4.8 i 8 165-16 ,
4031+3552 6,7| 2 161-12
4032+3759 12.8|44 160-10 J ; ,
4032+3617 t3.9|58 161-12 i i !
4032+3215 17.3/12 164-15 I
4033+3108 19,6/59 165-15 ,_
4033+3329 20.1r40160-14
4035+3219 )3.1/42 164-14 I
4036+3556 )9,2|15 161-12 ! : 1




4038+3447 53,1 / 4 162-13
4038+3002 53.2|10 166-16
4039+3639 56.3|59 161-11 ,_ ;





4044+3858 27.1lll 159- 9 _
4044+3317 29,0] 6 163-14
4045+3823 )3,1|21 160-10
4045+3020 ]3,3| 56 165-16
4046+3619 39,2|14 160-10
4046+3333 t0,5i29 163-13
4047+3944 13.4|23 159- 9
4049+3735 56,1/45 160-10 _
4049+3529 56.9|16 162-12
4050+3956 2.6 t 0 159- 9
/
4051+3532 7,9J 11 162-12
4051+3624 10,5|24 161-11
4052+3754 16,6|31 160-10 ,





4063+3524 20,8_ 33 162-12
4063+3652 22,8| 37 161-11
4064+3321 24,2| 47 j 164-13
4064+3536 25,6| 49 ] 162-12 q
4064 + 3621 25.71531162-11
4065+3046 31.21231166-15
4066+3857 41.6 / 0j 160 9
4067+3204 44.4| 81165-14
4067+3207 44.7| 461165-14
4067 +3954 45,2t 36 ' 159 - 6
4068+3OO8 52.9/40 i 166-16| i
4070+3941 4,2J 531 159 9
4071+3031 10,21 7j166 15
4072+3810 1221551160-10
4072+3523 12,4/52 j 162 12
4072+3623 13.9| 7_ 162-11
4073+3417 18.9145 163-12
4073+3800 21.2 i 8 161-10
4074+3556 28.4J 57 162-11
4076+3849 42.0110 160 9
4077+3607 43,7116 162-11
Declination: +30°-+40 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
12 pm
(Not Color Corrected)
25 pm 60 t.tm
(Jansky)
1oo p.m AV LFlux Corr Confusion R S
Uncs Coei" R Flags* S 2
D ANDB i 3600000000E F 874023333C A
E F E 9501000010 8MF OC I 8500000010
F J B 9500000008
C B E i 2600000000
D G B M 9602023328
C HJ E 9700010000
C GDK _ 9601100408
C C C 9600000428 6
D N DE 5600000000
E NDC 9700100410 4
O E C I 8682000110
C
# T Name Type Mag
1 13_ 56936 G5 5 71
CE HEB 9741113328
CC FHBA 5500000000 3 9 U02945 42 151





C C GF B G 66001001209700100000
D C I 7760100100 IBE AS 0 890O0OO000 1 2 DO10254 49 86
O F E C 9700100428 6
D MDBj 7700100200 , ,
C DCG 9700113316
F F G C 7600000326
DC AA C I 2 9600110018
C i 5601oooooo 1 13 56960 F2 5 65
O C I 9600000006
BCDE AB 3 0600000000 2 13 56961 K5 0 73
KGCC 9660104516 1 39 4C + 36.07 114 179C B C L 26OOOO0OOO
DE I cci 9640100308 4
C C BB C 4500000000
C C G C 9700000008
b E BM 9602122118
F L C 7600000110







C E C E 6700O00000
D J KE 4600100110
E EUC 9601133348
C C 96002OO 108
BDFD AC 0 5400000008HFF 9700110748
BC J F C 75010O0330
E EG D 5600000008
CC MEB 6600000310
D F 6701000000C 9600200008
CB BH 9600100008E N E 9600010348
D H F 9580100010
D C C 7700100328
BD AC K 0 4701000000
B A G G N 9500100006
CC KDDB I 8580100010
C HFA 9600100008
BD D ;D I B 3 36000000005600110008
B AD F 4700O00000
O GHB i 9780101338
D EKGB i 9700000006
D GDBB 9700101336
BC AA 0 9501000008CE) 9601100008
C E C 9500000000
C C J 3600000000
F EGEC I 5601000110
BCCC AACC 1 9600000450
FED HEFA 1300023300
B A D I K i 8600000000
F D MDC 9500000306
BCC AAB 2 15
C D D B 9500000328
E J D 9600000330 i
E D H 1500000000
B D A A 4 5600000008
E B G 3500100OO0
D H K G 3500100OO0
SBCD BAAA 0 6360110008;




B A H 67000O0000
EC J I FD 6561000330
CBDE AAAA 6 9301000108
AGM 9700000000
D H E 9700000000
C L HEG 8680100320
4 1 32 X0402+376
9
91 4
3 9 U02956 65 170
9
2 13 56974 K2 2 75
C 1 32 X0403+380 121 12
C = 1 32 X0403+347 56 12
1 39 B2 0403+30B 95 408
4 1 32 X0403+366 30 4
1 13 56977 K0 32 80
1 13 56979 K0 2 83
4 13 56982 G5 10 70
C
C
I 2 13 56988 4 87
t 13 56993 5 83
! 1 2 DO 10279 41 103
1 13 57000 G5 3 61
C 1 32 )(0405+354 71 12
C
2 13 57006 F8 2 55
4 13 57018MA 2'
7 13 57020K0 18! 8232i 671367021 12 85
°02971 99 166, ss +3oo7 4710 1 32× 06+356 94 12
I
1 13 57038 9 85
1 2 DO10301 63 103
1 13 57039 2 85
C 1 32 X0407+342 165 12
1 23 LDN 1473 457
1 2 DO10305 58 96
C 1 32 X0407+361 73 12
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources iroN).
42O
I ! I_

























04090+3447 0.5 ! 15
04091 + 3748 7.6152



























04114 + 3542 -)7.3144
04115+3559 ]1.613









































04149 +3807 59.0 20
04150+3528 5.6 11
04151+3634 6943






Coords SMJ SMN O 0
i b C) C) (') N
164-13 30 I 7 78 3
164-13 62 8 77 3
163-12 38 ! 17 77 2
162-11 32!,_ 77 3163-12 85 76 2
160- 9 38 25 77 3
16O-9 55 i 12 79 3165-14 43 78 3
164-13 31 14 78 3
162-11 51 14 79 3
i
159- 8 27117 77 3
164-13 56 24 78 3
163-12 57 17 78 3
160- 9 65 14 76 2
160- 9 46 9 78 3
161-10 49 18 77 3
160- 9 4221 802
160- 9 28 8 78 3
160- 9 42 6793
162-11 60 11 77 3
163 12 50 8 79 3
161-10 37 14 78! 3
163-12 37 11 78 _ 3
160- 9 78 17 78 2
160- 9 54 13 76 2
160- 9 17 5 791 3
162 11 68 15 76! 2
165-13 36 6 78 3
181-- 9 35 13 79, 3
160- g 86 35 7912
i
164-13 24 6 78' 3
164-13 21 6 79 i 3
166-14 28 7 791 3
160- 9 27 5 791 3
165 14 35 7 791 3
160- 8 42 3 79 I 3
163-12 44 14 791 3
162 10 28 12 761 2
167-15 28 16 881 3
46 9 791 3161 9
t62 10 36 8 7913
181- 9 44 21 ,"_' 2
162--11 ' 35 6 791 3
165--13 37 30 761 2
161- 9 36 20 751 2
164- 13 I 46 12 791 3
162-10 100 21 791 3
161- 9 54 10 7913
160- 9 6520 7812
163-11 I 65 26 77j 2
I
163-11 88 11 791 2
162 10 60 10 791 3
161- 94 32 8 7913
163-11 ' 29 14 781 3
161- 9 54 t0 7913
162-10 43 9 79 ] 3
165-131 92 32 ?7' 2
163-11 45 9 781 3
165-13 72 24 6Ol 2
166-14 i 16 6 78 I 3
164 12 62 8 801 2
164 12 22 6 7813
163-11 34 6 7913
165-13 82 12 ?_' 2
163-11 37 9 7Rt 3
167--14 56 8 7813
166--14 42 6 7813
160-- 8 74 9 79! 3
165--13 67 17 7R' 3
161-- 9 74 23 79 i 2
t
16614 64 29 782
160- 8 22 7 78 3
166 14 56 7 78= 3
160- 8 72 12 7612
160- 8 66 10 78 3
163-11 76 8 80 2
160- 8 4I 18 78:3
162- 9 53 11 79 3
166 14 29 6 78 3
161- 9 37 22 77 3
163-11 67 31 79 2
165-12 30 6 78 3
16411 64 6 793
16310 6012 793
161- 9 48 9 783
163 10 45 11 79 3
162- 9 63 12 79 3
165 12 49 8 78 3
162 9 63 12 78 3
161- 8 73 9 79 3
166 13 32 30 80 2
163 10 47 12 79 3
162 10 54 10 81 2
165 - 12 57 23 80 2
162- 9 25 6 793
163 11 41 9 79 3
163 10 61 27 81 2
16411 2512 793
161 - 8 71 13 78 3
166 t3 35 i 6 78 3
Flux Density
(Not Color Corretted)
]2 _m 25 #m 60 #m ICO iJm
(]ansky)
5,00 1.31 .40L J 1.47L
.81 .31L ,40L I 1.75L
.25L .28L .71: I 3.48:
.39 .25L .40L I 2.12L
.32L .40L .65L I 3.15
.25L .33L .40L ] 3.82
.42L .26L .82 t 2.97
.41 .25L .40L ] 1.52L
.25L .37L .62 I 1.80L
25L .32L .89 I 3.32:
,25L 25L .40L I 5,56
.25L ,33L .42L I 4,76
.25L .29L .45: I 4.23
.45L 1.24L I 1.07 I 4.82L
.95 .29L .40L 1 1.99L
.25L .25L .40L t 3.68
.25L .29L .40L I 3.29
.25L .33 I 2.54 I 4.82
1.74 .77 .40L t 1.74L
.35 .26L .40L I 1,85L
.25L .26:1 2.32 I 4.16:
.25L .44L .40L I 3.86
.27L .25L I 1.10 I 2.99L
.34L .27L .65 i 12.02L
.31 .45L .40L I 2.57L
1,51 1.06 .40L I 1.92L
.28L .40L A4L I 1.41
5.21 1.33 .40L I 1.04L
.25L .25L .74 I 4.46:
.25L .41L .40L I 3.73
3.82 1.80 .40L I 1A7L
4.64 1.32 .40L I 1.47L
2.98 6.80 I 5.27 I 3.44
1.50 .54: .40L I 8.95L
1.07 ,38 .40L 1 1.20L
2.85 .76 .40L I 2.23L
,36L .32L .59 I 1,92L
.58 .39L I 1.32L I 4.38L
.25L .26L .40L I 3.86
1.05 .29L .40L I 9.38L
25L .26L I 1.35 I 4.68
59L .34L .40L I 4.09
2.01 .51 .40L I 1.61L
.28L .27L ,40L I 1.65
25L .26L .40L I 3.68
.25L .29L .73 I 2.11
.25L .27L .40L L 3.20
.50 .28L .40L I 12.17L
.43L .36L .40L I 3.32
,25L i .27L .40L i 3.65
29L .32L .61 1 2.09L
.96 33L .40L [ 15.26L
.99 ! .41 .40L I 9.52L
.25L .25L .43: I 4.61
,62 .30L .40L I 11.45L
,53 ; ,29L .40L I 12.78L
.25L .31L .40L t 2.66
.76 .37 A0L I 2.46L
.27L .71L .40L I 1.78
5.43 2.06 ,42: I 1,06L
.29 ,28L .40L I 2.10L
31.40 13.29 I 2.26 I 1.53L
4.64 1.58 .45L I 1.42L
.45 .50L .40L I 1.65L
.79 .21: .40L 1 1.18L
.26L ,28L 99 I 1.26:
.61 36L .40L I 1.16L
.41 .25L .40L I 3.62L
.25L .25L .40L I 2.97
25L 38L .40L I 3.17
.37L .35L .40L I 138
53.59 16,57 I 3.69 I 2.02:
.44 .29L .48L I 1.54L
.41 ,28L .40L ] 2.16L
.60 25L .40L I 2.35L
26L .45L .40L t 1.91
.25L .25L .40L I 2.80
.52 .29: .46L I 10.62L
58.02 29,68 I 5,34 I 2.03:
.25L ,32L .40L I 3.16
,26L .69L .40L I 2.30
207 .69 .42L I 1.07L
,80 29L ,40L I 1,82L
.28L ,26L .75 1 2.06L
.56 .25L ,40L I 11.20L
25L .32L .97 I 3.08
.27L ,25L I 1.19 I 3.26:
,50 35L .40L I 1.54L
,30L .29L ,66 I 3.59:
,38 .29L .40L I 2,70L
35L .67L .40L I 2.45
.38 28L .40L I 2,14L
.32 .30L ,42L I 2.69L
31L .44L .40L I 1.73
2.70 ,72 .40L I 6.74L
.25L ,37L I 2.07 I 3,53
.54L .41L .40L I 2.65
,31L .38LI 1.16 I 1.56L
r26L .25L .64 I 2.35L
4.20 1 15 .40L I 1.23:
i




Flux Corr A Confusion
Uncs Cocf R Flags'
BC iAA 0 3700001000
D I B D N 2500000000





C I E 1500030000
C I MBB 250OO10O0O
C E I F B D 9600000308
E[NG D 6680100048
D I L L B F 5502000320
DE I I F D 9601000438
C I JBL 9700100218
B IAFFH 9701000000
D I CC 9801000308
F B 9601000000
DCDIGDAB 9701200008
BC IAAF 1 9700101000
C IC 1700000000
DCCIFFAD 7601000008
F IJ HJ B 9880000108
C I B D 46000OO000
D [ DB 9501100008
C IB E 9700106O00
BC IAA 3 9701000000
D I D F C 8700000000
BC IAAI 1 6601002000
C E ] C F 9700000008
D J I E 9600000010
BC IAA 0 2500103000
BC IAAL I 4500103000
BBCCIAAAAI 2 1400000000
ED IAA 1 9500110108
C F IA B 94600000000
BD IAB O 3700002000
D I J B C 96OOOO0O00
C IBGCD 1600100000
C I MC 9581000010




F IF D 860O000010
E B 9700000128
CEI AB 15OOOO0OOO
E l J C 1700000000
D IB J J 95(}0010028
D IG F C 8600000008
E C 9680101330
F I GC 8700000000
B IA J 9500000008
B C IA B 0 9500000008
CCIK FD 9660200340
B IS E L 9500100018
B IB D 95OO0OOO08
D D 66000O0100
CD IAEKDI 3 9600100240
D B 3401 0O00O0
BCC IAAE 0 1500000OOO
F IH 0500000000
SBC IAAAFI 1 0601000000 15
BC IAAF 0 3701000000
F IC K 6600000000
BF tAE 3 9700010000
CDI GAD 2700000100
B 1S E 1500000000
C IC 9600000000
C I J F C 65O0OOOOOO
D ] F B 9700000008
C C 1400000000
CCCDIAAACI 9 9600100000 43
C IBKK 1500000000
C ID N 1600030000
B IB 8600100000
D I J N D 7600000OOO
Cl H A 2600000010
CD tBCFNI 0 8601000008
BBCDIAAACI0 340000000015
DI M C 9700010008
CI F C 6600000010
BC IA B H 0 7500000000
B I BD F 2600000000
C I DB 4700000000
B IBE 9600010008
CCI KAA 6600000000
i CCIFI BC 9700000116
B 1CG 45OOOO0OOO




C I D 3600020000
; D I K F D 5500000020
B C A B 0 950OOO0008
C C C A A i 8500000000
C KH C 3601000000
D IJ FA 6600010000
C I BB 4700000000
_AAEE[0 .... 6500000100

























# T Name Type (") Mag
3 I 131 57047 KO 7 J 58
1 I 321 X0408+313
1 I 32l X0408+338
II 2  010311231 LDN 1473
1l 23[D0103131 I 1 57059 K0
1 I 9IU02978
1 1211)O 10317
2 t 13157072 K0
3 J 13 J57078





1 I 321 X0411+357
1 I 13157094 G5
1132 X0411+357
1 I 2 DO 10348
1 t t I NR PER
4 I 3i RAFGL 556
2 I 131 57107




3 I 3 I RAFGL 560
1 ] 171196
2 I DO 10382• °03000




































a 6 a 8 Coords SMJ SMN
h m. . , (s) ('3 1 C) C) (')
04155+3809 162 ,_
04156+3421 164-' 5
04157+3920 161- 8 1,
04159+3308 165 -_ 7
04159+3255 165-' 4
04160+3951 160- 4 1!
04160+3908 161 - 7 1,
04161+3121 167-1 9
04163+3045 167-1 2
04163+3457 164-1 4 1(
04163+3122 167-1 2 1_
04163+3910 161 - 3
04164+3408 165-1 3
04165+3742 162- 6
04165+3825 162- 4, 11
04166+3923 161 - 5
04168+3942 161 -- 4=
04168+3628 163-1 21




04170+3321 165-1 5,' 13
04171 +3426 164-1 4;
04171 +3059 167 1 7: 6
04172+3516 64-1 3; 5
04172+3827 182- 5= 9
04174+3018 68 1 4,' 30
04174+3540 64-1, 5,c 10
04175+3827 162-- i 4_ 15
04176+3822 162- I 4_ 34
04177+3020 68-1, 47 26
04179+3512 64 11 8£ 25
04181+3523 64 1_ 3E 18
04181 +3427 65 1 41 6
04182+3727 162- ! 3£ 9
04183+3636 163- ! 55 10
04184+3129 67-1: 34 6
04185+3749 162 t 35 10
04185+3135 67--1: 34 33
04165+3910 61- ; 34 19
04185+3525 54 1( 37 30
04186+3206 66-1; 49 8
04189+3114 67 1_ 28 7
04191+3928 61- ; 55 7
04192+3643 63- _ 36 12
04192+3957 61 ; 33 7
04192+3912 61- ; 33 14
04193+3221 56 1:, 32 6
04193+3536 54 1C 80 12
04195+3019 58-1., 37 6
04195+3750 62- I_ 64 12
04197+3112 57-13 52 25
04198+3919 61- 7 81 23
04199+3958 61- 7 54 10
04200+3605 64 8 29 8
04201 + 3954 61 - 7 34 9
04202+3831 62 8 27 7
04202+3547 34-1(] 28 10
04203+3845 62 7 35 t0
04206+3015 _8-13 59 14
04207+3804 62- 8 84 .M
04209+3556 64- 9 65 14
04209 + 3403 35- 11 50 I0
04210+3736 63- 8 48 9
04210+3507 35-10 21 7
04210+3841 62- 7 62 }2
04210+3048 _8-13 61 13
04210+3954 81- 7 48 8
0421I+3511 ;5-10 76 .)6
04212+3313 _6 11 83 8
04212+3638 53- 9 32 I1
04213+3819 52- 8 53 !2
04213+3345 _6- 11 34 8
04213+3350 ;6-11 27 9
04213+3911 52- 7 33 3
04214+3112 ;7-13 39 0
04216+3946 31 7 29 9
04218+3708 33- 8 36 81
04219+3106 _ 13 B4 1'
04221+3320 _ 11 _0 !2
04223 + 3700 33 8 24 6
04223 + 3530 34 9 58 1
04223+3055 _ 13 )2 !5
04224 _3106 ;6 12 57 5
04225 + 3025 ;8 - 13 18 9
04227+ 3323 6-11 ]1 8
04227 + 3854 32- 7 51 8
04228+3117 8 12 t8 '8
04229+3119 8-12 ]0 7
04229+3129 8-12 l0 8
04229 _-3703 13- 8 32 0
04230+3209 7 12 )O 9
04232+3000 9 13 )2 0
04232+3755 ;3 8 15 1
04232 t-3607 _4 9 16 3
04233 + 3449 5 - 10 ?8 6
04233 _ 3803 ;3 8 13 9
04236 _3151 7-12 15 5





12 /_m 25 /.tm 60 /_m ]00 _m
(Jansky)
.2 3; .4, 3.1t
.41 .2 c, .4_ 1.5'
.4 .2! .7 2.3_
.2! " ,2( .41 2.4_
.4! 3; .41 1.4(
.3! .2( .4i 2,9(
,3t .2_ .41 2,_
,2! .3_ .41 2.7E
1.8: ,5; .4l 1.3Z
1.0" .4E .4( 2.0£
•2,_ 28 .4( 2.31
2.8; .64 .4( 1.6_
.5( 27 .4( 1.SE
,2E ,28 .4( 3.5_
•8( .33 .4( 2.1(_
•9_ 32 .4( 1.98
1.1E .35 .4( 2.07
4.1,_ 1.20 .4( 1.83
.3E .28 .4( 2.07
9.94 2.56 .4_ 9.34
7.32 1.84 .4C 2.37
.71 .47 .4C 1.39
.45 .38 .4C 1.65
3.31 .85 ,4C 1.40
.71 .37 .4(J 1.25
1.54 .57 .4(] 2.03
1.11 .46 .40 1.54
.25 .33 .40 1.91
.47 .261 .40 1.92
,81 .321 .40 2,19
.25 .281 .40 3.70
,25 1.261 .40 1.73
.76 .681 ,40 1.64
.25 .261 .40 2.68
1.56 .601 ,40 1.671
,40 .50l 4.35 21.96
.34 .261 1.61 3.84
1.49 .33: .40 1.321
•81 .34: .40 8.321
.261 .70[ .66 1.90
•411 .95L ,40 2.72
251 ,28L ,401 2.97
1.09 ,30L .40] 1,381
2.11 .89 ,401 1.50[
1.43 ,43L .40i 2.041
,311 .29L 1.30 2,35:
11.21 3.52 .81 2,451
.25i .27L .401 5.24
1,64 .50 .401 1.44[
.25[ .31L ,401 2.09
1.45 35 .401 2.94[
.36 .30L .401 10.40L
251 .30L .40l 2.54
.25L 25L ,401 3.37
.56 .26L .40[ 3.11L
6.51 1.80 .40[ 1,63L
,56 .33L .40[ 2,09L
6,37 2.61 .65: 2.09L
1.03 .30L .40L 1.65L
.53 .28L .40L 2.67L
.26L ,31L .58 10.43L
25L .34L ,40[ 3.97
.35L .26L .67 2.14L
.46 .27L .40[ 5.34L
.87 .25L .40[ 2.02L
6.54 1.65 .40[ L33L
25L .29L .40[ 2.84
.25L .31L .51 3.37L
.71 .27L ,40L 1.54L
.25L .30L .40L 1.98
.49 .29L .40L 7.75L
.47 .29L .40L 4.13L
.25L .25L .40L 3.46
.42L .30L 2.21 6.68:
_58 ,28L ,40L 5.67L
4,76 1.38 .57 8,28L
.25L .37L ,95 2.12
.57 ,25L ,40L 1.32L
.25L .25L 1,06 5.06
,29 34L .40L 9,36L
.46L .40L .40L 1.97
,71 1,11 3.29 18.80
.27L ,43: .92 1.79L
,38L .50L ,40L 2.34
.33L .45L .47 6.52L
.37 ,33L .40L 723L
1.93 ,47 .40L 5.67L
.63 .25L ,40L 12.96L
25L .36L ,40L 1.94
2.59 .52 .40L 1.47L
25L .28L .40L 3.57
.50 .30L .40L 15.70L
.42L .32L .41L 1.62
.31L .40L .40L 2.73
.47L .27L .40L 2.87 =
.31L .56L .40L 2.31
2.73 .76 .40L 1.36L
.65L .27L .40L 3.61 '
.28L .31L .40L 2.37 J




# T Name Type
Flux Corr A Confusion R S



















































































































































































































































































































"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3} Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighbonn 9 Weeks Confirmed Sources PW},
422
!1 ii




a 8 a 8,) Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 .amh m. o , (s) ( I b (") (") (') N
04239+3624 58.9 31 164 9 31 7 81 3 1.00
04241+3741 9.2 18 163-8 73 24 82 2 .44L
04241+3722 11.2 0 163 8 74 25 79 3 .25L
04242+3750 13.9 51 163- 8 51 14 79 3 .38L
04243+3606 21.1 3 164 9 58 12 61 3 .28L
04243+3049 21.6 45 168-12 33 7 80 3 2.22
04246+3427 39.6 16 166-10 22 6 81 3 1.41
04247+3717 42.4 47 163 8 36 6 79 3 t 1.16
04247+3041 45.1 0 168-12 47 7 80 3 .4t
04247+3454 47.5 36 165 10 57 10 80 3 .39
04249+3932 58.2 54 162- 6 34 6 78 3 2.60
04250+3930 0.3 52 162- 6 50 11 79 3 .26L
04250+3819 0.6 26 163- 7 47 _ 12 79 3 .43L
04250+3332 2,0 19 166 10 27 6 79 3 1,66
04251+3104 8.0 2 168 12 26 6 80 3 .60
04253+3405 16.1 22 166-10 67 10 81 3 .57
04253+3618 18.4 42 164 8 31 6 98 3 .35L
04253+3613 21.6 11 164- 9 74 12 78 2 .42L
04256+3624 36.6 49 164- 8 29 6 79 3 .25L
04256+3550 40.1 57 165 9 41 6 81 3 1.32
04256+3731 40.5 50 163- 8 39 6 79 3 1,52
04256+3219 40.8 0 167-11 73 26 79 2 .35L
04256+3015 41.1 4 169-13 44 9 80 3 .53
04257+3138 42.4 44 168-12 52 17 82 2 .76L
04258+3820 49.1 49 163- 7 57 11 80 3 .52
04258+3927 51.4 12 162 6 25 7 79 3 4.62
04259+3359 59.0 32 166-10 ! 100 2v 81 3 26L
04260+3744 2.7 12 163 7 I 89 14 82 2 .26L
04261 +3621 10.4 9 164- 8 32 17 62 3 .25L
04261+3510 10.8 14 165- 9 32 15 80 i 2 .34L
r
04261+3506 10.9 34 t65 9 51 6 61 3 1.33
04262+3509 15.G 33 165- 9 28 10 81 2 .89:
04262+3515 17.E 22 165- 9 53 11 79 2 .84L
04262+3945 17.9 29 162 6 29 6 78 3 45.72
04263+3841 18.7 17 t63- 7 28 7 79 3 2.70
04263+3514 19.1 25 165- 9 38 10 82, 2 .28L
04263+3519 23.9; 35 165- 9 29 9 80 2 .64L
04264+3725 25.8 30 164- 8 60 13 81 3 .26L
04264+3853 27.9 3 163- 7 38 7 79 3 11.53
04265+3511 30.8 40 165- 9 54 5 80 3 2.80
04265+3532 33.8 35 165- 9 33 20 80 3 .25L
04265+3605 34.5 28 165- 8 65 10 80 3 .26L
04266+3504 36.3 12 165- 9 57 7 80 3 1.16
04266+3943 38.9 49 162- 6 57 8 79 3 .48
04267+3938 47.2 12 162- 6 35 6 79 3 2.20
04269+3224 54.4 44 t67 11 95 34 82 2 .27L
04269+3507 54.5 57 165- 9 33 12 82 2 8.72
04269+3932 54.8 10 162- 6 81 31 82 2 .26L
04269+3926 56.6 39 162- 6 48 10 79 3 .97
04269+3842 57.1 45 163 7 62 12 79 3_ .38L
04269+3510 57.2 1 165- 9 21 5 96 3 362.17
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)


















































100 /,tm Flux Corr A Contusion R S
Uncs Coer R Flags* S 2 #
803L C E AEDF 6400000008
3.05 D B 8600000000
3.50 C DE 5600001350
2.29L C BC 9701000000
8.16L C ESE 9602000018
2.64L BDC ABEA 5 9600000206
8.78L BC ABI 0: !400000008
10.24L B AB D 8401000128
10.10L C D 9600010008
11.36L D BD 2800020008
1.51L BC AA 3 2700100000
1.85L C BC 2700100000
7.13L C C BC 5500000008
6.75L BC AB 1 9600010008
10.62L B B E I 9500000236
7.66L B A I 5400000008
12.20L CD BBAA 9401203018
12.19L C N B 9400200008
12.20L CC BAA 9481001118
9.95L BD AE 0 9701000308
10.44L BD ABG 7500000008
2.23 D KJ D 6600000000
11.57L C C 3500000008
2.26 C i M I B 8500000000
8.25L C CG 2501000008
1.72L CC AAI 3 1700000000
2.76 E MDB 5601000018
9.97L C AC 6500000008
3.83 C E K C 9502000008
8.20L F F GF 5900695206
27.55L CFD DDBD 5 5610242008
12.55L FD FBH 0 5900752108
7.30L D FJ C 4901676008
2.45 BBCC AAAB 2 3500100000 45
6.78L BD ABC 0 9500000008
20.67L D EJ N 4821663008
10.90L D E C E E 4902254006
9.47L D F C H 8500000006
9.54L BEC AAA 9 9500000008 29
.40L 247.99L EC CC G 2 4501598336
.40L 4.48 C I C 6900000008
.78 10.96L C D B B 9800001006
11.25: 1i.59L CF D CCC 0 6920132228
.40L t61L E DJ 3500200000
,40L 1.27L IBC AAD 0 2600100000
.40L 2.40 D D 6500000000
04269+3550 57.2 28 165- 9 _ ] 5 80 3 2.8304270+3518 1.6 32 165- 9 3 80 2 .37L .55 7.50L
04271 +3538 8.5 51 165- 9 20 6 79 3 .34 1.75 5.74
04271+3502 8.8 45 165- 9 51 4 80 3 .36: 2.60 10.81:
04271+3849 9.4 19 163-6 24 7 78 3 .25L .80 6.94
04271+3729 10.3 47 164- 7 62 12 81 3 .25L .35L .94
04271+3600 12.0 12 165- 8 25 10 79 3 .44 .25L ,40L
04272+3529 12.9 41 165- 9 67 8 79 3 ,26L ,63 1,61
04273+3546 20.5 13 165- 9 48 7 79 3 .25L ,66 2.64
04273+3545 20.7 34 165- 9 35 6 79 3 ,50 1.08 4,54L
04273+3255 20.£ 33 167-10 30 29 89 2 .26L .56L .54L
04274+3553 25.2 21 165- 8 32 6 60 3 .36 1.58 2.84
04275+3531 30.4 24 165- 9 33 6 79 3 .25L .89 5.36
04275+3519 31.1 58 165- 9 20 7 80 3 1.58 1,69 20,68
04275+3452 !31.5 18 166- 9 29 7 80 3 .25L ,69 1.47
04275+3451 33.0 4 166 9 50 9 79 2 .37 ,65L ,85L
04275+3737 35.8 33 164- 7 73 12 80 3 .40L .26L 1.03
04276+3513 36.8 2 165- 9 43 21] 82 2 .38L .66L 2.5404276+3732 36.9 29 164- 7 27 79 .33: .94 4.46
04276+3523 38.5 35 165-9 35 10 80 3 .25L .99 1.67L
04277+3555 42.6 13 165-8 32 16 80 3 .25L .60L .40L
04279+3506 58.1 22 166- 9 26 17 84 3 .25L .32L .57L ;
04279+3843 58.2 7 163-6 47 13 79 3 .27L .27L .70
04280+3508 3.0 1 166- 9 44 22 80 2 .50L .31L .49
04282+3137 14.8 11 168-11 55 6 80 3 .70 .35L .40L
04282+3829 17,9 2 163- 46 10 79 3 ,42 .30L .40L
04285+3248 33.4 44 167-10 50 6 82 2 .60 .35L .40L
04286+3638 36.7 12 164- 8 34 7 79 3 t.44 .33: .40L
04287+3600 47.4 17 165- 8 39 10 81 3 .96 1.11 .43L'
04289+3656 64.9 16 164 8 90 13 82 = 2 ,29 .36L .40L
04289+3557 57.0 42 165- 8 92 21 79 .25L .3IL .40L
04269+3107 58.7 6 169-11 37 6 80 3 2.55 .83 .40L
04290+3125 2.7 21 168-11 40 6 80 3 .93 .38L .40L
04291+3306 7.4 45 167-10 37 8 80 3 .42L .37L 1.57
04291+3747 8.E 36 164-7 34 33 111 3 .25L .34L .40L
04292+3100 14.C 44 169-11 20 6 60 3 40.44 23.56 3.48
04293+3838 ,19.1 28 163- 6 69 21 63 2 .25L .47L .40L
04293+3119 20.5 8 169-11 27 19 80 3 .25L .27L .40L
04294+3216 25.t 9 168-11 29 6 80 3 3.57 1.07 .40L
04294+3739 25.4 36; 164- 7 40 9 80 3 .58 .26L .40L
04295+3638 34.1 521 165-8 48 12 81 3 .35 .29L .40L
04296+3318 39.5 48 167-10 20 10 80 3 .59 .29L .40L
04296+3429 40.3 53 166- 9 21 6 80 3 12.74 45.94 15.45
04296+3950 41.2 31 162- 5 45 5 82 4 1.46 .44 .40L
04297+3432 45.5 24 166 9 22 : 6 80 3 2.43 4.32 4.61L
04298+3414 52.8 38 166- 9 57 14 80 3 .25L .29L .42L i
04300+3443 4.8 43 166 9 52 26 80 2 .48L .33L .40L [
04303+3425 23.7 32 166- 9 63 20 81 3 .25L .30L .40L
04305+3936 31.3 44 163- 5 74 27 84 2 .25L .37L .40L
7,59L 195.72L 5022,66L B I GL 5201553338
.63L .41L 1.23 D J E 1500100000
.30L ,40L 1,55L 8 AD 4500100000
,25L 1.23 1.99L D D B C 9700000000
340,18 3121.29 5022.66 BBBC ACCC 2 5233253338
9,92 21.29 15,58 BBCD,AAAA 1 9800211008
10.95L F DCC 4903001008
5.16: CCCD EAAB 1 9921011108
11.57L CCD DAE 0 6900200008
10.76 CCC FAAA 9500101000
12,45L C DB 7500010108
4,44: B D C E B 9900000008
12.81L CC BA 6800101008 _
15.58L CD MBH 9801321108
16,77: CD F CBI B 3 9721221208
2,34 E L HC 3601000000
10,58L CCC DAAC 0 9800200008
6.59 CCD AAA 6900101008
65.12 CCCF GGCC 1 4743133208
9.21 DDE CBA 6900103308
9,21L C DJ FC _900103308
13.22L C KFB 8400100108
25.60: FF I DCE 4803010008
4.89 FCCD EAAA 0 8680111208
65,12L F B C 4702133208
3.88 E K B 9980100008
6.55 D DB 6900100008
1.83L C C B 6700000000
6.55L D I E 5900200008
1.65L B AL 3700000000
2.26L C CM 5600001000
2.51L C B D 5600000000
7.65L BD AB B 0 9500000008
8.45L BC BBJ 7800101008
10.12L O CKG 9500000008
3.41 D C 6900101008
1.74L BF ABEH 0 6600000010
1.62L C AD 1700000000
3.84 CB DAA 4501001100
2.82 D MEC 9701000128
1.84L BBC AAAC 0 5600000000 22
1,69 D I C 3680000000
2.76 C E B 2600000000
1.60L BC AA 1 4601000000
10.66L B BC L 9500000438
11.67L C D L 9400000008
2.66L C A F E 3600000000
9.22L BBC AAAD 4800100108
1.56L BD ABGE 2 9601000000
4.59 BB C AAAB 0 5800100106
4.65 F J E B 8880000220
2.94 D M C 7600000218
5.83 C K D 6881001050
2.32 D i B 9601000000




Name Type (") Mag
13 17239 G5 5 68
4
9 U03050 88 160
1 13 57243 K0 8 80
1 2 DO 10497 20 96
1 9 U03052 52 160
1 2 DO 10498 31 93
C
1 13 57247 G5 20 76
2 1 32 X0425+363 38 2
4 2 2 DO 10503 54 t05
1 2 DO 10502 67 96
2 13 57249 F5 15 65
2 1 GY PER 9 3
6
2 2 "32 X0426+351A 17 2
6 23 DG 034 485
"41 04262+3515 25 4
6 GI PER 7 3
3 13 57255 3 61
2 "23 DG034 474
1 "41 04263+3519 19 7
1 GZ PER 62 3
F 2 23 DG 034 267
E 2 "23 DG034 462
I 13 57256 37 63
F 5 22 $222 63 360
1 39 B2.3 0427+39 95 408
2 13 57260 16 80
F 11" 3 RAFGL585 25 -1
'41 04269+3550 23 15
2 23 DG 034 461
4
"41 04271 +3502 8 i 3
2;'13 57264K2 33 81
"41 04271 +3529 19 2
"41 04273 +3548 2 2
4 "41 04273+3545 5 3
1 "41 04273+3553 25 7
1 "41 04275+3531 42 6
71 3 *32 X0427+353 44 7
6 3 *32 X0427+346 78 6
6 3 *32 X0427+348 10 6
1 2 DO 10525 53 103
7 1 "41 04276+3523 12 2
1 2 DO10534 28 101
1 13 57285 G5 6 66
13 57288 F5 24 67
13 57289 28 90
9 U03076 77 170
4
3 3 RAFGL 590 14 8
C 1 19 72 4 10_
2 13 57296 K2 7 81
1 13=57300 27 87
1 2 DO 10538 18 10E
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Flux Density Flags Associations
Galactic Uncertainty H i
a _ Coords SMJ SMN O O
(s) (") I b (') (") (') N
32._ 291165-7 28 15 r 81 3
 5.1351165_837 23 6337. 501169_11 6',60.30,165_7 39 6! 6o3
,9.c22,185_659 24 336,162_560 12 631554i166-9 52 10,813
,5.,25163_6 65 16 79,2
,7.148169_1128 7 80,3
 9. 501167-937 6 81,3
4._ 161169-11 55 24 801 3
11,3 26l 162- 5 80 27 821 2
15.e 411 164-7 26 t0 801 3
19.£ 261 162- 5 63 18 811 2
->0,7 26 I 164-- 6 47 9 81 I 4
.>6.8 43J 163- 5 55 25 821 2
]2.1 15) 165- 8 18 6 801 3
=11.8 11l 167- 9 33 7 811 3
=13.C32[ 163- 6 33 14 79] 2
=14.0 12i 163- 5 66 12 82l 3
=15.5 421169-11 68 24 801 3
=15.7 7[ 154- 7 32 5 8214
16.5 441 164- 7 63 10 8114
=17.1 26I 164- 6 79 13 801 2
$7.6 591 166- 8 34 17 81 I 3
]8.1 23l 163- 6 31 9 8113
0.9 48L169-11 72 7 601 3
4.3 51 I 164- 7 37 6 81 I 3
5.0 171169-11 58 9 8113
11.6 231168-10 31 10 801 3
13.1 371168-10 50 18 9612
15.7 9[ 165- 7 54 21 82] 3
19.7 36] 165- 8 60 22 8114
-)05 351 167- 9 81 32 801 2
.)5.5 131 164-6 54 11 8113
}0.9 541 164- 6 49 10 82i 3
15.6 31 I 163-- 6 69 16 621 2
11.9 24[ 167- 9 32 5 801 3
18,4 331 167- 9 39 11 81 I 2
19.4 561169 10 43 i 6 80l 3
i
_0.1 471 166- 8 63 10 791 2
,3251165-7 36 17 6013
014 4'] 167-- 9 S5 : 10 8_ [ _
10.9 61 164-6 37! 14 821
I55 391 165- 7 PR 8 811 3
16,9 52[ 165- 7 58 12 8113
r8.3 91 165- 7 5g! 6 80131
t9.4 53i 164- 6 bb 10 821 3'
.)1.8 24I 167-- 9 43 6 601 3
!4.1 41 t 165-- 7 33 i 7 81 I 3
!5.8 141 164- 6 50 10 82(3
13.4 48] 167-- 8 64 19 801 3
iO.0 13] 169--10 42 24 821 2
H.3 441 167-- 9 73 19 801 3
$2.7 71169--10 26 13 8212
0.9 91 167--8 32 18 821 2
3.1 251 166--6 57 12 8113
5.4 29(165--7 391 27 83l 2
9.5 32l 170-11 78 7 6113
.)1.6 531167--9 36 16 8013i
!5.7 271168-10 26 I 4 801 4
!8.3 16[ 163- 5 35 9 80] 3
|3.9 191 168- 9 29 23 821 2
18.9 91169-10 46 11 821 2
_3.3 31166-8 37 9 8113
_3.9 331 163- 5 64 20 81[ 3
6.2 511 166- 7 42 12 81} 3
7.5 511169-10 30 5 81] 4
r3.8 9(169-10 44 6 8113
15.2 40[ 167- 9 84 26 601 3
18.1 21 [ 163- 5 41 28 83 I 2
16,4 171 164-- 6 44 12 81 I 3
?&7 591 166- 7 52 12 8113
.)1.3 261170-11 25 5 8114
.)6.7 22I 163- 6 66 6 61 I 3
.)8.1 14I 164-- 5 57 14 80[ 2
}9.9 491169-10 54 8 61[3
13.9 31 166- 7 79 13 80t2
t8.2 19]169-10 47 7 811 3
t8.3 59 I 165-- 6 47 17 821 3
Y&8 42[ 164- 5 54 21 831 3
58.1 331170-10 92 22 821 2
_8.8 44] 168- 9 44 7 8113
9.7 191 166- 7 65 13 821 3
12.5 71 168- 9 35 14 8013
t3.2 411170--10 56 9 6113
13.6 201 168- 9 86 21 8113
14,7 38( 167- 7 35 23 831 2
18.4 49_ 164- 5 28 9 821 4
._1.5 141170-10 57 20 801 2
.>5.6 291170-tl 63 35 811 2
->7.1 49) 166-- 7 30 9 821 3
->8.2 71 169- 9 57 31 811 2
->8.5 101 165- 7 61 10 81] 3
]2,9 0] 165- 6 46 13 791 2
]7.8 64] 168- 9 60 6 811 3
]6.6 35] 165- 6 83 20 811 3
10.3 291 163- 5 25 7 791 4
51.8 501169-10 46 6 811 2
57.C 34[ 168- 9 82 18 811 2
(Not Color Corrected)
12 Fm 25 _m 60 pm t00 _m
(Jansky)
.25L .29L 1 ,40L 9.05
25L 39L f .40L 3.59
47 .29L I .40L 1.50L
2.50 .59 I .40L 9.14L
.25L .31L I .40L 3.15
33 25L I .40L 1.68L
,96 ,40L I .40L 2.10L
.31 .61L i A0L 2.45L
.56 .29L I .40L 1,49L
3.16 I 1,32 [ .40L 1.77L
.25L .30L I .42L 2.68
.25L .40L I .40L 2.46
.67 .28L _ .48L 8.31L
.46L .30L I .58 2.18L
.96 .34L I .40L 8.37L
.25L .63L .40L i 2.71
.71 I 1.37 | 1.96 6.64
.25L .60 I 2.92 4.30
.55 ,29L .40L I 8,46L
.40L .30L 1.18 1.98L
.25L .27L J .40L, 3.12
1.97 .58 .40L I 9.03L
.43L .26L .86 8.95L
25 .27L I .40L [ 10.96L
.25L .26L t .40L 3.18
1.78 .50 I .40L 8.17L
.63 .31L t .40L 1,59L
1,70 .40 I .40L &41L
.49 .25L t .40L 2,13L
.64 .49L I .40L 5.36L
.26L ,27L I .49L 2.20
25L .35L I .40L 3.52
.25L .41L ( .40L 5.94
.25L .37L I .43L 2.99
.45 .42 I .40L 10.15L
1.00 .33L I .40L 10.19L
.46L .30L I .41 2.51L
1.61 .50 I .40L 1.86L
.41 .30L I .40L 2.60L
.71 .25L t .40L 6.26L
,32 .27L I .40L 4.41L
.25L .31L I .40L 3.57
,42 .26L I ,40L 2.62L
.46L .25L I .73 9.33L
8.68 ! 4.01 i .84 8.34L
.61 .37L I .40L 8.72L
1.25 .36: t .40L 10.36L
.79 .30L I .40L 6.58L
.40L I 1.53 I .96 2.58L
2.28 ,60 I .40L 2.26L
.99 .47 I .40L 7.69L
.25L .26L I .40L 3.22
.52L .53L I ,40L 3.22
33L .28L t .40L 3.37
.38 I 7.91L 1 .40L 3.11:
.25L .56L 1 .40L 3.70
.25L .25L I I,O0 9.69L
.25L ,37L I .40L 2.77
.57 ,29L I .40L 2.11L
.25L .25L I .40L 4.40
18.12 I 7.81 | 1.40 9.43L
4.45 I 2.29 I .48L g,26L
.42L .32L I .40L 2.56
,27 .32L I ,40L 10,48L
.47 .25L I .40L 7.08L
,26L .25L I .40L 2.94
,39L ,26L I .61 2,51L
7.14 [ 3.09 I ,44L 1.99L
1.66 .47 I .40L 2.42L
.25L .31L 1 .40L 3.39
.26L .30L I .40L 1.80
.46 .36L I .40L 8.51L
.38L .26L l .87 11.83L
.70 .40L I .40L 2.37L
.25L .31L I .40L 2.90
.39 .27L I .41L 805L
.28L .36: I 2.35 8.89L
.39L .74L I 1.03 10.40L
.75 .32L I .40L 9.03L
.25L .28L I .40L 5.09
.26L .00L 1 .40L 2.02
.26L .52L 1 .40L 3.15
1.33 .52 [ .40L 1.68L
.28L .25L I .69 2.23L
.25L .36: I .40L 5.24
.26L .31L I 1.48 i 2.79L
.25L .27L l .40L 3.35
.25L .65L I .40L 2.21
5.79 I 1.55 I .46 8.81L
.30L .69L I .47L 2.97
.46L .26L I .43L 3.11
.26L | 2.54 ( 2.98 1.93L
.25L .28L I .40L 3.31
.27L .40L ! 1.74 2.06L
.33 .25L I .62L j 7,47L
.90 .26L I .40L 2.09L
.33L .27L t .40L 3.10
2.28 .51 t .40L 1.97L
.46 .25L I .86L 11.51L
.32L .28L l .45 15.09L
V L
Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Cocf R Flags* S 2
E G B 9580000138
C ME D 9600000000
C C 0600000000
BC A B 0 9500000008
C H G 7700000000
C iE J 96000100O0
B AC J 4600001060 8
D E G 2700000000
B 8 F L 2600000000
8C IAAC 1 4600000000
ci 0 25oo0o0ooo9 1001to
B I B C O B 9500000008
C 9600100110
A B F 9500100008
t B 9600100008
BCCC'BAAB 0 8500001000




BC JAC t 3 9500000008
[] I J AS 9500000218
-- E 9500000008
D C 5500000008
ElC I A B 1 9600001008
R IB C 5700000000
BE IACJ 1 9500001008
-. C 6600000000
[: I B B G 8501100O08
• HB 8601100008
_-_ C B 8500000000
c. t L G D 7580000050
131DEHD 1500000110
OF IBC 0 9501111018
H lAD 9501111128
[; IH FB 9700000138
BE ]ABD 7 2700000000
[: i B J 9601000O00
t: I A J C 9500000008
B H 45010000O0
_- i D C 9600010008
c I D 7600000000
c qJ J C 9600000006
BBC IAAA 0 9500000008
t; IBH 6500010008
B E I A D I 1 9500000008
r_ IBG L 9601010008
CC I DAB 1600001000
B C I A A 0 7600000000
BD ]ABJ 3 9600010216
(; I K J C 9500000000
t F E B 9500100008
L;t L D 9500000000
C EIDG C 9500100008
• ' F B 8502000008
C I B J 4402000008
O I I C 6600000006
_; I B M 9600000000
C t DC 65000001O0
BBC AAB 1 4401000008 15
BB AAD 0 9401000006
/:tD HC 7500000000
C I F 6500000008
B I C F J D 9400000008
DIMHI B 9600000038
c I B 1700000100
BB IAAE 7 6601000000C ACK , 3600001000
c I K E 9601000000
D I L C 9601000008
B IC I 9500010008
C I F B 3500000008
B I A E 1600000000
t:l O B 9600000036
( : _E E E 9500000008
DC ] BA 4500000008
D ] G B C 5500000008
B 1B E 5500000008
{: t L F C 9682000000
D I B 8700000008





B D I A B 1 6602000000
C I CC 4600100000
F CI GGC 6680000100
(; tl EA 6501000000
N M C 1600000000
z__ E B 8700000008
BBC IAAC 0 9520000008




C i I GA D 3700200000
C ]E FF 9500110006
c i B 4600001000
C IK H C 9600000000
BC IABGD 0 9601000000
C IB L 7400000O08
D C 940OOO0006 I
I
c















1 23 LDN 1483
1 1 HI PER




2 13 57322 K2
I 23 LON 1463
8 1 32 X0432+361
1 2 DO10575
8



















1 2 DO 10614
C
3 2 130 10619
C











































6 8 Coords SMJ SMN #






































































































Flux Density Flags Associations
(Mot Color Corrected)
12 _,m 25 p.m 60 _m
(Jansky}



















































































































































































































































































































































C L 860 t0OC
9701 90C










































































a 8 C_o_s C 12 _m(s) (') (") (') (°) N
Flux Density
(Jansky)
4430+3296 21 92 3 .25L .35L .40L
4430+3924 19 80 3 .25L .26L .40L
4430+3441 6 81 4 .53 .28L AOL
4431+3348 26 61 2 2SL .29L .40L
4431+3519 25 80 21 .28L .33L .47L4432+3647 80 1.13 .70 A0L
4433+3715 9 80 2 i ,89 .46L .40L4434+3552 80 3: .43 .28L .40L
4434+3556 ; 80 232 .72 .28L .40L
4436+3459 2 81 .25L .61L .40L
4438+3558 16 62 .26L .48L i .42L
4438+3420 20 62 2 .25L .36L .64L
4438+3544 5i 80 3 4.17 1.06 .40L
4439+3921 6 80 a 19.64 7.12 167
4439+3301 ;! 81I 82 3o, 40,
4440+3358 20 81 .27, .31_ .40_4,0+315, 81 .34 .28_ .40,
4441+3231 g _ .44_ .33, .592 6 .26 .27_ .43,4442+3_5 23 8o2 .,5_ ._5, .40_
4,,+3638 .6, .30_ .40L4445+3908 ; _ 3
.40L,26:1.03
4446+3213 14 _81 32 .25L .29L .40L4447+3033 27 83 .27L .81L .40L
4449+36574448+3951 2_ _ 3 .64 .30: .40L.25L ,29L ,40L18oi 1.85 1.oo .40L4450+3911 3
4450+3640 11 80 3 .58 .27L .40L
4451 +371t 26812 25L ,54L ,44L
4452+3218 83 811 .61 .28L .40L
4453+3151 2; 2_ 2 .25L .46L .40L4453+3051 813 1.85 .98 .40L
4454-_ 3816 9 2 .75 .40L .40L
4456+3640 9 822 .29 32L .63L
4457+3630 12 81 2 ,44 .25L .56L4459 + 3454 81 2.87 .80: .40L
4459+3533 12 81 2 37 .33L .40L
4459+3244 26 81 2 .73L .62L ,40L
4459+3515 7 81 3 .44 .32L .40L
4460+3121 5 81 3 3.02 35 .40L
4480 + 3506 1.78 ,43: .40L
4461+3909 I E I 33 .79 .28L .40L
4461 +3050 5 81 , 3 2.43 .63 .40L
4461+3354 29 82 2 .25L .40L .76L
4461+3715 8 82 2 .60 .31L 1.33L
4464+3150 7 81 3 .75 A5: .40L
4464+3557 37 80 2 .70L .55L .42L
4465+3724 8 80 _3 12.52 3.05 .82
4485+3353 28 81 2 .25L .25L .40L
4465+3950 8 80 3 .66 .29L .40L
4466+3626 9 803 .43L .29L .92
4466+3607 10 81 3 .74 .30L .40L
4467+3709 ; 60!3 .74 .51L .40L4488 + 3839 80 .68 .26L ,40L
4488+3o46 12 82 _ .44, .25L 1114469 + 3020 82 i 5.19 2.36 .53:
446g+3228 I 81 3 4.89 2.41 33:4469+3319 61 ' ,82 .26L .40L
4469+3650 31 81 2 ,25L .31L .42L4470+3450 6 6212 .31 .33L ,4OL
4470+3o02 5 62=3 s.gs 4.s3 .644471+3318 128112 .49_ .26, .704471+3_ 21_o_ .25_ 45, 4o_4472+3730 24 -o! .29L 29L 4OL
4472+3357 11 812 .76L .65L .40L473+3920 0 5 6 217 6,
,476+3126 I 81_ 150 32 40_44 5 2_ 2 6 .25_ .33, .40
,4,6+3,55 16 812 .25 .27_ .48,4476÷3719 17 612 .24 .28_ _43_
4476+3046 16 823 .25_ .30_ .40_
,78+3832 13 812 .39 .39_ .41_4478+32_ 5 813 2.44 1._ .40_44,8+3352 8 813 .30_ .33, 1.184481+3643 12 822 .26 .28_ .40_
4481 +3726 10 81 I 3 .37 .36L .40L
4484+3958 80 3 .68 .25L .40L
82 .25L .88L .40L4485 + 3533 26 2
4485+3050 17 ; 2 .47L ,40L .41
4486+3746 26 80 2 .26L .33L .40L
4486+3042 1 82i 3 3.77 6,55 7.264486+3333 81 .42 ,30L .40L
4487 + 3932 6 80 3 1,49 .39 .40L
4487 + 3942 7 80! 3 36 .84 2.45
4487+3707 30 82 2 .28L A0L .65L4488+3858 8113 3.70 1.57 .4OL4488+3104 9 82 64 ,36L .40L
4488+3042 _ 6233 .33: 1.39 2.38:4469+3633 61 88 .37L .40L
44,0+3748 ,_'I0'i33 .58 .39L .40,4490 + 3912 .49 .28L .40L
4491+3825 6 80 3 16.60 7,75 2.46
4492-F 3116 8 62 3 1.43 .43: .40L
4492+3637 7 99 3 12.91 3.73 6.44
4493+3655 18 813 25L .25L .40L
4493+3112 6 82 3 1.O0 .61L .40L4493+3756 81 4.28 127 .41L
4494+3246 14 81 3 .44L ,34L .52
4497-_ 3805 25 80 2 .25L ,35L .40L
Flags
(Not Color Corrected) V L
2S _lm 60 him f00 lira Flux Corr A Confusion R 5
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2
D GJ L B 9601000008 4
C NG B 9500000000
C 9401000008 i
D D 4700000100
F E D 56010000O0 I
BE AB 166010O001O
C A H 9601000000BG 2601120000 I 1
B BG 2601120000 1
C EMB I 9600000000
E KG C 2501120000 1
D I C 9501000018
AF H 0 7600110000
D B i 9600000008
D E D 4701000000
B E 1 4600000000
C E 6600000000
AA F 0 7600101000
C K K 7600000000
C CC 5602000010
B 6400010008







D E I 5500000020
B D 47OOOOOOOO
B C A B F 6: 4600000000
BBE AAA 7 9701000000 16
B BFHL j 4600000000
D GJ C 86O10O0OO8
D B 9500000008
C B 7400000108
D L C 4500000020
O C 7600110000






FC AA E 0 9600001000
BF AB 0 660O000000
B A N 4700000000
BD AB J 8 9501011008
D HJ D 7700000120
C B M 9500000000F CI 1 9601010000
D F 1700000000
BBC AABF 0 9601000000 181
O D 6700000130
D B J 1600000000
C M BC 4600000000
B G 2701000000B F 97000O0OO0 i
B B J H 9500000008
C E D L D E ! 9600000348
BEC AAD 9! 9400000008
BED AAA 946010000001
B ADH I 2600100000 i
C D E 9600000000
C CD 9400000008 ;
BCE AABE 9i5410000008!




B C A A C 09600000000
B D A E 0 9600002000




C C F H I 9500000338
BC C AA 12600100010F B A 8700000000
cC E 76OOOO0OOOB 9700000000
! 1600110000;B F B:B! 9400000008
c o 860100oo001
HD 9501000008 j
BBC C F B 9781000000 IAAAB 5 9601110028
C E 7600000000
B D A E 6600000000
CBAAcccc _ 330oo02200!
A A B D [ 9600000000BC 29501001008
cCcD BH ! 3700100000DAAC 2'96811100281
B AI G 9501210338
C B B 9600000000
B B L 9700000000BC AAA 1 9500000008 16
BD AAJG 0 3600110000
BBCD AADD 1 9581110338 17 C'
D H B 9600001008
C AH 13700110000
BD AAK 81 9701001020 8
C D E I 3500000000









2 13 57431 F0
2 13 57432
1 23 LDN 1505
1 2 0010756
1 2 0010760
4 13 57440 NB
8 1 32 X0448+327
5 13 57441KO
2 2 0010769I 13 57445
8j 1 13 67446 K0
4 13 57447K2
8 1 32 X0446+338
I
!
, 1 19 81













I 23 LDN 1513
I
8 2 1 UY AUR
1 13 57462
1 13 57464
4 1 32 X0448+396
!
:_ I 23 LDN151313 57469 K0
1 13 57470 K5
6 13 57472















































'Confusion Flags: I) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
426
!1 ! i_
Right Ascension: 04h49m49"-04h56 m14'
Position (1950)
Name Galactic Uncertainty
a 8 u 8 Coords SMJ SMN 0
h m. . , (s) (') I b (') (') (')
04496+3044 - 8
04499 + 3418 6
04499+3719 4
04499+3610 5
04502 + 3643 - 4
04502+3929 3
04502+3121 - 8
04503+ 3713 - 4
04503+ 3114 I- 8










04511 + 3840 3- 3
04511 +3546 }- 5
04512+3041 2-- 8
04513+ 3141 I - 7
04514 + 3542 )- 5
04514 +3819 3- 3
04516 + 3949 5- 2
04517 + 3114 2- 8
04517+3237 1 - 7
04517 +3704 7- 4
04517+3336 0- 6








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































a 6 Coords SM/ SMN 6 12 /._m
ham..8, (s) (') ] b (') ('3 (')
04562 + 3707 188
04564 + 3458 169. 41
04565 + 3223 172
04565 + 3354 170- 1 i;
04567 + 3558 169-
04568 + 3952 166- i
04568 + 3919 166- .!
04568 + 3644 168 - .:
04569 + 3934 166 5.
04569 + 3606 169 - .I
04571 +3637 169- .;
04572+3701 168-
04573 + 3400 170- .;
04575 + 3804 167- 2,;
04576+ 3521 169 2.7
04576+3152 172- .,_
04576 + 3949 166 - .3
04576 + 3240 171 - ,E
04576 + 3939 166 .4
04578 + 3242 171 - ,3
04578 + 3905 166 - .2
04579 + 3845 167- 2,0
04579 + 3953 166 - ,3
04579 + 3622 169 - .2
04579 + 3221 172- 1.2
04579 + 3637 [68- 2:
04580 + 3307 71 - _2:
04581 +3735 68 .21
04581 + 3708 68 - .61
04581 + 3910 66- ,5_
04581 + 3043 73- 1.1
04582 + 3826 67- 1.21
04582 + 3843 67-- .4!
04584 + 3509 70 - .6_
04584 + 3947 66 - .2 ¢.
04584 + 3211 72- .2=
04584 + 3529 69- ,2_
04585 + 3915 66 - 1,8_=
04586 + 3813 57 .41
04587 + 3658 58 - .40
04587 + 3031 ;'3- .25
04587 + 3351 71 - .56
04587 + 3130 T2 -- 27
04587+3315 _'1 - .67
04587 + 3125 r3 - , .32
04587+3616 _9- : 25
04588+3201 r2-q .36
04589 + 3514 r0- ' .25
04590+3736 _8- ', ,25
04590+3911 _6- ; .28i
04591 + 3435 '0-, .90
04591 +3834 ;7- ; .59
04594+3614 '0 , .251
04595 + 3006 '4 ; .301
04595+3639 ;9- : .83
04597+3830 ;7- ; .251
04597+3131 3- ( .37
04597+3218 2-- ( .74
04599+3036 3 ; 54
04599+3630 9- C" ,65
04599+3049 3- 7 ,251
05001+3213 2 E A3
05001 +3805 7- _ .40
05002+3852 7-- 2 .28L
05005+3712 8- 3 .25L
05007+3257 2- 5 1,20
05008+3914 7- 1 .35
05009+3136 3- 6 .28L
05009+3754 3 2 .34
05010+3025 4- 7 2.24
05010+3945 3- 1 .33
05011 +3727 3- 2 .78L
05013+3900 P'- 1 .25L
05013+3234 .>- 5 _64
06013+3018 I- 7 2,99
05017+3625 }- 3 .26L
05018+3349 I- 4 .32
05018+3253 !- 5 .29L
05019+3649 l- 3 .25L
05019+3453 l- 4 .36
05019+3837 '- 1 ,90L
05021 +3235 !- 5 .42
05022+3125 I- 6 .52
05022+3514 t- 3 .73
05022+3433 - 4 .33L
05024+3250 !- 5 .43
05024 + 3335 - 4 .25L
05025+3342 - 4 1,20
05025+3047 - 6 ,45
05026+3721 - 2 5.35
05026+3325 - 4 .25L
05028+3614 - 3 ,25
05028+3847 - 1 ,25L
05029+3639 - 1 6,79
05029 + 3135 6 ,25L
05030+3745 - 2 .25L
05030+3730 - 2 2.01 1
05031 +3447 4 2.57
05031+3519 3 1.51 i
05031+3801 - 2 i 26 I
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)
























































































100 pm Flux Corr A Confusion
Uncs Coef R Flags*
4 F I 650110(
6 B B A I 84O000C
1, 96O000C
1. B C A E 9700000
3. E B 46OO000
8. I F 3481011
2. C B F 0600000
2 D D 9600000
2. BC AA 1600000
2. F 2600000
2. F 7600010
2.; C 31 7600000
3._ 9501000
6.! 3 C _, A 95000O0_
1 ._ 3 D _ B 76000001
3.: G 9600000_
2.! E 5600100i




1.,_ 3 F _,A 6600100(
1.7 ) 76001001
3.:' . D 6600000(
10.2 ! D _ B 9400000(
5.E d I 65800O0C
2.7 I 3600000£
2.6 9501O00C
2.3 ; I E 3600010C
1,5 ; i K B7O00O0C
1.9 ;O ,C 36000010
1,3 ;E C 27000000
1.6 : I t6o01000
10.7 H )4000100
2.5, C E ( r600o000
3.4 H E _6000001
3,0' _60O0O00
1.6" C B[ 17100000
1.8" F 16O0O00O
7.01 HI 14000100
2.6; d F 16O00OO0





3.4, ¢ l 6000000(
6.80 5000000"




3,05 I _ H 50100O0_
2.12 C 3C 500O000C
6.81 3F 4010000£







7.261 _1 io0 10030
2.79 F I '0100000
3.01 E J _ _010O032;
7.87: CE ;CI i81o0035;
2.031 I _00O000(_
10,371 C B ;0000000_
6.391 M ;00000001
2.611 tC :E ( ;00000201
2.011 O001000(
10.24l D D1 00000001
3.63 E I ( 0000041(
5.551. 000O000(
1,93L 0000100(
2.21 C IGE 0O00000_
1 .S3L 0O0OO00(
8.49 DE C( 81O0025_
3.17 CD AE O0000O0E
1.72: D F 0100000£




2.03 D E F 30000000
8.52L )1000028
1.94 C 8 )000O10O
1.51L KI_ )0010000
2.20L )O00O000
8,35L C _ F )0000208
5.50 _ C =1B 10000030
2.52L 11000000
3.70 D -I B )0000008
7,51L D 3F 10000018
4.70 D J S 13000008
8.51L ,3 3D )0000O06
8.24L : )0001008
1.81L " 2 K 12001230
2.13: _D 30 _00000
9.32L I1110018




R S A Sep


































5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
428
il ! i






a 8 Coords SMJ 5MN 8
(s) ('_ I b ('3 C) (')
05032+3026 1- 6 I
05033+3042 1- 6 I
05034+3436 I- 4 [
05035+3126 3- 6 I
05037+3421 I- 4 I
05038+3761 3- 2 I
05039+3045 1- 61
05040+3227 Z- 51
05041 +3224 2-- 5 I
05041 +3250 2- 5 I
05041 +3807 8-
05042+3735 B- 21
05042+3043 4- 6 I
05043+3015 4- 6 I
05043+3242 2- 5 I
05043+3952 7- 0 I
05044+3331 2- 4 I













05051 +3417 '1 - 4
05051 +3108 '4- 5








05056 + 3856 37- 1





05061 +3956 87+ 0
05061 +3337 72- 4











05066 +3432 71 - 3
05067 + 3436 71 -
05067 +3652 69 -
05068+3919 67- (





05071 +3355 172- :
05072 +3230 173 ,
05072+3207 173- ,
05073+3552 170- :







05076+ 3423 171 -
05078+3155 173-
05076+3726 169-
05078+ 3418 171 -
05079+3046 174
05079+3713 169-
05080 + 3116 174 -





05081 + 3616 t70-
05081 + 3536 170-
05082+ 3553 170 -
05082 + 3044 174 -
05083 +3241 173
05084 13417 172=
05064 + 3135 174 -




12 Fm 25 p.m 60 pm 100 _tm
(Jansky)
.41L .34L .59 1.64L
.68 .34L .40L I 1.34L
2.34 31 .40L I 2.25L
.25L .38L ,40L I 2.19
1.89 1.15 .40L I 1.90L
.25L .34L .53L I 3.44
.25L .66 1.00 2.14
.25L .33L ,40L I 3.33
1.21 ,54 ,40L I 6.20L
3.19 .84 .49 8.09L
Flags
V
Flux Corr A Confusion









.25L .32L .40L I 3_72 C i CI
.74 .29 .40L I 8.20L ) )
9.12 2.73 .57L I 1.32L : bC
.39L .64L .40L I 2,10 ! D B I
.98 .46L ,40L ] 8,44L
.40 ,33L .40L I 1.71 L
.58 .32L .40L ' 1.90L : HI
.28L .25L .82 1.82L C .IC B
.25L .29L .40L 3.57 C _ C
7.61 3.05 ,43: 6.03L 3D _.D
,25L .33L .37: 3.61 DC "D D
.25L .48L .55L 2,44 E _FC
2.18 3,50 3,30 1.46: =DC kAD
,25L ,36L ,40L 3,15 C F
,49 ,30t ,40L 1.96L
.25L .35[ .40L 2.43 E C
.67 .52[ ,40L 2.54L - J
1.73 30[ .40L 2.34: E -" D
.25L .261 .43: 3.62 C£ CB
1.42 .46t .40L 8,92L
2.81 .72 .40L 1.85L ,3 3 L
.30L .36t .49L 2.47 ( MF B
1.26 .47 .40L 645L D BG
.31 .341 .87L 3.19L M
1.24 .441 A0L 8.95L D
.30 .371 .40L 2.71L
.26L ,321 .40L 3,04 [ KC
.32 .361 A6L 3.26L
.25!. .361 1.06L 2,13 [ HG
3.62 1,98 ,40L 6.34t C
17,30 6.06 1.38 9,661 BC AAB
,97 ,50 .40L 2,22t D B MJ
.24 .28 ,45L 8,551
,74 .22 ,40L 10.00[ E B
.251 .30 .42L 2.82 I E C
.671 .38 ,40L 2,06 I B F
6.20 2.32 ,45: 1.441 C O A B
.251 .39 .64L 2.79 I I E
.68 .29 .42L 3.191 D
.35 .72 .40L 2.931 L
.411 .31 1.45 8.35: EC DAI
A5 .26 .40[ 14.871 : K
.341 .28 .69: 3.34 O GE
39 .31 .40L 2.231 _ :
.25 .25 1.14 3.15 C Sl
1.63 6.8e 44.83 90.60 ;B D A B t
2,19 67 .40[ 13,93 _C ,B
1.24 .2_ 1.441 13.76 I ,HI r
2.10 1.25 .531 8.29 IC ,AJ
1.22 .3{ 1.241 6.23 ;D ,CM
.25 2; 1.071 7.91 ', G(
1.63 6( .461 10.98 ) _BJ
2.9g .7: .431 2.77 _C _BJ (
3.4E .91 .461 1.66 _C _AGI
.3E ,2( .62 14.14 13 DI
6.4_ 1,8, 1.29 5.19 ]C _,AHI
.6,_ .1" .40 1.8(; ]E _,O
.5( .2! 1.36 14.5(; 3 ]
4.5.= 1.3 ,40 8.4C 3C kAN
,2.= .4! ,40 2.74 M '
1.8"; .7, .40 6.81 3C kAJ
.5; .3 .40 3.5; .3 31
2,8: .7 .40 13( ]C _B
2! 2 .44 4,0( E MD
2! ,3 ,40 3.2_ J
2.8_ 1.1 ,4C 9.8,= 3C =kA
,4_ .3 .4C 18,2( _,F .3E
1.11 3.8 74.07 188.3, EB( DED
.7_ .3 .4£ 2.0' BE BDH
1.1 .3 .4( 9.7 CO AS
.4 .3 .4( 11 9! F DF L
,_ ,4( 13.61 CD CC
.5 .7; 4.2_ ( E B
.; .4( 2.3 M
1.1 .E 1.7' tl.2' D( FBB
1.3 .L .4( 2.0 CD AC
2 _; .7( 4,7 I I_
1.3 4.; 33.6_ 53.8 BB( AAA
.E .-= .41 8.0 B AB
,2 .; 3.61 14.1 I I J C
._ .; 1.1; 11.2 B I At C
. 5.9! 13.6 C_ BA, _
.I .4_ 4.6 J
2.1 J .4 13.2 BC AB
1.1 .! .4 t.5 B AH
.4 3,_ C BB
" 1.1 9.£ B(
.4 8.E ;C BI
13.( [C
.4,6




S 2 # T Name Type _'_ Mag
01825 133
DO 11030 90













































Right Ascension: 05h08m38"-05h13m17 ' Declination: +30"-+40"
Position 0950) Flux Density
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
ct 8 Coords SMJ SMN 0 'O 12 pm 25 pm 60 /,tm8


























:)51O6 + 3723 358.72
35100+3201 .40L
35100+3424 1.39
)5100 + 3433 1,70L








)5103 + 3355 .70
)5104+3447 2,02
)5104 + 3747 .43L




)5107 + 3059 ,40L
)5108 + 3444 350L
)5108+3450 1.66
) 5108 + 3640 .50L
)5109 + 3445 3.50
)5109 + 3544 .40L
)5109 + 3241 2.07:
)5109 + 3956 ,40L
)5109 + 3336 .80
)5110+3559 .42L
)5110+3237 ,93




)5113 + 3003 .40L
)5114+3120 ,41L
)5114 + 3635 ,40L
)5114 + 3927 ,57
}5114+3155 .40L





)5119 + 3634 ,40L
)5119 + 3549 .52L
)5119 + 3243 .61
)5120+3320 .40L




)5123 + 3131 .42L
}5123 + 3628 ,63L
)5124+3217 .54:
)5124 + 3809 .40L
)5124+3416 2.28L
)5124+3414 2.28
)5125 + 3639 1.01
)5125 + 3446 10_57L
)5125 + 3531 1.50L
)5126 + 3442 12.81
}5127+3722 .40L
)5127 + 3655 .47L
)5127+3116 .47L
)5128+3007 .40L
)5128 + 3948 .72L
)5129 + 3435 5.29
)5129 + 3429 12.63:
}5130+3415 19.16L
)5130 + 3420 17.35
)5131 +3700 .40L
)5131 +3039 .77




1O0 u,m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R FlaBs* S 2 # T
.40L i 2,85 C D 7502000010
.43L 2.37 D M C 6600100000
.40L 6.04L C BC H 9601100036
,40L 1.58L C BCG 4500010000
40L 11,58L DD BC I 5 6400000018
1.84 9.13 C D C D B 5742000438
.40L 2.31L D AM 6600100000
.40L j 5.00 C L C B 8400000t00
35.69: 53800313388,10 I ECD DCCB
,47L 11.91LI BF ABH 0 6500100008
3.28L 17.54 ] E N EB 94C200144C
1,24L 11.55L C DEI 560000000(:;
.79L 3.56 F I DB 2600O6000C
.40L 1.62L B AL 4500010000
.97 11,99L C L E E 5601000408
,40L 1.85 D K F 7700000000
.40L 15,65L iB C 9601000008
.40L 2.92 [ C NE 5680000100
.40L 3.44 C H E 8680000010
6.91: 29.42: I DFF IFCEC 950123544C
I
4.48 10'05LIF _D BCD 9601120308.40L 13.51L CF I 6600100208
,90 5.45:! GNBE 5500000230
.40L 9.30L C B K 3500000008
1.74L 11,37 D F C 968000052C
538.31 BBBC DBBA 1 9100043338
2.61L ID BJ 58010000007.64: CE BCB 5743011548
11.29L CC AB 0 960034431C
1.77L !C B B 6501010000
1.75L C A B 7500000000
5.73 C L C B 6600000436
29.47L CDD FBBD 0 954144543C
15.46L C C 9541120308
7.74 CE GDBA 7700001308
5.46 CE ECB 9701000108
2.69 D F C 260100000C
4,41: D D E F C 5880000308
26_38L E I 1 CF 950232050C
2.53 D C 9600000010
14,17L C CG 9500100008
28,70 DE I C 9501001128
4.30 ED L EC 980100060C
26.38 EF LDOC Co60121000C
2.35L C B C 6500000000
7,66L B BCEI 670443211C
26.36L E MCJ 660131020C
3,14 C ECC 9800000108
13A8L E I B 870133331C
11.56L B B G 6401000006
28.65 DDDF BCBD 5 9381234240
3.10 C I DC 7681000130
11.12L D CC 870100010C
7.58L C C C 7600000008
2.15L C B 9601101010
g,20L FDE DED 0, 670414350C
2.11L C DA 8601000010
67.00 BCCD CABC 3, 9280134340
2_78 E L I H 13600000000
1.68L BD AA 3 4601000000
4.19 C C ACJ D 3700000010
3.90 F C 9501000318
2,44: BDCD ACDE 0 i 7700001106
2.82L C B 0 8700000000
1.82L B D A D 3600000000
12.64 B C 770000000C
28.51 D LHHD 960214293(3
11.02L C BHJ 0 970200100C11.54 BB AAC 960000000
4,56 D JD C 9401000318 _
4.20 D GC 6780000328
6.17 C DE) BCGE) 8680110710
2,85L B AG 3800000000
10.45L E GC 970400O60C
2,34L C B M 7801100100
42.82L E E EC t 1960037456C
2.35L E CFK ' 5600000000
2.81 E) E 8700000010
4.25 F GC F C 5400000328
3.91 DC GCE 2700000110!
2.22L C CI 3600000000
4.39 E) J EB 990121400(3
14.62L EE GEB 980110200C
2,13: CD J I BE 9500000108
72,66L D F [3K E 950227566C
11.61L C E) 640000100C
12.39L D MCB 970215554C
3.23 F NC 9600000008
4.67 E D E DC 9782000308
3.96 C KLDE 3600000110'
2.65 E) E 5700000000
2.45L C C N 5600000000
15.76L EF DBCN 970215250C
25.99 CFEE) DEBB 0 960214341C
61.66L CC CDE 7 960333420C
61_66 EEFE DDBB 0 954224330£:
12.86L B AC 9401134328
1.85L CBF AAC 3j 3600000000 15
1.51L B AB I 6700000000




Name TYPe C) Mag
1 39 B2 0508+32 99 408
3 13 57738 7 82
D 1 32 X0509+383 43 13
1 2 DO 11108 37 103
2 13 57745 G5 23 8_
8 1 32 X0509+386 53 8
3 13 57755 A3 12 47
7 5 22 $228 62 480
2 13 57757 A7 6 83
1 1 DV AUR 49 3
2 13 57768 10 81
1 39 VRO31,05,02 77 610
1 17 303 31 154
B 3 10 M+05-13-001 129
8
1 23 OCL 0435 217
B 4 10 M+05-13-001 99
2 13 57788 M0 17 85
4 1 13 57789 K0 9 672 13 57791 10 81
1 2 [3011140 57 96
2 2 DO11141 40 111
4
4 I 32 X0512+358 118 4
2 13 57797 K5 21 88
4 13 57798 14 76
5' 22 $229 1589 3900
3 23 VDB.66N 034 1316
1 23 LDN 1510 364
2 *23 LE)N 1510 288
2 "23 LDN 1510 555
2i 4 "22 $229 316 3900
7 " 1 AE AUR 19 4
4 22 $229 205 3900
3 1 17 306 38
2 23 CED 042 231








h_m.. ,6 (s) C) I b
05133 +3734 ) 0
05134 + 3408 _- 2
05135 + 3621 3- 1
05135 + 3426 2- 2
05135 +3657 )- 1
05135+ 3218 4- 3
05136 + 3844 g+ 0
05137 + 3437 2- 2
05137 +3959 B+ 1
05137+3443 2- 2















05143 +3325 '3- 3
05143+3637 _9+ 1















05151 +3425 72- ;
05151 +3435 72- ;






























































12 _m 25 urn 60 p.m
(Jansky)
.35: I 4UL I1 _ 4 8
.44L .63: I 7.56 I
.25L .32L' .4eL i
.38 .45: 5 15: [
.51 ,77 9.55 I
,25L .39L 57L I
.66 .34L .52L I
.51 .45: B 14 I
.45 .27L .4OL I
.28L .27L 4.37 I
7.12 30.30 40.04 ]
1.14 ,40 .4UL I
1,38 1.14 8.06: I
•33 .28L .69L I
,36L ,29L 3 72 '




















































































Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12. 25.
Hags
v
1oo _m Flux Corr A Confusion
Uncs Coer R Flags*
1.94L
37.71 F D 3 B I
3.85 C D I
11,12L E E
35,28 CO BA I
























5.87L O _E H
3.36: C[ CB
4.06 CE lAB

















6.65 J B (
D
22,69 D DCE
7.15 C J FE
18.17 F I DE
22.69 FD BFE
I CF
































































































































a _ Coords SM] SMN 0




































































































1No1 Color Corrected) V L C
12 pm 25 um 60 p.m 100 /gin Flux Corr A Confusion A


















































05208+3150 B2 0521 +31A
"Confusion Flags: I) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
432
',l li
Right Ascension: 05h20m54'-05h24 m25'
Position (1950)
Name [ Galactic5 a 8 Coordsham. . , (s) C) t b





05211 +3345 r3- 1
05212+3514 _2- C
05212+3301 _4- 2 !
05212+3246 _4- 2
05212+3942 )9+ 2
05212+3720 rl + 1























05221 +3408 73- 1
05221 +3949 69+ 2























05231 +3512 173- C




















05236 +3645 171 +
05236+3826 170+








05240 + 3841 170+
05241 +3439 173 -





05243 + 3426 173-
05243 +3824 1170+
05244. 3829 _+
•Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours
Flux Density Flags
Uncertainty






































































































Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1)
(Not Color Corrected)








































































































Flux Corr A Confusion
Uncs Coef R Flags*
iOD )122040C ]
E C B )112040C [
FE )CE 30161458 ]
L )010OO0C I
310100(30 I
ED _DB )012353C I
D ;FB )210150C I









C G B DO00130C





E J E 00OO0O0C
[ GA '01000208
F E EB A 4224443C
D _ K _00001100
DD BDC 0000031C
DE CE ,0010051C



















































































































X0524 _ 384 3
433
Right Ascension: 05h24m27'-05h28m03" Declination: + 30 °- + 40 =
Position(1950)
Name




a 8 C_r_s 5MJ SMN O)(s) C) C) C) ( N
05244+3040 27.1 21 176--2 31 6863 1.88
05245+3424 34.8 15 1730 21 6 85 3i 1,83
05246+3414 39.1 53 173-0 28 15 85 31 .25L
05247+3721 42.4 57 171+ 1 53 8 85 3 1.26
05247+3427 43,5 49 173-- 0 38 6 85 3 2.66
05247+3422 44.2 35 173- 0 15 6 86 3] 1.6605247+3844 44.8 20 170+ 2 22 7 86 .75
05248+3710 50.5 57 171+ 1 51 8 85 3 95
05248+3004 53.6 38 177- 3 82 20 86 3 .25L
05249+3813 56.5 44 170+ 2 23 7 ! 65 3 .53
05249+3208 59.5 2 175- 38 85 .33L
05249+3410 59.6 174- 57 1 85 .48L
05250+3421 2.5 32 173- 0 48 87 3 .63L
05250+3847 3.9 6 170+ 2 62 76i 88_5 3 .44L05251+3439 6.7 251 173+ 55 2 .81
05251+3419 7.8 12 173- 0 51 10 J 87 2 .79
05251+3718 11.3 15 _ 171+ 2 29 14 85 3 .25L
05252+3942 12.2 50 169+ 3 55 14 85 3 .26L
05252+3359 12.2 59 174- 0 29 9 85 3 .78
05252+3532 12.6 43 172+ 1 30 11 85 3 .27L
05252+3423 13.2 60 173- 0 32 7 85 3 1.12
05252+3700 13.7 33 171+ 1 24 8 85 3 .25L
05253+3454 19.7 19 173+ 0 24 11 102 3 .25L
05253+360422.1I 173+0 24 6 85'3 .93
05253+342122.813173_021; 85ii5253+ 8303.541 70+2 34 1 5 .26L
o5284+366127.624170+2 so 18 86 3 .26L
052844+3824 27.8 8 170+ 2 24 7 .27L05284+30°o64;176288 25L05255+3200 31.ol 175- 36 30 2 .56L
05255+3900 32.4 33 170+ 3 21 7 86 3 20.91
05255+3222 35.4i 59 175- 1 38 6 85 3 10.13
05256+3049 36.3 6176- 2 26 6 863 .95
05256+3226 36.6 i 17175- 1 28 6 853 24.07
05256+3001 ]7.81 30 177- 2 67 25 86 = 3 .25L
39.9 32 173+ 0 33 6
05256+3428 85!_ .9305256+3444 ,0.E 9 173+ 0 77 14 _ .65L05257+3206 42.5 52 175- 1 50 6 ,96
05257+304147.324177-23123862 .25L
05257+3420 47.5 11 174-- 0 23 9 85 3 .67
I
05258+3820 49.¢_ 39 170+ 2 ' 73 10 85 I 3 .25L!
05259+3839 55.4 32 170+ 2 70 16 85! 2 .28
05260+3415 0.4 27 174- 0 38 6 851 3 .88
05260+3816 3.6 38 170+ 2 45 16 84_ 3 .41L
05261+3652 7.6 46 171+ 1 90 29 86 2 .35L
05261+3906 8.5 59 170+3 32 9 86 3 .83
05261+3206 9.3 29 175-1 89 25 86 3 .25L
05261 +3922 9.3 4 169+ 3 33 6 86l 3 1.25
05261+3513 '10.1 57 173+ 1 49 11 85,1 3 .40
05262+3428 12.8 36 173+ 0 27 13 85 3 .25L
05262+3855 15.3 29 170+ 3 52 8 86 ! 3 .55
05262+3413 16.2 0174- 0 84 12 853 .31L
05263+3504 122.413173+ 0 55 7 85 i 3 .82
05264+3636 24.926172+ 1 64 8 853 .47
05264+3728 25.137171+ 275 15 862 .26L
05264+3435 27.147173+ 0 ' 26 10 85 I 2 .25L
05265+3054 30.4 i 2176-2 24 17 98 I 3 .28L
05265+3824 33.433 170+ 2 36 11 863 .49L
05265+3940 34.826169+ 3 87 19 672 1.03L
05267+3049 _12.828177 2 46 6 863 .71
05267+3321 _.6 5 30 t74 0 19 7 86 3 1.76:
05267+3327 4808 174-0 37 7 86 3 1.34
05268+3847 49.6 9 170+ 3 71 22 85 2 .87L
05268+3820 50.4 53 170+ 2 33 7 86 3 .30:
05268+3857 50.9 17 170+ 3 49 10 86 3 .50
05268+3114 51.3, 39 176 2 61 12 86 3 .3BL
05269+3913 55.7 26 170+ 3 44 3 86 3 1.38
05269+3728 57.1 49 171+ 2 26 7 106 3 .66
05269+3157 60.9 24 176- 1 71 9 86 2 .35
05270+3409 4.4 47 174+ 0 70 9 87 2 .35
05270+3510 4.E 20 173+ 1 90 16 87 2 .37L
05270+3846 5.g 34 170+3 37 15 85 3 .50L
05271+3059 7.7111762 27 6863 1.37:05271+3742 ' 8.134171+ 29 85 1.76
' 8,312105271+3451 173+ 0 34 13 85 3 25L
05272+3239 14.0 31 175- 1 58 32 85 2 .25L
05272+3531 16.5 27 173+ 1 46 85 90
05272+3141 17.4 11 176- 1 46 7 3 .77
05273+3258 18.5 52 175- 1 47 6 86 3 .86
05273+3059 18,6 45 176 2 24 8 87 2 1.12
05273+3245 19.7 29 175- 1 36 6 86 3 7.96
05273+3128 21.5 27 176- 1 24 6 86 3 4.36
05274+3521 24.2 26 173+ 1 55 15 85 3 .68L
05274+3432 26.8 47 174+ 0 25 10 851 3 .25L
05274+3345 27,6 37 174- 0 22 5 1001 3 6.89
05275+3424 33.8 19 174+ 0 25 11 85 i 3 .35L
05275+3650 34.5 10 172+ 2 43 12 851 _ .40
05277+3912 42.9 49 170+ 3 113 24 85 2 .25L
05277+3718 46.2 39 171+ 2 48 7 85 3 1.10
05278+3437 50.3 42 174+ 0 35 7 86 3 2.44
05278+3813 51.1 57 171+2 32 9 85 3 .36
05278+3152 53.2 5 176 1 21 7 86 3 2.22
05278+3716 53.6 32 171+ 2 33 15 85 2 .25L
05279+3829 54.8 38 170+ 3 63 14 86 3 .39L
05279+3424 9.647174+ 0 76 11 863 .25L
05280+3817 0.10 170+ 3 21 7 873 6.22
05280+3644 0.534172+ 2 27 7 853 2.65
05280+3208 2.855176-1 55 9 863 .35
05280+3152 3.26 176- 1 36 10 862 1.87L
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)






































































































v _s I c100 tam Flux Corr A Confusion A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
2.07L B D AB 0 6600000000
81.76: BC F CBBC 0 559342431C
15.29 E L E B 570211040C
13.98L BD AC 0 7501000208
2257L BF AB 21 57OO32010C
135.78: BDFF BBFD 01458235343C
8.44L BCC BAAB 2' 8780110458
13.19L2.92D C 8Cj B i 95000001089600000000
13.93 DCCC BBAA 6 4600011006
2.55 D GB 8801000000
24.30L D C 97011OO40C
Associations
Name Type _"_ Mag
3 22 $234 180 720
8 i 1 2 DO11268 70 103
4 17 338 76 01997 B0 64 88
C
4
59.33L 359.07L C B 81H 940343433C 3 22 $234 200 720
1.32 8.44L C I BG 4701110538 C 1 32 X0525+387 45 12
1.11: 18.46L C O 8FB 970120000C 1 13 58076 K0 3 67
28.49L 359.07L CD GC 0 940233533C 1 22 $234 335 720.86: 6.12 DE F FC 9600000208 454 10.65L C MD 46000000081
2.15L 20.04L C BGKF 970200010C
.97 5.78 E D NCB 76OOOO020C; 4
28.49L 359.07L CF DCJI 8 940335633C 3 22 $234 318 720
11.29 DD GDB 9501001308
14.32 E II B 3781OO041C 4
33.05 CCEF BBAA 075A003131C 1:1 32 X0525+350A 47 1
359.07L DCE CCBD 3949134454C
5.28 CD HCD 5700010208
4.52 C EGB 5700000336 _ 4
24.49 CCD DS DB 9400152438 9
10.72L C HD B 9500200008
2.19 C M O 8800000000
9.24L BBC AAA 0 5501000108 16 5 1 ADAUR 19 3
2.56L BBC AAB 0 7800102000 2 t 32 X0525+324 72 2
10.72 BCCD AAAA 5 9581100018
2.72L BBC AAA 2 78OO1020_ 2i 4 13 58083MB 6 87
3.26 C HI D 9600000010 I
20.37 C E BDI C 970312532C 1 17 341 37 168
18.96L D CO 170100030C 4
2.08L BE BH 0 7800000010 1 13 58084 K5 13 88
2.46 C | GO 4700100000









19.86L C D BCF
12.03 EE CB





15.61 FF _ EA
4.32 E L EC




























5.55 CCCD DAAB 5 8601101338
3.40L B BC F 9601000000
14.58L C D C 5501000008
2.08L BC ABJ M 1 ' 9600001000
40.71: CCCD CABA 2 7481013306
9_1 32 X0525+363 32 9
2 13 58089 22 83
1 7 1G 339 33
8
2 13 58095 5 87
4 1' 13 58108 K0 13 70
4 2 7 +371207 13
C
F 1 32 X0526+333 101 15
B 1 7 1G 341 751
4
4.01L C C C _ 6601000000
16.73L C C 960111OO0C
6.85L D EFD 8700100408
4.56 DC G GB 9680200600
166.25: EBDE EAAA 6282133338
56O0000008 i10.81L9.608CFDD AAjDc 10198810005481
3,47 F D 270010OO00 I
10.16L BE AB 0 4301001008
20.04L B BH '4501000108
3.04L B BE 2700010000
3.33L C BF 2701010000
65.24 CDFD CCBB 0 9391134320
3.33L BBD AAD 4 1700100000
2.97L BC AAG 0 4601001000
11.OOL C H DC 6600000008
11.17: DO GJ BD 98802OO41C
905.75 BBCC AAAA I 7222OO030C
11.30 EE E BCB 1970115240C
16.25L C C 9400000008
3,32 D HC 9601000000
12.62L BD ACL 3 5501100008
19.55L BC AA 0 97001OO42C
57.83 CDCF ECFB 0 73C0122458
3.87L 8D AAC 0 4600101000
4.35 D GCB 5701100008
12.85L C BG 9501000108
20.17L O L B 984001020C
57.83L BC AA 4 7300122348
.40L 5.12: BE DAB D 0 9600000008
.43L 4.57L C DK 7601000000
1.05 3.18L C ACB 3700101000
I 45 I 6
6 32 X0526+374
17 343 15 145
1 13 58124 G5 5 77
4
I 32×0527+387 _i32 ×0527+309 7
8
13 58129 K0 14 652 0011300 23 95
t 17345 44i
7 1 32 X0527+309 50i 7
1 24 30119 9' -6
3 i 13 58130 K5 3 70
4 1 3 RAFGL 5142 30
1 17 346 3 150
A 1 32 X0527+382 37 t0
1 17 347 51 136
A 3 13 58139 K5 7 71
2 13 58141 K0 12 71
1 2 DO11313 41 98
*Confusion F|ags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Proces_ng; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH}; 5} Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW},
434
_! i i'
Right Ascension: 05h28"_05"-05h32m32 '
Position (1950) Flux Density Flags
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected) V
a _ a _ Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 _m 25 /am 60 _,m 1(30 btm Flux Corr A Confusion
h m. o , (s) ( ) I b (') (") (') N (Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags i
05280+3408 5.4 11 ] 174+ 0 23 6 !101 3 2.87 2.91 58.45 931.67L BBE CDB 0 924135424C
05281+3706 6,7 15 171+ 2 30 13 85 2 ,25L ,26L 1,16 11.76L D FB' 7500102308
05281+3412 7.8 46 174+ 0 31 6 86 3 16,39 69,99 772.87 931,67 BBCC GCCA 0 924323335C
05281+3043 11.8 18 177-2 25 12 86 3 .47L ,32L 1,24 3,90: CD H BG' 2600000000
05282+3527 12.8 6 173+ 1 22 8 85 3 ,25L ,79 3,54 10,26 CCE HBBA 6680011228
05282+3602 15.2 51 172+ 1 92 22 85 2 .30L _69L .70L 3.29 D GB 6600000008
05283+3810 21.6 45 171+ 3 56 16 86 3 .36L .29L .81 7.37: CE E DD 7600002438
05284+3753 27.9 10 171+ 2 58 8 85 3 .50 .33L .40L 14.24L B C 6502100208
05285+3048 31,3 39 177- 2 57 19 86 3 .25L 32L .60L 4.16 C M EC 560010000005285+383633.815 170+3 59 11 86 3 .48 .29L .40L 15.33LC 8 J 95000000_
0_6 + 30S3 t_41, 4 31 177-- 1 44 _ 86 3 m5_ "30L .40L 2"_L B AN 67011000_
05287+3802 42.7 39 171+ 3 100 13 85 2 .24 .29L ,45L 12,66L C E 7500100008
05287+3800 145.8 60 171+ 2 70 15 86i 3 .31L ,29L .71 14.66L C B 7500100008
05288+3030 52.2! 57 ' 177- 2 49 6 86 I 33 .64 .25L .40L 2.44L C B 270000000005286+3004 52.9 47 177- 2 26 6 86' 1.76 1,04 ,40L 2.26L BC AA 2 5700001000
05288+321I 53.0 9'176- 1 38 6 86 3 2.90 .84 .43L 3.32L BC AA 2AB 0 660100000005286+3318 53.5 9 175-0 27 6 86 3 8.04 5,32 1,37 2.67L BBC 5700000100
05289+3403 55.1i57 174+ 0 38 7 88 3 1.01 .70 .66: I0.89L BCF ABD 1 670202000C
05289+3523 552159 173+ 1 32 7 86 3 .95 .32L .40L 12.66L C BG 5600011008
05290+3154 4,4 19 176 1 53 19 86 3 .25L .34L .42L 4.89 C, L B 9600000000
05290+3201 5.(] 6 176- 1 79 14 86 2 .40L .49L .65 5.27L C LEB 9600000000
05291 +3530 6.3 12 173+ 1 22 7 86 3 60 ,25L ,40L! 13.83L C C D 5500000218
05291+3021 6.3 29 177-2 51 8 86 3 ,27L ,31: .91 3.01L FC BAN 3700000000
05291+3454 11.8 13 173+ 1 39 15 851 2 .25L1 .28L .66 10.79L CD! C 950020021605292+3811 13.6 48 171+ 3 68 21 88 I 2 .25L 32L .63L 3.66 J EC 7601001008
05292+3443 16.5 3 174+ 1 73 9 86 2 .45 .26L 2.01L I 10,03L C ICC 350021012C
05293+3448 18,0 23 174+ 1 23 16 87 3 .25L ,25L 1.63 7.20 FE NLED 9641310658
05293+3254 22.0 15 175-- 0 58 7 86 3 132 ,49: .40L 2,84L BC DiASE, t 360000000005294+3247 25.3 48 175- 0 74 27 86 2 .27L .34L .99L 3.88 MJ GD 3601000110
05294+3209 28.9 27 176- 1 42 5 86 3 1.46 .35: .40L 3.32L, BE AEKD 1 5601000200
05295+3159 30.9155 176- 1 46 6 86 3 .62 .27L .40L 3.16L C BL 9600000000
05295+3646 31.046 172+ 2 59 8 85 3 .85 .25L 1.56L 13.27L C B E 940000000C
05295+3018 32.6116 177- 2 85 23 86 2 .25L .77L ,58L 4.25 C EEC 4700000000
05296+3526 37.5 43 173+ 1 30 13 86 3 .2SL ,25L 1.12: 5,33 DC! DB 5600000218
05296+3515 41.4i20 173+1 51 9 86 3 .31L .47L 1.80 14.70L C ' CAE 9500101118
35298+3938 48.t 23 170+4 43 37 88 2 ,27L .27L .40L 1.78 DI L F 9600000000
05296+3803 49.1 29 171+ 3 46 20 88 2 .25L .57L ,61L 3.71 El GHC 6601000008
05298+3714 50.7 55 172+2 33 10 85 3 .25L .2gL 2.03 12,01: DOiMECB 9581"_4333C
;)5299+3731 55,8 28 171+ 2 38 6 85 3 .70 .39L 1,47L 14.76L C AHG 850010143C
_)5300+3910 2.1 59 170+ 3 81 29 88 2 25L ,53L .49L 3.03 C HI D 9600000230
05301+3741 8.7 21 171+ 3 39 6 85 3 2.29 1.33 6.46L 21.45L BC AA 0 540120400C
35301 +3622 11,7 1 172+ 2 35 14 86 3 .29L ,28L .76 16.39L C MBB 9501000108
35302+3755 14.8 7 171+ 3 32 6 85 3 .35: ,94 1.40 6.19: CCFE DBCD 1 4600001228
35302+3739 15.2 5 171+ 3 35 6 85 3 .44: .80 6.46 21.45 :_CED CBBA O 540120423C
05303+3522 20.6 12 173+ 1 74 18 86 3 .25L ,30L .52: 3.97 DC J FC 4700000108
35303+3922 23.1 28 170+ 4 46' 5 87 3 1.06 .40 .40L 1.60L _CE ADI 0 8700000000
05304+3720 25.1 25 172+ 2 81 10 85 2 .32L .40 5,62L 22.03L E ODE 940124543C
35304+3242 26.2 55 175-0 40 6 86 3 3.43 .88 .40L 2.63L BC AA O 1601101210
35304+3434 26.8 22 174+ 1 41 6 86 3 1.39 .70 .40L 3.42L BD AB 0 9700000000
35305+3246 31.2 15 175- 0 69 13 86 2 .25L .43L .93 6.26 DD GBC 0501101210
05305+3229 31.5 43 176- 0 53 7 86 3 .69 .59L .40L 2.99L C AJ 2500000000
05305+3444 31.6 55 174+ 1 84 31 86 2 .49L .46L ,61L 4.05 D EFE 9600000410
05305+3029 32.0 3 177- 1 22 6 86 3 11.21 79.73 268.43 264.41 3BCC AAAA 1 2200122200
35305+3138 32.8 9 176- 1 84 30 86 2 1.06L .27L .40L 4.16 C K D 5600000000
35306+3722 36.5 10 172+ 2 39 9 86 3 ,25L .25L 5,62 22,03 DD NFBA 840020321C
:)5306+3041 37.1 13 177- 1 27 8 87 3 ,63L ,44: 2.08 4,54 I ECC HDAD 2600002000
05306+3033 37.5 29 177- 1 40 9 86 3 .25L 1,13 4.12 2.48L CC J BB 2700123200
:)5306+3318 40,6 6 175+ 0 48 8 86 3 .61 .28L ,40L 2.12L B BK 6600010000
05307+3110 45,3 35 177- 1 80 21 86 3 ,25L ,27L .40L 3.79 D HFGC 5700110000
:)5308+3752 50.1 8 171+3 32 8 85 3 .25L .46: 4.18 12.26 DCC CAA 6500000020
:)5308+3411 50.9 4 174+ 1 58 7 86 3 1.22 .31L .40L 2.76L B BHF 9702100520
35308+3935 51,4 46 170+ 4 25 20 176 2 .33L .28L .40L 2.22 C J E 6500000010
05308+3108 53.2 33 177- 1 34 5 86 3 .83 .27L .40L 2.30L; B BD 4700120000
35309+3249 57.1 30 175+ 0 69 13 86 3 .40L ,28L .60 3.16L C C 5600001210
05310+3212 2.0 1 176- 0 28 6 86 3 3.80 1.01 .40L 2.47L EC AA = 5 2600000000
:)5310+3410 2.7 0 174+ 1 18 11 66 3 .25L .28L 1.18: 6.06 DC DB 6781200640
05311+3835 7.3 36 171+ 3 23 19 86 2 .25L .65L ,49: 2.91 DC KEC 9600000110
:)5311+3522 7.5 48 173+ 1 87 9 88 2 .40 .49L .43L 15.09LID CK 9500000008
05311+3242 10.7 40 176- 0 57 9 86 3 ,58 .30L ,40L 3,24L'C B G 0600000000
:)5312+3610 14.1 36 173+ 2 57 6 86 3 .96 .31L ,41L 20.13L B BH 9500000008
05312+3115 14.3!37 177- 1 28 7 86 3 .65 .32L .40L 2.87L C CE 5700110000
:)5313+3111 18.5 55 177- 1 55 7 86 3 .65 .33L .40L 2.53L C Bt i 570012000005313+3734 19.4 38 171+ 3 29 5 86 3 .99 t.40 "13.74 41.19 BCEE 8AAA 0 840101320C
05313+3409 23.5 56 174+ 1 44 7 86 3 .55 .27L .40L 4,05L B BD D 6780200710
05313+3935 23.612 170+ 4 33 6 87 3 5.81 2.46 .45L 1 92L BB AAD 1 6600000000
:)5314+3631 28.1 3 172+ 2 64 16 86 3 .27L .29L .86: 4.58 DC K DB 9700000206
05315+3620 34.456 172+ 2 31 13 86 2 .25L .31L 1.30 7.91: CE MFD 9600210628
:)5316+3415 37.1 1 174+ 1 60 9 88 2 .40 .34L .43L 5.52L D DK 8600200300
:)5317+3349 42.8 3 175+ 1 21 6 86 3 2.68 .82 .40L 2.51L BD ABD 0 2600002000
35317+3427 44.3 47 174+ 1 46 14 86 2 .29L ,31L .56 2.64L i F FF 9700000000
:)5317+3413 45.715 174+ I i 56 14 86 2 ,29L .30L .63 5.I2L, C CF 5600100400
35318+3743 48.1 50 171+ 3 68 86' _3 .56 .26L 1.77L 20.23L CFE E B L 440000000C05318+3732 51.2117 172+ 3 30 7 86 i ,27L ,31: 4.95 12.92 EDBA 750201310C
:)5318+3641 52.0 53 172+2 86 15 _i32 .25L .33L .78 14.90L CDC C 960010000805318+3225 52.552 176- 0 49 8 .25L .29L 1.16 3.56 DBA 1500000000
05319+3054 54.0;29 177--1 28 6 86 3 2.42 .66 .44: 3.17: BC ABEB 4 1700010000
05319+3138 54.1135 176- 0 52 13 87, 2 .31L .28L .51 10.60L C C 7500000008
05319+3502 56.8j53 174+ 1 58 14 86 i 3 .31L .29L 1.57 15.86L C F 9400000408
05320+3313 0.1137 175+ 0 34 30 86 2 .25L .33L .40L 3,47 C D 3500000000
95320+3942 0.4 6 170+ 4 i 28 5 87 3 2.06 .60 .40L 1,71L BD ABE 0 9500000200
05321+3205 6.0 2 176-0 49 9 86 3 .25L .49L 1,59 4.76 CC CAC 3500000100
05322+3250 12.1 34 176+ 0 48 26 66 3 .25L .46L .43L 3.91 C J GD 3701000100
05322+3800 14.0 43 171+3 38 g 87 3 .75 ,47L .40L 1.82L 8 AD F I 8700000000
05322+3058 15,7 59 177-1 46 7 86 3 .64 .33L .40L 12.75L B AE I 9500000008
05323+3631 18.8 9 172+ 2:75 15 85 2 .46L .49L 1.92 16.82L D , E 9500110008
05323+3625 20.3 14 173+ 2 25 7 86 3 .32L ,56 1,46: 16.88L CD GCCN 8840104558
05323+3218 21.C 51 J76- 0 84 16 86 2 .71L .53L ,54 3,65L C CC 0500000000
95325+3514 30,9 13 174+ 2 28 6 66 I 3 ,70 .37L .41L 15.38L D CD 9600100008
05325+3510 31.C 6 174+ 2 77 25 86 [ 2 .25L .34L .49L 3.83 D EJ D 9700100006
05325+3608 32.3 24 173+ 2 59 13 87 2 ,95L .4tL 1.10 16.62L C MAB 6502000108

















































































































































05325+3807 35.8 171 + 3
05327+3547 42.1 3173+ 2
05327+3800 42.5 6171+ 3
05327+3454 44.00174+ 1












































)5343+3605 19.6 36 173+2
)5343+3148 23.51_5177+ 0)5344+3723 26.1 172+
35344+3331 27.e 50 175+ 1
)5344+3956 29.-" 21 170+ 4
35345+3157 32.E 40177+0
)5345+3002 33, 3178-1
)5345+3505 35.2 17 174+2
)5345+3556 359 57 173+ 2
)5346+3534 36.4 32 173+ 2
)5346+3559 40.8 37 173+ 2
)5347+3556 !423 1 173+ 2
35347+3142 42.8 9 177+0
)5347+3423 44.3 20 174+ 2
)5347+3038 47.6 52 178-- 0
35348+3051 48.3 37 177-- 0
35348+3140 52.9 32 177+ 0
35349+3841 57.460 171+ 4
)5349+3042 57.652178- 0
)5350+3535 0.5148174+ 2
)5350+3329 3.9 i 51175+ 1
)5350+3448 5.721174+ 2
)5350+3002 5.E 42178- 1
35351+3549 6.4 173+
35351 +3138 !8.5 2_ 177+ 02
35351 +3337 '10._ 3 175+ 1
)5352+3558 15.3 16 173+ 2
)5352+3739 18.0 57 172+ 3
35353+3134 23.9! 39 177+ 0
35354+3041 24.7 11 178- 0
)5354+3027 25.0 53 178- 0
)5354+3502 25.4 15 174+ 2




)5355+3532 30.4 60 174+ 2
35358+3043 31.2 56 178- 0
)5355+3039 34.0 48 178- 0
)5355+3007 34.1 20 178- 1
35356+3121 40.0 3 177+ 0
)5356+3430 40.8 40 I 174+ 2
)5356+3025 r41.6 13 178- 0
35357+3129 !46.7 10 177+ 0
)5358+3543 48.8 41 173+ 2
)5358+3557 49.7 38 t73+ 3
35358+3135 51.6 56 177+ 0
)5358+3548 51.9 35 173+ 2
35358+3017 51,9 26 178- 0
35358+3211 52.1 44 176+ 1
*Confusion Flags: I) CIRRUS-I; 2)
FIux Density
H
Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
SM/ SMN _ O 12 p.m 25 u,m 60 Fm 100 _m Flux
(") (") ( ) N (Jansky) Uncs
34 22 88 2 .28L .39L .66 4.16L D
26 24 88 2 .25L .45L .40L 2.29 D
72 16 86 2 .73L ,34L 68 I3.10L E
26 7 87 3 15.85 5.75 1.29 2.53L BBC
89 14 88 2 .78L .37L ,70 15.10L C
3617 863 .26L .34L .56L 8.55 E
27 5 86 3 .87 2.61 10.68 15.95 BBCC
50 6 86 3 1.55 .61 .40L 14.16L CF
38 6 86 3 2.34 1.47 .57: 1.91L BCC
59 I 13 86 3 .38L .26L ; .71 2.31: DE
29 6 86 3 .48 .49 6.80 23.63 BCCC
51 11 86 3 38 .31L .40L 2.33L C
17 6 106 31 .44: ,59 10.29 42.64 DCDD
27 _ 86 3! .25L .50 2.11 9.41: CCD
41 6 86 31 .48 .37L .41L 2.52L C
31 8 86 3 I .25L .37L 4.09 12.14 DE
52 8 86 3 .35L .48L 1.06 3.51 CC
32 10 87 3 .92 .48 .40L 1.92L BF
23 5 863 .57 2.85 16.02 26.49 CCCO417 88 .37 .55L A0L 9.36L F
33 3012178 .25L .43L .40L 2.32 D30 873 .67 1.02 1.16 3.00: BCCD
38 6 873 .46 .35L .40L 9.77L D
29 8 863 1.34 .44 .40L 1.84L CD
40 6 863 1.45L 855 t38.16 247.07 BCC
36 5 873 6.07 1.89 .55: 10.79L BCC
50 9 873 1.13 .28: .40L 1.88L BD
48 7 863 .44 .31L .40L 15.72L C
22 7 86 3 2.04 6.89 21.35: 44.74 BBED
38 46 87 i 3 32 1.15 .41L 251.17L CC40188 1.00L .33L .62 11.41L E
21 6 8613 4.38 1.96 .66: 1151L BEF
5510 8712 35 .31L .41L 17A5L C
£_ 9 87 33 ,64 .38: .40L'40L 1.54L BE
.25L .44L 3.50 C2 87 I
21 10 103 i 3 .25L .84 3.53 6.56: EDD
35 17 86 2 .25L .35L 1.26L 5.18 D
34 5 86 3 1.52 .34: .40L 3.41L BE
51 8 86 3 .26L ,63 3.01L 17.76L E
44 7 86 I 3 .40 .69L .40L 2.68L C
44 6 87 3 .59 .30L .40L 3.43L B
35 11 873 .34L! .27L 1.15 2.21 CF
31 6 _l 3 1.03 .46 .43L 2.56L BD41 13 .29 .42L .40L 13.00L C
53138713 .25L .30L .66L 6.29 D
41 7 863 1.25 ,43 .40L 12.46L CD
55 22 86 _3 .25L .41: .40L 5.11 F C
40 7 873 .25L .25L 1.34 534: CD
69 12 872 .31 .26L .40L 3.62L C
I
25 7 86 ]3 .73 1.13 3.26 5.58 BCDF
51 108713 .25L .38L 3.00 10.99 CD
839 86 ] 3 .36 .37L .40L 2.56L D
26 6 8613 1.91 .51 ,40L 314L BC
73 27 86,3 .25L .32L .40L 2.33 E
21 7 87 3 12.26 18.85 338.77 565.09 BBBC
8 8713 682 19o .88: 1487LBCF
39 10 86 I 3 .25L .30L 1.21 4.87 CD
23 7 104;3 .25L 1.43 43.75 122.43 DFEi
47 7 86'i 3 .54 .27L .43L t2.40L B
38 7 86r3 .85 2.02 43.75L 122.43L EC
39 11 86!2 .31L 1.22 43.75L 122.43L F
49 12 87 3 .30L ! ,44: 16.69: 95.84 DDF
34 7 86 3 2.08 1.43 .41L 13.87L BC
90 9 872 .38 .37L .44L 17.06L D
28 6 87 3 3.58 .93 .40L 4.42L CC
55 8 87 3 .45 ; .49 .40L 95.84L CD
36 19 88 2 2.30L I .31L .42L 2.00 O
80 17 87 2 .39L .37L .68 7.30L E
29 7 86 3 5.32 1.97 .42L 10.24L BC
45 13 87 2 .32 .36L .51L 4.19L F [
39 21 87 2 .28L .36L .74L 4.71 D
54 14 87 2 .25L .39L 1.25 6.79 DD
31 8 86 3 1.09: 11.50 184.39 414.11 FBOC
45 6 87 3 .52 .56 3.70 25.59 CFFF
38 11 86 3 .37L .44 .69 3.13L EC
59 11 86 3 .34L .36: 3.06 17.45L ED
71 18 88 2 .25L .70L .40L 1.97 C
34 10 873 .25L .42L 5.97 25.59L C
37 16 88 2 1.16L tOOL 40.57 506.20L F
27 6 87 3 1.41 .46 32: 12.45L BDD
6_22208723 .25L .29L 1.08 12.33L O861 .25 .41: 1.53 20.76L F C
42 7 86 3 1.97 .62 1.65L 11.96L BE
41 8 87 i 3 .25L .31: 3.04 10.21 DCC
52 1 .27L .32L .91 11.96L O
24 87' 3 .72 .77 1.29L 506.20L DD
27 7 87:3 12.53 32.10 246.47 506.20 BBCC
19 11 871 3 .25L .33L 1.84 11.10 FC
82 12 872 .33 .35L .45L 21.29L F
3812863 .25L .55L 1.77 12.53 CE
407873 2.47 .78 .85 12.80L BCC
42 12 87 3 .25L .34L 1.36 8.20: CF
27 7 86 3 5.61 74.66 722.33 1309.79 BBCC
31 10 86 3 .48 .61: 12.88L 69.73: CD F
85 12 87 3 .39L .28L 1.19 16.05L C
33 9 86 3 .63L 1.07 II.36: 1309.79L DE
30 11 873 .26L .29L 1.44 6.53L E
62 12 87 3 .39L .41L .68 4.28L C
CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours
Flags Associations
V L C
Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
Cocf R Flags* $ 2 # T Name Type ("} Mag
E J 9700000300 4
N C 9500000000
DJ 560000O428'
AABE 016600000000 17 6 1 IXAUR 61
K L C I 9500100308 4
HLFD i 7680000458 8 1 32 X0532+357 ! 121
AAAA 11 5500011000 1 23 OCL 0445 100
AC 0 9500100308 _ 4
AABM oi 3901000000
H OB 460000000C
EDAA 1 960003232C 1 1 32 X0532+368 38
CJ 6500000000 1 13 58229 K2 16 7JE
DDDA 4 940014242C 1
A B O 770100230C
C G 6800000000 I
DDA 9741310308 4 1 32 X0533+349 17 I
E B B C 1800000000
A DK 19500000000
CAAA 1 9400010008
CE 4500000008 1 13 58240 G5 9 81
DA E [ 750000000C
ELC 7500000020 8 1 32 X0533+393 104
BABC 1 770000(_J08
C C 7500010008
AB L 0 5500001000 1 2 DO11382 48 9E
AB8 8380133330 F 1 32 X0533+318 35 1E
AAC 1 : 7500000008
AC 0, 9601100000 I 1 13 58249 K0 4 71
CL M 5601000318 1 2 DO 11391 82 10E
ACBA 11950103311C 3 1 32 X0533+361 21
I
BA 0 i 6300102008
BK [ 9542010338 2




DI H 9841103300 6 1 32 X0533+347 31
J F 8 680000020C
A D 1 I 3800000000 1 23' CEO 056 453
MB A 960020042C 8





L C K C 9800000108
A E 09600000008
D E 4700000000





AS 1 1600000000 2 13 58263 K0 2 63
F E 9601000000 , :
EEBA 0 9300033300 31 7 5 3iRAFGL5157 49
AAE 1 8401000008
L H BA 9700001208 4 I
S B A 450223320C 2 1 321 X0534 + 359 20
C K 4600000008 1 13 58265 K0 5 7:.
BAA 8 450223320C 2




AA C 5800001008 TMSS +30122 12 2c_
7500264438 8 5 11CBLt 69681000000 1234 X0534+316
DC 2700100008
AAGC 2 3800000108 4 1 19 106 7 103
CF 1600000000 2 1358273 G5 7 9C
H F B 8801000208 4
GEB 6501111308
EFC 0 3311033308 2 I 32!X0535+358 54





KFGE 2200233338 F 1 32 i X0535+306 114 15
i





BH 9800000000 2 2 DO 11419 89 9E
ECG 590000030C 4 1 32 X0535+355 30
CCC 8 2200233338 F
CACA 0 2220233338 F 2 3 RAFGL5158 41
FC8 , 5702112508
CGE B I 9700000008 1 13 58288 B9 38 8?9601002348 C 1 32 X0535+345 75 1_
AAA 0 970010000(3 1 17 376 68
HOB 9801013208 2
ABAA 0 427134321C 2 I 32 X0535+357 26
EEl C 0 378115433C 4 2 22 $231 305 72E
J DC 9501111008
HBD 320024121C 2 22 $231 283 72(
FBC 980110000(3
DB 6700000000 i .j _
Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
436
Tll v




a .8 Coords SMJ SMN 8 O 12 p_m
ham. o_, (s) (_ l b (") ('3 (') N
05359+3615 54.4 40 1734 3 43 7 66 3 .53
05359+3003 55.(] 15 178- 1 54 11 67 3 .25L
05359+3204 55.5 26 177+ 0 51 10 87 3 .39L
8687 ,29L
05359+3336 57._ 1 175+i 4+ 18 3
35359+3113 59.513 17710 36 9 87 3 +68
0536013511 3.;. 27 174+ 2 31 13 3 .26L
05381+3539 i8.2 6 174+2 32 7 66:3 1.16
05361+3613 9,1]12 1731 3 28 11 86 3 ,25L0536243710 14._ 14 172+ 3 88 31 88_ 2 .32L
05382+3943 15_ 29117o+5 59 36 69 2 .26L
05363+3127 !21.4136 1774 0 21 8 87 3 +25L
05364+3552 24.1 30 173+ 3 35 9 86 3 .25L
05364+3036 27.826178- 0 45 12 87' 3 .25L
5_5364+3409 28,3 21 _ 175+ 2 33 10 87 3 .25L05364+3537 29.146 174+2 69 13 66!. .45
0+65+3513 30.242174+22993228; 82 .27L
_365+3616 30.9 41 173+3 39 .25L
05385+3635 34.7 52 173+ 3 20 2 29L
0536643541 36.223174+3 51 12 863 25L
05360+3801 40.4 57 173+3 23 9 87 3 1.15
35366+3325 41.8 10 17641 42 7 67 3 2.96
05367+3736 42.836 17244 40 9 88 3 153.99
05367+3458 43.8 5 174+ 2 29 8 87 3 .25L
o53871341545+46175+2 67 9 87 3 690+60+38o4 46c lO173+3 70 15 88 2 .37L05386+300349c50 178-0 22 8 87 3 .5805360+3504,98115174+2 90 11 67 2 3305366+394050.123 17o45 35 11 87 3 .5105358134105o+=2o175+2 40 10 87 3 .25L
0536643414 53.I 5 _ 175+ 2 50 9 86 2 .54
t
05369+3959 55.2' 10 170+ 5 56 12 87 3 437
05369+3755 '55.8114 172+4 29 g 60 3 .900538943514i58.73 17442 56 12 87 3 .27t.
05369+3529 60,{_ 43 1741 3 45 15 861 3 .25L
95370+3557 4.+41 173+3 28 9 104!3 .87:05370430314.438178_071 8 8, 2 +9405370+34134.-,7 172+335 8 863 2.1305370+37394.+24 17244, 16 872 +33o+,i+++,,++,+oo,,+ ,,++ ++.
o++.,+41;:.+.+. +,,o,+ +,
05371+3040 . , 2 178- 0 69 9 871 2 .60
05371+3549 8.2132 t74+ 3 35 9 '10712 .64
05372+3547 115.938174+ 3 60 12 883 1.36
05373+3443 18.83175+ 2 28 10 L 87 _ .25L
05373+3428 20.79175+ 2 26 81033 .40:
0537343551 222 51 1744 3 84 13 86 2 1.20
05373+3655 22.3 14 1734 3 42 8 86 3 1.0505373+361823.055 173+3 49 18 87 3 .25L
05373+391o29.8 117145 89 26989 _ 25L
05374+3153 26.4 43 177+ I 27, 67 43.49
0+74++557484153173+349 8 873 .78
05374+354926.812174+++ 14 8+32 8.4205375+3553 30+3 38 174+ 9 88 2.23:
05375+3536 31.153 1741 3 32 9 87 3 12.46
05375+3720 32.012[ 17244 8633 892 .25L05375+3540 32.145 1744 38 87 3 28,25
05375+3653 34,2 45 173+ 3 67 20 69 2 .85L
05378+3400 36.443 175+2 42 1o 87 3 ._L
05378+3215 38.7 _ 1774_ 60 8 87 3 1.19
05376+3015 37.2 +1 178- + 48 16 87 3 .25L
I I
05376+3756 37.541172+ 4 4816 892 ! .25L
05376+3553 39.141 174+ 3 2912 862 3,39L
05376+3435 41,242175+ 2 55 ! 9 873 1.63
05377+3307 43.735178+ 1 81 12 873 .73L
05377+3158 45.510177+ 1 61 110 873 .37L
05377+3548 46.725174+ 3 23 8 873 26.07
05377+3803 47,86173+ 3 34 9 673 .34L
05378+3625 48.4 1173+ 3 58 17 873 .25L
05378+3027 49.7 20 178- 0 66 8 87 2 +56
05378+3542 50.7 54 174+ 3 79 12 86 2 .64:
05378+3615 52.360 f73+ 3 31 I3 873 .29L
0537843913 53.237171 + 5 38 7 873 +44:
05378+3556 53.759174+ 3 68 8 873 .77
05379+3023 54.338178- 0 40 14 873 .47L
05379+3353 55338175+ 2 43 9 873 .76
0537943515 56,417 17443 29 9 673 .42L
05379+3550 58.7 38 174+ 3 34 7 105 3 2.53
05380+3608 0.9 27 173+ 3 32 8 87 3 .48L
05380+3641 2.7 44 173+ 3 88 13 88 3 .48L
0538043419 3.719175+ 2 47 14 86 ! 2 ,50
05381+3316 6.1140176+ 2 36 9 873 .92
05381+3114 73 44 178+ 0 48 9 87 3 .42L
05381+3009 10.328178- 0 71 1_ 87 ! _ .25L
0538243901 15.23417145 4810 883 .40
05382+3547 15.7 21 174+ 3 23 7 893 8.12
05382+3509 16.31,174+3 5810 873 .25L
05383+3244 22.15517641 7211 882 .40
05384+3220 27.1, 57177+ 1 38 11 873 425L
05384+3854 27.934 i 171 + 45 28 6 673 61.43
05384+3740 28.6441724 28 6 863 1.73
05385+3433 31+5!55175+ 12 34 7 873 1+12
0538543231 34,254' 176+ 52 7 873 .86
05365+3603 35.948 117443 54 13 16723 25L
05366 + 370736.219 17344 95 35 89 ,40L
05366+3553 36.65117443 41 11 672 .50L
05387+3726 ,2.755172,4 77,10 187 . .51
05387+3817 42.823172+4 90 12' 872 .27
05388_ 3549 497 17443 31 87 = .31L
05388,3409 51.2 53 175+2 53 11 87 3 .26L













.33L 4.55 11.36L D GCB 488111020C
.37L .53L 2.29 E D E D 9800000000
.32L .40L 1.51 F F 8600000000
.36 3.39 22.40 EDE FBA 85E0014408
1.65 9.78: 15.31L C D C E F 29400242OC
.33L .68 14.23L D DBB I 600000000C
.32L 1.62 24.42L C C9 97CO010318,
.42L 29.15L 16,39L C CM 390012030C
.43L ,73L 5.09 D FFCB 990100041C
.39L 1.87 11.36L C C A A 580000000C
.28L .58L 3.33 E GA 460000030C
.43L 2.58L 16.39 O I 8B 498022030C
3.02 64.44: 166.70 ECFF EBBB 0 46F233533C
+96 .41L 3.53L EIC AA I 0700000000
80+98 11+62 5.04 BCCC AAAA 9554002012025'
.34: 2.33 8431 F CD CAA 890000100C
.30L .40L 24.42L C E B 9700220008
.47 1.96L 166+70L ED J 460313663C
.36L 2.25: 16.16L C E AHCB
.35L 2.14L 17.31L C D H
.27L .40L 1.99L C BJ N
.30L 4.06 24.42 FE GMCB
.49L .43L 24.42L C B L
.25L .40L 1.93L C D
.29L .40L 2+03L E SD G
.35L 1.21 15.42L C HBD





















.68L I .46L 4.31
226.44 I 1708.55 1635.23
.35L .52
V L
100 p-m Plus Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Co¢P R Flags*
4+55L 10.84L CC DBI 0 i 680111020C I
2.23 8.82 EC DBB 960110220C I
2.55 3.70L C DA : 8700000000
.72 3.81 CC GBCD i 0601000000_
.40L 19.12L C BE 7700000108]
+91 5.73 ED F BC 998000053C









1 32 X046 + 352 99 4
I
!
1 32 X05364314 105 6
2 22 $231 294 720





1 17 377 i 21
5 1 RU AUR 2 4
1 13 58307 K0 18 80
6




9700230318 1 1 13 583"11 K5 19 82
i
8500000000
3600010100 4 1 2 [30 11437 133 10E
990100020C i
590100010C
12.69 15.69L CDD CBA 0 390225400C
1.53L 13.66L C B E 850000000C
.40L 2.30L CC AB 0 9800000000
.46L 6481L E C 5500020000
.55L 6.02 C L GB 5781000008
220L 21.88L CD CDH 0 470000020C
.85L 13.80L C BGF 540000000C
12.39L I05.68L CE DOJ I 0 470262422C
109.95L 1609L CF ECM 8 790454522C
1.39 7.20: CD DBB 9981000338
CE DGCB ' 9681031328
£) B I 440284643C
ALE i 9900100000E I C 380111055(3
D
D [ 0 8500000000
BC AAAJ 3 5700110000 '43
C AB 492043300C ;
B B L 640374553C
D SBD 1340267343C
CDICAAG i0 731146532CDJ E 7700000220
BCCLCBAB 3 730237733C
D1.88L DN i 9900100100
.40L' 1.64 4,97L C FOCB 4600000308
37: .40L 13.05L BD AB I 0 5400000008
.31L .63L 3.70 C N FC i 960000000C
.32L .45: 2.84 DD CC 5600000220
3.53 1+96L 1464.61L C FC 340174244C
441: .42L 16.32L 80 C AC i 07700000008 I
,25L ,78 3.66L S E 0700000000 J
.26L t.16 13.05L C M B ' 85001100081
56.87L 593.39L 1464.61 F D AADCt 841554455Ci
.46 4.57 12,05L DF HF B i 994048643C'
.31L .82L 7.57 F NDEC 998002245C I
.34L 127L 11.59L C BC 950010020C i



















1 2 [30 11447 59 95
1 2 [30 11443 27 103
1 13 ; 58315 21 83
!
2 3 I RAFGL 5161 47
_i _i x0537+3445235 29510 I _I:
1 2] [3011446 65 105
!
1.14 21.60L E K C I 980011030C
2.91 2.68 CCCC OAAB 2
1.B1L _ 16,5OL I_ BF I
35: 5.14 EC EJ DC i
,43L 17.04L BD +
9.30 23.91 CFEE GCBA 99C103232Ci
66.26: 1464.61L CBF BAB 0 ; 941345555C











17r18L C CH 8700100008
2.68L B F C A K 07000000005.97L K B B B 9700000008
5.40 C BCFC 860001030C
1.72L C CG 9600010000
467.34 CBDD CBBB 1 959323243C
5.35: CE FCBE 990000013C
1t.73L F E 3501000008
.27L 1.07 7.01 C C C B 6500000108
24.60 5.02 2.27 BBCC AAAA 3 9600000000 15
.67 .40L 4.48L BC ABLJ 22600000000
.49 +58L 14.91L BC ACJ J 0 6500100308
.38L .40L 16.82L B AE 4400010006
.29L 3.19: 12.22 DD MF E B 98C201042C
,31L' .41L 2.68 D G D 5600000120
.43 4.83: 23.23L DDE CCDI 970312340C
.33L ,53L 4.49L A 9600000000
,30L ,45L 3'06LIC DI C 5500000000
.61 1.88L 24.50L ij D C 970132450C
.35L 1.63 4.64 CD KAB 2900000008
.55 2.87L 30.22L t C t__CFGL 970122340C____
'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60, 100 #m; 10) High Source Density Region+




1 22! BFS47 78
i
1 i 221 BFS46 45
4 I 32 X0537+340 67 I
, =
C t 32 X0537+379 + 92 11
2 22 $235 283 60(
11 17 379 28
!
2 i 22 $235 67 60(
i
1 ! 11 PK 170+ 4.1 9
1 i 2 0011458 28 10(
1 13 58329 KO 11 71
i 2 22 $235 1226 60(
!
1 2 [3011463 58 1@
1 13 58338 23 + 8





1 2 DO 11468 79 i 10
2 22 $232 521 ' 240
I
























































































































































































































































































































X0543 + 328 4
X0544 + 305A 1






























a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 0
















05451 +3100 )+ 2












05458 + 3223 7 + 2
05456+3329 5+ 3
05458+3621 4+ 4




05461 +3748 3+ E
05461 +3148 8+ -"
05462+3342 6+
05462+3953 1 + (
05463+3237 7+ C'
05463+3929 1 + (










05474 + 3456 t5 +
05474 + 3514 ;'5+
05474 + 3111 _'9+
05475 + 3157 78 +
05475 + 3355 i'6 +
05476+3717 ;'3+
05478 + 3709 Z4 +
05478 + 3039 79 +
05480 + 3908 72 +
05481 + 3206 78 +
05482+3113 79+
05482 + 3420 76 +
05484 + 3521 75 +
05484 + 3713 74 +
05485 + 3452 76 +
05485 + 3408 76 +
05486 + 3317 77 +
05487+3552 75+
05488 + 3624 74 +
05488 + 3033 79 +
05489 + 3444 76 +
05489 + 3932 172+
05490 + 3232 178+
05492 + 3850 172 +
05493 + 3354 176 +
05494 + 3211 178 +
05494 + 3823 173 +
05495+3019 180+
05495 + 3335 177 +
05496 + 3739 173 +
05496 + 3811 173 +
05496+3814 1734
05496 + 3535 175 4
05496 + 3718 174 4
05498 + 3038 179-_
05498 + 3838 172-_
05500 + 3409 176 -t
05501 +3936 172-1
05502+3812 1734
05502 + 3205 178-
05502 + 3607 175 -
05504 +3529 175-
05505 + 3349 177-
05506 + 3930 172
05509 + 3531 175 -
05509 + 3417 176-
05510 + 3640 174-
05510+3758 173-
05510 + 3240 178.
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours
Declination: +30"-+40 °































































25 am 60 /.tm
(Jansky)
.43L I .40L I
._ i 1.81 I
.40L I .40L I











































































































































































































T Name Type (') Mag
E
_,C X0544 _-353 8





A 58449 NA 85
D FT AUR 3
DO 11575 110









































































































































Right Ascension: 05h51mo5"-O5h57m38 s
Position (19_0)
H
Galactic Uncertainty C I
C0ords SMJ SMN 8 O 12 _.m
Name
a8a
hm. * , (s) () 1 b C) (") (°) N
05510+3908 5.4 25 172+ 7 36 10 89 3 .69
05511+36(31 6.2 45: 175+ 5 77 25 90 2 ,25L
05512+3633 14.7 34 t74+6 31 6 8_ 3 5.0205512+3050 16,0 12,179+3 70 2 I .25L
05512+3807 16.9 57 173+6 26 5 87 4 .83
05512+3727 17.4 0 174+ 46 37 81109 3 .5705513+3339 20.6 2 ! 177+ 32 88 3 130
05513+3503 22.1 47 176+ 5 56 7 88 3 .99
05514+3011 25.7 3 180+ 2 49 7 89 3 .62
05514+3614 29.1 26 175+ 5 33 7 88 3 ,75
05514+3816 29.6 51 173+ 6 47 7 87 4 25L
05515+3905 32.6 1 172+ 7 20 10 90; 3 ,25L
05516+3019 40.8 46 180+ 2 57 8 90; 2 ,46
05517+3333 ,6.3 35 177+4 58 33 88 I 2 .65L05518+3127 50.0 18 179+3 -- 69 .45
05519+3402 54.6 26 177+4 335 6 --1863 5.0105519+3045 58.6 45 179+3 3 oo= .28L
05520+3438 1.5 56 t76+5 44 33 88' 2 .57L
05520+3858 5.0 15 172+7 21 5 89 3 2.53
05522+3603 15.8 35 175+5 54 27 89 2 .25L
05525+3456 ,31.3 25 176+5 63 29 88 2 .30L
05525+332535.34177+4 21211783 26L
05525+3229 35,5 10 176+4 39 6 88 4 .51
05526+3950 37.7 51 172+7 57 21 _1 2 .26L
05526+3201 40.858178+3 59 5 , .61
05527+3410 44.g 57 177+5 46 11 89 '2 .33
'305527+3513 47.3 48 176+ 5 46 7 88 .31
05528+3208 48.4 55 178+ 4 i 23 4 88 4 8.63
05529+3352 56.2 14 177+ 4 39 4 88 4 1.66
05529+3129 56.7 46 179+ 3 39 4 86 I 4 1.09
05529+3356 57.7 19 177+ 5 I 90 27 88 2 .25L
05530+3833 2.7 32 173+ 7 48 27 91 2 .25L
05531+3317 6.2 16 177+ 4 23 5 88 4 .74
05531+3508 10.0i17 176+5 26 4 88 4 .73
05532+3332 14.3 12 177+ 4 69 23 88 2 .25L
95532+3112 17.4i12 179+ 3 36 6 88 3 .41
05533+3147 20.755 179+ 4 39 11 88 4 ,28L
05533+3022 22.0 54 f80+ 3 20 4 88 4 16.09
05533+3151 23.5!35 179+ 4 22 4 88 4 5.09
05534+3842 28.4 52 173+ 7 36 14 88 2 ,25L
05534+3816 29.1 54 173+ 7 19 4 87 4 1.07
05535+3236 30.2 44 176+ 4 41 6 68 4 ,39
05535+3534 33.5 23 175+ 5 22 4 88 4 41.18
35535+3049 34,4 48 180+ 3 40 5 86 4 1,11
05536+3006 38.337 180+ 3 28 5 89 4 1,25
05536+3627 39.4 32 175+ 6 27 4 88 4 2.14
05537+3036 46.3 16 180+ 3 49 5 88 4 1.55
05538+3737 49.1 40 174+ 7 54 14 87 2 .43L
05538+3731 53.6 6 174+ 6 19 5 88 4 .68
05539+3942 54.2 5 172+ 8 37 7 87 4 .37
05539+3346 57.8 24 177+ 5 21 17 88 4 ,26L
05540+3222 1.1 19 178+ 4 48 5 88 4 .50
05540+3837 1.357 173+ 7 22 5 87 4 1,39
05540+3737 4.1 4 174+ 7 36 8 88 2 34
05544+3730 24.3 49 174+ 7 63 5 88 4 .62
05544+3627 27.8 57 175+ 6 23 5 88 4 2.24
05544+3440 28.3 8 1764 5 39 18 88 3 .25L
05544+3829 29.2 22 173+ 7 97 29 88 2 .74L
05546+3022 37.2 20 180+ 3 19 6 89 3 1.54
05546+3626 38.825 175+ 6 75 26 89 2 .77L
05546+3107 39.0 10 179+ 3 33 7 88 3 .25L
05546+3027 40.9 4 160+ 3 30 6 88 3 1.19
35546+3401 40.9 19 177+ 5 29 6 88 3 2.21
05547+3612 42.5 0 175+ 6 76 11 87 2 .49
05547+3337 43.1 5 177+ 5 42 17 88 3 .25L
05548+3406 51.1 54 177+ 5 72 10 89 2 .41
05550+3204 3.1 7 179+ 4 84 36 89 2 .31L
05550+3853 5.8 23 173+ 7 46 7 87 3 .65
05551+3358 6.4 41 177+ 5 42 25 88 3 ,25L
05552+3102 12.1130 180+ 3 72 26 89 2 25L
J
°5552+342212.943 34 . 3 B_5 L
05552+3003 17.0127 ,ou_-o 51 o 89 3 .26L
05553+3221 18.7 11 178+ 4 44 5 88 3 2.38
05554+3831 28.924 173+ 7 52 24 88 3 .25L
05556+3625 36.9 37 175+ 6 41 7 88 3 .69
05557+3258 44.9!38 178+ 5 30 6 68 3 2.39
05557+3705 46.1 14 174+ 7 j 75 15 88 2 ,55L
05557+3933 46.9126 172+ 6 ] 59 19 87 3 ,58L
05559+3825 58.0 28 173+ 7j 24 6 87 3 117.77
3.3 19 173+ 7] 51 7 88 3 .5305560 + 3837
05560+3507 3.9 57 176+ 6 I 38 7 88 3 2.95
05562+3648 14.7 45 175+ 7 37 5 88 i 3 1.50
05562+3155 15.9 56 179+ 4 30 6 88 3 2.45
05563+3712 18.5 39 174+ 7 32 5 88 ; 3 3.16
05563+3814 23.8 42 173+ 7 58 20 88 3 .25L
35564+3332 29.1 33 178+5 66 7 88 3 1.02
05568+3206 49.225179+4 32 7 _13 1t.46
05568+3226 52.5 14 179+ 4 i 38 8 .50
05569+3211 54.5 17 179+ 4 44 11 6813 .42L
05560+3544 55.6 60 176+ 6 37 12 88 3 .41L
05571+3639 7.7 52 175+7! 80 88 3 ,66
05572+3944 13.9 10 172+ 8 32 10 88 2 .35
05573+3156 18_0 179+ 4 15 89 3 7.95
05573+3129 19.4 6 179+ 4 33 22 89 3 .25L
05574+3037 24.214180+ 4 32 8 893 .25L
05574+3207 27.426179+ 4 30 6 893 1.06
05576+3758 36.136174+ 7 703188672 .31L
05576+3600 38,(] 26176+ 6 9532 2 .25L
05576+3940 38.E 12172+ 8 28 6 883 49.63
Declination: +30"-+40 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Color Correded) V L C
25 _.m 60 p.m 100 p,m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type
.25L .40L 1.52L B B J 1600000000 1 I 2 DO 11686
,28L .86L 282 D LE 3600000010 I
2.15 .4t: 1.87L CCD AACC 8 2600000000 r
.36L .44L 2.54 C FEC 7600000000
.28: .40L 1.90: CD E AC D 0 5600010008 I35 2.10 2.79 EDCC CFAB 0 5602010000
.79 40L 1.95LCC AA 8 56000001001 I
.33L .40L 1.71L B AL 6600000000 Ii 2 13 56565 K041L 40, 1.62,D AG 5500000000,, . i17 419
.2gL 4OL 1.87LEl AO 3600010000 1 1356560K0
34 191 3.73 OCC DAA 6500ooo008! I
25L 1.43 3.33 CC HDAC 1500000020 I,
.30L .40L 2.07L C El 7500000000 I 2 I 13' 56566 F2
.60L 40L 2.45 E O 5600001100
,32L .40L 1.54LB aG 16000000ooi 1 I 17421151 46: 175 056ooo01o002 2i9011703
251 ,E . .01000320,,i 33, .40, ., F 46000 0 1102x0552+346
.67 .40 1.30  0 ,,0 80 00210056L 40, 247 c ,_ E 35000000501 1 32xo552+36o
36L 4oL 2.02 c _ 460000o000: i '
.33L .40L 3.68 C I HC 5601000450 C ]
.37L .40L 1.78L B B E L H 4700000000
.28L .36 &59L D = 8500000008 ! I
.30L .40L 2.32L B B 3500000000 2 17423
.30L .40L 2.41L C D 4500010000 ! i
.30L .40L 1.72L C B L 5600100000 113158582 K0
3.34 .70 1.68L BBE AAB 9 4500000000 4 11AYAUR
.55 .40L 7.23L BD AC 1 9400200008 2 2 DO 11715
.36: ,40L 1.71L BC AB 0 2500000000 I
I
i
,36L .40L 1.70 Di E C 4600100000 I
.49L .40L 2.35 D L D 5600000116 I I
.39L .40L 9.09L D AK G 9500000018
.45L .40L 1.31L B BC L 5600100000 I 1 i 2 J DO 11718
.48L .43L 2.65 D MI El 9780000008 i
.47L .40L 1.71L B IB D 1500000000
.31: .40L 3.54 E B J CMB 4500100200
1232 4.70 1.87 BBCCI i,,,,8 0 450000o00o22237 40L ,8,,El. ,,, i4 55011002001, 1Ms,u,37, 5, 343L0 Kcol 4000000028 I
i i
.41L .40L 5.61L C AFJ K 5400000008 = I 13158593 K5
.30L .46L 1.83L _B B M 2700000000 I 1,
10.53 2.01 1.87L ElElC AAAG 5860000000017 413158596MB
,34L ,40L 1.82Li B BCI K 5501000000 I
.45L .40L 1.53, El AD 1600000000 I 2 16 02735
AAC 9500001008 13
1.41 .49 6.27L BBC 4
.46 .40L 1.45L BD i_ B 04501000000, 258601 K5
.33L .75 1.85L D D 26 1 0 0
.29: .40L 1.65L' BD 0 2611100000
.3tL .40L 7.81L C DFHH 9500000008 i
I
.44L .40L 6.32 D L HHC 9402000208 I
.33L .42L 1,82L B C 2700000000 I
.43L .40L 7.47L B AB 4400000008 : 1 1358606 K5
.43L .65L 2 22L C B F C B 2600200000
.35L .40L 2.05L _B AE J 2601000000 1 1358612 K2
.69 .40L 6.52L BC AADD 2 9500200018
33L .40L 2.16 C M C 6700001110
.53L ,40L 235 D J I C 4500000108
.78 .40L 1.41L BD AB 2 2500100000
.67L .40t 3.23 D C 9681100018
.34L 2.52 3.86 CC HCAA! 0 1400000000
.31: .40L 2.09L CD BD G 4500100000 1 2 DO 11756
.57 .40L 1.22L BD AA ,0 7702100130 _ 2 13 58615 Bg
.35L .40L 7.49L E B 9501000008 1 DO 11754
.33L .40L 3.52 D KDI B 9600000148
.32L .40L 1.89LIC D 8600100000 I 2 DO 11759
.70L .51L 1.49 I O DE 2600000000
.35L .40L 8.19Li B BEMJ C 3500000006 1 13 56619 K2
.39L .40L 2'2Sl 8 7601000020
.34L .40L 1.76 C 1601000000
.33L .40L 2.77 C KF 9600000010
.34L .78 1.79L C BJ 2500010000
.98 .40L 1.32LiBD _,A C 9 2700001000
.32L ,40L 3.01 i D .E D 3500000008
.29L .40L 8.42L B } 9400000008
1.29 .40L 6.71L BC /_*AcH 0 2501000006
.34L .82 1.68L C c 4601000000
,58L ,4OL 2.40 B 9600000038 8
70.14 9.46 3.10 CCDC BAAABI9251000100627 143 RAFGL85031, 7.01,1 24oo00ooo8 156829
102 40, ,,OLElc ,, !0 o6o0oooooo2 32DO11 5
.38 ,40L 6,3OL BF AB [ 10 7500000008 1 58634 K01.00 ,40L 7.33L B C A B H 2400000008
.74 .40L 1.36L BC AAJ 1 5600001000 4 13 58636 A0P
.28L .40L 2,89 C F G C 7500000000
.35L ,40L 9.03L B AH 9500100008
28.36 41.33 60.94 BBOD AAAA 1 5211100100 1 23 LDN1550
.39L .40L 2.18L B ACAK C 4700000000 1 2 DO 11797
.37L 1.28 2.78L C 4601100000 1 23 LON 1550
.34L 1.55 2.46 OC NHAB 6600000000
.37L .40L 1.62L B BH 4601000000 1 1358647 K0
.31L .40L 7.21L C BH 340000000812 DO 11801
34, 73, 55oo0ooo06lOP,u,47.93 80.21 108,90 BC AAAA 0 4101011208 05 4 3 i RAFGL5174
.37L .54L 3.61 KF C 6600000008
,25L 1.21 2.18 CC BC 4500000000
.35L .40L 2.10L B AEI J 3601001100 3 13 58652G5
.29L .4OL 2.04 ECCE 8 65(30000000
.37L .4 L 2.37 9600100220 C






























































































































































Galactic Uncertainty C VCoords SMJ SMN 0 v 12 pm 25 /_m 60 /J,m 100 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion
1 b (') (") (') N (Jansky) Oncs Coef R Flags'










Name Type (") Ma 8
434















































































































































ct (_) C_OrbdS SMJ SMN O)0(s) C) C) ( N
Declination: +30°-+40 °
Flags Associations




Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep







X0604 + 301 6
58774 K2 80






































06125 _ 3026 X0612+304
061264 3739 58915 K0









O 12 _ma C oorfls SMJ SMNh% o+, (,)(_) -- c'_ (")_'_N
3612703918 44.6 35 174011 [ 64 26 90 2 ,98L
:)6126+3746 53.7 11 175+10 115 27 91 2 1,36L
3613003104 0,6 8 181+ 7 38 18 90 3 26L
36132+3214 14.6 45 180+ 7 80 19 90 2 ,60L
3613503717 33.4 46 176+ 10 83 29 91 2 .92L
36137+3044 45.4 47 182+ 7 30 6 90 4 2,44
36137+3936 45.8 13 174011 34 18 90 2 .35L
36139+3313 57.4 31 160+ 8 19 7 90 4 106,52
36139+3039 57.5 4 182+ 7 31 7 90 4 4.66
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)














100 vm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags' S 2 ff T
Sep
Name Type (") Mag
1.12 C HKKD 1600000000
1.20 D D 3500000000
3.16 C GJB 9601000008
1.84L CCi J EC 370000000034000000101.66
6.50L BC lAB 0 9500100008
1+25 C GF A 3600000010
AADH _ 95001020083,98 ABCC=AAAB 7500011000 227.33L
2,40L ICKNK 550001000036140+3409 0.3 49 1790 6 78 12 90 2 +44
36140+3952 4.5 39 174011 41 9 90 3 ,74
36142+3433 12,1 52 1780 9 58 t2 90 3 ,36
)6142+3714 15.9 3 176+10 41 28 89 2 ,25L
36142+3928 16.7 37 174+ 11 36 9 90 3 6,31
36144+3403 26.5 17 1790 8 41 9 90 3 4,38
_6144+3736 29.4 6 176+10 82 30 89 2 .58L
36146+3117 36,2 33 181+ 7 70 10 91 3 ,61
36146+3801 403 17 175+ 10 62 9 90 3 .52
36146+3537 41,5 3 178+ 9 31 8 90 3 11,17
36148+3054 49.0 3 182+ 7 49 11 90 2 .32
36148+3040 50,2 4 182+ 7 45 8 91 3 ,92
36150+3709 0.3 22 176010 94 25 90 2 057L
)6150+3439 4.6 28 178+ 9 49 7 90 3 t,21
:)6150+3936 5.5 16 174011 38 t0 90 3 .35
36150+3838 5.8 16 175+ 11 93 12 89 2 ,28
36151+3815 11.3 21 175+11 25 8 90 3 1,69
3615403316 26.9 8 180+ 6 86 11 90 3 .41
)6155+3513 32,3 44 178+ 9 62 6 90 3 ,81
)615603847 38.7 49 175+ 11 43 33 90 2 ,43L
3615703120 45.2 13 181+ 7 29 8 91 3 27,71
36158+3103 52.6 3 162+ 7 55 9 91 3 ,45
36159+3219 54.6 60 181+ 6 46 9 91 3 2.02
:)6159+3731 58.2 22 176+ 10 49 7 90 3 1.14
3615903146 59.0 51 181+ 9 61 11 91 2 ,31
36160+3211 1.4 35 181+ 8 36 25 91 3 ,25L
36162+3233 13.8 50 1800 8 69 10 90 2 ,34
36182+3609 14.519 177+10 76 34 90 2 ,25L
3616403615 26.1 20 177+ 10 89 31 91 2 .25L
3616503714 30.8 27 176+ 10 42 8 90 3 ,96
_)6165+3905 31.1 15 175+ 11 66 12 91 2 ,40L
36165+3654 33.3 7 175+ 11 75 35 90 2 25L
3616503158 35.6 17 191+ 8 38 8 91 3 3,50
3616603015 37.4 20 183+ 7 36 24 91 2 .26L
36169+3432 59,9 33 179+ 9 51 13 90 3 028L
06170+3523 0.2 42 178+10 29 6 90 3 22,84
3617003318 1.8152 180+ 9 53 9 91 3 ,40
36172+3520 13.7 24 176+ 10 53 22 91 2 ,27L
06173+3104 22.9'31 182+ 8 49 9 91 3 061
06173+3234 23.1 9 181+ 8 50 30 91 2 .25L
06176+3428 366 45 179+ 9 89 11 91 3 ,37
06176+3213 36.9 35 181+ 81 76 1_ 91 2 .25L
06176+3723 38,6!34 176011 37 _ 90 I 3 ,80
06177+3757 44.0 45 176011 76 14 90 2 ,30
06179+3330 57.7 30 180+ 9 50 46 90:2 59LI06180+3104 0.E 29 18208 103 23 91,2 .32L
06180+3832 5., 26 175+tl 56 10 _1_ .4806182+3907 18.1 47 175+11 34 8 ,72
06183+3500 21._ 14 178+10 60 11 90 2 .43
06184+3442 26.8 25 179+9 56 12 91 3 +45
06184+3447 29.4 53 179+10 62 33 91 2 .52L
06166+3054 39+_ 39 182+ 6 102 13 91 2 ,35
06187+3315 ,3.E 39 180+ 9 61 10 91 3 .45
06187+3919 _46.1i36 175012 54 9 91 2 .52
06190+3447 2.9 38 i179+10 72 24 91 2 .70L
06191+3325 111,6 44 180+ 9 43 35 1' 2 +25L
06192+3853 12.7 26 175+11 95 24 91 2 .25Lo6193+3o312 .355 163+8 61 9 92 2 .51o,+,+3525 231780103717913
06197+3321,6.45 1800965 2; ; .25 o g8 80302.944 76 1129 .4
06199+3937+9.80917401235 19 903 .25 
o6206+393637.1217401247 19 90+ +250
06206+3554 37.5 17 178+ 10 80 24, 91 3 .25L
06210+3029 1.5 _i 183+ 8 73 14 91 2 .39
06210+3720 1,5 4_'177011 90 10 I 92 2 .82
06210+3355 2.7 _1180+10 89 2_l 92 _ I l37Lo6212+351618.45_178110 48 o 91 31 1.22
.25L





06224+3041 29.5 7 183+8 441 8 92 3 .25L
06227+3126 46_0 52182+ 9 34 7 913 ,55
06228+3019 48.6 47 183+8 39' 6 92 3 .59
06228+3837 53.3 5 176+12 31 26 91 3 .25L
06229+3405 54,1 14 180+10 34 21 92 2 .25L
06229+302456.23183+822'5923 1.46
06230+3349 0.9 4 180010 37 8 91 3 +52
06230+3730 2.660177+12398913 .80
06231+3942 9.313175+13699913 .42
06231+3402 11.6 25 180+10 36 6 91 3 3.00
06234+3334 26,0 3 180+10 80 13 91 3 .52L
06234+3035 29,4 35 183+ 9 40 5 92 3 1.22
O6235+3719 31.4 47 177+12 38 8 91 = 3 1+13
06236+3528 38.2 16 178+1 27 17 91 3 .25L
06239+3406 59,222 180+10 93 25 91 2 .25L
06243+3235 19.5141 181+10 19 6 92 3 1.87





























































































1.00L a ,Ao 25oooooooo
1.44L D C BLMM 45010000002.20 Do 9300000110
1.OOL BC AAK 0 3701000010
1.60L CCD C AADD 0 4600000000
2.00 B F D 9300000010
8.61L _ 94000000061.05L C F 3500010000
t.28L BBD AADI 0 4601000000
6.42L CE CS 2 9501000128
7.78L C ADK 9500000006
D 8301010010
2.56L2"21F C _ J 45000000003600000010
1"54Li _ 3500000000
1.73Lt.11L' CE C 0 35000000001.72L 3700000000
6.25L !g 9500000008A_ F1.79 D 2500000010
5,62L DBF AAA 7 9410000008 15
9.30L F BG 9500100108
1,5OL BC AB 0 9600001000
1,44L B AC 9401000000
7.08L O DH 9400200038
3.49 C EHG oil 95000000301.98L F 9600000000
1.68 D' D, 6500000000
2.00 F K C! 4500000000
1.22L C A J I 7401000000
1.07L C EAE: 4601000000
1,46 C G F _ 1500000000
1.38L BBC AAA 1 9620000100
2.51 D I KD ' 7681000009
1.30L C DE) 3600000000
4.96L BCE AAA 9 I 9400100006 281.79L C CJ 5701000000
2.22 D B 9500100018
6.18L BO BG 0 8400000008 I
1.42 C C 7600000000
1,24L C DG 3700000000
2.12 D E F
1.04L E 3OMH
1.07L C DH
1.41 D E F





2.02 D L D F
2,51L F DI KF
1,85L C DI F
4,99L C BE
2,15 C DFHD
2.20 C G F
1,84 D I CC
1.60L F DEI
4.80L C J C E
2,52 C E G
1+28L C C
2.32 E M B
3.08 D EJ C
t.87 C F L E
1+45L F E F
1.35L C BD H































AD M 1 160000O000
F GK G 35810O00OO
D 460001 0000
A D 3600000000
1.16L iE B GI 6600000000E
'AADD 0600000000
1.44: BCEC, 0
1.15L C CC IBKAAs 45000000002.51 8500000008
1.02L C iB H 1600010000
1.81: B E, B 9880110038
E IBD D 55000000201.77
1.98 cI E D 55001OO0204.94L BC A .01200016
1+06L C BHHI 36000OO0O0
1+10L! B AH 0500000000
5.52L B CF 6400000008
1.25L BE ABF 0 9601100010
1.09L C N H C 6500000000
4.51L BD AC 0 9300000008
1.07L D BF 0500010000
2.50 D D K F C 0600000400
1.76 C JH C: 9600000010
1.27L BD AC 0 1600000000
1.37L C BC J I 0600000000
62 1701 9 U03434
5 1 VWAUR 1 3
1 17 472 68
1 2 DO 12060 B4 121
1 13:58942 K0 25 75
4 13 58946 K2 3 70
4 4 TMSS +30149 43 273_ B2 3 0614+37 63 40(]1
1 2 =DO 12067 30 105
4 13 58956 MB 2 65
2 13 58958 F0 20 91
1 13 58964 31 BE
2 13 58968 K5 20 7E
1 13 58975 K0 10 65
J
t 21EX_12091 34 123
2 13!2_58981 16= B;1 DO12094 50 IOE
8 1 32 X0616+321 130
1 13 58987 5 B;
2 13 58999











2 3012138 50 11
8 ! _ 32 X0619+347 23
81
2 13 59023 K2 29 8_
4 1 32 X0619+333 34
1 13 59030 K0 45 7!
'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Exlended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 p,m; 10) High Source Density Region.
1 13 59045 A0 13 8
1 13 59047 K0 40 7
1 13 59050 K0 21 61
1 13 59055K0 12 8
1 13'59063 K0 6
1 13 59068G5 7 7
2 2 3012176 95 1_
2 12 ZG 622+30 68 + 15
i
8 1 13 59077 F8 23 8
[
8
1 2 3012188 71 11
  !59061 9 6
59O82 G5 15 I 7
2 13 59083 K5 8 I 7
13 59085 K2 2 8
4 I 32 X0629 +354 12
13 59096 KO 3 613 59099 K0 3 8
443




a 8 a _ Coords SMJ SMN 0















06264 + 3543 3
O6265 + 3538 1
O6267 + 3643
06268 + 3509 2
06269 + 3249






06277 + 3250 41
06277 + 3542
06277 + 3958








06285 + 3535 i.;
06285 + 3843 A
06287 + 3437 .5
06288 + 3421 1.C
06289 + 3213
06291 + 3606 .2
06292 + 3348 .4
06293+3018 1,1
O6293 + 3519 .2
06293 + 3341 1,0
06293 + 3506 .3
06294 + 3155 1.0
06296 + 3850 .2!




06300 + 3322 78.4,E
06300 + 3456 .51
06302 + 3929 "5"=
06304 + 3738 19(
06304 + 3052 _3.3;
06306+3017 .54
06306+ 3348 5.2C
06308 + 3612 .37
.59
06308 + 3806




06314 + 3033 .29
06314+3232 2.19
06317 + 3706 .60
06317+3128 .89
06319 + 3745 ,53
06320 + 3833 .46
06322 + 3925 ,41
06323 + 3015 t.44
06324 + 3028 .43
06326 + 3937 .E76
06327+3131 1.57
06329 + 3031 ,761
06330 + 3203
06331 + 3829 95
06331 + 3721 ,41
06333 + 3325 ,47
06334+3736 .25L
06334+3416 31
06339 + 3928 .37
06340 + 3145 ,45
06342 + 3502 ,39L
06343 ÷ 3449 .04
06344 + 3534 .72
06344 + 3019 .25L
06347 + 3501 .66
06348 + 3114 O6
06350+3213 14
06350 + 3909 60
06351 + 3926 30
06352 + 3122 56
06352 + 3323 77
06353+3611 25L
06353 + 3247 58
06355+3119 68
06356+3255 58
O6359 + 3652 25L
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion
444
Flux Density Flags











































































v LIA Confusion R S AC
































1. A 82.3 0627 + 38
1. B
1, D 59172 K0











1A .E_ 59199 K0
1X F 59201 A0
1.1 .3 59203 K0
1.3 3 DO 122901.4 -Iq
1.0 )
1.0 _A
1.0 ) TMSS +30154
1.3 59219 K0
1._ i
1.0: bA 59221 K2
1.0; DO 12304
1.01 ',G AI AUR1,6, i
1.0"








1,19 M 59269 G5
1.65 I DO 12329
1,17








1.071 "E 59285 G5
3.54 _,h
1.131 U03499










1.27L G 59313 K5
I.OOL 59316 K0
[.32L 59317 GO
1.30 D ZG 635+361.00L H
1.06L K
.15L
.82 C 03054 M1
i





























































































































































H (Not Color Corrected)
Galactic Uncertainty C V L C
Coords SMJ SMN 8 O 12 .am 25 am 60 .am 100 .am Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
1 b (") (") (') N (Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Conlirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 .am; 10) High Source Density Region.
Declination: + 30 °- + 40"
Associations
Sep




























































H _ot Color Corrected)
Galactic Uncertainty C V L
a _ C_rbdS SMJ 5MN 00 12 ,am 25 ,am 60 ,am I00 ,am Flux Con" A Confusion S S(s) () (") (") (') (Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 #



















06553+3142 2 DO 12681








06569+3021 13 59676 K0
06571 +3806
06577+3914 13 59687
O6577+3310 13 59691 KO




06584+3035 1 RS GEM
06587+3043
06589+3017 t3 59709 F8
06594+3124 13 59713 K5





07004+3356 13 59730 K0
07005+3415 12 ZG 700+34
07007+3623 t3 59738 G5
07007+3745 9 U03650
07008 + 3231




07012+3803 2 DO 12750
07013+3640 13 59745 G5
07015+3208 39 OI + 302.6
07018+3026 13 59755 G5
07025+3128 13 59766 M0
07026+3639 13 59767 G5
07026 ÷3349 13 59769 (35
07028+3858
07026+3433 13 59773 G5
O7029 + 3303




07036+3706 1 ET AUR
07037+3141 4 TMSS +30174
07040+3405 13 59794 K0
07041 +3456
07044+3316 13 59796 G5
07049 + 3354 13 59806 K0
07050+3455 2 DO 12795
07050+3515 9 U03689
07050 + 3303
07052+3731 13 59812 K0
07056+3400 13 59818 K0
07059+3911 "10 M+07-15 008
07060+3453 2 DO 12809
07061+3013 13 59625 KO
07067+3344 10 M+06-16-023
07073+3430 9 U03723
07074+3242 13 59846 K0
07075+3216 13 59850 G5
07076+3314
07076+3354
07079+3019 13 59858 KO




07094 +3420 13 59888 K5
07O97 + 3619
07099+3537 "41 07099+3537
07101 +3511 " 9 I U03742
07102+3618 °41 07102+3616
07107+3611 °41 07107+3611
07107 +3521 * 9 U03752
07110+3529 ° 9 U0375607113 f 3351
C
A Sep
T Name Type C) Mag
°10 M+07-15-001 85
13 59613 K2 5 82
13 59615 K0 4 87
13 59616 10 82
13 59624 M0 3 81
13 59625 5 88
13 59631 GO 6 60
13 59632 K0 11 82
13 59634 MB 4 66
13 59635 K 3 85
13 59636 K0 2 80
9 U03612 20 141
13 59641 K2 17 85






























































a _ Coords SM3 SMN O 12 pm
hQm , 8, (s) ( ) I b (') (") (*) N (Jansky)
i
07114+3411 28.3148184+19 35 6 963 4.90 2.07 .49L'
07120 _- 3747 1.9146180+21 48 7 962 .64 .37L .40L
07120+3428 5.3115183+20 41 9 96i 3 ,39 ,29L ,40L
D7123+3046 16.4_50 187+18 59 12 97 I 3 .31L ,35L ,59
07123+3832 23.6120 179+21 36 5 96 3 1.63 99 ,40L
07127+3217 47.1156 186+19 63 12 963 .42L ,31L ,45
37129+3301 59.3132185+19 47 897 i _ .25L .29L 1,03
07133+3944 21,9123178+22 28 7 _i3 566 2.05 ,42L07133+3404 22.1138 184+20 46 t0 .25L ,27L .72
07133+3430 23.6[ 5 184+20 57 15 97 2 .34L .34L ,47
t
07139+3310 54.7159 185+19 53 14 97 2 ._13 ,8tL ,40L
07139+3203 59.9111 166+19' 56 11 96 2 .28 .29L ,40L
07141+3510 11.3126 183+20 31 6 97 3 1.08 .39 ,40L
07141 +3410 11.6 7 184+20 41 6 97 3 .31L .40: 3,44
37142+3828 15.8155 180+21 58 7 96 3 .64 .28L ,40L
07142+3857 17.6_59 179+21 , 30 7 96, 3 ,95 .30L .40L
07143+3652 21.1117 181+21! 40 10 96 3 .25L .41L .9207145+3912 31.11 1 179+22 ! 23 96 3 10,69 4.76 ,82
07146+3028 36,1113 188+19 I 65 8 97 3 .60 .32L ,40L
07146+3827 37,719180+2140 8 963 .54 ,25L ,40L
37150+3808 0.6139180+21 21 6 963 10660 46.64 7,96
37154+3845 26.4159179+22 52 7 963 .51 .27L ,40L
37157+3515 42.31 2 183+20 42 6 97 3 1.17 .30L .40L
;)7160+3438 1,4J23184+20 41 6 973 3.17 .74 ,40L
07160+3646 4.8 / 3181+21 68 9 972 .36 .40L ,40L
07170+3230 0.5117186+20 54 8 973 .25L .41L 1,94
07170+3127 2.3141187+19 26 6 973 9,03 2,79 1,05
07172+3004 13.9158186+19:67 32 972 25L .34L .43L
37175+3133 33.5114187+20 21 6 973 6.88 1.88 ,40L
37175+3434 34.6J46184+21 91 18 972 25L ,33L ,57L
1
07181+3745 7,6131181+22 42 8 973 .76 .31L ,40L
07183+3209 22.1]17186+20 39 6 973 1,51 .48 ,40L
07186+3651 41.7123182+22 36 7 973 4.29 1.07 ,40L
07188+3905 48,6132179+22 43 6 973 1.68 ,39 ,40L
07191+3410 9.4[43 184+21 37 8 97 3 .47 .28L .40L
37192+3230 13.6146 186+20 64 8 97 3 .63 .38L .40L
07192+3313 15.4114 185+20 23 6 97 3 4.82 2.46 .41:
37196+3628 40.7[39 182+22 48 7 97 3 .57 .25L .40L
07200+3235 2.2137 186+20 45 9 97 3 .25L .33L .73
07200+3516 3.t_ 3 183+21 22 9 97 3 .85 .31L ,40L
I
07201 +3940 9.1124 179+23 44 7 97 3 2.31 1.12 ,40L
37204+3041 24.5159 188+20 93 3I 98 2 .27L .73L ,40L
07204+3912 27.0160 179+23 55 21 98 2 .25L .25L .46
07204+3332 29.6_23185+21 21 6 973 .29: 1,36 7.10
07206+3345 40.9/58185+21 34 7 973 .88 .32L ,40L
07210+3054 0.7145188+20 56 13 973 .25L .29L ,55
37211+3741 11.4132 181+22 39 6 97 3 8.63 3.39 .55:
07214+3057 26.7120 188+20 54 6 98 3 .66 .28L .40L
07219+3749 58.1J46 181+23 : 26 6 97 3 1.62 .EO .40L
37221+3751 10.9127 181+23 I 29 6 97 3 .74 .32: ,40L
! I
07224+3003 28.2J 15 189+20 I 33 7 96 3 .25L .62 2,99
07229+3328 58.5/23 185+21 22 5 98 3 34.50 14.79 2.31
07229+3417 59.51 8 184+22 57 8 98 3 .45 .29L .40L
07231+3226 6.4[53 186+21 47 11 98 2 .34 .36L .46L07233+3355 21.2127 185+22 48 98 3 .25L .28L .92
07234+3143 28.4_16187+21 _ 9 983 .54 .33L .40L
07236+3628 37.8[36 180+23 I w t_ 97 3 .39L .25L .57
07237+3151 46.715187+21 45 983 .58 .33L .40L
07238+3356 2 98 I 3 ,40L .33L .5853.710185+22, 61 1
07239+3925 58,413179+23 ! 406 973 .65 .38L ,40L
07241+3051 8.4 I[58188+21 58 10 98 _ 3 .26L .29L .76
07241+3846 9.6110180+23 48 10 98 I 3 .51 .30L .40L
07247+3112 44.7/53188+21 44 10 96 i 3 .27L I .29L .6407254+3920 24.2|41 179+24 36 96 I 3 .54 .30L .40L
07254+3432 26.4_ 27 184+22 63 8 97 I 2 .45 .41L .40L
07254+3539 28.8[ 16 183+22 71 1_ 98 3 25L .30L .75
07255+3601 30.2139 183+23 19 98 3 663 3.37 .54
07255+3306 32,2147 186+22 70 7 98 3 .58 ,33L .40L
07256+3355 23 7 98 3 .49 1,99 16.2138.2/20 185+22
07259+3153 54.3| 15 187+21 24 7 98 3 2,10 .45 .40L
,o,, ,o. ,o
07261+3450 11.6150 184+22 62 17 982 .41L ,33L .4607262+3516 14.0l 5 184+23 44 6 2.56 ,68 .40L
07263+3416 23.2/10 185+22 23 16 98 2 .25L ,52L ,45L
07267+3407 _48.0|56 1185+22 56 12 98, 2 .25L .45L .61
07272+3028 17.8119189+21 271698 2 ,25L .36L .66L
07282+3204 L12.2_ 11187+22 71 = 9832 .70 ,33L .40L
07287+3542 43.3[35183+23 361 7 982 4,52 1,08 .40L07268+3917 51.6116160+24 591 99 .43 ,25L .40L
07289+3233 58.1J 24187+22 29 98 1.23 ,69 ,40L
t
07291+3112 6.7/29 188+22 57 8 98 3 .45 .37L .40L
07300+3717 : 3.6147 182+24 27 7 98 3 1.84 .32: .40L07301+313511.7/26186+22 so 16 983 .25, ,28L .52:
07302+3534 14.4 / 16184+23 488 992 .84 ,35L .40L
07303+3749 18.7112 181+24 49 7 _ 98 3 ,84 ,37LI .40L
07303+3244 20.1[ 6 187+23 22 6 98 3 .47 .27L .40L
07303+3058 22.7[ 7 188+22 52 63199 .54 .29L .40L
07308+3037 49.6| 8 189+22 16 99 _ 225.87 121,89 13.93
07309+3827 58.0115 181+24 65 10 98 31 .41 .28L .40L
07310+33012.0,41186+23656983 i ,78 ,30L .40L
07313+3423 19.916185+23 49 23299 .44L ,33L .44:07314+315924.6157187+22 16 99 10.f4 2.31 .45
07317+3123 44.5110 186+22 35 7 99 31 .34L .37L 2.42
07317+3245 47.6[ 10 187+23 42 5 99 3! 1.45 .40 .40L
07318+3255 52.0149 187+23 18 96 99 3 .25L .45: 1.62
07319+3104 58.1[17 188+22 21 I 99 3 2.77 .65 .53L
07330+3510 1.0144 184+24 42 9 99 .25L .26L .74
07335+3800 31.9120 181+25 551 7 99 3 .39 .27L .40L




(Not Color Corrected) V L
25 _m 60 __m 100 p.m F'lux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Coef R Flags*
1.0OL CC AAE i 0 0500001100
1.00LI C A F : 040000000'0
1.00L _E D 0300000000
1,10L_ D J BD 0400010000
1.00L BC AA 0 0400000000
1.45: C C L B B 0400000000
1.96 I CO MBB 0200000000
1.00L, B C A A D K 1 0400000000
2.30 CC KAA 0301000100
1.17L I D EC 0400000000
1,15L F , H E G 0300000000
1.64L G E- 1300010000
1.00L BD BB i 2 1500013000
OCC OBAA 02000000007.21 I
1.00L I D A 0400100000
1.00L ! B A I 0400000000
I C C F B B 04000000001. 88
1.00L BBC AABI 0400000000
1.0ILl B BF N 0500010000
1 .O5L _B B 0400100000
3.53 BBCC AAAA 1 0320000000 15
1.00L B B J 0400000000
1,00L B AF 1500000000
1,00L BC AB 0 2500000000
1.00L D CG 0500000000
2.72 CC FAB 0301000000
Associations
C
S 2 # T Name Type Mag
1 2 DO 12871 72 11E
2 13 59918 4 831 DO 12881 78 118
1 2 DO 12884 37 101
L
3 9 ! U03774 33 153
1 1 HT AUR 44
3 9 U03776 33 143
1 39 B2.3 0712+34 21 408
1 13 59945 GO 2 6_
1 13 59947 K0 5 77
1 2 DO 12907 81 91
3 9 U03780 9 148
1 2 DO 12906 73 95
1 13 59955 K0 4 6E
1 12 ZG 714+36 41 15E
15 4 2 DO 12910 14 101
2 13 59957 K5 8 8E
1 13 59958 K5 10 78
4 2 DO 12919 59 95
1 13 59972 K0 21 7(;
1 13 59975 K0 3 71
1 13 59977 K5 7 72
1 13 59979 G5 37 7C
9 81
3 8E
1.33: BBCD AACD 1 0400000200 01 4 3 13 59985 MB
1.53 E C 6500000110
1,00L BC AAF 4 0500000000 3 13 59990
1.27 D D B 1300000000
1.00L ! B A E M 0401000000
1.00L BF ACH 3 0400010000
1.00L' B C A B 1 0420000000
1.00L BD AC 0 0400000000
1.03L D C E 2300000000
1.00L C B E 0400000000
1.00L BCC AADD 0 0400000000
1.00L B BG H 0401000000
2.03 ECJ DCB 0300000100
1.00L B BF 05(30000000
t.00L BC AAN 5 0600001000
1.03 ! F D 25000000401.73L D C G n 0400000000
8.93 CDCD CAAA 1 0200000000
1.00L B AF 0400000000
1.66 C C K E B B 1400000000
1.00L BBE AAC 2 0400000000
t.00L C B 2500000000
t.00L BE AD 0 0400100000
1.00L BD BD 2 0400100000
4.17 DCC DAA 2200000000
1.00L CBC AAAF 7 0500000000 22
1.00L D B L 0400000000
1.00L C FI 1500000000
2.16 CD DAA 0400000100
1.00L D B 1400000000
1.35L D ECC 0400000000
1.00L C BBG 1400000000
1.29: CC CSC 1480000100
1.00L B BFHE 0400010000
1,22L C BC 0401000000
1.03L C B L F 0400000000
1.00: CD H BI 0401000000
1.00L B BL J 0300010000
1.00L D B F 1500000000,
1.11: CC ECE 04000001001
1.00L BBD AACK 2 0300000000
1.00L B BG F 0500000000
23.09 3CCD CAAA 0 1101010010 I
1.00L BF ABD 8 0500000000
1,14L C 8 B 1400000000
1.12L D EEE 0500000100
1.00L BF AB 0 0600000000
1.24 C E E C 1500000000
1.51 CC J BB 1400000000
1.57 C B C 1400000000
1.00L E C 1500000000
1.00L CC AA I 0400001000
1.22L D B K 0400000000
1.0OL BD AA O 0500001000
1.00L F C N 0400000000
1.40L BF AEDK B 04000000002.21 CC 2300000000
1.04L C ALl 0400000010
1.00L B B E 0400000000
1.00L B D 1400000000
1.00L BC BBGKG 04010000001.29L 0400020000 I
2.73 ABCC AAAB 7 03220320002713
1.13L E EJ 0400000000
1.01L B BL 1400000000
2.19 DD I FD 2201010240 8
1.00L BBD AAA 0 2500000000 18
5.68 CC J FAA 2200000000
1.00L BC AC 4 0300000000
3.64 DCC EDAA 0100000100
f,0OLi;Ccc ABEN 0 24010000001.22: J BC 0500000000
1.00L iB 0500000000
1.00L I B B K 0500000000
I
1 13 59999 KO 11 67
i
4 13 60010 K0 5 51
13 ,_i2 60012 K0 6E
t 1_16oo19 _:1 DO 12969 80 111
1 20012968 70 i 11C
2 2! DO 12971 85 I0_
2 12! ZG 720+32 36 [ 14E
1 131 60035 K2 22 I BC
8132, X0720+306 8 I
5 * 9 U03829 1_4113E, BC
2 *13 60046K2
i
13 I 3 RAFGL4598S 7 1E
2 13 60054 5 8E
1 2 DO 12999 82 11_
i5 ' 6 A0722+30 9
4 1 XX GEM 7 7
12 13 60076 K2 13 8.=
I 2 13 60077 4] 8.=
1 10 M+06-17-004 4 1
1 13 60080 G5 12 i 7.=
3 13 60082 K0 25 8";9 U03854 I 61 , 14(
1 13 60086 K0 12 7(
1 13 60088 G5 13 7(
!
60107 05 i 17 7,=1 13
2 : 12 ZG 725+35 i 21 14_
1 1 CZ AUR 25
2 13 60109 K0 [ 8 8,=
3 I 9 U03870 ' 34 14(
3 13 60118 F0 1 4'
2 13 60126 1(2 6 7"
3 9 U03884 56 141
1 2 DO 13070 71 91
3 13 60152 K5 2 7
2 13 60154 8 81
i
1 13 60158 K0 24 8:
1 1360173 K0 , 9 6!
3 9 U03902 35 141
2 13 60178 21 8!
1 2 DO 13107 47 9!
1 13 60181 K0 1 8(
I 1360183 K0 14 7!13 60184 16 T
4 3 RAFGL 1141 72
2 13 60190 11 8;
1 2 DO 13132 58 t0_
9 "13 60198A0 5 1:
4 ' g U03915 34 13_
2 13 60202 7 8
3 9 U03917 51 13;
2 13 60204 K0 1 5,
1 "41 07330+3510 9 1
1 13 60224 8 ] 8
L
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12. 25, 60. 100 _,m; 10) High Source Density Region.
447
Right Ascension: 07h33"39'-07h56"54 '
Position (t950)
Name H
Galacdc Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
a _ Coords 5MJ 5MN O O 12 p.m 25 ,am 60 p.m8
h_m.. , (s) (") I b (") (') (') N (Jansky}
7336+3521 39.6 14 184+24 26 5 99' 3 .44 .94 8,55
7343+3543 18.1 4 t64+24 32 6 99 3 .25L .27L 1.85
7344+3744 29.0 55 182+25 75 9 9912 .30 .29L .40L
7345+3219 35.6 47 187+23 82 2u 199 z .25L .48L .57L
7346+3653 37.0 45 183+25 57 7 99i 3 .76 .51L .40L
7347+3822 45.1 24 181 +25 38 7 ' 99 3 5.99 1,59 .40L
7349+ 3233 56.911 187+23 95 .42 .36L .40L
i 9997350+3455 0.7 9 1165+24 51 1 ' 99 .26L .39L .487351 +3318 6.2 186+24 26 99 3 1.13 .43L .40L
7351+3239 11.9 47 187+23 34 5 99 3 5.86 2.48 .40:
7352+3126 13.1 37 166+23 57 12 99 2 .26 .31L .40L
7352+3744 15.2 42 182+25 77 28 99 2 .25L 1.23L .48L
7352+3509 16.1 46 184+24 47 6 99 3 1.85 .36: .40L
7355+3410 35.7 29 165+24 52 6 99 3 .57 27L .40L
7358+3441 53.8 60 185+24 40 5 99 _ 3 1.31 .29L A0L
7359+3435 :55.2 54 185+24 28 5 99 ! 3 4.77 1.65 .43L7361+3654 7.6 2 183+25 18 5 99 8.28 3.81 .56
7362+3634 15.2 57 183+25 72 27 991 3 .25L .32L .40L
7364+3716 28.5 11 182+25 36 6 99,'3 .57 .31L .40L
7366+3646 37.7 57 163+25 21 5 99 3 1.44 .63 .40L'
7367+3207 42.9 33 189+24 67 11 991 2 35 .46L .40L'
7368+3624 48.9 33 183+25 41 5 99' 3 1.46 .41 .40L
7368+3827 52.7 39 161+25 34 5 99 3 9.11 2.36 .39:7370+3749 3.3 29 182+25 70 14 99 ! = 24 .30L .40L
7372+3920 16G56 180+261 44 .8 _0;3 .25L .26L ,72
7373+34 0 165+245 12091 32 25, 25, 74,7380+3420 2.5 50 165+25 99 .33L .32L .377361+3215 10.7 11 188+24 12 99 .59L .25L .77
7382+3450 15.4 165+25 58 99 3 .39 .27L .40L
7362+3036 16.2125189+23 i 25 17 99 o 25L .45L .42L
7388+3041 52.216 189+24 I 76 3 100 IA4L .57L ,40L
11.3110190+23 42 55 _ 2 1.88 .53 .40L7391+3017
7394+3407 28.8110 186+25 ! 37 8 3 .48 .39L .40L
7402+3234 17.3! 2188+24 196 1003 617 1.58 .40L
7407+3857 47.031181+26 20 61003 11.47 3.22 31
7408+3311 48.7!54167+25 74 12100 _ .25L .30L .71
7410+3053 1.431189+24 24 11 992 .25L .35L .79L
7413+3558 22.7J34184+26 i 57 10 992 .39 .32L .40L
;'415+3621 30656184+26 178 141003 .25L .25L .587415+3940 35.741180+27 88 12100 31 .26L .40L
7416+3747 378 45 182+26 51 12 100 2 .30 ,30L ,40L
7422+3054 18.02189+24 24 41003 27.31 1168 2,13
1425+3014 31.342190+24 46 61003 .65 .35L ,40L
7433+3738 18.7 28 182+26 29 7 100 3 21.12 5.25 .90
7434+3512 26.532185+26 51 91003 .48 .34L .40L
7435+3908 32.6117181+27 29 81003 .25L .53 3.39
7439+3036 59.8 46 190+25 49 11 100 3 .25L .32L ,84
7440+3308 2.47187+25 29 81002 .36 .27L ,40L
;'441+3341 9.4 20 187+26 $4 8 100 3 ,51 .30L .40L
7441+3417 10.0 8 186+26 50 6 100 3 .98 ,37L .40L
7442+3332 16.5i26 187+26 26 5 100 3 17.41 4.24 .72
7446+3311 40.815 187+26 42 6 100 3 1.66 .61 .40L,
7449+3258 54.1i57 167+25 37 6 100 3 .69 .31L .40L!
7449+3350 57.1158 186+26 58 11 100 3 .29L .30L ,68
7450+3427 4.126186+26 36 71003 .34L .37L 1.28
7466+3405 36.722186+26 157 1 101 .25L .31L ,67
7468 _,3436 49.9 186+26 43 100 .25L .36L 1.55
7468+3003 50.138191+25 70 131002 .33 .31L .79L
7468+3953 50.2[53 180+28 33 6 100 3 7,61 1.90 .44L
7469+3051 58.8138 190+25 68 1; 100 32 .25L .42L .897479+3712 56.4 40 183+27 39 100 3.74 .76 .4OL
7484+3249 28.4 88+2635 1 100 .63 .41L ,40L
7488+3617 51.4 5 184+27 26 100 3 3.66 .89 .40L7496+3444 38.6!39186+27 36 7 101! o 1.87 31 .40L
7496+3952 41.9'36 180+28 94 27 100 ; 2 1.34L .27L .40L i
7499+3910 55.3 45 151+28 55 17 101=3 .25L .30L .46:
7501+3546 6.5 54 185+27 71 9 101 3 .44 28L ,40L
7503+3648 23.28184+28 22 91013 .70 .25L ,40L
7504+3250 25.713 168+27' 54 8 101 3 .64 .26L .40L
7507+3315 43.1 16 188+27 63 10 101 3 .51 .26L .40L
7506+3652 50.1E]27 184+28 51 9 101 3 A8 .27L .40L
7511+3443 8,857186+27 46 8 t013 .56 .26L .40L
7516+3026 39.721191+26 61 81013 ,37 .36L .40L
7519+3820 58.133162+28 66 111012 .32 .29L .40L
7520+3342 3.413187+27 63 131013 .27L .33L .54
7524+3725 26.754183+28 49 81013 1.23 .51L .40L
7525+3811 30.512162+28 46 81013 2.18 .45 .40L
7527+3306 42.129188+27 44 71013 1.78 .50 .40L
7528+3430 148.E 8186+28 57 811013 53 .30L .40L
7529+3454 50.8 27186 + 28 69 121013 .37L .25L .74
7534+3757 i26E 11 183+29 67 18 1011 3 .70L .35L 53
27.1 33 184+28 .74 .40L .40L
7534+3640 5081 _ 10227536+3932 37.8 23 161+29 34 2 101 ,25L .26L .40L
3 .44
.917537+3118 47.1 4190+27 1101 .40L
7538+3156 48.256189+27 20 6101 4.5t 2.77 .35:
7538+3233 53.048188+27 567 1013 ,68 .44L .40L
7546+3241 36.3 31 188+27 53 13 [101 2 ,27L .41L .77
7547+3304 47.236188+28 53711013 1.30 .51L .40L
7559+3312 58.2161188+26 73 141022 .28 .41L .4OL
7560+3302 4.058' 188+28 23 91013 .31: .49L 3.74
7561+3449 11.211186+28 37 71013 4.08 1.06 .40L
7564+3249 27.855188+28 53 101013 .69 .33L .40L
7564+3158 29.7 45 1189+28 59 15 101 2 .25L 39L .60
7565+3613 38.311 '165+29 24 710t 3 4.16 1.01 .40L
7566+3325 41.540188+28 33 911013 25L .39L 1.89
7567+3557 42.53 185+29 28 811013 .25L .32: 2.57
7567+3421 43.0 49 187+28 63 12 102 2 .32 .35L .40L
7569+3143 54.5 46 190+28 28 9 101 3 .67 .28L .40L
Declination: + 30 °- + 40 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
v L
100 #m Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Unc$ Coef R Flags*
13.67 CCCCIBAAA 2 0200001000
4.52 CC L EAA 1300000000
1.O0L E E 0500000000
.91 D E E 1300000000
I.O0L B i A B 2600000000
L00L BC AAKL 0 0400001000
1.00L E e 1301000000
1.00L C G E F 0500000000
1.00L B ACI 1400000000
1.00L BBC AAC t 1300000000
1.37L E EKD C 0500000000,86 E 1500000000
1.00L BD AC 0 0500000000
1.6OL F CM 1400000000
1.00L B ADG 0500100000
1OOL CC AAG 4 1500100000
I,OOL BBC C AAB E f 26000000001.35 2500000000
1.00L B BH N 0600000000
1.0OL' CD AA 92600000000
1,01L C DE 1400000000
1,00L BD A8 t 0 26OOO01000
1.00L BBC AAC 04401000000
1.06L C D 1500000000
2.52 CC EBI 0100000000
1.79 D E B C 13000000001.23L F E 14OO0OO0O0
1.06L C CB 04OO000O00
1,18L C B L 0500000000
2,39 ' C FDB 2400000100
1.37 E HM G 2500000000
1,00L BC AB N 2 2500000010
1.00L F C D M 1400000000
1.00L BC AA 0 0301000000
I.O0L BBC AAB 0 2300000100 18
1.66 DD J CC 0300000100
1.90 E D L C 2400000030
1ATL C C 1501000000
1.35L C CF 1400000100
1.34L C C 0300000000
1.00L C C 0600010000
1.00L BBC AAAD 9 1500000000 22
A E D 0400000000
1,06L' B _IAAG 0 !181.O0L B B C 06000000001.08L C 1400000000
6.32 CCC HAAA 0200000000
1.65 CC cHBB 04000001001.00L C 0400000000
1.03L i C C K _ 0400000000
1.16L B A F H 0301000O00
1.90L BBC AAB 4050000010019
1.00L B D A B 20400000000
1.00L B B D E 0400000000
1.43L C I G B B 0300000000
2.71 CC I K OAA 0200000000
1.70 EEl HBF 25000003302.18 0200000000
3.37 CC DAA 0200001000
1.32L C D DH 1400000000
1.23L BC AAEM 3 1400000000 16
2.79 E C A B 040000016'0
1.00L BC ABI 1 1600000000
1.68L C EC E 0300000000
1.22L C BDMH 1500010000
1.00L BC AA 0 0500000000
1.00L BC IACL 0 0400000000
.96 D I GC 2500000000
1.31 CC CC 1400000000
1.18L B B L 0400000000
1.00L B A H 0300000000
1.09L D C 0300000000
1.00L C B K 0500010000
1.00L B CK 03000(_3000
1.00L C BG 0501000000
1,00L e CE 0400010000
I.O0L E G 0400000000
.90: C D K C C 0400000000
1.00L B AC 1300000000
1.00L BE AB 7 0400000000
1.00L BD AB 4 1500000000
1.00L C B 0400000000
2.43L C ED 0400001000
1.31L C EB' 1300000000
1.08L D B F 2400010000
1.99 D I C I 1481000330
1.00L BF ABM 00400000000
1,00L BBD AAE 1 0500000100
1.07L B BB K 1400000000
1.22: CC GDCC 1401000110
1,O0L C AD 1400000000
1.0gL F D I 0501000000
8.99 D CD DCAA ! 2301000000
1.00L B C A A 2 0400000000
1,00L B AI 1500000000
1,06L C DCF 0400000000
1.O0L BC AA 0 1400000000
3.96 C C C A A 1300000000
4.20 ECD CAA 0301000000
1.23L C F 0400000000
1.00L C B 0400000000
C
A



















2 [ DO 13218











































































































































"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS--2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
448
1 I I:










































































































o. 8 Coords SMJ SMN 0































36 + 3O 39
38+30 41


















86 + 32 30
91 +31 28
84 + 33 24
84+33 37
84 + 33 4g






86 + 33 5._
87+33 3(
90 + 3,_ 4z
88+33 5{
82+34 6'
92 + 3; 5(
90 + 3;= 2 <`
82 + 3z 5(









































































































































Flux Corr A Confusion














D E B B ]000000O0
D C C 300000000
4000O(X)O0
D D C B 40100O000
DD )DB 501000000
D ]B B 40000000O
400000000
C C EA h 200000000
40O000O00
ME 30000000(]
: CC 3 B E 30000000(]
3 3 4000000OC







DF D CA/ 20101201(
D D E 40000O00(
C 501 0O0O0(





C E F 40O00O00(
4OOOOOOO(
40OO00004
DC C C A _ 130O000O01




B B A B I )40O000001
K )40000000






















C I B 03O100O01
; -_ L 04000000(
} _,E 04010000(
} F } A H 05010000(
3C _B O5O0O00O(
E E _ E B 04000000(









D J E 04010O0O_
C GC 040O00Oll
3 E 04000000_





B C A B 05000000
F BK 05010000
C F J / 03000000
C C 05000000
B B J [ 05000000
C J E( 03800002
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Exlended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60. 100 Fro; 10) High Source Density Region.
































































































































































































































































T Name Type C)
ZG 831 + 30
U04479




















































































a 8 a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 ,u.m
h m. , , (s) (") 1 b (") (') (') N
08574+3808 27.7 8 185+41 89 20 1061 ,3gL
08575+3828 33.8= t0 1184+41 46 1079 .44
08576+3402 41.5 17 190+40 59 6 107 3 .64
08578+3019 :51 3_ 14:195+40 57 6 106 3 1.58
08579+3557 55.3 37 t88+41 75 32 107 2 1.30L
08579+3447 593 14 189+41 33 8 107 3 .25L
08582+3705 13.0 12 186+41 57 9 106 2 .31
08588+3455 51.6 14 189+41 72 11 107 3 .29L
08591+3851 6.3118 184+41 44 7 107 3 1.48
08596+3133 40.1! 45 194+40 49 6 107 3 .83
08597+3128 44.8 16 194+40 53 17 106 2 1.11L
09002+3047 14.5 18 195+40 60 14 107 3 .25L!
09005+3856 35.9 26 184+42 27 5 107 3 35.32
DGO16+3447 41.2 10 189+41 62 8 107 3 33 I
09018+3312 53.9 53 192+41 53 14 107'[2 ,44L I
09026+3759 38.3 33 185+42 ; 30 8 107 3 25L
09028+3535 51.5 0 188+42 86 2; 10712 .25L
_9033 + 3839 21.3 1, 184+42; 31 107 5.67
09036+3631 39.4 41 187+42 29 7107 3 .44
39039+3421 55.9 12 I90+42 44 6 107 3 1.08
39041+3725 6.5 1 186+42 40 8 107 3 .25L
39045+3309 31.5 26 192+42 42 8 107 3 .25L
09046+3124 36.5 8 194+41 25 5 107 3 1.74
;)9046+3322 38.0 28 191+42 30 13 107 3 .25L
;)9051+3443 7.4 32 190+42 29 9 107 3 .25L
;)9053+3549 23.1 14 188+42 49 10 108 2 .25L
;)9057+3405 45.216 191+42 29 10 107 3 .57
39060+3956 4.4 24 183+43 68 13 108 3 .29L
09065+3319 30.3 35 192+42 32 7 107 3 .25L
;)9066+3853 36.7 15 184+43 26 6 108 3 3.66
;)9074+3750 29.3 18 186+43 39 6 108 3 .61
;)9075+3033 30.8 46 195+42 50 9 107 3 .35
39076+3110 37.7 4 194+42 34 8 107 3 479.94
39084+3455 28.6 52 189+43 89 10 108 3 .41
:)9087+3317 47.4 25 192+43 36 10 108 3 .46
;)9088+3541 49.9 14 188+43 6O 7 108 3 1.23
39105+3012 33.4 22 196+43 46' 12 138 3 .25L
;)9108+3958 49.3 36 183+44 32 15 108 2 .25L
39112+3056 12.7 41 195+43 27 12 106 2 .32
39113+3116 20.2 20 195+43 81 16 107 2 .25L
39114+3618 298 45 188+44 38 9 108 3 .26L
:)9115+3020 33.8 55 196+43 64 t3 108 3 .25L
39115+3847 36.7 10 184+44 81 14 108 2 .62L
:)9120+3716 0.3 11 186+44 67 8 108 3 .56
:)9121+3450 9.7 30 190+44 51 7 106 3 1.24
39121+3908 11.5 44 164+44 49:9 106 3 .25L
39124+3200 26.4 44 194+43 91 25 108 3 .26L
_J125+3611 31.1 19 166+44 63 I 10 106 3 .40
:)9137+3438 42.4 33 190+44 45' o 108 _ 25L
:)9142+3342 15.5 38 191+44 46 6 108 3 .75
:)9143+3605 19.7 25 188+44 44 10 108 2 .62
39150+3452 4.7 21 190+44 57 11 108 3 .25L
:)9155+3433 30.9 20 t90+44 47 10 108 3 .39L39156+3445 37.8 38 190+44 27!15 108 _ .26L
39157+3700 44.7 49 197+44 43, 7 109 3 1.60
39159+3553 54.3 38 188+44 41 7 109 3 2.30
:)9164+3400 24.2 9 191+44 43 9 108 3 .25L
39164+3431 25.0 2 190+44 73 16 108 3 .25L
19166+3103 36,5 1 195+44 73 11 109 2 1.14L
39168+3724 50.7 8 186+45 64 11 108 3 .25L
39168+3308 53.0 42 192+44 40 11 109 2 .26L
39169+3758 59.4 8 185+45 78 9 110 2 .35
;)9176+3317 36.8 10 192+44 82 18 109 2 .26L
;)9178+3534 48.4 80 189+45 50 11 108 3 .25L
39178+3222 49.3 42 193+44 79 12 109 2 .31
;)9178+3824 51.8 4 185+45 72 9 109 3 .41
:)9180+3436 0.7 17 190+45 25 6 109 3 86.92
:)9181+3952 6.8 44 183+45 41 7 109 3 .80
:)9184+3306 27.5 46 192+45 64 10 109 2 1.54
39193+3910 20.8 50 164+45 49 11 109 3 .25L
39200+3024 0.9 45 196+45 52 6 109 3 .88
39207+3445 47.5 49 190+46 47 12 110 2 .85
:)9208+3943 51.4 38 183+46 63 14 109 2 .25L
:)9217 + 3200 47.4 56 194+45 50 11 109 3 .44L
:)9219+3428 56.1 23 191+46 43 14 109 3 .28L
;)9223+3641 20.411 187+46 38 9 110 2 .96
:)9227+3258 43.7 47 193+46 35 7 109 3 .36
{)9231+3506 6.0;42 190+46 47 10 1093 .25L;
:)9244+3039 25.0 33 196+46 46 9 108, 4 .25L;i
39245+3517 31.8 23 189+46 65 14 109 I 3 .25L
39245+3300 34.1 15 193+46 _ 63 14 109 _3 37L
;)9251+3o126.4i 197+46 14lO8i ,42,;)9253+3123 18.3 195+46 19 108 .30L
:)9254+3622 29.2 48 188+46 ! 19 7 110 i 3 25.43
;)9265+362308150186+4763 13110143 40L;)9269+3346 54.9i16 192+46' 44 5 109 .56
09271 +3453 8.51 3 190+47 43 7 11013 .26L
39277+3352 42.1135 192+47 28 5 109 4 1.6709278+3425 49.8153 191+47 22 4 109 1.50
39282+3014 15.4138 197+46 60 11 109 3 .25L'
I
09284+3519 29.7_30 189+47 22 4 110 3 10.95
09285+3842 31.2 60 185+47 39 7 110 3 1.17
39286+3639 38.7 1 188+47 27 5 110 3 1.76
09287+3319 44.7 3 192+47 49 6 109 4 .73
09301+3118 6.8 43 195+47 56 8 108 2 1.01
09301+3047 9.E 6 196+47 28 10 109 3 .40
09302+324I 12.5 60 193+47 55 10 109 3 .48L
09304+3642 26.8 36 187+47 35 5 110 3 2.27
;)9310+3314 4.3 31 193+47 49 7 109 3 .49
3931t+3637 9.8 16 188+48 18 4 110 3 4.49
Declination: + 30"-+ 40*
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Color Correetedl







































































































100 _zm Flux Corr A Confusion R 5
Uncs Coef R Flags Q
1.06L D E 0500000000
1.13L E BHHJ 1400000000
1.OOL B BD 0400000000
1.00L BF ACKDr 1 03000000001.23 E I 1300000000
4.82 C O i A A 0200000000
1.29L D IC 0400000000
1.00L C KC D 04010000OO
1.OOL BD A D D 0 0400000000
1.00L D AFKM 1100100000
1.00L D EC 1100100000
1.62 E D I H E B 1300000000
1.00L BBC AAA 0300000000 17
1.00L C C 0400000000
1.00L C DE 0200000000
2.19 ECC FEAB 0300001000
1.31 O DI C 1300000000
1.00LI BC ABF O 0300000000
1.00L B BEKL
1.00L; BE AF




















1.00L BC AAK 2 0300000000
1.09L! B B L 0300001000
1 00L C C 0501000000
AAAA 0100010000 22
10.10 BBDC I1.05L C MJ 03000O000O
1 09L ID B 0300010000
1.OOL' B A A 04010000OO
ZOO i FC MNDB 1300100100
1.00L E E 1400000000
1.35L C B E 14000000001.18 C CB 1300000000
2,65 cc LGAA 12000001o0
I 92 i CC BA 0300000100I.O0L' K DC 0300000000
1.48L B8EC CE I 03000000001.OOL A C B B 1 04000000002.64 0200000100
1.27 ' J DC 1300000000
DMBL 13000O0OO01.OOLIC C 0 000001.74
t.OOL D AG O2000O0000
1.OOL C C CGBE 13000000001.56 0300000100
K CB
1.59: C E C C 33000000001.44 , 3301000000
1 OOL B A C 0401000000
t.00L BC 0 0300001000
2.11 C: AAAc 11800001001.34 GEBD 3300000010
1.24L MC 0201000000
3.20 FCC AB 0100000000
4.11 DDDC DjCAA 01000000001.17L 0300000000
1.07: ' CC I CA 0300000000
2.06 C C E C A 0200000010
1.12L D B 0300010000
1.02L C BL 0400020000
.85: IBBCO AAAE 1 2302000000'18
1.09L' B BC K 1300010000
I.OOLI B E ADG 0 0300000000
1.25: CO B B 0200000000
1.00L B A N 0300000000
1.OOLIF liA J 05_
1.05 CO I BE 0101000100
.92: CF, CCD 0100000000
1.05L C ! GGK 0300000000
1.00L C BH 0301000000
1.04L B B 0301000000
1.55 C D A C 0300000000
2.16 CB I BA 0200000000
.94: C C HC D 0200000000
1.OOL C ! KDC 0301000000
1.28 CC' DC 0201000100
1.02L C E D 0300000200
1,00L BBC IAAAF 0 03010000001.33 C DC 0300010000
1.00L D B 0300010000
3.47 CC HAA 0200000100
1.00L B D A D 1 0300000000
1.13L BC AB I 2 0200000000
1.60 CC G BA 0200000000
1.OOL BBC AAB 0 ' 0300000000 16
I.OOL CC AA 2 0300000000
1.00L BD AB 0 1400000000
1.00L C B B J 0300000000
I.OOL F B l 0300000000 j
I.OOL B DJ 0400000000 I
1.11: CE MDBE 0200000000
1.00L CD AC F 4 0200000000
1.OOL B CL ' 0300010000




S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
1 13 61196
1 123 DO 137521 61200
1 10 M+06-20-019
1 13 61201 G5
1 13 61213 K5
1 13 61217 K5
3 9 U04747
4 13 61226 MS
2 13'61239
3 9 U04770




1 13 61274 K2






7 13 61306 M6
2 13 61317 K5
2 13 61323 K2





I 13 61358 KO
2 13 61361 GO
3 10 M+05-22-027
2 13 61366K2
4 1_ U048941 61379 G5
2 13 61381
1 10 M+06-21-007
2 13 61391 A2
13 61395 K5=*10 M+06-21-013
1 12 ZG 916+34
3 91 U04943
4 _l U049471 1 61405 K0
1 12! ZG 917+33
3 9' U04960
1 2i3013864
i 13161411F2"13 61414 K5
1 13! 61417 K0
2 13 61424K0
I 131 6143413 61446 K0
2 13 61472 K2
1 13 61481 G5
1 27 MKN 399
3 9 U05038
,1 39 OK+341.1
4 10 M +05-23-002
4
5 13 61508 MB
1 13 61518 K0
1 12 ZG 927+34
'2 13 61529 K0
2 13 61533 K5
3 9 U05070
13 61540 K513 6154213 61543 K2
1 13 61544
1 2 I)O13939
2 13 81561 K2
1 13 61567 K2




































































I 29 8'5 4_
i
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60. 100 p.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
451




39316+3217 41.5 41 194647 70 18 108 2
09319+3950 56.942 163+48 28 8 111 3
39320+3430 0.9 24 t91+48 72 12 109 2
09324+3831 24.8 6 188+48 27 6 110 4
39324+3002 29.6 12 197+47 51 9 109 3
09326+3602 38.1 6 188+48 25 7 110 4
39337+3123 44.6 14 195+48 41 7 109 3
:)9337+3755 45.7 20 186+48 15 10 111 3
:)9338+3133 50.6 18 195+48 52, 9 109 3
39339+3801 54.5 36 186+48 81 8 t10 2
:)9343+3402 19.3 53 191+48 49, 10 109 3
:)9344+3527 25,4 40 189+48 74 I 17 108
:)9344+3546 29,9 46 199+48 71 13 109 3
)9345+3304 31,1 5 193+48 461 9 109 3:
39357+3457 44.0 7 190_-48 64; 13 110 2
}9359_3431 54.3 27 191+48 43 ? 110 31
:)9360+3030 2.3 10 197+48 85 11 109 2
>9361+3413 8,2 56 191+46 61 13 109 3
:)9362+3409 17.8 44 191+48 33 6 110 3
}9363+3232 19,1 16 194+48 39 9 109 3!
)9364+3428 25.0 3t 191+48 44 5 110 3l
i
>9364+3235 25.7 2? 194+48 45 13 110 3
}9368+3006 53,7 27 197+46 46 10 109 3J
39)9372+3619 12,6 59 188+49 7 110 3'
)9377+3149 44.5 16 195+49 48 9 ;110
)9360+3457 2.6 42 190+49 46 7 110
)9382+3910 14.1 56 184+49 94 8 J109
}9382+3606 15.0 36 188+49 39 8 110 3
39383+3116 18.3 20 196+49 34 8 109 2
)9385+3317 34.8 20 193+49 75 7 110 3
I
)9386+3130 36,9 27 195+49 41 8illO 3
)9389+3959 54.3 12 i 183+49 16 5 1110 4
)9395+3939 33.0 47 183+49 46 11 111 4
)9396+3313 36.7 20 193+49 63 8 !110 3
190+49 13
)9396+3519 38.3 39 58 110 3
)9399+3204 55,7 361195+49 17 110 3
}9399+3803 56.3 191185+49 45 11 110 3)9400+3721 2.0 26 167+49 19 110 3
H
Galactic Uncertainty OCa _5 Coords SMJ SMN 0 12 _m







































)9401+3946 11.236 183+49 47 9)9,m+3018 39,751 197+49 39 6
)9406-_3012_0.1 _ lg7+49 78 10)9407+341944.33 191+4946
_11+3455 86 i)190+49_ 12)9411+3952 6.0 103+49 13)9411+353911,811189+5077 19)9412+345716.72 180+5037 6
)9422+3458 14.437 190+50 24 7
)9423+3623 18.420 188+50 52t)9425+344434435191+5o35
)9427+3229 43,8 26 194+50 51 15
)9428+3454 53,8 52J190+50 42 9 110 3
)9435+3508 30,3 55! 190+50 41 8 110:3
)9436+3052 39.7 551197+50 82 22 110 3}9440+3438 3,6 56 191+50 77 111
)9441+3459 6.4 28190+50 43 12 110 339443+3300 23,0 52! 193+50 33 110
)9444+3920 24.6 81183+50 65 10 11 3
_'447+3517 42.8 24190+50' 47 6 110 3
)9447+3612 44,3 01188+50 27 6 111 3
)9451+3307 6.8 5' 193+50 68 20 109 2
i
)9456+3339 40.3 3 182+S0 18 71110 3)94r_+385626.953167+8126 6111 3
_r_+3_04 49.414!184+5126 101113
)9471+3156 7,246196+51 52 1o111o3>9471+39519.0_1163+si37 _ 1113
)9473+3606 20.532 188+51 56 6 111 3)§478+3137 49.1 371196+51 36 i111
)9479+334756,620;192+51_ 8illt 32)9460+31_4.256)I_+51 10110
)9487+3551 45.1 28 189+51 58 11 Ill 3
)9491+3437 10.9 37 191+51 52 6 111 3
)9495+3545 30,9 35 199+51 33 7 111 3'
)9506+3513 38.1 14;190+51 38 6 111 i)9507+3509 44.7 46 t90+51 17 111
)8508+3647 53.6 53 187+51 67 38 112
>9514+3500 29.3 33' 190+52 30 , 111 3
>9516+3738 38.6 44 186+52 55 10 111 3]
39516+3619 39,0 36 188+52 23 6 111 3
39517+3754 43,5 48 186+52 80 18 112 2 i
>9521+3138 8.2 24 196_.-52 96 13 111 2
>9528+3125 49.2 37 196+52 61 9 111 3 I
>9528+3202 50,9 28 195+52 71 10 111 3
39530+3416 1.5 27 191+52 34 9 111 3
)9533+3534 22.5 0 189+52 64 I 14 110 2!
>9540+3521 1.7 17 190+52 36 17 111 2
)9543+3706 21.9 59 187+52 86] 14 110 2
:)9548+3521 51.3 47 190+52 34i 9 112 3
:)9550+3228 5,3 40 194+52 801 16 112 2
:)9553+3045 23.9 25 197+52 55 9 111 3
:)9554+3236 26.1 32 194+52 39 6 111 3
>9555+3913 33.6 25 183+52 37 7 112 3
:)9561+3343 11,4 17 192+53 64 14 112 3
:)9562+3039 16.0 29 197+52 28 11 111 3
:)9563+3156 21.1 24 195+52 35 8 111 3
39567+3537 44.2 36 189+53 75 17 111 2
39567+3100 45,1 45 197+52 55 6 111 3
:)9561+3209 8.2 52 195+53 82 8 112 3
:)9584+3854 29,4 44 187+53 114 28 113 2
39592-p3t46 13,1,19 196+53 41 7 111 3
09592+3406 16,8 13 192+53 23 13 112 3
111 _ .25L110 .71
110_ 2 29
110 _ .78110 .25L
110 _ ,25L111 .40L
110 _ 2,19110= .25L






























































































































































100 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags' S 2 # T
r
.57 1,52L F DK 0300001000
4OL 1.00L BC AA 0 0300000000
.63 1.46L C B B E 0200000000
.40L 1.00L B B E L 0200000000
1.19 2,29 CC HBB 0100000000
.40L 1.00L BC AC H 0 0200000000
.46: 1.00L SBF AADN 0 0301000000 17
t .25 2, 74 C C E A A 0100000000
.77 1.52 CC J HBA 0300008200
.40L 1.00L C CI 0300000000
1.19 3.26 CC GBfl 0300000000
.41 1.20L D CE 0200000000
.92 1.71 E C A A 0200000000
.75 1.71 CB I CA 0300000000
.90 2.09 C D B B 0300000000
.87 2.69 CC J CAB 0300000000
.40L 1.00L C E 0300000000
.43 2.27 DD L DB 0300110000
.40L 1.00L B ElL 0400110000












































1,00L ED AAL 81 0400000000
1.0OL C GC 0300100030
1,07L C J C t 0200000000
1.00L BC AA 0 0100000000
1.11L E CK i 0300000000
3.04 C D F L A A 0300000000
1,04L C A J 0300000000
4.51 CC EBAA 0100000010
1,00L C CN 0301000000
1.07L C B D K 0200000000
1.00L BC AAK 0 0510000000
1,0OL BD AS 0 0300000000
.81: CD DD 0401000000
1.00L B El 0300020000
1.00L D C i 0100000000
23,92 BCCC BAAA 31 0180001000
1.55 CC BB








1.00L BC AS I 1














7.90 CCCC AAAA 9 0200031100 24
1.00L D B 0300000000
2.77 C C A A 0300000000
2.68 CC EOAA 0300000000
1.34 D J J E 1400000000
1.00L C B G 0300010000
1,40 CC DB 0300000000
1.00L BCD AAE 0 _ 0400000000
1.31L C DF F 0300000000
3.81 OCC FDAA 0200000000
1,0OL BC ACF li 0300000000
1.13L F GG I 0400000000
8.65 CC GFAA 1100000100
1.00L BC AAE el o3o_o0oo
1.63 CC HAC I 0300000000
1.15 1.35 CC GHBB
.40L 1.00L BC AA M
.40L 1.00L C BC
.40L 1.00L BC AA
3.92 10.28 CECC DDAA
.41L 1,26L B A
.83 1.63 CC L I CA
.40L 1.0eL B B F
.40L 1.00L BC AB
.40L 1.00L BF AD
.48 1.00L BCE AAC
.40L 1.04 D LF F
.40L 1.00L C CH



































1.00L BC AAD 0' 1400000000
1.00L C D 1301000000
1.18L C DF 0400000000
1.00L D C N 0400000000
1,33: DD BGBC 0200000200
3.46 D C C C A A 0100000000
1,16L C C 1 0100000000
1.28 CF CD 1200000000
1.20L C L B G 2300000000
1.00L BC ABJ 0 1100000000
1.31L C B K 0400000000 j
1.00L )B B M 0300010000












2 12 ZG 931+32
I 4 13 61578 K0
I 1 13 615843 9 U05108
! 3 13 61586 K0




1 12 ZG 934+35
3 9 U05125
1 12 ZG 935+34






1 13 61623 K5
1 13 61629 05
3 6 N2955
1 13 61632 MA
4 13 61633 K5
2 13 616361<0
1 1 13 61647 G6
5 9 U05183
3 9 U05184
1 13 61652 K2
2 13 61656A2




1 12 ZG 942+36
1 5 "13 61669MTE
3 "10 M+06-22-009
1 "41 09435+3508
2 12 ZG 943+30
1 13 61680
1 '41 09441+3459
2 t3 61684 MA
2 13 61685
2 12 ZG 944 +35
! 4 6 A0945 +33
4 9 U05251
3 13 61703 K5
1 12 ZG 946+39
1 12 ZG 947+31
I 3 13 61707 K5
; 1 13 61706 K0
2 13 61710 MO
4 9 U05260
1 2 DO 14015
1 16 04654 M
3 13 61728 K5
1 13 61742 K2
2 2 DO 14032
1 13 61749 K5
3 9 U05321
4 4 TMSS +40213
2 12 ZG 951+37
2 13 61761 K5
4 1 2 DO14038
1 12 ZG 953+34
1 13 61769 K0
2 13 61779 K5
2 10 M+05-24-005




0300000000 1 13 61791 K0
0300000010 42 192 ZG 956+3112 00000 0053 
030001o0o0 132DO14053I 61808 G50401000000
2300000000 2 12 ZG 956+36
0400010000 1 13 61820 G5








































































"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighbonng Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
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II II I:











































































































C (Not Color Corrected) V L
O 12 p.m 25 p.m 60 /zm I00 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S
N (Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 #












Name Type (") Mag
61838 K0 8 82
61841KO 6 73
ZG 1001 +38 90 146
M+06-22-067 85
61854 K0 4 73
9 U05452 23 143
"13 61874 A5 11 45
12 ZG 1004+34 61 146
t3 61882 F5 36 61
9 U05466 38 135
12 ZG 1005+38 29 156
13 61900 M0 5 80
9 U05481 54 151
12 ZG 1007+32 60 148
12 ZG 1007+32 20 150
13 61911KO 9 73
13 61914 K0 2 60
13 619181(0 21 77
13 61917 25 87
13 61922 K5 2 81
12 ZG 1010+35 77 156
6 N3159 53
13 61944 5 87
13 61951 3 87
12 ZG 1012+39 64 156
13 61952 17 90
13 61953 G5 t2 65
2 DO14136 71 125
2 [:)014137 75 95
13 61969MA 1 73
13 61971 11 88
"13 61980 4 77
9 U05567 53 148
9 U05577 55 143
t3 61991 K0 6 70
13 61994 13 85
13 61997 K0 21 77
12 ZG t018+38 53 156
10 M+07-21 047 89
12 ZG 1019+36 14 148
13 62008 K0 16 75
13 62013 19 85
13 62018 K0 6 72
13 62019 K0 2 57
13 62021 M0 2 72
12 ZG 1022+32 59 156
13 62031 K0 17 65
13 62035 K0 9 80
13 62037 K0 5 65
13 62038F0 3 47
13 62039 K5 11 71
13 62043 K5 7 83



































































Right Ascension: 10h37"20'-11h16m05 ' Declination: +30%+40 °
Position (1950) Flux Density Flags
Nam_
a 8
h m. • ,
Galactic Uncertainty V L
a _ C_)orhds SMJ SMN 0) 100 _m Flux Corr A Confusion R S(s) ( ) (") (") ( L!ncs Coef R Flags" S 2
10373+3839 24 7 116 1.00LI _DCC Bj CB 240100000010376+3919 63 11 116 1.97 1200000100
10383+3457 53 8 116 1.t8LI ACHG 0 1400000000
10389+3859 36 13 116 1.38 I DE MFOB 2400000000
10393+3157 29 6 113 1.00L BBC AAB !0 0400000000 19
10396+3944 25 6 117 I.O0L BD C ADD 0 130000000010416+3055 42 11 166 1.17L GFBF 0401000100
10416+3925 43 9 117 2.85 CC BA 12(30000000
10419+3431 48 11 115 1.15L C HCG 1400000000
10419+3826 56 13 116 1.31 FC DI CB 0300000000
10420+3551 62 10 116 1.68 CC AB 0300000000
10424+3535 38 8 116 3.17 cOCCI, CAA 130000000010431+3053 28 10 113 1.02L ICI 0400000000
10434+3005 62 12 114 1.33L BC C O AE 040000000010439+3459 24 5 113 1.00L AAM 2 0300001000
10441+3949 38 9 118 1.54 CC L BB 0301000000
10448+3743 24 8 117 2.75 CC FAA 0300000100
10456+3458 28 10 113 3.95 CC GAA 1100000000
_o456+38o8 _1 7 116 295 occCBAA 020oo01o0010457+3633 6 117 1.ooL BBC AAA 1 0300000000 15
m
10461+3oo9 731 19 113 1.03: FO CE 0400000000
10470+3314 23 7 112 16.80 DCC ECCA 1201003300 6
10473+3518 44 12 114 1.41: CC EBB 0301000000
10483+3152 54 12 114 1.34 CC I GDEI 0400000000
10485+3301 50 12 114 1.96 CC FAA 1501000000
10469+3309 35 7 114 17.34 BCDC BAAA 2 1201111100
10492+3253 42 180 113 I.O0L BDCE ,AC 0 150000000010494+3312 28 114 8.32 GCBA 1380100100
10497+3653 24 8 115 12.89 CC NKEB 0101000400 4
10499+3315 47 13 115 1.00LID FK 1500000000
10500+3800 61 11 115 1.30 BC I BB 0300000000
10503+3410 44 8 3.15 CC KAB 0300000000
10505+3428 21 6 1.00L BBD AAB 0 0200000000 19
10517+3501 47 10 i 1.89 CC CD oJBB 020000000010521 +3418 27 7 1.OOL =A 2 0301000000!10528+3915 67 14 1.09L C CC 0300000000
10529 + 3346 32 6 1.00L iBC iAAM 1 040000000010535+3338 50 1.15L C !C 0401000000
10536+3402 56 12 1.11L D CG 0200100000
10537+34136 52 10' 1.O0L B BGI 0300100000
10541+3335 52 11 I 1.18L C BAC 0300000000
10549+3632 55 14 ; 1.06L C BC 0301000000
10558 + 3845 64 14 1.00L C C H 0400000000
10563+3731 51 15 L97 CE BB 1301000000
10567+3621 19 5 I.O0L BBC 'AADK 0 0300000100 18
10569 + 3339 54 12 2.48 CC A k 0300000000
10574+3922 66 17 1.26 DC L BD 0400000100
10577+3832 54 11 1.21L C EL 040000000010578 + 3553 12 2.63 C D K A A 0380100200 4
10580 +3928 44 9 , 1.00L _B ACH 1400000000
10580 _-3006 93 19 1.00L F B E 0400000000
10582+3554 41 12 1.57 CC I CB 0400100200 4
16585+3212 51 13 1.44 CE J I DB 1460000100
10590+3008 21 9 1.00L B BEH 0400000000
10594+3816 43 10 1.69 CC FAB 0301000000
11005+3615 34 51 1.00L BC AB 0 0400000000
11006+3011 46 101 1.0OL C 8F J 0500000000
11008+3811 L_ t3 i 1.08 CD FBC 0400000100
Ilo09+3234 328 i! LO0L BD AB 1 1400000000
11011+3913 53 ; 1.02L C DH 1401000000
11011+3746 66 1.10L C GCC 0400000000
1101I+3830 1.49 CD NBD 0400000000
11012+3552 1.10 CC G CE 0300000000
11018+3142 72 1.00L C DH 0400000000
11021+3018 38 166: DD BB 0400000100
11023+3538 60 141 1.56 DC MDB 1300000000
,1025+ 3830 49 8' 2.25 CC HAS 1400000000
11028+3106 28 12 .89: CE HFBC 0500000000
11029+3130 38 I10 1.38 CC DBB 04O0000000
11029+3259 66 18 1.20L O l FC 0400000010
11030+3051 377 I.O0L CC ABN 0 04000010OO
11030+3839 495 1.00L 8 AE 1400000000
,1031 +3016 6615 2.44L C B J 1300000000
11033+3012 8334 1.56 E HD 1400000000
I I048+3703 868 1.13L C DE 0300000000
11049+3845 21 6 1.00L BC AAJ 8 15O00O0000
,1053+ 3913 56 17. 1.11L F OF 1501000000
11057+3006 7518 1.06: DO DO 0300000010
,lO.+3616 9o 12 ,,6LC c G O3O0OOOOOO
11065+3634 25 6 1.00LIBBC AAA 0 03010100OO 17
11070+3242 8029 1.36 F JLE 1400100000
11071+3712 44 8 1.99 DD LFB8 1300000000
11071+3248 52 11 1.OOL B 8 1400100000
11082+3342 27 10 1.0OL C BHE 0400010000
11083+3042 669 1.00L C BH 1401000000
11094+3709 4614 1.O0L C E 1300000000
11096+3503 45 6 1,O0L BE ACG 0 0400O000O0
11097+3221 55 : 1o 1.o0LIv co O4OlOlooo0
,1098+3605 53] 14 f.08L,F CI 0300110000
11099 + 3606 511 11 1.O0L iB ,K 030011o000
I
4.04 CC ' GAP, 110000000011102 + 3026 34 7
11106+3342 48 11 1.OOL[S AC K 0400000000
11119+3035 60 15 1.45 CC GBCA 1400000000
11119+3257 50 9 1.51 CC EAB 0400000000
11124+3640 69; 23 1.41L DD !K BD 030000000011151 +3356 73 I 16 1.29 C C 0400000000
11154+3215 78 ! 23 1,24L O DC 1401000110
11154+3148 33 7 1.00L BC AAK 4 1300000000
11157+3322 39 I 7 1.00L BCC AAB 0 0400000000 18
11160+3545 41 I 1.00L B[3 AC 0 0400000000
i_g (Nol Co|or Corrected)
0 12 _m 25 _m 60 _m
,N (]ansky)
3 ,63 .25L .40L
3 ,30L 25L .89
3 131 .43 .40L
3 .25L .25L .52:
3 18,36 4.74 ,75
3 .90 .33 .40L
3 .25L .26L .58
3 .25L .25L 1.03
4 .32L .37L .56
3 .25L .25L .60
3 .25L .25L 1,15
3 .25L .37 1.86
3 .53 .29L .40L
2 1.13L 25L .42
4 3.68 .95 .40L
3 .25L .26L 1.05
3 25L .25L 1.64
3 .25L .25L 1.40
3 .35L .35 2.07
3 18.10 10.46 1.57
2i .37L .29L .43:
3; .25L .61: 8.16
3, .25L .25L .75
31 .25L .40L .57
3 .25L .25L 1.03
.48 90 9.06J 1.04 .21: .40L
.36L .25L 2.87
4 .25L .25L 4.27
2 29 .27L .40L
4 .25L .36Li .73
114 3 .25L .25L 1.76
113 3 12.63 2.93 .50
114 3 .25L .25LI 92
114 3 2.13 .51 .40L
118 3 .35L 25L .51
114 3 4.84 1.02 .40L
113 2 31 .27L .40L
114 2 .40 ,30L .40L
114 3 .67 .30L .40L
115 3 .25L .30L .84
114 3 .27L .25L .53
115 3 .27L .25L .70
17 2 .41L .25L 1.07
114 3 11.55 2.93 .46
116 3 .25L 25L 1.46
115 2 .25L .25L .63
113 2 .28 .25L .40L
115 3 .25L .25L 1.27
114 3 .72 .38L .40L
13 2 .92L .26L .50
116 3 .25L .25L .65
115 3 .25L .25L .73
114 3 .73 .30L .40L
115 3 .25L .25L 1.23
115 3 2.50 .66 .40L
114 3 91 .34L .40L
115 3 .25L .25L .57
115 3 1.51 .40 .40L
116 3 .38 .25L .40L
114 3 .25L .30L .44
115 3 .25L .25L .61
116 3 .43L .25L .50
115 3 .43 .30L .40L
116 2 .25L .25L .58
116 3 .25L 27L_ .41
115 3 .25L .25L 1.64
115 3 .25L .30L .64
115 3 .25L .25L 1.04
117 2 .25L .27L 39
115 3 1.88 .54 .40L
115 3 1.29 .34L .40L
116 2 .47 .28L .40L
114 2 .25L .30L .42L
114 2 .31 .25L .72L
115 3 2.45 1.06 .40L
13 2 27L ,25Li ,45
114 2ll .25L .27L .52:116 .40 .25L .40L116 , 36.36 9.57 1.48
114 2 .25L .58L .45L
116 i .25L .26L .80115 .54 .25L .40L116 .44 .31L .40L
114 2 .64 .35L .40L
119 2 .28 .58L .40L
117 31 .89 .26: .40L
114 2 .48 .41L .40L
117 2: .50 .25L .40L
117 3 = .49 .25L .40L
117 41 25L .27L 2.27
117 3 I 1.06 .26L .40L
116 3 .25L .25L .71
117 3 .25L .38L 1.70
117 2 .31L .28L .45
115 2 .41L .25L .53
118 2 .32L _IL .43
117 3 5.68 1.33 .40L
115 2 35.68 8.25 1.38




































































2 13 62361 K0
2 13 62377 MB
2 13 62376 MA
2 "27 MKN 420
1 13 6238O K5
1 13 62382 K2
1 "41 11011+3830
1 12 ZG 1101 +35
1 t3 62390 G5
2 121ZG 1102+30
3 9 U06143
2 12 ZG 1102+38
1 13 62400 MA
2 "13 62401 K2
2 13 62405 K0
3 9 U06152
1 13 62416 K2
1 12 ZG 1105+30
t 13 62421 K0
4 13,62427 MB
2 12 ZG 1107+37
I 13 62432 K0
4 13 62440 K5
1 13 62446 G5
I 13 62448 K0
2 13 62451 GO
1 13 62453 K0
1 1_62456 K03 i UOO271
t 10 M+06 25 040
3 t2 ZG 1115+32
5 13 _62484 GO


































































"Conlusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion PrOCessing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
454
! I1_










































































































Coords SMJ SMN 0






















































































































































































































































































































































































































a 8 Coords SMJ 5MN O
(s) £3 I b (") C)
Declination: +30"-+40 o
Flux Density Nags I Associations
(Not Color Corrected) V L 1










































































































































































2.39 63278 MA 76 "
8.72 U08098 128
•95 U08099 128 __
1.77 =
2.47 63280 NA 78 I
A1257+33
63287 GO 71 i




1.01 FQ COM 3
,90:
r.00L OP+301 1415 |
!.OOL 63318 G5 75 .
,64
!.18 •
.24 U06179 151 "
.00L ZG 1303+33 155 i
63339 K6 75
.06: ="
.0Ol A1303 + 33 |
.16L U06199 146 _'_-
.66: 63349 91
24 13049 + 3437 12




00L 63372 K2 60
Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
[1 ! i_










































































































(Not Color Corrected) V L i C25 ttm 60 ttm 100 Fm Flux Corr A Confusion S A
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags ° S 2 # T
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) al 12, 25, 60, I00 p.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
Declination: + 30"-+40 °
Associations
Sep






















































































































































































. s coofdsSMSSMNo o ,2_m
(s) C) 1'o C) £3 (') N
Flux Density
(Not Color Correctedf






































































































I00 p.m Flux Corr A ConFusion R S A
Uncs Cocf R Flags* S 2 # T
1.00L 18 !BE 1300010000
1.66 i CE J CC 0200000000
1.00L [C D AO 0 0400001000
I.13 C E A D 1300000000
1.79 CC FB8 0301001000
1.82 F C C C 0100000000
1.67: DF HBC 0381000100
1.38 D AFED 2201010000
1.00L C C G 0400020000
5.17 FDD HDAA 0300000000
1.00L 8 AH 1300000000
1.OOL BCC AAE 0 1400000000
1.83 CC F B C 0300000000
2.17 CC BB 03O0O000O0
1.0OL C D KN 0200010000
1,10: CF KCC 2100000000
1.40 CC MCD 0300000100
1.00L C S 0400000000
1.00L CD AC 0 0300001000
2.04 C HC8 = 1300000000
I.OOL BD AAFK 0 0300001000
.87: C C F B B E 2500000000
1,OOL C BE G 1300000000
6.50 DDD JDAA 1100001000
.87: DE) I HBF 1301000000
1.19: CC BF 1400000000
2.96 CC J AA 1300000000
1,00L BD AB 0 0400000000
1.00L CC AB 0 1400000000
1,88: BSDD AAAB 0 0300001000
14.49 CDDD DBAA 1' 0200000000
1.12L C BI M 0300000000
1.05L C C 1300000000
1,58 DC GFCB 1500000000
1.00L BBC AAF 0 03000000(_
1OOLC C H oi 93o000oo001.16L BCC AAAH 2300010000
1,OOL BBC AAB 0 1400000000
2.12 CE FBB 0400000000
1.12L C DCC 0500100330
2.25 CC BC 1400000000
2.71 CCCC CAAB 0 i 0100001000
1.00L BC ABJ 0 1200000000
4.33 D CC GGAA 0300100330
1.71L C BC 0100000000
1.60 CC KBB i 0380000000
1,62 F C K E A D 3400000000
1,45 CC CB i 1400000100
t ,48L C F E E C 0300000000
1,14L E BG L 0400000000
4.35 CC GFBA i 1100000000
2.13 CC GAB 3300000000
1.OOL C d C J I 1500000000
1.00L C AD 0300000000
tooL D C 0300000000
12.24 CCD FAAA 1101023200
1.44 CC NBC 1200000100
6.12 FDD CAA 1100000000
1.27 E J I D 2300000038
2.68 CC CA i 1100000000
1,10L BBC AAAD I j 04O00000OO
10.60 E DD BCAA 03 1100000000
2.89 C E B A 2200000008
1.63 BBCC AAAC 0200000000
3.63L DC AC , 2200000008
1.41 EC MKDC 0300000100
1.40L C B J 0301000000
1.00L BC ABF 0 0300100000
1.18L C S 0300100000
1.88 C C E B B 0200000000
1,87 C F B B 0300000000
1.47: C E) B 0 2300000008
11.40 CCC FAAA 0100012000
1.00L B C A B N 1 0400000000
3,10L C D 0100010000
1.76 CD HCC 2100000008
1.34: CD HCD 2300000008
1.23 C C KC C 0200000 loo
1,97 C L NBC 1300000210
1.49 CC F BC 1300000100
1.32: E C E B B 1300000000
4.17 DDD HCAB 0100000000
1.47 CC B 8 0200000000
1,17 D F B D 0200000000
2.91L F HCB 0100000000
1.00L C DM K 0300000000
1,02L D BKL 0200010000
4.89 CCC LEAA 1100000000
2,04 E)C KAB j 0200000000
1.69 F C L B B _,0400000000
I1.25: DD SC 1020o000o00
1.00L C B F 0300000000
1.19L D DM I 0300000000
.86 E C 1300000100
1.OOL C CH 0300000000
1.00L CD BBK 1 0300100000
1.OOL C Dt 0300000000
2.72 CD MAB 0200100000
1,22 E) KE 3301000000







Name Type (') Mag
!63675 8 87
ZG 1337+37 36 148
63676 G5 8 60
ZG 1338+30 12 t53





TMSS + 30249 5 23
ZG 1342+31 21 156
UO6695 10 151
63725 K0 29 82
ZG 1343+35 78 156
ZG 1344+36 66 150
63734 KO 4 82
63735 K0 19 60
U08713 40 155
63739 K0 3 55




63760 K0 1 57
63763 M7E 6 70
i
U08739 24 146
63774 K2 14 81
63773 K5 11 83
U08761 18 148
63781 M0 1 60
63791 25 85
63793 M0 5 50





U08805 ; 54 133
63811 K0 10 71
U08809 30 131
ZG 1351+31 i 75 151
M+06-31-019 157
ZG 1352+38 70 146
ZG 1353+33 I 37 155
63836 K2 I 9 73
U08856 i 61 156
U08858 i 70 153
I
63845 21 90
63857 KO I 4 76
U08898 25 136






63679 MC 2 80
63881 K2 2 66
ZG 1358+30 25 151
63885 KO 4 75
63889 K0 1 70
U08941 L_ 143ZG 1400+38 156
U08954 75 14063911 K2 76
U08975 10 141
U08980 30 143
ZG 1401 +32 48 156
ZG 1401 +33 66 153
ZG 1402+33 56 153
ZG 1402+30 88 155
ZG 1402+31 27 153
U09014 81 156
63932 K0 4 75
63935 K0 6 70




63956 K2 2 85
63961 K0 3 73
U09074 80 145
63979 K2 12 61







ham. o6, (s) C)
14097 + 3825 46.9142
14101 +3604 1(] 7120
14105+3932 33,4138








14130+3458 ", _.: 25
14131 +3956 _ " ' 19





14140+3534 :: :': 26
14143+3944 19.2111
14143+3226 23.6125












14190 +3013 o.sE 17
14193+3148 20.6157
14197+3348 47.2112






































14285 + 3857 32,6111
14292+3550 .... 33
14292+3326 178160
14292+3100 17 RI 5
14294+3650 24.4126
14296+3035 39,9130
14298 + 3351 48.4140
14299+3631 56.8132
14300+3831 :::::41





14320+3245 3,2] 1814325+3650 36.0 40
14332+3520 14.2! 7
14333+3221 19.7 54
14339+332Q 58 4 35
14344+3451 28.2' 34
14350+3353 1,4 39
14351 +3125 10,6 10
14352+3840 14,9 1114353+3647 19.6




Galactic Uncertainty (Not Color Corrected)
Coords SMJ SMN 6 12 bLm 25 /am 60 p.m
I b (") (") (') (Jansky)
71 +70 ] 42 15 1122 ,25L .28L .45
65+71 J 74 13 1118 ,25L .60L .49L
74+69 I 47 9 1122 ,44L .34L 1,79
69+70 ] 34 201121 .25L .25L .48
69+70 ] 23 9 1122 ,98 ,18: A0L
68+701 57 8[117 ,26L .25L .71
50+721 54 11 1114 ,25L .31L .90
64+79 I 26 4 1115 3.24 .85 .40L
63+71 I 40 10 [t16 .25L .25L .83
73+69 I 39 8 ]122 .50 .25L A0L
67+70 I 45 11 1117 .25L .25L .68
61+71 ] 48 15 1113 .42L .25L .51
74+69 I 84 171121 .39L .25L .49
60+71 I 23 12 1113 .64L .25L .89
65+70 ] 34 6 1114 .47L .27 1.63
74+68 I 81 12 ]120 .38 25L .74L
64+70 I 77 12 1t13 .48L .27L .55
60+70 I 36 9 }113 3.01 ,90: .40L
63+70 [ 58 13 ]114 ,28L ,32L .91
73+68 I 70 15 [122 ,25L ,25L ,97
53+71 I 79 101112 .68 25L .40L
74+68 ] 52 9 1122 .25L .33 2.39
66+70 [ 43 12 1115 ,65L .25L .59
63+70 I 28 7 [112 4.84 1.05 .40L
52+71 J 49 13 ]114 .52L .25L .71:
46+71 I 64 11 1113 .39 .33L ,40L
71+68 I 21 9 [118 .82 .19: .40L
49+71 I 66 14 ]116 .25L .25L ,59:
64+69 I 38 14 1t14 .25L .25L .63
62+69 [ 51 14 1113 ,37L .25L .85
68+691 66 13 1115 .61L .25L .53
61+69 I 71 30 1117 .25L .25L A0L
48+70 [ 49 14 [114 .27L .25L .58
47+701 40 11 i112 .25L .29L 1.83
51+70 I 68 16 [114 .39L .25L .53
57+69 [ 49 10 1111 .32 .37L .40L
46+70 ] 48 12 1114 .25L ,25L 1.02
54+70 J 68 11 1115 .50 .25L .41L
67+68 ] 48 21 1108 25L .25L .43:
66+68 [ 51 8 1109 .25L ,25L .45
68+68 I 29 8 [105 .25L .25L .59
55+69 I 47 13 i113 26L .32L .64
53+69 [ 42 7 (114 1.25 .31: .40L
58+69[ 61 131115 .25L .25L 1.01
69+68] 34 13 ]105 .25L .25L ,41L
65+68 I 40 8 1106 .25L ,25L .70
60+69 I 55 11 1113 .30L .25L 1.26
50+69 J 52 13 1114 .25L .37L ,76
64+68 I 23 10 1106 .25L .25L 1.37
47+691 30 201114 ,27L .25L .46
68+68 I 29 13 1104 .25L .25L .71
53+69 [ 40 14 1115 .25L .41L .72
69+67 { 22 6 [111 1.84 .55 .40L
59+68 I 48 8 1106 .25L .25L .54
68+67 I 55 23 1101 .25L .25L .40L
51+69 I 76 31 ]115 .94L .57L .60L
56+68 [ 74 17 1115 .40L .25L .37
62+68 ] 29 12 1107 .25L .25L 1.60
64+68 [ 40 18 1114 .25L .25L .40
61 +68 I 65 8 1179 .34 .25L .40L
63+68 I 33 10 1110 1.56 .42 .40L
53+68 1 37 8 I 98 ,25L ,25L ,44
63+67 I 31 11 [ 98 .25L .25L .65
65+67 I 69 15 ]114 .26L .78L .44
70+67 I 93 14 1117 .63L .25L .44L
55+68 I 50 11 (111 .34L .25L .48
60+68 I 70 8 I 8 ,36 .40L .40L
71+66 I 52 8 ] 175 ,59 ,25L .40L
61+68 I 56 25 1108 ,25L .25L .40L
69+66 ] 21 6 1109 41,72 14,42 2.16
50+68 I 64 8 I 15 ,37 .25L .40LI
50+68 I 28 3 Illl .75 1.35 10.97
54+68 j 47 21 1105 .26L .25L .39:
60+67 I 19 6 1102 .26 .29 2.71
69+66 I 20 6 1103 1.52 .59 .40L
6"_+67 I 31 8 1105 ,25L I ,25L .81
55+68 ] 42 8 1106 .25L .25L .65
48+68' 20 171122 .41L .25L .54
63+87 49 22=99 _L! .25L .4147+68 23 3 [111 251 6.12 .91
56+67 ! 25 8 I107 ,25L _ .25L .74
63+67 27 8 1107 .25L 25L 1.03
67+66 23 3 I 116 3.69 .96 .39
47 + 68 28 9 [ 108 .44 .25L .40L
51 +68 20 9 ] 107 .25L .25L ,98
62+67 32 9 1106 .25L .25L .56
64 +66 35 8 [ 117 .35 .25L .40L
68+66 29 8 I 5 .76 .17: .40L
53+67 42 8 1109 .31 .25L .40L
63 + 66 20 5 1112 3.26 .79 .40L
59+66 24 9 1107 .30L .36 2.86
52+67 28 9 1106 .25L .25L 1.22
I 54+67 70 18 [115 .25L .58L .41:
58+66 38 12 1107 .25L 25L .52
55+66 32 8 1109 .59 .26L .40L
I 49+67 46 16 [111 ,73L ,34L .43
i 67+65 22 8 1105 .25L ,37 1.27
i 62+66 26 12 1103 .25L ,31L .59
47+67 20 11 [107 .25L ,56 2.36
66+65 28 13 1103 .25L 25L .43




















E D B 0400000010
DC B 3400000000
C A A 0201000000
D F 0300000000
iAE 0 0300000000
G A C 0200000000
GA A 0200000000
AAEH 2 1400000000







1.05L C A L M
1.00L C MC K
1.OOL !BC AA
3.85 CD HDCA
2.68L D A F
1ooL1Oo BK5.33 ILAAA2.11 K SC
1.80L BDDD AA M1.59 CB
1.0OL C CE
1.O0L BDcc BFE1,24 IFDBD
1.32 EC BB
1.38 CC CBB
1.14L C K CJ
1,20 C F D










































,89: B D B B
6.08 CD HKAA











1.00L D C B
1.O0L C DGL


















1.00L!BCcEIACcB'IN 0 04000000001.39 03010O0000
1.22 BC KBD 1301001000
1.25L C C D C I 0100000100
.86 ML MC 1300000000
1.17L ! C B D 0400000000
I.OOL IC C E 0400000000
1.00L B B 0200010000
1.15 C I J DD 1300000000
I.O0L BBC AAAE 1 1300000000 16
1.04L F E N 0400000000
21.08 DCCD 3AAA 0 0100100000
1.31 DE DC 1300000100
7.92 EDCC!EDAA 0 1101000000
1.00L BC AA M 0 1300010000
2.27 CC I CB 1200001000
1.24 CC ! BA 1300000100
1.O0L C H H B E 0400000000
I.OOL D DG 0100000000
1,O0L BBC AAB 0 0310010000
1.92 C B L C B ! 0400000100
1.92 CC EBB 0200001000
1.OOL BCD AAD O 0301000000
1.O0L B B F L 0300020000
2.37 B B A B 0200000000
2.10 CC FDA =02_ I
1.10L C B 0300000000 ]
1.O0L BF AEL 2 0300010000'
I.O0L B B 0300000000
I.O0L BC AAL 0 0300001000
5.81 CCC FCAA 1100000000
2.83 CC A B 0200000000
.89 D D BB 1400000000
.75: C D I C B 0400000000
1.O0L B BDN 0400000000
1.06: CD CCB 02.00000000
2.61 DCC GBAA 0200000000
2.03 BC GI CA 0100000000
3.21 OCC BAA 1100000000
1.07 C C G B B 0300000000
L C
R S A Sep
S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
1 10 M+06-31-078
3 9 U09096 136
1 13 64001 K2 72
1 12 ZG 1411+37 153
3 13 64012 K2 71
3 9 U09113 156
1 13 64019 G5 73
1 10 M+06-31 082
2 39 B23 1413+34 408
1 27 MKN 671
5 9 U09127 128
1 13 64028 G5 7O
1 13 64033 K0 77
4 9 U09133 130
3 9 U09136 t45
1 13 64041 G5 67
3 9 U09139 133
9 9 U09143 131
3 13 64053 K0 47
3 9 U09158 148
1 13 64061 88
2 13 64064 G5 65
4 9 U09173 151
18
5 9 U09180 146
1 27 MKN1360
3 9 U09191 150
2 12 ZG 1419+31 151
2 13 64096 90
1 13 64105 K0 7O
C 1 32 X1420+378 12
4 4 9 U09213 150
6 9 U09214 145
2 13 64117 93
4 9 U09221 143
C 1 32 X1421+387 12
9 9 U09226 126
3 9 U09231 148
2 12 ZG 1422+38 151
3 9 U09241 141
2 13 64137 KO 82
4
3 9 UO9253 146
3 9 U09262 160
I
1 13! 64153 K0 73
2 13!64161 K0 61
2 12 ZG 1426+32 148
2 121 ZG 1426+38 156
I
3 9 UOO291 140
1 2!DO14974 108
1 13 64167 K0 76
3 9 U09312 151






3 10 M+06-32 057
:5 13 64202 K0
3 12 ZG 1429+33
5, 9 U09350
1 13 64203 FO13 64205 K0
5 9 U09354
_! 1_ U0935764212 F5
1 13 64219
2 13 64221F2
4 13 64227 K0
1 10 M+06-32-070





























a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 08





































































































Declination: + 30"- -t- 40"
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected) V L C
25 p.m 60 u.m 100 .u.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep






















































































































































Right Ascension: 15hllm43"-15h42m38 ' Declination: +30°-+40 °
Position (1950) Flux Density Flags Associations
H
Name Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected) V L C
(_)_ Coords SMJ SMN O O 12 _,m 25 _m 60 pm 100 _m Flux Con" A Confusion ',,Se'_,%..6, !(so> ,b r) (") co , , Fl,,,. ," ix Nu,. Ma8
15117+3839143211663+5829
15119+3727 _,_i 27 61+58 42
15120+3158 3.123 50+59 24
15123+3103 20.1 i49 48+59 31
15134+3329 29357 53+58 12
15152+3632 17.8' 30 59+58 19
15154+3021 28.051 47+58 23
15158+3519 49.624 57+58 64
15158+3346 53.431 54+58 28
15159+3100 56.(356 48+58 21
15159+3052 56.5 i 19 48+5881
15167+3100 44.445 48+58 42
15174+3139 25.1 !52 4650+58 i
15175+3314 32.733 53+58106
15179+3956 55.8123 65+5717
t5193+3132 20.547 49+57i 23
15196+3922 39.645 64+5730
15204+3210 25.5 J53 51+57 24
15205+3424 34.423 55+57 45
15205+3344 35.54 54+57 34
15206+3631 38.437 59+57 25
15206+3342 38.612 53+57 17
15207+3945 45.536 64+56 19
15208+3752 53.734 51+57 38
15211+3027 8.657 48+57 28
15214+3457 27.736 56+57 31
15215+3248 30.147 52+57 36
15219+3025 59.510 47+57 33
15220+3254 5.638 52+57 55
15224+3821 25.649 62+56 56
15225+3733 35.410 60+56 17
_5226+3731 36.329 60+56 39
15232+3808 12.46 61 +56 21
15234+3723 27.913 60+56 16
15239+3238 58.956 52+56 24
15241+3629 11.48 56+56 71
15243+3430 19.137 55+56 22
15244+3158 24.254 50+56 46
15250+3609 3.22 58+56 20
15250+3644 5.219 59+56 18
15252+3734 16.3 27 60+56 18
15258+3740 51.9 57 61 +56 49
15265+3047 35,7 43 48+56 40
f5267+3452 44.6 13 56+56 46
15271 +3039 6.1 58 48+55 48
15272+3259 15.0 43 52+56 35
15274+3947 26.3 51 64+55 27
15276+3614 40.1 55 58+55 35
15283+3127 20.127 50+55 41
15283+3324 21.031 53+55 46
15283+3924 22.344 63+55 29
15285 +3658 34.224 59+55 23
15294+3647 29.80 59+55 44
15300+3537 1.656 57+55 31
15300+3554 3.66 57+55 33
15304+3017 26.255 48+55 32
15306+3026 54.053 48+55 51
15309+3131 54.934 50+55 30
15315+3605 33.948 58+55 27
15319+3259 59.26 52+55 60
15324+3203 285 9 51+54 54
15332+3101 14.447 49+54 24
15334+3910 24.828 63+54 14
15339+3832 56.118 62+54 16
15340+3650 3.6 18 62+54 14
15342+3957 t4.4 58 64+54 16
15342+3050 16.0 39 49+54 54
15345+3732 33.8 27 60+54 15
15346+3349 37.4 22 54+ 54 35
)5346+3443 40.5 53 55+54 27
15349+3244 56,1 44 52+54 17
15358+3831 49.8 11 62+54 40
15359+3139 56.2 39 50+54 58
15362+3811 17.8 26 61 +54 13
15363+3718 22.1 51 60+54 16
15364+3320 24.3 46 53+54 42
15367+3707 46.411 59+54 21
15368+3450 52.514 55+54 15
15370+3155 2.717 51 +53 38
15374+3022 24.76 48+53 25'
15374+3647 29.8 50 59+53 26
15382+3028 t4.7 27 48+53 21 '
15383+3425 20.9 13 55+53 36'
15384+3841 25.8 53 62+53 42
15365+3740 34.4 36 60+53 12
15387+3007 42.6 56 48+53 26
15369+3852 55.6 42 62+53 14
t5390+3214 5.9 22 51+53 18
15394+3532 29.1 17 57+53 49
15395+3647 34.4 12 59+53 14
15396+3842 36.2 59 62+53 12
15404+3228 26.9 29 52+53 21
15406 _. 3152 40.81 51+53 13
15409+3128 54.433 50+53106
15414+3238 29.932 52+53 62
15418+3938 49.557 63+52 38
15420+3240 1.020 52+52 14
15422+3943 13.650 63+52 14
15424+3218 24.213 51+52 14




































































































.49 1.14 CD CB, 0301000000 I
.38 1.02 CF F DD 0301000100 i !
.40L 1.00L BBcc AAC 00400000000 4 1364574 K5 2 i 61
.72 1.09 MCCI u 2301000010 150.60 1.00L BBD AACF I 004000000O0,31 4 1364589K0 35
37 1.O0L pABB AABG = 0200001100115 2 4 TMSS +40265 25
.40L 1.00L _ BMBDI, 0400010000 i 1 1364613 4 91.45 7.51 C 0101000000
.4OL 1.00LSE AJ i 0 0300010000 1 13r_61865 6
.40L 1.00L BE AFF 0 2400000000 I t 13 64617 K0 3 68
i
.40L .88 C I C 1400000000 3 9 J U09809 38 146
.40L 1.00L F ' BI 2400010000
.45 1.00 CC HDC 0301000100 1
,48L .62 C KCC 1400000000 I
4.26 3.08 C C C B A A 0200000000 I [
19.27 ! 7.15 BBCC AAAAI 40113001000_24 4 , 1364652M7E 12 60
.50 ; .87: DCD KCBG! 0201000000 3 9 U09826 53 153
.40L 1.00L B ,B E 1400000000 2 13164660 K0 0 80
.40L! 1.00L CB BD E 0400000000
.40L 1.28L 0300101000 1 1364663 6 88
.88 I 1.13 BC ! BB 0200000000
1.74 1,95 CCC CBAB 0200101p00 I
.35:11 1.00L BBCc'AAEc 0030000000001 3 1364667 K5 10 58
.46 1.18 CD 0300000000 j
.40L 1.00L CC AC L 21300000000 ' 7 "136467360 1 5032 ! 1.59' CC!I BA 030000020030 1.0OL L DF 1300000000 i
1301000100.70 1.01: CD BD
.47L .88 F L DG 1301000000
.40L 1.00L C D J 0100010000 1 1364685 K0 4 75
.40L 1.00L BC ABE 10400102000 3 1364686F0 3 45
.41L 1.41L D iF 0300102000 1 13:64687 K0 11 66
t.46 3.64 CC! DAA 0100000000 3 9 U09842 66 153
.40L 1.00L BD AC 3 0400002000 2 1364694 g 87
.40L 1.O0L BF C BC 6 1300010000 1 , 13 64699 K0 5 70
.37 1.00L DC 0300000000
.40L 1.OOL 88 C AAF 0 0200000000 ;3 13 64701 K0 7 58
.44 1.03L CD 0400000100
7.50 5.86 BCC CA AA 0100000000
.40L 1.00L E BEKM I 0100000000 1 1364708 6 77
I
.40L 1,00L B _F_i i 0400000000 11364710 791.41 .95: DD 0300000100CC: 040100000036 1.28
.49 .72: C D l K C E 0300000100
.52 1.00L C K DF 0400000100
.47 1.62 CB FNCC 0300000000 2 12 ZG1527+33 42 155
,62 1.92 ! CCI NBCl 0200000000 2 12 ZG 1627+39 28 148
.40L 1.00L E ' !_ ' 6300000000 i 111364726 19 78, 18 i , 04 000002 13,,736,2 6 63
.40L 1.03L IC 0501000000 13 64737 G5 26 I 82
.31 110LiBDD i GH i 0400000000
.40L 1.O0L' ACKF 00300000100 1364741 KO 65
.40L 1.00L C DH _ 0400000000
,40L 1.00L 0300000000 i 2 1364762 0! 80
.32: 1.O0L EO CL 1300001000
.40L 1.07L 1300000000 1 1364768 K0 1 80
C H 1364777 70.40L 1.00L D 0400000000
.40L 1.24 ' B 1500000000 2 12 ZG 1532+32 I 153
.43 1.02L C B D 0500000000 I
1.49 2.87 CC GDAA 0301000030 i 56 140
1.00L BBB AAB 0 0420000000 19
.40L 1.00L BcC AB 4 0400000000 i4.30 BB FDAA 0200001000
, • , °699181 64790 M0 2 53
.70 1 64797 K2 2 65
2.31 2 93 U09922 46 143
.34 1.00L 0500000000 12 ZG 1534+30 3 151
.40L 1.00LIBB AA G 0 0100000000 2 13 64803MB 70
.40L 1.00LI D F H 0300000000
.40L 1.33L IB BF H 1300001000 i 2 13 64804 4 92
I
.39: 1.00L BBF AACH 3 0500000000 i 3 13 64810 MC 1 901,o4 o OF I
.49 1.00L' D E 0300000000 1
.40L 1.00L BH 0400020000 1 13 64820 K2 2 i 75
.40L 1.00LICD c IBD M 50101000000 ]31 1.00 BC 0400000000
.72 1.56 = BCI GCB 0400000100 ! 22 , 12 ZG 1536+37 i 22 146
40L i 1.IDOL B C , A B 0 0300000000 13 64825 K0 5 ' 61
.93 1.85 O CB BB 0300000100 23 9 U09952 38 143
.40L I 1.00L CF D' 0400010000 ' 1364830 K5 4 ; 83
I
i 1.00L ! B E 0401000000
1.00L 0301000000 1 1364838 K0 i 1 80b
90_7' BFF CO 0400000000 t , I
:442L ! 1: L' AA 0 0400001000 i 2 13 64840K5 2 70
i
.40L 1.00L BE 0400010000 i 13 64842 K2 7 75
.40L l"00L BCBBIACND 0040000100011 2 1364844 K5 21 751.29 2.31 J DAB 0300001000
48 85 C l,C 0  0100
.40 1.00 , 8 03000000 1 1 i 12 3
1.34 ' 1.00L BBC !AAAE 0 0400000000 17 '4 13 64848MB I 1 71
.88 .99 B E F B B 0400000000
.40L!'40L28 1.00LI'OOLBC. DD AB F FD 10400002000040000100034810000302 11364862 K2 4 70
.44 1.11L BB C BE I 040000100(] i
.40L 1.00L AB 10400001000 2 , 1364870 K0 2 55
.40L 1.00L BC AB _ D 1400102000 1 13 64873 MA 3 77
.40L 1.00L AB AAG I 2 05O0OO00O012 ! 4 TMSS +30277 [26 23
.40L 1.00L u BD H _ 04000000001 2 13 64876 K5 76
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 ,_m; 10) High Source Density Region.
461
Right Ascension: 15h43"16'-16h11"43 ' Declination: +30"-+40"
Position (1950) t
Galactic Uncertainty
ct 6 Coords SMJ SMN O/,
(s) (") Ib ") (") (*)
_16.6"_ 3 53+52












































































55.9117 52 + 47






















































































































12 _m 25 _m 60 gm
(Jansky)






































































































100 u.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
.94 B D J D 24000001101,00L AGL K 0400010000
1,13 CC LDCD 4401100040
1.0011"13 D AD_EG 44811000301.001 3400000010O 050OOO0OO0BDCF 8C 25000002101.18L
1.00L C B D 3400000000
.62: BBBD AAAE 0 9400000000 15
1.08 DC DDC 0441000000
1.00L C !DM 0500000000
1.COL BE ACK 9 1500000000
1.00L AB AA 21500000000
1.00L BB AAD 00300000000
2,05 ABCB AAAB 60100011000
.78: ,iBBDC CC 04000001001.00L AAM 0 0400000000
1.COL BD ABK 1 0600001000
1.00L IBC AA 00400001000
1,COL _S B D 0200010000
1.00L BBC AAC 0 0400000000
1.00L BC AB 00200000000
1.00L B B 0300000000
1.00L BC AC K 0 0400001000
1.00L B E A D O 0500000000
1.00L B CI G 0400010000
1.14: C C C A 0400000000
1.99 CD HDBB 0300000000
1.08L C J E DD 1400010000
.99 B D L J DC 0400000000
1.12L D BI 0400000000
1.00L B AE N 0400010000
1.COL BB AA 3 0400000000
1.COL BC AB L 1 OSCO0000OO
1,00L E E J 1400000000
1.00L BC AB 0 0301000000
1.35 BBBB AAAB 1 1330010000 26 i
1.COL BC AB I 1 1400001009
1.00L BBF AAEM 1 1400000100
1.34 EBE DBB 0400010000
1.0OL C D B I 0300000000
1,00L BF BFK 0 1400000000
1.59 CB HHBA 0400000000
1.00L BD AFF 0 1400001000
1.00L BF BB 0 1400000000
1.00L BD AD O 1400000000
1.COL DC SCI 0 0300000000
1.52 CC J CC 0300000000
1.00L BB AA 1 0391000000
.95 CD MJ CC 0400000000
1.00L 88 AA 0 1400001000
2.09 FCB J EAA 1380000000
1.19L F M EL 2301000000
1.56 C D B C 1300000000
2.04 B B
1.COL B D
1.28: DF J BC





1,00L D E K
1.00L B C!




1.20L C B J
1.60 CB F BB
1.04L C B F
1.53 CC KCB
3.19 CC LI AA
1.00L BB AAE 0
.68 D MK O
1.01 CC I BE
1.98 BC BC
1,11 CO J AE
1.00L D GDBJ
1.00L B B I
1.12 C MJ GC


























iDOL DE BE 0 i 0400000000
1,00L BC AAM 0 1500000000
1.82L C B 1300010000
1.00L BC AB t 0 1400001000
1.00L E BM 0300000000
1.07L C CM 3400000000
1.00L B BC I 1501000000
1.OOL BC ABLJ 0 1400001000
1.00L BB AAI N 0 1500000000
1.62 B B K B B 3300000000
1.00L BD AB 1 1400000000
1.00L B CI K 0400000000
1.04L C CJ HJ 0400000000
1.00L BB AA 0 ! 0400000000
1.COL B BL 0401000000
1.COL BC AB 0 0400002000
1.00L B H B L 0500000000
1.COL B D A E 00400000000





1 2 DO 15322
3 9 U10034
3 1 Y CRB
1 13 64909 K2
1 13 64911 K2
4 13 64915 KS
1 1 X CRB
5 13 64929 N3E
2 2 DO15342
1 13 64944 K0
2 13 64948K0
3 *13 64951 K5
1 13 64956 K5
1 13 64957
1 13 64966 K5
1 13 64973
2 13 64974 F2
1 13 64977 MA
2 13 64988 K0
4 13 Co4995MB
1 13 64997 K5
3 13 65001 K5
6 9 U10120
1 13 65011
1 13 65019 K0
1 13 65020 K0







2 13 65049 + + +




1 13 65062 K0
2, 13 65065 G5
I 13 65066 K0
3 13 65071MA
1 13 65073 K5
1 13 65075 G5
1 12 ZG 1604+36






!31 13 65108K013 65112
2 13 65121 K5
1 13 65124 K0
ill 13 65126K2
i J 13 65129K0
13 65132 K5
12 ZG 1609+32
1 13 65139 K0
1 13 65140 K0
1 13 65141
2 13 65146
1 13 65147 K2
2
2 10 M+05-38-041
1 13 65158 K5























































"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Conlirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighbodng Weeks Conlirmed Sources PW).
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1 !





25 .urn 60 .urn
Galactic Uncertainty C
a (_.) Coords 5MJSMN ?)N ° 12 #m6hm.a . , (s) 1 b (") (") ( (Jansky)
16118+3237 49,t 45 53+46 19 8 94 3 .61 .16: +68L
16122+3528 16.5 27 57+46 32 8 104 3 .35L .25L .60
16127+3359 47.3 0 55+46 19 51023 1.45 .37 .40L
16133+3216 18.517 52+46 27 8101 3 .43 .25L .40L
16133+3450 22.7 15 56+46 18 9 97 3 .45 .25L .40L
16134+3327 29.5114 54+46_ 19 5 100 3 3.06 .86 .40L
16136+3755 37.3' 9 60+46 17 5 963 5.18 1.94 .40L
1613743618 44.611 58+46 32 8 943 +26L .25L .74
16136+3205 48.1 6 52+46 36 14 93 3 .25L .25L .69
16140+3640 1.140 59+46 21 81003 1.12 +32 .40L
1614143559 6.137 58+46 16 81043 .71 +16: .40L
16142+3803 17.1 52 61 +46 24 8 6 3 25L .25L .43
1614543612 3143 30 58+46 34 8 96 3 .30 .25L .40L
16146+3549 41.0 46 57+46 31 13 100 3 .25L .25L .54
16149+3646 57.1 2 62+46 24 5 94 3 1.15 .22: .40L
16158+3155 49,22652+45 2611 992 .35 .25L .40L
16159+3213 58.442 52+45 37 12 983 .25L 25L .54
16160+3544 4,840 57+46 268 10031 +25L .25L .86
16160+3749 5.4 10 60+46 54 11 107 2 .34 .25L .40L
16161+3650 7.7 45 59+46 15 4 104 3 1.83 .50 .40L
16170+3244 1.747 53+45 23 6 953 1.20 .27 I .40L
16172+3753 13.511 60+46 23 91043 .55 .25L .40L
1617443712 29,435 59+45 87271072 468L .67L .44L
16179+3422 59.339 55+45 308 983 .25L .25L .68
16180+3753 0.8 35 60+45 16 6 99 3 +24 .52 4.01
16182+3949 12.4 38 63+45 271 8 95 3 .71 .25L .40L
1618343310 22.21954+45 208 993 1.10 .26 .40L
16185+3705 30.13959+45 1341003 5.75 1.46 .40L
16187+3444 43.24556+45 lg I _ 101 , 6.46 1.78 .42L16187+3403 43,6 47 55+45 14 97 3 .25L 25L .46
16192+3956 12.54363+45 47 111072 .76L .45L +80
16192+3746 17.235 60+45 _ 91013! .46 .25L' .40L1619343611 20.411 58+45 1 106 .31L .25L .40:
I6201+3100 8.5 30' 51444 "_8 5_ 97 3 3.71 .66 .40L16201 +3902 11.456 62+45 21 15 _ 83 _ .25L .25L .78
16205+3349 35,5 55+45 19 105 9451 2.32 .33:
16211+3244 7.630 53+44 23 993 .71 .17: .40L15211+3057 7.866! 51544 21 81 88 3 25.09 14.45 2.7216213+325123.054 53+44 35 9! 99 3 .25L .25, .68
I I
16214+3001 25.9 39149+44 49 8! 892 .46L .18 .40L16214+354327.538 57+45 22 9 94 3 .53 .25, 4OL
16215+3917 31,0 52 62+45 39 12 88 2 .28 .25L +40L
16221+3620 8,6 38 58+44 34 15 93 3 ,25L .25L .36:
16221+3845 11.82662+45 53 10881102i .32 .25L 466L
16222+3642 17.542 59+44 35 1033 .34 .25L .40L
t6224+3843 27.8 54 62+45 46 10 88 .26L .25L 39
16225+3835 33.1 25 61+45 14 105 .90 .37 ,40L
16226+3234 36.0 56 53+44 22 68 107 3 II ,77 .25L .40L16228+3914 62.9 27 62+44 17 101 .25L .26: 1.79
16233+3025 18,85950+43 491510431 .26L .25L .44
16233+3339 19.9 53 55+44 23 10 96 31 .53 .28 .40L
m233+3952 21.922' 63+44 27 6199 3 .25L .25, .62
m236+373o 36.52460+44 30 8' 99 3 .44 .25L .40L
f62,8+3655 52.955162+44 19 _1103 ++ .78 525L .40L
,6239+324257.559,53+44 79 o, 94 . .29 .91L_ 54OL
16247+3+_642.157 55+44 72 _ _ 33 .25L .25, .3616248+3752 52.2 32+ 60+44 20 110 1.25 .37 .40L
16248+3914 53.1 14 62+44 27 11 97 3 .25L .25L .98
16248+33tl 53.534' 54+44 27 12 _ 923 .25L +26L! .78
1625643913 40,3 7 62+44 36 141032 .25L .34L +57
16260+3454 0.6 45 56+44 20 5 101 3 62.25 49+68 10.27
16260+3015 1.338 50+43 65 171033 .25L .25L .40L
16260+3248 3.633 54+43 25 9 993 .80 .29L .40L
16264+3255 26.011 54+43 33 10 993 .25L .25L 1.00
1626443316 28+445 54+43 61 ] 24 902 .25L .67L .41L
16271+3956 9,617 63+44 23 ' 23 823 .25L .25L .46L
16272+3925 14.7 35 63+44 2231 8 169 3 .25L .25L .8816273+3544 22,2 34 58+43 31023 1.10 .20 .40L
1627653516 52.3 42 57+43 22 lO _ 3 .48 .25L .4OL
16282+3453 14+7 38 56+43 34 9 98 3 .35 .25L .40L
:Oo+1628443021 24.3 47 50+42 104 3 .25L .25L .40L1628643351 38.8 28 56+43 15 8 72 3 .58 .25L .40L2416288+3929 50.925 63+43 10 873 .41L .18 .69
16292+3519 12.953 57+43 7 963 6.23 1.53 .40L
16292+3425 15.038 56+43 27 81053 .57 .25L .40L
16295+3230 30.848 53+42 20 ! 61023 1.43 .50 .40L
16301 +3209 84150 53+42 62 21 912 .25L .29L .45
16301+3238 1042 7 53+42 27 110 993 .49 .25L .40L
16302+3857 12.548 62+43 15 5 953 2.43 .77 .40L
t6303+3013 24+0,41 50+42 23 6 994 1.21 +32 .40L
16310+3727 0.334 60+43 45 17 912 .26L .25L .44
16319+3325 57.235 55+42 35 15 973 +39L +38L .42
16320+3922 2.724 63+43 19 121063 .25L .25L .67
16323+3536 20.211 58+42 32 14 952 .31 .25L .40L
16323+3003 20.6117 50+41 84 181032 .66L .25L +30
16325+3306 31.843 54+42 36 13 993 .25L .25L .38
2 58+42 31 14 852 .28 .31L .40L
16333+3539 23.9 _416334+3726 26.47 60+42 13 5 823 11.31 4.10 .62
16336+3556 39.517 58+42 20 91033 .25L .25L .86
1634I+3134 11.1 7 52+41 35 22 875 .25L .25L +40L
16342+3636 124928 59+42 18 6 983 1.61 .47 .40L
16343+3004 18.8 49 50+41 37 11 95 4 .25L .25L .58
15343+3752 23.1 31 61 +42 22 6 94 3 .25L .25L 2.06
16345+3355 31.6 16 55+42 32 9 101 4 .65 .25L .40L
16347+3608 43.323 58+42 21 7 89 3 5.74 1.49 .40L
16348+3907 50.7'38 62+42 i 37 13 903 .25L .25L .61L
1635043631 5.710 59+42 ! 558 652 .26L .25L .78L
16351 +3856 11.053 62+42 ' 15 5 883 1.41 .37 .40L
16356+3735 41.(] 21 60+42 14 8 97 3 .81 .25L .40L
Declination: + 30 °- + 40"
Flags Associations
1+0OL SO BB M 21 0300000000
I+00L B B E 0400000000
1.00 D F B 1400000100
1.50 BC B C 0400000000
8.26 CCCC CBAA 1 0100011000
v L C
100 #m Flux Corr A Confusion R S : A
Uncs Coef R Flags' S 2 # T Name Type
1.12L CE St GN 0 1400000000 1 13 65161
1.09: C C A B 0400000000
1.00L BC AC 4 1300011000 5 "13 65165G0
1,00L B C 1401000000 1 1365172 K2
1.00L B BH 0301010000 2 "1365174 K0
1.00LiBC AA 10400000000 3 1365175
1.00L BB AAI 5 0400001000 1 1 WCRB
+86: BC B C 0400010000
1.74 DC KCS 0301000000 3 9 U10302
1.00L BC AC 00400000000 1 1365183 K5
I+00L BE BF 00400000000 1 1365184K5
1.27 OD FGFB 0301000200 42 10 M+06-36-009
1.00L'C DM J 0400010000 2 1365188
1.76 ,cECC CB 0200000100 4 9 U103091.00L AD 010.400000000 1 1365195/(2
1.40L D B 0300010000 1 1365206 GO
1.50 C C C B 0200000000
1.98 DB J BA 0200000100
1.12L C F 0200000000 1 13 65210









1.00L B AB E 0300000000
1.00L BC AC 0 0400000000
1.00L _BB AAH I 1500000000
1.0OL IBB C AAO 103000001001.01L CE 0300000000
1.26: DO KGBE 0401000038
1.26L B B 0300000000
1.19 DC L CB 1300000000
I.OGL 'BC AA/ 3 0100010@00
2.36 CC GCA 1100000000
1.00L BBC AABH 2 0300100000 18
1.0OL BBD AAC 0 0300100000
1.00L CO BB 2 0300000000














1.00L F HD J
1.00L C BGM
1.27L C C
1.37 E B MGDC
1.46L C C F




8 1 32 X1619+400
3 1365243









1 12 ZG 1622436
1 1365275 K0
2 2 DO 15494
1 12 ZG 1622438
1 1365279 K2
1 13 165281 K5
1 10 M +07-34-018
1 12 ZG 1623430




2 12 ZG 1624435
1 1365304
1 9 U10389
1 12 ZG 1624+33
4 "10 M+07-34-036
3 3 RAFGL 1862
1 1365320 K0
4 12 ZG 1626+32








1 39 WE 1628439Wl
4 1365356K5
1 13 i 65357 K5
1 1607800
1 12 ZG 1630+32
2 1365366
1 1365370 KO
2 12 ZG 1631437
2 12 ZG 1631+33






1 16 07859 M5
1 °41 16343+3752
1 I3 65427 K0
3 13 65430 M0
4 99 U104693 10473
1 1365433
1 1365437 K5
1.00LICC [BDBBJ 0 04000010001.53 BC 1300000318
I+00L E C HJ 0300000000
1.20L S ADDS 1202000100
1.00L C DL 0300000000
1.43 CF DD 1200000000
1.00L BC ,B 3 0100000000
1.62 BB LBC 2100000000
1.81 BC FAB 0300001000
1.52 CC KDD 1100000100
3.68 CCCC AAAA 9 0320000000 28
1.18 E L S 3300000010
1,00L B AD M 1300000000
2.10 CC EAB 1200000010
.81 C E C 1400000000
1.31 C K CO 13000000001.60 C_ KGAB J 0401000100
1.00L BD lAD 024010000001.00L 1400010000
i
1.00L C IB G 1300000000
1.20 C E 5400000030
1.00L IC B S 0301000000
D B L C B F 140000000011"OOLiB.OOL ,'G O 1
1.00L B SF 0401000000
1.00L BCDD AA 0 0400001000
.89: H D F 0400000000
1.00L C BKI 1400010000
1.00L BC AA 1 0400000000
1.00L BC _IACFE 12401000000I.OOL O ! 1301000000
1.OOL D D D B 0400000000
1.98 CC BB ! 0400000000
I.OOL C CE I 0400000000
1.OOL C C S I 0400010000
.95:' DC H DB 1301000000
1.05L _ BH 4 0400010000
1.00L BB AAB 1400000100 14
71 B S H A B 3 0
1.41 B E MGB 1300000400
1.00L BC AAB/C 2 04000010001.21 C D 0400000000
4.04 CC EJ AA 0200000000
1.00L B BC 0400000000
t.00L B B A A I 0 0400000000
1.68 B LCB 1400000100
1.03 C H F C 0 1300000000
1.00L BC AB 1301000000
1.00L B , E 0500000000






























































































ct _ Coords SMJ SMN 9














































































































Flux Corr A Contusion R S A 5ep






































































































































































































































H (Not Color Corrected)
Uncertainty C V
SMJ SMN # O 25 `am 60 ,am I(30 `am Flux Corr A Contusion
(") (") (') N (Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags _
















































































ca , a 8) Coo_s SMJ SMN 0) O 12 _mh m. = , (s) ( (") (') ( N
17167+3851 42.5 41 63+34 14; 3 95 4
17167+3028 44,9 9 53+32 30 17 97
17169+3254 57.1 57 56+33 19 8 94
17169+3014 57.5 37 53+32 29 10 91
17172+3040 13.5 57 54+32 20 8 93
17175+3022 31.0 13 53+32 32 9 89
17179+3358 57.2 17 57+33 79 14 97
17180+3920 2.621 64+34 10 83 _(_17185+3532 32.3 32 59+33 30 1
17187+3231 47.4 15 56+32 19 3 93
17186+3853 48.3 t2 63+34 24 8 101
17189+3238 57.8 40 56+32 1611 89
17190+3908 5.3 44 64+34 21 9 10117191+3925 6.4 64+34 25 94
17194+3016 26.1 22 53+32 54 33 111
17196+3925 38.1 15 64+34 17 8 '161
17196+3741 39.6 16 62+33 9 8 104
17198+3809 50.055 62+33 25 12 93
17198+3013 52.636 53+32 ,_ 89417198+3953 52.9 18 65+34 99
17201+3012 7.0 53 53+31 61 28 98
17201+3929 10.2 7 64+33 30 8 180
17201+3342 11.8 38 57+32 57 g 79_17202+3211 12.4 56 56+32 54
17202+3044 13.3 21 54+32 39 15 944
17204+3405 28.744 58+32 29 9 92 4
17205+3755 31.9 56 62+33 9 8 68 8
17205+ 3631 ,2.854 61+33 10 8 11 5
17207+3014 44.4 5 53+31 41 18 94 5
17208+3326 50.6 i 49 57+32 15 8 98 5
17208+3522 52.9 25 59+33 20 8 99 5
17215+3227 34.C 12 56+32 28 6 13 5
17216+3633 39.4 3 61+33 43 18 94 ! 3
17219+3711 ,57.1 26 61+33 8 3 16346
17222+3055 17.8 1 54+31 32 12 97 r4
17223+3353 19.(] 19 58+32 43 9 89 _ 5
17223+3837 21.2 2 63+33 16 8 10417224+3657 27.2 61+33 21 140
17227+3659 42.6 42 61+33 8 8 177
17227+3217 44.9 37 56+31 55 11 92
17227+3220 46.9 0 56+31 17 5 93 517227+324247,85o 56+32 20 6 99 5
17229+3450 55.1i30 59+32 24 3 95 5
17229+3915 58.910 64+33 17 8 95 5
17229+3047 59.545 54+31 36 6 101 5
17232+3703 14.5 14 61+32 ] 8 1
17233+3618 19.7 60+32 26 8 103
17234+3713 26.0 16 62+32 14 10 76 2
17234+3934 27.7 40 64+33 70 18 101 2
17234+3527 28.2 48 60+32 19 3 90 5
17235+394332.15064+33571297 2
17237+374946o62+321 i95;17238+3849 50.(] 63+33 41 1 91
17243+3233 18.9 56+31 16 99 5
17245+305032140 r_+31 12 _ 18 _53+376323.°34 ,2 3221 101
172,,+300829.,48654+3020 g,0358+3133 5 143 3 9217259+3133,9.45 56+3150 28 802
17282+37 12,4463+32 173 17264+3121 24.6 50 55+30 i 2 85
17266+3806 41.1 47 63+32 42 14 96 2172_+365548913 81+32 42 12 92 4
17275+313731.614355+30 62 31 88_17275+3702 34.3,52 62+32 24 10 92
17276+3235 36.947 57+31 15 5 95 4
17276+3458 41.0'34 59+31 20 6 _ _17281+3139 10.3123 55+30 85 36 '
17281+3120 10.3130 55+30 36 10 4
17283+3524 22.0 13 60+31 21 9 89 4
17284+3137 27.1123 55+30 41 33 71 I 2172_+374527.2!3362+32 22 9 9515
17285+3059 32.1 31 55+30 38 8 84:317287+370242.242 82+31 43 8 99417289+36559.18 64+32 23 6 1005
17290+3111 1.838 55+30 19 4 92
17296+3231 37.4 60 57+30 11 4 91
17297+302147.41154+2922895
17299+323656635 57÷30 56 24 9613
_3




17307+3527 46.6 41 60+31 24 10 64
17310+3729 1.8 59 62+31 16 5 93 i
17311+3122 10,C 1 55+29 36 32 75 g17316+395441.62965+3167883
17319+343459.22659+30258105
17326+3859 38.4 55 64+31 56 8 11 i
17329+355456.85561+3017393




17338+3414 48.1 16 59+30 21 9 944
17338+3456 49.4 59 60+30 17 10 174
17338+3035 49,8 41 55+29 16 8 105 5
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)








































































































I00 v.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type
1.00L BC AB N 2 3500000000
1.71 CC t CA 6500000311
2 13 65930 K0
3500012000 I 13 65932 K2
75O0OOO008
4600000000 2 1 13 65937
6581000068 8 1 32 X1717+303
1500000000 1 13 65945 G5
2500002000 2 13 65949 MA
0300000000
1400001000 3 13 65963 GO
0500000000 1 13 65964 K5
3400000000
1400000(300 1 13 65967 K0
1401020000 1 1 2 DO 15940
9500000010







15000000001 1 ' 12 ZG 1720+33
35000O0OO0
2500000010 2 12 ZG 1720+30
1400000000
0500010000 1 13 65988 K2
1 2 DO 15956
8
2 13 65992 K5
1.00L BCB E AI EJ1.20: CAB
1,00L B B D
1.42 C B
1,07L _ E1.00 B AA I
1.11 BC BB
1.00L BC AC




,76 D N D
1.00L B CE









1.00L _ DH1.00L A F J
1.00L BD ADK 0 2501000000
1.42 B I J C 5600000050
1.00L BC AC G 0 1400000000
1.00L C BE K 0400010000;
1.30 CB ECBB 2401000000
1,14L DC LFDD 2500000000
1.OOL SD AC 2 2501000000
.84: BC L BC 1400000000
1.41 CB L J BC 2400000210
1.00L B B H 0400000000
1.00L B BEI 2601110000
L14L BD AB M 0 2501110000
1.27L F C 1500110000
1.00L BB AB 0 1500110000i
1.00L BD AEF 1 1400010000
1.00L CD ACH 0 0500000000
1.00L BF AFI H 0 0400001000
1.11L B CLL 1400000000
1.00L B 0500011000
1.00L BDBB ABcGL 0 25020110001.65 J BB 2400000100
1.03L C EJ 2601010000
1.00L C G BC 0400000000
1.00L BB ACG 0 0500000000
1,24 L E D H 0400000000























95 D I C
1,50 BB HAB
1 12 ZG 1721+32
51 13 96001A0
4 1 12 ZG 1722+33
2 13 66OO6 F8
1 13 66008 K0
2 13 66014 G5
1 13 66016 K7
1 13 66017 M0
1 13 66018 K0
2 13 66019




1 13 66028 K2
2 13 66030
i 1 13 66032 KO
2
I_2 13 96035K213 66036 K213 66042
2 13 66O46 K5
2 12 ZG 1725+37
1 13 66064
2 13 66072
1.00L AB AAJ 0 0400000000 1 1 KSHER
1.00L BI I 0500000000 1 13 66085 K0
.93 F E ! 8501100060 8
1.09: B C B D 5600000000
3.35 BB EAA 0300001000 3 9 U10885
1.03 D CFC 6400100050 8
1.41 BB;M AC 0500000110
1.64 C L D 6401000040 8
1.10 CDILKCB 0500000100 1 121ZG 1728+371.00L 1400000000 13 _66102 F2
1.00L 'C ABJ 4 5500001000 2 13 66103 K0
.86: BCCC AAAD 9 0500110000 28 1 1 KTHER
1.01L AG J 2400010000 1 13 66109K0
1.56L E KDE 0500100000
1.84 C D I B B 6582200530 C
1.12L BBK 0600000000 2 13 66113 K5
.67: BC HBD 0400000000
1.82 C J B 6502200530 C
1.03L B 1400000000 2 13 66118 G5
1.30L E 0300010000 1 2 DO 16054
1,00L iC AAL 5 0400001000 2 2; DO 16059
.88 C F C 6500000000
.96 F B 1500000050 8 1 32 X1731+399
1.18L C BG E i 1300000000 2 13 66140K2
1.16L CC DBM 0400000100 1 28 1732+38GAL
1.00L BB ABGL 2 1500001000 2 13 66149 K0
1.25 F C 4500000000
1.00L CF BF GI 0 0500130000 1 21 13 66158
1.00L B BG F 2501001000' 2 13 66157
1.31L C C E 1400000000 1 13 66162 K2
1.01L F D 0500000000 1 13 66163
1.00L BDBD BCM 0 0500130000 1 2 I 13 66164 K0
.86: KJ BC 0301000010
































































*Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-t; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Conlusion Pfocessir_; 4) Ne_gt'_orin9 Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Necjhbodn 9 Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
466
Right Ascension: 17h33n'59"-17h51m55'
Position (1950) Flux Density
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty C fNot Color Corrected)
, o , coo,d,5M,SMN0 0 ,2"am2,'am 60"am
h m. o , (s) (") lb (") (') (') N (Jansky)
17339+3719 59.2 52 62+30 19 4 92 4 1.16
17342+3127 16.3 31 56+29 15 3 102 4 12.99
17343+3525 23.9 11 60+30 14 3 100 4 10.61
17350+3413 5.3 2 59+29 14 5 94 5 5.90
17354+3243 28.5 3 57+29 20 8 99 4 .80
17355+3414 30.9 17 59+29 20 8 68 3 .32
17357+3730 43.8 17 62+30 32 8 99 4 .25L
17363+3500 23.1 7 60+29 20 3 90 4 1.21
17364+3142 27,1 15 56+28 11 3 98 5 4.57
17365+3646 34.5 27 62+30 15 8 97 4 1.01
17367+3208 47.5 6 57+29 26 8 98 3 27
17367+3801 47.6 28 63+30 47 34 110 3 25L
17369+3914 55.3 37 65+30 21 8 10 4 .25L
17369+3245 58.4 56 57+29 20 8 93 4 .73
17370+3240 0.6;35 57+29 23 9 96 4 .31L
17372+3154 16.745 56+28 12 3 t03 5 2.12
17375+3351 34.3 46 59+29 17 8 91 5 .49
17379+3122 56.8 49 56+28 56 25 99 2 25L
17380+3113 3.9 39 56+28 13 3 99 5 8.70
17382+3350 16.1 11 59+29 12 8 9 5 .25L
17386+3414 37.3 29 59+29 38 8 145 4 25
17386+3916 41.1 44 65+30 26 10 91 4 .25L
17387+3431 45.5 5 59+29 55 22 84 2 .51L
17387+3118 47.6 43 56+28 17 3 107 5 1.45
17392+3645 14.4121 64+30 21 7 92 4 .25L
17394+3545 28.4140 61+29 26 9 96 4 .47
17396+3418 37.4 ' 6 59+29 51 8 106 2 .25
17396+3824 38.8 38 64+30 80 33 92 2 .25L
17398+3240 49.7 9 57+28 56 16 107 3 .31L
17398+3522 50.7 26 60+29 24 3 98 4 1.12
17400+3504 0,7 57 60+29 26 8 100 4 .79
17400+3139 1.2 41 56+28 53 12 84 2 .28
17406+3606 39.7 6 61+29 i 35 8 92 4 .45
17408+3034 50.2 12 55+27 16 8 106 6 .94
17415+3728 32,1 29 63+29 16 5 91 4 1.21
17417+3526 42.3 28 61+28 39 8 91 4 .42L
17417+3447 47.2 45 60+28 31 8 90 3 .29
17418+3255 54.0 47 58+28 44 8 145 5 .25L
17422+3649 12.4 16 62+29 34 8 tl 4 .25L
17429+3507 55.C 30 60+28 17 8 103 5 .80
17430+3514 2.8 11 60+28 14 3 109 1.08
17432+3639 13.8 42 62+28 46 8 88 .25L
17434+3034 _26.E 8 55+27 33 9 103 2 .23
17434+3900 '28.C 37 65+29 24 8 109 3 .29
17435+3855 34.91 56 64+29 24 10 99 4 .25L
17435+3141 35.3;26 57+27 20 3 102 5 .25L
17437+3922 47.1 43 65+29 36 8 176 3 .25
17442+3853 13.5 56 64+29 18 6 89 4 1.04
17443+3920 19.2 23 65+29 12 3 104 4 2.00
17443+3613 20.4 35 62+28 15 3 102 4 1.20
17445+3535 31.6 27 61+28 31 8 105 4 .25L
17445+3043 34.6 16 56+27 20 3 97 5 .28L
17447+3835 47.8 10 64+29 34 8 93 3 .30
17449+3757 58.2 31 63+28 27 8 95 3 .29
17450+3909 0.7 47 65+29 83 16 93 2 .28L
17451+3606 7.9 13 61+28 14 4 100 4 2.74
17453+3458 20.0 9 60+28 34 8 98 3 .33
17458+3022 53.7 8 55+26 16 3 96 5 3.73
17462+3634 13.0 12 62+28 21 6 88 4 9.65
17463+3609 18.5 551 62+28 25 8;107 4 .35
17466+3405 36.8 11 59+27 20 8 104 5 .25L
17468+3432 49.7 23 60+27 29 8 99 3 .29
17468+3813 53.3 5 64+28 37 11 87 2 .34
17476+3610 37.1 7 62+27 28 18 99 3; .25L
17480+3937 1.2 13 55+28 18 8 90 4 .58
17481+3320 9.5 3 59+27 83 , 25 88 2 .63L
17483+3718 21.1 20 63+28 26 8 108 4 .31
t7487+3651 47.6 30 62+27 14 ' 8 107 5 .80
17489+3006 58.1 25 55+25 12' 5 107 4 3.59
17491+3003 10.4 47 55+25 62 ' 14 86 2 .27
17492+3243 13.2 37 58+26 22 3 109 6 .41
17495+3039 30.4 24 56+26 13 8 114 5 .47
17495+3327 32.1 31 59+26 18 3 102 5 1,50
17496+3529 39.7 27 61+27 42 19 103 2 .27L
17500+3126 1.1 12 57+26 36 8 171 2 .42L
17502+3451 12.4 60+27 20 8 105 5 .42
17502+3241 15.5!22 58+26 = 41 8 95' 3 .23
17502+3355 15.9 17 59+26 _ 15 4 101 5 2.46
17504+3959 26.3 30 66+28' 14 5 90 3 3.02
17504+3845 29.5 5 65+28 29 8 101 4 .25L
17505+3656 32.3 13 63+27 14 3 102 5 1,20
17505+3045 34.5 8 56+25 8 4 102 6 6.60
17505+3841 34.6 40 65+28 27 8 99 4 .4017506+3411 '36.1 45 60+26 18 u 101 ! _ .54
17507+3333 46.9 50 59+26 19 8 t05'4 .47
17506+3546 ,8.426 61+27 18 811045 .56
17509+3745 54.8 25 64+27 31 8 103 5 .28L
17509+3539 58.9 55 61+27 12 8 103 6 .83
17509+3815 59.8 6 64+27 44 13 103 2 .25
17510+3849 2,2 47 65+27 9 3 100 4 2.85
17510+3059 2.6 18 56+25 27 8 77 3 .22
17511+3018 7.7 16 56+25 18 8 105 5 .64
17511+3620 107 50 62+27 50 37 108 2 .56L
17513+3434 20.9 4 60+26 20 8 98 5 .45
17514+3941 27.2 46 66+28 13 3 96 _' 1.71
17514+3203 28.2 12 58+26 31 8 109 3 .47L
17515+3415 33,3 19 60+26 37 8 98 3 ,25
17516+3148 37.9 43 57+25 33 8 95 3 .28
17517+3540 46.1 51 61+27 13 5 107 5 1.27



































































100 am Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
1.00L BD AD 0 0500000000
1.00L ABB AAAE 0' 2501000100 14
1.00L ABB AAA 0 0400010100 15
1.00L ABB AAC 1 0400000100
1.00L BD AA E 5 1500012000
1.00L B BEL 0400000100
.83 BC B C i500000000
1.00L BC ABJ 0 0300000000
1.00L ABF AAD 3 1500000100
1.00L BC ADKM 0 0400000000
1.00L B C 0600010000
1.16 F K D 1300000040
1.98 BB LGBB 0401000000
1.00L BD AE 0 0500100000
2.13 BB 'KHBA )400100000
tOOL BB 'ABEM 2 2500000000
1.00L C IBBMG 0501010000
.99 C K D 2400000010
tOOL BB AAC 1 2500001000 17
2.07 BB KBAB



















1.00L BD ABEJ 6 0400001000
1.00L B BD 0400000000
1.00L D CI 1400010000
1.00L C C 0500010000
1.00L BC AB 1 0500001000
1.00L CC AA 1 0400002000
1.10: BD BNLBC 04000000001.00L B 1500020000
1.10 BF BBC 1500020000
1.23 BB KGCB 2301000000
tOOL B BD 0400000000
1.00L B D A B F 0 0400000000
1.04 D EC 2300000000
2.04L C BL K 1400000000
1.03L C C 0500100100
1.95 BB I AB 0400100100
2.18 CB HAA 1400000000
1.00L C D 0500000000
1.00L CD ADN 0 0500000000
1.00L BB AB 0 2500001000
1.00L BC AB 1 1400003000
1.61 CC FCB 0401000000
4.26 BB FEAA 1300000000
1.08L C D J J 1400010000
1.00L C D 1400010000
1.00L D B I 1500000000
1.00L BB AA 1 0500000000
1.00L C B M 0400000000
1.00L B B A A 1 0500000000
1.00L BBD AAF 1 1401000000 18
1.00L B B 1501020000
1.89 BB NGBB 2300000010
1.00L B C 1400000000
1.00L C BHI 1400000000
1.23 CD F EF 1401000000
Declination: + 30 °- + 40*
Associations
Sep
Name Type (") Mag
2 13 66165 K0 3 60
2 4 TMSS +30308 22 24
2 4 TMSS +40298 37 26
2 2 DO 16119 15 109
1 16 09333 M 56 1200
2 13 66187 7 83
4 13 66201 K5 3 78
2 2 DO 16137 85 96
1 13 66203 K0 4 68
1 13 66211 12 88
8
2 9 Ut0933 27 153
2 13 56214 K0 4 65
2 13 66218 K5 6 77
1 13 66224 K5 42 82
4 13 66231 M0 2 63
1 12 ZG 1738+33 88 149
1 27 MKN1117 14
2 13 66243 KO 4 64
2 10 M+06-39-011 125
2 13 66253 K0 6 79
t 13 66256 G5 17 78
2 13 66260K5 9 79
2 13 66262 K2 4 76
13 66261 K2 5 871 74 6 6
_ DO16194 48 1021 09603 55 1400
1
3 9 U10962 76 141
13 66297 3 86
13 66299 K0 5 68
2 _'13 66306 K0 8 82
13 663O7 K2 17 78
3 9 U10969 58 156
*41 17436+3141 19 12
13 66310 K2 10 812 13 66315 K0 = ! 65
2 13 66317 K0 3 65
2
4 9 U10975 34 138
8 " 9 U10976 24 144
1 13 66321 K0 6 78
2 13 66326K5 4 66
1 13 66329 K0 8 79
2 13 66333 MA 6 78
4 13 66341 M0 9 67
1 2 13 66343 2 81

















1.00L B BJ 2500010000
1.27L C GH 0300000000
1.44L C DG L )400000000
1.00L BC ACJN 1 1400001000
1,00L'AB AA 2 0510101000
1.06L C E 2500101000
1.00L BD CE 0500010000
1.00L BC BCJ 3 0500001100
1.0OL BC AB 3 0400001000
1 31L C F F 0400001000
1.73L C MCB 0401000000
1.00L B B O I 0400000000
1.10L D BL 0400010000
1,00L BB AAH 2 1400001000
1.00L AB AAN 0 4500002000
1.46 BB BB 0400111010
3 9 Ul1000 90 140
1 t3 66361 K0 8 80
1 2 DO16268 62 88
1 13 66373 GO 1 70





















1.00L BC AC 4 1401001000
1.00L ABC AAD 1 0500000100
1.00L B DL 0400110010
1.00L CE BC G 0 1400000000
1.03L BD BB 6 0400000000
1.00L BD BC 4 0400100000=
1.08 BC EBB 1300000100
1.00L BC ABN 1 0400101000
1.51L C F 1200000000
1.00L AB AAEF 2 0400001110
1.19L B EFGM 0500001000
1.00L B AE G 0500000000
.76 D J D 1500000000
1.00L S B E 0500000000
1.00L BB AA L 1 0400002000
1.00L D I DH 0500000000
1.00L B A M 0400000000
1.00L C BK 0500100000
1.00L BC A B 6 0400000000
1.36 BB LHBB 0400000000
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12. 25, 60, 100 t_m; 10) High Source Density Region.
1 2 DO16277 80 95
4 9 Ul1014 19 142
1 13 66395 10 83
1 13 66397 6 87
1 13 66398 2 85
2 4 13! 66402 K0 6 60
2 13 66405 90
3 13 66406MB 4 83
13 66408 K0 11 78
*41 17507+3334 13 3
13 66412 8 79
2 12 ZG 1750+37 27 148
16 09817 31 135
13 664151(0 15 71
3 13 66421 K0 2 71
1 13 66418 K0 t3 82
2 13 66428 K5 2 73
2 "12 ZG1751+32 55 156
1 *41 17515+3415 21
3 *13 66433 1 88
2 13 66438 K2 3 7_






Flux Density Flags Associations
Name
Galactic Uncertainty C V
cz ,8 Coords SMJ 5MN 8 O 12 _m Flux Corr A Confusion
hQm .8, (s) (p I b (') (") (') N Uncs Coef R Flags*
17519+3351 BBBI BAAt 030000OOO0
17520 + 3250 F D [ B C I 2501OO00OO
17522 + 3440 C ] C D ] 0500010000
17522+3042 C [ DK I 0501000000
17524+3925 BB IAAI I 3 1600000000
17526+3253 DBBIEBAA I 2301001000
17526+3144 BC[ MBCI 0400000000
17527+3608 F [EBJ I 1400000000
17528+3907 C]l D F| 1500000030
17530+3446 BBBBICAAAt 2 0200010000
17531+3357 B ICG L ] 0400001000
17531 +3941 C IBE I O600000000
17533+3811 E [E [ 1500010000
17536+3611 C JE I 0401000000
17539+3237 BF IADM i 1 3500000000
17540+3110 B ]DL | 0501101000
17544+3001 BD [BDJ G] 5 0501001000
17544+3107 BB |AAC | 1 0500001000
17545+3715 BBB iAABH/t 04000OO000
17545+3022 B / DF / 0400000000
17550+3238 CB| CB/ 1O40O0OOO0O
17552+3254 BC lAB J /41 0501001000
17554+3507 BC /AA 1 8 0300000000
17554+3748 BD /AC / 1 0500000000
17555 + 3324 _' /B H 1 0500000000
17555 + 3540 B /C G E / 1400010000
17555+3347 _B /AAEE|4 1500100000
17556+3933 E/ I C/ 2500000340
17557+3351 3 /BGL | 1500100000'
17557+3117 BD l CBB[ 0501000000
17558+3610 3 ]DI ] _2400000000
17560+3131 C ] HBE | 0400000000
17562+3805 3 ]BF L [ 0401000000
17563+3155 3C |AE | 1 0500000000
17563+3929 _ |D ] 4500000000
17565+3840 3B |BB |6 0400001000
17565+3011 _,B ]AAEH/O 1500000000
17566+3906 BC[ FBB/ 1580000410
17567 + 3652 ] I BK / 2500020000
17569+3829 3C tAC 17 0400OOOOOO
17569 + 3538 3 IC F / 2401020000
17569+3617 3C IABI /1 2400001000
17570+3035 3F IBBL / 0 1400000000
17570 + 3400 B IJ C O / 1400000000
17570+3320 3 IC L [ 0500010000
17571 +3003 ] IB D t 1500010000
17571 +3457 ) ICG | 0500000000
17575 + 3043 3 [B I i 0400000000
17582+3321 BBi AA/ 0400000000
17583+3430 DBB t EAA t 1300000000
17585+3438 BBIFEAA| 0300001000
17585+3942 CI MJ B| 4400100220
17567+3806 C IJ EC| 0400001010
17567+3312 _B IAAH 12 0500100000
17587 + 3702 E | F 1 3400000440
17588+3941 D| KBi 4400100120
17588+3317 3 ICENG/ 0500100000
17590+3007 CIL D/ 3500000010
17590+3432 } tBH E / 0400001000
17593+3232 ; IDE M/ 15OOO0OO00
17595+3036 IF IACKI il 0500010000
17597+3912 D / El [ 4501000000
17597+3318 IB IAAK l0 0600030000
17598+3522 ID IAC |0 0501000000
18002+3315 3 [BEN | 4501030000
18003+3046 ; [EJ | 0500010000
18006 + 3033 " JD M i 1500000000
18008 + 3735 C ]l D | 1500000200
18008+3457 I IBFI GI 1600010000
18009+3153 D t J G t 2402010100
18016+3245 I IF l 1501000000
18019+3034 BC] MBB] 0400000000
18019+3432 D| C| 2400000260
18019+3022 ; IGF 1 1400001000
18021 +3508 ; ic 1 15oooooooo
18021 +3557 _ [[31 / 1401001000
18023+3917 C| D/ 2501000000
18023+3305 E1 G D/ 35000001101
18024+3126 ' |ABE I 24OOOOOOOO'
18026+3420 , Ic L | 6_OOOOOO00
18027+3223 _ IC H 1 [ 0500000000
18027+3111 ; tDI / =0500000000
18027+3241 _ tb | 1500010000
18026+3234 _C lAB 12 i 0500001000
18028+3955 DI D/ [ 3500000060
18029+3457 ;E ]ADL F 12 i 2601110000
18029+3409 ¢B ]BBK 11 i 5500022000
18029+3032 _C tAD 11 : 0500001000
18029+3440 F | D 1 ! 3500000320
18029+3914 D / 0 / 2400000000
18031 +3336 _ I DE 1 4500000000
18032+3005 _B IAA /0 1601000000
18033+3356 BIKI KC1 3500000030
18033+3927 C1 C C1 3400000010
18033+3716 C / E J 1500000000
16035+3023 DCB IFGBC 1 2400000100
16035+3402 C/ ML C 1 3500100160
18038+3641 F / LF I 1400000100
BBIE BB1 3501000100
18039+3349 !C__10 150000000018039+3213
(Not Color Corrected) L C
25 _m 60 _.m 100 p,m R S A _,,_(Jansky) S 2 # T Name Type Mag
16
17520 + 3351 6














17552 + 3254 7
DO 16344 108
66505 K0 70









































*Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
468
i! !!




a ,% CiOOrbdS SMJ SMN (?) O 12amhm,<Z . , (s) ( (") (") N
9039+3444 58.1 36 61+24 13 8 164 6 .25L
8039+3955 58.6 22 67+25 13 I 3 90 6 ,25L
8040+3400 3.7 35 60+24 25 1) 16 5 .25L8041+3909 7.7 32 66+25 9 ] 95 5 7.25
8042+3357 14.6 22 60+24 22 8 92 4 ,29
8042+3221 17.5 49 59+23 16 _ 6 95 4 .93
8044+3653 26.0 40 63+24 18 8 178 6 37
8044+3717 29,2 41 64+25 8 5 46 6 .35
8045+3232 30.1 11 59+23 26 12 100 2 ,29
8047+3230 45.9 3 59+23 51 14 82 2 .24
6048+3742 51.8 27 64+25 68 13 80 2 .24
8049+3538 57.8 16 62+24 36 8 23 3 ,27
8051+3033 7.5 14 57+22 40 7 81 3 1.54
8051+3747 10d 26l 64+25 13 3' 95 51 1.29
8054+3449 24.0 0 ' 61+24 9 3 106 61 6.06
8056+3411 39.242 61+23 10 3100 6 I 1.56
8056+3533 40.8 30 62+24 23 48,107 !6 i .25L
B056+3859 40.8 31 66+25 48 2 79 .25L
8067+3946 47.2 24 67+25 61 12 96 .36
8059+3629 54.1 50 63+24 23 8 80 .64
8059+3256 58,8 44 59+23 43 8 171 4 .31
8060+3552 3.2 28 63+24 16 8 91 6 25L
8062+3623 17.9 32 63+24 11 3 104 6 3' uu
3064+3942 27.9 45 67+25 16 8 97 6 127L
3065+3117 31.8 49 58+22 38 11 183 3 ,_L9065+3647 32.8 49 64+24 8 6
9066+3223 40.2 33 59+23 75 14 I 79 3 .38L
9067+3311 45,8 =37 60+23 36 8 167 4 ,33
B068+3201 149.7 30 59+22 23 4 80 4 1.69
9068+3811 153.8 6 65+24 15 8 86' 7 ,41
9070+3332 _ 3.2 24 60+23 67 8 79 3 .32
9070+3736 5.£ 56 64+24 11 6 98 6 ,43
3072+3100 12.8 39 59+22 26 5 84 3 6.92
_072+3027 14.6 30 57+22 18 4 85 3 1.59
9073+3954 23.3 33 67+25 64 30 80 2 .25L
9076+3445 37.C 40 61+23 9 3 98 6 32.03
9076+3111 38.1 54 58+22 84 10 84 3 .25
9077+3846 46.4,59 66+24 18 8 97 6 .25L
3079+3530 50.5 22 62+23 10 3 90 6 1,21
3078+3508 52.1 58 62+23 10 3 96 i 6 1.22
I
]078+3856 53.7 6 66+24 49 8 85' 3 .
_o79+362657.15_ 86+24 8 5 124i]079+3412 57,4 1 61+23J 47 20 65 ;25L3060+3121 1.4 5 68+22 27 6 60 1.35
]060+3549 4.213 63+23 ! 16 3 88 6 ,48
9082+3627 14.2! 16 63+24, 10 3 91 i 6 1.82
,064+3122279iA66+226o 8, 79i 24172 .6161 +239085+3432 35,8
]087+3348 47.8 13 61+23 19 8 851 5 ,49
)088+3346 52.1 11 61+23 12 4 67 I 5 2.42
3090+3114 4.7!20 58+22 ,, 39 9 82 [ 4 .70
]094+3150 26.9:47 59+22 41 11 1oi 4 .27L]094 +3350 26.9148 61 + 23 26 179 2 .37L
,094+35592'34163+23 951 ]095+3443 30.1' 62 +23 6 94 ,45
]095+3706 31,2=37 64+24 10 3 92 i 7 1.47
]098+3351 49,2 23 61 +22 _ 67 31o 60 i2 26 "40Lu,,,
_099+3127 55.0i30 58+22 21 641- .
]100+3123 1.3 28 58+22 17 4 84i 4 34.84
]101 +3227 6.3 2 59+22 20 3 83 I 4 6.72
]103+3316 20,7 39 60+22 22 4 6314 2.56
}103+3114 23.0 0 58+21 36 7 8114 .30
]105+3239 34.0 5_ 60+22 32 84 84} .47]106+3353 37.9 61 +22 65 3 80 .25L
]106+3133 41,1 =53 56+22 27 8 84 .66
]107+3937 43,4 4 67 k24 13 3 85 5 .25L]107+3738 44.4i4u 65+23 17 8 82 5 ,67
M12+3817 16.4122 65+24 85 12 126 (_ .30]I12+3657 17.2 64+23 ' 12 104 33
]114+3134 28.1 51 69+21 29 8 83 4 .56
]114+3927 28.4 5 67+24 7 3 105 6 2,71
]115+3454 31,2=22 62+22 5 3 177 6 1.23
]115+3522 31.8123 62+23 12 4 84 5 2.14
]115+3532 35.2 47 63+23 39 8 84 4 ,25L
]116+3343 38.1:38 61+22 43 7 79 4 ,25L
]119+3400 55.9 8 61+22 15 9 85 5 .45
3119+3907 56.3121 66+24 11 8 88 6 ,92
_119+3501 57.0137 62+22 37 26 111 4 ,33L
]120+3423 0.1=8 61+22 85 31 80 4 .26L
]120+3216 2.2 17 59+21 38 5 79 4 1,07
]121 +3303 8.1 5 60+22 61 9 79 4 ,27
_122+3708 14.1 48 64+23 8 3 91 I 6 2.67
3125+3124 30.4 25 58+21 26 17 78 i _ ,25L
_125+3010 31.5 42 57+21 20 4 80 4 52,11
3126+3040 41.4 51 56+21 64 25 80 2 .70L
9127+3514 431 18 62+22 45 13 94 3 .25L
9127+3148 48.C 7 59+21 29 5 79 4 2.65
9128+3426 49.5 46 62+22 93 25 83 ! 2 .25L
9128+3514 52.E 26 62+22 30 24 761 2 .39L
3130+3720 1.1 49 65_23 14 8 98 6 .25L
9131+3621 6.7 42 64+23 23 8 168 6 .51,t31+3639 ,1.6 9 .+23 7 _ 99 _ 4.91
9132+3942 ,4AI54 67+24 9 3 89 ) 2A4]132._3446 16.21 4 62+22 8 2 76 .25L
9135+3645 33.0 17 64+23 38 17 115 2 .23
9138_3650 51.2 32 64+23 8 8 I07 6 .62
587 52 58+20 49
9130+3022 i _(_ '_ 389140+3408 06142 61+22 48 1 .25L
9141+3456 7/I 31 62_22 44 79 3 .27
6142+3736 14.2'12 65_23 19 11 106 3 .31
P3ux Densily Flags
(Not Color Corrected) V L C
25 am 60 am 100 am Flux Corr A Confusion R 5 A







































































































1.69 C B F B B I 2400000000
2.83 DBB DAA 4402000120
133 CB MI CB 3501100140
1.00L BBC AABE 9 2500000000
1.00L B DE 3501100100
1.00L BC AC G 3 1400001000
1.00L B BJMI 1501000000
1.00L !B BF 04000000001.00L E H 14o0110000
1.34L [C E 1300110000
100,1 c 05011120001.07L _ L 1500001000
1.00L BC AB G 3 1500000000
1.00L 'BC AB 2 0500102000
t.00L :AB AAD 3 1500000000
1.00L BB AA 2 3500001000
1.74 BB J CB 1401001200
.72 F MMC 1500000000
.79 E L G J 5400000020
1.00L B BE 1400000000
=
1,00L DE DC 7 0400011000
1.79 ABBB KCBA 15000001001.00L AAM 4 0400010000
.65: BC J 8G 4600000000
1.00L C MC D 0500000000
1.00L BD AD E 1 1400000000
1,16L C DE 1400000000
t.00L B BG 0400000000
1,00L BC AAG 1 0500000000
1.00L B BGHK 0500010000
1.00L B B E 2500000000
1.00L BD CC I 1 0500011000
1.00L BBC AAC 3 0500000000
1.00L BC ABJ 0 1500002000
•89 D E 4600000150
1.92 AACB AAAB 9 1502000000 27,
1.14L C C 1500000000
1.93 BB MEBB 1400000000
1.00L BC ABM I 2500002000
1.00L BB AA H 2 2501000000
1.09L C FI 1600010000
1.00L B D B B L M 1 0500000000
1,66 C C 2500000020
1.00L CC AA 9 1500000000
1.00L EE BF 9 2500010000
1.00L BC ABK 5 1400000000
1.02L C F G 1500000000
1.00L B BB E 3500000000
1.00L B BF 3501111010
1.00L BB ABK 1 3501111010
1.00L B 80 15OOOO000O
1.27 SC J HBA 1401000100
1.15 C I C 3501100000
1.14 D KGCA 1500001000
1.00L B DG 3600001000
1.00L AB AA H 2 1500002000
.70 O I C 7500000000
127L BBD AAAF 9 1500111100
1.00L BBB AAAC 0 1510121100
1.00L BBB AAC 2 0400010000
1OOL BB AAME 11 05000020001.00L B CDL 1500010000
1.00L B E B B 51 0400000000
.76 D D 7501000010
1.00L BD BC G 01 1500010000
6.06 CBB I DAA 2300000000
1.04L BD BE 0400000000
1.06L F O L 0600000000
1.00L B B B 1500O2O000
1.00L BD CC 1500000000
1.00L AB AACH 31 1600001000
1.07L BB AACH 4 4500001000
1.00L BB AAGI I 8602000220
1.38 E J C 8601001120
2.61 BB BA : 5400000000
1.00L B BH k 3500020000
1.00L BB C AA cE2115000010001.68 B I J J 45000011401.26 J HC , 4601000000
1.O0L BC AC I! 1500o00000
1.04L C E E 0500010000
1.00L BBCC AAH 41 15000030001.25 ED 2501000210
1.96 AABB AAAB 0! 2500000000 23
.98 C D 2500000010
1.71 C KH E 9400100370
1.00L CD AAJ F 9 2500000000
1.82 D I C 9500100018
1.19 C F HD 9580100380
1.47 BB DAB 1501000000
1OOL B BF 0400012000
1.00L AB AAD 2 0500001000
1.00L AB AA G 6 0500001000
1,76 D K MB 9500100018
1.49L C D 05000000(30
1.00L BDC BGC 0 0500011000
1.05L B D A B 0 4500000000
1.22: CC CB 5500000008
3.81L B O 9400000008
1.00L C E G 1500000010
Sop
Name Type (") Mag
2 121 ZG 1803+34 151
8
3 9 Ul1118 153
1 2 DO 16459 121
1 2 DO 16460 109
2 * 21001_60
4 13 66648 F8
1 13 66649 K0
4 "13 66652MA
4 4 9 i U11124
2 13 66657
2 12 _ZG 1806+35
2 13 66666 K0
I "41 18063 + 3942
2 13 ' 66672
1 13 66674
1 2 DO 16517
2 13 66680 M3E
2 2 13 66682 }(2
8
4 9 U11132
2 2 13 66695 MA
I I PT HER
1 13 66697
4 13 66700 K0
8
1 1 FI HER
2 13 66703 G5
1 2 DO 16528
1 13 66710 K0
2 13 66714
2 13 66715 MA





5 13 66737 M0
2 2 DO 16552
2 2 13 66743 K5
1 1 PZ HER




1 1 13 66761
2 13 66767 MA
2 9 Ul1167
1 2 DO 16587
8
2 13 66776 K5
1 2 DO 16691
2 2 13 66780
3 3 RAFGL 2096
C 1 32 X1812+352
I I 'TV HER
C 1 32 X1812+352
2 13 66793
3 13 ) 66794 MD
1 13 66798
2 13 66802
1 1 ! HU LYR
I 13 66804 K0
2 13 66806 K0
1 2 DO 16637



























































8 a _ Coords SMJ SMN O 0 12 p,mham. . is) ( ) l b (') (") (') N (J'ansky)
8144+3801 26.3 24! 65+23 26L .51L
8146+3820 31.3 48 ,+23 1.28 .34
8147+3844 42.6 17 66+23 .25L .46L
8146+3003 60.2 55] 57+20 1.05 .35
8149+3700 59"3124 I 64+22 .50 .26L
B151+3004 7.6149 j 57+20 25L .25L
8151+3729 [10.91221 65+23 .23 .25L
Bi52+3330 J16.7154 j 61+21 1.18 .26
B154+3040 t25.51 41 58+20 .25L .25L
9155+36, I31.21 5J 64+22 .54 .25L
t [ I
B156+3513 141.0/33J 63+22 25L .25L
8158+3453 |61.8148{ 62+22 3.96 1.24
B159+3006 |54.4|201 57+20 .25L .25L
3160+3037 | 2.7]48 l 58+20 .25L .25L
81"+3855 / 3.5|571 66+23 .43L .25L
9161 +3924 I 6.0 / I [ 67+23 .25L .25L
8162+3831 /13.9/461 ,+23 .46 25L
E]164+3045 125.7|11 58+20 .25L .25L
B164+3140 ]27.5|41 J 59+20 1.64 .73
9164+3946 128.1( 1t 67+23 .25L .25L
/ / 1
3168+3639 152.3/13 I 64+22 .62 .25L
3168+3314 163.9/35) 61+21 .24 .25L
3169+3049 /67.5|101 58+20 .25L .75L
3170+3301 / 0-8|231 60+21 259 ! .7_
3173+3103 i18.81 3 1 58+20 .25L .25L
M73+3914 120.0|41 t 67+23 64 .12:
3177+3459 J45.1J 31 62+21 176 .33
]178+3412 161.4i461 62+21 .63 .29L
]181+3602 / 6.2r26t 64+22 9.06 2.13
.61+3326t70/40t61+21 25, 32,
t / I
]181+3934 [10.4|18 _ 67+23 .54 26L
]181+3116 |11.8128/ 59+20 .25L 25L
]183+3832 122.7129 l ,+22 .63 .24
]183+3951 1230|50| 67+23 25L .26L
]165+3727 1339| 7 1 65+22 2.34 .64
]186+3143 13L6/64 / 59+20 65.94 36.46
]167+3026 [43.1|34 l 56+20 .65 .25
]187+3121 ]43.1|40] 59+20 .89L .58L
]190+3806 | 1.2|58] 66+22 .27L .26L
.91+3218/105/8/ 60+2o 64. 69L
3192+3820 |14.4 / 9 / 66+22 .53 .25L
]194+3254 J29.4|53J ,+20 .49 .25L
]195+3139 130.5i49] 59+20 .30 .3gL
]195+3654 131.5/49[ 65+22 .75 .16:
]197+3026 ]44.2/21 / 58+ 19 1.26 .59
]196+3231 148.8/22/ 60+20 .25L 25L
]199+3213 ]56.4/17 | 60+20 .63 .26L
]199+3818 [58.7t45 | 66+22 .38 .25L
_200+3749 l 2-61421 65+22 .51 .25L
3200+3001 |3.5|101 58+19 .62 22:
/ / !
]203+3235 J22.3150 / 60+20 .52L .56L
]206+3123 ]39.9|25 / 59+19 .25L ,25L
]210+3229 | 2.6/31J 60+20 .73 .41
]210+3036 / 4.3|24| 58+19 .25L .30
]212+3057 /12.81121 59+19 .25L .48L
]212+3043 [15.2129 / 58+19 .25L .25
]213+3013 ]23.6/44 i 58+19 .25L .25L
]216+3456 [39.1| 7[ 63+21 26L 25L
]216+3816 ]41.5/27 / ,+22 .63 .25L
,217+20031,71/3t 59+19 26L 50L
]219_3829 [59.2112( 66+22 .39L .25L
]220+3024 [ 0.81471 58+19 .35 .26L
]220+3250 [ 2.9[36[ 61+20 .33 .25L
3220+3119 l 3.51441 69+19 .25 .25L
]220+3126 [ 4.2i46 | 59+19 .25L .25L
]220+3607 / 4.7|"l 63+20 .39 .26L
]222+3059 /13.6|26| 59+19 .25L .25L
]222+3842 |16.8/38 1 67+22 2.45 .64
]222+3933 117.1/20/ 67+22 46.76 20.54
]225+3456 t30.1|36_ 63+20 .29 .25L
/ 1 /
]225+3926 ]35.0]41 l 67+22 .40 .26L
]226+3414 136.9|12| 62+20 .96 .26
]226+3005 ]37.3116 / 58+19 .44 .19:
]227+3046 [42.51221 59+19 .67 .26L
]227+3106 ]43.51 6 / 59+19 .25. 25L
]227+3245 147.8124/ 61+20 .34 .26L
]226+3210 ]53.8[50| 60+19 1.19 .81
]231+3304 / 7.7|47/ 61+20 .27L .25L
]232+3500 /13.9/ 7 / 63+20 .75 .17:
]236+3131 136.9|151 59+19 .40 .25L
Ill
]237+3902 144.9/24/ 67+21 5.57 222
3238+3042 t50.4/ 9 / 59+19 .68L .61L
]239+3905 158.9J29/ 67+21 .61 .18
]240+3518 |0.8145[ 63+20 41 25L
]241+3531 / 6-7|51/ 63+20 .35 _ .25L
]241+3750 |10.9/55 | ,+21 .25LI .25L
]242+3055 |13.7/14 | 59+19 .42L .25L
3243+3314 |18.8|101 61+19 .72L .63L
]243+3047 i19.9110/ 59+19 25L .25L
,243+30261210 53s58+16 247 94
/ t /
]244+3134 [24.2[14[ 60+19 .37 .26L
]244+3233 125.1120| 60+ 19 1.17L .25L
]244+3623 125.8[41l 63+20 25L .25L
]248+3640 163.3/55/ 64+20 1.03 .27
]249+3,7 [66.1160[ 64+20 25 .25L
3249+3056 156.5l 71 59+ 18 .80 .18:
]249+3816 |68.5137 i 66+21 .35 .25L
3250 +3033 / 1.6|32[ 59 + 18 ,37L 25L
]253+3003 /18.1[ 7i 58+ 18 .25L ,25L
3253+3157[203/42160+f9 32 25L
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected) V L C
25 p.m 60 /_m 100 /xm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
Uncs Coer R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
.40L .98 O D GC 14000006401 C
.40L 1.O0L BB AB 1 4600002000 2 1 2 DO 16640 57 9_
.51 1.O0L B N B I 2600000000
.40L 1.10L BD ABLE 6 8600100120 8
.40L 1.00L B BE 0500000000 2i 13 66821 4 8:=
.40L 1.77 C M O 8501100120 8
.40L 1.33L F C 1400000000 2 13 66826 9 8"
.40L 1.00L BD AB 1 1520001000 i 1 13 66827 K2 2 71
.40L 1.75 C CD 6600000010 ]
.40L 1.00L E BF I ' 0500020000 1
.40L .99 C FL F 1500000240 C
.31: 2.81L BBC AACK 2 0400000008 2 13 66834 6 9;
.40L 1.55 C K D I 8500000000
.79 1.61 CE J BF ' 55O0O00000j 3 I 9 Ul1195 60 14(
.41L .89 D F 1300000020 8
.66 1.29 BB NBD 1400000100
.40L 1.00L B BD 2400010000
.40L 1.88 C C C 5500000020 8
.40L 1.17L CB AAKK' 7 6500000000 1 1 AOLYR 25'
.70 2.46 EB GFBB 1400000400 4 2 12 ZG 1816+39 47 15(
.40L 1.00L B BG K 0400000000
.40L 1.33L F D 4400010000
.40L 1.10 E F GF i 5600000020 8
.40L 1.00L BB AA J 0 4500000000 13 66844K5 2 I 7;
.40L 1.93 B C D i 4500000120 8
.40L 1.00L BE A 3 1300010000 13 66862K2 3! 7;
.40L 1.O0L BE AC 3 1520000000
.40L 1.00L B BHM 1500000000
.38: 1.00L ABC AACL 2 0500000000 5 13 66869 K0 3 4."
.41L 1.51 C FGC,i 4501000210 4
,40L 1.00L B AI HJ I 0501010000 1 13 ,870 K5 4 81
,40L 1.82 B N BB 4581000010
.40LI t.00L BC ADI 5 2400000000 1 13 "875 5 I 8;
.70 1.06L B F B F 1501O00000 I
.40L 1.12L BB AAHF 0 0400000000 1 2 DO 16700 77 I 101
5.90 2.18 AABB AAAB 2 8631000000 22 3 1 TULYR 2
,40L 4.71L CE AC 0 5400001008 1 2 DO 16698 77 i 10_¢
,40L 1.63 C B 6601000000 ,
.51 1.23 CC L BDI 0400000000 4 12 ZG 1819+38 14 151
.40L 1.38 D F' 3500000230 8 !l
,40L 1.00L C BGI 0400010000 2 13 66987 8;
.40L 1.17L B BF G 2601010000 12 13 66893 K2 6 7_.59L 1.49L' C Cl H 8600000000 I
.40L 1.00L BE BF 1 0400000000 13 66896 31 8¢
.40L 4.03L EO AAH 9 3500001006 _ I 1 TV LYR 3'
.40L 1.49 DADFG i 2,1000010.40L 1.33L B 2600000000 13 ,903 K5 3 I 7;.
,40L 1.00L C BJ 0401000000 2 13 66905 2 6E
.40L 1.00L; C BGK 0400001000 1 2 DO 16728 37 101
.40L 109LBC AC 2 480O00O000 2 13_9. K2 6 6c
4OL lO, OD 0 85O0oO0o3o
.40L 2.0, C I E 4500000340 8
,40L 1.13L ICE iAc C 4 65000020203.16 4.98 CBC EBAA 3400100006 2 12 ZG 1821+30 61 15z
.40L 153 ccIDi LJCI 56000000082.22 4.98L J CAB! 4400100008
.68 1.70 BDjFFAA' 2500000108 3 9 Ul1219 74 15."
.44L .85 El F G 1500000000
.40L 1.10L B IAE N 0501000000 2 '3 86928 K5 7 7_
,40L 97 O I C 4500000000
.44 .54:, C D B B D 0400000000
.40L 5.37L F C 2400000008 1 13 ,931 20 8£
.40L 1.16L C C 4500010000 1 2] DO 16756 4 81
,40L 5.16L C CN 7400100378 8 1 131 66932 G5 11 8(
.40L 1.82 iD c H F B 86OOOOOOO8 21
.40 1.O0L 1500000000 1 DO 16758 27 10_
.40L 1 52 'AB C L C 9500000000,40L 1.00L AB J 3 1400014000 2 4 13'.936K2 t 6E
2.87 1 40 BABC AAAB 9 1400100000 41 4 I i TW LYR 7
A0L 1.00LI C CL 1500000000 1 2 DO 16763 13 9_
I
,40L I.O0LIC BKK 1400100000 2 131 66943 A2 5 5t
.40L I.O0L BD AB 1 050{)001000 2 13 66944 K2 4 8;
.40L 1.O0L BO CE H 0 460101O000
.40L 1.32L:B BE 8600011000 1 13 "045 K0 6 B'
.41L 1.66 B BIF HB 9500000100
,40L 1.0OL C 5600000000 1 13 66946 7 BE
.40L 4.06L IBC AAK 3 4500000008
.40L 125 F E D 4600000000
.40L 1.00L BC AD 0 2500000000 1 13 66952 K 4 7_
,40L 3.56L B CH F 7500001008
.33: 1.00L ABC AACD 2 1511120000 1 4 13 66956 3' 9[
.33 2.48L D L EM 8501000000 1 9 U11232 60 16.=
.40L 1.00L BC BC 2 1501120000 1 2 13 66961 K2 4 8(
.40L 1.O0L 0 O KJ 0501000000 1 13 66963 G5 4 7C
.40L 1.08L F ECHMI 0501030000 1 1 1 IU LYR 43
.77 1.32 B B i I G B B 0400000000
.46 1,73L C C jN BE 860100000040L 1.15 i 2600000000
.40L 1.97 C ED; 8600000010
.40L 1.19L BB AAG I 2 5501001000
.40L 4.19L C CH i 3500020008 1 13 66973K2 8 8C
.49 1.38L C G KB 'ol 2600000000
.41 .91: CC D 0400000000 1 12 ZG 1824+35 47 15_
.40L 1.00L BD ADI 0 0501001000 2 13 66979K2 4 8-"
.40L 1.30L D F F 0400000000 12i 13 66980 K0 0 81
.40L 1.07L BE AD 0 6600010000 13 669B1 K0 9 7,_
.40L 1.12L C C 0400010000 2 13 ,962 5 8;
.43L 1.47 C H D 5600000110
.40L 1.84 D J C i 9600000000
.40L 4.57L O FG 2500000006 2' 13 6699'0K0 25 _ 7E
*Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
470
_:1_ 1 I









































































































6 Coords SMJ SMN 0a



























































































Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T


























































































Right Ascension: 18h36m34'-48h45m19" Declination: +30°-+40 °
Position (1950)
Name
a _ Coords SMJ SMN ,06¢thm. o , (s) () 1 b C) C) _) N
18365+3054 34.4 30 60+16 71 6 81 3
18367+3024 46.3,21 59+16 14 3 65 4
t8368+3123 48.843 60+16 20 8 85 4
18368+3549 49.5!36 65+18 18 3 82 4
18370+3431 5.7'17 63+17 41 8 82 3
18370+3210 5.9 58 61+17 24 i 4 82 4
18372+3037 15.6 33 60+16 60' 12 83 2
i8373+3108 22.6 22 60+16 21 6 83 4
18374+3450 25.8 16 64+17 24 8 84 418375+3415338 2 63+17 241 4 63 4
18376+3207 36.4 9 61+16 151 4 82 4,18378+3726 50,0 11 66+18 19] 81
18380+3923 3.9 23 68+19 42' 6 74 3118381 +3046 7.3 6 60+16 22 ! u 62 4'
18381+3134 8.1 16 61+16 37 34 78 2i
18384+3422 28.2 11 63,+17 48 8 76 3
18385+3251 35.0 21 62+16 28 5 76 3i
18387+3914 43.2 67 68+19 35 8, 76 31
3318388+3022 5O0 10 60+15 8 83 44
16389+3137 58.0 30 61+16 27 6 , 75 3 i
18389+3141 58.2 27 61+16 26 6 i 75 3 !
18389+3607 58.4 1 65+18 42 14 76 3
18390+3032 3.1 31 60+15 38 34, 84 2
18390+3354 4.5 56i 63+17 52 8l 75 3
16391+361411024 67+191_ 16 77,6392+371015026.+18 13,72
,9392+37441655667+16252 ]153 16392+33.930 3 73 7
,6393+34o32024060+1663+173 36 64'4)6393+3014219
f63_+352424.936' 64+17 39 _ 75 318395+3037 34.0 13 60+15 76 1 75
)8398+3009 48.2 69+15 71 35 76 23
18400+3559 1.7 65+17 55 1 78
I8401+3710 6.5 66+18 46 72 i
18404+ 3031 28.8 60+15 27 ) 78 3218404+3405 299 63+17 69 1 73
i8405+3430 32.2 24 64+17 49 6 75 318405+3219 33.3 29 62+16 52 9 75
f8407+3558,2.212 65+17 36 9 75 3
J8409+3534 55.0 33 65+17 48 8 74 3
[8409+3532 56.4 12 65+17 57 12 72 2
16409+3920 58.224 68+18 40 ) 74 3I8410+3728 0.4 28 67+18 46 74
18410+395t 2.7 13 69+19 67 13 77 2
18410+3654 5.4'26 66+18 21 4 74 3i8411+3157 9.8 48 61+16 22 75
i6412+3242 17.452 62+16 52 13 74 3
_8413+372o20.35667+16 23 5 73 3
18414+314029.61261+16 41 3 75 3
'6416+3914 36.7 55 88+18 26 6 77j 3
18416+3807 41.4 19 67+16 57 9 72 2
_84t7+345646.23984+17 42 _ 74 318416+363051.o1568+17 20 74
_8419+395655.6 3 89+16 19 5 72!3
18419+3152 57.5 26 61+15 47 11 75J_I8420+3532 3.2 58 65+17 55 74 I
18422+3214 14.5 18 62+16 43 9 75 3
18423+3828 23.4 49 68+18 18 7 76 3
18424+3158 25.4 35 61+15 21 6 761 3
18426+3937 40.9 1 69+18 36 6 72 3
18427+3933 43.7 34 69+18 31 1_ 733
'8427+3458 ¢3.851 64+16 44 74i
18427+3011 46.2, 19 60+15 22 3 86 4




24 318429+3616;5.624 68+16 67 71
)8430+3536 0.4 17 65+17 53 19 7418430+3733 3.3 67+17 28 74 3
[8430+3437 3.4 19 64 + 16 22 5 74 3
18430+3308 3.6 3 63+16 30 5 76 3
J843I+3144 6.8 32 61+15 27 5 74 3
f8433+3148 22.1 53 61+15 33 3 75 3
18433+3156 23.6 40 61+16 27 9 76 4
,8434+3002 25.1 60+14 27 885
18434+3529 28.9 34 65+17 40 _ 75t8434+361529.6_ 68+16 3o 1 76 _18436+3647 36,0 66+17 38 74
18436+3945 39.9 434 69+18 56 23i 73 33
18437+3614 45,5 66+17 19 4 i 75
I
18438+3112 49.6 17 61+15 16 8 83 4
18438+3537 50.0 46 65+17 53 36' 75 2
18439+3843 56.1 1! 68+16 21 i 75 32
16439+352759.12_65+16 _ 2_ 76
,8440+3746 0.5 4 67+17 _ 73 318440+3936 0.5 43 69+18 73
18440+3438 1.2 14 64+16 77 18; 75 2
18441+3213 1L3 30 62+15 49 9' 75 3
18442+3324 13.1 47 63+16 73 10 73
18442+3704 15.9 1 66+17 35 25 74
51 25 73
46 26 74
18443+3842 18.1 9 68+18 3
18445+3613 31,2 35 66+I7
I8447+3031 43.7 51i 60+14 39 61 76
18447+3042 45.2 30 60+14 17 5 75
18446+3359 53.0 15 64+16 46 9 74
16449+3313 59.4 36 63+15 55 11 73
16450+3013 0.8 1 60+14 86 11 75
18451+3604 11.6 56 66+16 75 22 74 3
18452÷3537 16.5 2 65+16 41 17 74 3;
18453+3120 19,2 58 61+15 68 8 75 3,
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)








































































































100 ,am Flux Corr A Confusion R S i
Uncs Cocf R Flags*
.40L 1.47 C I C 66010(30000
.36: 1.19L ABC AACH 1 7600000000
.40L 1.t5L BD AC L 0 6600010010
2.23 3,63 8 8 A A 1300000000
62 .85 C C BC 0600000200
.40L 1.02l B8 AAJ K 01 6500000010
.40L 1.76L C EF I 7500000000
.40L 1.08L BC AC 0m 9600001000
.40L IOOL CD CO K 01 1500001000
.40L 1.48L BC ACG( 1 ! 0500002030
I
.40L 1.00L CC AA 9j 6600000000 !
.40L 1.00L BC AB I 11 6600000000 r
.40L 1.00L C AE 116oooo00oo i
,40L 1.12L C AD 8600000000 i
.40L 1.02 F EG F ,'4500100000 ,
.40L 1.00L 8D AC K 0] 15000(31000
.40L 1.18L CD AC 61 3600001000
.40L LOOt BC AB N 9 i 3600002000
,40L 1.17L BD 8D 0j 9600000000
.40L 1.11L BB AAJ 114680101000 I
0 i
.40L 1.18L BB AAME 4600101000
.52 1.96 CC NBB 2400010000 !
.40L 192 O E 5500000140
,40L 1.00L C 6 E 3500000000
.42 1.01L C B 4500000000
.40L 121L D O 1600000000 i
40L 1.16 C B 6500000000 i
.40L 1.0OL CC AA H 2 3500000000 ;
.40L 1.00 C L 3500000000 )
.40L 1.37L S B 0 9601000000
.40L 1.00L B CC 0500010000
.29: 2.42 C O GC 4500000220 I
.84 1.43 CC E GDA 2501000300 !
.47L 1.62 F G F 9600000010
.44 .79: F O E C 2500000020
,40L 1.06L C CE 1600000000
.40L 1.35L BC AA O 6600000000
.40L 1.38L C O 2500000000
.40L 1.00L CE AF 1500000000 )
m96 1.40: CD J AC 2501000000 I
,67 2.15 Be, BB 1680000130
1.05 1.82 CB GAB 0400100000
.40L 1.06L E DG 0500100000
.40L 1.00L CC AB L 3400000010
.61 1.35 80 DBC 4600000000 i
.40L 1.29L E C L 4500000000 ,
2.02 1.50 BBCC AAAB 1600000100 42
.40L 1.00L BO 861 1500000000
.48 1.09 CC B B 1400000000 :
.75 1.14 CBC L BBD 2600000100
.40L 1.07L BD 8C 0 06(}0000000 i
.40L 1.10L BC AA 1 2500000000 '
.40L 1.05L D DE 3500000000 '
.40L 1.08L C BKKK 3600000000 ,
.40L 3.91L BC A8 l 0 5500001008
.40L I.OOL CC ACH 0 5600001000i
.40L 1.COL O B G 1500000000,
.40L 1.03L B B G E 9600000000
.40L 1.10L BD AB 0 _2500021000 i
.40L 1.0OL B8 AAH 0 1600000000
.40L I.OOL BD BC 1 i 2500002000)
A0L 3.20L C BC I 65001300081
.40L 3.20L 80 BO 0 ) 9500130008
.65 1.71 C B L A B 2400000000
.31: 1.12L BBD AAE 1 ' 5600000000
.67 3.78L 8 K C I 9400000008
.40L 1.38 C B 1501000000
.40L 1.63 C C 9680000010
.40L 1.00L CF CCK 6 1600031000
.70 1.00L BBC AAB 6 0500000000
.40L 1.OOL BC ABCI 1 _0500001000
M0L 1.00L CC AA 0 1600110000
,40L 1.06L BD BB D 0 1600110000
.94 2.38 BB AB i 1440000100
.40L 1.53L CE BBEF 4 _00000000 I
.40L 1,15L 8 BF I 9600000000;
.40L 1.41L BC ACJH 0 65020000101
.40L 1.09L B CE 2500000000
.40L 1.73 B D 9500000010
.41: 3.06L 8BC AAC 7 96010000181
.40L 1.03L BC B 8 1 25OOOOOOOOi
.40L 1.13 C E 9600000010
,40L 2.00 E 8 9500100030 i
.40L 1.30L C D D 9600000000 i
.40L 1.65 C D 3500000030
.40L 4.32L B 3EE 9500001008 !
.47 1.00L D K D 06000000001
.73 2.19 C C C A 1400000000 '
.40L 1.30L C C 1400000000
.40L 1.62 O CL F 6501000010
.40L 1.97 C C 0 9500100130
.4OL 1.30 O D 9500000038
.40L 1.20L CF AD L 0500001000
.40L 127 BD F ACDD 1500000000
.62 1.00L C F B 0600000000
.40L 1.00L C OKF 3500001000
.40L 1.41L C flJ M 0500000000
AOL 1.59 D C 9500000008 !
.38; .83 F D EG 9600000100 j




S 2 # T
4 13 67202MA
I 13 67204 K2
I
2 t3 67209 K5
1 2 DO16928
s_p




1 1 CK LYR
2 13 67218 K5
2 13 67222
2 13 67226 K0
1 13 67232 K0
1 1 CM LYR
2 13 67240 K5
4 13 67243 M8
3 9 Ul1325
1 2 DO 16953
1 13 67250 G5
1 2 DO 16964
I 1 VX LYR
1 13 67269
2 13 67271 K5
2 9 Ul1333
2 g Ul1338
1 1 AX LYR
1 13 67277 K0
6 1 HK LYR
2 13 67281
1 10 M+06-41 020








5 13 67310 A3
5 i 13 67315A5
i
1 39 62.3 1843+38
5 ! 13 67321 A3
1 i 1 RY LYR
I





11 1 SV LYR
i
1 13 67348




2 13 67369 K2
2 13 67370
1 39 62 1844+33
1 13 67374 K0
1 2 DO17036

































































"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-d; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
472
!1+1 I









































































































a _ Coords SMJ SMN O(s) () ] b C) C) (')
Z6.9 i 34 I 64 + 16 34 4
;'9.2' 66+16 42 6
38 I 69+18 70 2230.2
33.9 16 i 68+17 43 3
367 41 i 68+17 105 25
46.9 37 i 63+15 24 3
46.3 38! 65+16 48 10
49.6 46 63+ 15 52 9
55.1 31 i 69+16 33 16
7.3,27, 68+17 63 16
10.7! 14 63+15 28 5
11.5:29 66+ 17 68 26
19.5 58 68+17 62 19
._5.5i 23 67+ 17 33 10
__6.41 1 60+14 31 5
]2.31 1 69+17 81 19
]61117 62+15 26 5
]6 1135 67+17 58 10
)9.3157 63+15 21 5
12.4142 66+16 54 22
]8.2153 60+14 32 7
1 ==59 62+15 27 5
1 HI53 60+14 48 4
50159 62+14 32 22
194111 69+17 40 18
)74155 60+14 98 37
33.5140 66+16 67 23
]7.0158 63+15 20 5
Y0.6140 62+14 28 16
)4.11 8 67+17 65 22
i6.3120 63+ 15 77 8
0.6128 62+15 56 7
14.8155 65+16 67 13
15.4115 63+15 22 5
7RI44 69+17 961 19
!0.01 22 62+ 14 41 I 6
!3.4159 60+14 32 I 5
'41L15 64+15 361 6
10.gJ 59 64+15 63 9
_5.4120 67+ 16 25 J 6
)44158 64+15 30 I 8
.7:'.56 69+17 81 I 15
19.3144 69+17 49 ! 9
1RI16 65+15 60 8
.7, 3 67+16 531 11
5.2120 62+14 85' 29
IO.OI 59 65+ 15 21 7
3.21 6 63+14 45 t 7
i3.9148 68+17 51 i 7
i45i26 69+17 231 14
.... 10; 60+13 48, 12
'? 7! 25 69+ 17 43 I 21
!5.31 52 69+17 50 ] 11
!8.8147 68+16 35] 15
_6.21 55 61+14 29 I 27
t7al 5 63+14 35 I 5
i4.8[ 17 68+16 421 31
i8.6145 62+14 I 101 ] 27
3.0159 61+13 351 14
931 6 62+14 4bt 16
96i 44 66+15 r_4 t 8
!5.8116 66+16 491 22
!9.4131 69+16 58! 13
lO.6r 29 64+ 14 23 I 6
13.0126 62+14 541 10
_2.41 1 64+14 34 I 20
12.8122 69+17 69 15
18.3150 61+13 50 6
18.9130 63+ 14 36 6
19,2i ?4 68+16 44 8
i5.9[ 2 65+15 28 5
;8.8110 66+ 15 24, 5
;8.7119 65+15 7Ol 29
". 3= 11 61+13 471 7
5.']140 62+14 83 24
2.81 8 6t+13 25 6
29125 61+13 461 9
3.5154 63+ 14 37 ] 6
!5.9t37 68+16 26 _ 14
P87142 64+14 69 11
13 1150 68+16 47 6
)6.8157 64 + 14 34 6
)9.61 7 70+17 81 17
LO7150 69+16 49 9
10.8138 65+ 15 34 8
L3 7i 56 63+14 21 6
16.3150 64+14 28 21
197137 61+13 85 24
)1.2115 65+15 56 19
=_'.4_ 45 66+ 15 20 4
i9.2144 64+ 14 4t 6
2_17 62;14 69 14
3.6r 49 61 + 13 24 5
• "29 66_15 25 5
i'_ _l 50 62+13 30 6
igm 3 63 + 14 42 8
.... 40 65+ 14 67 9
]3.01 1 67_15 67 21
t4 91 5 64 + 14 28 4
12.7126 65+15 33 7
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9)
Flux Density Flags
(Not Color Corrtt_ed) V L
12 p.m 25 /zm 60 _.m I00 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2















































































































Right Ascension: 18h52=44'-19h01m27' Declination: +30°-+40 °
Position (I950) Flux Density
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
ct 6 ct 8) C_OrbdS 5MJ 5MN 0)N ° 12 Fm 25 p.m 60 timh m. o , (s) ( (") (") ( (Jansky)
18527+3714 44.9 6C 87+15 55 12 77 .40L
18527+3436 45.0J 54 65+14 25 16 16 .40L
18527+3650 45.2 1 67+15 ; 19 4 75 ' 8.08
16527+3301 45.5]46 63+14 22 5 75 .40L
18529+3135 [55.2J15 62+13 35 20 75 .46L
18529+3104 ]57.5154 62+13 36 7 74 .40L
18530+3234 ] 0.1116 63+14 40 9 75 .40L
18530+3432 ] 1.8144 65+14 70 9 75 .40L
18530+3123 | 3.2130 62+13 19 5 74 .46
18630+3354 t3.7116 64+14 41 5 75 .40L
l /
18530+3044 |5.3[8 61+13 45 16 75 .40L
18530+3731 / 5.8|43 68+16 26 7 75 1.27
19531+3614 / 6-3/ 9 68+16 51 34 72 .40L
16533+3232 121.4|24 83+13 64 14 76 .40L
18536+3121 136.5|40 62+13 30 7 74 .40L
16537+3107 [43.4 / 6 62+13 43 6 ] 74 .40L
18540+3005 / 0.5/ 7 61+12 20 6 74 5.40
16541+3544 | 6.8/37 66+15 22 4 74 .40L
18542+3952 114.5/57 70+16 38 6 73 .40L
18543+3925 [19.7|13 70+16 23 5 75 .56
,,18646+352266+,476879 .,oL
18549+3513 66+1438975 .40L18549+361669+,524874 40,
18550+3633 67+1523676 1.701955,+3142 62+,3432774 40,16551+325063+1320475 40,
18551+3937 70+16342678 .40,
,8,53+3005 81+,275476 .,
,6563+334o ,+,421 575 .40,
18554+3624 67+1531 576 .40L;
,8564+5843 69+1620674 .40,
,6556+3214 83+,3,919,55 .40,
18555+3721 68+15' 29 19 72 .40L
,8558+3451 65+1496.2873 .40,
16557+3124 62+13 31 16 75 .40L
18557+3319 64+13 17 5 75 .40L
18560+3236 63+13 116 33 76 .40L
18560+3056 62+12 80 12 75 .37
18561+3711 68+15 38 7 74 .40L
18561 +3423 65+ 14 49 6 73 .40L
18563+3904 69+16 40 27 72 .40L
18564+3717 68+15 66 23 74 .40L
18665+3026 61 + 12 37 9 76 .40L
18565+3412 i 65+14 45 17 75 .38:
18567+3110 42.1]._ I 62+12 33 4 _ 76 .53
16567+3913 42.2136 j 70+16 50 7 75 .40L
18567+3942 45.6]23] 70+16 58 11 77 .40L
18567+30t6 46.0[37 I 61 + 12 27 5 76 .40L
18569+3006 54.2|32] 61+ 12 70 10 75 .40L
18570+3727 4.6110] 68+15 50 11 78 .40L
,,
18570+3237 561111 63+13 33 5 75 .40L
,657,+37031 0 30167+1523 3 75 40L
18571+3019 11.0121 ] 61+12 68 15 76 .46L
18573+3054 18.3131 ] 62+12 27 6 74 .40L
16574+3404 26.1156 I 65+13 30 4 75 .40L
18575+3102 33"9131 I 62+12 27 5 751 .40L
18578+3145 _0.31181 83+12 35 6 761 .40L
18577+3453 _'7-911 I 66+14 31 6 751 .40L
18578+3718 49.1J481 68+15 32 25 70] .40L
18578+3531 ,0.3130[ 66+ 14 44 7 751 .40L
/ I I
18581+3758 7.3[451 68+15 31 8 73 I .40L
18581+3204 6.4126 ] 63+12 29 4 761 .40L
18581+3626 11.9]21 67+14 29 8 17 I .40L
18582+3132 17.3t29 j 62+12 36 12 761 .46
18583+3443 ._2.7123 _ 65+13 46 8 75 I .40L
16563+3038 ._3.61451 62+12 38 6 75 I .40L
18585+3340 ]3.61111 64+13! 37 3 75 I A0L
16587+3816 t3.61451 69+15 18 4 74 I .40L
16586+3216 t9.0142 1 63+12 28 8 751 .40L
16568+3845 _1.2131 ] 69+15 64 24 741 .40L
18588+3517 $2.414 ] 66+ 14 22 6 75 ] 1.80
18590+3431 0.41361 65+13 61 9 751 .40L
18590+3343 4.6[48 I 65+ 13 35 5 751 .40L
16590+3830 5.7t27 I 69+ 15 33 13 721 .53L
18591+3915 H.8160 I 70+15 23 4 74[ 40L
16593+3131 .>02|5 I 62+ 12 72 16 78 [ .40L !
18693+3204 !1.71481 63+12 18 6 761 .40LI
16595+3726 10.el 571 68+14 19 5 75[ .35:
18595+3700 ,0.9]2 I 68+ 14 42 5 75 t .40L
18595+3831 ,5.7136 _ 69+15 53 28 72] .40L
/ i i
18596+3802 16.6|41 [ 69+15 116 20 76 ! .49
18596+3021 18.7|1 I 61+11 61 10 76i .40L
16599+3906 i4.8118 J 70+15 76 9 72[ .4OL
19000+3400 4.8]25 [ 65+ 13 54 8 751 .91
19001 _3949 6.1129 / 70+15 52 19 721 .40L
19001+3042 8.6t 35 j 62+11 20 6 77] .40L
19003+3606 !8.2J37] 69+14 90 32 721 .45L
19003+3111 !2.9110| 62+12 54 5 761 .40L
19004+3123 !6.3_43 | 62+ 12 54 20 73 I .57L
19004+3500 !9.2f48 1 66+ 13 55121 74 I .40L| / I
19007+3221 _6.5124 | 63+ 12 54 14 74 1 .41
19008+3430 _9.t130 | 65+13 29 5 75 I .40L
19010+3136 1.1l 36 ] 63+12 66 6 76[ .40L
19010 .p3454 1.4136 / 66+13 30 5 75[ .40L
19011+3614 8.1180 / 67t14 46 39 75[ .40L
19012+3031 4.7133 / 62+11 46 14 77[ .40L
19013+3353 !1.7139 / 65+13 30 5 75[ .76
19014+3326 !4.1149 / 64+12 52 6 79[ .40L
19014+3952 !5.3[ 43 / 71+15 35 6 74 .40L
.40L19014+3942 !7.7[33/ 70t-12 63 24 74
/ /
I00 Fm Flux Corr
Uncs Cocf
1.31L C EM
1.77 B M BD
2.30 ABCC AAAD
1.04LI BC AB






2.49 BB NA B
1.19 D G
1.89L D E E
1.44L C B F
1.43L B B L
4.51L BBD AAAD
1.00L BE AC






1.65 C F C
1.04L BC AB




1.72 C N ED
1.76 B E C




1.21LI B DE G
1,00L E DM
1.45 cDIC C1.74 i F E
4,67L iB ECC BEHD2.50 DC
1.21L BEF AABE
1.03L C D
1.35L C CAME4.65L B B
7.40L C B G






5.10L DC AA D
1.53L DE AE
1.00L BC AA
1.24 D HF O
1.00L B BJ
1.06L C B H
1.32L BB AAH
1.00L BC AB L
3.00 D8 DA
1.00L B B J L
5.96L C BD
1.00L B A D
1.00L B8 BAH
.94: BE D BCI E
2.42 B L E
1.76 cDCC I HAC
115L1.0OL BD BC2.90 C
1.00L CC AAG
2.53 C BcBC6.19L BE
1.06L BBD AAC
1.00L B BGG_1.90 E




1.69 D AD C1.25L BD
1.21 C!MKFD
1.33L C !BL H
6.14 E i L HD
1.42 D i F D
1.51L C J C





1.33L BB BG6.83L E AC I
1.65 D C D
Flags Associations
V L C
A Confusion R S A Set)















































"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
474
1 !i
Right Ascension: 19h01m27'-19h08m29 ' Declination: +30"-+40 °
Position (1950)
Name I (_) Galactic Uncertainty
a Coords SMJ SMN O








19021 +3541 + 13
19021 +35O3 + 13
19O22 + 3635 + 13
19023+3918 + 15
19024 + 3400 + 12
19026 + 3945 + 15
19026 + 3702 ,+ 14
19027+3654 ;+ 14
19028+3913 =+14
19029 + 3543 ' + 13
19029 + 3043 !+ 11
19030 + 3039 !+ 11
19030+3140 l+11
19030+3423 i+ 12
19031 +3925 )+ 14
19032+3121 I+11











19040 + 3902 [3+ 14
19040+3356 5+ 12
19040+3157 3+11
19043 + 3347 5 + 12




19044+3954 1 + 14
19044 + 3036 ,2 + 11
19045+3131 ;3+11
19045+3011 _2+1C




19050 + 3743 19+ 1:
19051 +3338 _5+ 1;
19052 + 3036 _2+ 1(
19052 + 3523 37+ 1;




19054 + 3433 56 + 1
t9055 + 3134 53 + 1









19063 + 3535 67 + 1
19064+3718 69+1
19065+3904 70+ 1
19065 + 3038 62 +'
19066+3158 64+"
19066 + 3809 69+'
19067+3141 63+
19066+3121 63+
19069 + 3804 69 +
19069+3013 62+
19069 + 3930 71 +
19070 + 3949 71 +





19074 + 3247 64 +
19074 + 3506 67 +
19075 + 3236 64 +
19077 + 3336 65 +
19079 + 3722 69 +
19079 + 3445 66 +
19081 +3219 64+
19061 + 3534 67 +















































































































































































































































































































































































































































*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours
475
Right Ascension: 19h08m34'-19h14r"49 '
Position [1_30)
Declination: +30°-+40"
Flux Density Flags Associations
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Cotrecte4)
ham. 6 a _ Coords SM] SMN 0 O 12 ,urn 25 _m 60 /_m
. , (s) (") 1 b (") (") (*) N (Jansky)
34.6 10' '14 I 78 2 25L .40L9085 + 3627 68 + 12 .24
9066_-3337 36.0 5t ] 65+11 14 [ 78 2 .25 ,25L .40L
9066+3131 39.7 51 63+10 16 I 76 3 .25L .25L .40L
9067+3935 43.7 431 71+14 5 I 72i 4 _71 .22 .40L
9088+3100 48.8114 I 63+10 9176 3 ,89 .25: .40L
9089+3728 64.4 t 69+13 14 L 75 3 .25L .25L .40L
9090+371t 2.7 2 69+12 16' 77 2 .26L .25L .51
9090+3038 2.9 24 I 63+10 8 = 77, 3 .38 .25L .40L
.49 .40L9090+3314 42133 I 85+11 6' 75 3 .25L
9090+3907 5.0 48 70+13 14 71 4 .25L .25L .40L
9090+3829 5.5 22 70+13 4 721 4 1.75 .68 .40L
9090+3853 5.9 24 70+13 4 721 4 5.98 2.38 .41:
9091+3027 10.0 371 52+10 6 77 3 .25L 1.18 1.28
9091 +3021 !12.0144 J 62+ 10 9 761 3 ,46 25L .40L
9092+3055 12.0_231 53+10 21 25' 2 .25L' ,25L .33:
9092+3715 12.21581 69+13 19 75 3 .26L 25L .40L
9092+3832 ,162|51 70+13 17 71 3 .25L 25L .40L
9092+3947 _16.3/191 71+14 3 71 4 1.06 .24 .40L
_O93 + 3339 6 75 3 .47 .25L .40L22.7129 ] 85+119094+394425.3t291,1_14 17 63 3 25, 25L ._oL
9094+3733 25.81411/l $9+13 19 75 3 .25L .25L .40L
9094+3406 26.3/20 1 56+11 5 74 I 3 .63 .34 .40L
B095+3845 35.7 t 7J 70+13 5 73 4 .56 .t1: .40L
9097+3231 44.6|461 $4+10 5 751 3 14.81 6.64 .95
9097+3649 44.8/49[ 70+ 13 25 66 ! 3 .25L .25L .40L
9100+3724 0.5|40_ $9+12 17 75 I 2 .27L 25L .40L'
9100+3103 1.4J601 33+10 24 76 3 .29L .25L .40L
9101 +3952 6,6|15] t1+13 3 71 i 4 .67 .25L .40L
9101+3503 7.21191 $7+11 5 75_3 1.42 .39 .40L
9101+3837 6.7 / lJ 70+13 8 7313 .25L .25L .40L
9101+9709 9"0/13l Jl 59+12 23 75 3 .27L .25L .40L I
9101+3501 11.7 / 3J 37+11 11 74 3 .27 .25L .40L
9102+3124 16.9140] $3+10 15 75 ' 3 .25L .25L .40L
9102+3427 17.6/101 36+11 5 75 3 .51 .19: .40L
_103+3417 20.6/301 $6+11 8 75 3 .76 .25L .40L
9103+3518 21.3/111 37+11 6 75 3 2.95 1.02 .40L
9103+3208 22.31471 34+10 5 75 3 4.25 2.56 ,41L
9104+3632 28.9/38 j 38+12 3 73 4 1.06 .29 .40L
9104+3716 294149 _ $9+12 11 76 3 36: .19 .40L
9106+30237.1(6t 63+9 5 78 3 .81 .2SL .40L
/ I
9106+3923 38.7114 1 ,1+13 18 76 3 .25L .25L .40L
9106+3059 39,71581 33+10 26 77 2 .25L .61L .40L
9106+3533 40.4[ 21 $7+11 9 75 3 34 .25L .40L
9107+3014 42.9|351 62+ 9 22 76 2 .25L .25L .40L
9108+3922 49.0/35 ] TI+ 13 29 75 3 .25L .25L .40L
9106+3151 53.6/201 34+10 22 76 3 .25L .25L .41L
9109+9314 56.1|49 1 35+10 5 75 3 2.34 1.11 .42
9109+3908 56.7]51] 71+13 6 159 4 .39 .25L .40L
)109+3330 58.3| 8[ 35+11 10 76 3 .31 .25L .40L911o+382643_471,0+13 6 72 4 .29L .25L 6o
9110+3742 4.7/43II | $9+12 9 69 4 .48 .25L .40L I
9111+3223 6.51 31 _4+10 19 76 3 .25L .25L .40L
9111+3319 8.5J34 1 $5+10 5 75 3 2.07 .71 .40L
9111+3754 I0.3 t 4| 39+12 16 72 4 .25L .25L .40L
9113+3507 20.6|36[ $7+11 6 75 _3 .71 .23: .40L'
9114+3629 24.1i461 38+12 3 72 4 .95 .39 .40L
9116+3037 36.1154 j 63+ 9 8 77 ' 3 .59 .29L .40L
9118+3631 49.4[56_ _8+12 3 69 =4 1.68 1.04 .40L
9120+3227 0.51451 85+10 5 76 3 5.20 1.48 .40L
9120+ 3801 1.1/101 70+12 3 72,4 .43 .25L .40L
9120+3903 3.5[32l" ' ;'1+13 6 6913 .57 .25L .40L
9122+3853 '16.3i191 70+13 7 68 I 3 1,11 .27 .4.0L
9123+3624 23.81311 _8+12 18 73 ! 4 .25L .25L .40L
9124+3422 27.6150l _6+11 6 75 3 .53 .23 .40L
9125+3540 31.8[47[ _8+11 39 76'2 .87L .25L .40L
9126+3123 '36.8130[ 64+ 9 19 75 3 .25L .25L .40L
9126+3613 37.1_56| $8+11 10 67 3 .28 .25L .40L
9126+3018 39.4 / 21 63+ 9 11 77 2 .33 .25L .40L
9128+3655 51.0155[ $9+12 4 71 4 3.29 1.38 .40L
_1_+3653 55.7/51] 59+12 14 69 2 .23 .25L .40L
| [
9129+3146 '55.9|161 64+ 9 6 75j 3 .77 25L .40L
9129+3538 56.5|17 / .58+11 9 701 4 .51 .25L .40L
9129+3706 57.8J49] 59+12 15 74 i 4 .25L .25L .40L
9130+3007 1,51581 63+ 9 6 761 3 1.61 .54 .40L
9131+3501 6,2119/ 87+11 20 25 3 .25L ,25L .41L
9131+3754 ! 6.61 1/ 70+12 3 71 3 .29 .25L .40L
9132+3226 12.6|52J 85+10 5 75 3 1.25 ,59 .40L
9134+3026 28.4|14| 63+ 9 5 75 3 11.84 3.01 .58
9135+3231 30.0131/ 65+10 4 75 3 .53 32 .40L
9135+3937,312]31/ 71+13 4 _3 201 16o .51
I /91_+3210 39.4137|_+ 9 8 76 2 .43 .25L .40L
9136+393o 48,71/3 71+13 22 68 3 .25L ,25L .40L
9138+3351 52.5115 ] 66_10 4 19 4 1.74 .54 .40L
9136+3456 53.7/ lj 67+tl 35 72 2 .36L .65L .40L
9138+3144 53.9| 9_ 64+ 9 5 76 3 3.95 1.77 ,45L
9140+3056 0.5|45 / 63+ 9 5 75 3 1.07 ,29 .40L
9140+3620 2.7|30 70+12 12 67 3 ,39 ,25L ,40L
9140+3627 5.6|10j 68+11 10 i 73 2 .23 .25L .40L
9141+3122 62|23 _ 64+ 9 5 76 3 2.30 .48 .40L
9141+3234 9.6153 i 65+10 15 i 77 2 .30L .71L .51
l
9141+3913 10,9136 71+12 5 69 3 1.62 .90 .40L
9141+330t 11.1| 7' 65+10 6 i 72 4 .34 .25L .40L
9141+3432 11.4141 67+10 3 73 4 .68 ,28 .40L
9143+3645 20.8146 69+11 8 160 4 .25L .25L ! .40L
9143+3733 22.1[34 69+12 8 _ 31 .s8 .25L .40L
9145+3817 320]29 70+12 7 71 3! .49 .26L' .40L
9146+3802 37.8|35 70+12 6 71 3 10.87 235 .66
9147+3629 43.8|46 68+11 9 72 4 _ .85 .23 .40L
9148+3102 48-0155 64+ 9 5 74 4 9.54 2.22 .48L
9148+3154 ]49.7126 64+ 9 6 75 3 .43 .24 .40L
V L
100 pm Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Coef R Flags*
1.43L C F 3500000000
1.70L F CK 2600000000
3.96 E J HD 9501001348
1.40L DO BO 7 9600001100
6.68L BD BB 0 5500100008
2.88 C A i 6500000016
5.35L C D H I 94001000065.91L C BE 3400000008
1.34L C B I F 1600000000
2.46 B MC! 9500100010
4,65L SB AA K! 0 9500102008
1.69L ABC AAGJ 1 9602000000
1.37L BC AA 6600102000
2.02L C CFLD 2500100108
2.51 DD BC 9601000018
2.30 C KI C 8600100006
1.83 D! HFB 9600102006
1.30L CC AB 0 9700100000
1.76L B B H D 260OO00000
1.32 C C 8600100000
2.21 D ELB] 6500000008
1.OOL DC CB I 2 26O10110OO
1.53L BE BGF 0 9603110000
3.43L BBB AABG 0 950O101106=14
1.53 E G H Cj 96811100001.18 C G ; 9501000000
1.92 D AE| B 96010000081.13L 5700000000
1.00L BBD DiAAcc 3 16001010002.86 9502000048
1.80 C LI D! 7500000008
tOOL C DK _= 0600101000
2.59 E ' F B I 9780000208
1.33L CD ADNM 1 3500000000
1.00L B BC 26OO000000
1.00L BC AA J 0 1600000000
5.80L BS AAE 0 9500000008
6.83L BF ABK 7 7400000006
1.49L FE BC G! 0 8500000000
1.25L B B F I 9800000000
2.95 D K C 9580100340
1.80 D K D 9701000008
1.0OL B BI 16O0O00000
1.47 D J C 8600000000
4.17 C NCF 9400100340
2.60 C ECFC _ 4600000138
1.88L BBC AAEE 0 2600101100
1.37L B BE 9600000000
1.76L C DC 0600000000
5.68L B d B D 9500000008
1.28: B D CC F I 9600000000
D GJ B 9601000218
AA 7 2600101100
C H B i 9501000008
BD 1 0600010000











5.49L B C 8400000008
1.42L C BJ 9601000000
1.28L BC AD 3 9600000000
1.92 C ALcEB 86800001061.08L OD 1 1600002000
1.07 D M H 2600100000
2.69 C F C 9600000228
6.51L C C 9400010008
1.78L O B K 3600000000
1.00L AB AAF 1 4700100000
1.73L G E 4600100000
6.49L B B E ! 2600000008
1.33L B BD 2600100000
1.93 B H A ' 4600000000
1.29L BC AB 0 1700001000
5.17 E I I E 6481000430
4.78L C DE 7500001008
5.05L BB AA 0 9601010008
1.09: SBBD AABC 0 015600000100
4.34L CD BCLD 0 9500011008
tOOL BBC AAB 0 9700000000
I
4.28L C BE F ! 9602010008
1.80 C F J E 9600010000
C
S 2 # T Name Type Mag




1 t3 67917 3 81
1 13 67924 K0 6 7E
2 1 1 EG LYR 16
11 i EF LYR 152 1 1 PK 62+ 9.1 34
2
2 131 67931 K5 2 7C
1 21 DO 17500 32 101
6 131 67941MB 6 BE
1 13:67950 K2 8 7E
1 2 i [3017510 78 10(:
8 1 32 X1910+385 102
2 13 67954 10 8E
1 1; NT LYR 3
1 13' 67957 K0 2 7_
2 13 67965K5 5 7E
1 2 0017520 67 10(:
C 1 32 X1910+393 82 1_
C 1 32 X1910+393 53 1;
8 1 32 X1910+316 93
1 1 RSLYR 17
1 1 EK LYR 22
2 13 67996 33 9C
!3 13 68009 2 91
1 20017551 65 9E
4 13 68010 B3 3 4E
2 13 68017 K2 3 7E
2
1 13 68023 28 8(
1 13 68029 K0 15 8;
I 12 13 68027 KO 6 I 6E2 DO 17565 7 9(
1213017566 201101
C _ 32 X1913+350 151 1:13 68032 Ko 12 7.=
1 EO LYR 9,
13 68040 M0 4 j 6C
1.04L BC AB 0 06O10O00O0[
1.03 C E 65OOO0OO00
4,21L AB AAD 0 95000000081
6.78L BD AB 0 9600000008 1 13 68049K0 4
1.32L F DD 950010O000 J
6.45L C F i 8400000008
6.21L BC AA 21 9500001108 4 1 13 68055 2 8(
5.44L C F D 9500000008
AA I 0 9603001000
E O 4701000000
BB 2 160OO00OO0 1 10W LYR 6
2.37 D MKC 6581000148 8 1 32 X1914+367 40
1A2L B AG 2600000000 1 2 DO 17597 72 9(
1.17L F COMB 8600100000 1 2 [30 17599 72 9(
1.09L BBD AAC 3 9700000200 4 5 13 68065K0 2 4!
4.75L BO AE 1 6400000008 1 2 DO 17605 47 10'
4.90L BB AAF 0 9400001008 17 3 13 68067MA 3 8(
6.86L BO BDK 0 6600021008
*Confusion Flags: t) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
476
!!1 I i!
Right Ascension: 19h14m56'-19h19m55 '
Position (1950)
Name Galactic Uncertainty
ct 5 Coords SMJ SMN O
ham.. 8, (s) (') 1 b (") (") (')
19149+3605 6+11 144 .20 .56L19149+3044 _+ 9 52 25L
19151+3007 ;3+ 8 '5 .90 .28L
19151+3507 7+10 !5 i ,52 ,25L
19152+3157 _1+ 9 17 1.97 .66
19152+3803 0+12 _0 .25L .25L
19153+3129 N+ 9 10 .38L .25L
19153+3830 0+12 ,_9 ,25L .25L
19154+3320 6+10 .)6 .25L .33
19154+3856 1+12 17 2,92 38
19155+3916 1 + 12 )4 .25L .25L
19155+3119 ;4+ 9 13 .25L .25L
19156+3901 1+12 ._7 1.04 ,32
19156+3128 ,_4+ 9 _2 .30 .25L
19157+3354 6+10 ._1 .56 .25L
19157+3504 ,7+10 ]7 ,25L .25L
19157+3909 1+12 57 ,31 .25L
19156+3731 0+11 22 3,91 1,05
19158+3047 ,_3+ 8 )9 .20: .25L
19159+3134 _1+ 9 57 .25L .25L
19161 +3326 _+10 ¢3 .32 .51L
19162+3627 19+11 37 .45L .31L
19162+3625 ;9+11 33 .45 .34L
19163+3402 _6+10 34 .30 .25L
19164+3209 35+ 9 25 .62 .13:
19164+3249 35+ 9 29 .25L ,25L
19164+3334 ;6+10 37 ,38 ,25L
19165+3903 '1+12 56 ,25L .25L
19165+3516 ;8+10 41 .25L .25L
19165+3444 ;7+10 31 .25L .31L
19165+3141 54+ 9 30 ,25L .25L
19166+3351 ;6+10 36 .34 .25L
19167+3221 65+ 9 36 .25L .25L
19168+3631 H +12 40 .37 .25L
19168+3805 P0+1t 26 .89 ,21:
19168+3119 64+ 6 59 .26L .25L
19170+3059 64+ 8 28 .58 ,33
19170+3527 38+10 68 .25L ,25L
19170+3729 Y0+11 40 .39 ,25L
19171+3207 65+ 9 66 .26 .25L
19172+3619 39+11 64 .31 .25L
19172+3156 65+ 9 18 10.36 5.16
19172-+-3022 63+ 8 75 .741. .67L
19173+3309 66+ 9 14 2,12 1.03
19173+3908 11+12 42 ,251 25L
19173+3916 71+12 74 .401 .53L
19175+3220 65+ _ 17 3.77 1.63
19176+3322 66+ _ 69 .27 .25L
19177+3434 57+1C 23 2.13 ,85
19177+3047 64+ E 78 .41t .25L
19177+3228 65+ _ 34 .251 .18:
19177+3101 64+ E 55 ,30 .251.
19177+3540 58+1( 52 .251 .251.
19178+3714 59+11 21 .56 .251.
19179+3623 71+11 54 .251 .251
19160+3526 68+I( 68 .27 .251
19160+3440 67+1( 31 .50 .251
19160+3923 71+1; 30 .94 .23
19160+3113 64+ I 31 .38 .251
19181 +3028 63+ I 32 .47 .261
19181 +3016 63+ I 3(; ,25 .251
19161 +3118 64+ I 2E .50 ,251
19182+3513 66+1( 4;: .56 .13:
19163+3209 65+ ! 2_ ,35 .251
19163+3508 68+ It 5-c .62 .251
19184+3746 70+1 2( 26.71 7,37
19184+3057 64+ i 12¢. .25 .571
19185+3043 64+ J 2( 25 .24
19165+3412 67+ ' 5_ .24 .25
19186+3448 67+1, 5" .40 .25
19186 + 3953 72 + 1 6( .25 .25
19186+3237 65+ 2" .6E .37
19187+3339 66+ 3" .31 .65
19187+3949 72+1 31 .55 25
19187+3819 71+1 31 .2c_ 25
19189+3514 68+1 2! 1.5E .44
19189 + 3436 67 + 1 4 .2.= ,25
19189+3326 66+ 2: 1.4( ,52
19190+3035 64+ 2: 5.3 z 7.18
19190+3134 64+ 31 .2.= .25
19190+3244 65+ 5 2. = .25
19190+3929 72+1 3 .5; .2£
19191 +3716 70+1 2 .6_ .25
19192+3917 71+1 2 .4" .2.=
19192+3513 68+1 5 .2! .2_=
19193+3022 63+ 6 .3! .2-=
19193+3152 65+ 2 1.3l .7-=
19193 + 3032 64 + 2 1.61 .6(-
19194+3007 71+1 5 2! 2-=
19194+3259 66+ 2 .9_ .2;
19195+3657 69+' 4 .3, .2!
19195+3322 66+ 2 .6: .2!
19195 + 3253 66 + 2 2.7; 1.0!
19195+3234 65+ 2 ,6 2!
19196+3336 66+ _: .3 2!
19196+3737 70+ _ .2 .2!
19196+3016 63+ '_ .4 .2!
19196+3430 67+ C" .2 .2!
19198 + 3103 64 ÷ ¢- .2 12 2'
19199 ._3154 65 ._ 1 3.4
Declination: +30"-+40 °
Flux Density Flags
(Not Color Corrected) V L
12 _.m 25 v.m 60 pm 100 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2
.40L 3.54L I M ;00000008
.40L 1.52L i _00000000
.42L 1,59L I _000000
.40L 1.24L : ;00000000
.40L 5.11L _ ;00011008
.40L 2.34 C :GC ;00000000
,40L 2.18 E :HC _)0100008
.40L 1.19 O G i010O0O10
3.42 6,14 )CC IAA [00000000
.40L 1.00L _ _00100000
.40L 1,40 D D _00000000
,44 5.12 CD CD _,00010558
.40L 1.29L | 300100000
.40L 7.31L G 100100018
.40L 1.45L -_1 _00010000
.40L .97 C E 501000110
.40L 1.57L 500100000
.40L 4.77L _, 400000006
.40L 1.95 C 0 500100020
.40L 2,79 F C 580000018
.40L 2,251 ) 500010000
.40L 2.62 E "MC 502100000
: 502100000,40L 1.251
.40L 1,75[ ) 60000000'0
.40L 5.62[ : L F 500020008
.49 5.24 EC -IF E 500000438
.40L 1.591 _ 50000000(;
.40L 1.42 E F 60000000_
.40L 2.01 C E 50000001C
1,47 4.24 B E 3A ,a 40000000C
.40L 3.10 E K r 60100022E
.40L 1,411 g 60000000(
.42L 2,72 r KF C 50000014E
.40[ 1.181 F 60001000(
.40[ 5.941 D C 40100000E
,44L 1.83 [ N( 50000101_E
.40t C B 50000100_
,40L 2.79 ( HE ,50000001(
.40t 7.21 F ;3000000O_
.401 G _50000000!
.40[ 1.02 L 160000000(
.64 5.76 DC AB 1501000001
.401 1,27 [ D } '60000100(
.401 1,07 E ( A I 70000110(
.401 t .86 ( ( )60000000(
.401 1.60 I J I 16000O000(
.401 D A J 1400O00001
.401 F i50000000_
.401 C A 160000000_
.57 1.35 C CI [60000000_
1.10 2.65 DB DBI ;5C010011:
.401 I _50O00000:
.32: E= E, 160000000,
.40] F _.30110O00
.58 1.34 C! CI )60100000
.40 1.41 I _60000000
.40 1.31 C J 160000000
.40 ,D C )60000000
.40 3.01 H 150112011
.40 1,5_ :C 560000000
.25 E D 560100010
.40 6.41 :l I _40010000
.40 i.ff IE ;C 450011000
.40 :H _50000001
,46 C NC 45001000_
1.88 IBC ,AA 94000000(;
.40 H 960OO00O(2
1.63 DB !DA 65010000(;
.44 i H 16010O00C
,4(; 1 3600O0OOC
,4£ DI 760010011
.4C IC IBH 94000124,_
.4C ;K L 43010000(
.4C _ I 870110001
,4( ;H 76010100(
.4( 1.1: _C _,B 45011000(
,8 ¢, C H B 25000000(
.4( _B _,A 550(30010(
1.4," _.CC kAA 77011100(
.5( E 95000000(
.4( t_ 95000022'
.4( t .2 3 s,D 96000000(
.4( 1.9 3 _C 54620100(
,4( 1.4 3 3 H 96000100(
.41 _)L 35001000(
.41 1.6 3 _ 56000000_
.4= _ C _,B 94000000(
.4_ 1.4 gC _,AJ 87001100(
.4_ 2,3 J 96000000
.4_ BD _ B E 65000000,
.4 2.4 E 96000000
.4 B B F 6601000O
.4 B B A A J 750O0000
.4 B BG 95O100O0
.4 1._ C DM 45000000
.5 1,; MI' 85000000
.4 1..= B C 66010100
,4 2£ 46010001
.4 D E K _ 94000000






















































a ,8) Coords SMJ SMN e O(s) ( 1 b (") (') () N
,am
19199+3114 57.015 64+ 8 17 4 724 1.43
19199+3135 88.1111 65+ 8 19 5 734 1.96
19199+3950 58.423 72+12 19 5 683 4.66
19200+3457 5.2 4 68+10 28 7 723 .25L
19201+3425 8034 67+ 9 35 8 693 .49
19201+3054 10.528 64+ 8 24 4 734 .79
19201+3728 11.751 70+11 50 10 683 .35
19202+3001 12.248 63+ 7 37 9 754 .64
19202+3219 13.644 65+ 6 17 8 734 .91
19204+3835 26.414 71+11 44 14 682 .19
19205+3112 32.332 64+ 8 20 4 704 .32L
19205+3900 34.340 71+11 6625 682 25L
19206+3325 41.817 66+ 9 32 6 893 1.49
19207+3047 42,957 64+ 7 23 I 4 734 .51
19208+3010 49.923 63+ 7 30 3 754 .42
19209+3841 54.249 71+11 39 5 71 3 .51
19209+3526 55.044 68+10 44 I 9 732 .32
19209+3729 56.1 4 70+10 32 ! 9 69 3 1.03
19209+3205 57.8 21 65+ 8 47 20 74 2 .48L
19211+3057 9.8 19 64+ 7 16 4 70 4; 5.81
19213+3829 18.3 11 71+11 37 6 71 3 .52
19213+3420 21.5 60 67+ g 76 8 70 3 25L
19213+3732 23,8 35 70+10 47 10 68 3 .27L
19215+3443 30.2 52 68+ 9 54 10 70 3 _ .25L19215+38o31.154 71+11 44 12 71 3; .28
_9215+330534.728 68+8 31 6 71 3i .26,
,9218+3355,8.353i87+, 41 8:72 31 .79
,9216+322,36.82165+9 g 17 i .25,, 18,2 57.65i 8 8 . ,+3313,6. 7 24 72 52
19216+330740.820 68+8 43 9 69 3 .55
,9217+313848.047 85+.8 52 1_1..72 B34192_7+311448.231! 64+ 87 89 . .2g
19218+3927 48.8872+11 48 12722 .35L
19220+3217 0.2 191 65+ 8 33 8! 69 3 .51
19220+3016 1.9 9,' 64+7 36 101 71 2 .31
19220+3649 2.0301 69+10 4820' 572 .25L
19220+3237 4.527 686+8 29 6683 1.36
19220+3929 5.9583272+11 31 3703 .7519221+3125 7.6 65+8 51 3723 .54
19222+3626 16.447 69+10 38 5 713 .42
19223+3621 19.41369+10 28 4703 128
,9223+3043 19.5 46 64+ 7 56 7 74 2 .32
19224+3906 24.934 72+11 19 9 693 .91
19224+3213 28.8 12 65+ 8 23 7 70 3 20.22
t9224+3444 29.5 17 68+ 9 45 30 73 2 1.06L
19224+3700 29.5 58 70+10 52 17 t9 3 .25L
19225+3013 30.4 33 64+ 7 20 3 68 3 1.03
19225+3913 33.615 72+ 11 56 21 713 .25L
19225+3505 35.59 68+ 9 30 8 693 .48
19226+3428 38.4 31 67+ 9 31 7 72 3 .40
L9227+3856 43.9 53 71+11 25 9 67 3 .47
19227+3248 44.616 68+ 8 32 19 572 .25L
19227+3555 44.910 69+ 9 40 9 693 .39
19227+3206 45.120 65+ 8 82 24 70i 2 .25L
19227+3120 46.128 65+ 7 50 8 693 .26
19228+3022 51.946 64+ 7 25 13 753 .28L
I9229+3124 54.627 65+ 7 25 6 723 1.11
19229+3539 56.3 49 68+ 9 35 10 6,8 3 .39
19229+3736 59.4 4 70+ 10 32 10 71 3 .39
19230+3209 3.5 49 65+ 8 54 10 67 2 .31
19231+3606 9.8 57 69+ 9 17 4 70 3 1.66
19231+3555 10.5 41 69+ 9 18 4 21 3 111.94
19231+3703 10.5 25 70+10 72 26 73 2 25L19234+3o5628.843 64+7 25 14 7_ 3 .25L
_9235+370830.837 70+10 21 8 883 .90
19235+3248 34.521 66+ 8 229 693 .64
19235+334538.038 67+8 50 10 72 3 29
19236+3405 40,4 40 67+ 9 54 7 72 3 .53
r9236+355540.8 7 69+9 28 g 70 3 .98
,9236+345849.937 68+9 53 18 70 3 .25L
19239+3042 56,3 6 64+ 7 21 6 723 1.86
19239+3435 59720 68+ 9 28 9 703 .62
19240+3615 ' 2.627 69+ 9 16 5 703 97.39
_9240+33304.023 67+8 97 30 74 2 25,
_9240+3950 4.2 2 72+11 66 34 732 .34L
_9241+3902 6,526 72+11 28 9 7o 3 .45
19241+3147 8.0 4 65+7 30 5 69 3 1.67
r9241+3605104 6 69+g 27 5 70 3 678
19241+3457 11.7 2 68+9 23 5 89 3 7.77
19242+3119 13.26 i 65+7 34 6 7031 1.18
19242+3202 15.153165+ 7 56 3723' .32
19242+3711 15.213 j 70+10 23 14693 .25L19242+3700 15.7 26 70+10 418 70 .32
19243+3158 20.3 38 65+ 7 29 .75L
19244+3806 25.3 71 +10 28 18 69 .25L
_9244+3640 280 50 70+10 t9 =4 68 3i 2.23
19244+3411 28.7 8 67+ 8 33 v 71 o 1.67
19245+3413 32,551 67+5 41 3 71 31 .54
19246+3223 37.1 41 66+ 7 49 15 69 3 .25L
19248+3040396456,+; 22 69 21319247+3140 47.947' 65+ 50 72 .59
19248+3701 52.44470+10 2712 223 .25L
19248+3617 52.442 69+ 9 5920 692 .38L
19249+3935 56.348 72+11 60 19 68 31 .25L
19249 f3630 56.9 33 69+ 9 54 9 71 3 .34
19249+3202 59,1 51 65+7 39 16 75 3 _32
19250+3921 0.8 38 72+11 24 7 68 3 4,88
19250+3129 5.2 5 65+ 7 34 6 72 3 .70
Declination: +30"-+40*
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected) V L C
25 ,am 60 am 100 ,am Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
(Jansky) Oncs Coef R Flags* 5 2 # T Name Type (') Mag
•60 .29: 6.10L BBC BBE 0 9400013008 2 2 2 DO 17691 30 11(_
.94 .40L 5.52L SB AA ! _ 9400100008 I4.56 1.08 1.25L BBC AAA 5600000000 1 1 HP LYR 3 3
2.11 1.45 1.41L DBC EAA 3500000000
.25L .40L 1.95L B E N 5600000000
.34 .40L 1.73LIBC BC m! 5 8610033000 3 1 1 OSLYR 8 ;
.25L .40L 1.79L C CG 9400000000 11368205 30 8E
.30L .40L 1.79L B AD 4600100000 1 1 VlI10CYG 19 3
.31 .40L 8.51L BE ,ABJ 49400100008
,25L .40L 7.33L C IG G 84=00008
1.29 .98 6.86L BB tl AA 6400003008 1 1 V379 LYR 5 3
.53L .40L 1.74 D = C 9500000018
.39 .40L 1.82L CD AC 0 5600100210 2 1368215K0 11 62
.29 .40L 1.92L BC BB 0 7600021000 1
.25L .40L 1.71L C ICK 5601000000 1 13 68221 K0 9 75
.25L .40L 5.51L D !BHM 9501110108
.27L .40L 1.57L C BJ 1500000000 1 1 EU LYR 13 3
.29L .40L 1.30L B ,AG 9701000000 1 1368225 KO 12 66
.25L .38 8.13L C EG 4400100108
2.78 .74 2.01L ABB AABE 1 5500000000
.25L .40L 6.29L IB A I 7500000008 1 13 _68234 4 75
.46L .42L 205 r o F I D 4600000220
25L 1.17 1.57L B KGAC 9701000000
.25L .40L 2.00 I e HS 5600000110 I
.25L .40L 1.64LID 'CE 5600000000 1 2 DO 17719 20 106
.25L .50 3.20 F D C B 9700100118
.17: .40L 2.17L BE AF J 1 0500000000 2 13 68238 12 87
,25L .55L 2.58 D HB 9600000008 I
.25L .49L 3.03 D 1 El 9600000208 4 1 39 LHE472 55 406
,25L .40L 1.56L C B E 9700000000
.25L .40L 8.43L B CFJ F 8500100118 3 13 [ 68239 K0 3 65
.28L .40L 8.32L B BC 5500100108
.52L 40L 10.12L iC C 3400000008
.25L .80 1.15L, E G CJ 8600100000
.30 .40L 834L SC BC 1 9400100108
.40L .50L 6.75L B AEFJ 6400000000 1 1 BY LYR 29 3
.59L 58L 2.11 D HA 9601000008 I
.41 .40L 9.07L BC AB 29501000208 41 1368248 K0 5 67
.15: .40L 1.42L BD BD 0 8600100000 1 13 68251 K0 7 7(]
.25L .40L 6.93L E C H 4500000008
.25L ,40L 5.97L B BK K 9400100008 2 13 68256 17 81
.29 ,40L 6.78[ BC AC O 9400102008 2 13 68258 K0 14 65
.16: .40L 1.95L CE CI 0 6600010000
.21: .40L 2.28L Be ACFC 0 7501201008 1 13 68262K2 27 75
11.63 2.72 9.25L BBD AAAH 9 9500100008 29
.25L .40L 1.92 E L D 6500000210
.25L .40L 2.85 F K B 9601000008
2.52 1.28 1.61L BBC AAA 1 6600000000
.25L .40L 2.27 D C 8600100008
.31 .40L 1.19L CC CCL 2 6600000000
21 .40L 126L Be CC 2 5600000000
.17: .40L 4.32L eF BD 0 7400000008
.25L .56 2.38L F GC 9701000218
.25L .40L 1.64L B BK 5601010000 3 2 DO 17733 90 103
.34L .40L 3.19 C DGC 9600000100
.25L .40L 6.7gL C C 2400100008
.25L .56L 4.03 B FKCC 5500000200 4
.52 .40L 7.63L BC AA 0 2410100008 1 16 12001 21
.25L .40L 1.64L C DE 4600000000
.25L .40L 1.81[ C BKHE 9700000000 1 2 0017735 51 96
.69L .40L 2.95L C B L 9600000200
.72 .40L 1.42L BC AB 0 5602000000
90.39 13.19 4.50 BBED AAAB 9 6511210000 29 4 3 RAFGL5374S 8
.25L .40L 2.41 D C 9601000108
,25L .54 3.49 EC DD 7500000100
.31 .50: 4.45L BCC ABBC 1 9601100218 1 13 68285 K0 10 7(]
.40 .47L 4,02L CD BBFC 4 9600010408
.25L .40L 1.58L El CF 6600000000
.25L .40L 1.67L C B KH 1600000000 1 t3 68290 F8 15 73
,45 .4OL 1.34L BC AB 0 4700003000 2 1 32 X1923+359 62 2
.25L .5OL 2.52 B BC 5500100210
1.27 .40L 2.00L CE AALK 9 6800000000
.31L .40L 1.42L D BC 7601000000 1 2 DO 17751 43 86
80.48 11.12 5.44 BBDC AAAB 9 4430100030298 1 32 X1924+362 96 8
1.10L .40L 2.12 C D E 9701000110
.25L .40L 1.10 C D 6600000000
.17: .40L 1.58: CE D BCHC 0 9600000008
.83 .40L 2.28L BC AAC 27600000200
2.30 .55 1.15L ABC AAC 1 370000010001 4 1368296 K5 6 8(]
4.21 .68 1.66L BBB AABK 2 5600100210
.58 .40L 2.32L BC AB J 0 2500000000
.25L .40L 2.61L C CH 9600100000
.25L .39: 4.41 CD KDB 9500000458 8
.25L .40L 8.03L C DF 9500000008 1 2 DO 17756 90 105
1.02L .40L 1.68L C CJ 4500100030 8 2 13 68301 A0P 22 50
.25L .43 2.13L C E 6600100000
.25L .40L 1.54 C L F C 2700000000
1.40 .39: 5.00L BBC AADJ 0 9500000008
.41 .40L 1.95L BC AB 1 2600100000 2 13 68303 MA 1 85
.25L .40L 2.18L D BC 2600100000
.25L .42 4,15 CD M DC 9601000208 4
.68 .40L 2.38LBC ABI G 15600010000
.22 .40L 2.21L BF BCJ 2 5600000000 1 1 V855CYG 9 3
.25L .44L 3.30 D I I B 9601000118
.25L ,34 1,99L C ML ED 2500000000
.25L .40L 1.83 C HHHD 6600000000
.25L .40L 8.99L E C 5400010008 _i
.25L .42L 3.11 BCBcC BEEF 95100002102.29 .41 5.34L AAC 0 9400000008
.19: .40L 2.01L BE BENC 1 2500000000 t
[
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
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a ,8, C_)OrbdS SMJ SMN 0)(s) ( ) (") (') ( N
Flux Density
Declination: + 300- + 40*
Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected) V L C
25 I_m 60 _.m 1130 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags' S 2 # T
t.49L C CG 9700000000
8.47L C BE 9500000006
1.20L BC AALE 0 0600001000
1.93L B BC 4500000000
4.14L B BC M 1400110008
2.41L E CG 8601020000
11.56L C B C 9400000008
2.45L BC AA 6601001000
4.20: CC F F B 96C0100438
2.02L B BE 6600010000
217L E CC G 6700000000
5.96L B BJ KK 1401110008
3.16 C H E 7500000110
6.91L EF BED 0 9403101008
1.72L C E 3600000000
1.92 D ML D 9600100008
1.95L BE AC 0 8600001000
3.56 D I KC 9582100308
9.26L E B 9500000008
5.23L BC AAH 0 9500201008
6.16L C C 9500101008
1,50L BF BD H 1 9700000000
1.82L C B K 6600000000
2.89L C C 0700000000
1.76L CC AB 0 2600001100
3.06 FC M AB 5501000000
2.33L E B 6600000000
11.36L C F E 9500000318 !
8.79L C BD G 9501101208
1.65 D D BC C 2600000000
7.40L B BH 9400010008
7.74 CE K GA 4601000416
1.57L CC BC M 0 0501011000
3.14 D MEGC 8601000108
2.07 C KHDD 7700000110
2.96 B N FB i601000000
7.25 DE MNED 9580100328
1.50L C BG 4700000000




2.21L B E CD
8.22L E D B B
10.06L ED BC
7.97 CC '1 I DB
2.50 F ' GD
1.37 C IADI E1.34L B


























2.38L BC AB F 4 0700120000
2.63L F D L 2600000000
1,45L BB IAAH 0 6601220000
I
2.83 D NCB 9600000118
7.65L C ID 9400000008
6.47L C D DIG 9501000018
5.54L SO AB H 2 8500000008
4.65: CD L GC 9680000318




















1.85 E L D
3.46 E I C
3.15 CC EB
2.26: CC AB
19251+3752 10.7 9 71+ 10 34 8 67 3 32 .25L .40L
19252+3252 12.6 12 66+ 8 61 16 66 2 .21 .25L .40L
19252+3529 12.6 27 69+ 9 14 4 69 i 3 1.15 .55 .40L
19252+3445 13.0 31 68+ 8 32 9 70 3 .80 27L .40L
19252+3636 14.4 46 70+ 9 24 9 69 i 3 .68 .25L .40L
19252+3151 15.0 34 65+ 7 61 3 72 3 .34 .25L .40L
19252+3311 17.8 54 66+ 8 54 11 70 I 3 .25 .25L .40L
19253+3350 19.8 39 67+ 8 25 6 71 ! 3 1.91 .54 .40L,19253+3245 21.2 37 66+ 8 23 14 69 3 25L .25L .74
19254+3141 29.8 54 65+ 7 31 8 69 3 .51 .25L .40L
19255+3039 31.6 37 64+ 7 28 8 70 3 .49 .35L .40L
19255+3640 31.7 2 70+ 9 23 9 68 3 .49 .25L .40L
19255+3202 32.Q 49 65+ 7 31 28 125 3 25L .25L .40L
19255+3724 35.(] 28 70+10 30 9 69 3 .79 .19: .44L
19256+3504 39.5 38 68+ 9 58 3 72 3 .35 25L ,40L
19257+3652 42.1 44 70+ 9 111 27 73 2 126L .34L .40L
19257+3351 42.E 25 67+ 8 29 8 69 3 .60 .19 .40L
19257+3719 42.8 16 70+10 28 21 72 3 .25L .25L .40L
19257+3254 44.(] 11 66+ 6 45 11 70 2 .35 .25L .40L
19257+3658 45.7 24 70+ 9 22 5 69 3 1.48 .79 .40L
19258+3700 48._ 58 70+ 9 43 11 67 3 .37 .25L .40L
19256+3750 51.2 16 71+10 35 9 66 3 .49 .17: .40L
19258+3400 52.6 10 67+ 8 66 3 73 3 .43 .28L .40L
19258+3018 52.9 23 64+ 6 • 50 8 70 3 .26 .25L .40L
f9258+3415 53.7 12 67+ 8 23 9 69 3 .69 .43 .40L
19261+3439 7.7 8 68+8 29 10 69,3 .25L .25L .86
19261 +3346 10.5 14 67+ 8 43 8 67 !3 .33 .25L .40L66+ 7 67 10 71 3 .33 .25 .4019262+3237 115.4 33
19263+3254 18.9 35 66+ 7 28 14 71 2 .51 ,26L .40L
19263+3618 119.0 33 69+ 9 42 10 67 3 .56 ,25L .40L
19263+3915 19.7 15 72+10 31 9 69 3 ,46 .25L .40L
19263+3014 23,9 31 64+ 6 28 11 71 3 ,25L ,25L .72
19264+3540 24.2 31 69+ 9 23 9 70 3 ,62 .26 .40L
19264+3225 29.8 2 66+ 7 59 26 70 3 ,25L ,25L .40L
19265+3334 30.2 45 67+ 8 80 23 74 2 .75L _25L .47L
19265+3105 32.8 50 65+ 7 57 17 69 3 ,25L .25L .47L
19265+3242 33.6 11 66+ 7 40 15 70 3 ,25L .25L 1.02
19265+3606 34.0 27 69+ 9 34 8 69 3 .44 .25L .40L
19265+3116 35.0 9 65+ 7 23 6 69 3 7.33 5.21 .95
19265+3511 35.7 58 68+ 8 32 9 70 3 .79 .25L .40L
19266+3833 38.0 57 71+10 44 16 72 3 .25L .25L .40L
19266+3504 39.0 57 68+ 8 31 8 69 3 .36 .25L .40L
19267+3429 42.8 45 68+ 8 32 1 69 3 .25L .25L .66
19267+3253 43.7 3, 66+ 7 39 9 70 3 .53 .35 .40L
19267+3247 44,9 1 ! 66+ 7 44 8 73 3 .80 ,35: .40L
19267+3213 46233 66+7 28 11 72 3 .25L .25L .68
19267+3707 47.9 19' 70+ 9 39 30' 73 2 25L .25L .43L
19269+3548 55.3 5' 69+ 9 77 35! 73 2 ,36L ,25L .40L
19269+3950 56.4 13' 73+11 33 5 71 3 .63 .25L .40L
19270+3945 1.2 35 73+ 10 24 10 71 3 .25L .25L ,86
19270+3106 2.9 23 65+ 6 37 8 69 3 i .63 .26L .40L19270+3333 4.6 43 67+ 8 59 2 67 2 .41L ,25L 1.16L
19271+3228 6.2 49 66+ 7 38 21 74 2 .36L ,67L .59L
19272+3446 13.9 6 68+ 8 31 8 69 3 .60 .30L .40L
19273+3026 18.2 37 64+ 6 34, 6 73 3 ,77 .25L .40L
19273+3826 19.0 18 71+10 75' 25 68 3 .25L .25L .40L
19273+3741 19.6 5 71+ 9 19 9 67 3 1.08 .57 .40L
19273+3023 22.9 29 64+ 6 30 3 72 3 1.30 .47 .40L
19274+3130 25.0 15 65+ 7 59 11 70 2 .33 .25L .40L
19274+3448 25.7 33 68+ 8 20 5 70 3 2.12 1.06 .40L
19274+3919 27.4 1 72+10 61 15 66 3 .25L .25L .42L
19274+3641 28.1 59 70+ 9 51 12 68 2 .26 .25L .40L
19277+3228 45.1 39 66+ 7 39 14 67 2 .30 .25L .37:
19277+3901 46.3 32 72+10 21 8 69 3 .69 .34 .40L
19278+3222 52.0 20 66+ 7 36 13 71 3 .25L .25L .81
19279+3534 59.436 69+ 8 ! 28 5 69 3 ,25L .45 5.11
19281+3939 8.337 73+10' 25 9 70 3 ,64 .18: .40L
19281+3133 9.6!42 65+ 6 ou 8 71 2 .29 .25L .45L
19281+3731 10.1 23 71+ 9 37 10 68 _ _ .52 .30 .40L
19282+3253 16.1 51 67+ 7 57 6 70 3 .30 .25L .40L
19283+3936 19,3 21 73+10 23 9 67 3 .73 .45 .40L
19263+3054 20.C 35 65+ 6 25 5 69 3 1.22 .32 .40L
19283+3107 22.1 60 65+ 6 22 6 71, 3 1.76 .77 .40L19283+3230 22.1 57 66+ 7 47 15 74' _ .26L .25L .44
19283+3404 22.3 28 68+ 8 33 9 70 3 .27L .38 .40L
19284+3337 25.0 22 67+ 7 19 4 70 3 1.24 .27 .40L
19284+3008 26.7 8 64+ 6 35 10 70 3 .56 .29 .40L
19285+3642 33.8 43 70+ 9 52 21 66 2 .39L .25L .40L
19265+3144 35.7 29 66+ 6 30 14 67 2 .29 .30L .40L
19286+3152 40.3 24 66+ 6 34 9 71 3 .92 .28: .40L
19286+3028 41.4 54 64+ 6 30 6 68 3 2.70 .78 .40L
19287+3103 44.9 35 65+ 6 49 12 73 2 .35 .64L .40L
19268+3047 49.3 24 65+ 6 40 9 70 3 .61 .25L .40L
19268+3225 49.4 23, 66+ 7 56 14 74 2 .25L ,25L .65
19288+3643 51.4 40 70+ 9 49 12 65 2 .32 .31L .44L
19288+3741 52.6 11 71+ 9 100 25 68 3_ .25L .25L .44L
19290+3935 1.1 47 73+10 46 16 68 3 .25L .25L .40L
19290+3322 1.7 26 67+ 7 29 14 70 3 .25L .25L ,48
19290+3540 3.2 47 69+ 8 28 10 70 3 .25L .25L 1.32
19291 +3542 9.0 3 69+ 8 16 5 70 3 1.30 .68 .40LI
19291+3954 9.6 60 73+10 46 12 69 3 ,41
q25L .40L
19291+3156 11.517 66+6 _. ' 10 70 2 .37 .27L .40L
19291+3032 11,514 65+6 33'9 23 3 .96 .56 .40L
19294+3221 25.0 16 66+7 39 14 74 2 .25L .25L .62:19294+303325.759 65+6 19 7 69 3 122 .62 .4oL
19294+3927 26.0 4 72+10 27 6 68 3 1.52 .40 .40L
19294+3347 26.1 5 67+7 29 8 69 3 .48 .29 .40L
19294+3808 28.956 71+9 27 17 71 3 .25L ,25L .40L
19294+3602 29.2 6 71+9 43 4 72 3 ,43 ' .25L .40L






















2.40: CC E AA B 2 .5600100000
1.36L C IDH K 9600010000
8.34L D CHLF 9500000008
2.26L BC AAK 0 4703101000
3.05 DD AA E FBi 0 96000001082.38L BD 2701101000
5.79L BC AB 0 9500100006
1.90L BC BB 6600001000
2.16 B OB 4601000200
1.27L D B 3600020000
2,26 C ND 6500100200
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 ,u.m; 10) High Source Density Region.
Sep
Name Type (") Mag
2 13 68327 K2 2 76
2 13 68329 3 80
1 1 DZ CYG 12 3
2 13168338 22 90
I
1 1 V864 CYG 51 3
1 2 DO17782 67 101
13 68342 t5 82
2 13 68343 20 81
3 13 68346 B2 5 63
I GZ CYG 30 3
2 22 $96 440 1500
2 13 68353 32 80
32 X1926+302 82 4
1 2 DO 17796 35 98
2 22 $96 467 1500
2 13 68359 5 90
2 t3 68363 3 83
4
1 1 V867 CYG 4 3
2 1 HH CYG 26 3
C 1 32 JX1926+322 121 12
1 13 68373 G5 1 68
1 2 DO17805 69 101
2 22 $96 437 1500
1 13 68381 K0 3 73
1 1 V872 CYG 6 3
2 13 68364G5 11 70
1
39 B2.3 1926+39 115 408
4
1 13 68398 30 80
1 13 68402 K0 4 65
1 V875 CYG 13 3
2 13 68410 K2 3 76
3 13 68411 K0 7 75
1 V876 CYG 6 3
2 6 11302 9
1 10 M+O8-43-002 126
1 13 68421 5 85
1 1 V879 CYG 6 3
2 DO17833 74 105
2 I)O17835 49 95
479
















































































































































"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confus_n Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed SouCes (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
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I-- (]Not Color Cotter ted)Galactic Uncertainty C
¢ 8 Coords SMJ SMN O [O 12 p m 25 _m 60 _m
(s) (') 1 b () (') (°) N 0ansky)
3 .40 ,25L .41L
3
:_ .40 .40L
3 .26L .40L1.11 .71 .40L




3 .91 .30L .40L
2 ,34L ,25L ,52L
3 .32 .25L ,40L
3 .25L ,25L 1,12
2 .27L ,25L ,61 L
2 ,26L ,62L .68L
3 1.08 32 .40L
3 6.69 4.82 .71
3 35 .25L .40L
3 25L .25L ,48:
2 ,46L ,25L .53
3 .52 .2SL .40L
3 .66: .36 .40L
3 2,07 .52 .40L
3 .72 .14: .40L
31 .25L .25L .48L
2! .34L .25L .00L
3, .48 .25L .41L
3! 5.17 2,03 .41:
3, .39L .67L .43L
21 .35 .25L .40L
3 .25L .25L .90
3 .25L .25L .39:
3 1.02 .45 .40L
2 ,29 ,25L ,40L
.47 .25L .40L•36 .25L .40




3 .26L .25L .56:
3 1.26 .61 .40L
3 .50 .26 .40L
3 .79 .33 .40L
3 .87 .25 .40L
2 .33 .27L .40L
3 1.0O .26 ,40L
3 1.80 1.00 .44:
3 1.00 .25 .40L
3 .2SL .25L .69
3 1.04 ,27 .40L
3 .42L .25L 1,11
3 1.18 ,69 A0L
3 .50 .16: .40L
2 .56 .23: .40L
3 .43 .25L AlL
2 .27 .25L .69L1.43 .39 ,40L
3 .25L .25L 1.27
3 1.0O ,33: .40L
3 2.75 1.83 .50L
3 1.92 1.03 ,40L
3 2.97 1.02 .40L
2 32 .28L .40L
2 ,51 22: .40L
3 3.54 36 .40L
3 .39 .25L .40L
.29 .25L .40L
.32 .25L .42
3 .42 .25L .40L
2 ,27 25L ,40L
2 ,36 25L ,46L
3 39 .25L .40L
3 .63 .25L .40L
2 .33 25L ,41L
3 .25L .25L .40L
3 .67 .26L .40L
3 7.04 10.75 2.39
2 .29L .25L .73L
2 .62L 25L .49
2 ,40 .25L .40L
3 .42 25L .40L
3 25L .33 ,43L
3 .74 .25L .40L
3 .42 25L .40L
3 6.03 4.09 .65
2 .25L .25L .40L
3 10.11 3,75 .87
3 .44 ,25L .40L
2 .37L .25L .48
3 ,25L ,25L ,49:
3 .25L .26L .40L28: .25L .54:
3 .94 .45 .40L
3 .25L .25L .72
3 63 25L .40L
3 26 .25L .43L
3 .25L .26L .83
3 .65 .25L .40L
3 .44 .26L .40L
2 .31 25L .43L
V L C
I00 e.m Flux Corr A Confusion
Uncs Coef R Flags" R S AS 2 I# T
13.71L B CFFF





4.48 DC D_BB12.25L tB
3.80LI B AD I




















2.51L BC AB H 0 4600120000
1.95L ABB AAA 0 1620010000
1.84L O BGFG 8700000000
4.24 DD BC
16.14L D F







11.51L ICE D C iAAD2.76 ENI [3





1.58L ' B B J


































11.03L BE BBK 1 9500000008
2,13L C DF 0500100000
2.03L CC AD 1 6600000000
2,85L CEC AAB 9 3700101000
1,82L BC ACJG 2 3600000000
7,24 CE J KEB 7682000128
2,27L BC AB 1 2700000000
8.62L C EMCC 9501110348
9.14L DE AA 9 4400000008
14,13L BD AE 0 4500000008
4.29L DD BDI 0 3600101000
2,72L B BDKG 1600110000
10,71L D FDD 5500010008
2.20L BC AB 1 6600001000
8,82L B FBC 9681210338
3.09L BE AB 0 1510110000
2.01L BB AAD 0 2600000000
13,16L BC AA 0 5500101008
16.25L BB AAJ 3 7500200008
2.38L C EG N 9600010000
13.14L CD BF 0 4500101008
9,92L CC AA 1 9500001008
3.63L C C 1501110010
2.93L C B 5601000000
15.20L E CK 7401000008
4.25L E BF 1500210010
9.89L C C 6502010108
10,64L C BGGD 4500000108
11,38L B A E 6500000006
2.91L B A 6700000110
4,34L D A! 1500100000
2.81 C HB 7501000110
18,12L 8 BH 7500200008
9.48L BCC AAAL 9 9500000108
2,96 D G DD 960010_O08
15.26L C C 1401000008
3.68L C O O 1500310120
12.69L B CKKK 9500200008
2.01L C CC 1700100000
2,36L B AE 06000100O0
13.05L C BL 5401010008
2.58L 8SO AAB O! 8600000000
4.05 C MF 1500210120
10,85L CEC AAB 9 9600000008
2.15L B CKLG 8600010110
2,64L C C O 3600000008
4.38 CC H FC 9701100110
339 C HJ E 5600000220
3.66 C DC DHEB 9600010008
2.61L BD AAM 0 9700100000
4.27: DE FCC 6600100018
1t.00L C B F K 5300100008
3.44L C CE 5600000000
4.62 CD G CC 9681000218
2.71L B BJ 5700000000
3.36L C CFI E 6601100010
12.66L C EF 5400100008
"Confusion FLags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($t) at 12, 25, 60, 100 p,m; 10) High Source Density Region.
Declination: +30°-+40 -
Associations
Name Type _'_ Mag
2 1 11 Vl134 CYG
1 21 DO 17917
1 23 LDN 0816
4
2 13 68557 K2
1 13 66560K2
1 13 68859 K5
1 1 FS CYG
2 2 1 HSCYG
1 1 FT CYG
1 13 68573
1 16 12209
1 1 1 El CYG
2 13 68582
1 1 V916 CYG
2 13 68584
C 1 32 X1935+388












1 17 ' 2762
I 13 68603 KO
I 1 i V1266 CYG
1 2 DO 17963
1 2 DO 17965
1 13 68615 K0
1 1 HT CYG



















































































































































(6),, s_4JsMt_ 0a c_o_s !oc ,2 _,_(s) C) ('3 (')N
Declination: +30°-+40 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected)





































































































100 Vnl Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
1.84L' BC ASH 0 6700000000
216L EC AD F 1 2701022100 1
3.74 O CC 9482001220
225L C DE C 8601000000
2.97L CC
AA I09 96OOOOOOOO2,54L CD CO 5701200000
2.12L D FJjE 98021002102.32 D 6601000010
21,80L C C CM !2 44011000186,25L AAHD 9602001338
2,53L BC ABI K 1 7701212110
2.31 : C E OC 6502100308
4.93L C C 9700100000
10.75L EC AA J 7 9500000008
2.39L C EB 4502100200
2.94L BB AA 0 8400100000
4,96L [BE ADMG 34010000003.49L BC AAB 17600000000
2.48L C J I B 9700010008
4,55: CD FD 9781200228
2.49 D K C 4600000008
3.68: BC F AB B 0 9601000108
4,36 D NFD 6600212210
14.95L BCcD AA 5 35000000084.68: MI CF 9600100528
21.75L iB C B I 3400000008
3.40 C CFKC 4502000110
3.74 B GE 9600000100
3.24L'BC AA I 8601000000
2,33L BB _AAJ 0 8600000000
4.03L iBC AB 6 4600000000
3,46L 'L;U BC 0 3600000000
3.16 E MC 9601100008
2.73L BC AB 0 6600100100
2.94L ,C BC 9601100000
9.85L BC ABKF 0 9501101008
3,57L C J C B 8600020000
3.93L C D FD 2600200200
11.84L D CI D 3500000108
4.06L 'B BH E 6600010100
3.01L!BBC AAA 9 9500000000 44
2.33L DBC AAA 9 1700100100
2.84L !E KJ 9500000000
12.55L C A 9400000008
3.17L BD AA O 7501100000
2,25L C C I H 2600220200
12.84L !B S F G 3500000008
2,86L BC AA 0 4600100000
3.06L ;E B C 4601000000
10.42L BF AFHH 0 6501010108
9.70L C AO H 9501000008
2.75L DC AAA 7 9601001000
3.57 F KG 2600120200
4.39 DC MDB 2501100100
2.34L CCC AAC 9 1700101000
3.25L CD BDH 0 4600110000
3.04 C EC D 9501000100
4.19LCE COJE 0 4601100110
3.97L C BG 3600110000
4,48L CC BA 3 7600000000
3,02L BC ABF 1 7601250100
3.69L B D D DF 7600000000
4,30L BE BO 0 7500000000
4.88L C CE 4401120000
4.95L C DH 6600000000
3,47L B BF 8701240100
t4.10L B B 4301030108
14,64L D B K 5400000008
3,32 C D F F C 9600000208
4.41 'BBCC AAAB 0 7600000100 17
3.22L D B D C 1600000000
5.05L 'B C K 4400120000
9,18L C D E 9501111228
3.74L BC BC 0 4601000110
20.88L D C 9302100118
1.91L'CCC AAB 9 9702100100 14
2,85L BC BBM 0 5601250100
3,28L F B 1600120000
4.27L D C 7700100000
3,23L CD AO 0 1600120000 1
2.30L !BE AA 9 0700001000
2.36L IBD BB 0 9601100100
10A2L BB AAEJ 2 9602311228
5,82L nB CF 76000000004.75L !o C A B 3 7600000000
2.83L C B K 9602000110
3,61L BCFE;AA 5 34010100007.71: i GDC 1501000318 4
6,44L B M BG 9601001008
5.69L C C BFDD 2502100108
16.43L F G 1400000006
4,44L B C L GE 3600000000
3.64L B BG 6600200000
3.33L FD AAH 9 7700000000
4,18L BC AAJ 3 6600100000
3.91L BC AAK 1 3600100000
4,29: CE DB 9401101128 C
12.0OL C CC I 5400100018
5.34 E K EC 9501000228
4.12L BC BB 0 3600111000
C
Name Type Mag
1 1 V929 CYG
1 2 DO 17975
2
1 2 DO 17979
1 1 Vl138 CYG
3 4 TMSS +40353[
1 1 I V930 CYG
2 13 ! 68631 K5
2
4 13 I 68637 K0
i
I 13 68636 K
1 1 ! V937 CYG
1 I V936 CYG
1 I V1269 CYG
1
1 13 ' 68661
1 2 [DO 18000
1 3 RAFGL 2428
1 2 DO 18003
1
I
1 17 ! 2769 N
1 2 DO 18007
2 13 68668 A
1 1 HW CYG
1
1 t i HX CYG
1 16 12285 M8
1 13 68679 K0




1 2 1 HZ CYG
6 13 ' 68688 NB
1 2 DO 18022
1 1 '11 CYG
C
1 23 .DN 0817
3 4 TMSS +40357
1 3 1 V1271 CYG
1 1 2 DO 18027
C 1 32 X1939+344
1 13 68695 +++
1 1 FU CYG
1 2j00180301 EO CYG
2 13 j 68704 K2
1 2iDO18038 51
1 11 V1272 CYG 5














































Name Galactic Uncertainty C
. 6 . (6).CoordslbSMJSMNO O 12_mh m. o , (s) ('3 C) (°) N
19397 +3241 45.5 T _- ! -68 3 1.97
19397+3953 <17.2 | 10[ 66 2 .60
19397+3531 47.6 | 3 I 72, 3 .25
19398+3455 ,88 | 4 I 72 3 2.99
19398+3254 51.9 | 10 ' 67 3 .57
19398+3911 53.4 | 11 67 3 .33
19399+3812 54.7 ! 6 r 68 3 1.33
19399+3101 55.3 [ 5 70 3 1.30
19399+3917 56.1 | 18 681 3 .25L
19400+3145 0.8 | 9 68 3 .62
19400+3415 1.5 || 5 69! 3 4,98
19400+3935 1._ | 11 65 I 2 .49
19400+3429 2.£ | 5 i 72 3 1.57
19400+3653 5.2 | 3 ' 721 3 33
19401 +3007 6.-" | 8 71 3 .25L
19401+3707 6._. I 8 ' 68J 3 .46
19401+3316 8.C / 12 701 3 .46
19401+3425 110.4 | 3 72] 3 .62
19402+380B 14.E l 8683 .62
19402+3804 14.8 l 8 167'3 30
f9403+ 3419 Ig.c | 17 67 3 .25L
19403+3756 20.7 | 9 67 3 .82
19403+3547 21.5 | 11 74 2 .43L
19403+3909 22.4 | 5 68 3 7.45
19403+3054 22.6 | 16 72 3 .25L=
19403+3617 22.g | 8 69 3 .31
19403+3524 23.4 | 8 66 2 .38L !
19404+3253 25.4 | 11 72 3 .30L
19405+3641 31.1 | 9 72 3 .79
19405+3721 33.5 | 8 64 2 .28
i/
19405+3502 33.6 | 23 74 2 .53L
19405+3235 33.7 [ t9 74 2 .28L
19405+3455 35.4 | 9 70 3 1.08
19405+3014 35.9 | 9 71 3 .49 !
19406+3201 38.3 [ 26 70 1 2 ,25L
19406+3000 41.7 | 9 73 ; 3 .39 I
19407+3403 45.6 l 8 68 [ 3 .35 ,
19407+3348 45.7 ] 5 70 3 1.20
19408+3443 49.6 | 10 74 I 2 .27
19408+3532 49.5 | 5 73 3 3.18
/ I
19408+3507 50.3 [ 8 72 3 .86
19408+3711 51.1 | 9 67 3 .49
19406+3926 51.8 / 18 71 3 .25L
19408+3746 52.0 ] 10 74 i 2 ,28
19409+3012 58.9 l 6 72 3 .52
19410+3617 1.0 J 22 74 2 .25L
19410+3227 1.1 | 3 73 3 36
19410+3537 1.9 | 8 72;2 .40
19410+3733 5.7 , 5 66 3 5.91
19411+3102 7.4 { 11 7412 .41 i
19412+3020 13.1 | 9 70 3 .60
19412+3218 14.1 | 28 74 2 .25L
19412+3358 15.2 J 10 74 I 2 .61
19412+3446 t7.5 [ 10 68i 3 .54 I
19413+3629 18,7 _ 13 701 3 25L
19413+3431 18.8 ] 18 74 2 .74L
19413+3453 19.7 | 15 74 I 2 .36L
19413+3345 20.0 / t0 68 i 3 .27 I
19413+3326 21.4 | 5 71 I 3 1.57
19413+3558 22.5 ) 7 7213 .25L
19413+3417 23.2 | 9 70'3 ,56
19413+3122 23.8 } 5 69 3 6.79
19414+3832 24.5 i 7 67 2 1.57
19414+3813 24. c | 9 68 3 1.03
19414+3607 27.4 [ 5 72 3 1.19
19414+3004 29.2, / 5 70 3 3.13
19414+3049 29.31 / 6 69! 3 3.96
19414+3443 29.9 | 16 69 2 .72L
19415+3804 31.1 [ 17 701 3 .65L
19415+3800 334, t 10, 65 i 2 ,99
19415+3445 1353, | 9 74 2 .54
i / 17 72 2 .25L19416+3224 36.4
19416+3457 36.9 ] 7 ! 721 3 .53
19416+3918 138.2 I 29 73 2 .81L
19416+3130 39.2 | 15 68 2 .28
19418+3936 40,4 i 18 [ 74 3 .25L19416+3422 F40.8 | 7 72 3 54.60
19417+3053 43.4 [ 6 70 3 25.43
19417+3401 45.5 i 15 69 2 .25L
19418+3104 _.9.9 | 9 69 3 .45
/
19418+3449 51.4 / 13 72 3 .25L
19418+3433 52.0 | 9 I 69 3 .80
19418+3844 53.8 | 8 I 71 3 32
19419+3222 56.1 | 5 I 72 3 27.56
19419+3402 56.7 [ 17 I 74 2 .25L
19419+3834 57.1 | 13 i 68 3 .25L
19419+3018 57.5 | 9' 69 3 .45
19419+3213 57.9 | 101 71 3 .44
19419+3444 58.9 | 3! 73 3 .39
19420+3318 1.5 / 5! 72 3 22.49
19420+3606 4.3 | 15 i 74 2 .28L
19421+3718 10.9 | 6 68 3 1.67
19421+3302 11,8 | 11! 68 21 .33
19422+3423 12,4 | 5 72 3 I 1,69
19422+3506 15,5 / 5:72 3 I 202.93
19422+3850 16.1 [ 9 67 2 .48
19422+3628 17.0 [ 22 74 21 .25
19422+3949 17.2 | 8 67 2' .35
19423+3552 19.3 i 19 70 21 .43L
19423+3438 22.7 / 21 68 3' .25L
/
Declination: +30°-+ 40 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected) V L C
25 Fm 60 /xm 100 ,_m Flux Corr A Confusion R 5 A
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type
.77 ,40L 3.52
.21: : .40L 3.01 V1274 CYG
.25L ' .44L 20.07,
1.77 .47: 10.26
20: .40L 3.91
.25L .40L 1.71 DO 18042
.52 .40L 232, V946 CYG

























.28 .40L 12.16 DO 18061
.25L .49L 7,86:
.25L .56L 5.24




1.27 .40L 12.26 IL CYG







.25L .43L 12.49 68736 A










.85 .40L 3.46 V805 CYG
.25L .69 4.88
.37 .40L 13.28 tM CYG
2.62 .45L 4.77 F3N CYG
.39 .40L 2.63 68751 K0
.39 .40L 2.50 12344 A
.33 .56L 13.28 68752 A0
2.25 .55L 6.24 12348 M*
2.23 .61L 5.98
.25L i .72L 5.83
.25L .45: 2.99
.37 I .40L 3.21
.27L .80L 10.69 68755 A0
.31L = .53L 6.89
.25L ! .40L 15.28 68759 G5
.25L i .42L 2.60
.25L I .60L 7.30
.25L ,49: 5.45 X1941 + 395
17.45 ! 2.98 I0,65 RAFGL 2443
19.56 3.86 4.55
.47L .72 6.77
.25L .43L 4.57 DO 18083
.25L .68 16.04
.36 j .40L 18.45 V1280 CYG




.21 : .45L 4.60
.30L .42L 5.84
,30L .40L 19.56
27.73 i 11.31 16.t9
i
,50L i .57 13,50
.83 .40L 13,30
.50L I .54L 16.22
.74 .40L 17.21 IN CYG
172.29 28.38 6,97 RAFGL 2445
.26 ,40L 2,94
.56L .40L 18.66
.25L ,40L 3.40 68774 A0
.25L .44 14.95
.25L .66 = 6.44 X1942 +346


































O 12 _ma , Coords SMJ SMN
ham. o_, (s] (") --_ (") (")(e)N
19424+36426.325 71+8 40 18 74 2 39L
lg424¢3940 27012 74+8 18 5 69 3 3.0319424+301127,813 68+3 24 s 68 3 2.49
19424+371328.85672+7 28 6 87 3j 3.63
19424+3317 28.8 28 68+ 5 27 5 68 3 1.19
19424+3311 29.6 1 68+ 5 34 9 67 3_ 1.95
19425+3842 32.1 16 73+7 28 =5 71 3 i 1.21
,9425+3323 35.3 17 68±5 26 ] _ 72 _, 30.64
,9426+ 3351 36.315 69+5 42 8 72 3j .58
19426+3240 37.614 68+4 2410 29 3, ,25L
t9426+3221 39.3 48 68+4 37 6 72 3 .96
,9426+3216 39.854 67+4 53 12 723 .25L
,9427+3911 42.4 41 74+8 24 18 24 3 .25L
,9427-P3856 44.0 15 73+ 7 32 5 _ 3 1.71,9427+3702 44.1 45 72+6 40 1 i .47
19427+3034 44,8 56 86+ 3 17 6 66 3 14,06
19427+3417 45.6 31 69+ 5 28 5 73 3 23.43
,9427+3304 46.8 19 68+_ 426_ 13 682 .24,9427+344247315! 70+ 73 38119427+3635 47.833 71+5 8 71 3 .43
19428+3634 49.3 10J 71+ 6 56 11 67 2 .39
19428+3606 50.6 26" 71+ 6 25 6 89 3 2.11
[9428+3802 53.8 60 73+ 7 38 9 72 3 .74
19428+3719 53.8 35 72+ 7 30 t4 69 3 .29L
19429+3344 54.4 49 69+ 5 45 4 71 3 .98
19429+3614 55.7 38 71+ 6 19 10 71 3 .25L
[9429+3809 56.8 55 73+ 7 33 9 69 3 .50
19429+3528 57.7 49 70+ 6 29 5 72 3 1.30
19429+3752 58.5 35 72+ 7 42 6 72_ 3 .25L
r9429+355259.1 4 71+8 32 8 69 3 .70
Ig430+3153 0.6 40 67+ 4 38 9 70 3 A9
19430+3203 1.2 8 67+ 4 45 14 701 2 .44
19430+3215 1.3 48 67+ 4 52 19 67 2 .2219430+3725 1.5 37 72+ 7 38 9 661 , 1.13
19430+3815 5.0 39 73+ 7 32 8 69 i 32 .3819430+3040 5.5 38 68+ 3 86 15 74: .25L
r9431+3404 7.6 50 69+ 5 28 5 73 3 2.93
19431+3144 8.1 18 67+ 4 62 t7 70 2 .51L
19431 +3749 8.2 25 72+ 7 30 8 68 3 .68
19431+3121 9.2 9 67+ 4 78 8 70 2 .28
r9431+3245 9.4 49 68+ 4 53 8 69 3 .28L
[9431 +30t4 11,8 59 66+ 3 31 7 68 _ 1.1819432+3943 12.8 43 74+ 8 69 23 73 .78L16432+3453 t4A! 3 70+ 5 39 10 69i 47
[9432+3155 14.8 49 67+ 4 32 6 72 ! 3 1.36
;9433+3012 23.1 34 66+ 3 36 10 67 3 .55
[9434+3648 24.3 54 71+ 6 22 9 68 3 .93
16434+3154 28.40 67+ 4 _ 31 10 70 3 52
19435+3418 30.C 22 69+ 5 42 3 72 3 .26
t9435+3634 30.1 49 71+ 6 44 19 25 2 .27L I
19435+3121 i304 j 4 67+ 3 24 6 72 3 7.46
[9435+3450 308 12 70+ 5 52 10 59 3 ,33
19435+3048 31.91 54 86+ 3 51 10 70 3 A6
19435+3809 32.0 20 73+ 7 25 5 71 3 1.10
19435+3544 32.8 55 71+ 6 34 16 74 2 .25L
19435+3403 33.6133 69+ 5 21 13 77 3 ,25L
19436+3557 )7.8 17 71+ 6 48 3 72 3 .52
19436+3328 40.2 53 69+ 5 46 10 71 3 .3419437+3008 !44,0 v 68+ 3 25 5 69 3 9,44
_9437+3549 _.4.5 31 71+ 6 23 9 69 3 1.10
i9437+3000 t*5.0=31 66+ 3 46 29 71 2 .26L
I9437+3235 46,1 23 68+ 4 42 9 70 3 .45
19436+3228 ¢9.4 53 68+ 4 39 13 71 3 .25L
19438+3105 49.6 59 67+ 3 24 5 70 3 1,70
,9498+373850.468 72+7 18 , 71 3 279
,9436+340450941 69+5 51 _ 72_ 4o19438+3609 51A' 22 71+ 6 67 Io 67! ¢ .42L
19439+3357 54.7 8 69+ 5 23 5 73j 3 8.83
19439+3541 56,1 11 71+ 6 32 170 69 3 .53[9439+3930 59.1 12 74+ 7 30 7213 .25L
9439+3453 59.8124 70+ 5 31 5 72 3 1.27
19440+3404 5.8 29 69+ 5 61 22 67 2 .28L
19441+3519 9,1 45 70+ 5 37 9 69 3 .67
19441+3947 9.8 52 74+ 8 32 9 71 3 .55
19441+3325 10.5 15 69+ 4 29 4 72i 3 2.71
19441+3558 11.2 21 71+ 6 45 8 67 3 ,41
t9442+3510 12.9 31 70+ 5 43 8 73 3 .64
19442+3320 12.9 43 69+ 4 30 11 72 3 .39:
19442+3521 13.2 37 70+ 5 32 11 70 3 .25L
19442+3408 13.8 3 69+ 5 28 6 73 3 6.25
19442+3128 14.5 55 67+3 28 6 73 3 .85
,9442+3340 14.7 45 69+5 29 3, 72 3 .40
19442+3035 15.1 15 66+3 37 9J 70 3 .99
19443+3109 19.3 53 57+ 3 45 6 72 3 1.03
[9443+3633 19.3 5 71+ 6 26 987 87 =33 2.1919443+3529 22.4 54 70+ 5 38 30 .45
19444+3025 24.5 68+3 34 70 1.13
19444+3456 27.2 291 70+ 5 37 3 i 73 3 .83
,9445+39193074173+724 8742 87.45+3336 5 4 0 125
,9445+32433 .3 68+4231 .25L
,9445+ 0,735134 68+329 9i 5919445+3621 35.7 17 ! 71+ 6 26 6 ; 5.24
w448+392838,255174+7 32 _i 69 3 .46
19446+3429 36.7 25 70+ 5 53 3. 73 3 .55
19446+3245 38.8 461 68+4 22 5 i 72 3 1.81
19447+3007 42.1 58 68+3 23 5 69 3j 1.61
19448+3034 49.5 14 66+3 53 12 70 2, .38












































































































t00 _m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Cocf R Rags* 5 2 # T
10.13L C MI CD J7401000116
2.67L BC AAK 4 i 9500000110;
4.71L BC AAC _9! 9601000000!17,75 SD 95001010081
13.21L BC AAC i 1600101008
13.79L BD AA 2600100008
02 D C F 5600022000:
15.17L BBE AAA 2500100008i29
1721L C BF E 7500000009
7.06L C KCC 9700200208
31.33L 6C ASHI 0 9400112318i
6,21L C KE BC 3600312310
4.79 OC DO 9682000110
3.15L DC AB 4 7701001000
19.26L E 6C 9500000006
5.32L CBC AAA 1 8500000000;
4.92: BBCD AAAD 0 9601000208118
2355L O G 45000000081
12.47L BB AAGH 3 9402000118
11.12L B DE I 5401100018
I ,
12.78L E HH I 5401100018 j
13.25L BB AAI [6500200108
3.40L B O AC 0 8600000000
14.27L D EJ DB ! 8400100108 i
19A2L DD BC 0 6500000008
6.19: CC CB 5601100338 i
2,87L BE CC 2 8600100000
13,51L BB AAM or 3500001008i
3.19L C EBB 76001000001
13.36L BC ACF 0 ! 5500000008 I
5.47L BE) BC C 1 8600111000
626L C BE 7400000000!
9.89L F /;C 0 I 2600100010t4.61L BC 6401100118
3.15L C ! 7600100000
5.50 FC AAMB 75000001102123L BC 0 I 9400000108 i
6.51L D J ECB j 9600000100 ,
3.26L C AG 7600100000 j




ti 1 FX CYG
1' 16 t2367M8




1 J 1 [O CYG
i
1 j 1 V971 CYG
3 i 4 TMSS +30389
6' 13 68783M0
I
1 I 1 IP CYG
2 13 68784 A0
1 2 DO 18113
1 i 2 DO 18114
I
i
1 1 V1285 CYG
i
I
1 23 LDN 0820
I
1 I 2 DO 18120
10.04L C N DE 8601010528
4A8L ECC ABBI 2 9500100000;
4.12 C D 7500000100 i
15.23L B BC 7400100108 J
5.02L BC ABH 0 8500211000;
4.53L B D S B 4 9500200000 I
















22.61L S FLBC: 9681000108
5.91L BC A6 1 5600001000
3.25L BB AAD 0 3600000000
11.82L B D CEHB 85C2212418
3.82L C MBD ! 6602000108
14.89L BED AAB 9' 8600000008
15.50L BD BD 5i 3521100108
3.82 E O B B ' 960000010C
18.12L CD AB 0 5402000008 2 I 13 68610K0
6.87 E MD ! 8602212318 1
12.12L B AE ' 2501100108 13 68818 KO
4.01L BE BI 1 ! 4500000000
22.43L BEC AAD 9 0420100008
16.56L D CF H 5500010008 1 1 V1288CYG
11.67L BO BO 1 4300000006 !
20.83L EC EB 0 1o4ooloooosj i
5.16 BO LKCB 2640100108]
17.43L BBC AAB 0!75011113181i I
6.18L BC AB 0 8601112210 i
30.99L C C 7500100008 1 2 DO 19143
5.91L BD AB I 4 75000012101 2j'39 B21943+30
7.33L BD AC 0 4600000000
19,57L FFC AAC 9l 440f010118 i I
14,74L B BFC 1502010008
5.36L BC AB 0 I 8500001000j
J
I
1 1 F'Y CYG
6.87L D CBF I
19.92L C E I
21.25L C E E I
5.70L BBC AAB 5! 1 V976CYG
21.95L C BCN
7.81L C DB 1 23 LDN 0820
2,97L BC AB D
3.36 _ GGC6.77 C FDA j
19.22L O BK 2 2 DO 1813021.18L C D l:J 68799 K0
6.16L BB AAG _ 13 68801M0
12,87L BB AB
5.79 0 ME
25.93L C BKF 1 13 68804 K2
2 2 DO 18132
12.73L BD 8BM 0 4402000008
8.18 FECC AAED 9 8500113110
5.78: ECCO BBGB 3 9580013128 :
[
28.96L BC AA 5500100008 I 5 13 68827 F5
10.28 E GJ C 6600214216 i
7.55L B BDF 7500000120
17.08L FF AAC 5500001008 1 1 V980CYG
14,08L C CE 950110000C
24.64L B BE 8501000018
15.68L BC AA D 0 5500202218 2 13 68835K2
6.34L BDD AAE 9 7600000000
9.91L C C 6500120000






















































"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS--2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH]; 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
484
fl II I_









































































































"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small E_ended Sources ($1)
Flux Density Flags
(Not Color Corrected) V
12 Fm 25 /_m 60 bcm 100 y.m Flux Corr A Confusion
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags*
.99 .82 .60L 7.56L CC AB ! 0 4500100000
1.92 .95 1.41L 13.74L CO AA I 8 950010100(3
.42 .25L .59L 6.77L E B 4500000000
.25L .25L .60: 8.65 CB d FB 8600101000
.28L .25L 1.03 18.23L C DI 5501213518
2.69 .70 A0L 15.65L BC AA 0 5500000018
1.42 .54 .45L 4.49L OC AB 0 37000_)000
226_LL .25L .46L 14.75L B BC I 4400010008i .25L .62L 4.54 D: DD 6700010110
• .25L 1.03 5.79L B L C D 1700000110
.59 .25L .67L 8.71L C BF 5501120000
.95 .75 .44L 5.._LI BC AA 9 7601011000
.51 .24 .44L 19.47L BD CBLH 0 6500000008
.69 .43 .54L 5.70L CO BB 8 8602101000
11.88 8.37 2.02 5.05L CBB AAA 7 4600100000
1.20 .46 .40L 20.47L BC AB 0 3400000008
1.38 .92 .46L 4.98L] BC AA 4600112000
.25L .25L 1.08 8.89: _ CC KEC 9580011228
.28 .47L .SOL 7.16L C DC BOOloo_)00
3.71 2.18 .58L 6.17L BB AA io _oooooooo
.79 .17: .62L 17.23L CD BCH 13 2401010108
3.88 2.29 .48 13.71L BBC AAC I 3 9400000008
.63 .21: .58L 9.16L EF BE 4500112000
.25L .27L .84 8.59 C D B G D 9582111128
3.25 2.25 .55 16.46L BBC AAD I 7 6500000008
.45 .14: .52L 25.02L [30 ,CC 1 3500000008
,24 .54L 2.04L 16.23L C ;EC I5 650000100C.98 .38 .40L 23.82L CC 6500000008
.45 .31 .58L 4093L BD E 3 8400001218
.62 .25L .40L 5•58L B BG H I 5700100000
.50L ,25L .73 10.41L E GB 5600000000
.87 .19: .45L 4.12L BE AF i O 6700200000
,28 .28L .65L 22.05L E EHGE , 2500000008
.26L .25L .84 5.04L C I 6600100100
1.57 .49 .45L 15,44L BC AB I 0 2500100008
.85 .43 .55L 20.38L BC ABG _ 2 4500010008
.80 .29L .40L 14.81L F BD I 9400010008
3.94 1.79 .66: 13.24L 8CO AAE ' 8 9402221348
.99 .31L .4o, 17o3clc AC 2501001008
.64 .31 .42L 3.00LIBC [BB D 0 8701100000
.25 .25L .52L 5.83L IC F C 4601000000
5.05 2.59 .46L 7.92LIBB IAA E I 0 6501000000
"_5L "25L m_O 7¢75 J Bo EB l 9501010208
25L .25L 1.10 7.18 ,BcCC ILECB I 46000012184.15 2.03 .41L 3.35L AAFE 3 6721000000
.25L .25L .66L 5.79 C FC 9700000108
.38 .25L 1.63L 17.82L :S SF i 9601000100
.26L 134 1.24 6135L EC KDBB 4500000000
3.03 1.17 .74 4.g3LABB AAB 11 6700200000
.50 .23 .52L 5.05L'BC 'B B '0 6700200000
.37L .25L .86 21.55L E ID BF I 74OO0OO10C
.25L .25L .75L 5.95 C L DC 960000010(3
.49 •25L .57L 42.38L B BE 9401213108
1.63 .79 .64L 34.80L ED AAHF 8 9401111118
.25L .25L .51L 7.43 D HLC 9602210338
.50L ,25L .68 11.85L F D C 9601111228
,35 .25L ,50L 5,74L C D 7600100000
2,44 1.71 .40L 18.89L BD AA 9 9402000108
.47 .18 .57L 4.10L 'SO CC : 3 7701000100
.52 •19: .60L 7.30L BD BBH 0 2600010000
1.03 .49 .43L 20.20L CC AA 1 2400000008
1.21 .37 .62L 5.76L BC BCC O 5500100010
4.44 2.41 .51L 4.68L BB AA 0 7500000000
.74 .29 .97 5.37 BCCC ADCD 1 6601001100
.94 .29 .40L 17.92L DC AD 0 _600200208
1.16 .90 .51L 8.03L 'B S _AA 0 6600000000
2.01 1.14 .54L 6.2OL BB AAD 0 8600002000
.25L .25L .74L 3.64 D E D 9700010008
3.60 2.08 .42L 4.83L BB AA 1 9601100100
2.40 1.11 .57L 13.75L BB AACF 1 9602100108
.68: .25L! .68L 4.84 D C BFDB 6681000110
7.84 4•12 61: 7.65L IBBC AAC 04 250121111012.41 14.86 3.86 5.27: EEOC 'AAAE _ 5501100110
.40 .25L .66L 43.91L B B 9401000108
1.14 ,32 .64L 20.24L SC AC 0 6400110008
5.43 2.32 .50L 5.49L BC AAK 9 9610110000
25L .25L .77 6.97 CC DC 5601011010
.25L .25L .66L 7.32 D GNC 9681000218241 116 61L 2469LSC AAD 0 9500O0O008
.28 25L .68L 11.04L IE DEN 4501211210
.25L .50L 58L 4.62 E K DO 3700000000
.57: .45 .63L 25.40L IDC CBD 1 9501033008
130 35 80c 2019CBC AB 5 54oo10_8
28 .25L .42L 20.58L IE :C 9501000108
.25L .25L 90 18.OOL C D B B 9402000216
.31L .25L 1.04 38.81L C HGD 9500100108
.25L .25L 1.12L 7.BO O EB 970! 00020C
.32L .25L .97 7.41L D HEC 8600200100
.28L 25L •76L 421 D _ HB 7602200200
1,01 .51 .50L 6.58L BC ,AS 2 3500000000
.88 .31L ,43L 5.94L B lAB 9600100000
1.57 1.02 .40L 17,51L FB I'AA 3 950010000838 25L 51 5.97 BB j 06 0
.46 .37 .64L 7.82L 8F BD ' 0 4600000000
1.44 .82 .50L 2679L BD BAFD[2 9601102318
.45 .31L .61L 6.49L C [ D 5700000000
1.03 .61 .54L 4.80L CD AAEF 9 0600101000
.47 .25L 77 47.68L C C CJ B l 9401110108
.25 25L .60L 5.71L C E 9701100110
.25L .25L .80 5.89 CC G FC 8601100200




R S A Sep
S 2 # T Name Type () Mag
I [f ' 43 101
i
2 DO18156
1 2 DO 18157 63
1 1V1290CYG 2,
1 2 DO 18158 191[
!
13 11 V686 CYG 87
1 °41 I 19452+3010
1 DO 18163 63
I
;  983cv0• LDN 08191 , DO 18166
I
2 13 ] 68856 K0
_1V984 CYGI 2 LDN 0822



















23 LDN 0819 437
13 68881 4
1 V987 CYG 17
"41 19464 +3034 17
39 B2.3 1945+36 60
32 X1946+319 24
13 68887 3
1 23 LDN 0819 524
I
' 13 I2 68892 A 27 I
i
































Right Ascension: 19"46m58"-19h48m46" Declination: +30°-+40 °
Position 0950) Flux Density
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
a 6 a 6 Coords SMJ SMN O O 12 /_m 25 p.m 60 p.m
h m, ° s (s) ( ) ] b (") (") (*) N (Jansky)
19469+3902 58.3 74+48 28 71 .40 .25L 1.97L
19469+3421 58.6 44 70+ 26 72 .66 .37 ,50L
19469+3721 59.255 72+ o6 37 12 i 72 ,3 ,25L .25L .7519469+3205 59.419J 88+ 39 1 71 .33L .26L 1.15
19470+3238 2.3 6' 68+ 3 30 6 _ 73 3 .56 .38 .51L
19470+3816 3.354 73+ 6 22 3 723 .85 .44 .40L
19470+3216 5.60 68+ 3 37 3 703 .69 .33 .51L
19471+3240 9.226 68+ 3 43 9 733 .61 .25L .43L
19471+3002 9.6 12 66t- 2 22 6 73 3 3.39 1.49 1.11
19471+3833 11.1 0 73+ 6 42 22 74 2 .25L ,25L .87L
19471+3916 11.4 5 74+ 7 42 12 73 2 .26 .25L 2.07L
19472+3520 12.1 5 71+ 5 42 '9 72 3 ,65 .25L ,49L
19472+3522 13.2 35 71+ 5 62 8 73 3 ,35 25L 59L
19472+3714 '13._ 18 72+ 6 26 5 7213 2.30 .60 .40L
19472+3017 1133 7 66+ 2 29 7 72 3 19.68 7.63 1,72
19472+3636 115A 26 72+ 5 21 9 70, 3 .96 .50 .40L
19472+3109 15.E 6 67+ 3 31 5 70! 3 1.00 ,37: .59L
19472+3114 16.0 9 67+ 3 23 5 72 3 .74 .37 .54L
19472+3425 17.6 14 70+ 4 54 11 67 2 .35 .26L .62L
19472+3741 17.8 10 73+ 6 73 12 71 3 .43L .25L .66
19473+3040 19.2 23 67+ 2 19 5 73 3 1,20 .66 .62L
19473+3643 19.£ 30 72+ 6 37 12 672 .36 .25L .48L
19473+3314 19.g 49 69+ 4 34 6 73 3 .62 .34 .55L
19473+3631 19.9 57 72+ 6 23 4 70 3 2.01 .97 .45L
19473+3602 21.4 24 71+ 5 38 8 68 ! .47 .25L .58L
19473+3640 23.1 20 72+ 5 62 8 71 32 .35 .25L .5OL
19473+3055 23.3 4 67+ 3 i 47 5 72 .72 .24: .64L
19473+3006 23.5 1 66+ 2 60 15 68 .59 _25L .71L
19474+3120 24.6 9 67+ 3 35 8 75 .52 40.18L 54.92L
19474+3110 24,8 2 67+ 3 27 3 71 3 ,69 .52 ,59L
19474+3253 24,6 55 69+ 4 62 28 69 2 ,25L .25L ,94L
19474+3817 25.7148 73+ 6 28 14 703 .25LI .25L 1.1419474+3259 26.316 69+ 4 28 9 70 ! .84 .46 .52L
19474+3935 28.033 74+ 7 5026 732 .33L .25L .79L
19474+3210 28.1162 68+ 3 46 13 742 .25L .51L .85
19475+3800 31.3119 73+ 65023 682 .25L .25L .54L
19475+3119 31.938 67+ 3 ] 22 5 79 3 .64 37.99 55,83
19475+3406 32.6!57 70+ 4 27 9 70 3 .46 .45 .52L
19475+3844 33.2 56 74+ 6 36 9 70 2 .34 .27L .44L
19475+3858 34.4 45 74+ 7 48 12 68 3 .33L .25L .88:
19475+3257 34.6 11 69+ 4 36 8 28 3 .37 .16: .76L;
19476+3724 38,221 72+ 6 27 4 72 3 1.64 .84 .42L
19476+3249 38.4 47 68+ 3 21 7 72 3 .30 .60 1.63:
19476+3042 40.3 36 67+ 2 40 6 69 3 .37 .25L ,71L
19476+3352 40.7 35 69+ 4 22 9 72 3 .74 .29 .53L'
19476+3313 41.0 10 69+ 4 43 10 74 2 ,27 .25L ,70L
19476+3834 41.360 73+ 6 21 3 723 1.04 31 .40L
19476+3909 41.512 74+ 7 51 13 672 .25L .25L 1.67L
19476+3528 41.614 71+ 5 55 12 742 .45L .25L .78
19477+3031 44.128 66+ 2 8712 692 .35 .28L .66L'
19478+3228 50.923 68+ 3 28 8 71 2 .70 .25: .93:
19476+3902 51.727 74+ 7 66 19 73 2 .25L .25L 1.63L I
19478+3951 52.1 34 75+ 7 21 10 69 4 .36 .25L 2.13L
19478+3006 52.4 43 66+ 2 53 8 71 2 .54 .25L .73L
19476+3105 52.9 27 67+ 3 32 10 74 3 .42 .25L .70L
19479+3059 55.1 22 67+ 2 23 5 79 3 3.87 2.07 .66L
19479+3325 55.9 58 69+ 4 24 4 72 3 1.27 .72 .70L
19479+3415 56.1 49 70+ 4 37 12 69 2 .34 .25L .72L
19479+3743 57.8 28 73+ 6 27 14 68 2 .26L .25L .45:
19479+3206 58.1 40 68+ 3 17 6 32 3 1.16 1,17 194
19479+3541 58.7 38 71+ 5 18 5 70 3 15.99 8.27 1.69
19480+3215 0.458 68+ 3 45 10 733 .44 .19: .44L
19480+3835 1.118 73+ 6 46 11 682 .28 .25L .55L
19480+3719 2.629 72+ 6 32 11 742 .26L .25L 1.07
19460+3624 4.2 5 72+ 5 33 6 70 3 1.37 .46 .48L
19481+3053 6.3 8 67+ 2 26 4 72 3 5.87 1.90 1.05
19481+3016 6,6 12 66+ 2 33 9 32 3 .48 .25L .58L
19481+3606 7.0 21 73+ 6 36 19 66 2 ,32L .27L ,49
19481+3124 7.9 21 67+ 3 30 5 73 3 4.42 2.19 .86L
19481+3917 8.1 2 74+ 7 27 10 63 4 ,25L ,25L 1.12:
19481+3712 8.3 6 72+ 6 28 24 57 2 .25L .29L .68L
19481 +3338 9.3 46 69+ 4 33 13 72 3 .69L .25L .73
19481+3342 10.1 3 69+ 4 i 66 6 66 2 .39 .25L .60L
19481+3253 10.6 34 69+ 3 54 6 69 3 .46 .25L .78L
19481+3104 11.2 53 67+ 2 91 17 75 2 2.23L .25L .77
19481+3503 12.0 56 70+ 5 65 14 74 2 .26L .25L .81
19482+3002 12.4 41 66+ 2 35 6 73 3 .63 .26 .74:
19482+3313 13.1 t7 69+ 4 26 6 701 3 1.17 .46 .71L
19482+3012 14.5 12 66-_ 2 33 6 73 I 3 .78 .30: .59L
19462+3402 14.7 17 70+ 4 34 10 66'2 .48 .32 .60LI
19483+3754 206 5 73+ 6 34 9 71 !3 .52 .20 .40L
71 + 5' 20 8 .93 .33 A5L
19483+3533 21'0 i24'50 69!i19483+3222 23.6i3 68+ 3 25 3 73 .90 .56 .56L19484+3458 24.3 70+ 426 5 72 1.14 .72 .53L
19464+3500 24.4401 70+ 444 10 702 .43 .25L .79L
19484+3218 26.4_47 68+ 3 91 16 74 _ .29L ,25L .6319484+3314 28.4'34 69+ 4 69 16 74 .68L .25L .58
194851-3603 30.329 71+ 5 31 9 683 1.02 .63 .50L
19465+3020 31.1 16 66+ 2 36 6 73 3 .57 20: .64L
19485+3235 32.6 52 68+ 3 24 5 72 3 29,96 21.00 3.87
19465+3712 34.6 50 72+ 6 82 19 74 2 ,25L .32L ,56
19465+3127 35.226 67+ 3 27 6 73 3 1.10 .67 .65L
19486+3652 36.2145 72+ 5 62 17 693 .25L 25L .80
19486+3441 37.0'38 70+ 4 37 14 733 .26L .25L 1.32
70+ 4 32 12 742 .32L .25L .61
19486+3446 38.13619486+3247 38.3 69+ 3 26 6 72 3 1687.50 459.04 80.67
19486+3030 40.2 58 67+ 2 35 9 69 3 .66 .30 .53L
19487+3200 42.6 16 68+ 3 53 21 74 2 .26L .25L .64
19487+3430 43.2 32 70+ 4 26 4 721 _ .69 .35 .60L
19467+3347 46.916 69+ 4 16 5 7213 2.36 1.34 .61L
Flags
V L C
[00 _.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T
16.63L B AH 96010000OC
4.66L BC BA 2' 9701200100
7,21 DC GE D : 7500000220
11,02: CD J J GC I 9602001429
7,06L CC BA il 880030010010.28L BC ABHH 960123566823.06LC0 BA 9501000008
6.97L B BI K 17600100100
28.03L BBB AADC 11 9401101108
4,09 E HB 9600000108 _ !
18.81L D GD 960110000C
6.61L E BC 6500100100 I
7.09L C E 6501100100
2 13 68902 K5
3 " 1 vggoCYG
1 1 V992 CYG
1 2 DO 18211
3.23L BC AB 5 8600001000 1 2 DO18210
3998L BBC AAB 2 9501000318 14 I 5 * 1 ERCYG
3,56L CC BB 1 4600210000 i
5,57L EF AF 0 2711201000
5.20L BC AB 02701311000
4.71L C BFH 8600000000 1 2 DO 18212
5.65L C DE 36000002101
7.09L B D A A 9 ' 3602000000
4.83L D EE 2600110000 I ;
7.15L BD BB 7 9601200000 '
3,56L BC AAE 0 4600100000 1 1 V996 CYG
7.33L C B 6500000100
5.21L C D 3600210000
6.93L BD BFN 3 3601000000
3833L C B 9401101006 I 1 "41 19473+3005
13,13L C BAAB I 4600220010
5,23L FC AA 6 r 27012010001 I
15.53 C J BI ! 9504912320
I
12.08: ED MFED 9481136558 i 1 32 X1947+362
6.61L BB AB 0 9602200000
7.41 D G GB 1970111020C
9.12: CE J CC 9601000318 I
4.74 C L G B 9700000008
14.76 CBCC BAAB 0 3600120110
4.86L 8C BB 0 18600000000 i [16.83L BG 19600010106
5.68 E D H B B 97010002OC
7.59L BE CFLB 2 9603210220 ,
3.60L CD AAKL 9 5601000200
7.58L CCC CBDG 2[8603112320
9.49L D CCE 3502000000 j
5.83L BC AC 3 6600000000
7.49L C CL [ 9602100000
17.38L BC AB F 7 9501100008
9.69 D J HB 960100061C
6.37L C N B B 5500000110
46.41L F BD I 7501000008 =
32.25L E B 94021010084820L C D
8.18L C B 4602200210
7AOL BB AAC 314601100210
6.34L BC AAEG 0 8702011100
9.72L E G E 6500000100
4.65 DD H CC 4600000200
11.72: BBCE AADD 0 9601011318
6.62L BCC AAAG 8 5601000100 27
33.52L BD AE 0, 9400000008
22.57L C D ; 9501100006
602L c AFDCi 65010002006,o9t.cc 8 4_0000000
5.33L BBC AAB 0 4700000200
35.47L C C D 9401100008
19.40L F J FC 9501000008
7.08L BB AAC 1 3702010530
6.91 FC HJCB 976100042C
5.84 D J J F 4601000100
5,87L C C D 8600100200
6.02L C C 4600100200
6,15L C BJ E 9701000000
8,00L C F B : 4601200220
10.47L E J D F 4500200320
11.30: BDCF BCDD 1 9601223536
6.51L BD AAC ' 6 9602100000[
36.84L DD BB 0 [9402101008
7.12L CD CC j 4 8600010000
4.27L CE BD 7 2600000000
5.97L BC AS 0 560(}000000
31.76L BC AB 0 9400100108
7.33L DC AA 7 5600210000
12.07L C E =4500210110
36.85L O C 9400201118
7.06L D B 9601200000
5.81L BC ABE 05601000000
43.16L CD BC 16501000008
Associations
24.11L CBD AAA 9 9501100006
I
4.69 DC I EB 4600100200
7,24L CC BAEJ 0 5702201210
494L C EC 1600000100
10.61 CDC DF B 155000002007.59L EECC 2601001110
17.72 BCCD AAAA 98501121000
34.69L DDcD CC I D 26501130018]7.66: 7600000218
7.71L BC BB Or 7600000000
4.86L CF AAH 91,6"t66_616661
L_
i
1 2 DO 18217
1 7 225985
2 13 68909 G5
1 32 X1947+324
I
1 2 DO 18220
1 13 68914
1 1 V999 CYG
i
1 1 V1000 CYGI
1 17 2811 C5 ,4
1 i 1 ES CYG
J
1 11 PK 69+ 3.1
1] 32 X1948+300
=
1 1 IU CYG



































6 13 68943 M7E 2













































































































































































Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Coef R Flag s') 5 2
19504 + 3447
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 p.m; 10) High Source Density Region.






















































Coords SMJ SMN 0a 6 a


























































































19521 + 3602 _8:













"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighborin
488
(Not Color Corrected)
12 Fm 25 _m 60 ,u.m 100 pm
(/ansky)
Flags _ --
Flux Corr A Confusion

















1_ 69021 K5 77
29 X 1951 + 335 4 =1
38 _="
37
V543 CYG 3 _;45
53 19511+3258 3 I
13 LDN 0829 =-"
13. I
4.
39, 69024 GO 77 i
38.




19.! DO 18293 106 II16/
_6..i _-
I1,1
12.1 19514+3228 3 -=_
1,.¢ 69032 B8 81 =








3.6 X1951 +305 4 -
_.91 AG CYG 4 i






,20 19518+3222 4 -Z
28 i
.70





861 69043 K5 85
91t PK 69+ 2.1 E
_)6L
57L















Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
|
|
Right Ascension: 19h52m27s-19h54m13 '
Position (1950) Flags
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty C V L C















































































































































































































































25 _m 60 Fm
(Jansky)
































































_i a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 0 v 12 /_m
h m. o , (s) () I b () C) (') N
19558+3538 48.6 54 72+ 3 13 3 31 4 5.63
19558+3815 51.4 47 74+ 5 33 10 65 3 .35
19558+3557 52.1 36 72+ 4 14 8 70 4 .86
19558+3333 53.3 11 70+ 2 26 5 72 3 42.94
19559+3443 54.(] 14 71+ 3 31 7 67 3 .75
19559+3620 54.8 56 72+ 4 92 8 74 2 .29
19559+390057.21375+5,348602 .26
19559+3301 57.5 26 70+ 2, 19 6 72i3 24.82
19559+3337 58.8 17 70+ 2 42 7 72 133 6019559+3137 59.2 57 68+ I 21 4 74 7159
19560+3806 0.5 52 74+ 5 15 6 66 4 .35
19560+3128 0.9 26 68+ 1 43 6 73 3 .54
19560+361"4 2.4 7 72+ 4 25 3 71 4 1.38
19560+3246 2.744 69+ 2 23 4 71 3 .61
19560+3751 3.215 74+ 5 32 9 66 3 .44
19560+3356 3.6:10 70+ 3 26 4 73 3 2.85
19560+3404 3.9 41 70+ 3 28 3 73 3 1.25
t9560+3521 3.9 28 72+ 3 21 8 67 4 .69
19560+3759 4.0 8 74+ 5 21 3 65 4 1.48
19560+3058 4.3 13 68+ 1 28 6 73 3 .58
19560+3146 5.0 33 68+ 1 36 4 73 3 .66
19560+3135 5.55768+121, 4733 2.41
19561+3104 9.98 68+1 1913 363 .60
19561+334610.62470+2 41 3723 .46
19562+3601 12.5 22 72+ 4 20 3 67 4 2.11
19562+3122 12.844 68+ 1 457 733 .51
19562+3444 13.95 71+ 3 19 u 674 .28L
19562+3304 15.514 70+ 24620 6 733 6.1719562+3511 18.4 1 71+ 3 8 64 3 .37
19562+3412 16.8 18 71+ 3 31 10 70 3 .49
19563+3943 18,746 75+6 18 5 602 2,28
19563+3016 18.856 67+1 26 5 733! 2.42
19563+3834 19.758 74+5 3112 653' .2SL
19563+3144 20.3 1 68+ 1 24 3 73 3 .60L
19563+3355 21.62370+2 38 51733 .78
19563+3533 21.7 15 72+3 18 3l 72 4 .58
19563+3041 22.7 9 68+ 1 38 6 73 3 .69
19563+3155 23.0 3 69+ 1 20 4 73 3 .55
19563+3114 23.1 48 68+ 1 17 4 34 3 1.69
19564+3224 24.4 14' 69+ 2 33 6 71 3 .78
19564+3004 24.5 16 I 67+ 0 29 6 73 3 25L19664+354328248 72+3 15 , 68 , 48,
19564+340726.418!71+3 28 , 70_ 7319564+3120_6.123 68+, 24 73 5.1919564+362426.530 72+4 48 10 69 3 .3819584+31228.833 68+1 40 7 73 3 1.44_19564+3207_9.146 89+2 29 8 70 3 .4,,19555+35_630.85 72+3 15 8 88 4 .6819586+391431.054 76+5 18 12 59 3 .26_19666+370231.549 73+4 27 8 53 4 .63
19_5+3140_2.01 68+1 14 4 733 6.2519565+379733.235 73+4 30 8 854 .3819585+340034.39 70+229 6 723 2.6919665+3362, .226 70+226 5 723 .9419568+310737.024 68+1 24 4 733 3.1319566+334337.912 70+2 40 12 743 .35_19_6+3423,8.1_0 71+3 _ 4 723 45.23
19566+3136 38.2 15 68+ 1 19 4 73 3 4.77
19566+3133 38.7 2 68+ 1 30 5 72 3 .62
19566+3007 39.5 11 67+ O 29 3 35 3 .34L
19566+3304 41.1 5 70+ 2 28 6 72 3 .60
19566+3832 41.7 26 74+ 5 30 8 63 3 .36
19567+3233 42.0 44 69+ 2 28 11 71 3 .89L
19567+3654 42.1 59 73+ 4 34 8 67 3 .43
19567+3606 45.4 46 72+ 4 44 9 69 3 .26
19566+3705 48.5 54 73+4 19 3 654 1.29
19568+3200 48.79 69+1 20 4 733 5.43
19568+3513 50.0 59 72+3 26 9 24 2 .43L
19568+3013 53.1 31 67+0 26 4 733 1.37
19569+3947 54.0 59 75+5 18 8 60 3 1.03
19569+3531 54.54 72+3 56 85 703 .3419569+3127 57.229 68+1 23 73 .70
19569+3312 59.0 50 70+2 29 6 723 1.66
19570+3102 0.9 56 68+1 43 3 73 3 1.15
19570+3431 2.1 36 71+3 49 8 70 3 .31
19570+3108 5.9 43 68+1 35 6i 73 3 .66
19571+3228 7.4 42 69+2 49 81 7t 2 .37
19571+3204 7.6 59' 69+ 1 22 5 72 3 3.83
19571+3501 8.8 501 71+ 3 12 5 66 4 .49:
33] 68+
19571+3113 10.1 123 73 3.68L4
19572+3125 12.2 51 68+1 16 3 71 1.94
,9572+322213919869+235 5; 723 9919572+311914.728 ,+1 18 72 1.5619572+316615.7 69+1 62 72 1.71L
19572+382015.9,2 72+424 i l 85_ .7119672 389718.02 74 5 28 63 .65
19572+3102 16.2 50 68+ 1 27 73 3 .83
19573+3143 18.0 551 69+1 16 5 71 3, 19.10
19573+3131 18.355 68+1 19 71 72 3] .80L
19573+3352 18.5 52 70+ 2 42 13 37 21 A0L
1_573.10,189'_168_124 _1373i 26519573+3644 21.2 73+ 4 35 65 .379573+3307 22.1 37 70+ 2 18 6 2 1.34
19573+3524 22.9 5t 72+ 3 22 65 .46
19573+3444 22.9 18 _ 71+ 3 55 10 74 2 .29L
19573+3017 23.0 1 67+ 9 27 4 73 3 5.9519573+3002 23.1 56 67+ 0 27 9 72 .56
19574+3641 26.249 73+4 13 4; 644, 1.42
19574+353426.35472+3388 684[ .37L19574+3450 26.4 28 71+3 17 1 74 .83
Flux Density Flags
(Not Color Corrected)










•25 3.34L 37.64L CE




























































































I130 #am Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T





17.89:CCFCCDE]AiO654218644c37.42L B F F 970346762F
13.79L BC AB 3 5700001000
28.81 DCCD BABE] O 980012431C
31.72L B CM 640000000(;
43.56L BB ,AAFE 0 850020020C
62.69L E]C AB 0 770000000C
15.11L BF BBN 0 6702032110
37.93L BC AA 0 541000010C
38.40L B BC 3600300OOC
51.74L B BC 860010000F
140.67 BE]DO AAAA 1 960120020F
36.73LIBDD BECF 1 260114331C
55.63L rc B D 950111010C
14.90L[BD AAI 9 6712010100
94.90L FEcD CDF 1 950436243F13.66: J CB 970123332C
23.00 BBFCIAAED 0 984111143C
94.82L D _E]F 960312000C
64.64L B CH E 770110010C
6.00L BB AA 0 5600000000
30.63L BC AAJ E 9 750201040C
11.53: CC NHGA 9600100200
48.55L;BCC EBB 970120010F63.83L ElH 74003 I020C
20.87L BC AB 1 8703001210
36.46L BD BB C 0 470301000C
13.00: CCCD BAAA 0 780101000F
105.19: BBED DAAA 2 958133343F
55.05L F D AB 0 540301000C
32.97L DC B A [3 940210000C
16.75L E]C AAG 9 9702000000
55.57L FD E]B C 0 770010010C
36.62L BC AA 1 960150120F
13.20L C BE 4701000000
49.03L D BA 970443454F
25.24 CD HADC 570200042F
20.68L [3 S E 7702011.100
13.86 CC HEG 9601011430
9.07L BF BD 5 3700201000
44.12L ECC AAAF 9 97012Ol10F
13.43L El BD 3600201000
54.19L CC AA 1 85001002OC
60.48L BO AAGD 2 940011010C
39.57L CC AA 0 960151211F
20.20 D J HHB 968114250C
19.86 E]BDC AAAB 3 870101100C 36
45.95L EE AAL 9 970120110F
45.65L BE BE] 1 970021000F
29.60L C D E BA E 850110000C
44.87L BC BC 1 980100133C
42.72L C DF 940110030C
13.00: OF D C D 690000030C
12.32L B BIG 3601000000
19.14L C CH 4703010000
12.60L CE AA 7 3610201000
43.35L BBD AACC 0 570011000F I
60.69L D CCGC 960412141C
39.85L BB AA 1 740000000(3
7.8OL E]E]C AAA 0 4641000120
16.20L C DG G 8701010210
14.81L FF AAD 9 8712000100 2 "16 12626M
30.22L CD BDK 0 950345531C 2 1 13 69161 K0
16.69L BB AC 4 7702101100
38.38L BBC AAA 9 950110000C 31
61.52L BC BBF 6 940235332C 6 1 "41 19559+3443
14.51L C AN 4700000000 1 23 LDN 0854
9.13Ll C C E 9602000000









1 23 LDN 0854 60
6 I 32 X1955+327 96 E
1 13 69164 F8 19 85
1 "41 19560+3521 20
2 13 69166 K2 9 6_
1 16 12630 M 36
6 1 °41 19562+3444 24
C 2 1 V1172CYG 15 3
1 "41 19562+3511 25 3
4
1 23 MRSL 074+05/1 513
2 13 69176A 6 88
2 22 $98 345 900
1 16 12636 M 24
6 13 69180 MA 7 83
9 2 22 $98 414 90_
B 1 "41 I 19564+3525 54 3
C 1 32 X1956+392 112 12
1 2 DO 18402 45 86
2 1 V739 CYG 54 5
I
C
1 1 V740 CYG 21 5
CBAF 2 768237753F 9
34,64L CC AAJ 088000300OC I 1
46.41L B ACI B 36014300OC ' 1
88.29L C C 9500100OOC 1 1369200 G5 17 87
42.93L DC eel 3 260155532C i 170.46L C BB 470010030(3
41.34L CC AAD 0 470211050F
52.11 CDFF CDEC 3 965205242C
399.92: BED GDBA 1 837124332F 1 3 22 $98 351 90(]
76.41L BC AABG 0 76A145663F 8
46.00L BCE AAE]E 3460021230C
49.64L CE]E BAAE] 0 760120010F 3 7 AS374 50
42.48L C DCD 370011000F 1
16.40L [3 BD 2700100000 2 13 69207 F2 2 87
39.60L B BD 940100010C ] 2 13 69206 3 92
35.91L BDD ACFE] 2 360033000C 1
16.42 BE] D AACC 0 770210150F 29 4 1 32 X1957+317 132
44,19L E EEBJ 664033541F
15.92 EE JDDC 960211141C 4
42.62L DE] AA 7260033000C 1
16,90L E] C 3601110100
60.47L DD AAC 9870100000C
16.03L CDC CBDE] 0 6802165710
69.81L D FBF 950222100C 1 "4119573+3444 37
37,26L AB AA 1840110000C 2 4 TMSS +30405 32 2E
31.52L 13 BJ G 9501100308
12.45LE]B AA 0 2701110100
16.74: DBC FECC 7802011920
49.08L CCC E]DDB 5 96F148995C
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12, 25, 60, 100 N,m; 10) High Source Density Region.
491






a _ Coords SMJ SMN e)O 12 _m(s) () 1 b (") C) (
9574+3039 26.5 52 ,29L
9574+3128 29.9 49 4.97
9575+3224 30.1 23 1.42
9575+3505 30.6 21 1.58
9575+3753 30.9 31 .25L
9575+3550 31.8 9 .63
9575+3545 32.2 20 1.30
9575+3054 32.6 28 2.30
9575+3507 33.3 17 ,50
9575+3014 34.2 41 .50
9575+3502 34.2 53 1.60
9576+3720 36.1 1 ,25L
9576+3527 36.9 59 1.03
9576+3451 37.1 30 = .67:
9576 + 3059 37.6 12 .25L
9576+3146 389 37' L02L
9576-p 3617 38.9 6 .30
9576+3317 39.1 44 1.04
9576+3144 39,6 35 .58
9576+3710 40.4 33 .47L
9576+3506 41.4 28 52
9577+3152 44.0 22 1.41
9577+3016 46.5 39 .56
9577+3351 47.4 9 .88
9578+3540 490 46 ,51
9576+3136 49.3 58 1.72L
9578+3204 50,4 10 .85
9578+3026 50.7 47 .93
9576+3338 52.1 48 .44L
9578+3644 52.7 i 9 .63
9578 + 3039 46 .98
9578 + 3503 25 ,66
3579 + 3223 51 18.49
3579 + 3450 0 1.14
9579 + 3442 10 ,34L !
9579+3509 55 ,65:;0579+3013 .25L _
9579 + 3437 22 .31 L
9579 + 3653 43 10.94
9579+3315 12 .7t
9579 + 3142 39 3.58
)579 + 3131 55 .44
;)579 + 3043 9 .28L
3560+3301 43 .62
9580 + 3321 10 90:
;)580+3122 16 1.32L
;)580 + 3509 30 2,24
9580 + 3429 32 1.05
3580 + 3315 51 .68L
)581 +3951 57 ,26L
;)581 + 3758 20 .24
;)581 + 3504 17 2.50
;)581 +3000 37 1,93
;)581 +3251 18 ,41:
;)581 +3611 50 .28
9581 +3115 3 .46
9561 +3508 1 .54L
;)581 +3619 560 ,489581 + 3243 .45
9581 + 3320 35 1.23
9581 + 3554 33 .94
9581 + 3036 9 .52
9561 + 3045 45 .28:
;)581 + 3944 17 .26L
;)581 + 3723 25 .45
;)582 + 3827 32 ,83
)582 + 3023 26 2.91
)582+3020 50 1,21
;)582 + 3010 16 ,66
;)582 + 3227 50 3,10
)582 + 3850 7 1,70
;)582 + 3055 38 .81
9582 + 3143 16 B2L
9583 + 3304 12 .6(3.
9583 + 3219 43 206
9583 + 3337 59 .49
;]583 + 3306 42 56
9583 + 3616 36 .64
;)583 + 3114 37 .94L
;)583 + 3600 25 6.29
9583 + 3552 26 ,51
9583 + 3625 44 .41
3563 + 3723 46 1.30L
;)583+3155 32 1.22
;)564 +3442 52 .56
9584 + 3515 10 .63
9584+3316 13 2,99
9584 + 3209 45 1,39
9584 + 3513 10 1.36
9584 + 3506 36 1 29
9584 + 3244 49 .62
9585 + 3452 27 .34
9585 + 3436 40 .39
9585 + 3258 5 .69
9585+3145 51 .63L9585 + 3305 25L
9586 + 3331 29 .72
9586 + 3637 50 89.45
9586 + 3315 24 .51
9586 + 3659 29 6.85
Flux Density
(Not Color Corseted1








































































































100 Fm Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Coef R Flags*
1,79 37.03L [30 F BC 01 676223410C
17.19L 34.36L BD AAAK 9 670033561F
3.25L 60.99L B AC H 460021230C
15.50L 7811L CC BADK 956467355C
1.63L 10.92 D J I FC 970002441_ I
1.33L 1733L B BH 9701110000
1.36L 15.62L BC AA 0 97002000001
3.24L 40.98L BC AA 0 560110130C
6.06L 78.41L CF DC 950669667C
2.81L 42,08L BF CF 2 850130030C
19.76L 67.64L BB BBCH 4 954468345C
1.56L 15.54 C GHC 3601021520j
1.37L 15.39L BE BC 1 7802142700]
6.60: 49.0_L FDF DCEB 961159995C I
1.80 40.96L C EA 1560010130(3
7,57 26,14 EC DDCA 570340250F
127L 22.34L C CG 1601120000
2.60 68.62L DEE ABC 0 970223321C
7.57L 53,07L D BE E ! 560330260F 4
1.34L 13.71L F EL ' 3601000000
19.76L 56.46L FD COB 0 950569657C
2.86L 58,31L C CC 3 470042000F
3.25L 46.02L C B G 750120000C
5.51L 61.25L BF ABGD 2 980101272C
1.25L 22,27L C BH 8700100000
2.63 39,81L C FC 460130131F
3.10L 43.60L DD AC 0 470110001F
3.25L 35.50L BC AB 1 770110010C
1.74L 66.96L F ME D 980200030(3 4
1.04L 17,05L CD CO 0 2701010100
21.28 66.14: BBDD CBAA 0 55B123430C
2666L 73.79L CD DBE 4 950479546(3
2.10 33.62L BCE AAA 9 470010010C 28
5.17L 58.34L BB BB 0 )50049893C
2.25 56.10L ED FBE 964226565C
44,40: 61.32L EBE BOB 0 950369558C
.94 57.41L F FCC 640030031C
1.96 22,24: D DC J E B D 984225455C
1.53 8.75L BDC AAA i 9 3700000000 29
4.09L 137,61L C CB C 670245433C
264L 43.52L CC AALC 1 460132110F 1
2.65: 44.59L D E BCED 460011141F
21,28L 60.22L C DE 450239951C 2
3.56 97.65L BED CBC 0 650126433C
41.26L 179.41L CD CCDB 5 960133333C
1.14 43,78 L D D 56020001 OF
39,67L 61.60L C ABG 955279768C
1.60L 64.61L FF AAC 9 770000010C
8.38L 137.61L D F B B G 870354533(3
1.03 5.67L C F [3D 4700000100
4.35L 49.56L E DCG 950000000C
26,66 162.48L CDE CBDF 8 947479546C
.73L 39.58L DC AA 6 6501021008
3.57L 51.79L CD CBD 0 880202130(3
2.01L 30.25L C DJ 1600110100
2,S5L 33.05L O CC 660220010F
19.17L 62,28L D GFB 950279578C
5.00L 40.53L BD BBF 0 940001020C
3.15L 59.03L C C f70030030C
41,28L 179ALL BB BABA 0 )68255353C
1,25L I6.28L E BB K 7713212400
3,47L 53,90L DD BC 0 550110100C
5.63L 33.37: CCBC CICEB 0 468017651C1.42 6.93Li 2600001100
t.13: 6.89L B C 8 DA 37421214104.92L .,40L 8D AC 2 94o311220c
2.76L 32.61L BD AA ,5 650020000C
2.64L 34.66L BB AA I0 650110000C
.90L 42,04L C BGC 8501100418
4.14L 45.64L BC AAM 0 560000000C
.57L 7.86L BC AA 7 9600000000
3.09L 37.98L CD BB H 0 460131040C
2,59L 20,51 C H EB 580122141F
6.25L 197.25L CF DC F 9 142145533C
4.02L 41.03L BC AAD 0 470021245(3
5.37L 77.24L IB BB 970100200C
35.56L 197.25L_BB CAED 0 964034533C
1.76L 14.38L B BO 1701100000
1.59 II.73: BBCD MMBD 480210010F1.29L 21.36L AA 7 6601000000
4.S4: 31.21: CCDD CCDB 1 7602124410
1.34L 22,83L B CF 2600000000
1,04 15.68L D B 2600100110
2.88L 51.58L DD BB 3 361000000F
3,81L 35.98L CC CBGC 4 968313261C
4,72 63,11L CDD E[3BA 6 964212233C
t2,31L 137,61L BC AAM 0 170341341C
5,26L 35.11L ED BC 2 470113131F
55.19L 91,58L B AI GC 960164549C
23,15: 187,61: CCEF DCEC 0 944156867C
3.88L 62.28L B CF 451120030(3
3,26L 63,88L CE EEFE 850125650C
3,27: 24,76 DCCD DDOB 4 780005322C
4.33L 60.79L B BG 670200000C
2.59L 50.28L D DBAF 460122051F
35.56L 51.45L E DC 950223433C
13.84 70.51: CDCE CBAC 1 979425793C
13,05 11.09L BBC AAA 0 2810000100 29
19,77L 80.68 DD F DDGC 1 674221433C
,94L 10.15L BC AA 0 3700100000
C
A



















































































































































































a _ Coords SMJ SMN O O 12 ,u,m
(s) ( ) I b (") (') (') N
75+ 5 22 4 60 ,_
73+ 4 25 6 68 3
69+ 1 20 5 72 3
69+ 1 20 6 72 3
71+ 2 17 3 66 4
75+ 5 33 8 61 3
70+ 2 23 5 70 3
74+ 4 351 8 62 3
7O+ 2 27' 5 73 3
69+ 1 26' 5 72 3
59+ ,I 3 733
72+ ' 4 67 4
75+ 5 29' 9 61 3
73+ 3 29 4 65 3
72+ 3 35 6 72 3
70+ 2 16 4 32 4
72+ 3 24 3 66 4
67-- 0 18 4 73 3
71+ 2 17 4 66 4
71+ 2 31 8 67 3
71+ 2 25 8 65 4
70+ 1 18 3 70 4
72+ 3 19 4 66 4
70+ 2 29 6 70 2
69+ 1 27 7 72 3
68+ 0 16 5 72 3
74+ 4 24 3 62 3
75+ 5 28 9 59 3
72+ 3 19 7 71 4
73+ 4 20 8 65 3
70+ 1 33 3 73 3
72+ 3 19 3 65 4
72+ 3 47 11 67 4
74+ 4 26 14 63 3
75+ 5 31 8 61 3
70+ 2 20 3 72 4
70+ 1 I 17 3 70 i 472 + 3 24 9 74
69+ I I 23 4 72 3
75+ 5' 25 9 61 3
70+ 2 38 3 66 4
69+ 1 42 9 72 3
71+ 2 49 3 65 4
70+ 2 21 5 72 4
71+ 2 34 8 63 2
71+ 2 17 8 66 4
73 + 3 64 1 66
73+ 3 33 _ 68 3
68+ 0 23 6 72 3
7O+ 2 18 4 68 4
72+ 3 39 13 68 3
72+ 3 40 7 71 4
74 + 4 65 22 68 2
70+ 2 35 3 68 4
71+ 2 18 5 65 4
71+2 16 3 i 65 ,_73+ 3 23 63
70+ 2 20 3 31 4
68 0 25 6 71 3 I
71+ 2 25 8 63 4i
I
73+ 4 21 4 65 3
68+ 0 24 9 36 3
70+ 2 25 3 64 3
71+2 33 8 66 3
73+ 4 22 9 64 3
73+ 3 32_ 6 68 3
69+ 1 38 9 73 3
70+ 2 13 4 32 4
69+ 1 33 3 73 3
72+ 3 28 3 71 4
68+ 0 21 5 34 3
74+ 4 34 8 61 3
69+ 1 489 8 150 4
72+3' 8 67i268 + 0 49 6 70
70+ 19 3 70 4
71+ 2 19 3 66 4
74+ 4 18 7 27 3
74+ 4 24 9 66 3
70+ 2 23 3 65 4
71+ 2 24 10 74 2
70+ 1 51 8 71 3
7O+ 2 7 3 151 4
72+ 3 32 3 65 4
69+ 1 22 6 72 3
72+ 3 30 9 61 4







































































































































Declination: + 30"- + 40*
Flags Associations
V L C
100 /.xm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
Uncs Coef R Flags' S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
40.63L CC AA 4 940100100C 1 1 V339CYG 7
11,54L BC AB 0 1700000000
32.30L CBC AAA 8 375023220F 1 1 32 X1958+321 31
19.99: CCE MABC 384001345C A 1 32 X1958+323 136 II
60.08LCB AAB 9 980000000C 1 "41 19588+3353 20
62.48L!CD CB 0 740000000C 1 1 GKCYG 11
47.90: BDDD CBCB 0 973236983C
49.17L B CDI G 440200000C
80.68L CDE CCC 1 870320200C
41.76L BC AAC 0 270011000F
39.48L ED BC 260010041F 4 1 1 V483 CYG 31
79.44L BB AA 1 950177423C 3 1 V484CYG 13
44.32L CC AB 0 540100130C 4 1 "41 19588+3938 27
1232L BC AA 0 2700000000 1 13 69251 A3 6 8:
89.9OL F E E E D 860243643C
420.92: CBDF ECDCI 2 95C248783F 4 3 "22 S99 40 3C=
75.80L BC AAD i 0 760321550E
57.95LI BB AA H 8 940000000(3
37.14L' CBC BAA 0 780000000C i
74.59L C AD 88011000OC
79.59L B BD G 7701000OOC 1 °41 i 19589+3402 39
59,53L CBC BAA 0 672210300C 2
77,23L BC AAH 9 950151130C'
57,02L CFE FCD 2 874128981C
30.35L D BCEE, 260211343F E 1 32 X1959+314 119 ; 1
10.36: BBCE AABD 0 478200060C 2 D:)0 18453 85 9
45.74L BC AD E 0 9502121108 16 12695M 10
8,18L EC AB 3 9600000000 1 V1299CYG 14
41.21 CD E AAFC 0 961435737E'
9.49L BF AC 2 3700200000 t3 69256 K0 5 8
50.89L B BKED 460222110C 1
37.50 CCDC CBCB 3 6742133410 3
27,05 ED I GB 6602121300
50.69L FC BB 9504013108
12.47L CO AA 6 9600000000 1 t V341 CYG 20
410,76 BDFE BBDB 0 951549953C 4 2 "39 CTB82 103 9£70,04L BE AA 2 570110300C = 1 "41 19592+3253 32
63,63L DED EDBD 01 6605256330
36,23L CC ABG 1 261000030F 4
40,88L CC AB 0' 740000000C 1 1 V417 CYG 20
!
23.09L 217.92L D HADB 1 960374442F
4.13L 56,02L B BE 270010120C
25L 5.43L 65.92L C C L H L 570037565C B
15621: 1185,43 1792.66 CBBC FECB 0 930123443F 71 7 3 * 3 RAFGL2492 88
.32L 5.46L 62,98L C CJ GH 570037565C B 1 32 X1959+346 88
25 24.51L 83.06L BB AA 1 77002000OC
1.83L 19.56L C B 5601000100
1.29L 12.79L C BH 2701100200
2.73L 40.69L DC AA 1 960000000C
95.15 410.76L BBD DBB 3 851437400C
6.56 38,04L FF DCB 974425356E
2.99 25.06L BDC BCC 2 5703143410
.93L 12.07 E HC 9702221108
4.89L 410,76L D F B G 950449854F
2,16: 25,72: BCFF ACDD 3 764023441C
138: 82,72L'ABE AAB 2 670120000C 18
1.20L 15.25LIBC !AA 0 6700000000
12.99: 57,02 F CEIE DCA 774338660C
3.03 37.00L CC CB D 950000010C
4.11L 6313L BC CBE 3 770000020C
i
.82L 9.74L i BC AA 0 3700100000
3,10L 46,24L CE BC 0 350110030C
4,98L 67.95L CC CB B 2 770326550C
5,42L 114.75L B DI 750122111C
.94L 9.20L BC CC 0 2700000000
1.19L 13.12L FC BB 8 1700100000
4.82L 61.31L DE AB 2 370030000C
4.22L 83,60L DF AA 9 973240100F
3.05L 41.83L CD AB M 0 260000221F
10.27: 94.13L CFE CCDC 1 862837654E
2.63L 36.33L B B AA 2'760120020C115
1,38L 73.26L B BG 19402100008;
4.77L 54,39L C A 1270000000C
1.52L 15.12L C BJ 5801100200
2,64L 4558L E B E F 850130130C'
3.61L 1792.66L EE AAL 9 930130121F
3,73L 60,10L BB AB 1 980020000C
2.06 56,66L E C BEAG 9502224108
3.20 24.96: F DC F GE C 9602122318
95.t5L 12981.00L 8C AB 0 710637522C
2.78L 36,70L C CE E A 780123041C
.30 286: 15.09: ECC EGE A 1480101330C
48.55 10590.16L 12981,00L CC CA 9! 613739933C _ 4
1.10 7.34: 77.85L DED DDB 9 953564423E !
.84 7.55L 29.59: C F J BBB '460020330C i 2
1,17 23.50: 103.40: CE E F CBEC 965625454E
1,07 1.25L 16.38L BC AA 1 8600000000
.35 3,10L 51.07L CD BD G 0 540012453C A
I "41 19592+3353
1 '41 19592+3330 32 7
3
4 2 39 DA502 75 ; 14;
3
"1_169264MC 3Vl173 CYG 5 3
I
2 13 69267 K0 3
1 "41 19594+3338 31 2
1 i
!
1 16 12708 M 23
1 "41 19594+3229 i 9 3
1 *4t 19595+3312 43 3
!
1 "41 19595+3815 20 1
1 *41 19595+3224 32 1
1 2 [:)018467 85
1 °41 19597+3259 i 22 3
1 °41 19596+3350 6 3
3
4 2 "32 X1959+376 81 4
1 "41 19596+3329 33 1






































68+ 0 54 3 i 7373+ 3 42 10 63 .56 .17: 1,49L 14.61L EF DG 1 7701000000 2 16 12717
70+ 2 17 4 32 41 302.30 t780.38 10590.16 12981.00 BBCB AAAA 5 919646653F 72 4 3 "11 PK 70+ 1.1
17.11 8.01: 4.47L 12981.00L BE AB 1 912414621F 4 2 22 $100
1.12L .40 2.58 5235L FD BC 970330110F 3 °39 NRAO621
,36L .41 7.55L 30.47 D C CFBA 460020330C 2 ,I
3.22 .98 1.05L 37.67L BC AAD 0 3401000008
,70 .28: .97L 46.75L CE BDCC 4 9501224208 3 2 I* 1 V1300CYG
.56 .40 5.01L 56.92L BC B B 460020000C
165 .70 1,29L 19.99L BD AA C 7 6602001200 1 23 LDN0857
.51 .31L 3.95L 47.53L'0 ;CGD 9800100100, 2 "39 B22000+33
35 .25L 1.23L ! 107,49L D 9401121328 4 1 2 DO 18481
80 55 1 11 _ 10,75L BC AA 1 17 0 0 0
70+2 19 67:!70 + 1 39 68
69+ 1 35 7 73 3
76+ 5 22 5 64 3
74+ 4 26 I 8 55 3
69+ 1 25 9 71 3
72+ 3 18 5 64 3
71+2 31 8 64 3
75+ 4 56 8 61 3
73+ 3 24 8 66 3
















._0000+3305 0.4 55 70+ 1 12 I 4 69
._0000+3106 1.0 2 68+ 0 37 _ 5 73
)0000+3054 1.1 47 68+ 0 22 5 73
?0000+3828 1.9 49 75+ 4 39 20 63
)0000+3510 2.2 44 72+ 3 27 7 61
)0000+3708 2.5 60 73+ 4 90 13 60
!0000+3239 2.8 71 70+ 1 17 4 j 35
!0000+3536 2.8 371 72+ 3 25 4 64
._0000+3812 2.9 4 74+ 4 37 3 62
!0000+3629 4.6 51 73+ 3 32 8 64
!0000+3424 4.7 18 71+ 2 28 9 63
!0001+3330 6.C 50 70+ 2 16 3 67
!0001+3901 6.4 39 75+ 5 46 21 62
!0001+3159 6.4 14 69+ 1 16 5 71
!0001+3036 6.6 41 68+ 0 50 7 71
!0001+3515 7.2 31 72+ 3 20 3 66
!0001 +3133 8.6 43 69+ 11 30 8 36
!0001+3215 9.3i47 69+ 1 27 5 73
!0001+3140 9.421 69+ 1 I 27 5 73
!0001+3419 9.5'52 71+ 2 27 3 67
_001+3915 9.5 15 75+ 5 25 5 63
_0001+3355 I1.1 34 71+ 2 17 4 64
_O02+3530 12.0 8 72+ 3 21 8 66
!0002+3717 12.4 39 74+ 4 , 24 5 63
!0002+3510 13.1 57 72+ 2 25 10 63
'0002+3049 13.1 28 68+ 0 22 5 73
0002+3501 14.9 38 72+ 2 28 6 66
0002+3725 16.7 39 74+ 4 18 4 61
0002+3541 17,5 44 72+ 3 21 4 64
0002+3219 176 33 69+ 1 27 9 73
0002+3322 17.9 54 70+ 2 25 , 3 67
0003+3708 18.t 3 74+ 4 21 8 62
0003+3619 18.5 33 73+ 3 38 8 i 68
0003+3524 202 38 72+ 3 15 5 29
0003 + 3826 20.6 3 j 75 + 4 20 11 64
0003+3236 22.1 53' 70+ 1 44 8 65
0003+3729 23.1 37 74+ 4 16 3 61
0(}04+3240 24,8 20 70+ 1 53 9 70
0004+3452 25.5 42 72+ 2 44 10 67
0004+3109 26.4 43 68+ 0 31 6 73j
0004+3516 26.7 40 72+ 2 15 6 i 7011
0004+3317 28.5 39 70+ 1 16 3 661
0004+3018 29.2 24 68 0 26 9 70 I
0004+3006 29.4 11 I 68- 0 43 3 69 I
0004+3952 29.6 19 76+ 5 37 12 671
0004+3944 29.9 2 76+ 5 23 10 65J
0005+3359 30.7 28 71+ 2 45 8 62]
0005+3449 30.9 26 72+ 2 26 7 69 I
0005+3001 31.01 6 68- 0 35 9 751
0005+3308 31.1,44 70+ 1 42 8 68]
I
0005+3038 31.9 11 68 0 22 5 731
9005+3540 32,1 11 72+ 3 22 9 63J
0005+3054 32.2 7 68+ 0 33 5 73 J
0005+3134 33.1 15 69+ 0 30 5 73]
0005+3116 33.7 16 69+ 0 41 21 75j
9005+3310 35.(_ 30 70+ 1 31 10 70j
0005+3825 35.g 58 75+ 4 49 8 60]
0006+3903 36.7 12 75+ 4 30 11 66[
_}006+3026 38.1 26 68- 0 51 17 70 I
3006+3612 38.2 51 73+ 3 ; 56 11 70]
I
3006+3049 39.7 1 68+ 0 91 8 75 I
3006+3441 40.0 46 71+ 2 18 5 72 I
)006+3353 41.1 53 71+ 2 17 3 65[
}007+3255 42.9 24 70+ 1 15 3 68 I
}007+3449 43.0 44 72+ 2 16 5 69 I
}007+3559 43.7 18 73+ 3 34 I 10 70 I
]O07+3146 44.3 34 69+ 1 18 16 62 I
}007+3817 46.8 11 75+ 4 47 3 63]
)007+3033 46.9 8 68- 0 35 5 72 ]
)007+3804 47.3 56 74+ 4 37 14 62 i
!
)007+3626 47.8 34 73+ 3 29 5 28 l
)008+3554 48.6 55 73+ 3 37 9 66_
}008+3435 49.6 5 71+ 2 22 9 67
)008+3031 50.2 17 68- 0 43 6 72J
)008+3528 50.5 58 72+ 3 21 4 62J
)008+3118 51.1 58 69+ 0 43 3 74j
)006+3149 51.3 4 69+ 1 37 5 73 [
)008+3337 51 6 8 71+ 2 17 _ 8 65 |
)008+3641 52.0 16] 73+ 3 31 i 8 65|
)008+3133 52.7 37 69+ 0 54 10 71l
)008+3628 53.3 55 73+ 3 31 22 48 /
)009+3926 54.1 54 76+ 5 23 9 63 |
)009+3727 55.0 55 74+ 4 28 5 62 |
)009+3223 559 12 70+ 1 16 i 4 ; 70/
)009+3730 57.1 55 74 + 4 20 10 i 26 |
)009+3459 57.5 37 72+ 2 27 15 I 62/
)009+3158 57.9 49 69+ 1 26 4j 69/
)009+3508 58.8 7 72+ 2 22 6 i 70/
)009+3242 59.6 23 70+ 1 27 3 69/
)010+3103 0.5 58 68+ 0 25 3 74/
/
1010+3447 1.5 17 72+ 2 22 6 67 /
)010t-3630 2.1 26 I 73+ 3 73 10 68]
10i0+3011 5.2 45 68- 0 28 5 I 73]
t010+3055 58 11 68+ 0 66 8 72 i
_010+3042 59 45 68 0 57 7 ! 74 i
_11+3236 7.0 40 70+ 1 12 5 70 i
_011+ 3356 7.339 71+ 2 37 8 66 i
_11+3413 84 3 71+ 2 46 8 73 i
_11+3050 9.11 54 68- 0 27 7 73|
_11 t-3710 9.2149 74+ 3 21 8 63[
H
Galactic Uncertainty C
a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 8 O 12 p.m






































































































25 _m 60 pm l(]0 ,_m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
(lansky) Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T (') Mag
1.95 3.48L 42.27L BC AABF 9 972210120F "41 19599+3305 8 3
CC AA 950010000C
.97 3.16L 37.90L BBDD 0511.47 37.20 54.88 AAAA 95A110000C J
.25L 2.48 20.32L GHGE 9501221328 I 32 X2000 + 384 97 4
1.86L 29.09L 281.59L D D ECHF 948356655E I
.25L 1.27 50.90L 7500100008
70.97 29.99 43.10L BBC AAA 1 973341332F "41 19599+3239 49 7
1.73 1 1.57L 14.40L BC AA 1 5802021100
.28L 2.20 14.90: CC EFGB 9600101208 "41 20000+3812 12 14
.17: 1.31L 10.71L BD CE 0 3800000200 t
.25L 5.14L 75.26L C BJ 850020010C i
.97 10.55: 61.70 BCED BSDBi 6 571513362c 2 ,. 2 Do 18478 36 86
.25L 1.61 L 11.09 F ,.., 960000110(3 i i
1.21 20.36: 76.12 CCDD DADC 1 46C103431C 7 1 32 X2000+319A 77 7
.61: 2.14L 39.05L DF BAG 0 960111300C
2.57L 16.12L 91.67L E BCB 8 953256533E
.25: 3.82L 50.60L EF BCF 0 961120000C
.81 3.97L 50.69L BB AA 1 260010340C 2
.56 2.61L 53.17L CC BAI 3 850102360C 3
.27L 5.63L _ 88.06L C BGFG 950114453C F 2 13 69287 G5 7 88
.77 4.56L 44.07L BC AA 2 950200000C
4.27 55.38: 132.91: CEDD CAAA 9 97F024440C 05 3
1.00L 6.40L 106.17L DCB AFI G 950322442E 1 13 69288 K5P 23 82
.31 3.29 42.54L FCAA 9500123108 3 1 "41 20001+3717 49 7
1.21L 13.46L 228.21: BCE F DBFF 90 940357976E
4.36 2.63L i 54.88L AA 950020000C
1.06: 16,98L 95.83L EE =DDHB 9 958437651E 1 23 LDN0847 208
7.75 1.92 31.82L BBD AAA 9 9610200008
1.39 t.45L 18.02L BC AA 0 6801100000
.31 3.67L 45.11L DF AB 9 260020000C 1 "41 20002+3219 52 2
1.47 25.10L 12981.00L E ' GBCC 0 910539654F 4 1 39 B2 1959+33B 88 408
.33 .91L 35.46L BC AC 6 7600100008 1 16 12730 M 18
.27L 1.48L 22.22L B B E 4600000000
1_01 14.13L 32.40 DC D CBAA 5 960211531E
.28L 2.13 75.53L C CJ BA 9300211318
129L 269L 18.82 C GEGB 980321040F
3.18 1.44L 49.54L BB AAE 9 9500301108 10 3
.49L 3.50L 49.87L C AC K 970350020F 38 2695
.42 7.12L 70.93L E HB ' 950123420E 541
.80 4.56L 46.83L CC AAE 8 950210000C
2.57L 11.28: 110.57L D D CCBN 9 953033421E
.53 3.70 76.30L DC BB ' 970021241F
.55 2.87L 41.19L BD AS 1 950010000C
.25L 2.75L 52.12L C C DD 940020003C
25L 1.97 78.07L D BDD 340100010C
.19 5.25L 37.47L CE CF 450100000C
.28L 4.83L 85.71L C CK 970124410C
126L 6.34 29.15: CD DFCB 980025885E
.25L 2.11L 39.57L D DHF 950130033C
.91L 4.83L 73.85L C C EG 970010000F
3.04 268L 40.76L BB AAC 1 860141310C 01
.35 1.25L 18.29L BE B B 4 I 5802200200 ]
.44 3.24L 23.17L BC ABGH 1 960031200C
.48 4.28L 65.39L DF AB 9 950111030C
.35L 4.63L 21.52 D KEHD 750125334C
.94L 1.92 74.17L D C C 970010000F
.25L 1,32L 86.38L C F 9300211318
.19: 3.25L 28.29L CE BE 0 950000010C
.57L 1,57L 14.27 D HFC 960020030C
.27L 1.83L 23.68L C BE 4600010000
i
.26L 4.15L 53.51L C I B C 950040001C
.82 2.33: 72.63L BCE AAD 1 970010222E
.75 4.02L 61.22L BD AA 9 980249953C
1.16 12.69 5323L DCC DCAG 1 970122400F
1.26 3.53: 94,25L CCF AADB 0 971037996E
.25L 1.62L 31.80L C IC MF 5603101210
.25L 3.93L i 18.66 C D_ ED 670111150C
.25L 2.16 i 117.87L I EE 9301001118




3 " 1 V1301 CYG
1 39 ADG069.7+01.1
1 23 LDN 0847
4 2 "39 BG 1959+33A 22 408
1 2 DO 18486 13 85
i
1 "41 20005+3359 37 1
1 "41 20005+3308 25 1
4 2 DO 18490 46 103
1 1 V419 CYG 74 3
1 39 OW+301 28 1415
1 32 X2000 + 304 36 4
B 2 "32 X2000+338 15 11
"41 20007+3255 22 7
C
1 23 LDN 0857 533
.96 1.05L 11.08L BC AA 0 4702121000 I
.29L 1_50L 22.t7L C CE 5602102000 1 16 12736 M 37
.38: 6.64L 63.09L CE CEHC 4 568014565C B
.32L 3.39L 41.10L B AE 95002002CC 4
2.57 3.36 75.16L BCD AACF 1 950112351E
.29L 4.36L 51.11L C BGDC 840013001C
.39 3.97L 54.14L BC AB 2 550011130C 2 13 69307K0 7 65
.80 4.09L 53.67L CC BAF 1 880134270C 3 1 "41 20008+3337 18 3
.25L 1.08L 10.42L B C 4700010000 i
.33L 4.92L 67.83L C BD H 950011050C
.39 1.06L 12.06L CF CC 2 4802221000 1
.26 4.78L 49.41L CF BB 0 940000000C
.37: 1.23L 50.02L B D AA 0' 9304202108 2 1 V1303 CYG 8 3
1.72 4.03L 43.38L BB AAHF 0' 260010000C 1 "41 20009+3223 47 1
.34L 2.78 49.27L F F DCE 9503524228 2 23 OCL 0154 215
1.07LI 4.71 3467L E HKCD n 964112431E i
.33 ! 2.45L 26.35: DD C DCFB 468203130C I
.45 12.09L 111.04: CD F CCJE 0 958225554E
.74 _ 6.36 34,90L CCC CBBB 5 971254640F 3 *41 20009+3242 5 3
1.74 4.09L 51.36L CD AAFI 0 i 950410210C
I
.92L 7.49: 48.90 E DD DFED 91980017897E 1 32 X2001+347 35 12
25L 1.38L 21.66L C B 1 !1570212110041.39 8.63 38.72L BBD AAA 940010000C 27 ! 1 1 V718 CYG 21 3
.35L 1.44 27.60L D GCF 960021300C
.27: 4.53L 72.60L BF CD 0 950011000C
97 3.14L 51.47L BC AAB 2 970140130F 2 '41 20011 +3238 8 7
27L 5.67L 71.25L C AH 960015443C
25L 5.18L 56.10L C B 960010000C
.30: 1.76: 51.22L CED BGC 0 950111200C
.29 .73L 43.10L BC AA 0 8501000008 1 '41 20011+3710 7 3







20011 +3428 10.5 25
20011 +3142 10.7 41
20011+3334 11.5 30
20011+3337 11,8 2









20013+3826 '16.5 i 57











































20018 + 3423 51.4 12
20019+3354 54,1 11






20019+3136 56,5 i 37
20019+3315 56,9 43
20019+3338 58,2!21







20021 +3452 6.6 23
20021+3118 6._ 34
20021 +3409 7.6 57
20021 +3210 8,3 4




20021 +3056 =10,E 57
20021 +3700 ,11.2 29










Flux Density Flags Associations
H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 pm 25 /tin 60 vrn 1_0 /.tin Flux
I b (") (") (') N (Jansky) Uncs
69+ 0 21 4 73 3 2.69 2.25 4.03L 55.66L BS
71+ 2 35 3 72 _ 4 1.26 .29L 7.20L 100.48L B
69+ 0 26 4 73 3 2.34 1.55 4.86L 55.04L Be
71+ 1 37 10 62:2 .27 .28L 4,53L 92.47L C7,+1 18 6 ,54 106 48 3.70, 5068,,c88_026 5 723 168 16.7637.20 17.62B.co70+116 9 6814 95 46 449, 7190,B07,+4 23 25 761 468 19,: 973,0c04+4 1 35 25, 26, 4981,c
16.38: DE '71+ 2 40 9 70 4 .33L ,25L 2.12
75+ 4 18 5 63 3 6.89 5.69 1.32L 36.29L BO
70+ 1 33 10 2 1.08L .30L 1.98 i 88.62L E
69+ 1 24 8 68 4 .57 .24 4,58L 41.71L BE
69+ 0 19 3 73 3 1.43 .37 1.69 50.47L COD
73+ 3 18 6 64 3 .51 .32 4,30 13.98L ODD
75+ 4 38 15 27 3 .25L_ ,28L 2,61 23.11L C
68+ 0 39 15 72 2 .43L .25L 1.47 51.16L O
69+0 26 6 74 3 .65 ,36L 1,03: 56.28L S D
69+ 1 24 11 71 4 ,47L .25L 2.52 66.70L D
68- 0 31 3 74 3 .25L! .51 3.11: 53.76L DE
74+ 4 40 6 60 3 .69 .25: 1.31L ; 68.36L CD
68- 0 56 8 72 2 .36 .51L 3.22L 56.96L C
72+2, 33 6 6413 .72 I .90: 7.97 106.94L, C06
71 + 1 49 8 67 I 3 1.70L ! .83L 1.57 86.65L E
72+ 2 22 3 65 3 1,89 1.11 6.62L ! 106.94L BC
70+ 1 20 4 65 ! 4 3.11 1.68 4.75L 59,90L BC
72+ 2 62 12 67' 2 .33 1.08L 5.96L 84.69L_C
71+ 2 25 6 67 i 3 9,00 6.70 6.36L 92,26L, BB
68- 0 37 12 72 2 .40L ,41L 1.47 43.50L E
68- 0 ' 21 6 36 3 162.24 114.96 25.55 14.06 BBOEI
68- I 48 15 71 3 .25L .25L 1.55L 14.48 O_
74+ 3 58 13 61 3 .31 .25L 1,6OL ro4.72L C
71+ 2 29 8 67 4 .38 .27L 4.94L 60.13L B
76+ 5 46 8 64 2 ,30 .25L 5.60L 86.06L C
73+ 3 25 9 65 3 .97 .29 .87L 14.19L BD
70+ 1 21 8 69 4 ,99L ,41: 5.13: 43.86 FCC;
73+ 3 16 8 25 3 .57 .27L 1.19L 13.19L F I
69+ 1 17 4 70 4 1.59 .75 4.31L 46,13L CC
72+ 2 33 3 26 3 ,25L .74L 4,84L 30.24 D _
70+ 1 15 3 69 4 1,29 ,45: 4,78L 55.24L BF
73+ 3 23 5 63 3 10.53 4.72 1.16L t2.88L BB
71+ 2 19 4 68 4 .69 .34 4.37L 53.55L BC
72+ 2 25 9 68 2 ,71L ,83L 1456L 106.94 F
71+ 2 34 3 72 4 .55 .42 5.59L 29.02: EC DI
69+ 0 27 5 72 3 2,93 1.59 4,05L 39.00L BB
75+ 4 26 5 64 3 3,09 1,72 1.14L 3874L BB
68- 0 36 9 73 3 .86 .32L 4.53L 45.68L C
74+ 3 35 6 62 3 ,42L .56 2.55L 60.12L E
70+ 1 34 3 64 4 .53 .80L 3.46L 32.09L C
72+ 2 39 3 62 3 .36L .39: 3.34 78.65L ED
70+ 1 17 3 67 4 10.17 5.62 1.34: 61.61, BCO
78+ 5 28 8 67 3 ,30L ,30 4.42: 25,05: DCD
68-0 15 5 72 3 3.54 1.57 3.00 23.19: BEDD
75+ 4 32 8 65 3 .29L .28L 2.61 11.95: CE'
68- 0 50 3 74 3 1.07 .39 4.41L! 51.14L BE
71+ 1 20 3 65 4 1.74 1.00 5.38L 50.56L DE
68- 0 36 9 72 3 .46 .29L 425L 77.93L B
75+ 4 24 6 63 3 4.35 1.20 1.27L 67.00L BC
68- 0 51 7 73 3 ,47 .32L 3.32L 48.71L C
70+ 1 45 12 75 2 .93L .44L 3.82 27.99: EE
71+ 2 41 8 68 4 ,60 .25L 6.44L 89.13L B
71+ 2 25 10 69 4 .33L .25L 1.64 88.34L O
73+ 3 24 8 62 3 ,44 .25L 1,24L 11.95L D
69+ 0 23 4 71 4 1,19 .76 4,44L 53.89L BB
69+ 1 37 9 67 4 .82 .35 4.15L' 51.74L BD
71+ 2 25 3 69 4 1.14 .52 5,83L' 64.98L CC
75+ 4 19 8 64 ' 3 .88 .27: 1.15L 14.22L BF
70+ 1 17 6 32 I 4 ,64 .23: 2,10L 16.02: BF D
69+ 0 70 13 69 2 .72L .25L 1.28 36,36L D
70+ 1 21 8 66 4 .82 .65 4.29L 54,58L BE
71+ I 23 9 64 I 2 .67 .57L 4.18L 66.95L C
70+ 1 27 3 66 4 ,83 .87 4.91L 52.41L E E
75+ 4_ 17 5 64i 3 8.67 3.94 1.29: 34.81L BBC
76+ 5 25 9 65 I 3 .62 .28 6.64L 49,90L ED
69- 0 34 6 73 3 .43 .25L 4.51L 60.80L B
69+ 0 80 16 70 2 .46L _ .27L 1.41 35.39L D
71+ 2 54 12 67 3 ,2gL ,26L 5,05L 15.85 C,
70+ 1 17 4 65 4 1,27 .49 5,68L 53.31L BD
72+ 2 18 5 65 3 .54: 1.10 10.56L 47,34: CD F
73+ 3 22 9 65 3 .66 .40 1.25L 14,07L BC
72+ 2 57 5 62 2 .36L .81: 6.91L 40,84 F E
71+ 2 27 3 _14 2.07 1.32 4.89L 65,29L BB70+ 1 30 8 4 .89 .41 3.65L 59,69L CC
71+2 30 3 6814 1.00 .42 5.13L 66,18LCC
71+1 16 4654 1.38 .56 5.63L 53,92L BC
69+027870359 .27L ,53 5.54L 24.60L C74+3359 3 .45 .25L 1.22L 63,65L C
69-0 31 4 73' 3 2.37 1.32 5.31L 61,09L BB
74+ 3 41 17 7ol 2 .45L .25L 2,43 53,98L D
76+ 5 20 5 61 _ 3 3.96 2.53 4.66L 49,59L BB
73+ 3 35 9 65 3 ,65 .25L 1,42L 18,08L D69- 0 48 1 75 ,_ .27 .31L 5.71L 87.67L D
69+ 0 30 u 70 ! 3 .95 ,73 454L 59,69L BC
72+ 2 19 7 68' 3 .52 .61: 7.06 28.41 DEFD
71+ 1 13 3 651 4 1.57 3.00 47.03 82,89L BCC
70+ 1 25 3 681 4 1.38L .46 3.25 21,23L EE
68- 0 30 9 73 3 .75 .19: 5.69L 39,64L CE
70+ 1 18 6 66, 3 .47 ,93L 4.10L 71.09L C
75+ 4 38 8 62 3 .48 .25: 1,46L 13,68: BO E
'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Smafl Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25. 60, 100 _.m;
v
Corr A Contusion
Coef R Flags _'
gAC 0 961131030C




AAAB 0 950020001CB 972041210F
AAC 9 9504313208

















D F J 950000000E

















AA FJ 0 960011000C
AA 1 9501100108
AG 950110050C














































DCDB 4 978109643E I
BBBA 1 970042111F
E AA F 870020420F
BFME 0 540122222C,
B F B 960220030F
CCJ E 1 8600001308
10) High Source Density Region.
L C
R S A Sep
S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
1 2 DO 18501 17 96
1 2 DO 18502 22 86
1 11 PK67- 0.1 6
1 °41 20011+3257 38 3
1 "41 20012+3726 16 3
2 13 69313 44 80
29 3 1 V719 CYG 52 3
*41 20016+3244 24 81"41 20015+3642 24 3
13 2 TMSS +40376 10 27
A
4
I 1"41 20017+3732 39 213' 69330 K5 14 80




4 13, 69335 M0 3 75
4
4 I "41 20019+3232 49 7
1 "41 20019+3252 3 2
1 1 V342 CYG 4 3
1 "41 20021 +3210 11 3
3 I 1 V422 CYG 22 3
1 "41 20021+3700 56 5
1 V423 CYG 14 3
1 1 39 ADG070.7+01.2 tt2 2695







a 8 a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 12 tam

























































20028 + 3406 .41
20028+3106 1.31
20028+3253
20028 + 3602 1.12
8.66
20028 + 3523
20029 + 3428 .64
20029 + 3530 .31
20029 + 3933 .79
20O29 + 3902 .97
20029 + 3230 .37
20029 + 3749
20030 + 3735 .27
20030 + 3215 .251





20030 + 3223 .90
20030 + 3528 .85
20030 + 3242 t.36
20031 + 3409 .19L
20031 + 3708 .54L
20031 +3125 ,26
20031 + 3448 .21
.17
20031 +3516
20031 + 3033 .75L
20031 + 3424 31L
20031 +3436 28L





20032 + 3525 25L
13L
20032+3754
20032 + 3803 25L ]
20032 + 3315 =3L
20032 + 3031 t3
20032+3212 16: I
20032 + 3254 13
20032+3930 16
20033+3419 13L I
20O33 + 3533 18
20033+3153 12L[















































































I00 vm Flux Corr A Confusion A









X2002 + 390 11
.=
E











5" 69360 NP 83
6_
6_ 20026 + 3244 3
2¢. 190603 56
8E








34. PK 68- 0.1
64.


















1.6, 20030 + 3231 3
2.3,
].91 V1305 CYG 3





























;4L 69376 K5 85


































Right Ascension: 20ho3m21'-20ho4m36 '
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty C
u 8 Coords SMJSMN 0 O























































































20044 + 34 f 7
















Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected) V L C
25 _m 60 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags" S 2 # T Name Type (') Mag
20034+3131 3
69377 G5 65
2OO34 + 3201 3
Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Exfended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 Fm; 10) High Source Density Region.
LDN 0845
X2003 + 386 2
20034+3218 1
12780 M








X2003 + 365 4
69393 K0 86
X2003 + 379 10
KO CYG 3
LDN 0852
MRSL 073 + 02/2
V722 CYG 3
69400 85





















20046+3044 36.9 16 691 19i 5 72
20045+3604 37.1 56 73+2 33 8 61
20046+3857 37.1 11 75+4 22 361
20046+3535 36.4 19 73+2 41 107 66_320046+3458 39.0 49 72+2 18
20046+3814 39.0 58 75+3 28 9 65
20046+3725 39.244 74+3 6010 6520046+3422 39.3 52 72+ 1 22 62
20046+3733 40.3 1 74+3 56 10 66
20046+3139 41.4 17 69- 0 17 !569
20047+3621 42.5 11 ! 73+ 2 42 7 63
20047+3242 43.3 41 70+ 0 67 7 61
20047+3343 43.7 50 71+ 1 29 6 65
20047+3019 43.9 47 68- 1 17 5 70
20047+3308 ,44.1 47 71+ 1 25 5 SS
20047+3349 !44.3 27 7t+ 1 23 o 64
20047+3042 45.3 57 69- 1 29 9 71
20047+3333 45.5 3 71 + 53 7 62
20047+34t4 45._ 11 72+ 26 5 63
20047+3842 47.2 53 75+ 4 75 13 69
20048+3758 48.3 13 75+ 3 31 8 63
20048+3155 49.0!29 70 0 i 30 10 65
20048+3213 50.2 _32 70+ 0 16 8 66
20048+3133 50.7 31 69 0 34 8 67
20048+3236 51.6 43 70+ 0 23 8 65
20048+3221 51.8 10 70+ 0 55 3 67
20048+3730 53.1 14 74+ 3 23 3 64
20048+3232 53.4 22 70+ 0 20 8 65
20049+3653 54.1 30 74+ 3 23 3 63
20049+3040 54.3 40 69- 1 96 8 75
20049+3443 55.3 42 72+ 1 = 29 9 62
20049+3448 56.3 34 72+ 1 26 4 66
20049+3326 56.6 3 71+ 1 23 6 65
20049+3427 57.1 2 72+ 1 42 8 29
20049+3430 57.3 35 72+ 1 39 13 69
20049+3207 58.7 52 70+ 0 22 3 66
20050+3309 0.735 71+1 31 88 66
20050+3009 1.8 2_77i 68- 1 2420050+3459 4.2 72+ 25 10 !
20050+3514 4.5 6 72+2 14 3 29
20050+3503 5.4 50 72+2 33 10 64
20050+3111 5.6569-1 33 332
20050+3644 5.9 50 74+ 2 16 5 63
20051+3056 6.1 3 69 1 16 5 70
20051+3016 6.3 25 68- 1 19 5 69
20051+3229 7.019 70+0 25 9 64
20051+3320 7.61 71+1 45 767
20051+3015 7.7 5 68-1 32 370
20051+3201 7.7 t 70- 0 27 3 63
20051+3348 9A 38 71+1 24 4 63
20051+3435 9,451 72+1 14 464
20051+3508 10.4 44 72+ 2 28 3 65
20051+3531 10.5 22 73+ 2 34 8 62
20051+3247 10.7 47 70+ 0 35 9 66
20052+3253 15.3 11 70+ 0 52 11 71
20052+3551 15.5! 48 73+ 2 20 3 62
20052+3403 168 28 71+ 1 24 3 66
20053+3709 18.1 52 74+ 3 33 6 64
20053+3153 19.1 46 70- 0 26 9 64
20053+3722 19.E 7 74+ 3 36 10 68
20053+3430 19.7 49 72+ 1 26 3 27
20053+3336 23.1 49 71+ 1 23 5 66
20053+3822 23.4 54 76+ 3 22 8 64
20064+3454 24.2 52 72+ 1 15 5 65
20054 + 32 t 1 24.3 i57 70- 0 35 8 6420054+3718 24.741 74+ 3 _ 56 lv 70
20054+3751 24.7 54 75+ 3 56 11 66
20064+3450 25.7 16 72+ 1 45 3 67
20054+3300 26.0 31 71+ 0 76 14 63
20054+3653 26.3 11 74+ 3 60 12 69
20054+3236 27,4 28 70+ 0 25 5 64
20054+3047 28.9 39 69 1 16 4 70
20054+3423 29.1 59 72+ 1 28 7 65
20055+3346 30.0 23 71+ 1 20 5 63
20055+3219 32.5 10 70+ 0 17 9 61
20055+3723 33.7 7 74+ 3 51 14 64
20055+3707 33.9 13 74+ 3 18 5 65
20055+3625 35.4 19 73+ 2 19 5 63
20056 + 3350 36.0 53 71 + I 20 5 63
20056+3645 36.3 55 74+ 2 22 10 60
20056+332t 364 47 71+ 1 29 5 65
20066+3639 36.8 54 74+ 2 23 6 64
20056+3805 37.4 46 75+ 3 23 5 63
20056+3118 37.5 40 69- I 46 9 68
20056+3923 37.8 25 75_ 4 35 8 62
20056+3636 38.5 11 74+ 2 21 7 64
20056+3505 38.7 39 72+ 1 26 5 65
20056+3329 39.0 21 71+ 1 28 9 66
20056+3028 39.7 38 68 1 22 3 73
20057+3409 42.2 49 72+ 1 41 8 65
._0057+3403 43.2 55 72+ 1 43 i 3 62
->0057+3713 43.3 3 74+ 3 22 5 64
->0057+3908 43.6 42 76+ 4 18 5 63
->0057 + 3042 43.7 30 69- 1 46 3 73
->0057+3646 44.0 56 74+ 2 28 7 68
.>0057+3418 44.8 38 72+ 1 67 11 68
.>0057+3145 45.3 41 ; 70- 0 17 tl 62
.>0057+3804 46.0 14 75+ 3 31 15 59
.>0057+3306 46.4 17 71 + 0 64 14 64
.>0057+3108 469 36 69- 1 20 4 69
H
Galactic Uncertainty C









































































































25 pm 60 _m 100 _m Rux Corr A Confusion R S
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R Rags*
.95 6.46L 71.17L BB AA 0 940230140C
.18: 1.40L 19.44L BD BG 1 0702020310
.66 5.55L 56.10L BB AA 0 960000110C
.32 5.76L 73.25L D C 760210220C
.91L 4.20L 58.80L C BCEC 1 452327863E
.41 1.18L 44.97L BC AB 0 1500000008
.25L 5.37L 45.27L C D 360010000C
1.15 4.21L 81.68L BC BA 1 [ 950202641C
.25L 5.18L 45.98L C DL 530010010C
2.12 _ 24.97 80.62 BBCC DBBB 2 658205642C
.25L 5.84L 90.88L C C FC 450210000C
.30L 3.44L 13.78L C DEI E 470110041C
1.29 , 4.97L 48.12L CC AA 7 650120030F 4
.76 ; 2.53L 69A2L BB AA 1 950312010C'
4.50 2.38 40.19L BBC AAA 1 660001110F
.74 5.10L 48.86L BC AB 2 560243061C
.38L 1.32L 12.45 D GFKB 960230140C
.41: 2.11 68.07L FC CA 540000030F 4
1.15 4.65L 59.18L BC D AA 0 950154343C
.25L 1.93 64.48L GB( 640000010C
.43 5.21L 48.64L EEDc AB 0 460000000C
.27L 1.57 46.59L CHB 960101010C
.26: 3.64 18.64L EDD EDDA 970222141C29L 3.33L 39.09L CCH 760102010C
.34 5.56L i 64.84L BC CBN 0 751210030C
.25L 1.76 42.84L C E BD 960000010C
5.14 1.18L 41.45L BC AAD I 9 360020000C
26 5.59L 42.80L BE D AB ; 3 760121010C
.35L 3.22 80.69L F GB E 650202120C
.25L 5.06L 75.57L C B 940130140C
.31L 6.65L 78.88L B C 550311230C
.40 3A6L 65.02L B D IBBFC 364321230C
2.26 6.74 24.18 BCCC AABA 0 770000230F
.29L 3.93 57.96L C J DBF 863112271C
.43 5.61L 60.73L E I E 760231450C
6.34 8.53 46.32L BCC BAA 2 960132141C
.36: 3.80L 53.19L CF AB 0 661122100F
.24 2.05: 69.12L DC FFCB 950222340C
.68 10.47L 46.78 ED F DEGA 2 55E434540C
1.64 10.88 37.62: DCDD FEBB 0 968216650C
I
.52L 6.90L 79.41L :C C 750547870C
.26L 2,15 20.50: BcDC MGDB 968200471C
.42 7.52L 83.38L ABHE 0 650202463C
1.52 .95: 81.82L BBE AADJ 4 950100010C
2.99 I 33.60 69.12 BCC AAA 950030120C
.47 _ 5.55L 63.87L DD BA 9 950011000C
.89L 2.83 56.84L C FCB 760100110F 2
.25L 33.6OL 96.81L B ADG 640122150C 5
.62 4.39L 46.23L BC AB 0 960036443C 3
2.15 3.98L 85.95L BC AAE 0 540028230F 4
44.48 316.42: 506.33: CBDD AAAA 2 53E214530C
.60 7.06 27.80L F E F D DC 664433330C
39 5.59L 61,35L BC AB I i 950010010C
.34L 492L 53.50L C BD ' 660210020F
2.07L 4.87L 58.20L D CE 660010000F
1.47 1.97: 53.76L BBE AAEE 0 850000110C
.31: 3.73 67.05L DE DC 950102170C i
.28L 5.21L 45.59L D A B H 060120000C ]
.44 4.43L 46.14L BBC BB 3 9E0121421C
.36L 5.05L 52.19L CG ! 350020000C
.51: 8.23L 65.02L DD CDF 0 760123450C
1.05 9,80 22.71 CCCC CAAA 0 860100200F 2
.22 3.79L 48.29L BD BEBG 0 640121320C 2
.46 4.47L 61.43L BD ACGJ 1 350144574C
.20 5.40L 61.76L BE AE 0 950111010C
.25L 5.30L 41.68L F B L 360030020C 4
.83L 4.75L 46.25L C DG 130000000C
.25L 2.71 78.67L E C L C H 350212973C
.91L 2.13 55.33L E S 660020010F
.29L 3.39: 25.20 D D F F F B 56020202OC
.89 4.67L 55.12L BC 'lAB 960012030C
5.94 1.52 5230L BBC AABF 950020222(; 14
.42 3.84 90.74L CD DCB 950000020C
2.16 29.44:; 757.25L BCC BACB 524127330F
.30 4.21L i 74.22L CD BFH 0 960000000(;
.31L 4.56L 52.47L DDc CCF i7 360020000C
.61 5.17L 45.30L AB 0602300OOC
1.08 7.39L 70.76L BC AAI C ! 0 450000020C
24.61 421.75 757.25 FCDE BAAA 2 525228350F
.29 4.94L 51.56: D E CC E 658224443C
1.26 14.30 28.56 CEDC BBAA 2 970210310F 2
3.22 4.79L 52.34L BE AA 9 766444300C
.44 5.58L 70.26L BC AA 350210020C
.21: 2.99L 39.05L CD CBI 860200040C
.25L 6.04L i 97.44L C ,B 750010000C
.65 9,06L i 52.34 CD E iDCHD 3 768224333C
.44 6.61L 21.85: CC _ EDAD , 660122420C
.94L 5.74L 31.41 C LHGB 962202430F
.38 3.29: 23.96: CCDD CDDA 2 954105640C
.48 6.43L 74.54L O B 950112033C
.53L 2.77 53.61L C FCB 950112150C
.60 5.23L 46.64L BC AA 0 163020140C
.81 4.82L 67.44L BC AA 2 860010100C
.25L 5.49L 88.51L B C 9402310OOC
.38L 5.58L 44.16: C FAD E 550214443C
.36L 2.71 63.84L D DB 960113072C
.36L 1.35 42.11L' D HH B 560210001C
.25L 5.63L 69.85L C D DE 360210010C
.93L 2.09 60.59L K B 660120253F






S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
1 13 69416 K0 6 77
1 13 69417 K2 3 70
2 2 V453 CYG 48 3
8 1 13 69421 G5 38 75
1 23 LDN 0866 539
3 2 "41 20046+3139 19 3
7 AS 381 30
4
2 "41 20048+3133 10 3
1 23 LDN 0866 551
1 23 LDN 0862 223
1 "41 20049+3040 6 3
6 1 32 X2005+334 90 6
2 1 11 PK69+0.1 18
7
2 2 "41 20050+3110 48 5
I 23 LDN 0862 317
I °41 20051+3056 57 3
4
1 23 OCL 0149 312
1 23 LDN 0862 371
1 "41: 20055+3047 60 6
6 1 32 X2005+337 40 4
1 23 MRSL 074+02/6 215
4 13 69449 K5 7 76
6 1 32 X2005+338 4 2
2 23 LDN 0862 500
1 "41 20056+3118 20 2
7 2 "32!X2005+304 119 2
1
4
1 "41 20057+3042 47 I
3 13 69455 F2 12 53
8
7 1 "41 20058+3108 19 3
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
498
1 !1




ct _ Coords SMJ SMN 0 12 _m
ham..6, (s) () I b (") (") (') N
20057+3233 47.9 22 70+ 0 45 12 67 2 .34
20058+3101 _18.0i27 69- 1 79 24 63 2 .55L
20058+3638 504 40 74+ 2 77 8 62 2 .42L
20058+3845 51.0 10 75+ 3 22 11 67 2 .39L
20056+3045 52.0 23 69 1 20 8 72 4 .57
20058+3319 '52.1 35 71+ 0 35 8 65 3 .67
20058+3129 53.C 48 69- 1 21 8 65 4 1.03
20058+3743 53.5 26 75+3 21 9 653 25L
20058+3608 53.6 51 73+2 54 19 68 2 .31L
20058+3539 53,8 11 73+2 25 9 62 3 .63
20059+3415 54.4 55 72+1 19 3 64 13 .68
20059+3235 55.0 16 70+ 0 41 9 65:3 .57
20059+3912 56.2 51 76+ 4 22 4 61 i 3 2.85
20059+3747 58.4 2 75+ 3 45 9 661 i .74 I20059+3630 59.6 59 74+ 2 68 3 64 .38L20060+3311 0.2 17 71+ 0 24 7 30 1.07L
20060+3510 0.6 21 72+ 1 16 6 62 3 1.67
2oo6o+35oo 1.e 14 72+ 1 16 5 s3 3 1.oo
20060+3348 2.8 25 71+ 1 29 3 63 3 1.22
20060+3928 3.3 15 76+ 4 33 9 63 J 3 ,50
20060+3111 4.2144 69- 1 20 4 68i 4 1.57
20060+3219 5.4 16 70- 0 I 22 9 65 3 .88
20060+3215 5.7139 70- 0 32 8 65 3 .26L
20061+3242 7.1 i35 70+ 0 _ 23 6 65 3 2.59
20061 +3426 7.2154 72+ 1 30 3 66 3 1.20
20061+3953 7.2 50 76+ 4 50 9 6I 2 .43L
20061+3431 7.8;35 72+ 1 18 6 65 3 .89
20061+3134 9.0r g 69- 1 14 5 64 3 14.59
20061+3355 96i_ _+I 32 9622 8620061+3002 10.1 - 69 13 70 2 .32
20061+3110 10.2148 69- 1 76 11 63 2 .58L
20061+3225 10.9 7 70- 0 46 11 65 3 .41
20062+3506 12.0i56 72+ 1 29 6 64 3 .92
20062+3137 13.0 1 70- 0 17 5 63 3 2.19
20062+3210 13'9156' 9 70- 0 35 10 68 3 .37L20062+3727 14.3 74+ 3 28 g 64 3 .70
20062+3157 14.4i26 70- 0 17 B 29 3 .25L
20062+3016 15.8 58 68- 1 t4 8 71 3 .41
20062+3126 15.8 36 69- 1 32 8 65 3 88
20062+3345 16.3_20 71+ 1 20 9 63 3 1.10
20062+3550 17.1132 73+ 2 23 5 64 3 1.42
20063+3527 t8.3 15 73+ 2 13 5 62 3 .69
20063+3022 18.9116 68- 1 21 3 35 4 2.70
20063+3639 189 38 74+ 2 28 9 62 3 .30L
20063+3516 19.1 24 73+ 1 59 3 62 3 .34L
20063+3631 19.7'28 74+ 2 24 3 63 3 3.79
20063+3036 20.3 32 69- 1 59 13 64 2 .43L
20063+3936 20.4 2 76+ 4 87 13 69 2 .44L
20063+ 3205 21.4159 70- 0 27 5 66 2 .65
20063+3854 22.1 _28 76+ 3 28 9 64 3 .72
20063+3503 22.2 44 72+ 1 19 3 62 : 3 .54
20063+3302 22.5 57 71+ 0 88 25 63 2 1.91L
20063+3008 22£ 59 68- 1 22 14 78 3 1.07
20063+3006 23.1 9 66- 1 28 B 71 3 .25L
20063+3423 23.1 6 72+ I 44 8 66 i 3 .46
20063+3619 23.842 73+2 I 78 12 60 2 .48
20064 + 3425 24.CI 15 72+1 48 3 _,_,3 .29L20064+3702 25.3 20 74+2 31 3 1.47
20064+3028 27.2 39 69 1 41 14 68 2 .33
20064+3927 27., 57 76+4 28 8 623 .46
20064+3020 28.C 52 68- 1 25 8 6613 34
20064+3239 20.1 46 70+ 0 100 22 621 2 .33L
20064+3306 28._¢ 25 71+ 0 29 3 63 I 3 1,18
20064+3316 29,e 39 71+ 0 21 5 64, 3 1.71
20064+3932 2g._ 56 76+ 4 32 7 62 3 .42L
20065+3041 30.1 44 69-1 16 4 69 4 14.62
20065+3410 30.2 59 72+1 26 8 64 3 .72
20065+3401 30.4 34 72+ 1 30 5 64 3 1.17
20065+3111 31.1 7 69-1 17 g 65 3 .99
20065+3509 32.3 45 73+1 18 4 63 3 19.39
I
20065+3456 133.4 13 72+ 1 16 5 1.1020065+32513425271+017 , 4920065+3837,36,04976+321685339
20065+3445355872+143i 27L°°+3710,6.245 4 25I ! .9920066+3456,7.4572 13013 .37L20066+3541 7.72973+24210662 .3920066+356636.63273+21676331.26200.+3140 6.63°70-1319 °53 .4120066+3254_8616 71+0 35 5 65 3 .56:
20066+3653 3g.6 10 74+2 50 8 623 .2820068+3506,961772+133 3 653 129
2 +37413gg1976+331 11220066+335,,174272+129 93
20067+324643234 7,+0 59 6632 28,20067+3702 43.2 42 _ 74+ 23 63 6.12
A2L20067 +3550 43.6 31 73+2 82 13 70 2
20067+3021 44.1 8! 69- 1 20 5 i 70 4] 1.6420067+3242 44.9 40 70+ 0 20 10 68 3 .55
20067+3603 44.9 59 73+ 2 33 10 63 31 .45L
20067+3455 45.3 53 72+ I 58 11 62 2 .32L
20067+3415 46.2 29 72+ 1 56 3 66 3 A7
20067+3204 46.3 1 70- 0 21 10 66 3= .36L
20067+3520 46.3 20 73+ 1 16 6 27 3 .30:
20067+3231 47.3 31 70- 0 25 6 66 3 14.11
20068+3847 48,2 5 76+ 3 48 7 64 3 .37L
20068+3130 48.6 20 69- 1 19 8 65 3 .92
20068+3639A 49.0 52 74+ 2 19 I 3 65 3 .34L
20068+3754 49.0 32 75+ 3 32 ! 3 64 3 .62
20068+3534 49.4 12 73+ 2 78 i 12 70 2 .31
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12.
Declination: + 30 °- + 40 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected) V
25 ,_m 60 V.m 100 ,..m Flux Corr A Confusion
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags*
.27L 3.12L 45.94L D E 9600220000
.25L 2.32L! 11.22 F E M LD 9701000210
.37 4.48L 63.18L CJ E 7501242330
28 7.06: 52.90: cDEE I DFD 740014153C
.25L 2.71L 49.70L BJ 9401300000
.51 4.46L 52,34L DF BE] 8 960131320F
.65 4.61L 30,06L BC AB G t 6603343440
24: 2.99: 16,48 F DC J CE B 3400210400
AlL 529L 28.49 D EGGB 5641113320
.45 4.60L 54.52Li BC AB i 0 8600000000
.60 3.54: 23.08: ECDD BABDI6 7702130620
.45L 4.09L 50.87L' C B B 9600220000
1.61 4.57L 63,26L BB AAJ 4 8600201100
.25L 496L 52.02LI C BF 3500210300
25L 2,69 77.55L E D 5502100310
2.49 14.53: 2g.52:! COF EBCE 664313243F
.89 7.1gL 40.63L !CF ABEB i ; 560223330C1,35 12.26: 82.77: ;BCDD DCEB 35El165540
.53 4.17L 757.25L CE ABBF 1 520144130F
.16: 6.23L 56,67L IBD BD i 0 9600100000
i
1.25 32.31 107.81 E]CEF CADB 1 9400145420
.21: 3.75L 51.44L BE AC _ 1 9600200310
.51 1.44: 44,79L CD J BB I g6013000tC
1.52 5.60L 55.28L BB AA 0 7600220500
1.56 t7.47 65,12L BBC BAAC 0 6500302100
.33 6.32: 27.09:1 ODD FE]DE 774111211C
.82 18.62 65.t2 CCCE CEDA 0 650025534010.21 5.ILL 56.33L,BB AAE] i = 660123212C
3o 258L 5265LBD _CM I0 _5o322o5oc
.2SL 5.2 73.12C 840020120C
.33 32.31L 10781L B E J DGF 942024542C
.26L 5.92L 52.57L ! AABAB 9600100000.67 3.57L 47.11L BD F 1 450347230C
.99 5.13L 55,56L BC 2 6601220000
.25L 1.97 52.43L C El 9601410200
27 4.50L 53,37L E]CDD[BB, 1 230001010C
.31L 2.44: 25.06 HDDB 9701101200
.30: 4.58L 63.87L CE CCFC 0 954148997C
.34 2.70L 42.93L CE AD 0 8601100000
.74 3.69L 50.25L DC AA 0 650023271F
37.63 258.49 343.24 BBDF AAAA 0 7301020310
.41 3.10: 72.87L BCD ABC 0 9501223740
1.51 4.44L 52.19L E]B AA 2 9502476740
.26L 2.02 67.47L D J B B G 6500032300
,30L 2.59 67.11L E GDE] 750t113600
1.04 4.86L 73.40L CC AA I 0 5500100100
25L .98 26,32L D C CC 9500100320
.33 7.22L 112.61L E E 850110340(3
.38L 1.78L 46.86L C BBB 9600431300
.31 4.78L 66.76L BC BC 3 6502031000
.69L 6.51: 74.61: C EF CDCB 4571365400
1.23L 1.56L 15.11 E MFC 770113111F
.42 1.51L 21.59L BD ABBE (3 9642302300
33 1.51 33.71L CD DB 8501402200
.31L 6.80L 79.50L C B 6501200200
.31L 4.60L 75.10L C 6GD 4501032400
.44 17.47L 66.10L D CD 6600203100
.55 4.84L 43,26L ElF AE] GI 9 4600101100
.25L 5.81L 59.68L F CD I, 9501110000
.19: 6.26L 68.98L CE BD 2 9600201310
.45 16.61L 63.87L CD CDCB 1 9542388840
.37L 3.43L 19.37 D GHGD 970122020C
.63 5.70L 5556L CC AA F, 0 660214242F
.66 5.64L 63.55L EIC AB 0 650310000F
.41: 8.82 37.02: FDF EBDC 8600213530
9.16 2.19 9.64: BECD AABE 9 960110021C
.42 5.45L 63.41L CF BD 9 7501000110
.52 2.59L 63.65L E]C AAHH 6'9502112600
.35 4.67L 61.78L E]C ABD 0 g501155420
9.86 4.30L 49.21L BEt AA 6 _6503446630
.59 4.60L 27.42 BF C AB} C 9 1602233300
.46 14.33L 79.32: CD F BAEC 1 3541333350
.23 7.25L 58.03L CD BCC 0 i7401100000
25: 2.51 37.82L DC E DA 4500000000 !
.25L 4.77L 54.25L C D F 1501000200'
.25L 2.90 64.47L E D BD 1501255300 I
.37L 4.43L 61.53L C B G [9501 120000 '
.41 6.74L 59.37L BC ADE 1 5601101210
.36: 4.74L 42.68L BF CD 0 5600120310
.74 5.87L 75.92: DE E EODC 1 650033335F
.25L 5.ggL 57.46L C D i 4500100000
1.15: 20.61L 151.62: CD E CECC 615481444430
.57 5.58L 65.88L BC AS 0, 350012141C
.47 5.05L 6g.94L BD ABF 118403125400
.42L 3.64 75.97L E LDB 5501421350
3.85 2.03 55.88L CCC AAA 91 2500101000
.25L 2.61 80.17L D C 6400120310
2.32 18.81 74.34: BBEC AAAA 0 94E1257740
.32 3.55L 64.09L BD SC D 0 7501330200
.25L 3.58 101.22L O DC 6401211000
.31 4.5gL 63.15L D J CC 2502233300
5.32 72.89: 163.16: CBDD CAAA 3 8500233110
.37L 4.32L 26.46 D GCGB 9742324400
.54 9.42: 30.33: FEDC CCDB 0 6643234300
12.19 2.92 66.50L BBC AAA 6 950010t100
,25L 5.73L 38.60 C DKGD 7601143410
.57 4.66L 43.40L i BC B B 0 8500001000
.64 4.79 19.84 CCD CCCA 7602022310
.28 2.ggL 45.29L CE BI FD 1 4601131510
.34L 7,11L 91.82L _IC DD 940121030C
25, 60, 100 _m; 10) High Source Density Region.
L C
R S A Sep
S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
9 1 32 X2005+387 43 9
1 "41 20056+3045 16
2
F 1 "41 20058+3129 46 3
1 23 LDN 0866 533
2 1 32 X2005+361 59 2
I 39 I GC2005+33 30 5000
2 17 i 2862 70
1 39 82 2005+33A 119 408
13;
B
7 3 "321X2006+311 26 7
1 23 MRSL 076+04/1 316
1 "4t 20060+3133 51
1 32 X2006+ 311 70 7
1 13
1 "41
1 I V427 CYG 16
3 1 32 X2006+303 134
1 "41 20062+3126 15
1
5
A 1 32! X2006+354 116 1C
3 2 *32 X2006+303 146
2
3 13 69476 MA 5 73
i
I




3 1 32 X2006 + 303 62 I[
1 "41 20065+3041 25
I "41 20064+3110 20
23 LDN 0656 223
1 32 X2006+328 35 11
I
4
1 °41 20066+3140 34






3 1 *41 20067+3021 4
2 1 32 X2006+342 87
1 23 OCL 0150 389
13
1 23 MRSL 075+03/1 573
1 *41 20068+3130 6
2 1 17 286504-6 29
i
499
Right Ascension: 20hO6m49"-20hO7m59 "
Position (1950)
Galactic Uncertainty OC
a _ Coords SMJ SMN @ 12 Fm
(s) () I b C) (") (') N
20068+3002 49.840 68- I 24 3 724 1.83
20068+3426 50.614 72+ 1 28 8 653 1.04
20068+3833 52.1 3 75+ 3 17 8 31; 3 .25L
20068+3514 52.99 73+ 1 37 6 612 .40
20068+3538 53224 173+ 2 34 6 643 1.172_6+3328 53.636 71+0 23 5 62 3 lO.6320089+360066,1 0173+2 21 5 63 3 3.04
20069+3646 56.1 32'j 74+ 2 22 9 64' 3 38
20070+3200 0.4 70- 0 29 8 61 ! 3 .26L
20070+3424 0.5 6 72+ 1 19 6 64 3 1.46
20070+3855 08 37 76+ 3 30 9 62 3 .88
20070+3210 1.8 40 70- 0 22 10 66 2 .59:
20070+3241 3.0 59 71- 0 45 10 67 3 .92
20070+3413 49 17 72+ 1 41 3 66 3 .30L
20070+3359 5.6 i 54 72+ 1 35 8 63 3 .28L
20071+3605 8.652 73+2 27 6 3_61 3 .5520071 + 3002 11 3 45 58- 2 28 8 .40
20072+3323 12.9 15 71+0 27 3 6313 3.00
20072+3926 ,13.2 42 76+ 4 29 9 62 3 .30L
20072+3139 '13.5 12 70- 1 24 10 62 3 .42
20072+3206 14.9 41 70- 0 32 9 63 2 .36L
20072+3032 15.C 37 69- I 40 8 643 .39
20072+3646 15,0;59 74+ 2 125 5 633 6.24
20072+3814 16.83854 75+ 3 26 5 633 1.1520072+3958 16,936 77+ 4 37 8 623 .34L20072+3233 17.1 70- 0 22 8 67 3 .36
20072+3245 17.1 j 16 71 - 0 21 12 303 .33:
20072+3459 17.36 72+ 1 34 7 602 .69L20073+3954 18.8!Io 77+ 4 29 11 24 3 .25L
20073+3421 20.215 72+ 1 74 8 t57 3 .36
20073+32fl 20.456 70- 0 31 9 683 25L
20073+3156 21.027 70- 1 35 14 642 .37L
20073+3503 21.043 73+ 1 20 3 643 2.57
20073+3105 21.016 69- 1 2911 653 .25L
20073+3543 21.958 73+ 2 62 10 612 27L
20073+3407 23.2 9 72+ 1 29= 8 663 .37
20074+3047 24,752 69- 1 73' 11 632 28L
20074+3526 25.7 10 73+ 1 35 ! 3 63 3 .95
20074+35,3286so 73+12026 6720074+3508 26.9 51 73+1 19 g 76_ 43 3.99"25L20074+3007 27.1 25 68- 2
20074+3317 27.1 49 71+ 0 41 8 63 3 .90
20074+3315 27.8 52 71+ 0 25 ] 4 63 3 1.04L
20074+3456 281 2 72+I 41 3 64 3 .49L20074+351726.451 73+I 35 6 61 21 .25,20074+31429.5is 70-i 15 5 62 2' 1,36
20074+3435 28.517 72+1 15 7 63 3' 1.95
20074+36o529. 974+2251 33 9620074+3344 28.6 34 71+ 0 15 3.14
20075+3253 30.9 20 71- 0 75 I 8 64 2 .55L
20075+3620 31.6 53 74+ 2 20 ! 5 60 3i .74:
20075+3012 31.6 13 68- 2 21 i 5 70 4 2.34
20075+3130 32.8 13 70- 1 52 I 8 64 3 .35L
20075+3400 32.9 49 72+ 1 42 10 65 3 4.29L
20075+3641 34.4 28 74+ 2 19 6 63 3 1.32
20075+3142 35.4 52 70- 1 29 3 64 2 .58
20076+3456 36.0!53 72+ 1 21 10 662 .38
20076+3331 36,456 71+ 0 24 5 643 2.20
20076+3534 36.922 73+ I 27 ! g 643 .60
20076+3828 36.926 75+ 3 32 8 623 .39
20076+3930 36.935 76+ 4 27 = 3 613 ,64
20076+3247 37.744 71-- 0 2211 68 3 .26L
20076+3452 38.2 21 72+ 1 23 i 4 64 3 1.95
20076+3324 38.7 59 71+ 0 25 5 63 3 1.58
20076+3901 39.4 12 76+ 3 26 i g 62 3 .67
20076+3322 41.1 45 71+ 0 16 3 63 3 39
20076+3022 41.2 40 69- 1 37 ! g 67 3 .71
20076+3654 41.5 51 76+ 3 19 i 5 63 3 2.25
20077+3345 42.233 7t+ O 81 11 64 2 3.14L
20077+3149 42.355 70- 1 16 7 67 3 4.10
20077+3353 42.518 72+ 0 35 ! g 663 ,98
20077+3722 42.523 75+ 2 33 3 643 .26L
20077+3520 45,131 73+ 1 25 7 653 .98
20077+3601 45.1 46 73+ 2 46 13 69 2 39
20077+3245 45.5 44 71-- 0 44 3 68 2 1.29
20077+3807 45.6 23 75+ 3 20 8 65 3 .87
20077+3556 46.9 52 73+ 2 30 3 61 3 .63
20078+3652 48.2 35 74+ 2 34 9 64 3 .40
20078+3247 49.731 7t- O 26 6 653 2,45
20078+3401 50.117 72+ 1 43 5 643 ,41
20075+3623 50,612 74+ 2 18 7 612 .55
20078+3716 51.22 74+ 2 42 8 643 .47
20078+3528 51.312 73+ 1 23 5 633 .62
20078+3012 51.8 10 69- 2 23 5 67 3 3.2g
20078+3254 52.6 25 71- 0 25 5 63 3 .81
20078+3555 52.620 73+ 2 27 3 623 .75
20079+3502 54.8110 73+ 1 32 10 633 1.00L
20079+3937 55.218 76+ 4 28 5 592 2.54
20079+3513 55.328 73+ 1 27 3 62 3 1.16
20079+3050 55.732 69- 1 31 6 64 2 t.17
20079+3747 55.719 75+ 3 26 6 643 .60
20079+3200 56,041 70- 1 24 6 653 .26L
20079+3159 56,7=23 70- 1 55 3 66 3 .47
20079+3518 57.038 73+ 139 9 633 .55
20079+3624 57.8 6 75÷ 3 ! 73 23 672 .32L
20079+3349 59,1 _19 72+ 0 46 8 663 1.09
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion
Declination: +30%+40 °
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected) V
25 pm 60 /zm IOO pm Flux Corr A
(Jansky) Uncs Cocr R
1,09 358L 54.74L BB AAE 0
.94 5.60L 47.06L BC AA 0
.29 5,80L 91.6OL C MEDF
.32 2.70: 72,48L DDD BEDM 6
25 7.14L 72.32L BD ;ADC 0
111.00 441.18 540.46 BBDFIAAAA 6
.85 6.63L 70.82L BD AAG 0
.25L 4.67L 48.66L B BC
.42 328L 68.92L BD AB 1
25L 616L 85.92L C DD
.24 6.35L 63.40L D DF t F
.93 3,12 38.98L BCC AAA 0
.44 5.54L 49.21L CO 68 9
31: 3.56: 21.88: FFFE DGDA 0
.25: 6.19L 79.04L CD AB 0
.47 535 4937L DC DBBK
.36 4,90 61.91L DC GDCC
.17: 5.05L 47.71L' BE ADF 5
.31 536L 48.91L RC CCF 1
1.18 652L ! 95.32L BD AA 6
.46 6.41L 89.26L C GDC ,
.46 6.03L 58.64L CC B B 0
.39 133: 41.37L I E D GDBB
.27: 4.12L 56.03L CE BD 0
3,12 4.90L 52.98L BB AA 0
9537 24.40 20.80 BBCDIAAAA 19
.55 5.19L 64.17L BC AB
.43 2.78 48.76L CD J CC
.82 6.15 62.24L CCC !DBBA 0
.44L 4.07L 36,13 C E FCED
.64L 2.30 91.60L D F L B
.33L 5.08L 22.25 D DFC
.25L 6.02L 66.29L CFE D
.29 3.19: 27.23L BCCB
,35L 3.10L 13.79 GBGB
.82 5.29L 69.38L BCDD AAEB 1
.25L 2.37; 16.14
,29L 2.65 25.54L E [KBDE
.57L 6,62: 39.28 C DEC !GG B
.25L t.41 27,71L
.36 7.76L 41.44 CBDEE BAEC O
.34L 1.88 43.13L CGB
.52 5.56L 56.28L C !B 1
28: 3.36: 36.99 E D B B
1.79 3.98L 53.33L BB AA 2
.91L 5.43L 97.93L C !AD
.56 5.86: 98.75L ED BD
.34 2.93 50,48L F D C E A
.31 4.91: 6O.12L EE EEF
.44 2.26L 58.72L CC ABFI 3
1.07 6.84: 137.9OL EEF _AADC 9
.32: 4.92L 56.10L CC BCHF 6
1.62 4.37: 65.81L BCF AAB 2
.46 4.59L 95.69L E ' DC
2.66 15.63L 19.75 CB D FEFB 1
137 .90: 44.31L_BBD AAEB 4
.26L 1.79 97.12L C CHB
.96L 3.29 67.70L C DA
.58 5.57L 69.71L CC BBEK 3
.46L 2.42L 30.76L IF ACF
.35L 3.06L 48.65L C DDA
.61 4.72L 70.74L BC ABI J 0
.25L 624L 69glLB sc
.25L 5.80L 67,f3L IC D F
.51: 6,11L 37.61: !:CDED BDDO 0
.29L 4.40 157.6OL L BC
.98 4.14L 49.14L DC AA 8
.94 5.26L 73.03L BD AA 0
.25L 5.58L 58.23L B BDK
.45: 2.49 73.69L CEC BDAC 0
.40 2.69L 40.30L i B C B C 0
1.19 3.81: 60.22L BCF AAE 1
1.62L 3.61 49.71L i B E D B2.00 2.40L 77.77L AAEC 9
.55 5.33L 52.10L CD AB 5
.80 1.93: 51,25L CD I AD
.43L 7,43L 41.08 C E BGGC
.29L 2,33L 39.21L C BDH
.55L 12,46L 157.60L C AH
.23: 6.27L 95.69L 13D B C 0
.43 4.30L 36.glL IBC 'ACBD 1
.20: 5.66L 55.fSLIBD CG 01.24 4.40L 157.6OL;BCAA 0
.58L 3.47L 55.85L 'E; F C D
.25L 3.57L 54.05L ;F C G
.26 5.01L 55.27L !C E BD 1
1.03 6.81 28.79: BCEC BABA 0
1.29 2.58L 38.62L BC IAA F 2
2,13 34.68: 95.69 CCDE CBDA 0
.38L 6,03L 17.22: D F !AFMD
.73L 3.45L 25.57 C FEGC
.75 6.24L 66.73L BD AA 0
.71 6.62L 59.44L CC AA I 9
.33 4.35L 46.66L BE AD 0
.26L 6.11L 22.67: B C BHHC
.72 8.02: 27.6OL ! CC HBED
.25L 6.90L 00.93LI C A G
.25L 7.19L 58.20L C IC L
1,74L 2.25L 17.05 DI J EC
1.13L 5.62L 63.75L C AG 0
L C
Confusion R S A
Rags' S 2 # T Name Type





832212142F 61 1 39 GC2006+33
650121120C 3 13 69496 K5











856233233C 8 1 23 LDN 0823 222
650220000F
750115353C 1
460024463C 7 2 °32 ! X2007+316 129
960321332C
9500010OOC 3 "41 20072+3032 16
360010000C 3 3 RAFGL 54715 47
960000100C 43 2 ° 3 RAFGL2513 3





670121t42C C 1 32 X2007+399 55
660010300C
964326662C 1 1 32 ! X2007+321 99
970222341C
150134330C 6
960001t20C 1 "41 20073+3105 34
660204045C 9 1 32 X2007+357 123
750014530C
750311254C 1 "41,20074+3048 26
964204540(3 1 2 23 OCL 0156 383
96O010021C
650122362C 1 23 OCL 0150 384
460023332C




756233240C 1 23 OCL 0150 180





560013340C 3 2 16 1285060 37
850120230C 2 "41 20075+3012 41
556210220(3 2 2 °41 20075+3130 14
454211350F 2
450111241C 4 13 6951862P 5
470035444C 7
150041320£; 7




740253450C 2 1 32 X2007+327 150
151020100C
650210000F
550110000C 1 39 YWll 112
650221211F
950200110C 1 "41 20076+3022 i 6





66412356OC 1 23 OCL 0150 i 332
650211040C
840255661C 2 1 32 X2007+327 49
450010000C 1 17 2869 C7-9 47
656123140C 1 I 32 X2007+359 91
16OOOO110C
840243450C 2 1 32 X2007+327 71
960313445C
450113320C 3 1 2 DO 18646 38
350100000C
668013453C 8
656121332C 3 " 1 V489 CYG 6
95C223356C
660113140C 1 1 32 X2007+359 89
260002330F 7 1 32 X2007 + 350 10
460012371C
650021030C
960222440C I "41 20079+3050 9
370023240C 1 2 DO 18645 78
974221552C 2











































































































































(Not Color Corrected) V L
25 p,m 60 /Lm I00 /xm Flux Corr A Confusion R S
(Jansky) Uncs Coer R Flags* 5 2















20082 + 3049 2
69538 K5 77
12859 M
MRS[_ 074 + 02/5
20082 + 31 O3 3
X2008 + 300 2
69541 OB 81
20084 + 3132 3
B2.3 2007 + 356 408
X2008 + 300 2










2O088 + 3043 3
20090+3139 3
20090+3114 1
MRSL 074 + 02/2
X2009+304 2




X2009 + 304 2
. DO 18676 100
20090 ÷ 3058 1
20092+3013 5
501
Right Ascension: 20hO9"10"-20h10"11 ' Declination: +30°-+40 °
Position (1950} Flux Density
Name
a %h m. =







0092 + 3828 16.1 ] 29 j

















0094 + 3721 /26.0|50 I
3094 + 3427 [26.6/54 l
3094+3039 |27.8|41














)095+3724 134.8| 9 l
)095+3145 [35.3|25 ]
:)096+3600 136,6J26/








3097 + 3653 142.5|43 |








)098 + 3622 151.7J12 /




)099 + 3651 J54.7 [42 i
)099+3634 t54.8130/












)100+3415 / 0.0| 6|
)100+3533 i 0.9144[
3100+3453 / 1.3] 8|
3100+3209 1 1,31 4i
)100 4 3551 | 1.5[36]
)100+3643 | 2.4/26 |
)100+3241 | 3.5/60 /
)100+3037 I 4.2/ 8/
:)100+3118 | 4,7[35/
)100+3333 / 4.91 6/
)100+3450 1 5.6i19 |
)101 +3738 1 6.8|60|
3101+3352 | 7.0| 3|
)101+3449 [ 8.4/14 [
)101+3202 | 9.2/20 /
)101 +3558 ] 94|26|
)101 +3806 [lO,OJ25 /
)101+3815 111.1|45 t
H (Not Color Corrected)
Galadic Uncertainty C
a _ Coords SMJ SMN 8 O i 12 p.m 25 p.m 6_ p.m
































25L J .45 4,00L











































.43 I .25L.25L 31L
.96 .50
























I00 ym Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Cocf R Flags*
5.07L 72.22L D B D 260300000F
.82L 7.96 D MC B 960111010C
6.02L t07.02L D D 950132120C
51,23L F BAB 950323230C
38,38L ED FB 760041311C
22,30: DDD DFCC 978113265C
12.48L D HBI 970220122C
96.85L FE ECCD 450025445(
57.87L DC AA C 9 750110221F
76.43L BC AAI 9 950331242C
81.20L D D 66001000OC
81,77 SBCC AAAA f 341133204C
1228 D HCFC 980110010C
29.38L CC BB H 0:876026643C
39.01L D EDB 060224653C
66.61L BC AAGH 1 961114560F
94.72L ED CCJ 0 450019635C
41.52 DDD CCBA [95C421452C
59,01L CD BCC 1 960239654C
53.36L BF AA 9 940100010C
65.61L CC AAF 2 140022231C
76.21L DCD DDCB 7 96A359994F
59.96L CCC BAA 0 1350120120C
51.63L D D I, 160000000C
96.07L DD BBJ 0 960010050CI
51.96L BBC AAA I 060021022C
73.17L C BE 740031210F
74.85L BCC AAAH 9 950120110C
59.51L C BC 750010200F
48.28 D C EDJB 0 974003330F
67.19L CC AB 0 !750032540(3
43.88L D CCG 950210463C
6&17L D J BE 750142100F
643L 272.18L B B 330132330C '
8.02L 54.02L BF ACC 0 961135532C
4.90LI 78.77L BC AB 0 950110033C
4.26 84.85L C BGA 950120000F
5.70L 62.48L CC AA E 8 850254201F
3.80L, 35.12L 8C AAFG 1 870113334C
4.54L 52.22L BB AAK 0 950222320C 28
52.82L 81.77L B B C 340032001C
858L 117.53L BE ABI 4 950113130F
7.48L 82.12L E C 250010011C
8.12L _ 97.13L C BE 960110120C
5.21L 57.96L B BD 951203230C
5.97L 102.77L C B F 950025113F
5.82L! 108.50L C BCE 150210024C
6.18L 1t8.56L BE BCJ 5 950022130C
.81L 29.30L CD BDL; 00 960204111C7.68L 37.79L C CB i 068013552C
&10L 78.51L BC AA 0 850010020C
1.20L 9.96 D HLHC I 980010040C
5.54: 44.02: CDDD CEDE 0 560019646C
5.93L 74.97L CE AC 1 9601200OOC
6.75L 56.01L CC AA 0 259610110(3
2.04 71.64L F D CCI 960220345C1.40 32.75 B 970030020
3.55 56.62L=EDC EBAD 0 250961100F
3.31: 15.74 CFED CGEB O 970404451C
1.98 57.41L O C 850221320C
173,44L 272.18L CD BB 1 _40034330C
2.49L 3732L BC AACE 3 550032331F
5.09L 36.27 _ D C LEJC 960114963C
4.40L 75.28L CE DBED 0 850221320C
664L 6&28L B AE 0 9600100OOF
2.26 97.5-4L FE EBE 950110140(3
7.11L 98.21L F EDF 150125440C
173,44 272.18 CBDE BAAA=0 530054330C
5.34 5191L I CC DBA 250010110C
4.40L 272.18L BC BACE 1 630034331CI
469L 62.02L I BC AB 0 940200010C
224L 18 39L CE CE 0 970324220C
5.84L 64.67L BC AA 1 960110000(3
5.59L 63.76L C CL I 940120000C
1.97L 14.46 E F E D 970224220C
3.94L 6437L BC AB 0 850232431C
4.06L 56.90L' BC AAH 2 950121552C
8.00L 5995L EE CCCG 0 960169531F
6.75L 91.31L B B G 950112362C
6.48L 94.77L C CE 060121033C
4.65L 73.17LIC DDE 750212201C
35.13L 65,48L C BH I 650255643F
5.80L 55.16L BC AAC 0 862232422F
2.28L 69.45L, B CC E 750201200C
4.58L 39.98L DC AA 7 _50042431F
5.82L 63.08L C B t 960030023C
23.46 cBCC EEB 964131241C272.18L CAAA 1 334124330
75.97L BC AAK 1 960310021C
14.56: BC F AADC 0 970221422C
7.36L 149.02L E D D 950110000C
6.24L, 74.89L BC AA 9 950201220C
5.34L 13.06 D CBi 564032431F
6.44L 73.78L EF BC 7 850111210C
362L 69.16L BB AA 1 960010150C
2.57L 5653L C CFGD 650042431F
5.86L 67.44L EC BAKt 0 960145334C
3.90L 17.48L C B EE 960110020C
5.92L 61.68L D E B I 450320240C





S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
1 23 LDN 0858 460
; 23,ON0841 2511 V429 CYG 3
i 2 *32 X2009+308 133 8
1 "41 20092+3110 9 8
8, 1 "41 20093+3104 27 1
8
1 23 LDN 0841 294
8 1 23 OCL 0152 324
1 1 "41 20093+3120 27 3
1 1 KS CYG 19 3
4
1 "41 20094+3038 43 2
2
1
8 1 23 OCL 0152 76
2 2 13 69574 A 7 85
1
1 "41 20095+3020 40 3
8




1 13 69578 K2 4 78
1 1 23 LDN 0841 493
1 "41 20096+3059 11 3
2 17 2876 56
2
1 "41 20096+3213 37 5
2 3 1 KT CYG 64 3
7 1 32 X2010+366 166 7
6 t 23 LDN 0858 471
2 _ _ KTCYG 10 31 69581 K0 37 73
1 "41 20099+3148 57 B
1 3 22 $105 251 1080
7 1 32 X2010+366 126 7
5
1 1 !'41 20099+3103 45 2
2 _'39 OW+317 70 1415
1 1 "41 20099+3107 15 B
1 23 JOCL 0152 531
3
6
1 "41 20100+3209 41 3
6 1 32 X2010+348 56 4
: I
:21172877 886 1 32× 010+348112 41.4,20101+320228 2
2 22 S105 _275' 1080
3 4 22 S105 285 1080
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
502
1 !1









































































































6 Coords SMJ SMN 8a





25 Fm 60 _m t00 _m Flux
Oansky ) Uncs
25L 19L I 25L
94 13L I 07L
27: 35 I 53L
25L }8L I 85L





































Corr A Confusion R S A






























































































































































































a /_ Coords SMJ SMN





















































1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4)
Flux Density
_o! Color Corrected)















































































Flux Corr A Confusion A




































































Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
II _111"
Right Ascension: 20h12=25'-20h13m24 ' Declination: +30°-+40 °
Position (1950) Flux Density Flags Associations
Name H (Not Color Corrected)
Galactic Uncertainty C V L C
a 6 a B Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 /,tin 25 jim 60 _m 100 #m Flux Corr A Confusion R 5 A Sop
h m. , , (s) () 1 b (') (') (') N (Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (') Mag
25.743 74+ 1 14 6 31 1.06 .73 : 1601 61.35 BDCC CCEB 35542333330 1 1 32 X2012+360 21 1
26.014 70- 2 42 9 63 .38L .25L 1,79 34.30L D J HB 9600212100 ! 1 °41 20124+3141 7 7
26.356 72- 0 29 13 69 .32L .81L 2.27 46.74L D DC 46O122t40C 1
27.647 77+ 3 16 6 66 .57: .65 1162L 9026L DC CBBE 3964179968F 81 23 MRSL 077+03/1133
27.835 76+ 3 17 5 65 13.15 11.28 1084L 99.6OL EC AAE 9961140010F
27.927 70- 2 22 10 64 .25L .34 567L 34.30 D D HEDC 9600334450
28.320 73+ 1 45 12 62 .25L 26L 2.12 21.41L D HCF 5601267630 8
28.910 74+ 1 27 8 62 .51 25L 6.66L 85.30L C BDD 5600303300 2
29238 73+ 0 33 3 64 .70L .99 11.02: 30.45: FDE EBEA 0560235462F C
29.458 75+ 2 41 8 64 .36L .35L 3.32 91.69L C EGB 060014340C 3
30.433 76+ 2 38 10 59 .39 .55L 1.74L 62.35L C BKFD 8600t20300 5
30.6 38 75+ 2 41 12 69 29L .51 23.76L 9723L C HB 66O3499950
30.850 74+ 1 39 10 64 .64 .25L 5.20L 78.48L C BGG 140033442C 5
31.021 7t- 1 24 6 64 1.30 .46 4.08L 59.10L BD AB 5850130040C
31.510 73+ 0 49 3 64 1.13L .44 5.95L 84.29L E AFB 650034420F 1
32.125 74 + 1 31 11 66 .43 .25L 6.43L 65.44L C B E 4500200000
32.519 72- 0 28 6 63 .53 .36L 4.87L 59.8IL C BDB 460112120(; t
33.059 73+ 0 24 3 63 1.62L .57: 5.56 43.35L FC CBB 650126310F 1 1 32 X2012+347 69 1
33.126 76+ 3 35 6 66 .6OL .36: 5.31 115.27L DB DCAJ 796O331122F
34.653 72- 0 42 14 71 ,43: .59 7.07: 47.14 ,FEDF DEEC 05641255330 8
" i
35.220 73- 0 16 8 63 .85 .25 658L 60.37L:CE AC 11600100000
35.524 73+ 0 17 6 64 2.54 1.33 4.15L 34.78L[CC AAFD 2452133262F C t 32 X2012+349 91 1:'
36.023 74+ 1 25 9 64 .25L .52 439 66.72L DD CD 5600203400 2 I 32 X2012+363 10 _'
36.452 70- 1 20 9 64 .74L 34 4.85L 27.10L D EC 9600777660
37.054 74+ 1 36 3 62 .29L .37 2.78 61.62L DD MEB 360020000C '
37.1 4 77+ 3 26 5 67 1.15: 1.23 694L ' 156.47L DD EBC 9961291980F
38.035 76+ 2 43 13 70 .33 .32L 9.91L , 77.98L D F 760012030C 5
38.434 73+ 0 31 10 66 .57 35 6.37L 47.86L CF CB F 26502224200
38.7 2 69- 2 48 8 65 .55 .32 3.76L i 6081L BF BD _ 4640010020(3 4 i
39.0 27 73- 0 28 5 64 1.22 .49: 5.24L i 68.30L CE AB i 7 650031130F i
40.5 29 70 2 60 9 63 .33 .25L 2.71L 34.30L C B 96O1224450
40.7 13 74+ 1 22 9 65 .64 .25L 5.76L 61 72LIB I BH 3600202000 2 13 69678 A0 13 50
42.1 48 74+ 1 15 5 63 3.21 2.37: 26.79: 19931L BFD ,ABCB 1 55E254634F 3 13' 69677OA 40 7'_
42.834 75+ 2 23 4 64 1.35 .93 7.44L 56.71L CC AA 80701245300 3
42.98 73+ 0 46 11 61 1.12L .94L 1.95 4020L D GEB 450110000F
43.311 71- t 56 8 66 .36 .26L 6.41L 73.38L B BH 3501011100
44.126 72- I 57 I 4 66 .47L .25L 1.73 75.44L E B 4501302010
45.022 73+ 0 3317 63 .34L .37L 3.93L 33.55 E FD B' 75003154OC
45.159 75+ 2 1711 71 .35 .27L 5.76: 42.73L E C CFEC 8701353300
45.155 74+ I 23 5 63 8.94 3.40 8.06L 71.73L BB AA K t 6520124230 1
45.447 75+ 2 22 5 65 .85 1.31 23.76L 83.08: CB C DECC 366E2397610
45.4 43 74+ 1 15 5 64 2,28 i .72 3.83: 85.80L BDD ACB 6 3502557250 1 13 69681 K5 26 6.=
45.5 47 72 0 30 7 61 79 .51L 1.70L 47.14L E BHB 6600364420
46.8 60 76+ 2 21 4 65 1.32 1 1.10 11.18L 81.89L BB AAH 2'670014230C I
47.5 9 73 0 34 9 63 99 35 5.64L 76.83LICE AB I i 650041130F 2 13 69682 A ' 11 8!i I
47.8 35 71 1 18 5 63 1140 178 1.33 I 58.28L BCD AAC 019601300200 i
47.9 59 72- 0 19 8 64 .86 _ ,26L 5.99L 62.88L B AF 1500121320 I
48.1 37 73+ 0 30 3 66 .25L .37 6.37L 32.94: D E MDFB 8500215300;
48,8 31 71 1 31 8 67 ,47 .25L 6.48L 82,00L_B DI 260000000C I
50,2 49 72- 0 52 5 64 ,32L .25: 3,30 72.84L I DC F F B L 4500101210
I
50.2 59 74+ 1 35 6 65 .32L .25L 2,50 77,87L/ C K BF 2500200300
50,3 50 73+ 0 33 6 65 1.25 .40 6.38L 71.44LIBC ABJC 0 7581315400
50.6 5 74+ 1 35 9 64 .52 .42 4.86 28.68 /FDDD FECA 9 665013440C 1 1 32 X2012+362 1t
51.1119 71- 1 34 10 69 .32L .39 4.47: 49.41L/ DD EEC 964264435(3
52.3'42 74+ 1 39 8 64 .75 .33 6.32L 55.24LIBD AC 0 461031151C
52.6 48 75+ 2 44 10 61 .48L! .27 5.53L 85.76LI F BD 060324540C
52.9 54 71-2 14 4 65 .51 1.86 7.94: 74.35LIDBD BABG 5 956065646C 1 "41 20128+3151 53 ;
552 56 70-2 24 4 67 1.06 60 .40L 66.34LIBC AB H 0 9503110438 1 "41 20128+3059 54 :
55.E 2 73+ 0 28 9 65 .56 .34L 5.77L 6O.31LIE BCF I 440123362F C
56.C 53 72- 0 29 8 65 .51 .81 9.39: 61.91 ICDDD FDOD 5 364115754C E 1 32 X2012+341 101 1,
58.7 52 69 2 36 8 67 .57 ,29 4.92L 66.08L_ BC B D 0 550010000C
58.E 21 77+ 3 23 6 65 131 1.02 7.46: 141.56L/BCC BBC 7 964372961F
59.7, 1 70-2 24 4 65 3.55 132 4.83L 71.31L/BC AA 09503326340 1 "4120130+3139 31 :
0.7! 38 74+ 1 27 10 64 .25L .29: 632 33.80: / DCC L DCB 4680142520 I
0.924 75+ 1 30 9 64 .73 .43 6.40L ¢o8.99L| BC BB 0 t60000000C ! 1 39 BG 2013+37 85 401
2.127 76+ 2 32 5 65 .60 .59 10.19L 175.41L/CD BB 0950346016F 1 23 MRSL076+02/3 506
2.214 70= 2 91 17 69 .26L .18 6.08L 73.13L[ F MG L 9500538350
2.641 70- 2 43 11 63 .38L ,25L I 1.31 22.09L i D BC 9703215340
3.343 69- 3 32 3 67 1.26 .70 , .40L 63.27L]BC AAL 09500100008
4.3 18 73 0 29 8 I 64 1.07 .55 7.72L 77.12L}CC ABE 2 250040220C
43 41 77+ 3 17 6 36 .92: .58: 23.35L 5832 |EF C DECA 4 964146353F 8 1 23 MRSL077+03/1 569
418 17! 71 1 24 7 65 .42 20 5,15L 14.04L/BE BDGC 0 988002242C 2
5.3 2 77+ 3 44 10 31 .72 .68L 652L 74 22L|C CC 0 970398787F 1 7 AS 393 88
5.39 77+ 3 26 7 66 .43: .56 4.27 114.54LIDDC 'DBB 0960399999F
6.337 71- 2 40 13 70 25L .49 6.16L 64.35Ll D EDE 9602558650 !
11.156 71- 1 40 11 64 .31 30L 4.45L 59.00L/C 'BJ 9500100400
11.934 75+ 2 46 _ 3156 .50 .69 15.35L 63.55:/CD F EEGC 5770246O700
12.75 71- 1 75 ; 16 61 1.40L .31L 2.33L i 11.91 I D MFB 970020040C
12.844 74+ 1 29 ' 3 64 .53: 1.85 9.21: 77.89LICCD CAAC 2560115432F 1 23 OCL 0156 430
12.847 76+ 2 36 11 66 .27L .29L 7.34L 30.81 _ C I CHB 98010t0710
13.1 8 77+ 2 25 7 68 1.11L: .98L 5.67 12453L I C DMD 960256455F ,
13.453 72- t 66 12 62 I .40L .27L 2.07 _ 2339LI E =HGB K 4700435530
14.449 72- 1 28 3 62 / .49 .25L 2.83L 64.70LIB I B L E 4601110100
15.116 74+ I 22 6 641 .49 .52 255 5820/_ICDC CBA 3750002550F ! 31 39 B2.32013+36 112 40
15.8 10 74+ 1 30 5 31 I 1.05L .81 4.56 5776L I EE ' DB 576432212F
16.213 76+ 2 31 10 66 I .28: .46 12.90L 117.22LIDD 'FBCB 29502298800 3 I =
17.9 11 73 0 21 8 65 [ .58 25L 771L 77.44LI B B ! 250043100(3 I
18.3 46 77+ 3 21 3 70 l 1.05: 96 23,35L 58.00:/CD E DCEB 1 964257855F B
18.918 74+ 1 25 6 63 | 1.92 .65: 4.01L 5272LIBE ADD 0 850310400F
19.241 76+ 222 7 66 / .44 .50 6.04: 44.23:tDCEE GBFD 0874246654C L
70 2 24 8 66 | .42 30L 6.38L 45.76LIC BCDI 9601135520 i I
71- 1 31 13 67 / .25L .25L 1.90L 13.72[ E ED 180102242(3 2 I
77+ 3 19 3 68 / .79L .62 11.4tL 131.891.[ F GBAG 960139721F
74+ I 32 9 64 _ 93 21 ; 499L 54.97LIDE BCG 0 250010010C 1 39 B2.32012+35 tll 401
69 3 32 9 67 / .71 38 _ .41L 45.36L]BD AB 09500100008
70 2 67 20 64 | .41L .25L .46 20.00L[ C LD 9600100008 I 2 "41 20133+3049 7 t;
73 0 23 5 163 | .25L 1.55 t0.77 21.65:/ CDF DACD 2700424430 F
29 7, 67 | .60 .46 12.96L 7496LIDF BCFK 1970259877F
77+275+2 37 8163 _ 26: .49 6.83L 832gLIDE FDB 08603255400











































































































hm, = , (s) (')
20134+3555 25.1 11 74+1 65 9 .47L20134+3915 25.1 77+ 42 11 .58:
20134+3302 25.3 15 72- 1 34 10 .43
20134+3444 25.8 38 73- 0 21 5 2.23
.>0134+3837 26,3 23 76+ 2 65 4 ,36L
._0134+3432 26.4 37 73- 0 38 4 ,88
._0134+3334 27.4 32 72- 1 36 6 1.67
.>0134+3415 27.9 26 73- 0 21 8 .28L
.>0134+3646 28,2 24 75+ 1 37 9 ,80
._0134+3343 28,4 50 72- 1 41 3 .31L
._0134+3410 28,9 58 72- 0 39 7 .46:
_)0134+3421 29.59 730 49 4 _ .31L
.>0135+ 3532 30.22 74+ 53 9 .81
._0135 + 3416 31.635 730 31 8 .62
_)0135+3605 31.7 46 74+1 41 9 .40
!0135+3316 32.7 18 72-1 39 9 .65
t0135+3640 327 31 75+ 1 45 9 .61
!0135+3055 32,8 1 70- 2 23 4 33.03
t0135 + 3622 33.3174+1 20 5 2.96
,0135+3643 33.8 23 75+1 33 3 .25L
!0135+3425 34.(3 38 73-0 16 12 .40L
!0135+3949 34.342 77+3 23 5 1.44L
t0135+3644 34.4 51 75+ 1 27 5 .68
!0135+3107 34.7 2 70- 2 58 8 .31
!0135+3301 34.gi 7 72- 1 18 5 1.51
!0135,-3156 35.25v 71 2 35 7 .64
!0136+3823 37.5 55 76+ 2 29 5 .49
!0136+3951 37.6 24 77+ 3 21 4 1.80L
!0136+3651 37.8 57 75+ 1 18 4 10.49
!0136+3519 36.I 9 73+ 0 47 10 .25L
!0136+3346 38.9 53 72- 1 56 9 .31
10136+3722 39.4 55 75+ 1 39 8 .45
!0136+3113 40.5 45 70- 2 49 11 .25L
!0136+3645 41.3 32 75± 1 26 12 .85L
!0137+3144 42.8 7 70- 2 27 8 .53
O137+3947 44.2 59 77+ 3 25 i 8 .54
0137+3827 45.6 13 76+ 2 34 10 .63
0137+3851 46.9 32 76+ 2 27 3 1.46L
0138+3214 48.6 27 71 1 26 13 .36:
0138+3524 48.9 44 74+ 0 40 3 .28L
0138+3632 49.5 0 74+ 1 20 5 3.98:
0138+3816 50.0 27; 76+ 2 18 5 3.89
0138+3843 50.6 15 76+ 2 49 13 .32L
0138+3203 50.7 41 71- 2 24 6 1.37
0138+3751 52.2 40 76+ 2 28 9 1.23
0136+3208 52.3 4 71 2 39 8 .41
0136+3202 52.6 13 71- 2 26 12 .66
0136+3429 53.0 52 73-0 28 6 .44
0138+3327 53.1 12 72- I 22 85 2A40138+3647 53.1 75+ 34 .29:
0138+3017 53.6 29 69- 3 37 8 .48
0139+3231 55.1 33 71 1 18 9 .25L
0139+3510 55.4 12 73+0 79 0 .27
0139+3942 56.1 30 77+3 38 10 1.77L
0139+3621A 56.54 76+2 25 9 .47
0139+3128 57.2 53 70-2 72 8 .31
0139+3234 57.91 8 71- 1 27 9 1.05
0139+3937 58.8 20 77+ 3 18 7 .69:
0139+3530 59.51 25 74+ 0 39 3 .40
0139+3332 59.9 1 72- 1 35 8 .68
0140+3720 0.0147 75+ 1 37 6 .43
0140+3620 1.4 48 74+ I 24 4 13.25
0140+3224 1.8 4 71- 1 28 5 64 3 1.41
0140+3319 2.6 37 72- 1 28 12 61 2 .36L0140+3841 2.7 54 76+ 2 14 4 67 5 2,74
0140+3609 2._ 25 74+ 1 27 4 64 3 1.53
0140+3905 2.9 33 77+ 2 27 5 65 4 ,64
D140+3348 3,4 23 72- 1 24 3 63 3 1.64
:)140+3456 3.9 19 73 O 49 12 64 3 ,27L
3140+3755 4.9 51 76+2 23 8 6715 1.68
3140+33035.015172_1 26 8 83 3 10,
,141,1496.93371_2 26 10 842 36,3141+3193741 70 2 29 12 632
Z)141+3136 7.413 70- 2 57 9 67 3 .88
3141+3639 8.057 75+ 1 21 8 69 4 .54:
3141+3113 8.834 70 2 20 5 66 3 34.77
3141+3514 8.849 73+ 0 52 3 66 3 .45
3141+3559 9.5 42 74+ 1 22 6 61 2 .98:
3141+3749 10.5 49 76+ 2 24 5 66 5 .94
3141+3851 11.225 76+ 2 37 9 68 4 .46:
3141+3011 11.849 69- 3 49 18 65 2 .25L
3142+3755 12.552 76+ 2 50 9 68 4 .38L
)142+3651 13.4 52 75+ 1 18 5 66 4 2.89
3142+3552 t3.9:34 74+ 0 17 6 61 3 1.00
3142+3936 13.938 77+ 3 37 10 36 2 .50
3142+3315 14.4 42 72- 1 16 5 63 3 1.22
)142+3152 14.960 71- 2 35 8 66 3 30L
)142+3523 15.6 18 74+ 0 40 8 65 3 .49
)142+3138 15.7 23 70 2 29 7 67 3 1.32
)142+3615 16.1 5 74+ 1 17 4 64 3 1.26
)142+3538 17.6 53 74+ 0 22 5 66 3 1.15
)142+3418 17.8 33 73 0 73 10 62 2 .42L
)143+3634 18.7 6 75+ 1 8 3 122 4 1.00L
)143+3827 22.3 25 76+ 2 14 4 35 5 5,55
)143+3024 23.3 37 69- 3 25 6 66 3 25L
)143+3624 23.7 47 74+ 1 58 10 66 4 1.73L
)144+3954 24.4 26 77+ 3 35 3 66 4 56
)144+3933 24.5 45 77+ 3 41 12 63 5 1.26:
)144+3726 24.7 22 75+ 1 22 6 65 5 2.49
)144+3252 24.9 41 72- 1 69 13 62 2 26L
*Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3)
H
Uncertainty C
SM..I SMN 0 0































































25 pm 60 pm 100 pm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (') Mag
.29L 1.88 44.74L C L F B 260022141C
.58 17.02L 153.40L ED DCB 962359978F
.45 298L 38.07L CD CB D 1 960211122C 413.32 47.08 112.88 BBCD AAAA 0 450000050F
.27 18.30L 12527L F CF 960200000C
.51L 5.58L 70.86L E BF 450120000F
.38: 8.03L 69.39L BC AC 0 450221120C 2 13 69701 G5 7 57
25L 2.97 30.52L E A 260255511C
,26L 6.89L 103.25L D BJ 260153451C 2 7 228576 72
.31 3,09 59,53L DE CC 980220010C
,70 6,63: 44.47L DCE FBBD 0 460225511C 2
.38: 2.49 37.87L DC F A B 260064333C F
.40L 7.58L 19.30L C AC H 660123130C
.34 2.97L 90.13L CD BFH 2 254154411Ci
90L 7.68L 63.36L D CE 860310200F
,42 2.74L 6641L BD ABE 1 960202401C
,25L 7.89L 117.77L B C 260142542C 2 23 OCL 0156 237
15.07 2.78 7054L BBC AAA 1 9501100008 21 5 * 1 SXCYG 9 4
1.65 7.57L 66,59L BC AA 0 i 760000310F 2
,25L 4.74L 35,78 D DI DB 270143441C 2 23 OCL 0156 365 !
,54 10.77L 5688L E GDEF 260133643C F 32 X2013 + 344 91 15
,73 22,13L 86.72 E D BC C 0 970375576F B
.51L 6.59LI 101,89L D BEEC 260153471C 2 23 OCL0156 442
,27L .54L i 76,59L C E L F 9501100008 2 "13 69704 7 90
.84 3.98L 15.04: BC FiAAI D 970211122C
.76 8.02 55.72L' BCF BBAG 950217430C 1 "41 _20135+3156 40 7
.61 9.00L 133.27LIBC CBBD 3 764149634C B
.66 11.74: 84.44: CFF CBAC 0 971355565F B
3.71 4.61L 61.97LIAB AAC 4 160020030C 01 4 1 V432CYG 5 3
,25L 2,84 47.87L = C B 96021000OC
.31L 6.74L 121,03L C C 750010010(3
.27L 9.24L 108.74L D B 450010000C
,25L ,88 7.13L C MCF 9802100108
.33 6,28L 63,53L e F F F 260153571C 2
,35 4,94L 39,49L BD BCEE 0 960001260C 1 "41 20137+3144 8 1
1,28L 8.20L 129.78L D CCD 0 960455323F
.65 29,83L 133.27L FF FEBD 8 964449775C B 1 32 X2013+384 111 11
.44 6,65 48,37: FED ECBE 5 678347761F 1 23 MRSL076+02/3 332
.40 2.60: 11.50 CDCD DHBB 2 970002t20C
.32 7.14L 60,91: D F CI E 850145464C 2
5.98: 89,89 198,24: DCED DCBA 4 45F.503521F 2 t 23 OCL0156 360
2.13 9,57L 115.78L BC AA 9 661020000C I 1 ' V433 CYG 9 3
.25L 3.26 114.75L D J GB 960310011C 1 23 ' MRSL 076+02/1 591
.92 2.94L 59.21L'BC BBEE 0 950122030C 1 "41 20137+3203 54 2
16.69 45.32 81,02: CBDD AAAD 2 76B069099C t 23 MRSL075+01/1 306
.25L 4,97L 73.20L B B 950220020C
.48L 4.95L 70.98L C B C F C 940132020C
.87 6.26 18.85: ECDE CAAC 0 274224423C F
1.36 4.00: 31.53: CBFE AACD 7 966132230C
.29: 2.64 19.46: CCCD DDBC 0 188033571C 2
.25L .49L 5633L B BHN 6500010008
.34L 3.45L 20.39 D EFB 980110231C
.25L 3.31L 50.74L C G 950002031C
1.68L 7.36 117.64L E F I C F 970147872F
.74 15.48L 133.27L CC DDFC 0 860147524C 8
.26L 5.77L 70.98L D CE D 0 i960112120CI 1 "41 20t39+3128 9 2
.69 3.54L 42.94L BC AB 970110331C
.84 22.24L 117.64L EF ECFC 9 964279760F
.51 3.56 364.11L DDD CCB 0 740255354C 2
.29L 4.95L 91,27L C A E 950032230C
.35 651L 85,28L BF BE 2 560011000C! 1 V454 CYG 70 3
10,56 7.92L 60,90L FF AAE 9 761000000F 29
.64 3.56L 43.72L BC ABH 0 970210252C
.36L 1.81 23.41: DF BCCE 970112532C
1.72 12.54L 145.77L AB AA 6 96012000OC 23 MRSL076+02/1 451
.69 2.36 83.16L BCD ABC 0 96100310OF
.48: 18.70L 208.36L CD BD 1 650559998F
.79 7.54L 72.20L BC AA 0 860000020C
.18: 2.35 40.72L DD EDD 950001042C 8
2.21 22.55L 99.04: FD F CCBC 9 766275958C 23 MRSL075+01/1 278
.46 6.93L 75.79L CC AB i 0 950022112C
.19: 2.92 36.60L D E G F A 950220030C
.25L .86 6.94: CE I DC { 9700000318
.62L 5.18L 66.64L D AB 940220212C 1 "41 20141+3136 41 3
.87L 3.36 67.74L F C BDCD 360001300F 2 13 69719G5 31 86
21.96 2.60 38.89L BBE AAA 9 9600001108 26 1 "41 20141+3113 8 3
.34L 8.47L 17.64: C DBBI E 960012031C
.63 3.52L 49.14L DE i BBG 7 960122340F 2
1.19 5.19L 89.11L BB DBB 3 680158989C 1 231MRSL075+01/1 158
.19 17.52L 87.38: FF DICEGD 978139960C 1 23! MRSL076+02/3 554
.25L .51: 5.86 CE EC 9700000428 C 1 32 X2013+301 170 12
2.11 22,55L 78.79: F F MDDC 766275857C 1 23 MRSL 075+01/1 241
2.16 6.31L 66,70L BB AAD 2 460100330C
1.01 10.10 25.63 CCCC CCAA 960112300F 2 1 32 X2014+358 17 2
.84L 8.64L 117,64L D BGF 960158620F
,72 2,68: 72.88L BFF ABFF 0 961212662C
.24 2,92L 89.35L E EEC 940330010C
.25L 432.55L 364.11L B B 940040000C 1 2 DO 18796 33 98
.80 4.10L 67.01L BC ABEE 0 950210242C 2 "41 20142+3138 11 3
4.57 42.29 83.16 CBDC BAAA 864003100F
1.92 43.59 67.61: BCDC BAAA 2 85A025411F
.27L 1.69 41.97L D A 360210010C
3.03 31.96 106.12 FEF EAAA 46E436741F 2 t 23 OCL0156 436
3.68 17,83: 144.86L BBF AADA 7 675249794C B 1 23 MRSL076+02/1 457
.75 6.83 7.16: CCD BAA 6700002008 2 1 11 PK69- 2.1 25 143
1.06L 2.60 67.74L E NI C 650121120F 2
1.08L t3.66L 89.56L F BD M 970312490F
1.78 17.29L 129.07L CE EBBG 9 96D479995F
13.19 67.77: 168.41 BBFC BAAA O 655014330C 6 2 23 OCL0158 207
.25L 1.24 33.94L E C 960210020(3
Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW),
506
1 !i




ct _ Coords SMJ SMN 8
ham..8, (s) C) I b ('3 C) (')
'3- 0 _2 I20144+3418
20144+3952 '7+ 3 37 I
20144+3526 '4+ 0 16
20144+3746 '6+ 2 19
20145+3132 '0- 2 _.4
20145+3733 %+ 1 .>7
20145+3910 r7+ 2 _.2
20145+3918 r7+ 2 33
20145+3603 _4+ 1 18
20145+3838 r6+ 2 31
20145+3656 _'5+ 1 15
20145+3430 _'3- 0 38
20145+3645 _5+ 1 19
20145+3743 F6+ 1 ._3
20145+3319 _2- 1 _4
20146+3547 14+ 0 17
20146+3753 ;6+ 2 33
20146 + 3358 T2 1 38
20146+3052 t0- 2 24
20146+3324 72- 1 28
20146+3628 75+ 1 36
20146 + 3436 Z3 0 56
20146+3534 74+ 0 15
20146+3557 74+ 0 20
20146+3607 74+ 1 34
20146+3521 74+ 0 13
20146+3632 75+ 1 21
20146+3233 71- 1 23
20147+3441 73- 0 28
20147+3933 77+ 2 16
20147+3908 77+ 2 21
20147+3840 76+ 2 63
20147+3330 72- 1 31
20147+3340 72 1 19
20147+3156 71- 2 66
20147+3025 70- 3 27
20147+3617 74+ 1 35
20147+3109 70- 2 72
20147+3400 73- 1 30
20148+3435 73- C 36
20146+3757 76+ 2 23
20148+3048 70-- _ 30
20146+3213 71- 2 44
20148+3816 76+ ,_ 23
20148+3758 76+ ; 18
20148+3251 72- 1 74
20148+3429 73- C 81
20148+3658 75+ 1 29
20149+3913 77+ ; 15
20149+3237 71- 1 40
20149+3440 73- ( 23
20149+3521 74+ ( 20
20149+3800 76+ ; 22
20149+3851 77+ : 21
20149+3455 73- ( 55
20149+3856 77+ ; 23
20149+3803 76+ ; 21
20149+3812 76+ _ 17
20149+3818 76+ ; 3£
20149+3123 70= ; 4C
20150+3806 76+ ; 27
20150+3703 75+ 3;
20150+3334 72-- 1(
20150+3906 77+ : 2(
20150+3136 71 -- 3,"
20150+3140 71 -- 5(
20151+3753 76+ 2"
20151 +3412 73- 3(
20151+3830 76+ 2"
20151 +3621 74+ 1;
20151 +3758 76+ 2,
20151 +3953 77+ 6!
20151 + 3339 72- 2_
20151 +3854 77+ 6,
20151 +3233 71 - 61
20151 +3920 77+ 1_
20151 +3948 77+ 2_
20151+391t 77+ 2,
20151 +3651 75+ 5_
20152+3534 74+ 2
20152+3124 70 2











20153+3238 71 - 3
20154+3114 70-
20154+3224 71 - 1
20154+3215 71- c
20154 + 3446 73 - ;
20154 + 3249 72 - ,"
20154 + 3937 77 +
20154 + 3722 75 +
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)






























































































































































































1.0: 22.48L I [ C
2.4 19.58L ( F E
2,0 93.25L FE CBE
1.5 8.84: I [ F
1.5 10.00 I [ CJ [
1.4 31.52L I [ ;L (
5.7 . 54.65L / BB A A E





Flux Corr A Confusion







! 3K F 0189986F
O 3B ,0045550F












C D BG )0153540F
)E ECB 10037643C
3 O C C B ,C024533C




) F ACB _1135466C
.3 B C 12043442C
-_- C B P 54569755F
3 B D 52089976F
3 C Z0110020C





C , E 70110011E
C A 50212201 £






! C ( 70000020(
i 50033020(
D _AG 63020100(
B C :A A ( q 70488601
DFI iCE[ 80133345(
B D I )C B I ,34035543(
DI tGF I _64324354(
D _A .60143554(
CDI iCFI '72037755(
I i E_ q0110040(
C D }B D_ i602467501
C _,A _60053000(
BC_ )BA, _82125540(









IC _,A t 160022474'
IB _,A _,60100130
)CC 3AB 570010320
I D &B 360053684
D C 9E0310000
3E AA H )60045733
F EC E ;'80257987
; E 950141263| S AA 97243546_
I B AA 97025755E
BC BA A 664389953
C FA 260010020
_,C C C BB 768324443
3 C A A F 97003243;.
3 C DBC 940010041
]F AB 95011102(
3 C C E D C 97523886(
) E C E O C 98437999(
3B AAF 950122261
3 C A A 26000020(
J I E 99002112;

















R $2 # T Name
Sep
Type (") Mag
V434 CYG 6 3
20144+3132 1 3
OCL 0158 7

























a 8 Coords SM] SMN 0 12 ,am8{z
hm. ° , (s) (J l b C) C) (') N
._0154 +3150 33 14 _132 .74L
_.0154 ÷ 3416 23 6 .59
._0154+3009 31 3 65 3 62
70155+3421 26 6 64 3 3.61
!0155+3516 28 9 64 3 1.02
!0155+3651 54 t3 72 2 28
70155+3101 29 9 65 3 62
!0155+3142 26 6 64 3 4.63
!0155+3906 25 8 67, 5 1.48L
!0155+3458 27 16 61 2 ,73L
!0166+9639 26 6 63 .6o!0156-,,3959 21 e 34:4 .81
?0156+3806 25 3 6615 .58
!0156 + 3626 22 3 64 4 1.09L
!0156+3859 21 4 35 5 .74
!0156+3037 65 28 63 2 .25L
!0156+3059 31 6 65 3 1.35
!0156+3440 104 285 63 ! 2 .25L!0156 +3455 40 32 2 .33
!0156+3122 25 10 66 3 1.06
!0156+3156 22 6 62 3 2.21
!015643310 26 9 63 3 .85
!0157+3351 42 8 64 3 .38
_0157 + 3446 69 8 63 2 34
!0157+3943 21 5 64 5 1,23
!0157+3854 14 5 66 5 2,20
!0157+3533 36 3 65 4 .42L
!0159+8414 50 185 64 2 .31!0158+3553 82 71 3 1.31L
!0158+3502 42 3 65 3 1.12
!0158+3707 23 4 65 5 1.14
!0158+3924 36 3 65 5 1.32L
t0158+3026 32 9 65 2 .30
!0156+3231 34 7 65 3 1.34
!0158+3655 16 4 66 5 .76
!0158+3913 26 5 67 5 484
!0158+3325 77 14 64 2 .34L
!0159+3239 49 11 61 2 .30
0159+3316 22 4 64 3 8.91
,0159+3752 20 5 68 5 6.98
,0159+3156 _ 10 66 3 .47
,0159+3355 62 3 25.11
!0159+3134 18 8 63 3 20.72
!0159+3303 52 12 65 2 .31
!0159+3203 31 12 63 2 .25L
!0160+3502 34 7 67 2 2.05
!0160+3218 47 8 63 2 .60
!0160+3546 21 S 67 4 .26L
!0160+3636 19 5 65 4 15.16:
!0160+ 3911A 25 8 68 4 9,19:
!0160+3306 25 5 63 3 1.04
!0160+3438 32 9 65 3 .84
!0160+3018 32 8 66 3 .56
!0160+3126 62 1; 62 2 .39L!0161+3916 15 68 5 3.27
!0161 +3222 32 11 63 2 .54
!0161 +3932 32 3 66 6 .49:
!0161+3449 72 12 62 2 .26
!0161 +3017 47 9 66 3 .25L
!0161 +3640 20 4 66 5 2.22
!0161+3654 18 4 66 5 .6O
._0161 +3850 24 3 64 3 .26:
.>0161+3927 23 3 66 = 5 90
_161 +3528 24 _ 65 ! 4 ,91
!0162+3132 33 8 64 3 .86
!0162±3703 17 4 66 5 1.86
!0162+3359 85 20 61 2 ,49L
!0162+3701 26 3 66 5 .75
!0162+3218 30 10 64 3 .49
!0162+3227 25 5 65 3 2.40
_0162 + 3031 62 13 70 2 .24
!0163+3924 23 6 68 4 1.33:
!0163+3534 54 7 70 2 .37L
!0163+3459 27 1_ 63 2 .25L!0163+3331 22 66 3 31:
!0164+3039 54 14 63 2 .55L
!0164+3606 43 8 65 3 1,94L
14!0164+3200 23 64 2 .29L
.>0164+3104 34 16 29 2 .37L
.>0164+3137 61 3 65 3 31L ;
!0164+3557 29 =3 62 3 2.25L
!0164+3338 15 _ 63 I 3 ,97
.>0165+3454 48 10 69' 2 .36
.>0165+3346 76 13 63 2 .28
!0165+3816 36 6 68 i 4 .43
.>0165+3001 26 6 64 3 .50
.>0165+3547 27 3 65 4 .33:
.>0165_3413 30 5 681 3 102.86
70166+3349 39 9 66 3 .55
.>0166+3629 51 7 67i4 1.75L
.>0166+3958 34 3 66 4 2.32L
._0166+3729 19 4 67 5 2.20
.>0166+3717 19 5 67 5 10.55
.>0167+3503 26 9 66 4 32
._0167+ 3449 21 _ 66 3 1.83_167+3553 56 1 62 2 1.23L
._0167+3746 36 i 66 5 ,42
!0167+3315 32 15 J 62 3 .25L
_167+3453 22 7 70 3 2.96




(Not Color Corrected) V L C
25 ,am 60 ,am lO0 ,am Flux Corr A Confusion R 8 A Sep
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R FlaBs* S 2 # T Name Type (') Mag
.27L 1.45 26.47L D HDC 960233245C i
1.07 15.33 66.77 CCCE DECB 0 660023332C 2 1 32 X2015+342
.25L .49L 3326LIB ADHF 9400110228 8 1 13 69761 K5
1.25 2.40L 65.77L BC AAEC 5 660111352C
.48 7.95L 63.17L BC lAB_ 1 950210000C
,49L 9.91L E_ 260213121C t
93,05L _
.47 .52L 60.31L C SR 1 9402111108 i
2.33 2.94L 60.26L BC AAE 9 9604100OOC
2.14 56.70L _ 464.22L C GBF F 755379855F 1 23 MRSL 076+02/2 514
.25L 1.18 44.99L E D 950143361C 3 i
t
1.06 12.78: 116007L DCE !CBCH 0 331233144F 6 1 3 RAFGL2545S 69
.71: 10.46 115.71L COD ICE)CO 6 970314444F B 1 32 X2015+399 106
.34 1601L 164.36L BC AC 1 36010000OC
.76 9.45 84.97L E E F C D 560220311F
.79 8.52 196.51L BCC ABC 1 360450441F 1 23 MRSL 076+02/2 588
.68L .76L 4.82 D C 8600000008
.43 52L 59.18L BC AB 2 9402111208 i i
25L 3.93L 12.15 D D 970010000C
.26L 7.67L 9526L C E 950110120C 2
.54 .75L 38.52L BF ABCH 9 9500235528 t
1.o7 7.22L 72.25Lcc AAH 3 94111o231c
.42 6.21L 76,98L CBC DABLL 4 950030252C J,25L 268L 56.29L I 960000010C
26L 8.79L 64.81L C 0 950021100C
1.04 12,50L 37.82: CC F OBGC 5 984356500F i
3.56 58.60 196.51 BCEE !HCAA 5 67F547695C 6
.26L 2.18 68.121 C EDB co60211220C
.27L 7.35L 97.961 C E CH 750212140C 42
.50 9.66L 106741 BC 850332490F





.46 7.58L 90.19L BB
2.49L 555.58L 16O6.57L B














9.71L 125.93L BC AC 3 260110000C
11.41 110.46L FC E}DC 974359940F
56L 5.17L C BKCC 6700000008




32.38L !B AOA F 960021120(364.38L 2 960320030(3
116.06L D AAB 2 461000000C
67.31L B ICH 940130100088.12L BD AAD 1 960110010C 18
69.67L'CBC AAAG 8 950021444C 43
84.14L C _AjB 950120030C13.10 D 970110240C
65.71L FF !9 950043341C
66.15L C AAE A 960222122C935 25.13: COD B i 376111030C
647,20 1160.07 BCDD AAAB i 4 438166795F
42.49L 555.56 1606,57L E D DBCA 9 73F245565F
.57 5,30L 62,66L BC tAB G 2 960030020(3
,46 7.23L 73.08L BC BB 0 3501100OOC
.26L .40L 4.33: B C D BFF C 9700101208
.25L .76 20.48L !DBDBc 97003100062.70 115.30: 48452L CCC 7 85C389959F
.35L 7.48L 92.07L F BB 950130322C
1.08L 633 129.50L D C CCB 4 974260210F
.32L 3,41L 41.32L C CHH 960010000C
.25L 1.43 24.89L C GB 9500101208
3.36 647.20L 1160.07L FE AA 9 431226692F
,94 7.56 23.80 CBCC BAAB 4 284314452C
,31 4,02 " 196.51L CFC DEA 0 570120000C
6.97: 17.27 113.90L DEIC BDC 1 975259940F
.48 2.07: 83,79L BCC BBBH 5 650112040C
.39 6.66L 73.04L BC BBEL 0 980030422(3
1.22 7.08L 94.06L ED IAA 9 360120000C
.34L 2,98L 10.67 D L GB 780200022C
26L 13.21L 143.15L B 8G 36O011112C
.27L 6.36L 92.23L C BE I 950222243C
.65 5.6OL 77.63LBC AA 0 650332220C
25L 1.48L 56.78L C,.., A I 6400000008
1.25 16.74 484.52L C DBCF ' 0 950369842F
,36 S.66L 59.34L _ E E A 460320130C
.25L 1.33 44.38L E E_B_ '_ 9501300000
.35 3.89 53.98LJ DF ! 6 8EOl13540C
25L .96 5.71L 7700010406
.35: 3.72 66.58L F E 6O0349776F
.25L 1.14 15.55Li I 960330020{3
.25L .96L 9.68 E D DO 9701101206
.29L .93 84.67L D DGCF 950100312C
.99L 2.86 95.04L C DE B 650410110F
.42 6.14L 74.40L BC BBE 5 960113531C
.31L 5.55L 76.16L E BD 950151000(3
.46L 3,01L 80.95L C E 760023100C
.33L 15.02L 106.11L B B F 370000000C
,27 .31: 22.03L BCC BBCC 2 9301000008
.52 5.45 33.49 FFFF EFAB 1 378318353C
56,04 7.24 49.41L BBD AAA 9 863112130C 27
.35: 5.81L 92.08L DF SCF 0 760010020C J
1.01L 3.92 Co6.41L C BB 464047610F
1.73L 7.50 158.15L C J CC I 970120050F I
1.69 13,83L 102.36L BB AAEF 1 472029996C [
3.54 I3.41L 123,42L BB AAB 9,460001000C 16
.28L 6.50L 91.16L B CD 1950120000C
.45 4.66L 67.91L CC AA 0 950151010C
.94L 1.62 61.86L E C 760430024F
.27L 14,66L 89.65L C CC 1370000000(3
.21 3.21: 18.01: DCD KCED 878012340(3
1.61 4.70L 67,91L CBDcED AABBB8 9 1853141000(3
1.11 17,28: 64.94 u i 384223593C
i
i 47
F 1 32 X2015+369 61
1 23 MRSL076+02/2 537
i
5 13 69773 B1P 4




B 2 22 S104
2 23 MRSL 076+02/2 354
1 23 MR8L 077+02/2 125




1 23 MRSL 076+01/3 97
1 23 MRSL 077+02/2 340
1 23 MRSL 077+02/2 510
I
1 39 BG 2015+33















;I 23 0988 558IA 23 ASS 18 567
1 WX CYG 3
13 69806 F5P 10 51
8 i
1 2 DO 18839 90 81
1 23 MRSL 076+02/2 343 jI
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
5O8
:1 ii Ii









































































































Coords SMJ SMN O
l b (") (') (')
12 /xm
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected) I Flux
25 /.tm 60 /Am 100 p.m
(Jansky)






.86 40: .71 L
.11 39L .87L
.41L 17L .46L
















































































Name Type (") Mag
X2016+337
MRSL 076+02/2
MRSL 077 + 0212
MRSL 077 + 01/6
MRSL 077 + 01/6
MRSL 077 +02/2

































Right Ascension: 20hlT"56,-20h19m07 "
Position (1950)
Name
a 8 a _ 12 /_m



































































































20191 + 3940 29
20191 +3401 55
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing;
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)





t Flags ]V100 #m Flux Corr A Confusion L






























































































Name Type (") Mag
MRSL 077+01/5
LDN 0842
MRSL 075 + 00/2
MRSL 077+02/1
Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
X2018+321 2







MRSL 075 + 0O/2
MRSL O77 + 01/5
MRSL 076+01/2
OCL 0171
MRSL 077 + 02/1
X2018 + 357 1f





PK 71 - 2.1
Right Ascension: 20h19m07'-20h20m18 ' Declination: +30°-+40 °
Name
ham. o 8
Position (1950) Flux Density
H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
ct _ Coords SMJ SMN 00 12 _am 25 _zm 60 pm
(s) ( ) 1 b (') (") (') N (Jansky)
20191+3800 7.9 13 76+ 1 30 6 66 4 1.05 49
20191+3423 9.4 24 73- 1 26 3 66 4 .26L .46
20191+3723 10.3 44 76+ 1 25 3 66 5 .64L 1.67
20191+3909 11.8 42 77+ 2 15 4 65 4 5.43 4.82
20192+3558 12.6 5 75- 0 21 6 67 4 .62 .22:
20192+3921 12.9 18 77+ 2 19 4 66 4 4.93 3.33
20192+3938 13.2 39 78+ 2 25 8 62 3 1.60L .68
20192+3907 13.9 49 77+ 2 23 6 67 3 1.07L 2.72
20192+3236 14,0 56 72- 2 17 5 66 3 1.45 .44
20192+3512 153 39 74- 1 30 10 67 5 .64 .37
20192+3025 15.7 0 70- 3 28 6 65 3 2.24 .61
20192+3124 17,2 3 71- 3 42 8 64 3 ,68 25L
20192+3917 17,8 23 77+ 2 26 3 66 4 1.53 120
20193+3527 f8.1 32 74- I 18 4 67 5 41.68 27.6t
20193+3957 18.5 24 78+ 2 ' 27 8 66 3 1.41: 1.72L
20193+3939 21.8 27 78+ 2 27 3 63 3 1.59 2.80L
20193+3729 21.9 4 76+ 1 22 5 66 4 4.73 1.86L
20193+3343 22.6 49 73- 2 31 10 67 3 .46 .25L
20193+3042 22.8 12 70- 3 ! 29 4 64 3 3.39 .83
20193+3448 23.0 13 74- 1 20 4 66 4 8.64 28.15
20193+3632 23.7 43 75 0 18 5 34 3 t.24 .78
20194+3050 25.8 29 70 3 23 11 66 3 .25L .25L
20194+3857 27.3 51 77+ 1 18 4 65 4 1.14 .72
20194+3803 27.4 7 76+ 1 23 7 67 : 4 8.51 4.09
20194+3914 27.9 26 77+ 2 62 9 66 i 4 .99
20194+3646 29.0 19 75+ 0 21 4 68 5 334.57




20194+3749 29.4 0 76+ 1 36 7 67 3 .61 .43:
20194+3841 29.4 18 77+ 1 106 12 60 2 .41L .27
20194+3329 29.9 29 73- 2 24 11 71 4 25L .25
20195+3926 30.3 41 78+ 2 24 3 65 4 .92: 3.03
20195+3530 30.6 39 74- 1 25 4 67 5 .27: .56
20195+3658 31.540 75+ 0 24 4 66 5 .77 .83
20195+3006 31.839 70- 4 36 17 31 2 .25L .33L
._195+3903 32.4 39 77+ 1 29 4 66 4 2.15 .77
70195+3614 32.6 53 75- O 292 5 68 5 .89t .59:
_0195+3441 33.0 5 74 1 8 66 4 .75 .24:
20195+3209 33.5 15 72- 3 43 8 66 3 .42 .25L
20196+3800 36.9 2 76+ 1 39 13 68 2 .38 1.11L
20t96+3314 38.4 51 72- 2 55 15 71 3 .34L .25L
20166+3138 38.9 24 71 3 93 23 64 2 .41L .25L
20196+3017 39.2 18 70- 4 36 8 64 3 .92 .36
20196+3629 39.3 38 75- 0 56 11 65 3 2.26L .54
20196+3953 39.4 8 78+ 2 32 6 64 3 1.11 1.65L
20196+3627 39.5 15 75- 0 28 3 67 5 1.62 .46
20196+3625 398 44 75- 0 59 11 62 2 t.62L .86L
20196+3052 40.1 46 71- 3 28 10 63 2 .25L .25L
20196+3820 40.1 59 77+ 1 20 5 67 4 3.30 2.26
20196+3702 40.7 39 76+ 0 18 5 67 5 1.68 11.40
20196+3339 40.8 10 73- 2 39 12 67 3 .29 .29L
20197+3857 42.8 26 77+ 1 58 7 59 2 .34L .55
70197+3606 43.1 35 75- 0 30 4 67 51 .52 .98L
.>0197+3950 43.2 26 78+2 24 5 60 3j 1,50: 2.10
20197+3918 44.5 31 77+ 2 21 6 67 3 1.52 1.54L 31,30L
20197+3549 44.6 49 75- 0 45 10 62 2; .52L .39L 2.73
?0197+3722 46.6 20 76+0 25 45 _6 i! 423.72 1224.87L, 7416.60L20197+3721 46.8 34 76+ 0 21 423.72L 1224.87 7416.60
70197+3745 47.4 29 76+ 1 15 5 35 1.51: 7.91 69.40:
Flags
v L C
100 /_m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A




18.51L 84.02L SO AB
3.09 61.73L CC CBBB
31.98L 131.42: C F DACB
126,36L 586.19L BB DCEC 5 459357576C
5,10L 66.69L OF BCGB 6 760029661C
18,21L 199.75L CC ABI t 562183810F
17.46L 266.78L F DC G 960469733F
112,15L 564.76L F BA D 350244465C
3.57L 4161L BC AB 2 960000221C
9.64L 119.52L CC BB 5 640001110C
.44L 32.19L BC AAJ 1 7500101008
A8L 77.10L B AF 9400000008
24.02L 586.19L B D BBC 8 454069953C
20197+3235 47.8 44 72- 2 21 12 62 3 .53L
20197+3919 47.8 45 77+ 2 24 3 62 3 1.17:
20198+3716 49.1 16 76+ 0 17 4 66 4 73.80
20198+3635 50.6 8 75 0 21 7 69 4 .84L 1,16L
20198+3228 51.3 15 72- 2 29 9 66 3 .71 .29
20198+3306 52.6 29 72- 2 36 13 67 4 ,36L .25L
20198+3848 53.8 32 77+ 1 49 ! 8 61 2 .27L ,44
20198+3553 53.9 45 75- 0 19 _ 4 67 5 8.99 3.80
20199+3039 54.3 22 70- 3 33 3 65 3 .25L .25L
20199+3731 564 25 76+ 0 23 6 65 4 1.69 t.75:
20199+3911 56.7 15 77+ I 25 : 7 67 2 236L 38
20199+3826 56.9 54 77+ 1 19 5 66 4 .95 .69
20199+3547 57.0 5 75- 1 33 3 67 5 .48 .25L
20199+3619 57.2 11 75- 0 24 7 71 3 .49 .50L
70199+3630 57A 0 75- 0 23 9 69 5 ! 1.62L .44
70199+3655 57.4 20 75+ 0 43 10 66 4 1.44L .93L
70199+3411 57.9 3 73 1 24 8 67 4 .27L .32
20200+3748 0.1 37 76+ 1 31 8 68 3 .71 1.03L
20200+3624 0.50 75-0 20 _ 675 30.36 13,68
?0200+3707 1.250 76+0 22 , 66 4 2.09 1.47
?0200+3357 1.3 6 73-2 36 3 64 4 .51 .29L
?0200+3059 1.5 19 71-3 26 18 64 2 .67L .25L
20200+3812 1.6 47 77+1 32 3 67 4 .93 1.02L
20200+3527 2.4 10 74- 1 40 12 67 2 .47L .17
20200+3931 2.6 34 78+2 76 12 61 2 2.09L .57L
20200+3211 2.8 6 72-3 48 12 64 2 .28 .35L
20201+3950 6.6 8 78+2 26 5 61 3 3.71 11.73
20201+3405 7.9 50 73-2 34 8 71 3 .63 .52L
20201+3344 8.1 39 73-2 29 9 68 3 .60 .26
20201+3954 8.3 49 78+2 16 6 29 2 1.41L 1.59
20201 +3911 9.1 43 77+ 1 18 7 63 3 1.25: 1.18:
Z0201+3500 10.2'55 74 t 22 4 67 5 1.11 .55
70201+3915 11.1 27 77+1 26 3 63 3 1.09 1.37
20202+3337 12.1 44 73-2 20 8 66 3 .42 .31L
20202+3917 12.6 42 77+1 36 4 62 3 .96 .82
20202+3604 13.2 21 75-0 _6! 9 66 5 .87 .18:20202+3218 13.4 1 72-3 3 64 3 .45 .25L
20202+3314 13.4 10 73-2 18 11 37 4 .25L .25L
20202+3848 14.8 57 77+1 56 12 61 2 .30L .26L
20202+3744 15.2 41 76+1 19 6 36 4 .98: 6.82
20202+3507 16.2 45 74-1 44 7 70 5 .36 .43
20203+3406 18.145 73-2 20 3 64 3 .79 .33
7.07L 58.39LIBA AAAE f 75_020492C 23
43.44L 209.74 C D CCI B 974244550F
15.40L 125.25LI C B I , 970349854F
10.38L 124.46L B AAB I 9 872040620F
6.15L 9658L B BG I 95001000OC
.44L 10.75L BC iAA E 0 6602001328
98.64 87.49 BBCD AAAA 0 844100030C
9.84L 84.59L BC AA E 0 952359893F
1.13 7.81L _ C CJ DB 8660101228
25,87L 80.71L BD ABGF 0 378032876C
13.50L 149.82L BB AA 0 670011000F 14
30,42: 217.08L EFE FGFB:8 460049995(3
51,23 92.97L eec AAAD! 2 957035650F 29
,40L 25.86L EC AB 9400110008
16,82L 98.52L CE BC 0 870332112F
8.52L 69.50L E C 580000020C
2,24: 16,86: DDDS CB 97C213432C
i
48,78L 285.90LIFC CBHC 0 764001941F
7.07L 2969 ICC D FBAB 1 75C010292C
86.45L 140.28L! CE CBCG 6 866229754F
9601000208.59L 4.91 D KCDI
20. fOL 190,99LBD AB I 0 46103,:2000C
8.45: 27.32 ECC DEFB 1 878103550F
7.44L 87.47L BO 'ACGG 1 950210140C
4.16L 40.11 L IC B F 950000000C
19.38L 193.99L ID iCE 660011000F
1.61 15.90: EE KGCE 970103232C
.65L 5.18 D IADEB 9700100208
.41L 2607L BD 2 9400110008
10.55L 93.08L F HB 970389894F
11.92L 288A2L D OCC 7 963458550F
11.93L 92.87L BO AC 6 970163184F
2.08 56.08L F B I 9600400OOF
1.01 7.81L D EB I 5600101328
19.70L 109.76L 89 AAF 0 170204465C
86.45 140.28 CBEDD OBCA 1 86E237952F
6.17L 73.90L CC 9402111003
7.47L 72.19L B G I 480012678C
10.23L 86.34L B B D D 960100040F !
47.02L 288.12 DE F CBEC 0 964249560F
217,08L_ CJEC 560039964C
70.85L FCC 560122283C
8985.32L AE A 911037534F
6985.32L B CAAA 0 910038444F






.25L 1.68: 7.94 CC E NDA 960000022C
.85: 40.08L 217.08L F E HF EB 0 461047952C
480.55 5445.55 6985.32L BBC BBAA 0 910135454F
1 13 69877
4 2 OOf8895
1 23 I OCL 0175
2 1 "41i20194+3729
4 3 13 69881 K5
Associations
Name Type _"_ Ma 8
1 23 MRSL 077+01/3 257
2 4 TMSS +40407 30I
4 4 [ TMSS +40408 17
1 *41 20194+3748 4
4 1 23 MRSL077+01/4 444
7 1 32 X2019+362 26
1 13 69890 K0
B
1 23 :OCL 0175
8
2 "39 CTB90A
1 23 I MRSL 077+01/1
1 23 OCL 0175
1 23 MRSL 077+01/4
BC CYG
F 2 "32 X2019+377
1 23 MRSL 077+01/4
, MRSL 075 +00/18.42 61,67: BcED CECC 968139693F E _ 21 V439CYG
3.22L 58.61L IHABHB 1 950212152C5.19L 21.24 C 970002231C
9.06L 98.63L D NA 470010000C
10.18L 86.91L CBDE AAJ 9 660212264C 15 41
.90 8.24: DCDF GE 960100032834.11 95.07 DCCA 1 87B005450F 7 1 32 i X2019+37521.28L 586.19L HAE] 552345465C !
3.26: 137.75L BCE ABFO 0 360215435C 1 23 MRSLO76+00/2
10.28L 125.42L O CCO 640112284C
105.43L C B B C12.64L : 9 960312370F 7
12.73L 103.26L D BB 0 970369393F I B 1 7 2+3668
8.16 114.11L C EDB 870222250F I
3.61 25.30 DCO ECBC 964143433C
16.10L 203.14L D BB I 760456686F F
4.92 105.67L BBC AAA 0 970140000F 44;
12.37L 138.63L BC AA 6 660215630F 2 *23 OCL0161
5.76L t08.88L B BFGD 860100052(3 8
.53 17.63L C GB 2500000408
23.11L 112.13L C AD 47001000OF i
6.45L 77.92L O EB 740100020C
6.52 105.71L E CB 770200100F
1.90L 19.96L F F D 960000000(;
47.02L 1337.07L CD AABH 0 950457562F 8 1 23 OCL 0175
5,75L 74,91L E BAE 850132240C
5,61L 59.01L DO ACL 15 940121100C OCL0175
11,70L 7814L F CC 0 980744130F 1 23
32.29 180.70 !FD F FDBB 570355444 1
8.89L 80.42L BB ,_B 4 64_'23120C
17,41L 217.08L EC BB 7 570273465C 1 2 23 MRSL077+01/4
5.45L 19.85L B BFCF 960215242C F i
5,07: 217.08L ECE DEC 0 570353461C 1 23 i MRSL 077+01/4
11,87L 91.26L BD AB 0 960410020C 1 13 69909A
3.97L 5.47: C O CI HF 980001010C
2,46L 24.16 C L GC 978014134C
2.87 86.64L D D 570010000C
97.44L 326.20: DC F CCEE 0 66E257674F
CCFC 0 45A127785C
5.52L 59.33L CC ABDC2.87: 63.69 DE 1 951132220C




































F 1 23 MRSL077+01/1
511
Right Ascension: 20h20'_18'-20h21m33 '
Position (1950)
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty CCoords SM.I SMN 0 ]2 _m
ham o8, (s) () I b C) C) (') N
20203+3651 16.1 2 75+ 0 52 14 622 2.03L 1.62L
20203+3437 19.730 74- 1 30 8 643 .39 .29L
20203+3644 ,19.730 75- 0 39 11 61 _2 .61L .48L
20203+3105 20,316 71- 3 50 14 642 .27L .33L
20203+3910 _21,C 2 77+ 1 16 4 644 3.10 3.81
20203+3912 23.053 77+ 1 15 7 682 2.79 3.33
20204+3626 24357 75- 0 36 3 675 .98 37
20204+3721 24,924 76+ 019 6 654 .70 1.32
20204+3758 25,0 7 76+ 1 19 5 67 =4 1.68 .91
20204+3300 25.141 72- 2 47 3 674 .25L .25L
20204+3420 25.78 73- 1122 8 644 38 .24:
20204+3342 25.839 73- 21 33 8 654 ,50 .32:
20204+3610 26.t42 750 19 5675 1.39 .84L
20204+3520 26.84015 74- 1 = 26 7 664 .35L .3220204+3723 26.9 76+ 0 29 8 674 3.96L .57
20204+3655 27.328 76+ 01 23 5 664 1.12 .8320204+3453 28.3[ 1 74- 52 8 643 ,27L .25L
20204+3349 28,6 i _ 73 2 34 8 654 ,65 ,3020204+3752 29.41 76+ 1 25 5 664 ,97L .50
20204+3606 29.538 77+ 1 23 5 664 .57L ,59L
20205+3948 33.725 78+ 2 19 3 603 17.84 74,09
20205+3441 34.615 74- 1 21 8 67 5 25L ,22:
20205+3417 35220 73- 1 21 5 654 1.02 .51
20205+3540 35,829 76- 1 16 4 675 6.51 4,31
20206+3841 36.653 77+ 1 28 5 654 1.06 ,74
20206+3622 37,126 75- 0 48 i 9 663 ,90L ,36
20206+3245 37.239 72- 2 43 8 643 .34 .25L
20206+3106 37.522 71- 3 21 4 693 3.86 1.45
20206+3856 39,843 77+ 1 46 7 612 .34L ,25
20206+3716 40.34 76+0 44 10 633 ,52 1.17LJ
2020'6+3516 40_526 74-1 3917 67 4' .30L .3520206+3620 41,125 75-- 0 7 674 .50 1,33L
20206+37124132276+0247664i 1.15L 1.65
20207+3508 43.8 23 74- 1 7133136 .66 32L20207+3316 44.6 18 73- 2 53 9 71 .30 .25L
20207+3555 45.9 36 75- 1 22 3 67 4 .68 .48
20207+3123 46.2 17 71- 3 37 8 64 3 .35 .25L
20207+3357 46.6 11 73- 2 134 65 41 3.76 1,74
20208+3906 50.034 77+1 25 66641 .93 1.43
20208+3707 50.958 76+0 40666 4= 1.00 1.28L
20208+3259 51,718 72- 2 19 3 68 4 .3eL 25L
20206+3521 53.2 55 74- 1 20 6 67 5 .55 .4o
20208+3108 53.434 71- 3 30 5 673 1.75 .97
20208+3632 53.5 21 75- 0 4212 622 tOOL ,64L
20209+3055 59.230 71- 3 42 8 683 ,70 .30L
zo2o9+3r_5 593 6 75-0 36 3 67 4 67 166L
20209+3324 59.56 73- 2 48636964343 .85 .20:
20210+3427 0.15 74- I 26 9 5 .44 .25L
20210+3828 1,558 77+ 1 45 ,47L ,23
20210+3640 2,510 75- 0 37 8 67 8.12L 3.25L
20210+3355 2524 73- 2 23 3 65 _ i 1=_ ,gO20210+3701 3,210 76-- 0 51 365 _l ,41: 1,07L
20210+3811 3.543 77+ 1 25 5 674 1.00 .46
20210+3524 3.656 74- 1 27 8685 .46 .30L
20210+3903 5.310 77+ 1 44 3 664 .32L 1.03
20211+3431 6.1 2 74- 1 36 14 622 .51L .25L
20211+3723 7.427 76+ 0 66 16 622 1.01L 1.31L
20211+3100 7.623 71- 3 24 5 673 14.04 13.91
20211+3437 7.615 74- 1 21 6 695 .27L .26
20211+3553 7.941 75- 1 24 5 675 .85 .73
20211+3530 8,057 74- I 16 4 675 7,25 7.5520211+33326.614 73-2 19 7 71 4 107 ,62
20211+3341 9.020 73-2 254 622 .25L .76L
20211+3714 9.4 44 76+0 56'1 9 65 3 1.24L .46
20211+3950 9.656 78+ 2 22 I 6 323 2.15 2.05
20211+3451 9.630 74- 1 24 5 365 ,56: ,73
20211+3638 9,731 75- 0 22 5 674 1,03 1,55
20211+3350 9.813 73-- 2 26 9 65 4 .60 .33
20211+3127 10,124 71- 3 26 3 693 ,25L .25L
20211+3810 12.011 77+ 1 13' 4 354 1.06: 3,19
20212+3854 13.141 77+ 1 31 3 633 1,28 ,75
20212+3920 14,1 4 78+ 1 33 5 622 46,16 48.59
20212+3823 14.853 77+ 1 41 3 623 .26L ,59
20212+3947 15.852 78+ 2 19 7 603 .76: 1,43
20212+3419 16.114 74- 2 17 4 665 1.96 1.36
20212+3448 16.1 5 74- 1 16 5 675 2.23 .94
20212+3206 17.5 36 72- 3 20 9 69 3 .25L .29
20213+3313 18.1 1 73- 2 48 3 67 4 .40L .25L
20213+3805 18.2 51 77+ 1 36 8 70 4 167 .70
20213+3435 18.5 47 74- 1 104 13 73 2 .25 .35L
20213+3155 18.8158 72- 3 32 12 63 2 .25L .25L
20213+3742 16.8 5 76+ 0 30 9 67 4 .52 1.20L
20213+3211 21,6'44 72- 3 66 13 65 2 25 .29L
20213+3312 21.716 73- 219 5 664 2.49 ,94
20213+3032 22,011 70- 4 ] 30 9 663 .59 .30
20213+3915 23,016 78+ 1 J 20 6 622 .45 4.67
20213+3416 i3 73 2 43 7 694 37 25L23"0'50 75- 0 42 7 664 1,22L .60
20213+3631 23.0 5
20214+3517 24.434 74- 1 16 9 64 ! 4 52 .62:
20214+3651 24,610 76- 0 26 6 67 : 4 .51: .74
20214+3239 25,5 72- 3 3321 652 .74L .28L
20214+3749 27.79 76+ 0 22 5 67 I : 1.95 42120214+3658 27.752 76- 0 19 6 66 .69 1.05:
20214+3636 27.953 75- 0 18 5 664 .83: 1,10
20214+3617 28.654 75- 0 31 11 622 1.10L .65L
20214+3302 28.9 2 72- 2 4320 632 .25L .97L
20214+335929616 73-2 26 4 _:_ 32L 32L20215+3452 30.534 74-1 19 3 39 .43
,40 25L
1.01L .52
20215+324932842 72-3 36 6 _ 420215+372033559 76+0 24 7 68 4
Flux Density Flags
(Not Color Corrected) V L C
25 /tm 60 /J.m 100 k_m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A







J3.92 95.9"6L I D B 95003211 IF I
875L 89.40L IC CC ..., 940116784C E
3.93L 26.23 D OJ CC 970222141F i
.51 14.79L C HLCE 2601111308 I
45.16L 175.67LIBB CDAG 2 570456774C 1 I
45.18L 251.10LICE FDBC 0 560555454C 1
17.58L 149.80L BE AC 0 960110031F
188.89L 135.12: FC E SAFE 4 968156443F
17.27L t02.31L iSC AA 3 470110000F
5.34L 19.26 F I FD 770003243C
5.43L 67.27L DF BCF 0 840024382C 5
6.24L 83.59L BD SC 0 930236373C 8i
11.49L 110.62L C ABD 7 963333210F ' 3
4.29 20.94: DCE HBAC 670110242C 815.56L 3t2.21L E DCDF 95DI47443F
6.09 176.81L DDB AAA 9 860010100F 1 "41 20204+3655 12 3
2.55 51.68L C I CD 750022040C
5,36L 91,03L CC AC 2930011000C
3.60: I05,02L DE DADF 470110143F 1 7 AS 411 15
4.97 4990L D CDDF 0380004455F B 1 32 X2020+381 132 11
788.40 1337.07 CCEE CAAB 0958529472F 81 23 OCL0175 467
4,00: 30.44 DCC CDDB 960216964C
7.91L 90.17L CC AS 1840013240C
9A5L 87.45L AB AAK 3950100000C
25,74L 203.46L OC AB 7550001021C
3.36 98.46L ED FCB 0960211032F
5,00L 72.16L C CI 440000000C
.51: 24.61L 8FD AAC 5 1501211106 4 13 69917K2 16 61
5.26: 95.14L DD ECB 670114356C 1 23 MRSL077+01/1 259
9,28L 134.42L C BC 960051100F 1 '41 20206+3717 8 3
4.29L 127.36L O CA 540020241C 8
17.35L 119,86L C CJ 960131052F
53.42: 134,42 CCC CEB 576034451F 31 '4120207+37t2 26 7
7,02L 61,95: C E DFBD 358249998C 8 1 32 X2020+351 67 8
5,14L 81.05L C el 950213132c
2,83: 101,43L BFF BDDF 5764127610C 32 1369921A0 9 85
,40L 39.42L B BD L 4500020308 51 1369922 K0 2 71
1.35: 81.00L BCE AAE 9630011120C
21,12 73,72: CCEF DDBA 3470202440C
15,22L 134.42L B AD 870021120F 1 '41 20208+3707 6 1
2.27 63.36L D G B C 760205343C 3
9,47L 92.44L BC AB G 2652020231C s
.63L 26,55L BC AAE 20520101108
3,18 110,33L D E C 970100020F
.48L 21.09L C BD 1500110008
15,77L 165.77L C B 960231010F 1 "41 20209+3645 5 1
6.71L 79.81L BD AD 2 951210110C
7.99L 75.99L E BE 940123332C 1 2 DO 18936 56 106
4.25 196.23L DD EFC 260025645C 1 23 MRSL 076+00/2 238
16.43: 107.49 ED AABB 9 973156640F i 1 "41 20210+3639 42 8
7.12L 84.42L 'F E AA 9630021100C
5,71 12257L E D EGCI 0870025975F I '4120210+3701 24 1
19.06L 272.50L BE AB H 1260214353F B
10.99L 89.72L C COl 750020010C ,
25.49L 213.65L C BD 460012661C 1 394C+ 39.61 72 179
1.61 41.12L D HD 850034322C A
2.83 77.45L E GS 470116340F 1 "41 20211+3723 11 4
2.03 22A7L BBC AAA 0 051011010827
2,67 25.25 Dec EEDC 860134854C A
14,27L 109.84L BB BB 0650225420C 3
3.44 16,21: BBDE AABD 7660021130C
3.14L 81.11L CC ABFC 2940222130C ; 1 i
2.80L 13.45 D I I C 770010141C
16.58L 178.38L D C C 460010121F
19.40: 121A4L CCE BAA 7 973445410F
8.25L 31.94L DC CCDB 0 75A249990C
12.43L 136.95L CC BA 3 960149640F
7.01L 82.95L BD AB 4730010000C
1.21 6.30: BC L CC 9780000408
19.06 41,44: CCCF AAAB 0281244353F
27_98L 245,30L BD AB 0550211220(2
8.89 68,16L BBD AAA 0480310010C
B.IOL 76.31L E BAE 282027646C 1 23 MRSL 076+0012 534
119.04L 276.96LDD DCt 1 960548410F 1 23 MRSL078+01/5 428
7.77L 71.38L BB AAF 7 850210010C
B.88L 92.04L BD ABD 2740159990C 2
3.89 26.28L DE GGCC 950040333(3 2
3.50 19.22 CE BB 974011552C 6
13.94L 235.08L FC AB 8 261231141F
10.04L 35.79L C DI E 850234754C A 1 32 X2021+346 71
.70 15.12L O CB 860000000(;
20.40L 188.87L 'E BH 460031050F
1 23 MRSL 078+01/5 244
2
1 "41 20211+3638 17 3
1 7 MWC 342 3 106
1 *41 20214+3658 33 4
1 '41 20214+3636 9 15
4.13L 41,54L C DD 950141110C
4.82L 76.74L BB AA C 2960011452C 6
,40L 20,12L CC JBB 3 9500042138 2
27.92 32.67 CCED!BAAA i 480312131C i
7.04L 93,75L B C H 850213430C 2
1031 203.20L CC GB B 950177653F 9
11.61L 57.52L FC GEDB 7545036881C
4.56 124.30L DED iCAB 9 970310022F
1.83L 837 DiGJ C 970200120C
2.82: 184ALL BBD AABD 1462012150F 1
15,16 88.22: DCCF BDBE 0778329967F
12.43 74.57 CCEE BBCA 7970269831F
4.74 71.32L D GDB 960034012F 1
1.53L 6.24 D I CB 770010130C
2.27: 16.18 CF DCB D 950020110C
8.25L 31.94L CC CBEB 075C229680C 2
3.50L 59.37L B B 940000020C
2.60 193.72L F D iHDB 460044440F
i I j
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
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I ! t
Right Ascension: 20h21=34'-20h22"31 '
Position (1950) Flux Density
N_me H
Galactic Uncertainty C ! (7_rat Co/or Corrected, _
a 8 a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 _m 25 v,m 60 pm
h m. . , (s) (") I b (') (") (*) N (Jansky)
0215+3512 .69L .33L 2.91
0215 + 3205 42.67 41.02 6.66
0215+3725 1.17 4.72: 71.46:
0216+3957 .82 3.19L 13.02L
0216 + 3208 .66 .26 6.66L
0216 + 3442 .52 .33 8.96L
0216+3446 .43L .33L 2.07
0216+3405 .67 .31 7.74L
0216+3114 .32 .25L .76L
0216+3834 .54 .43L 20.09L
0216 + 3058 .62 .34 .40L
9216+3955 .68 1.72L 8.78L
9216+3942 .77 1.33: 39.21:
3216 + 3828 .31: .35 4.76L
0216 + 3524 1.58 .70 3.65:
0216+3036 .28: .25L 1.02
0216 + 3105 .63 .28L .43L
3217+3330 42.10 34.54 7.63
3217+3947 6.62 11.51 119.04
3217 + 3046 1.24L .25L .83L
3217 + 3354 1.05 .74 7.16L
3217 + 3306 .20: 33 2.17
3217+3334 .45 36L 7.63L
0217+3907 .92 .33L 3AlL
0217+3228 .27 .25L 4.26L
0217+3600 .31 .32L 5.97L
3217+3936 2.30 1.45L 19.56L
3217 + 3534 .54 .67 8.74
3217+3923 1.82L .37L 2.91
3218+3221 1.40 .69 3,82L
:)218 + 3254 A6L .31 2.93L
3218 + 3014 1.02 .40 .40L
3218 + 3531 .47L .53 8.74L
3216+3935 1.55L .98 11.73:
)218 + 3049 .46 .25L .49L
)218 + 3201 12.87 2.96 4.01L
:)218 + 3141 .30 .25L .56L
:)219+3709 .51 1.20L 18.97L
:)219+3503 .61 1.27 17.10:
:)219 + 3609 .70 .48 8,65
:)219+3644 .55: .42L 4.83
:)219 + 3445 .35 32 3.68L
:)219+3614 59 6.29 51.91L
)219+3856 .31L .83 16.68L
:)219 + 3647 1.75 1.65 8.47L
)219 + 3112 25L .25L .56
)220+3657 .70: .74: 21.14L
)220+3449 .36 .28L 10.49L
)220 + 3400 .39 .24 7.32L
)220 + 3011 .91 .52 .61L
]220 + 3336 3.99 2,33 6,5f L
)220 + 3953 65 .90L 28.87L
)220+3807 176 .49 18,86L
:)220+3728 11.13 126.81 947.31
:)220 + 3404 16.29 22.09 3.89
)220 + 3917 .41 L .58 3,45L
:)220 + 3147 .25L .25L .85
:))221+ 3603 .47 .34L 22,53L
:)221 + 3406 .50L .28L 1,93:
:))221 +3451 31 .27L 12.00L
:)221 +3720 .87 ,42: 15.82L
:)221 +3726 3,66 4.93: 947.31L
3221 +3750 39 .57 16.94L
:)221 +3325 .25L .31L 1.33L
3221 +3740 1.56L .39 18.59L
:)221 +3855 .43L .55 3.94
3222+3617 2.58 1.38 15.60L
)222 + 3243 .44: .31 : 4.15:
)222 + 3636 .98 2.21L 26.66
)222 + 3250 .25L .17 2.00:
3222+3541 9.18 10.09 169.18
:)222 + 304 7 .74L .60L .82
:)222+3341 34 .25L 6.97L
]222+3533 8.09 3.14 15.73L
]222 + 3331 .41L .28 2.00
:)223 + 3127 .35L .75L .59
:)223 + 3053 5.77 1.48 .55L
:)223 + 3526 .70 .33L 9,32L
:)223 + 3351 .75 .52 7.05L
)223 + 3257 .51 .41 5.40L
3223 + 3059 1.21 .32 .47L
9223 + 332 t 1.03 .41 6.25L
0223 + 3809 .68 .53 18.83L
0223 + 3628 .57L .60 7.12:
3223 Jr3428 .33L .13 1.59
3224 + 3436 .85 .59 10.09L
3224 + 3907 .40 .74L 8.18L
0224 + 3609 .38: .70 6,81 :
9224 + 3506 .37L .45 6.69:
)224+3538 1.25 .47L 11.71L
:)224 +3814 1.08 .86 6.45L
3224+3910 .38L .44L 3.15
)224 ¢ 3655 .48 1.01L 6.36L
3224 t- 3941 1.68 1.45L 10.46:
3224+3937 .64: 4.29 32.73:
3225+3444 .41L .32 12.16L
3225 + 3953 107 1.28: 54.36L
3225 + 3258 .80 .36 6.35L
3225 + 3308 2.05 .98 5,79L
0225_, 3817 .39L .48L 3,00
•Contusion Flags: 6)-9} Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60,
I v100 v,m Flux Corr A Confusion
Uncs Coef R Flags =
57.52L E I I D I 240124831C
52.72L FFE IAAAEi9 950052465C
19o.72BODEI_ACAI1366224440F162.66L 970342110
28.28L BD BCFF 1 850042565C
75.94L BC BC F 1 640215554C
103.07L I D 11 FDF 740136675C
69.60L BD AB 9 650220100C
42.70L ; C 4400100008213.23 r 460020000C
28.85L BC BC 10500100008
119.66L D CHC 970421120F
276.96LIDEE JCDEDJ 1 960164343F
212.18L DE [FDCB[ 1 360021120C
107.78L BBE |ABCGJ2 442034710C
14,26: F CE|GI DE I 9682064348
31.95L B /BEJ | 0500100108
59.90L CCC |AAA I 91 950022120C
72.02L BC ]AA I 0' 940010010C
74.57L CCC IFCBCI 0 740000130C
80.31L C |DC I 950020000C
26,36L C /A JD/ 490112433C
54.48L E /B I _ 950100000C
81.46L C |DJ | 460010010C
127.52L B ]BCD | 0 970253133F
t08.85L FCC [DDCE[ 4 554118962C
109.93L E l GB I 370100000C
49.10L BC /AAFJI0 950011332C
20.11: C DICDAEI 954030120C
19.61L DC JAB J 1 9501101108
108.96L C /FBEFI 550249962C
81.37 EDEJJ ABCJ 880123020F
24.63L C [BEG) I 9501200108
58.80L BB ]AAB I 0 650110000C
46.64L C [CC / 9400000108
113.64L D ]CI K| 970013060F
113.20L CCC |ECCC_0 84C229879C
104.21L DEC tB E BA i 5 660134430C
116.29L D C |DEB J 1 97032352OF
42,45: CD EIDCGF[ 2 950144565C
149.18L CB JBCF 10 550166453C149.84 560111310
115.92L7.20EEDD/AAECI 9 970221320F4600100006
96.95 DE DJECDB/0 77C226858F
112.86L B /CC, El 940335565C
77.87L BD /BD 10 930120050C
4.77: BC CIBBEBI0 9601101108
I I
7g.O2L BB |AA t 2 ,_500tOOOOC
_K).89L D |BBF ] 984166651F
20361L BE |AC I 0 160100000F
2130.59 BBCD]AAAB[0 33A114544F
77.74L FDD ,AAA ,9 930231210C
















































R S A Sep
S 2 # T Name Type ("_ Mag
1 23 MRSL 078+01/5
i
1 23 MRSL 078+01/5
1 23 I MRSL 077+01/2
1 23 OCL 0168
3 13 69945
i
1 23 MRSL 077+01/2
1 23 MRSL 077+01/2




1 32 X2021+ 347
i
i
1 32 X2022 + 374
2 13 69959 K






1 23 I OCL 0168
b
1 23 i MRSL 077+01/2
1 23 MRSL 077+01/2
1 23 LDN O889
1 2310CL 0168
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a _ Coords SMJ SMN 0




78 + 3 1 6
74- 2 6
75 3' 1 6
76+ q 1 6,
71 , 2 6
76+ q 1' 6
74- ; 1_ 6
71- , 4; (_
74- _ 3' 6!
75-' 2 64
75- " 21 ; 3"
76+ ( 3; , 64
74- ; 4_ 11 6'
76+ ( 3; , 6(
76- ( 5_ 11 8:
75- 1 2( ' 3!
72-- ," 3" , 6;
77 + 1 2; _ 6(
77 + 1 2' ! 6;
74- 1 1; ! 6;
78+ 1 2( : 6,'
73- _ 3; I 6;
75- 1 31 11 6_
76- C 3_ _" 6_
78+ 1 3.= 1' 61
72- 3 2E ,= 7C
76 ID 6-" ; 6E
72- 3 2.£ _ 7C
76 0 2E ( 6E
78+ 1 2,_ .= 61
70 4 2E ,= 6_
75- 1 23 E 6E
72-- 3 35 _ 7C
75- 1 18 ; 66
72- 3 25 _ 36
76-- 1 49 3 62
73- 2 20 4 67
71- 4 43 8 64
78+ 1 36 3 62
78+ 1 36 E 61
73- 3 39 g 70
77+ 0 19 9 60
75-- 1 27 6 35
77+ 0 19 9 62
71-- 4 77 19 63
76-- 0 43 7 68
71- 4 29 9 67
77+ 1 74 10 60
73-3 15 3 66
76- 0 22 9 66
77+ t 26 12 63
77+ 1 51 8 63
75 1 57 13 66
78+ 1 90 13 61
72- 3 21 8 67
72- 3 35 8 66
78+ 1 24 3 62
76 0 61 8 69
78+ 1 46 10 65
73- 2 25 3 67
78+ 1 27 8 61
78+ 1 17 5 62
74- 2 14 3 55
74- 2 51 15 62
74- 2 71 t3 61
75- 1 41 5 66
76- 0 18 6 67
74- 2 20 4 67
78+ 1 36 6 61
73- 2 31 7 69
76- 0 38 6 67
77+ 0 41 9 62
72- 3 20 4 67
78+ 1 26 9 61
73- 2 20 5 67
72- 3 24 9 67
72- 3 61 12 65
72- 3 91 10 73
73 3 74 16 64
75- 1 70 12 62
72 3 57 10 66
73- 2 44 18 64
78+ 1 36 5 63
77+ 0 40 10 61
75- 1 94 15 62
78+ 1 49 3 60
77+ 0 18 6 61
78 + 1 22 3 62
72- 3 36 9 67
76-- 0 28 7 56
78 + 1 22 5 62
71 4 33 8 55
75- 1 34 7 58
74- 2 49 6 56
76 0 24 4 84
70- 4 43 9 86
74- 2 ¢0 3 56
Flux Density
(Not Color Corrected)













































































































































































































Flux Con" A Confusion R






D MF = 4702433511
BC AA 1700402101
B D C A D E I 960020342;
BC AA 1701301001
DC_ CF D_ 9542199961
E EB q 540000000_
B B I 930113261(
CDC GEE 544255502(
CDE DEDI 659448875(
BE ACJ I 1701410201
DI FFCI 960000130(
C E S A 1700202201
E E = DC 9701688741
D C EDB 6633124501
E3O _,B E( 950346642(






: _,F 570010001 [
.3 31 360030100 F
3B _.AH( 950110230[
.3 =.E D 960133320F
.3 )CJ 930130110(
C C [ .3CA I 980043320F
)C _A 372457545F
.3C _B 950110010(
3B _,B G 1 540227844C
_C 3CI 950010000C
;BCE -'GDI 544335544C
F E " EC C 954246652C
CC "CDF 660313592F
[ B _A L C 940002010C
] E 3D L 450110042E
)DD ;BB 370141000F
F 3B F 977866974F
) ;J E 740033111C
; ; CA 470026500C
IC _A D E 560323652C
D C B E 460026500C




IF _B I _40021354C
C 4HB 564014022F
:OF I_ ICDC 17C138756C
E B _60137646C
D E E F _130215444C
E iH D 770439776F
: D _C D )40200000C
: tKG )50200000C
; F ;F E B _68778940F
DE BBB Z70134542F
E D C D )74363740F
B C A A D _42000020C
;C A 550121572F
C :B B A 16E349846F
; Gt C )68125372C
D I HC )60206153C
D EFB 150201130C
B 130100111C
C A F )60038430F
'CCC AAA 140302743C
E D B C G [70359678F
C H _5011220OC
E B K G 150022760F
D C _70221275C
B A F [300000008
E O CCC i78247554F
BB AAB _53120010C
C D _50225442C
D KB A t80120020C
140020020C
D J B _o0000020C
D C B E _0226452C
C DBG _40110000C




F F B D _74456961F
C AF ,70121240C
C B B C ;70158789F
D '40010000C
CCD BED _90111450F
E D L C ;60169546F
E K _500110008
C BKB 40121062C














































"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5} Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW}.
514
!1 l i




_5 a 6 Coords SMJ SMN 0 O
h m. , , (s) (') 1 b C) C) (') N
20236+3425 40.8 52 74- 2 25 5 67 4
20236+3400 41.3 17 74- 2 54 15 63 2
20236+3840 41.9 36 77+ 1 51 14 62 2
20237+3755 42.5 53 77+ 0 31 3 62 3
20237+3344 43.3 14 73- 2 42 8 66 4
20237+3809 44.4 6 77+ 0 57 10 61 2
20237+3539 44.6 34 75- 1 17 6 67 4
20237+3434 ,4.6 30 74- 2 26 3 66 3
20237+3203 45.6 30 72 3 64 12 63 2
20237+3915 46.6 40 78+ 1 25 3 62 3
39 75- 1 27 10 420238+3616 48.4 65
20236+3116 ,8.613 71-4 22 5 684
20236+3703 50.33 76-0 29 6674
20238+3247 50.6 49 73-3 45 ; 711320238+3746 50.945 77-0 41 61
20236+3210 51.331 72-3 62 8 652
20238+353°5168 ,5_1 30 821 38+38012.718 77+0 5 620236+342253.234 74_2 34 14 332
20238+372453.215478_0 111 14 62t2
20239+334056.010 73_2 2, 3 70,420239+38617.053 76_1 21 5 87420239+363357.01177+0 64 tl 632
20239+3935 57.2 21 78+ 1 26 4 62 4
20239+3544 57.2_ 13 75- 1 35 6 66 4
20239+3625 57 8 46 77+ 0 75 14 61 2
20239+3133 56.1 1 72- 4 32 9 71 4
20239+3722 58.8 36 76- 0 23 4 66 4
20239+3318 594 15 73- 3 56 20 65 2
20239+3854 59.4 53 78+ 1 35 6 62 3
20239+3920 59.4 21 78+ 1 19 5 62 3
20240+3058 2.3 52 71- 4 16 8 37' 4
20240+3606 3.1 52 75 1 31 7 67 4
20240+3940 3.1 57 78+ 1 30 6 61 3
20240+3609 5.762 75- 1 35 9 66 4
20240+3956 5.7158 78+ 1 26 4 62 4
20241+3144 63261 72- 4 69 8 70 4
20241+3811 6,8 14 77+ 0 31 6 62 3
20241+3618 7.8 58 75- 1 25 4 66 4
20241+3245 8.8 51 73- 3 86 15 73 2
20241+3357 9.4 56 74- 2 33 6 68 4
20241+3156 9.5 46 72- 3 22 5 68 4
20241+3355 9,7 5 74- 2 29 8 66 5
20241+3424 10.4 50 74- 2 24 3 66 4
20241+3728 11.C 30 76- 0 47 8 62 2
20241+3551 11.8 60 75- 1 25 15 60 2
20242+3232 13.2 42 72- 3 21 14 66 2
20242+3406 14.4 32 74- 2 20 3 65 4
20242+3650 16.2 5 76- 1 50 13 62 2
20242+3753 16.3 59 77- 0 48 8 62 i 2
20243+3241 '18.2 34 73- 3 42 5 67 ! 5
20243+3537 18.7 38 75- 1 27 5 67 4
20243+3612 19.123 75- t 26 13 63 2
20243+3853 20.6 36 78+ 1 20 5 62 3
20243+3752 21.1! 24 77-- 0 31 3 62 3
20244+3108 26.7' 35 71 4 39 8 67 4
20244+3918 27.0 43 78+ 1 65 12 33 2
20244+3549 27.21 28 75- 1 19 5 67 4
20244+3425 2731 29 74 2 24 8 66 4
20244+3227 28.2 ! 56 72- 3 51 20 63 2
20244+3442;'63!3474-2 30 6 8413
20244+3431 28.4 56 74- 2 41 10 67 14
20244+3556 28,5 5 75- 1 26 6 67 4
20244+3531 ;'8.8 48 75- 1 45 11 62 2
20244+3509 29.6 20 76- 2 20 6 67 4
20244+3858 29.8 7 78+ 1 34 9 62 3
20245+3649 32.233 76- 1 25 5 674
20245+3715 32.95 76- 0 43 9 633
20245+3416 33.123 74- 2 21 8 664
20245+3332 35.321 73- 3 46 11 622
20245+3535 35.646 75- 1 38 4 674
20246+3949 36.034 78+ 1 25 7 633
20246+3423 36.2 43 74- 2 22 9 66 4
20246 + 3913 37.9 57 78+1 52 9 I20246+373636,03377_0 301 3
20246+3658 38.1 10 76- 1 25 9 69 4,
20246+3351 38.6 20 74- 37 9 67
20246+3244 41.0 73- 31 10 66 3
20246+3325 4t.1 21 i 73- 3 23 3 t 67 5
I
20246+3640 41.2 30 76- 1 32 6 67 4_
20247+3316 42.1 1 73- 3 25 5 68 5
20247+344542.13574_2 2220247+3635 44.9 26 76- 1 43 1
20247+3947 45.1 41 78+ 1 22 5 33 4
20247+3225 45.1 31 ! 72- 3 27 5 67 5=
20247+3811 45.4 37 77+ 0 27 5 62 3
20247+3936 46.6 17 78+ 1 21 4 62 4
20247+3504 47,6 12 75-- 2 51 16 64 2
20248+3930 48.9 13 78+ 1 34 3 62 4
20248+3745 49.3 24 77- 0 46 9 61 2
20248+3522 50.2 23 75-- 2 37 3 66 4
20248+3803 51.0 30 77- 0 16 7 61 3
20248+3615 51.423 76- 1 37 9 66 3
20248+3807 53.2 25 77+ 0 21 5 61 3
20249+3955 54.8 34 79+ 1 30 5 63 3
20249+3618 55.7 34 76-- 1 30 6 68 4
20249+3953 55.8 3 78+ 1 22 5 82 3
20249+3535 57.6 t6 75 1 41 16 61 2
20249+3257 57.7 59 73- 3 16 8 67 5
12 /,Lm
Flux Density Flags
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1)
(Not Color Corrected) V
25 p.m 60 pm I_O p.m Flux Corr A
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R
2.13 1,38 7.50L 79.12L BB AA 1
.45L ,25L 1.39 32,87L D C
.56L ,73: 5.20L 28,65 F D DDGB
1.29 .93 18.36L 161.48L BC ABHE 2
.39 .20: 7AOL 97.67L BD BB 0
.95 ,49L 10.09L 67.26L C AC
.42 .52 6.17 36,23: CDDD FFCC 1
.34 .22 3.38: 27.37 FDFD EEFB 0
.45L 26L 1.08 17,71L C GA
.80: 1,54 35.74L 172.25L CC AAB 1
.31L .43 11.11L 52.24 F D EEEC
7.89 3.41 .52 34.81L BBC AACG 1
.93 .48 3.45: 139.95L CCF BBC 2
.31 .25L 4.64L 47.99L C BG
.75 .32L 6.06L 60.89L E B
.28 .31L 4.36L 80.35L D CH
.31L .47L 2.67 4322L O FCC
.38L .46 4.75 126.73L FD BA
.25L .25L 1.82L 11.69 D F A
1.78L 1.27L 3,89 87,93L E C
,25: 36 3.21: 21.98: FDDE EECD 0
7.68 4.76 12.58L 100,56L BB AA 0
.53L .31L 2.7I 59.56L D KBF
1.32L 1.40 25.56L 138.78L C AABC 1
.66 .29L 12.33L 139.05L D BHGC
.63L .47L 2.32 37.16L D DKCC
.53 .33 .83L 54.38L CD BC 7
1.64 .69 14.02L 130.08L BC BB 1
1.27L .25L 1.45L 9.41 E L I D
.90 .49: 15.77L 225.86L CD ABK 0
4.78 14.92 35.74 96.66L BBC AAA 4
.78 .35 .59L 33.88L CC BB 5
.34L .45 3.11 144.34L CD LACC
t96L 3.91L 25.95L 86.13 C GEHB
.54 .36L 17.04L 231.89L B BK
4.55 5.90 39.46L 581.43L B C A B D 3
.36 .25L .95L 53.88L B CM D
510.58 329.62 60.74 139.78L BBD AAAB 3
.30: .42 4.91: 77.64L DCE GECD 0
,26 .25L 7.45L 84.60L E G
.4t .16: 7.62L 9.63: BE E BDBB 2
16.01 8.47 1.38 56.41L EEC AAB 9
.61 .45 8.09L 86.06L CC BB 0
2.72 .98 4.30L 88.63L EC AAE 7
2_ 1.20L 5.51L 98.79L D B Di .32L 4.47 44.91 E GG
.34L .30L 1.01 7.48L D DBH
.28L .40 5.15: 40.09L CC ECDC
.55 1.20L 6.44L 69.65L D CC
.40 .40 18.73L 209,92L CE CCG
.40 .25L 7.14L 73.29L E} B B G 3
.55 .33 10.02L 111.91L BE BDHC
.25L .25 3.13 14.24 ED MBB
2.11 8.54 108.60 225.86 CCCE DBBA 0:
.25L .52 14.35 56.51 DDD CAA I
.42 .53L .70L 43.92L C BJ Mt i
2.06L 1.33L 4.59 47.35L E KCL
1.24 .51 3.47L 121.62L EIC ABC 5 i
.33L .27L 3.66: 20.75 DD EDEB
.48L .25L .82L 7.48 D B DC
.36 .25L 1.76: 242.51L C F C FL
.41 .29L 1202L 191.54L B BC
1.06 ,49 12.04L 146.91L CB BAF 7
.29L .26L 2.14 38.84L D L B
1.27 4.31 4.36 179.31L BBD AAA O
.87 2.16L 25.61L 225.86L C ADJ
2.65 1.21 11,76L 106.14L BC AA E 6
.58 1.01L 6.69L 95.97L E CBF
.31L .34 4.32 23.13 DED LCCB
.25L .54L 1.83 6.48: DD I GDB
.65 .25: 12.43L 112.80L BD BDC 0
6.29: 7.19 221.68: 1196.73L BDD EDCC 0
1.05 .29 10.16L 134.48L BC AC 0
1.31L ,64 7.88L 66.88L D S
.38L .40 4.06L 21.95: D E BJ E
.66: .78: 18.46 54.73: FEEF DBAB 4
.50 .25L 12.27L 118.67L B C
,67 .25L 6.14L 82.44L B BG
.35L .25L 1.83 9.57 DD GECB
1.06 .44 8.80L 79.12L BC BACB 1
.62 .44: 11.66L 109.08L CE BD 1
.55 .40 7.72L 75.43L CC BBFG 9
.50 .25L 15.70L 16.04: E E C F
.52 .44L 13.46L 155.14L D CC
5.74L 9.24 23.45L 854.11L B B A 0
.52 .18: 6.16L 58.29L BF BCH 5
4.56 2.91 19.05L 179.66L BC AA 9
1.12: 4.91 31.69 118.17L DBC DAAK 1
.25L .25L 1.51 48.38L D L C
1.45L 164 23.05L 165'51L'CCcD I A.51 .31L 5.70L 76.80L A
.41L .46 3.56 116.52L IGDBB
2.52 .72 17.66L 115.53L=BC AB 0
.26 .26L 1.98: 179.25L C D B BH
7.99 2,34 18.83L 117.01L BB AA 0
1.28 24.56 263.72L 130.53L OC BDD 0
.84 .44 11.54L 98.05L CC BCJ 0
18.83 45.58 263.72L 1196.73L BC AABC 0
.25L .25L 3.95L 22.86 D B F 8
1.07 .67 6.99L 84.21L0 S B AAGE 0
















































































































Declination: + 30°-+ 40"
Associations
Sep
Name Type (") Mag




1 1370012 ! ,03 23 MRSL 078+01/2 15
4 1 KY CYG 9 3
1 =

























t3 70016 A0 35 85
13 70023 15 87
I



































































































































8 Coords SMJ SMN 00 12 .gin
(s) C) I b C) C) (') N
59 75- 2 37 6 68 4 .58 .31L
38 76 1 ! 78 13 26O .40L .72L
22 73- 3 24 4 66 4 .85 .39
5 77 0 20 8 61 2 1.12 .72L
57 73- 3 20 4 67 5 6.51 6.30
28 74- 2 54 17 63 2 ,45L .25L
57 74- 21 37 9 66 4 .31 .38L
29 74- 3 2711 654 .39 .34L
6 75 2 28 3 673 .59 .46L
3 76- 1 19 6 63 3 1.32: 1.61
33 72-4 28 11 68 3 .37 .25L
12 76-_ 24 5 34 3 2.06L 1.10!26 75- , 21 6 66 4 .25L .67
8 78+ 1 21 9 66 3 1.35: 2.37
12 7612622 4°; 33 8 69 3 .46 .26L38 1 75 15 63 2 ,48L .28L
53 74- 2 20 6 67 4 3.39 2.21
12 76- 1 23 6 67 4 12.80 3.95
43 71- 4 24 i 9 68 4 .50 .25
44 79+ 1 75 7 62 3 6.01L 2.48
15 78+ 1 31 12 66 4 2.01 3.59:
37 78+ 0 31 6 63 3 1.67L 1.09
54 79+ 1 36 8 66 2 1.73: 3,58
12 74- 3 46 I 13 62 2 .25L .25L
76- 1 31 5 63 3 1.08 .53
Fltt_ Density Flags
(Not Color Corrected) V L C
25 _m 60 Fm I00 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
(Jansky) Uncs Cocf R Rags* S 2 # T
11,48L 45,93L B F BEI E 861131130C3.52 49,73L ii EC 870121440F
876L 97.14L BC ABDC t 941121431C
14.86L 14354L C ADD 270222333C
2.23 51.6OL DDC D AABG 9 940100030(31.84L 15.70 DI J B 960113532C
4,51: 18.18 C CD FEEB 960010230C
1131L 126.86L ,B BB 940021210C
17.43L 145,06L IC B EG 940111220C13.09L 95.35L D CBAC 1 970135931F
.41L 26.27L B C 9400110008
16,81L 13132,26L F ABF 6 8202300OOF
5.13 14.32: BDD GBDB 678400460C
79.41L 136.07L DD BCE 0 46O366940F
724L 40.67L ]C E [3 B I 280212334C14.82L 192.66L = AJ J H 930023332C
2.36 39.12L D I B 360200020C
15.27L 124.77L BB AA 2 950211330C
11.51L 101.77L AB AA 0 350121374C 16
.77L 31.57L BD BCC 0 9401000008
15.97L 143.85L E C H 970551520F
139.61L 248.85L ED COBB 1 463169942F
9.51 123.80L ! E C BA 470223460F
67.34L 131.32L 'CO ECG 0 870657457F
1.12 t0.07L O NBG 960121442C
12.88L 149.73L'BD ABGC 2 850025432F42
39 72-4 53 11 67 3i .31L .25
48 77+0 21 5 62 3' 39.40 26,81
t5 78+1 24 5 33 4 1.05 5.20L
52 72- 4 39 7 67 4 _ .25L .25L
19 72--3 19 5 675, 4.38 2.66
17 75-2 51 14 62 2' .72L .25L
46 71-4 54 20 64 2i .25L ,25L
31 77- 0 242110 62 .84L .75:6 77- 0 70 9 62 .62: .67
26 .39 .32L
9 77- 110 1 .92L 1.12
41 72- 4 14 67 2.00 1.21
22 78+ 1 29 5 63 3 1.57: 1.25
4 74- 2 32 9 68 4 .34 .26:
22 75- 1 20 6 37 4 5.03 3.98
8 77-1 53 6 i 62 2 1.28L .66
28 77- 0 32 9 62 3_ .67 .27L
21 73- 3 25 6 39 4 .39 .26
50 76- 1 26 5 63 3 204.51 2509.90 10136.29 13132,26
38 73- 3 79 14 62 2 .46L .25L 1,64 25.50L
2 78+ 1 14 4 62 4 5.30 7,16L 12,75L 186.03L
54 5.49L .51 8.14L 49.15L
38 19.75L
12 73- 3 31 13 62 2
1
.85L 43.24L D FE 9401110018
9.73 100.53L BBD AAAF 9 572100041C 31 _
27.58L 20286L D BGF 671567676F F
1.56 6.37 B C K B B 9700000208
5.92L 48.41L !B B AAG 4 940100010C
1.76 38.09L D M C 960110000C
.48 5.86L D F F 9600110428 C
I9.72: 105.16 FED FDDB 0 660146473F 6
5.41L 105.16L DF CBF 0 570254543F 8
10.20L 156.17L B BCC 940111020C
14.23L 186.12L F BD 570123510F
.54L 30.67L I88 AA 0 9500000006
14.62 131.04L BFD BBA 4 461159663F
t5.03L 118.23L CD BDLF 4 941012322C
19.47: 53.77 BBFE AABD 2 36C211583C
4.03L 105.16L E DD 76O232350F
18.31L 123.82L D BD 260201011C
7,78L 100.21L BC BDCE 0 740113343C
BBCC BBAA 0 927434543F
!KMBB 950011410(3EF AAE 9 470150440F
I F ,FC 36O241000F
C D D 950000000C
7,73: DD GE B 9700112218









AA K 1 950323451C
D E 9603054548
F DCH 256210553C
78+ 1 38 8 61 2
73- 3 46 17 66 2 .26 .37L
.25L .25L
44 79+ 1 29 3 34 3 _ 2.74L 10.78
12 78+ 0 34 5 61 ! .87 .54
43 75 2 39 3 67 .62 .25L
57 72- 4 32 8 67 .54 .35
45 76 1 79 15 62 .41L .31L
23 71- 4 61 12 71 .27 .33L
20 75- 2 23 5 67 9.10 3.59
11 75- 2 24 7 67 .46 .25L
19 74- 3 32 8 64 2 .24 .32L
27 75- 2 20 5 67 4j 2.91 1.84
19 73- 3 33 I 13 61 2 .25L .25L
30 75-1 19i ; 42L 47546 78+ 0 23 2.92 .86
45 76- 1 22 6 67 4 1.26 .75
41 78+ 1 20 6 63 3 2.24: 3.33
43 76- 1 44 t0 63 3 .36: .28:
22 74- 3 62 12 63 2 .37L .25L
11 77+ 0 54 i 10 61 2 .75L ,28
10 76- 1 86 13 63 2 1.68L .86L
41 74- 2 22 6 67 4 .85 .34
47 75-- 2 18 5 37 4 .55 .46
58 74-- 3 41 8 63 3 .91 .56
_73 78+ I 58 = 9 64 3 2.63L 2.70L75- 2 42 6 67 4 .60 .29:73- 3 63 16 64 2 .51L .25L
14 76- 1 23 4 63 3 1.26L 5.44
28 79+ 1 42 8 62 3 t.73 3_34L
48 74- 3 32 13 63 2 .76L .25L
25 79+ 1 23 8 66 2 2.75: 4.72:
52 73- 3 87 15 63 2 .32L .25L
t0 73- 3 63 13 64 2 .28L .25L
46 72-4 _:_ 5 664 9.05 8.9147 74-2 1 82 2 .25L .32L
34 77- 0 44 8 62 3 .45 .30L
22 78+ 1 29 8 64 3 1.49: 2.10
1 78+0 66 tl 6212 .51 3oL40 74-3 27 13 70'2 .32 ._L
S 78- I 66 8 67 2 .48 .39L
17 74_3 23 6 167 9375- 2 38 5 .76 .30
39 77- 0 34 6 32 3 .67 .72L
32 75- 2 29 16 62 2 .25L .25L
56 78+ 1 23 8 61 2 1.51: 2.17
7 78+ 1 21 4 62 4 1.82 19,26
,_ 73- 4 21 4 67 5 .95 .4977- 0 17 5 63 3 5.32 9.49
g 76- 1 19 8 65 3 .88L .77L73- 3 26 12 63 2 .45L .26L
48 72- 4 26 3 67 5 .54 .20:






.53L 40.6OL E F
1.99 56.26L D
.60L 38.26L [BC12.55L 128.46L B




13.69L 116.90L BB AAGD 5 370113273C
11.29L 90.68L BB AAFF 3 360000220C
86,79: 215,16: CEEF CCED 3 465349653F
9.60: 59.81 EFEO EEFC 0 35C203464C
1.61 20.42L D CD 95O013544C
2.19L 39.00L D d CEF 380013466C
3.04 14.46L D J MC E 870112550F
16.38L 139.03L BD !BDHG 3 940023243C
6.83L 28,85: BF E [DBGA 0 964222760C
9,30L 115.70L BC AA 0 933163160C
12.75 134.98L D i DC 470230500F
9.15L 118.23L CC BCG 0 55O132030C
.81 5.02 DD F C 9701010206
30.99L 113.26L C EBC 870234501F
43.78L 200.83L F BGB 470355853F
1.35L 12.66 O K GB 960662130C
72.41 138.38L DEF EEB ] 0 66O466853F
1.03 20.37L O K C 76O111200C
1,01 24.87L C L F B D r 8601222408
3.15 34.62L DFD AAA 9 8520100008
2.59L 14.62
21.24L 192.54L B




















C L I 930061050C
BGC 35O112030(3
AA 9 841153250C
B B 4 950200000C
D E B 564353400F76O022330C
F DADD! 0 471359856F
154.98 BBCD AAAC 0 475006025F
62.56L CD AB 9 930110000C
335.03: BBDD BABB O 26C103334C
93.43 F DEHB 0 756115552F
16.05: EE DKCC 660213421C
49.07L BC BC 0 ! 9400100008
24.03 DO EFCB 564131020(3
ASgOCiatiOIlS
Sop
Name Type (") Mag
9 1 32 X2025+377 54 9
2 13 70044 F0 42 63
5 1 V441 CYG 9 3
1 39 DKM078.6+01.0 87 1000
1 23 MRSL 078+00/1 442
2 1 4 TMSS +40419 70 29
2
53 F 3 22 $106 31 180
1 23 MRSL 078+00/1 46
1 39 W67 77 1390




32 X2025+ 359 17 2
2 DO 19028 18 85
1 23 MRSL 076+00/1 301
1 23 MRSL 078+00/2 571
2
1 2 DO 19032 65
1
2 = 1 23' MRSL078+00/2 547
101 B 1 32 X2026+384 27
i
*Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
516
I I i
Right Ascension: 20h26m13"-20h27m33 ' Declination: +30°-+40 °
Position (1950) Flux Density Flags
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected) V
_i a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 0 O ]2 p,m 25 _m 60 /_m 100 _um FTux Corr A Confusionham. o (s) ( ) I b (') (") (') N (Jansky) Uncs oef R Flags*
20262+3559 122.00L E I FC 350430231C
20262+3.432 16.50 DDD FEOB 660135472C
20262+3634 93A3L CCE FDC I 950014743C
20262+3553 118.99L CEE ECB 364430640C
20262+3944 164.75L D F DGCDI 470459654F
20262+3535 109.29L FF AA 540120030C
20263+3528 54.89: CDCD EEBC 95E224554C
20263+3937 195.93L CEF DFBE 474238845F
20263 + 3500 149,99L D D D C C F 940122252C
20263+3817 136.72L C }D 460010000C
!
20263+3748 85.78: CCDDIECBB 1 272114324C
20263+3516 45.28L[B BD ICCFDI 960233660C
20263+3622 51.03Ll D I EB I 960220000C
20263+3616 143_14L[DD [BAF [ 350222020C
20263+3740 106.67LI0 F lENS _ 460364200E
20263+3210 77.72LICDF [ABEJ [ 9404010118
20263+3429 99.18L[BB [AA I 640125462(3
20263+3510 80,21L]C JC } 950030220C
20264+3700 33.64L ] E IDCDE[ 780023220F
20264+3339 158.70LIB IB H I 730022212C
20264+3706 34.93L[BC IAA I 790202110F
20264+3849 226.16L/B [ACD I 960201220F
20264+3408 25ASL[C IB E [ 960411020C
20264+3154 47.08L[B B [AA8 [ 9401001008
20265+3549 122.00L[F D _FDFCt 340332112C
20265+3909 126.85L [C IS / 270120010F
20285+3442 138.64LI CD IEDBH/ 534033352C
20265+3737 72.51LIBD _AAFN_ 570564100E
20265+3830 31.01 ,FDE, GFC I 3gO100022C
20266+3719 '50.73LICE tBC 1 770300000F
20266+3544 ,18.99 ,BBCCJAAAAJ 440110241C
20266+385, ,78.15LI B IGBLC[ 570243270F
20266-1:3353 11.47 , DDI CB, 960112041C
20266+3856 ,70.76L[ BC [FAA [ 670231250F
20266+3550 34.66LFC F F _EDDA 1 264143122C
20266+3054 28.64LICB [AA | 9501000008
20266+3432 41.98L[ D [ E C_ 650116592C
20266+3141 42.83L[BB lAB I 9401102008
20266+3457 115.68LLB IC [ 750030010C
202.+3556 34.66L [CC tECCBI 276121330(3
20266+3955 Z25.45 ]EE DIBCEBI 971143200F
20266+3234 5645L|C IEDHJ _ 9402010108
20266+3753 102.14: |BC DIDBI El 27C314325C
20266+3741 86.58L |F [CCCI [ 470365132E
20266+3930 94.34 | FIBCLB I 488212440F
20267+3855 179.72L|0 IB [ 570131140F
20267+3003 8.54: | DEI LEDI 8600110338
20267+3905 47.62 [B CCIBOBB[ 581133240F
20267+3509 3352LI D IENB I 960010000(3
20207+3653 20.36 / DICFHC I 770023331F
20267+3821 t36.80L|B C _AA _ 46001020OC
20267+3409 101.81LiBC lAB / 940401000C
20268+3330 6.92 | E]FGFBI 670101120(3
20268+3036 6.07 | CD] EBI 9701000108
20268+3003 8.31L| C IE ED] 8600100228
20268+3453 22.88 / OlDCFA[ 860121222C
20268+3537 34.60Ll E I LB I 450121042C
20269+3713 75.0gLiB C IAA L[ 480111120F
20269+3302 76.33L|BC lAB [ 9401101118
 020,+3 04 57 Lis I,E I -011,1128
?0269+3742 205.16L|CDF _EDEI | 467268343E
20269+3014 5.12 / EEl HB[ 9601111108
20270+3300 95.86LID JC J 9301101008
20270+3522 25.07: /BCCDIACDDI 960223420C
20270 + 3657 186,37L [C E IA A / 640224420F
20270+3948 2 1 96.93L|B B D [AABC[ 980204120F
20271+3749 t82.87L|F tKB | 260231101C
20271+3612 20.20 i O[FOHB| 974114320C
20271+3711 95.69L| F IFKCI [ 370120100F
20271+3920 267,20LlDF IA8 F[ 360049765F
20271+3546 116.44L|CE [ECE I 340110110C
20271 +3539 135.96LlBF _ACM ] 340131021C
20271+3727 39.52L| F _L C [ 780100000E
20272+3535 25.61 iCCDDIAAAAI 960021042C
20272+3919 140.35: | F D[DCFDJ 27A069665F
20272 + 3447 95.06Li B B [A A [ 640202232C
20272+3131 5.75 l DDI EDI 9601001328
20272+3756 42.31: |CCOE[EBBE[ 280134523C
20272+3838 169.03: | CDDICDCB_ 968226583F
20273+3932 175.95L/FC (AAJB[ 375110252F
20273+3513 157.22LIC [BC t 941231100C
20273+3734 63A5L|CFF ]EEC _ 871133200E
20273+3011 21.66L|B C }AAG ] 9500121008
20273+3800 32.52: /DC FICCBB] 294144524C
20273+3740 121.57LIC _DFD ] 660377475E
20273+3355 15.05: |BB FIAAGEI 968310111C
20273+3948 194.48L| DD ]GBAD| 96C414654F
20274+3429 140.84L/C l DC / 940122430C
20274+3809 65.27L| D I EB | 270110000C
20274+3635 44.55L / O / FC [ 970100020C
20274+3617 123.96L|BC |BCFD| 954104520(3
20274+3401 64.61L| F |CHH ] 940321310(3
20274+3955 163.6OL|CDD |CCA | 970637310F
20275+3745 111.93L_CCD /CCFI / 66E234476E
20275+3842 166.08: |DDCD|CDED| 970437673F
20275+3512 12300L| B E |ABJ | 940141120C
20275+3518 " t96.04L| DD |BBBE] 94002330OC
20275+3256 9.99: / CE| EFA/ 9700100208
123.03L] BB E IAADE| 930000210C















































Right Ascension: 20h2P'34"-20h29=19 ' Declination: +30°-+40 °














25 #m 60 Fm
(Jansky) Uncs Cocf R
.80 14.04L 265.42L D
.31 3!,66L 128.34L D
.67L 17.97L 145.27L D
.83 9.t7L 64.77L BB
36 1.70L 77.25L BC
33 3.94 25.91L B B D
3.53 .SO 23,36L DDF
.32 9.46L 126.03L BC
2.54L _ 14.16 160.46L O D
1.31: 67.73L 160.61: FE E
.60 23.82L 118.73L C
H
Galactic Uncertainty C

































































































0277+3851 341.78 16668.47 3104.98 B BCC
0277+3234 ,25L 1.91 7.59: CE
0278+3312 .47L .64 6.93: DO
0278+3349 .25L 8.86L 97.94L C
0278+3651 .83L 4.39 14858L C
0278+3521 11.71 138.28 196.04 BBDE
0278+3534 .25L 2.89: 17.13 F D
0278+3400 .25L 10.10L 84.06L C 940221322C
0278+3730 1,71 20.11L 124.88L 8C 970000120E
0278+3207 .25L .59 6.23: CD 9600000208
0278+3549 3.12 14.13: 59.65: BB DF 954122221C
0278+3609 .45L 2.37 15.69L D 980110021C
0279+3121 .29 .65 41.47L BCC 44021011281
0279+3547 .43L 3.19L 35.78L C 950032221C
0279+3642 .71 14.84L 138.20L BC 950020010C
0280+3742 .40: 5.39 53.98L E D 870136114EI
0260+3956 2.76 16.77: 159.40L CDF 970552200F =
0280+3646 ,81L 2.15 42,05L D 360150100F
0281 +3659 .65: 11.97: 170.49L CF C 840425643E;
3281 +3006 .25L .54L 19,72L S 9400000006 j
0281 +3327 .25L .61 11.94L C 5702100108
3281 +3808 .88L 9.79L 46.65 O 774228556F I
3281 +3555 1.25 11.22L 115.42L BC 940000001C
3281 +3520 .77 138.28L 196,04L 8C 940123310C
)281 +3944 2.34 28.95L 238.86L CC 964234420F
3282+3604 17.27 4.44: 28.57L BBE 970210052C 45
3282+3142 .25L ,45: 5.52 DE 9601000208
3282+3836 ,69: 9.54 15896L F DD 960333371FI
3282+3026 .30 .57L 19.16L BC 9502001008
3282+3322 .25L .55 23.70L C 6601100108:
)282+3714 2.02: 32,99: 144.44 BCDE 965103343Ei
3283+3646 39 11.02L 77.07L DC 960151413C,
)283+3050 .25L .51L 36.57L C 9400001208i
)283+3901 3.19L 17.16 233.69L E 860121351F
)283+3924 2.42L 20.51 103.17L D 970113231F
)283+3927 2.71L 20.53 257.29L E D 960125363FI
)284+3829 10.30 20.25L 182.31L CC 960300372F I
)284+3519 .25L 2,42L 11.43L C 980210010C
)285+3649 .52 I0,72L 77.33L CC 962153400C I
)285+3939 4.92 57.73 316,37L E DD 960232510F
3285+3119 .30L ,58L 50.48L D 3401110008!
)285+3511 .65 t.16: 93.50L BCE 940022322Ci
3285+3309 ,25L ,65 5,94L D 87600104381
)285+3641 4.20 6.88L 75.72L BB 960132333C 15
3256+3454 1.69 9.98L 121.62L BB 64000000OC
)286+3302 25L 1.48L 76.09L S 9400000008'
3266+3959 2.20 34.07L 208.53L E 1970330230F
)266+3750 1.18L 19.42L 177.61L B '560306256E
3266+3120 .30 .73L 9.38L B D 9601110000
3286+3538 1.03 11,59L 109.37L BC 950203110(3
)286+3546 1.11 4.70L 93.49L BC 650202240C
)267+3332 .25L 1,36 9.70 DD 4701012448
)287+3714 .66: 538_ 157.73L BCE 951227463E
3287+3428 .25L 13.45L 177.46L B 930122200C
)267+3703 .64: 21.14L 179.68L DE 958466936E
)288+3508 .26L 12.02L 131.06L O 950022232C
)288+3934 9.00 100.74L 316.37L BC 960244354FI
)288+3650 2.26 15.38L 144.03L CC 950053714C r
)288+3629 1.02 10.47L 69.27L BC 960220020C
)288+3009 ,21: ,44L 29.79L B E 6300000008
J288+3803 .47: 22,28L 250.12L CF 650222141F
)289+3459 1.96 9.03L 83.48L CC 950000000C
)289+3657 .66: 17.07L 147.29L DD 952244601E
)289+3710 13.70 64,76: 157.61L BDD 957153542E 29
)289+3655 .62 6.95L 50.99L E 960231400E
)290+3625 .25L 1.73L 11.18 F 990223132C
)290+3621 ,34: 4.28L 67.38 DC 960113142C
)290+3254 7.39 1.17 47.02L F F C 8500000208
)290+3554 .25L 13.16L 119.96L S 950302221C
)290+ 3153 .25L ,63L 5.29 E 8701000218
3290+3247 .22 1.28L 62.73L BD 9401010006
)290+3311 .57 1,12L 3,95: CC C 7800010348
3290+3646 1,27 17.31L 7258L BC 960035845C
3291 +3908 1.60: 13.61L 239.84L DF 660156554FI
3291 +3144 .25L .78L 45.64L B 9400100006 I
3291 +3129 .48 .40L 33.90L CC 6500101338]
3291 +3703 .72L 23.21L 174.07L F 940368933E I
3291 +3717 ,86L t5.47L 35.67L C 983223222E
0291 +3445 30 1,81: 79.70L 8 OF 550103352C
3291 +3606 .62 28.40L 20.01: CCD_ 780224271FI
3292+ 3332 .25L 1.23 8.88 2701001448
3292 +3358 .25L 6.86L 91.43L B 940t10020CI
)292+ 3408 .37 7.13L 97.44L CC 940112234C
3292 + 3041 25L .83 6.42 C D 9682000438 i
)292 + 3755 .56L 6.07L 22.30 E 580233252E
3292+3607 .30L 12.79L t24,12L C 950112021C
)292+3829 1,19L 18.99: 6501: O DE 974326362F
)292+ 3850 2.24 10.24L 761.56L E !950439310F i
3293 } 3048 .50 .63L 2841L F D ir95°°1°1118i
Associations
Sep
Name Type (") Mag
v L C
I00 pm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A

















944013310C 75 2 1 32 X2027+353
979001422C 9




1 39 B2,3 2028+368
8 1 23 VDB.66N 133
8 3
1 23 VDB.66N 133
4 TMSS +40425
I 23 VDB.66N 133
5 13 70135 FSP
2_ 13 70138









*Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRFIUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources {PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
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_1 ! _,


























































































a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 0
(s) (") I b (") C) (')
).1 21 78- 0 31 9 51
3.5 3 I 71 - 5 51 3 58
1.3 1 I 75 3 31 7 G4
1.3 9 _ 79+ 0 17 5 66
1.4 4 78 0 32 12 55
1.6 0 78- 1 49 11 62
3.0 ;8 74- 3 23 9 68
4.9 9 77- 1 27 3 34
5.7 '4 78- 0 32 3 62
[3.0 1 77- 1 42 6 63
5.1 12 78- 0 78 8 66
1.6 1 72- 5 56 3 66
1.7 8 73- 4 41 7 67
1.8 1 74- 3 57 9 63
2.6 !8 77- 1 32 4 62
2.6 2 79+ 0 20 4 65
5.1 11 76- 2 53 10 62
5.2 5 77 1 33 9 63
5.7 ,0 73- 4 24 5 67
8.4 ,t 76 2 73 18 61
0.0 1 77- 2 48 4 65
[3.3 1 78- 0 24 3 34
0.4 i5 75- 3 40 I1 63
0.4 8 77- 1 18 4 63
1.1 !8 71- 6 30 4 68
1.5 4 74 3 73 8 69
1.5 7 78- 0 23 7 36
1.8 !1 74- 3 19 6 64
1.9 _6 77- 1 29 5 63
2.9 14 77- 1 36 8 67
4.8 73- 4 18 5 67
6.1 79+ 0 24 5 66
6.6 72- 5 16 5 67
7.0 78- 0 23 6 35
0.3 76 2 24 5 62
0.6 76- 2 62 8 63
4.4 75- 3 25 6 67
5.3 73- 4 19 5 67
7.7 79+ 0 24 3 66
8.8 77- 1 39 6 63
9.5 F4 74- 3 66 15 62
1A 9 78 0 18 5 66
1.5 19 74 3 29 10 64
1.8 !0 78- 0 19 5 65
2.5 _6 77- 1 17 5 35
4.9 '_5 76- 2 44 3 64
6.1 13 79+ 0 28 3 65
7.1 /4 74- 3 34 13 34
7.1 ]8 79+ 0 31 5 66
9.E [4 73-- 4 39 10 71
0.£ 2 76- 2 51 15 63
0.,E 4 75- 3 51 17 65
1.C 6 73- 4 25 5 67
1.C 38 75- 3 51 14 67
1.'= 55 77- 1 26 9 67
4.; _8 78- 0 28 10 65
5.1 13 75- 3 25 5 64
5._ 25 75- 3 40 1(] 64
5.; 20 77-- 1 23 4 34
5._ 27 72- 5 50 18 68
7.; 55 76- 2 30 13 63
.8..= 19 72- 5 31 I_ 66
18... 45 77- 1 27 E 63
!3.! 19 77- 1 48 11 65
!4.( 52 79- 0 25 _ 64
!8/ 43 77- 1 41 lC
!8.; 14 74- 4 27 (
!8,_ 32 77- 2 72 1C
!8.1 31 78- 1 2E ';
.>9.: 17 74- 4 5£ 1;
30.( 25 76-- 2 3C
)0. 57 77- 2 41 i
30.: 26 79+ C 1(
31.q 45 77- 2 2z
32.', 1C 79+ C 31 6.=
]3H _ 76- ._ 4_
]6.1 1£ 78- 1 1;
36.! 11 78- 1 1[
38.1 35 79+ C 1.<
38., 4.= 73 _ 3;
40,, 51 79-- C 21
40. = 79- ( 2:
40. 2i 76- ; 2!
41. 4z 79+ ( 2!
41, 2( 77- 1 2(
20307+3416 42. 5_ 75- _ 5: 1
20307+3601 42. 4( 76- ; 7 '
20307+3455 43. 1' 75- E 4! 1:
20307+3706 45. 1_ 77- ; 4t :


















76- : 6 1
78- 2
79-I 4
Declination: + 30 °- + 40"
Flux Density Flags [ Associations
Flux Corr A Confusion R 28 t # A
(Not Color Corrected)
12 _m 25 Fm 60 Fm 100 Fm
(Jansky)
2.48L 2.84L 98.77: 417.65
.26 .25L .57L 33.78L
1.59 .90 1.95L 28.75L
25.64 180.19 643.06 916.48:
2.60L 4.40L 107.62L 761.56
.57L 1.06L 5,57L 15.49
.97 .51 1.60L 79.05L
,7t 1.40L 19.57L 211.05L
1.46: 2.18 44.81L 761.56L
.38 1.18L 15.77L 163.19L
1.10 3.34L 27.61L 96.89L
.40L .25L .88 39.06L
.37 .31L 1.24L 76.45L
.57 .12: 8.15L 86.70L
.9O .56 19.65L 130.38L
4.43 2.27 13.30: 301.99L
.41L .88L 1.58 40.16L
.70 .35L 14.07L 115.77L
10.30 3.04 .68L 50.99L
1.32L .25L 1.64L 10.43
.43 .24: 17.04L 1t7.64L
.97L 1.30L 35.62: 133.43
.28L .26L 1.16 7.82L
13.55 9.28 3.12: 15,90:
1.39 .33 .43L 2870L
.32 .67L 7.17L 108.43L
2.54L 6.61 41.78L 246.85L
5.87 4.58 ,93: 68.63L
1.34 .45 23.85L 206.65L
.86 .72 14.88L 174.07L
32.59 18.94 3.31 49.92L
7,47 2.08 23.17L 21193L
1.13 .44 .50L 6.53L!
1.30 1.50 23.89: 178,60L
,73 .85 13.53L 86.34L
.27L .49L 1.13 26.64L
3.77 3.85 1.02: 78.08L
2.24 2.69 1.21: 31.24L
.56L 3.05 3296 225.85L
.54 .76 5.40: 184.93L
.28L .25L .99: 7.78
5.78: 15.34: 328.72: 1101.34
.95 .42 9.83L 71.55L
1.97 15.32 110.84 256.03L
1.26 1.28: 23.27: 118.42
.36L .25L 5.56L 27.27
1.84L 1.09 26,5OL 239.80L
.25L .26L 1.00 10.85
7.29 5.51 4.87: 227.99L
.25L .42 1.25: 41.99L
.32L .25L 1.32 27.19L
.25L 28L 1.22 9.51L
.72 .42 .45L 50.30L
.24 .73L 8.94L 89.82L
.65 .79: 10.06L 99.92:
2.95L 1.40 34.07L 150.04:
20.01 9.61 2.81 8.24:
.40 .32L 3.76L 74.01L
1.10 3.13 13,54: 199.46L
.35L .25L .53 11.12L
_32L .35[ 3.82L 29.52
.57 .25[ .62L 4.66L
.35 .52 22.21L 118.42L
.27L .49 27.84L 179.33L
.82 1.67 40.23L 1105.80L
.57 1.31l 30.80: 177.53:
1_21 .39 1.15[ 69.43L
.40L .251 1.O0 45.54L
9.16: 50.16 1394.91L 4915.71L
.25L .251 .81 8.16L
1.03 .58 1.32 86.86L
.29[ .271 2.95 30.79L
1.69 2.31: 68.56L 369.73L
2.07 1.41 13.76t 148.16L
1.55 2.28 26.50L 189.45L
,25L ,251 3.36L 18.02
2.08 2.01 15.01: 269.60L
9.37: 49.45 1866.43[ 4915.71L
3.56: 4.26 75.14 288.57
.52 .24 .721 37.49L
1.12 1.13 12.561 102.51L
1.341 1.01 25.80 72.87L
5.58 4.04 8.831 57.55L
1.57 2.26 48.27 224.87t
3.11 11.60 187.03 316.30:
.95 .38 1.581 19.27[
.281 .37 2.98 13.39:
.701 .53 1.06 6.45[
.49 1.27 2.66: 168.391
.971 2.5O 131.36! 197.32[
.54 .39 19.32 17.47:
t.58 2.11 72.09 911.64[
1.30 2.30 32.27 229.051
.35 .43 1.52 36.781
.25 .25 .63 5.26
.36 1.26 18.74 197.651
.25 [ .39 3.22 78.991
.25 .25 1.37 23.091
1.31 3.75 30.71 479,621




































































































































































































































































































3320 + 3833 2,6 35
3320+ 3822 3.0 39
)320 + 3502 3.2 21
1320+3116 3.3 5
3320 + 3022 4.3 6






























)327+ 3139 46.1 40
_327+3922 :46.1 3
_327 + 3820 ¢6.2 33
G27 +3237 46.2 53





C_orbds SMJ SMN 12 Fm
74_4 71 t6 632 .38,73_4 60 13 702 .25
78 1 27 3 65 4 1.57
72- 5 43 3 67 4 .33
77-- 1 24 5 63 3 1.83
74- 4 70 16 63 2 .65L
76- 2 96 23 64 2 .68L
75- 3 46 8 65 2 .89
74- 4 32 10 65 3 .43
79+ 0 56 7 61 ; 2 1,69L
75- 3 38 11 64 2 1.13
72- 5 29 9 65 4 .44
73 5 32 6 67 4 1,10
79- 0 22 6 65 ' 3 1.19:
78- 20 6 40 3 1.30:
77- 18 9 35 2 .48
77-- 24 5 63 3 2.50
76- 2 32 6 65 3 .70
76- 21 28 9 64 3 .26:
75- 3 102 18 64 2 .32L
77- 2 53 9 62 2 .82L
78- 1 22 7 64 4 1.04:
76 3 44 11 63 2 .28L
73 4 42 7 68 4 .49
79- 0 24 5 65 3 1.78
72- 5 65 32 64 2 .26L
73- 5 22 3 68 4 1.07
75- 3 37 7 66 3 .53
73- 4 71 23 63 2 .47L
77-2 22 5 63 4 2.62
77-1 40 12 62 2 .25L
74- 4 80 1_] 65 42 .46L73 - 29 68 .43
73- 5 83 10 70 2 .54
79+ 0 18 5 63 3 35
75- 3 59 12 63 2 .27L
75- 3 47 4 63 3 3.04
72- 6 54 1t 69 3 .39L
76- 2 58 14 62 2 .40L
75- 3 58 10 67 2 31
78- 1 23 4 _ i 4 2.2279- 0 61 7 2 .76
78- 1 18 5 65 4 53.18
72- 6 27 10 68 4 .29L
74- 4 23 8 66 2 1.63
78- 1 22 14 66 2 1.25L
79- 0 21 3 63 3 .96
75- 31 20 5 63 3 27.00
79+ 0 13 3 35 4 26.61
75-- 3 29 6 63 2 5.87
78- 1 23 7 64 3 1.51
78- 1 35 8 63 2 .72
75- 3 38 11 35 2 .66L
72- 5 39 3 67 4 .83
72- 6 37 23 68 2 .25L
79- 0 23 5 65 3 1.34
77- 2 29 13 62 2 .32L
72 6 41 6 68 4 .54
77-- 2 26 5 64 4 .25
72- 6 84 27 63 2 1.41L
78- 1 38i 10 63 2 .26L
77- 2 30' 9 35 2 .32L
76- 3 19 7 62 2 .41
79- 1 19 5 63 4 19.65
79- 0 29 3 65 3 1.24
79 1 34 3 63 3 1.09
77- 2 85 9 65 2 .28
76- 3 64 12 64 2 .25L
75- 4 63 11 63 2 .43
73- 5 21 8 65 3 4.68
78- 1 28 3 65 3 .28L
79-1 19 4632 .75
72-5 33 ; 68 :' +25L73-5 21 67 137.12
78- 1 23 3 63 3 .89:
77-- 2 32 14 62 2 .25L
79- 0 31 3 35 4 .90:
75- 3 49 10 62 3 .28
79- 1 25 3 65 3 .76:
75- 3 21 5 63 3 .98
78- 1 46 3 63 2 .33L
79- 1 28 8 63 2 .75L
74- 4 56 3 67 3 .62
78- 1 43 7 i 62 2 .71
73_686 1+,i 33 7,
78- 1 36 8 I .4479- 1 26 65 3 3.48L
72 6 87 20 67 3 25L
78- I 30 7 39 3 1.07:
77- 2 28 9 65 3 .35
78- 1 34 6 62 2 .87L
73- 5 35 10 65 3 .83
79- 0 22 4 63 4 1.16
73- 5 46 8 68 4 .30
79-0 23 9 631 3 1.59L
78- 1 26 5 63 3 5.55
74- 5 30 7 64 3 2,91
79- 0 16 4 62 5 3.66
75- 3 20 5 64 3 5.18
76-3 35 11 63 2 28L





25 u,m 60 pm 100 _m Flux Corr A Contusion
(Jansky) Uncs Coer R Flags"
.251 .86 5.65L E L KCF I 9701000008
.25L 1.23L 55.15L C B 9400100008
2.79 39.41L 305.90L BC AA F 2 950201270F
.25L .39: 8.60L B C B EC 7600010100
11.93 36.38 87.07 BBCC AAAB 2 960212140E
.25L .91 4.92 DD MKCC 9702000208
.62L 3.62L 10.93 D B 870000230C
.46 157L 1495L CD AB 0 960031223C
.55 .44L 55.70L BC BA 6 9500000208
1.36 19.07L 288.57L D BB D 860373545F
.30 1.06L 18.23L CD ACFD 0 960010120C
.26L .47L 4.50L B CG 5501000000
.74 77L 42.64L BD AA 2 9500000008
1.54 44.48L 30259L DD CCt F _0 560225611F
1.79: 22.89 29780L CDE EDAA 0 956437534F
.36: 5.44: 1642LICFF CDDF 0 780214431E
.84 36.38L 227.36L! BC AA 0 950412140E
.34 11.31L 85.40L BC BCL 4 550013555C
.27L 5.97: 26.56 F CD iF DF D 964014353C
.25L .87 8.09L E DD 970031335C
.28L 3.65L 16.30 D I DBB 980010030E
1.01: 15.67 302.95L CDD BBBF 9 851126540F
.26L 2.02 16.45: DE L CE 978003333C
.25L .55L 51.73L B BG 9400000008
2.52 23.05L 176.81L CD BAB 4 860457971F
.25L .44L 6.05 C F I 7600000220
.46 .68L 32.65L BC A B 1 3400231108
.25L 5.77L 76.83L C PIG H 940030122C
.30L .51 3.76t D E F C 9700000t0_
.92 20.47L 156.25L BC AA H 8 958432274C
.80L I 3.87L 23.02 D GB 880212152E
2gL .87 6.52: ED I BB 670010040C
.30L _57L 3.96 B D BCCC 4700231108
.32L .57L 10.64L C AJ 4500231000
1.76 24.06 190.67L DDC CBB 0 964457855F
.25L .94 18.06L D B 950021152C
.88: 8.03L 65.23L BE AA 1 443030020C
.25L .63 24.44L C D 6401200018
.34L 1.15 37.37L D DC 964012201C
.25L 7.96L 62.52L C C F 9400200OOC
1.18 40.98L 338.81L BC AA F 1 940100320C!
2.44L 24.71L 146.99L C CL j 770368882F
34.43 58.09L 510,97L BB AABJ 1 850056784FI 32
.25L 1.12 7.34: CD DECE 8581201018
.70 .41L 12.33L CC AA 0 9500100208
.57L 17.69L 67.02 E EGGB 770024240F
1.22 26.49L 149.42L DF CBBE g 770145530F
7.41 1.52L 60.84L BB AAE 5 942130020C
160.32 851.20 1053.80: BBED CAAA 4 645304323F 81
3.76 1,16: 18.31L BBD AAA 0 960300000C
2.22L 4259L 320,74L E CCDE 9 850244356F
.64L 5.01L 67.02L D DHL 570117350F
.25L 1.52 6.94: DE N CB 870120030C
.28: .55L 5.88L BE ADI 0 6600000000
.25L .67 5.86L D JCI 8600201118
2.34: 73.09L 232.87L DD B BJ B ! 8 66C314430F
.35L 4.23L 24.58 D E H B 674202251E
.24: .40L 4.81L! B E BB 0 5500000000
.64 9.74 16.50 CBCD GBCC 970111342C
.25L 1.00L 4.56 E GD 6600000008
.00L 1.99: 15.38 FD BCB 984101130C
+42L 2.13 34.91L_ E L I B 670213263C
.20: 4.62L 34.76L BE BCFD 0 960035464C
17.08 30.08L 254.60L'BD AAB 9 650150040F 35
1.68 22.37 108.66L CDF CCCB 2 570123942F
2.8PIL 3201L 276.10L C B J 650143564F
.29L 19.24L 158.24L C C 950100010C
.31L 132 7.83 DD GDC 970002131C
.25L 2.04L 26.11L C BHE 950411244C
2,77 1.05 33.06L BBC AAA 1 9601300248
1.13 47.19L 292.57L C HAPIF 950113420C
91: 12.09L 99.27L DE DC G 2 670153453F
.54 .56: 3.08: DCC BDF 6680000010
21.62 4.57 24.98L EED AAA 9 7400000008 43
.67 14.68L 228.84L FF DBKH 760359365F
.26L 1.23 28.11L D HC i 960024042C
2.10 29.46: 142.13L CEE BBCC 4 664325530F
.25L 7.88L 74,03L C CI 5 420010000C1.10 12.09 183.66L CCD BBB 766040330F
.72 7.24L 46.89L DD AAEG 420120041C
.45 12.93L 119.71L D DFD 960214583C
1.42L 11.15 67.38: EF H DD 980132232F
.17: 1.01L 44.22L CE BFH 0 9501010008
.57L 5.36: 70.90L D E ABCC 570122241F
.29L .49L 47.83L C A E 9500400228
2.21 27.00 290.30L CCE CAAA 1 950112242C
.74: 16.07 271.70L FD DCD 954022420F
.27L .43L 5.40 C F GC 960000042(
1.36 12.40 127.98L DEF CBCJ 0 970247942F
.44L 12.64L 103.23L C CDD 940022020C
1.23 17,72L 67.94L O F DC 0 574466324F
.30L .48L 40.76L B AD 9500200008
1.90 21.43L 760.23L BC 8BI 0 650246550F
.22 .63L 4.39L CD CC 0 I 2600100200
.93L 22.24: 59.50 CD NBDA 778214653F
3.24 29.96L 230.55L BC AA E 0 560221260F
1.10 .40L 3522L CB AA 1 850010000_
3.48 99.48: 760.23L CDE CCDB 1 65D157670F
1.33 5+53L 55.29L BC AAF 2 450020011C
.25L 323L 20.34 D EFGB 960002441C
Associations
L C






















Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
!_] il I!
Right Ascension: 20h32m53s-20h34m32 s
Position (195 9
Name Galactic Uncertainly C
a 6 Coords SMJ SMN 0 O 12 gm8ct






































































































Declination: + 30°-+40 °
(Not Color Corrected)





























Right Ascension: 20h34m33'-20h36m20" Declination: +30°-+40 °
Position (]950) Flux Density
H
Name Galactic Uncertainty (Not Color Corrected)
a _ a _ Coords SM] SMN 0 12 /._m 25 p.m 60 ,am lOO p.m
h m. , , (s) ( ) l b (") (") (') (Jansky)
20345 + 3238 [ 74 ,_ .: , • 37.',
20345+3545 f 76 .; [ 4.; 34.1
20345 + 3252 .4 .; [ .e 1 I.,
20345+3919 79- 1.4 I.] 34.1 166.(
20345 + 3526 76 - 1.E ,; 5.C 80._
20346 + 3911 79 - .6 .`< 12.E 49.;
20346 + 3436 75- .3 .; 6.1 E3.,=
20346+3852 79 .7 .E 208 131.(
20346 + 3249 74 - .9 .," .4 11 .z
20346 + 3457 76- 1.3 .2 .6 5.[
20346 + 3032 72- .2 .2 .4 4.C
20346+3822 78- .5 ,5 46.2 467.E
20346 + 3806 78 .4 .5 7.6 46.4
20346 + 3926A 79- 1.3: 2.6 26.7 197.5
20347 + 3216 74 - 1,8! .7 3.8 15. t
20347+3926 78- .6! .6 16.8 159,6
20347 + 3421 75 .81 .2 6,8 45.7
20347 + 3621 77- .3q .2 4.1 23.7
20347+3713 77- .3t .3 28.6q 454.9
20348 + 3026 72- .31 .2 .41 3.4
20348 + 3212 73 - 1.2,' .3 .4( 11.7
20348+3956 80- 11.6_ 10.9q 20,5l 184.3
20348+3827 78- .3`< .5: 16.6( 70.8
20349+3818 78- 6.9; 2,2_ 23.1; 147.8
20349+3837 79- .9,= .9q 13.3_ 214.2;
20349+3131 73 1.2z .3_ .4( t9.1=
20349+3615 77- .9_= .5! 16.3( 214.6',
20349 + 3029 72 -- 7.3C 4.64 .8_ 2.7;
20349+3408 75 .9 c .21 6.0; 35.21
20350+3343 75- 14.33 6.7! .91 42.0!
20350+3920 79- .92 1.4" 34,1 ,_ 130.3,
20350+3741 78- E)3.56 44.1,< 7.26 242.0(
20350+3423 75-- .44 .2_, 5.51 57.7"
20350+3217 74- .79 .4( .40 23.4,"
20350+3537 76- .23 .2E 11.51 114.5{
20351 + 3144 73 - .25 1.4_ .48 3.6_
20351 +3450 76-. 74.13 15.8E 2.18 58.1, _
20351 +3826 79- .74 .41 24.43 54.6(
20352+3411 75: . 4.00 ,91 5.12 35.61
20352+3124 73- q .65 .1e .40 28_9_
20353+3528 76- : 1.44 .59 11.43 121.05
20353+3632 77- : .461 .25 1.05 27.7_
20353+3703 77- ; 95 .43 24.91 201.1"/
20353+3820 78-- • .311 .34 10.72 62.08
20353+3710 78-- ,' 7.85 5.90 2.21: 215.70
20353+3502 76- _ .46 .25 .551 69,27
20353+3155 73- ,= .25Z .25 .401 4.12
20353+3731 78 ; 1.04 .47 31.411 14.06
20354+3813 78- ; .66 .39 26.991 317.72
20354+3356 75 z .26 .29 1.371 46.88
20354+3938 79- 1 5.68 23.75 280.69i 664.09
20354+3955 80- 1 1.46 .68 30.25l 365.07
20354+3439 76- ,_ ,35 .25] .871 8.29
20354 _-3049 72- E 3.62 .93 .401 2.27
20354 + 3755 78 - _, 2.23 .70 27.07[ 180.96
20355+3809 78- ._ 1.18 .341 27.30[ 276.02
20355+3335 75- 4 1.11 .30 .40[ 47.17
20365+3747 78- 2 4.29 1.33 13.12[ 173.86i
20356+3502 76 4 3.42 1.34 .89[ 66.261
20356+3304 74- 5 2.99 1.44 .42 24A61
20356+3552 77- 3 .40: .41 2.74 148.171
20356+3640 77- 3 14.77 5.07 1.79 166.451
20357+3450 76- 4 .25L .25t .53 6.30:
20357+3311 74- 5 .76 .25[ .64L 37.61t
20357+3745 78- 2 .65 .34t 20.07L 153.001
20357+3742 F8- 2 1.37 13.74 70.03L 168.35:
20357+3758 78- 2 34 .37L 5.61L 53.87[
20357+3919 79- 1 .77L 1.97t 14.86 54.03
20357+3604 ?7- 3 .86 ,22: 10.35L 86.66t
20358+3806 ;'8- 2 .35L .35 4.84L 123.501
20358+3625 ;'7- 3 ,50 .29 17.98L 186.73[
20358+3827 _9- 2 .53 .98L 25.13L 218.171.
20358+3940 ]0- 1 .).47 6.12: 280.69L _64.09L
20358+3336 r5 4 _,.62 1.44 .58 35.15t.
20358+3931 r9- 1 1.08: 1.79 38.84: t69.82
20359+3926 _9- 1 .61 1.08L 27.78L 304.12L
20359+3514 r6- 3 .45L .25L .47 23.54L
20359_- 3702 '7 2 .55 .34L 13.98L .)28.35L
20359+3551 '7- 3 .26L .33 5.91L 56.97L
20359+3541 '6- 3 .75 .39 12.35L 125.85L
20359+3902 '9- 1 .74 1.83L 21.48L r65.65L
20359+3954 _0 1 .33L 1.80L 8.87L 33.13
20360+3116 '3- 6 .40L .48L .44L 2.47
20360+3821 '9- 2 ,33L .35L 4.14 60.15L
20360+3835 '9- 1 .35 1,12L 7.34L 64.99L
20360+3426 '5 4 .41 .20: .54L 60.86L
20360+3251 '4- 5 .42 .25L .61L 33.40L
20360+3901 '9- 1 1.74L 1.19L 5.60 42.38L
20361 + 3736 .70 ,50L 33.18L 69.88L
20361 + 3848 9- 1 .44 .48L 8.73L 60.80L
20361 + 3439 6- 4 .37 .15: 1.69L 09.39L
20361 +3310 4 5 .33 .27L .67L 32.90L
20362+3414 5 4 .29 25L 1.21L 58.95L
20362 _-3538 6- 3 .56 .49 18,46L 36.77L
20362;3913 9- 1 1.95L .74 30.71L 77.81L
20362-i- 3827 9- 2 .65 .99 25.13L 31,36:
20362+ 3435 8 4 25L .25L 1.09 6.14:
20363 + 3805 8- 2 i 3.31 156 18.49L 93.60L
20363 + 3339 5- 5 ] ,32 .25L 60L 13.82L
































































































































































70286 K5 7 68
70288 K0 3 62
LDN 0870
DO 19211 46 108
70300 K0 16 73
702991<2 10 73
DO 19210 40 71
70307 MB 3_ 87
70313 K0 0 78
93



























20387+3,.8 :_'_20367 + 3700
20367+3705 44.91 2620367+3910 45.2
20367+3730 45.8 37




20366 _ 3649 48.5 16














20370 + 3909 4.6143
20370+3021 5.3 28
20371 +3005 8.1 3













Z0373 + 3831 22.6 40
20373+3733 23.1 17
20374 +3519 25.8 6
20374 + 3056 26,3 1
20374+3815 26.3 53
20374+3155 26,5 46
_0374 + 3408 27.1 5
20374+3743 27.9 47
Z0374 + 3251 28.4 19
_0375+3653 30.9 23
_'0375 + 3037 31.1 56
Z0375 + 3826 31.8 17
_0375 + 3759 31.9 16
Z0375 + 3024 32.1 52
.>0375+3929 32,9 57
Z0375 +3542 34.0 37
_376+3636 36.3 24
_0376+ 3351 39.3 59
;'0376+3340 40.4 38
.>0376+3807 41.0 38
_377 +3935 44.3 36
.>0377+3901 443 29
Z0377+3624 46.3 6






_0379+ 3856 57.7 40
._0379+3512 57.8 43 I
._0380 + 3707 1.9 49
.='0380+3835 3.3 12!
.)0380 + 3302 3.9 3
,>0380+ 3606 4.6 43
_380 + 3944 5.9 45
!0381+3653 7.0 190I
._0381+ 3417 8.4 ,
,0381+3526 8.9 40 1
H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)
Coords SMJ SMN 9 O 12 vm 25 ttm 60 _tm 100 p.m
] b (') (") (') N (Ja_sky)
74-5 53 6 66 3 35 ,25L .44L 27.76L
73-6 43 11 56_ 3 .67 .56 .40L 2.47L80-I 33 .41 3.14L 26.34L 108.74L
75-4 24 45 5_ 3 &21 5.10 .66 36.21L79-1 20 1.51 3.03L 31.43L 275.02L
78- 2 14 9 66 2 .43L .85L 6.22: :_.1078-2 43 13 62 2 .26L .4o 3.29L 22._L
76-4 47 11 67 3 .26 .25L 2.18L 144.83L
79- 2 20 4 62 4 1.06 .70: 17.44L 63.85:
79-- 2 22 10 57 4 .32L .41: 4.47 30.72
78- 2 24 5 64 3 .65 .42L 27.78L 244.29L
76- 4 40 7 65 4 .31 .25L 1.91L 108A9L
77- 3 29 5 65 3 2.36 2.39 18.14L 180.46L
75- 4 50 3 66 3 .52 .24 .53L 41.43L
79- 2 31 15 53 4 .39 .86: 16.50L 127.47:
80- 1 28 3 58 5 1.73 .64 25.48L 309.70L
79--1 28 3 5914 .71 .95 10.54L 207.31L
79- 2 32 10 62 '3 .25L 1.13L 17.76L 76.26
74- 5 88 22 64! 2 .25L .26L ,4OL 5.50
78- 2 19 9 37 2 .55L .32L 3.81: 19.57
79-2 16 3 61 5 2.33 1.26 10.82L 219.67L
76-4 26 3 65, 5 1.36 .65 1.60L 109.84L
78--3 23 5 1365 1.17 .53 26.41L 232.59L
78-2 82 17 63i2 1.21L .25L 1.46 32.49L
79- 1 36 3 6013 1.11L .77L 8.17 44.28L
78- 2 22 4 651 3 1.91 .96 26.31L 227.76L
74- 5 43 6 6661!3 .90 .24 .40L 25.21L78- 2 49 3 3 .43 .71L 4.47L 33.49L
79- 2 14 11 67 4 .63 .68 17.44L 76.26L
80-1 55 12 54 2 .46L 1.31L 4.00 54.98L
77- 3 58 20 81 2 .57L .54L 2.07L 16.58
76- 3 60 17 63 2 .67L .59L .98 25.20L
78- 2 89 12 64 2 .26L .33L 2.18 27.57L
72- 6 28 11 65 3 .49 .34 .40L 2.07L
74- 5 73 8 68 2 35 .25L .60L 22.58L
79- 1 14 3 32 5 2.27 3.08 57.98L 265.44L
75- 5 20 5 63 3 1.62 .63 .56L 4.81:
74- 6 34 7 67; 3 .55 .28 .40L 18.15L
74-5 74 11 68 i 2 .29 1,08L .59L 38.06L
72- 7 45 7 65 3 2.26 .65 .40L 2.51L
79- 2 23 3 59i 3 .48 .53L 4.62: 133.71L
79-1 67 16 62 I 3 1.00L 1.08L 3.10 20.66L
78-21
2924146663 1036 2.44 14,48L 160.95L4 _76-- 64 2 .25L' .25L 1.12 15.07:
79- 1 24 6 54 4 .48: .48: 5.59 49.28L
79- 1 21 3 57 5 .70 .66 8.96L 313.98L
72- 7 33 23 64 2 .25L .25L .40L 2.21
72- 7 30 7 66 _ 3 4.32 1.56 .50L 2.01L
76- 4 34 t0 63 3 .43 .25L t.52L 104.67L
78- 2 21 7 37 2 .43L 2.41L 3.28: 21.60
74-5128 7 383 25, 40 166 2163 
76- 4 ' 46 16 64 2 .26L .25L .72 16.16L
79- 2 27 8 58 5 .62 1.55L 28.14L 132.39L
79- 1 36 23 63 3 2.24L 1.26L 3.46 55.77L
73- 6 84 23 63 2 .27L .25L .42L 3.04
80- I 20 3 58 5 1.67 1.64 38.29L 266.83L
72- 7 62 10 65 3 .39 .25L .40L 3.13L
79- 1 15 8 59 4 1.01L 1.16L 4.94 51.35L
78- 2 33 13 63 2 .28L .80L 1.66 31.37L
75- 5 83 14 71 2 .23 .25L 1.24L 44.55L
79- 1 20 3 30 4 .50: .66 13.26L 31.83:
79- 2 15 7 61 5 1.21 1.77L 19.88: 144.25L
78-- 2 32 11 64 2 .27L ,25L 2.20 34.25L
76- 4 31 9 63 3 ,79 .42 ,54L 60.66L
73- 6 42 10 64 2 ,43 .25L .40L 8,84L
79- 2 27 8 59 4 .56 2.65L 1,56: 40.59L
74- 6 46 8 65 3 ,25L ,25L .64 4.29:
75- 4 32 11 37 2 ,32L .25L .57 10.05:
78- 2 21 3 61 4 5.22 1.95 25.17L 170.29L
74-- 5 41 18 65 2 .48L .28L .54L 3.35
78- 3 60 12 63 2 .30L .25L 1,14 26.47L
73- 7 71 10 65 2 .54 .52L .53L 2.36L
79- 2 29 ! 7 61 3 .31: .36 4.64: 133.71L
78- 2 25 8 62 5 .56 1.55L 41.64L 271.79L
72- 7 98 ! 26 64 2 1.47L .69L .4OL 2.06 I
80-- 1 33 3 59 3 .56: 1.02 38.29L 256.35L I
77-- 3 27 ! 5 65 3 2.88 1.82 .87: 99,01L
79-2 24 10 65 2 .29 .64L 14.28L 144.25L
75-5 531 8 64 3 .25 .25L .44L 49.44L
75- 5 24 I 10 65 2 1.17L .26 .50L 457: I
i
79- 2 18 ] 3 60 5 1.58 1.06 2820L 202.05L
80-1 88j 14 552 1.76L 1.25L 6.46 49.41L
79- 1 161 4 59 5 45.47 30.90 5.23: 217.85L77-- 3 11 66 3 .25L .27 26.19L 18.90
75- 5 40 7 66 3 .96 .36 .83L 40.70L
77- 4 23 6 66 3 33 .20: 11.82L 134.gOL
74- 6 40 4 66 3 1.15 .50 .40L 22.92L
76- 4 25 5 64 4 2.38 1.00 1.23L 75.511
76- 4 70 22 62 2 .41L .25L .76L 6.25
78- 3 46 3 66 3 .36 .24: 25.63L 237.69L
76- 48 .62 .25L .49L 113,14L
78- 3 40 4 66 .82 .39 1.98L 143.05L
79- 2 14 3' 57 5 9.62 5.16 10.37: 283.40L
75-- 5 35 10 65 3 .40 .25L .45L 24.14L
77-- 3 41 8 ' 67 2 .29L .42 6.72L 27.09:
80- 1 32 7 60 3 1.21 2.40L 20.65L 241.82L
79- 29 62 53: 38: 2654,76- 54 64 .32 ,25L 1.19L 71.48L
76- 4 51 3 ! 64 2 .39L .25L ,89 16.93L




Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
Uncs Coef R Flag s" S 2 # T Name Type (") Ma 8
S B I 9400000008
BC AB 0 2600000000
C EHFC 0 960135698E 8
BED AAC 9 9301000108 29
B AE ! 960539830F 2 I 13 70319MA 4 8j.E D E E B 58C022330C
E S G F 870343252C i
F F O I 9301220328 8
BD F ABFB 6 960065430E
DED NCBB 970202332E I
B BCEL 651123341C
B CM 9302212348 6
DD AA 9 940100010C
BD BC 0 930010O0O8
F F F FDGE 954349940E
BF ABE 0 i 960113402F
DD CBF 9 960359667F
E CBGB 960165430E
O L C 96011O0008
F D BF C B 970220242C
B B A A C F 4 952249940E
BB AS 0 9300000008
i
BC AA J 4i930110120C
D FC 960030220C
E GGDB i 970339454F
BB AAJF 5 950210230(3
CD BD 0 940100O008
F ORB 970143464E 4
FD DBDB 0 966154430E
D GGC 970050266E
E HEC 1978000232C 2
D GCD 950202242C
D E HC 970523342C
CD BC 0 670100O00O
C D G 94001OO0O8
CO ABBB 9 963349766F
BC F AACE 0,9681002228 8
BD BS 0 9401000008 8
C BI 9400000218 4
BE AB 3 9600100000 13 70323K0 19 5_
C F CCCI 0 950299831E
D H CD 970220150F
CC AAH ' 9 350221150C 1 FFCYG 16
DF CHC 9680154848 7
EFE EDBC 974326970F
EE CDCH 3 954239550F
C C I 87O00O00OO
BC AAE 1 9600100000
B CHGE 9400110208
EE CEFB 974031040E
C C H C C I 9402002238 2
C E O 9600231648
B BGI 950051000E
F L J C D 666636697F 8
D J MC 9600000008
CC AABB 9 961271997F
C D 7600100000
E F D B E 960235897F
D C 960142010E
C D 9300300008
DDcE!CBEC 40 984239660FOBDC 95A179966E
D B 960310000C
ED AC 6 9400210208
C BC 9500000008 1 13 70329 K5 7 8(
E E AFF 970100010E
CD CEB 9600100146 8
BF DDIJ!AAJ ED 2 950041061E96010023388 1 32 X2037+341 68
D E K B 9600O000O6
D C 970100011C
C AFN 4600000000 1 13 70333 K2 30 7,=
DFD I DD 944051270E
BpFDi _ 940166364E76001OO000
DE D EDD i 0 964348542F
AAD 940110000CgsE !1EEJGIo 960179966E
C J 9400100006 1 13 70336 10 85% F BSGC 9700300028
CO AAE 9 950449976E
E K C 980225402F
BBE AABH 0 951442597F 22 8 4 3 RAFGL2626 19 1C
D F OGB 660102333C
CF ABDD 8 9400300028
IBD BE, K 0 930010010(; 1 1 LLCYG 31
BC AB 2 8401000028 1 1 V1327CYG 88
BC !AA 7 8200001008
D J D 9700210228
EF IDCHJ 941322430C
IcE BCCE 4 968249898F 8
B A 9300110228 2 13 70343 K0 3 6_
IBC ACE 0 950333310C
ABF AACB 7 941378998E 1 13 70344K2 32 63
B B 8401000008
D F I EFB 950302330C
C A I 950310010F
CDC BDC 3 975024631F
C B E L 6300_0208
F DO 9602105338 2 1 32 X2038+354 111 2




NLme Ga]actic UnccrtaJn[y i






































































































Flux Density Flags A.ssocLa_iofts
(Not Color Corrected) V L C
25 /_m 60 _m 100 ttm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep

























PmJtlon (1950) FJux DcrJsily Fla_
Nafae H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color C_rrected) V L C
a _ _.rds SMJ SMN ,.0, O 12 _m 25 /_m (_) p.m 100 Fm Flux Con, A Conlrus/on R S A
ham.. 8, (s) (") /o ('3 ('_) z,-) N (Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags I S 2 # T
20406+3123 39.5 40 74- 7 29! 46 68 4 .84 .32 .51L 16.53L BC ACHD! 3 640101100820406+3925 40.010 80-- 2 56! 1 542 1.73L .90L 2.27 41.61LI O L HC 870009130F
20406+3758 41.39 79-- 3 28 7 653 .37 1.30L 23.96L 263.07L E CHJ C 640124284E
21 ! 5 21.14L 259.30L BB AA 0930975576E 17 4 120406+3831 41.5 19 79- 2 57 4 12.18 4.79 8
20407+3834 43.780 79- 2 3511 562 1.25L 2.97L 17.77 176.09L I E HGBD 640949989E
8
20407+3612 44.919 77- 4 _ 3 663 .42 4.06 17.34: 119.68L CB EGEH 308103453C 22 i 2320407+3530 46.737 77- 4 9 853 .40 .25L .51L 108.701. C CD C 9400100108 13
20407+3509 47.79 77- 4 31 8 682 .76 .45 1.36L 80.03L CC BB 9300010018 i
20408+3835 50.61 79--2 23 7 003 3.77 3.33 17.77L 126.07 CE F AA C 994t037558C 8
20408+3410 52.847 76- 5 54 14 652 .25L .26L .72 4.26L C HDB 9701000108
20409+3441 54.643 78- 5 53 14 642 .29L .25L .58 8.97L! C KE C 8600000008204o0+3700585878_38619582 25L 74L 264, 464 0 9,o209154°8
20409+3423 58.415 76- 5 36 5 643 _ 1.65 .64 .45L 55.13l. BC AAC 9400000208 4 l
20409+3722 59.553' 78- 3 25 8 615! .52 .25L 26.66L 212.85L B BF 940142273C
20409+3313 59.749' 75- 8 24 5 644 10.01 3.95 .42: 6.86L CDD AAE 96601000100
20409+3758 59.928 _ 79- 3 43 14 58 2 _ .25L .67L 1.49L 7.23 D KCC 970131074E
20410+3342 0.131 75- 5 40 9 643 1.02 .30 .42L 31.97L BC ABD , 29309100118
20410+3903 2.4 _ 80- 2 37 9 _ 21 .51 1.03 13.83L 55.62 CD F EBGC 2960203352C
20410+3059 3.5 73- 7 42 4 4 .40 .25L .40L 14.19L B C L 940010001820410+3502 5.013 77- 4 25 _ 303! 2.01 1.09 1.05L 74.65L BC AABF 9301091328
20410+3337 5.34_! 75- 5 95 8 652! .38 .29L .45L 13.53L F FD 940011010820411+3643 6.5,.o 78-3 8 3,148 5 .74 .22 13.40L 122.25L BD ABBC'2930011121C
20411+3815 7.529 79- 2 22 101356 .25L .89L 6.21L 25.29 C I MFB 970934474E
20411+3145 11.50 74- 6 7921 i 653 .41L .25L .40L 3.95 F J N C 960010000820411+3516 11.850 77-4 63 8 68 .41 .25L 2.35L 112.29L C B JG I 9301111118
20412+3404 12.342 76- 5 54 9_ 633 .48 .27: .45L 57.90L CF BGI C 0944000010820412+3412 13.147 76- 5 78 8' 64 _ .26 .8BL 1.55L 50.69L _ CG 6400000008 1 2
20412+3427 14.018 76- 5 7722 622 .60L .25L .60L 2.64 D M DD 9700000008
20412+3531 14.955 77- 4 20 4 303 1.25 .56 .48L 54.02L BF AADD 99500000108
20412+3938 15.645 30- 2 30 19 522 .30L 1.01L 2.25L 18.50 D FEB 370010021F
20412+3927 17.631 80- 2 41 8 582 .40L .40L] 7.48: 28.01 EF ECFB 2480002220F
20412+3754 !17844 79- 3 17 151074 .25L 25L 1.73 25.91L D MB 974220064C
20413+3857 21.0! 28 80- 2 27 12 562 .46: .39 9.57: 62.30L CEF DCCC 0954036441C
20413+3548 22.81 _ 77- 4 26 18 652 .27L .31L .64 5.56L E HCD 9701000308
20413+3613 23.3 78-4 33 18 66 2 1.27L .25L 2.11L 16.73 I El HD 970302344C
20414+3524 26.8124 77-4 21 4 30 3 1.46 .43 .42L 51.24L CC IABE 6 9401201348 8 3 1320414+3737 27.414 79- 3 29 9 333 .42 .25L 20.48L 164.02L B CBJ I 940142243C
20415+3156 30.5132 74-8 Z_6 5 653 8.97 2.59 1.14 13.31L'BBC AABC 0950000010816 3 4
20415+3813 31.1i26 79- 3 17 8 584 36 .41 1.51: 240.46L CEE ACD 6930011010E
20415+3745 31.255 79- 3 22 13 344 .35L .25L 1.39 9.22 CC MHBC 980109140C
20415+3417 32.553 76- 5 63 16 65 _ 2 .25L .25L .47: 3.07 DD DC 9709100108
20415+3659 33.542 78-3 50 14 553 .25L .25L 1.12L 7.65 C F HB 970200065C 81 32
20415+3641 33.653 80- 2 72 12 55 _ 2 .54L .25L 3.64 28.39L F J C 9803001238
20415+3500 34.958 77- 5 44 13 652 .25L .40L 1.60: 9.83 ED J EC 9600001328
20416+3800 38.442 79- 3 22 11 582 .29L .35L 1.78 37.78L E MHAH 950223278C 2
20416+3241 38.548 75- 6 30 4 654 2.04 .57 .40L 3.59L BC AA O 9711100000 1 2
20416+3934 40.130 80-- 2 25 11 582 .54L .57L 8.56 56.01L D J GCE 9702141238
20416+3853 41.22 80- 2 35 11 542 .51L .45 7.05 62.88L FE EDC 954035321C
20417+3858 44.15 30- 2 2616 562 .64L .51: 15.50L 62.88 E E EHGC 950026651C
20417+3320 44.958 75- 6 39 14 663 .30: .25L .40L 2.77 D C E J D 4700000100
20417+3602 45.140 77- 4 20 9 634 .88 .46 4.90L 75.49L CE BA J 0941043232C
20417+3759 46.8 i 2 79 3 24 5 574 19.62 7.63 20.36L 228.78L BB AANH 7640223178C 16 23 4
20417+3639 47.934 78-4 42 7 672 .30 .26L 16.95L 130.32L E SCH 640931544C
20418+3731 48.520 79-3 34 5 594 .25L .25L 1.80: 11.20 EC L CB 980911064C
20418+3255 49.2400 75- 6 74 8 663 .32 .25L .45L 5.47L C D 9500000000 2 1320418+3011 50.4 73- 8 29 6 404 .25L .25L .49L 5.71 D NEB 9680100008
20418+3417 50.953 76- 5 ! 34 5 663 4.58 1.94 .53L 50.EOL BB AAC 19409100108
20418+3513 50.946 77- 4 51 5 663 .48 .25L .40L 76.36L B AH 9301000008 1 13
20418+3220 51.646 75- 6 ! 47 6 663 .77 .22 .40L 17.48L BO ABM 09501000108
20419+3717 55.320 78- 3 20 8 584 .28L .30L 1.04 18.36L D DEC 970120001C
20419+3543 59.1:21 77- 4 40 14 642 .28 .58L 2.86L 83.50L D EE 6400000008 i
20420+3832 0.543 79- 2 41 10 542 .42: .36L 5.55: 24.30 F FE BFCA 970212431C
20420+3641 o.g 30 78- 4 15 3 615 3.78 1.18 1.32L 127.36L BB AACG 0938045685(3 91 13
20420+3651 2.912 78- 3 23 8 60; 5 .58 .24 16.63L 159.82L BC BCFH 2930012030C 1
20421+3244 6.45 75- 6 25 5 65', 4 2.46 1.03 .43L 4.00L BC AAKE 419610001000
20421+3823 8.128 79- 3 20 7 572 1.34 .82 7.50L 24.47: EF D ABED 9! 974213331C
_.0422+3745 12.239 79- 3 24 9 55 I 3 .25: .25L 3.24: 15.64 C EE DFES 96CI00033C 8
;'0422+3437 13.134 76- 5 3317 6512 1.19L .25L .42 10.91L C CF 9600000318 4
20422+3839 16.1 1 80- 2 32 10 58' 2 .51L .27: 3.30 29.95L EE DOS 970911320C
20422+3718 16.226 78- 3 46 12 623 .26 27L 16.92L 151.18L C CL 950120000C
20422+3149 16.729 74- 7 36 12 673 .25L .25L .40: 4.70 DO F B 8500000018
20422+3257 17.550 75- 6 28 5 663 4.03 1.89 .40L 2.11L CB AA 69600000000 1 1
20423+3638 18.924 78- 4 18 8 62 i 5 .69 _ .26L 6.56L 124.21L B BI 950123433C
20423+3859 19.324 80- 2 24 14 532 .42L .37 8.04L 28.15: E F EFEB 964012330C
20423+3950 19.641 80- 2 82 3 562 .37L .74L 2.53 30.56L C I C 9700000308
70423+3131 21.557 74- 7 61 23 652 .61L .57L .47 20.58L E H 6402101008
70423+3811 21.810 79- 3 36 7 572 .48 .25L 4.01L 32.64L C DJ J D 968216433C 1 2
_423+3505 22.421 77- 5 52 14 642 .25L ! .25L .49 3.96: CC GDC 9700000008
.>0423+3619 23.211 78- 4 29 3 655 24 .25L 13.57L 131.11L B BF 950111012C, i
20424+3917 24.912 80- 2 70 11 532 .79 .41L 2.24L 37.99L C ADH 97011092081 i
_0424+3631 25.655 78- 4 20 3 625 2.03 .49 15.75L 119.33L BC AB 0950300100C i 1 13
.>0424+3305 26.1 3 75_ 6 34 5 643 1.49 .72 .40L 2.26L CC AA 89709100000
.)0424+3835 26.432 79 2 27 8 562 4.62 2.91 4.97: 36.83L BBE AAB 0974123431C
20424+3126 28035 74- 7 28 15 673 .25L .25L .47: 5.13 DC DB 9681100138
20425+3218 30.238 75- 6 20 5 664 50.22 30.64 3.85 t2.91L FFC AAAF 9940000000828 1 1
->0425+3749 30.538 79- 3 45 8 583 .42L .25L t.10 38.35L E OH 960100033C
70425+3851 30.933 80- 2 26 12 562 .78 1.07 15.25: 102.49L CDE DCCE 0 J930202242C
._0426+3438 37.65 76- 5 48 9 673 .42 .25L .40LI 71.81L C CFME ,9400000308 !
?0426+3244 38.04 75- 6 76 26 652 25L .25L .41L 2.93 C, I O 19700001100
.>0426+3938 36.140 80- 2 45 11 532 .45L .26L 1.89 29.49L F CCCI 9742010218 I
->0426+3252 39.734 75- 6 8730 642 .36L .25L .40L ! 3.22 C J E 9600000000 I
_426+3302 40.052 75- 6 83 7 663 .35 .25L .40L 3.08L C E ! BC 8600100000 I
.>0426+3819 40.639 79- 3 25 16 582 .47L .29 5.39 31.16 NHEB! 960012232C I
->0427+3626 43.937 78- 4 32 110 564 .35L .25L 4.02L 23.45 O]GFED 978225665C I 32
->0427+3029 45.0 12 73- 8 27 68 4 .79 .47 .40L 15.11L BC ABK 0 1400020008
.>0427+3547 45.824 77- 4 24 8 615 .56 .25L .47L 53.90L B 8FDB ! 9401100108
.>0427+3857 47.132 80- 2 7313 552 .26L .27L 2.89 18.53L D 970231220C
.>0428+3625 49.343 78- 4 43 5 563 .37 .25L 3.62L 23.45LI C DJ I E 970227675C 1 32
.>0428+3401 49.631 76- 5 42 10 643 .43 .23: .40L 45.08L BD CD 06401000008
_>0428+3711 49.711 78- 3 58 9 552 28 25L 2.62L 25.00LID DH 950023760C _1 i 2
°Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) 8112, 25, 60, 100 Fro; 10) High Source Density Region.
Declination: + 30"- + 40 °
ASsocilliOnS
Name Type _e_ M_q_
V446 CYG 3
















X2042 + 364 3
DO 19362 98
525




Coords SMJ SMN O O 12 Fm
Name
a 8
ham..8, (s) C) ] b C) C) (') N
20428+3953 50.00 81- 2 48 9 552 .29L
20428+3622 [50.98 784 71 14 553 .28L
20428+3810 '52.9 8 79- 3 26 11 54 i 2 .45L
20429+3532 77- 4 36 30 83 3 .34L1571_
20429+3814 57.5 79-3 72135521 .44L2o429+3532157,718 78-4 19 82 .95
20429+3709 57.7 27 78- 3 43 11 58 4 .26L
20429+3203 56.9 18 74- 7 50 3 64 4 .33
20430+3900 0.9 47 80 2 68 15 57 2 .42:
20430+3311 1.3136 75 6 103 21 64 [ 2 .25LI
20430+3658A 2,8149 78- 4 13 4 63 I 5 1.67
20430+3842 4.7 5 80- 2 43 14 57 2 .65
20430+3926 6.0154 80- 2 76 13 58 22 .76L i20431+3907 6.3 59 80- 2 27 9 54 .77
20431 +3943 6.g 20 80- 2 19 5 57 _2 .55
20431+3345 9.(_44 76-6 47 7 66[3 .54
20431+3912 9.711 80--2 31 6 55 !2 2.40
20431+35541oi 8 77-4 33 8 63,5 .49
20431+3118 10.8 39 74 7 52 19 67 12 .86L
20432+3916 12.2 42 80 2 _ 21 7 56 i 2 .85
20432+3931 12.6 57 80-2, 29 12 57 2 .25L
20432+3732 14.1 32 79- 3 42 13 65 3 .25L
20432+3637 14.8 44 76- 4 i 17 4 60 4 5.53
20432+3850 14.8'22 80- 2 35 11 57!2 .61
20432+3831 163 60 80- 3 30 11 55 2 .67L
20432+3418 16.6124 76- 5 42 8 63 4 36
20432+3632 17.6 57 78- 4 62 12 64 2 .25
20432+3151 17.939 74 7 28 4 66 4 5.44
20433+3652 20,0 9 76 4 22 11 55 3 25L
20433+3238 20.3 52 75- 6 31 5 65 3 1.33
20433+3904 22.2_24 80- 2 20 8 53 2 2.12
20433+3624 22.7 18 78- 4 16 5 62 5 .50
20434+3123 24,6 55 74 7 36 6 66 3 ,37
20434+3414 27,245 76- 5 48 27 64 2 .57L
20434+3051 28.729 74- 7 45 8 643 .69
20434+3705 29.248 76 4 19 8 303 .25L
20435+3322 30.1 3 76- 6 53 25 652 .25L
20435+3825 30.424 79- 3 28 9 552 149.37
20435+3734 30.9 31 79- 3 33 5 56 3 7.45
20435+3536 31.9 6 77- 4 49 3 61 4 .27L
20435+3912 32.6 47 80- 2 48 9 55 2 .55
20435+3948 33.0 8 81- 2 43 8 57 2 .52L
20435+3218 34.1 t 76- 7 23 ; 5 66 4 7,39
20435+3541 35.0 58 77- 4 42 f6 59 2 .25L
20435+3856 35.2 37 80- 2 43 I 10 30 2 .70
20435+3645 35.3 29 76- 4 48 13 59 2 .28
20435+3032 35.3 6 73 8 23 5 65 3 8.76
20436+3427 37.0 34 76- 5 67' 12 63 2 .26
20436+3543 383 6 77- 4 57 16 59 2 .26L
20436+3933 39.0 33 60- 2 63 _ 11 57 2 .36
20436+3047 39.2 1 74 7 56 I 15 67 3 .25L
20436+3650 40.1 46 76- 4 24 8 69 5 .55
20436+3553 41.0 9 78- 4 26 9 63 5 .59
20437+3850 42.7 35 80- 2 44 12 56 2 .61
20437+3247 43.5 60 75 6 46 g 64 3 31
20437+3633 44.1 6 78- 4 16 4 62 4 3.91
20437+3015 44.6 43 73 8 30 i 12 68 2 .69
20437 +3337 46.3 46 76 6 25 ' 5 65 3 1.44
20437+3916 46.5 34 80- 2 64 10 55 2 .32L
20438+3622 50.0 43 78- 4 22 6 63 5 .40
20436+3754 52.6,52 79- 3 34 9 56 2 3.20
20438+3909 52,9 54 80- 2 49 15 55 2 .32L
20438+3555 52.9 39 76- 4 73 10 68 2 .24
20438+3038 53.3 9 73- 8 82 15 67 3 .35L
20439 f3621 54.0 25 79- 3 37 13 52 2 25L
20439+3701 54.1 44 78- 4 46 15 62 2 30
20439 _,3913 57.6 33 80- 2 41 13 57 2 ,42L
20439+3043 56.3 30 74- 8 57 20 64 2 .25L
20439+3907 59,2 50 80- 2 35 6 56 2 1,30
20440+3838 0.1 58 80 3 64 14 54 2 .32L
20440+3607 0.6 15 78 4 26 6 63 5 .88
20440+3841 3.0 41 80- 3 25 12 55 2 .48
20440_3617 3.935 76- 4 49 12 564 ,26L
20440+3916 4.645 60- 2 154 3 562 .55
20441+3205 6.0 50 75- 7 I 74 7 66 3 1.22
20441+3645 11.354 76 4 21 5 58 4 2.86
20442_,3727 12.0128 79- 3 I 19 9 56 3 .81
20442+3347 12.4'5 76- 6 26 6 68 2 42.63
20442+3530 13.1 33 77- 5 41 12 64 3 1.34L20442+385713.514 78-4 54 18 553 .25L
20442+3517 14.1123 77 5! 38 B 624 .57
20442+3623 15.6129 78- 4 i 21 8 62 5 .93
20442+3921 17.9129 80-222 3 56!22 .8720443 +3821 18.23 80 3 60 8 56 .29L
60 3 i 25 7 56 .65
20443+3849 20.33 2 I20443,3642 23.0 42 76-4 60 15 56 .21
20443+3212 23.1 57 75-7 24 22 75 3 .25L
20444+3613 28.734 79- 34016 542 .35L
20444 _ 3925 29.4 58 80-2 17 7 572 2.10
20444+3440 29.7 19 77-5 32 14 66 2 .20
20445+3651 30.C 60 78 4 19 5 _ 3 3.7520445+3845 32.311 803 281 .52L
20445+3855 32._] 17 803 57 5 572 .56
20445+3322 33.539 76-6 41 19 652 .25L
20445+3905 34.C 60 60-2 3311 572 ,44L
20446+3448 39.(_ 30 77 5 30 4 663 3.52
20446÷3822 39,C 54 60- 3 57 18 53 2 .25L
20446+3834 39.E 22 80- 3 62 13 55 2 .29:
20447+3418 43.8 43 76- 5 24 8 63 5 .65
20447+3134 44.2 49 74- 7 17 4 66 4 2.08
Declination: +30"-+40 °
Flux Densily Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected)







































































































1O0 /_m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
S 2 _# T Name Type (") MagUncs Coef R Flags*
3.46 26.62L D M C 9701000208
.77 23A5L E KD 970126162C 3
2.43 22,88 EE GDCB 970024320C
.60 8.31L C DC 9600100416
2.16 31.16L D C 960022320C
17,14L 138.41L BC ACFE 2 940111530C
12.16 C G EC: 960043970C
18.72L B CL 9400010008
29.23L ED GCEC 0 950122320C
2.81 C L C 7600000200
10.98L 16.78L 8C ABFBI 2 958120420C 2
2.66L 27.99L CF F F i 0 970124430C
2.22 46.29L F C I 9602100316
12.91L 67.65: CD E DBGC 095A032532C 8
1403 71.22: CCCF ECCD 19654044538
.40L 2.68L BD BE 49700000000
14.31L 24.15L BC ABE i 0970332530C
.41L 83.38L BE 8D i 1 9301110106
.40L 2.40 D L N A 9700000008
4.82 71.26: FCFFIECBE 2 9542322308
21.94L F CCH 9740101208
7.82: DD CBE 980012022C
8.35L 105.22L AB AA 3 940020030C
3.34L 90.32L FF FBJC 9 960203321C
4.71 20.29L E L GB 960512643C
.51L 64.49L C AEN 9300100006
2.09L 16.03L D D 960040250C 1 2 DO 19374 78 9E
.43 11.53L FFE AABi 99500100018
1.48 17.77L C AABE 960231742C
.40L ) 14.01L BD 29500100006
3.00LI 26.21L BC AA 0 950022432C 8
14.77L 16.58L BD BCGA 1 964127793C 3
.40L 19.68L C CC 9500000008
.43L 1.96 D A E J C 9700100008
.40L 10.30L BF I 0 9401100118 1 13 70464 24 5_
2.10: 11.66 ' ED GGDB, 960210220C
.52L 4.56 BEIECI_ KCE 9580100430
1635: 18.59L _ AAA 22970211010C 1421.13L 27.84 ElB FG 950012033C '
.61 6.06: CF ! DD 9601100538 C
5.04L 35.39L EF EICBF 9964351132C 8
4.90: 20.55L DC LCA 9703100438
.83 21.32Li BBC AAA 09400000008 5 1 V629 CYG 12
.52 10.35L F GF 9602200636 C 1 32 X2043+356 77 1;
11.40L 41.14: CC F ECFA I 0 970233331C
11.24L 116.36L D D 950220200C
,40L 12.26L BB AAI 0 9500000208 5 13 70467K0 5 4;
1.05L 64.83L' C El 9300000006
.59 8.94L D BGFFIG = 9602100638 C 1 32 X2043+356 113 1_1.18L 31.04L IC 9701001306 1 t370466 29 8E
.46: 5.09 DC IGHHEl 9600200218
1769L 131.41L BB BABD 1938331552C
86.97L BF BEHN 0 9303310108
92.71L CDF FDBG 1 960313321C
2,10LI B BNL 9701000110
81.50L ABE AAD 6940132390C
4.95L C AB H 9504020016 1
1.76L' BC AA 6 9700000000
37.97L C D ElH 860164542C18.58L _ ElKFA 968226492 1 19 658 70
18.11L' CC AAG 0 670210030(3
5.32L 31.57 Di_: GB 950331121C2.58L 129.00L F 9301110108
.66 16.41L DC IDiHDC 8400100408 42 23 CED182A 398,93: 5.99 E D El 980021010C
13.92L 125.40L C FND 930220010C
4.09L 47.72L i E GC B F 950153232C
.47 13.71L C D 8400200208 4
2.72L 31.57L BDD AC _ 0 950432221C3,19L 48.03LI I E DJ 970032320C
8.95L 107.76L _ElB AEl_ E 1930120156C C
2.34L 63.10L FF BBLH 6968122400C
86 15.53L D FLB 960010110C
12.19L 102.37L E ECKG 841233253C
,40L 20.36L B AC 9401000006 2 13 70471 K5 7 81
12.24L 122.07L ElB AA 1 940110000C 1 17 2931 41
1.23: 15.12L B C AHD 960000000C
1.35 9.37L BBCDAABc 0 9502000000 18 5 t3 70474K0 5 2.=
.36 3.62 IM EEl 9701000106
.97L 4.82 E F B 978210060C
.45L' 34.92L BD BDM 0 9400000006
5.19L 62.59L BC ACE 1 940312260C
21.19L 142,38; EC E DBCE 2 734125445(;
1.13 16.86L E EC 974021130C
8.59L 63.82: C F _C HC 964324540C
12.98L 124.65L C D 940022212C
.40L 4.46 E F D i 9581000048 8
20.39L C HJ E 9600322208
203,15: ECDF BCBD 094B1344438
1023L C D I 9501000008
15,16L BB AAM 2 960020000C
30.43L E E BB B ' 960324310C
39.19L ElD EIDCD t 970224572C
3.61 C C HD 9500000000
31.50L O ElCB 970213422C
I
i 1 32 X2044+322 104 I
1 2 DO 19411 84 10,=
33.95L ElEl AAC 4 9400000006 1 1 V384CYG 8
g.36 D J F8 974021150C !
21.02L DDD HCB 0 960110120C
24.78L CD BB K 3 9410010008
1654L DD AAB 9 9500000006i 1 1 GPCYG 20
I
*Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources {PH); 5} Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
526
ii ! i
Right Ascension: 20h44m45"-20_47'_25, Declination: +30"-+40"
Position (19JO)
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty C fNot Color Corrected)
u _ Coords SMJ SMN O O 12 I_m 25 Fm 60 I_m8cz
hm. * , :(s) ( ) 1 b (') (") (') N (Jansky)
20447+3642 45.1 9 78- 4 43 10 60 4 .27: .25L 3.98L
20447+3912 45.3 59 80-- 2 36 9 57 2 .67 .28L 2.31L
20447+3808 45.650 79-- 3 41 10 542 1.73 .52 .71
20447+3924 45.6 27 80- 2 28 5 32 2 .55 .61 3.55L
 04,.+39o7463339o-2 19 7 562 68: 51 ,51,
20448+3635 48.8 2 78- 4 74 12532 .34L', .26L 1.7920.8+3008 49._34 73-8 59 11 68 3 .39 .25L .40L
20448+3226 50.924 75-7 23 9653 .95 .45 .40L
a_+3566 s0.242 78-4 17 4 62 5 1.72 .46 .40L
20448+3856 51.3 80- 3 27 6 57 i 2 .78 .73 7.59
20449+3349 54.749 76- 8 149 6 87 I 3 .54 .25L .40L
20449+3539 55.8118 78- 5! 249 63; 5 .39 .18 .49L
20.9+3628564 9o_3] it 552 44, 35L20449+3249 56.8 ] 75-- 6 85 3 1.33 = .57 .52L
20449+3309 57.8 1 76- 6 66 9 68 2 .29 .25L .52L
20450+3222 3.915 75- 7 41 7 673 .36 .28L .40L
20450+3223 5.242 75- 7 82 21 642 1.01L .25L .40L
20451+3114 6.747 74- 7 37 113 664 .27L .25L .68
20451+3411 11.221 76- 6 18 I 3 615 7.32 1.90 .42:
20452+3111 12.129 74- 7 76 8 642 .24 .25L .40L
20452+3919 12.856 80- 2 22 6 572 1.23 1.38 19.37
20453+3524 21.852 77- 53617 13 594 .25L .25L .6820453+3612 23.842 78- 4 24 9 564 .41 .12: 8.45,
20454+361827.41978-4 8584 .45 .25L 8.96L
20454+390628.43480-3 647562 .34L .31 2.71L
20455+354231.92778- 51:! 3625 6.63 2.56 .40L20455+3442 34.9 23 77- 5 3664 .43 .25L .47L
20455+304035.21174- 8279664 .90 .31 .40L
20455+3725 35.32 79- 4 49 14 572 ! .87L .25L 1.98
20455+3554 35.423 78- 5 33 6 625: .42 .25L .4OL
20456+3541 39.414' 78- 5 13 3 615 ! 8.08 3.65 .73
20456+3129 40.551 74- 7 27 9, 653 .83 .40 .40[.
20456+3510 40.814! 77- 5 5218 614 .25, .25L .42L
20456+3533 41.254 78- 5 28 8615 .52 .25L .40L
20455+3630 41.421 78- 4 5210583 .50 .25L 1.48L
20456+3907 42.054 80- 3 3411 572 .30L .25L 2.91
20457+3354 42.124 76- 6 17 4644 1.72 .76 .40L
20457+3349143.725 76- 6 5123 662 .25L .25L .4OL
20457+3528 i43747 77- 5 55 26 542 1.141 .56L .40L
20457+3408 _45.E 10 76- 6 32 9 604 .34 .25L .41L
20457+3658 45,815 79-4 40 8 553 .40 .25L 2.44,
20456+3859 46.46 90-3 5512 562 .42L .31L 1.59
20458+3603 50.341 78- 5 21 5 615 5.25 206 .37
20458+3517 51546 77- 5 34 8 635 .55 .26L .40L
20456+3635 !51.9119 78- 4 33 5 563 1.25 .37 1.74L
20456+3706 52.6_ 6 79- 4 41 9 552 .83 .35L 2.16L
20460+3019 1.2110 73- 8 46 9 6713 .25L .25L .66
20460+3253 2.2'_ 55 75- 7 24 4 67_ 3 3.67 2.17 .40L
20460+3446 5.2 _29 77- 5 28 8 60 _ 4 .52 .26L .42L
20460+3906 5.95 80- 3 26 8 57! 2 1.13 .57 .65L
20461+3403 7.951 76- 6 55 22 632 .25L .57L .40L.
20461 +3450 9.4 4 77- 5 _ 26 9 624 .33 .25L .40L
20461+3653 11.1153 80-3 i 31 5 57_2 2.10- 11.28 4.80
20462+363t 14.3 i 31 78- 4 25 4 56 ; 3 1.76 1.03 1.65L
20462+3416 18.614 77- 6 18 3 615 .29: 13.68 12.12
20463+3641 18.936 78- 4 22 4 55,3 3.65 1.65 2.05,
20463+3229 19.743 75- 7 39 3 673 .86 .38 .40L
20463+3343 21.2'16 76- 6 48 5 683 .35 .25L .40L !
20464+3837 24.4 7 80- 3 57 7 572 .351 .31L 1.95
20464+3046 25.245 74- 8 37 24 642 .25L .25L .59L
20464+3740 26.314 79- 4 38 16 562 .26L .25L 1.23
20464+3402 28.211 76- 6 14 8 634 .71 .36 .40L
20464+3729 29.146 79-- 4 48 8 552 .55 .25L .63L
20464+3539 29.4 6 78- 5 33 14 684 .26 .25L .34:
20465+3640 30.829 79- 4 79 19 553 .25L .25L 2.34L
20485+3734 31.331 79- 4 38 10 552 1.80 39 .42L
20465+3851 32.2 2 80- 3 62 9 572 .53 .26L .84L
20465+3036 33.324 74- 8 21 4 684 1.32 .40 .40L!
20465+3239 33.742 75- 7 37 4 683 .92 .20: .40L
20465+3026 34.4 35 74-- 8 31 5 66 4 3.22 1.74 .40L
20485+3557 34.8 30 78- 5 33 8 80 4 .47 .25L .4OL
20466+3132 36.9 47 75- 8 57 13 67 3 .25L .25L .89
20466+3844 39.6 4 80- 3 77 16 57 2 .72L .25L 1.53
20466+3632 40.222 78-- 4 53 11 593 .25L .25L 1.20
20466+3143 40.633 75- 7 82 12 642 .25L .68L .74
20468+3821 48.244= 80- 34 34 5 5721 1.89 .97 .63L20468+3723 49.245 ! 79- 3915 552 .25L .25L 1.68L
20468+3750 51.338! 79- 4 3915 572! .37L .25L 2.22
20468+3347 51.4 45 76- 6 328 6241 .72 .27L A0L20468+3649 52.4 79- 4 65 14, 562 .89L .25L 1.11LI
20468+3547 53.1 45 78-5 36 27 68 4 ! ,25L .25L .40L
20469+3312 54.9 9 76-7 23 3 63 5, 1.19 .60 .40E20469+3546 55.0 lvl 78- _ 32 8 62 4 .49 .21: .40L
20469+344256.747i 77- 6 30 10 62 3, .27 .25L .40,
20469+3805 57.25' 80- 3 591168 59221 .58 .33 .51L0 9+3 7451175-; 74 26, 29, 12420469+3139 57.844175- 2767 36.67 15.62 3.17













20470+3744 5.6 4! 79- 4 30 13 ! 57 2
20471+3203 7.1 7' 75-- 7 79 19 682
20471+3405 7.951 77-6 19 3 61' 52o,71+3716 9._18 79-4 25 9 55 2
_72+5643 12._52 80-3 29 22142 2
20472+3522 13.737 78-5 1645160 I
2o,72+330214_35 76-7 16 23 81 _  72+38 5.1 1 9_4 451 55!
 472+3 218.822 73_9 99 12 5722o,72+3_5 16.9. _-3 22 12 eo220472+311617.957 74-8 89 15 68 220474+3739259,8 79-4 43 15 55 2
Flux Density l_ags
v L
I0Q /.¢m Flux Con" A Confusion R S
Uncs Coef R Flags*
18.23 F D, GKI B 95Ol14323C
21.9OL C BD 760210000C
18.80L BCC ASF 09600201008
7.33L DF DICBC ; 670124442063.42: C CECB 968124522C
13.19L F EJ C 960115544C
14.77L C BGI 9400000008
18.72L CC AA 09400201008
62.24L BB ABH! 1 9300000008
39.19 ECDU DBCB 4970025462C
2.22L S 8 D 9702000000
5.88L BD BDJC 09683121308
19.96L cBcD J B 960010010C23.43L I A DC 88.07L I (_ 64O00OO00O94O00OOOO8
21.94L C IIC H 94002000083.05 E 9600201008
2,52: CD EFA 9600100408
25.20L ASC AAC 27410000008
11.86]. D C 8400100408
71.31: CCDO'ODCA 08400033300
4.62 CC I DC 9701000448
81.68L BD BD 0 830011000(3
96.45L B C BI 930010000C7.49L FDCH 9903133110
5.08: BB E AAGB 9601132418
35.60L B C O 9300010008
2.12L BC AD 2 9500000210
20.00L F F DD 968102233C
92.15L B SJ L E 9301020868
47.67L ABD AACE 2 9400132415
10.64L=BE AS G 1 4400000008
3.19 B H GB 9701000218
71.91L B BH 9302110008
14.03L B CI J D 960200033C
6.55L C C 9902234210
1.80L BC AAH 1! 8700100000
2.02 C M C 9700100100
2.82 D I C 9701110448
21.70L S DG 4400000008
16.06L C CBC 950000000C
12.86L C FF8C 9802021200
87.53L CDC AADI 9 9300000108
47.13L B BCJ 9400010008
14.24L BC AC F 0'950220O`3C
15.73L C BC 950213142C
2.94 CB EB 9600000200
23.48L BD AA 9i 9401000008
34.04L B BGKF 9300100008
4.14L BC AB 01 9803133210
2.13 O HC 4700210008
47.26L B CM 8300100108
4.46L BBC AAA 019900100200
13.65L BC AADJ 1 950120061C
5.94 CBBC CAAA' 2 4600010008
15.31L BC AA 0 956011042C
18.39L BC AC 4 9400000005
1.81L D CC 9700010000
13+78L D I DB 760200232C
2.21 C F D 6500000010
15.55L O D 9504110218
2.47L CC AB 8 6700110000
17.38L D B 9601100108
4.7D C DD DDGC 9700010228
4.83 E N FB! 970012253C
16.o,L BD AB 0 ' 9601301208
8.39L E CK 9700100200
2.22L BD AC 0 7500001000
14.98L BD AC 0 9400000008
2.13L BB AAD 3 8600000000
11. 70L 8 8C 9500000008
2.23L C EDC 9600000100
5.68L HCA
5.21 _D 9700001240L CB 960100020C
4.60L C LCJ 9601100200
15.56L BD AABH 0 9501110118
13.27 E K F D 650200022C
C
A
S 2 # T
2
I 13170485
















3 1370517 + + +






1 2 DO 19476
15.36L D N DB 9601211328
1.96L B AF D 8700010000 2 1370532
4.71 D G CB 970001212(3 2
3.01 i C EF C 9700121328 11.61L,eC AB 3 379ooo_oo
6.39LiBD BD F 0 9600121448 I9.64L EJ 6500000008 1 2 DO 19478
18.66L CC CB 2 9560001008
17.15L C J FC 9400200208
1.71L BSC AAAB 0 9600100000 4 I!AMCYG
11.62L ;C DI 9561000008
12.58L CC ABK 0 9601100218
17.63L O H O 9400100326 8
25.09L BB AA 61 8300000008
12.86L BD AB 11950100110C
13.17 C DG 9701213230
39.18L AB AALH 0 9400100428
3.72 ABBC AAAB 2 5680000108 46
17.33L D KB 950000010C
1.36L D C 8601000OOO I
13.36 E E GEC 9700113230 i 2
4.17L C DC 9500100000
5.82: CF J EC 9600100528
*Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($i) at 12, 25, 60, 100 /.¢m; 10) High Source Density Region.
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20474+3648 26.9 49 79- 4 42 12 53 2
20475+3600 30.8 25 76- 5 109 16 59 2
20475+3027 31.3 47 74- 9 53 8 65 3
20475+3809 33.8 58 80-- 3 33 15 55 2
20475+3614 34.6 9 78-- 5 89 24 59 2
20475+3356 35.4 21 77- 6 18 3 61 5'
20476+3459 38.043 77- 6 22 14 52 3
20476+3438 40.551 77- 6 33 6 63 5
20477+3701 42.232 79- 4 26 12 56 2
20477 +3113 44.632 74--8 33 8683i
20478 +3535 51.015_ 78--5 32 95831
61 4i20478+3209 51,9 75- 43422i 66
20478+3435 51.9 77-g 31 57 2 i20478+3821 52.65580-
20480+3609 0,6 13 78-5 33 49 ,_ 3!20480+3616 4.659 78-- 16
20481+3316 8.442 76-: _ : _ 4 I20481+3718 9.142 79-
20481+3748 10.340 80-4 4_ 1855582 i20481+3813 10.8 54 80-- 4
20482+3602 14,6 37 78- 5 95 11 59 2
20482+3359 14.9 36 77- 6 12 3 63 5
_82+3325 17.1173 78-7 13 _= g
 0462+3 .29 5_0 ,3
20 3+34 419.3 77_g 34 15 59220483+3426 19.6 _ 77-- 14 3 ' 61 5
 3+3 ,4 20438 ,8-3620 1i g ; .,3+56292214160_ 22
  .+30o7 24349 78_ 45+3627 6. 5616  23
20484+3604 29.6411 78- 5 82 16 J 54 2
 85+5652342 7,_4 24 22520486+3613 36.3 78- 5 3220486+3701 38.524 79-4 7818572
20488+3541 48.8 78-- 5 62
20488+3742 50.7 80- 4
20488+3300 51.2 76- 7 53 8 63 3
20489+3502 54.739 78- 6 47 23 56 3
20489+3138 55.932 75-- 8 83 34 64 2
20489+3607 57.218 78-- 5 45 21 55 2
20489+3434 57.4 4 77- 6 25 8 60 5
20489+3416 59.2 7 77- 6 65 8 57 3
20490+3027 0.0 52 74- 9 36 16 67 3
20490+3644 2.1 39 79- 5 81 23 56; 2
20490+3211 2.7 18 75- 8 49 15 63' 3
20490+3731 5.944 79- 4 49 10 592
20491 +3752 8.6' 27 80-- 4 76 15 572
20491+3237 9.618 76-- 7 22 3 665
20491+3655 9.822 79- 5 53 14 592
20491+3609 10.419 76-- 5 24 20 6212
20491+3738 tl.447 80-- 4 39 5 562
20492+3518 15_545 78- 6 30 9 573
20493+3642 19.528 79-- 5 21 8 332
20493+3746 19.847 80- 4 54 21 5612
20493+3337 121.7 76-- 7 19 3 61 : 520,93+37562273; 80-- 4 61 1420494+3212 25.610 75-- 8 26 13
20494+3112 28.634 75- 8 48 25 64 2
20494+3705 29.5; 2 79-- 4 76 18 57' 2
20495+3802 31,6 23_ 80- 41 57!
20496+3003 37.0 42 74-- 9 17 3
20496+3645 37.1 36 79- 5 38 10 56 2
20496+3445 39.4; 25 77- 6 56 6 56, 3
20456+3156 40.857 75- 8 87 14 66 2
204_+350841°294 78-6 34 56i
20 97+325643. 37 76_7 2520497+3618 44.E 33 79-- 5 80
I
20497+5611 46.8 28 79-- 5 54 11 55! 2
20498+3213 51.4 42 75-- 8 53 16 87 3
20498+3714 53.130 79-- 4 28 13 58 2
20499+3515 54.440 78- 6 27 14 57 3
20500+3216 1.810 76- 8 34 8 60 4
20500+3556 4.836 75-- 5 26 7 55 2
20500+3644 5.(] 43 79-- 5 46 12 56 2
20500+3627 5.423 79-- 5 39 13 55 2
20502+3602 12.256 78-- 5 27 3 55 2
20502+3532 16.143 78- 6 36 4 57 3
20502+3429 17.7 29 77- 6 45 8 57 3
20503+3424 18.8 56 77-- 6 36 18 58 3
20503+3315 21,7 32 76-- 7 22 8 61 5
20504+3307 26.14t 76- 7 33 8 59 5
20505+3643 30.711 79- 5 : 47 10 572
20505+3212 33.1 29 76- 8 34 11 67 3
20506+3242 41.836 76- 7 55 8
20507+3604 46.533 79-- 5 91 21 57
20508+3443 48.32 78-6 49 9 562
2o5o6+9137 51.4 lO 75-8 1 °9 48 150
20508+363'3 52.831 79- 5 3 1 57
20509+3018 56.148 74- 938 11 662
20509+3004 58.4, _ 74-- 9 i 662
20509+3741 59.2 80--4 "_ 1855_9122
_5o9+3563 59.4142 78- 65 lO ,_ i 220511+3202 7.918 - _ t8
 0511+3512,o.8! g78-8
 2 0o9., 4-91111
!5620512+3428 14.5 77-- 6 70 20 58 r 3
Flux Density Flags
H (No_ Color Con, ect_)
Galactic Uncertainty
(%" lb SMJ 5MN O








































































































100 p,m Flux Con" A Confusion R S A Sev
Uncs Coef R Flags' S 2 # T Name Type ("_ Ma 8
7.48: DD DGCD 968101333C 2i 1 32 X2047+368 83 2
7.35L E B 9602000338 8
2.02L B CJ 6400000000 1 t3 70549 K2 5 80
18.31L D DE 9501042228 1 !
3.86 D G C 9701000008
20.6OL BB AAJ 19400001008
4.02: DE DGHB 6601120656 D 1 1613338 29 165
25.26L B B F J O 4400100008 I
14.78L CE BG I 0 950000010C
1,57L BD AB 8 8600104000
8,28L CD BCG 0 9600000008
14,13L B C CFI C 9400000408 1 2 DO 19497 55 93
2.17 D K B 4701200008
13.25L BCD AAED 0 9600021108 3 1370553 5 81
10.19L C EC 9601101308
9.02L BB AA G 0 9602000008
2.04L B BF 3600010000 1 2 DO 19509 63 96
5.70L BBO AABH 0968010034C 15 812 4 TMSS +40454 15 25
19.42L C B 9502100008
9.49: CO FGHC 9601012238
16.19L D A I 9504216538 8
24.45L BBB AAA 0 930300030815 4 3 4 TMSS +30457 42 26
14.46L ADC AAAI 9 7400000008
4.01 DC FI HE 7500000200
6.47L D F 7' 450110000827,19L BB AAK 3400000008
12.01L BC AB 8i 9400001008 1 1370560 8 88
9.97L C NOD i 9501001448
8,79L DC DAE 9601223308 t
6.33L BC BC[ E 19501211408 41
9.54L D F 9562226556
13.96L BC AAI 0; 960010212C 2 3 13 70566 MB 4 86
17.51L F CGDB 9580144408 1
6.16 D HB 960000011C
11.25L BC ABI 1 i 5400000008 1 1613349 11 128
9.88L C DF 9600010008 1 23 OCL 0179 309
5.82: FD JFB 9601102328
15.04L C CGJ 1400000008
2.62 D KMC 9600O00108
1.38 O ME 9600000200 4
5.42 E C 9600113208
18.04L B BC 9561000008 2 1370575 K0 15 66
7.78L C C 9401001028 3 1370579 21 83
3.20 B H H C 4580000530 4
4•00 F B 960110020C 4 I4.65L D HEC 5600100628
11.15L CD AEE 0 9501100108
8,0O D DB 5600100108
8.94L CD BFN 0 4400000008 2 13 70581 7 93
3.23L C CEFF 980100000C
10.99L O G 9500100008 1:39 B2.32048+36A 60 408
12.47L BC AAG 09502100O08
5.69L CC AB 085000002081 1 2 DO 19541 87 110
10.57L BB AAJ 0960110000C
5.60 E L J B 9602101008
1.56: CC D AAI C 95601002008 1 1 AN CYG 4: 3
4.48L C EB 9701100008 I i
5.57L D EC r 4500101656 c 1 32 x2049+321 i 110 12
1.72 D GO : 76O0OO0000 j
5.35 CD I A 9701100228 8
I
10.66L BD AB 0 96001000081 J
3.89 E E C 96001002O8 i 973
2.19 CD EGCC 460OOO0320 C 1 23 LDN 1082
12.22L BC AA O 960110000(3
5.67L BC AAI 0 9600000008
1.79L C CE 8602000100 1 1 AO CYG 27 3
752.89L BC AAI E 29601000208 1 2 DO 19551 ! 125
11.29L BB AAJ L 30400102008 21 2 DO 19549 58 96
9.16L BC ABM t 0400102008 2 1 2 DO 19549 84 96
4.10 D J A 9600000108
8.88L DO AD 0 9500900208
5.57L D G FC; ' 2501301468
5.56 CC HFB I 9601000118
5.57L C LED 9580101318
8.15L C B GD_ 2501201158
4.20: BCCF AAGD 0 9601000208
10.31L DE DDI 09601200008
10.61L D FBC i _602002228 A I
6.87L C HBE 9683010308 F
11.29L BC AA O 94010O0008 2 1370610 K5 1 I 81




9.68L C B 6401000148 8 !
12.08L C AHND 9500110208 1 19J 666 3
9.68L C BD 2400000008
4.37 DBI EC 96001102087.54L C 9500100008 1 1370621 GO 19 85
8.28L B C H 9500000008 1 13 70622 1 95
7.71L CC LDBD 9600000008
2.08L D CJ 7600000O00
1.85L C DJ G 4600000010
11.61L O OH 95001001O8 2 13170624 21 82
8.89L CE ADC 09500100218
2.31L O GO 7600200808 4
3.16L D KGB 9501000338 C 1 2 DO 19603 33 108
1.32 C_j GB 9600000010
2.20 D GC 960OO000O8
*Confusk)n Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4] Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
528
:1 I I
Right Ascension: 20h51m15'--20h56r_09" Declination: +30"-+40 °
Position (1950)
Galactic
a ,_,) CoordsO) ( I b
20512+3555 15.1 !59 79-- 5 i
20513+3548 19.1 30 78-- 6
20514+3212 25.3 4 76- 6
20514+3201 26.754 76- 6
20515+3433 30.9 14 78-- 6
20515+3517 35.0 29 78-- 6
20517+3424 43.2 18 77-- 7
20517+3729 44.1 9 80-- 5
20518+3705 50.4 51 80-- 5
20518+3314 52,4 50 77- 7
20518+3625 53,4 41 79-- 5
20519+3136 54.248 75--8
20520+3329 1.8 31 77-7
20520+3602 2.7 42 79- 6
20520+3224 4.0 13 76-8
20521+3543 6.1 20 78- 6
20521+3124 11.7 30 75-9
20522+3628 12.8 29 79-5
20522+3616 13.8 34 79-5
20523+3108 23.220 75-9
20524+3501 25.t 32 78-6
20524+3413 26.359 77--7
20524+3357 27.7 16 77--7
20525+3555 34.6 59 79-6
20526+3646 41.9 10 79-5
20527+3149 42.738 76-8
20527+3241 44.2 34 76-8
20527+3426 46.1 37 78-7
20529+3334 56.52077--7
20529+3039 57.7 31 75-9
20529+3730 58.19 80-5
20529+3013 59,9 19 74-9
20530+3435 4.3 44_8' 78- 8720530+3255 4.8 76--
20531 +3141 11.044 76-8
20531+3147 11'7_910 76-g
20532+3037 15,7 75-
20533+3226 18.9 76- =820533+3229 21.6 =4 = 76-
20534+3337 24.2 52 77- 7
20534+3629 24.5 28 79- 5
20534+3648 25,7 13 79- 5
20534+3555 26,1 50 79-- 6
20534+3136 28.2 12 75- g
20536+3642 36,9 12 79- 5
20536+3136 _8.419 76- 9
20536+3349 40.353 77- 7
20537+3043 46.127 75- 9
20536+3154 46.37 76- 8
20538+3133 52._ 8 76- 9
20539+3057 58.1] 26 75- 9
20539+3146 59.E 60 76- 9
20539+3513 59.£ 5t 78- 6
20540+3556 0.112 79- 6
20540+3109 2.42 75- 9
20541 +3330 7.G 15 77- 7
20541+3041 8.359 75- 9
20542+3429 '13.816 78- 7
20542+3013 13._ 25 75-10
20542+3610 15.8 20 79- 6
20542+3349 16.8 18 77- 7
20542+3019 16,9 18 75-10
20542+3631 16._ 43 79- 6
20543+3133 20,8 21 76- 9
20543+3656 21.4 55 80 5
20544+3353 28.4 20 77- 7
20544+3039 28.5 53 75- 9
20545+3123 32.E 40 75- 9
20545+3007 33.(; 24 74- 10
20545+3261 33.¢ 54 76- 9
20545+3244 35,9 31 77-- 8
20547+3056 44,8 29 75- 9
20547+3310 44.8 23 77- 8
20548+3252 53.0 39 77- 8
20546+3554 53.6 28 79- 6
20546+3043 53.938 75- 9
20549+3435 58.116 78- 7
20549+3101 59.533 75- 9
20550+3013 0.7 5 75- 10
20551+3029 6.3 58 75-10
20551 +3356 8.6 30 78- 7
20551+3556 11.8 15 79- 6
20552+3301 12,1 _21 77- 8
20552+3545 12,4 45 79 6'
20552+3419 12.5114 78 7
20552+3507 13,1 I 3 78- 7
20552+3050 13,6 49 75- 9
20553+3100 23.3 38 75- 9
20554+3206 24.841 76- 9
20554+3416 28.34 78- 7
20554+3136 28.414 76- 9 t
20556+3057 36.050 75-- 9
20556+3310 38.68 77- 6
.>0556+3336 39.143 77- 8
.>0558+3955 50.314 82- 4
.>0558+3212 53,519 75- 9
.>0559+3106 59,527 75 9
.>0561 +3544 6.943 79- 6
_0561+3139 76 41 76- 9
20561+3047 9.1 42 75-10
H
Uncertainty C
SMJ SMN O O
£3 £3 (') N
4728 592
.762614
53 14 63 3
41 5 58 3
50 2O 56 3
69 18 58 3
37 19 58 2
58 22 57 2
14 4 61 4
35 16 56 2
26 3 62 5
21 5 56 3
39 ' 25 58 2
21 8 59 5
55 10 54 2
28 8 64 5
45 10 60 2
24 ! 6 5g 2
43 9 67 3
82 16 57 2
58 7 58 3
18 6 56 3
40111 58 2
45 8 59 2
39 8 61 4
25 8 150 4
28 9 57 3
25 5 56 3
76 7 69 2
45 15 57 2
33 7 69 2
59 17 57 3
69 8 57 3
26 16 66 4
16 73 8256 _ 351
32 8 62 4!
31 ,282 1 57
57 28
37 15
41 19 656 56 _
59 16 652
5911 573
23 3 67 4
14 8_ 60 5
28 9 61 3
29 19 67 2
34 8 63 5
40 15 55 2
23 14 58 2
34 8 62 5
34 9 57 3
51 9 63 4
23 17 6_ 239
30 5 60 2
37 9 59 3
27 1;43 ,3
52 g 60 3
42 8 57 2
42 9 59 3
18 9 63 4
12 3 61 5
19 19 621 3
84 11 55 2
22 5 56i 3
38 10 64 4
24 6 57 3
111 35 57! 2
37 29 58 2
27 13 56 5
22 9 56 2
26 8 64 4
44 13 65 4
44 9 66 4
49 8 58 3
30 12 60 2
17 6 57, 3
72 24 57 2
60 8 56 2
36 6 60 2
1612 575
26 14 64 3
39 10 56 3




41 57 i 3
32 29 146 3
62 12 61 2J35 9 59 3
34 8 63 4
39 17 58 2
33 3 58 3
17 8 62 3
Flux Density Flags
(Net C.oIo¢ Corrected) V L
12 /zm 25 itm 60 tim 100 /_m Flux Corr A Confusion R S
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R Rags" S 2
.25L .25L .86L 4.09 D EB I 9780100328 8
.26L ,25L .53L 2,36 C F C 9602000108
25L ,25L .45L 2.66 D FD I 5600100628 C
.25L .25L .60: 2.31 DC GC 5600200608 4
1.12 ,27 ,40L 4.35L CE ACI G 0 i 9500100108
,25L .25L ,83L 5.27 E B E C 8502000558 C
.25L I .25L .40L 1.83 ,,.; A ! 9700000008
,25L .25L ,65 5.04: C D ME C i 9763010428
.29L .70L .47: 2.30 DD FJ C ' 9700000108
9.17 2,26 ,41: 1,38L BBC AAB 0 2600000000 01
.28L .25L .70 11,59L C E B I 8,500(300308 4
1.24 .57 .40L 7.58L BC AA H _ 0 5500000008
1,69 ,81 ,40L 1.51L BC AAI 0 3600000000
.29L .25L .60 10.80L C F B 9500000308.89 ,23: ,40L 8.02 BD AD 0 54000(30008
1.04 .55 .40l 10.32L CD AB , 0 8502000008
.44 .25L .40L 8.75L B AJ I 4400ooo0o8
.53 .3OL .40L 8.80L c CG F 7500000308 4
5.60 3.75 .70 12.81L 3BC AAB 1 9500000008
.40 ,25L .40L 1,33L C C 0700010000
,48L ,25L .45: 3,24 DC I EA 9600000108
1.23 .33: .40L 6.80L' DD ADM O 9500000008
1.60 1.34 .40L 5.86L CC AAKH 1 4500000008
.25L .49L 1,99 9.65 DD! I FC 9401012318
.25L .25L .84: 4.46 DDI GDC 7600000310
.40 .25L .40L 8.91L B BK 7510100008
.52 .25L ,40L 1.68L C CL E 4600000000
.53 ,22: ,41L 2.35 BF C BCHD 0 9700000208
8.91 2.47 .61 1.76 BBBC AABD 1 2800000300
.55 .66L .40L 1,38L E BH K 7700101000
,41L .25L ,73 14.40L O NBN 9601000108
171,56 101.39: 43.94 19.98: FFFF AAAA 9 9200000338
.25L .25L .51L 3.92 C DLCB 9600000108
.36 .25L .40L 2.02L I C 4600000000
.28L .25L ,63 6.06L C E B 5501100118
2.11 .62 .40L 7.41L BB AB 2 6501101308
,28 ,25L .40L 1.36L C DF 7700101000
.50 .28L .40L 5.87L B BI M 3500100008
1.09 .2O: .40L 7.35L BD AG 0 1400100008
,33 .25L .40L 6.74L F CL 0400000008
.34 .25L .40L 2.11L C C HF 8700000000
.45L .25L .55L 2.75 C 7800000400 4
.25L .34L 2,82 17.24: DF GFC 6401164438
.65L .25L ,50 6.24L F DF 5500200228
1.20 .62 .40L 2.69L[CDc AB i 0 5800000000
.B6L .25L .86 8.39L I E F i 5500300436 8
.39 ,25L .40L 7.15L D C 2400000008
1.03 .63 ,40L 1.45L gC AAF i 0 7700101000
•43 .25L .40L 8.22L BJ ' 6400000108
.28L .25L .75 9.31L C H L C E 5400303538 E
1.11L .25L .38 1.99L D EK 1701000600
.47 .25L ,40L 7.84L D C E 5400000508
.30 ,25L .49L 2.50L C :D GE 9600000000
.25L .25L 1.89 9.66 DD CFDB 5501053348
.34 .25L .40L 8.76L B C B J 7500000008
.57 .21: .40L 1.62L IBC BC 0 1500020000
,39L .25L' ,49 1.58L C BC 6701211100
5,75 3.43 .77 7.85L :ICC AACB 1 8501000108
.41L .25L .68 5,41L D CM 9400100236 8
4,13 1.78 .40L 2,09L BB AA 0 6600000000
.77 .17: .40L 6.00L BD ACN 0 0400100008
.25L .25L .40L 2.80 E G B 9500100428 C
5.91 6.39 1.20 2.77L CCC AAA 0 6701000000
.25L ,17: 1.03 3.71L OF GBD 6600103726 E
.91 .49 .47L 2.56L CD BB 4 6800000000
,95 .24: .40L 7.45L BE AD 5 1400100008
.42 .251 ,38: 1.51L B D BJ I 8600110500
3.34 2.15 .58: 7,35L BBD AADD 3 6402000508
.25L .25L .73: 2.51 DD GI C 9500000308 4
.26 .25L ,40L 2,81L E B E 3600110028 8
1,25 .65 ,40L 1,38L CC AA 0 1600010000
.25L .25L 1,17 2.47 C D K D O 6700000508
1.68 .79 .40L 1.09L BC AA 0 3600000000
,25L ,28L ,40L 1,60 C E 2600000000
,65L .25L 1,38L 5.76 C FI DE 9681101240
.25L .25L .92 4.49 DC B DB 6401101948 8
.57 .24 .40L 6,43L CO BB 0 6500000008
.25L .25L 1.15 5.66L C CC 7600101948
.25L .25L ,40L 2,47 C L ! B 9600000008
.251. .25L ,44L 2.59 B HMEB 95EI0000308 4
.47 .25L .40L 7.15L D A 0400010008
.25L ,25L 1.06 3.70: CF HBB 9600101220
1.32 .59 .40L 1.24: BC E AALG 4 3710000000
,27L 1.48L .53L 2.58 C L ML C 9700000000
.47 .29L .40L 6.25L D BI 4500110006
2,65 .59 .59L 1.67L BC ABK 0 9700002000 2,
.31L .25L 1.86 10.62 CC EDEC 65C1002778 A
.25L .25L 1.06 5.66L D F D 5601301748
.47 25L .40L 5.93L C C L J E 7400000008
.36 .25L .40L g.50L C C F 2400110008
.34 ,25L .40L 7.36L D D E 74000CO008
.26L .25L .74 6.24L C LC 5501100448
.50 .29 .40L 1.74L BC CO 0 2600000000
.26L .25L .40L 1.97 D F 8600000000
.40 .58L 2.37L 17.73L D BL 9602000000
.58 .26 .40L 7.83L BD BE 0 9401000138
.78 .25L .40L 1.72: B C BFED 6701010008
.25L .25L .76L 3.28 C CC 9500100000
1.20 .53 ,40L 4.92L CC AE] 0 7400122008 1
.71 ,22 .40L 6,58L BE ACK 0 4402001008




# T Name Type ("_ M&g
1 13 70637 12 86
1 32 X2051 +352 115 12
5! 13 70645K2 L 4 56
2] 13 70650 26 90
1 2 DO 19633 57 113
1 2 DO 19640 i 31 101
1 13 70655 19 85
4
!
4 I4 ' 5 13 70663 M0 ; 5 73
I
I
29 5 1 UX CYG 6 4
1 2 DO 19664 83 98
1 13 70667 ] 5 90
1 13 70668 K2 ' 13 , 71
1 2 DO 19671 31 I 85
1
i
1 131 70673 K0 16 75
1 13 70680K0 2 75
1 23 CED 182B 350
1 2 DO 19695 84 96
1 1 AOCYG 19 3
1 2 DO 19705 32 110
1 23 CED 1828 210
1 13 70692 4 91
1 13 70693 6 95
1 23 CED 182B 436
1 23 CED 182C 75
1 1 AT CYG 24 3
1 2 DO 19734 76 98
1 13 70712 K2 2 67
1 2 DO 19743 41 91
!
I
3 13 70727 7 80
1 13 70730 K2 I 18 80
1 2 DO 19756 , 61 111
I
529




a 8 Coords SMJ SMN O O 12 pm¢z
hm. • , (s) (_ l b (") (') (') N
.  1+ o12 93 i 75_,028_562+3540 14.5 5 79- 8 39
._O62+3142 14.9 76- 9 50 8 58 3
_563+3019 19.0 38 ' 75--10 57 9 63 3
_563+3551 22.E 45 79--6 70 14 562
_O564+3430 24.(_ 48 78--7 58 10 57 2
!0564+3443 27.C 22 78-7 62 8 59 2
_0564+3014 28.2. 58 75-10 25 88 6_315
_0566+3038 39.4 53 75-10 64 1 4
_0566+3549 41.2 28 79- 6 25 13 55 2
_0567+3057 43.527 75-t0 52 9 58 3
O568+3116 51.0'55 76- 9 38 8 59 3
_0569+3506 55.1 11 79-- 7 75 38 57 2
0572+3522 16.5 22 79-- 7 40 9 58 2
0574+3358 24.6 53 78- 8 89 22 60 2
O574+3912 28.4 48 82- 4 65 15 64 2
0575+3336 31.8 54 78- 8 31 17 57 2
0577+3339 44.5 21 78- 6 38 7 55 2
0577+3847 45.0 30 82- 5 55 12 62 2
0577+3837 45.2 27 81-5 43 10 622
0578+3321 49.6 38 77--8 49 I 32 _ 32
0579+3217 55.34_ 5 77--89 26 i0579+3354 55.7 4 78- 58 8 60 2
0579+3238 56.7 51 77- 9 36 10 = 59 3
0580+3903 4.0 37 82- 4 41 11 63 2
0580+3438 5.4 24 78- 8 56 19 58 2
0580+3539 5.8 28 79- 7 35 16 56 2
058t+3454 6.3 51 79- 7 32 16 37 2
0582+3318 13.3 50 77- 8 55 9 56 2
0582+3855 15.2 32 82- 5 38 13 64 2
3582+3414 16.7 34 78--8 50 25 59 _ 2
3583+3330 18.(_ 35 78-- 8 39 7 55 2
)583+3928 19.9!35 82-- 4 38 12 63 2
3583+3223 21.6!59 77- 9 I 60 9 58 3
3583+3251 22.3 37 77-9 128 29 562
)584+3513 24.446 79-7 77 11 60'2
)584+3029 27.2 54 75-10 85 18 58 2
)584+3315 29.9 t8 77-8 36 10 55 2
)585+3049 30.1 22 76-10 ._ ? 58 3)586+3838 41.5 4 81-- 5 ! 1 62 2
)567+3128 42.4 24 76-10 I 58
)587+3353 43.2 17 78- 8 18 i 155 58 359 2
}587+3838 46.0 9 82- 5 37 13 64 2
)587+3431 46.7 48 79- 8 27 20 59 2
)587+3520 46.7 54 79- 7 30 24 66 2
)587+3347 47.3 18 78- 8 55 22 58 2 _
)591+3921 8.8 3 82- 4 31 8 63 2
)592+3259 13.8 56 77--9 51 24 56 2
Flux Density
(Not Cole," Corrected)


















































)592+3550 15.4 7 80-- 7 27 5 i 58 2 1.61 .43
)592+3314 17.6 22 78-- 8 31 5 57 2 1.28 .37
)593+3841 18.3 38 = 82-- 5 27 9 62 2 3.41 1.56
_594+3900 24.5 20 _ 82-- 5 35 13 64 2 .25L .54L
1595+3851 31.3 42 82- 5 41 11 63 2 .65 .50
i596+3833 36.4 29 82- 5 31 8 63 2 31.28 14.63
)596+3454 39._ 41 79- 7 50 20 57 2 .35L .25L
,597+3811 428 34 81- 5 92 15 64 2 .65 .33L
,598+3147 51.5 21 77-10 24 5 58 3 5.51 3.56
)599+3150 55.7 20 77-10 52 12 584 3 .25L .25L
p599+3236 56.2 33 77- 9 26 7 57 2 11.00 7.21
P599+3410 564 55 78-- 8 36 18 58 2 .87L .67L
000+3418 1.9 38 78- 8 67 8 61 _2 .37 .43L
000+3400 4.5 3 78- 8 40 8 59 2 .69 .25L
000+3506 4.5 !55 79-- 7 36 6 59 _2 9.09 4.44
002+3434 14.043 79 8 ! 35 8 60 2 6.63 1.80
003+3232 19.9 2 77- 9 50 38 56 2 .45L .25L
003+3043 20.6 31 76-10 29 5 57 3 2.26 .90
003+3841 21.0 58 82- 5 29 8 63 2 1.42 .47
003+3908 23.6 13 82- 5 40 12 63 2 .25L .25L
004+3457 25.3 57 79- 8 46 9 59 2 .89 .39
004+3146 26.0 39 77-10 35 25 62 2 .25L .62L
_05+3249 30.1 1 77- 9 37 8 57 2 .54 .25L
005+3415 32.6 18 78- 8 65 8 59 2 .25L .25L
_07+3133 431 42 76-10 68 14 58 2 .24 .25L
_)07+3117 43.7 22 ! 76 10 53 r 10 59 3 .30 .25L
307+3419 43.9 22 79- 8 79 25 59 2 i .25L .38L
008+3751 48.8 22 81- 6 41 14 65 2 .25L .25L
308+3208 50.4 60 77- 9 40 7 I 57 2 1.40 .28
308+3822 53.7 19 82- 5 35 8 64 2 2.89 .78
310+3339 2.9 21 78- 8 41 8 58 2 .25L .25L
311+3736 6.9 36 81- 6 38 7 63 2 1_56 .coo
I
311+3827 8529 I 82 5 45 8 63 2 1.23 .31
311+3350 111029' 78---8 66 11 58 2 .41 .25L
)12+3417 16._ 9 79 8 55 14 58 2 .40L .25L
)13+3251 20.4 59 78- 9 27 5 60 2 1.78 .70
)14+3005 29.3 49 75-11 73 23 57 2 .57L .25L
)15+3138 31.3 33 77-10 45 10 58 2 .37 .25L
)15+3051 33.6 45 76 10 56 11 59 3 .42 .25L
)17+ 3025 45.5 i 33 76-11 56 9 59 3 90 .32
)17+3019 466 0 76-tl 46 10 591 3 .53 .25L
}18+3303 51.3 32 78- 9 ! 67 22 58 2 .25L .55L
)18+3023 53.7 45 76. 11 28 6 59 3 1.21 .72
)19+3352 54.4 27 78- 8 , 54 8 61 2 .44 .26L
)19+3754 57.4 18 81-6' 53 12 64 2 .59 .29
)20+3301 0.8 60 78 9 23 9 61 2 1.11 .28
)20+3000 5.0 36 75-11 35 23 61 3 .25L .25L
)21+3330 9.1 56 78- 9 22 8 58 2 3.33 1.22
21022+3147 17.0 11 77-10 50 13 57 2 .37 .25L
)22+3810 17.9 30 82- 6 56 11 64 2 .69 .25L
)23+3739 19.2 4 81 6 32 8 64 2 15.45 8.52









































































































100 p,m Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sen
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type ('-'_ Mag
6.98L B AF 9501100008 i 65
2.02L BC AS 0 950010000( . 111
7.18L FO BB 0 6400122008 1 , 1
8.39L C O 9500100008
2.61L C LCI 7800100200
9.00L C B 9500010008 I 5211.06L B 9401000008 103
7.36L BC BC 3 9510100118
9.06L B DF 9400010008
7.79L C CF 9540100208
8.36L B CD 7500000008
5.79L BD AB G I 6600000008 78
2.74 O HEE 9600000100
2.07L BC AAGG 0 9700000000 100
3.79 C I E 9502000220 C
10.58L E D E 5400OOOO004.15 D 966010022O 8
3.70L BCD !AACH 0 9601100230 16 8 3
17.39L C BC 9402000300
12.66L C BDJ D 9401000100 66
2.32 C J D 9601100120 8
5.81L CB AA 0 9400000008 71
2.14L _ C 97000000001.97: C AG C 9500010008
9.20L B AD 7601010100
2.21 DD KDC 9700000008
9.09L D EFE 9500112228 2
3.73 CD GB 8501000218 4 4
1.75L B AF 8700200010 88
8.09: CDDC BCED 1 7501000210
2.30 D GD 9600000208 4 i
3.44L CC AAEJ 0 9600000000 115
12.36L C EKM 9700000000
7.42L F DE 9400000008
1.99 D HD 76OO000118
9.03L C BN 750001000_ 111
2.30 D B 9681010448' 4
1.73L C A 7600100000 91
7.40L C BH 6400000008
11.56L E BD 8600000000
1.15L C CD 6700000000
2.29L BBC AABJ 0 9600100100 110
7.63L CC AA 2 6400000000
4.78 O H DC 9600000218 4
2.80 E G C 7600000128 8
2.73 C C GD 9600100220 8 8
14.56L CO AA G 6 9000000210 1 3
2.96 E MC 7601000448
9.11L CC ABEE 0 9501010208 _q
1.91L CD AB 0 5600000000 16i
9,10L BC AAE 0 4601000000
17.32 CC J EGD 9400011420
8.01L CO AB 0 5600000000
8.25 F F C A 9 9700000000 42 ;
3.31 CD HFC 5600000208
8.38L D CGK 9500000100
1.18L BB AAB 3 6700100300 113
1.74: CD CA : 6600100300
5.59L BCC AAA 0 9500000108
2.78 C KFGB 9600000200
2.12L C DCHF 9700000008
1.68L E BG J 9700000000' 111
7.72L BBC AAB 0 2300000008 28
5.22L BC F AAK 0 9401000008 85
1.65 F D i 97000000084,84L BC :AA 0 9400001008 3
10.45L FEDciABEB 7 46000000008.58: : 9602001100
2.18L CD BBJG 2 3700100208
1.63 C B 5500010000
7.27L E B 8500010008 90
2.51 C !D EC 9700100320 3
1.79L _ 25000000001.58L ' O 3700000000 103
3.38 C E 9600100220 12
6.50L BD C KGAC 96000000104.72L ADCM 0 8500001008 71
6.29L BC AB O 9600000100 85
3.18 C L GC 7401000120
5.73L CD ABJH 6 2500000220
9.58L BD AC 0 6500000100 61
1.73L C C 8500000000 95
1.42L C B 9700000000
4.62L B C A B 0 7500000008 3
1.67 D H E B 9600000008
1.77L D BN E 1250100000015.40L C 8401000008, 7_;
.. COc ii
4.80L B ' 9500210008 3
2.13 D B 3500100008
5.45L BC AB 2 9500221008 1
2.06L CDD BO 95010100005.74L CO 0 9602000100
8.77L AB 0 2500100008 80
1.80 D C 9600OOOOO8
1.28L i CC AA 1 4700000000 31.95L ,D E 2500000000
7."LID BNG 86010001004.65L C AAAH 8 9500000000 15
3.08L BDJ 0 6600000000
*Confusion Rags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW),
53O
:l ill
Right Ascension: 21h02"42'-21h30=33 "
Position (1950)
H
Galactic Uncertainty OCCoords SMJ SMN O 12 vm
Name
h°.m 8 _o , (s) () i b C) C) (') N
21027+3704 142.142 81- 6 3612 652 91.79
21026+3439 51._ 42 79- 8 8614 582 .35
21033+3348 19.g 24 79-- 9 26 7 612 3.40
21036+3643 36.123 81-- 7 3214 652 .44
21036+3615 38.524 80- 7 5925662 .25L
21037+3000 42.25776-11 20 5 583 33.53
21036+3005 51.2676--11 6325 593 .25L
21039+3352 56.413 79- 9 5512 572 .39
21040+3326 2.251 78- 9 5932 582 .25L
21041 +3334 9.42 78- 9 35 5 612 1.78
21041+3641 11.520 81-- 7 6912 662 .34
21042+3144 13.91677-10 3222 592 .61L
21042+3423 14.439 79- 8 4420 59 I 2 .25L
21043+3010 18.11376-11 37 8 59 ! 3 .66
21043+3302 20.851 78- 9 4012 572 .32
21043+3015 23.23876-11 6918 58 i ,77L21044+3066 25.4 877-1IL _ 11 56 .73 ,21047+3214 47.9 78-10 21 58 .25L I
21048+3351 49.1,44 79-- 9 31 _ 58 .28L
21050+3023 1.66 76-11 54 15 613 .25L
21050+3252 3.3 78-10 147 10 582 .78
21051+3107109 77_1110426 _i__ 2233355 6-1034 7 2: "
21053+361322.16 60-8 22 12 _i_ 621-6 0 236741 76_1183 27 2621056+321740628 76_1067 17 592 2,1-21o57+32o043.13476-1099 23 592 .421-21059+35_,55.61280_6 2_ 5 642 17021059+311466.32977-1187 9 692 3921_+3_011.54079_1041 7 582 147
21_+_00 164, 61-6 40 16 642 261-21_+32273810 76-1041 11 592 42210_1+33269 24 79-9 42 9 _02 6221_+313421156 77_11,9 6 _02 40210_5+352630.331_0-6 32 17 642 2,1-
21067+3228 47.2 6 78--10 43 19 59 2 .27L
21071+3551 6.339 81- 8 64 16 662 .26L
21071+3366 9.527 79- 9 45 8 642 1.16
21072+3309 15.927 79-10 49 28 632 .25L
21074+3204 26.354 78-11 33 9 602 1.00
21074+3302 27.830 79-10101 27 602 .25L
21076+3249 38.734 78-10 34 16 602 .25L
21076+3228 39.4 4 78--10 36 : 10 61 2 .51
21076+3404 40.7 4 79-- 9 5210 642 .72
21077+3366 45.95 79- 9 55 16 662 .39L
21077+3210 46.94 78-11 71 21 572 .39L
21076+3449 48.857 80- 9 70 35 672 .70L
21079 + 3200 57.4 5 78-11 74 I 11 612 .49
21079+3350 66.553 79- 9 43 ! _ 642 4.57
21080+3502 4.434 80- 9 71 14 662 .41
21o81+31179.024 77-11 36 7 59 2 4.1o
21084+330329021 79-10 36119 8o 2 .341-21066+330933236 79-10 27 6 61 3 1._
21057+340744.45 8o-9 42 6 84 2 3.27
21090+3234 2.2 39 78-10 37 9 60 2 1.0421091+32559.323 79-10 43 18 62 2 27
21092+3111 14,0 1 77--11 36 7 58 2 1.49210_+336936.946 60-10 30 10 64 2 .69
21096+3036 37.0 14 77--12 41 27 59 2 .25L
21097+3024 47.633 77-12 68 11 59 2 .75
21098+30_49.749 77-12 40 9 59 2 .73
21099+3252 59,41 79--10 22 6 64 2 4.96
21100+32162.5_ 76-1135 i_ 81_ 25L21102+3041 15.7 25 77--12 28 58 1.88
21104+3301 25.059 79--10 52 5 64 2 1.4821106+302240.015 77-12 45 11 66 2 44
21107+3001 47.8 7 77-12 37 7 59 2 15.8721109+3132667 1 76-11 43 23 56 2 1.31L
21110+3102 4,747 76--12 59 10 62 2 .44
21112+315012.16678-1120 6 61 3 10.87
21116+3047 34,424 77--12 36 9 60 2 .46
21120+3146 1.533 78--11 36 3 61 3 1.87
21122+3023 15.436 77--12 48 6 59 2 3.16
_1122+311416.323 78-12 65 27 82 3 2_L
21131+3215 11,71 79-11 26 6 65 2 3.79
21133+3016 22.42677-13 30 9 592 1.03
21133+3112 23.43! 78-12 5427 6921 .25L21135+31335.410 79-12 38 10 62 3 .62
2114_+3oio26.536177-13 54 27 64 _I .251-
21147+3140 42.928 79--12 9936 662 .25L
21150+3055 2.514' 78-13 28 9 61 3' .67
21154+3115 24.4 50 78-12 64 28 67 2 .29L
_1158÷310239167179-1345 1, 65_! 251-21156+3041 40.51 78-13 20 63 6.16
21161+3011 9.423 78-14 8727692_ .25L
21260+3966 3.847! 86- 8 34 33 ! 7721 .251_
21_1+3943 70 4 _ 6 36 6 _ 2 1.39
21_3+393516136i _-6 46 11 _ 21 .67
21276+3920 49.9 5 86--6 35 11 54 2' .39
21286+3837 39.848 86- 9 32 3 542 1.27
21287+3946 46.414 86- 8 2016 512 .25L
21288+3959 50.254 87- 8 5017 53 _ .42L21291 +3902 8.1 33 86-- 9 73 1164 .58
21292+3846 17.0 10 86- 2 .83L
21294+3945 25.1 35 67-- 8 2 .25L
21300+3821 3.7 2 86- 9 39 10 54 2 1.53
21301+3942 6.2 44 87- 8 74 27 54 2 .25L
21303+3842 19.9 40 86- 9 41 20 53 2 .42L
21305+3925 33.4 49 86-- 9 69 12 53 2 .31
Flux Density Rags
(Not Color Corrected)







































































































Uncs Coef R Rags"
5.12L FFD AAA 9 5510000000
2.12L F D 4701000000
1.59L DC AB 0 7500000000
3.98L C CE 35O00OOO0O
4.00 C F F E 9600020120
3.36L BBC AAAM 0 540010000829
1.64 O ED 55001OO008
1.80L C BM j 5500000000
2.21 C D I 3500000000
1.46L CD ABM O 4600000000
2.78L C CE BB 35000000002.02 D 55000000082.12 C 7600000000
4.42L BE BF 22400100118
1.64L C E El 56010O0O0O
2.03 C H C I 75801O012O
5.73L C BD 9501000018
2.43 E I B 7500000108
2.38: CD AA 2501(_O0320
2.16: CC HEE 5501001318
1.30L C BglCI ,o0ooooooo2.21 D , 6680000028
4.821- BC AA 1 6400000008
3.39 EC LFEB 1500100100
2.O0 C E C 6480000000
2.09 D! GC 6500000108
2.12 D AGB 8500101008
2.36L BC AB 0 5603001010
2.O0L C BC 5601010000
4.44LCC AB E 0 8500101008I
2.89 C I MCB 5600000100
4.12L C E G 6400010318
2.08L CE BJ 0 7600000000
5.62L C C N 55000O1008
4.07: CC I FC 5601000310
2.42 D MF B 9541000008
1.66L C CB 4500000000
1.26L CD AC 00600000000
2.30 E C 9501000130




CCc C BC 016001000000600100000
E E D 96000002282600000000
6500000008C AAC 03500000000c 650O000O00
BF F _ 01700000000FB 84O210O320
BC _ 9601100010EC AAHA 0400002100












1.03 E G H 3700000000
1.62L C CL 4500000000
1.12L BEC :AAC 9 1600000000
5.O0L B _.B 6300000008
1.o0L BC _.B 1 4700001000
4.14L BC _AI 1 9500000008
2.00 C K HC 45OOOOO1OO
1.34L BCC AAB 1 7601000000
4.61L BC AB J 0 5500000008
1.65 C B F C 6500000000
1,37L B B N 5701000000
1.65 C E C 4701000108
2.97 D GG 4600000100
1.14L CD AC 7 9600000000
1.99 C I L F 9500000000
2.40 C I C 9500000100




























1.76 C K D 5400000100
4.23 C E 9600000120
2.69L IB D A B 0 9700000000
2.86L CO AC 0 7700000000
2.53L C CH 2701000000
1.92L B AC 0700000000
6.20 D HB 9601000420
5.24 C M FC 9680000210
2.75L C B 5700000000
2.09L CD BB 1 6700000000
3.12 C J F 66OO0O01OO
3.42 C GB 8700000000
4.02L CE AB E 0 4681000210
6.13 C MJ E 7600000100
2.92 OC M HC 6601000100




14 ! 1 GR CYG
1 20019957






3 13 70917 F5
C
4 1 32 )(2104+303
' 1 2 DO 20014
1 1 V834 CYG
' 2 2 DO 20032




I 2 DO 20O59
I 1370997 K0










2 2 DO 20109
4 I 32 X2110+322
C 2 1371057
1 1371060 KO
1371068 K74 1371070 K0
1 1 V472 CYG
2 13 71100
1 19680
1 1 V837 CYG
1 2 DO 20526
1 16 13757
1 2 DO 20558









































'Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources (Sl) at 12. 25. 60, 100 vm; 10) High Source Density Region.
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a _ Coords SMJSMN 0 O 12 u.m
h_. o6, (0 () 1 b ('3 C) (') N
21308+3908 48.6139 86- 9 46 9 55 2 ,47
21309+3847 55.8_42 86- 9 73 21 56 2 ,25L
21310+3852 0.5[ 3 86-- 9 36 10 56 2 .85
21311+3924 7.444 87- 9 20 5 55 2 ,52
21311+3932 10,242 87- 9 32 6 54 2 2.03
21318+3805 54.025 86-10 78 27 55 2 25L
21319+3953 59.128 87- 9 70 22 54 2 .25L
21320+3850 5.748 86- 9 28 4 55 2 257.24
21321+3839 6,044 86-10 3412 54 2 ,25L
21327+3818 44.133 86-10 29 J 5 56 2 4,96
21329+3734 55.1 7 86-10 43 I 8 542 2,52
21329+3810 55.359 86-10 48 I 1_ 542 .3121329+3912 56.643 87- 9 59 542 1.13
21330+3815 1.144 86-10 28 8 562 4.95
21331+3745 6,241 86-10 79 11 552 .32
21331+3753 6.435 86-10 39 10 542 ,77
21333+3736 21,428 86--10 34 29 512 ,25L
21336+3832 37,635 86-10 67 15 552 .41L
21336+3701 37339 85-1t 72 18 562 .25L
21338+3941 48.7 33 87-- 9 36 9 54 21 1.08
21340+3809 0.7 33 86-10 29 25 43 2 .27L
21341+3912 6.050 87- 9 21 2 .25L21341+3833 11,5586-10 _ v _42! .38
21344+3937 24.617 87-9 4818 532 .25L
21344+3801 26.02386-10 9830 552' .25L
21347+3734 45.4086-11 8917552 .43L
21348+3914 53,750 ! 87- 9 73 10' 55 2 .52
21349+3718 59.437; 86-11 6027532 .35L
21350+3951 3.246i87-9 70 L_ 5422 .47745 3.94386-11 38 5 62L
21353+3902 18.23987-10 65 13552 .36L
21356+3725 49.53786-11 60 :155 = 6721359+3724 54.3 86-11 63 552 .49
21364+3657 27.731 86-11 60 19 _ 562 .25L
21364+3930 28.557 87- 9 51 12 542 .37
21364+3647 29.151 86--11 46 17 572 .25L
21368+3718 52.352 86--11 28 21 54 2 .42L
21370+3548 0.554 85--12 38 11 55 2 .78
21370+3811 6,014 87--11 63 8 57 2 ,31
21374+3847 27,914 87-10 42 10 54 2 ,73
21375+3649 32.118 86-12 38 14 56 2 .29L
21379+3654 58,630 86-12 30 15 56 2 .25L
21379+3759 59,739 87-11 107 24 562 .25L
21383+3559 20.9 3 85-12 19 7 57' 2 2.09
21386+3728 39.8088-11 2925 542 .25L
21388+3710 50,71386-12 3019 _i 22 .25L21389+3606 54,0i 33 85-12 32 21 ,25
21389+3847 59.535 87-1054 10 542 .88
21390+3948 0.730 88-10 52 8 542 ,59
21390+3818 5.4 12 86--12 39 30 13S 2 .25L
21391+3704 9,4 12 86-12 104 25 552 .25L
21392+3513 15_ 23 85-13 33 11 56 2 .8021392+382015.423 _-12 48 10 56 2 .432139s+35_ 32.1¢ 85-13 89 30 56 2 .2_.
21396+3623 37._ 22 86--12 28 7 58 2 .25L213_+35123e.,,58 85-13 8* 11 57 2 .25L
21397+3710 42.9986--12 1917 572 .25L
213_+351sI54._55 85-13 20 8 56 2 78.0421399+3624,57.1, 88-12 48 13 55 2 .2821399+3_959,_12 88-12 25 10 56 2 .54
21402+3917 13.2 58 888-10 49 9 54 2 .76
21403+3901 19,_ 31 88-10 41 8 55 2 ,80
21406+3806 40,C 5687--11 22 18 572 ,25L
21408+3930 52,C 2588-103726 552 ,25Li
21409+3718 59.14987-125 9_ 25 5_ 2 .25L21412+3747 12.217 87-11 i 2 102,69
21412+392115.4 88-10 32 2 .30L





21417+3718 45.82587-12195 1656i 2 .36L I
21420+3924 2.0116 88--10 23 11 54!2 .52
21421+3543 7.327 88-13 63 10 552 .5021422+36561882 88_128211552 .33
21428+3800363!_087_118219_,2 4420+35327.746 8 1379 4 .,0_21420+_1339.120 85_1448 8 572 1.2421426+352441.729 88_13_ 8 882 .4221427+353742.0!388_13_ 9 572 .392142o+_1254.o28 8_1329 15 562 .38_
21429+3949_. 32 88_1088 12 542 .3121431,53t9.74985_1375 32 882 .25_21431+351810.139 88_1477 31 562 .40,21435+_0136.129 85_t4 51 33 552 .25_2143s+3_5_.640 ,_10 23 15 562 .25_21436+3_737.o2786_13_ 10 582 ._21,,8,749_.728 87_1245 8 562 .39214_+344649.310 85_149831 572 .3_,
21439+3931 54.624 88--10 88 14 56 2 .38
21439+3647 56.947 87-12 37 7 56 2 1,25






21446+3988 38.81489-11 37j 10 542 .65




(Not Color Corrected) V L C
25 ttm 60 pm lO0 p.m F]ux Corr A Confusion R S A
Utacs Coef R P'l.etgs*' S 2 # T
2.76L ;C AD 5600000000
3.82 E CH 6600100100
2.16L DBDCc AB 067001001002.04 CAAC 01700000000
3.24L BC AAME 00600000000
2,95 O FF 9500000310
2.72 D D D 7700000000
9.62 CBCC AAAS 0 9510000010 44
3.94 CS DA 5601000100
2.32L CC AA 09500111000
1.97L BC AA 0 4600000000
2,37L O O 9500100100
2.19L IC AD 2600000000
2.28LBDD AAC 09600211000
2.99L C D 9600000000
2.35L C BH 9600010000
3.01 O H F 5601000220
3.71 CC F GA 6501010310
6,15 DC LC 9601000210






































































































3.31 D FF 9600001010
2,75 C B 96OO000000
2.21L O DL 9600010100
2.72 C C 9600000000
3.01 C t C 9601000230
9.83L C FC 9400000108
2.88L C BD 96O1020OO0
2.53 D J KD 7700000200
2.76L C BK 8600000000
2,83L O I D 9600000208
7.84L C A 25(_X)00108
9.30L B BC 9600100008
9.26L C CL 9600100008
3.09: DD GD 9600000228
2.88L F B 9600000OO0
5.65 C F C 6600000300
4.29: DE FD 9602010321
1.85L C B G 3000000000
2.60L C CI 9601001000
6.72L DD BB 0 i 9500020008
5.08 E FS 5601100320
3.29: CC F FB 9602000300
2,64 D MC 96OOOOO1O8
1.58L BD AA 0 6600000000
2.96 O L C 7700000228
2.61 D L J C 9700000008
3.29 C F E 56000OO220
5.80L CF BG 0 9502100008
t.95L D B 9700000000
2.67 C J D 14600000000
2.24 D I GC 9500000200
1.41L CF BG G 0 9600100220
1,88L C CD 3500110130
1.53 O D 7600000000 !
3.52 CD NAA 4500200130;
1.77 D C 9680100220 i
3,96: CD ED 9501000430
4.95 CBCC AAAB O 950000001042
2,59L D FL 3600100250
2,26L C BF E I 8500000120
I
2.48L B B F 9600000000
4,17: C D AGCD 75C0000318
3,97: D D GDD 9561000338
3,21 C MDC 9600000220
1.75 D H C 76OOO00000
10.23: BBCD AAAB 0 7480000328




2.39L E D H
1.85L C D
2,12L i C GG J
7.91L E BEK
1.71L C CC
100L _D AA2.02L C L E


















1.53L C K C
2 67L D C
2.42 C E
2.38 O E
154 _i _ 940o0o0o00
5.38 C DD G 55620003201,43L AD 05600000000
8,45L C EJJN 6400000008
2.17 F E 5500000120
2.90L C ACBJ 55000O0OOO1,72L SC 0 4500000000
1.25L B C A B M 0 3600000000
1,42L CFD ACD 0 5600000000
1.46 C F 5600100110
1,81 F MFJE 9500011100
1,93L : D C E BJ 4600000000
1.88 ,ICF C F D 84000000002.34L AD 1 5700001000
1,86L BCC AACB O 6400000000
1.51L _C :BH 44011000102,18L C 7500000000
Declination: +30°-+40 °
Associations
Ne, m,¢ Type _"_ Mag
I 39 OX+352 56 141,
1 11 PK86-- 8.t 23 126
4
5 2 DO 20612 60
3 1371480 KO 4 50
1 2 DO 20631 82 108
1 13 71484 K2 3 75
8 1 32 X2133+378 101 8
4 1 32 X2133+370 129 4
1 1371507 K2 14 82
8 1 32 )(2134+379 130 8
1 2 DO 20668 86 113
3 2 DO 20671 45 100
1 39 62.32135+376 88 408
8
1 2 DO 20705 49 108
1 1371562 10 81
1i
1 2 DO 20741 57 103
C : :
4 1 1371603 4 80
1 1371602 K5 5 82
4 1132 )(2139+371 98 12
137t613 NB 8 63
1 13 71614 K2 11 77
1 13716191(2 14 72
2 1371626 18 87
C
C 6 1371642 N5 5 70
1 2 DO 20824 33 88
4 I
1 16 13866 24
8
1 2 DO20837 76 103
1 2 DO 20839 10 106
8
2 13!71675 KO 7 65
3 13 71691 MA 6 70
2 1371697 11 93
1 13 71704 27 80
"Confi_s_on F-M_s: 1} CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4} Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighbodng Weeks Confirmed Sources PW),
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i] ] i"




a (8) Coords SM3 SMN 8 0ham. 6, 0) ] b ('.) ('3 (') N
21450+3338 0.3 13 85-15 124 33 57 2
21450+3420 3.9 42 85-14 33 5 57 2
21452+3955 14.5 57 89-10 43 20 55 2
21454+3840 25.4 45 88-11 103 36 56 2
21454+5608 29.1 40 86-13 42 25 58 2
21455+3307 30.1 34 84-15 22 8 5_ 2,21457+375647.538 _-12 46 o '
21458+3642 51.1 38 87--13 75 14 55 2
21450+3909 58.7 1 09-11 45 14 56 2
21459+3342 59.1 36 85--15 39 12 58 2
21460+3620 0.9 43 87--13 43 7 55 2
21460+3734 3.2 52 88-12 36 6 56 2
21461+3521 7.7 25 86-14 34 13 55 2
21462+3730 12.2 45 87-12 51 39 63 2
21462+3308 16.0 8 85-16 36 31 147 2
21463+3237 20.2 10 84-16 85 15 58 2
21464+3836 26.5 44 88-11 42 23 55 2
21465+3850 30.8 39 88-11 50 10 54 2
21465+3245 33.9 8 84-16 40 33 57 2
21467+3853 45.0 2 88-11 46 15 56 2
21467+3503 46.7 48 86-14 57 19 47 2
21467+3902 46.9 12 89-11 39 19 56 2
21467+3723 47.5 7 87-12 33 5 56 2
21468+3942 48.6 49 89--11 20 6 56 2
21472+3806 12.2 47 88-12 28 6 55 2
21472+3624 13.8 21 87-13 36 , 7 54 2
21473+3650 21.2 46 87-13 75 8 57 2
21474+3304 27.2 57 85-18 77 i tl 57 2
21474+3609 29.4 37 87-13 43 7 56 2
21475+3400 32.6 45 85-15 28 5 57 2
21476+3415 37.6 57 86-15 90 16 56 2
21477+3907 46.8 44 89-11 67 38 54 2
21479+3435 56.6 20 86-15 31 3 56 2
21479+3520 58.7 5 86-14 40 7 55 2
21480+3527 2.2 30 86--14 35 10 57 2
21481+3530 7.7 59 86--14 34 12 56 2
21481+3420 10.7 2 86--15 109 22 57 2
21482+3628 13.3 60 87--13 65 9 56 2
21484+3522 25.7 43 86--14 78 26 57 2
21485+3918 30.8 24 89--11 52 35 56 2
21486+3418 36.3 27 86-15 72 10 58 2
21487+3815 47.7 12 88-12 84 8 56 2
21489+3744 54.3 34 88--12 39 24 56 2
21488+3629 55.1 49 87-13 39 14 56 2
21489+3911 59.1 33 89-11 27 8 48 2
21489+3551 59.3 22 87-14 87 19 57 2
21492+3900 13.4 50 88-11 85 15 57 2
21492+3635 13.9 41 87-13 26 8 56 2
21492+3854 15.4 41 89-12,
21494+3629 24.7 7 89-12 _55 3_ 54 26;2
21494+3516 29.343 87-14 31 18 58 I 2
21495+3955 31.823 90--11 39 21 56 2
21495+3412 35.0124 86-15 33 6 56 2
21496+3621 36.423 87-14 19 7 57 2
21497+3824 46.9112 89--12 61 20 56 2
21498+3314 50.4'26 85--16 101 28 56 2
21498+3811 53.1 42 89--12 53 12 56 2
21499+3231 54.6 29 85-16 33 10 58 2
21500+3523 2.9 54 87-14 48 28 55 2
21500+3551 5.4 41 87-14 88 14 58 2
21501+3245 11.5 42 85-16 54 12 57 2
21502+3408 12.9 47 86-15 78 10 57 2
21502+3501 16.e 12 86-15 121 30 58 2
21503+3830 21.9 3 80-12 54 5 55 2
21505+3613 32.2 25 87-14 25 10 56 2
21505+3915 34.2 25 89--11 58 g 56 2
21506+3215 40.S 29 85-17 79 18 58 2
21506+3835 41.4 48 69-12 66 10 57 2
21507+3834 45.2 21 89-12 60 g 56 2
21510+3709 2.4 g 88-13 27 10 56 2
21511+3443 10.,_ 34 88-15 go 18 58 2
21512+3713 12.e 24 88-13 41 8 57 2
21512+3553 148 34 87-14 39 6 57 2
21513+3703 19.3!39 88-13 70 23 54 2
21515+3501 33.9 3 87-15 53 26 57 2
21519+3620 54.4 8 88-14 75 10 55 2
21519+3458 54.8 39 87-15 35 10 57 2
21519+3600 57.7 54 89-13 80 9 55 2
21520+3714 1.330 88-13 36 8 57 2
21520+3341 1.732 86-16 73 27 55 2
21520+3503 3.6 6 87-15 36 30 56 2
21520+3258 4.7 14 85-16 76 9 56 2
21521+3751 7,5 46 89-13 68 9 56 2
21521+3001 11.854 83-19 51 12 59 2
21522+3513 13.1 38 87-15 93 28 56 2
21522+3718 t7.457 88-13 40 19 56 2
21523+3744 18,4 13 09-13 43 9 56 2
21524+3724 26.5 20 88-13 29 7 55 2
21525+3354 34,840 86-16 75 10 58 2
21526+3642 36.3 16 89-12 18 5 56 21
21526+3643 39.1 13 88-14 97 32 55 2
21527+3206 42.2 1 85-17 32 5 59 2
21529+3814 56,5 0 89-13 77 15 56 2,
21530+3610 09 58 88-14 105 27 58 2
21532+3554 13.3 32 88-14 38 9 55 2 i
21532+3416 17.9 421 86-16 98 20 58 21
21534+3504 26.4 40 ! 87-15 46 14 56
21535+3627 32.6 10! 88-14 50 11 57
21535+3744 35.1 47:89-13 36 18 47 2:
21536+3101 39.0 40 84-18 40 9 59 2
Declination: +30"-+40 °
F]ux Density Flags Acsociations
(Not Color Corrected) V
12 /_m 25 _m 60 _m I(30 Fm Flux Corr A Confusion
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags*
.25L .25L .40L 2.33 D E 9500000000
6.34 3.15 .52L 1.38L BB AAD 0 4400100000
.27L .25L .46L 3.01 D EC 9600000108
.25L .56L .40L 2.18 D I 8600000000
.43L .25L .4OL 2.01 C E B 250000(XX_
1.65 .94 .40L 1.00L BC AB M 0 1600000000
.80 .27L .40L 2.23L C AH I 8501000000
.25L .25L .60 1.35L C D 7600000000
1.01L .35L .63L 4.00 C I MDD 2600000420
.29 .25L .40L 1.39L D FKHF _501010220
5.25 1.14 .40L 2.05L BD AA 0 4500000000
3.94 2.10 .48L 1.93L BC AAF 0 4400100000
.25L .25L .63 2.57 CC HBB 7600000210
.42L .32L .40L 2.44 C GF O 4400100000
.25L .25L .40L 1.48 F F 4500000010
.43L .25L .56 1.48L F CD 2501000010
.25L .25L .52L 3.55 C DB 9501000000
.O6 .72L .8OL 2.89L O ALC 7600111200
.25L .56L .40L 1.77 E D 2401000130
.25L .34L .51: 3.44 DC J GB 7500111200
.25L .25L .40L 2.48 C F C 7683000200
.25L .25L .58L 5.08 C F D 6681000240
2.85 1.29 .4OL 1.88L BC AAH 0 5401010220
36.12 24.83 4.87 2.80: BBDD AAAD 0 9501000008
1.45 .42 .41L 3.05L BC AAMI 0 8501000210
2.97 1.56 .50L 1.42L BC AAD 3 3600000000
.32 .2SL .40L 2.24L E D E 8500000000
.51 .25L .40L 1.03L C CM 5500000000
2.71 1.34 .57L 4.38L SC AAHN 0 4500000000
3.91 1.18 .42L 1.00L BC AAL 0 3600000000
.25L .25L .40 5.78L C C 5400000008
.25L .28L 40L 2.36 O J F 8700000100
1.62 .40 .40L 4.41L BD AA 0 6400001008
1.75 .51 .40L 1.82L BD AB 2 7600000000
.83 .23 .40L 1.54L BF AD H 0 7600100000
.44 .25L .40L 2.10L D C G 7600100000
.25L .48L .40L 2.30 D F E B 6500100208
.52 .32L .40L 1.95L B BE 4600000000
.25L .53L .47L 2.17 C NLHC I 7600000000
.25L .25L .52L 2.87 C GE 7700000120
.33 .25L .40L 4.26L C EL L 7400110208
.31 .25L .40L 1.95L C E 9700010000
,25L .31L .98L 3.48 D EGC 9501000428
.50 .25L .40L 1.6gL F B 4600000000
.53 .25L .40L 1.75L C B 7701020000
.25L .25L .40L 2.07 C B 3501000120
.41L .25L .61 2.02L E D 8600100000
.74 .38L .40L 1.44L B AA 3700000000
.25L .52L .40L 2.19 O F E 8600100000
5.85 3.08 .47: 1.55L BBD AAD 1 9600000000
.25L .25L .64L 5.30 D GD 6501000440
.73L .58L .47L 4.92 E G EC 9500000448
1.78 1.15 .40L 3.59L CC AA 2 6300000008
1.91 .96 .40L 1.53L BC AA 01 2601001000
.67L .83L .46L 3.77 C NMGD 9500000220
.25L .25L .44L 1.45 F HD 5500000110
.37 .25L .40L 7.99L D B 9600000008
.83 .32L .40L 1.05L C BE 3400000000
.25L .25L A0L 3.37 C K J D 9600000440
,61L .25L A7 2.21L C F CE 7500000000
.25L .25L .82 1.64 CB J CB 4500000000
.43 .57L .40L 4,53L C CG 7301010008
.27L .25L .4OL 1.91 D C 7400000030
1.51 .37 .40L 2.31L SD AC G 0 9700011120
.25L .31L 1.53 3.62 C B F A B 2400000000
.57 .26: .40L 2.04L BC BC 0 5600000000
.41L .25L .42 1.14L C C D 4500000000
.42 .25L .40L 2.02L C CE 9700130010
.54 .25L .40L 1.73L C CD 9700130010
.41 .38L .40L 1.92L F BB 9500100000
.25L .25L .47L 2.27 D L B 8400000208
.59 .32 .40L 2.05L CC BC 0 9601100000
1.75 .41 .43L 1.37L BD AAC 0 7700000000
.26L .68L .44L 2.23 C H K D 9600000000
.25L .25L .52L 2.37 C KD 8500100320
.79 .25L .40L 1.85L C C K 7500000000
.87 .25L .40L 1.42L B B D 9600200220
.56 .25L .40L 6.26L C B 9500110108
.25L .25L .45L 2.56 F F B 9700100200
.25L .56L .40L 1.96 F C 7400000000
.25L .56L .92L 1.72 C I D 8500100110
.53 .25L .40L 1.07L D B F 8400000000
.89 .21: .40L 6.04L CO AC 0 9501000008
.45 .26L .43L 1.85L C D K 0500000000
.25L .25L .40L 2.02 C H D 950COO0100
.25L .25L .42L 2.91 C GB 9600100200
.85 .25L .40L 5.65L B A H 9501000008
13.66 9.30 1.85 1.45L BBC AAA 3 8700000000
.25L .27L .63L 2.16 ' C EBB 8500000210
1.28 .71 .74L 1.87LIBC AAGJ 0 9801000110
.25L .25L .40L 1.68 O K F 8600000000
1.83 .50 .40L 1.10L BC AAG 0 1600000000
.26L .26L .45 3.32L E GBG 9500000238
.28L .62L .40L 1.81 C G C 7500000000
.95 .26: .40L 1.39L CD AE 0 4700000000
.38L .25L .66 1.50L C D 9501000000
.25L .25L .97 4.47 EC FB 9581001310
.25L .31: 1.15 1.51L DC BAE 6500000110
.25L .25L .45L 3.63 D EC 9601000138
1.15 .40 .40L 1.26L BD _AB K 0 2400101000
"Confusion Flags: 6)-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12. 25. 60. 100 Fm; 10) High Source Density Region.
L C
R S A Sep
S 2 # T Name Type (") Ma8




1 13 71713 4
1 2 DO20891 81 11




2 13 71724 K5 23 8
1 32 X2146+327 115
3 4 TMSS +40497 20 3
1 13 71736K5 4 8
1 13 71740K2 8 I 8
1 13 71742 G5 31 i 7
3 13 71746 5 ! 8
i
2, 13 71750K5 5 7
1 2 DO20925 38 g
1 39 OX+382 22 141
C
1 13 71779 K0 6
1 13 71780 7
2 9 U11837 20 1E
1 13 71786 K0 13
C
2 9 Ul1839 52 1E
1 13 71793 K0 19
1 13 71601 K5 18
1 13 71810 K5 21





























Right Ascension: 21h53=40"-22_O5m20 = Declination: +30"-+40"
Pmidon (]950) Flux Density FlaBs Associations
Name






























21570+3654 / 3.9| (
Z1571+3605 / 8.8]11
Z1575+3811 130.6] 1_
._1575 + 3731 |32.5|6(
Z1576+3259 |37.3 |2.'



































































a 8 Coords SMJ SMN 8 O 12 p.m
(") (") (') N (JaJr_y)
71 12 58 2 .39 .25L .40L
103 32 57 2 .61L .53L .52L
27 7 57 2 1.44 .30: .40L
97 26 56 2 .25L .25L .75L
49 17 58 2 .30L .25L .47L
57 29 56 2 .25L .25L .44L
34 14 56 2 .22 .25L .40L
44 10 57 2 1.09 .63 .40L
19 6 56 2 11.26 4.97 .81
65 10 56 2 .74 .30L .40L
34 10 58 2 .85 .16: .62L
50 31 61 2 .27L .25L .40L
92 30 57 2 .25L .25L A0L
59 14 57 2 .25L .25L .54
49 14 56 2 .45L .25L .56
53 8 57 2 .28L .25L AOL
69 14 57 2 .83L .25L .74
12 57 .34 .25L A6L
51 12 58 2 .68 .25L A0L
33 i 10 57 2 .65 .28L .40L
I56 14 57 2 .25L .25L .91
(Not Color Corrected)
25 vm 60 _m
v L C
[IX) tim Flux Corr A Confus|on R S A
Uncs Coef R FlaBs" S 2 # T
1.36L E E i 9502000000
1.55 C I O i 9500000020 8
1.00L ED AB 0 1500100000 1 13 71856 K2
2.16 C HE 9600000100
2.04 C DB 3501000000 3 9 Ul1855
3.32 E F E 9600000120
1.22L F J E 1401100000
1.00L CD AB 0 3600000000
1.00L BCC AAC 0 8600000000 2 2 DO21031
1.71L C BD 9600100000 1 2 DO21033
1.07L CF ACLH 0 0300000000 1 13 71866 K5
2.20 C EF C





1.30L C D FH
1.45L C D
1.32L C iA H
2.45 FC DB














42 28 56 2 .25L .25L A0L
33 10 57 2 .75 .32 .40L 1.00L CD51 8 60 2 .81 .25L .4o, 1._L c BF 350000o000
38 9 57 2 1.07 .38 .40L 1.00L BC ACMD 0 6600010000
111 26 57 2 .60L .25L .41L 2.79 E CI EC 4700000320
48 7 56 2 10.53 5.78 .84 1.30L BCC AAB O 9600000100
37
_ .55L .59L .4o, c M E _OllO52 40L 2500000000L_ 60 2 ! .25L .25L .47L C E F 840000033059
45 9 58 2 .73 .39 .40L BB J 0 3501000000
51 10 56 2 .33 .25L .40L BF 6600000000
60 27 55 2 .25L .25L .56L C HD 6701000300
101 14 57 2 .32 .25L .40L D 5500000000
36 7 58 2 2.85 1.84 .46L AAG 0 0600000000
32 21 58 2 .25L .25L .43: 9501000220
_4 15 i 56 2 .26L .52L .56 5700000110
6' 57 2 1.30 .30 .40L AC M 2 6400000000112 2 i 56 2 .38L .25L .43 C DF 4500000100
50 19 57 2 .25L .25L .40L E MC 9700000100
58 10 58 2 .55 .25L .40L CK N 2600000000
82 12 56 2 .51 .25L .40L BI 8600000000
74 12 57 2 .37 .25L .40L C H 2600000000
50 12 58 2 .25L .25L .66 BH 2500000000
47 26 58 2 .25L .62L .42L C DC 7601000230
36 27 58 2 .25L .25L .40L D L E E 5500000000
67 12 57 2 .38 .25L .40L E 9600000000
16 5 57 2 3.85 1.56 .44: 1.09: BCCE AABD 0 2600000000
36 25 56 2 .25L .63L A0L 2.16 C FKC 6600000120
21 13 59 2 .29 .25L A0L DN G 5501000020
85 10 56 2 .50 .25L A0L C F 7000000000
81 10 59' 2 .31 .25L A0L DG 1500000000
38 12 58 2 A1 .25L .40L D M 2500010000
36 8 59 2 3.32 .91 A0L AAKG 0 5600100000
57 10 56 2 .44 .25L A0L E 3500000000
18 6 57 2 6.53 1.76 .40L AAI B 1 4600100000
47_2 1i 57i 2 .41 .56L .40L BL J 3500000000
1 57' .35L .25L 1.11 AC 5600000000
572 2.10 A7 .42L ABK 3 3000000000
472359 2 .25L .25L .4OL C 3500000000
4419562 .25L .25L A0L IB 9500000110
tl 59 2 .41 .25L .40L B 3600000000162
40 16 57 2 .25L .25L .45L J B 7581000200
23 11 58 2 .55 .25L .45L B DO : 4501001000
91 26 58 2 .25L .25L .40L D 1400000020
60 12 57 2 .35 .25L .40L A 9500000008
43 9 57 2 1.05 .31: .40L AB 0 2600100000
50 24 571 2 .72L .55L .40L GB 9400000220
40 9 58'i2 .93 .25L .40L BD 160011000024 14 58 2 .54L ! .25L .61 B 8700000000
63 14 57 2 .29L .25L .90 3.92: CD GI BB 9500000248
41 8 58 2 .74 4.67L .40L 4.29L C AF Hi 9500101218
44 6 57 2 2.17 .63 .55L 1.28L BE ABI D 0 7502000000
46 7 57 2 1.24 .35: A0L 1.00L CD AB 2 3600000010
54 10 59 2 .49 .25L .40L 1.00L C B 3400010000
53 25 57 2 .25L .25L .40L 2.24 F C 9601100208
71 29 57 2 .25L .31L .57L 1.67 e I I D 8600000010
78 11 59 2 .67 .25L A0L 1.18L C B 1500000000
20 6 58 2 1.86 .43 .40L 3.03L BE AB E 1 9600100208











































Name Type (") Mag
4 1 32 X2155+357
4
1 13 ! 71885 K5
1 13 71889
4 2 13 71890 58
C
1 2 i DO 21060
2 13 71900 M0
C
2 4 TMSS +40499
1 13 71909 K2
C 1 32 X2157+343
1 2 DO 21066
1 1 WX PEG
4
1 13 71929 K5
1 2 DO 40543
2 13 71932 F5
C 1 32 X2158+351
I WY PEG
1 2 DO 21096
2 13 71961 K5
1 13 71962
3 13 71965 MB
1 39 B2.3 2159+39
1 13 71967 K5
1 "41 22004+3156
2 * 2 DO21126
8
2 1 RT PEG
8
1 13 71995
8 4 9 Ul1895
1 2 DO 21135
1 2 [3021136
2 13 71998 G5
1 2 [3021137
1 2 DO 21147
2 13 72011 K5
26 9 57 2 1.06 .26 .40L 1.35L CE AFK 0 3500000000 2 13 72018
34 6 59 2 264.73 146.18 23.61 9.94 BBDC AAAA 2 1301010110 21 4 13172019MC
37 24 57 2 .25L .25L A0L 2.25 E L HC 9500000108
38 22 57 2 .57L .25L A0L 1.45 E N C 7680000000
34 8 58 2 15.73 7.03 1.46 2.09L BCD AAAG 0 6600000100 6 4 TMSS +30464
89 32 58 2 .29L .25L .45L 1.82 D KC 4501000000
37 6 58 2 2.32 2.18 .31: 1.10L BBD AAC 2 1500000000 1 1 XXPEG
96 16 59 2 .81L .26L .40L 1.87 C KFB 1500000220 C
40 14 54 2 .59L .57L .40L 1.39 E H 1501000210
36 6 57 2 2.38 1.39 .40L 1.00L BC AAE 0 1500000000
54 10 59 2 .44 .25L .40L 1.00L C B 4400000000 1 13 72034 K5
48 _ 30 58 2 .25L .25L .40L 1.25 F C 6500000000
43 11 57 2 1.56 .57 .54L 3.37L BC ABMD 0 9600001008 1 2 [3021184
46 12 58 2 .38 .25L .96L 5.61L C C M 9500010008 1 2 0021185
49 10 60 2 .54 .25L .40L 1.00L D BM 0500000000 1 13 ! 72041 K0
53 12 56 2 .40 .25L .40L 1.78L ;C C 2400000000 1 13 ' 72043 K0
85 15 58 2 .56L .25L .51 1.11L C J C 0501000000
36 14 59 2 36 .25L .43L 1.46L D F I 2600010320 8 1 "41 22051+3145
34 27 51 2 .86L .51L .52L 2.50 E FED 5481000200


















































"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
534
il l i




ham, 8 a 8 _rds 3MJSMN ,9)O t2 ,m
. , (a) ( ) 1 b ('3 C') ( N
23054+3335 25.82566-18 L_ 5TM '5422054+3147 26.75587-19 2 832 .44L
22055+331432.25588-1841 7592 2.65
22055+3024 33.65286--20 50]10592 .31L
22056+3905 37.352 92-1345] 12 572 1.0822056+3106 37.953 87-20 7 592 .42:
22056+3437 37.930 89-17 57 14 592 .26L22056+3951 39.045 92-13 29 11 562 1.02
22060+3652 0.237 90-1544 8 562 4.77
22064+3942 29.821 92-13119 35 582 .25L
220_+3810 s0.1 2o 81-14 50 10 59 2 .57
23069+3_I 54.816 _0-16 so 12 57 21 .46
22069+3255 58,820 88--18 59 6 59 2' 2,13
_070+3710 1.5 4 91-15 81 11 58 2 .32
22072+3858 17.813 92-14 79 16 572) .25L
22073+3250 19.338 88-19 23 6 592 1.36
22074+3902 29,0 10 92-14 51 11 58 2 .25L
22075+376633.58 91-15 40 17 58 2 .40L22075+3_2 33.84 90-18 so 23 58 2 .25L22o,5+3.,o6.54592_142911572 153
I
+32554585108_192o 5 592l 23623077
22077+3629 45.9 1 90-16 101 27 572'J .25L
22080+3202 2.3 25 88-192)72 59 8.5522081+3801 7.0 2 91--15 8 57 6.23
22089+3241 56.2 51 88-19 .89
22089+3321 57.0 5 88-18 77 26 .25L
22089+3718 57.9 231 91-15 46 191 58 2 .25L
22091+3945 6.4 551 93-13 66 12 59 2 .39
22092+3927 13,5 82-13 31 8 57 1.83
22093+3112 21.71 87-30 too 11 58 .,to
23095+3810 35.8 92-15 29 11 57 2 4.11
22096+3017 39.615187-21 6841 602 .25L
22098+3353 48.229i' 89-18 2811 582 .37
22101 +3013 8.819: 87-21 41 21 602 .25L
22102+3910 12.65992-14 37 8 572 2.26
22104+3821 25.72492-15 5411 592 1.02
22104+3709 25.85091-15 4229 562 .40L
22104+3748 28.82392-15 4214 572 .67
22104+3046 29.15987-21 4010 592 .56
22105+3843 30.348 92-14 64 12 58 2 .25L
22105+381730.83092-1529 _,58_ 2.8222106+3007396 9 87-21 43 1 59 .46
22106+354941155 90-1741 9 58 2 .81
22107+3855425 7 92-14 4o 9 57 2 444
22106+30_950.235 87-2177 27 582 _5L
22109+381154.4292-15 51 12 582 .44
22109+3958 56.842 93-13 37 6 58 2 1.45
22110+35183.721_-17 64 1o 58 2 .52
22111+3107 81655 08--20 50 10 59 2 .82
22115+31o532.357 66-20 57 28 59 2 25,
22116+3932 36.35493-14 5928 582 .3.83L22116+302390_ 87-21 95 29 so 2 ._L
22118+3_7_.43 91-16 80 18 59 2 .52L
22116+3659,I0_ 92-14 59 13 58 2 .25,22117+3927,37 93-14 24 7 _ 2 14.7o
22117+0802,3 9 92-15 75 12 592 .69
2212o+3oo5o._2 87-21 _ 25 so2 .4o,
22124+3706 126.841 91--16 72 16 58 2 .30
22124+3929 28.11493--14 4824592 .25L
22125+3554 35.F. 29 91--17 66170 SO_)22 .611.8422128+3025 48.0' 51 87-21 08
22128+3824 53.5 27 92-15 29 13 59 2 .25L
22131+3703 ) 6.82 92-16 89 18 59 2 .25L
22133+3347 19215 90-19 666 12 59 2 .39i "
22133+3954 19.9 53 93-14 49 26 57 2 .27L
22133+3916 23.5 10 93-14 49 12 58 2 .49
22137+3637 143.5 45 91-16 85 14 58 2 .73
22137+38361441530 93-15 461815_8! 2 .3122138 + 3730 48.E 6 92 -- 16 26 18.28
22138+3325 50.7 27 89-19 39 13 2 .38
22138+3022 50.6127 88-21 28 194 56_)22 "5622141 +3701 71, 43 92-16 80 .29
22142+3350 16.9126 90-19 43411202 .36L
22143+3105 23.4 44 88--21 60122148+39 1994_14g 581g ,2,25 
22150+3043 0.2 22 88-21 31 10 SO 2 .50
22150+3315 1.(] 15 90-19 55 12 60 I 2 .25L
22151+3519 6.2 17 91--18 35 11 59l 2 .25L
22153+3644 20.5 51 92--16 25 11 59] 2 .72
22153+3849 21.5 40 93-15 57 12 581, ¢: .29
22153+3058 23.31788-21 58 13 602 .30L
22156+3839 39.14493-15 89 8 592 .35
22156+3846 41.C 3893-15 55 955_ 2 .7322157+3739 44.21792-16 35 7 2 2.33
22157+3822 47.(] 4693-15 5912 582 .33
22162+3231 15.54289-20 7612 592 .58
22165+3641 35.441 92-17 8427 592 .25L
22166+3930 41.15494-14 62 14 592 .41L
22169+3315 58.72390--19 48 14 592 .41
22170+3416 2.8 so 91-19166 10 602 .69
22180+3551 4.8] 30 92-17' 43 11 59 2 .61
22180+32255.613290-2027959;2 9.38
22181+3743 8.44693-16' 5_7_ 1i 592 .4022182+3702 15.441 92-16_ 1 602 1.11
22186+3813 38.314293-16 58 I 2 .81
22186+3302 38.30890-20 41 11 602 .26L
22189+3846 54.43084-15 4932 582 .25L
Flux Density F]ags
(Net Color Corrected) V
25 ;tm 60 _m 100 ttm Flux Corr A Confusion
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags =
.25L .40L 1.49L F E i 5500000000
.49L .76L 1.48 D D OIi 2600010420
1.28 .42L 1.00L BC AAH 06500000000
.25L, 1.87 2.32 EC Dl AB i 1400000000
.30 .42L 4.59L 6C ACJ 0 5500000008
.25L 4.83 18.79 E DO CJ BA 2180010100
ABBNC I 197000000003501000030
.25L .75 1.90 CC I
.28: .40L 1.4OL BD
3.03 .40: 1.00L BBE AAD 0 6500000000
.57L .40L 1.89 D D 7600000120
.25L .40L 1.48L C B H 0600000000
.25L .40L 1.30L C D 8500000000
.48 .40L 1.26L BC AB 0 4500000000
.25L .40L 1.12L D CM 2700000000
.25L .71 1.54L C BD l 2600100000
.34 .40L 1.OOL CD AC 01 1500000000
.33L 1.27 2.73 CC CAA 1500100000
.25L i .55 1.68: CC EC 1500000000
.33L .41L 1.39 C J KC 3500000010
.67 .40L 1.0OL CC AA 10500001000
I
.56 .40L 1.00L BC AB 2 ] 4500000000
.52L .40L 1.17 O EF 8600000010
.25L .40L 1.34LC CM 11600100100
2.15 .40L 1.00L BC AAF 0 0601000000
3.71 .60 1.00L BCC AAB 3 1600100100
.67 .40L 1.46L BD AB K 01 4600000000
.25L .40L 1.23L C BG 04(30000000
.SOL .40L 1.56 E I 8 3400010450
.25L .48L 2.07 O GB 7600000320
.25L .40L 1.44L D A 1600000000
.48 .66L 1.05L BE AAM O11600010000
.53L .40L 1.14L C BK 1500000000
1.00 .40L 1.14L DC AAD 00500COOC00
.25L .40L 1.20 C E 6400000000
.25L .40L 1,00L C C E 2600000000
.SOL .45: 1.11 OF DD 6400000110
.90 .40L 1.14L BC AAHD 0' 2500000000
.29 .40L 1.01L CO AC 0 0500100000
.59L .41L 1.92 C GI 2600000110
.30: .,SOL 1.43L CF BH 01 2500000000
.35L .40L 1.01L C AF K 4400000100
.25L .66 1.58L C BG 1500000000
.71 .40L 1.01L EC AA 0 0500100000
.25L, .40L 1.27L F C 5500000000
.35: .40L 1.00L BF BC 4 2500001000
2.25 .55L 1.32L CC AAC 1 2500000000
.25L .46L 1.28 E F F 5400000200
.25L. .40L 1.08L C CL 1500000000
.74 .40L 1.16L BC AA 06600000000
.27L .40L 1.18L C CFH! 3500010110
.25L .40L 1.68L C CG 7501100000
.25L .48L 3.14 F HE 2500100330
.25L .4OL 1.23 O D 7500100120
.25L .40L 2.31 0 K J D 6501100320
.41L .40L 1.49 C HI C 6501000230
,25L .59 2.03L C L B B 3500000000
.25L 1.13 2.09 CC L BB 2600000000
3.33 1.20 1.33L FCC AADK Oi 2600200320
.47L .40L 1.05L C A H 10500000000
.72L .42L 1.22 D MDC 5400000200
.25L .40L 1.41 L C E H 3500000000
.25L .40L 1.SO C I C 7500000020
.23: .40L 1.37L CE BD L 02500000000
.51 .40L 1.0OL BC D AB K 0 4500001000
.34L .71 1.81L FBC 1600000000
.25L .66 1.85 CC G DO 1500000000
.27L .40L 1.00L E CE M 5601000100
,54L .40L 1.61 C C 7500000000
.25L .40L 1.00L E D 7500000000
.28L .40L 1.25L C AE 1600000000
.25L .40L 1.21L D DM 1600000000
4.43 .62 1.36L BCD AACN 0 1500000000
.39L .40L 1.32L C CK 4600000000
.27L .40L 1.00L C BG 2400000000
.25L .40L 1.00L C E 2600000000
.08L .41L 1.30 C H H 4500000020
.25L .40L 1.82 0 C 25000000201
.25L .40L 2.01 C D 2680000000
.25L .40L 1.00L C B 3400000000
.25L 1.32 2.81 CC AA 1300000000
.31L 1.61 4.04 CD DAA 2400000100
.35 .40L 1.54L BC SB L 0 5500000000
.25L .40L 1.64L C CF 2600100000
.25L .57 .97: C C J C D 2400000000
.27L .40L 1.45L C B H 2600100000
.25L .40L 1.07L C B 2600200000
1.07 .40L .97: BC D AAJF 0 1600000000
.25L .40L 1.24L C B 260000000(
.25L .40L 1.00L E B 0600000000
.25L .40L 1.47 C C 4600000030
i
.25L .83 1.14L C Acl4400000000
.25L .40L 1.11: C D BH I ;1600000110
.26L .40L 1.70L C BCHG 0_00()000
.27: .40L 1.10L CD BE J 1 1600010000
5.30 1.05 1.40L BBC AABD 0 1500000000
.25L .40L 1.00L C B 1500000000
.33L .40L 1.t7L B AC 4600000000
.21: .40L 1.39L CE AH 23500000000
.66L .92 2.71 cciJ K B A 1300000000
.25L .40L 1.98 C K L F 4600000310




































































Right Ascension: 22h19_"11'-22h31m22" Declination: +30°-+40 °
Portion (1950) Flux Density Flags Association!
Name H
Galactic Uncertainty C
a % Coords SM] SMN (.6) O 12pmhm.a ,5 (s) ( I b (._) (-) i,,
22191+3335 11.7 33 91-19 101 13 59 2 .29
22192+3850 14.6 30 94-15 63 35 59 2 .25L
22193+3320 21.8 35 90-20 74 10 60 2 .51
22196+3717 37.5 22 93--16 57 19 58 2 .25L
22196+3935 40.3 21 94-15 56 13 58 2 .25L
22200+3608 0.8 =6 92-17 _ 41 11 59 2 .25L22203+3556 18.g!2_ 92-18 73 11 59 2 .37
22204+3513 25.1 26 92-18 43 12 60 2 .37
22204+3743 28.4 26 93-16 30 11 58 2 .98L
22205+3934 32.2 46 94-15 82 11 59 2 .31
22206+3624 37.3 22 92-17 25 10 60 2 1.10
22206+3328 38.4 8 91-20 71 = 12 58 2 .40
22207+3040 43.4 9 89--22 29 12 60 2 .25L
22208+3747 52.4 21 93-16 76 10 58 2 1.07
22213+3945 19.0 13 95-15 34 19 59 2 .25L
22213+3036 20.4 30 89-22 82 17 61 2 .25L
22213+3011 20.6 17 89-22 52 11 60 2 1.12
22215+3209 32.7 21 90-21 54 21 81 2 .29L
22216+3818 38.4 43 94-16 43 8 59 2 .42
22216+3100 39.5 31 89-22 30 9 60 2 33.10
22217+3858 43.4 4 94-15 23 5 58 2 1.78
22217+3917 44.6 39 94-15 94 13 58 2 31
22217+3310 46.5 58 91-20 49 10 60 2 .25L
22221+322410. 3,0_21701; 801.22222+3605 12.0 18 93-18 26 19.31
22222+3510 13.0 43 92-18 38 8 60 2 2.16
22223+3421 121._ 52 92-19 42 9 60 2 1.19
22225+3411 30.g 16 91-19 106 27 60 2 .25L
22225+3318 31.1 29 91-20 64 22 60 2 .31L
22226+3212 37.3 51 90-21 126 11 59 2 .49
22226+3834 38.829 94-t6! 34 10 58 2 .25L
22226+3107 41.1 23 90--22 26 8 60 2 4.42
22232+3521 14.1 23 92-18 68 10 60 2 .46
22233+3843 18.6 16 94-16 52 38 60 2 .251.
22233+3013 18.6 3 89-23 26 8 6t 2 t24.01
22238+3909 49.9 39 95-15 75 14 60 2 .44L
22238+3730 53.1 45 94-17 61 25 61 2 .25L
22239+3418 57.3 10 92-19 56 11 61 2 .64
22244+3515 29.8 52 92-19 73 _ 22 60 2 .76L
22245+3822 30.1 22 94-16 79 9 58 2 .69
22245+3711 32.5 15 94--17 54 14 59 2 .25L
22247+3042 42.7 0 90--22 58 8 61 2 .89
22250+3640 1.7 16 93-18 48 28 58 2 .64L
22251+3950 8.1 40 95-15 74 17i 59 2 .74L
22251+3313 7.4 271 91-20 110 34 I 61 '_ .25L
22252+3739 17.7 17 94-17 68 30 59 2 .251.
22254+3958 26.6 21 95-15 56 14 55 3 .251.
22254+3135 29.1 7 90-22 38 10 60 2 4.23
22257+3812 44.2 8 94-16 97 16 59 2 .37L
22260+3517 2.8 21 93-19 30 8 60 2 21.41
22261 +3002 6.3 8 90-23 38 8 61 2 .25L
22261+3453 9.0 51 93--19 87 18 61 2 .45L
22262+3414 15.3 6 92-20 62 10 61 2 .64
22265+3849 33.C 43 95-16 57 13 3O_ 2 .75L22265+3347 35.1 19 92-20 85 17 .39L
22267+3523 43.1 51 93-19 34 34 74 2 .25L
22269+3409 54.e 38 92-20 82 31 60 2 .251.
22270+3729 3.2 47 94-17 40 11 60 2 .25L
22270+3608 5.g 42 93-18 77 12 59 2 .36
22271+3013 6.0 51 90-23 60 8 61 2 .46
22272+3556 12.9:20 93-18 48 18 60 2 .39L
22273+3234 20.6 16 91-21 78 10 61 2 1.44
22276+3627 38.1 53 94-18 48 14 60 2 .27L
22278+3154 51.4 43 91-22 39' 11 61 2 .88
22278+3428 53.1 6 93-20 77 12 61 2 .59
22279+3300 54.4 25 92-21 76 12 61 2 .47
22279+3545 55.7 14 93-19 72 15 59 2 .41L
22279+3719 57.1 8 94-17 54 21 60 2 _ .25L
22279+3854 58.3 55 95-16 49 11 59 2 .25L
22280+3648 1.9 26 94-18 81 12 61 2 .38L
22281+3716 7.8 6 94-17 29 5 60 2 6.66
22281 +3014 8.1 55 90-23 80 27 61 2 .84L
22282+3930 13.4 24 96-15 75 11 58 2 .35
22283+3737 19.4 52 94-17 51 23 60 2 .31L
22283+3318 23.9 50 92-21 62 13 6t 2 .31
22284+3825 24.4 33 95-16 28 12 591 2 .25L
22285+3924 30.3 57 96-16 45 12 55 2 .29
22285+3555 32.8 24 94-19 63 13 60 2 .251.
22286+3618 37.1 26 94 18 74 16 60 2 .43L
22286+3756 38.3 23 95 17 i 38 14 60 2 1.91L
22286+3527 41.7 42 93-19 30 8 59 2 4.31
22292+3042 13.5 2 91-23 64 12 61 2 .25L
22292+3614 13.5 13 94-18 73 11 61 2 .34
22292+3216 17.3 1 92-22 34 25 59 2 .39L
22293+3952 21.9 0 96-15 35 11 54 3 .25L
22294+3920 25.3 1 96-16 35 i 24 55 2 .28L
22295+3612 34,5 3 94-18 54 I 15 60 2 .25L
22296+3033 38.3 20 91--23 76 10 61 2 .91
22297+3132 42.9 2t 91-22 95 14 60 2 .33
22298+3122 49.6 32 91-23 57 10 61 2 .65
22298+3608 50.2 39 94-19 45 15 59 2 .27L
22300+3036 4.4 30 91-23 37 10 61 2 9.71
22306+3310 37.6 59 92-21 86 9 61 2 .44
22306+3857 38.1 20 96-16 75 17 58 2 .25L
22307+3652 42.7 37 94-18 63 10 60 2 .54
22307+3424 43.0 44 93--20 49 11 59 2 .85
22310+3612 0.1 1 94-19 88 13 60 2 .45L
22310+3504 2.5 8 94 20 75 30 61 2 .39L
22311+3402 8.1 34 93-20 45 12 59 2 .35
22313+3321 22.4 26 93-21 68 12 61 2 .57
(Not Color Corrected)







































































































100 pm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
Uncs Cocf R Flap" S 2 # T Name Type
1.32L F EGj D 15000000001.71 C 4600000410
1,00L C BI 1500000000
1.28 C A C 36OOOOOOO0
2.05 C D S B 44OO0OOOOO
4.78 CD EAA 0480000100
1.09L iC D NL 1600010000
1.04L IC CF 2500010000
1.98 CB GDAB 2500000000
1.23L C C 3500000000
1.04L BD AD 0 2400000000
1.0OL C CH 0500000000
2.69 FCC EAh 2300000000
1.00L C BH 250000000(
238 C DC 3400000120
1.85 CO BB 2300000000
1.00L CD AC 0 4500000000
1.31 C HHE 1400000000
1.48L C DJ I 0500000000
1.23: BBDF AAAC 0;2500000000 17
1.35L BC AB H 0 2600000000
1.03L C F K 0600000000
4.37 DC I AA 0300000000
1.08L D BG 1400000000
1.75L BBC AAAB 0 1500000000!251.00L CD AB J I 4500001000
tOOL CO iAB 0 3600000000
229 DCi_ C 35800000201.00L L F 1500000000
1.17L C B 1400000000
2.93 CC GEBB 2400OO000O
tOOL ! BCC AAEH 3600000000
1.66L C B L E 4500010000
1.30 E J GF 350000000O




2.98 DC L DB




1.88L C L CB
1.14 D J D
2.39 D D
2.67 D HC 9500000228
1.00L BC AAI 1 0600000000 _
















6.25L F E A K
1.54: DE NBF
1.39 D : G






1.43: CC M BD
1.00L C B C
1.00L C CBJ
1.00L C A N
1.37L C B E
2.27 D F B
2.09 CD BA





















1.21L BBC AAC 0 4600100100 I
1.02 D C 2500000000
6.18L C BK 1400000008
1.60 C L I B '560003O000
1.18L C ED N _ 0400000000
3.37 CD NAB 2500000008
5.89L C DL K 1400020008
1.65 CD CAB 2600000000
1.32: CF GCC 8400000000
3.48 DC GCB 5581000230
1.00L BBC AAC 0 5500000000
2.94 CC BB
1.29L D DM
1.03 D J D
2.60L C BA
1.87 E H L C
2.12 DB LEB
1.26L C BD
1.00L C D J
1.00L EC AB
4 1 32 )(2219+388
3 9 U12001 146
3 10 M+06-49- 006
4 9 U12009 t38
1 13 72284 K0 65
1 13 72282 82
4 9 U12011 140
2 13 72288 86
8
3 9 U12018 148
13 72292 K5 85
2 t0 M+05-52-015
4[ 15 8536 F5W: 6213 72295 MB 75
13 72297 MA 87
3 9 U12022 151
3 4 TMSS +40508 2113 72303 K5 70
1 131 72307 82
8
2 13 72311 87
3 8 A2222 + 38.
1 2 i DO 21462 115
4 1 RV PEG 4
C 4 9 U12039 141
I 13 72341 83
6 3 13 72344 B3 63
2 13 72347 K2 75
C 1 32 X2225+366 12
4
C
; 5 13 72366 K2 62
4 2 DO 21501 101
3 9 U12048 131
1 13 72379 87
2 12 ZG 2226+38 150
4
2 193I U12051 1512 72392 86
2 13 72393 K5 75
4 9 U12056 155
1 2 DO 21532 91
1 12 ZG 2228+38 156
12 ZG 2226 + 36 156
41 2 DO21536 118
13 72414 85
3 9 U12061 153
2 13 72417 86
1 12 ZG 2228+36 t53
C 1 32 X2228+379 12
3300000000 3 9 U 12065 136





3500000100 2 13 72439 K7 90
0.500(_00_
0 1500000000
1.17L D J B 7600100000
1.29: BCDC AACE 0: 250000020( 4 3 4 TMSS +30495 27
1.00L C B G 050000000(
1.71 D F CB 6600000108 i 5 9 U12075 151
1.32L D CF 5500010000 2 DO 21566 103
1.461. CD AB K 0 0500000000
1.61L C BH 9600000220 8
1.07 F J E 6601000010
1.00L C F 0400000000 13 72460 87
1.00L C BB 0500000000 1 13 72464 91
'Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
536
ii l i




a 8 Coords SMJSMN O 0 12 pm
ham..8, (s) (") I b ('3 ('3 (') N
22313+3118 22.E 25 91-23 49 861 j 2
22317+3854 =47.83_ 96-18j 389 54322320+3530 3.5 94-18 71 23
22323+3650 16.e 95-18 4210 _ 22
91--24! 5910 2
61 222327+3032 43.3 _22328+3045 51.2 91--23 30 8
22332+3954 14.754_ 97--18 _ 62 50222332+3627 t5.7 95-19 3 61222334+3605 25.3 95-1955 5 61 I 2
92 60222334+3642 26.6 36 95-18 ] 12
22334+3847 27.7 3 96-17 84 18 59 I 2
22334+3558 28.620 94-19 100 23 81
22335+3922 35.0 5 96-16 58 10 55
22336+3103 38.6 20 92-23 37 7 61
22337+3342 46.5 44 93--21 44 15 60 2
22338+3519 51,4 5 94-20 43 6 81 2
22338+3630 52.315 95-19 41 8 61 2
22339+3904 58.2 39 96-16 47 12 53 2
22341+3220 6.6 36 93-22 59 9 61 2
22342+3639 14.5 23 95-19 38 31 60 2
22343+3859 18.912 96-17 71 21 54 2
22343+3944 22.0 44 97-16 41 9 50 2
22344+3657 29.9 55 95--18 48 10 60 2
22345+3231 30.5 26 93--22 78 10 61 2
22345+3523 32.5 36 94--20 23 6 60 2
22347+3346 45.247 94--21 30 8 62 2
22347+3409 46.1 8 94-21 35 7 62 2
22348+3853 505 33 96-17 37 23 53 2
22348+3120 52.1 41 92-23 33 14 61 2
22350+3216 0.2 38 93-22 39 8 61 2
i
22350+3937 0.6 3 97-16 68 J 10 50 2
22351+3515 10.7 54 94-20 54! 11 61 2
22351+3839 10.712 96-17 62 8 56 2
22352+3006 14.6 53 91-24 52 8 62 2
22352+3730 16.3 6 96-18 31 27 63 2
22353+3953 20.8 4 97--16 64 9 53 2
22359+3156 59.4 3 93-23 33 8 61 2
22362+3254 13.751 93-22 53 12 61 2
22363+3348 20.0 42 94-21 34 11 61 2
22364+3514 24.452, 95-20 59 9 82 2,
22364+372028.91296-18288553





22374+39t7 29.254, 97-17 43 9 532,
22375+375733.23, 96-18351354'
22376+3522 37.1 5195-20 5316 61
22377+3601 44.513195-19 6629 62 2I
22381+3711 10.444 i 96-16 29 1460 553 I
22384+3623 26.4 6 96--19 37 14 2212 85+37471.54, _1853 054
223 +3742,8.514 _15 2810, 2I22386+3631 38.22696-19 38 10 3
22386+3718 41.820 96-18 4389 8 _ i:
22387+3600 47.1 8 95-20 28 8
22387+3154 47.6 25 93-23 34 62
8 359 53 6 12 4 -21 2 6 61
22389+3232 55.01294-23 77 61
22389+3724 55.73596-18 31 195155 2222391+3042 10.711 93-24 44 _ 62
22393+3902 20.626 97-17 26_0 8 j 41 222394+3718 28.560 96-19 1255 ,:
22394+3713 29.5 54 96-19 35 13 55 2
22395+3550 30.1225451596-20 7717] 602222395+3727 32.8 96--18 54 1054
22398+3257 50.9 94--22 25 8 61 2
22401 +3558 9.513 96--20 61 24 622
22401+3636 11.444 96-19 86 25 61 2
22402+3702 15.917 96-19 54 14 542
22403+3853 _22.313 97-17 67 23 522
22408+395653.135 97-17 60 _ 542222409+3214s4.3_ 94-23 38 82
22409+334459.1,_ 95-22 39 _4 82 222409+3149s98 _-23 74 17 62 2
22410+3550 1122 96-20 43 32 583
22410+3525 4.4' 3 96-20 95 19 552
22411+3941 662 98-17 43 8 542
22412+3233 16.135 94-23 31 6 822
22413+3325 20.635 95-22 93 18 612
22413+3158 21.26 94-23 49 7 622
22414+3726 24.855 97-19 63 15 542
22415+3339 30148 95-22 32 6 61, 2
22415+3538 30.254 96-20 31 27 743
22416+3806 36. E 59 97--18 59 12 542
22416+3555 40.6 3 96-20 24 21 55 3
22418+3912 50.C 11 98-17 32 8 532
22418+3405 52.413 95-22 50 11 602
22422+3739 12.342 97-18 36 8 552
22423+3655 18.819 97-19 41 11 55 2
22423+3001 23.E 43 93-25 32 8 622
22424+3702 25.C 51 9719 81 17 562
22424+3311 26.858 95-22 41 9 622
22424+3225 27.531 9423 84 25 622
22428+3856 38.915 9817 38 10 552
22427+3242 43.128 9423 43 10 622
22428+3215 50.744 94-23 72 12 622
22430+3347 0.159 95-22 62 20 622
22430+3403 1.831 95-22 44 9 583
Flux Density Flags
(Not Cobr Corrected)




















.55 .25L .40L I
.25L .63L .40L

















































































IOO _m Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Coef R Flags*
1.06L BE AC 0 1401000000
4.72L C OM 2500000008
1.82 C GD 9400000OO0
1.17L CE AD 1 5700000000
1.00L C AG K 06600O0000
1.00L BC AA 0 0600000000
5.11L BCF AAC 0 13500000108
1.33 F C 7600000130
1.OOL BE AB 0 7610000000
1.11L C B 6700010000
4.28L C DE, 6400000008
2.11 C! ECI 7601000030
2.70L F GCDF ! 8500103208
1.00L CE AD 0 ' 0500000000
3.01 EDI FFB 4400000200
1.04L BD AC 0360000O000
1.72L CC AA I 0 6600000110
1.66L C DM C 6600100008
1.00L C DICG! 05000000001.95 H D 7600000000
L
2.30 o,_^,=e 650OO00006i4.50L CCE 05500000008
1.27L C 8 ] 8700020000
1.13L C ,... I O6000O0O0O
1.84L BC AA F 0 3500001000
1.OOL CC I ABG 0 4600000000





1.13: BD D LD01L AB A 0
1.54L ED BDDC 3




1.28L C B M







6.12L _D AB2.74 B G H
1.00L C B E






5.49L DF_F LCAC20.76: ,BECC




5.78 F D F DC 8400000318
1.00L BC AAK 0 0401000000
1.54 _ C d B 5500000300
6.47L C B D 8401100226
4.30: CD J DA 9501100228
1.62: F O A B 5500000000
3.33 CD HAA 7500000008
1.51L BD ADFD 0 0501001000
1 1372465
21 13 72470
2 _ 1372481 K5
;2 1372490K2







1.07 E I C
1.39 CC HCD
1.26 EC FKFD
1.44 C L NO
1.50L D DL
1,73L D B E
C




















050000(3000 1 12 ZG 2235+35
3500000000 3 13 72545 M
25000100OO
2600000100 i
4600000000 2 13 72549
0500000000 i 1 2 DO 21631
05000000002 "4122362+3255
2400000000 25 "9 U12129DO 21638
3500000000, 3 9 U121311500010000 1 72564 K5
46O2OOOO2O I0 9401000108 ; 2 13 72581 G5
46020O053O
06OO000000 i 12 i 1372586 K216000O0000 2 DO 21650
j U1213727 ooooo6 , 9!0600000000 12 ZG 2237+35





7500000538 ;. I04500000000 3 372617K53400000000 U12149
91 U12150
0300000000 22 "13 i 72619 K21500000000
5 1372625 K5
1 10 M+06-49-074
12 ZG 2239+3512 ZG 2239+37




4400000228 C 1 32 JX2240 + 370
6600000310 I
6600000100 1 1372658





1 1372666 K51.03L CC AAH 0570000(_00
t.03L O C C 0600000000
1.00L C O A B 0 5600000000
3.24 D L B 6500000008
2 1372667 K5
1.04L BD AC 0 05000000_) 1 13 72671 K5
2.16 EC MDB 3500000200 4
2.72 CC BB 0400000000 3 9 U12173
2.70 C GGB 7580000350
1.51L DE AA 9 5601000000 4 1372675K5
2.66 DC CAB 1400000000 3 12 ZG 2241+34
1.18L CD AD 03500000000 !
5.35: CF FCA 6500010328 i 6
1.00L FC AB 0 2400001000 2 13 72680M1
6.40 DE K CC 5400000328 ' C 1 32 X2242+370
4.23 CC E AA 0500000100 ] 2 9 U12177
2.46 0 L E 7400000030 :
1.24L BC AA 0156000{)0000 2 1372682 K5
1.00L C BG 4700000000
1.79L C BD 6401000000


























































22432+3010 13.5 47 93-25 74 ] 7 62 2
22432+3742 15.0 12 97-1| 51 16 53 2
22432+3036 15.3 7 93--25 78 9 62 2
22432+3639 15.6 27 97--19 85 13 53 2'
22436+3019 41.6 44 93--25 56 8 62 2
22438+3747 51.2 13 97--19 51 _i 55 222"1+3211 10.4 9 94--23 74 62
22"2+3809 14.050 98-16 85 13 55 2
22445+3045 32.9 50 94-25 54 9 62 2
22445+3519 35.4 7 96-21 24 5 55 2
22449+3624 55.8 11 97-20 71 11 56 2
22450+3716 04 16 97-19 39 25 51 2
22451+3309 11,126 95--23 63 10 62 2
22452+3222 15.e 30 95--23 91 23 62 2
22452+3958 17.C 27 99-17 46 13 53 2
22453+3936 20.9 51 99-17 61 12 54 2
22454+3950 26.(] 54 99-17 26 10 53 2
22455+3852 30.5 10 98-18 48 24 54 2
22456+3643 37.9 13 97--20 46 19 55 2
22456+3021 41.7'46 94-25 50 6 62 2
22457+3704 46.4 44 97--19 44 5 54 2
22458+3245 49,0 46 95--23 77 9 62 2
22458+3850 51.7 17 98-18 52 i 9 55 2
22458+3709 53.1 6 97-19 35 5 55 2
22459+3233 59.1 57 95-23 39 27 152 2
22460+3345 3.7 16 96-2' 34 15 57 3
22462+3746 13.1 31 98-19 40 9 55 2
22462+3310 16.6 47 95-23 40 6 59 3'
22463+3031 20.2 18 94-25 45 6 62 2
22463+3921 21.4 20_ 99--17 75 10, 53 2
22463+3802 22,2 15 98--19 74 12 57 2
22465+3815 32,5 41 98-18 30 6 56 2
22465+3819 33,1 53 98-16 59 27 54 2
22466+3948 40.9 38 99-17 70 10 53 2
22467+3944 46.8 4 99-17 33 6 53 2
22468+3443 52.3 52 96-21 52 12 56 2
22472+3439 12.8 16 96-22 29 6 56 2
22473+3914 22,C 41 99-18 68 10 53 2
22474+3909 27.3 32 99-18 74 11 55 2
22476+3245 37,5 42 95--23 66 40 60 2
22476+3954 38.(]118 99±17 34 7 53 2
22477+3315 43.6 55 96-23 61 18 60 3
22480+3315 2.7 18 96-23 35 9 57 2
22483+3328 22.3 34 96-23 33 6 60 3
22487+3659 47.0 57 98-20 35 12 54 2
22488+3251 48,9 21 96-23 37 22 61 3
22490+3929 0.8 38 99-17 69 8 57 2
22490+3205 1,2 14 95-24 53 17 62 2
22490+3551 3,6 40 97-21 71 I 31 57 2
22490+3632 5.3 37 98 20 54 9 53 2
22491 +3107 8.4 30 95-25 70 23 62 2'
22494+3344 26,5 28 96-23 56 28 58 2
22497+3553 44.1 29 97-21 43 34 64 2
22498+3609 49.4 24 98-21 59 10 54 2
22499+3357 58.0 401 97-22 36 6 56 2
22500+3959 3.0 55 100-17 37 9i 55 2
22501+3846 7.737 99-18 29 14' 52 2
22502+3651 13.0 O 98-20 50 10 56 2
22502+3616 13.1 42 98-20 74 20 57 2
22503+3933 19.5 39 99-18 41 27 54 2
22505+3710 34.8 40 98-20 38 8 56 2
22505+3820 35,_ 58 99-19 33 6 53 2
22506+3633 36.7 10 98-20 58 29 57 2
22506+3238 39,1 47 96-24 53 11 59 3
22510+3151 0,3 57 96-24 50 12 59 3
22510+3614 1.(]126 98-21 35 7 54 _2
22510+3500 2,8 16 97-22 71 10 55 2
22510+3643 3,5 8 98-20 I 39 22 57 2
22511+3122 7.1 40 95--25 53 12 60 3
22511+3735 7,2 19 99-19 41 10 55 2
22512+3845 15.2 29 99-18 19 11 57 2
22513+3326 19.5 33 97-23 42 9 57 2
22515+3748 30.1 3 99-19 33 9 55 2
22515+3847 34.6 54 99-18 80 27 55 2
22516+3559 38.5 35 98-21 60 28 55 2
22517+3742 47,1 42 99-1! 97 34 56 2
22519+3750 54,0 54 99--19 55 33 55 2
22519+3405 55,0 59 97--23 32 9 54 2
22519+3159 56.1 49 96-24 39 10 59 3
22519+3212 57.1 56 ! 96 24 71 19 57 2
22522+3230 12,2 22 96-24 28 12 58 2
22523+3156 23.0 49 96-24 27 7 60 3
22523+3542 23.4 57 98-21 41 10 55 2
22525+3726 31.1 11 99-20 59 12 56 2
22525+3456 '31.9 39 98-22 24 9 55 2
22526+3635 39,2 57 98-20 21 5 57 2
22527+3648 43,5 39 99-20 43 9 56 2
22528+3230 49,E 29 96-24 67 8 58 2
22529+3624 54,7 21 98-21 48 13 58 2
22530+3301 5.e 26 97 24 62 29 55 2
22531+3553 6.2 33 98-21 31 10 55 2
22533+3604 20.939 98-21 40 7 58 2
22533+3707 22,2 4 99-20 57 10 54 2
22535+3847 32.1 18 100-19 52 32 59 2
22536+3455 38,7 35 98-22 37 9 54 2
22536+3307 40,3 26 97-24 34 26 55 2
22537+3325 46.6 34 97-23 49 32 58 2
22540+3558 4,2 17 98-21 58 tl 57 2
22540+3807 4.9 32 99 19 70 35 56 2
22541+3735 6,0 4 99 20 31 24 60 2
H
Galactic Uncertainty OC






































































































Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Color Cerlrect_
V L C
25 p,m 60 #,m 100 ktm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A Sep
Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
1.00L E AE 0500001000 1 13 72692 K0 4 65
2,02: DD BC 5400000110
1.00L C CE 0600000000 1 13 72693 18 91
6.69L C D 8300000001 1 13 72691 40 65
1.02L CE AE 1 050000000( 2 13 72700 MO 6 90
2.74 CD BB 4400000020 8 4 9 U12181 57 145
1.47 C N D 658O0000001
1,48L C C 2501000000 13 72707 K2 4 77
1,06L E D 0600000000
1.02L BC AA 1 0500000000 2 DO 21757 40 ; 106
1.76 C B 6600000010 39 82.3 2245+36 90 408
2 13 72724 18 85
3 9 U12187 64 143
3 9 U12188 36 143
2 12 ZG 2245+39 46 156
1.27 D H G 9500000000
1.15L CD ACM 2 3700000000
1,34 F G 5400000010
2.85 CC AB 1500000000
2,75 CC KAB 2300000000
3.13: DDC BAB 1500000000
1.94 C G C 65OO110OO0
1.69 C GH B 6400000000
1.00L B C A B ! 2 2600000000
1.00L CD lAB F 0 9500100000
1.001 C BF 6501000000
1.72L B AF 6500100000
1.08L CD AB 0 9500100000
1.60 F MJ G 7400000120
1,46 C C 1600000000
2,08L CD AB G 0 2401000000 2 13 72739K5
1,00L BD AB 0 3700000000 2 13 72740K2
1.01L CC AB 1 0600000060 2 13 72741 M1
2.03L C AL 3400000000
1.48[ C C 1700000000
1+30L BC AA 0 3500100000 2 13 7275OMA
1.81 E C 3500100000
1.86L C B 050010000( 2 13 72752
6.12 CCC BAA 0300100000 3 9 U12199
1,95L C HAD 0400000000 3 9 U12201
9.89 CCC EBAA 02C1000000
2.14L C C 1500100000
1.36L C CC 2500100000
1.73 E G 7600060030
3.58 CCC BAA 1400000000
1.68 C DJ B' 3600100100
1.16L C CG F 3700100100
1.00L BC ABC 0 5700001000
1.92L C FFAB 3400000000
2.02 C C 558OO06060
1.66L C D F 15O000000O
1.66 DF HBB 3300000000
1.30 D I M B 660O000000
1.06L C BG 4500000000
1.63 C B 2400000000
1.6O D C 56O0000020
1.52 C M C 7500000000
1,35L DD DCH 0 2400000000
1,13L BCD AAB 0 4600000000
1.09L BF AC 0 4400010000
3.47 F F B B 0500000330
2.13: CC HAB 7400000000
2.36 C L CC 2400000020
1,27 C DC 2600000000
1.71L C B M 3500000000
1,12L BC AA 0 ; 2600000000
1.69 C K CD 458000002(
1.17L C B N 0500010000
2,13 CC GBB 2300000000
1,12L BCD AAAE 0 2500000000 13
1.75L C DK 0500000000
2,43 F H D 7400000030
1,92 CCI GBB 2400000000
1.51L CF AH E 0 9400000000
6.87 DC EC 4482100330
5,47 CD DCAB 6400010000
1,59L CD AD H 0 7400000230
4.11 E LC





1.45L D E E
2,01 DC MAB
4,5O CC DAA
1,62L E C MI
1.56: CD I BE
1.16L CD AF
1.00L BC AB
1.34L C CH t
1.52L C EG K






































2 13 72727 K5 10 85
2 13,72731 K5 22 85








2 13 72769 21 90
2 13 72773MA 4 85
3 9 U12218 21 148
1 13 72784 3 90
1 10! M+05-53-022 12
1 I GU PEG 52 3
3 13 726O0K5 4 77
2 13 72805 3 85
3 13 72806 MO 4 70
2 I 13 72807 7 90
3 9 U12230 81 141i 4 TMSS +40525 38 30
5 6 A2251 +31 25
1 21 DO21849 27 103
3 9 U12234 38 133
8 1 2 DO21853 7 101
1 10 M+06-50-008 49
2 13 72838 F2
2 13 72842
2 12 ZG 2252+36
3 9 U12238 56 148
2 6 A2252+32 36
1 10 M+05--54-010 121
1 10 M+05--54-012 114
I 13 72833 K0 6 68
2 DO21874 77 98




2 13 72844 K2 ? 75
2 13 72847 5 87
1 13_ 72849 12 90
2 13; 72857 11 82
1 12, ZG 2254+35 28 156
"Confusion Flags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hours Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
538
I !1




t ,6) Galactic Uncertainty
a Coords SMJ SMN 0
(s) ( 1 b ('') ('') (')
22542 + 3618 3






22553 + 3739 _- 20 ,7
22554+3715 _9-20 _9
22554 + 3903 _0- 18 '3
22557+3755 b0-19 7
22558+35O7 ,9
22558 + 3848 I0 - 19 ;7
22558 + 3005 )6- 26 16
22560+3500 18-22 ll
22562 + 3OO8 19
22565+3851 )0-19 ;5
22565+3227 )7-24 ;2
22572 + 3315 _2
22572+3933 11--18 ;1
22573+3753 )0-20 |1
22575 + 3453 )9- 22 .>8
22577 + 3106 )7- 26 _7
22579+3538 )9--22 .>2
22580+3814 )0-19 t8
22583 + 3251 )8 -- 24 )4
22584 + 3550 )6- 22 10




22591 +3220 _8-25 42
22591 +3229 _8-25 33




22597 + 3943 01 - 18 6,8
















23021 +3806 01 --2¢ 6_
23025+3544 00-- 2,_
23029 + 3733 01 -- 2C 4_
23030+3132 98-2( 3_
23031 +3321 99-2_ 5'
23033 + 3825 101-- 2C 8"
23034 + 3047 98- 2; 7_
23034+3459 i00-2: 6(
23037 + 3603 100- 2; 3q
23037 + 3300 99- 2,= 5:





23040+3759 101 --2{ 4
23043+3117 98-21 6
23044+3928 102-11 3,
23044+3513 100- 2'. 2'
23044 + 3549 100- 2J 3
23046 + 3530 100 - 2; 4
23047+3521 100-2: 3
23048 + 3340 99 -- 2, 5
23049 + 3323 99 -- 2 9




23055 + 3207 99 - 2 3
23055+3847 102-2 7
23057 + 3935 102-1 8
23057+3331 100-2 3
23058+3735 101 --2 3
23063 + 3825 102- 2 E
23063 + 3757 102 - 2 1£
23064 + 3853 102- 2
23067 + 3248 99 - 2 E
23067 + 3925 102 - 1
23068+3403 100-2 ,"
23068 + 3326 I00- 2 (
23069+3014 98--_
23069 + 3809 102 -- _ !
23070 + 3736 102 -- _ ,"
23072+3743 102-;
23072 + 3732 102 - ," 11




12 pm 25 pm 60 pm 1130 pm
(Jansky)
1.14 I .44 .62L I 1.00L
.34L I .71L .40L I 1.96
.69L I .76L .41L I 1.74
.62 I .27L .40L 1.00L
7.18 = 2.96 .52 1.83L
.98 .29L .40L 1.211.
.50 .25L .40L 1.03L
.25L .25L .44L 1.65
.58L .25L .40L 1.60
.25L .25L .68L 1.83
2.46 .75 .40L 1.00L
.25L .25L .40L 1.65
.32L .25L .41L 3.03
1.02 .29 .40L 1.00t
.92 .24: .52L 1.00t
.39 .25L ,40L 1.00[
.25L .25L .40L 2.34
.25L .93L .71 3.43[
.38 .25L .40L 4.581
.54 .27L A0L 1.00l
.25L ,25L .40L 1.00
.57 .33: .40L 2.231
.25L .25L .83 1.55
8.11 2.29 .57L 1.001
.82L .61L .46L 1.43
.25L .25L .47L 2.43
.63 .25L .40L 1.581
.25L .25L .40L 2.08
.38 .32L A0L 1.261
.67 .50 .40L 1.031
.25L .25L .51L 2.71
23.40 6.54 1.09 1.47
.25L .25L .40L 2.49
.42L .251. .40L 1.41
.44 .28L .40L 1.42
1.44 .36 .40L 1.00
.64 .25L A0L 1.34
1.07 .37 .40L 1.00
.30L .44L .40L 1.27
.25L 6.73L .46L 1,48
.65 .25[ .40L 1.16
.72L .251 .72 1.69
.37L .25t .40L 1.89
.81L .251 .56 1,2_
.58 .251 .40L 3.0E
.51L .251 .40L 1.7C
.25L .25[ A0L 2.0C
.25L .30[ 1.32 3.3¢
108.71 60.64 7.63 3.1_
.25t .261 .481 1.8e
4.50 2.17 .46 1.0E
.62 .301 .401 1.3_=
.731 .651 .401 1,8(
.251 .251 .40[ 1.7.=
.57 .251 .40[ 1.2_
.26[ .251 .37: 1.1c
.251 .251 .40[ 1.51
,251 .25 .80 2.8(
.251 .25 ,62 t.3,=
.391 .92 .62 13:
.251 35 .39: 1.9,
.49 .26 .621 1.01
11.19 6.52 1.24 1.2;
.26 .25 .401 1.2_
.98 .19 .401 1.1,
.251 .25 .98 1.6!
.251 .25 .40 2.4_
.411 .25 .42 1.1'
.46 .25 .94 1.51
.95 .31 .40 1.O
.25 .25 .48 1.8
1.01 .28 .40 1.D
137 .51 .40 1.0
1.95 1.14 .51 1,0
.25 .4£ 1.14 2.8
1.42 .3E ,40 1.0
.29 .2E .40 1.7
.44 .2,= .47 1.4
.25 .2-= .57 2.6
.25 3; .40 2.0
.25 .2,= .4C 2.3
1.57 31 .4C 1.0
2.43 .7," .4C 1.0
.BE .31 .4C 1.7
.7E .2_ .4£ 1.2
1.11 .2_ .4£ 2.7
.2_ .2_ .4C 1.4
1.0_ 1.0', .4C 1.7
.3C .2! .4( I .E
1.6; .4_ .4C 1.1
.2,= .2! .4( 1.E
.51 .2! .41 1.;
.81 .2, .4( 1.C
.2,= .2! .4( 2._
.3," .2_ .7_ 1.,=
.3_ .2_ .4( 1.(
.3; .2: .4( 1.(
.7( .4' .4( 1.,=
.2,= .2 .4( 1.;
1.0( .3 .41 1.:



































































60, 100 vm; 10) High
v
Con" A Confusion









































































































































































































a 8^ Coords SMJ SMN 8 12 vm
ham. ,_, (s) (_ t b ('3 ("_ (') N
23077+3329 57 2 58.94
23078 + 3955 57 2 13.9723078 + 3212 59 .35L
23080+3429 59 2 .84
23080 + 3740 5_77! 22 .8423083+3945 .49
23085 +3052 59 2 .83
23087 + 3016 60 2 .95
23089 + 3929 57 2 .70
29093 + 9045 58 2 .25L
23094+3223 59 2 .49
23097+3630 57 2 .52
23099+3439 58 2 .43
23100+3641 56 2 .55
23107+3840 143 2 .41L
23105+3630 57 2 .66L
23109+3644 58 2 .37
23109+3903 59 2 .45L
23110+3730 59 2 .39
23112+3802 58 2 .25L
23115+3745 58 2 .55
23115+3845 58 2 .25L
23115+3503 57 2 .82
23116+3048 59 2 .34
23122+3445 58 2 .46
23123 + 3656 60 2 .25L
23124+3245 5_ 2; .67L23126 + 3943 .42
23130+3801 56 2 .64
23132+3351 53 2 .25L
23135+3512 57 2 _ .25L
23139+3841 80 2 .45
23140+3647 _ 2 _ 7.0223140+3827 11.17
Z3140+ 3411 58 21 .42
23140+3918 _ i = .25L
23141 +3336 .50
z3142+3129 _ .35,23143+3343 .41L
23145+3741 56 2' 2,26
_3147+3126 60 2 2.24
Z3148 +3035 59 2 .29L
73150+3844 59 2 .25L
73153+3417 58 2 .25L
_154+3010 59 .86
.)3158+3438 58 2 .25L
.)3189+3739 56 2 1.58
Z3162+3327 57 2 1.54
_170+ 9008 6O 2 .28L
_170+3430 58 2 .87L
23175+3451 58 2 .25L
._3175+3238 59 2 .44L
23176+3226 57 2 .62
23176+3112 _ 22 .25L73179+3257 .25L
73180+3301 58 2 .6O
73180+3040 60 2 .25L
73182+3920 _ 2 33.5673182+3714 .97
-)3183+3008 59 2 7.87
_.3164 +3754 58 2 .6O
_3186+3920 57 2 .25L
73186+3136 59 2 .55
?3187 + 3307 59 .25L
!3169+3856 581 2 .25L
_189+3818 56_7 22 .52
!3189+3505 1 .25L
!3189+3613 1.53
.)3190+ 3404 61 2 .72L;3191+32o3 6o 2 .36L
._192+37o3 _ 22 .64_t94 +3809 .41L
.>3196+ 3315 2 .25L
.)3197 + 36O2 58 2 .77L
_199+3331 59 2 1.38L
!3200+3439 58 2 .28L
._3201+3336 59 2 .25L
!3202+3136 62 2 .25LI
5202+37,44 58 2 .77L
!3203+ 3421 6012 .31
,3204+ 3515 56_912 .25L.25L
_3205 + 9058
3206+3238 58 2 .66
_2'06+3427 5_12 .70L!3207+3215 .25
!3209+3343 60 2 .37L
!3211 +3957 60 2 2.56
_212+3927 ._!2 103.98
._J215+ 3458 .25L
!3215+3156 63 2 9.46L
!3216+3513 58 2 1.23
!3218+3503 57 2 .39
!3218+3212 59 2 .48L
!3221 +3116 59 2 .25L
_3221+ 3558 59 2 .80
!3222+3604 60 2 .26L
r3226+ 3246 61 2 .25L
_230 + 3459 59 2 .25L
13233+3509 62 2 .25L
!3234+3308 60 2 .38L
Declination: +30°-+40"
Flux Density Flags Associations
(Not Color Corrected) 'V L C
25 v.m 60 _m 100 pm Flux Corr A Confusion R S A
(Jansky) Uncs Coef R Flags* S 2 # T Name Type
17.19 2.81 1.44 BBCC AAAB : 0 4600000000 73052 MB
5.94 .76 1.00L BBC AAB 0 1700000000 16 TMSS +40530
.31L 1.20 2.07 DC NFCC 1501000200
.25: .40L 1.21L CE BE M 0 2300000000 DO22070
.25: .40L 1.6OL CF SE 0 Se01000000 73056
.25L .40L 1.42L C ;B J 1600000000 DO 42609
.27L .40L 1.32L C B F J 5501000000 73062 K0
.25L .40L 1.00L C AE 1600000000 73063 K2
.25L .4OL 1.49L F B H 150000,0000 DO 22085
.25L .35: 1.40 DC [ DB 3500000000 M+05-54-044
.25L .40L 1.33L F D 1500000000 73075 KO
,32L .40L 1.65L O B [ H 0400000000 73081
,30L ,40L 1.06L C B H 3301000000 73084
.25L .48L 1.28L C B J 1400000000 73086 K0
,25L A0L 1.60 i D G J 9500000130 X2310+366
.25L ,72 1.00L C FBN 0500000000
.25L .40L 1.20L [C C 1400000000 73091
.25L .40L 1.38 IC C C 8600000000
.25L .40L 1.56L B 5600000000 DO 22104
.25L .40L 1.54 C B 6500000000
.25L .40L 1.27L F BE 4600010000 DO 22109
.25L .40L 1.50 !'B C ME 95000000001.10L .40L 1.18L AE 1600000000 73100
.25L .40L 1,57L rD B 4500000000
.25L .40L 1.22L IC C 2500000000
.26L .40L 1.90 C J HC 5500000110
.25L .50 1.05L D D 3500000000 ZG 2312+32
.26L .40L 1.00L C EJ 1600000000
.33L .40L 1.22L C BE 1600010000 73116
.67L .40L 1.67 D C 1400000010
.25L 1.06 2.72 CC J AA 0500000000
.42L A2L 1.52L C BJ EH 6600020000 73128 K2
3.31 .44: 1.53L BBD AACH 0 3501000020 TMSS +40532
7.14 1.12 1.48L BCC AAAD 0 2500000000 26
.25L .40L 1.32L C AD C 2500000000 73129
.25L .40L 2.19 C H C 2500000000
,25L .40L 1.86L C CI 1400000000 73132 K5
.47L i .40L 1.42 D E D 3600000000
.25L I 1.71 4.96 OC NOAA 1300000000 U12474
.59 .40L 1.05L BD ABFF 0 0400000000 73138K5
.69 .40L 1.00L BD AA 1 3500000000 73141 K5
.35L I .40L .98 D I D 2600000000
25L .40L 1.27 E E 2600000020
.25L 1.01 1.74 DC HCB 0600000000
.27: .40L 1.23L CF B C 8500000000 73151 K0
.25L .40L 2.60 C L J C 4581000220
.39: .40L 1.00L CD AB 0 1401000000 73156
.30: .40L 1.00L CD AC 0 0600000000 73161 K5
.25L .40L 1.68 D E i 760000001057 7 : 77 D D L F B 35 20
.26L .40L 1.74 C F E 9500000000
.25L .75 2.05 CD CB 1600000000 ZG 2317+32
.25L .40L 1.24L D BD 1600000000 73179
.25L ,40L 1.48 C J D 5600000000
.29L .71 1.78L C CCC 1600100000 B2 2318+326
.28L A0L 1.27L C CE 1600100000 DO 22173
.25L .40L 1.93 E GO ! 96000000081
16.17 2.64 1.97L BBC AAAF 0 5500100000:24 RYAND
.31L .40L 1.03L C BD 2500000000 73185
1.86 .44: 1.3.4L BCF AADD 0 4600000008 73187 K5
.27L .40L 1.03L C BF 1400000000 73190 F5
.25L .40L 2.18 C B 5580100000
.30L .40L 1.14L C BFM 4700000000
.47L .77 1.61 CC DBC 2600000000 U12538
,30L .48L 1.65 C [ KE; 4500000100
.29L .40L 1.25L C BG 0500000000 73196 K0
.25L .40L 1.40 C M G 8600000000
.34 .40L 1.00L BD AC H 0 0700001000 73197K2
.44L .40L 1.76 C F E i 9600000000
.48L .40L 2.35 D C 9600000000
.25L .40L 1.25L C B G K 2400000000 DO 22190
.53L .53 .95: DD BBj 0500000000
.25L .40L 1.62 C E i 2600000000
.56L .40L 2.47 D E E = 9500000000
.25L .40L 3.80 C HI B 2580100020
.46L .40L 1.75 C i E B 9500000000
.25L .40L 2.41 E 6500100028
.53L .40L 1.76 D MF H 9600000030
.25L .53 1.22L C , C B 0600000000
.25L .40L 1.42: E Dj C C 9602000010
.25L .40L 2.51 C C 7500000030
.3OL .40L 1.42 D F F D 9601000120
.32L .40L 1.57L C BD F 1600000000
.44L ,40L t.70 C, G 9501000000
.25L 1.25: 2.76 DC EAB 9600000000 U12570
.25L .56 1.82: BcCD CB 7600000008
.60 .40L 1.33L A B 0 2500000000 73220 MA
46.69 7.10 3.34 BCDC AAAA 2 3400000000 14 BU AND
.25L .67L 3.26 C HC 6480000030 X2321 +349
.25L .40L 5.23 F J C 9581000230
I
.32 .,40L 1.08LICD AC K 0 7500001000 73230
.37L .40L' 1.45L F CE E 7501000010 73229 K0
.25L .40L 1.63 D G E 7700000010
.25L .60L 2.90 D L F 9600000010
.25: .40L 1.0OL CE AE 0 1700000100
.25L .58: 1.70 F C F E 1600001200
.25L .40L 2.49 E I HC 9500000028
.25L .40L 1.72 D GB 7580000010
,25L .40L 2.96 C F N E 7400000120 X2.323 + 351
.25L .55 1.63: CE EC 9700100108 I



















































Right Ascension: 23h23m33'-23n38m26" Declination: +30"-+40"
Position (1950) Flux Density
Name
ham, • 8,
23235+3944 33.715 106-20 88 _ 55_ 2 I23235+3140 34.6 39 103--28 25 223235+-':1752 34.6 16 105--22 35 2
23235+3903 34.9 30 105--21 81 16 59 2
23236+3328 41.5 29 103--26 49 29 59 2
23238+3240 52.3 29 103-27 84 19 60 2
23239+3553 58.9 24 104-24 45 11 60 2
23242+,3458 17.9 45 104-25 40 14 80 2
23244+3337 24.9 49 104-26 65 27 60 2
23244+3942 25.4 33 106-20 100 34 59 2
23245+3448 32.8 6 104-25 90 25 59 2
23247+3007 42.1 58:102-29 89 16 60 2
23247+3744 42.3 48' 105-22 43 10 60 2
23247+3200 47.8 101 103-27 81 27 60 2
23248+3656 51.0 46 105-23 61 t4 61 2
23248+3208 53.3 42 103-27 91 19 61 2
23250+3327 3.9 24 104--26 73 13 59 2,
23251+3705 7.0 1!105-23 32 32_ 42 i
23251+3219 8.4 103-27 62 12 59
23252+3758 12.8 11 105-22 47 12 59
23255+3126 35.4 11 103-28 96 _ 60 223258+3256 52.7 32 104-27 104 60 2
23259+3204 55.025 103-27 65 18 61 2
23261+3851 10.8 17 106-21 64 29 59 2
23262+3058 14.5 11 103-28 78 29 61 2
23262+3924 15.1 57,106-20 63 11 59 2
23262+3150 15.9 27 103-28 49 25 59 2
23263+313918.841103-284228632
23265+3037 32.6 21 103--29 91 24 62 2
23267+3125 42.6 41 103-28 39 8 61 2
23267+3439 43.7 33 104--25 32 12 60 2
23267+3756 45.9 48 106-22 95 27 60 2
23267+3558 46.149 105-24 31 5 61 2
23268+3752 51A 29 106-22 46 6 82 2
23270+3009 1.9 33 103-29 61 11 59 223271+3822 I 9.4 , 106-22 33 9 61:2
23272+3051 15.0 15 103-29 74 10 60 2
23272+3945 17.1 51 106-20 95 26 59 2
23274+3444 24.4 13 105-25 45 13 61 2
23276+3829 36.4_ 56 106-21 85 26 58 2
23277+3321 ,4.4 53 104--26 89 27 61 2
23278+3105 52.7:81103--26 51 15 _6_1 2223279+3948 54.7 41 107-20 41 32
23282+3823 13.7 15 106-22 41 8 59 2
23283+3333 18.4 29 104-26 _ 11 59 223288+3042 48.4 ! 31 103-29 1 18 59!
23288+3347 '49.7 59 105-26 96 34 60 2
23288+3857 50.2 34 106-21 33 7 61 2
23289+3048 59.4 31 I03-29 62 30 62 i 2
23290+3416 2.2 40 105-25 67 15 62 2
23294+3056 ,25._ 60'104-29 36 6 5_ _23295+3801 30.1 47 106-22 41123295+3208 31.G, 34 104--28 78 24
23296+3219 38.728104--27 74 11 602
23297+3543 47.3,21 105-24 81 13 62 2
23302+3723 177,21 106-23 81 2; _l23311+3044 9.4' 11 104-29 51 2
23312+3707 '15.8 28 106-23 59 27 59 2
23314+3102 28.0 54 104-29 41 8 60 2
23314+3537 28.£ 60 106-24 81 28 59 2
23319+3420 55.C 60 105-26 31 11 62 2
23320+3404 5.0 41 105-26 64 10 62 2
23321+3957 6.4 11 107-20 85 14 61 2
23321+3313 9._ 15 105-27 34 11 62 2
23322+3555 14.3 26 106--24 73 8 62 2
23322+3026 17.2 58 104-29 35 10 60 2
23322+3744 17.5 41 107-22 26 5 62 2
23324+3543 29.3 39 106-24 50 27 60 2
23326+3554 41.9 10 106-24 53 26 58 2
23329+3628 56.2 20 106-24 41 10 61 2
23329+3044 59.1 16 104-29 91 12 60 2
23330+3155 2.3 20 105-28 97 10 59 2
23334+3806 27.2 36 107-22 62 13 61 2
23335+3841 33.9 39 107-221 _ 10 61 2
o w23341+3644 11.0 28 107--23 16 59 2
23344+3821 29.5 107--22 I 32 59 2
23345+3225 30.5!25 105-28 34 10 63 2
23345+3827 33.8 32 107-22 54 11 6112
23345+3531 34.9 27 106-25 63 10 62 L2
23346+3946 39.7 14 108-21 41 11 60223347+313146.227105-2876 19 612
23350+35320.221106-257414622
23351+3211 10.1 37 105-28 77 10 63i2
23352+382213.941107-22702859
23354+3120 29.9 57 105-29 69 "17 61 2
23355+3636 30.0156 107-24 40 8 62 2
23357+3203 43.6 '35 105-28 40 13 632
23362+3846 13.513 108-22 50 12 61 2
23362+3316 15.2!47 106-27 59 24 61 2
23362+3529 15.6 40 107-25 36 9 82 2
23364+3504 26.3 16 107-25 65 20 62 2
23365+3604 31.5 26 107-24 23 6 62 2
23369+3203 55.3 13 106-28 32 6 63 2
23375+3106 33.2 5 106-29 28 14 61 2
23381+3626 10.8 35 107-24 50 8 62 2
23383+3842 20.020 108-22 52 10 60 2
23384+3552 26.9 48 107-25 48 9 62 2
H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Coler Correded)
a _ Coords SMJ SMN B O, 12 ttm 25 vm 60 _m






.71L .25L _ .46
.92 .33: .40L
.25L .25LI .51






























































































1(](3 _m Flu_ Co_ A conr.sio. R S A Sep
Uncs Coef R Rags* S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
1.78 C I E
2.07 C M GC
2.00L C N B D




1.35L D MB C
1.67 D C













3.06 C F I C
2.30 D C
3.97 D CG
1.COL D B G
2.38 C I E
2.CO C F C



















































3.32 C J B 8500000020
1.42 C EE D 0 96010000201.00L B D A C 6600000000
1.25L C BG K 5501000020
2.69 C GB 0 95000001101.23 C D E 55000000001.COL DC ABM 2600000000
1.28 O EE 7600000010
1.COL C BF 4600000000
2.74L BE AA G 3 5500000000
3.58L CF BE 3 7400000008
1.31 D DE 7600000000
1AOL C B K 6500000000
1.74L C C 3400000000
2.13 D D 9400000028
1.49L BC AB G 3 2500000000
1.42 C H C 6501000000
1.00L BCD AAC 0 2601CO0000'
1.25 C L E 7600000000:
2.16 CC NFAB 3500000000
1.COL C CL 1600010000'
1.68L E B 2600000O00
t.00L BF AS 5 1601000000
1.33L C C M 6600100010
1.00L C B 0600000000
1.54: BCCC AABB 0 3600000228
2.14 C D 6581000030
2.82 D L MC 6400100010
1.00L BC ABF 3 0500000000:
1.27L C A 1600000C00
1.38L E B F : 4500000000
1.82 CC BB 86000001001
1.19L C BCLI 6700000000
1.00L C C 2400000000
1.26L F CD : 0600000110






1.COL C A D
1.08L D C
2.29 C J F
1.45 D L C
1.78: C £; MKAB
1.28L C GD
1.COL C B I L
1.77: CC BC
1.OOL C B





















2.58 BBCC AAAA 0 1400000000
1.29 CC I BC 16OOO00O00
1.02L: C B M 2600000000
1.28Lj C B 1400000000
2.09L: B A BMI 0400000000
4 1 32 X2323+334 55 4
1 30 4ZW 148 63
1 2 DO 22228 40 115
1 13 73262 3 80
1 t0 M+05-55-019 121
8 2 12 ZG 2324+36 38 148
2 13 73269 16 80
8
8 1 32 X2326+309 19 8
1 13 73282 13 80
1 13 73287 K2 4 80
2 13 73291 7 82
2 13 73293 K0 22 82
4 13 73295 MA 3 75
1 2 13022268 88 113
1 13 73299 K5 10 72
8
8
2 13 73308K0 12 61
8 1 13 73309 K2 10 71
3 13 73311 K0 5 52
1 13 73314 25 85
2 13 73317 K5 3 88
1 13 73319 K2 3 81
3 9 U12650 42 155
1 2 DO22285 66 125
1 13 73322 26 87
2 13 73338 K5 20 81
5 13 73341 K2 3 51
3 9 U12672 13 146
1 13 73342 K0 9 75
1 16 14627 A1 60 55
2 13 73345 KO 7 56
1 13 73349 K0 24 72
2 13 73350K7 1 87
C 3 13 73351 K5 18 62
1 13 73356 2 90
1 13 73358G0 7 66
1 13 73359 K0 7 65
2 13 73368F5 18 62
1 1 SU PEG 3 4
1 13 73375 K2 15 80
2 13 73374 K5 12 60
1 13 73378 3 88
1 10 M+05-55-041 32
1 13 73383K2 15 70
1 13 73385K2 27 87
4
4 9 U12711 75 141
1 27 MKN1132 13
3 9 U12714 41 156
1 13 73401K2 16 80
3 2 DO22350 9 101
5 2 DO22364 46 103
2 13 73428 F5 2 62
1 13 73430 3 86
1 13 73432 3 90
*Confusion Flags: 6]-9) Hours Confirmed Small Extended Sources ($1) at 12, 25, 60, 100 Fm; 10) High Source OensRy Region.
541
Right Ascension: 23h38"37"--23h58=54" Declination: +30°-+40 °
Position (1950) Flux Density
N'am¢
ham, a B,
23386+3305 37.1 13 106-27 69 12 63 2
23388+3924 51.8 44 109-21 55 12 61 3
23391+3157 6.7 52 106-28 49 14 67 2
23394+3018 24.1 6 106-30 61 18 63 2
23403+3500 19.0 3 107-26 51 11 63 2
23404+3429 28.5 5 107-26 46 6 63 2
23406+3512 36.5 6 108-25 24 7 63 2
23406+3428 37.5 10 107-26 59 10 62 2
23406+3054 38.1 18 106-29 76 21 62 2
23411+3714 9.0 21 108-23 61 10 62 2
23413+3621 19.0 45 108-24 84 20 63 2'
23417+3717 42.2 101108--23 30 16 6O 3
23418+3556 49.7 30 108-25 49 14' 61 2
23418+3902 52.1 45 109-22 23 8 62 3
2342O+3009 2.3 29 106-30 64 33 62 2
23421+3632 6.7 42 108-24 119 32 61 2
23426+3124 _41.1 45 107-29 43 10 62 2
23427+3035 !43.5 52 107 30 31 10 62 2
23427+3552 439 17 108-25 71 11 62 2
23429+3127 56.5 20 107-29 72 13 63 2
23429+3703 56.8 31 109--24 55 16 59 3
23433+3152 18.e:28 107-29 94 28 62 2
23434+3639 28.7'24 109-24 41 29 65 2
23437+3305 42.7 39 108-28 31 13 64 2
23437+3008 46.6 7 107-30 40 8 62 2
23438+3355 49.6 0 108-27 67 12 62 223440+3334 1.9 26 108-27 57 10 62
23442+3713 13.7 49 109-24 45 8 56 2
23447+3112 42.2 27 107-29 67 13 62 2
23447+3230 44.3 20 108-28 45 19 69 2
23459+3355 57.9 26 108--27 62:13 61 2
23459+3014 58_9 57 107 30 34 9 62 2
23460+3559 4.8 47 109-25 41 9 60 3
23463+3030 18.3 25 107-30 48 16 61 2
23464+3100 25.6 59 108-30 89 12 63 2
23466+3120 37.9 10 106-29 44 28 60 2
23471+3606 10.3 54' 109-25 28 3 61 3
23474+3104 29.7 25 108-30 60 12 64 2
23477+3623 45.0 19 109-25 40 10 59 3 _
23480+3318 1.9 17 109 28 50 13 62 2
23480+3157 2.9 50 108-29 72 10 63 2
23482+3056 12.0 28,108-30 49 28 63 2
23484+3342 263 2 1109-27 58 12 62 2
23485+3950 30.137111-21 35 7 56 2
23485+3550 35.1 54 110-25 28 5 60 3
23486+3518 38.7 28 109-26 86 12 57 2
23486+3543 41.4 18 109-25 41 10 60 3
23489+3619 57.9 6 110-25 29 9 57 2
23491+3120 6.9 37 108-30 63 14 62 2
23492+3020 15.5 19 t08-31 62 12 631 2
23495+3734 35.7_ 16 110-24 26 7 56 2
23496+3059 38.4159 108-30 52 16 64 2
23501+3840 6.227 111-23 38 8 56 i 2
23502+3441 13.034 110-26 32 6 61 3
23503+3056 19.347 108-30 54 32 63 2
23505+3733 35.0 28 110--24 33 6 56 2
23506+3446 40.3 27 110-26 39 9 60 3
23507+3522 46.6 36 110 26 55 8 60 3
23510+3247 1.1 22 109-28 81 14 62 2
23513+3136 21.3 46 109 29 75 15 63 2
23514+3055 26.3 7 109-30 74 12 62 2
23515+3005 33.4 53 109-31 32 13 64 2
23515+3900 34.9 40 111-22 47 9 56 2
23517+3218 45.2 52 109-29 42 8 63 2
23517+3137 46.7 15 109-29 74 14 63 2
23519+3050 59.8 10 109-30 58 27 62 2
23527+3212 44.9 4 109 29 65 ! 19 63 2
23527+3826 46_1 22 111-23 35 34 57 2
111 23 85 25 57 223528 + 3836 49.0 i23528+3006 49.2 3 109-31 42 10 63 2
23528+3236 i50.2 52 110-29 34 10 62 2 _
23528+3540 52.6 29 110-26 45 11 i 57 223528+3553 53.0 7 110-25 69 14:5723._1+33529.427110-27 26 96o 323531+3531lO.4so 111-25 46 30 57 223536+321048038110-29 53 12 63 2
23541+3255 11.1 40 110-28 45 9 61 3
23544+3203 25 1 30 110--29 29 7 63 2
23544+3628 27.71 8 111-25 48 27 57 2
23548+3043 51.9 24 110--30 51 17 61 2
23550+3145 0.4 44 110--29 49 7 63 2
23551+3428 10.9 7 111--27 74 10 58i 2
23552+3424 14.8 58 111-27 104 11 58 2
23556+3319 39.e 44 110-28 25 12 62 3
23556+3544 40.1 53 111-26 54 7 58 2
23558+3841 50.3 6 112--23 40 8 57 2
23559+3205 59.1 36 110 29 69 27 63 2
23562+3032 15.1 35 110-31 44 11 64 2
23568+3228 48.6 5 110-29 i 24 196 ,59 !323569+3326 55.3 4 111-28 i 62 58; 2
23572+3947 17.1 2 112--22 77 13 57 2
23575+3602 34.9 48 112--25 79 28 58 2
.>3576+3801 41.3 48 112--23 68 8 57 2
_3579+3230 56.1 24 111-29 43 11 58 2
._3580+3516 3.2 25 111-26 79 10 58 2
._3583+3232 20.8 46 111-29 58 ; 7 59 2
.>3584+3813 28.5 29 112-23 27 8 57 2
.)3585+3329 34.2 3 111-28 87 20 58 2
._3586+3113 39.4 5 111-30 55 12 62 3
.>3589+3130 54.6 39 111-30 29 3 62 3
H
Galactic Uncertainty C (Not Color Corrected)







































































































100 p.m Flux Corr A Confusion R S
Uncs Coef R Flags*
1.00L C BDJ 0500000000
1.00L C B H 0500010000
1.23 DE CB 150100C000
1.08L C C 58000GO000
1.55 CD E BB 0400000100
1.00L D BK 1600110000
1.75L BCC AABI 0 0200000010
1.001 D CCN 1600110000
1.32 C B 1700000000
1.00L IB BA 4400000000
1.30 D K ME 2500000020
2.03 C J A 5300000100
1.00L C I GCF 25OOOOOOOO
1.00L DBC AAD 0 0400000100
2.27 D F D
2.15 D E E
































1.00L BC AAG 0 1600001000
1.00L B B H 0500000000
1_62 CC BB 1500000100
1.31L E CM 7600010000
1.48 E E D 650000OOOO
1.00L BD AD 2 0500001000
1.46L C A F 3501000020
2.49 CC DBA 3300000000
2.56 CC I AA 1400010000
I
1.08L C B 0300000000
1.27 i C D 2600000000
1.00L C F 040000O0OO
1.00L CE ACL 0 0400001000
L00L BC AAF 2 3500000000
1.28L C D 0400000000
1.goL C BH 2300000000
1.41L CE AG G 0 4401001030
1.32L D L A G 5600000OOO
1.00L C C H 4500000000
1.00L CC AA 0 1500001000
1.33L E C N 2600000000
1.13L CC BB M 2 1600001000
1.00L BC AA E 1 0400000000
1.72 C H E 2500000020
1.00L BC AAK 1 1500001000
1.00L B B F 040000000(
1.00L B B GJ 0400010000
1.30L C HDD 0400000000
.91: DC MBC 1400000000
1.00L D DF 3600000000
1.78 CC L AB 0400000000
1.08L C BC KI 2600000OO0
1.54L BD AC N ! 0 0300000000
1.31L C IE







1.00L C CH M















1.00L BC AAC 0 1400000100
2.15 C M E 4581000220
1.46 CC J GDA 2400000000
1.00L BD ABI 0 1400000000
1.6OL D D 0400100000
1.38L D F 0400100000
1.22 C C C D 0400000000
1.00L BD AS 0 2500001000
1.07L BC ACI E 0 1400000000
.90 C DB 1400000100
l.goL C B 2400000000
1.04: DD DD 1200000000
1.00L C B 1400000000
1.34L F C C B 3500000000
1.97 C HN D 2500000010
1.41L CD BG 1 0500000000
.91: CD DF 0400000000
1.00L C DG M 0400000000
1.00L C A C 0400000000
1.01: BBCC AAAE 0 040000001015
1.69L D DI E 13000000001.22 C 0401000000
tOOL BD AB 0 0300000000
C
A Sep
S 2 # T Name Type (") Mag
1 13 73434 9 8;
3 9 U12741 54 145
1 13 73457 2 92
1 1 CM AND 2O
2 13 73459 K0 4 7_
1 2 DO22403 63 9E
2 13 73478 13 9(3
1 13 73479 K7 1 9(]
1 2 DO22417 34 101
1 13 73482 K2 5 80
4 3 9 U12776 23 141
1 13 734951<2 19 75
1 13 73501 K5 6 76
13 73506K2 5 85
3 9 U12781 49 143
13 73519 7 87
31 13 73521 M2 4 85
13 73523 GO 8 71
2 13 73535 G5 10 58
8 2 13 73540 28 90
1 12 ZG 2347+36 41 153
2 13 73549 9 87
2 13 73550 5 87
1 2 DO2249O 88 96
1 13 73553 45 81
1 13_73552 4 83
1 13 73559 23 86
2 13 73561 M0 22 90
3 13 73567 3 85
3 9 U12620 45 145
2 13 73577 4 83
8;
1 13 73587 K5 6 75
1 13 735881<2 31 75
13 73595 6 85
13 73597 F8 43 66
13 73600K0 4 81
8 32 X2351 +306 128 8
8
3 12! ZG 2352+30 33 155
1 Ib 73612 K0 6 75
1 13 73614 12 80
1 2 DO22544 48 108
1 2 [3022550 77 93
2 13!73623 3 85
4 13 73625 MA 2 65
C 1 32 X2354+364 98 12
3 9 U12864 55 146
1 1 YYAND 51 3
2 13 73629 12 90
1 13 73630 35 90
1 13 73641 K2 6 77
13 73648K2 13 80
3i 13 73656F8 10 57
13 73668G5 29, 65
2 12 ZG 2357+32 45 151
2 DO22617 17 93
13 73681 5 90
4 2 DO22623 21 113
1 2 DO22625 24 103
*Confusion Rags: 1) CIRRUS-I; 2) CIRRUS-2; 3) Confusion Processing; 4) Neighboring Hoers Confirmed Sources (PH); 5) Neighboring Weeks Confirmed Sources PW).
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23590+3316 2,2 58' 111-28 73 19 59 2 .41L
23594+3622 24.3 16 ! 112-25 31 9 58 2 .25L
23597+3556 42.4 31 112-26 45 9 58 2 .66
H
Galactic Uncertainty C ('Not Color Corrected)
u _ Coords SMJ SMN O O 12 p.m 25 ,_m 60 _m






too _m Flux corr A Confusion R s A
Uncs Coef R Flags' S 2 # T
1.16 C KCB 1400000100 1 12
5.72 ODD BAA 2200010000 1 12
1.26L C AI H 3500000000 1 13




Name Type C_ Mag
ZG 2359+33 69 150
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RATIO OF FLUX DENSITIES
BEFORE COLOR-CORRECTION
/_(12 ttm) f_(25 ttm) fv(60 ttm)
fv(25 lam) f,,(60 l.tm) f,,(10Opm)
-3.0 0.113 0.063 0,21
-2.5 0.162 0.102 0.275
-2.0 0.232 0.164 0.355
-1.5 0.333 0.262 0.460
- ! .0 0.480 0.417 0.600
-0.5 0.694 0.662 0.786
0.0 1.005 1.IM5 1.037
0.5 1.459 1.642 1.378
1.0 2.123 2,567 1.843
1.5 3.094 3.992 2.484
2.0 4.519 6,170 3.373
2,5 6.610 9.480 4,617
3.0 9.681 14,475 6.370
RATIO OF FLUX DENSITIES
BEFORE COLOR-CORRECTION
INTRINSIC
fv(12 _tm) f,,(25 I_m) fv(60 I_m)
TEMP (K) f_(25 tim) f'-_60 pro) f_( lO0 txm)
CORRECTION FACTOR
I((12tam) K(25 tim) K(60 lain) K(100 tim)
0.91 0.89 1.02 1.02
0.92 0.91 1.00 1.01
0.94 0.93 0.99 1.00
0,97 0.96 0.99 1.00
1.00 1.00 1,00 1.00
1.04 1.04 1,02 1.00
I, 10 1.10 1.05 1.01
1.17 1.16 1.09 1.02
1,25 1.23 1.15 1,04
1.35 1,32 1.23 1,06
1.47 1.41 1.32 1.09
1.61 1.53 1.44 1,12
1.78 1.67 1.59 1,16
CORRECTION FACTOR
K(12 lam) K(25 lain) K(60 _tm) K(100 pro)
I0000 4.345 6.050 3.350
5000 4.172 5.931 3.327
4000 4.086 5.872 3.316
3000 3.944 5.773 3.297
2000 3.666 5.578 3.259
I000 2.891 5.005 3.145
800 2.545 4.730 3.088
600 2,036 4.287 2.995
500 1.692 3.950 2.920
400 1.272 3,478 2.810
300 0,785 2.780 2.630
290 0,734 2.693 2.606
280 0.684 2.602 2.580
270 0,633 2.506 2.553
260 0.583 2.407 2.523
250 0.534 2.304 2.491
240 0.486 2.196 2.457
230 0.438 2.084 2.420
220 0.392 1.967 2.381
210 0.347 1.845 2.338
200 0,304 1.719 2.291
190 0,263 1.589 2.240
180 0.224 1,455 2,184
170 0.188 1.317 2.124
160 0.154 I.176 2,057
150 0,124 1.034 1.983
140 0.097 0.892 1.901
130 0.073 0.751 1.810
120 0.053 0,614 1.709
II0 0.036 0.484 1.595
100 0.023 0.363 1.468
95 0.018 0,307 1.400
90 0.014 0.256 1.326
85 0,010 0.208 1.249
80 0.007 0.165 I.168
75 0.005 0.127 1.082
70 0.003 0.095 0,993
65 0.002 0.067 0.898
60 0.001 0.045 0.801
55 -- 0.028 0,700
50 -- 0.016 0.597
45 -- 0.008 0.493
40 -- 0.003 0.391
1.45 1.41 1.32 1,09
1.43 1.40 1.32 1.09
1.42 1,40 1.31 1,09
1.41 1.39 1.31 1.09
1.38 1,38 1.31 1.09
1.27 1.34 1.29 1,08
1.22 1.32 1,28 1.08
1.15 1.29 1.27 1.08
1.09 1,26 1,26 1.08
1.01 1.22 1.24 1.08
0.92 1.15 1.21 1.07
0.91 1.15 1.21 1,07
0.90 1.14 1.20 1.07
0.89 1,13 1.20 1.07
0.88 1.12 1.19 1.07
0.87 1.11 I. 19 1.07
0,86 i.09 I.18 1.07
0.85 1.08 1.18 1.07
0.85 1.07 1.17 1.07
0.84 1.06 1.16 1.06
0.83 1.04 1.16 1.06
0,83 1.02 I.I5 1.06
0.83 1.01 1.14 1.06
0.83 0.99 1.13 1.06
0.84 0.97 1.12 1.06
0.85 0.95 1,11 1.05
0.87 0.93 1,09 1.05
0,90 0.91 1,08 1.05
0.94 0.89 1.06 1.04
1,01 0.86 1.04 1,04
1.12 0.84 1.02 1,04
1.19 0.83 1.01 1,03
1.28 0.83 1.00 1.03
1.39 0,82 0.99 1,03
1,54 0,81 0,97 1,02
1,74 0,81 0.96 1,02
2.01 0.81 0.95 1.01
2.40 0,82 0.94 1.01
2.97 0,83 0.93 1.00
3,86 0.86 0.92 1,00
5.35 0.90 0.91 0.99
8.09 0.97 0.92 0.98
13.79 1,08 0,93 0.98
t fv [actual]-f%lquotedl/K (SeeSuppl.Vl.C.3);spectralresponsegiveninTable Suppl.II.C.5.
2f-v_
il | !
